GENERAL PROGRAM OF AIDAA2015
TORINO, 16 – 19 NOVEMBER 2015

AESA PRE-CONFERENCE EVENTS – MONDAY, 16 NOVEMBER
VENUE: POLITECNICO DI TORINO – AULA MAGNA
The Aerospace Engineering Students' Association (AESA) has organized a preconference day with plenary lectures for students. The participation to this event is
free of charge and open to the general public.

New Space Challenges: Innovations and Projects for the Future
08:30
08:50
09:10
09:35
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:15
13:00

Paolo Musi, Thales Alenia Space Italy
Scientific missions recent achievements and perspectives
Franco Fenoglio, Thales Alenia Space Italy
Robotic and human exploration, key features and milestones
Lorenzo Casalino, Politecnico di Torino
Space propulsion: How to get to your destination
Sabrina Corpino, Politecnico di Torino
Next generation CubeSats: a new paradigm for space exploration and science missions
Emanuele Pensavalle, Aviospace
Aviospace, the Italian subsidiary of Airbus Defence & Space
BREAK
Filomena Iorizzo, Argotec
Argotec: an alternative approach for developing space technologies
Giuseppe Sarri, ESA
Gaia and JUICE: two missions of the European Space Agency science program
Adriano Calvi, ESA
Spacecraft flight loads, design loads and test loads. The three sides of the same coin!
END

DAY 1 – TUESDAY, 17 NOVEMBER
VENUE: POLITECNICO DI TORINO
07:30

REGISTRATION

08:30

WELCOME AND OPENING CEREMONY – AULA MAGNA

08:50
09:20
09:50

PLENARY TALK - Aldo Frediani, Università di Pisa - AULA MAGNA
IDINTOS: the first prototype of an amphibious PrandtlPlane-shaped aircraft
PLENARY TALK - Giuseppe Davì, Università di Palermo - AULA MAGNA
Sulla trave multistrato in materiale composito
PLENARY TALK - Paolo Luchini, Università di Salerno - AULA MAGNA
Ruolo del rumore termico nella generazione di instabilità dello strato limite su di un profilo
alare

10:20

10:50
Parallel
Sessions

12:55

COFFEE-BREAK
Aula
Magna

Sala
Consiglio

Room 1P

Room 2P

Room 3P

Room 4P

Room 5P

S4
Flight
Mechanics

Round
Table
Europe
/Russia

S12
Space
Structures

S15
Student
Session

S10
CFD

S8
Composites

MS7
Green
Propulsion

S10
CFD

S8
Composites

MS7
Green
Propulsion

MS4
Drag
Reduction
and Flow
Control

S8
Composites

S5
Propulsion

13:00
14:00
Parallel
Sessions

16:05

LUNCH
S4
Flight
Mechanics

S13
Space
Exploration

S2
Materials

16:05
16:30
Parallel
Sessions

18:10

18:10
18:40
19:10

S15
Student
Session

COFFEE BREAK
S4
Flight
Mechanics

S13
Space
Exploration

S9
Aeroelasticity

S1
Aircraft
Design

PLENARY TALK - Francesco Marulo, Università Federico II - AULA MAGNA
Aircraft Community Noise: The Revenge of a Neglected Problem
PLENARY TALK - Carlo Barbieri, Università Ambrosiana . AULA MAGNA
Uomini e Macchine in Volo, Italo Balbo Aviatore
WELCOME DRINK 'APERICENA'

TIME

DAY 2 – WEDNESDAY, 18 NOVEMBER
VENUE: OVAL LINGOTTO

07:30

REGISTRATION
Plenary
Room

Room
AIDAA-1

Room
AIDAA-2

Room
AIDAA-3

Room
AIDAA-4

Room
AIDAA-6

MS2
IXV

MS5
SMAT
Project

S1
Aircraft
Design

MS3
CADET
Project

MS8
Small
Satellites

S8
Composites

8:25
Parallel
Sessions

10:55

10:55

COFFEE-BREAK

11:15

CLEAN-SKY ROUND TABLE – PLENARY ROOM

12:10

AIDAA GENERAL ASSEMBLY– PLENARY ROOM

13:00

LUNCH

13:50

PLENARY TALK - Amalia Finzi and Franco Bernelli Zazzera, Politecnico di Milano PLENARY ROOM

Comets are nice to touch
14:20
14:50

PLENARY TALK - Giorgio Saccoccia, ESA - PLENARY ROOM
Technologies for Space Exploration: ESA initiatives and plans
PLENARY TALK - Paolo Gaudenzi, Università La Sapienza - PLENARY ROOM

Sfide di meccanica strutturale nello sviluppo di un lanciatore

15:20

AWARDS CEREMONY

15:30

COFFEE-BREAK
ADDRESSES OF LOCAL, NATIONAL AND FINMECCANICA
AUTHORITIES – PLENARY ROOM
Prospettive sulle attività aerospaziali in Italia e Piemonte

15:45
18:45

BUS DEPARTURE TO VILLA SASSI

19:00

WELCOME DRINK AND BOOK PRESENTATION

20:00

DINNER

23:30

BUS DEPARTURE TO THE CITY CENTER

TIME

DAY 3 – THURSDAY, 19 NOVEMBER
VENUE: OVAL LINGOTTO

08:00

REGISTRATION

08:30
09:00
09:30
10:00

PLENARY TALK - Wenbin Yu, Purdue University - PLENARY ROOM
Mechanics of Structure Genome: a Unified Theory for Constitutive Modeling of Composite
Structures
PLENARY TALK - Paul Weaver, University of Bristol - PLENARY ROOM
Enhanced Structural Performance using Variable Angle Tow Composites
PLENARY TALK - Adrian Mouritz, RMIT University - PLENARY ROOM
Multi-Functional Three-Dimensional Fibre Composites
PLENARY TALK - Eric Dautriat, Clean-Sky Executive Director - PLENARY ROOM
Clean Sky and the aeronautical research eco-system

10:45

COFFEE-BREAK
Plenary
Room

Room
AIDAA-1

Room
AIDAA-2

Room
AIDAA-3

Room
AIDAA-4

Room
AIDAA-6

S7
Helicopters

MS9
MARIE
CURIE
projects

S3
Fluid
Dynamics

MS1
Crystal
Project

S6
Systems

S8
Composites

S6
Systems

S11
Space

11:10
Parallel
Sessions

12:50
12:50
14:00
Parallel
Sessions

16:05

LUNCH
S7
Helicopters
S14
Satellites

MS9
MARIE
CURIE
projects

16:05

18:35

MS6
STEPS2
Project

COFFEE BREAK

16:30
Parallel
Sessions

S3
Fluid
Dynamics

S14
Satellites

MS9
MARIE
CURIE
projects

MS6
STEPS2
Project

S11
Space

Sessions
S1: Aircraft Design
S2: Materials
S3: Fluid Dynamics
S4: Flight Mechanics
S5: Propulsion
S6: Systems, Air Traffic Management and Navigation
S7: Helicopters
S8: Composite Structures and Materials
S9: Aeroelasticity
S10: Computational Fluid Dynamics
S11: Space
S12: Space Structures
S13: Space Exploration and Missions
S14: Satellites
S15: Student Session

Mini-Symposia
MS1: European Project CRYSTAL
MS2: IXV Minisymposium
MS3: Technologies for Space Debris Capture and De-orbiting: the CADET project
MS4: Drag reduction & Flow Control
MS5: SMAT - Sistema di monitoraggio avanzato del Territorio
MS6: STEPS 2 - Sistemi e Tecnologie per l'esplorazione spaziale
MS7: Green and Great: a leap of research collaboration network for more
environmental friendly engine
MS8: Small satellites for big missions: challenges and opportunities
MS9: Innovative Training Networks and Manufacturing Technologies for Composite
Structures for the Aerospace Sector: ADMACOM, COACH and FULLCOMP
European projects coordinated by Politecnico di Torino

Scientific Program of the XXIII Conference of the Italian Association of
Aeronautics and Astronautics - AIDAA 2015
Politecnico di Torino and Oval Lingotto, Torino, Italy
16-19 November 2015

Chairman: Erasmo Carrera

Executive Committee:
Maria Cinefra
Alfonso Pagani
Marco Petrolo
Enrico Zappino
Scientific Committee:
Cesare Cardani, Politecnico di Milano, President of AIDAA Milano
Giuseppe Davı̀, Università di Palermo, President of AIDAA Palermo
Stefano Debei, Università di Padova, President of AIDAA Veneto
Aldo Frediani, Università di Pisa, Editor in Chief, Aerotecnica Missili e Spazio
Mario Marchetti, La Sapienza - Università di Roma, President of AIDAA Roma
Leonardo Lecce, Università di Napoli, President of AIDAA and AIDAA Napoli
Franco Persiani, Università di Bologna, President of AIDAA Emilia-Romagna
Attilio Salvetti, Università di Pisa, President of AIDAA Pisa
Local Committee:
Tom Dealessandri, Promoter Committee of Piemonte Aerospace District
Diana Giorgini, Piemonte Agency
Gaetano Iuso, Politecnico di Torino
Piero Messidoro, Thales Alenia Space
Emanuele Pensavalle, Aviospace
Massimo Sorli, Politecnico di Torino
Franco Tortarolo, Avio Aero

Monday, 16 November 2015
New Space Challenges: Innovations and Projects for the Future
AESA Pre-Conference Event
Politecnico di Torino - Aula Magna
Chaired by: Erasmo Carrera, Dario Pastrone, Marco Petrolo (Polito)
Christopher Andrea Paissoni (President of AESA Torino)
0830 - 0850

Paolo Musi
Thales Alenia Space Italy
Scientific missions recent achievements and perspectives

0850 - 0910

Franco Fenoglio
Thales Alenia Space Italy
Robotic and human exploration, key features and milestones

0910 - 0935

Lorenzo Casalino
Politecnico di Torino
Space propulsion: How to get to your destination

0935 - 1000

Sabrina Corpino
Politecnico di Torino
Next generation CubeSats:
A new paradigm for space exploration and science missions

1000 - 1030

Emanuele Pensavalle
Aviospace
Aviospace, the Italian subsidiary of Airbus Defence & Space

1030 - 1100

Break

1100 - 1130

Filomena Iorizzo
Argotec
Argotec: an alternative approach for developing space technologies

1130 - 1215

Giuseppe Sarri
ESA
Gaia and JUICE:
Two missions of the European Space Agency science program

1215 - 1300

Adriano Calvi
ESA
Spacecraft flight loads, design loads and test loads.
The three sides of the same coin!
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Tuesday, 17 November 2015, Politecnico di Torino
Tuesday Morning / 17 November / Polito / Sala Consiglio di Facoltà
0730 - 0830

Registration

Tuesday Morning / 17 November / Polito / Aula Magna
0830 - 0850
Opening Ceremony
Chaired by: Erasmo Carrera (Politecnico di Torino)
Welcome Addresses by
The Rector of Politecnico di Torino, the President of AIDAA,
the Director of the Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering at Polito, and
the Coordinator of the Aerospace Engineering Courses at Polito

Tuesday Morning / 17 November / Polito / Aula Magna
0850 - 1020
Plenary Talks
Chaired by: Cesare Cardani (Politecnico di Milano),
Gaetano Iuso (Politecnico di Torino) and Leonardo Lecce (Università di Napoli)
0850 - 0920

Aldo Frediani
Università di Pisa
IDINTOS: the first prototype of an amphibious Prandtl-Plane-shaped aircraft

0920 - 0950

Giuseppe Davı̀
Università di Palermo
Sulla trave multistrato in materiale composito

0950 - 1020

Paolo Luchini
Università di Salerno
Ruolo del rumore termico nella generazione di instabilità
dello strato limite su di un profilo alare

Tuesday Morning / 17 November / Polito
1020 - 1050

Coffee-Break
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Tuesday Morning / 17 November / Polito
1050 - 1255

Parallel Sessions

Tuesday Morning / 17 November / Polito / Aula Magna
Session S4
Flight Mechanics
Chaired by: Pierangelo Masarati (Politecnico di Milano) and Silvano Sgubini (La Sapienza)
1050

1115

1140

1205

1230

Dynamic model design for
an on board multi-purpose
precise orbit determination
scheme

Modeling spacecraft
formation dynamics
including aerodynamic drag

Inverse dynamics particle
swarm optimization for
spacecraft minimum-time
maneuvers with constraints

Magnetic spacecraft
attitude stabilization via
output feedback with
separation between
measurement and actuation

A new, general perturbative
guidance for space vehicles

F. Menzione,
A. Renga,
M. Grassi,
G. Campolo

Silvano Sgubini,
Giovanni B. Palmerini

Dario Spiller,
Fabio Curti,
Luigi Ansalone

Mauro Pontani

Fabio Celani

Tuesday Morning / 17 November / Polito / Sala Consiglio di Facoltà
Cooperation in Aeronautics and Aerospace R&D between Russian Federation and Europe
Teleconference with Russian Scientists
Chaired by: Leonardo Lecce (Università di Napoli) and Erasmo Carrera (Politecnico di Torino)
From Russia:
Aleksandr Efremov - Dean of the Moscow Aviation Institute Faculty of Aeronautical Engineering
Oleg Alifanov - Head of the Moscow Aviation Institute Department of Space Systems and Missilery
1050 - 1200

Round Table

Tuesday Morning / 17 November / Polito / Room 1P
Session S12
Space Structures
Chaired by: Adriano Calvi (ESA) and Mario Marchetti (La Sapienza)
1050

1115

1140

1205

1230

Thermal effect on the
modal characteristics of
FGM plates with
temperature-dependent
materials

A new advanced structural
panel sandwich for reentry
systems

Accurate analysis of
launcher structures by
means of refined one
dimensional models

Mechanical architecture and
loads definition for the
design and testing of the
Euclid spacecraft

Semi-analytical orbital
parameters description for
thermal fatigue analysis

Erasmo Carrera,
Tommaso Cavallo,
Enrico Zappino

Adriano Calvi,
Patrizia Bastia

Fiorenzo Fazzolari

Marta Albano,
Samantha Ianelli,
Roberto Viotto,
Mario Marchetti
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Paolo Gasbarri,
Riccardo Monti

Tuesday Morning / 17 November / Polito / Room 2P
Session S15
Student Session
Chaired by: Cesare Cardani (Politecnico di Milano),
Maria Cinefra and Sabrina Corpino (Politecnico di Torino)
1050

1105

1120

1135

1150

1205

1220

On orbit refueling
for low-thrust
based
geosynchronous
satellites

Titan mission
feasibility study
for bi-static SAR
mapping of the
planet by
formation flying

A simulation
facility for
vision-based
planetary landing
systems

A hazard detection
and avoidance
system for
autonomous
planetary landing

Stereo-vision to
estimate
uncooperative
objects pose,
motion and inertia
tensor

Earth-Mars fuel
depots to support
fast and heavy
manned mission to
Mars

Variational
approach to the
problem of optimal
propeller design

Paolo Lunghi,
Marco Ciarambino,
Michèle Lavagna

Paolo Lunghi,
Marco Ciarambino,
Michèle Lavagna

Lorenzo Bucci,
Andrea Capannolo,
Francesco
Cavenago,
Michèle Lavagna

Tommaso Guffanti,
Matteo Losacco,
Roberto Travaglini,
Michèle Lavagna

Vincenzo Pesce,
Michèle Lavagna

Simone Flavio
Rafano Carnà,
Alessandro Serboli,
Matteo Baiguera,
Michèle Lavagna

Francesco
Torrigiani,
Antonio Dipace,
Aldo Frediani

Tuesday Morning / 17 November / Polito / Room 3P
Session S10
CFD
Chaired by: Gaetano Iuso (Politecnico di Torino) and Paolo Luchini (Università di Salerno)
1050

1115

1140

1205

1230

Overdriven detonation and
bidimensional stability for
an explosive mixture with
symmetric reaction

Numerical simulation of
fluidic thrust-vectoring

Simulation of in-flight ice
accretion based on the
exact solution of the Stefan
problem

RANS prediction of the flap
unsteady aerodynamics
using dynamic mesh

CFD simulation of flame
penetration test Calibration phase

Serena Russo,
Giovanni Paolo Reina,
Carlo de Nicola

Mario Panelli,
Luigi Cutrone,
Gaetano Mirra

Michele Ferlauto,
Roberto Marsilio

F. Carvalho,
G.M. Kremer,
W. Marques Jr,
M. Pandolfi Bianchi,
A.J. Soares

Giulio Gori,
Gianluca Parma,
Marta Zocca,
Alberto Guardone

Tuesday Morning / 17 November / Polito / Room 4P
Session S8
Composites
Chaired by: Marco Gigliotti (University of Poitiers) and Alberto Milazzo (Università di Palermo)
1050

1115

1140

1205

1230

Microwave analysis of
nanostructured composite
shell structures for
advanced RAS applications

Postbuckling Analysis of
Cracked Stiffened
Composite Plates by pb-2
Rayleigh Ritz Method

Distorted similitudes for the
frequency response of
composite plates

Some examples of
”multi-physical”fatigue of
organic matrix composites
for aircraft applications

High thickness
kevlar/carbon
nanostructured composite
for impact protection

Roberto Pastore,
Antonio Vricella,
Davide Micheli,
Mario Marchetti

Vincenzo Oliveri,
Andrea Alaimo,
Alberto Milazzo

Marco Gigliotti,
Yannick Pannier,
Marie Christine
Lafarie-Frenot,
Jean-Claude Grandidier

Antonio Vricella,
Davide Micheli,
Roberto Pastore,
Mario Marchetti

Sergio De Rosa,
Francesco Franco,
Elena Ciappi,
Viviana Meruane
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Tuesday Morning / 17 November / Polito / Room 5P
Session MS7

Green and Great:
A leap of research collaboration network
for more environmental friendly engine
Chaired by: Sara Biamino (Politecnico di Torino) and Franco Tortarolo (AvioAero)
1050

1115

1140

1205

1230

A leap of research
collaborative network

Building strategic supply
chain for R&D purposes

Aviation goes green

Multidisciplinary numerical
developments for LPT
design

Electron beam melting of
gamma-TiAl alloys for
aerospace applications

F. Tortarolo

N. Atzei
M. Marconcini,
M. Giovannini,
F. Poli,
L. Pinelli,
F. Bertini

S. Biamino,
G. Baudana,
M. Terner,
F. Pelissero,
S. Sabbadini,
M. Pavese,
P. Fino,
C. Badini

G. De Poli
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Tuesday Afternoon / 17 November / Polito
1300 - 1400

Lunch

Tuesday Afternoon / 17 November / Polito
1400 - 1605

Parallel Sessions

Tuesday Afternoon / 17 November / Polito / Aula Magna
Session S4
Flight Mechanics
Chaired by: Lorenzo Casalino (Politecnico di Torino) and Caterina Grillo (Università di Palermo)
1400

1425

1450

1515

1540

Mediterranean aeronautics
research & training
academy: a new facility for
human factor research

Optimal design of
agricultural and
environmental aerial
mission profiles

Indirect optimization of
ascent trajectories

Automatic take-off or
landing path following in
turbulent air for UAS, an
EKF based procedure

Accurate positioning of a
payload suspended to a
quadrotor unmanned
aircraft

Giovanni Tesoriere,
Andrea Alaimo

Samuele Draghi,
Lorenzo Trainelli

Caterina Grillo,
Fernando Montano

Giulio Avanzini,
Alessandra Bottazzi,
Fabrizio Giulietti,
Guido De Matteis

Lorenzo Casalino,
Dario Pastrone

Tuesday Afternoon / 17 November / Polito / Sala Consiglio di Facoltà
Session S13
Space Exploration and Missions
Chaired by: Franco Bernelli-Zazzera (Politecnico di Milano) and Emanuele Pensavalle (Aviospace)
1400

1425

1450

1515

1540

Wireless sensor network
with vibrational energy
harvesting - an efficient
solution for space
transportation and
exploration vehicles
telemetry

Synthesis model for real
time dynamic analysis of
planetary rovers

Dynamic model of a
sampling tool mechanism
for low gravity bodies

Robotic system study for a
LEO orbiting vehicle
payload capturing

Design of thermal exchange,
a microgravity experiment
on-board the international
space station

Giancarlo Genta,
Marco Dolci

Giacomo Gori,
Pierluigi Di Lizia,
Franco Bernelli-Zazzera,
Rolando Gelmi,
Piergiovanni Magnani,
Edoardo Re

Marco Dolci,
Simona Ferraris,
Giancarlo Genta,
Pasquale Pellegrino,
Daniele Richiardi,
Genny Scalise

Alessandro Rapisarda,
Daniele Renzoni,
Emanuele Pensavalle

Nicole Viola et al.

Tuesday Afternoon / 17 November / Polito / Room 1P
Session S2
Materials
Chaired by: Roberto Galatolo (Università di Pisa) and Massimo Rossetto (Politecnico di Torino)
1400

1425

1450

1515

1540

Grain level modeling of
fatigue in polycrystalline
materials

Tests of sapphire optical
fiber sensors for strain
monitoring in high
temperature environment

Very-high-cycle fatigue
response of a
high-performance steel

Space C/C TPS
electromagnetic
characterization in
reverberation chamber

Mechanical and
microstrutural
characterization of electron
beam melted Ti-6Al-4V
specimens

Vincenzo Gulizzi,
Alberto Milazzo,
Ivano Benedetti

Claudio Paris,
Cristian Vendittozzi,
Antonio Paolozzi,
Ferdinando Felli

Andrea Tridello,
Davide S. Paolino,
Giorgio Chiandussi,
Massimo Rossetto
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Davide Micheli,
Roberto Pastore,
Andrea Delfini,
Marta Albano,
Mario Marchetti

Stefania Franchitti,
Carmine Pirozzi,
Rosario Borrelli,
Nicola Paletta

Tuesday Afternoon / 17 November / Polito / Room 2P
Session S15
Student Session
Chaired by: Cesare Cardani (Politecnico di Milano),
Maria Cinefra and Sabrina Corpino (Politecnico di Torino)
1400

1415

1430

1445

1500

1515

1530

High efficiency
regional aircraft
conceptual design
and on-board
systems
preliminary study

MASCOT-2
landing
opportunities using
three-body
solutions for
asteroid impact
mission

Tumbling space
debris capturing
via tethered-nets
mechanism:
multibody
dynamics analysis
and in flight
experiments

Dynamics of the
separation of an
airlaunched rocket
by parachute

The Caurus
”Nibbio”High
Speed Tilt Rotor
Concept

Lucio Gradoni,
Paolo Teofilatto

Luca Sala,
Gianluca Alitta,
Davide Berbenni,
Carlo
Capocchiano,
Andrea Fugazza,
Sebastian Rojas,
Stefano Sangalli,
Andrea Scaringello,
Paterson Waffo,
Lorenzo Trainelli

Global
optimization of
relative
configurations
between spacecraft
near Lagrangian
point orbits

Flight dynamics
model for
preliminary design
of PrandtlPlane
wing configuration
with sizing of the
control surfaces

Fabio Ferrari,
Michèle Lavagna

D. Zanetti,
F. Oliviero,
V. Cipolla

Cesare Graziano,
Matteo Cappo,
Gesumino Fiore,
Giacomo
Montesoro,
Luca Boggero,
Roberta Fusaro

Fabio Ferrari,
Michèle Lavagna

Riccardo
Benvenuto,
Michèle Lavagna

Tuesday Afternoon / 17 November / Polito / Room 3P
Session S10
CFD
Chaired by: Raffaele Donelli (CIRA) and Gaetano Iuso (Politecnico di Torino)
1400

1425

1450

1515

1540

The use of RANS approach
for predicting transition

Thermal investigation of a
nacelle internal and
external fields in pusher
configuration

Numerical and experimental
transition prediction on a
realistic laminar swept wing

Numerical assessment of
flap effectiveness for winged
re-entry vehicles

Numerical simulations of
the HEXAFLY-INT
experimental vehicle

Diego Giuseppe Romano,
Donato de Rosa,
Raffaele S. Donelli

Donato de Rosa,
Giuseppe Pezzella,
Raffele S. Donelli

Pietro Roncioni,
Giuseppe Pezzella,
Marco Marini,
Johan Steelant

Serena Russo,
Donato de Rosa,
Carlo de Nicola,
Raffaele Salvatore Donelli

Antonio Carozza,
Giuseppe Mingione,
Gennaro Serino,
Giuseppe Pezzella

Tuesday Afternoon / 17 November / Polito / Room 4P
Session S8
Composites
Chaired by: Michele D’Ottavio (Université Paris Ouest) and Ugo Galvanetto (Università di Padova)
1400

1425

1450

1515

1540

Design and manufacturing
of new advanced 3D
preform for carbon-carbon
structures

Experimental analysis of a
piezoelectric based SHM
system for delamination
detection

Discontinuous mechanical
problems studied with a
peridynamics-based
approach

A beam theory for layered
composite subjected to
uniformly distributed load

Andrea Delfini,
Giulio Rubini,
Marta Albano,
Roberto Pastore,
Fabrizio Volpini,
Mario Marchetti

Andrea Alaimo,
Antonio Esposito,
Calogero Orlando

Mirco Zaccariotto,
Giulia Sarego,
Daniele Dipasquale,
Arman Shojaei,
Teo Mudric,
Matteo Duzzi,
Ugo Galvanetto

Development of quasi
three-dimensional beam
models for accurate free
vibration analysis of FG
beams with general
boundary conditions

7

Fiorenzo A. Fazzolari

Andrea Alaimo,
Giuseppe Davı̀,
Alberto Milazzo,
Calogero Orlando

Tuesday Afternoon / 17 November / Polito / Room 5P
Session MS7

Green and Great:
A leap of research collaboration network
for more environmental friendly engine
Chaired by: Massimo Damasio (Exemplar) and Franco Tortarolo (AvioAero)
1400

1425

1450

Mesh adapter tool
development used in fluid
dynamic flow path seals
optimization process

Low oil consumption
solution for next gen
engines

P BEAR, analytical tool for
planet bearing robust
preliminary design
conditions

Massimo Damasio,
Luca Fattore,
Daniele Coutandin

L. Bucchieri,
D. Coutandin

A. Cappadona,
M. Giardino,
F. Dellavalle,
M. Gravina
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Tuesday Afternoon / 17 November / Polito
1605 - 1630

Coffee-Break

Tuesday Afternoon / 17 November / Polito
1630 - 1810

Parallel Sessions

Tuesday Afternoon / 17 November / Polito / Aula Magna
Session S4
Flight Mechanics
Chaired by: Giulio Avanzini (Università del Salento) and Massimo Sorli (Politecnico di Torino)
1630

1655

1720

1745

Comparative analysis of the
docking systems for the space tug
project ”STRONG”

Performance analysis of a hybrid
airplane through a flight simulator

Operation oriented path planning
strategies for RPAS

Fabrizio Oliviero,
Vittorio Cipolla,
Michele Franchi

Giorgio Guglieri,
Alessandro Lombardi,
Gianluca Ristorto

Onboard electromechanical
actuators affected by short circuit
of stator coils: a new prognostic
method based on spectral analysis
techniques

Tharek Mohtar,
Stefano Pastorelli,
Stefano Mauro,
Alberto Cernusco,
Massimo Sorli

Dario Belmonte,
Matteo Dalla Vedova,
Paolo Maggiore

Tuesday Afternoon / 17 November / Polito / Sala Consiglio di Facoltà
Session S13
Space Exploration
Chaired by: Michele Lavagna (Politecnico di Milano) and Nicole Viola (Politecnico di Torino)
1630

1655

1720

SEEDS, the international
post-graduate master program for
space exploration

A feasibility study for a short
duration human mission to the
martian surface

The SpaceTrips project: space
thermoacoustic radioisotopic power
system

Nicole Viola,
Eugenio Gargioli,
Piero Messidoro,
Ernesto Vallerani

Samuel Brown,
Oliver Hardy,
Rachel Henson et al.

Maurice-Xavier Francois,
Antoine Alemany,
Emmanuel Roy,
Janis Freibergs,
Gerard Poli,
Eleonora Zeminiani,
Gunter Gerbeth

Tuesday Afternoon / 17 November / Polito / Room 1P
Session S9
Aeroelasticity
Chaired by: Sergio De Rosa (Università di Napoli) and Giuseppe Quaranta (Politecnico di Milano)
1630

1655

1720

1745

Analysis of non-classical aileron
buzz

Design and manufacturing of an
aero-servolastic wind tunnel model
for experimental validation of gust
load alleviation technologies

Design and realization of the
control surfaces actuation system
within the glamour project

Aeroelastic rotorcraft-pilot
couplings: problems and methods

M. Irfan Zafar,
Francesca Fusi,
Giuseppe Quaranta

Alessandro De Gaspari,
Andrea Mannarino,
Paolo Mantegazza

Alessandro De Gaspari,
Sergio Ricci,
Stephan Adden,
Matteo Martegani
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Giuseppe Quaranta,
Pierangelo Masarati,
Jacopo Serafini,
Massimo Gennaretti

Tuesday Afternoon / 17 November / Polito / Room 2P
Session S1
Aircraft Design
Chaired by: Valerii Komarov (Samara State Aerospace University) and
Gianluca Ghiringhelli (Politecnico di Milano)
1630

1655

1720

1745

Preliminary assessment of effect of
heating on structure mass

Topology optimization of the
regions surrounding large fuselage
cutouts

Aerodynamic optimization of a
large Prandtlplane configuration

Wingbox weight estimation for
metallic and composite
manufacturing in a conceptual
design phase

Zhijin Wang,
Binbin Jiang,
Anatoly Kretov,
Sheng Huang

Lorenzo Cappelli,
Vittorio Cipolla,
Giulio Costa,
Aldo Frediani,
Fabrizio Oliviero,
Emanuele Rizzo

Valerii A. Komarov,
Andrey V. Boldyrev

G.Bindolino,
G. L. Ghiringhelli,
S. Ricci,
M. Terraneo

Tuesday Afternoon / 17 November / Polito / Room 3P
Session MS4
Drag reduction & Flow Control
Chaired by: Raffaele Donelli (CIRA) and Gaetano Iuso (Politecnico di Torino)
1630

1655

1720

1745

Flow separation control applied to
simplified car

Development of a numerical model
for a PSJ actuator

Analyses of non local effects of
riblets

Costantino Sardu,
Salvatore Sedda,
Gaetano Iuso

Matteo Chiatto,
Luigi de Luca

Benedetto Mele,
Renato Tognaccini,
Pietro Catalano

Investigation of plasma actuators
for flow separation control on a low
pressure turbine blade at low
Reynolds number
Maria Grazia De Giorgi,
Elisa Pescini,
Fedele Marra,
Antonio Ficarella,
Luca Francioso

Tuesday Afternoon / 17 November / Polito / Room 4P
Session S8
Composites
Chaired by: Ugo Galvanetto (Università di Padova) and Alberto Milazzo (Università di Palermo)
1630

1655

1720

Analysis of tapered structures by
means of refined 1D models

Free vibration analysis of laminated
structures with viscoelastic layers

Enrico Zappino,
Andrea Viglietti,
Erasmo Carrera

M. Filippi,
E. Carrera

Hygro-thermal analysis of
multilayered structures by means of
MITC9 shell finite elements based
on the CUF
M. Cinefra,
E. Carrera

Tuesday Afternoon / 17 November / Polito / Room 5P
Session S5
Propulsion
Chaired by: Antonio Ficarella (Università del Salento) and Roberto Marsilio (Politecnico di Torino)
1630

1655

1720

Definition and optimization of the
supercharging architecture for an
aircraft two stroke diesel engine

Flame image processing and
analysis in an ultra-lean liquid
fueled combustor

”Greening the propulsion”: a
comparative analysis of advanced
more electric solutions for aircrafts

A. Paolo Carlucci,
Antonio Ficarella,
Domenico Laforgia,
Gianluca Trullo

Maria Grazia De Giorgi,
Aldebara Sciolti,
Stefano Campilongo,
Antonio Ficarella

Maria Grazia De Giorgi,
Teresa Donateo,
Stefano Campilongo,
Luigi Spedicato,
Antonio Ficarella,
Giuseppe Giliberti
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Tuesday Afternoon / 17 November / Polito / Aula Magna
1810 - 1910
Plenary Talks
Chaired by: Alessandro Chiesa (Aviospace) and Mario Marchetti (La Sapienza)
1810 - 1840

Francesco Marulo
Università di di Napoli Federico II
Aircraft Community Noise: The Revenge of a Neglected Problem

1840 - 1910

Carlo Barbieri
Università Ambrosiana
Uomini e Macchine in Volo, Italo Balbo Aviatore

Tuesday Afternoon / 17 November / Polito
1910 - 2030

Apericena
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Wednesday, 18 November 2015, Oval Lingotto
Wednesday Morning / 18 November / Oval Lingotto
0730 - 0815

Registration

Wednesday Morning / 18 November / Oval Lingotto
0825 - 1055

Parallel Sessions

Wednesday Morning / 18 November / Oval Lingotto / Plenary Room
Session MS2
IXV Minisymposium
Chaired by: Roberto Angelini (Thales Alenia Space) and Salvatore Mancuso (ESA)
0825

0845

0905

0925

0945

1005

1025

1045

The IXV
mission from
conception to
development
and successful
completion

IXV re-entry
demonstrator:
mission
overview,
system
challenges and
flight reward

IXV mission
analysis and
flight
mechanics:
from design to
flight

Intermediate
experimental
vehicle, ESA
program
aerodynamics
- aerothermodynamics
key
technologies
for spacecraft
design and
successful
flight

The
development,
verification
and
performances
of the IXV
guidance,
navigation and
control
subsystem

CMC
windward TPS
and nose of
the IXV
vehicle:
qualification,
integration,
and flight

IXV avionics
architecture:
from design to
mission results

The IXV
ground
segment
design, implementation and
operations

G. Tumino,
S. Mancuso,
J.M. Gallego,
S. Dussy,
J.P. Preaud,
G. Di Vita,
P. Brunner

A. Denaro,
S. Mancuso

D. Bonetti,
G. De
Zaiacomo,
G. Blanco,
I. Pontijas,
C. Parigini,
R. Haya,
J. Freixa,
E. Bassano,
R. Carducci,
M. Sudars,
A. Denaro,
S. Mancuso

M. Succa,
I. Boscolo,
A. Drocco,
S. Dussy

T. Pichon,
F. Buffenoir

R. Haya,
V. Marco,
M. Kerr

S. Dutheil,
J. Pibarot,
D. Tran,
J.J. Vallee,
J.P. Tribot,
G. Rufolo,
S. Mancuso

Giovanni
Martucci di
Scarfizzi,
Alessandro
Bellomo,
Ivano Musso,
Diego Bussi,
Massimo
Rabaioli,
Gianfranco
Santoro,
Gerhard Billig,
Jose Maria
Gallego Sanz

Wednesday Morning / 18 November / Oval Lingotto / Room AIDAA-1
Session MS5
SMAT - Sistema di monitoraggio avanzato del Territorio
Chaired by: Salvatore Farfaglia (Alenia Aermacchi) and Pier Antonio Catella (Selex ES)
0825

0850

0915

0940

1005

The SMAT project:
advanced environment
monitoring system

UAS autonomy for
ATOL, automatic taxi
and mission
planning/replanning

Sensors and payloads
management

SMAT supervision and
coordination station

Airspace integration

Pier Antonio Catella,
Marco Maffei

Michele Martino,
Filomena Solitro,
Eugenio Topa,
Alfredo Villa,
Carlo Vizzi

Salvatore Farfaglia
Ilaria Sale,
Luca Damilano
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Nicole Viola,
Sara Cresto Aleina,
Roberta Fusaro

Wednesday Morning / 18 November / Oval Lingotto / Room AIDAA-2
Session S1
Aircraft Design
Chaired by: Franco Bernelli-Zazzera (Politecnico di Milano) and Aldo Frediani (Università di Pisa)
0825

0850

0915

0940

1005

1030

Load control and
alleviation technology
for application to
future green regional
aircraft

Preliminary design of
an adaptive aileron for
next generation
regional aircraft

Investigation on an
anti-icing system
based on piezoelectric
technology

Dynamic response
analysis of pressurized
cabins subjected to
decompression
loadings

Guided procedure for
the zonal safety
analysis in aircraft
preliminary design

Conceptual design of a
VTOL spacecraft
aimed at parabolic
flights

Gianluca Amendola,
Ignazio Dimino,
Francesco Amoroso,
Rosario Pecora,
Antonio Concilio

Salvatore Ameduri,
Angela Brindisi,
Monica Ciminello

Luca Boggero,
Marco Fioriti,
Sabrina Corpino

Roberta Fusaro,
Nicole Viola,
Francesco De Vita,
Alberto Del Bianco,
Francesco Santoro,
Franco Fenoglio,
Federico Massobrio

E. Baldassin,
E. Capello,
G.M. Carossa,
E. Bocchio,
N. Calvi

Alfonso Pagani,
Erasmo Carrera

Wednesday Morning / 18 November / Oval Lingotto / Room AIDAA-3
Session MS3

Technologies for Space Debris Capture and De-orbiting:
the CADET project
Chaired by: Walter Allasia (Eurix) and Emanuele Pensavalle (Aviospace)
0825

0850

0915

0940

1005

1030

Aviospace’s
developments on
active debris removal
technologies and
concepts

In-situ measurement
of debris kinematics
and inertial properties
during active debris
removal mission

Guidance strategies
for the capture of
space debris

Space debris visual
reconstruction for
removal
Walter Allasia

Alessandro Chiesa,
Giovanni
Gambacciani,
Franco Fossati,
Emanuele Pensavalle

Gabriele Biondi,
Alessandro Chiesa,
Stefano Mauro,
Tharek Mohtar,
Stefano Pastorelli,
Massimo Sorli

Fabrizio Stesina,
Sabrina Corpino,
Loris Franchi

Innovative solutions
for space debris
capture: role of
materials friction
coefficient

Development of a
novel nanocomposite
pressure sensor based
on carbon nanotubes:
material synthesis and
read-out electronics
integration

Sara Ferraris,
Sergio Perero,
Giovanna Gautier di
Confiengo,
Alessandro Chiesa,
Monica Ferraris

Alessandro Chiolerio,
Sergio Bocchini,
Ignazio Roppolo,
Matteo Stoppa,
Paolo Motto Ros,
Marco Crepaldi,
Danilo Demarchi,
Candido Fabrizio Pirri

Wednesday Morning / 18 November / Oval Lingotto / Room AIDAA-4
Session MS8
Small satellites for big missions: challenges and opportunities
Chaired by: Vittorio Ancona (Thales Alenia Space) and Sabrina Corpino (Politecnico di Torino)
0825

0845

0905

0925

0945

1005

1025

Operational
capabilities of
nextgeneration
nanosatellites

Cubesats for
space
exploration: a
new paradigm
for planetary
science
missions

Merging
educational
with technical
challenges in
small satellite
missions in the
experience of
ESA’s
education
office

Assembly,
integration
and test
lessons learned
from small
satellite
development

Cubesat
tecnology
demonstrator
:bifocal
metrology ,
innovative
space
metrology
system

Microsatellite
technologies:
recent
activities at
the University
of Pisa

Preliminary
mission
analysis of a
CubeSat
constellation
in support of
COSMO
SkyMed

Marco Villa,
Fabio Nichele,
Sabrina
Corpino

Sabrina
Corpino

Vittorio
Ancona

Fulvio
Bresciani,
Vittorio
Ancona

Piero Galeone,
Joost
Vanreusel,
Antonio De
Luca,
Matteo Boerci,
Christian
Bungeroth
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Salvo
Marcuccio

Domenico
Cascone,
Stefano
Federici,
Andrea Cici

Wednesday Morning / 18 November / Oval Lingotto / Room AIDAA-6
Session S8
Composites
Chaired by: Marco Gigliotti (University of Poitiers) and Calogero Orlando (Università di Enna Kore)
0825

0850

0915

0940

1005

1030

Variable kinematics
models for
multilayered smart
plates

Residual strength
analysis of damaged
composite stiffened
panels

A generalized unified
formulation for
vibration analysis of
prestressed laminated
panels

A probabilistic
approach for buckling
analysis of sandwich
composite cylindrical
shells

Alberto Milazzo,
Calogero Orlando

Fulvio Romano,
Francesco Di Caprio,
Umberto Mercurio,
Leonardo Lecce

Advanced laminated
composite applications
for doubly-curved shell
structural components
with variable
curvature

Michele D’Ottavio,
Olivier Polit

Michela Alfano,
Chiara Bisagni

Multi-scale analysis
and optimisation of
3D orthogonal woven
composite structures
combining the
response surface
method and genetic
algorithms

Francesco Tornabene,
Nicholas Fantuzzi,
Michele Bacciocchi

Xinwei Fu,
Sergio Ricci,
Chiara Bisagni

Wednesday Morning / 18 November / Oval Lingotto
1055 - 1115

Coffee-Break

Wednesday Morning / 18 November / Oval Lingotto / Plenary Room
1115 - 1210
Clean-Sky Round Table
Organized by Giuseppe Pagnano, Clean-Sky CS Coordinating Project Officer
with the participation of Distretti Aerospaziali

Wednesday Morning / 18 November / Oval Lingotto / Plenary Room
1210 - 1300

AIDAA General Assembly
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Wednesday Afternoon / 18 November / Oval Lingotto
1300 - 1350

Lunch

Wednesday Afternoon / 18 November / Oval Lingotto / Plenary Room
1350 - 1520
Plenary Talks
Chaired by: Roberto Galatolo (Università di Pisa),
Mario Marchetti and Silvano Sgubini (La Sapienza)
1350 - 1420

Amalia Finzi and Franco Bernelli Zazzera
Politecnico di Milano
Comets are nice to touch

1420 - 1450

Giorgio Saccoccia
ESA
Technologies for Space Exploration: ESA initiatives and plans

1450 - 1520

Paolo Gaudenzi
Università La Sapienza Roma
Sfide di meccanica strutturale nello sviluppo di un lanciatore

Wednesday Afternoon / 18 November / Oval Lingotto / Plenary Room
1520 - 1530

AWARDS CEREMONY

Wednesday Afternoon / 18 November / Oval Lingotto
1530 - 1545

Coffee-Break

Wednesday Afternoon / 18 November / Oval Lingotto / Plenary Room
1545 - 1830

Addresses of Local, National and Finmeccanica Authorities
Prospettive sulle attività aerospaziali in Italia e Piemonte

Wednesday Afternoon / 18 November / Oval Lingotto
1830

BUS DEPARTURE FROM OVAL LINGOTTO TO VILLA SASSI

1900

WELCOME DRINK AT VILLA SASSI AND BOOK PRESENTATION

2000

DINNER AT VILLA SASSI

2330

BUS DEPARTURE TO THE CITY CENTER
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Thursday Morning, 19 November 2015, Oval Lingotto
Thursday Morning / 19 November / Oval Lingotto
0800 - 0830

Registration

Thursday Morning / 19 November / Oval Lingotto / Plenary Room
0830 - 1045
Plenary Talks
Chaired by: Marco Gigliotti (University of Poitiers), Mario Marchetti (La Sapienza),
Giuseppe Pagnano (Clean-Sky), and Raimund Rolfes (Leibniz Universitaet Hannover)
0830 - 0900

Wenbin Yu
Purdue University
Mechanics of Structure Genome:
A Unified Theory for Constitutive Modeling of Composite Structures

0900 - 0930

Paul Weaver
University of Bristol
Enhanced Structural Performance using Variable Angle Tow Composites

0930 - 1000

Adrian Mouritz
RMIT University
Multi-Functional Three-Dimensional Fibre Composites

1000 - 1045

Eric Dautriat
Clean-Sky Executive Director
Clean Sky and the aeronautical research eco-system

Thursday Morning / 19 November / Oval Lingotto
1045 - 1110

Coffee-Break
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Thursday Morning / 19 November / Oval Lingotto
1110 - 1250

Parallel Sessions

Thursday Morning / 19 November / Oval Lingotto / Plenary Room
Session S7
Helicopters
Chaired by: Cesare Cardani (Politecnico di Milano) and Roberto Galatolo (Università di Pisa)
1110

1135

1200

1225

Design and manufacturing of a
pitch-oscillating system for
helicopter rotor blade dynamic stall
testing

Electro-mechanical actuator for
helicopter landing gear
extension/retraction: experimental
study and dynamic model validation

Modelling and identification of the
nonlinear dynamics of a small-scale
unmanned rotorcraft

The use of GIS for locating
helicopter emergency medical
service (HEMS) operating sites

A. Marino,
A. Visingardi,
N. Paletta,
G. Esposito,
V. Quaranta,
L. Flamini,
D. Sagaria,
R. Pasta

Gianpietro Di Rito,
Roberto Galatolo,
Eugenio Denti,
Francesco Schettini,
Viviana Bruno,
Riccardo Grassetti

Francesco Schettini,
Gianpietro Di Rito,
Eugenio Denti,
Roberto Galatolo

Maurizio Bruglieri,
Cesare Cardani,
Matteo Putzu

Thursday Morning / 19 November / Oval Lingotto / Room AIDAA-1
Session MS9

Innovative Training Networks and Manufacturing Technologies
for Composite Structures for the Aerospace Sector:
ADMACOM, COACH and FULLCOMP European projects
Coordinated by Politecnico di Torino
Chaired by: Monica Ferraris and Milena Salvo (Politecnico di Torino)

1110

1135

1200

1225

Advanced manufacturing routes for
metal/composite components

Joining of Al-6016 to Al-foam using
Zn-based alloys to obtain
aluminium foam sandwich (AFS)
for aerospace applications

Joining of C/SiC ceramic composite
to itself and Ti6Al4V for aerospace
applications

Review of different test methods on
shear strengths of aerospace glues

M. Ferraris & ADMACOM team

Pardeep Kumar Gianchandani,
Muhammad Kashif Bangash,
Valentina Casalegno,
Monica Ferraris

Muhammad Kashif Bangash,
Pardeep Kumar Gianchandani,
Graziano Ubertalli,
Valentina Casalegno,
Monica Ferraris

G. Mata-Osoro,
G. Blugan,
J. Kuebler

Thursday Morning / 19 November / Oval Lingotto / Room AIDAA-2
Session S3
Fluid Dynamics
Chaired by: Raffaele Donelli (CIRA) and Gaetano Iuso (Politecnico di Torino)
1110

1135

1200

1225

Velocity-pressure coupling deriving
from the interaction of a low speed
jet with a tangential flat plate

Analysis on aerodynamic
characteristics of a paraglider airfoil

Investigation of a novel VTOL
aircraft concept for operations in
urban areas

Exact solutions of non-classical
nozzle flows of van der Waals fluids

Alessandro Di Marco,
Matteo Mancinelli,
Tiziano Pagliaroli,
Roberto Camussi

Maurizio Boffadossi,
Federico Savorgnan

Salvatore Sedda,
Costantino Sardu,
Gaetano Iuso
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Alberto Guardone,
Davide Vimercati

Thursday Morning / 19 November / Oval Lingotto / Room AIDAA-3
Session MS1
European Project CRYSTAL
Chaired by: Eugenio Brusa (Politecnico di Torino) and Lucio Tirone (INCOSE Italia Chapter)
1110

1130

1150

1210

1230

Industrial implementation
of the systems engineering
and impact upon product
innovation according to
INCOSE

Alenia Aermacchi needs and
experience on MBSE: the
Crystal user scenario

Heterogeneous simulation
based on standards:
deepening interoperability
in trade-off analysis
approach for aeronautical
application

Architecture framework in
Space industry: adopting
DODAF viewpoints through
the ARCADIA methodology

Cross-domain fertilization
in systems engineering
applied to transportation
systems

Enrico Vezzetti,
Marco Alemanni,
Ana Cristina Diaz Del
Castillo Zambrano,
Paolo Maggiore,
Lorenzo Pace

Marco Ferrogalini

Lucio Tirone

Bruno Di Giandomenico,
Claudio Pessa,
Elena Valfrè,
Ivo Viglietti

Andreas Mitschke,
Eugenio Brusa,
Ambra Calà,
Davide Ferretto,
Claudio Pessa,
Gray Bachelor

Thursday Morning / 19 November / Oval Lingotto / Room AIDAA-4
Session S6
Systems, Air Traffic Management and Navigation
Chaired by: Caterina Grillo (Università di Palermo) and Lorenzo Trainelli (Politecnico di Milano)
1110

1135

1200

1225

Performance based navigation
(PBN): from technology to
operations

Feasibility study for a voice relay
supporting ATC operator
communications to the RPAS
ground pilot

Air multi mission surveillance
solutions in the current situational
awareness domain

Project FIREFLY - An innovative
solution for the Italian aerial
firefighting system

Antonietta Guarracino,
Mario Fassero Gamba,
Michele Genisio

Alessandro Ramazzotti,
Lorenzo Trainelli

Filippo Tomasello,
Maria Grazia Cristofaro

Francesco Fusco,
Mario Raffa,
Michele Inverno

Thursday Morning / 19 November / Oval Lingotto / Room AIDAA-6
Session S8
Composites
Chaired by: Mario Marchetti (La Sapienza) and Alberto Milazzo (Università di Palermo)
1110

1135

1200

Higher-order solutions for buckling
and vibration analysis of variable
stiffness plates

Coupled and uncoupled
thermoelasticity solution for a
rotating disk using an analytical
method

Analysis of laminated structures by
combined ESL-LW variable
kinematics plate elements

Riccardo Vescovini,
Lorenzo Dozio

Alfonso Pagani,
Stefano Valvano,
Erasmo Carrera

Mohammad Ali Kouchakzadeh,
Ayoob Entezari,
Erasmo Carrera
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Thursday Afternoon / 19 November / Oval Lingotto
1250 - 1400

Lunch

Thursday Afternoon / 19 November / Oval Lingotto
1400 - 1605

Parallel Sessions

Thursday Afternoon / 19 November / Oval Lingotto / Plenary Room
Session S7
Helicopters
Chaired by: Giuseppe Quaranta (Politecnico di Milano)
1400

1425

1450

Unsteady aerodynamic
optimization of the camber
of a morphing airfoil for
rotorcraft blades

Conceptual design of a very
light rotorcraft for
environmental monitoring
using a twin piston engine

Boundary element method
for aerodynamic analysis of
bluff bodies

Andrea F. Cortesi,
Francesca Fusi,
Giuseppe Quaranta

Alessio Barbato,
Andrea Carbonara,
Giorgio Riva,
Luigi Grimaldi,
Salvatore Costagliola,
Smaranda Chifu,
Tommaso Guffanti,
Giuseppe Quaranta,
Roberto Papetti

Giovanni Bernardini,
Giorgio Pierfederici,
Jacopo Serafini,
Massimo Gennaretti,
Corrado Ficuciello

Thursday Afternoon / 19 November / Oval Lingotto / Plenary Room
Session S14
Chaired by: Sabrina Corpino (Politecnico di Torino)

19

Satellites
1515

1540

Satellite system cyber
security, specific security
needs for an uncommon
environment

A simple method for
accurate center of gravity
determination of small
satellite platforms

Daniele Frasca,
Gianluca Scialanga,
Giorgio Sciascia

Dario Modenini,
Lorenzo Iannascoli,
Paolo Tortora

Thursday Afternoon / 19 November / Oval Lingotto / Room AIDAA-1
Session MS9

Innovative Training Networks and Manufacturing Technologies
for Composite Structures for the Aerospace Sector:
ADMACOM, COACH and FULLCOMP European projects
Coordinated by Politecnico di Torino
Chaired by: Frederic Dau (ENSAM Bordeaux) and
Gaetano Giunta (Luxembourg Institute of Science and Technology)

1400

1425

1450

1515

1540

Joining of SIC composites
by TA alloys: wetting
studies and
physical-chemical
characterization of
interfaces

Joining of SiC-based
composites with Ti3 SiC2
using spark plasma
sintering

Quantifying the physical
and chemical degradation of
composite materials

Development and
integration of glass fibre
sensors into polymer
composites for applications
in harsh environments

A thermal stress finite
element analysis of beam
structures by hierarchical
modelling

Fabrizio Valenza,
Sofia Gambaro,
Maria L. Muolo,
Alberto Passerone,
Michael J. Reece,
Theo Saunders, P
eter Tatarko,
Andreas Schmidt,
Thomas Schubert, Thomas
Weissgaerber

Peter Tatarko,
Valentina Casalegno,
Theo Saunders,
Milena Salvo,
Monica Ferraris,
Michael J. Reece

Stefanos Giannis,
Milena Salvo

Milena Salvo,
Daniel Milanese,
Monica Ferraris,
Massimo Olivero,
Guido Perrone,
Stefanos Giannis,
Roderick H. Martin,
Ben Milsom

Gaetano Giunta,
Salim Belouettar

Thursday Afternoon / 19 November / Oval Lingotto / Room AIDAA-2
Session S3
Fluid Dynamics
Chaired by: Raffaele Donelli (CIRA) and Gaetano Iuso (Politecnico di Torino)
1400

1425

1450

1515

Stability analysis of
three-dimensional laminar
compressible boundary
layers based on ray-tracing
theory and multiple scale
technique

Transition prediction in
unsteady flow on a rotor
blade in forward flight
condition

Geometric data reduction in
aero-shape optimization

Using a high velocity
oxy-fuel torch for
aerothermodynamic
applications

Davide Cinquegrana,
Emiliano Iuliano

Donato de Rosa,
Raffaele S. Donelli

Antonio Esposito,
Antonio Grieco,
Michele Nugnes

Raffaele S. Donelli,
Donato de Rosa

Thursday Afternoon / 19 November / Oval Lingotto / Room AIDAA-3
Session MS6
STEPS 2 - Sistemi e Tecnologie per l’esplorazione spaziale
Chaired by: Marco Nebiolo and Maria Antonietta Perino (Thales Alenia Space)
1400

1425

1450

1515

1540

STEPS2 Project - Precision
landing for future space
exploration missions

STEPS2: rover surface
navigation ”Enabling new
robotic exploration
capabilities”

Regenerative fuel cells

Virtual reality applications
for re-entry vehicle
aerothermal and mission
analysis

New inflatable habitats
generation

Carlo Maria Paccagnini,
Marcello Chiaberge,
Paolo Prinetto,
Carlos Perez,
Paolo Navone,
Luigi Pantani,
Daniele Camatti,
Costantino Scozzafava

Andrea Biggio,
Carmine Ianni,
Sandro Torelli,
Alessandro Sperindé,
Enrico Simetti,
Basilio Bona,
Francesco Lamberti,
Federico Salvioli

Giorgio Ferrari,
Stewart Pelle,
Massimiliano Antonini,
Paolo Maggiore,
Sabina Fiorot
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Manuela Marello,
Agata Marta Soccini,
Lorenzo Rocci

Marco Nebiolo,
Antonia Simone,
Andrea Messidoro,
Monica Ferraris,
Erasmo Carrera,
Paolo Maggiore,
Donata Valletti

Thursday Afternoon / 19 November / Oval Lingotto / Room AIDAA-4
Session S6
Systems, Air Traffic Management and Navigation
Chaired by: Paolo Maggiore (Politecnico di Torino) and Alberto Rolando (Politecnico di Milano)
1400

1425

1450

1515

1540

New algorithm for horizon
detection and attitude
estimation

Frequency modulated
continuous wave synthetic
aperture radar focusing
techniques: a review in the
framework of indoor
autonomous operations by
small unmanned aerial
systems

DR-ONE: A formation fight
dedicated unmanned aerial
vehicle

A preliminary design study
of maintenance and logistic
infrastructure for male UAS

A method intended to
prevent users interaction
problems in aircraft
hydraulic systems

Alberto Rolando,
Andrea Mottin,
Valentina Onorato

Marco Fioriti,
Luca Boggero,
Sabrina Corpino,
Nicole Viola

Ignazio F.Finazzi,
Vito M. Fico,
Maria A.Martin Prats
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Abstract. Space industry has a peculiar product life cycle, driven by the fact that most of the
space systems are one-of-a-kind and by the need to assure a very high level of reliability, due
to the impossibility of maintaining the product once it has reached its operative scenario. A
strong effort in defining systems engineering methodologies suitable to the space domain is
growing continuously, involving also the organization of the information related to the
development of the product. Such effort is fundamental within the perspective of a progressive
transition of the entire product life cycle management to model-based systems engineering.
Normally, a Systems Engineering methodology is developed according to an architectural
framework, a logical structure or an organizational skeleton used to classify concepts,
terminology, data, artifacts, etc.. Several architecture frameworks exist and, although different,
share the paradigm to give guidelines to organize and structure all the project data. Aim of our
work was to verify how to derive the operational, functional, system and physical requirements
using ARCADIA (ARChitecture Analysis & Design Integrated Approach), a new methodology
developed internally by the THALES Group employing DoDAF (the architectural framework
developed by the Department of Defense of the United States) artifacts for guidance, because
the reuse of innovative solutions in other company departments or with partners/
subcontractors require a consolidated collaborative vision and tools.
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The correspondance between ARCADIA and DoDAF have been assessed and detailed for what
concerns the area of interest typical of Space Systems Engineering. Moreover, the proposed
approach have been demonstrated through a case study, constituted by the definition of a new
space mission in its early phases of design; this has been performed on a real example of a
future mission, at its conceptual stage at the time of the presented work, siding its development
in Thales Alenia Space Italia.
1

INTRODUCTION

Space industry has a peculiar product life cycle, driven by the fact that most of the space systems
are one-of-a-kind and by the need to assure that systems are optimally designed to meet both
internal “producer” and external “user” stakeholder requirements, with a very high level of
reliability. The way to forward to meet these challenges is to introduce innovative technologies
[1,2,3] and develop an integrated, effective and efficient process for the lifecycle design of
space products, known as Systems Enginering (SE).
In fact, the Systems Engineering approach is considered today as an efficient methodological
and interdisciplinary approach. It promotes a set of processes required to design and test a new
product or service [4,5] since the organization and the behaviour of a company are often
described under the form of a map of inter dependant processes [6,7,8]. Moreover the “Systems
Engineering Vision 2020” [9], pubblished by the International Council on Systems
Engineering, a professional society, states that the systems engineering is evolving from the
document-centric to the model-centric approach (MBSE) and the latter “is expected to replace
the document-centric approach that has been practiced by systems engineers in years past and
became fully integrated into the systems engineering process”. Due to this a strong effort in
defining Systems Engineering methodologies suitable to the space domain is growing
continuously, involving also the organization of the information related to the development of
the product [10,11].
The basic idea of MBSE [12] is to describe the system in a modeling language, like SysML
[13], and different domains access the single model, though they each may have different views
of the information. MBSE enhances the ability to capture, analyze, and manage the information
associated with the complete specification of a product. MBSE improves communications
among the development stakeholders (i.e. the customer, program manager, systems engineers,
hardware and software developers, testers, and specialty engineering disciplines) increasing the
ability to manage system complexity by enabling a system model to be viewed from multiple
perspectives, and it shall also enable the capability to more correctly analyze the impact of
changes. Analyzing the Systems Engineering paradigm it’s clear that a complete definition of
requirements, functions and logical system elements is difficult to achieve directly from the
beginning. Therefore, the development process should follow an incremental loop refining the
system definition down to the physical tests. Each iteration loop represents an increase of the
knowledge on the system and changes made must be managed accordingly. Models at early
stages are created with the purpose of managing the product description and any critical aspects
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[14]. MBSE is a new paradigm that brings the system model to the center stage for use by all
stakeolders together. The model is the single authoritative source for system design information
and must include requirements, functions with associated performance attributes, interfaces,
trade studies, analysis, system and subsystems and verification procedures. A recommended
best practice for implement a MBSE approach takes in account the synergistic application of
such elements: a “model based languages” that describes the “models”, a “model based tool”
that implements this languages, a “model based process” that uses this languages to develops
models in a “model based architecture frameworks”.
In fact, the deployment of Systems Engineering process requires a lot of concepts such as
“resource”, “process”, “activities”, “actors”, ...etc. They must be defined as soon as possible to
facilitate and to guide the work of the deployment team. Indeed, the existence of a common
repository of concepts and of relationships between concepts enables a common understanding
between all team members. It supports the work to be done with all actors involved in the
project, especially if they come from various business fields. Order was certainly the word that
drives John Zachman when, in 1987, defined the first architectural framework to support
business information technology applications design. As defined by Zachman, an architectural
framework is a set of rules defining the artifacts for describing enterprise system architectures.
The idea is to deal with the complexity of enterprise systems by viewing them from a variety
of perspectives. Within each perspective six artifacts adress six questions: what, how, where,
who, when and why. Over time, this new paradigm found its way into many different walks of
life, including the nation’s defence establishment. Today, more than 100 AFs are available . All
architectural frameworks differ from each other; for example, they differ in the way their
architectural artifacts are named and organized. Due to the fact that a framework is a logical
structure or an organizational skeleton used to classify concepts, terminology, data and artifacts,
and than an architectural framework is also a meta-model for describing very well complex
systems.
Today, many MBSE methodologies are available. A first set was published by Estefan [15] in
2008. This formal survey provide a description of six methodologies describing related
processes, methods and tools used to support “.. disciplines of engineering in a model-based
context”. After, other methodologies were defined. One of these is the ARCADIA, developed
by THALES [16] and based on architecture-centric and model-driven engineering activities.
Objective of this paper is to present the results of a case study, devoted to verify if ARCADIA
is full compatible with DoDAF. This term of reference was choosen, due to DoDAF is a
consolidated architecture framework and than a consolidate guidance for the process of
constructing the System model, due to the fact that ARCADIA adopts a viewpoint-based
architectural description, such as described in [17].
The study was performed in Thales Alenia Space (TAS), Turin site. TAS is a joint venture
between Thales and Finmeccanica. Along with Telespazio, TAS forms the Space Alliance,
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which offers a complete range of solutions and services. For more than 40 years now, it has
designed, integrated, tested, operated and delivered innovative space systems.
2 ASSESS ARCADIA METHODOLOGY THROUGH DODAF RULES
The “system model” is the main artifact of MBSE and is typically developed in a modelling
linguage, which is available in a modelling tool, depicted on graphical diagrams and contained
in a model repository. The “system model” is made by interconnected modeling elements that
represent the key aspects of the system, such as requirements, behavior, parametrics, ...
A MBSE methodology is an implementation of a specific process, wich is supported by a given
method that specifies the techniques to perform the tasks of the process. Moreover, tools are
crucial for best benefit from the method, both becouse they support in managing complexity
and size of shared information, and support collaboration between stakeholders and multi-user
issues, such as configuration management, early validation and justification, ...
Our work is therefore consisted in applying the methodology ARCADIA to derive operational,
functional, system and physical requirements using Cappella diagrams and DoDAF guidelines.
In the following, before describing the case study, it provides a brief summary of ARCADIA
methodology, a description of the viewpoints DoDAF used and to approach followed in the
study.
2.1 The ARCADIA methodology
Arcadia is a model-based engineering method for systems, hardware and software architectural
design. It has been developed by THALES between 2005 and 2010 through an iterative process
involving operational architects from all the Thales business domains. Arcadia promotes a
viewpoint-driven approach, as described in ISO/IEC 42010, and emphasizes a clear distinction
between need and solution. The methodology is based on requirement engineering activities,
driving an operational need analysis, describing final user expectations, usage conditions and
realistic IVVQ conditions. A logical architecture is build, by searching for the best compromise
between design drivers, (non-functional) constraints and viewpoints. Each viewpoint deals with
a specific concern such as functional consistency, interfaces, performances, security,
integration, reuse, cost, risk, schedule, etc.
The methodology is divided in five main steps. The first step, Operational Analysis, focuses on
the analysis of the customer needs and goals, expected missions and activities, far beyond
system requirements. Is expected to ensure good adequacy of System definition with regards to
its real operational use. Outputs of this phase mainly consist of an operational architecture
which describes and structures the need in terms of actors/users, their operational capabilities
and activities, including operational use scenarios with dimensioning parameters, and
operational constraints. The second step, System need Analysis, focuses on the system itself, in
order to define how it can satisfy the former operational need, along with its expected behaviour
and qualities. The following elements are created during this step: functions to be supported
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and related exchanges, non-functional constraints (safety, security, etc.), performances
allocated to system boundary, role sharing and interactions between system and operators, etc.
The main goal at this stage is to check the feasibility of customer requirements (cost, schedule,
technology readiness, etc.) and if necessary, to provide means to re-negotiate their content. The
functional need analysis can be completed by an initial system architectural design model in
order to examine requirements against this architecture and evaluate their cost and consistency.
Outputs of this phase mainly consist of system functional need descriptions, interoperability
and interaction with the users and external systems (functions, exchanges plus non-functional
constraints), and system requirements. This third step, Logical Architecture, aims at building a
component breakdown of the system which is unlikely to be challenged later in the development
process. Starting from previous functional and non-functional analysis build one or several
decompositions of the system into logical components. These logical components will be the
basic decomposition for development, integration, reuse, product and configuration
management item definitions. Outputs of this phase consist of the selected logical architecture
which is described by components and justified interfaces definition, scenarios, modes and
states, formalization of all viewpoints and the way they are taken into account in the
components design. The fourth step, Physical Architecture, has the same intent as the logical
architecture building, except that it defines the “final” architecture of the system at this level of
engineering. Once this is done the model is considered ready to develop. Outputs of this phase
consist of the selected physical architecture which includes components to be produced,
formalization of all viewpoints and the way they are taken into account in the components
design. Links with requirements and operational scenarios are also produced. The fifth and last
step Configuration Items (CI) contents are to be defined in order to build a Product Breakdown
Structure (PBS).
In order to support model-driven engineering activities, the toolset supporting ARCADIA,
named Orchestra, running over Eclipse delivers the following common, widely spread
functionalities: modeling editor with enhanced graphics / diagrams capability, syntactic
checking, model import/export means, requirement management tools, version and
configuration management tools, link manager for model elements and engineering assets,
traceability and impact analysis means etc. The heart of ARCADIA model-driven approach in
Orchestra toolset is an enhanced architecture modeler/checker called Melody Advance. The
case study was performed by Capella a workbench developed in THALES for free distribution
to external users. Melody Advance and Capella are considered as a Thales interpretation of the
OMG SysML specification. The difference between them is that THALES has tailored the
model for their specific practices and needs. Capella [19] is a field-proven model driven
engineering solution based on a graphical modeling workbench providing rich methodological
guidance and offering high productivity and quality insurance gains for engineers developing
systems, software and hardware architectures. The Capella workbench is a Java / Eclipse
application providing a domain-specific language (DSL) implementing ARCADIA both as a
simplification and a semantic enrichment of the UML and SysML standards. Its toolset is
dedicated to guidance, productivity and quality: Intuitive model editing and viewing
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capabilities help engineers primarily focus on the design and description of the system and its
architecture.
2.2 DoDAF Overview and concepts
DoDAF is the structure for organizing architecture concepts, principles, assumptions, and
terminology about operations and solutions into meaningful patterns to satisfy specific DoD
purposes. DoDAF offers guidance, principles and direction on communicating business,
mission needs and capabilities to managers, architects, analysts, and developers who are
responsible for developing and building the necessary services, applications and infrastructure
to meet stakeholder needs and to manage their expectations [10]. DoDAF V2.0 is organized
around data, models, and views. A model is a template for collecting data. A view is a
representation of a related set of information using formats or models. A view, as described in
DoDAF 2.0, is a representation of data in any understandable format. Formats can include any
of the presentation styles (such as dashboards, spreadsheets, diagrams, data models, etc.) that
convey the meaning of data. A viewpoint describes data drawn from one or more perspectives
and organized in a particular way useful to management decision-making. More specifically, a
viewpoint definition includes the information that should appear in individual views; how to
construct and use the views, by means of an appropriate schema or template; the modeling
techniques for expressing and analyzing the information and a rationale for these choices.
The first version of the architectural framework standard issued by DoD in 1998 and renamed
DoDAF 1.0 in 2003 to indicate the wider scope of the new standard. It was quickly followed
by DoDAF 1.5 in 2007 and DoDAF 2.0 in 2009. In DoDAF 2.0 the models become “views”
then populated with data. While DoDAF 1.5 was an incremental extension of DoDAF 1.0,
DoDAF 2.0 is significantly different, with new viewpoints such as Capability, Data and
information, Project and Services, almost doubling the total number of artifacts and levels of
perspective. Many of the underlying definitions are being renamed and/or changed, including
the Data Metamodel (DM2) that was known as Conceptual Data Model (CDM) in DoDAF 1.0
and 1.5. Instead of nodes, the DoDAF 2.0 architects have to use concrete concepts such as
activities, systems, organizations, materiel, or their combinations. “organizations,” “personnel,”
and “mechanization” have been generalized to “performers.” “information exchanges” and
“data exchanges” have been generalized to “resource flows” that can now represent flows of
materiel, information, people, and presumably other items.
The original intent of DoDAF was to provide a consistent format for comparisons between
architectures considered by the Department of Defense acquisition community. With its newest
version, DoDAF is evolving to support the recent major changes within the Department,
including the Joint Capability Integration and Development System (JCIDS), the Defense
Acquisition System (DAS), Systems Engineering (SE), the Planning, Programming, Budgeting,
and Execution (PPBE), and Portfolio Management (PfM).
SE processes are applied to allow an orderly progression from one level of development to the
next detailed level using controlled baselines. These processes are used for the system,
subsystems, and system components as well as for the supporting or enabling systems used for
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the production, operation, training, support, and disposal of that system. Execution of technical
management processes and activities, such as trade studies or risk management activities may
point to specific requirements, interfaces, or design solutions as non-optimal and suggest
change to increase system-wide performance, achieve cost savings, or meet scheduling
deadlines. Architecture supports SE by providing a structured approach to document design and
development decisions based on established requirements.
2.3 Study approach
DoDAF 2.0 works with eight Viewpoints, but only three are mainly used for System
Engineering. Starting from the Capability Viewpoint (CV-1, CV-2), that are in charge of
articulate the capability requirement, delivery timing and deployed capability, the Operational
Viewpoint (OVs) are derived that articulates operational scenarios, processes, activities and
requirements. In particular the OV-2 that must be consistent with other Ovs (OV-4, OV-5b
Activity Flow Diagram and OV-6c Operational Activity Sequence Diagram). This step is
focused on the user/operator: “What are the required activities and who will perform them?”
User activities and the users performing them are organized into operational nodes. Information
exchanges between activities take place across needlines connecting the nodes. The hierarchy
of operational nodes and activities is the operational architecture. Once the OVs are all
consistent and they have converged, operational requirements are derived redraw the OV-2
activities in requirements by adding the “shall” statement. This set of operational requirements
can be used to plan a series of verification tests, that will be performed after the system is finally
built. Next step is to build a functional model of the system. The objective of the system
functional analysis is to create a functional architecture. Functional architecture is a hierarchy
of functions that the system must be capable of performing. These functions are derived from
the operational capabilities that the stakeholders desire to have. The functional architecture
provides the foundation for defining the system architecture in the next step through the
allocation of functions and sub-functions to the proposed system entities. It is important to keep
track of the relationships between the system functions and operational activities because they
are a link in the requirements traceability chain. The next step in the systems engineering
process is design synthesis. System design synthesis process transforms the functional
architecture into system architecture and later into physical architecture. We are differentiating
between a system architecture where the entities are logical modules and the physical
architecture with actual physical components. The Systems Viewpoint (SV) are used to
articulate the systems, their composition, inter-connectivity and context providing for, or
supporting, capability functions. They are answering the questions: “What is the system
supposed to do to support user activities defined by the SE operational views? What are its
internal components? How does it work?” User activities are supported by system functions.
System functions are activities performed by system entities. The hierarchy of system functions
is the functional architecture. The hierarchy of system entities is the system architecture. The
hierarchy of physical components implementing the system functions is the physical
architecture. In DoDAF 2.0 the views used to represent the system functional hierarchy is the
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SV-4 view and its counterpart version called the data flow diagram, used to derive a complete
set of functional requirements. Following the method first the SV-1 view is built at the system
level, showing the system decomposition into major segments, next a separate SV-1 for each
segment is built. The SV-4 may also require refinement. The iteration continues until the system
entities can built from existing components that already provide the functions and the interfaces
required. Using the SV-1 view, system requirements can now derived for each system entity
and its system interfaces. Then SV-5b view can also derived addressing the linkage between
SV-1 and OV-5a. Finally, the SV-2 view, describing the physical architecture, is derived from
SV-1 view and used to derive physical requirements.

3 THE CASE STUDY
In the following we describe how the Arcadia methodology has been assessed through the use
of DoDAF view to guide the requirements analysis and system design, building the relevant
views with the Capella tool. The chosen case study is based on the Space Tug from the
STRONG project [20]. One of the main objectives of the STRONG project is to improve the
Italian space operability with the aim of continuing the path of systemic and technological
developments to support the role of leadership in the field of Earth observation. Exploiting a
reusable Space Tug to support satellites deployment operations would be an attractive solution
to improve the market position of the Italian VEGA launcher. Moreover, the Space Tug can
help to achieve other type of missions. In the case of payload recovery and retrieving it on Earth
by means of an operative reusable vehicle, the Space Tug will have a suitable Rv&D mechanism
that will allow the transfer of payload from one vehicle to the other. An example that is been
considered as an option for recovery vehicle, is the evolution of the Intermediate eXperimental
Vehicle (IXV). As the Space Tug is conceived as a reusable system and should have the
capability of transferring multiple satellites, the refueling operations shall be envisaged. The
International Space Station (ISS) has been considered as the port of the on-orbit refueling tanks
but further analysis and more possibilities must be considered.
According to the Systems Engineering process the DoDAF’s viewpoints that should be
analyzed are the Capability (CV), Operational (OV) and Systems (SV) viewpoints. Not all the
available models are necessary to be implemented in this case study. The most relevant views
are presented in the following subsections.
3.1 Capability Viewpoints
The process start with the Capabilitity views definition. In particular the CV-1 addresses the
enterprise concerns associated with the overall vision for transformational endeavors and thus
defines the strategic context for a group of capabilities. The purpose of a CV-1 is to provide a
strategic context for the capabilities described in the Architectural Description. Such view is an
high level perspective. It is not considered in Capella tool and require an office tool to design
this view (i.e. PowerPoint). The CV-2 captures capability taxonomies. The model presents a
hierarchy of capabilities. The CV-2 specifies all the capabilities that are referenced throughout
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one or more architectures. This view corresponds to the Mission Capability Blank diagram
(MCB) of Capella, considered in the System Analysis section (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: CV-2 Capability Taxonomy
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Figure 2: CV-6: Capability to operational activities mapping
The CV-6 describes the mapping between the capabilities required and the activities that enable
those capabilities. Capella does not have any diagram or option to map or relate the capabilities
to operational activities, however this objective can be fulfilled with a modification of the
Operational Activity Breakdown diagram (OABD) which is also used for a model in the
Operational Viewpoint (Fig. 2).
3.2 Operational Viewpoints
The operational viewpoint allows to individuate the actors of the considered mission profiles
and to associate them with the respective operational capabilities. OV-1 view gives a first
impression of the system concept and the associated concept of operations (Use case).
Moreover, the OV-1 (Fig. 3) provides a graphical depiction of what the architecture is about
and an idea of the players and operations involved. It has been realized with an Operational
Capabilities Diagram (OCB) of Capella’s Operational Analysis.

Figure 3: OV-1: High level operational concept graphic
The OV-2 described model applies the context of the operational capability to a community of
anticipated users. The primary purpose of the OV-2 is to define capability requirements within
an operational context. It shows the activities that the system and each actor perform. It is also
presented the exchange of information or materiel among them. This has been done in Capella
through a System Activity Blank diagram.
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Figure 4: OV-2: Operational Resource flow description
The OV-6c (Fig. 5) provides a time-ordered examination of the Resource Flows as a result of a
particular scenario. It allows the tracing of actions in a scenario or critical sequence of events.
Four diagrams have been developed with the Exchange Scenario diagrams (ES) of Capella.
They show the sequence of the activities performed by the system and the actors. One of them,
for the Space Tug and satellite launch, is proposed here as an example.
The OV-5a (Fig. 6) and the OV-5b (Fig. 7) describe the operations that are normally conducted
in the course of achieving a mission or a business goal. It describes operational activities (or
tasks); Input/output flows between activities, and to/from activities that are outside the scope
of the Architectural Description. This diagram presents the operational activities in hierarchical
form. In this case, the diagram is the same as the CV-6: Capability to Operational Activities
Mapping but the capabilities are seen as a general activity that is decomposed in more specific
activities. In Capella, this view has been obtained with the Operational Activity Diagram
(OABD).
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Figure 5: OV-6c : Operational activity Sequence Diagram for Space Tug and Satellite launch
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Figure 6: OV-5a Operational Activity hierarchy
OV-5b presents the inputs, outputs and the connection between the activities defined in the OV5a. It was created in Capella with the Operational Activity Interaction diagram (OAIB). In this
case the interactions among the activities are the different states of the Space Tug and the
satellite platform. It starts with the activities of release the Space Tug in operational orbit and
release satellite platform in LEO, followed by the activities of perform multiple transfers of
satellite platforms. When the Space Tug has to return the satellite platform to LEO to transfer
the P/L to the re-entry vehicle, the system performs the activities of Recover payload. If the
Space Tug is getting out of propellant after two satellite transfer missions, the system performs
the activities of Refuel Space Tug. Finally, after the refueling activities or releasing the satellites
in operational orbit, the Space Tug performs the activity of return to LEO.
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Figure 7: OV-5b : Operational Activity Flow diagram
3.3 System Viewpoints
The system viewpoints aims to combine the functionalities with the logical subdivisions
(subsystems) of the considered system. The SV-4 (Fig. 8) addresses human and system
functionality. It has been obtained through the Functional Breakdown diagram (SFBD) of the
System Analysis section.
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Figure 8: SV-4 : System functional hierarchy description
The SV-1 addresses the composition and interaction of Systems. It represents the actors that
interact with the system which is divided in subsystems. The arrows represent the parts of the
system that interact with the actors they are pointing. Being a very high-level diagram,
addressing subsystem composition and link to external actors, it is not present in Capella.
A SV-2 specifies the System Resource Flows between Systems and may also list the protocol
stacks used in connections. It describes the System Resource Flows between Systems and may
also list the protocol stacks used in connections (Fig. 9). This figure shows how the subsystems
are splited in their respective components. The functions that the subsystems perform are
assigned to one of its parts. The diagram also shows the relation or interactions that these
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components have with the actors of the system. This diagram was modeled with Capella with
the Logical Architecture diagram (LAB) available in the Logical Analysis section. Finally, a
last matrix was created to allocate the system elements to physical components. With this
information is easy to trace the components that are responsible of performing a function and
satisfy a requirement. The matrix can be done with Capella with the allocation Logical
component/Logical function.

Figure 9: SV-2 : System resources flow description
Finally, a last matrix was created to allocate the system elements to physical components. In
Table 1 are shown the components that make part of each subsystem. With this information is
easy to trace the components that are responsible of performing a function and satisfy a
requirement. The matrix can be realized with Capella with the allocation Logical
component/Logical function matrix.
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Table 1: Allocation of system elements to physical components
4 CONCLUSIONS
The application of the DoDAF views appropriate for a System Engineering project have been
successfully addressed on the Space Tug case study of the STRONG research program, relying
on the approach made available by the ARCADIA methodology through the Capella tool. Such
activity proved the compatibility of the THALES-developed methodology with the DoDAF for
what concerns System Engineering. This also demonstrated the possibility to derive the system
requirements from the user requirements (i.e. expected capabilities); in this sense, further
activities can be envisaged for the development of a complete system specification through the
investigated approach.
Another interesting topic to be further investigated is the assessment and evaluation of suitable
Key Performance Indicators (KPI) able to score the improvement [21] derived from the
application of the innovative approach w.r.t. the classical and currently used document-based
approach. Considering the impact on the whole program quality resulting from the application
of the approach, the survey could possibly take a quite long amount of time, due to the necessity
to be applied to at least one complete operational program from the inception to the end of
operative life, ending with the comparison in performance w.r.t. a comparable space program
developed with the classical approach and tracked with the same KPIs. Instead, evaluating KPIs
just on the requirement definition phases is within reach, and could be completed on more than
one program within a fair amount of time.
Acknowledgements. The authors would like to thank Thales Alenia Space Italia and the team
of the STRONG program (both inside Thales Alenia Space and Politecnico di Torino) for their
support, in particular Valter Basso, Simona Ferraris, Mauro Pasquinelli and Matteo Dentis.
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Abstract. In the Aerospace sector the products complexity clearly highlights the need to
manage a wide variety of technologies in evolving and changeable scenarios.
A way to successfully govern this multiplicity is by designing products thoughtfully integrated
and ready to operate in scenarios that grow more and more entangled by the day. Fully
embracing a Model Based Systems Engineering approach is one way to untie this knot.
Alenia Aermacchi has been and is
initiatives aimed at promoting the
methodology and tools integration
Management, in order to define an
Process.

currently involved in different innovation projects /
use of Model Based Systems Engineering (MBSE)
as standard practices for Knowledge Reuse and
internal structured and robust Systems Engineering

The participation to the ARTEMIS CRYSTAL research project is part of these initiatives and
is focused on validating innovative modelling approaches in a multi tool – multi user
scenario. The definition of an appropriate Project Management environment and of a
minimum set of Configuration Items to be properly managed starting from the Preliminary
Design phase also represents a primary objective.
The paper explains the initial industrial needs, applied solutions and the experience made in
implementing the demonstration scenario in the first innovation cycle of the research project.
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1

Introduction

To maintain a competitive position in a very crowded market scenario, it is a vital aim to try
and reduce the development costs to all projects; “best practices” collection and re-use
management criteria are additional means which can help realize the objective.
Our choice has been to fully embrace a MBSE approach enabling us first and foremost to
provide the capabilities needed by the stakeholders with a strong focus on the integration
aspects of the product‟s functionalities. To support our multidisciplinary, concurrent and
integrated development process the challenge lies in harmonizing all the specialized „system‟
(tools and methods) supporting the engineering activities throughout the entire lifecycle.
Often these „systems‟ are based on tools the “best in class” in a given discipline that in many
cases they might be complemented by customized in-house solutions.
One of the initiatives we are currently involved in is the ARTEMIS CRYSTAL research
project that is mainly focused in establishing and pushing the development and adoption of an
Inter-Operability Specification (IOS) as an open European standard for the development of
embedded systems in the automotive, aerospace, rail and health care domains. Based on open
Web technologies, such as OSLC (ref. [8] ) it allows loosely coupled tools to share and
interlink their data, enabling common interoperability among different engineering
environments minimizing collaboration efforts and costs. Within the project a dedicated
process description language, SPEM (ref. [6] ) will support the formalized design to describe
the Engineering Environment specification and to describe its best practices.
Within the project, we are developing an industrial Use Case through two incremental
innovation cycles, to be implemented with the support of a dedicated tool chain and focused
on the Preliminary Design Phase of the Aerospace Life Cycle.
2
2.1

Challenges and CRYSTAL vision
Industrial needs

The market for most aeronautic companies shows a heightened sensibility on costs and is
subject to many customers‟ budget reductions: to maintain the market share, robustness of
design and awareness of budget from the earliest phases of product/service life-cycle must be
supported by adequate methodologies, and comprehension of how the design choices and
changes will impact on the entire life-cycle costs is a must. The growing operational
complexity of our products also fosters the need for a strong relationship between supplier
and customer who does not wants anymore a simple product, but an organized set of functions
to be satisfied in different operational scenarios.
In different contexts, where there is a sort of competition-collaboration among different
companies, the awareness of which information can be shared and which one must be
protected is strategically important: the use of models and tools from MBSE approach may
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help in structuring and organizing better the company Know-How in order to share it or
protect it in a more aware way.
The current emerging standard in the aerospace field, SAE ARP-4754A (ref. [4] ) suggests an
approach in which development and safety assurance processes are closely coupled and puts a
strong emphasis on the system‟s functions development which can be represented with
models to deliver a structured, linked and retrievable information set. A system model may
support also various degrees of simulation to assess and validate the customer‟s requirements
already in the first phases of the project development. As a reference, we have chosen the
emerging standard language in functional modelling, SysML (ref. [5] ), which will also
accelerate the change from Document Based to MBSE and shall have a major impact in our
company engineering practices, by changing the basic perception of the product development.
2.2

Project approach

CRYSTAL, as an ARTEMIS Innovation Pilot Project (AIPP) takes up the research results of
previous projects in the field of Reference Technology Platforms (RTP) and Interoperability
Specification (IOS) (e.g. CESAR, MBAT) and aims at enhancing and maturing them with the
clear objective of industrialization take-up.
CRYSTAL‟s vision is to enable new system engineering methods and practices by promoting
the RTP, an open tool integration platform that can be viewed as a set of formalized
components (tools, methods, connectors) that can be used to set up a SE environment in a
company, and supporting an IOS which will simplify tools connection by exposing services
and linked data.
RTP and IOS can enable common interoperability among various life cycle domains, which
can reduce significantly the complexity of the entire integration. CRYSTAL is strongly
industry-oriented and is aiming at providing ready-to-use integrated tool chains with a mature
technology-readiness-level (up to TRL 7).
Following the ARTEMIS mission to strengthen the European market for Embedded Systems,
CRYSTAL fosters cross-domain reusability (Aerospace, Automotive, Health and Rail) and
drives the IOS towards standardization.
The strategy for CRYSTAL technical innovation is based on 4 pillars:
1. Increase the maturity of existing concepts developed in previous projects and allowing
integration into existing environments, by applying them in industrial Use Cases.
2. Provide high maturity technical innovations to fill the gaps through a step by step
evolution and an assisted system engineering environment configuration approach.
3. Contribute to the ARTEMIS envisaged Cooperative RTP and push the IOS towards
Standardization through a validation provided by “Close-to-real-world”
demonstrators.
4. Support Small and Medium Enterprise (SME) integration in the engineering
ecosystem for the embedded systems development.
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2.3

Enabling Technologies

The analysis of the project needs for interoperation led to the identification of innovative
“enabling” technologies, the most relevant ones being OSLC (ref. [8] ) to support
interoperability and SPEM (ref.[6] ) to support process and knowledge formalization and
reuse.
2.3.1 OSLC
Open Services for Lifecycle Collaboration (OSLC) (ref.[8] ) is a community which is creating
specifications to allow conforming independent software and product lifecycle tools to
integrate their data and workflows in support of end-to-end lifecycle processes. Examples of
lifecycle tools may include requirements management, change management, asset
management, etc.
In OSLC, each artefact in the lifecycle – for example, a requirement, test case, source file, a
model element and so on – is an HTTP resource that is manipulated using the standard
methods of the HTTP specification (GET, PUT, POST, DELETE).
OSLC specifies a common tool protocol for Creating, Retrieving, Updating and Deleting
(CRUD) lifecycle data based on internet standards like HTTP and Resource Description
Framework (RDF), using a Linked Data model achieved by embedding the HTTP URL of
one resource in the representation of another.
2.3.2 SPEM
SPEM is a process meta-model with focus on engineering processes. It is an OMG
specification and it is based on the Meta-Object Facility (MOF) model (ref. [9] ) and its
UML2 Profile. SPEM can be considered as an industry standard that facilitates human
understanding and communication of software processes to promote their reuse and
improvement.
It has been selected in our context because it is widely used for process definition, becoming a
de facto standard that allows companies to define highly personalized processes. It allows the
representation of the basic items that compose processes: the approach is having two main
branches called “Process” and “Method Content” respectively which are based on a Core
specification and are developed to allows users to select the packages they need to define their
processes, giving some freedom in applying the specification and avoiding useless
implementation by reusing already accomplished work.
3

Case Study

Our Use Case had to fulfil the CRYSTAL objective of staying strongly industry oriented,
which meant focusing on a highly relevant on-board system for future aeronautical products.
Health and performance monitoring functionalities and the related integration with ground
systems for the flight data analysis and the identification of the maintenance activity is
undergoing a fast evolution. We have thus identified the need to specify the functionalities of
an Enhanced Integrated Monitoring and Support System (EIMSS), which shall include
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processing capabilities in a
Maintenance Computer (MC) and a
Multi-Functional Display (MFD)
and shall monitor “member”
systems‟ health. In addition the
ground portion of the EIMSS which
shall enable operator to interact
with the Aircraft is called Ground
Support System (GSS).
As the main focus of the Use Case
is
on
the
flight
phase‟s
functionalities, the design of a
representative Aircraft‟s system to
be monitored is also part of the
Figure 1: : Interactions of EIMSS with other systems
exercise. The Fuel System has been
selected as representative system, in
order to verify the capability of the EIMSS in collecting and elaborating different types of
data (e.g. discrete / analogue inputs) coming from different types of sources (e.g. sensors,
control units, electronic circuitries, etc.) and to apply the MBSE techniques.
Figure 1 illustrates the most important relations among the EIMSS and the other on-board
systems.
3.1

Modeling and analysis

As first step in the Use Case development we performed the requirement definition and
analysis at aircraft level and then at EIMSS and Fuel System level.
As a second step we then developed and animated the functional model of the involved
systems in order to assess in a preliminary way the coherence and completeness of the
requirements. Different methodologies have been employed for modelling the two systems in
order to assess how well they could be applied in different cases:
 for the EIMSS system we have followed the Harmony1 MBSE workflow, developed
by IBM and based on SysML, because we felt it was more suitable for modelling new
systems where defining the "control" logic was the priority;
 for modelling the functionalities of more "traditional" legacy systems like the Fuel
System, in which the system architecture is more consolidated, we followed a more
direct in-house developed SE approach, also using SysML.
Both cases, though, used the same modelling tool, IBM Rhapsody. One of the challenges of
this parallel approach was to understand how difficult it is to co-simulate the two SysML
models to test their interaction, which is still to be performed.
1

The Harmony workflow from IBM divides the development in 3 main basic phases, Requirement
Analysis, Functional Analysis, Design Synthesis.
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As third step we validated and refined the initial requirements based on the output from the
second step and iterated until a reasonable design quality was obtained.
The last goal in our approach will be to link the functional model to a specific disciplinary
model for Reliability, Availability, Maintainability and Safety (RAMS) investigations.
3.2

EIMSS Model Development

The Requirement Analysis started from a description of several aircraft functional scenarios.
These scenarios aimed to cover all the aircraft lifecycle needs and were used to derive a set of
logical capabilities which became the systems specification.

Figure 2: "Manage failure and maintenance" and "On ground Support" Use Cases

System requirements have been written in two different ways:

As System Requirements using conventional methodologies, dealing with
functionalities, usability, interfaces, etc.

As Storyboards, where higher level requirements are described from a system modes of
operation and actor scenarios orientation (from the user point of view).
As a second step we needed to develop a model at A/C level and one at EIMSS level. The
core of this step was the definition of Use Cases and actors which cover the whole set of
requirements. To simplify the exercise, from all possible Use Cases only the ones related
directly to EIMSS have been defined and further evolved.
At A/C level only two Use Cases have been developed: “Manage Failures and Maintenance”
and “On Ground Support”.
The assumption is that Use Cases related to the whole aircraft system are associated with
actors identified not as aircraft systems but as external entities thus Member Systems or GSS,
which is part of EIMSS on ground, are not actors.
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From an organizational point of view, to better manage the development work, the Use Cases
were then assigned to different team members for their evolution. This has been realized in
practice with the development of two different Rhapsody projects.
The Functional Analysis started with the association of the systems requirements to the Use
Case, with the objective of translating these requirements into a coherent description of
system functions in the form of operations within an Activity View diagram, defined as Black
Box, where we have a view of the system as a whole. Actions in this activity diagram describe
internal system function
in
“sunny
days”
(nominal)
scenarios,
while
“rainy
days”
(dysfunctional) scenarios
need to be added in
further
modelling
iterations. Following the
Harmony methodology,
we then focused on the
interactions between the
system
and
its
environment with the
Figure 3: Manage failures and maintenance" Black box Activity diagram

help of sequence diagrams automatically generated from the activity diagrams. The functional
model derived from the Use Case is completed with two additional views: model context view
and state view. The former is represented by an Internal Block Diagram which defines
communication nodes (ports
and interfaces) between the
Use Case blocks and actors.
The latter focuses on the state
based behaviour of the
system that may occur during
animation of the system.
The Design Synthesis takes
the set of system level
operations
previously
Figure 4: Part of the Sequence Diagram SD_Debrief
defined as its primary input.
During this phase, a system architecture capable of hosting and performing the required
functions was developed and the functions were allocated to the architecture‟s item with the
use of swim lanes in a new Activity diagram.
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To ease this part of work, we have firstly allocated operations on blocks which are not
physical components, but have been defined as Logical Capabilities, that is to say macro
functions that the system needs in order to satisfy its requirements. Subsequently the logical
capabilities were allocated into physical systems.
The focus of this phase is on the allocation of aircraft-level operations to a set of logical
capabilities which should become system functions. In practice the original black-box
Activity View of the Functional Analysis is evolved into a white-box view. Swim-lanes to
represent system logical capabilities were created and operations were allocated to this
structure by placing each action in the appropriate swim-lane.

Figure 5: "Manage failures and Maintenance" white-box

As this choice fixes the system‟s architecture early in model evolution, and since the
allocation of operation may be performed only to one block, it may hinder the assignment of
redundant functions over many systems which might be needed to raise the safety level.
The Harmony methodology process foresees a further loop by the automatic creation of
Sequence Diagram, an Internal Block Diagram and a State View to fix the details of the
system components.
As seen in the previous phase of
the Functional Analysis, to
formalize the logical capabilities
interfaces
the
Sequence
Diagrams can automatically
generate ports and interfaces,
while delegation ports needed to
be manually added. All of these
objects, showing the connection
between Actors, Use Case and
derived logical capabilities were
visualized in the Internal Block
Diagram. As last step, we
modelled the state based
behaviour
of
the
logical
capabilities and validated them
through a model execution. All
Figure 6: EIMSS system "DebriefingFlightData" statechart
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the state-charts related to logical capabilities were executed at the same time to validate the
behaviour of the whole Use Case. Test execution is one of the best ways to validate system
behaviour and it is a robust way to assess requirements completeness and congruency, thus a
Rhapsody Test Conductor profile was used to create reference sequence diagrams which were
checked during state-chart model execution.
3.3

Fuel System Model Development

3.3.1 Definition of the System Requirements
The starting set of requirements at system level was captured in a database of IBM DOORS
tool. This set was collected in a series of meetings involving, among other, preliminary
design, fuel systems and RAMS specialist. From the requirements list a number of SysML
requirements diagrams have been drawn using different kind of link to underline different
kind of relationship among the requirements (satisfy, derived, refine, etc.).

Figure 7: Example of requirement diagram

In the Use Case Diagram we used different types of links to describe the relationship among
requirements and Use Cases and among Use Cases themselves and Actors.

Figure 8: Example of Use Case diagram
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Use Case realisation was performed in two steps:
1) defining system functions;
2) describing how functions interact to reach the Use Case goal.
Use Case and system functions are related by “Usage” relations; thus a Use Case utilizes
functions to reach the actors‟ goal.

Figure 9: Functions breakdown

System functions interactions have been captured by a series of “Sunny day” scenarios and
“Rainy day” scenarios. These scenarios, specifying how functions interact, are useful to
derive others and more detailed functional requirements (considering nominal and also failure
behaviour)

Figure 10: Example of scenario
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In the State Chart Diagram we used blocks to describe the behaviour of each function

Figure 11: Example of state chart diagram and Panel diagram simulating a scenario

Once
functions
interactions
and
behaviours have been specified, it is
possible by means of panel diagrams to
simulate the functional model.
3.3.2 Define logical system
architecture
An intermediate level of abstraction
between the Functional Analysis and the
Physical Architecture Design is the
Logical Architecture Design. Logical
Subsystem and Logical Components
represent system components that perform
system functions, indeed each Functional
Figure 12: Fuel supply to engines Function allocation
Block is linked to one, or more, Logical
Block defined before.
All Logical Blocks have been derived from the Functional Blocks and created in the Logical
Architecture Design as subsystems of the logical ATA28 Fuel system. Each Logical Block
was associated to requirements.

Figure 13: Requirements associations
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Once the links between the Logical Blocks and the Functional Blocks were defined it was
possible to build the logical architecture of the system through the Internal Blocks Diagrams
(IBD). Each IBD shows how logical subsystems and components are related to each other for
any Use Case defined in the Use Case Analysis.
3.4

Process management and Configuration control

3.4.1 Defining and managing the engineering processes
One of the objectives of implementing a complex Use Case from the Aerospace domain was
related to the formalization and the “persistence” of both domain knowledge and best
practices, such as design activities and approaches. During the Use Cases implementation, we
also learned that this can be enforced by the adoption and efficient use of Engineering
Environments modelling services, such as the CRYSTAL Platform Builder, and Collaborative
Lifecycle Management (CLM) Platforms.
The advantage in Collaboration and Process management services is the easier configurability
through well recognized process specification standards which is an efficient enabler for
interoperability at process level. We applied the SPEM meta-model with a dedicated
structured library for the knowledge representation and organization.
One of our achievements was a proposal for the above mentioned library, as shown in figure
14 that have been defined on the basis of experiences gained through the past ARTEMIS
CESAR project (ref. [3]). This library has been adopted to shape and build the applied
processes description.
It takes into account the need
of modularity and of content
re-use at both domain / crossdomain level. The knowledge
was partitioned in different
“method plug-ins” that can be
filled and exported/imported
independently. A method plugin is defined as “generic” and
stores concepts that are valid at
a cross-domain level, while
another is defined as “baseaerospace” and stores concepts
to be considered basic for the
entire Aerospace domain.
Figure 14: Structure of the implemented Practices Library
The practices plug-ins allow
the definition and storage of proper, domain specific, delivery processes through the
composition of activities and tasks. In this library we defined a structure related to Aerospace
domain only.
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The approach expects the definition of proper “catalogues” for both activities and methods,
where we can define and store all the knowledge that can be used for defining the intended
processes. After having defined these items we have proceeded with the composition of the
Engineering (delivery) process itself.
This process holds different levels of detail that can be navigated and filled with proper
information, such as methods, applicable artefacts and roles for performing activities.
The defined process can also be represented in terms of a dedicated activity diagram that
visually shows the activities sequence and relations.
The next step in supporting the Engineering process enactment is represented by providing
support to the users in performing their daily tasks through the “collaboration” and
“guidance” capabilities offered by the CLM platforms.
In order to simplify the acceptance and implementation of new processes and practices by the
stakeholders, such as System Engineers and Domain Experts, we have to provide them
“context-aware”
support
and
information about the assigned
tasks. This means providing access
to the right information about the
system
under
development,
including
the
monitoring,
development status and process
implementation.
As a first exercise, we have
instantiated these solutions in the
definition and approval of a
System Configuration Change
which shall be extended during
next project‟s “innovation cycle”
and is meant to show how support
services can be provided to the
Figure 15: A possible Change Lifecycle process
involved stakeholders.
The processes authoring has been started with the support of a first prototype of CRYSTAL
Platform Builder application; the process shown in Figure 15 is related to the formal steps to be
undertaken when performing the above mentioned System Configuration Change.
The tasks (processes) to be undertaken are described in terms of steps and guidance. This
content can be continuously improved and stored in the library for re-use.
The Library also describes the “roles”, the “artefacts” and the guidance that are applicable in
the process. The formalised process can be delivered through the client interface provided by
the chosen CLM platform.
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3.4.2 Managing the Product’s configuration
Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) is a conceptualised vision of interoperable and
federated tools where all data across the disciplines needed in the context of a project are
stored and managed along a lifecycle. It may follow that items of the various disciplines can
be linked together to form traceability chains, and queries can be performed to get impact
analyses of the linked data items, and thus change management can be supported in a thrulifecycle manner.
The current aerospace scenario is still far from this vision; we have specific tools which have
their own repository and can exchange data and interface effectively to other tools only to a
reduced extent.
In order to overcome this limitation, a possible implementation of a PLM is a collection of
tools, with a Product Data Manager (PDM) directly connected to some design tool (typically
mechanical / electrical disciplines) and a number of Application Lifecycle Management
(ALM) tools integrated in a federated architecture where the access to information can be
provided via linked-data and/or
federated data-stores.
The OSLC standard specification
is the glue which may knit it all
together, providing the capability
of integrating the lifecycle
components.
The
actual
implementation
performed by the CRYSTAL
project is only partial and uses
 IBM Systems and Software
Engineering platform as
ALM
repository
whose
implementation is based on
the Jazz platform providing
Figure 16: PLM Environment
the basic services shared by
web apps which deliver all the functionalities requested via OSLC links.
 Siemens Teamcenter as PDM repository, in the OSLC compliant version.
The use of OSLC for the linked data helps realize the scenario shown in Figure 16 in which
artefacts in different repository are linked together. Only a partial connection is shown, as an
example, to demonstrate how System Requirements can be linked through to the Mechanical
Design Items via OSLC link conveying a “trace” or “satisfy” information or another one, if
needed, covering also the configuration and the Change management information.
3.4.3 ALM
From the ALM side, within this environment, to enact a process which can manage and guide
a project, the first act must be to prepare a plan for the activities to follow.
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Figure 17: Activity planning in ALM environment

A number of tasks (WorkItems) have been then produced, to be used in the planned activities,
assigning each of them to teams or individuals.

Figure 18: Task Management in ALM environment

A project area needs to be created to store and share the project artefacts (models too), which
the design tools can access using the Design Manager tool.

Figure 19: ALM Project Area
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Within this area, the models can be explored down to the desired element, as shown in
figure, where a diagram has been annotated by a reviewer.

Figure 20: ALM review Area

In addition, artefacts (models) can frozen in snapshots, and individual changes to the models
are recorded to support the definition of a Change Request

Figure 21: ALM change records

Other artefacts, such as Requirements, are currently managed only in the dedicated
Requirements Management storage area, and can be linked, again using OSLC‟s links, to
other artefacts within the ALM repository.
3.4.4 PDM
Our current PDM environment is not fully integrated with the ALM and the authoring tools
used for MBSE development.
As shown in Figure 22, two specific Item Types have been defined in the PDM in order to
manage System Element artefact under Configuration Control: System Item as Configuration
invariant element and System Data as collector and repository of Data of different nature
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(documents, MBSE models, CAD models, URL link to other information stored in other
application.
The conceptual organization adopted in the current implementation for structuring the systems
in the PDM platform complies with the Aerospace Standard ASD S1000D (ref. [10]) which
can help create, as much as possible in an automated way, a standard Top Level System View.

Figure 22: Links among Requirements-Functions-System Elements-Parts

All baselines generated and released through ALM authoring tools (e.g. Requirement Baseline
in DOORS, Functional Analysis Baseline in Rhapsody) are linked or associated to specific
Data Sets of System Data within the current PDM platform.
The Data model defined in figure 23 shows the relations among the artefacts within the PLM
environment, irrespective of where the artefacts are stored to be used for the interoperability
between ALM and PDM environment.
What is expected in the second innovation cycle of CRYSTAL is to improve the
interoperability between ALM and PDM using OSLC functionalities, today available in the
IBM SSE platform as ALM and TeamCenter as PDM commercial solution. To minimize data
duplication, System Element Artefact management as Configuration Item shall be performed
in the ALM environment. The System Elements are instantiated as Blocks of the Internal
Block Diagram in the SysML views of the physical architecture and on them the System
Functions are allocated. They shall be linked to the Physical Elements of the “As Designed
view” in PDM.
In order to validate the improvements, a detailed scenario related to a Change Management
process in a Preliminary Design Phase has been defined, detailing the conditions for both pre
and post modification for each artefact impacted along the Change process, identifying the
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initial linked data used as pre-mod and the modified ones as post-mod. The link joining the
data between the ALM and PDM environment is the “Implemented by” link.

Figure 23: Data Model for ALM/PDM interoperability

4

Conclusions

In our company Use Case, as part of the CRYSTAL project, we had the objective of
identifying the needs in terms of methods, practices, data models and tools interoperability
required when setting up a System Engineering development environment. Then we had to
select those technical solutions proposed in the context of the project research activity that
would be beneficial for supporting our needs.
We have tested different MBSE approaches on the systems that have been the subject of our
exercise taking into account the peculiarities of each of these systems: one is more “software
intensive” (EIMSS), the other is more traditional (Fuel).
This approach proved to be valid and we were able to evaluate each method with respect to
each involved system to be designed.
Many of the involved tool providers are considering the OSLC based IOS a promising
technology to be applied for enforcing interoperability among tools, between ALM and PDM
platforms and even in PDM to PDM interaction. Our point of view as an industrial Aerospace
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company is that this technology can reduce the efforts in setting up tools interoperation and
reducing data duplication/exchange in favour of linked data deployments.
The MBSE approach set up for the conceptual and definition phase of the system design
produced a completely different kind of heavily interconnected outputs that must be properly
managed with dedicated configuration and traceability tools: the overall and seamless
traceability between requirements and final output shall be granted all along the project
lifecycle through these “new” MBSE models via the “As Conceived” view that links the
domain of requirements (As Required) to the domain of development (As Designed).
So we started from the Requirement domain building our tool chain and defining proper best
practices through functional and then physical disciplinary models. Then we continued by
performing a “gap analysis” to support ALM and PDM domains interoperation. We also
defined, at least in an initial form, the support for process formalization and enactment, a clear
need in order to ensure the proper configuration of the desired System Engineering
Environment (SEE) and the proper enactment of the applicable workflow.
In next innovation cycle, we shall aim to integrate also the selected RAMS analysis platform
which is now the subject of some exercises for tools interoperability. Nevertheless the needs
have been formalized through SysML meta-models and the identified tools have been
analysed from the interoperability point of view, showing promising features.
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Abstract.The design process of aerospace systems always dealt with multiple factors
belonging to different disciplines, being often characterized by conflicting demands as
functionality, performance, cost and safety. Actually the Model Based Systems Engineering
(MBSE) is applied to the design process of complex systems because of the capability of
managing and tracing customers' and stakeholders' needs as well as constraints and technical
requirements directly within the modelling activity. It allows to predict the system behaviour
in several operating conditions, enabling the creation of a consistent model of system, which
can be easily applied for verification purposes in all lifecycle phases. This estimation is
usually performed by means of a number of tools that are often used separately to investigate
specific issues of the analysis. The main drawback of collecting a large number of
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resultscoming from several sources is that as soon as the system specifications are written,
very seldom they can be easily harmonized and included into a final list. This limit might
increase the risk of having blank spots and lowers the advantages of the MBSE approach.
Therefore a better way to face this problem is to enforce tool's integration, by overcoming
some problems related to connection and interoperability. Pursuing the instantiation of a
heterogeneous simulation, i.e. a simulation based on interoperability standards, being
capable of enabling the communication among tools, is currently a key issue of the
development of MBSE. To investigate the real potentiality of this approach and to show its
consistency, this methodology was tested and applied within the frame of the ARTEMIS Joint
Undertaking project “CRitical sYSTem engineering AcceLeration” (CRYSTAL). The
CRYSTAL project addresses the challenge of providing a generic method and tool framework
for the engineering of complex systems, based on an industry wide accepted Interoperability
Specification.This envisaged specification aims at defining an industry-wide accepted
standard for connecting tools, based on linked-data principles and open Web technologies. To
ensure wide acceptance, the Interoperability Standard will be defined mainly as collection
and extension of existing ones such as OSLC (Open Services for Lifecycle Collaboration) or
FMI (Functional Mock-up Interface). A preliminary design of a de-icing system for a regional
turboprop was developed as a Public Use Case of the CRYSTAL Aerospace domain by a
working group composed by academic partners, aerospace industries and IT companies.
Requirement analysis, functional modelling and physical modelling were performed for two
alternative de-icing concepts. In parallel, activities have started to connect modelling,
simulation and trade-off analysis tools via the CRYSTAL Interoperability Standard, to support
the envisioned trade-off analysis and the related simulation process. Simulation and trade-off
results for the public aerospace use case are herein presented, together with the proposed
approach for heterogeneous simulation, trade-off analysis, and for extensions of the
standards used for integration of tools, namely the FMI and OSLC.
1

INTRODUCTION

The application of models and simulations as support to the engineering activities has
spread over different domains and it is strictly related to the decision making process to
indicate the effectiveness of the system under design. This paper will introduce an innovative
approach for trade-off analysis applied to different types of de-icing systemsfor aeronautical
applications, with special attention on available interoperability standards for tools integration
and on the replicability of the scenario for further case studies. A first overview of the
scenario is provided together with the presentation of the classical trade-off analysis and
modelling approaches. The proposed solution is then described in detail and the results are
discussed. Finally some considerations for future development are reported in a brief outlook.
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APPROACH
2.1 The CRYSTAL Project
Addressing the challenge of providing efficient tool integration is one of the main aspects
of the Artemis JU funded Research Project CRYSTAL (CRitical sYSTem engineering
AcceLeration). The CRYSTAL project is running from May 2013 to April 2016 and involves
68 Partners from 10 European Countries.Leading European transportation and health care
companies as well as major tool vendor and academic partner have joined CRYSTAL to
define a Standard for tool interoperability, and, based on this, to define new methods for
improved specification, design, analysis and lifecycle management of safety-critical complex
systems.
Figure 1illustrates this challenge: today, the situation of many industrial companies is
characterized by a fragmented IT landscape with many specialized tools and data-bases that
are poorly connected. Managing this infrastructure is expensive. More important, it has a
negative impact on the industrial workflows. In CRYSTAL we intend to change this situation
by enhancing our Tool Layer such that the data of each tool is exposed in a standard way.
This should allow other tools to access this data and eventually link to it. On top of this we
would then be able to define new methods to better support our industrial workflows.

Figure 1: The CRYSTAL approach

The envisaged standard for tool interoperability shall be based on existing standards where
possible. Following this idea, the CRYSTAL consortium [1] has selected the emerging OSLC
standard (Open Services for Lifecycle Collaboration) [2] as a basis for covering Lifecycle
interoperability. A promising candidate standard for non-lifecycle related interoperability is,
among others, the FMI standard (Functional Mock-up Interface) [3].
The study on which we are reporting in this paper is relying mainly on the use of the FMI
standard to support heterogeneous simulation scenarios.
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2.2 Challenge: Public Aerospace Use Case
Each industrial partner of CRYSTAL has defined an individual use case. In addition,
aerospace partners have defined a common and artificial Public Aerospace Use Case. The
objective of this Public Aerospace Use Case is to describe typical aerospace engineering
challenges with respect to (tool) interoperability, to perform a prototyping of CRYSTAL
Concepts, and to facilitate the presentation of CRYSTAL results in publications without
facing IPR concerns.

Figure 2: Public Aerospace Use Case Example - De-icing System

For the public aerospace use case we have chosen to use the design, analysis, and
specification of a de-icing system of a regional turboprop aircraft. The purpose of this deicing system is to prevent and/or reduce the creation of ice on safety critical components of
the aircraft, such as sensors, wings, engines, or ogives.
Accumulation of ice on wings, nacelles, tail and instruments is one of the most dangerous
risks for the aircraft flight at different altitudes. Ice accretion is a very heterogeneous
phenomenon and depends on several environmental parameters as well as upon some
properties of the aircraft. Very often ice is a consequence of a concentration of super–cooled
water within clouds, characterized by being liquid even below 0 °C. Water droplets hit the
aircraft and freeze very fast or instantly, thus causing a reduction of lift and of the angle of
attack which might be considered a limit for the stall. They increase drag and weight, by
causing some adverse effects on control surfaces and induce a flow disruption. Therefore
several anti–icing systems are used to avoid the ice accumulation or, alternately, some de–
icing systems are applied to reduce the ice accretion. Among the technologies implemented,
some very well-known are the Goodrich’s de–icing system, designed to apply a suitable
action to break the ice layers by means of pneumatic boots that cover the most exposed
aerodynamic surfaces on the leading edges, and the electro–thermal system based on the heat
produced by resistors, used either as an anti–icing or de–icing system. These solutions, in fact,
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have been selected respectively as a common version of de-icing system, actually adopted on
the majority of commercial turboprops, and an innovative one (not in terms of technology but
for its use on the whole aircraft) according to the More Electric Aircraft (MEA) design trend.
The behaviour of the two systems will be assessed through simulation in terms of some Key
Performance Parameters (KPI) like power consumption and ice melting rate. The proposed
icing environments have been extracted from the current Certification Specification CS-25 [4]
including statements about typical supercooled droplets environment (Appendix C) but also
about supercooled large droplets environments (Appendix O), recently issued by the
European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) for further extensions of the certification process
for large aircrafts (see Chapter 3 for details).
2.3 Stand-alone modelling process
Simulation plays a fundamental role in the preliminary phases of a design process,
especially when considering complex and safety-critical system as those from aerospace
domain. The typical approach considers the use of specific tools and environments to
implement models able to represent a detailed topic of the system. This is also a widespread
process in companies, where different departments are responsible for their engineering areas
and studies, often faced with sectorial tools customized on specific needs. Moreover, the
different design phases require several steps of analysis, enforcing the use of proprietary
environments especially conceived to fit them.A typical approach to simulate and assess
system behaviour is based on its high level representation through a mathematical or physical
stand-alone model. In this case, the system is modelled through the formal representation of
the mathematical equations that rule its internal transitions, and triggered with different
inputs,which usually replace the variables of the environment, in order to test the dynamic
response under typical operating conditions. In the proposed case study, the
Matlab/Simulink® tool from Mathworks was used and the analysis was carried out for both
de-icing system solutions. Figure 3shows the stand-alone model for the Goodrich system that
will be used as example for some preliminary considerations about the classical modelling
approach.
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Figure 3: Stand-alone model for Goodrich de-icing system in Simulink®

This model has been set-up in order to evaluate the manifold pressure and the flow rate
required to inflate the boots located on the leading edges of the wing, tail and engines intakes
to their maximum volumes, as well as the power consumptionWhen adopting a single
proprietary environment, the model and the simulation scenario coincide and the flow of
information (variables) is typically straightforward, from a collection of inputs to a set of
outputs that are used to perform post-processing evaluations. In this case it can be clearly seen
that some inputs related to the ice thickness presence on the ice sensors (on the left) are used
to trigger the activation of the main distribution system (in the middle) that provides the
compressed air to the different boots during a specific activation cycle (on the right). Some
parameters are then plotted during the simulation. This architecture has two main
consequences: the model has fixed boundaries (defined by the tool itself) and it is not flexible
since it is organized to accept a specific kind of variable in a pre-defined way. Moreover, the
input are implemented in order to represent some kind of information (normally provided by
external entities) that are not the data themselves but embedded signals with similar
behaviours. The semantic and language, that in this case are proprietary, and the related
limitations of the tool itself can also reduce the range of results type as long as the
possibilities of modifying the model structure in case of a specific need of the designer. In
general, the use of a stand-alone model to manage more than one topic does not assure the
correctness of the analysis, since different aspects have been evaluated in a single
environment. This problem can be solved by using different tools, properly integrated, to
implement the various analyses and to take into account all possible topics.The idea of having
a hybrid model,which contains different pieces of information coming from several
environments, is then more effective especially when considering the possibility of
performing trade-off analyses.Chapter 3 will present the proposed approach to face this
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challenge, driven by heterogeneous simulation, and the connection of different proprietary
tools, in order to reach an effective interoperability level based on a standardization
process,applying open source standards, like OSLC and FMI, highly supported among the
most important commercial tools.
3

DATA AND ARCHITECTURE OF THE SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT

3.1 Introduction
The simulation is made up pursuing two main objectives. The first one is aimed at allowing
the different developers to use the tool that they typically adopt and in which they are more
confident as original environment to generate FMUs. In this way it is also possible to simulate
a typical commercial scenario in which several companies provide their own models as
FMUs, coming from proprietary semantics. The second objective is the flexibility. The final
simulation can beused to compare the proposed de-icing solutions in different operating
conditions and icing environments so it shall be possible to arrange the connections among
the models to meet the configuration that the designer wants to test. For this reason, since the
main comparisons are related to the system itself and to the atmospheric conditions, the final
heterogeneous model can be ideally divided in two areas: the model of the environment and of
the ice accretion dynamics connected to the flight mission profile of the aircraft, and the
model that describes the behaviour of the de-icing systems. The tools that have been used to
develop the different parts are IBM Rational Rhapsody® for state-based behaviour and the
set-up of the simulation concept, Simulink® and DSS Dymola® for the implementation of
atmospheric model, systems operations and for final simulation. OpenModelica was also used
for simple blocks and subsystems.
3.2 New Regulations: impact on the simulation approach
The need to have a reusable and easy-replaceable structure of the simulation is mainly
driven by the idea of supporting a typical regulation compliance assessment on different deicing systems. Until 2014, the Regulation from the EASA specified the characteristics of the
typicalatmospheric conditions in which ice creation may affect aircraft flight within the
Appendix C of the CS-25 (for large aeroplanes) [4]. This document provides the information
about typical trends of the Liquid Water Content (LWC) and the Mean Volume Diameter
(MVD) of the supercooled droplets floating in stratiform and convective clouds, defining the
so-called continuous maximum and intermittent maximum profiles. These trends have
beenused for a long time to predict the amount and the criticality of ice accretion
phenomenon, providing a common base for de-icing systems sizing. Typical values are shown
in Figure 4where a MVD of 20
is usually taken into account for calculations, being the
most encountered during flights.
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Figure 4: LWC profiles from CS-25 Appendix C

However, the current regulation has been enriched with some considerations on extreme
atmospheric phenomena like the Supercooled Large Droplets (SLD) condition that result to be
more critical in terms of ice accretion rate and that have been responsible for several
catastrophic accidents in the past years. These rare icing environments are characterized by a
higher water catch efficiency of the aircraft aerodynamic appendices due to the presence of
higher MVD of droplets (generally from 50
to 1000
) compared to the standard icing
conditions (limited to 50
). They represent also a more complex phenomenon since the ice
accretion is the result of the combination of multiple factors like the influence of the body on
the droplets trajectories, the actual category of SLD condition (generally divided into freezing
drizzle and freezing rain with different values of MVD and LWC) and, consequently, the
inertia of the droplets themselves. In any case, the SLD phenomenon cause an extension of
impingement limits on the aircraft surfaces [5], especially on wing and empennages, with the
necessity of having a larger protected zone usually not required for the standard icing
conditions. The extension of protected surfaces has an impact on system design and
performance that has to be verified with simulation in order to evaluate the ice removal
efficiency in these new conditions. The “Supercooled Large Drop Icing Conditions” is the
actual new Appendix O of CS-25 and it describes the trends and the variables involved in
freezing drizzle and freezing rain environments (Figure 5).
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Figure 5: LWC envelope for freezing drizzle conditions

As it can be seen, the maximum LWC is lower than the one prescribed in Appendix C, but
water catch efficiency and impingements balance this effect, increasing accretion rates. The
last update of CS-25 admits the possibility to certify the different aircrafts either for a specific
atmospheric conditions or for the entire set of regulated environments. For this reason, a
flexible approach in preliminary design simulation is required and the models have to be
structured in order to be modular and ready to support comparison between different
operating conditions for a given system.
3.3 Architecture of the simulation environment
The concept of the heterogeneous environment was prepared in Rhapsody®, which was
conceived as a sort of structured hub for models integration and as exchange platform to share
the models among project partners, using SysML language. The final version of this
architecture was then replicated in Dymola®, where blocks were imported as FMU and the
real simulation was performed (see Chapter 4 for simulation results). Figure 6shows the high
level Internal Block Diagram (IBD) that was used to instantiate the connections among the
different FMUs.Blocks are organized in a hierarchical way and have different Rhapsody®
stereotypes depending on their nature. FMUs coming from external tools are labelled with the
<<FMU>> stereotype whilst the Rhapsody® self-generated FMUs are marked with the
<<FMUExport>> one. The levels of the structure are defined thanks to “container blocks”
named <<StructuredSimulation>> that are defined through a lower level IBD.The levels of
the structure are defined thanks to “container blocks” named <<StructuredSimulation>> that
are defined through a lower level IBD. These distinctions are not just qualitative
representations: the model instantiated in this way contains all the FMUs and data to be
replicated in the final simulation environment.
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Figure 6: Main IBD for the heterogeneous model

In order to recognize the origin of FMUs a code of colours has been used for simple blocks
and containers: red instances are from Simulink®, green identifies Dymola® or Modelica®
models, dark blue is used to mark Rhapsody® code and cyan is mainly adopted for
<<StructuredSimulation>> to indicate the presence of different sources inside the container.
Figure 6shows the main areas that are described in detail in this section: on the left side the
ice creation dynamics block from Simulink®, the flight mission profile from Dymola® and
the atmosphere model establish the environmental scenario; on the right side, the de-icing
system dynamics is implemented in the cyan container that is connected to the Simulink®
blocks (in the centre), which compute the real ice thickness level combining information
about additional and melted ice coming from the two sides.
The mission profile model from Dymola® includes the information about altitude (Figure
7) and speed of the aircraft. The related mission profile flown by the aircraft is quite simple
due to test purposes and can be summarized as a climb from sea level to the operating cruise
altitude of 20000 ft (6096 m), a cruise of about 3 hours at 20000 ft (6096 m) at maximum
cruise speed and a descent from cruise altitude to sea level.This block can be easily adapted to
simulate many different mission scenarios.
The atmosphere model is described by the low level IBD shown in Figure 8. The provided
data are related to temperature, density and viscosity of the air (green and red blocks on the
left), as specified by International Standard Atmosphere (ISA), together with the selected
LWC profile prescribed by regulations, as function of altitude.
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Figure 7: Altitude profile for the selected mission

As described in Chapter 3.2, two LWC profiles may be considered: the typical LWC
specification included in Appendix C and the new proposed envelopes described in Appendix
O. The LWC model from Dymola® (bottom right) is based on the former regulation and it
considers the typical continuous maximum and intermittent maximum icing conditions for a
Mean Volume Diameter (MVD) of the droplets of 20
(Figure 4).

Figure 8: Atmosphere IBD

The LWC profile included in the Simulink® block (top right in Figure 8) is instead based on
the freezing drizzle SLD conditions (MVD up to 500
). The heterogeneous model, as for
the flight mission profile, is thus able to support different icing environments as long as they
provide the value of LWC as a function of altitude and temperature (or only as a function of
one of them if they are related through ISA charts).
The computation of the ice accretion rate is instantiated in a separated area of the model
that receives the atmosphere parameters (density and viscosity), the LWC and the aircraft
speed. An example of IBD for ice accretion dynamics computation is shown in Figure
9together with the original Simulink® model usedto implement the ice accretion on the wing.
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Figure 9: Ice accretion dynamics IBD and Simulink® model for wing

Simple methods for the evaluation of the water catch efficiency applied to Appendix C icing
conditions and ice accretion can be easily found in standards and literature [6, 7]. However, in
order to support different kinds of icing scenarios it is necessary to apply an environmentindependent ice accretion model. The model from Langmuir and Blodgett [8] based on the
definition of a modified inertia parameter for the drop trajectory similarity was used to
evaluate water catch efficiency. This approach is based on the application of the drop
momentum equation that describes the motion of the drop exposed to an airstream and it is
able to take into account the effect of its inertia. A light drop is more affected from deviation
due to alignment with air path lines whereas a heavy drop tends to proceed straightforward
resulting in a more probable impact with the airfoil. This method was proven to be effective to
evaluate ice accretion physics under extended icing conditions [8],compliant with Appendix C
and O environments, as long as the MVD does not exceed the range of typical freezing drizzle
values.So, by using only drop parameters, geometric characteristics of the hit body and LWC
profile it is possible to calculate the total amount of water reaching the surface and,
consequently, the actual ice accretion rate. For these reasons, the Simulink® model, shown in
Figure 9for the wing, has been replicated for the other zones simply by changing the
geometry.
The de-icing system block is the core of the whole simulation and it is actually the most
complex since it has two sub-levels. The first one is described by the IBD represented in
Figure 10.
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Figure 10: IBD of the de-icing system

This context was specifically conceived in order to support different types of de-icing system
solutions, allowing the user to choose the scenario for the simulation. The main block, that is
actually another container (cyan), is the actuation subsystem that includes the models related
to the system behaviour (working sequence, dynamics etc…) whereas the control box
supports the control logics for the different de-icing architectures. The higher part of the IBD
is then representing the real system as combination of a control logic and a working machine.
The blue blocks at the bottom stand for the ice thickness sensors for the different aircraft
zones and for the air temperature probe. They have been implemented as simple noise
generator, receiving the correct value of their variable from atmosphere and ice creation
dynamics and adding a random signal to simulate sensor deviation. The control logic receives
these data and regulates the cycle time, managing the system behaviour. The actuation part
follows a specific sequence that is influenced by the cycle time and it provides information
about zones status, ice melting rate and power consumption. The green block is a simple
integrator to evaluate the total energy provided by the system during its operation. Looking in
detail inside the actuation and control containers it is possible to analyse the IBDs shown in
Figure 11 and Figure 12.
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Figure 11: IBD for ice removal (sequence and actuation)

The first one describes the implemented structure for the actuation part of the de-icing
systems. The electro-thermal and the Goodrich solutions are developed in parallel and they
can be connected depending on the scenario without changes in input/output structure. They
are both realized through a state-machine that regulates the sequence of activation of the
different zones, receiving the data from the controller, and a dynamic model from
Simulink®for what concerns the physics of the phenomenon. The final outputs are the ice
melting rate, the activation status for the different zones and the power consumption.

Figure 12: IBD for de-icing system control
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The IBD shown in Figure 12 is related to controllers. As the actuation part, they are
implemented in parallel to manage the two systems and they can be connected on demand.
Controllers are based on state-machines and they provide timing information that are
evaluated thanks to the ice thickness and temperature measures coming from the sensors.
The last group of blocks combines the data coming from the environment (atmosphere, ice
accretion etc…) with the output of the de-icing systems to evaluate the global ice thickness
level. They are simple modelsfrom Simulink®that add algebraically the values of grown and
melted ice (red blocks in the centre of Figure 6).
4 RESULTS
4.1 Simulation results
Simulations have been performed using the Model-Exchange computation mode of FMU
[3, 9]. This means that the simulation environment shall provide the solver for the resolution
of the equations contained in the different blocks. Simulink®, OpenModelica and Dymola®
are theoretically able to host the simulation, but the last one was selected because of its
embedded FMI compatibility, as opposed to Simulink® that requires a third party toolbox to
be able of loading FMUs, and the supported Modelica environment (OpenModelica provides
poor performance in terms of computation time and more work to tune the simulation is
necessary). The structure described in Chapter 3 was used to compare the performance of
electrical and Goodrich de-icing systems under the atmospheric conditions specified by
Appendix O and considering a typical mission time of 12000 s (approximatively 3h20’). Ice
accretion rates and ice thickness was monitored as long as power consumption during
actuation cycle. The Dymola® model is shown in Figure 13for Goodrich scenario.

Figure 13: Goodrich scenario represented in Dymola®
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Figure 14shows ice thickness evolution during mission time for both electrical and Goodrich
systems. The actual level is a combination of the ice accretion, that is different for each
mission phase, and the melting action of the system. It can be clearly seen that the electrical
de-icing system is based on a continuous control of the hypothesized threshold (0.020 m),
since it is conceived to reduce the power consumption. The Goodrich system is instead based
on the mechanical expulsion of ice layers and, in the nominal condition represented inFigure
14, is able to reduce very fast the amount of ice that has been created on the aircraft with low
power level.

Figure 14: Ice thickness evolution for electrical and Goodrich scenarios

For both systems it is also interesting to see the evolution of ice level for the different zones
(wing, horizontal tail, vertical tail and engines represented respectively in red, blue, green and
cyan): depending on the action of the controller the zones are actuated to reduce the heat-off
time and to manage power level. The result is a quite high melting efficiency of electrical
system for some aircraft parts and, on the other hand, a not negligible lag of activation of the
Goodrich boots (that may lead to the exceedingof the threshold). These aspects have to be
considered during controller design.
The estimation of power consumption is shown inFigure 15. For both electrical (blue) and
Goodrich (red) systems the power level is driven by a number of peaks during the heat-on
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period, as a consequence of zones activation. Because of these small active periods over the
whole de-icing cycle it is very important to analyse the power transients between the
activation/deactivation of the neighbouring zones (upper right corner of Figure 15). This is
considerably important for the electrical system due to the fact that the lag required to reach
the maximum power of a zone overlaps with the one that is necessary to get to a complete
shutdown of another one. This lead to very high power level for very limited time.

Figure 15: Power consumption during mission for electrical and Goodrich systems

The same happens also for the Goodrich system but, since the power level is considerably
lower, the global effect is not so relevant for the computation of power budget. A direct
comparison between the two systems reports that Goodrich system, when well regulated, is
able to completely clean the selected surface from ice in 1-2 actuations. Moreover the
Goodrich system requires only the 10% of power used by the electrical system (10-20 kW
against 120-160 kW) in the same operating conditions. In fact, a part from the intrinsically
high power consumption of a cyclic electro-thermal system, it is necessary to consider that 40
kW are always required as anti-ice contribute. This is one of the most important differences
between the two systems, since the electrical solution is designed to work both as anti-ice and
de-icing system whilst the Goodrich is mostly a de-icing plant.
Several other results can be considered since all the parameters included in the FMU can
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be plotted (energy, actuation status, atmospheric conditions). This approach is then very
useful in terms of trade-off analysis since a parallel evaluation can be done very fast by
replacing some parts of the simulation or simply by considering the results available at the
end of the computation process. In fact, some further runsfor this simulation environment,
currently under development,will concern the comparison between Appendix C and Appendix
O conditions, as long as the use of Co-Simulation mode for FMU generation, which uses the
solver of the proprietary environment from which the block is generated.
4.2 Benefits and advantages of the heterogeneous simulation approach
The heterogeneous simulation has been proved as effective alternative to the classical
stand-alone approach for trade-off purposes. Notably, the heterogeneous simulation based on
standards like the FMI is a promising way to solve problems related both to tools
interoperability and to complex systems characterization. The proprietary languages, syntax
and formats are still a considerable issue when considering tool integration. Moreover, a
stand-alone simulation can be unsufficient to evaluate the several aspects related to the
behaviour of a complex system. The trade-off analysis within a model driven approach is in
fact characterized by comparisons on selected KPI among several architectures and scenarios
that in a proprietary tool-chain have to be managed and arranged manually case by case, by
modifying the original models or by creating new ones. The set-up of a hybrid scenario is
specifically conceived to allow models integration without introducing updates or
modifications in the proprietary data and it allows to evaluate directly the results of the
various simulations, organized and run in a third environment. Another important advantage
is the reusability of the platform for future developments, typically not possible with a process
based on stand-alone modelling. Effectively, as soon as a new system has to be tested it is
possible to include it in the simulation environment, maintaining consistency with
input/output scheme, to assess its behaviour or its performance. It has to be noted that a
heterogeneous approach does not exclude the necessity of defining new proprietary models
(for new systems, environments etc…) but it provides an already defined framework to test
them. This is considerably important especially during preliminary design phase,
characterized by very short duration within the lifecycle of the system and, at the same time,
distinguished by high impact on cost and architecture allocation. A common structure for the
interfaces among the data provided by the models is also helpful in this context, because it
fixes a shared and standardized view on links topology. This is often a problem during standalone modelling activity since new models may differ from old ones. Furthermore, a
considerable benefit of such a type of simulation is the protection of intellectual property
within a supply-chain scenario. Model providers, than may belong to different companies,
shall deliver only the FMU version, exposing variables and parameters of their algorithms but
not the algorithms themselves. The application of a heterogeneous simulation based on
interoperability standards is then well suited to industrial domains.
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5

OUTLOOK

As a next activity we want to extent the Heterogeneous Simulation approach explained in this
paperto better support Trade-off analysis and Change Impact Analysis activities.

Figure 16: Extension of Hetereoneus Simulation approach for Trade-off analysis and Change Impact Analysis

As shown in Figure 16, we want to provide generic engineering methods for change impact
analysis and for trade-off analysis, relying on post-processing and simulation data, that are
exposed by the respective simulation and computation servers in a standard way.

Figure 17: Possible dashboard for representing change impact and trade-off analysis
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The FMI standard already supports this idea by providing standardized simulation models
(FMUs). In addition, we want to retrieve specific simulation results such as the maximum
accumulated ice on aircraft components or the maximum power peak and represent them into
a single graphical user interface (dashboard) as shown in Figure 17.
To support this scenario, extensions of the FMI and/or the OSLC standard may be required.
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Abstract. The atmospheric re‐entry domain is a cornerstone of a wide range of space
applications, ranging from reusable launcher stages developments, robotic planetary
exploration, human space flight, to innovative applications such as reusable research
platforms for in orbit validation of multiple space applications technologies.
The Intermediate eXperimental Vehicle (IXV) is an advanced demonstrator which on
February 11th, 2015 has successfully performed its mission demonstrating, through in‐flight
experimentation, atmospheric re‐entry enabling systems and technologies aspects, with
significant advancements on Europe’s previous flight experiences, consolidating Europe’s
autonomous position in the strategic field of atmospheric re‐entry and paving the way for
future space transportation applications.
The IXV mission objectives were the design, development, manufacturing, assembling and on‐
ground to in‐flight verification of an autonomous European lifting and aerodynamically
controlled reentry system, integrating critical re‐entry technologies at system level. Among
such critical technologies of interest, special attention was paid to aerodynamic and
aerothermodynamics experimentation, including advanced instrumentation for
aerothermodynamics phenomena investigations, thermal protections and hot‐structures,
guidance, navigation and flight control through combined jets and aerodynamic surfaces (i.e.
flaps), in particular focusing on the technologies integration at system level for flight.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Since several years significant importance was given to the development of the critical reentry technologies through several basic research and technology preparatory programmes.
Today, the in-flight verification of such technologies is considered an important European
programmatic asset for ESA long-term undertakings.
Europe has demonstrated a consolidated know-how in going to orbit (e.g. Ariane and Vega).
Europe has also demonstrated a consolidated know-how in operating complex systems in
orbit (e.g. Science, Exploration, ISS servicing). Until now however, Europe had limited
know-how in return from orbit. The IXV mission objective was to develop European system
and technological know-how for “return from space”, to close the loop and enable future
plans in the several space fields such as reusable launchers stages, return from orbital
infrastructures, planetary return missions, and so on.

Since its beginning, as indicated in its name, the IXV was conceived as the “intermediate”
element that would perform the step forward with respect to the ARD successfully flown in
1998, by increasing the system maneuverability and verifying the critical technology
performance against a wider re-entry corridor.
Therefore, the IXV was designed to be the platform for technology-effective and costefficient in-flight verification of technologies, necessary to prepare future ambitious
operational system developments at limited risks for Europe.
The present paper provides an overview of the main aspects of the IXV development from its
conception to its mission into space. In addition this paper provides early findings from the
post-flight activities.
2 BACKGROUND
Since the years 2000’s, the European studies on experimental vehicles for re-entry
technologies underlined the wish for Europe to gain relevant in-flight experience on enabling
re-entry systems and technologies, to consolidate its position and ambitions in the area of
space transportation.
In 2005 and 2006, a thorough industrial trade-off was performed among all ESA and national
proposed concepts. The concept down-selected for the IXV was a lifting body, to be launched
and injected on a re-entry path by the ESA VEGA launcher via an equatorial trajectory, able
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to perform a set of dedicated maneuvers prior to land in the Pacific Ocean for recovery and
post-flight analysis.
In 2007, the successful IXV System Requirements Review (SRR) had frozen the key features
of the IXV mission and system, focusing on the consolidation of the European know-how for
controlled Earth re-entry from LEO (Low Earth Orbit), integrating the key re-entry
technologies at the system level to verify in flight their performance.
In 2008 and 2009, the IXV project activities reached the successful completion of the project
phase-B, including the system Preliminary Design Review (PDR), and early project phase-C.
In 2010, despite the significant changes in the industrial organization induced by the
implementation of the results of the ESA Council at Ministers level, and in the corresponding
technologies, the IXV project activities successfully completed its design consolidation phase.
Optimization of the IXV design baseline included guidance, navigation, control, avionics (i.e.
power, data handling, radio frequency and telemetry), measurement sensors, hot and cold
composite structures, thermal protections and control, with significant improvements of the
main system budgets.
In 2011, the industrial activities had progressed throughout the hardware and software
development phase, reaching and successfully completing at subsystems and system level the
Critical Design Review (CDR). Meanwhile, the phase-D and early phase-E activities have
been started, ensuring the continuity of the industrial activities up to the full ground and flight
segments manufacturing, assembly and ground testing.
In 2014 integration and qualification activities both at subsystem and system level have been
successfully achieved. Therefore the vehicle has been transferred to the launch site for the last
preparatory activities and to perform its mission successfully on the 11th February 2015.
3 IXV SYSTEM
The IXV mission was performed by an integrated flight and ground segment design,
including:



With respect to the flight segment, the spacecraft, and the mechanical, electrical and
fluidic ground support equipment;
With respect to the ground segment, the mission control centre, the ground stations (i.e.
antennas and telemetry kits), and the communication network.
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Figure 1: IXV Mission Scenario
Following the successful completion of all design phases, the flight and ground segment
components underwent the manufacturing, qualification, integration and acceptance process.
The description of the flight and ground segment components is provided hereafter.
4

FLIGHT SEGMENT

The flight segment activities included the spacecraft system, subsystems, assembly,
integration and testing, with the mechanical, electrical and fluidic ground support equipment.
4.1 Configuration
The integration activities have led to the configuration shown in the two pictures below.

Figure 2: IXV History of Configuration
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Figure 3: IXV Final Configuration
4.2 Inflight Experiments
The technological objectives of the IXV mission have been achieved by flying a large number
of experiments that have been chosen among a wide range of European proposals. Since each
experiment required a specific set of measurements, several synergies and commonalities
were exploited to identify a global set of sensors covering all experimentation requirements.
Therefore, sensors are split into conventional (i.e. 37 pressure ports, 194 thermocouples, 12
displacement sensors, 48 strain gauges) and advanced ones (i.e. infra-red camera). In addition
several other internal sensors have been installed for housekeeping purposes but have also
been used to correlate information from the experimental sensors, bringing the total of
installed sensors used during the IXV flight to more than 300 sensors.
The qualification campaign for the IFE (In-Flight Experiments) components was successfully
completed, including shock and vibration test, thermal cycling test, thermal vacuum test,
EMC test, and lifecycle test.
As part of the overall qualification test plan, some of the IFE components (e.g.
thermocouples, pressure sensors, displacement sensors, strain gauges) were also considered as
part of other subsystem qualification tests. More specifically:




S-type thermocouples have been included in the mechanical testing of the body flap
assembly;
Thermocouples, pressure sensors, displacement sensors, and strain gauges have been
included in the environmental testing of the windward and the nose assembly;
Thermocouple and pressure sensors have been included in the Plasma Wind Tunnel
testing of the ablative TPS.
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All the IFE components, both conventional and advanced, were successfully integrated in the
IXV vehicle.
The IFE experimentation activities focused on the qualitative and quantitative reduction of
current uncertainties concerning the critical atmospheric re-entry disciplines and technologies.
An extensive Post Flight Analysis (PFA) is planned to be performed, with the concrete
objective to have a measurable reduction of the current uncertainties for future atmospheric
re-entry systems designs.

Figure 4: IXV Periscope (left) and IR camera and Filter wheel (right)
4.3 Guidance, Navigation, Control and Software
The spacecraft GNC (Guidance Navigation and Control) includes four mission phases (i.e.
ascent, orbital, re-entry, descent), thanks to the Flight Management function which interfaces
on one side with the MVM (Mission and Vehicle Management), and on the other side with
the three specific GNC functions (i.e. guidance, navigation and control).
The GNC and SW qualification and acceptance activities have focused on the testing of the
OBSW including the GNC SW, the Mission and Vehicle Management SW, the SW
embedded in the equipment’s (IMU, GPSR, FPCS) SW, and also of the GNC SCOE
(Special Check-Out Equipment) SW, on both the Avionics Test Bench and on the vehicle.
Three tuning loops of the GNC algorithms have been performed consistently with the
successive maturity of the IXV modeling (i.e. aerodynamic database, mass properties,
reference trajectory, flight control – flaps and thrusters, avionics - IMU, GPS).
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With respect to the SW embedded in the IMU, GPSR and FPCS, which are reused off-theshelf equipment’s, the SW activity dealt mostly with validating the reuse of existing SW, with
very limited development specific to IXV. Nevertheless, specific attention was given to the
on-ground testing of the overall end-to-end on-board SW chain (i.e. from the sensor through
the OBC to the actuator), pushing the enforcement of the “test as you fly” approach.

Figure 5: IXV GNC SCOE
4.4 Cold Structures and Mechanisms
The manufacturing, integration and testing activities of the cold structure were completed in
2013. The flight model cold structure manufacturing and integration was accomplished with
remarkable results and its delivery occurred mid of June 2013.
The front structure was delivered in June 2013, the rear structure was delivered in July 2013,
and some loose items such as antenna brackets were delivered in August 2013.
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Figure 6: IXV Cold Structure Top View

Figure 7: IXV Cold Structure Side View
The cold structure made of CFRP was the first element required to start the flight model
assembly.
The mechanisms sub-system of the vehicle included the panel jettisoning mechanisms for the
descent and recovery system deployment, and the umbilical connectors between the
spacecraft and the launcher.
The mechanisms qualification testing campaign was successfully completed, and the flight
units were integrated on the PFM.
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Figure 8: IXV Panels Separation (left, centre),and Umbilical Cover (right) Mechanisms
4.5 Avionics
The IXV Avionics consisted of three subsystems implemented in a single chain architecture,
integrating Power (POW), Data Handling (DHS), Radio Frequency Telemetry and Tracking
(RTC).
More specifically, the power subsystem was based on a 28V main bus, maximizing off-theshelves equipments, with protected outputs, performing DC/DC conversion to 55V for the
Inertial Measurement Unit, with dedicated pyrotechnic section. The data handling subsystem
provided vital layer and experimental data acquisition, storage, recording, real time and delay
transmission to the ground stations. The radio frequency telemetry subsystem was based on
two independent chains for vital layer and experiment telemetries. It implemented frequency
and polarization diversity techniques for maximum coverage and data download capability,
and it relies on optimized positions of the antennas.
The qualification of the IXV avionics was accomplished through the execution of activities
performed at:




Equipment level performed by the equipment supplier;
Subsystem level performed on a dedicated test bench (ATB) integrating EM-QM models
of all avionics equipment;
System level incrementally performed on the proto-flight model.

The equipment selection approach has been such to maximize the use of OTS and to perform
delta-qualification where needed to satisfy the unique IXV thermo-mechanical specification
requirements. In particular:




The functional batteries were the same used in VEGA;
The IMU was the same used in VEGA and Ariane 5;
The GPS receiver was an existing unit;
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All EDAR units (DAUs, Ethernet Switch) were standard COTS;
All transmitters were standard COTS;
The following equipment were based on existing design:
o The OBC was an adaptation of the Proba II OBC with one new development (1553
module);
o The Pyro Batteries were based on same technology, processes and same cells of the
Functional Batteries;
o The PPDU was based on a standard PCB design used in other Space applications.
The telemetry and GPS antennas were a new design;
The Solid State Recorders were new items but based on consolidated technology.

All the avionics components were successfully integrated and tested on the IXV PFM.

Figure 9: IXV Avionics Test Bench

Figure 10: IXV Avionics in Flight Model
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4.6 Thrusters and Flaps Control
The flight control was ensured by means of four 400N thrusters and two aerodynamic body
flaps electro-mechanical actuators. The integration activities in the flight model were
successfully accomplished, including:





The tank integration;
The fluidic panels integration;
The thrusters integrated and aligned;
The feeding line.

Figure 11: IXV Flight Model Thrusters
For what concerns the flaps control, the qualification and acceptance activities were
successfully performed, including testing and multi-body analysis for the verification of the
end-to-end flap-rod-actuator chain. In particular:







The EMACU, Batteries and EMA BB successfully tested at unit level;
The qualification duty cycle, demonstrating high margins with respect to power budgets;
The vibration and TVC;
The thermal-performance tests;
The shock test on BB;
The QR completion in 2014.

All FPCS components were integrated and tested on the PFM (see figure below)
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Figure 12: IXV Flaps Control Actuators
4.7 Descent and Recovery System
The descent and recovery function was assured by two dedicated subsystems, the parachute
subsystem for the descent phase, and the floatation subsystem for the recovery phase.
The descent subsystem was based on a four stages parachute with consolidated technology,
including one supersonic pilot, one supersonic ribbon drogue, one subsonic ribbon drogue,
and one ringsail main parachute, with a mortar to extract the supersonic pilot and strap-cutters
to separate the various parachute stages and the main parachute from the spacecraft after
splash-down. The parachute integrated subsystem qualification test campaign was held in
June 2012, where the subsystem model was launched from a 5.7 km altitude by an airplane in
a test range in Arizona (US). The descent subsystem was successfully tested, including all the
parachute stages. Prior to this integrated subsystem test, also the strap cutters and the mortar
assemblies had successfully passed their qualification tests, including the deployment of the
pilot chute.
The recovery subsystem was also based on consolidated technology, including inflation
devices (i.e. gas bottles, valves, hoses), floatation devices (i.e. balloons), and localization
devices (i.e. beacons). The balloons underwent successfully the inflation, leak, proof and burst
tests, leading to a consolidated design which was used for the manufacturing of the flightrepresentative balloons, already installed in the Descent and Landing System Synthesis Test
vehicle. The entire recovery system qualification test campaign was performed, including
vibration tests, shock tests and thermal tests and finally the integration of the flight units in
the PFM were performed.
With the objective to mitigate the risk of failures occurring in the critical descent and landing
phases, with the consequent loss of vehicle, a dedicated Descent and Landing System
Synthesis Test was successfully performed, where the system prototype was launched from a
3.0 km altitude by an helicopter in a test range in Sardinia (I), to verify the last phases of the
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IXV mission, including descent, water splash-down, balloons inflation thresholds, floatation
and recovery operations.

Figure 13: IXV Parachute Assy Integration (left) and Descent and Landing Test (right)
With the aim at verifying the possibility to open the floatation balloon prior to the splashdown
a dedicated test campaign was performed at CIRA. The IXV mock up with the balloon
inflated was dropped by different height showing the full capability of the recovery system to
sustain the splashdown impact.

Figure 14: IXV Floatation Balloon Testing
4.8 Thermal Protections and Hot Structures
For what concerns the ceramic matrix composite nose and windward areas, the integration of
the flight units was performed between March and June 2014 and the qualification was
completed in July 2014. In particular the integration of the 30 ceramic shingle, most of them
instrumented with thermocouples, pressure sensors and displacement sensors, was quite a
challenging task also considering the stringent need of keeping the OML surface as flush as
possible not to violate the stringent IXV steps and gaps requirement.
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For what concerns the ceramic matrix composites flaps and hinges, as well as the ablative
leeward and base areas, the qualification, acceptance and integration activities were
successfully completed.

Figure 15: IXV Nose Flight Unit (left) and IXV Flaps Flight Units (right)
The integration of the ablative, including the sealing of the AIT doors and the closure of the
parachute bridle channels has been finalized in Kourou after the completion of all the testing
activities.

Figure 16: IXV Ablative Integrated in Flight Unit
Due to SCIROCCO temporary unavailability the PWT tests have been substituted by three
alternative test campaign (SPES University of Naples, VKI Plasmatron, DLR L3K PWT)
successfully completed in August 2014.
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Figure 17: TPS Test Article for PWT Test (left), TPS Testing in L3K DLR (right)
4.9 Assembly, Integration, Testing and Ground Support Equipment
Starting from May 2013 all the IXV subsystem have been successfully integrated in the PFM
upon completion in July 2014. The sequence of integration activities has been the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cold structure
Reaction Control System
Avionics and harness
Parachute System
Floatation System
In-flight Experiments
Flap Control System
Thermal Protection System

In order to cope with the tight schedule, many of the above activities have been performed in
parallel and required a significant effort to be put in place by the AIT team and the various
contractors involved.
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Figure 18: IXV on Vertical Integration (left) and After Completion of TPSIintegration (right)
In support to the Space Segment testing and integration, several Ground Support Equipments
(GSEs) were employed. Several GSE elements (and in particular MGSE, and FGSE) were
reused from past ESA programmes, while for EGSE specific development was pursued in
order to best fit the IXV program test and operational needs.
In parallel with the integration activities a continuous testing activity of all the installed
components was pursued up to performing extensive Integrated System Test (IST) and Check
(ISC) on the fully assembled vehicle.
In July 2014 immediately after the completion of the integration activities, the IXV was
transferred to ESTEC for performing the Environmental test campaign. The following
activities on the PFM were succesfully performed in the ESTEC facilities:






Physical Properties Meas.
Sine Vibration Tests
Adaptor Sep/Shock Test
Acoustic Vibration Test
Thermal test

As well as:






Leak Checks & Mass Flow
Thrusters/IMU alignment
Outer Mould Line verification
GNC closed loop test
System Validation Test
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In particular it is worth to mention that the dynamical test campaign provided very good
results thus confirming the conformance of the IXV PFM with its design.

Figure 19: IXV PFM During Sine Vibration Testing
5 GROUND SEGMENT
The ground segment activities include the mission control centre, the ground stations, and the
communication network.
5.1 Mission Control Centre
The MCC (Mission Control Centre) development activities were completed in time, and the
MCC has undergone the qualification tests, including integrated testing with the
telecommunication network and the telemetry system. The integrated end-to-end tests were
successfully performed with the IXV RF (Radio Frequency) suitcase, the telemetry system,
the telecommunication network, and the MCC. The IXV Operations Formatted Database was
successfully imported in the MCC, confirming the process to transfer the data from the flight
segment to the ground segment.
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Figure 20: IXV Mission Control Centre
5.2 Ground Stations
For what concerns the telemetry system, three IXV telemetry kits underwent qualification and
acceptance tests, including the customization related to the implementation of the SLE
protocol and the Inmarsat network. Also the shelter structures acceptance was successfully
performed with positive measurement of all main environmental parameters, such as noise,
temperature, and humidity.

Figure 21: IXV Shelter
For what concerns the antennas, the naval transportable antenna with scan-feed tracking was
accepted and installed on-board the recovery ship.
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Figure 22: IXV Naval Antenna
5.3 Communication Network
The telecommunication network underwent the qualification tests, including the integrated
testing with the MCC and the telemetry system. As mentioned above, the integrated end-toend tests was performed, including the IXV RF suitcase, the telemetry system, the
telecommunication network, and the MCC with positive results. In addition, the
communication link to Malindi has been configured and successfully tested during the formal
qualification end-to-end dataflow verification.

Figure 23: IXV Communication Network
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6 THE MISSION INTO SPACE AND EARLY FINDINGS

6.1 Synthesis of the IXV Mission Implementation
The IXV was shipped to Kourou on September 23, 2014 for the start of the launch campaign
activities which proceeded until the launch day on 11th February 2015.
After the fuelling operations the launch campaign progressed normally through the sealing of
the vehicle, the start of the combined operations with the launcher, the encapsulation inside
the launcher fairing, and the mating of the upper composite onto the launcher. In parallel, the
Launch Chronology Procedure was finalised and it was exercised through system simulations
and general mission dress rehearsal. Both the system simulations and the general dress
rehearsal included the participation of the IXV LBC in Kourou, the IXV Mission Control
Centre in Turin and the Recovery Ship in the Pacific.
Regarding the IXV Mission Control Centre activities, the telemetry was well received from
Libreville, Malindi and the Recovery Ship ground segment and all the operations performed
by the Mission Control Centre were nominal, with no anomalies to be reported.
Regarding the IXV Recovery Operations, the recovery team boarded on the ship in Panama in
two groups. The first group arrived ten days before the departure in order to perform a
thorough verification of the Naval Station. The second group boarded one day before the
departure of the ship to the recovery area. During the journey to the recovery area, the team
performed all planned activities, i.e. meteorological soundings of the upper winds, setting-up
of the fuel passivation equipment, recovery rehearsal and participation to the system
simulations and general dress rehearsal.
Regarding the IXV Safety activities, the safety management reports were finalised in due time
and all safety critical issues were closed before launch.
The pre-RAL (pre-Launch Readiness Review) was performed on Saturday the 7th February,
with the successful verification that all actions from the IXV SQAR (System Qualification
and Acceptance Review) were successfully closed. Thereafter, the RAL was successfully
performed on the 9th of February 2015.
Thanks to the level of training achieved, on the day of the mission the coordination of the
teams in Kourou, Turin, Libreville, Malindi and Pacific proceeded smoothly, going
successfully through all the phases of the mission starting from pre-launch up to the recovery
and passivation of the spacecraft.
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Figure 24: IXV Mission Team Deployment Worldwide
6.2 IXV Flight Segment Performance
In line with the nominal procedure, on the launch day the IXV flight segment was activated
at 09.28.30 UTC for a lift-off at H0 = 13:00 UTC. After successful progression through the
launch chronology, at H0-8 minutes the authorization to perform the transition to internal
power was requested, but it was not granted due to a RED concerning the Launch Range. The
countdown was stopped at H0-4 minutes and the new H0 was postponed by 40 minutes and
set at 13:40 UTC. During the launch countdown hold the IXV was kept in the following
configuration:
 Power supplied by external umbilical;
 IMU active and auto-alignment completed;
 All Vital Layer equipment active, with the exception of FpCS;
 New upload of the Ephemeris files into the GPSR.
At the new H0-8 minutes the authorization to perform the transition to internal power was
requested again and was granted. At the new H0-4 minutes the synchronized sequence was
resumed, and at the new H0-2 minutes the IXV final configuration for lift-off was correctly
enabled. The VEGA lift-off occurred nominally at 13:40 UTC, the VEGA-IXV separation
occurred at 13:59 UTC, and four mission phases occurred with respect to lift-off time (new
H0):
1.
2.
3.
4.

IXV in-space operations phase, starting from new H0 + 1130 sec;
IXV experimentation phase, starting from new H0 + 3899 sec;
IXV descent phase, starting from new H0 + 5112 sec;
IXV recovery phase, starting from new H0 + 5796 sec.

The IXV Flight Segment performance throughout the above mentioned main mission phases
is reported here below on the basis of the current IXV post flight analysis level-0 findings.
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6.3 IXV in-space operations phase
The VEGA separation conditions were confirmed extremely close to the predicted ones, as
indicated in the tables below, and remain within the standard variations, enabling the IXV to
start its mission from the nominal conditions.
PREDICTED
1079
6624.285
0.0257477
5.429
‐62.315
‐3.563
124.797
416.708
75.590

Separation Time [sec]
Semi‐major axis
Eccentricity [‐]
Inclination [deg]
RAAN wrt Vega/Kourou [deg]
Argument of periapsis [deg]
True anomaly [deg]
Apocentre altitude [km]
Pericentre altitude [km]

FLOWN
1130
6623.870
0.0257689
5.430
‐62.314
‐3.742
128.058
416.431
75.051

Figure 25: VEGA-IXV Predicted versus Actual Separation Conditions
Following the separation from VEGA, the IXV performed successfully all the planned inspace operations (i.e. telemetry transmitters activation, propulsion system priming, flaps
control system activation) according to the nominal flight programme, preparing itself for the
experimental phase of the mission through the atmosphere, reaching the entry interface
position (EIP) at 120 km altitude with extremely high precision, as indicated in the table
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below, whose minor differences are all within the standard variations, enabling the IXV to
start its experimental phase from the nominal conditions.

PREDICTED
3874.34
120.00
‐4.48
173.39
7435.16
‐1.21
86.70
42.43
1.26
1.24

Separation Time [sec]
Geodetic altitude [km]
Geodetic latitude [deg]
Geocentric longitude [deg]
Flight path velocity [m/sec]
Flight path angle [deg]
Flight path heading [deg]
Angle of Attack [deg]
Angle of Sideslip [deg]
Bank Angle [deg]

FLOWN
3899.3
120.00
‐4.40
174.77
7437.89.
‐1.16
86.58
46.7451497245401
‐0.90
‐0.52

Figure 26: IXV Predicted versus Flown Entry Interface Positions
6.4 IXV experimentation phase
The IXV has flown a fully nominal trajectory extremely close to the predictions with respect
to all key trajectory parameters (i.e. altitude, latitude, longitude, mach numbers, bank angles),
as shown in the figures below, enabling the fulfilment of all experimentation objectives.

Altitude [km]

500

Pre…

400
300
200
100
0
0

2000

4000

6000

8000

Time [sec]

Figure 27: IXV Predicted versus Flown Altitude (left) and Latitude/Longitude (right)
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Figure 28: IXV Predicted versus Flown Bank Manoeuvers and Mach Numbers
The on-going analysis of the experimental data is revealing very interesting findings and
confirmations for the consolidation of the European know-how on atmospheric re-entry.
In particular, during the experimental phase of the flight the following was experienced:
 External temperatures lower than those predicted during the development to cope with
the uncertainties, providing key elements for the understanding of the relevant
aerothermodynamics phenomena (e.g. real-gas effects, catalysis effects, transition
effects), with the most notables effects in the nose and flaps regions requiring high
design margins.
 Internal temperatures within the limits of the operating ranges of the avionics
components (e.g. 60 ºC for the Power Protection and Distribution Unit, 65 ºC for the
Inertial Measurement Unit, 75 ºC for the Data Acquisition Units), in line with the
overall system thermal management performances predictions.
 Propulsion fuel consumptions in orbital phase higher than predicted.
 Aerodynamic efficiency during the atmospheric phase higher than predicted.
 Higher visibility performances (i.e. lower blackout inhibit), enabling enhanced flightto-ground communications.
 Out of more than 300 sensors, only one redundant thermocouple has failed during the
flight, with no impact on the experimentation objectives.
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Figure 29: Temperature Maximum Prediction versus Flight on the Nose (left) and Flaps
(right)

Figure 30: Infra-red Camera Thermal Map during Re-entry (left) and Landing (right)

Figure 31: Temperature Environment inside the Spacecraft
The IXV has completed the experimentation phase with the successful firing of the parachute
mortar for the extraction of the supersonic stage occurred within the nominal envelope of
mach-pressure/altitude conditions.
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Figure 32: Envelope for the IXV Parachute Mortar Firing Conditions
6.5 IXV descent phase
The IXV parachute mortar firing was followed by the nominal deployment of the parachute
supersonic stage, subsonic stage and main stage, including main stage dis-reefing, as shown in
the figures below reporting the history of the decelerations produced by the stages
deployment.

Figure 33: IXV Parachute Stages Deployments with Actual Decelerations
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Figure 34: IXV Camera Recording of Supersonic (left) and Main (right) Stages
A visual detection of the IXV under the parachute was possible for about one minute from the
recovery ship through the binocular, before disappearing in the clouds.
Despite the nominal deployment of all parachute stages, an impact load slightly higher than
the prediction was recorded on-board at the splash-down, after the loss of telemetry from the
spacecraft at the horizon, as shown in the figure below. Investigations are ongoing to
understand the origin of this slightly higher impact load (e.g. unpredictable spacecraft-towave relative angles at impact).

Figure 35: IXV Increased Impulsive Load at Splash-down
6.6 IXV recovery phase
Following the completion of the descent phase up to splash-down, the IXV recovery phase
was started. The divers approached the spacecraft to perform the hoisting and recovery
operations within approximately 3 hours with a sea-state 4.
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Figure 36: IXV RecoveryOoperations
After completion of the recovery operations, the visual inspection has shown overall a very
good status of the entire spacecraft, with some local damages to the 3mm-thin ceramic
thermal protections outer skin surely occurred after the mission due to the intact status of the
inner part of the thermal protection insulations and sensors.
After securing the spacecraft on board the recovery ship, the spacecraft doors were opened
and the passivation procedure was executed. After passivation, the telemetry recorders cards
were retrieved from the spacecraft and shipped to Europe.
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Figure 37: IXV Recovery and Passivation Operations
6.7 IXV Ground Segment Performance
In line with the nominal procedure, on the launch day the IXV Ground Segment was
activated in parallel to the IXV Flight Segment. The on-going analysis of the ground segment
performances is revealing very interesting findings and confirmations. In particular:







the Libreville Station visibility was shorter than expected, though within the
predictions, due to the delayed separation from VEGA;
the overlap between the Libreville and Malindi Stations coverage was rather good;
the Malindi Station visibility started and ended at elevation values below the mask,
close to the theoretical maximum for 0º elevations;
the Naval Station acquisition of signal from the recovery ship occurred at about 0.56º,
earlier than expected by the blackout phase and very low above the horizon;
the Naval Station loss of signal from the recovery ship occurred at the horizon;
All visibility windows have allowed the acquisition of all real time data plus multiple
cycles of all playback data transmitted by the spacecraft.
AOS

LOS
1130.01

Separation [sec]
Libreville [sec]
Malindi [sec]
Naval [sec]
Splashdown [sec]

1151.11
1409.11
4816.11

1510.11
2027.11
5795.11
5796.92

Figure 38: Acquisition and Loss of Signals from the Ground Stations
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7 CONCLUSIONS
The IXV mission was successfully performed on the 11th of February 2015, with all flight
hardware and all flight data successfully recovered (including experimental and vital layer
data), both through flight segment telemetry transmission and ground segment acquisition, as
well as through on-board recording, with the confirmation that the flight data is complete and
consistent among the various sources.
The IXV system, and all associated technologies, have successfully performed the whole
flight program in line with the commanded manoeuvres and trajectory predictions, performing
an overall flight of approximately 25.000 km including 8.000 km in hot atmospheric re-entry
environment with automatic guidance, starting from an orbital velocity of ~7.5 km/sec (Mach
27) and concluding with high precision landing.
100% of the IXV mission, system and technologies objectives have been successfully
achieved, pioneering unique European know-how for return missions from orbit. In particular:




at system level, qualifying the un-winged lifting-body concept, maintaining the
simplicity and reliability of the capsules while increasing by one order of magnitude
the performances in terms of down/cross-range, unique for precision landing and/or for
correction of wrong de-orbiting maneuvers.
at technologies level:
o qualifying the large advanced reusable ceramic matrix composites hot structures,
increasing the reusability and reliability with respect to other existing solutions;
o qualifying the combined use of rockets and flaps for flight control, increasing the
controllability and maneuverability for precision landing;
o understanding the aerothermodynamics phenomena, increasing the design
accuracy of future re-entry systems.

The IXV mission has pioneered for the first time:
 worldwide, a full reentry from orbital speeds with an un-winged lifting-body;
 worldwide, a full reentry from orbital speeds with large advanced reusable ceramic matrix
composites hot structures;
 in Europe, a full reentry with combined use of rockets and flaps for flight control;
 in Europe, a full reentry with advanced aerothermodynamics experiments through a wider
corridor than the previous successful flight experience made with the ARD capsule.
The IXV post flight analysis level-0 was successfully concluded, including the preparation and
processing of the flight data to be exploited within the subsequent IXV post-flight analysis level1/2.
All IXV mission, system and technologies findings and lessons learnt will be capitalised in the
implementation of the PRIDE activities.
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Abstract. The Intermediate eXperimental Vehicle (IXV) is an advanced re-entry demonstrator vehicle aimed
to perform in-flight experimentation of atmospheric re-entry enabling systems and technologies. The IXV
integrates key technologies at the system level, with significant advancements on Europe’s previous flying testbeds. The project builds on previous achievements at system and technology levels, and provides a unique and
concrete way of establishing and consolidating Europe’s autonomous position in the strategic field of
atmospheric re-entry.
The IXV mission and system objectives are the design, development, manufacturing, assembling and on-ground
to in-flight verification of an autonomous European lifting and aerodynamically controlled reentry system,
integrating critical re-entry technologies at system level. Among such critical technologies of interest, special
attention is paid to aerodynamic and aerothermodynamics experimentation, including advanced instrumentation
for aerothermodynamics phenomena investigations, thermal protections and hot-structures, guidance,
navigation and flight control through combined jets and aerodynamic surfaces (i.e. flaps), in particular focusing
on the technologies integration at system level for flight.
Following the extensive detailed design, manufacturing, qualification, integration and testing of the flight
segment and ground segment elements, IXV has performed a full successful flight on February 11th 2015. After
the launch with the VEGA launcher form the CSG spaceport in French Guyana, IXV has performed a full
nominal mission ending with a successful splashdown in the Pacific Ocean. During Flight Phase, the IXV space
and ground segments worked perfectly, implementing the whole flight program in line with the commanded
maneuvers and trajectory prediction, performing an overall flight of 34.400 km including 7.600 km with hot
atmospheric re-entry in automatic guidance, concluding with successful precision landing at a distance of ~1 km
from the target, including the wind drift acting on the parachute from an altitude of 4.5 km.

A. Denaro, S. Mancuso

1 INTRODUCTION
The atmospheric re-entry domain is a cornerstone of a wide range of space applications,
from conventional applications including standard missions in the areas of planetary
exploration, sample return, cargo transportation, and crew transportation, to innovative
applications including possible missions for Earth observation, microgravity experimentation,
high-altitude atmospheric research, future generation satellites servicing (i.e. monitoring,
refueling, disposal).Since several years significant importance was given to the development
of the critical re-entry technologies through several basic research and technology preparatory
programs. Today, the in-flight verification of such technologies is considered an important
European programmatic objective to be pursued within ESA short-term undertakings.Since its
beginning, as indicated in its name, the IXV was conceived as the “intermediate” element that
would perform the step forward with respect to the ARD successfully flown in 1998, by
increasing the system maneuverability and verifying the critical technology performance
against a wider re-entry corridor. Therefore, the IXV was designed to be the platform for
technology-effective and cost efficient in-flight verification of technologies, necessary to
prepare future ambitious operational system developments at limited risks for Europe.The
present paper provides an outline of the IXV system (Flight Segment and Ground Segment)
with a focus on the final activities before the flight and on the vehicle successful mission on
February 11th 2015.

2 BACKGROUND
Since the years 2000’s, the European studies on experimental vehicles for re-entry
technologies underlined the wish for Europe to gain relevant in-flight experience on enabling
re-entry systems and technologies, to consolidate its position and ambitions in the area of
space transportation. In 2005 and 2006, a thorough industrial trade-off was performed among
all ESA and national proposed concepts. The concept down-selected for the IXV was a lifting
reentry body, to be launched and injected on a re-entry path by the ESA VEGA launcher via
an equatorial trajectory, able to perform a set of dedicated maneuvers prior to land in the
Pacific Ocean for recovery and post-flight analysis. In 2007, the successful IXV System
Requirements Review (SRR) had frozen the key features of the IXV mission and system,
focusing on the consolidation of the European know-how for controlled Earth reentry from
LEO (Low Earth Orbit), integrating the key re-entry technologies at the system level to verify
in flight their performance. In 2008 and 2009, the IXV project activities reached the
successful completion of the project phase-B (B1 and B2), including the system Preliminary
Design Review (PDR), and early project phase-C.
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In 2010 significant changes in the industrial organization and in the corresponding
technologies have been induced by the implementation of the results of the ESA Council at
Ministers level. Thales Alenia Space Italia, present on the Project since the early study phases,
has been appointed Prime Contractor of the IXV project and, leading a consortium of more
than 40 companies, successfully completed the design consolidation phase and the
optimization of the IXV design baseline including guidance, navigation, control, avionics (i.e.
power, data handling, radio frequency and telemetry), measurement sensors, hot and cold
composite structures, thermal protections and control, with significant improvements of the
main system budgets.
In 2011, the industrial activities had progressed throughout the hardware and software
development phase, reaching and successfully completing at subsystems and system level the
Critical Design Review (CDR). Meanwhile, the phase-D and early phase-E activities have
been started, ensuring the continuity of the industrial activities up to the full ground and flight
segments manufacturing, assembly, integration and testing.
In 2012 and 2013, the industrial activities have advanced rapidly throughout the
manufacturing, qualification, and integration of the ground and flight segment components. In
2014 integration and qualification activities both at subsystem and system level have been
successfully achieved. The vehicle has been transferred to the launch site for the last
preparatory activities heading to a foreseen launch date in mid-November 2014.
After the put on hold of the launch campaign activities due to need to consolidate the safety
aspects of the first VEGA mission on equatorial trajectory, the launch campaign activities
restarted on early January 2015 leading to the finial preparation of the IXV system for launch,
flight and recovery operation. The successful mission has been performed on February 11th
2015. Following the recovery of the vehicle on board the recovery ship and the return of the
ship back to Europe, the IXV is today in Thales Alenia Space premises ready to start the post
flight analysis and investigations activities.

3

THE IXV SYSTEM

The IXV system that has allowed to perform successfully the re-entry mission is
constituted by an integrated flight and ground segment design, including:
• the flight segment which includes the spacecraft and the mechanical, electrical and fluidic
ground support equipment;
• the ground segment which includes the mission control center, the ground stations (i.e.
antennas and telemetry kits), the communication network and the recovery ship.
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Figure 1: IXV Flight Segment

Figure 2: IXV Ground Segment
4 FLIGHT SEGMENT
The flight segment activities include the spacecraft system, subsystems, assembly,
integration and testing, with the mechanical, electrical and fluidic ground support equipment.

Figure 3: IXV Configuration
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4.1 In-flight Experiments
The technological objectives of the IXV mission are met by flying a large number of
experiments that have been chosen among a wide range of European proposals. Since each
experiment required a specific set of measurements, several synergies and commonalities
were exploited to identify a global set of sensors covering all experimentation requirements.
Therefore, sensors are split into conventional (i.e. 37 pressure ports, 194 thermocouples, 12
displacement sensors, 48 strain gauges) and advanced ones (i.e. infra-red camera). The IFE
activities are focusing on the qualitative and quantitative reduction of current uncertainties
concerning the critical atmospheric re-entry disciplines and technologies. An extensive Post
Flight Analysis (PFA) is planned to be performed, with the concrete objective to have a
measurable reduction of the current uncertainties for future atmospheric re-entry systems
design.

Figure 4: (Left) IXV periscope. (Right) IR camera and filter wheel
4.2 Guidance, Navigation, Control and Software
The spacecraft GNC (Guidance Navigation and Control) includes four mission phases (i.e.
ascent, orbital, re-entry, descent), thanks to the Flight Management function which interfaces
on one side with the MVM (Mission and Vehicle Management), and on the other side with
the three specific GNC functions (i.e. guidance, navigation and control). Three tuning loops of
the GNC algorithms have been performed consistently with the successive maturity of the
IXV modeling (i.e. aerodynamic database, mass properties, reference trajectory, flight control
– flaps and thrusters, avionics - IMU, GPS).
With respect to the SW embedded in the IMU, GPSR and FPCS, which are reused off-theshelf equipment’s, the SW activity is dealing mostly with validating the reuse of existing SW,
with very limited or no new development specific to IXV. Nevertheless, specific attention is
given to the on-ground testing of the overall end-to-end on-board SW chain (i.e. from the
sensor through the OBC to the actuator), pushing the enforcement of the “test as you fly”
approach.
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Figure 5: IXV GNC SCOE
4.3. Cold Structures and Mechanisms
The IXV Cold Structure is constituted by a monocoque CFRP structure which provides
several advantages in terms of mass and stiffness with respect a more standard aeronautical
frames and longerons structure. The flight model cold structure manufacturing and integration
has been accomplished with remarkable results and its delivery occurred mid of June 2013.

Figure 6: IXV Cold Structure top view
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Figure 7: IXV Cold Structure side view
The cold structure was the first element required to start the flight model assembly. The
mechanisms sub-system of the vehicle includes the panel jettisoning mechanisms for the
descent and recovery system deployment, and the umbilical connectors between the
spacecraft and the launcher.

Figure 8: IXV Panels Separation Mechanisms

Figure 9: IXV umbilical connector cover mechanisms
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4.4. Avionics
The IXV Avionics is composed of three subsystems implemented in a single chain
architecture.
• Power (POW)
• Data Handling (DHS)
• Radio Frequency Telemetry and Tracking (RTC)
The power subsystem is based on a 28V main bus, maximizing off-the-shelves equipment,
with protected outputs, performing DC/DC conversion to 55V for the Inertial Measurement
Unit, with dedicated pyrotechnic section. The data handling subsystem provides vital layer
and experimental data acquisition, storage, recording, real time and delay transmission to the
ground stations. The radio frequency telemetry subsystem is based on two independent chains
for vital layer and experiment telemetries. It implements frequency and polarization diversity
techniques for maximum coverage and data download capability, and it relies on optimized
positions of the antennas.
The qualification of the IXV avionics has been accomplished through the execution of
activities performed at:
• Equipment level performed by the equipment supplier;
• Subsystem level performed on a dedicated test bench (ATB) integrating EM-QM models
of all avionics equipment;
• System level incrementally performed on the proto-flight model.
The equipment selection approach has been such to maximize the use of OTS and to perform
delta-qualification where needed to satisfy the unique IXV thermo-mechanical specification
requirements. In particular:
• The functional batteries are the same used in VEGA;
• The IMU is the same used in VEGA and Ariane 5;
• The GPS receiver is an existing unit;
• All EDAR units (DAUs, Ethernet Switch) are standard COTS;
• All transmitters are standard COTS;
• The following equipment is based on existing design:
o The OBC is an adaptation of the Proba II OBC with one new development (1553
module);
o The Pyro Batteries are based on same technology, processes and same cells of the
Functional Batteries;
o The PPDU is based on a standard PCB design used in other Space applications.
• The telemetry and GPS antennas are a new design;
• The Solid State Recorders are new items but based on consolidated technology.
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Figure 10: IXV Avionics Test Bench

Figure 11: IXV Avionics in Flight Model

4.5. Thrusters and Flaps Control
The flight control is assured by means of four 400N thrusters and two aerodynamic body
flaps electro-mechanical actuators.
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Figure 12: IXV Flight Model Thrusters and Flaps

Figure 13: IXV Flaps Control Actuators
4.6. Descent and Recovery System
The descent and recovery function is assured by two dedicated subsystems, the parachute
subsystem for the descent phase, and the floatation subsystem for the recovery phase.
The descent subsystem is based on a four stages parachute with consolidated technology,
including one supersonic pilot, one supersonic ribbon drogue, one subsonic ribbon drogue,
and one ringsail main parachute, with a mortar to extract the supersonic pilot and strapcutters, and to separate the various parachute stages and the main parachute from the
spacecraft after splash-down. The recovery subsystem is also based on consolidated
technology, including inflation devices (i.e. gas bottles, valves, hoses), floatation devices (i.e.
balloons), and localization devices (i.e. beacons).
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Figure 14: IXV Parachute Assy integration
With the objective to mitigate the risk of failures occurring in the critical descent and landing
phases, with the consequent loss of vehicle, a dedicated Descent and Landing System
Synthesis Test was successfully performed, where the system prototype was launched from a
3.0 km altitude by an helicopter in a test range in Sardinia (I), to verify the last phases of the
IXV mission, including descent, water splash-down, balloons inflation thresholds, floatation
and recovery operations.

Figure 15: IXV Floatation Balloons
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Figure 16: IXV Descent and Landing System Synthesis Test
With the aim at verifying the possibility to open the floatation balloon prior to the splashdown
a dedicated test campaign has been performed at CIRA. The IXV mock up with the balloon
inflated has been dropped by different height showing the full capability of the recovery
system to sustain the splashdown impact.

Figure 17: Floatation balloon testing
4.7. Thermal Protections and Hot Structures
The integration of the nose and shingle flight units has been performed between March and
June 2014. In particular the integration of the 30 ceramic shingle, most of them instrumented
with thermocouples, pressure sensors and displacement sensors, has been a quite challenging
task also considering the stringent need of keeping the OML surface as flush as possible not
to violate the IXV steps and gaps requirement.
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Figure 18: IXV Nose and Ablative TPS

Figure 19: IXV Flap integrated on IXV
The integration of the ablative, including the sealing of the AIT doors and the closure of the
parachute bridle channels has been finalized in Kourou after the completion of all the testing
activities.

Figure 20: IXV Integrated Windward
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4.8. Assembly, Integration, Testing and Ground Support Equipment
Starting from May 2013 all the IXV subsystem have been successfully integrated in the
PFM upon completion in July 2014. The sequence of integration activities has been the
following:
• Cold structure
• Reaction Control System
• Avionics and harness
• Parachute System
• Floatation System
• In-flight Experiments
• Flap Control System
• Thermal Protection System
In order to cope with the tight schedule, many of the above activities have been performed in
parallel and required a significant effort to be put in place by the TAS-I AIT team and the
various subcontractors involved.

Figure 21: IXV on the Vertical Integration Stand during integration in TAS Turin Plan
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Figure 22: IXV after completion of TPS integration.
In support to the Space Segment testing and integration several Ground Support Equipments
(GSEs) have been employed. Several GSE elements (and in particular MGSE, and FGSE)
have been reused from past ESA programmes, while for EGSE specific development has been
pursued in order to best fit the IXV program test and operational needs. In parallel with the
integration activities a continuous testing activity of all the installed components has been
pursued up to performing extensive Integrated System Test (IST) and Check (ISC) on the
fully assembled vehicle.
In July 2014 Immediately after the completion of the integration acitvities, the IXV has been
transferred to ESTEC for performing the Environmental test campaign. The following
activities on the PFM have been performed in the ESTEC facilities:
• Physical Properties Meas.
• Sine Vibration Tests
• Adaptor Sep/Shock Test
• Acoustic Vibration Test
• Thermal test
and also:
• Leak Checks & Mass Flow
• Thrusters/IMU alignment
• Outer Mould Line verification
• GNC closed loop test
• System Validation Test
In particular it is worth to mention that the dynamical test campaign provided very good
results thus confirming the conformance of the IXV PFM with its design.
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Figure 23: IXV PFM during sine vibration testing
5.

GROUND SEGMENT STATUS
The ground segment activities include the mission control center, the ground stations, and
the communication network.
5.1. Mission Control Centre
A specific MCC (Mission Control Centre) has been developed in order to support the
mission and to monitor the IXV flight. The MCC has undergone the qualification tests,
including integrated testing with the telecommunication network and the telemetry system.
The integrated end-to-end tests were successfully performed with the IXV RF (Radio
Frequency) suitcase, the telemetry system, the telecommunication network, and the MCC.

Figure 24: IXV Mission Control Centre
5.2. Ground Stations
For what concerns the telemetry system, the three IXV telemetry kits have undergone
qualification and acceptance tests, including the customization related to the implementation
of the SLE protocol and the Inmarsat network. For the execution of the mission one kit has
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been deployed in Libreville and two kits (one nominal and in e spare) have been embarked
onboard the recovery ship to support the naval station operations
For what concerns the antennas, the naval transportable antenna with scan-feed tracking has
been accepted and has been embarked on-board the recovery ship.

Figure 25: IXV Communication Network

Figure 26: IXV Naval Antenna
5.3. Communication Network
The telecommunication network has undergone the qualification tests, including the
integrated testing with the MCC and the telemetry system. As mentioned above, the
integrated end-to-end tests was performed, including the IXV RF suitcase, the telemetry
system, the telecommunication network, and the MCC with positive results. In addition, the
communication link to Malindi has been configured and successfully tested during the formal
qualification end-to-end dataflow verification.
5.4. Recovery Ship
A key role for the mission has been played by the recovery ship which has been deployed
in the Pacific Ocean in order to provide the vehicle recovery functions as well as to host the
naval antenna devoted to download the data pertaining to the hot re-entry phase. As part of the
initial post flight activities also the hydrazine decontamination operation have been taken
place.
Several test and simulations have been performed before the mission in order to verify the full
readiness of the ship to support the IXV mission.
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Figure 27: IXV Recovery Ship during recovery rehearsal
6. FINAL LAUNCH CAMPAIGN MISSION PREPARATION IN CSG
Several tasks have been performed in the last month before the launch as part of the
Launch Campaign nominal tasks

Figure 28: IXV in Kouoru

Figure 29: VEGA VV04 Poster
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

January 9th: restart of the launch campaign in Kourou
January 19th: Hydrazine Filling
January 20th: Mortar Gas Generator installation
January 21st: AIT doors closure and final IXV sealing
January 22nd: Combined Operations TRR and beginning of IXV-VEGA operations under
Arianespace responsibility – IXV declared ready for flight and suitable to start the
combined operations (ESA FRR)
January 24th: personnel boarding and recovery ship departure from Panama towards the
splashdown point
January 26th: IXV installation on Launcher Payload Adapter
January 28th: Encapsulation under Vega fairing
January 31st: Integrated PAC transported to Launch Pad and installation on VEGA
launcher
January 31st: Successful functional tests on launch pad
February 3rd – 5th: VEGA AVUM Hydrazine Loading
February 6th: General Dress Re-hearsal including MCC, ground Stations and Recovery
Ship
February 9th: Flight Readiness Review

Figure 30: IXV retrieved form storage
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Figure 31: Hydrazine Filing

Figure 32: Gas Generator Installation

Figure 33: Installation on VEGA Flight Adapter
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Figure 34: IXV Encapsulation in VEGA Fairing

Figure 35: Final AIT Doors Closure and TPS Sealing

Figure 36: IXV Transportation to Launch Pad and Installation on VEGA
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7. THE IXV MISSION
On the 11th February 2015 the VEGA-IXV mission was performed. The mission has been
fully successful from the lift-off in French Guyana to the splashdown in the Pacific Ocean.
The IXV was safely recovered by the recovery ship, and its propulsion system successfully
performed all the passivation activities. The major highlights of the key mission phases are
provided hereafter.

Figure 37: The IXV Mission
Following the launch chronology events aimed at verifying that the IXV was fully ready and
operational for the mission, the lift off of the VEGA carried the IXV into its suborbital flight
and re-entry èhase.
After the separation from VEGA the IXV performed a full set of automatic tasks:
• Activation of IXV transmitters
• Priming of IXV propulsion system
• Verification of IXV telemetry parameters
• Acquisition of all vital and experimental data
• Activation of flaps control system
• Activation of experimental data acquisition
All of which were fully nominal.
The vehicle reached the foreseen 413 km height at the top of the orbital arc before starting the
re-entry phase at 7.5 km/s. Following the black-out phase the IXV signal has been acquired by
the naval antenna on board the recovery ship and it has been possible form the MCC to
monitor the final phases of the flight including the triggering of the parachute system through
the mortar firing and the following deployment of the different parachute stages, the purging
of the RCS subsystem and the triggering of the floatation devices prior to splashdown.
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Figure 38: VEGA-IXV Launch on February 11th 2015

Figure 39: Flight Operation During the Mission
Following the confirmation of the opening of the main parachute, the divers approached the
vehicle stopping at 500m to wait for the notification of the nominal splashdown, as per safety
procedures, visually confirming the splashdown of the IXV under the main parachute with
deployed floatation balloons.

Figure 40: IXV Floating in the Pacific Ocean after Successful Flight
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Figure 41: IXV is lifted onboard the recovery ship

Figure 42: IXV is lifted onboard the recovery ship
Following the arrival of the recovery ship in the splashdown point, IXV was lifted onto the
recovery ship and installed on the special passivation supporting device. IXV was thoroughly
sniffed by the propulsion team to verify the absence of any hydrazine leak, confirming
nominal condition with absence of hydrazine leak.

Figure 43: passivation activities on-bard the recovery ship
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During Flight Phase, the IXV space and ground segments worked perfectly, implementing the
whole flight program in line with the commanded maneuvers and trajectory prediction,
performing an overall flight of 34.400 km including 7.600 km with hot atmospheric re-entry
in automatic guidance, concluding with successful precision landing at a distance of ~1 km
from the target, including the wind drift acting on the parachute from an altitude of 4.5 km.
The activities on board the recovery ship have been conducted according to the nominal
planning, including:
• the opening of the AIT doors;
• the removal of the batteries;
• the removal of the memory cards from the recorders;
• the extraction of the data stored in the memory cards;
• the full passivation of the vehicle.

Figure 44: IXV passivation operations successfully completed
From the recovery point the recovery ship sailed to Panama Channel, then to Cayenne to
embark the IXV material left at the launch base and after several days of navigation arrived in
Livorno (I) on March 24th.
The IXV vehicle has been disembarked and it is now once again in Thales Alenia Space Turin
Plant where the great endeavor has started few months before.
8. POST FLIGHT ANALYSIS
Following the retrieval of the vehicle after splashdown and the collection of all the data
transmitted by the vehicle through telemetry and stored on-board in the memory cards it and
their initial inspection it is confirmed the fully successfulness of the IXV mission from the
lift-off in French Guyana to the splashdown in the Pacific Ocean, with all experimentation
objectives fulfilled:
• Overall behavior of the vehicle has been nominal with a fully nominal trajectory
• Splashdown location as per prediction
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• Vehicle has been recovered successfully
• All planned experimentation have been performed during re-entry phase
• 100% of Flight Data (Vital and Experiment layer) have been retrieved allowing to start
the Post Flight Activities
9. CONCLUSIONS
The European ambitions to develop critical cost effective re-entry technologies has come
to a successful conclusion with the flight of a complex re-entry vehicle such the IXV lifting
body. The main objective to make the next step forward with respect to the ARD has been
fully achieved by increasing the system maneuverability and verifying the critical technology
performance against a wider re-entry corridor. The massive amount of data collected during
the flight, the in-flight qualification of several key and critical technologies will allow Europe
to further increase the knowledge on the strategic field of the atmospheric re-entry domain.
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Abstarct. The successful flight of the Intermediate eXperimental Vehicle (IXV) on
February, 11th, 2015 marked a new milestone in European re-entry. IXV is a lifting
body vehicle with two movable flaps for aerodynamic control that performed a
suborbital mission allowing in-flight demonstration of key technology for re-entry: to
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necessary for the development of any future European reusable re-entry system while
guaranteeing risk limitation. IXV represented an opportunity to increase the TRL level
not only of technologies but also of design methodologies and tools.
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Disciplines like the Mission Analysis and Flight Mechanics have followed the vehicle
since the conceptual design up to the operations. In IXV, the role of these disciplines
has mainly covered design (mission, vehicle configuration...) and the provision of
inputs to build the specification of system and subsystems. After the Critical Design
Review, the role changed from design to design update and verification as well as the
provision of inputs for the detailed design of different subsystems. This activity ended
by the System and Qualification Acceptance Review. During the preparation of the
launch campaign, activities were related to the provision of flight predictions to
support the operations, selection of onboard parameters and final go ahead decisions.
This paper presents an overview of the Mission Engineering process of the IXV
vehicle, covering Mission Analysis and Flight Mechanics aspects. This process
includes: computation of the End-to-End (launch to splashdown) optimum design
trajectories, characterization of the Entry Corridor for trajectory design, assessment
of the Mission Performance through Monte Carlo simulation campaigns, contribution
to the aerodynamic database, analysis of the visibility and link budget from ground
stations and GPS, support to safety analyses (off-nominal footprints), specification of
the optimum Centre of Gravity (CoG) box compatible with layout capabilities,
selection of the optimum Angle of Attack (AoA) trim line to be flown and Flying
Qualities performance.
Post Flight activities are approached and an initial analysis and comparison with the
raw flight data obtained during the flight is also discussed, and preliminary lessons
learned are derived.
1

INTRODUCTION

The Intermediate eXperimental Vehicle (IXV) is a re-entry demonstrator whose objective
is to tackle the basic European needs for re-entry from Low Earth Orbit (LEO), consolidating
the knowledge and expertise necessary for the development of future European re-entry
systems. It was successfully launched on 11th February 2015. The IXV is a technology
platform that represents a step forward with respect to the Atmospheric Re-entry
Demonstrator (ARD), flown in October 1998, with an increase in-flight manoeuvrability
permitting the verification of technologies over a wider re-entry corridor and with
aerodynamic surfaces employed actively to trim and manoeuvre the vehicle, [1].
In order to fulfill the technology experimentation and validation objectives, a number of
experiments were flown on-board the IXV. These experiments included the Thermal
Protection System (TPS), the TPS instrumentation, the aerothermodynamics (ATD) and
aerodynamics (AEDB). In addition to these, the IXV provides a basis to mature, consolidate
and proven European GNC technologies for re-entry vehicles.
The IXV vehicle was injected by Vega in an equatorial suborbital trajectory to reach an
entry velocity at the Entry Interface Point (EIP, 120 km altitude) above 7.4 km/s. After
injection, the IXV flight was comprised of three main phases; orbital, re-entry and descent.
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The re-entry phase for the IXV vehicle corresponds to an over 7000 km ground track guided
lifting entry down to the deployment of a 3 stages parachute system, with the IXV flight
terminating with a splashdown on the Pacific Ocean. The vehicle used a flotation system to
allow being recovered from a ship.
The challenges of the IXV Mission analysis and Flight Mechanics are common to those for
re-entry vehicles performing a first flight, where the Mission must be robust to high levels of
uncertainty in the vehicle characteristics, like aerodynamics and aerothermodynamics.
The suborbital nature of the mission strongly couples all of the phases and hence phase by
phase analyses are not applicable. To cope with this challenge, an end to end approach has
been implemented in Mission Analysis in order to properly identify the design values
applicable to all phases and to take into account the coupling effects. A strong interaction with
the System, AEDB/ATD and GNC teams is also a key element for the maturation of the
mission scenario.
Disciplines like the Mission and Flight Mechanics design have followed the vehicle since
the conceptual design up to the operations. In IXV, the role of Mission Analysis and Flight
Mechanics has mainly covered design (mission, vehicle configuration...) and the provision of
inputs to build the specification of system and subsystems. After the Critical Design Review,
the role changed from design to design update and verification as well as the provision of
inputs for the detailed design of different subsystems. This activity ended by the System and
Qualification Acceptance Review (SQAR). During the preparation of the launch campaign the
activities were related to the provision of flight predictions to support operations, selection of
on-board parameters and final go ahead decisions in the mission control centre.
This paper summarises the design and the validation of the mission Analysis and Flight
Mechanics of the IXV submitted to the SQAR before the start of the launch campaign. The
details on the transition from design performances to flight predictions used to support the
launch campaign during operations are covered in [3]. An initial analysis and comparison
with the raw flight data obtained during the flight will be discussed and first lessons learned
derived. The activities planned in the area of post-flight analyses are also introduced.
2 THE IXV VEHICLE AND MISSION OVERVIEW
The IXV shape and size are shown in Figure 1. The IXV is a 5 m long lifting body
weighing 1.85 Tons with a lift-to-drag ratio of 0.7 in the hypersonic regime and, distinct from
other re-entry vehicles such as ARD, is controlled through the combination of two body flaps
mounted at the aft windward side of the vehicle and RCS thrusters, [2].
The IXV mission is sketched in Figure 2 and can be described as follows: the vehicle is
launched from Kourou onboard the Vega launcher and then injected into a suborbital
trajectory after separation from the upper stage (AVUM). The IXV then performs a ballistic
phase with an apogee of about 413km, coasting up to the Entry Interface Point (EIP), defined
at 120 km altitude, which defines the boundary of the sensible atmosphere. Attitude control
during this orbital phase is carried out by means of the Reaction Control System (RCS). The
conditions at the EIP are typical of LEO return missions, with co-rotating velocities beyond
7.4 km/s (26700 km/h).
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The IXV then performs a guided gliding re-entry from the EIP until reaching the
conditions for the Descent and Recover System (DRS) triggering, at which time the
supersonic chute is inflated. Attitude control during the re-entry phase is carried out by means
of flaps primarily, combined with the RCS.
The supersonic chute is deployed at the DRS triggering conditions of about Mach 1.5 at an
altitude of 25.5 km; shortly after, the descent phase of the flight begins with a 3 stages
parachute system. The flight terminates at splashdown in the Pacific Ocean, with a flotation
system maintaining IXV in conditions suitable for the ship recovery.

Figure 1: IXV vehicle shape and dimensions

Figure 2: IXV mission overview
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3

VEHICLE CONFIGURATION DESIGN

In a hypersonic vehicle the angle of attack (AoA) profile is strongly linked with the
mission feasibility and hence its selection and assessment is strictly coupled with the
trajectory design. The optimum AoA profile is obtained from an end to end analysis of the
vehicle flying qualities and flight mechanics performance in the full range of flight regimes
covered by the mission: from rarefied flow, through hypersonic and down to supersonic.
The AoA profile (trim line) is the result of a trim process (null moments) where
aerodynamic surface deflections play a key role in combination with the vehicle Centre of
Gravity (CoG) location. Basically, for a given CoG location, an AoA-Mach corridor can be
obtained: in this way it is possible to map the feasible CoG locations that are compatible with
the applicable constraints and within the applicable dispersions.
As a result of the overall design process implemented, key vehicle parameters (CoG, AoA
profile, Elevators deflections) are coupled through flying qualities (trim, stability and
controllability aspects) and detailed mission analysis performance (thermo mechanical loads,
landing accuracy, visibility and link budget, safety aspects…) that derives from the trajectory
simulation and entry corridor design (where the bank angle profile is also optimized).
This approach allows the definition of optimum and robust design solutions guaranteeing
feasibility and margins coupling the AoA-Mach corridor (Flying Qualities) with the dragvelocity entry corridor (Trajectory Design). Feasibility is obtained by respecting multiple
constraints in the AoA-Mach corridor, covering for example: layout aspects, aerodynamic
surface deflection saturation limits, stability requirements or thermo mechanical aspects. Both
uncertainties and constraints vary with the flight regime conditioning the optimum trim line:
for example, in the hypersonic regime, the AoA is fixed to 45º due to thermal constraints
while in the supersonic regime a wide range of AoA is inspected in order to select the best
AoA profile. Robustness is embedded in the process since uncertainties are included in the
analyses at all levels. For example, the feasible domain (maps of CoG location compatible
with the design constraints) shown in Figure 3 is obtained covering uncertainties in
aerodynamics, AoA, inertia properties, dynamic pressure, aerodynamic dataset interpolation
and extrapolation and the CoG location itself.
Figure 4 shows the AoA-Mach corridor associated to this CoG box. The figure shows the
flap trim limits both in elevator and aileron function as well as some Flying Qualities
indicators like the static Margin (SM), the Cn,DYN and the Lateral Control Departure
Parameter (LCDP). This graphical visualization of constraints and margins allows the
selection of a trim line as a compromise of different factors like robustness against
uncertainties and modelling in the aerodynamic dataset, stability during the parachute
deployment, controller tracking needs, uncoupling of longitudinal and lateral manoeuvres and
not to counteract natural dynamics.
The software used to perform all the analyses of Flying Qualities aspects is the DEIMOS
Space S.L.U. FQA Analysis Tool that has also been extensively used in multiple projects of
the European Space Agency [10].
More details and results of the both Trajectory design and Flying Qualities are presented in
the following paragraphs.
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Figure 3: Feasible domain for the Centre of Gravity



Figure 4: Angle of Attack corridor and trim line
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4

END TO END TRAJECTORY DESIGN

The computation of the reference trajectory requires a single end to end optimisation
process from lift-off to the triggering of the Descent and Recovery System (DRS) compatible
with all of the Mission and System constraints with adequate margins for GNC operation. The
considered constraints include IXV thermomechanical limits during entry and descent, ascent
constraints, DRS activation limits, safety restrictions to Entry Interface Point (failure
footprint), stages splashdown, mass margin policy, visibility from ground stations, and
mission duration, [6].
This multiphase problem, where on one side we have the staging of the launcher and on the
other the re-entry phase, is a Full Optimal Control Problem that involves several parameters
and control profiles. The software used is based on the DEIMOS Space S.L.U. Sequential
Gradient Restoration Algorithm (SGRA) [6]. The SGRA is an indirect full optimal control
algorithm that allows the optimisation of a control profile along with a determined set of
parameters having an effect on the problem under study. A single end-to-end optimisation
from launch to parachute opening was modeled and solved with accurate models for Vega,
IXV, the parachute System and the environment.

Figure 5: Reference trajectory ground track

The entry corridor (Figure 6) is the region bounded on one side by thermo-mechanical
constraints of the vehicle (heat fluxes, dynamic pressure, load factor, hinge moments...) that
limit the steep entries into the atmosphere, and on the other by the ceiling limit which is
designed to ensure no skip-out and return into orbit in case of shallow returns. A feasible and
optimum end-to-end suborbital trajectory with an apogee around 413 km (Figure 5 and Figure
2) was calculated, providing margins for the GNC operations within the entry corridor and
being compatible with large launcher injection dispersions. All the constraints, including
safety, are respected. Thermal constrains, at the vehicle nose and at the flaps, including
passive to active oxidation limit for C-SiC Thermal Protection System (TPS) material and
transition to turbulence, lead to a narrow corridor. It required a complete redesign of the
trajectories after the PDR with a new structure of the solution in order to find a feasible flight
profile with margins for the CDR, as shown in Figure 6.
The resulting optimised injection condition for Vega has been used as request to the
Launcher Authority, who has validated it in all of the launcher mission analysis loops. In
addition, several design trajectories, selected within the entry corridor, have been calculated to
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support the design of the different subsystems, in particular the TPS.
As long as aerothermodynamics (ATD) is one of the drivers for this mission, accurate
models coming from the AEDB/ATD Team have been integrated to increase reliability and
robustness of the trajectory (Figure 7). This element has enabled an automatic validation from
an aerothermal standpoint of the calculated trajectories, [4].

Figure 6: Reference trajectory and entry corridor

Figure 7: Nose TPS passive to active nose oxidation limit
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5

FLYING QUALITIES

The vehicle configuration design (the CoG location and trim line design solution) is
provided as an input for the Mission and GNC design disciplines.
Flying Qualities (FQ) are evaluated with dedicated Monte Carlo functionalities of the FQA
Tool in order to characterize trim, stability and control characteristics and margins as input to
GNC activities. Results presented in this section are based on a Monte Carlo campaign of
4000 shots including uncertainties on aerodynamics, AoA tracking, inertia properties,
dynamic pressure, CoG location and GNC allocation in all flight regimes.
More in details, the evaluated Flying Qualities comprise trim characteristics, static and
dynamic stability, dynamic couplings, spin tendency and hinge moment needs. Figure 8 and
Figure 9 show, for example, the 99% range of variability (blue: lower limit; red: upper limit)
with 90% confidence level for the trim sideslip and the static margin, while Figure 10 shows
the variability of the left and right flap deflections. The static margin is defined as the distance
to the neutral point of the vehicle, i.e., where Cm, (at CoG) = 0. The results of the campaign
verify and validate that an optimal and robust solution has been designed for the current CoG
achieving good overall performances with margins. The AoA corridor is verified and good
performances are validated down to Mach 1.4, with no saturations on the control surfaces,
acceptable sideslip variability and no relevant dynamic instabilities. Mach 1.4 is therefore
confirmed as the end of the DRS window.
FQs have been validated afterwards with the results of the 6 Degrees of Freedom (DoF)
GNC Monte Carlo, in particular the trim performance. As shown in Figure 11 for the
hypersonic elevator deflection, the variability from the FQ results properly predicts the
variability obtained with GNC results and the margins assumed in the FQ analyses are
deemed appropriate.
Given the validated capability of predicting GNC performance, additional analyses have
been performed in support to GNC testing. For example, interesting combinations of
uncertainties leading to performance on the limit of the 99% variability have been obtained
with a dedicated Worst Case functionality of the FQA Tool. The objective of these tests has
been to run dedicated robustness GNC test on those Worst Case conditions, [7].

Figure 8: Sideslip variability in supersonics

Figure 9: Longitudinal stability prediction in supersonics
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Figure 10: Control surfaces deflection domain in
hypersonics

6

Figure 11: Validation of FQ trim predictions with 6DoF
GNC results

MISSION PERFORMANCE

The performance and robustness of the mission is validated using a full simulation from
separation to splashdown in the baseline mission scenario with all subsystems operating
within normal range of variability. Intensive end-to-end Monte Carlo campaigns of 4000
shots have been simulated with high fidelity models from IXV separation from the AVUM up
to splashdown as early input before the detailed GNC tuning loops. They comprise the
ballistic orbital arc, the guided entry and the descent under the pilot, supersonic, subsonic and
main (reefed) parachutes. These simulations included full Guidance in close loop and
Navigation and Control performance models tuned with GNC detailed results for the orbital
en entry phases. They have been conducted considering uncertainties in the injection
conditions, environment and vehicle characteristics (mass properties, aerodynamics).
Entry simulations included realistic deflections of the control surfaces coming from the
4000 shots FQ campaign described in chapter Error! Reference source not found.. It includes a
trim adjustment of the flap deflections to account for the specific angle of attack error at each
point of the re-entry trajectory. The descent phase was modelled with 6DoF dynamics to
account for the coupling between the IXV and the parachutes.
It has been demonstrated that the constraints are fulfilled, in particular ATD (Figure 17),
DRS box (Figure 16) and descent (Figure 14) loads. The Guidance is able to cope with the
large dispersions at EIP (±510 km, 99% with 90% confidence level) induced by the launcher
injection errors (Figure 13) leading to an accuracy at DRS triggering lower than 3 km after
more than 7000 km of gliding flight within the atmosphere (blue shots, Figure 12). Landing
accuracy at splashdown is lower than 15 km, including a 26 km descent under parachutes with
no guidance, any potential wind along the year and Quasi Biennial Oscillation (QBO) effects.
Several design and validation loops where run after the CDR. The Mission Analysis and
Flight Mechanics loops were aimed at adjusting the design according to the system evolution
providing early evidence of the mission and system compliance, while the detailed tuning of
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the GNC parameters was conducted in dedicated GNC loops run afterwards. The results of the
6DoF GNC campaign run at the end of the tuning loops validate these results providing
similar performance taking into account the difference in terms of uncertainties and models.
This performance assessment shows that there are still considerable margins with respect
to the system trajectory constraints, except for the DRS deployment window where the
dispersed performance are close to the limits due to the small deployment box allocated.

Figure 13: Dispersions at EIP

Figure 12: DRS triggering, main deployment and
splashdown dispersions

Figure 14: AoA during descent under parachutes

Figure 15: Altitude from separation to splashdown

Figure 16: Compliance of DRS window

Figure 17: Heat flux at nose during entry
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7

SAFETY FOOTPRINT

In addition to the footprint for the nominal scenario presented in previous section, the
corresponding non-nominal footprint has been calculated in case of a failure. Safety is one of
the key aspects in the mission. First, we are dealing with a sub-orbital flight in which large
regions are overflown by the vehicle; second, large injection dispersions have been considered
at design level to cover the fact that Vega is a brand-new launcher performing a non-standard
mission; third, the experimental nature of the flight requires additional safety margins.
As a result, one of the drivers since the PDR for the design of the mission has been to
ensure that no islands fall inside the failure footprint of the vehicle. It is challenging as failure
can occur in any part of the mission and many small islands surround the region of the entry
interface point (EIP) in the Pacific Ocean.
The failure case analysed corresponds to a complete GNC loss that can occur in any
moment of the flight between the separation from the AVUM and the DRS triggering. A
Monte Carlo campaign of more than 140 thousand shots has been run based on free 6DoF
propagation of the IXV with the failure (initial condition) occurring at any moment of any of
the nominal scenario Monte Carlo trajectories. Advanced statistical methods for low
probability events estimation has been applied to estimate stable 10-5 and 10-7 boundaries.
Figure 18 shows that there are no inlands within the 10-5 footprint and only inhabited
islands within the 10-7 footprint, fulfilling the safety objectives and goals imposed to the
mission.

Figure 18: GNC failure footprint.
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8

VISIBILITY AND LINK BUDGET

The first objective of the visibility and link budget analyses is to guarantee that the vehicle
is able to download to the network of ground stations the telemetry (TM) with the In Flight
Experimentation (IFE) and Vital Layer (VL) data. The second objective is to guarantee the
link between the GPS constellation and the IXV, as GPS is used by GNC to perform
navigation updates. Even if the vehicle is designed to be recovered, telemetry downlink is a
key element not only for the monitoring of the flight but also for the data recovery in case of
contingency or any issue with the data recorders. Thus, visibility has been integrated within
the mission design since the first steps.
Geometric visibility stands for the evaluation of the existence of a line of sight between the
IXV and a given station considering the station antenna mask and IXV antennae pattern; link
budget refers to the possibility of data transfer between the IXV and a given antenna including
geometric visibility constraints and power aspects (gain and losses).
The visibility analyses take into account the limited number of ground stations, the nonisotropic antenna radiation patterns for telemetry, the black-out due to ionization of the flow
field around the antennas, the RF silence after separation, the vehicle tumbling during the
RCS activation as well as the safety requirements in order to define the safe area to place the
recovery ship ensuring TM reception.
Different ground station networks and antenna polarizations have been evaluated through
efficient geometric visibility analyses that include simplified and conservative performance
models of the link budget (i.e. simplified antenna radiation patterns or models of the black-out
interval). Figure 19 shows the visibility window with 90% confidence level for the Libreville
and Malindi ground stations derived from the 4000 trajectories of the Mission Performance
Monte Carlo campaign. These results are validated through more CPU time consuming and
detailed analyses of the link budget for selected cases both in nominal and worst case
conditions. The signal to noise ratio at the Libreville and Malindi ground stations shows
margin during the visibility intervals with respect to the threshold (Figure 20).
Based on the results obtained, the following layout has been consolidated: Libreville and
Malindi as fixed ground stations (antenna shared with Launcher Authority) to track the
vehicle for at least 900 s since AVUM separation; one mobile station placed on the recovery
ship (optimally located 25 km North of the nominal IXV splash-down for safety and
performance reasons) to cover the final part of the flight for more than 1000 s and dual
polarization antenna to achieve the longest contact times.
Several islands were traded-off to install a mobile station for tracking the pass through the
Entry Interface Point. It was part of the baseline up to CDR but finally it was dropped by the
SQAR. Thus, a telemetry gap of 45 minutes between the last orbital contact and the first
acquisition from the recovery ship was predicted.
GPS visibility was guaranteed with at least 7 GPS satellites visible during the orbital arc
and 4 after the black out in worst case conditions.
Black-out for the TM antennas was conservatively expected to occur within 94 to 56 km,
which was out of the recovery ship visibility window used for sizing the telemetry link during
design.
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Figure 19: Visible intervals from Libreville and Malindi Ground Stations (4000 MC shots statistics)

Figure 20: Results of IXV link budget C/N0 for dual polarization during the orbital arc

9

OPERATIONS

The Mission Analysis and Flight Mechanics activities evolved after the System and
Qualification Acceptance Review (SQAR) milestone to support the launch campaign. As a
result of the better knowledge of the system and operations at the end of the system
qualification, uncertainties and dispersions were reduced with respect to the design and
verification range. The objective is to obtain a more precise description of the expected
performance during the day of launch to adjust the different operational procedures.
One example is the atmosphere, whose variability around the day of launch is much more
reduced than the variability along the whole year used for mission and GNC design and
validation.
The so-called “Flight Predictions” are the source for both the preparation of the launch
campaign and the support to the final go/no-go decision at the mission control centre, [3].
Several loops of flight predictions were conducted starting from the successful SQAR in
September 2014 up to the beginning of the launch campaign to cope with the following
updates: launch delay from November 2014 to February 2015 due to launcher safety
verifications; system and subsystem updates (e.g. measured mass properties) and the
consolidated system status.
It included delta analysis loops to update the on-board wind tables needed by the
navigation function to improve the Mach number estimation at the DRS deployment.
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During the launch campaign the following activities were conducted: analysis of weather
conditions, particularly in the range 25-30 km altitude; confirmation of the navigation wind
tables stored on-board and computed several weeks before the launch using dedicated balloon
measurements; computation of go/no-go criteria based on historical weather measurements
and forecast; evaluation of the ISS-IXV collision risk as the IXV apogee exceeds the altitude
of the ISS orbit; update of the predicted trajectory (splashdown coordinates and timeline) to
support ship operations and to feed the Trajectory Propagation and Visualisation Tool (TPVT)
used in operations. These activities started 1 week before launch and ended 1 h before the liftoff with the final go-ahead due to weather conditions at launch pad and splashdown site.
During the flight of IXV, Mission Analysis was active as Flight Dynamics Support console
(FDS) in the Mission Control Centre (MCC) in Turin, providing independent estimation of
the launcher injection orbit accuracy based on the IXV telemetry, high fidelity propagation in
background covering orbital (3DoF), entry (4DoF) and descent (6DoF) phases independent
from the TPVT to benchmark the splashdown coordinates and, in case of contingency,
dedicated predictions.

Figure 21 Mach error criterion developed to support the go ahead decision due to weather

The go/no-go criteria for atmosphere conditions at the altitude of the parachute deployment
were based on the radiosonde data obtained from high altitude (beyond 32 km) balloons.
Twelve balloons were released from the recovery ship during the days and hours before the
flight to confirm the validity of the on-board Navigation wind tables generated several weeks
before using a pre-flight wind model. The inspection of the wind against the design
boundaries was not sufficient: an evolved go/no go criterion based on the combined effect of
atmosphere and wind into the expected navigation Mach error was developed. Two additional
indicators were developed in order to base the go-ahead decision on the common voting of 3
criteria.
Figure 21 shows the navigation Mach error criteria derived from the available radiosonde
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measurements and associated to the pre-loaded on-board wind table. All the balloon data fell
within the DRS deployment window (grey box in the picture). The pink line is the last
measurement that led to the final go ahead decision due to weather 1 h before launch.
10 POST FLIGHT ANALYSES
The IXV was launched on the 11th of February 2015 at 13:40 UTC. The mission from
launch to splashdown was successful and the vehicle was recovered as planned (Figure 22).
The flight was highly nominal at system level: all systems worked (RCS, TPS, GNC,
parachutes, floatation devices, communications…) leading to the compliance of the mission
objectives.

Figure 22: Launch and recovery snapshots.

General observations presented here are based both on data transmitted though the real
time telemetry and displayed at the Mission Control Centre (MCC) and on real time raw data
telemetry recorded on the on-board sensors. Some of these initial impressions are under
verification through the complete post-flight data analysis currently ongoing.
Starting from the control centre, the green status due to meteo was confirmed by the TPVT
and FDS consoles based on last sounding at L-4 h. The IXV procedures were executed
nominally. The launch was delayed 40 minutes due to a last-minute correction in the launcher
operations. Vega ascent was nominal and separation occurred 1130 s after lift-off, which was
within the expected range.
The first signal was acquired 21 s after separation, respecting the radio frequency silence
of 20 s after separation to not interfere with the AVUM operations. GPS was acquired 220 s
after separation once attitude was stabilised. The injection accuracy provided by the launcher
authority based on the Vega Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) data showed operation within
the expected range. This good injection accuracy of the launcher in terms of trajectory was
further confirmed with the processing of the IXV GPS data from telemetry.
During the orbital arc no reception gap between Libreville and Malindi ground stations
was observed. Telemetry transmission occurred within the pre-computed intervals and GPS
was available in orbit. Due to the geometrical configuration of the IXV thrusters, a non-
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negligible residual delta-V induced by the operation of the RCS in the orbital phase was
noticed. Reception of the signal at the recovery ship occurred when the IXV was just above
the horizon at around 60 km altitude, confirming that the antennas were already out of
blackout as predicted in CFD analyses.
High accuracy at splashdown was recorded. The difference between the splashdown
location predicted by the last trajectory propagated at the MCC (Mission Analysis FDS
console) after separation was in the order of ~1-2 km. Taking into account that IXV was
designed to perform an uncontrolled descent under parachutes from ~26 km, this is a high
mark that validates the flight predictions procedure executed the last days before launch using
radiosonde data. With such precision at landing, a high accuracy at the DRS triggering is
expected, which is the main interest from a GNC performance standpoint. GPS was fully
active during the entry flight after black-out, thus the navigation was as accurate as the GPS
solution and the accuracy at parachute triggering is rendered by the pure guidance and control
performance. Thus, guidance performed well its two main mission-related functions: the
tracking of the onboard replanned trajectory and the targeting of the final conditions.
The triggering of the pilot drogue practically occurred at the predicted value: Mach ~1.49
instead of Mach 1.5 at an altitude of 25.5 km instead of 25.44 AMSL. Spiralling motion was
observed during the supersonic drogue phase, as expected. Descent under the main parachute
occurred shorter than predicted, however it was still well within the requirements and within
the expected envelope. Loss of signal from the ship was noticed 1.5 s before splashdown.
After splashdown the vehicle drifted due to the sea currents until it performed rendezvous first
with the divers and afterwards with the recovery ship.
This post flight analysis confirms the first and main conclusion: successful flight
performance at mission and system level. The analysis currently ongoing focuses on the
detailed characterisation of the performance at system and subsystem and on the tuning of
methods and tools based on the analysis of the data recorded by the on board sensors installed
on IXV. These activities cover the full set of aspects for which the Mission Analysis team has
been responsible from design to flight, namely: Mission and Trajectory, Flying Qualities,
Visibility and Link Budget.
Currently, the focus is on the analysis of the entry phase and on the inspection of the raw
data available from the IXV onboard navigation in comparison with the latest pre-flight
predictions. This is of critical importance for the overall validation of the design process and
methodology presented in this paper.
Two key examples from the set of results obtained so far are presented here: the Angle of
Attack and the Bank Angle profiles as a function of the Mach number. The AoA is shown in
Figure 23 where the range of AoA predicted by the Fling Qualities is reported together with
the raw data available from the IXV onboard navigation. The predictions are perfectly in line
with the flight data, resulting in a fundamental validation of the overall vehicle configuration
design process described in chapter 3 of this paper. The Bank Angle is shown in Figure 24:
the vehicle performed five bank reversal manoeuvres and the pre-release mode (0 deg bank
manoeuvre) as planned, showing a bank profile perfectly in line with the latest
trajectory predicted by Mission Analysis.
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Figure 23: FQA trim line (green: nominal, red and blue: 99% interval) and Post Flight data (black line),
Supersonic flight regime (M < 3).

Figure 24: Pre-flight predicted trajectory (red: nominal, blue: Monte Carlo) and Post Flight data (black line)
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Figure 24 shows both nominal and Monte Carlo predictions, compared with raw-data
available from the IXV onboard navigation. This is a critical result confirming the validity of
the overall trajectory design process and of the Flight Predictions methodology presented in
chapter 4 of this paper.
Overall, the Mission Analysis Post Flight activities planned are twofold: on one side a Post
Flight Predicted Trajectory (PF-PT) is processed and computed with up-to-date models (MCI,
ATDB, AEDB, GNC, Parachutes, Ground Stations, …); on the other a Post Flight
Reconstructed Trajectory (PF-RT) is reconstructed from the available raw data measurements.
These results will represent the official Mission Analysis and Flight Mechanics reference
source to be used in any future activity where the IXV trajectory is required.
11 CONCLUSIONS
IXV has been successfully flown on 11th February 2015, setting a new milestone in
European Re-entry technology demonstration. The IXV programme is tasked with the
development, maturation and demonstration of European knowledge and expertise for reentry systems. The Mission Analysis and Flight Mechanics is challenged by several factors
like the coupling between all the mission phases, the narrow corridor driven by aerothermal
constraints, the large uncertainties, the safety restrictions and the compatibility with the Vega
launcher.
Mission Analysis and Flight Mechanics activities have companied the vehicle all along its
lifecycle, from design to verification, from verification to prediction and from flight
prediction to operation and post flight. A feasible End to End scenario from Lift-off to
splashdown has been designed and validated, covering trajectory, safety and visibility aspects.
A Robust Flight Mechanics solution to achieve the desired Flying Qualities was provided in
support to the Vehicle configuration. The validation loop has been closed with the successful
flight of IXV. This scenario has been a relevant source for the specification of the different
subsystems and to verify the performances as long as the production phase evolved. Tight
interaction with the system prime, responsiveness and pro-activeness have been fundamental
assets to cope with last minute changes and to ensure flight readiness.
The successful flight of IXV has not only qualified system and subsystems technology, but
also the design methodology that for instance DEIMOS Space S.L.U. has been developing in
the areas of Mission Engineering, Flight Mechanics and GNC during the last 12 years of
activities in planetary entry projects, [9].
The general design guideline was to advance as much Flight Mechanics and GNC
requirements during the definition of the vehicle and the generation of the mission scenario in
order to reduce the design loops as much as possible in number and extent. It required the use
of advanced Flight Mechanics methods and the high fidelity simulation since the first design
steps. This philosophy has been applied during the Phase C2/D/E/F and validated with a
successful flight.
Current results of the ongoing Mission Analysis Post Flight activities confirm that the
mission can be qualified as nominal in terms of Mission Objectives: the key elements of the
chain (launcher, TPS, GNC, parachutes, balloons, communications and recovery) performed
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nominally, successfully flying the product tree produced by the mission analysis and flight
mechanics activity, which is neither hardware nor software but mainly specification.
Fundamental validations of the overall vehicle configuration design process and of the end
to end trajectory design activities have been reported in this paper where the AoA and Bank
angle profiles from the latest Flight Prediction is shown to perfectly match with the raw data
recorded from the IXV onboard navigation.
These results mark a key milestone in the overall validation of the design methodology and
of the flight predictions process implemented in the areas of Mission Analysis and Flight
Mechanics, confirming the robustness of the approach and the maturity of the state of the art
tools available which are flight qualified and ready for future challenges in the European reentry technology roadmap.
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With the aim of placing Europe among the world’s space players in the strategic area of atmospheric re-entry,
several studies on experimental vehicle concepts and improvements of critical re-entry technologies have
paved the way for the flight of an experimental space craft.
The successful flight of the Intermediate eXperimental Vehicle (IXV), under ESA’s Future Launchers
Preparatory Programme (FLPP), is definitively a significant step forward from the Atmospheric Reentry
Demonstrator flight (1998), establishing Europe as a key player in this field.
The IXV project objectives were the design, development, manufacture and ground and flight verification of an
autonomous European lifting and aerodynamically controlled reentry system, which is highly flexible and
manoeuvrable.
The paper presents, the role of Aerodynamics Aerothermodyanmics as part of the key technologies for
designing an atmospheric re-entry spacecraft an dsecuring a successful flight.
1 Introduction
The IXV is designed to fulfil a set of high level requirements and objectives that have been iteratively
discussed and jointly defined by the Agency and Industry.
The main technical and programmatic constraints that define the project are:





Perform the atmospheric re-entry with a lifting configuration controlled by combined thrusters and
aerodynamic surfaces.
Perform verification and experimentation of a well defined set of critical re-entry technologies and
disciplines (e.g. aerodynamics, aerothermodynamics, thermal protections, hot structures, guidance,
navigation and control, …).
Concentrate the verification and experimentation in the hypersonic and high supersonic flight domains.
Perform landing and recovery of the vehicle at sea and in an “intact” state to allow post flight
inspection and analysis.

The IXV configuration is a lifting body type vehicle as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Intermediar eXperimental Vehicle, general layout (courtesy of ESA)
It is a lifting platform characterized by a L/D factor of approximately 0.7 in hypersonic regime, two body flaps
used for aerodynamic control. The vehicle is equipped with a descent and recovery system including a set of
parachutes, floatation and localisation devices.
The resulting nominal ETE trajectory is shown in Figure 2, where the maximum altitude is set at ~435 km in
the ballistic arc. It provides a velocity at the entry gate equal to 7450 m/s and a flight path angle of -1.6°, fully
representative of a re-entry from low-earth-orbit (LEO) missions.

Figure 2: Intermediate eXperimental Vehicle, mission general overview (courtesy of ESA)
Under ESA control, Thales Alenia Space Italy is leading the industrial organization gathered by more than 30
European partners.
One important component of the system loop involved AED (Aerodynamic), ATD (AeroThermoDynamic)
The development of robust Aerodynamic and Aerothermodynamic data bases is carried out for securing the
aeroshape definition and providing reliable nominal and sizing data for TPS (Thermal Protection System) and
vehicle dimensioning purposes. During the design phase, only ground prediction tools are used for assessing
the general aerothermodynamic characteristics of the IXV vehicle in flight. Moreover above Mach number 10,
ground prediction tools like wind tunnel facilities are not able to reproduce all parameters involved at flight
condition. Having any flight data for validation, the extrapolation ground to flight strategy is only based on CFD.
For designing a hypersonic spacecraft, a close loop between AEDB , ATDB & mission analysis is mandatory
for consolidating the aeroshape. At each iteration, the AEDB and ATDB are providing data for mission
analysis, FQA / GNC and TPS activities as well. Potential critical points are solved by analyzing in depth the
data predicted at different level of the system loop. AEDB and ATD are providing data to be used as inputs for
the In Flight Experimental (IFE) plan as well
2
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Among the different objectives of the mission, the IXV vehicle is a flying test bed able to retrieve flight data for
validating the various prediction tools used for the design.
As shown in Figure 3, the AEDB provides the aerodynamic data to be used by the mission analysis which
gives as output the Mach number, altitude, angle of attack sideslip aileron and flap setting for each re-entry
trajectory point. Then using the ATDB, for any flight trajectory point, a pressure and thermal mapping is
computed to be used for in flight sensors location. Finally considering one of the flow field phenomena to be
occurred in flight, the shock wave boundary layer interaction phenomena (SWBLI), the
Figure 3 displays the evolution of the boundary layer separation zone evolution for various flap setting at Mach
number 17.75 enabling to define the more promising IR camera and thermocouples location as well.

Figure 3: AED / ATD / IFE System loop
Within the IXV programme, the AED/ATD and IFE plan definition activities are under Dassault Aviation
responsibility and involving RTECH, CFSE, UNIROMA, NLR, VKI (for CFD activities), STARCS, ONERA, VKI
(for WTT activities) and RUAG, ONERA, CIRA, ETHZ, VKI (for In flight Experiments) as shown in the Figure 4.
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Figure 4: AED, ATD and IFE industrial organisation
2 AED Aerodynamic
Design and data basing studies require the prediction of forces on the « clean » aircraft (i.e. with no control
surface deflections), of the derivatives of these forces with the attitude and motions parameters (primarily
angle of attack and angle of sideslip), and with control surface deflection.
The AErodynamic DataBase (AEDB) (see Figure 5) covers a wide range of Mach number from supersonic to
hypersonic up to rarefied regime for which global and partial aerodynamic forces and moments are made
available. The ADB is built up in one block including two types of data as follows :
. Supersonic : mainly based on WTT results with CFD (Navier-Stokes) for specific effects such as
Reynolds number effect and model set up interaction
European wind tunnel involved:
FOI T1500 M= 0.3 < M< 1.7
SST DNW 1.45 < M< 3.94

. Hypersonic : based on CFD (Navier-Stokes) for continuum flow field regime and DSMC for rarefied
flow field regime, with wind tunnel crosschecks.
European WT involved:
H2K DLR 6 < M < 8.7
ONERA S4ma M= 10
ONERA F4 High enthalpy facility
The aerodynamic forces and moments are usually grouped as longitudinal or lateral directional coefficients.
The longitudinal terms are normal force, axial force, and pitching moment, while the lateral directional terms
are rolling moment, yawing moment, and side force. Further, it is common in many instances to use
coefficients in a derivative form based on either a control surface deflection angle, the side slip angle, or angle
of attack.
The formulation of the Aerodynamic DataBase has been chosen to be easily usable for aerodynamic analysis
purpose and for a direct integration into the FES (Flight Engineering System).
Finally, uncertainty on each aerodynamic coefficient is taken into account.
The uncertainties are defined with respect to the associated origin and quality of the data implemented into the
database (CFD, WTT, level of validation, available comparisons, ...)
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Figure 5: AErodynamic Data Base AEDB, main components
The design of any kind of re-entry aircraft requires the prediction of its aerothermodynamics characteristics for
high altitude / high velocity conditions which cannot be duplicated in ground facilities. Consequently, the
concept of ground-to-flight extrapolation has been introduced for the design of such aircrafts. The process of
ground to flight extrapolation is as follows:
1) Definition of reference conditions, as close as possible to the actual flight conditions, but for which
testing of a reasonably and scaled model of the designed vehicle can be performed
2) Reduction to a minimum of the uncertainties in the prediction of the aerodynamic characteristics of the
aircraft for these reference conditions
3) Extrapolation to flight: utilization of the same methods for the reference and the flight conditions and
identification of the deviation between predictions for flight and reference conditions
4) Analysis of the differences, in terms of flow physics between the reference and the flight conditions
and derivation of the uncertainties.
5) Uncertainties in the predictions for flight conditions, as the sum on the uncertainties for the reference
conditions and of those due to he extrapolation process

The real gas effect is addressed by comparing high enthalpy results and data coming from a reference
condition usually a condition which can be obtained in a conventional “cold hypersonic wind tunnel” (i.e.
ONERA S4ma).
Figure 6 presents the evolution of the pitching moment versus angle of attack for the IXV configuration with
flap setting 10° for both ONERA S4 and F4 wind tunnels. CFD data for each wind tunnel conditions are put on
top. For IXV, the real gas effect induces a pitch down (equivalent to 1.2° flap deflection)
Basically real gas effect is very local on the wall pressure, and occurs mainly where pressure gradients are
located such as expansion or compression areas. In fact only the pitching moment is affected by the real gas
effect (lift and drag no significantly impacted)
For lateral aerodynamic coefficients, no significant real gas effects are observed as shown in the Fig. 16 to
Fig. 18, respectively lateral force, rolling moment and yawing moment.
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Figure 6: Pitching moment evolution, flap setting 10°, S4, F4 and CFD comparisons for angle of attack 45°.

3.1 Aerodynamic uncertainties
For both supersonic and hypersonic domain the same strategy was used for updating the aerodynamic
uncertainties.
The building up of these uncertainties is based on a Dassault Aviation in-house tool developed for aircraft.
For both supersonic and hypersonic AEDB, the list of aerodynamic parameters with uncertainties is:
 CA (axial coefficient) : UCA
 CN (normal coefficient) : UCN
 CM (pitching moment coefficient) : UCM
 CMDE (pitching moment elevator derivative coefficient) : UCMDE
 CYB (side force beta derivative coefficient) : UCYB
 CLLB (rolling moment beta derivative coefficient) : UCLLB
 CLNB (yawing moment beta derivative coefficient) : UCLNB
 CYDA (side force aileron derivative coefficient) : UCYDA
 CLLDA (rolling moment aileron derivative coefficient) : UCLLDA
 CLNDA (yawing moment aileron derivative coefficient) : UCLNDA
 CLL (rolling moment coefficient) : UCLL0
 CLN (yawing moment coefficient) : UCLN0
All these uncertainty coefficients are given as functions of the Mach number. They are generally given in
absolute value, except for UCMDE, UCLLDA and UCLNDA which are respectively given in relative value of
CMDE, CLLDA and UCLLDA. They are all given in body axes. All derivative coefficients (wrt beta or control
deflections de and da) are given per radian.
So far, no uncertainty has been defined for the dynamic derivatives. These coefficients are of minor
importance, especially in supersonic / hypersonic regimes, and for a vehicle controlled by a FCS.
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The uncertainties may be considered as a combination of "tolerances" (dispersion from the estimation means :
computation codes, wind tunnels) and of "variations" (flight transposition error). So, the breakdown of
contributors to these uncertainties may be as follow :
"Tolerances":
CFD
 Meshing inaccuracy
 Solving method(Euler, Navier Stokes, …)
 Computation code
 Inaccuracy due to convergence
 Models (turbulence, real gas, chemistry …)




WTT
Model inaccuracy
Flow similitude (Reynolds …)
Mounting effect (sting …)

All these contributions induce CFD to CFD dispersions as well as WTT to WTT and WTT to CFD dispersions.
It is out of question to quantify separately each contribution. The way of estimating the tolerances is based on
the assessment of deviations between CFD or WTT results, WTT repeatability tests, etc … In other words, the
tolerance assessments are obtained from the analysis of the available data resulting from the various
prediction means.
"Variations"



Representativeness of the prediction means (models, flow characteristics …)
Realization of the vehicle (consistency with the theoretical shape, aeroelastic distortion …)

The variation cannot result from the observation of result dispersions. We have here to assess what could be
the deviation from the flight. It can only result either from experience, or from some rationale about physical
phenomena well known to be difficult to predict, such as real gas effect in hypersonics.
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3. ATD - Aerothermodynamic
In order to provide time history heat fluxes during a re-entry to be used as input at mission analysis
and aeroshape design level as well, a Aero Thermodynamic Database and an interpolation software
have been produced.
The ATDB is based on 45 masks stored on a same grid and built from selected 3D Navier-Stokes
computations and on 5 sizing skin data obtained by the new methodology for uncertainties
assessment. Its construction consists of projecting skin results of these computations on a same grid.
A nominal database of 5 solutions is also available and this reference case provides results with a
partial catalycity assumption.
The effects that are taken into consideration by ATDB tool are deflection angle, angle of attack,
sideslip and spillage. The migration to aeroshape 2.3 is also ensured.
During a re-entry phase of the vehicle, it is necessary to know the time where the laminar turbulent
transition occurs on the flap and on the body of the vehicle. For this aim, an analysis of laminar turbulent transition criteria were performed.
It appears that for a given upstream Reynolds number, it is possible to know if the flow remains
laminar or becomes turbulent.
The ATDB software allows to compute heat fluxes, wall pressure and skin friction for given re-entry
trajectories for the whole body as well as for a given number of checking points on the body
In order to generate an aero-thermo database for interpolation, the strategy which consists of
projecting different European partners CFD results on a same grid, has been applied by Dassault
Aviation.
The anchor points of the database were selected assuming fully catalytic wall assumption with
AOA=45°, sideslip angle=0° and a reference flap deflection angle of 10°. The assessment of these
reference data was performed using a statistical method for uncertainties based on CFD computations
and WTT results. The reference database can be a sizing database (assuming fully catalytic wall
assumption) or a nominal database (partial catalytic assumption).
Other effects due to deflection angle, angle of attack, sideslip angle or aileron effect are treated using
masks. The mask is the ratio between a given CFD and the CFD in the reference configuration
(AOA=45°, AoS=0°, de=10°, da=0°, fully catalytic). When it is possible, the considered Mach numbers
are Mach=10, Mach=15, Mach=20 and Mach=25 with a laminar or/and turbulent flow. The database
includes CFD:
- with flap deflection angles of 0°, 5° and 15° (at AoA=45°)
- at 40° and 50° angle of attack and at flap deflection angles of 10° and 0°.
- with sideslip angles of 5° and 8°
- with a spillage angle=5° (AoA=45°, de=10°)

3.1 Transition criteria
Two criteria for the laminar / turbulent boundary layer prediction transition were proposed (see Figure
).
The first one (ie: CRIT1) is devoted to predict the transition on the windward side at X=700mm (nose
junction with the first raw of tiles)):
The second criterion (CRIT2) is applied at X/L=90% (or X=3960mm) to determine the onset of
laminar turbulent transition in the flap separation along the trajectory. Such transition criteria depends
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of the flap deflection angle, and respectively of the free-stream Mach number and the Reynolds
number based on the vehicle length.
The second transition criterion (CRIT2) can be treated independently of the two flaps. One flap can be
turbulent and the other laminar.

Figure 7: AeroThermodynamic Transition criteria, CRIT1 (nose) & CRIT2 (flap)

3.2 Uncertainties and margins
3.2.1 Uncertainties
The analysis of thermal phenomena on the IXV vehicle is mainly led by CFD computations. WTT and
ideally flight data are essential to measure the reliability of computational results by simple
comparison.
Despite the enormous power of computation models, they are not perfect because all of them are only
abstractions of the reality. Due to the lack of knowledge and the use of assumptions by model builder,
uncertainties are inevitable for models at every stage of life cycle. Moreover certain physical
phenomena are very far from today simulation capabilities, at least in an industrial program frame, as
transitional flow or Göertler vortices. For these phenomena, appropriate evaluation by dedicated
experiment (eventually found in bibliography) can be done to predict a dimensioning value covering
the risks induced by the considered phenomenon.
Another problem is difficult to take into account in CFD: the real detailed shape of the vehicle with
steps and gaps, cavities, hinge geometry and so on… Due to the cost of CFD with high level of
modeling and high mesh refinement to cope with a given accuracy, when a huge amount of calculation
is needed to cover an entire vehicle mission, and finally as the final shape of the vehicle is known late
in a program, data bases are built for a simplified “smooth” geometry and to cope with the sizing needs
for final manufacture, these data bases have to be modified to account for uncertainties, necessary
margins to cover the different risks induced by specific features (roughness transition, overheating on
geometrical singularities …).
In the ATD margin policy, all these problems are considered and have a specific solution in the ATDB
construction. Let us divide things in three main categories:
 Uncertainties in the simulation (models accuracy)
 Margins on phenomenon indescribable by simulation (particular flows)
 Margins on specific problems hard to take into account in global simulation (detailed
geometry)
9
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The first item is addressed by a statistical method which will be exhaustively described in the
paragraph 4. Briefly, first a dispersion of numerical results is considered (softwares, chemical and
transport models …) to build a probability law and deduce the most likely / worse solutions for existing
numerical tools, second relevant CFD solutions are compared to WTT data to quantify a systematic
error and/or another dispersion term to upgrade the “sizing” solution retained.
For this second item, different CFD contributors have made WTT rebuilding (CFSe in phase C2, DLR
& CIRA in phase B2/C1). Code-to-code uncertainty effect is present between these contributors and
this with too few common data to build a CFD “most likely” in WTT rebuilding. So, only one contributor
is retained in this analysis, the one giving the more dimensioning WTT-CFD discrepancy (provided
there is no particular doubt on CFD accuracy of the so chosen candidate).
For the third item, new surfaces due to base details (figure 8) and hinge box has led to a new strategy
based on local database.

Figure 8: IXV detailed geometry
3.2.2 Margins
Some margins have been added to nominal and sizing quantities in order to take into account risks.
We can distinguish three kinds of margin:


Transitional overshoot - the flap transition is controlled by the transition criterion
CRIT2 (one for each flap). If CRIT2>1 for a flap, then we add a margin of 30% for
this flap, on the interpolation given by the turbulent base. This percentage has
been deduced from the wind-tunnel campaign ONERA S3.



Steps and gaps This margin only concerns the body and not the flaps. A
percentage of 15% is used when the flow is laminar and a percentage of 20% is
used when the flow is turbulent. Theses values have been deduced from the
wind-tunnel campaign ONERA S3.



Göertler effect margin Using Taylor Göertler generic instability maps, and
analyzing the local properties (boundary layer thickness, separation bubble
characteristics, local velocities, pressure or density) on the IXV flap, we observed
that Taylor Göertler instabilities could appear within the flap and thus generating
local overheating, to be taken into account by margin. This margin only concerns
flaps when the flow is laminar. Moreover, the margin level directly depends on the
deflection angle. An angle of 0° is associated with a margin of 0% and an angle of
15° is associated with a margin of 30%.
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3.3 AeroThermodynamic Data Base, ATDB
From a re-entry trajectory either sizing maximizing heat flux at nose , maximizing the heat load or
nominal including AoA, sideslip flap and aileron setting variation, the ATDB as shown in the Figure 6
provides as an output : many files as trajectory points desired describing physical parameters like TW,
Q, etc… and one file describing the time history of several physical parameters including heat fluxes
(Q) and wall static pressure given for geometrical checkpoints throughout the IXV vehicle (see Figure
6).
The geometrical checkpoints can be defined on both sides of the IXV vehicle. Each flap is treated
independently. The right flap and the left flap have their own deflection angle, transition criterion and
margin (especially the Göertler coefficient).
The wall output files are stored in Tecplot software ASCII.

Figure 6: AerThermodynamic Data Base, ATDB

4. Concluding remarks
The AED /ATD activities remain a fundamental part of the system loop for securing the design of a reentry spacecraft.
As on ground (i.e: wind tunnel) for high altitude and high Mach number, it is still challenging to
reproduce the flight conditions, the extrapolation ground-to-flight is based on CFD which remains to be
validated thanks to a robust In Flight Experimental plan.
The aerodynamic and aerothermodynamic databases associated with the mission analysis and GNC
are providing the main inputs for sensors location regarding the main flow field phenomena and
aerothermodynamic behaviour predicted by ground prediction tools.
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The AED /ATD system loop provided dimensioning (sizing data, range of measurement, sensor
accuracy, etc) data as well as reference data useful for the flight itself.
The successful flight of IXV experimental vehicle dated from the 11rst of February 2015 demonstrated
the European capability to design, manufacture and tests a aero-controlled re-entry vehicle paving the
way for further development.
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Abstarct. The Intermediate eXperimental Vehicle (IXV) is an ESA re-entry lifting body
demonstrator built to verify in-flight the performance of critical re-entry technologies. The IXV
was successfully launched on February the 11th, 2015, aboard Europe’s Vega launcher, and is
now safely back home following its recovery and transfer back to Europe. The IXV´s flight and
successful recovery represents a major step forward with respect to previous European re-entry
experience. The increased in-flight maneuverability achieved from the lifting body solution
permitted the verification of technologies over a wider re-entry corridor. Among other
objectives, which included the characterization of the re-entry environment through a variety
of sensors, special attention was paid to GNC aspects, including the guidance algorithms for
the unique lifting body, the use of the inertial measurement unit measurements with GPS
updates for navigation, and the flight control by means of aerodynamic flaps and reaction
control thrusters. This paper presents a summary of the overall Design, Development and
Verification logic that has been successfully followed by the GNC and Flight Management
subsystem of the IXV. It also focuses on the interactions between the GNC and the System,
Avionics and OBSW development lifecycles and how an integrated and incremental verification
process has been implemented by ensuring the maximum representativeness and reuse through
all stages. This paper also provides the final IXV GNC flight performance predictions, obtained
using Monte-Carlo campaigns that were used to ensure compliance of the flight GNC
configuration with the IXV GNC requirements, which was a precondition to proceed with the
IXV launch. Preliminary post-flight analysis results will be presented.
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CMC WINDWARD TPS AND NOSE OF THE IXV VEHICLE:
QUALIFICATION, INTEGRATION, AND FLIGHT
Thierry Pichon, François Buffenoir
Herakles, Safran, France
e-mail: thierry.pichon@herakles.com

Abstarct. The launch of the Intermediate eXperimental Vehicle has represented a major
achievement, with the first European in-flight demonstration of some of the most advanced
technologies in the field of re-entry. In particular, this vehicle relied on a large array of C-SiC
based thermal protection systems, that have been completely validated through the actual IXV
flight. Herakles, Safran, has been entrusted with the development and qualification of the TPS
of the nose and the panels covering the major part of the windward area, two of the most heated
areas during re-entry. After a successful CDR outcome in 2011, these subsystems have
successfully been qualified through the manufacturing and testing of specific hardware, which
allowed the production of the flight model hardware.The technology developed for these
applications combines a high-temperature resistant C-SiC outer shell, mechanically fastened
to the structure of the vehicle, and internal lightweight insulation layers. These systems have to
comply with a set of very strict requirements related to the harsh environment of atmospheric
re-entry, combined aerodynamic shape control and mass objectives. A large number of test
campaigns have been performed throughout the detailed design phase, addressing the different
components of the subsystems, with a particular focus on C-SiC parts and on integrated
subsystem performance.The presentation will recall the main steps of the hardware production.
It will also summarize the results of the qualification tests, that comprise both dynamic tests
and thermal and mechanical tests on a series of full-scale parts representing the nose of the
vehicle and the most critical areas of the windward TPS. Then, an overview of the integration
activities that have been performed during the assembly of the components onto the vehicle will
be provided.Finally, initial preliminary considerations will be provided concerning the post
flight condition of the TPS, based on the available data to date.
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Abstract. The paper details the IXV avionics presenting the architecture and the constituting
subsystems and equipment. It focuses on the novelties introduced, such as the Ethernet-based
protocol for the Experiment Data Acquisition System, and on the synergy with Ariane 5 and
Vega equipment, pursued in order to comply with the design-to-cost requirement for the
avionics system development. Emphasis is given to the adopted model philosophy in relation
to OTS/COTS items heritage and identified activities necessary to extend the qualification
level to be compliant with the IXV environment. Then, the paper provides the first results and
interpretation from the flight recorders telemetry, covering the behavior of the Data Handling
System, the quality of telemetry recording and real-time/delayed transmission, the
performance of the batteries and the Power Protection and Distribution Unit, the ground
segment coverage during visibility windows and the performance of the GNC sensors (IMU
and GPS) and actuators.
Finally, some preliminary tracks of the IXV follow on will be given, introducing the objectives
of the Innovative Space Vehicle and the necessary improvements to be developed in the frame
of PRIDE.
1

INTRODUCTION

The IXV project was conceived as a technology platform to perform the step forward with
respect to the Atmospheric Reentry Demonstrator (ARD), by increasing the system
maneuverability and verifying the critical technology performances against a wider re-entry
corridor.
The main objective was to design, develop and to perform an in-flight verification of an
autonomous lifting and aerodynamically controlled re-entry system. The mission was
organized in a sequence of 5 phases named Ascent, Orbital, Reentry, Descent and Sea-
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landing, whose triggering events are described in Table 1.

Event

Lift-off

Separation
from Vega

EIP
(120 km)

Supersonic
p-chute
open

Splashdown

Phase

Ascent

Orbital

Reentry

Descent

Sea-landing

Table 1: Mission phases

The IXV was launched on February 11th, 2015 from Kourou atop the Vega launcher, that
injected it into a suborbital trajectory with a maximum altitude of 413 km, providing a
velocity at the atmospheric entry gate of 7.5 km/s and a flight path angle of -1.16°, fully
representative of a reentry from Low Earth Orbit (LEO) missions.

Figure 1: IXV Front/Rear View (courtesy Thales Alenia Space)

During the orbital arc, the IXV attitude was controlled through a set of four thrusters, to
allow the vehicle maintaining the desired attitude until reaching the Entry Interface Point
(EIP) at 120 km altitude. From that point and throughout the atmospheric re-entry phase two
body flaps commanded by the On-Board Computer (OBC) supported the control functions to
modulate the aerodynamic forces for attitude control.
At the end of the re-entry phase, a set of parachute stages (supersonic, sub-sonic and main)
progressively slowed the vehicle to allow the IXV splashing down safely over an uninhabited
area of the Pacific Ocean. After touch down and system deactivation, four balloons
maintained the body afloat for final recovery performed by the Nos Aries ship.
Due to the particular mission profile, the IXV system was designed to be autonomous from
Ground segment, with no commands reception capability.
During the flight, the Ground Stations of Libreville and Malindi (part of the Ariane 5
tracking network) and one mobile station loaded on board the recovery ship, allowed to
receive IXV transmitted telemetry data.
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The assigned stations provided discontinuous ground visibility allocated in two slots during
orbital and descent phases. A dedicated approach was implemented in order to buffer and
playback vehicle on-board telemetry produced during the non-visibility periods to guarantee
complete data availability for post-flight analyses.
2 IXV AVIONICS ARCHITECTURE
The IXV avionics is composed of three subsystems in single chain architecture: Power
(POW), Data Handling (DHS) and Radio Frequency Telemetry and Tracking (RTC).
Dedicated focus has been put to increase the avionics reliability by on the one hand
simplifying the overall avionics architecture and on the other hand implementing local
redundancies whenever required.
Description of main functionalities, components and interfaces is here reported.

Figure 2: Avionics architecture

Power Subsystem (POW) – The subsystem is one of the most critical components on the
IXV space vehicle and performs vital functions essential to achieve the vehicle service and
experimental objectives.
The POW primary aim is to provide and distribute electrical power to the vehicle bus
elements throughout the entire mission period. Energy generated by two on-board 45 Ah Liion batteries is distributed through the Power Protection and Distribution Unit (PPDU) to
vehicle loads. A segregated PPDU section distributes the power of two redundant
pyrotechnical batteries to Non-Explosive Actuators (NEA) / Nasa Standard Initiatior (NSI)
pyrotechnical devices.
In addition, the electrical power subsystem provides functions for actuators retention
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(safety brake) and control, descent and recovery operations through Reaction Control System
(RCS) and Descent and Recovery System (DRS) on-board computer commands buffering.

Figure 3: Power S/S equipment and their location in IXV

Data Handling Subsystem (DHS) – The subsystem is the key element behind the
complex and autonomous IXV operations. The main functions are to monitor the vehicle state
and the dynamic flight conditions to safely manage the vehicle operative modes transitions
and relevant actions. In order to fulfill the mission objectives, the DHS also carries out
Guidance, Navigation and Control (GNC) functions following the predefined trajectory
parameters while gathering mission data and preparing housekeeping and experiment
telemetries.
These responsibilities are split between two functionally independent and equivalent layers:
- The Vital Layer is in charge of the overall vehicle management and flight control. Its
functional chain is designed around the MILBUS 1553 and a set of serial (RS-422)
and Ethernet lines and it consists of On-Board Computer (OBC), IMU and GPS
receiver navigation sensors, Data Acquisition Unit (DAU) and two redundant Solid
State Recorders (SSR) for on-board telemetry storage.
- The Experiments Layer is in charge of collecting, recording and encoding all sensors
data required to fulfill the experimentation objectives. This functional chain is
constituted of five DAUs connected together through an Ethernet switch and two
redundant SSR for on-board telemetry storage.
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Figure 4: DHS S/S equipment and their location in IXV

Radio frequency Telemetry and Tracking (RTC) – The RTC subsystem provides the
transmission capabilities to downlink, in a redundant scheme with respect to on-board
recorders, the telemetry data and to receive GPS signal for navigation purposes. The RTC
architecture reproduces the DHS segregated structure by implementing two transmission
chains, each constituted of an S-band transmitter, power splitter and two antennas, for
independent Experiment and Vital Layers telemetries relay. The subsystem includes also a
GPS antenna.

Figure 5: RTC S/S equipment and their location in IXV

These three avionic subsystems interface with the following internal (IN) and external
(OUT) IXV components:
- the FlaP Control System (FpCS) and RCS, in charge of attitude control commands
implementation (IN);
- In-Flight Experiments (IFE) and Data Handling Unit (DHU), caring for physical
quantities transduction and digital streams collection (IN);
- Mechanism (MEC), devoted to jettisoning the panels and sensing their status (IN);
- Descent and Recovery System (DRS) guaranteeing vehicle’s descent control from
triggering until safe splashdown in the ocean, floatation and localization support up to
the recovery of the vehicle (IN)
- Vega straps, dedicated to implement electrically the Vega-IXV separation (OUT)
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-

Electrical Ground Support Equipment (EGSE), performing control and monitoring
during ground activities (OUT).

3 ACQUISITION SYSTEM
The mission critical functions relevant to experimental data acquisition, storage and
encapsulation are entrusted to the Experiment Data Acquisition and Recording (EDAR). Core
of this system is the Ethernet-based distributed acquisition system constituted of four
Experiment Data Acquisition Units (Exp-DAU), one Ethernet Switch (E-switch) and a Master
Acquisition Unit (M-DAU). Each Exp-DAU is based on a 13-slot chassis hosting the selected
configuration of thermocouples, pressure, strain, Linear Variable Displacement Transducer
(LVDT) and digital stream acquisitions boards. Four identical acquisition units allow for an
acquisition capability of 32 digital streams, 240 thermocouples, 48 pressure sensors, 16
displacement sensors and 64 strain gauges further extendable through spare slots. This
configuration fulfils the full range of acquisitions required for the spacecraft thermomechanical behaviour characterisation objectives.
The data exchange network is based on standard IEEE 802.3 100base-TX Ethernet. The
star topology is centered on Ethernet switch operating in store and forward mode with five
input ports dedicated to the collection of DAU data streams. Two output aggregation ports are
the addressee of all forwarded network traffic, with a predefined routing table not requiring
Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) services. Full duplex communication allows for
maximum bandwidth exploitation in every node-switch network segment.
The protocol suite is analysed in top-down approach starting from the iNet-X application
layer protocol. The packet structure, in Figure 5, is characterized by 28-byte header
containing general purpose flags and version identifier, data stream identifier, data stream
sequence number and Precision Time Protocol (PTP) timestamp.

Figure 6: iNet-X packet structure [1]

Data stream identifier (StreamID) specifies univocally the stream type, and hence packet
format, contained parameters, rate and source DAU. Together with sequence number and PTP
timestamp provide the means for continuity check and precise data retrieval for all post-flight
analysis purposes. A set of 11 different StreamID define as much iNet-X packet types as
reported in Table 2.
Analog sensor packets differ among the source units for the number of channels acquired
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(samples contained) while acquisition rate and filter bandwidths are common and are sized
depending on acquired physical quantity (1Hz, 10Hz). Parameters supercommutation is
adopted for 10 Hz acquisition rates.
The sum of all streams (except made for health status VL-marked) constitute the real-time
EDAR telemetry, characterized by a rate of 110 kbit/s.
At transport level, User Datagram Protocol (UDP) implements a lightweight encapsulation
identifying two destination hosts (ports 1024 and 8010) for analog/digital streams and
attaching 2-byte CRC error-detection code. This simple and connectionless solution does not
feature flow control and fragmentation in favour of a lower latency and computational effort.
At network layer, Internet Protocol v.4 (IPv4) regulates the packet routing in the data
collection network. Each chassis’ control unit is configured to address packets toward two
distinct IP addresses, depending on packet type and content. IP packets containing time,
analog and digital streams constituting EDAR telemetry are addressed to CCSDS encoder
while Built-In Test (BIT) results and pointers have multicast IP address such to reach all
Ethernet switch output aggregator ports. The streams separation is performed by selection at
lower levels (i.e. MAC).
IP packet fragmentation in this network is prevented by design defining a maximum packet
length of 1064 byte (digital stream) such to reduce latency and avoid unnecessary complex
reconstruction functions.
The physical and data link layers are in accordance with IEEE802.3 100base-TX
definitions. Ethernet frames V2 received by CCSDS encoder are filtered by MAC destination
address in order to discard all frames not addressed specifically to the encoder and to exclude
frames containing BIT reports. These latters are received also by Ethernet parser to extract
health status to be transferred to vital layer subsystem through 1553 interface. This solution
allows dividing by pertinence to the experimentation data or to subsystem health data by
means of addressing and filtering (figure 6).
The physical connection is realized with AWG26 100Ohm twisted shielded pairs ensuring
better shielding and data integrity with respect to standard CAT5.
StreamId
[#Hex]
00000001
00000002
00000011
00000012
00000013
00000021

Source

DAU
Master

DAU 1
DAU 2

Content
Vital layer Time – EDAR
Time
DAU status – BITR – SSR
status – MM pointers
Analog sensors acquired
Digital stream
DAU status – BITR
Analog sensors acquired

Size
[byte]

Rate
[Hz]

Note

40

1

Time synchronization

50

1

596
1036
42
576

1
11
1
1

7

Health status + Real-time/Delayed TM
pointers [VL]
T, P, S, D
Video + Accelerometers
Health status [VL]
T, P, S, D
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00000022
DAU status – BITR
42
1
00000031
Analog sensors acquired
442
1
DAU 3
00000032
DAU status – BITR
42
1
00000041
Analog sensors acquired
514
1
DAU 4
00000042
DAU status – BITR
42
1
T = Temperature, P = Pressure, S = Strain, D = Displacement

Health status [VL]
T, P, S, D
Health status [VL]
T, P, S, D
Health status [VL]

Table 2: IXV acquisition system StreamID

Figure 7: Acquisition system and data routing principles

The entire acquisition, storage and transmission system modular architecture presents high
HW and SW configuration flexibility in terms of new boards integration and different settings
applied via XidML file. Up to FM acceptance and integration, the system could have evolved
in the number, type and method of acquisitions and hence in flight telemetry constitution
without substantial impacts.
The selected architecture capitalizes the benefits of a well-known and worldwide spread
networking system. It is simple and based on consolidated technology. HW and SW design
can refer to web resources to procure standard available solutions. Assembly takes advantage
of unrestricted and readily accessible commercial electronic components based on mature
technologies. Testing can be carried out by means of commercial HW and SW tools or with
minor developments with the same favourable conditions. Lower cost, shorter procurement
time and minor risks feature this solution.
The network is 0-failure tolerant and the E-switch represents a single point failure. System
reliability is increased by signal segregation and data redundancy. Sensors from near locations
are acquired by different boards/DAU in order to ensure homogeneous measurements
distribution over the spacecraft in case of their failures. The entire data stream acquired by
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each experiment DAU is also stored into an internal Compact Flash (CF) card with relevant
timestamp, to allow for data retrieval in case of network failure.
Signal integrity on the network segments is ensured by suitable harness selection and full
duplex operations. Two levels of error detection checks implemented at Media Access
Control (MAC) and UDP layers verify consistency and discard corrupted frames and UDP
packets. No frame discarding has ever occurred, but in case of ionizing radiation or
electromagnetic interferences exceeded qualification level and corrupted the data, the internal
CF stored would have provided the missing elements.
Network elements synchronization is achieved by means of Precision Time Protocol
IEEE1588-2002. This application layer protocol synchronizes the nodes’ clocks to the Eswitch, acting as default Grandmaster. This operation is carried out transparently for iNet-X
traffic that timestamps the packets with the system-synchronized PTP time of the oldest
acquired parameter contained. UDP ports 319/320 and multicast IPv4 address feature the PTP
messaging over network.
4

MODEL PHILOSOPHY AND QUALIFICATION APPROACH

The model philosophy adopted for the IXV avionics was influenced by the cost/scheduleeffective approach followed for the equipment selection, aimed to maximize the allocation of
Off-The-Shelf (OTS) devices for the avionics functions. This approach was favoured by the
specific IXV mission orbit and duration profiles, which determined a less severe environment
than what usually experienced in space.
Table 3 maps the subsystem/equipment functions with the relevant classification, the
model philosophy and the area of application in which a heritage of successful usage was
claimed either for entire equipment of for a substantial constituent part. The qualification
approach is also shown. It is worth mentioning that SSR, pyro batteries and LNA classified as
ND had their chassis redesigned for the mission but the contained electronic was already
qualified respectively for similar aeronautics and space missions.
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DHS
DHS
DHS
RTC
RTC
RTC
RTC
RTC
FpCS
1

S

PFM

QM

EQM

EM

EMC

OTS5

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

X

Q
PFM
PFM
Q
Q

Q
PFM
PFM
Q
Q

Q
PFM
PFM
Q
Q

Q
PFM
PFM
Q
Q

Q
Q

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

Q
Q
-

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
-

X

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

X
X

X2

X
X

X

Q
PFM
PFM
Q
Q

X
X1

X

RAD

S
S
A,S
A
-

X

TV

OTS
OTS
ND
COTS
COTS
ND
ND
ND

X

Press/Depress

S
S
A
A

SRR

ND
OTS
OTS
COTS
COTS

X

Random

S

STM

Herit.3

OTS

Acc-Sine-QSL

POW
POW
DHS
DHS
DHS

Functional
battery
Pyro battery
PPDU
OBC
DAU
Ethernet
switch
GPS
IMU
SSR
TX
Splitter
LNA
TM antenna
GPS
antenna
EMACU

Qualification approach

FM

POW

Class. 4

S/S

Equipment

Model Philosophy

X
X
X
X
X
X

2

Functional model - Test bench - 3 S=Space (satellite, launcher), A=Aeronautic
4
ND=New Design, OTS=Off-The-Shelf, COTS=Commercial-OTS
5
IXV FpCS Electro-Mechanic Actuator Control Unit (EMACU) contains a minor difference with respect to
Vega FpCS EMACU (the power inverter called IGBT is different)
Table 3: Model philosophy and qualification approach

The strategy for the OTS selection was based on three consecutive steps:
- market investigation;
- data collection;
- trade-off.
The equipment research was led considering devices designed for space, military,
aeronautics but also commercial applications selected among those devices with more
conservative design rules. Data collection activity suffered the limited information availability
that feature OTS at early program stage.
Once the OTS equipment baseline had been identified, the Equipment Qualification Status
Review (EQSR) was organized to analyse heritage and qualification status in comparison with
mission requirements. Model philosophy and qualification plans were defined, outlining three
different approaches depending on equipment heritage and existing qualification status:
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A. OTS with heritage in space missions and with same (or above) levels of IXV mission
requirements: these items could be reused without delta qualification. Devices involved
were Functional Batteries (used in Vega), IMU (used in Ariane 5 and in Vega) and FpCS
(used in Vega).
B. OTS with heritage in space missions and with same levels (or above) of IXV mission
requirements but partially redesigned: these items allowed for a cost-effective and timesaving process taking advantage of the PFM approach. OBC and PPDU boards had to be
relocated into a new chassis and to integrate I/F modifications to match the mission needs;
EM supported HW/SW integration and relevant validation of the electrical design in the
avionic test facility (ATF), PFM underwent proto-qualification campaigns to demonstrate
flight eligibility before integration in the vehicle.
C. OTS with heritage in space missions but partially covering the IXV mission requirements:
these items required QM undergoing a partial delta qualification to match mission
requirements. QMs were integrated in the ATF to support HW/SW integration at
subsystem level and relevant functional integrated qualification activities. Devices
involved were the GPS, DAU’s, Ethernet switch, TX, Splitter.
Downstream EQSR, system activities were also directed in order to ensure a thermomechanical environment allowing the equipment accommodation with a minimum/no delta
qualification effort required. OBC, GPS, Functional Batteries and PPDU benefited of this
approach, maintaining valid their design qualification heritage. The synergies with Vega,
related to Functional Batteries, IMU and FpCS devices, were successfully seized by both
programs, as IXV could take advantage of qualified HW while Vega will benefit of the
upgraded IMU test bench developed for IXV.
In the frame of the EQSR, a subset of equipment (specifically DAU’s, Ethernet switch,
TX and Splitter) built with commercial components and classified as Commercial-OTS
(COTS), were analysed focusing on the EEE quality aspects. A number of reliability related
issues, including lot traceability and conformance, relevance of manufacturer data, screening,
change data control and radiation hardness were considered to develop a dedicated approach
to prove COTS flight eligibility. Its logic aimed to smooth the differences between the COTS
manufacturer processes and ECSS requirements, levering on the mission peculiarities (i.e.
orbit inclination and altitude, mission duration) and equipment criticality level to relax the
quality assurance requirements.
An analysis was performed to identify the degree of compliance to the applicable standard
baseline considering quality (MIL-STD-883) and radiation hardness aspects. The flight
heritage of the candidate COTS at board and component level was also taken into account to
identify critical elements whose susceptibility to the environment had to be verified. Results
of these assessments, reported into a justification document, pointed out the need to define
and implement delta activities in order to increase the quality level of the candidate COTS:
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 The standard manufacturer screening and qualification approaches were enforced by
an extended life test activity of monitored static burn-in at equipment level, which rose
the overall unit thermal testing duration to 200 and 96 hours respectively at QM and
FM stages.
 Regarding the assessment of radiation tolerance, high-energy proton testing conducted
at board level confirmed the compatibility and allowed verifying the existing margin
(cumulative effects due to the short mission duration were not considered).
 A specific process for parts procurement was defined to guarantee QM-FM
manufacturing from the same production lots and the relevant traceability. This
solution was adopted to ensure uniformity of performance and maintain the achieved
component quality level across manufactured models.
Complementary to the above plan, the COTS delta qualification strategy defined in the EQSR
timeframe was revised in favour of a more conservative approach envisaging a full
qualification path.
Following IXV successful experience the selected COTS/OTS approach has demonstrated
its effectiveness and reliability, though it is important to underline that it is strongly missiondependent and has to be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.
COTS allow technology transfer from non-space applications, but their use makes
economic sense only when addressed for applications that are not mission critical.
COTS/OTS effectiveness can be maximized whenever the system is flexible enough to
accommodate their qualification heritage, by tailoring the applicable requirements through
system margins modulation, equipment relocation or implementation of corrective actions
(e.g. dumpers to reduce shock levels outside the qualification heritage of the units). To the
same aim, the early tailoring of applicable standards baseline according to mission objectives
is highly recommended to avoid conflicts between quality requirements and OTS as built
characteristics.
A remarkable effort had to be dedicated to develop equipment documentation in line with
the standards and necessary for product assurance and performance evaluation and trade-off.
Manufacturer willingness to co-operate has been a key enabling factor for the completion of
these tasks. As lessons learnt, it is recommended to tackle these aspects at the early phase C of
the project, in order to avoid the need of multiple Request for Deviations or Waivers during
the requirement verification phase.
The program has taken advantage of this approach minimizing development and
qualification costs, as well as related time and risks. In this perspective, the same strategy
could be proposed for PRIDE/ISV.
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5. MISSION DATA ASSESSMENT
The first results of the IXV mission telemetry analyses are here reported for the three
avionics subsystems. The pictures show the trend of main vehicle parameters with respect to
the On-Board Elapsed Time (OBET).
Two redundant POW chains were commanded to switch to IXV internal power supply 5
minutes before lift-off. The 28V unregulated bus and 55V regulated bus were stable,
characterized by low voltage ripple and outlets currents well within expectations not requiring
limiting interventions.
All bi-levels, analogs and serial interfaces behaved nominally collecting pyro valves,
Latching Current Limiter (LCL) / Foldback Current Limiter (FCL), pyro selection monitors
and flawlessly transferring telemetry to and receiving commands from OBC, for mission
critical LCL, thrusters, Latching Valves (LV), actuators and pyro operations.
IXV’s batteries provided power for all of the spacecraft’s subsystems for a duration of 1h
43m. Predicted power levels before launch were approximately 700 Watts, corresponding to
27.7% DoD for nominal two-batteries mission. Minimum battery voltage observed from test
was 30.4 Volts at IXV maximum power mission profile. Actual loads in flight and waiting
days on launch pad have not been as high as those used for analysis and test. The actual
battery DoD has been about 10%. Figure 8 below displays the variation of the battery voltage
over the entire mission and shows that both batteries reached a minimum voltage of 30.8
Volts. This is higher than the 30.4 Volts from ground testing due to the shallower DoD in
flight. Current share between batteries has been excellent, as evidenced by identical voltage
profiles throughout the mission.
SEPARATION

EIP

LAUNCH
ORBITAL

DRS

MAIN

RE-ENTRY
DESCENT

Figure 8: Functional batteries voltage
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Figure 9 shows the total discharge current, where the following major events caught are:
A. Flow Control Valve (FCV) priming
B. FpCS and EDAR activation
C. EDAR de-activation and FCV’s purging

Figure 9: Total discharge current

Pyrotechnical chains successfully supplied the commanded nominal and redundant outlets
timely implementing the RCS pyro valves, Pilot parachute ejecting, Descent and Recovery
System (DRS) bridles cutters and panels’ bolts firings.
Pyrotechnical Battery voltages in flight (Figure 10) remained higher than tested on ground
(31.2V). This is due to lower DOD got in flight with respect to the values obtained on ground
(27.7V max) where a margin, in terms of peak current of firings, was included.
Pyro batteries voltage
32
PBatt Main
PBatt Red

Voltage [V]

31.8
31.6
31.4
31.2
31

1.55

1.6

1.65

1.7

1.75

1.8
OBET [s]

1.85

1.9

Figure 10: Pyrotechnical batteries voltages
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The electrical power system has performed nominally during all mission events, achieving
all requirements and mission experiment data collection objectives, showing stability and
robustness. The subsystem supported all mission phases with continuous power to all vehicle
payloads and with the correct DRS pyro activation. Good and consistent battery performance
shows no signs of unexpected degradation.
The DHS subsystem has perfectly achieved its objectives autonomously operating the
vehicle throughout the mission phases while collecting all foreseen experimental data.
The OBC/On-Board Software (OBSW) did not detect Single Event Latchup/Upset
(SEL/SEU) or double errors and did not reboot, allowing uninterrupted vehicle data
processing and control. VEGA separation was sensed from the relevant straps and all Mission
Operative Service (MOS) actions were executed guaranteeing the mission completion.
Triggering events and dynamics flight conditions were timely acquired and notified to ground
operating the subsequent OBSW mode transitions, as reported in Figure 11.

Figure 11: OBSW MVM Mode vs. altitude and main mission events

OBC generated the on-board telemetry (TM) managing bandwidth allocation to real-time
and delayed data virtual channels. Figure 12 shows the memory pointer policy and the
complete delayed data playbacks performed during visibility windows:
- Black line represents the writing pointer (it increases when data are written in the memory
buffer during periods with no visibility)
- Red line represents the reading pointer. Figure 12 clearly shows the cyclic playback
approach that has been selected for IXV Mission: data are read from the buffer and when
the reading pointer reaches the writing pointer it starts over for a new playback. This
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approach allowed for multiple playback transmissions during the 2 visibility windows,
ensuring no data loss.
The TM was also stored locally into Solid State Recorder (SSR) 1 and 2 Compact Flash
(CF) cards from which it has been successfully recovered.

Figure 12: OBSW storage and playback pointers (from ATF tests)

MILBUS and RS-422 interfaces employed for equipment control and monitoring operated
nominally with no message retries and switchovers to redundant buses. Failure monitoring
did not detect malfunctions and did not intervene for isolation and recovery. One critical
though expected event related to ExpDAU1 flag of PTP synchronization messages
interruption at EDAR deactivation (Ethernet switch PTP grandmaster) was observed and
correctly notified to ground.
The first GPS navigation fix (Figure 13) was acquired 218 seconds from AVUM Vega
separation, at 378 km geodetic altitude and about 1095 seconds from fairing opening and first
GPS signal reception.
Unobstructed constellation visibility from orbital altitude allowed periodic locks of all
twelve GPS channels. During orbital phase, GPS navigation was affected by 8 sudden losses
of satellites lock lasting from 1 to 32 seconds before re-acquisition, distributed in a 6 minutes
interval between 355 and 270 km altitude.
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Figure 13: GPS channels lock vs. altitude and main events

IXV atmospheric re-entry conditions such as attitude, plasma and horizon masking caused
the GPS to stop navigating for 531 seconds, with intermediate unstable OBC-aided
reacquisitions lasting up to 38 seconds. This blackout occurred between geodetic altitude of
81 and 60 km, in good accordance with 80-to-62 km forecast based on L band theoretical
plasma attenuation estimation.
The agreement between planned and realized splashdown points has demonstrated the
significant contribution of GPS receiver in providing with fair continuity ECEF ("EarthCentered, Earth-Fixed"), position and velocity solutions to GNC SW.
Studies of navigation stability and the relations between IXV attitude, GPS satellite
visibility and plasma effect contributions are currently being carried out.
Experiment data were acquired along the activation window of 1200 seconds between
Entry Interface Point (altitude 120 km) and supersonic parachute opening (altitude 25 km)
collecting roughly 1.3 million samples, digital infrared camera shots and accelerometers for
an amount of 130 Mbit of data (iNet-X). Entire experiment telemetry was flawlessly relayed
to naval station during descent phase managing real-time storage and five complete delayed
TM playbacks during visibility window. The data has been also successfully recovered from
on-board SSRs compact flash cards and from ExpDAU1 internal memory board.
S-band downlinks guaranteed by RTC subsystem allowed for complete telemetry
download to ground. RF links with receiving stations located in Libreville and Malindi was
stable and continuous with no intermediate transition gap. The first visibility window
Acquisitions of Signal (AoS) occurred at transmitter power-on while Losses Of Signal (LoS)
took place close to geometric line of sight limit. Nos Aries recovery ship mobile station AoS
occurred before the theoretical TM blackout end and LoS happened close to 0° elevation
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angle, notwithstanding the IXV attitude dynamics due to parachute opening sequence. The
RTC subsystem has performed very well continuously relaying data to ground, beyond the
expected visibility windows boundaries and without failures or degradation.
STATION AoS [MET s]
Libreville
Malindi
Naval

1151
1409
4816

LoS [MET s]

Duration [s]

1510
2027
5795

359
618
976

Table 4: Ground stations: Aos, Los and link durations
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NEXT STEPS: INNOVATIVE SPACE VEHICLE (ISV) CHALLENGES

In November 2012, the ESA Ministerial Council authorised to start the development of the
successor to the IXV under the Program for Reusable In-orbit Demonstrator in Europe
(PRIDE). This program aims at developing a small Orbital System, named Innovative Space
Vehicle (ISV), providing a multi-purpose cargo bay able to integrate a number of modular
payloads to fulfill multiple mission objectives, including cargo return from space stations.

Figure 14: Artistic view of ISV Concept (Credit: ESA) [2]

The vehicle must be capable of deorbiting and gliding back to Earth with high
manoeuvrability and controllability throughout all flight regimes (i.e. hypersonic, supersonic,
transonic, subsonic), performing a safe and precise ground landing on a conventional runway
or on grass. It will be fully or partially reusable to allow reusing the components of the
mission, with small dimensions to minimise refurbishment cost, so as to make it competitive
in comparison to expendable solutions. The objective is to achieve 3 to 5 re-flights with one
vehicle.
The ISV will build on the system and technological know-how acquired through the IXV
experience, implementing all the necessary design innovations (e.g. accommodating a multipurpose cargo bay, enabling safe and precise ground landing capabilities, introducing
effective end-to-end guidance and control techniques), while maximizing the use of COTS
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and the technology transfers from other space and non-space applications (e.g. aeronautics
avionics and mechanisms, micro-electronics).
The programme will allow verifying the system and technologies performance in all flight
conditions, through the implementation of an end-to-end European orbital mission; its main
objective is to pave the way to new scenarios for the future automatic exploitation of space, as
well as to provide early technological elements for future generations of civil transportation
systems. It will also allow operating several payloads to demonstrate in-orbit technologies for
exploration, science, Earth observation or to perform micro-gravity experiment.
The operational orbital service missions shall include the full spectrum of orbital altitudes
and inclinations in LEO, compatible with the performance of the Vega launcher and its
potential evolutions. In the frame of a Concurrent Design Facility study recently performed at
ESTEC, several payload candidates were identified compatible with the baseline vehicle
capability (hosting capability is around 300 kg) in a circular orbit of 500 km altitude with
inclination in the range of 37-52 deg. The PRIDE-ISV will be conceived so as to have the
flexibility to remain in orbit up to two months, to perform payload operations, but also to
ensure that environmental and operational unexpected events are mitigated and to ensure
compliance to stringent safety constraints in case of failure (of ground or flight segments).
Fault Tolerant (FT) architecture and a Failure Detection Isolation and Recovery (FDIR)
strategy will be defined in order to comply with the applicable safety requirements for all
mission phases, and all impacts on the avionics subsystem vehicle are currently under
assessment.

REFERENCES
[1] http://www.cwc-ae.com/custom/pdfs/White%20Paper_iNET-X_packets.pdf, last access on

09/09/2015, Curtiss-Wright Avionics & Electronics, iNET-X Packet header structures and
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last access on 09/09/2015
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Abstract. The Intermediate eXperimental Vehicle (IXV) is an ESA re-entry demonstrator that
performed, on the 11th February of 2015, a successful re-entry demonstration mission. The
project objectives were the design, development, manufacturing and on ground and in flight
verification of an autonomous European lifting and aerodynamically controlled re-entry
system.

The key elements of the IXV mission were: launch from Kourou with Vega, a quasi Equatorial
trajectory followed by a re-entry and splash down in the Pacific Ocean.

G. Martucci di Scarfizzi, A. Bellomo, I. Musso, D. Bussi, M. Rabaioli, G. Santoro, G. Billig, J.M. Gallego Sanz

Four flight phases are foreseen: Ballistic, Re-entry, Descent and Splash down.

This paper describes the concept, architecture and operations of the ESA Intermediate
Experimental Vehicle (IXV) Ground Segment and outlines the main operations and lessons
learned during the preparation and successful execution of the IXV Mission.
1

INTRODUCTION

The Intermediate eXperimental Vehicle (IXV) is a re-entry demonstrator that performed a
successful atmospheric re-entry mission on the 11th of February. The project objectives were
the design, development, manufacturing and on ground and in flight verification of an
autonomous European lifting and aerodynamically controlled re-entry system.
The key elements of the IXV mission are: the use of Vega as launcher, a lift off from Kourou
(French Guyana), a quasi equatorial trajectory followed by an atmospheric re-entry and splashdown in the Pacific Ocean.
The IXV flight phases are: Ascent, Separation, Ballistic Phase, Re-entry Phase, Descent
Phase and Splash down.
The IXV Ground Segment has been composed of the following major elements: the IXV
Mission Control Center (hosted at ALTEC premises), the IXV Ground Stations (located in
Libreville, Malindi and aboard the Recovery Ship) and the IXV Communication Network.
The Mission Control Center (MCC) was developed making a massive usage of virtualization
techniques. This solution has permitted to host the IXV MCC upon the existing ALTEC
Mission Support Center infrastructure, operative since 2001 for ISS support, and to run in
parallel the two virtualized environments.
The MCC provided infrastructure, tools and applications that have been used during the IXV
mission for TM monitoring, storage, processing, displaying and detailed trajectory prediction.
The MCC was the central node of IXV Ground Segment and it was interconnected with all
Ground Segment elements, providing thus the required infrastructure for coordination and
support, during IXV operative mission phase.
The IXV Ground Stations supported the IXV space to ground communications, i.e. tracking
the Spacecraft, receive and locally record TM and send selected data, in real time, to the Mission
Control Center. The IXV Ground Stations Network concept was based (with exception of the
ASI Malindi Station) on the use of a transportable TM kit, that, once connected to desired
antennae (either reused from other Ground Station, like Libreville, or rented or procured for the
program) permitted to receive data from the spacecraft.
The IXV Communication Network provided the necessary infrastructure to allow reliable
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communications between the IXV Mission Control Centre and the IXV Ground Stations and
the launch site (located at Guyana Space Center CSG, Kourou). The IXV Communication
Network was IP based, and relied on satellite and terrestrial physical links for interconnecting
its nodes, with several technologies.
In the following the main actors involved in the operations of the IXV Ground Segment
elements, together with the description of the architectural choices, are provided.
2 RESOPNSIBILITY: SHARING AMONG INVOLVED TEAMS
The IXV project is an ESA Programme within the Launchers Directorate. Within the IXV
project; ESA was the final customer.
Operations were conducted following the concept of an integrated team, with responsibilities
and roles shared among agency and industries.
In particular ESA had the responsibilities of the mission operations covering the following
roles: Mission Director (MD), Operations Director (OD), Spacecraft Operations Manager
(SOM), Recovery Operations Manager (ROM), Flight Safety, Ground Operations Manager
(OM), Flight Dynamics Manager
Thales Alenia Space (TAS), as IXV Prime contractor, was appointed with the responsibility
for the design consolidation, development and integration of the vehicle. TAS provided all the
mission flight control team specialists in support of ESA
ALTEC had the responsibility for the development, management and operations of the IXV
Ground Segment, needed to provide all required capabilities for IXV mission support. In
particular ALTEC covered the role of Ground Controller (GC) as well as the role of Ground
Station Manager (Libreville, Recovery Ship). For these station an ESA representative was
present in situ to overlook operations and for advisory purposes and coordination. The Malindi
ground station was indeed managed by an ASI team.
ALTEC was supported during operations of the Ground Segment team by Telematic
Solutions, covering ground station specialist roles, and Telespazio, providing IXV
Communication network support.
3 GROUND SEGMENT OPERATIONS CONCPET
IXV Ground Segment Operations were organized as follows:
•
•

Mission Director, Launch Support and AIT team located at Centre Spatiale Guyannese
(CSG)
Operation Director, Flight Control Team and Ground OPS managers located at IXV
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•
•

Mission Control Center (MCC), hosted at ALTEC premises;
Stations operators located at IXV Ground Stations (including one embarked on recovery
ship)
Recovery Operations manager and Recovery Operations team located on the recovery
ship.

Figure 1 IXV Ground Segment Operations Organization

As outlined in the IXV Flight Operations Procedures the overall responsibility for the IXV
mission was undertaken by the IXV Mission Director, located at CSG in the Jupiter control
room at Kourou.
The ground segment operation team was headed by the Operations Director (OD), who was
responsible for the overall operations of the ground segment. He reported to MD and interfaced
with Safety Manager (also located at Jupiter in Kourou), who had a representative at the MCC
with an active Safety Console. During the countdown, he interfaced the Assembly Integration
and Test (AIT) Manager, who was in charge of preparing the spacecraft for launch. Finally he
was in contact with the Recovery Operations Manager, as the MCC acted as relay
communication system between Recovery Ship and CSG.
The Operations Director was supported at MCC by the following operators:
•

The Spacecraft Operations Manager (SOM), who had the responsibility for the
monitoring of the spacecraft parameters and the provision of the status of the spacecraft
during the flight phases as well as support during the recovery. In his role he was
supported by the Flight Control Team, with specialists covering the following
disciplines and susbsystems mission specialists:
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•
•
•
•

 Thermal Control System (TCS);
 Guidance Navigation and Control (GNC);
 Software S/S;
 Power S/S;
 Reaction Control System (RCS);
 Flap Control System (FpCS)
 Descent and Recovery System (DRS)
The Flight Dynamics Manager, supported by the Trajectory Propagation and
Visualization Tool (TPVT) operator, that was in charge of the live monitoring of the
vehicle trajectory and the propagation of the splash-down site;
The Ground Controller (GC), who was in charge of the MCC facilities monitoring,
computer, ground communications and mission control software and coordination of the
Ground Control team (GCT);
The Ground Operations Manager (OM), who was responsible for the operations of the
ground station network. The OM was supported by the local ground station operations
teams;
A Support Team, consisting of specialists both for space and ground systems.

3.1 Mission Control Center – MCC
The IXV MCC has the responsibility to conduct and coordinate up to the complete recovery
of the spacecraft on board the recovery ship and completion of the post recovery activities. In
particular MCC will monitor IXV trajectory, coordinate Ground Stations operations and
remotely support recovery. MCC will also host the Trajectory Propagation and Visualization
Tool (TPVT) by means of which it will be possible, using real time TM received from Ground
Station in visibility, to perform spacecraft (S/C) trajectory propagation and to distribute it to the
other Ground Stations, in order to ease the tracking of IXV, once in their visibility.

Figure 2 Operation Director console
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The IXV Mission Control Center, hosted in ALTEC center premises, Turin Italy provided
main functionalities for controlling and operating the IXV ground segment.
In particular the Ground Controller console provided access to Mission Control System
control services; in particular through the SCOS2000 console of the two redundant processing
chain servers. From such console it was possible to determine which virtual channels to route
to SCOS2000 clients, to be distinguished between pre-launch phases, where Complete SLE
service was used, flight phase, where instead Timely mode was preferred. Also from here an
additional NIS client was started, for both Primary and Redundant NIS servers, as an
operational backup for OM (see later). GC console also gave ability to monitor overall MCC
systems (availability, CPU/Memory load, time synchronization with NTP server). This was
achieved through a monitoring and management console where all these info were gathered
altogether and displayed in a single synoptic. GC console also controlled and coordinated video
reception from Recovery Ship and video re-distribution toward CSG and through the broadcast
service that aired the IXV mission in SAT tv. Last but not least from the GC console the
Network and Data Interface Unit (NDIU) control GUI (WebGSS) was operated.

Figure 3 GC console and GCT

The Operations Manager console had access to the Network Interface System (NIS) client
control interface, for both Primary and Redundant chains. Such console provided the possibility
to select which flow, coming from either ground stations or NDIU had to be routed toward
SCOS2000 for its processing. In particular several operation setups have been exercised during
the mission, as initial testing activities were performed using the so called dataflow mode. For
flight phase, the NIS system was configured with Process and Input mode for the various ground
stations. This means that Libreville was set in process mode and all the others, being in input
mode, were already bound and start and ready for TM data transfer.
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The Trajectory Propagation and Visualization Tool console had access to the TPVT system.
This was composed by a propagation tool that was initially configured with nominal trajectory
and, throughout various mission phases, was fed with realtime data coming from:
•
•

VEGA DO data, sent from CSG and relayed to ALTEC through the Liberville TM kit,
by means of a serial to UDP/IP converter;
IXV realtime position data, read from telemetry by the TPVT through an ad hoc
implemented SMF interface. This feed can be further subdivided in two main data
groups:
 GPS data
 IMU data

TPVT tool produced also IXV DO data, that was exploited by Naval ground station for
program mode acquisition. TPVT console was completed by the TPVT Visualization system.
This system, fed with data produced by TPVT, displayed the computed position of the IXV
over global 2D and 3D globe maps. Such video contribution was also provided to CSG for
realtime displaying to operators and authorities sitting in Jupiter room.

Figure 4 Flight Control team

3.2 Ground Stations
IXV Ground Stations were in charge of tracking the S/C, receive and record TM and send it to MCC.
IXV Ground Stations operation teams (with the exception of Malindi whose service was offered and managed
directly by ASI) were organized with the following concept: IXV ground station manager, reporting to the OM,
was supported by the TM kit operator, the Antenna operator (for naval station only) and advised by the ESA
representative.
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Figure 5: Libreville team

The Ground Station Manager held and overlooked to all communication with OM and MCC. The station
manager reported to OM about system statuses and AoS/LoS times. Station manager also coordinated activities
within the IXV Ground Station, that is all tasks and activities performed by Ground Stations operator had to be
coordinated by/with the Ground Station Manager
The TM kit operator(s) was in charge of operating the TM kit. In particular the monitoring of CORTEX system
health and status and operations of the MCC Space Control Protocol (MCCSCP) were part of the operator’s duties.
MCCSCP was the tool developed ad hoc for SLE interfacing with MCC NIS system. This tool added SLE
interfacing capabilities (for SLE RCF online services, timely and complete modes) to the CORTEX RTR PTM,
typically used during Ariane and Vega missions. The TM kit operators of the naval station had, moreover, the task
to monitor DO PC and DO data quality to be possibly exploited by Naval antenna for IXV tracking.
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Figure 6 Malindi team

The Antenna operator had the task to monitor and control the Naval antenna. In particular it
had to configure and implement the acquisition strategies of the vehicle, by selecting the ACU
working modes (program track, autotrack, waiting point with azimuth scanning). In order to aid
acquisition of signal from the vehicle the antenna was equipped with two feeds: a main one
devoted to nominal operations, with high gain and very directive aperture; the other one,
characterized by large beamwidth and lower gain, instead had to be used in case of difficulties
during tracking of IXV. The antenna operator had the duty to select which feed to use to track
the vehicle.

Figure 7 Naval Station and Recovery Operations team
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4

IXV MISSION

Throughout the week before launch a high wind measurement campaign was conducted from
Recovery ship through the use of measurement balloons. Data received was then sent to MCC
via IXV Communication Network IP Sat provider, and analyzed by Flight Dynamics
specialists. This measurement campaign aimed at identifying and predict as much precise as
possible the weather condition of the day of the launch. Moreover this prediction helped in
determining which data settings to upload into the system for GNC, in order to properly
consider wind effects during re-entry and descent phases.
IXV Ground Segment preparation started at H0 8 hours, when all internal MCC and ground
stations equipment started to be activated.
In particular MCC started the preparation of its internal system and the configuration of the
Mission control Room in mission mode. This meant in particular the startup of both SCOS2000
servers with NIS S/S, the startup of all SCOS 2000 clients, the startup of internal voice links
and video system and the startup of the TPVT, trajectory, propagation and visualization tool.
Moreover the links toward Kourou were started.
At the same time Ground Stations were conducting their internal tests. These included
stations’ configuration check, stand-alone validation and local loop data flows.
At H0 minus 6 hours and 30 mins voice connectivity with Recovery operations manager,
aboard the recovery ship, was established, while a first link with ground stations was
implemented via IP satellite provider (INMARSAT for Libreville and Naval Stations) and via
ASINET for Malindi. Through this link an initial end to end simulation between Ground
Stations and MCC was conducted, simulating the whole mission profile, starting from
Libreville AOS.
At around H0 minus 3 hours the IXV SpaceCraft was activated and TM started to flow and
to be displayed at MCC. This was obtained thank to the use of an NDIU provided by ESA and
remotely controlled by GC in Turin. Thanks to this link all Flight Control Team sitting in MCC
was able to control, and support AIT team in Kourou, during vehicle activation sequence.
During this preparation phase several status checks occurred between Mission Director in
Kourou and Operations Director in ALTEC. Operations Director in particular gathered
Subsystems information through relevant operators, e.g. Ground Stations status was reported to
OM by each single station manager.
At H0 minus 2 hours the latest results from high altitude wind measurement (balloon
launched at H0-4 hours) were provided to MCC.
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The IXV was launched with VEGA at (H0) 13:40 UTC of the 11th February 2015, from
Kourou. Initial launch time was originally foreseen at 13:00 UTC of the same day but the launch
was posed on hold at H0-4 min.

Figure 8 IXV Main Flight Phases

After H0+1151 sec Libreville Station Manager has reported the Acquisition of Signal (AOS)
from the S/C and data has begun to be displayed in MCC. Some overlapping of visibility
windows between Libreville and Malindi occurred as Malindi Acquisition of Signal started at
H0+1409 while Libreville Visibility windows ended at H0+1510 secs. After Malindi Loss of
Signal (occurred at H0+2027 secs) the S/C flew over an area not covered by IXV Ground
Stations for about 45 minutes. Naval station declared Acquisition of Signal at H0+4816 secs
with a Loss of Signal of 5795 secs. During all visibility windows the MCC monitored the data
coming from the S/C.
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Figure 9: IXV after splashdown

During descent phase and after splashdown a video link was established between recovery
ship and MCC, in order to support recovery operations and to show the IXV vehicle after its
flight. Splashdown occurred at H0 + 5796 secs and IXV was successfully recovered by
Recovery Ship after a couple of hours from splashdown
From a ground operational perspective all systems worked as expected, and performances
of the systems were well within the margins considered during design and development phase.
MCC systems had permitted to FCT to monitor in realtime mission events and TM (during
visibility windows), with no particular issues encountered. TPVT systems proved to be very
precise in following the real mission evolution and spacecraft trajectory; its use has been very
helpful to have a visual feedback on spacecraft position and mission phase. The IXV
communication network has worked well in relaying data to MCC; and all dress-rehearsal and
mission simulation were conducted nominally. Ground Stations performances were beyond the
expected ones: visibility windows were larger than expected and especially naval station
granted an AoS that occurred well before the expected ones, proving that adequate margins
were taken into account when considering blackout windows. Moreover the naval station kept
in tracking of S/C well below the expected values of LoS.
4

CONCLUSIONS

The IXV mission was successfully conducted on the 11th of February 2015. The Ground
Segment has been operated by a joint/integrated team composed by ESA and industry operators.
All ground segment systems worked as expected and permitted to FCT to monitor TM from
S/C as well as to predict splashdown coordinates. All Ground Segment industrial team is ready
to further support agency in upcoming cornerstones toward the mastering of re-entry systems.
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Abstract. This paper aims to illustrate the activities performed by Aviospace in the frame of
different projects, both on R&D side, such as CADET (CApture and DE-orbiting Technologies)
project, and on ESA Clean Space initiative (where Aviospace took participation in the
E.Deorbit program). Aviospace already presented CADET project to AIDAA XXII, held in
Naples in 2013. The project was then in its initial phases, while today is approaching its
conclusion; thus the scope of this paper is the overview of these projects and their major
findings.
For all of these projects, the goal is the design, preliminary development and functional
verification of enabling technologies required for Active Debris Removal from LEO orbits. a
particular focus on the selection of preferred in-space capture concepts for large, heavy space
debris in LEO orbits, such as upper stages of elderly launch vehicles or decommissioned
satellites, for which a non-collaborative rendez-vous and capture procedure, to be performed
by a robotic spacecraft (namely “chaser”), is required.
Such enabling technologies include:
•
techniques for recognition of the piece of debris in orbit (target), based on images
obtained in-situ by the chaser spacecraft via optical sensors, both in visible and infra-red fields,
by which thermo-optical, kinematics, mechanical and inertial properties of the non-cooperative
target can be estimated.
•
Technologies of autonomous guidance, attitude determination and control for phases of
close rendez-vous, final approach and capture. In this field, over the development of dedicated
control algorithms, the activities focused on development and validation of novel star-tracking
and inertial sensors based on COTS.
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•
Technologies, strategies and concepts for target capture and consolidation of targetchaser link: this project branch includes a trade-off on several different concepts for capture
system, aiming to investigate a wide variety of technological groups (including for instance,
purely robotics concepts, net and tether-based concepts, inflatable systems, adoption of glues
and foams). Such trade-off drove the definition a novel concept of capture mechanism, based
on semi-rigid link with the target established via belts; Aviospace performed on this concept
the preliminary design and a detailed analysis campaign with FE simulations. Over this
concept, within E.deorbit program Aviospace performed a similar task on a more traditional
concept (initially conceived by ESA in the frame of the ROGER study) based on a thrown-net
to wrap-around the target and then pulled by the chaser via tether.
For all such technologies, the initial level of development – at least on the national scenario –
was TRL 2 and the major outcome of CADET will be for most of them the reach of TRL 4. This
will be achieved through the development of two test setups (one for the “non-cooperative
rendez-vous”, which implements the functionalities in the field of advanced vision and AOCS,
one for the “capture by belts”) and environments to be adopted for functional evaluation and
validation tests.
CADET project, is co-funded by Regione Piemonte within program: POR FESR 2007/2013 –
linea di attività I.1.1. “Piattaforme innovative” – AEROSPAZIO FASE II.

1

INTRODUCTION

The challenge of removal of large pieces of space debris in Low Earth Orbits, (such as spent
launcher upper stages or satellites having reached their end of lifetime), is already well known
and recognized by the most important space players, both institutional and industrial. This is a
necessary step in order to make appreciable progresses towards a cleaner and safer Space
environment. This is a mandatory condition for making future space-flight activities safe and
feasible in terms of associated risks. At European level, the activities aiming at developing an
orbital system for active large debris removal are still at an overall low TRL, which is applied
research with a focus on functional technology demonstration. Aviospace (hereafter referred as
AVS), an Airbus Defence & Space company, is well aware of the high-strategic value of this
technology domain and since 2011 has been approaching its challenges. This paper aims to
describe the design activities performed by Aviospace under the supervision of Airbus DS in
the frame of CADET R&T project.
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2

THE CADET PROJECT

2.1

Introduction, scope and objectives

CADET project aims to develop and validate enabling technologies needed for complex
systems for orbital debris removal and de-orbiting. All technologies investigated throughout
the project, will be set up and oriented toward the final test campaign, to be conducted at
Aviospace premises, and which involves the building of a specific validation laboratory, namely
CADETLab. Unlike the early phases of launch and target orbit approach, related to the
reference mission (which will not be within the scope of the validation), the proximity
operations, the close and final approach, debris capture and functionality of the capture
mechanism will be implemented in the CADETLab in scale.
Enabling technologies directly involved in the project, can be summarized as follows:
 Target visual recognition by means of IR devices
 3D object virtual reconstruction
 Design of algorithms for inferring target thermo-optical, inertial and kinematic
properties
 Target position and attitude identification by means of star trackers and IMUs
 Design of close approach avionic system
 Selection and design of the capture mechanism
All of the afore mentioned technologies are currently at TRL 2 and, by the end of the project,
the objective is to push them forward to TRL 4, by validating and verifying them in the frame
of CADETLab test campaign. The following figures summarize CADET project objectives,
which have met the strategic needs of CADET project partnerships:

Figure 2: CADET project objectives
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2.2

Project consortium and key competences

CADET project started in January 2013; Regione Piemonte is co-funding according to POR
FESR 2007/2013 – linea di attività I.1.1. “Piattaforme innovative” – AEROSPAZIO FASE II.
Being a Regional project, the consortium responsible of its execution has been setup by
Aviospace, Italian subsidiary of Airbus Defence and Space, by including SMEs and Research
Organization having their premises on Regione Piemonte’s territory, over being appropriate for
what concerns resources, skills and capabilities and strategic reasons for joining the Project; the
following figure shows the project consortium organization.

Figure 3: CADET project consortium organization
It can be noticed that the expertise provided by this consortium is manifold, including
competences that range from thermo-mechanics (Aviospace, Blue Engineering, Politecnico di
Torino), innovative materials (Aerosekur, Politecnico di Torino), avionics and sensors (IIT,
Eicas, DMA), on-board software (Eurix, Skytechnology, Blue Engineering), space vehicles and
systems (Aviospace, Politecnico di Torino). This was specifically setup to build a core of
competences that can be durable and then re-proposed for further developments of the
technologies grown within CADET project.
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2.3

Reference mission targets

The CADET project aims to demonstrate the feasibility of debris capturing, by means of a fully
autonomous capture mechanism, adapted on the reference target needs and characteristics. Only
one target per mission has to be processed, yet a further project enhancement, by switching the
launcher selection, is feasible. Another key requirement of the project is that removal mission
shall target only European pieces of debris.
Aviospace has selected reference targets with the aim of enhancing mission generalization, and
not confining the project research on niche applications. H10 target adequately represents the
whole family of Ariane 4 upper stage debris, both in terms of geometry features and orbital
positioning. Spot 3 is on the other hand a clear example of satellite belonging to observation
family, with a massive central body and a wide solar array attached on its surface. Both of them
have masses around 2 tons (1907 kg for SPOT-3 and 2150 kg for H10).

Figure 4: CADET reference targets: SPOT-3 (up) and H10 upper stage (down)
Glancing at “NORAD Top 100 Targets” (a catalogue of the Top 100 pieces , in terms of mass
and thus associated collision risks, orbital objects classified as space debris that are currently
tracked from ground), it is worth to notice that the selected targets are quite representative of
the full population of space debris. In fact, Spot 3 lies on a belt of orbit inclinations, nearly
polar, that is very populated, being it inclusive of Sun-Synchronous orbits, which provide the
most favourable illumination conditions for Earth Observation satellites’ operations. On the
other hand, the selected H10 upper stage target, despite being a rather “isolated” one is still very
representative, for two reasons: first, there are many H10s among the debris population, most
of which lying on similar orbits as Spot-3. The selected H10, being on a nearly-equatorial orbit,
can be reached by a mission which has less constraints in terms of mass at launch, as the
capability achieved by any launch vehicles for this target orbit are higher than nearly polar
orbits. Nevertheless, the final phases of such a mission after the non-cooperative rendez-vous
and capture, which include a controlled de-orbiting and destructive atmospheric re-entry, are
much more demanding in terms of Delta-V and therefore it is very interesting to assess their
feasibility. The following figure shows the distribution of the NORAD Top 100 Targets, on an
inclination vs. altitude plot.
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Figure 5: NORAD Top 100 targets locations
2.4

Reference mission concept and chaser architecture

For an active debris removal mission, different system concepts and architectures can be
evaluated. In order to minimize the single mission cost, a non-reusable system to perform a
one-shot, “mono-target” mission (i.e. with the goal) is preferred rather than a reusable system
to perform a multi-target mission. This kind of mission can exploit a small-class launcher, such
as Vega.
Moreover, a multi-target mission can rely on the same “one-shot” concept, by means of a
cluster-launch.

Figure 6: CADET “one-shot” chaser concept deployed (up) and stowed inside VEGA fairing
(down)
The reference mission concept defined for CADET foresees the following phases:
 Launch with VEGA from CSG
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Separation at 550 km: this altitude lies in a range which maximize the useful mass to
target orbit, and which enables, in case of injection on nearly polar latitudes, to reach a
wide number of targets that includes most of European Earth Observation satellites
lying on sun-synchronous orbits.
 Orbit rising to target orbit and phasing
 Proximity operations (target observation and recognition)
 Capture operation
 Composite (stack) stabilization de-orbiting
Due to programmatic constraints, not all of the above phases have been analysed in detail.
Proximity and capture operations, for which enabling technologies are the core of CADET, did
undergo a more detailed study. Following chapters provides a deeper insight on them.

3

ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES – STEREOSCOPIC VISION AND TARGET 3D
RECONSTRUCTION

By the point of view of the overall mission, a non-cooperative Rendez-vous mission is not
different, in its early phases, from a cooperative rendez-vous, as the Automated Transfer
Vehicle currently performed it on the ISS. Both types of mission perform far range rendez-vous
(i.e. from phasing manoeuver until the chaser reaches a distance of 3 km from the target) in the
same way. Differences exist when the “target” and the “chaser” get close enough to be in sight;
in this case, a cooperative rendez-vous operation foresees that the two objects may exchange
signals to easy up the approach and subsequent docking. Differently, in the case of noncooperative RdV, the target is substantially an object that is uncontrolled, cannot provide any
kind of information on its status or attitude, and cannot talk neither with ground stations nor
with the chaser. Therefore, the chaser shall accomplish the function of target imaging and
recognition, in a fully autonomous way.
In order to perform a Vision-Based Navigation and target recognition, the first task that a chaser
must accomplish is detection of the target and 3D shape reconstruction.
In some cases, the chaser may plan the RdV operation relying on the a-priori knowledge of the
target 3D shape. However this may not be a robust approach, as the target shape can be modified
by damages suffered by the target (which are quite likely in case of targets lying uncontrolled
in orbits for many years), or may not be known at all in case of fragmentation debris. Moreover,
an approach including a 3D-shape rebuilt can be suitable also for non-cooperative RdV
missions also towards natural targets (Near Earth Objects).
The 3D shape reconstruction requires that, after the chaser reaches an adequate distance from
the target, the chaser adopt some sensors to image and scan the target. Several technologies are
currently available for this; stereoscopic vision is one of the most suitable for this purpose, as
it allows using only passive sensors, providing the advantage of a low power consumption and
limited risks compared to laser scanners. These may create scattered reflection; on the other
hand, time-of-flight based sensors, such as lidars or laser telemeters can provide additional
information that allows an overall more accurate characterization of the targets and a more
precise control of relative position between target and chaser.
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Figure 7: Selected HW for visible field and IR field vision
Adopting a stereoscopic vision technique, “shapes from shading” and “Scale invariant feature
transform” techniques allow performing the 3D shape reconstruction.

Figure 8: Application of 3D reconstruction algorithms on H10 mock-up
4

ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES – TARGET PROPERTIES RECOGNITION

After the 3D model of the target is achieved, the next step is the estimate of target properties,
essentially:
 Target thermal status and thermo-optical properties
 kinematic properties (e.g. how can be described the target motion relative to the chaser)
 MCI properties (position of centre of gravity, overall mass, inertial tensor)
All of these properties are required in order to plan accurately and safely the RdV and capture
operation. Thermal status and thermo-optical properties assessment requires the adoption of IRwavelength cameras and algorithms to perform a matching between their outputs with a-priori
performed thermal analysis. This assesment is required for the correct identification of the most
proper docking site on the target, as well as to support the MCI properties assessment: in fact,
the thermal status can provide useful information to estimate the mass distribution on the 3D
body.
For what concerns kinematic properties, a precise estimate of tumbling and spinning motions
of the target is required in order to plan the final approach manoeuvre. To perform such
estimates, image processing algorithms may be exploited in order to identify marker points on
the target, either due to peculiar shapes (e.g. vertices on the tip of booms) or to discontinuities
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of the thermal distributions. Tracking the position of these markers on a series of consequent
images should enable to determine the target kinematics relative to the observer (chaser).

Figure 9: Point-tracking based target kinematic estimates
The kinematics-estimate based on point-tracking technique can be fused with the above
mentioned matching between IR images and predicted thermal status achieved on a GTMM of
the target, so that an estimate is possible also in the case that no markers are clearly detectable
for a sufficient time-lapse to gather confidence about their kinematics estimate.

Figure 10: GTMM based target kinematic estimates
Combining this information with the known kinematics (attitude rates, determined by the
techniques described on the next chapter) of the chaser enables the determination of absolute
kinematics of the target; on top of it, MCI properties of the target can be estimated relying on
estimated values of environmental forces and torques acting on the target.
In this case, as well, algorithms for target properties recognition could, in some case, be
redundant with the a-priori knowledge of the target. However, the capability to estimate them
in-situ provides a more robust approach, as target properties (inertial and thermo-optical) may
have evolved after prolonged stay in space; moreover, this is an approach that can be applied
to every kind of orbital object, including NEOs or fragmentation-derived debris for which apriori knowledge cannot be available.
With these techniques, expected performances on accuracy in the target position estimates are:
• On Angular rates <= 0.0025 rad/s
• On CoG position (assumed unknown) estimates <= 2 cm
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ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES – GNC FOR NON-COOPERATIVE RDV

5

In order to be able to perform a non-cooperative RdV mission, the GNC subsystem of the chaser
shall enable mixing of absolute GNC and relative GNC, i.e. vision based navigation. In other
words, the chaser shall be able to autonomously determine and control its own absolute attitude
during the whole mission, and to be able as well to adapt its control strategies according to the
inputs provided by target observation and recognition algorithms. Within CADET, focus is on
the following:
 An autonomous system for attitude determination based on data fusion between star
tracking measures and inertial measures. The IMU is currently under development,
integration and qualification as a new product. The star tracking system will be based
on three COTS (identified taking into account requirements of compatibilities with a
space application) cameras oriented on three independent axes, and whose images are
then compared with available star-catalogues. The main objective pursued for this
development is the capability to have a self-calibrating sensor set, regardless of their
mutual positioning.

Figure 11: architecture for multi-camera + gyros based attitude determination system


Attitude control system, whose design will be focused mainly on the final approach
phase, and therefore shall take into account the impact of the deployment of a large
payload (the capture system) which may influence significantly the inertial tensor of the
chaser;
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Figure 12: simulation architecture for chaser AOCS


Development of simulated OBC and ACC core modules.

With these techniques, expected performances on accuracy in the chaser attitude determination
are the following:
 Pose on the three axes < 2 arcseconds
 Rates around the three axes < 0.1 arcsec/s
6

ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES – CAPTURE MECHANISM AND
SOLIDARIZATION DEVICES

Capture technologies represents one of the key elements of an ADR mission and system
concept. After initial trade-off activities described in [3], which drove the selection of the socalled “tentacles with belts concept” the project focused on the preliminary design of a flight
concept of the selected capture mechanism technology, as well as enabling technology
development activities, including:
 Trade-off of advanced materials for belts
 Characterization of coatings to adapt the tribological properties of the belts
 Development of novel pressure sensors based on MEMS, to be integrated on the belts

6.1

Tentacles with belts

The concept that achieved top score in the trade-off, thus resulting as the most promising, is the
so-called “Tentacles with belts”, which was initially nicknamed “soft hug”, as the chaser
approaches the target and then “hugs” it with four arms, which closes around it. These arms,
when closed, put in place four segments of belts; micro-docking mechanisms allow coupling
them in order to achieve two closed belts. Electric motors perform retrieving of the belts to tie
around target body. To provide solidarization, upper belts push, during their retrieving, the
targets against a cradle (made of four additional “lower” belts), so that most of the lateral
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circumference of the target is in contact with the belts. This would guarantee a stiff link, which
can withstand the deorbiting loads.

Figure 14: Tentacles with belts – capture sequence
Main strengths of this concept are:
 Mass and volume in stowed configuration can be reduced so that it can be comfortably
accommodated on a VEGA launch
 Contact is achieved only by means of soft-elastic elements, so that risks associated to
capture operation are quite limited
 The “closure force” can be trimmed and adjusted by regulating the tie-force on the belts
 The cradle mechanism can provide a good tolerance on alignment precision
 Over these qualities, this is quite an original variant of “tentacles-based” capture
concept. Moreover, a ground demonstration within CADETLab (see next chapter) is
feasible.
On this concept, Aviospace carried out an extensive FE-analysis and simulation campaign in
order to optimize and validate its design, by means of LS-Dyna SW tool, which is particularly
suitable to simulate the impact dynamics and contact establishment between rigid and
soft/flexible bodies.
6.2

Net-based capture

Over this concept, within E.deorbit phase A program Aviospace performed a similar task on a
more traditional concept (initially conceived by ESA in the frame of the ROGER study) based
on a thrown-net to wrap-around the target and then pulled by the chaser via tether.
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Figure 15: E.Deorbit net capture concept (credits: ESA – Airbus DS)
Over the phase A design of the net capture system (including all mechanisms required for net
deployment, net closure, tether reel-out) Aviospace performed a detailed simulation campaign
of the net deployment and interaction with the target (Envisat).
7

TECHNOLOGY VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION – CADETLAB

CADET had its outcome in the development of a facility for verification and validation of the
selected technologies: the so-called Cadet-Lab located among the Aviospace premises:
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Figure 16: CADETLab facility
It consists of two ground test concepts aiming to host breadboards of target and chaser to
simulate a non-cooperative rendez-vous and capture in its major phases.
Expected results are the debris/capture system interaction measurement, assessment on the
validity of preliminary analyses performed and indication on the overall feasibility of the
capture strategy worked out.
In order to limit the complexity of the architecture, two different test setups are currently under
development:
 A first test setup (namely Non-cooperative rendez-vous” test setup) with the target
handled by means of a rotating platform, able to provide tumbling and spinning motion,
mounted on a dolly platform so that it is possible to simulate also variable distance. The
chaser breadboard, mounted on a robotic arm, is equipped with all required sensors for
target imaging and attitude determination. All the electronic boards and on-board
software are located separately, in order to reduce the load on the robotic arm and to
reduce the complexity of chaser breadboard. The following figure shows this setup in
its CAD sketch and in its actual implementation.
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Figure 17: CADETLab – test setup – CAD sketch
Along 2015, Aviospace and its partners carried out all manufacturing, assembly and
integration activities of this test setup

Figure 18: CADETLab – test setup 1 – chaser breadboard (top-left), target breadboard (topright), target motion GSE (bottom-left), overall view (bottom-right)
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Aviospace is currently exploiting this configuration for the following tests:
• Attitude determination (STR + IMU)
• BB chaser is moved by robotic arm with known angles; the attitude
determination system (based on IMU and simulated star-trackers) shall be
able to measure the attitude variation and rates with a given accuracy.
• Determination and control of target-chaser distance
• TOF sensor and stereoscopic cameras mounted on the chaser measure the
distance between BB chaser and target.
• Control of dolly platform stops it when a TBD fixed distance is reached
•
Validation of attitude control and target following capability
• Same setup as test 1, with robotic arm performing some attitude maneuvers
TBD on the chaser, eventually trying to null one of the dofs in the target
movement
•
Validation of software for image processing, 3D rebuilt, target recognition:
 A second test setup, with both target and capture system breadboard hanging from a
suspension structure. The target suspension cable is equipped with a mechanism to
provide the target with spinning motion, while the capture system breadboard has a
swinging motion to simulate its final approach towards the target. The following figure
shows this setup, which is required to perform tests on the capture mechanism
functionality and robustness towards different relative pose and target spinning.

Figure 19: CADETLab – test setup 2 – CAD sketch
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Along 2015, Aviospace and its partners carried out all manufacturing, assembly and
integration activities of this test setup

Figure 20: CADETLab – test setup 2 – suspension gate, capture system breadboard, target
mock-up
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CONCLUSIONS

The main results achieved by CADET are the following:
 The first phase of CADET project lead to result of definition of a reference concept for
an active debris removal mission and system able to perform it.
 This preliminary activity allowed a complete identification of required enabling
technologies for ADR. For each of them technological objectives have been defined and
the project has now entered in the development phase. The main results that have been
achieved so far are the following:
o WP 1 & 2 (imaging and target properties estimates): hardware identification and
procurement, algorithms consolidation & start-up of the integration and assembly
phase
o WP 3 & 4: GNC algorithms definition and selection/design of HW for attitude
determination equipment & OBC
o Aviospace has delivered particular effort in the frame of identification and
development of suitable capture system concepts. An innovative solution, whose
major elements can undergo initial validation on a ground test facility, has
undergone a detailed development. Aviospace has carried out detailed FE
simulation campaign in order to support its design and analysis sizing of major
components.
 The project has finally completed the development of a facility for verification and
validation of the selected technologies, which includes two different test setups, one to
validate the vision and GNC algorithms for the non-cooperative rendez-vous, and a
second one to validate the target-chaser interaction by means of belts as foreseen by the
“tentacles with belts” concept
 Aviospace is currently exploiting this facility to perform a ground functional validation
of the technologies proposed, in order to reach a TRL 4 within 2015.
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ACRONYMS

ADR
BB
CADET
COTS
CSG
GEO
GNC
GTMM
IMU
IR
LEO
MCI
MGSE
NEO
NORAD
RdV
R&T
SAFE
SIFT
SME
SPOT
SSO
TBD
TOF
TRL

Active Debris Removal
BreadBoard
Capture and Deorbiting Technologies
Commercial Off-the shelf
Centre Spatial Guyannaise
Geostationary Orbit
Guidance, Navigation and Control
Geometrical Thermal Mathematical Model
Inertial Measurement Unit
InfraRed
Low Earth Orbit
Mass, Centre of Gravity, Inertia
Mechanical Ground Support Equipment
Near-Earth Objects
North American Aerospace Defense Command
Rendez-Vous
Research and Technology
Shape Assessment from Epipolar Geometry
Scale Invariant Feature Transform
Small-Medium Enterprise
Satellite Pour l’Observation de la Terre
Sun Synchronous Orbit
to Be Defined
Time of flight
Technology Readiness Level
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Abstract. One of the key functionalities required by an Active Debris Removal mission is the
assessment of the target kinematics and inertial properties. Although in some cases this
information can be gathered with a sufficient accuracy from ground observation before the
mission takes place, it may anyway be very useful to achieve a confirmation or a reassessment in order to refine the rendez-vous and capture strategy so that the overall risk of
accidents during such mission phases is mitigated. The methodology presented in this paper is
based on images achieved by the chaser (i.e. the spacecraft which performs the rendez-vous
and capture), for instance by means of stereoscopic cameras in visible field, cameras in infrared field and Time-Of Flight camera. The image processing shall enables the extraction and
tracking on subsequent images of some specific point on the target external surface, which is
the basis for the relative target-chaser pose, thus kinematics, estimation. A set of methods and
algorithms were developed for the complete estimation of the kinematics and dynamics of the
target. For such methodologies validation is pursued with the goal to reach TRL 4 (functional
demonstration in laboratory environment). This will be achieved through the development of
an experimental test setup to simulate the motion of the target body and to observe it by
means of the above mentioned kind of sensors.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Since the beginning of the spatial era dismissed a number of dismissed spacecraft and part of
launchers remained in orbit after the end of their operating live, and as a consequence of the
intense space activity of the last decades missions in Low-Earth Orbit are exposed to a high
risk of collision with this objects. Moreover collisions between them can produce a huge
number of dangerous small size debris, as it happened in 2009 when Cosmos 2251 and
Iridium 33 collided [1].
It is then important to design missions devoted to the removal of uncontrolled objects from
orbits. A common design of this missions includes a chaser spacecraft which is supposed to
grasp and deorbit the target debris [2].
The completion of this man oeuvre involves the need of identifying with satisfactory
precision the dynamic state of the target, including angular velocity, mass center position and
inertia properties.
As this bodies generally completely finished their energy reserves it must be considered that
they cannot provide any flight data measured by their on board sensors. This involve the need
of detecting their motion by external observation, that could be carried out by sensors onboard
the chaser.
A number of work were developed in the last years about this topic: a possible solution for
driving the chaser in order to keep a debris in the field of view (FOV) of a camera is described
in [3], and [4] shows a method for tracking natural features of passive bodies. Segal in [5]
exploits the measured locations of several extracted features to estimate the relative state of a
non cooperative spacecraft.
This paper describes a method to evaluate the kinematic and dynamic properties of a non
cooperative spacecraft in the hypothesis of disposing of data of natural features tracking
measured by cameras placed on a chaser spacecraft controlled to fly in an orbit very close to
that of the space debris.
The algorithms which were developed compute at first the position of the center of mass,
which is detected as the point around which the debris spins and tumbles. The tracking of
natural features allows the measurement of the axes around which the body rotates in any
instant, and the mass center is measured as the intersection of these axes.
A second algorithm exploits the same data to measure the angular velocity of the body, and
finally a third algorithm uses this intermediate result to compute the adimensional inertia
tensor, that is the relative values of the principal momentum of inertia and the principal inertia
axes. These data are then used to refine the measurement of the angular velocity.
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The algorithms were developed considering a suitable dataset that was generated by a flight
simulation environment which is described in the first paragraph of the paper. At the end of
the work some validation test were carried out in an indoor facility set up by Aviosopace.
2 SIMULATION OF THE FEATURE-TRACKING DATA
The methods that are illustrated in this paper have been designed starting from the availability
of a realistic set of data. These data have been created exploiting mathematical models. In
particular, two models have been created: a model for the target and one for the chaser. The
model of the target has been exploited to evaluate plausible trajectories of some of its
features, while the model of the chaser has been useful for simulating the relative dynamic
state of two non-cooperative space bodies in formation. The knowledge of the evolution of the
relative state between the chief and the deputy allows making assumptions on the detectability
of each of the target’s feature in each time instant. If the location of the features is evaluated
through stereo-vision camera, according to the relative pose of the target, some of them may
be hidden by surfaces that are temporarily in front of the cameras. On the contrary features
lying on those surfaces are for sure detectable in that time.
According to the methods that are presented in this paper, the estimation of the inertia tensor
is intimately correlated to the angular rate’s one. In particular the estimated angular rate is an
input of the unscented Kalman filter for the estimation of the normalized inertia tensor.

Figure 1: Flow chart describing the data creation
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Then, following the schematics proposed in fig. 1, the initial inputs are the locations of
several points on a perspective realistic target, some Keplerian elements for the identification
of its orbital path, the inertial properties for defining the target rotational dynamics and finally
the control strategy of the chaser. In particular the chaser spacecraft is modeled in such a way
that its orbit is very close to the one of the target. With this information, solving the typical
differential equations that model the relative dynamics between the chaser and the target, the
full trajectories of the considered features can be obtained. Considering the position and the
orientation of the chaser it is possible to eliminate data concerning features that should be
hidden to cameras. Occlusion periods could be then also artificially introduced to corrupt data.
Finally, the addition of a noise has produced the data set with which the developed methods
have been validated.
3

CENTER OF MASS LOCALIZATION

The idea that aims the presented method for localizing the center of mass of the target is
related to the fact that an uncontrolled rigid body in the space environment has to rotate
around its center of mass. In other words, assuming that a chaser spacecraft is able to
perfectly follow the translation of the center of mass of the target, the latter is a fixed point
from the chaser point of view. In particular, it is also the intersection point of all the
instantaneous axes of rotation of the target body. The chaser spacecraft has not actually the
aforementioned ability, but if the orbits of the two bodies are quite close (this should holds
after the rendez-vous phase) the relative translation between them cannot be large. So, two
finite rotation axes or better two finite screw axes between three clouds of homologous
features in three successive time instants will be non coplanar, but their distance will be tiny.
A possible estimator of the position of the center of mass could be hence the position of the
midpoint of the common normal segment to the axes. Fig. 2 gives an illustration of this idea:
the screw axis have a different location in the two generic time intervals
and
, while the estimated center of mass location is associated to the generic time instant
.

Figure 2: Pseudo-intersection of successive axes of rotation.
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A finite screw axis between two different body poses in two different time instants can be
found whenever at least three non-aligned points belonging to the body have a known
location. Different methods can be used to find the screw axis, but in this paper the method
proposed by Eberharter and Ravani [6] is used due to its simplicity and effectiveness. Given
three couples of homologous points and the corresponding vectors which connect them, it is
possible to identify two new vectors having a common origin, namely
and , that span a
plane which is perpendicular to the screw axis:
(1)

Figure 3: Localization of the finite screw axis between two configurations of homologous features

is the unit vector representing the direction of the screw axis. Projecting two of the three
couples of homologous features on the plane, the famous 2D Reuleaux rule [7] can be applied
to locate a point of the axis. A graphical representation of the cited method is given in fig.3:
vectors connects the homologous points .
The properties of the aforementioned estimator in absence of noise are discussed in detail in
[8]. From that work it aroses that the accuracy of this kind of estimator increases when the
relative distance between the chaser and the target have a low rate of change. Moreover it was
shown that the estimates are biased, but the errors remains bounded. This last condition
represents a very good property in favor of the robustness of the method in case of noise.
To optimally deal with noisy measurements the data were suitably preprocessed before the
application of the method of Eberharter and Ravani [6].The presence of noise can be seen as a
sort of deformation of the body. Indeed, the rigidity condition of the body is in general
violated. To restore this condition the optimal common shape technique (OCST) [9] has been
used. This technique born in a biomechanical context but has a completely general
application. A shape is essentially defined as a set of markers or features that ideally belongs
to a rigid body but that are locally deformed. The coordinates of these features could be
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included into a configuration matrix having 3 rows and a number of columns that is equal
to the number of features. In the case in which a well-defined set of features can be tracked
for time instant, a number of deformed shapes or configurations are available to be
analyzed.
Each of the configurations can be compared with the first in time order. In particular
exploiting the singular value decomposition (SVD) it is possible to solve the problem of
finding the optimal roto-translation that separates two configurations
and
of same
features [10]:
(1)
being the optimal rotation matrix and a matrix whose columns are all equal to the optimal
translation vector. Following this logic it is possible to bring all the configurations at the
initial time. The OCST then consists of finding the mean shape through the arithmetic average
of the transformed coordinates and then of applying the inverse transformations. In this way
all the configurations in all the time instants are filtered and the rigidity condition of the body
becomes accomplished.
This idea has been applied on simulated point-tracking data considering different interval of
time in which at least a number of nine homologous features have been feasibly detectable.
After the application of the Eberharter-Ravani method [6], two signals in the time domain
have been obtained: one is related to the components of the directions of the screw axis and
the other to the coordinates of the point belonging to the axis. Both signals are a noisy
description of the motion of the rigid body and they are piece-wise due to the presence of
occlusions. Indeed, during occlusions nor the OCST, nor the method for identifying the axis
locations are applicable. However, this is not an obstacle in the estimation of the motion when
occlusions do not occur.

Figure 4: Estimated trajectory of the mass center
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As the signals represents the motion of a space debris, which is generally quite slow, it is
possible to apply to their pieces a low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency equal to 1 Hz. In
order to avoid signal distortion, a zero-phase filtering with a high order Butterwort filter was
considered. The resultant pseudo-intersection of the screw axes leads to the estimated
coordinates of the center of mass that are shown in fig. 4. One important thing to note is that
the presence of occlusion periods does not prevent the estimation.
As illustrated by the fig.4, the components of the trajectory of the mass center, from the
chaser’s point of view, have been obtained via polynomial fitting of very noisy signals
coming from the pseudo-intersection of the axes. The most important property of the
mentioned huge noise is that its mean is a very low value, approximately in the order of 3 cm
while the standard deviation of the noise on the coordinates of the features is about 5 cm.
Indeed, the polynomial fitting produce a trajectory of the center of mass of the target which is
absolutely near to the true trajectory. The norm of the absolute error made is shown on fig. 5

Figure 5: Absolute error in the localization of the center of mass
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4

ANGULAR RATE ESTIMATION

The angular rate estimation is pursued by derivation from the prior estimation and recovery of
raw attitude signals related to the examined space object. The attitude of a passive body can
be evaluated in general by knowing the trajectory of three points belonging to it. If a 3D
model of the object is available, the coordinates of all the detectable features of the object are
at least coarsely known in a neutral reference frame. It is pretty straightforward that once two
of these detectable features are recognized and localized by sensors with respect to any
reference frame, all the other features can be localized with respect to the same reference
frame. Then, in each time instant in which two features are recognized from the cameras on
the chaser, the Euclidean coordinates of three particular selected features among all the
detectable ones are available with respect to a reference frame with a fixed orientation. Let
this reference frame be indicated with ; from the Euclidean coordinates of the feature it is
possible to built a body-fixed reference frame and to evaluate its orientation with respect to
.
Quaternions are commonly used as a non-singular representation of attitude, but in contrast
the price of choosing this representation is given by the fact that two opposite quaternions
represent the same attitude. This means that a choice relatively to the sign of the quaternion
should be made. In general this choice is not random when quaternions describe attitude
evolution of a body. The choice is made in particular avoiding abrupt variations between two
adjacent samples. Following this choice it is possible in general to interpolate the samples
with a continous and smooth curve.
If for any reason the tracking data are not available (occlusions), the attitude of the passive
body have to be necessarily represented by a piece-wise signal, or in other world by a signal
with missing samples. In this case the sign of the first sample of each quaternions piece have
to be chosen randomly. An example of an attitude signal of a passive space body calculated
from corrupted point-tracking data is given in fig. 6. It is possible to note the presence of
frequent occlusion periods. Estimating the angular velocity from a piece-wise attitude signal
is not a simple task as this signal cannot be exploited as a set of useful measurements for
estimation via typical Kalman filters. Sampling time becomes practically variable and
extremely large in the instant in which the occlusion occur.
So the unique way to exploit a powerful instrument like Kalman filter consists into
preliminarily recovering the missing samples of the attitude signals. The recovery and the
possible denoising of a quaternion signal with missing samples becomes delicate because it is
impossible to find a smooth curve that passes through different pieces of signals whose first
sample has a sign that is randomly selected. Indeed, once it is selected the sign of the first
sample, the sign of all the other becomes constrained to this choice. This is necessary for
avoiding abrupt variations within the attitude signal.
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Figure 6: Example of raw attitude information (expressed in quaternions form) .

An idea to deal with this problem consists of performing the recovery of all possible signals
produced by all the possible choices of value signs of the signals. This idea is aimed by the
hope of finding some criterion to identify a unique smooth signal that represents the body
attitude evolution.
Quaternion signals that have missing samples can be considered as a set of
pieces.
Excluding the first piece, all the other pieces may be marked with a Boolean label. If no
changes have been made on the sign of the values of the input pieces, all the labels are set to
zero. On the contrary, whenever a sign change is applied on the values of a specific piece, the
Boolean label switches to one. Hence, sorting all the
digits, it can be composed a set of
labels that uniquely characterize the relationship between a generic sequence with the original
input one.
From this considerations it can be noted that all the possible different signals are
. Those
signals contain the same piece of information about the attitude of the body, but after the
recovery of the missing samples only one of those will represent correctly the attitude of the
body. So, it is necessary to find some criteria to recognize this signal. One criterion that seems
to be logic consists in comparing the smoothness of the recovered signals. This comparison
can be pursued evaluating the frequency spectrum of the signals. For instance it can be
assumed that the searched signal is the sparsest one that comes from all the recoveries. In
other words it is the signal that can be described by the fewest number of elements in the
frequency domain.
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This assumption is supported by numeric simulations. In particular, quaternions describing
the attitude evolution of torques-free body in space are generally quite sparse [11]. Signals
with abrupt variations have a more complex frequency spectrum with respect to smooth
signals. The sparsity of a signal can be quantified for instance with a penalty score calculated
as:
(2)
where
and
are two constant gains, while
transform of the recovered signal.

is the vector of the coefficients of the Fourier

The restoration of the possible signals is pursued exploiting typical compressed sensing
techniques. These techniques are commonly adopted to compress heavy signals, such as
images, finding some domain in which they can be described completely in a lighter form.
This allows exchanging information about a phenomenon between different users. In general
indeed the receiver of a compressed signal is able to uncompress it going back to the original
information.
Quaternions with missing samples can be seen as four different mono-dimensional signals in
the time domain. The information related to these kinds of signals can be commonly
represented in the frequency domain through the discrete Fourier transform. If the signals are
sparse, the change of domain provides practically a compression of the signal itself.
Moreover, once the signal is expressed in the frequency domain it is possible to use the
inverse discrete Fourier transform to uncompress the signal. These operations lead practically
to an estimation of the missing samples of the signal in the time domain, which corresponds
to recover the signal.
Formally, a noisy h-th component of quaternions can be expressed as:
(3)
where is the noise,
is the measured signal with missing samples,
is the original
unknown signal and is a rectangular matrix whose unique scope is to eliminate the missing
samples by the original signal. Practically, the columns of
that corresponds to missing
samples are null, while the other columns simply preserve the original samples of the signal.
The original unknown
signal is represented in the time domain, so it can be seen as the
inverse discrete Fourier transform of a set of unknown coefficients :
(4)
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Being a matrix that represents the application of the inverse discrete Fourier transform. The
elements of
can be defined as:
(5)
where is the dimension of the coefficient set. This dimension can be chosen arbitrarily from
a minimum value that is equal to the number of samples of the original unknown signal. The
higher is, the higher the number of frequencies that can be used to represent the signal are.
Obviously each column of corresponds to one frequency, while each row of
corresponds
to a sample of the original signal.
When the dimension of the coefficient set is higher than the number of samples of the original
signal the problem of finding the unknown coefficient from the measured signal
becomes
overdetermined. However it is possible to add arbitrary constraints to the problem with the
scope of obtaining an optimal solution. Following the spirit of compressed sensing
techniques it is possible to add constraints that induce sparsity on . This operation is valid as
long as it is assumed that the original signal is sparse, which is clearly the case.
A huge number of sub-optimal constraints could be added but it is important to note that the
rising problem should be easily solvable. A very good compromise is the so called lasso
problem:
(6)
The added constraint in this problem correspond in the minimization of the l1-norm of the
coefficient vector . Such minimization corresponds to a denoising of the signal as the
solution is constrained to be almost sparse. This constraint gets stronger with an increasing
parameter ; this penalization parameter can be chosen arbitrarily, but considering that for
very low values of it no compression nor denoising will be induced on the signal, while for
very high values of it the signal will be nullified.
The algorithm chosen by the authors to solve the problem in eq. 6 is an adapted version of the
so called Split Augmented Lagrangian Shrinkage Algorithm, which is also known by its
acronym SALSA [12]. The presence of the matrix in this case adds a slight complication to
the original algorithm. However following a theoretical procedure illustrated in [13] it is
possible to get a directly implementable iterative solution to the lasso problem stated in eq. 6.
Choosing an initial arbitrary guess for
algorithm holds:

and for an auxiliary variable
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is a second auxiliary variable while is another parameter like . A high value of it helps a
fast convergence of the iterative algorithm but reduces the efficiency of the denoising. It can
be noticed that the explicit computation of the matrix
can be efficiently substituted
applying fast direct and inverse Fourier transforms. Once the optimal solution for the
coefficient vector is found, an estimation of the original signal can be made simply applying
to the solution the fast inverse Fourier transform.
Quaternions shown in fig. 6 present for each component a number of pieces
. This
means that the overall number of signals that should be recovered would be around one
hundred millions. A good way for making feasible the recovery procedure consists of
considering preliminarily a relatively small number
of pieces and then recovering
all the resulting
signals. This allows making a preliminary selection of the best signals.
Once one or more signals are selected through the score in eq. 2, the complete recovery is
done adjoining a new piece at a time with both possible signs. In particular, every
intermediate recovery is followed by the discarding of the worst recovered signals. At the end
of the procedure, only the best signal is preserved.
Considering the quaternions shown in fig. 6, a number
of pieces of
are
considered. It is emphasized that the number
cannot be excessively low since deficient
information in terms of measurements leads to an insufficient preliminary recovery. In fig. 7
the recoveries of the sixteen signals are shown. Each signal is characterized by a set of
Boolean labels that specify the relationship between the signal itself and the original input,
marked with 0000.
As intuitive, (see also fig. 8) the sparsest recovered signals are those marked with 1100 and
1111. However, it is difficult to predict which of the two actually is the best. So they are both
preserved for the next phase in which the 6-th piece of
is adjoined to the two best
recovered signals. See fig. 9 to have an illustration of that.
The new signals could be recovered in a way that is identical to the one followed in the
preliminary phase. So, a new score calculated with eq. 2 can be associated to each recovered
sequence to eliminate the worst cases.
The process can be stopped when all the available input data are exploited. The complete
recovered
signal is shown in fig. 10.
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Figure 7: Preliminary phase,

: raw data (crosses) and recovered signals (red lines).

Figure 8: Preliminary phase,

: raw data (crosses) and recovered signals (red lines).

The estimation of the angular rate from the recovered attitude information requires the
evaluation of the time derivatives of the quaternions. As the recovered quaternions are still
affected by high frequency noise it is impossible to make numerical derivative of them. So to
limit the errors in the estimation of the quaternions derivatives, a typical Kalman filter with a
triple integrator model was used. The details of such kind of Kalman filter can be found in
[14].
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Figure 9: Adjoining a new piece of quaternion: the component is joined to best recoveries with opposite signs

Figure 10: Final best recovery of

Once the derivatives of the quaternions are estimated, the calculation of the angular rate
comes directly from the following equation:
(7)
being the vectorial part of the quaternions and the angular rate vector. It is noticeable
from eq. 7 that the components of
are expressed in the body-fixed frame . However, as
the attitude of is known from the quaternions, expressing the components of
in the
frame
is straightforward. The result shown in fig. 11 illustrates that the explained
procedure produce a very noisy signal. Nevertheless this result is sufficient for performing an
estimation of the principal normalized inertia tensor of the body. This last estimation will lead
to an optimal refinement of the angular rate estimation.

Figure 11: Angular rate estimation
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6

ESTIMATION OF THE INERTIA TENSOR

The method proposed herein uses the angular rate of the body as input to estimate its
normalized principal moments of inertia via an Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF).
The Unscented Kalman filter is an observer of a state of a dynamic system whose generally
nonlinear equations may be expressed in the following way
(8)
(9)
where and are two non-linear functions and is the output of the dynamic system, which
must be measured and is therefore necessary for the operation of the filter.
is the noise that
takes into account the inaccuracies in the modeling of the process and
is the noise
associated to the observation. The UKF at first generates a set of points called sigma points,
which define a region in space in which there is a certain probability of finding the state ,
according to the covariance matrix of the same state. Subsequently, the sigma points are
propagated ahead thanks to the mathematical model of the system. These sigma points are
created exploiting the unscented transformation which is a method for calculating the
statistics of a random variable which undergoes a non linear transformation [15]. Then, the
state
and its associated covariance are determined respectively from the mean and
covariance of the sigma points. The same procedure is followed to estimate
always in
line with the dynamic model of the system. The comparison between the estimated output and
its effective measure allows improving the a priori state estimation made in the first phase
through an update operation by means of a calculated gain so as to make the filter optimal
from the point of view of square error minimization.
The estimation of the normalized principal moments of inertia was achieved using an
algorithm having at its core the UKF. This algorithm estimated for each time instant the
state of the system
(10)
using the standard deviation of the moments of inertia as convergence criterion. In eq. 10, is
the unit quaternion describing the relative attitude between a principal body fixed frame and
the frame ,
is the angular rate of the frame with respect to the frame itself and is a
column array containing the three normalized principal moments of inertia of the body. The
discrete-time nonlinear dynamic system,
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(11)

(12)
served as framework for the UKF. In eq. 11
indicates the time step, is a skew-symmetric
matrix which is a function of
. is a function that transforms a column array into a
diagonal matrix and
is the process noise. Moreover, in eq. 12 is the matrix that rotates
the frame into the frame
and is the observation noise.
For each time step the Kalman loop is performed using the above introduced equations. The
algorithm uses as convergence indicator the standard deviation of the normalized principal
moments of inertia in a moving window of samples. A tolerance value has to be chosen and
compared against the maximum between the three standard deviations of the ratios
.
Once the maximum is lower than the tolerance value the algorithm terminates giving as result
the ratios, the angular velocity
and the quaternions. Results are shown in fig. 12

Figure 12: Inertia estimation and angular rate refinement

7

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

The presented method were tested and validated on the basis of computer simulation. On
future works the methods will be tested in a laboratory environment. Even if it is quite
difficult to draw up a laboratory in which physically simulating non-cooperative spacecrafts
in formation, Aviospace s.r.l. built an axisymmetric space debris mock-up providing it with
two stepper motors in order to move it. The allowed movement in particular consists of a
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rotation around a fixed axis parallel to the floor, plus another rotation around the axis of
symmetry of the mock-up. This last axis of symmetry can be moreover manually and
arbitrarily oriented with respect to the floor. This kind of mechanism, if appropriately
controlled, can effectively simulate the motion of an axisymmetric torque-free body. The
motion of a body with a general inertia tensor cannot be simulated in general as a third degree
of freedom would be required. however, a much more complex mover would have been
necessary in such case, with a sensible increase of the costs. However, the possibility of
simulating the motion of an axisymmetric space debris is more than sufficient for the purpose
of testing the presented methods.
The motorized mock-up is moreover mounted on a slide, giving to it the possibility of
translating along a fixed direction. Clearly this degree of freedom is not sufficient alone to
simulate a realistic translation with respect to the observer, i.e. the chaser, but Aviospace s.r.l.
purchased also a 5 d.o.f. articulated arm on which mounting stereo-vision cameras. This last
equipment, which physically simulates the chaser spacecraft, completes the laboratory set-up.
The laboratory is already set and tests are being started for making features extraction from
image taken by cameras. Once the features will be localized with an accuracy which is
comparable to the magnitude of the simulated noise, the methods presented in this paper will
be tested and validated in the laboratory context.
In fig. 13 a picture of the laboratory set by Aviospace s.r.l. is shown. The target mock-up and
the articulated arm can be easily identified in the picture.

Figure 13: Aviospace s.r.l. laboratory set-up

8

CONCLUSIONS

Plenty of methods were developed in this paper to identify the dynamic state of space
uncooperative debris with unknown inertial properties by exploiting trajectories of several
features of the object. Trajectories have to be firstly identified using a set of cooperative
cameras placed on a ground-monitored chaser spacecraft. This chaser spacecraft, after the
rendezvous with the debris, should takes images of it, in order to continuously track the
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coordinates of some selected features. To validate the developed methods, the aforementioned
trajectories were simulated via a mathematical model of the two spacecrafts in formation. The
simulated information about the feature location was corrupted adding an artificial
disturbance plus introducing fictitious occlusions. The methods showed a robust behavior,
indentifying with a sufficient accuracy the simulated conditions of the target. Moreover the
methods have proved to be fault-tolerant being applicable also in case of occlusions. In future
works the presented methods will be tested and validated in a laboratory environment in
which the spacecrafts in formation will be simulated through physical models
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Abstarct. One of the main threads in space missions, especially in overpopulated Lowe Earth
Orbit (LEO), is the risk of collision between operative spacecraft and orbiting debris, such as
small natural objects or artificial platforms (e.g. last stages of launchers or inoperative
spacecraft).
In recent years, the international community decided to adopt rules specifically aimed at the
Post Mission Disposal (PMD). These guidelines foresee that any servicing or out of work
orbiting element should be removed from the declared orbit within 25 years following the end
of his service life. However, even if all new spacecraft would follow the PMD guidelines at
all, this would not reduce the risk of overpopulated orbits, considering the overall spacecraft
already put into orbit in the previous years.
The increment of the LEO debris may be limited removing from the orbits those spacecraft
that can generate fragments, i.e. releasing degraded parts of the structure or appendices, or,
more in general, object with a dangerous orbital dynamics. The feasible solutions to perform
the complete and effective disposal of a spacecraft are their change of orbit/de-orbiting in
atmosphere immediately after the end of the operative phase or remove them from the orbit
through a Rendez Vous (RV) mission in which a dedicated spacecraft chases, captures and
de-orbits the debris. While the first solution is applicable when the spacecraft is still able to
control its own attitude and orbit, the removal solution is very promising when the debris is
non collaborative (i.e its attitude is a priori unknown and unstable).
The main concerns related to a RV missions with uncooperative targets are investigated and
innovative solution researched within CADET, a space program led by AvioSpace s.r.l and
sponsored by Regione Piemente. Among the topics defined in CADET, a crucial issue refers
to the guidance strategies and the control laws. They shall be robust, versatile and chosen in
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relation with the target conditions. STAR team of Politecnico di Torino (Italy) was in charge
of the choice of the best strategies and laws in the close-approach and mating phases of the
RV mission.
The present paper shows the activities conducted by STAR Team in terms of problem
definition, methodologies application, results analysis, and final selection of the best solutions
for the guidance and control for the removal of SPOT3 satellite. The objective has been
pursued through a Model and Simulation (M&S) based approach, where the key aspects have
been: to model the main elements of the mission with different level of details, to generate
robust simulation architecture, to simulate the behavior of the candidate configurations. This
methodology allows verifying quickly and continuously the performance of high number of
configurations: for the guidance we define open and close-loop profiles; for control we
investigated H-infinity, Model Predictive Control and Neural Network based control. For the
attitude the strategy is always point the mating point and H-infinity and Model Predictive
controllers has been designed and their performance compared.
Going into details, we defined an ad hoc methodology to reach the objectives. The first step
was to analyze the SPOT3 attitude motion in order to establish a sort of conditions (in term of
safety and performance requirements) that constraint the applicability of the researched
configurations. The second step was the design of the guidance strategies and the control
laws. Before the detailed design the most promising configurations was evaluated according
to selection parameters. The third step foresaw the simulation of the chaser behavior for all
chosen configuration. After the gathering of all the results, they are analyzed against the
safety and performance requirements. The final step is the selection of the best strategies in
relation with the SPOT3 motion and the chaser layout.
The end of the process unveils which solutions better satisfy the requirements. The obtained
results highlight that the chaser shall approach SPOT3 through a Fly-Around maneuver,
following an open loop (linear deceleration profile) trajectory and it shall maintain the
pointing to the mating point. Moreover, the MPC leads to have an optimal trajectory tracking
and a Neural Network based control guarantees a high performance on the pointing of the
mating port.
The present research provides efficient and robust solutions for the guidance e control of
chaser spacecraft involved in RV with uncooperative targets, such as debris in LEO orbit. The
best configurations are deeply tested through wide simulation campaigns that have allowed
verifying the high consistency of the algorithms.
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Summary. In the last decades, the amount of space debris in Earth orbit, from spent
rocket stages to broken satellites, is constantly growing up. This is a relevant issue, since
space junk hampers the access road to space and raises collision threats. Some countries
have already identified as unavoidable solution the complete stop of future launches of
satellites. Hence, several research projects all over the world are trying to address the space
debris removal problem. In our work, we focused on the problem of developing strategies
for the non cooperative rendezvous and capture of space debris by exploiting a 3D stereo
camera in order to obtain information about their motion: we need to precisely evaluate the
space debris kinematics in order to select and design the best removal techniques. Many
research projects have investigated radar or other sensors, well established and adopted
on Earth. Actually the clear limits in the space forced us to investigate the adoption
of a simple couple of cameras mounted on a stereo frameset: such a vision system is
compact, very light, low power demanding and not passive (not sending active radiation
to an unknown object with unknown reactions), hence an ideal candidate for space mission
payloads. Nevertheless the use of a vision system for this purpose is extremely challenging.
Strong sun light in the space environment, the absence of Rayleigh scattering and almost
uniform colours of the target highly reduce the accuracy of depth from stereo approaches.
The same problems affect the estimation of the kinematics and the evaluation the inertial
forces the debris is subject to, which require a reliable tracking of feature points on the
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object surface. To this end, we developed a robust approach for obtaining, from a sequence
of stereo images, the motion history of clouds of 3D points on the debris surface. The
approach is based on first finding robust correspondences between images in a stereo pair
and, then, on exploiting these correspondences to obtain a robust registration between
consecutive stereo frames.
1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
In this paper, we describe the preliminary results of our work on space debris motion reconstruction, developed in the context of the CADET [1] project. The CADET
(CApture and DE-orbiting Technologies) project has the objective to perform preliminary development of enabling technologies required for Active Debris Removal (ADR)
from LEO orbits. The project focuses in particular in-space capture concepts for large
space debris, such as upper stages of elderly launchers or decommissioned satellites. For
these, a non-collaborative rendezvous and capture procedure, to be performed by a robotic
spacecraft (namely chaser), is required. The presented work aim at identify a suitable
solution for evaluating the motion and kinematics of space debris. Many research works
are making use of Lidar [2][3] devices for acquiring enough information for reconstructing
the debris shape, such as [4] and [5]. With radar images the single-range algorithm can be
exploited for space debris such as in [6] where a single-range matching filtering (SRMF)CLEAN for space debris has been proposed and in [7] where a single-range is presented
for 3-D imaging. Some simulation systems for space debris reconstruction have been proposed such as in [8] but on the one hand it is built on not-open software environments and
libraries (i.e. Microsoft Visual C++) and on the other hand it is only for modelling while
we had to face with a real experimental challenge. Few works have experimented optical
devices (cameras) for space debris reconstruction. [9] presented a shape reconstruction
based on stereovision device merged with a shape from shading approach but the reconstruction was not addressing the motion evaluation. Indeed it provided a really draft
object reconstruction. In [10] the authors have drastically reduced the image processing
time exploiting FPGA boards but the stereovision algorithm was based on few features
from the couple of images: method was based on SIFT [11] matches on the epipolar planes
between left and right image, giving depth evaluation for some points of the space debris
in single shots of images. The method was looking for object shape and was not suitable
for tracking-motion estimation. In [12] the shape reconstruction of space debris has been
approached with a fast video-based algorithm exploiting the light reflection, based on the
classic shape from shading (sfs) problem. Even if sfs is a fast computational algorithm
(usually based on neural networks and the like) it cannot provide detailed information
allowing the motion description. It can provide a draft object reconstruction, not suitable
for a precise kinematics determination.
The presented work is going a little bit beyond what has been already investigated
so far because we are proposing a solution based on a simple stereo-vision device for the
identification and reconstruction of the space debris motion, that has been extensively
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tested in a professional test-bed artificially recreated in a laboratory.
In order to assess our approach, we built an experimental environment in laboratories
where we reproduced the illumination in space and we used a robotic arm to simulate the
motion of few mock-ups of space debris. Experimental results show that the proposed
solution is suitable or a real time evaluation of the kinematics of space debris, allowing the
further stage of identification and selection of best strategy for capture and de-orbiting.
The next capture and de-orbiting phases are out of the scope of the current paper. Our
target was to demonstrate the feasibility of the reconstruction of space debris kinematics
by use of a stereocamera device.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In section 2.we introduce the experimental
set up and the preliminary work, in section 3. we describe how the mock up of space
debris has been tracked with algorithms implemented and overall approach to the motion
reconstruction. Results and discussion are presented in section 4. and, finally, section 5.
draws the conclusions and outlines future works.
2. MATERIAL
In this section we describe our experimental set up that is mainly made up of the
stereocamera, the target mock up and their infrastructures. There are several potential
sensors suitable for object shape reconstruction such as laser scanners, LiDARs, TimeOfFlight cameras, radar SAR cameras and the like. Nevertheless only few are potentially
employable in space missions due to the limitation of weight and power supply for the
payload of the chaser satellite. As aforementioned we limited our embarked sensors suite
to a professional High Definition stereocamera (3DOne [13]) shown in Figure 1 selected for
supporting depth and tracking evaluation. The stereocamera has been calibrated in order
to compute depths for large debris such the CADET potential target, the H10 upper-stage
of Ariane launcher. Its peculiarity can be summarised in the following three features: a)

Figure 1. 3DOne set up: the opened device with stereocameras and processing boards
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high definition (1920x1080 pixels), b) fast acquisition rate (up to 30Hz) making use of
Giga ethernet adapter and devices, c) the possibility to fix all the parameters such as focus
length, white balancing, gain and exposure, that are influencing very much the image processing algorithms and that must be coherent among same image data set. Furthermore
the camera is equipped with a processing board supporting further FPGA implementation
as well as image caching enabling different data serialization or multiplexing strategies.
We had to simulate the space environment concerning the illumination and motion of
debris and create the debris mock up. According to the CADET project requirements, we
tailored the debris to the Ariane upper stage, the H10 that weights about 2 tons and is
about 10m length with a diameter of about 2m. In laboratory we had to proportionally
scale it down by a scale factor of 10. The mock up has been fixed to a robotic arm able
to perform the spinning and tumbling motions characterising the debris (see Figure??).
Concerning the illumination of the space debris, we had to try to mock up the real sit-

Figure 2. Experimental set up at the CADETLab
uation, obscuring everything in the background (see Figure 2) and introducing direct
light lamps. Moreover the debris doesn’t have specific image markers and its surface can
have different optical properties. We attached printed papers to the mock up surface and
changed lamps direction during the test. The mock up can execute complex revolutionary
movements (spin and tumbling) and given the rail path at the ground it is possible to
easily change the distance in order to perform different acquisition configurations.
Our approach for evaluating the kinematics of the space debris has been the evaluation
of tracks of the same dot in the left and right images. Having several pairs of tracked dots
over the time it is possible to reconstruct the motion laws governing the debris.
In the following Section 3. it is described the algorithm we implemented for tracking
dots (features) in the stereo couple of images while in its next Section 4. it is described
how to exploit the tracks information for evaluating the coordinates and eventually the
kinematics.
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3. ROBUST FEATURE POINT TRACKING IN STEREO PAIRS
Object tracking is a fundamental task in video processing. A review of the literature
on Visual Tracking can be found in a recent survey ([14]). In our work, we consider the
scenario where one must identify and track the location of one or more feature points in
sequences of stereo pairs. This is a relatively overlooked problem in the literature. Most
of the trackers currently available work for single images only and are not specifically
designed for stereo pairs. To overcome this issue, we designed a novel stereo tracking
algorithm, which tracks features exploiting simultaneously the four images of two consecutive image pairs.
In the specific environment we are working on, tracking is a very hard task since
the target appearance and model is unknown, the illumination, reflection and motion are
irregular and the pose, scale and view frequently change. In the context of CADET project
we further increase the complexity of the problem, since we focus on long-term tracking,
where it is desirable that the feature points are tracked over potentially long sequences
(length of minutes). In these conditions, few systems in the literature are capable of
running reliably for long periods. A tracking algorithm suitable for this task must define
an internal representation that avoid the drift during the tracking and, most of all, must
be able to evaluate on-line the quality of the location of the target between frames in a
stereo pairs and between consecutive stereo pairs, without ground truth.
As a final constraint, we require a near real-time tracking, in order to feed, as soon as
possible, the routine responsible of computing the object kinematics with useful information.
The outline of our algorithm is the following:
• compute robust feature correspondences between left and right images of a stereo
pair;
• track features between consecutive stereo pairs.

These two steps are described in details in the following.

3.1 Stereo features computation
Given an incoming stereo pair, we first compute new features in the left image with the
Shi-Tomasi detector [15] and, then, we track their position from the left to the right image
of the stereo pair with the pyramidal version of the Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi tracker ([16]).
However, as we previously stated, our scenario requires robust and reliable information
and, thus, inaccurate tracking results must be identified and pruned.
In order to meet these requirements, we introduced two measures to estimate the
tracking quality. The first is the Foreword-Backward(FB) error metric introduced in [17].
The main idea behind this measure is the following: if the point has been tracked (forward)
reliably along a sequence of k frames, it can be backtracked to the original frame in its
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exact starting position; otherwise, the distance between the original position and the
backtracked one can be used to estimate the tracking error.
More formally, let S = {I(t), I(t + 1), . . . , I(t + k)} be a sequence of k frames and x(t)
the position of a feature point at time t. Define T f (x) = {x(t), x(t + 1), . . . , x(t + k)} the
sequence of (forward) tracked positions of x(t) along the sequence S, and T b (x) = {x(t +
k), x0 (t + k − 1), . . . , x0 (t)} the sequence of positions obtained backward-tracking the point
x(t + k) along the inverse of the sequence S. The FB error is then defined as the distance
between the two trajectories T f (x) and T b (x), which, for simplicity, can be summarized
by the Euclidean distance between the two extremes at time t, i.e. F B(T f (x), T b (x)) =
kx(t) − x0 (t)k(Figure 3).

Figure 3. FB error: point 1 is tracked consistently (null error), while point 2 has inconsistent forward and backward trajectories (large error)
The second error measure we exploit, which we we will refer to as NCC, is obtained by
computing the normalized cross-correlation between two patches of equal size surrounding
the positions x(t) and x0 (t).
Finally, the FB estimates are sorted in ascending order, the NCC estimates in descending order, and the tails of the wc % worst predictions on both list are flagged as outliers;
wc is a parameter of the algorithm which controls its sensitivity. Clearly, the higher wc
the more robust are the tracked features, but their number decreases, which can be a
problem when many features are requested to compute the space debris kinematics.
3.2 Stereo features tracking
A similar process has been implemented to track the stereo features along the video
sequences. In this case, rather than tracking directly the features from a pair to the other,
we try to find the best matches between stereo features of pairs P (t) and P (t + 1), which
we recall have been marked as robust features in the previous step. Let’s first recall that
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each stereo pair is composed by a left and a right image ({L, R}), and each stereo feature
f is characterized by the position (xL , xR ) of the reference point in these images.
We first take the set {xL (t)} of features in the left frame of pair P (t) and we track
them onto the left image of pair P (t+1) with the Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi tracker. We then
match the projected points with their closer stereo features in the left image of P (t+1). In
case a point in {xL (t + 1)} appears in multiple matches, we keep only the one having the
lowest euclidean distance with the P (t) tracked point (Figure 4(a)). Finally we estimate
the match reliability using an extension of the FB error measure previously introduced. In
this case, given a match {fi (t), fj (t + 1)}, we back-project both xj,L (t + 1) and xj,R (t + 1)
of fj (t + 1) into x0j,L (t) and x0j,R (t) on pair P (t), and we sum the Euclidean distances
between the two reference positions at time t: F B = kxi,L (t)−x0j,L (t)k+kxi,R (t)−x0j,R (t)k
(Figure 4(b)).

Figure 4. Stereo features tracking: (a) the left positions of the stereo features in P (t) are
tracked on P (t + 1) and matched with the closest features in P (t + 1); (b) evaluation of
the FB error for tracked stereo features.
The FB estimates are again ordered according to their increasing value and the wt % of
the worst predictions are filtered out as outliers where, again, wt is a parameter controlling
the algorithm sensitivity.

Figure 5. Tracked features projected onto the stereo pairs with the described algorithm
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The surviving matches are then used to build tracks, that summarize the temporal
motion patterns of the stereo features. Given a match {f (t), f (t + 1)}, if f (t) belonged
to a track T , then f (t + 1) is added to T , otherwise f (t) and f (t + 1) become the initial
points of a new track. All tracks identified at time t whose ending point f (t) did not find
a match in pair P (t + 1) are marked as closed. All tracks are stored into memory and can
be accessed by the routines responsible of computing the space debris kinematics.
Figure 5 shows some dots tracked with the described procedure.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Once identified a good sample of tracked dots with the procedure described in previous
Section 3.we can evaluate their position (coordinates) in the space. Actually we have to
select an appropriate reference system: we adopted the camera system. Hence every
coordinate refers to the centre of the stereocamera device. It can be easily transformed
to chaser reference system if its attitude is known.
For each dot that has been tracked concurrently in both stereo images we can evaluate
T
depth information as: Z = xlf−x
r and we have to register the acquisition timestamp of the
image pair.
Results are reported in charts drawn in Figure 6 related to the dots tracked with
identifiers 486 and 1919 (IDs to robust tracks are uniquely assigned within each image
acquisition session from the stereocamera). It shows the pixels motion of a sample tracked
dot over the time and their depth. The two charts on the left display the computed depth
(x in our reference system) at the several different timestamp where the tracking algorithm
has recognised the dot. Charts on the right display y, z coordinates over the time, which
is computed incrementally from the starting timestamp.
Tests have been carried out computing tracks coordinates from more than 60 seconds of
image acquisition with spinning and tumbling rotation speed about one turn per minute.
Having dots tracked (together with the related coordinates) at several timestamps, it
is possible to evaluate the kinematics of the target, i.e. the space debris.
The motion can be figured out as a rigid transformation of the initial coordinates of
the tracked dots to their final position.
Considering the matrix A as the dataset of tracked dots, after some milliseconds the
same dots will be in position expressed by matrix B given by the equation:
B =A·A+T

(1)

where R and T are respectively the rotation matrix and the translation vector.
Rotation can be easier evaluated making use of centroids. We can compute centroids
of A and B and then apply a data reduction technique making use of Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) that allows us to decompose/factorise the matrix H resulting from
the centroids differences such as:
H=

N
X
i

(PAi − centroidA )(PBi − centroidB )T
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Figure 6. Plots of track id 486 and 1919. Charts are reporting on the left the depth
as vertical axes and timestamp on the right whilst the other coordinates represent the
camera plane. Measures are expressed in mm and ms. Tracks are showing the precise
movement of the target
In Equation (2) H can be considered as a covariance matrix. Now we can apply SVD to
H and compute R accordingly. Concerning the translation vector it can be derived from
R as follows:
T = −R · centroidA + centroidB
(3)

We have implemented Python [18] code accordingly and selected results are reported. We
have selected tracked dots with id 1515,1919,1752. In the following are shown their matrixes of initial (matrix A) and final (matrix B) positions and the computed R matrix and
T vector at the time frame from 45211ms to 45406ms (timestamps have been normalised
to the beginning of acquisition of the stereo pair images)








886.4 856.1 2232.0
882.3 849.9 2229.4




A =  323.1 667.19 2223.3  B =  323.0 650.2 2222.6 
1187.3 815.5 2252.4
1184.6 818.6 2255.2

where values are mm in the camera reference system. The computed rotation matrix R
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and translation vector T are








0.99 −0.02 −0.01
−753.5



0.04  T =  −899.0 
R =  0.02 0.99

0.01 −0.04 0.99
−2206.7

With simple matrix transformation we can compute the Euler angles:








ax
−0.04




 ay  =  −0.01 
az
0.02

giving an angular velocity of about ax = −820.64deg/min ay = −212.15deg/min az =
375.26deg/min. The latter to the z axes is the tumbling rotation of the space debris
mockup and was about 1turn/min i.e. almost 360deg/min which is very close to the
value calculated.
5. CONCLUSION
The rendezvous and approach to the non-cooperative target represent a big technological challenge due to the lack of image marker (usually debris have monochromatic
colours), uncertainty of the orbit information, change of optical property of the surface,
and drastic change of lighting condition.
We wanted to demonstrate the feasibility of the reconstruction of space debris kinematics by the use of a stereocamera device. We have described the approach based on
robust feature point tracking in stereo pairs and results shown that it is possible to evaluate the rotation matrix R and the translation vector T as well as the corresponding Euler
angles (results are in accordance with the experimental expected values). The information
of rotation and translation at several sub-sequential steps can be compounded together
and can provide the kinematics of the space debris.
Together with many other information (such as the material evaluation of debris coming from passive infrared analysis and the like) the kinematics is fundamental for selecting
the most appropriate strategy for the further capture of space debris.
We are currently working in integrating the current software prototype into the CADET
project processing flow. Future work will improve the performance in order to manage
the realtime kinematics evaluation.
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Abstarct.
Space debris removal is a challenging problem for a clean and safe space environment.
This work focuses on a novel concept of capture mechanism in the framework of technologies,
strategies and concepts known as “tentacles with belts” method.
Within this framework two different solutions (based on inorganic or organic materials) have
been developed in order to improve the capture efficiency of the belts.
The mechanical, tribological and ageing characterization of modified belt fabrics for space
application is reported and discussed.
This work is funded by CADET (Capture and Deorbiting Technologies), Regione Piemonte,
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Abstract. In the framework of CADET project we developed an innovative pressure sensor
based on carbon nanotubes embedded in a polymeric matrix coupled with an electronic readout circuit. This device is designed for monitoring the debris capture step, evidencing the very
first approach due to his exceptional sensitivity. The core material of the sensor is based on a
polymeric nanocomposite in which carbon nanotubes (CNT) were intimately dispersed in
space-compliant polymeric resin. CNTs are predicted to be of fundamental importance in
future aerospace applications for many purposes such as composite materials synthesis, icing
mitigation and weight lightening[1]. The material were fully characterized from chemical,
thermal, electrical and morphological point of view ( Figure 1).

Figure 1: SEM image of CNT emebedded in the polymeric matrix.

A. Chiolerio, S. Bocchini, I. Roppolo, M. Stoppa, P. Motto Ros, M. Crepaldi, D. Demarchi, C. F. Pirri

The transducer was connected to a small printed circuit board comprising the read-out
circuit. This was designed around a ring-oscillator, able to convert the capacitive variation
induced by pressure load into a quasi-digital signal, thereby providing analog (timecontinuous) information through a noise robust digital communication channel. The tight
integration of the material with the electronics results in a very compact all-in-one sensor
system (overall size is 20 mm x 20mm x 10mm).

Figure 2: Overall pressure sensor system: (a) transducer on the top side of the belt, and (b) printed circuit board
on the bottom side. The belt was provided by Aerosekur.
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Abstract. The present study aims to investigate, by numerical simulations, the potentiality of
plasma actuators to reattach the separated flow along a low pressure turbine blade, at lowReynolds number. The flow over a curved wall plate, installed in a low Reynolds wind tunnel
to simulate the suction surface of a low-pressure turbine blade, was simulated. The
installation on the profile of plasma actuators has been considered. Numerical simulations on
a three dimensional computational grid were performed in absence and in presence of
actuation. The three dimensional case without actuation was validated with experimental data
found in the literature. In presence of actuation, the plasma induced force was modeled and
introduced as a source term in the momentum Navier-Stokes equation; the corresponding two
dimensional numerical flow simulations were validated with the experimental data obtained
by Particle Image Velocimetry and Laser Doppler Velocimetry. The same force was applied
in the three dimensional simulations. Two different plasma actuator configurations have been
investigated: a micro single dielectric barrier discharge and a micro linear plasma synthetic
jet with and without thrust vectoring. By using these devices the separation of the flow has
been considerably reduced.
1. INTRODUCTION
Modern low pressure turbines (LPT) of small gas turbines for aircraft propulsion are
characterized by highly loaded blades, in order to improve efficiency and reduce the number
of the blades and the weight. At take-off conditions, the airfoil boundary layer is fully
attached while at low Reynolds numbers, typical of high altitude cruise, it could be dominated
by laminar flow and susceptible to flow separation and secondary vortices [1]. Such structures
increase the aerodynamic losses, with a significant reduction of the turbine efficiency [2].
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Various techniques for flow control have been studied [3] and in particular different active
flow control techniques [4][5][6] have been investigated to reattach the separated flow.
Dielectric barrier discharge plasma actuators are very simple devices consisting of two
electrodes separated by a dielectric layer; one electrode (the one exposed to the surrounding
fluid) is supplied with high voltage excitation (typically a sinusoidal form with an amplitude
of 5-20 kV and a frequency of1-10 kHz); the second electrode is grounded and completely
buried in a dielectric material and displaced from the exposed one. Such plasma actuator (PA)
configuration is generally called single dielectric barrier discharge (SDBD) but other
geometries exist in the literature, as the plasma synthetic jet (PSJ) actuators. Two variants, as
the annular PSJ and the linear (L-PSJ), are often encountered. The latter is a modification of
the SDBD plasma actuator and consists of two exposed electrodes and one embedded
electrode [7]. This actuator typology can be employed to direct flow at different angles. It
could be made by applying different peak voltage at each electrode [8]. This causes an
asymmetric body force field and, consequently, directional velocity.
The PAs commonly denominated as “typical” or “conventional” [9] are called macro PAs and
they are characterized by electrodes width in the order of cm. Micro PAs [10][11] are instead
characterized by electrode width less than 4 mm [12]. Zito et al. [10], Okocki et al. [12]
demonstrated that actuator efficiency in conversion of input electrical power to delivered
mechanical power is increased by adoption of micro plasma actuators; in particular the
velocity induced by the micro PAs was comparable with the one of macro PAs, but at lower
applied voltage, electrical power dissipation and actuator size, as shown also in Pescini et al.
[13] [14].
The objective of this study was to investigate the active flow control operation of micro
plasma actuators to increase the efficiency of a low-pressure turbine blade at low Reynolds
numbers, by computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations.
The performance of two configurations of micro PA, respectively the SDBD and L-PSJ, were
compared. The micro SDBD was realized and experimentally characterized in quiescent
conditions by measuring the induced wall jet with particle image velocimetry (PIV) and laser
Doppler velocimetry (LDV). Such experiments were used in [11] to validate, by twodimensional (2D) simulations , the numerical modelling of the plasma actuation obtained by
the electrostatic model of Suzen et al.[15].
Simulations using a three dimensional (3D) computational grid were here performed. The
flow separation occurring over a curved wall plate (representing the suction side of a low
pressure turbine [2]), and in absence of actuation, was modelled and validated with
experimental data [2]. Actuation was also modelled by incorporating the previously validated
plasma induced force [11] in the momentum Navier-Stokes equation.
2. CONFIGURATIONS OF THE PLASMA ACTUATORS
Two different PAs geometries were considered in this work. The notations for the different
geometrical parameters are reported in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Schemes of the two considered device configurations: (a) micro S-DBD; (b) micro L-PSJ.
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The first actuator type (Fig. 1(a)) was a micro SDBD actuator tested at the Green Engine
Laboratory of the University of Salento [13] [14] [16]. The experiments were performed in
quiescent conditions and the induced wall jet was characterized by means of PIV and LDV
techniques. The experimental setup is reported in Fig. 2.The device characterization was also
enriched by its electrical power dissipation per unit electrode length [11]. Both electrodes
(h1=h2=35 μm and w1=w2=1 mm) were realized with electroplated copper, the exposed
(upper) and grounded (lower) electrodes were separated by a glass-reinforced epoxy laminate
(FR4) layer (k =125 μm) and they were patterned along the streamwise direction by a gap
g=250 μm.
The second geometry of plasma actuator (Fig. 1(b) was a micro L-PSJ. It is a modification of
the SDBD, consisting of two exposed electrodes and one embedded electrode. All the
dimensions were similar to those of the first configuration (except for w2=2 mm). The same
gap (g=250 μm) was present between both the exposed electrodes and the lower one.

Figure 2: Experimental setup: (a) Facility picture; (b) Schematic of the arrangement and instrumentations [11].

3. TEST CASES
The different test cases presented in this work and their operating conditions are summarized
in Tab.1. The case in absence of actuation (test case 1) was validated with the experimental
data of Matsunuma et al. [2].
The plasma numerical model (employed on the SDBD configuration - test case 2) was
validated in [11] with experimental data acquired in the Green Engine Lab. It was assumed
that the that numerical model, validated in two dimensional (2D) simulation, was also
applicable in three dimensional (3D) domain. The same model was applied to simulate the
flow induced by the micro L-PSJ, as it can be thought as the joining of two SDBD mirrored
(test cases 3 and 4).
3
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A sinusoidal voltage waveform was applied to the exposed electrode of the SDBD (with an
amplitude of 10 kV) while the lower electrode was grounded (test case 2). Two different
operation conditions of the L-PSJ were simulated: the first supposed the application of the
same voltage amplitude (10 kV) to both the exposed electrodes (test case 3); the second one
supposed the application of different peak voltage values at each electrode; in particular an
amplitude of 10 kV was applied at the first exposed electrode and an amplitude of 5 kV at the
second one (test case 4).
Tab.1 – Operating conditions
Test case

Actuator

Voltage amplitude
 0 [kV]

1
2

baseline conditions
S-DBD

10

Voltage frequency
f [kHz]
1

3

L-PSJ

10 (for both exposed electrodes)

1

st

4

L-PSJ (thrust vectoring)

10 (1 exposed electrode)
5 (2nd exposed electrode)

1

4. THE NUMERICAL MODELLING
The flow over a curved wall plate, installed in a low Reynolds wind tunnel to simulate the
suction surface of a low-pressure turbine blade [2], was modelled. Numerical simulations on a
three dimensional computational grid were performed in absence and in presence of actuation.
Unsteady RANS simulations were performed with a segregated pressure based solver. The
pressure velocity coupling was obtained by the semi implicit method for pressure-linked
equations (SIMPLE) algorithm. The SST k-omega turbulence model was used, since it was
considered the most suitable to predict the separation. Second order upwind scheme for
spatial discretization was set. Boundary conditions for the computational domain were set as
“wall” for the upper and lower border of the domain and as “velocity inlet” and “pressure
outlet” respectively for inlet and for the outlet side of the domain.
The 3D computational domain of the wind gallery was built using square elements with a
finer resolution close to the electrodes and the zone above them (Fig. 3). The edge of the top
electrode of the plasma actuators where plasma is formed, was located at x=30.6 mm from the
leading edge. The 3D simulations were performed on half of the blade and a symmetry
boundary condition was set at the mid-span section; the computational domain was
discretized with 5,500.000 cells.

Figure 3: Computational grid of the 3D domain.

To model the effect on the flow of the plasma actuation, the electro-hydrodynamic Lorentz
force was calculated by the electrostatic equations and it was then implemented into the
Navier-Stokes equations as a body force term.
In the present study the two-equations electrostatic model, as developed by Suzen et al. [15],
was considered. The results were validated with experimental data. Following their approach,
the electric potential  was evaluated by solving Eq. (1) in the entire computational by
imposing  t  =0 at the boundaries of the computational domain and on the grounded
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electrode, and  t   0 g t  on the exposed electrode, where g (t ) was a sine wave given by
g t   sin2ft  .
 r    0

(1)
The net charge density in the air side of the domain was instead calculated by the Poisson’s
equation:
(2)
 a  c    c 2d
Eq. (2) was solved imposing that the charge density on the dielectric surface above the
grounded electrode followed a half-Gaussian distribution:
 c ( x, t )   0 exp[ ( x   ) 2 /(2 2 )] g (t )
(3)
where σ is the scale parameter, determining the rate of decay, and  is the x position
corresponding to the end of the electrodes gap, where assumed the maximum value.
The values of σ and of ρ0 for the micro actuator were obtained by fitting the charge density
spatial distribution, as given by the space-time lumped-element circuit model [18], with an
exponential equation of the form given by Eq. (3). A quite good agreement was obtained by
assuming   0.00075 and a value of ρ0 equal to 0.02 C/m3. Once  and  c were obtained,
respectively from Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), the resulting plasma-induced body force vector was
computed by Eq. (4).
F  c E  c   

(4)
The previously mentioned model for the prediction of the plasma actuation effects was
implemented in the commercial CFD code Ansys FluentR 14.5, developing User Defined
Functions (UDFs) by means of C++ routines.
5. RESULTS
5.1. Baseline case without actuation
In order to validate the computational settings, the baseline case without actuation was
examined and the numerical results were compared with the experimental ones [2]. In
particular, streamwise velocity profiles (Ux) were taken at two different positions: nearby the
actuators at x=29.7 (fig.4 (a)) and at the trailing edge x =99.1 mm (fig.4 (b)). The inlet Ux
velocity was taken equal to 1.16 m/s as in the literature work [2]. A good agreement is evident
between experimental and numerical results. The validation of the plasma numerical model
adopted for the micro configurations is the one reported in [17].

Figure 4: Streamwise velocity profiles comparison between experimental [2] and numerical data for baseline
conditions at two different sections: (a) x=29.7 mm; (b) x=99.1 mm.
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5.2 Comparison between PA configurations
To compare the different PA configurations effects in controlling the separation over the
suction surface of the considered curved wall plate, the velocity profiles at two different
sections downstream the chord length were considered. In these cases the velocity inlet was
chosen equal to 1.5 m/s.
Figure 5(a) shows the x-velocity profiles Ux nearby the actuators (x=29.7 mm). In the baseline
condition the velocity in the boundary layer (y<42mm) was almost zero, because of the flow
separation near the curved wall. The mean Ux free stream velocity was 3.0 m/s. In the test
cases with actuation the mean free stream velocity was almost the same for all the
configurations, but the boundary layer was thinner (it ended at y=38 mm) and the streamwise
velocity in the boundary layer was 1.6 m/s for both test cases 2 and 4.
Figure 5 (b) shows the Ux profiles at the trailing edge (x=99.1 mm). In the baseline conditions
the streamwise velocity presented a consistent reverse flow for y<35 mm and the free stream
velocity was 3.0 m/s. Moreover, the boundary layer thickness was approximately 23 mm
(from y=25 mm to x = 48 mm). In the case with active flow control the shape of the velocity
profiles changed: the boundary layer thickness became close to zero for both the S-DBD and
the L-PSJ with the thrust vectoring configuration (test case 2 and 4 respectively). The free
stream velocity instead diminished to 2.5 m/s. This value was also reached also in the test
case actuated with the L-PSJ configuration (test case 3), even if the boundary layer ended at
y=41 mm (16 mm long). The thrust vectoring adopted in the test case 4, compared to test case
3, shows that the change in jet direction increases the performance of L-PSJ.

Figure 5: Streamwise velocity profiles comparison between baseline case (test case 1), micro SDBD (test case2)
and L-PSJ (test case 3 and 4) at two different sections: (a) x=29.7 mm; (b) x=99.1 mm

Figure 6 shows the velocity contours for all the test cases; in Fig 6 (a) the large recirculation
area is evident. This region became completely reduced in size by using the micro SDBD (test
case 2) and the LPSJ with the thrust vectoring (test case 4). Moreover, the LPSJ without thrust
vectoring (test case 3) appeared as the less efficient solution (Fig. 6 (c)).
In order to compare the characteristics of boundary layer in the baseline case and in the cases
with actuation, the boundary layer shape factor H12 was calculated. According to [2], an
H12>4.0 implied separated region (full detachment), 2.2<H12<4.0 was characteristic of an
intermittent detachment, and H12<2.2 implied instead attached boundary layer.
Figure 7 shows the boundary layer shape factor along the chord of the profile. In the baseline
conditions (test case 1) the flow became immediately separated (H12>2.2).
The effect of actuation led to a reduction of H12 at values lower than 2.2 (with a reduction of
about 70% at the trailing edge by using SDBD and L-PSJ with thrust vectoring, the test cases
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2 and 4 respectively) and to a reattachment of the flow. The reduction was instead of 8% for
the L-PSJ (test case 3) and the flow was still separated.

Figure 6: Streamwise velocity contours: (a) baseline case (test case 1); (b) micro SDBD (test case 2); (c) micro
L-PSJ (test case 3); (d) micro L-PSJ with thrust vectoring (test case 4)

Figure 7: Shape factor evolution along the chord length for the different test case

6. CONCLUSIONS
Flow separation control by installing micro plasma actuators over a curved wall plate,
simulating the suction surface of a low-pressure turbine blade, has been investigated by CFD
simulations. The numerical modeling was validated with experimental data found in literature
7
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Two different configurations of plasma actuators were taken into account: the SDBD and
the L-PSJ with and without thrust vectoring. The large separation observed in the baseline
case was completely reduced by using the SDBD and the L-PSJ with the thrust vectoring. The
boundary layer thickness diminished as well as the mean free stream velocity. The shape
factor H12 evolution along the blade chord was also analyzed. The result showed that the
actuation led to a reduction of H12; in particular, the values of H12 at the trailing edge were
lower than 2.2 for both the SDBD and the L-PSJ with thrust vectoring, confirming a
reattachment of the flow. The L-PSJ configuration resulted instead not as efficient and the
flow appeared still separated.
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Summary. Among various devices used in active flow control, plasma synthetic jet actuators
seem to be a promising technology to improve aircraft performances. This paper presents a new
physical model able to predict the temporal evolution of the main thermodynamic variables of
the device. Results for both single pulse mode and repetitive working regime are reported,
providing insights of their characteristics. The work is completed by an analysis of the actuator
frequency response, followed by a comparison with literature results.
1. INTRODUCTION
The request for improving aircraft performances has led the research to introduce new innovative technologies for active flow control using different types of actuators. These methods
involve electro-mechanical devices, such as synthetic jets, able to manipulate the flow, modify
its structure and allow a positive variation of the aerodynamic forces on the aircraft. A great
number of techniques is available to generate a synthetic jet, but, in the last few years, plasma
synthetic jet (PSJ) actuators have gained more interest for their simplicity, very short response
time, high velocities and lack of any moving parts.
A plasma synthetic jet actuator, or Sparkjet, is a solid-state device developed at the Johns
Hopkins University [1, 2] at the beginning of the century, which in a short time has become the
object of study of several groups [3, 4]. It is mainly composed of 2 or 3 electrodes embedded in a
small cavity linked to the external environment with an orifice. The operating cycle begins with
an electrical discharge between the electrodes, which increases pressure and temperature inside
the cavity. The high-pressure plasma exhausts through the orifice, converting the increased air
internal energy into kinetic one. In the end, fresh air is drawn back inside the cavity, refilling
the device for the next pulse. After a limited number of cycles the device reaches a stationary
regime, generating a plasma synthetic jet.
A few numerical models have been developed to predict the behaviour of the device. The
first one has been presented by Haack et al. [5], who divided the device operating cycle in three
different stages: energy deposition, discharge and refresh. It was a one-dimensional analytical
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model based on isentropic relations, unable to treat the refresh stage and limited to a single
flow discharge. A more detailed numerical investigation has been carried out by Sary at al. [6],
solving the 2-D inviscid Euler equations by means of an explicit Roe Scheme, coupled with an
electric circuit model to consider the energy deposition through the electrodes. They simulated
the periodic behaviour of the actuator, performing also a parametric analysis on both energy
deposition and cavity geometry. With the same basic work, Laurendeau et al. [7] used a LES
approach to catch the transient development of a plasma synthetic jet and Chedevergne et al. [8]
studied the interaction of a micro-jet generated by a PSJ actuator with a high-Reynolds number
isothermal flow. Recently, Zong et al. [9] proposed a lumped-element model (LEM) in which
the three stages of the actuator are modelled with different sets of equations, developing a model
for the heat dissipation terms which are assumed to vary linearly with cavity temperature. The
model takes into account the flow as isentropic and all transport variables as constants.
Following the research line of the lumped models, very useful for design and manufacturing
practical purposes, this work aims to present a physical modelling able to predict the time
variation of all thermodynamic variables in the cavity as well as the jet velocity at the orifice, as
functions of the operating frequency. It’s worth noting that the present model can be considered
as a generalization of the Zong’s proposal, because the governing equations are enforced within
the whole volume without the isentropic assumption, the air is modelled as a real gas (with
very detailed thermodynamic relationships to account for high temperature effects) and both
radiation and convection heat transfer mechanisms of energy dissipation are included. The
correct simulation of the refill regime is guaranteed by the inertial term included in the unsteady
Bernoulli’s equation. The assumptions on which the model stands and the derivation of all
governing equations will be presented in Sec. 2.. The temporal response of the actuator, with
particular attention to the system characteristic frequency, will be detailed in Sec. 3, followed
by a brief comparison with a literature previous work.
2. PHYSICAL MODEL
In present work only the internal volume of the actuator has been considered; the PSJ device
has been modelled as a cavity with a cylindrical geometry, characterized by a certain height H
and volume Vc , with a cylindrical nozzle of height l and volume Vn . All variables referring
to the cavity are indicated with the subscript c; while those concerning the exit of nozzle with
subscript e. A sketch of the actuator is reported in Fig. 1.
The mean variables involved in the problem are:
• thermodynamic properties inside the cavity: ρc , Tc , pc ;
• thermo-fluid dynamic properties at exit of the nozzle: ρe , Te , pe , U .
The governing equations considered to model the problem, are represented by mass and
energy conservation in the whole volume, momentum and energy equations through the nozzle,
state equations applied inside the cavity and at the exit of the nozzle, and an additional equation
depending on the flow conditions.
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Figure 1. Sketches of the actuator. (a) Sectional view of the actuator and (b) reconstruction of
the internal cavity volume.
The previous equations are based on various assumptions. First of all, the model is lumped,
namely thermodynamic and transport properties are assumed to be averaged in the whole cavity
volume. Although gradients cannot be evaluated in these conditions, it is possible to follow the
temporal evolution of main variables for each cycle. Secondly, the process of energy deposition
is considered instantaneous. According to Belinger [10, 11], the spark discharge occurs in only
few µs, providing an amount of energy of some mJ; a so short duration, in this type of model,
can definitely be modelled as instantaneous without loss of generality.
Furthermore, it is very important to remember that, at standard conditions (i.e., sea level)
temperature and pressure, air behaves as a perfect gas. When temperature rises up first air
starts to increase its internal freedom degrees after to dissociate and to chemically react, so the
assumption of perfect gas is no longer valid. For this reason, it is necessary to introduce a more
complex model to compute thermodynamic and transport properties in real gas condition. As
discussed in [12], the flow can be described by considering air as a mixture of perfect gases in
thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE hypothesis) with respect to the local value of pressure and
temperature. In this work, state parameters are calculated with analytical expressions given by
Capitelli et al. [13], in which all coefficients are function of the temperature only.
Finally, the model can be considered as composed of two sets of equations: the first representing the energy deposition within the cavity; the second one, valid for two different flow
conditions, able to model the flow for the discharge and refill regimes.
2.1 Energy deposition
The energy deposition occurs in such a short time that the heating process can be modelled
as a constant mass process; because the cavity volume doesn’t change during the whole cycle,
in the end, it results a constant volume process.
The state variables, after the energy discharge in each cycle, can be easily calculated with
the following system, in which the subscript i represents the conditions before the arc formation
process. For the boot cycle these conditions coincide with the ambient ones; while for a generic
cycle n, the values in the right hand-side coincide with the ending ones of the previous cycle
n-1.
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ρ c = ρ i
Tc = Ti + Q/mc cv (Ti )


pc = ρi R(Tc )Tc

(1)

R(T ) is the air specific gas constant and is temperature dependent because it contains compressibility effects. In fact, it can be considered as the product of the air specific gas constant
at standard conditions (R0 ) for the compressibility factor (Z(T )), that depends on the local
temperature, R(T ) = R0 · Z(T ).
The amount of energy supplied to the fluid during the discharge is represented by Q. It is
important to emphasize that it does not coincide with the total energy of the discharge, given by
the subsequent eq. (2), because a certain percentage is dissipated in the arc formation process.
It is, therefore, introduced an efficiency parameter, η, depending on the distance, geometry
and configuration of the electrodes, as discussed by Popkin et al. [14]; classic values of η are
between 0.2 ÷ 0.5.
1
ηCV2
(2)
2
In the previous expression C is the total capacitance of the electrical supply system, whereas
V is the voltage across the capacitors, see Haack et al. [5].
Q=

2.2 Discharge and Refresh phases
Once the discharge has occurred, high-pressure fluid exhausts through the orifice, converting
its increased internal energy into kinetic one. Generally, this phase can be simulated as the
emptying of a reservoir connected to a converging nozzle. In these conditions, the application
of the mass conservation law to the system composed of the reservoir and the nozzle leads to
the following relationship:
ρe U A e
dρc
=−
(3)
dt
Vc
with U indicating the exit velocity and Ae the orifice area.
In the same way, the energy equation inside the whole cavity volume has to be enforced:




d
d
U2
ρc (uc ) + uc (ρc ) Vc + ρe he +
U Ae + Q̇ = 0
(4)
dt
dt
2
where Q̇ is the the total quantity of energy per unit of time exchanged through the entire
surface of the system. It will be discussed in section 2.2.1; setting it equal to zero allows one to
retrieve the classical isentropic relation.
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The application of the compressible unsteady Bernoulli’s equation, between a point inside
the cavity where the flow velocity is practically null and a point at the exit of the nozzle, yields
the third equation for this stage:
uc +

pe
∂U
|U | U
pc
= ue +
+l
+
ρc
ρe
∂t
2

(5)

At the beginning of the nozzle, the flow is supposed at rest; the length of the nozzle is
indicated with l. It’s worth noting that, the last term in the eq. (5) corresponds to an inertial
term, which is responsible for the changes of direction in the refilling regime.
Finally, supposing an isentropic flow in the nozzle, the last equation links the thermodynamic properties inside the cavity to those at the orifice exit.


γ(Te ) − 1 2
cp (Te )
Te 1 +
Tc =
Me
(6)
cp (Tc )
2

It’s well known that, in these conditions, the flow can reach two different types of configurations: choked and unchoked regimes. The flow condition selects the equation required to
close the problem, detailing the previous system. If the flow is choked, the Mach number at the
nozzle’s exit is sonic:
U
=1
Me = p
γ(Te )R(Te )Te

(7)

On the other hand, if the flow is unchoked, the Kutta condition is retrieved:
(8)

pe = pa

The transition from one condition to another is governed by the ratio of pressure within the
cavity to that at the orifice exit. The critical ratio is provided by:
pe
pc

=
cr



Te
Tc

γ
 γ−1

(9)

where γ is a mean value between the two different states involved. If the pressure ratio, after
the energy deposition, is lower or equal to that computed with eq. (9), the flow is unchoked,
otherwise there is a choked regime.
Summarizing, the model is constituted by three ordinary differential equations and a nonlinear algebraic relation, which have been particularized for the two different flow conditions.
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2.2.1 Heat transfer
The heat transfer contribution (Q̇), included in the present model, has been considered as
the sum of two terms:
• the first one represents the cooling of cavity walls due to a natural convection heat transfer.
This term has been written as:
Q̇conv = hconv Sconv (Tc − Ta )

(10)

where Sconv is the exchange surface and hconv is the convective heat transfer coefficient.
According to Sary et al. [6], a convective coefficient of 50 W ·m−2 ·K −1 has been adopted.
• the second mechanism implemented in the model is the radiative heat transfer.
Q̇rad = ε σ Srad (Tc4 − Ta4 )

(11)

where ε is the emissivity coefficient (in the case of ceramic material it is set to 0.8); σ is
the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and Srad is the relevant surface of emission.
2.2.2 Choked equations
In the case of choked flow the eqs. (3, 4, 5, 6) are combined with eq. (7), obtaining the
following system of equations:
1

 γ−1
Ae
cp (Tc )
2
dρc
= − U ρc
dt
Vc
cp (Te ) γ(Te ) + 1


∂U
1
|U | U
=
cp (Tc )Tc − cp (Te )Te −
∂t
l
2
1


 γ−1
dTc
1
dρc
cp (Tc )
2
=
−Q̇ − cv (Tc )Tc
Vc − ρc
·
dt
ρc cv (Tc )Vc
dt
cp (Te ) γ(Te ) + 1

 
U2
Ae cp (Te )Te +
U =0
2


cp (Tc )
2
Te = Tc
cp (Te ) γ(Te ) + 1
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(12)
(13)

(14)

(15)
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2.2.3 Unchoked equations
When the energy discharge is not powerful enough to cause an increase of cavity pressure
greater than its critical value, the flow is reaches an unchoked regime. In this condition the
system of equation should be modified in the following way:

 γ1
γ−1
dρc
p
Ae
a
= − U ρc γ
dt
Vc
Tc R(Te )


∂U
1
|U | U
=
cp (Tc )Tc − cp (Te )Te −
∂t
l
2

dTc
1
dρc
=
−Q̇ − cv (Tc ) Tc
Vc − Ae U ·
dt
ρc cv (Tc ) Vc
dt


 γ1 

γ−1
U2
pa
γ
cp (Te )Te +
ρc
=0
2
Tc R(Te )
Te = Tc1/γ



pa
·
ρc R(Te )

 γ−1
γ

(16)
(17)

(18)

(19)

3. RESULTS
The present model predicts both the single pulse cycle characteristics and the periodic behaviour during the repetitive working phases of the device. In all test cases the flow has been
initialized at rest (U = 0 m/s) and standard ambient conditions (288 K and 101325 P a). The
cavity of the actuator has a cylindrical geometry (6 mm wide and 6 mm high) with an orifice
of 1 mm in both diameter and thickness, see Fig 1 (a). The efficiency coefficient is set equal to
0.3, while the amount of energy supplied to the fluid for each cycle is 7 mJ.
3.1 Single cycle
The previous governing equations, (12-15, 16-19), have been implemented in Matlab code
and solved with a Runge-Kutta method, (ode45). Considering only one cycle (the first, for
simplicity), the energy discharge produces a sudden increase in pressure which forces air to exit
from the orifice in few microseconds; the velocity, in fact, reaches its maximum around 25 µs
after the discharge, then it decreases rapidly fluctuating around zero, Fig. 2 (left). Moreover,
during this cycle the jets expels about the 10% of its initial mass, recovering only a very small
part; the internal cavity temperature at first decreases sharply due to internal energy variations
induced by the fluid flow, then more slowly driven by heat transfer effects, Fig. 2 (right).
One cycle only is not enough to generate a synthetic jet, but it provides some important
details of the system response. In the time interval between two subsequent discharge pulses,
the device behaves like a Helmholtz resonator, for which oscillations are due to the stiffness
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Figure 2. Variation of the main thermodynamic parameters during the first cycle. Exit velocity
and cavity pressure on the left, cavity mass and temperature on the right.
of the air contained in the cavity. This is perfectly consistent with the operating principles of
piezo-driven synthetic jet actuators, characterized by two natural frequencies: membrane firstmode structural and Helmholtz frequencies, see [15]. In case of lack of mechanical moving
parts, the only characteristic frequency is the Helmholtz one, defined by:
s
r
1
ka
1 γ(Tc ) A2e pc / Vc
=
(20)
fH =
2π
ρ l Ae
2π Ma
where ρ = (ρc +ρu )/2 whereas ka and Ma are, respectively, the equivalent stiffness of the air
inside the cavity and the effective mass of the air at the orifice. Note that in the previous equation
all thermodynamic variables are time-dependent, for this reason the computed frequency varies
till the synthetic jet is completely formed and the stationary (quasi-periodic) regime is fully
establish. In general, the differences between the frequencies computed with eq. (20), fH , and
the numerical simulation, fN are around 1%; for the first cycle, for example, the obtained values
are reported in table 1.
Table 1. Helmholtz frequencies computed with eq. (20) and with a numerical simulation.
fH = 3907 Hz

fN = 3869 Hz

Error ≈ 1%

3.2 Periodic behaviour
The periodic behaviour of the actuator has been simulated providing periodically to the fluid
a fixed amount of energy, 7 mJ, with an actuation frequency of 1 kHz.
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Figure 3. Evolution of the main thermodynamic parameters over the first 25 cycles.
The evolution of the main thermodynamic parameters, over 25 cycles, is represented in Fig.
3.2. They are characterized by a first transitional phase, with changes from initial values, then,
after 20 ms, they reach a repetitive behaviour, leading to the formation of a truly synthetic jet
(zero-net mass flux over one cycle). After start-up, the cavity mass globally decreases, while
the fluid within the cavity becomes increasingly hot, reaching temperatures of 800 K. Note that
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heat transfer effects are the leading terms during the refill regime, affecting the slope of the
recovery mass curve. When the fluid gets hotter heat fluxes increase, promoting mass suction
and thus the synthetic jet formation. The velocity reaches a peak of 250 m/s oscillating around
small negative values. Similarly, the cavity pressure fluctuates around a value slightly lower
than the ambient pressure with over-pressures close to 20 kP a.
It is interesting to observe the existence of high frequency oscillations between the energy
depositions. As temperature tends to increase and density to reduce, the Helmholtz natural
frequency changes during the operation mode, leading to the occurrence of higher values.
3.3 Actuator frequency response
In Fig. 4 is reported the variation of the maximum peak velocity with discharge frequency.
It’s worth noting that the curve exhibits a maximum around 5200 Hz, but it is not straightforward to predict this value because the Helmholtz natural frequency varies with thermodynamic
variables, which in turn depend on the actuation frequency.
296

Umax (m/s)

294

292

290
3500

4500

5500
f (Hz)

6500

7500

Figure 4. Variation of maximum velocity with discharge frequency.
Observe that, the actuator response appears very different from that of synthetic jets actuators, presenting often very high velocity values even at extremely low frequencies.
3.4 Comparison
The model has been validated against a literature test case. In Fig. 5 a comparison of
main thermo-fluid dynamic parameters over the first 25 cycles computed by Zong et al. [9] is
presented.
Both models converge to similar stationary solutions, although some discrepancies arise during the initial phase. First of all, the present model predicts that the high frequency oscillations
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Figure 5. Evolution of main thermodynamic parameters over the first 25 cycles. Present model
is in red, Zong et al. [9] in blue.
between the energy discharges tend to increase their frequency, whereas in Zong’s work they
keep the same period. This variation is due to the dependence of Helmholtz natural frequency
on thermodynamic variables (Sec. 3.2), which seems not to be perceived in Zong’s solution.
Another important difference is linked to the heat transfer process. Since the latter is the leading
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term in the refill regime, the use of a “linear” model for the heat dissipation rate, as done in [9],
leads to a different recharge velocity. This is particularly evident for the cavity mass evolution
during the start-up phase.
Note that overall solutions are quite similar because working temperatures are relatively
low. A greater amount of energy discharge would lead to a major deviation from perfect gas
behaviour, producing different results.
4. CONCLUSIONS
A new physical model able to predict the time variation of all thermodynamic variables in
the cavity as well as the jet velocity at the orifice of a plasma synthetic jet actuator has been
presented. Simulations for different operating frequencies have been reported, providing also
the frequency response of the device.
A major result lies in the finding that the device behaves like a Helmholtz resonator. In fact,
high frequency oscillations in the time interval between two subsequent discharge pulses are
observed.
Finally, a basic comparison with a literature test case has been performed. Results show a
good agreement between the models, but he present model is able to predict in a better way the
variation of the natural Helmholtz frequency.
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Summary. The paper deals with the effects of pressure gradient and shock wave on riblet
performance. A model for the numerical simulations of riblets at high Reynolds numbers is
presented and results of airfoil flows in subsonic and transonic conditions are discussed and
compared with available experiments. Finally a complex transonic wing body configuration
will be studied.
1. Introduction
One of the most interesting passive drag reduction techniques is based on the use of riblets
which essentially consist in stream-wise grooved surfaces. These are very likely the only aircraft
profile drag reduction system mature for application in the next generation aircraft [1].
Despite interest in these devices, the literature does not offer numerical simulations of riblets
in presence of pressure gradient or more generally around complex aeronautical configurations
because, due to their scale length (microns), direct simulations are unfeasible.
Mele and Tognaccini [2] introduced the idea to model riblets as a singular roughness problem by modifying the wall boundary condition of the turbulence model and obtaining promising
results in case of a flat plate and airfoil flow. The model has been further developed [3] with
the aim to predict the performance up to h+ ≈ 50 for riblets of arbitrary shape. The simplicity
of the boundary condition allows for the simulation of complex aircraft configurations in design and off design conditions as shown by its application to a complex transonic wing-body
configuration [4].
In the present paper secondary non local effects of riblets are analysed and discussed, focusing on the influence of pressure gradient on riblet performance and on the effect of riblets
on shock waves in transonic flows.
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2. Riblet modeling in RANS equations
It has been shown that riblets induce a displacement of the turbulence eddies with respect to
the mean flow leading to a reduction of the momentum transfer to the wall with a consequent
drag reduction [5, 6, 7]. This mechanism is confined very near to the surface and induces a
drag increase if riblets are large enough to interact directly with the turbulence structures. In
practice, the effect of riblets is the shift of the origin of the velocity profile, i.e. a shift of the
constant of the well known logarithmic law of wall:
1
(1)
U + = log(y + ) + B − ∆U + ,
κa
where the superscript + specifies non-dimensional quantities obtained by using wall variables,
and κa = 0.41 is the Kármán constant. The value of the constant B, measuring the influence
of the wall on the velocity profile, depends on the problem, a typical value adopted for smooth
surfaces is 5. ∆U + is the shift of the velocity profile due to riblets. Following Jiménez [7] and
White [8], negative values of ∆U + return a skin friction reduction.
The relation between roughness and riblets has been widely discussed in literature [9, 10,
7, 11, 12] since equation (1) is the same formula describing the effects of wall roughness on
turbulent flows with the only difference that, in the case of roughness, ∆U + is usually positive
returning an increase of drag. Tani [9] re-analyzed the classical experimental data of Nikuradse
[13] on turbulent flows over rough walls. He focused his attention on the transitional roughness
regime that is characterized by a roughness height not large enough for a fully rough behavior
(usually the transitional roughness is defined for non-dimensional roughness height ks+ < 50).
He realized that sand roughness induces a reduction of skin friction if ks+ , which is often defined
as roughness Reynolds number, is lower than about 6. Above this critical value, the sand roughness induces an increase of drag. Tani already noted that this behavior is surprisingly similar
to riblet effects which however induce a much greater drag reduction. On the other hand, he
emphasized that, unlike riblets, sand roughness is insensitive to flow direction.
The well known wall boundary condition of Wilcox for the k − ω turbulence models family
[14] is widely adopted for simulating rough walls. Wilcox derived his boundary condition from
Saffman [15] who first observed that, approaching the surface, the differential equations of
the κ − ω turbulence models possess a kind of solution that returns a finite value for ω at the
surface. This value can be, in principle, any value that correctly reproduces the logarithmic law
of smooth, rough or grooved wall. Saffman proposed the following boundary condition for ω at
the wall:
τw
ρu2
· SR (ks+ ).
(2)
ω = τ · SR (ks+ ) =
µ
µ
p
where ρ is the density, uτ = τw /ρ is the friction velocity (τw is the wall shear stress) and µ is
the dynamic viscosity. Using equation (2) and from the analysis of the experimental results of
Nikuradse, Wilcox derived his condition for SR on rough walls:

(50/ks+ )2 ks+ < 25,
SR =
(3)
100/ks+ ks+ > 25.
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Thus ω at the wall depends on ∆U + or equivalently on SR = SR (∆U + ) and depends on the
nature of the wall. In the case of transitional roughness SR (∆U + ) has been obtained verifying,
by numerical experiments, the correct value of SR providing the ∆U + measured by Tani. A
simple bell shaped function has been used to fit the new obtained values for SR :
SR =

(ks+

C1
,
− C2 )2n + C3

(4)

where C1 = 1.666 · 103 ; C2 = 3.25; C3 = 0.1; n = 1. Equation (4) recovers for ks+ = 0 and
ks+ = 6.5 the SR value for smooth wall.
p
The same equation (4) with different coefficients and written as a function of lg+ = A+
g,
+
where Ag is the riblet non dimensional cross section area, can be used to simulate the effects
of an arbitrary riblet family. In fact, following Mayoral and Jiménez [11], lg+ gives a better
characterization of riblet performance than the non-dimensional riblet spacing s+ and height
h+ . They found that the adoption of lg+ collapses riblet experimental data into a compact group
of similar curves. Thus, in the case of riblets, equation (4) can be rewritten as:
SR =

(lg+

C1
.
− C2 )2n + C3

(5)

The coefficients have been obtained by numerical experiments matching the experimental data
reported in [11]: C1 = 2.5 · 108 ; C2 = 10.5; C3 = 1. · 10−3 ; n = 3. C2 is equal to the value of lg+
corresponding to the maximum value of SR , while C1 and C3 are related to the maximum value
of SR . In the case of the riblet family reported by Walsh [16], manufactured by 3M company,
√
with a symmetric V-grooved section the relation between lg+ , s+ and h+ is s+ = h+ = 2 lg+ .
In Fig. 1 the computed drag reduction DR versus lg+ , obtained by applying Eq. (5) in CFD
simulations of flat plate flow, is compared with experimental curves and a DNS computation
taken from [11]. The drag reduction is defined as DR = −∆τ /τ0 , where ∆τ is the difference
between the viscous stress for grooved and smooth (τ0 ) wall. Following [11], DR is scaled by
the viscous slope:


∂(∆τ /τ0 )
ml = −
,
(6)
∂lg+
l+ =0
g

which is the slope of the
curve for
experimental data and DNS curve.
DR(lg+ )

+
g

→ 0. The RANS results well compare with the

3. Airfoil flow
3.1 NACA 0012 airfoil
During the 90’s, some experimental campaigns [17, 18, 19, 20] showed that drag reduction
increased with the angle of attack in subsonic conditions. A friction drag reduction of about
15% at α = 6◦ and of 6 − 7% at α = 0◦ was reported on a NACA 0012 airfoil.
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Figure 1: Flat plate, M∞ = 0.1. Computed and measured drag reduction curves as a function
of lg+ (negative values mean a drag reduction).—•—: RANS results with Eq. (5), ——: DNS
[11], 4: experiments of Bechert et al. [5] such as reported in [11].
In this section the results of CFD simulations of the flow around NACA 0012 airfoil covered
by riblets using the new proposed boundary condition are described and compared with the
experiments of Sundaram et al. [17].
All numerical simulations have been performed by applying FLOWer, a flow solver developed by DLR (the German Aerospace Center) and widely used in the industry and applied
research [21]. The FLOWer code solves the compressible 3D steady and unsteady RANS equations on block-structured meshes and is designed to simulate flows around complex aerodynamic configurations. The spatial discretization adopted is a central or AUSM finite volume
formulation with explicit blended 2nd and 4th order artificial dissipation. Time integration is
carried out by an explicit hybrid multistage Runge-Kutta scheme. Classical convergence acceleration techniques, such as local time stepping and implicit residual smoothing, are available
together with multigrid algorithms. Turbulence is modeled by either algebraic or transport
equation models. The cell-centered scheme and the κ − ω SST turbulence model [22] have
been adopted for the simulations discussed in this paper. A simple modification of the source
code has been necessary to introduce equation (4) and (5) in the turbulence models.
The adopted grid has been downloaded from NASA LARC internet site [23]. It is a C-type
mesh with 896 × 256 cells (512 cells over the airfoil). The far field is 500 chords distant from
the body.
In the reference experiments [17, 19], 3M riblets with symmetric V-grooved section and
s+ = h+ covered the NACA 0012 airfoil from 12% to 96% of the chord length. Measurements
of the drag coefficients are provided together with some velocity profiles obtained by hot wire
probes. The measurements were carried out with a riblet height of 0.152 mm ensuring variations of h+ within the optimum range (10 − 14) predicted by Walsh’s experiments [16]. There
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(a) Computed skin friction coefficients.

(b) Velocity profiles on the upper surface at
x/c=0.5. ◦: experiment with riblets [17]; - · -: loglaw of the wall (eq. (1) with κ = 0.41, B = 5.0).

Figure 2: NACA 0012 Airfoil, Re∞ = 106 , M∞ = 0.1. − − −: smooth airfoil, —: airfoil with
riblets (equation (5) with h = s = 0.152 mm
are no information on the extension of the laminar region near the leading edge or on the possible presence of laminar separation bubbles. The RANS calculations have returned a laminar
separation bubble for α ≥ 6◦ with and without riblets. Its presence is well known in literature
[24].
The measured ∆Cd are reported for α = 0◦ , 2◦ , 4◦ , 6◦ in Sundaram et al. [17]. ∆Cd for
α = 8◦ , 10◦ , 12◦ are reported in the review by Viswanath [19].
The numerical simulations have been performed using exactly the same settings as the experiments. Equation (5) has been used with riblets height and spacing h = s = 0.152 mm and
transition has been fixed at 12% of the chord length.
The computed skin friction coefficients on the airfoil in the case of smooth wall and riblets
installed are compared at α = 0◦ and α = 6◦ in figure 2 (a). The reduction of the skin friction
coefficient due to the riblets is clearly visible.
The effect of the riblets on the velocity profiles is shown in figure 2 (b) where the computed
velocity profiles on the upper surface at x/c = 0.5 in the case of riblets and smooth wall are
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Figure 3: NACA 0012 Airfoil, Re∞ = 106 , M∞ = 0.1. Comparison between predicted and
measured drag reduction due to riblets at different angles of attack. •: experiments [17], [19],
: computed (equation (5) with h = s = 0.152 mm).
plotted for α = 0◦ and α = 4◦ . In the same figure, a comparison between the computed
and measured velocity profile in the boundary layer with riblets installed is also proposed. A
satisfactory agreement is achieved.
The measured and computed total drag reductions are compared at different angles of attack
in figure 3. The measured improvement of riblet efficiency up to α = 6◦ is correctly predicted
by present RANS simulations providing a maximum drag reduction of 11.5% in satisfactory
agreement with the experiment [17] which reports a 13% of maximum drag reduction with a
±1.5% of uncertainty in the measured ∆Cd . In the same figure the computed drag reduction at
higher angles of attack is also reported and compared with the experimental data reported by
Viswanath [19].
3.2 DU 96-W-180 airfoil
Chamorro et al. [25] tested various riblet size and shapes provided by 3M company on a
DU 96-W-180 airfoil. The experiments were performed in low speed conditions at a Reynolds
number 2.2 × 106 referred to 1m airfoil chord and varying the lift coefficients from 0.25 to 1.14.
The same airfoil was studied in the experiments of Sareen et al. [26]. They also tested
various riblet size provided by 3M company at three different Reynolds numbers 1.0×106 , 1.5×
106 and 1.85 × 106 referred to 0.457m airfoil chord.
The effect of full or partial riblet coverage on the airfoil has also been investigated in both
experiments. The authors calculated, by Xfoil simulations, the transition to turbulence over the
clean airfoil in its operational range and then, in the case of partial riblet coverage, the riblet
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film was applied starting from 40% of the airfoil chord on the upper surface and 70% on the
lower surface. Sareen et al. [26] also determined the experimental separation and reattachment
points and reported an oil flow visualization of the detected laminar separation bubble at α = 6◦
and Reynolds number 1.5 × 106 .
The present numerical simulations have been performed at the same flow conditions of the
experiments with partial riblet coverage. All calculations have been carried out at M∞ = 0.1
and specifying the transition on the upper and lower surface at the same position reported in
the experiments. In the laminar zone the production terms of the turbulence equations are set
to zero[27]; such transition treatment guarantees optimal flow prediction in case of laminar
separation bubbles.
In Fig. 4 the computed drag reduction vs. riblet height at Re∞ = 1.5×106 is compared with
the measurements of Sareen et al. [26] showing a satisfactory agreement. Riblets performance
is strictly linked to the extension of the turbulent region that depends on lift coefficient. The
achieved maximum drag reduction (3-4%) is significantly lower than in the NACA0012 test,
but this is clearly due to the wide extension of the laminar region on the DU 96-W-180 airfoil.
The effect of Reynolds number is shown in Fig. 5 were the computed and measured drag
reduction vs. riblet height at Cl = 0.75 is shown for three different Reynolds numbers. Also
in this case a satisfactory agreement between computed and measured curves is achieved. In
fig. 6 the computed drag reduction vs. Cl is compared with the experiments of Chamorro et
al. [25] performed at Re∞ = 2.2 × 106 (1m reference chord) with 80µm symmetric V-grooved
riblets. Also in this case a satisfactory agreement between computation and experimental data
is achieved.
In Fig. 7 the computed skin friction coefficients with and without riblets at Re∞ = 1.5×106
and Cl = 0.75, 0.875, 1.0 are shown. Detected laminar separation bubbles are clearly visible
and the separation and reattachment points are in good agreement with experimental data. It is
worth noting that the whole effect of riblets on skin friction coefficients is in the attached flow
zone, inside the laminar separation bubble skin friction seems not influenced by riblets.
3.3 CAST 7 airfoil at transonic speeds
There are few experiments for riblets installed on airfoil at transonic speeds. In the present
paper the results obtained on a CAST 7 airfoil at zero incidence in the Mach number range of
0.65 − 0.76 are presented and compared with the experiments of Coustols and Schmitt [28]. In
the experiments, 3M riblets with symmetric V-grooved section and h = s = 0.017, 0.023, 0.033
and 0.051 mm covered the airfoil surface from 15% to 100% of the chord length.
A total drag reduction of 3.3% was measured in the case of h = s = 0.017 mm and
h = s = 0.023 mm, while in the case of h = s = 0.033 mm and h = s = 0.051 mm, a drag
increase was reported. From the measured total drag reduction, Coustols and Schmitt estimated
a friction drag reduction of 7.5 − 8%.
The numerical simulations have been performed using equation (5) with fixed riblet heights
corresponding to the experimental values. All the calculations were obtained imposing the transition point at 5% of the chord length, and riblets starting at 15% according to the experiments.
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Figure 4: DU 96-W-180 airfoil, Re∞ = 1.5 × 106 . Computed and experimental drag reduction
vs. riblet height. ——: computed at Cl = 0.75, : experiment at Cl = 0.75 [26], —◦—:
computed at Cl = 0.875, •: experiment at Cl = 0.875 [26], —4—: computed at Cl = 1, N:
experiment at Cl = 1 [26].

Figure 5: DU 96-W-180 airfoil, Re∞ = 1.5 × 106 . Computed and experimental drag reduction
vs. riblet height. —◦—: computed at Re∞ = 1.5×106 , •: experiment at Re∞ = 1.5×106 [26],
—4—: computed at Re∞ = 1.85 × 106 , N: experiment at Re∞ = 1.85 × 106 [26], ——:
computed at Re∞ = 1.0 × 106 , : experiment at Re∞ = 1.0 × 106 [26].
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Figure 6: DU 96-W-180 airfoil with symmetric V-grooved riblets of h = s = 80µm, Re∞ =
2.2 × 106 . Computed and experimental drag reduction vs. lift coefficient. —∆—: computed,
: experiments [25]
The adopted grid is a C-type mesh with 768 × 192 cells (512 cells over the airfoil). The
far field is 50 chords distant from the body. The computed friction drag reduction at different
free-stream Mach numbers is compared with the experiments for two riblet heights in figure 8.
There is a good agreement. It is interesting, in particular, to note that the simulations correctly
inform the aerodynamicist on the correct or wrong choice of the riblet height.
Finally, the skin friction distributions in the case of M∞ = 0.76 with optimal riblet height
and smooth wall are compared in figure 9 (b). It can be noted a sudden reduction of skin friction
where the riblets start. In addition the shock wave position moves slightly downstream in the
case of riblets installed. Riblets loose efficiency on the upper surface of the airfoil towards the
trailing edge, as the flow tends to separate.
4. Transonic wing-body configuration
The proposed model has been applied to the assessment of the performances of riblets installed over an aircraft configuration. The NASA common research model (CRM), in particular
the wing-body no-tail configuration, has been chosen for the simulations. This has been the subject of the 5th AIAA CFD Drag Prediction Workshop (DPW5) [29]. The medium grid (namely
L3) of DPW5 has been used. Transonic simulations at M∞ = 0.85 and Re∞ = 5 × 106 have
been performed. The length Lref used to define the Reynolds number is the reference chord
equal to 7 meters, and the span of the configuration is 58.765 m (more details on the aircraft
configuration and meshing can be obtained from the DPW5 web page 1 ).
Two flow solvers have been used. The already cited FLOWer code and a RANS flow solver
1

http://aaac.larc.nasa.gov/tsab/cfdlarc/aiaa-dpw/
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(a) Cl = 0.75.

(b) Cl = 0.875.

(c) Cl = 1.0.

Figure 7: DU 96-W-180 airfoil, Re∞ = 1.5 × 106 . Computed skin friction coefficients. —-:
computed with riblets h = 62µm, −−−: computed without riblets, : experimental separation
and reattachment points without riblets.
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Figure 8: CAST 7 airfoil, Re∞ = 3 × 106 , α = 0◦ . Computed and measured friction drag
reduction due to riblets at different free-stream Mach number and riblet height. 4: experiment
[28] for h = 0.051 mm; O: computed for h = 0.051 mm; : experiment [28] for h =
0.023 mm; ◦: computed for h = 0.023 mm.
with a similar numerics developed at CIRA (Italian Aerospace Research Center) and named
UZEN (Unsteady Zonal Euler Navier-Stokes) [30, 31]. The κ − ω SST turbulence model has
been employed and fully turbulent conditions (as required by the workshop) have been assumed
for the flow.
The 5th AIAA CFD Drag Prediciton workshop required the study of the flow around the
CRM wing-body at Mach number 0.85 and lift coefficient 0.50. Several data are available in
literature [29] for this flow condition without riblets installed.
4.1 Riblets of constant viscous height
Simulations have been performed considering the configuration with the riblets installed.
Riblets having a constant viscous height h√+ have been first applied. The equation (5) with
lg+ = 10.5, corresponding to s+ = h+ = 2 lg+ = 14.85, in case of a symmetric V-grooved
section, has been employed. It is worth remarking that the proposed model only depends on the
riblet cross section area, then the results could be applied also to riblets of different shape.
The effect of the riblets can be appreciated looking at the skin friction coefficient. Figure 10
shows the percentage variation of the friction coefficient evaluated as
∆CF = 100 ×

CFsmooth − CFriblets
CFsmooth

(7)

on the upper and lower surfaces of the NASA CRM. The zones where the riblets are more
effective can be detected. These are the front part of the fuselage and the leading edge of the
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Figure 9: CAST 7 airfoil, Re∞ = 3 × 106 , α = 0◦ . Computed skin friction coefficient distributions over the airfoil. − − −: smooth airfoil, —: airfoil with riblets.
wing where the CF is reduced of about 20% by the action of the riblets. The effect of the riblets
is lower in the rear region of the wing. The skin friction slightly increases in a narrow zone
downstream the shock on the central part of the wing.
Figure 11 reports the skin friction coefficients along chord at different span stations of the
wing. The friction is decreased on both the upper and lower surfaces of the model (note that the
CF on the lower surface has the sign changed). This effect tends to disappear downstream the
shock and in the rear part of the wing.
Pressure coefficients achieved at α = 2.25◦ are reported in Fig. 12. The effect of applying
the riblets is clearly visible. The shock is moved downstream towards the trailing edge. This effect is particularly evident at the mid-span sections and less pronounced at the inboard sections.
The shock results to be stronger when the riblets are on.
Figures 11 and 12 reveal an influence of riblets on the shock waves. A similar effect could
be obtained by increasing the Reynolds number of the flow.
Finally the drag polar of the NASA CRM has been computed with and without riblets installed (Fig. 13).
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Figure 10: NASA CRM, Percentage variation of the friction coefficient on the upper surface of
the NASA CRM at Mach=0.85, Re∞ = 5 × 106 , and CL = 0.50 (UZEN).
First, the smooth (riblets off) configuration has been taken into consideration. Very similar
results, in substantial agreement with the data of the DPW5 [29, 32], have been provided by the
two codes used in the simulations. A slight over-estimation of the drag coefficient with respect
to the experimental data is returned at medium lift coefficients. At low and high CL , a very good
agreement for the CD is achieved. The effects of the riblets is the same for both the flow solvers
as the two numerical curves are shifted to lower drag coefficients when the riblets are applied.
The decrease in the CD is about 10%, slighty greater (11%) at low CL and lower (9.5%) at high
CL . It is worth noting the effect of applying the riblets returned by the numerical methods. At
constant incidence the riblets increase the lift and decrease the drag coefficient. As α increases
the variation in lift coefficient ∆CL stands quite constant while the ∆CD tends to disappear.
Even though the numerics of the two adopted codes is similar, the details of the implementation could turn out in different results. This has not been the case for both smooth and riblets-on
configurations giving a good indication on the robustness of the proposed model.
Partial installation of the riblets. A further evaluation of the performances of the riblets has
been done by performing simulations with constant-h+ riblets installed either only on fuselage
or only on wing. The results at constant angle of attack are summarized in table 1. Applying
riblets only on fuselage has no effect on lift while riblets on wing increase CL . The CD reduction
achieved by riblets applied only on fuselage is greater than riblets only on wing. In particular,
the gain in friction component is almost the same, but riblets on wing causes an increment of
pressure drag while riblets on fuselage have the same pressure drag as the clean configuration.
In terms of induced and profile components of the CD , riblets on wing slightly reduce profile
drag more than riblets on fuselage but have an induced drag worse than the clean configuration.
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(a) η = 0.1306

(b) η = 0.2828

(d) η = 0.5024

(e) η = 0.7288

(c) η = 0.3972

(f) η = 0.9500

Figure 11: NASA CRM at Mach=0.85, Re∞ = 5 × 10 and CL = 0.50. Friction Coefficients
at several η = 2y/b stations. —–  —–: Riblets OFF, —– ∇ —–: Riblets ON.
6

The results of table 1 have to be carefully read and can be misleading. In fact the data
are obtained at constant incidence and the effect of the riblets on the lift coefficient needs to
be properly taken into account. The actual effectiveness of a partial installation of the riblets
can be assessed by considering the drag polar. This has been computed applying riblets only
on wing or only on fuselage and is shown in Fig. 14. The results are compared to the clean
configuration and to the configuration with riblets on both wing and fuselage. It is possible to
note that riblets on wing have a somewhat more significant impact than riblets on fuselage.
4.2 Riblets of constant physical height
All the above reported analyses are for a distribution of riblets at constant h+ , the height
in viscous wall units that depends on the local Reynolds number. However in practical realizations, the straightforward choice would be to adopt a constant physical height h. Neverthless,
constant-h riblets can lead to a performance degradation when installed on a large aircraft. In
order to appreciate this effect, numerical simulations have been carried out also considering
riblets with a fixed physical height.
The aerodynamic coefficients achieved by applying different riblets of constant height h are
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(a) η = 0.1306

(b) η = 0.2828

(d) η = 0.5024

(e) η = 0.7288

(c) η = 0.3972

(f) η = 0.9500

Figure 12: NASA CRM at Mach=0.85, Re∞ = 5 × 10 and α = 2.25 . Pressure Coefficients
at several η = 2y/b stations (UZEN). —–  —–: Riblets OFF, —– ∇ —–: Riblets ON.
6

◦

shown in Fig. 15 where the data of the clean configuration (h = 0) are reported with a black
full circle. First the lift increases and the drag decreases as the riblets get higher. An optimum
in terms of both CD and CL is obtained for the height of 0.5 mm. Then CL starts to decrease
and CD to increase and, as expected, drag results higher than the clean value if the height of the
riblets is increased too much.
A summary of the obtained aerodynamic coefficients are reported in table 2. The clean
configuration is reported at α = 2.30◦ and CL = 0.50. The riblets at constant h+ are also
reported for comparison. These are considered at same incidence and same lift coefficient, while
the results obtained with riblets of constant h are presented only at α = 2.30◦ . Two set of data,
corresponding to the mimimum and maximum drag coefficient, are considered for the riblets of
constant h. It is worth noting the large degradation in aerodynamic coefficients that can occur
in case of too much high riblets. The gain (in case of CDmin ) in drag and lift coefficients when
riblets at constant h are applied is almost the same as the riblets at constant h+ . The profile drag
decreases of about 12% with optimum h+ riblets, while in case of optimum physical height
of about 10.6% (this value has been obtained by a comparison with smooth configuration at
α = 2.40◦ and CL = 0.5141).
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Figure 13: NASA CRM, Drag Polar at Mach=0.85 and Re∞ = 5 × 106 . •: Experimental [32].,
—–: UZEN, –··–: FLOWer, : Riblets OFF, ∇: Riblets ON

Constant-h+ Riblets: Aerodynamic Coefficients of the NASA CRM
CL

∆CL %

CD

∆CD %

0.4992

0

0.0254

0

0.5222

4.61

0.0245

−3.43

0.5014

0.43

0.0247

−2.64

0.5199

4.15

0.0252

−0.83

CDf

∆CDf %
CDpr
∆CDpr %
RIBLETS OFF
0.0109
0
0.0145
0
RIBLETS ON - Constant h+
0.0096
−11.64
0.0149
2.72
RIBLETS ON Fuselage - Constant h+
0.0102
−6.19
0.0145
0.03
RIBLETS ON Wing - Constant h+
0.0103
−5.43
0.0149
2.62

CDi

∆CDi %

CDp

∆CDp %

0.0088

0

0.0166

0

0.0096

9.42

0.0149

−10.26

0.0089

0.86

0.0158

−4.50

0.0096

8.47

0.0156

−5.78

Table 1: Aerodynamic Coefficients of the NASA CRM at α = 2.30◦ (FLOWer): CDf =Friction
drag coefficient; CDpr =Pressure drag coefficient; CDi =Induced drag coefficient; CDp =Profile
drag coeffcient.
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Figure 14: NASA CRM, Drag Polar at Mach=0.85 and Re∞ = 5 × 106 (FLOWer). —◦—:
Riblets OFF; —∆—: Riblets on Fuselage; —O—:Riblets on Wing; —.—: Riblets on Fuselage+Wing.
Finally, the drag polar achieved with riblets at optimum h is compared to the clean configuration and to the optimum-h+ data in Fig. 16. The gain in drag coefficient is always slightly
higher for the constant-h+ riblets with the difference between the two kind of devices decreasing
as CL increases.
The distribution of physical height h corresponding to the optimum h+ is shown in Fig. 17.
The height of the riblets in the zones where h+ -constant riblets have shown to be more effective
is about 0.45 − 0.5 mm close to the optimum value found by the analysis of h-constant riblets.
Instead in the rear region of the wing and downstream the shock, the physical height results to
be of order of 1 mm.
Constant-h Riblets: Aerodynamic Coefficients of the NASA CRM
α

CL

∆CL %

CD

2.30

0.4992

0

0.0254

2.20
2.30

0.5068
0.5222

1.53
4.61

0.0237
0.0245

2.30

0.5184

3.84

0.0246

2.30

0.3991

−20.05

0.0288

∆CD %

CDf

∆CDf %
CDpr
∆CDpr %
RIBLETS OFF
0
0.0109
0
0.0145
0
RIBLETS ON - h+ = 14.85
−6.81
0.0096
−11.47
0.0140
−3.32
−3.43
0.0096
−11.64
0.0149
2.72
RIBLETS ON - h = 0.0005 m (Minimum CD )
−3.07
0.0098
−9.88
0.0148
2.04
RIBLETS ON - h = 0.005 m (Maximum CD )
13.31
0.0147
35.18
0.0141
−3.11

CDi

∆CDi %

CDp

∆CDp %

0.0088

0

0.0166

0

0.0091
0.0096

3.08
9.42

0.0146
0.0149

−12.07
−10.26

0.0095

7.84

0.0151

−8.87

0.0056

−36.08

0.0232

39.55

Table 2: Aerodynamic Coefficients of the NASA CRM (FLOWer): CDf =Friction drag coefficient; CDpr =Pressure drag coefficient; CDi =Induced drag coefficient; CDp =Profile drag coeffcient.
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Figure 15: NASA CRM, Aerodynamic Coeffcients at Mach=0.85, Re∞ = 5 × 106 , and α =
2.30◦ (FLOWer). •: Riblets OFF, —◦—-: CL , –··–◦–··–: CD .

Figure 16: NASA CRM, Drag Polar at Mach=0.85 and Re∞ = 5 × 106 (FLOWer). ——
: Riblets OFF; —O—:Riblets on - constant h+ = 14.85; —∆—: Riblets on - constant h =
0.0005 m
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Figure 17: NASA CRM at Mach=0.85 and Re∞ = 5 × 106 , Distribution of h corresponding to
h+ optimum (UZEN). 21 levels between 0.45 mm and 1 mm with a ∆ = 0.0275 mm are plotted.
5. Conclusions
The application of a boundary condition for the simulation of transitional roughness and
riblets by the κ − ω turbulence model family has been discussed. This boundary condition
makes the simulation of riblets installed on complex aeronautical configurations possible by
standard RANS or hybrid RANS-LES flow solvers.
The proposed relation, linking the value of ω at a solid boundary to the roughness Reynolds
number ks+ and square root of non dimensional riblet cross section area lg+ , is a modification of
the well-known Wilcox’s formula for the simulation of rough walls.
A 2D validation of the model has been first presented. Calculations for a flat plate and
airfoil flows at subsonic and transonic speeds have been presented. The achieved results have
been compared with available experimental data with a good agreement. Non local effects due
to the pressure gradient have been returned by the model for subsonic and transonic test case.
An influence of the riblets on the shock wave position was also noted.
Then transonic numerical simulations of a complete aircraft configuration with riblets installed have been discussed. Two different flow solvers have been adopted providing comparable results; they confirmed the robustness of the proposed boundary condition. The capability
of the model to calculate the effectiveness of riblets performance has been shown. The skin
friction distributions with and without riblets have shown the aircraft zones where the riblets
installation has more effectiveness. An influence of the riblets on the location and strength of
the shocks has been noted. This result has never been highlighted in literature and is similar to
the effect that could be obtained by increasing the Reynolds number of the flow. Experiments
of riblets in transonic flows are desirable in order to substantiate this aspect.
An optimal riblet height distribution has been evaluated and the effects of the partial instal-
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lation of riblets over an aircraft configuration has been discussed.
The present model has reproduced the decrease but also the increase of drag that can occur
in case of non optimal riblet height. This capability is promising in order to design an optimal
distribution of riblet heights for a given configuration or to calculate the optimal riblet height
for a given flow condition.
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Abstract. A flow control technique aimed to the drag reduction has been applied to a 3D
simplified car model. In order to control the near wake region, four continuous jets are
disposed at the periphery of the body. The control performance are previously analyzed
through a preliminary CFD study on a 1:1 scale model. The preliminary experimental
investigation in condition of wind off has been also considered on a 3D printed model at a
1:8.75 scale in order to assess the whole chain of measurements. This investigation involves
the direct measurement of drag force, the pressure distribution on the surface of the model
and the wall pressure fluctuations. Different requirements led to a particular mounting
configuration for the model. Primary calibration of the load cell and the pressure fluctuations
sensors has been carried out.
1

INTRODUCTION

The flow around a road vehicle presents a large variety of phenomena, namely the wheel
interaction, side flows and ground effect. As a consequence an optimal flow control over such
three-dimensional bluff body is very difficult to achieve. Despite this, several flow control
techniques have been already used with specific objectives of reducing primarily the drag and
possibly also the lift. The drag reduction has a direct consequence in terms of reduction of
fuel consumption and gas emissions.
For a generic car, the total losses due to the aerodynamics can be roughly split into three main
contributing factors as showed by Hucho [1]. The flow involving the rolling tire region
accounts for up to 25-30% of total drag, whereas the front-rear pressure difference gives rise
to 40-45% of the losses. The remaining is related to the underbody flow, interferences and
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secondary phenomena. As showed by Ahmed [2], different after body geometries can deeply
influence the wake characteristics and then a drag reduction can be obtained. In case of bluff
body vehicles the large separated flow region is responsible of the great amount of pressure
drag. For those categories of vehicle, where square-back rear part is imposed by different
requirements such as internal space, other less intrusive flow control technique have to be
adopted. To this purpose passive and active vortex generators were proposed by Aider et al
[3] and piezoelectric vortex generators by Orazi et al. [4]. When a flow control technique is
considered for industrial application also the reliability play an important role. One of the
most reliable technique uses continuous jets as proposed by Rouméas et al. [5] that presented
a control technique based on four blowing slots disposed at the base of semi-infinite body.
In the present study the wake control system based on continuous jets slots is adopted on
small commercial vehicles shape. A preliminary CFD analysis (using the commercial code
STAR CCM+ ® by CDAdapco) was conducted to investigate the natural flow and to evaluate
the controlled flow condition. The results of this study are reported by Sardu et al [6] and [7].
The CFD investigation has been used to design the physical experiment in the wind tunnel.
The paper includes some CFD results for the basic and controlled case. Moreover the
description of the wind tunnel investigation methodology is presented and finally the tests of
the chain of measurements are reported including examples of sensors calibration.
2

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
THE 3D MODEL AND WIND TUNNEL FACILITY

In Figure 1, the lateral and the rear pictures of the model in the test section of the wind tunnel
are shown. The model presents a square-back rear part typical of medium-small commercial
vehicles. There are four control actuators disposed in the periphery of the back (see Figure
1b). Each actuator consists in a rotating cylinder which has a slot for the injection of an
orientable jet. It is a 3D printed modular model which length 𝐿 is 411mm whereas the width
𝑊 and the height 𝐻 are respectively 171mm and 210mm. The reference scale respect a real
vehicle is 1:8.75. The modular configuration allows further modification of the external shape
during the investigation.

Figure 1 Wind tunnel model, lateral 1a) and back views 1b)
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Moreover, the model has a shell structure, as shown in Figure 2, the internal space is used to
place the pressure transducers for the mean and fluctuation measurement and to host part of
the air duct that feeds the jets.. The model is supported in the top part through a sting, the drag
of the model is measured using a load cell mounted externally to the model and positioned
outside the upper wall of the wind tunnel. The wheel are not in contact with the bottom wall
of the test chamber in order to avoid contaminations of drag measurements. In addition, the
sting is used to support all cables needed for the power supply of the microphones and the
pressure transducer. A deeper description is presented in the section 5.

Figure 2 Internal view of model

The wind tunnel facility is an open circuit wind tunnel with test section equal to 1.2m x0.9 m.
The Reynolds number is defined with the length 𝐿 of the model as:
𝑅𝑒 =

𝐿𝜌𝑉∞
𝜇

(4)

The maximum value that the Reynolds number can reach is 𝑅𝑒 ≅ 3 ∗ 105 . In order to obtain a
well-developed turbulent boundary layer flow around the model, a turbulence grid was
mounted at the entrance of testing chamber. This grid renders more realistic the wind tunnel
investigation respect to the 1:1 scale flow.
3

FLOW CONTROL TECHNIQUE

The active control technique considered exploits the continuous jet, ensuring reliability to the
system. The control system consists in four independent actuators, which are disposed in the
periphery of the base of the car. In order to achieve drag reduction, the flow control promotes
the entrainment of the external flow to influence the wake structure. Consequently the wake
structure of natural flow can be deeply modified. Moreover, continuous jets have a direct
relieving effect on the drag thanks to the momentum introduced in the flow field.
For all these reasons, the development of the control actuators has required special attention.
In Figure 3 is presented one actuator and a section view of the CAD model. The actuator
consists in a cylinder with a rectangular slot realized along its generating line. The cylinder
3
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can be rotate around its longitudinal axis to change the jet orientation. The internal shape of
the slot is reported in Figure 3b. The slot is tangential to the external circumference to achieve
the Coanda effect as shown by Allen [8]. Thanks to this phenomenon the jet adheres to the
cylinder surface and promotes the enhanced entrainment of the external flow in the wake
structure. A membrane is inserted inside the actuator in order to improve the uniformity of the
jet along the transverse direction.

Figure 3 Flow control actuator external view 3a) and internal section 3b)

Each cylinder has a feed pipe in the center at the opposite side of the slot to connect it to the
air duct. The actuators are disposed in a frame support and closed by the base plate to form
the rear part of the model as Figure 4 shows.

Figure 4 Actuators disposition in the frame support 4a) and assembled rear part 4b)

The flow control parameters are the jet orientation 𝜙𝑗 and the blowing strength characterized
by the momentum coefficient 𝑐𝜇 defined as:
ℎ𝑗 𝑉𝑗2
𝑐𝜇 =
(1)
𝐿𝑉∞2
where ℎ𝑗 is the width of the slots and is equal to 1 mm, and 𝐿 is the length of the model and
equal to 410 mm. Since the geometry of the model is fixed, in the following the velocity ratio
𝑉𝑗 /𝑉∞ is used to refer on blowing intensity. The intensity of each jet is regulated using a flow
meter and a regulation valve.
The orientation angle 𝜙𝑗 is defined as the angle between the jet velocity direction and the base
plate as showed in the Figure 5. The regulation is obtained using a cogwheel with 36 cogs,
consequently the 𝜙𝑗 angle can variate of steps of 10°.
4
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To test different control configuration, each actuator has a dedicated pipe line and can rotate
independently from the others. Consequently an optimum configuration of the flow control
parameter can be investigated.

Figure 5 Definition of orientation φ angle of the Jets

3.1

FLOW CONTROL EFFICIENCY: ENERGY BUDGET

The design process of an active flow control technique in general, includes a multi-objective
analysis during the optimization process. In fact, for a real application it must be considered
an energy cost analysis. In this application the energy cost analysis is done evaluating the
efficiency parameter. The efficiency is defined as the ratio between the power saved through
the flow control and the power needed by the system actuators. According to Rouméas et al.
[5] the efficiency is defined as:
𝑃𝑆
𝜁=
(2)
𝑃𝐶
where the power saved through the drag reduction is 𝑃𝑠 = Δ𝐷𝑉∞ . The power consumption
𝑃𝐶 is defined as:
𝜌𝑉𝑗3 𝑆𝑗
(3)
𝑃𝐶 = 𝐾
2
where 𝐾 is the total pressure loss due to the air duct that feeds the jets, whereas 𝑉𝑗 and 𝑆𝑗 are
the jet velocity and the slot surface respectively. In the case of different jet velocity of each
actuator the quantity 𝑉𝑗3 𝑆𝑗 is computed as the sum of the contributions of the ith jet as 𝑉𝑗3 𝑆𝑗 =
∑4𝑖=1 𝑉𝑖3 𝑆𝑖 .In the present study an estimation of the 𝑃𝐶 is performed by the considering a
realistic pipe line that feeds the actuators and the pressure loss coefficient of each component
of the line are evaluated using the study of Idel’cik [9]. This calculation is introduced in an
iterative procedure which optimizes the physical dimensions of the line to minimize the total
pressure losses.
4

PRELIMINARY CFD RESULTS

The preliminary CFD investigation was carried out to evaluate the control effectiveness. Due
to the high number of combinations of parameters, the control can assume several
configurations. In order to find an optimal solution a primary instigation was performed
5
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considering the symmetrical configurations. A configuration is defined symmetrical if each jet
(up, down and lateral ones) has the same intensity 𝑉𝑗 /𝑉∞ and the same orientation angle 𝜙𝑗 of
the others.

Figure 6 6a) Drag reduction of symmetrical configuration and 6b) Control Efficiency

The results of symmetrical configuration are reported in Figure 6a in terms of maps of drag
reduction as a function of orientation angle and jet intensity. The results highlight that high
level of drag reduction can be reached up to 18%. In particular the control technique has a
high sensitivity to the intensity of the jets 𝑉𝑗 /𝑉∞ whereas the orientation angle 𝜙𝑗 has a
secondary effect at least for 0.5 < 𝑉𝑗 /𝑉∞ < 1.5. Despite the high level of DR (≈ 18%)
obtained with an intensity 𝑉𝑗 /𝑉∞ ≥ 1,5, this solutions are note suitable for a real application.
In fact the energy cost related to such intensity represents a sharp drawback. In Figure 6b the
map of the efficiency of the system, relatively to the configuration of Figure 6a, is reported.
As can be seen the flow control has an efficiency which is highly dependent on both jet
intensity and jet orientation. High level of efficiency are reached only for 𝑉𝑗 /𝑉∞ ≤ 1 for
which drag reduction of the order of 10% can be achieved. Considering also the effect of the
orientation angle 𝜙𝑗 , an “optimum” flow control configuration can be identified for 𝑉𝑗 /𝑉∞ =
1, and 𝜙𝑗 = 55°.

Figure 7 Streamlines in near-wake region of natural flow
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Subsequently the results of asymmetrical configurations of parameter were considered. The
main asymmetry of the flow is present between the underbody flow and the flow from the
upper part of the vehicle. The differences are evidenced by The CFD streamline visualization
of the natural flow reported in Figure 7. For this reason the asymmetric investigation
considered different blowing intensity from the upper and lower jets whereas the orientation
angle is fixed at 𝜙𝑗 =55°. The intensity of the lateral slot is constant and equal to 𝑉𝑅&𝐿 /𝑉∞ =
1. In Figure 8a and Figure 8b the results of asymmetrical configurations are reported. The
drag reduction presents two local maximum. One is obtained for the maximum blowing
condition here considered (𝑉𝑢𝑝 /𝑉∞ = 𝑉𝑑𝑤𝑛 /𝑉∞ = 1). The other maximum is obtained with a
more intense jet from the lower slot than from the upper slot (𝑉𝑑𝑤𝑛 /𝑉∞ = 0.75; 𝑉𝑢𝑝 /𝑉∞ =
0.25 ). For this last configuration is obtained a drag reduction of 8.7%. To this result is also
associated a local maximum of the efficiency which reaches 𝜁 = 5.8.

Figure 8 7a) Drag reduction of asymmetrical configurations, different blowing intensities from the upper and
lower slots and 7b) Control Efficiency

The analysis of asymmetrical configurations highlighted that the optimization process can
lead to more efficient results with high level of effectiveness. More detailed description of
CFD analysis are reported by Sardu et al in [6] and [7].
5

CHAIN OF MEASUREMENTS

In order to investigate the control effectiveness a direct evaluation of the drag was required.
To this purpose special attention was payed to identify the best mounting configuration of the
model in the wind tunnel test section. From the preliminary CFD analysis was evidenced a
drag coefficient of 𝐶𝐷 ≅ 0.41. Scaling the forces to the model dimensions, the drag was
estimated equal to 𝐷 ≅ 1𝑁. The installation of a load cell inside the model was considered.
However this solution was disregarded since the difficulty to find a three axes load cell with a
full-scale of the order of 1N. The external measurement of the drag was hence adopted. The
7
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final mounting configuration is reported in Figure 9.The sting that supports the model pass
through the upper wall of the test section and it is supported by a bearing reported in blue. The
bearing allows the rotation of the sting along its axes. The model is mounted at one extremity
of the sting, the other end is connected to the load cell through a unibolt screw. This type of
mounting allows the decoupling of forces, mainly Lift and Drag. Furthermore the different
arm respect the bearing position allows to amplify the horizontal force measured by the load
cell. The Load cell used is a Dacell UU-K002 with a full scale of 2Kgf and a repeatability of
0.03% of the full scale.

Figure 9 Model mounting configuration

In Figure 9 an airfoil shaped hull is also present. This hull hosts the sting internally, and it is
adopted to screen off the sting from the flow.

Figure 10 Drag measurement scheme

In Figure 10 the scheme of the forces applied to the model and measured by the load cell are
reported. Applying the moment equilibrium, the force 𝐹2 measured by the load cell is given
by:
𝑏1
𝐹2 = 𝐹1
(4)
𝑏2
8
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where 𝐹1 isthe force applied to the model and 𝑏1 and 𝑏2 are the arms respect to the fulcrum
(bearing).It must be noticed that the weight of the entire model is previously balanced used
additional weights at one end of the sting, as evidenced by the Figure 10.
To evaluate with deeper insight to the local phenomena, the experimental investigation is
completed considering also the pressure distribution and the wall pressure fluctuations. The
pressure distribution is obtained through 62 pressure taps distributed on the surface model.
Since the pressure distribution on the rear part of the model is the most sensitive to the flow
control, 31 pressure taps are placed on the base of the model. In Figure 11b the location of
these pressure taps are reported. The wall pressure fluctuations are measured through 16
electret microphones. In addition, to investigate on the local flow separation which occurs at
the base of the car 4 microphones are placed at the periphery of the bas very close to the
corner of the rear part. The other 12 microphones were mounted at the base plate to
investigate the wall pressure fluctuations induced by the wake structure. In the Figure 11 (a
and b) are reported the rear base plate part and its plan view with the positioning of the 12
microphones.

Figure 11 Pressure taps and microphones distribution in the base plate of the model

The mean static pressures are measured through a Scanivalve ZOC33 miniature pressure
scanner with 64 pressure input taps and with a full scale long term accuracy of ± 0.08%. For
what concern the pressure fluctuations, four National Instruments modules with 4-Channel
per each and 16-bit A/D converter resolution are employed (NI 9215) for the simultaneous
sampling of the 16 microphones. The microphone data are sampled at a frequency of 10 KHz.
5.1

INSTRUMENTS CALIBRATION

The experimental setup required a proper calibration of the sensors and of the procedure of
investigation. In particular, the mounting configuration adopted to measure the horizontal
forces required special attention to investigate the accuracy of the chain of measurements.
Moreover, the microphone mounted to measure the wall pressure fluctuation, are electret type
and needed a calibration before mounting.
9
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5.1.1 LOAD CELL CALIBRATION AND PROCEDURE OF DATA PROCESSING
Considering the mounting scheme of the model, reported in Figure 10, it must be noted that
the application point of the drag (𝐹1 ) is not a fixed point. In fact it can move accordingly with
the flow configuration around the model. This position variation causes also a change in the
value of the arm 𝑏1 and, as a consequence, also the measurement of 𝐹2 is subject to change.
The calibration procedure of the load cell followed two main steps. The first step considered
the application of different known forces 𝐹1 to the model and correlated them to the forces 𝐹2
measured by the load cell. This step resulted in the calibration function to convert the force 𝐹2
into 𝐹1 according to equation 4. In the second step, the measured forces 𝐹2 are used to
estimate the applied forces to the model 𝐹1 (known) and to evaluate the estimation error
committed.

Figure 12 Calibration scheme of the forces measurement

Figure 12 illustrates the scheme used for the calibration procedure of the load cell. Different
horizontal forces are applied to the model, these forces are well known and obtained using
five different weights 𝑊1 and a pulley. The position "ℎ" of the application point of 𝐹1 was
measured as the distance from the upper wall of the model as Figure 12 shows. Moreover,
five different positions were tested, to verify the sensitivity of the measured forces 𝐹2 to these
positions.

Figure 13 Load Cell Calibration results. Relation between applied forces and measured.
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As a result for each position ℎ was obtained a linear relation between 𝐹1 and 𝐹2 . In the
following this relation is indicated with 𝑇(ℎ, 𝐹2 ). The results of this first step of calibration is
reported in Figure 13 evidencing a clear linearity. This linearity ensured the stiffness of the
system.
The second step of the calibration consisted in the use of the relations 𝑇(ℎ, 𝐹2 ) to estimate the
values of 𝐹1 . The relation 𝑇(ℎ, 𝐹2 ) depends on ℎ the position of the application point of the
forces 𝐹1 which during the wind tunnel testing is not known. For these reason the percentage
error committed using the wrong ℎ was evaluated.

35
Relation
𝑇(35, 𝐹2 )
𝑇(60, 𝐹2 )
𝑇(80, 𝐹2 )
𝑇(100, 𝐹2 )
𝑇(120, 𝐹2 )

1.3
5.5
3.3
5.4
8

Position h [mm]
60 80 100 120
Error %
4.5 3.1 2.6 8.5
0.2 1.2 1.7 4.1
2.4 1 1.5 6.3
2.1 1.9 1.7 3.9
2.6 4 4.4 1.1

Table 1 Estimation error analysis

In the Table 1 are reported the results of this analysis for a value of 𝐹1 of 0.1𝐾𝑔𝑓 which is the
same order of magnitude of the drag. Each column represent where the force 𝐹1 is applied,
whereas the rows are related to which linear relation 𝑇 is used to convert the force 𝐹2
measured. The error are obtained as:
𝐹1 − 𝐹̂1
𝑒=|
| ∗ 100
(5)
𝐹1
From Table 1 is evident that the curves with ℎ equal to 80 mm or 100 mm, are the ones that
ensure a lesser error. In particular, considering that the aerodynamic pressure center should be
near the semi-height of the model, the 𝑇(80, 𝐹2 ) should ensure a minor error.
5.1.2 CALIBRATION OF THE PRESSURE FLUCTUATIONS SENSORS
The microphone also needed a calibration to be used for the measurement. The sixteen
microphones used are electret capacitive capsules with an external diameter of 9.8 mm and
height of 7mm as. One of this microphone is reported in Figure 14.
Their capturing sensor has a diameter equal to 1 mm. They were mounted in a pin-hole
configuration with an hole diameter of 1mm. This type of configuration was preferred since it
ensures high spatial resolution and does not significantly affect the external geometry of the
model. The microphones are characterized by a flat response in the range of 50-13000 Hz
with a sensitivity of -60±3 dB. These type of microphones needed a calibration before using
for fluid dynamic application. The calibration ensures an equal response for all microphones
by artificially improving their sensitivity.
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Figure 14 Electret Microphone

The calibration procedure consists in a comparison of signal generated by the microphones
and a high quality sensor (Brüel & Kjær 4939) for a given input. A specific experimental
apparatus was manufactured and was used. In Figure 15 the apparatus with the microphone
and the B&K is shown. The apparatus consists in an acoustic tubeFigure 15a) with a diameter
of 150 mm and a length of 780 mm. At one end of this tube was mounted a loud speaker,
whereas at the opposite end a special plate was installedFigure 15b). The calibration was
performed in two tests. Each test consisted in the calibration of eight microphones which were
hosted in the endplate as Figure 15b shows. The B&K microphone was also mounted at the
center of the endplate with a flush mounted configuration.

Figure 15 Apparatus for the calibration of the electret microphones. a) Endplate b)Acoustic tube

Through a signal generator and a LabVIEW software, a persistently exiting white noise was
produced by the loud speaker. The dimensions of the acoustics tube led the propagation to the
opposite end of only plane waves. Consequently the eight microphones and the B&K were
excited simultaneously by the same sound. Then, all pressure signals were acquired
simultaneously using a the NI 9215 modules (the same of wind tunnel test e.d.). The
calibration results consisted in the FIR (finite impulse response) Wiener filters which
represent the transfer functions between each electret microphone signal and the B&K signal.
The B&K microphone has a flat response in the frequency of 10-100000 Hz and its sensitivity
is equal to 100mV/Pa. The use of the Wiener filters allowed to reconstruct most of the
12
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variance of the B&K microphone, virtually enlarging the flat response frequency of the
electrets. The power spectra of the microphone and part of time history before the calibration
are reported in Figure 16a and Figure 16b.

Figure 16 Power spectra 15a) and time history of capsules before the calibration 15b)

The results reported in the Figure 16 evidence that there is a difference in sensitivity between
each capsule and the high quality microphone. Moreover, some differences are present
between each capsule and the others. Each sensors highlighted peaks related with the acoustic
resonance of the tube. In Figure 17a and Figure 17b the corresponding energy spectra after the
calibration process are reported.

Figure 17 Results of Power spectra 16a) and time history of capsules after the calibration 16b

In Figure 17a the calibration removed the small differences between each microphone and
allowed to have high sensitivity also at low frequencies. On the other hand, Figure 17
highlights how the filter renders the time history of the microphone very close to the B&K
signal.
6

CONCLUSIONS

Some preliminary CFD analysis of a flow control on a simplified car model were presented.
Moreover, the wind tunnel model and the methodology of investigation is described. The flow
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actuators consisting in four continuous jets disposed around the periphery of a 3D car model
have been used to control the flow and reduce the drag. The control technique presents several
combination of parameters in order to obtain an optimum solution. The preliminary CFD
analysis highlighted how a good compromise between drag reduction and efficiency of the
system can be reached. The wind tunnel investigation has been set up using a 3D printed
model at scale 1:8,75. A specific mounting configuration was developed in order to insert the
air duct needed to feed the jets. The configuration ensured the direct measurement of the drag
force through a load cell. Due to the particular mounting, the calibration of chain
measurement was performed. The calibration verified the system stiffness, which exhibited a
linear response. Moreover the estimation error of forces applied to the model were verified
resulting in a restrained error, if the appropriate reference system is adopted.
A further calibration was required by the sixteen microphones used to investigate the wall
pressure fluctuation distribution. This calibration compare the signal of each microphone with
the signal of an high quality sensor. The tests were performed using “ad hoc” apparatus and
resulted in a transfer function that allowed the improvement of the microphones sensitivity.
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Abstract.
SMAT-F1 was the first phase of the entire project, which after three years of operation,
carried out a demonstration flight on 30 September 2011, through a joint mission of three
unmanned aircraft with land monitoring purposes, coordinated by means of a Coordination
and Supervision Station.
The objectives of SMAT-F1, fully achieved at the end of the project, were:
• define the requirements of a surveillance system based on unmanned aircraft systems (UAS),
for different types of civil scenario;
• design and develop a Station of Supervision and Coordination (SSC), the central node of the
architecture of SMAT for the management of information gathered by the UASs and for the
support in data processing;
• integrate the Control Stations (CS) of each UAV with the Station of Supervision and
Coordination (SSC)
• demonstrate the operation of the entire system on a representative scenario, relevant for the
Piedmont Region.
SMAT F2, the second phase of the project SMAT started with the aim to develop innovative
technological solutions, competitive from an industrial perspective, to consolidate the
Advanced Monitoring System for the territory.
SMAT-F2 is the planned continuation of SMAT-F1, which will move from a conceptual

S.Farfaglia

demonstration to the specific technological solutions and to the functionalities required for
the entire system. The project will address technological issues, but also procedural, in order
to develop the capacity to operate in realistic situations, responding to the users’ needs in
terms of operational efficiency, reduced response times and high ease of use, by means of an
interface that will hide the complexity and the articulation of the underlying system.
The SMAT-F2 project, started in January 2013 with a planned duration of 30 months, it was
developed by a working group coordinated by Alenia Aermacchi, composed of large
companies (Alenia Aermacchi, Selex ES, Altec), Research Institutes (Politecnico di Torino,
University of Torino, Istituto Superiore Mario Boella, Cnr IRPI) and thirteen SME from the
Piedmont region (Blue Engineering, CEPED, CFMAir, Digisky, Divitech, Eicas, Envisens,
Eurix , Flyby, Mito, Nimbus, Pros3, SynArea).
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Abstract. This paper describes the results of Work Package 2 “UAS Autonomy” of Industrial
Research project SMAT F2, which focused on the development of advanced guidance modes
for Automatic Takeoff & Landing (ATOL) and Automatic Taxi, plus an enhancement of
Mission Planning/Replanning functionalities. Leader of Work Package is Alenia Aermacchi,
with the participation of Politecnico di Torino and Small Medium Enterprises (SME)
operating in Regione Piemonte: MITO Srl, EICAS Automazione S.p.a, EURIX.
ATOL and Automatic Taxi functionalities have been integrated and tested in avionic rig and
full mission simulator of Alenia Aermacchi Sky-Y UAS MALE technology demonstrator,
together to Mission Planning/Replanning functions related to MALE platform (except the
Politecnico di Torino - DAUIN department algorithms that run in a stand-alone computer).
The aim of Work Package 2 is to enhance the autonomy level of the system: a key factor in
order to improve the effectiveness and safety of UAS operations. This enhancement involves
also a shift in the Ground Control Station (GCS) operator role from remote pilot of the
aircraft to its supervisor, with the consequence to reduce the workload and increase the need
of the situational awareness.
ATOL modes are based on the use of airborne navigation sensors to determine aircraft
absolute position, which it is then converted by guidance algorithms in position errors with
respect to the desired takeoff or landing path. ATOL activity is started with a system design
phase in which a robust and redounded airborne architecture has been developed, together to
an analysis and performance assessment of airborne sensors, focusing is in particular on
augmented Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS). In the next software development
phase, airborne guidance algorithms have been designed and coded for navigation steering,
autopilot and control laws modules, together to the relative ATOL planning, command &
control (C2) and Human Machine Interface (HMI) in the GCS. Politecnico di Torino
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(DIMEAS department) has participated in system design phase with a risk and safety analysis
for ATOL function, while MITO Srl has coded ATOL planning software upon Alenia
Aermacchi requirements.
Automatic Taxi is an advanced function for airport operations typical of unmanned systems. It
has been developed with a similar process to ATOL, with an initial system and architectural
design, followed by software design and development both for airborne guidance and in GCS.
Automatic Taxi is always based on airborne navigation sensors, integrating also a dedicated
suite including a laser scanner and optical recognition of taxiway centerline, which data are
merged with the inertial/GNSS ones to provide best navigation solution. Relying on this suite,
also an obstacle detection function has been developed, with consequent automatic
emergency braking if a collision risk is detected. Dedicated sensor suite has been developed
by EICAS Automazione S.p.a. and EURIX. The former is in charge of best navigation solution
computation and laser scanner management, while the latter is responsible of optical
recognition part.
Both ATOL and Automatic Taxi modes include automatic links to flight plan mode and among
them in order to implement an operation concept in which the system automatically executes
a planned mission under the monitoring of the operator in GCS that provides consent to
mission phase change.
Finally, mission planning/replanning, is very relevant for an automated UAS since it requires
a detailed mission plan in input that considers all the peculiarities of unmanned system (e.g.
the datalink). This makes an UAS mission plan more complex than a traditional manned
aircraft flight plan.
For mission planning/replanning automatic mission validation checks (e.g. check that
planned routes keep a safety margin with respect to the terrain) and manual
planning/replanning advanced functions (e.g. datalink coverage map and target plan) have
been developed. Furthermore, the requirements for an airborne autonomous replanning
module (including multi aircraft replanning) have been defined and the related algorithms
have been developed. MITO Srl has participated coding the manual planning/replanning
functions upon Alenia Aermacchi requirements, while Politecnico di Torino has provided
autonomous replanning requirements (DIMEAS department) and algorithms (DAUIN
department).
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Abstract. SMAT-F2 "sensors and payloads management " constitutes one of the themes that
mainly has to grasp the real End Users’ needs to offer them a suitable, user-friendly and
reliable products.
Selex ES assumed work package 3 leadership and with contribution of the partners (eleven)
defined operative context used as benchmark to implement Sensors and Payloads
Management functionalities.
To obtain a final product in line with End Users’ needs the work package has been divided in
the sub-task having also a temporal reason:
o remote sensor suite configuration
o control logics to mission management
o data exploitation algorithms implementation
Identify and introduce new remote sensor configurations could be considered the preparatory
work essential to obtain suitable products.
The goal has been to upgrade and increment the remote sensor configuration available in the
phase 1 of the project.
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The control logics involve the activities performed by UAV platforms concerning the
requirement devoted to carry out flight and sensors management.
It introduces the concept of “mission” in term of automatic flight and sensors management
associated to fly-by-sensor idea. Inside the platform envelope flight the vehicle will adapt its
attitude course in suitable way to permit an optimal and complete data acquisition by onboard sensors.
During the execution of operative missions, unexpected scenarios could emerge, in term of
static or dynamic objects, sometime assumed as potential threats or targets.
Quick and Smart decisions to adapt the mission plan to the changed scenario are essential to
permit a fruitful prosecution of the operative mission.
Only dedicated algorithms can guarantee rapidly and cleverly responses to the changed
scenario and therefore to support adequately the decisions of the operators.
Data exploitation represents the last segment of activities focused to extract as much as
possible information contained in the remote sensor’s products. The extracted information has
to be consistent with End User’ needs both in term of kind and availability.
Information kind means to provide only the essentially data without forget to identify the
solutions that permit a significant operator workload reduction.
Information availability means to correlate the provided information with time. Some
information have to be provided just captured because their “validity” decrease rapidly with
time (i.e. Search and Rescue mission).
Remote sensor images, remote sensor configuration, operative needs are some of the
conditions considered to select image processing algorithms as: EO video fusion, Mosaicking,
Anomaly detection, Change detection.
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Abstract. SSC (Stazione di Supervisione e Coordinamento / Supervision and Coordination
Station) is one of the main components of SMAT, the System of Advanced Monitoring of the
Territory based on the deployment of Remotely Piloted Aircraft (RPA) Systems. It has to be
seen as the integration point of the capabilities provided by the different SMAT RPA
platforms in terms of:
 Planning of the utilization of the offered systems, both in terms of platform type and
number, and of associated sensor suite, in order to fit in at the best with the mission
objectives defined on the basis of the end user needs;
 Processing of data, data fusion (using either data product generated by the SMAT
system itself or data coming from external information sources), archiving of the data
collected by the different sensors during the missions, provision of the maximum
level of information to the end users (in terms of products to be immediately used and
advanced services).
 Provision of operational support for the utilization of unmanned vehicles both in
emergency situations and surveillance, with direct involvement of the end user, and in
planned mode, with an off-line involvement of the user, based on the provision of a
predefined set of products.
The initial concept of the SSC, including the communication network, was defined during the
phase 1 of the project and a prototypal implementation of the core functions were realized.
The main objective of the system was to demonstrate the “SMAT proof of concept” through
the operational support in real time to the three RPAs integrated flight, held on September
2011.
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Following the successful results of the first project phase, during SMAT-F2 the initial concept
of the SSC was reviewed, taking into account the lessons learnt from the previous prototyping
activities. An overall definition of the system and of its architecture has been performed
having in mind a reference target implementation of the SSC in a SMAT service deployment
scenario with a fleet of RPAs over the Country. This is considered a “key factor” because
since the beginning the implication of a large scale deployment and concurrent multi-mission
distributed management of the system have been taken into account.
Starting from the system definition of the SSC, the SMAT-F2 research activities addressed
key technologies aspects at different level:
 Infrastructural Level: advanced communication systems (mobile gateway),
virtualization, cloud computing, real-time data processing, distribution and archiving,
off-line data processing, management of data base including heterogeneous products
(telemetry data, video, images, maps, SAR data, etc.), web applications (html5), open
data (OGC), etc.
 Application Level: strategic and tactical planning with integrated manual / automatic
approach, real time video processing and automatic classification, super-resolution on
video images, advanced image processing (change detection, feature detection, etc.),
data fusion using data from different sensors(from satellite observations, or coming
from external sources), thematic maps, semantic ontologies for data search and
analysis on social network, data analysis trough virtual reality techniques.
 End-User interface level: user planning request, direct involvement in real time
surveillance, monitoring and emergency scenarios, advanced services exploitation
through the use of a “Mobile SSC” on the area of operations of light and mini/micro
RPA, mobile devices utilization (tablets, smartphone, glasses, etc.) to access services
offered by the SSC
 Legal and privacy aspects.
The presentation reports the major results reached at the end of phase-2 of the project. The
work has been conducted by a large integrated team led by ALTEC and including: large
companies as Alenia Aermacchi and Selex-ES; research institutes as University of Turin,
Politecnico of Turin, Istituto Superiore Mario Boella and CNR-IRPI; small-medium
enterprises as Blue Engineering, Divitech, Eurix, Flyby, MITO, Nimbus, Synarea.
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Abstract. This article deals with the description of the activities performed within Work
Package 5 (WP5 “Airspace Integration”) in SMAT-F2, an Italian research program, funded
by Regione Piemonte and the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF). SMAT-F2
(Sistema di monitoraggio Avanzato del Territorio – Fase 2 / Advanced Ground Surveillance
System – 2nd Phase). It aims at proposing a monitoring service, to be operative in both
nominal and emergency scenarios. To this purpose, a fleet of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAVs) and a related operative and logistic support system has been proposed. During the
first research phase (ended in 2011), a detailed stakeholders’ analysis allowed defining the
main goals of the system and the most suitable types of UAV that would compose it. In
particular, due to the wide range of operations required by the end users, a fleet of
mini/micro, Light, MAME (Medium Altitude Medium Endurance) and MALE (Medium
Altitude Long Endurance) UAVs was considered appropriate to satisfy mission requirements.
Currently, the project is reaching the end of its second phase. It has been articulated in five
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operative work packages and a managerial one (WP 0). The operative WPs were defined in
order to cover all the major aspects of this complex SMAT system of systems, from drawing
up a business plan and identifying of an optimal fleet sizing (taking into account logistic and
maintenance issues) to the in-depth study of sensors and related acquisition and postprocessing activities. In this context, WP5 aims at defining strategies to integrate this system
into the Italian territory. In particular, WP5 is consists of two different main tasks: T.5.1
“Infrastructure Adaptation Analysis” and T.5.2 “Regulations and procedures”
T.5.1 focuses on improving Cuneo-Levaldigi airport infrastructures in order to foresee its
exploitation as primary base for SMAT-F2 system. To reach this goal, the eligible involved
stakeholders, public or private companies or Small-Medium Enterprises (SMEs) interested in
improving Cuneo Levaldigi services have been selected and their needs have been analysed.
All current and under-development regulations about operations involving UAVs have been
studied. Complementary, this task addresses suggestions about possible exploitation of
existing ground infrastructures or new ones. Considering the monitoring activities, primary
and secondary radars have been identified as key technologies for the development of Cuneo
Levaldigi airport as Italian reference airbase for UAV. Considering the foreseeable European
Scenario, operations under Automatic Dependent Surveillance Broadcasting (ADS-B) have
been also taken into account. Moreover, the research highlights that these improvements
would have relevant effects on the civil traffics. Eventually, ad hoc maintenance and logistic
infrastructures have been sized for each type of UAV.
T.5.2 focuses more on regulations and procedures that UAVs should follow in order to be
operated in the Italian scenario. Some activities are devoted to better understand the existing
or under-development regulations to enable the operations of each type of UAVs. Other
activities have been carried out to propose innovative solutions and strategies to avoid
segregated operational areas. Proposed strategies take into account the innovation envisaged
by European Projects like SESAR (Single European Sky ATM Research). Moreover, avionics
architecture required to implement these innovative procedures have been evaluated and
applied to reference case studies in monitoring missions.
Due to the high number of different types of UAV involved in this research, the envisaged
cooperation among universities, industrial partners and SMEs have been successfully carried
out, reaching the expected results and proposing follow-on activities that might be
investigated in a third phase of the project.
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Abstract
This paper present the results of STEPS2 research project on use of Vision in support to
Planetary Landing.
1. INTRODUCTION
Space Exploration Missions need Vision based GNC algorithms to perform autonomous soft
planetary landing and to validate them using flight representative HW to reach a TRL 4-5.
As part of the STEPS2 Project, project co-funded by EU on the "Misura Piattaforme
Innovative" - Phase 2 of POR ERDF 2007/2013, “WPB1-PrecisionLanding” has main
objective to apply vision based (i.e. with a camera in the loop) algorithms for the complete
GNC chain, able to bring a lander to the Mars surface in a safe and completely autonomous
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way. Purpose of the developed algorithms was to increase, with respect to past missions, the
level of autonomy and reliability of the lander, such that an increased landing precision can be
achieved and the vehicle can safely land in hazardous areas by means of optimal trajectories
and manoeuvres.
The following picture present the Precision Landing System Breakdown and the related
Partners responsibility

Figure 1: Precision Landing System Breakdown

WPB1 Precision Landing System components and responsible Partners are:


Vision based GNC algorithms, developed by TAS-I and POLITO for the complete
GNC chain, able to bring a lander to the Mars surface in a safe and completely
autonomous way.



STEPSim Simulator (Lander & Mars environment simulators), developed by TAS-I is a
common high fidelity simulator, based on accurate unit models and representative in terms
of accuracy and performances, has been integrated in the VTNF Facility and in the
Outdoor Facility.



TAS-I Facilities (VTNF, Outdoor and ATB)



Drones (and Ground Stations), to be used in both TAS-I Landing Facilities (indoor &
Outdoor) to catch pictures of the Facilities terrains, are provided by Pros3 and adapted
together by Pros3 and POLITO.



Some vision based GNC algorithms have been ported on FPGA by POLITO, to verify
their Real-time performances in the TAS-I ATB.



RwEDL, used in both Landing Facilities (indoor & Outdoor) to allows testing monitoring
and results visualization in the Landing Facilities, is provided and adapted by AEE.
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Algorithms Testing Facility (ATF), provided by AUCONEL, able to allow to plan,
execute and document SW testing of Image Processing (IP) algorithms.



Landing Facility Diorama DEM (Digital Elevation Map) has been provided by ALTEC
in different format, to allow the validation of Vision based GNC algorithms results.

Vision based GNC algos, have been validated in the following dedicated facilities:
 TAS-I Landing Facility (VTNF) – Indoor Facility (10x10x10m3) to validate Vision GNC
algos in a scaled environment by taking real images along a referenced landing trajectory
 Outdoor Landing Facility – portable facility to validate Vision GNC algos in a full scale
representative terrain by providing real images along a referenced landing trajectory
 TAS-I Avionic Test Bench – to validate Image Processing (IP) algos ported on FPGA, by
TASI and POLITO, in a on-board representative HW. Computationally-intensive IP
algorithms (e.g. camera pose estimation) needs to be processed and accelerated through
additional dedicated HW assisting available space processors (LEON family).
2. VISION BASED GNC ALGORITHMS
The following Vision algorithms have been developed/validated along the STEPS2 project
 Absolute pose – Determination of the camera position from a single image against a DB
dataset of the nominal landing site. In the STEPS2 implementation is based on the SURF
& Posit algorithms and for validation in the TASI VTNF, the reference dataset has been
created respect to VTNF diorama Digital Elevation Map.
 Relative pose – Determination from a couple of images of the relative position and
attitude between them. In STEPS2 it is accomplished by performing three distinct
computational tasks:
 Image Preprocessing: it reduces the noise that strongly affects images acquired in
space environment;
 Features Extraction and Matching (FEM): it first processes the acquired image to
detect those pixels that represent features of interest for the image (e.g., corners or
edges of surfaces). Features detected in each image are then compared to extract the
ones that can be recognized in two consecutive images (matching points).
 Pose Estimation: it analyses the detected matching points and estimate the relative
position and orientation of the camera (fixed with respect to the lander). This
computation is done exploiting the correlation between the received matching points.
This relation is made by means of a unique 3x3 matrix of rank 2 which is known as
Fundamental matrix.
 Hazard detection
Recognition of possible hazards at observed landing site. In STEPS2 it is based on
Texture analyses, Illumination and Rock detection algorithms
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By accessing the above Vision algorithms, a Vision based GNC system has been designed for
the powered descent phase of a Martian EDL mission, as shown in the following figure:

Figure 2: WPB1 Vision based GNC System





Landing Area Assessment
This module calculates the available landing region as a function of the remaining amount
of propellant, time, obstacles, etc; this function takes into account the implemented
guidance law. TASI customized and integrated the Landing Area Assessment algorithms
developed in STEPS phase 1, to be compliant with the STEPS2 requirements.
Hazard Mapping
On the basis of the acquired images generates hazard information on the area surrounding
the landing site (e.g. crater rims, slope detection and rock detection), the Hazard map, as
result of Vision Hazard Mapping algorithm, is the input for the new Piloting Functions
 Fusion of illumination map, texture map and rock map in a single map
The three different types of hazard maps are merged in a single map before sending
the map to the Autonomous Piloting function. The user can assign a weight to each
map and apply thresholds.
 Clusterization
Matrix-type single hazard map is clusterized (mean value of adjacent group of pixels
is computed and transformed in a single hazard level for the associated group) in order
to obtain a reduced map to be passed to the Autonomous Piloting function.
 Projection
For each macro-pixel of the reduced map, CCD coordinates of the center of the macropixel are projected on the terrain based on the estimated attitude and position of the
spacecraft when the image used to generate the hazard map was taken
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Reordering
Macro-pixel of the reduced map are reordered to provide the input in the form
required by the Autonomous Piloting (array of 5 columns containing hazard level,
CCD coordinates and terrain coordinates)
 Feature Tracking
On the basis of acquired images evaluates the attitude and position of the camera with
respect to the target landing site. TASI customized and integrated the Feature Tracking
algorithm developed in STEPS phase 1, to be compliant with the STEPS2 requirements.
 Vision-based navigation – Computation of the state of the lander by fusion of
information from image processing and other sensors.
 Piloting function
Piloting is the process of data fusing and decision-making used for the selection of the
“best” landing site. Piloting selects a landing that is, not only ‘safe’ but also reachable,
taking into account available on-board propellant. The piloting function select the best
landing site merging information contained in the hazard map with mission objectives &
risks criteria as Distance from the target and Points/areas picture quality.
 Adaptive guidance – Generation of the best reference trajectory to reach the landing site
selected by the piloting function.
In STEPS2, Piloting functions has been integrated with the guidance strategy. This approach
allows the control unit to avoid risk in the planetary surfaces; the image processing is taken
advantage of to update the landing target. Figure 3 shows a simulation simple example
highlighting how change the field of view as the vehicle descends, at each guidance photo
step the simulator gets an in-house hazard maps and develops hazard map processing until
low altitudes. The target region is depicted and how is redefined with a new resolution and
new risks that were not visible at higher altitudes.

Figure 3: Guidance Simulation Example
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3. DRONES
Drones are used in the Landing Facilities (Indoor & Outdoor) to move the camera and take
pictures in the position/attitude requested by ground simulators in realtime.
Indoor Drone
Model: Octane quadrotor developed by PROS3.
Autopilot Mikrokopter: manages the intrinsic stability of the drone during the flight.
Software : Mktool (flight parameters).
Tracking system: Vicon.
Ground station: Custom software developed by LIM.
Communication: Microhard Svip radiomodem (Serial link), usb Wifi dongle (LAN)
Payload: up to 1kg
 Gimbal
 Camera: Edmund Optics eo-1312m ½ cmos 1 megapixel or Edmund Optics eo-5012m ½
cmos 5 megapixel
Outdoor Drone
Model: Venture quadrotor developed by PROS3.
Autopilot Micropilot: full autonomous UAV solutions (take off -flight – landing).
Tracking system: GPS RTK
Software: Horizon (flight parameters).
Ground station: Custom Ros software developed by LIM + Horizon Extender.
Communication: Microhard NanoDDL radiomodem (Serial and LAN link ).
Payload: up to 1.5kg
 Gimbal: Bental Microbat 275
 Camera: Edmund Optics eo-1312m ½ cmos 1 megapixel or Edmund Optics eo-5012m ½
cmos 5 megapixel

Figure 4: STEPS2 Drones (Indoor left, Outdoor right)
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4. RWEDL
RwEDL Suite software application allowed the Landing Facility user, monitoring, in a virtual
3D environment, the evolution of a real landing experiment in real time.
The main RwEDL functions can be summarized in the following points
 Provide the Landing facility with a remote monitoring application able to give the user a
quick feeling of what’s going on during a landing experiment
 Provide the Landing facility with a remote monitoring application able to give the user
both a real-time and an off-line tool to post-process data of a landing experiment
 Provide the Landing facility with a 3D graphical tool able to represents both a currently
executing experiment and a past experiment (through the Replay function)
 Provide a highly customizable application that can support extension in both the
o Communication protocols (via the Receiver modules customization)
o Visualization/Computation algorithms (via the Plugin modules customization).

Figure 5: RwEDL showing the flying camera view and the monitored quotas of the drone

5. ALGORITHM TEST FACILITY (ATF)
ATF is capable to be used for the test and the functional validation of vision algorithms
currently developed and ready to be used as part of the work package WPB1 and WPB2.
The ATF has been developed to allow the validation of most important algorithms used in the
complex chain of Image processing process in support to the TAS-I EDL context. In fact the
ATF allows check, testing and validating these algorithms for their integration into the control
software for its final validation through the indoor and outdoor flight facilities. This tool is of
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fundamental importance because it allows performing exhaustively tests and validations
before using the algorithms in the destination environments and contexts, preventing
problems and malfunctions whose effects could be very serious and expensive to manage.

Figure 6: ATF Graphical User Interface

6. VTNF DEM
VTNF D.E.M. (Digital Elevation Model) has to be used as absolute localization
determination and tests inside TASI VTNF. Starting from a Laser scanning campaign the
resulted scans have merged to produce a Point Cloud file (file format composed by a set of
irregular data point recreating a 3D image. The VTNF DEM has been created with the
auxiliary of the software IDL (Interactive Data Language) and the Point Cloud file as input.
The Constant Grid file has been used to generate both the Mesh in VRLM 2.0 format and the
PANGU model.

Figure 7: VTNF PANGU Model
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7. VALIDATION FACILITIES
The testing campaign has been performed using the following TASI Validation Facilities:
TASI Vision based Terrain Navigation Facility (VTNF)

TASI VTNF, also named Landing Facility, is one of the Precision Landing Validation
Facilities. Its main scope is to validate Vision based GNC algorithms in a Mars-like
environment in scale 1:385 in Indoor. VTNF allows an automated aerial platform (a drone)
flying over a planetary surface environment with an high precision control and simulate the
lander descent trajectory on a planet.

Figure 8: TASI VTNF

VTNF main components are:
 DRONE & CAMERA - Drone+Camera system, allows taking a set of photos of the
Martian’s surface diorama from various positions along a descent path. The Drone,
which is carrying a photocamera (provided by the referenced programme), flies to the
targeted point and attitude, thanks to the autopilot, take a shot of the Diorama and send
it to ground. The camera is mounted on a gimbal to control its attitude.
 LANDER SIMULATOR - A Mars Lander Dynamics simulator (STEPSim) calculate
and provides to the aerial platform, the Drone, the target position and attitude where to
take the next photo. The simulator hosts also the Vision based GNC Algorithms.
 DIORAMA - The Mars diorama occupies a square area of 64m2 in scale 1:385
 ILLUMINATION - A Light system is provided to reproduce the martian
illumination.
 TRACKING SYSTEM - The Fly Volume extends above up to 9m and is delimited
by safety nets, the Drone position/attitude is monitored by an Infrared Tracking
System.
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GROUND STATIONS – The Drone position/attitude, available on the Ground
Computers Network, are sent on-board the drone e are correlated with the collected
photos. Ground stations hosts also the RWEDL SW.

The TASI VTNF Ground Network is depicted in the following figure.

Figure 9: Indoor Ground Network Architecture
TASI Outdoor validation Facility

Testing in the TASI VTNF are well Mars represented (lights, diorama) but are performed in a
limited volume, in scale 1:382. In STEPS2, vision based GNC algos have been validated in an
Outdoor environment, with scale 1:1 or 1:2. More than a Facility, Outdoor Validation Facility
is a portable infrastructure to be mounted at a pre-selected site allowing Vision based GNC
Outdoor validation. Mars-like environments has been identified in the Piedmont area to be
used as representative testing sites.
Similarly to VTNF, Outdoor Facility main components are:
 Outdoor infrastructure
 Vision based GNC algos
 STEPSim Simulator
 RwEDL
 Automatic flying drone+camera (based on the Indoor one, but with extended
capabilities)
 Tracking System (based on GPS RTK)
 Mars-like real representative terrain in Piedmont
The Outdoor Ground Network, it is similar to the Indoor one (see following figure)
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Figure 10: Outdoor Ground Network Architecture
TASI Avionic Test Bench (ATB)

The TASI Avionic Test Bench (ATB) is an HW & SW system capable of testing/validating
distributed avionic architectures. As shown in the following figure, the ATB consists of the
following segments:

Figure Figure 11: TASI ATB



Flight segment, based on RASTA system from Cobham Gaisler, allows
reconfiguration and improvement of the flight segment functionalities adding building
block like mass memory and modifying microprocessor boards.
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Ground segment, able to generate telecommands according to the CCSDS standards,
process telemetry, display and managing telemetry using an Operational Database.



Real Time simulation segment based on dSpace environment. Models of units,
environment and S/C dynamics can be loaded in the dSpace box to allow a real time
simulation/stimulation of the true I/Fs of the flight segment.



Software Development Environment segment, consists of a PC in which all the
environments and tools needed for SW (RTEMS, GRMON, U-Boot, VxWorks, etc.)
and FPGA development (LIBERO IDE, Xilinx ISE) are hosted.

TASI ATB allows validating the Relative Pose algorithms ported on FPGA, which are
requested to run at the highest frequency by the EDL GNC. The verification of the IP
algorithms embedded in FPGA has been carried out using both synthetic and true images but
also images taken from the VTNF facility. After this verification the FPGA has been included
in the ATB to test the communications with processor and coprocessor.
8. TESTING RESULTS
The overall testing campaign allowed to validate the following Vision based algorithms:
Relative Pose algorithm
Relative Pose algorithm has been validated in VTNF (scaled env.), assuming a Mars descent
from 500m to 200m. Images are taken at a rate of 10-20 Hertz along different pre-calculated
trajectories (Open loop tests). Relative pose is evaluated between two images. Its scope is to
determine the lander relative position of one image with respect to the other with an error of
5%.
Average Errors affecting the Pose reconstruction on VTNF Camera Images performed along
four different tests, are provided in the following table:
Pose Average Error
Test
Along X [mm]

Along Y [mm]

Test 1

1.93

2.22

Test 2

2.09

5.07

Test 3

2.39

2.94

Test 4

1.88

1.32

Table 1: Relative Pose Average Errors
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All tests provided a Relative Pose estimation error of ~2.1mm on X and ~2,9mm on Y. Being
VTNF in scale 1:385, it means to have a Relative Pose estimation error of ~0.8m on X and
~1.1m on Y (in the descent range 500m - 200m). This means an error on the precision of
1.6% on X and 2.2% on Y (at ~500m altitude) and 3.2% on X and 4,4% on Y (at ~250m
altitude) in line with the Precision Landing requirement (max error < 5%).
Vision based GNC
Vision based GNC have been tested in closed loop using the StepSim simulator and real
images taken in the VTNF facility, assuming a Mars descent from 700m to 200m. StepSim
dynamic has been used to compute the position at which the images were to be taken, based
on a typical descent profile. The images taken by the drone camera have then been processed
by means of the hazard map functions and passed to the piloting; the dynamics has been
propagated up to the next image position and so on, in order to verify the convergence of the
landing sequence toward a safe landing zone.
Typical pictures taken from the indoor drone at various altitudes are shown in the following
figure:

Figure 12: Examples of pictures taken in VTNF at different quotes

Recognition of possible hazards at observed landing site (Hazard Detection), is based on
Texture analyses, Illumination map and rock detection algorithms. Each hazard algorithm
results are synthetized in an Hazard map: the merging of the three types of maps has been
performed simply using the illumination map and the rock map as masks (i.e. regions marked
as “dark” are exclude from the landing region assigning the maximum risk level) to be applied
to the texture map.
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Figure 13: Texture, illumination and Rock detection maps

The resulting total hazard map is shown in the following figure:

Figure 14: Resulting total hazard map

The total hazard maps are clusterized in order to reduce the computational load in the piloting
function (clusters of 4x4 pixels have been used) and projected on the terrain based on the
knowledge in the navigation of the current position and attitude. The hazard maps projected
on the terrain are shown in the following figure, together with the output of the piloting
function. The centre of the red circle represents the selected landing site, while the circle
represents the radius of the landing region. This figure shows the proper selection of the
landing region.
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Figure 15: Landing region selection

Following figures show the simulated landing trajectory (magenta line) superposed with the
sum of the hazard maps associated to the images taken along the descent. The simulated
trajectory starts at about 700 m. In the setting for this test, piloting is supposed to run each 5
seconds; therefore 3 images are processed by the piloting before the 200m altitude is reached.
The red circle represents the output of the piloting for image #1, the green circle represents
the output of the piloting for image #2 and the blue circle represents the output of the piloting
for image #3. It can be seen that the simulated trajectory converges to the green circle: the
output of the piloting at the third image is ignored because the image is taken at a too low
altitude for the guidance to converge to that point.

Figure 16: 3D trajectory with hazard map projection
All tests are confirming that regarding the use of the VTNF Facility in performing testing of
the Vision based Algorithm, the VTNF drone position/attitude accuracies are in-line with the
Precision Landing requirement.
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Hazard avoidance algorithm (Outdoor tests)
Hazard avoidance algorithms has been tested in Outdoor (real full scale env.) on a descent
from 100m till touchdown. Images are taken each 5m along different pre-calculated
trajectories (Open loop tests). A quarry near Santhiá has been selected as Testing Site as
shown in following picture taken during the performed tests.

Figure 17: Quarry testing site

A pictures taken from the outdoor drone at 35m altitude and the resulting total hazard map are
shown in the following figures:

Figure 18: Original Picture and resulting total hazard map

These outdoor results are in line with the results obtained in the VTNF (indoor) and well
promising to use the Outdoor Landing Facility to extend the testing to all Vision based
Algorithms.
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Relative Pose algorithm (Performance tests)
This test allowed validating the Relative Pose algorithm performance in the TASI ATB.
The entire validation process required three steps:
1. definition and integration (on the FPGA) of the input/output interfaces needed to
allow communication between the image processing board and the other devices
composing the ATB;
2. integration of the image processing board in the TAS-I ATB;
3. validation of the overall system in order to demonstrate on the hardware the achieved
performances of the proposed solution.
After defining the interfaces, the dataflow and the use cases, it has been decided to build an
entire FPGA-based System-On-Chip (SoC) based on the following main components:
 LEON3 processor: it is used to run the least computationally intensive software
routines implementing the fundamental matrix estimation algorithm. To always ensure
high accuracy in computations, the LEON3 processor has been equipped with a
Floating Point unit;
 Features Extraction & Matching IP-core (FEM-IP)
 SVD IP-core
 AMBA 2.0 bus arbiter and AHB/APB infrastructure: it allows the communication and
data transfers between different modules instantiated in the system;
 SRAM memory controller: it aims at interfacing the on-board memory, used to store:
the processor application code, the input images, the output results, and the other
temporary data;
 JTAG and UART interfaces: it enables the debugging of the system at run-time
through a laptop or a PC;
 PCI controller: it interfaces the Image Processing board with the other boards
mounted on the PCI back-plane.
The overall FPGA-based SoC internal architecture is shown in the following picture.

Figure 19: FPGA-based SoC internal architecture
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After integrating the entire system, the design has been synthesized, placed and routed on the
target Virtex 4 FPGA device exploiting Xilinx ISE Design Suite tools. Table 3 summarizes
the hardware resources needed to implement the entire system in the target FPGA device.
Module

DSPs

LUTs

BRAMs

FPGA-based SoC

30 (31%)

55,258 (56%)

74 (30%)

Table 2: Resources usage for the Virtex 4 XC4VLX100-FF1513 FPGA equipped on the Aeroflex
Gaisler GR-CPCI-XC4V board

At the end of the testing phase, these are the main results:
1. FEM IP-core demonstrated to be able to sustain an average input image throughput of
38±0.69 frame-per-second (fps), when clocked at a frequency of 60 MHz, on a set of
images taken along the descending sequences on the Mars surface.
2. On the SVD IP-core, it has been measured to perform the computation with an average
execution time of 7.94 µs. This result represents a speed-up w.r.t. the software
implementation of the same algorithm running on the LEON3 processor of 4.5 times.
3. Tests involving the LEON2 board and the image processing board verified the correct
communication between the two boards through the PCI bus, during the executions of
the image processing algorithms on FPGA
Out of the numerical results, it has been demonstrated that TAS-I with support of POLITO is
currently owning the full development & validation process in porting a Vision based
algorithm on FPGA and validating its Real-time performance in the ATB.
9. CONCLUSIONS
Activities performed in STEPS2 Project on Vision based Landing, are key aspects of future
Autonomous Space Exploration Missions.
Vision based Guidance Navigation and Control for Landing mission has been validated with
Real Images in scale and full scale environments; this is a basic step to verify the correctness
of the measured position (absolute and Relative) and to allow reaching the target Landing site
avoiding hazards: the reached results, well promise to extend the Outdoor testing to all Vision
algorithms
The porting of such algorithms on FPGA, its Real Time performance validation, but even
more the full control of the entire on-board development process, allows opening their
adoption on-board future Space Missions. New algorithms need to be ported on FPGA and to
be validated.
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TASI Validation Facilities (Indoor and Outdoor) are now full operative and could be used for
various applications which go from testing other Vision algorithms, different cameras and
even new sensors (with some drone avionic upgrading).
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Abstract. This paper presents the design, development, validation and verification activities
performed, in the frame of STEPS2 project, by Thales Alenia Space Italia and the partners on
the Rover Surface Navigation subject. The objective of STEPS2 “Rover Surface Navigation”
work package was the design, development, validation and verification of innovative solutions
suitable for the future (manned and unmanned) space robotics mission. A particular focus has
been put in the development of the modular robotic research platforms and relevant ManMachine Interface, the ROvers eXploration facilitY, the Robot Management Framework and
the Guidance Navigation and Control modules implementing the autonomous capabilities
enabling continuous traverse and sample canister acquisition and return. The rovers fleet
includes three all-terrain rovers equipped with state-of-the-art COTS sensors and
manipulators, integrated on a modular support structure that eases the re-configuration
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activities. The facility consists in a 400sqm rovers playground, isolated from external
interference, providing local logistics for field tests preparation and deployable logistics for
field tests execution. TAS-I Robot Management Framework has been used to facilitate the
collaboration of project partners, easing the design, development and integration of
Guidance Navigation and Control modules that implement advanced capabilities for
exploration such as map generation and fusion, continuous navigation, visual localization,
visual tracking and visual servoing. Finally, a Robotic Control Station Man-Machine
Interface has been developed to simultaneously control multiple rovers from different
locations in supervised autonomy.
1 INTRODUCTION
Space exploration is one of the humanity greatest endeavors, where robotic technologies are
playing a key role in enabling the achievement of more and more demanding mission
requirements. Searching life signs below Mars surface and mapping volatile elements at
Moon South Pole are examples of ambitious science objectives that are going to be achieved
by means of exploration rovers carrying complex payloads.
While robotic exploration is a pioneering field open to innovative technologies and solutions,
Hardware and software components reuse is a key factor to improve quality and reliability of
robotic assets and to reduce production time and costs.
Thus, the need of common solid foundations to manage the increased complexity of robotic
systems is arising, similarly to what happened in the industrial and research robotics domains.
In the last decade great efforts have been spent in the development of modular robot software
architectures (aka robot control operative systems, software frameworks, robotic middleware
and so on), with peculiar objectives and features according to the operational context [1, 2, 3].
The objective of STEPS2 “Rover Surface Navigation” work package was the design,
development, validation and verification of innovative solutions suitable for the future
(manned and unmanned) space robotics mission. A particular focus has been put on the
following building blocks:
- Robot Management Framework, to provide design, development, validation and
verification capabilities for a generic robotic asset;
- Guidance Navigation and Control Software, to implement advanced exploration
capabilities suitable for future robotic missions as-well-as terrestrial applications
- Robotic Control Station, to provide an intuitive mean to command and control
multiple robotic assets from different locations;
- Robotic Research Platforms, to ease the integration of new technologies and sensors
that may overcome current limitations;
- Robotics Facility, to support all the project phases including field tests preparation
and support.
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The target of Rover Surface navigation work package was the implementation of a sample
canister acquisition and return mission scenario. According to [1], the baseline mission
scenario is divided in three phases:
- Sample Canister Identification, by looking at the rover Tracking Camera pictures, the
sample container is identified and manually selected by a human operator;
- Rover Traverse, a tracking algorithm estimates the selected sample container position
and provide it as goal to the rover GNC. Then the rover automatically approaches the
target;
- Sample Canister Acquisition, once in the neighborhoods of the sample canister, the
robotic manipulator is commanded to acquire the sample canister, using the visual
feedback to approach the sample canister interface.
Due to the similarities between the forward and backward traverse phases, and the lack of an
ascent vehicle mock-up, the return phase of the mission has not been included in the baseline.
Indeed, the developed technologies are suitable for the execution of the entire mission
scenario.
2 ROBOT MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK
To maximize the reuse of software components to implement robotic capabilities and
complex tasks, the industrial and academic robotics community fostered the development of
modular software architectures [1, 2, 3] to be deployed on-board the robots. The lack of
coordination between industries, research institutes and academia leaded to the proliferation
of a number of robotic frameworks, middleware and meta-operative systems with peculiar
characteristics depending on the specific domain or operational context, thus a comprehensive
product for space applications, complying with RAMS requirements and ECSS standards is
yet far to be available.
Therefore a proprietary solution is in development at TAS-I [4, 5, 6]: the Robot Management
Framework. TAS-I Robot Management Framework stands on the following four pillars:
- Abstraction: to provide abstraction from underlying Hardware and Operating System
(OS) to ease portability on different robotic platforms;
- Foundation: to provide a set of common reliable building blocks which can be reused
across various applications;
- Openness: to provide open interfaces to ease software modules integration;
- Focus: to provide high-level Application Programming Interface (API) to ease robot
software modules implementation.
To achieve these objectives TAS-I designed the Robot Management Framework architecture
depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 - Robot Management Framework Architecture

2.1 ROBOT LAYER
The Robot Layer consists in the physical robotic platform, including hardware and software
components such as sensors, actuators, on-board-computer(s), interfaces, drivers and the
operating system where the architecture is deployed. The architecture has been designed to be
independent from the robotic platform, enabling reuse in different projects.
2.2 WORKFRAME LAYER
The WorkFrame Layer is the core of the Robot Management Framework, implementing all
the common reliable building blocks that may be reused across. It is based on the work
presented in [5] and includes additional functionalities:
- KAL: Kernel Abstraction Layer
- HAL: Hardware Abstraction Layer
- WFCore: WorkFrame Core Functionalities
- NET: Network Communication
- BBS: BlackBoard System
- CMAT: Mathematical Library
This layer exposes a set of high-level APIs to manage the different functions that are not
available as open source to ensure the reliability of the system.
2.2.1 Kernel Abstraction Layer
This layer is the only one directly interfacing with the underlying OS. The goals of this layer
are:
- to encapsulate the OS resources APIs in easier to use classes;
- to provide objects to access I/O devices;
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-

to handle the creation of tasks;
to deal with the scheduling of the system;
to guarantee to portability of the higher levels.

This last objective affects all of the above ones, as in order to guarantee the portability, all the
classes have to provide unique interfaces independently of the underlying operating system.
Even if [5] supports many OS, current TAS-I robot management framework implementation
supports Linux, Linux/RTAI and RTEMS. As the OS system calls cannot always be mapped
one another, the KAL abstracts only the common features. Direct use of OS-specific calls is
not forbidden but the porting of such software pieces has to be done manually.
2.2.2 Hardware Abstraction Layer
This layer provides a general way to interact with the robot sensors and actuators. Thanks to
this layer the user tasks are device independent. When the hardware changes, just the portion
of HAL relevant to that particular component(s) has to be re-coded according to the defined
software interface, leaving the higher layers unchanged.
Similarly it is possible to implement HAL drivers to perform dry-run tests without hardware
in the loop (e.g. by communicating with a simulator or providing dummy data).
2.2.3 WorkFrame Core
This library contains the core functionalities of system management, which includes the
handling of the system state, the proper scheduling of all tasks and control over the deadlines,
the creation and request of resources and the general task functioning.
In order to offer all the services, a set of system tasks is included in the WorkFrame Core
library:
- System Manager, which controls the evolution of the system state, and the unique
handler of all the requests for resources or tasks;
- Scheduler, to execute and monitor the scheduling of user tasks and modules;
- Debug Console, managing framework and user tasks debug messages.
- WorkFrame Console, to control basic functionalities (e.g. start and stop the WorkFrame)
- Watchdog, to monitor the state of WorkFrame and user tasks state.
2.2.4 Network Communication
The Network Communication library contains all the classes and functions needed to perform
remote communications.
The Client/Server paradigm is implemented by dedicated classes, easing the communication
with remote modules and external systems. In the same way, it is planned to implement the
Publish/Subscribe paradigm.
At the moment the Ethernet and Bluetooth medium are supported, while CANbus is under
testing.
The NET library does not preclude the possibility of communicating with other Robotic
Middleware; indeed it is possible to use other communication libraries and connect the
modules to e.g. a ROS node.
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2.2.5 BlackBoard System
The BlackBoard system implements the data sharing mechanism between tasks, providing
high-level APIs to exchange data in a thread-safe way using the BlackBoard a shared memory
segment containing both the data and a header part used internally by the classes of the
BlackBoard System. Three dedicated tasks are assigned to the management of the BlackBoard
system:
- the BlackBoard Manager, which creates the BlackBoard, handles the declaration of all
data and creates the resources to implement mutual exclusive access;
- the Execution Manager, which manages the access to the resources by the user tasks;
- the Connection Manager, which takes care of interface with all the remote tasks
exploiting the services of the NET library.
2.2.6 Mathematical Library
This library implements a minimal set of classes to handle matrices and vectors, with
particular methods, very often used in robotics, for operation like Singular Value
Decomposition, to transform Roll-Pitch-Yaw vectors to their corresponding Rotational
matrices and vice-versa, and so on.
2.3 INTERFACE LAYER
The Interface Layer implements standardized means enabling communications between
modules and to the system. It gives the needed openness to the framework in order to allow
collaborative design, development, integration and testing of software modules. In particular
it provides the following features:
- Data Interface, to ensure data types consistency;
- Messages Passing System, to ease messages exchange between modules.
2.3.1 Data Interface
The Data Interface provides a uniform access to the BlackBoard that contains the data
exchanged by all the modules. The APIs take care about the concurrent access to the memory
and embedded serialization ensures the data consistency among different systems.
Alongside to the provided APIs, the users can easily define and maintain the data structures
that will be exchanged on the BBS and over the network.
2.3.2 Messages Passing System
The Robot Management Framework architecture is based on the exchange of standardized
messages. The messages are used to give specific commands to the modules and receiving
acknowledgments. A timestamp is automatically attached to each new message that is
generated.
The architecture defines three different messages queues
- An Emergency Queue, which is used by the for high priority messages;
- A Debug Queue, which is used to transmit commands that should be only executed in a
debug context;
- A Nominal Queue, which is the nominal communication channel.
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The MPS APIs ease messages generation and processing, moreover it automates messages
handling, including the verification status acknowledgements. It implements also a message
relay function, enabling the passing of a message to a recipient passing through one or more
relay modules.
2.4 MODULES LAYER
The Modules Layer is built on top of the architecture, which defines only the base module
class. From the base module class is it possible to derive customized subclasses implementing
the modules functionalities.
To ease the modules development, the modules layer exploits the underlying APIs and a
series of high-level APIs specifically for:
- Finite State Machine Definition, to implement modules FSM and relevant functions;
- Modules Scheduling, to implement periodic and aperiodic modules;
- Modules Commands, to automate commands parsing and related functions;
- Modules Configuration, to ease and standardize modules configuration;
- Modules Modes, to implement different behavior according to the operational contexts;
- Remote Modules Implementation, to distribute modules while still natively
communicating with the framework core.
The architecture defines two parameters that can be set for each module to run in a different
execution context.
The first parameter sets if the module runs in a Dry-Run or Operative context. The Dry-Run
context is intended to allow the user testing the module in specific conditions (e.g. a sensor
module that generates data according to the sensor model). The Operative context is the
nominal case, where the user want to run the module as-is (e.g. a sensor module that acquires
data from a real sensor).
The second parameter sets if the module runs in a Debug or Mission context. The Debug
context is intended to let the user define specific debug execution procedures, separated from
the nominal Mission context. In the Debug operative context the Debug Commands Queue is
active and so the modules accept debug commands which can be used to trigger specific
behaviors (e.g. inject a failure).
As the two parameters are handled separately, the Execution Context can be selected among
the following:
- Operative – Mission: which is the nominal context.
- Dry-Run – Mission, where the modules can perform their nominal work in dry-run mode;
- Operative – Debug, where the modules can be debugged in their operative conditions;
- Dry-Run – Debug, where the modules can be debugged while running in Dry-Run mode.
Those configuration parameters can be either changed at runtime, if the behavior is
implemented by the user (e.g. in a configuration state of the module FSM).
The user who desires to exploit these features has to implement the different behaviors inside
the Module FSM, exploiting the APIs enabling this design paradigm.
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2.4.1 Remote Modules
To distribute the computational effort on multiple machines, it is possible to implement
Remote Modules which run on different hosts that the one which runs the Robot Management
Framework. Those remote machines needs to be compatible with the Robot Management
Framework, so that the Remote Modules running on them can link the needed framework
libraries. Apart from this effort, setting a module as remote is matter of changing its
initialization parameters, including network IP address and port of the machine where the core
system is running. Other functions, such as the data exchange to the BlackBoard system are
managed through the same APIs, so the rest of module code remains unchanged.
3 MODULAR ROBOT CONTROL SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE
Over the Robot Management Framework, a Modular Robot Control Software (RCS)
architecture has been designed. As described in the previous chapters, the basic building block
is the Module, which can be specialized and replicated to design and implement a generic
RCS (e.g. rover GNC).
Five module types have been defined:
- Sensor, to interface with robot sensors;
- Actuator, to interface with robot actuators;
- Resource, these modules implement the RCS functions and algorithms, process Sensors
Modules data, provide input to the Actuator Modules;
- Coordination, in charge of coordinating a set of Resource Modules to implement
complex tasks;
- External, implementing non-core functions of the RCS like Logging and Debugging.
4 GUIDANCE NAVIGATION AND CONTROL SOFTWARE
The modular RCS architecture has been tailored for TAS-I research rovers, implementing the
capabilities of a sample canister acquisition mission to be demonstrated in outdoor TAS-I
ROvers eXploration facilitY. The baseline mission scenario is divided in three phases:
- Sample Canister Identification, by looking at the rover Tracking Camera pictures, the
sample container is identified and manually selected by a human operator;
- Rover Traverse, a tracking algorithm estimates the selected sample container position
and provide it as goal to the rover GNC. Then the rover automatically approaches the
target;
- Sample Canister Acquisition, Once in the neighborhoods of the sample canister, the
robotic manipulator is commanded to acquire the sample canister, using the visual
feedback to approach the canister interface.
The tailored Robot Control Software hierarchy is depicted in Figure 2.
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The Autonomy module is the intelligence of the robotic system and the one that implements
the highest level of FDIR. It is in charge of decomposing the plan submitted from ground into
commands sequences to be executed by the lower level modules.
The Coordinator Navigator module coordinates the resource modules and other Coordinator
modules to implement stop-and-go and continuous GNC chains.
The Coordinator Manipulation module is in charge of managing the coordination between
the Manipulator and the Target Racking modules to implement vision-based object
manipulation.
The Coordinator VisualTracking module implements the needed coordination between the
Target Tracking modules and the PTU module to chase the selected target.
The PerceptionDataFusion module is in charge of merging the local DEMs generated by the
Perception modules with the global DEM, building a consistent map of the explored area. It
coordinates also the PTUs actuation to perform the needed scans with perception sensors.
The LocalizationDataFusion module is in charge of merging Localization modules output to
provide the 6D pose estimation of the robot.
The LocalizationVisual/Mechanical/Inertial modules implement algorithms to calculate
robot pose estimation based on vision/encoder/inertial sensors.
The PerceptionToF module implements algorithms to generate local DEMs based on ToF
camera sensor input. A PerceptionVisual module generating local DEMs based on Head
Camera stereo bench is available but not included in the present architecture.
The Traversability module implements the algorithms that generate the Navigation Map
(NavMap) starting from the global DEM and the trafficability parameters (e.g. maximum
traversable slope, maximum traversable step, maximum steering angle) of the robotic
platform.
The Path Planning module implements algorithms to generate a safe and optimal trajectory
on the NavMap, given a navigation goal.
The Locomotion module implements the locomotion equations which translate the trajectory
into speed and jog values to the LocomotionActuator module.
The TrackingTarget module implements an algorithm to estimate the 3D position of a
selected Region of Interest (ROI) in an image.

Figure 2 - Modular GNC Hierarchy
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The TrackingMarker module implements an algorithm to estimate the 6DoF pose of one or
more marker tables (a-priori known set of markers).
The ManipulatorControl module implements the commands sequences to control a
manipulation system (e.g. a robotic arm).
The Logger external module is in charge of monitoring, logging (e.g. to file) and distributing
(e.g. to a Ground Control Station) modules parameters (e.g. module status, exchanged data) at
a configurable frequency.
The Debugger module is in charge of injecting specific debug commands to trigger particular
behaviors while debug mode is active.
As many of the enlisted modules functions have been developed in the frame of [4] and
related projects, only the new modules and the ones with relevant upgrades will be presented
in the next paragraphs.
4.1 VISION-BASED GUIDANCE
The modular GNC system features visually assisted navigation capabilities that allow to
automatically approach objects or areas of interest (later addressed as targets) in the visible
surroundings of the robot. A graphical user interface lets the operator to see the on-board
stereo camera video feed and select a rectangular ROI bounding the target.
The Visual Target Tracking module implements an algorithm which processes the stereo
images pairs and provides the ROI position in the three dimensional space to the rest of the
GNC.
The module processes incoming data in two main steps: a tracking step followed by a target
localization step. The tracking step relies on the OpenTLD implementation of the Track
Learn Detect algorithm and allows to track a desired target in a single camera image (one of
the stereo camera eyes). The target localization step makes use of the stereo image pair to
build the disparity map and consequently a point cloud of the perceived surroundings. The
points inside the tracked area are clustered using k-means in background and foreground
points whose centroid is used as a position estimation of the target.
The Visual Tracking module has been implemented as a remote module of the architecture to
provide it dedicated computational resources.
The higher level GNC modules exploit the Visual Target Tracking module functionalities
through four commands with different level of autonomy:
- Point and locate: this command allows the operator to select a target, make the camera to
point towards it and know where the target is located with respect to the robot.
- Point, locate and approach: this command is behaving as the previous except that it
forwards the target’s location information to the rest of the GNC to make the robot
approach the target within a user specified boundary.
- Point, locate, approach and track: this command loops the last procedure until the robot
is inside a user specified maximum distance from the target keeping the target tracked and
pointed. This is useful when following a moving object or when far away target are to be
approached so an iterative refinement of the first uncertain estimation is required.
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4.2 DIGITAL ELEVATION MAP GENERATION AND FUSION
To serve the purpose of continuous traverse, the DEM generation is based on Time-of-Flight
(ToF) camera environment perception. The use of ToF cameras, which native output is the 3D
Point Cloud of the perceived surroundings, avoid the need of performing stereo processing
resulting in an order of magnitude speed-up of 3D perception [4].
Commercially available ToF cameras Horizontal Field of View is too narrow to perceive
enough terrain in front of the rover. Therefore a double ToF sensor assembly has been
integrated on the rovers, providing a larger field of view while keeping the PTU pointing in
the rover motion direction at a constant tilt angle during traverse.
DEM generation sequence is triggered by the Navigator module, which is in charge of
orchestrating the resource modules devoted to the traverse execution.
ToF cameras raw data are merged and filtered by the perception modules to obtain the local
DEM, which is then used to update the global DEM by the perception data fusion module.
Depending on the robot size and configuration, a blind area is projected around the rover. To
mitigate issues both while merging DEMs and while generating Navigation Maps, a filling
algorithm has been implemented. This algorithm analyses the blind area edge and interpolates
the values to generate a smooth surface that completes the DEM.
4.3 VISUAL ODOMETRY
The Visual Odometry module is in charge of the robot 6D pose estimation. Its implementation
is based on the open source Libviso2 library [8, 9]. Libviso2 is a visual odometry library that
allow to estimates the movements of the robot from images just using a single CPU and at a
rate suitable for robot localization.
The Visual Odometry module has been implemented as a remote module of the architecture to
provide it dedicated computational resources.
The module acquires stereo image pairs from the localization camera, rectifies them and
computes the motion estimation between two temporally consecutives image pairs. Once the
visual odometry module has computed an estimate, it sends it to the task visual localization
module using the network layer. This secondary module receives estimates and periodically
sends them, always using the network layer, to the remote robot framework in a coherent
format.
Since the visual odometry system is executed on a secondary computer and the other sensors
acquisitions and the localization data fusion is made on the primary one, that is the computer
where the robot framework is, the two have been synchronized by means of DGPS signals.
4.4 MANIPULATION SYSTEM WITH VISUAL SERVOING
The acquisition and storage of the sample canister is performed by means of a 6DoF robotic
arm with an integrated clamping end effector. The robotic arm is controlled by the
Manipulator Control module, which exploits the direct and inverse kinematics control
provided by an external control library developed by the authors. The sample canister mock-
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up is a simple box with an aluminum handle, where a black and white marker pattern has been
applied to estimate the 6DoF pose of the handle and close the visual servoing loop.
The visual pose estimation algorithm makes use of the Aruco open source library, based on
OpenCV. The library provides a handily API to build, detect and track marker patterns.
To enable the interaction of the rover with multiple objects in view of more complex
operations (e.g. inspection, maintenance, localization with a fixed object or another robot), an
object data-base has been developed, while the Tracking Marker module implements the
capability of tracking multiple marker patterns at once.
5 ROBOTIC CONTROL STATION
The Robotic Control Station (RCS) has been designed and developed to match different
requirement, related on both software deploying and usage. For what concerns RCS
developing requirements, the whole software has been designed to:
- be usable on standard devices (desktop and laptop machines) and ready to use on mobile
devices without standard input devices like mouse and keyboard.
- be cross-platform deployable: windows-based and linux-based operating systems may run
the RCS.
- use multi-threading capabilities.
In addition, for what concerns the usability, the RCS has been designed to be used
simultaneously on different computers to monitor and control multiple robotic assets at the
same time.
In order to match these design requirements, the RCS has been developed in C++ by using the
Qt Framework for both GUI and software infrastructure.

Figure 3 – Robotic Control Station Graphical User Interface
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The RCS GUI ( Figure 3) has been developed as a multi windowed software and the GUI
components, which more appropriate name is “widgets”, can be split in two different groups:
monitoring widgets and controlling widgets.
At the startup, if the RCS computer is connected to the network, the RCS scans the network to
find online rovers. From each rover answering to this scanning procedure, the RCS collects
data about all the users allowed to master the rover itself, and the widget in charge of allowing
the operator login is populated with online rovers icons and with information about all known
user. After the operator performs the login as master for a certain rover, controlling widgets
are enabled.
Monitoring widgets are in charge of showing rovers telemetry information. So, most of them
don't expect operator interaction: for this reason they are designed to appear pleasing to the
user and not by considering standard rules for GUI development.
On the other hand, Controlling widgets are in charge of the direct rover/operator interaction,
by allowing the operator to send them commands.
The Speedometer Widget is designed to show telemetry information related to rover speed,
motors and power battery status, and obstacles detected on the rover path.
The Clinometer Widget is designed to show rover attitude. It is made up of three specific
areas each one concerning one of the attitude angle in the convention RPY.
The Module Widget is in charge to show information about the rover framework modules, by
indicating with a user friendly color code the status of each software module present into the
framework.
The Map Widget is thought for multiple purposes, and can be used both as monitoring and
as controlling widget: to accomplish this feature, the widget is available in two different
graphics layout (compact and extended), which offer to the user a certain set of controls,
depending on the situation.
The Online Rover Widget is in charge of authenticate the operator to validate the user
account and give or deny the permission to master the selected rover.
The Command Widget, in the end, allows the operator to master controlled rovers by
sending them commands to be executed.
6 ROBOTIC RESEARCH PLATFORMS
Three all-terrain research robots have been designed and integrated in the frame of STEPS2
activities. A fourth robot, suitable for wheelchair-accessible terrains (both indoor and
outdoor), was already available from previous projects [2, 3] and it has been upgraded and
used for preliminary integration and testing during the ROXY facility construction. All the
robots consist in a rover locomotion platform with a modular support structure integrated ontop, which provides interfaces easing the integration of GNC sensors, actuators and groundtruth equipment. This makes all the research robots very flexible as their hardware
configuration can be easily changed and rovers re-used for different purposes. More
specifically, three robot configurations have been implemented:
- Scout Rover, to explore and build a consistent map of the environment, without a-priori
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-

knowledge of the area and relying only on on-board sensors;
Surveyor Rover, to acquire imagery and provide video feedback of the surrounding
environment, increasing operators situational awareness;
Master Rover, to implement all the capabilities for sample canister identification,
acquisition and return scenario execution.

7 ROVERS EXPLORATION FACILITY
TAS-I ROvers eXploration facilitY is a technological area dedicated to robotic systems
design, development, validation and verification. It is located in TAS-I Turin site, covers an
area of about 600m2, including a Mars playground, control room and workshop.
The outdoor playground covers an area of ~400m2, reproducing Mars-like planetary
morphology in terms of colour, landscape, boulders, smaller rocks and slopes. The perimeter
is surrounded by a uniform background which isolates the terrain from external interferences
like peoples and vehicles.
The control room hosts the software development validation and verification infrastructure,
as well as the presentation system.
The workshop provides a secure area where to store the robots and to perform integration,
test and maintenance activities. Moreover, the workshop office box can be transported on
truck to be relocated on the field to provide on-site logistics during field test campaigns.

Figure 4 - ROXY Playground and Rovers

7.1 GROUND TRUTH AND REFERENCE FRAMES
To ensure adequate reliability of the tests results, the following set of ground truth measures
have been acquired during STEPS2 project test phase:
- Trajectory and Time: Differential-GPS, consisting in a base station and one rover station
for each rover, providing ground truth of rover trajectory (1cm+1ppm accuracy +/0.75mm precision) and time (20ns accuracy);
- Relative Distance: Laser range finder (0.05 – 250m range +/- 1.0mm accuracy);
- Climate Conditions: acquired from Italian
government Regional Agency for
Environmental Protection, in particular: temperature, wind direction and speed, humidity;
- Sun Elevation: acquired online from Sun Earth Tools;
- Luminous Flux: using a Luxometer (0-200000lux range with 0.2% + 1digit accuracy).
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The following reference frames have been defined:
- <roxy>: the main reference frame. Located at the Mars playground south-west corner.
With x-axis pointing to the playground entrance, y-axis pointing left and z-axis pointing
upwards, thus resulting in a right-handed frame;
- <rover>: rover moving frame. Located at the rover center of rotation, at the wheels axes
height. With x-axis pointing the rover forward motion direction, y-axis pointing left and
z-axis pointing upwards, thus resulting in a right-handed frame;
- <camera>: reference frame for monocular, stereo and ToF cameras. With z-axis
perpendicular to the imaging sensor plane, pointing in the sight direction; y-axis on the
imaging sensor plane pointing downwards and x-axis on the imaging sensor plane
pointing right, thus resulting in a right-handed frame.
8 TEST ACTIVITIES AND RESULTS
The following paragraphs present the test activities and results regarding the modules
developed in the frame of STEPS2 project, including the integrated tests with the complete
RCS. The modules not included in this section have been developed in the frame of [2, 3] and
related projects, and so they will not be matter of discussion.
8.1 VISION-BASED GUIDANCE
Multiple experiments were performed in order to test and validate the performance of the
Visual Target Tracking and the Marker Tracking modules. The first experiment was
performed to assess precision and accuracy of the Marker Tracking module, our success
criteria was to achieve a ranging relative error below 5% and a standard deviation below
0.5%. The Master Rover’s head camera was placed in front of a marker table made of four
elements with marker’s edge size of 0.135 m, parallel to the image plane. Accuracies and
precisions were measured on a basis of 50 measurements for each trial each at different
distances. The results are reported in Tab.3. With no claim of exhaustively characterize the
algorithm these 4 tests were performed to evaluate its performance in worsening conditions.
Initially, the distance is increased (Tests 1-2), in Test 3 distance is brought to the visibility
limit with a worsened lighting condition and finally, Test 4 replicates Test 3 except for the
fact that it was performed at night with camera mounted artificial illumination. For each test
the luminous flux was measured at the center of the marker table.
Table 1. Marker Tracking characterization results

Sun elevation [deg]
Luminous flux [lux]
Distance (Ground truth) [m]
Marker’s edge size to focal distance ratio
Distance measurement error
Standard deviation

Test 1
28
7000
1.498
0.0899
0.13%
0.0054%

15

Test 2
26.67
7000
2.106
0.0640
3.21%
0.0158%

Test 3
11.9
1900
3.933
0.0343
4.28%
0.0142%

Test 4
0.73
8
3.933
0.0343
4.24%
0.0355%
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The second experiment performed was intended to assess precision and accuracy of the Visual
Target Tracking module, our success requirement was to obtain a ranging relative error below
5% and a standard deviation below 5%. The camera was mounted on the master rover and
pointed towards a sample canister mock-up placed on the ground at different distances. The
same instrumentation and measurements of luminous flux and distance were used and
collected as in the previous experiment. Due to the high variability introduced in the
experiments by the inevitable human factor (human operator has to select the target area) and
other factors such as k-means clustering and usual environmental conditions we chose to
perform four tests, in which we collected 20 measurements for each test, and calculate
statistical parameters on the full dataset. Measurements were collected at distances ranging
from the closest (i.e. the distance at which the rover is able to pick up the sample canister) to
the furthest (i.e. maximum visibility distance of the object by human eye) in order to
reproduce the sample canister approaching scenario. The results are reported in Table 2.
The last and third experiment was performed to compare the two algorithms running in the
same conditions using the same test setup as in the first experiment and instructing both
algorithms to track the same marker table. The results of this comparison test are reported in
Table 3.
Table 2. Visual Target Tracking
characterization results

Average Sigma
Average Error
Maximum Sigma
Maximum Error

3.41%
2.96%
5.60%
4.25%

Table 3. Visual Target Tracking and Marker Tracking modules
comparison test results

Sun elevation [deg]
Luminous flux [lux]
Distance (Ground truth) [m]
Marker’s edge size to focal distance
ratio
Distance measurement error
Standard deviation
Fps

Visual
39
16000
3.609

Marker
39
16000
3.609

0.0374

0.0374

0.059% 4.39%
0.0246% 0.0164%
2
15

8.2 DIGITAL ELEVATION MAP GENERATION AND FUSION
DEM generation and fusion has been tested using the double ToF camera assembly integrated
on Scout Rover and Master Rover. The DEM generation process can be summarized as
follows:
- DEM Generation and Filtering, the 3D point cloud is acquired, transformed and filtered
to reduce noise. Multiple sensor readings are possible to increase reliability.
- Fill Blind Area, the blind circular area at the center of the map is filled to ensure surface
continuity and smoothness.
- DEM Fusion, based on rover odometry data input, the local DEM is merged with the
global DEM.
The Perception and Localization Data Fusion modules have been configured to generated
1024x1024 pixels DEMs, with 0.05m/pixel granularity. The following test runs have been
performed:
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-

Static DEM Generation, the rover was commanded to generate a DEM and then was
manually moved to the next location. No GNC nor data fusion were performed.
- Stop-and-Go DEM Generation and Fusion, the rover was commanded to execute a
given trajectory in stop-and-go mode and, at each stop, a DEM was acquired and merged
with global DEM.
- Continuous DEM Generation and Fusion, the rover was commanded to execute a given
trajectory in continuous mode, DEMs have been generated during rover motion and
merged with global DEM.
The success criteria was to compare the estimated and ground truth object dimensions and
relative distances in pixels as the absolute measures measure may fall or not in the correct
pixel location on the DEM with 0.05m granularity. Different DEM granularities lead to
different errors but it was out of the scope of the project to perform such characterization.
Table 4 summarizes the average and maximum DEM generation errors.
Table 4. DEM Generation results

Average Error [pixel]
Maximum Error [pixel]

0.5
1

Figure 5 depicts the quality of merged DEM obtained as outcome of a three-step test, where
the discontinuities artifacts are visible. Those errors do not jeopardize the rover capability to
traverse the terrain.

Figure 5 - ROXY terrain (left), Global DEM (right)

8.3 VISUAL ODOMETRY
The tests conducted are based on synthetic and real images, to measure the behavior of the
visual odometry system in the ideal case, that is in a controlled environment with no noise,
with an ideal camera and with perfect surrounding conditions as well as in real cases.
Synthetic images data set has been used to perform tests in the ideal case. This offline test
consisted in a virtual rover following a quite general trajectory, with a series of rotations and
translations and covering a total distance of about 180m.
In Table 5 are summarized the final errors of the visual odometry system for this test.
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Integrated tests in real setting have been conducted using both Scout Rover and Master Rover
configurations. These set of online tests practically consisted in moving the rover in a series
of simple trajectories i.e. straight, circular, rectangular shape trajectories as well as in more
general one. In the results of following tests the translation on the z axis and the rotation
around the roll and pitch aren’t taken in consideration because the ground truth available
didn’t give information about them. Table 6 shows the results for these tests.
Table 5. Absolute errors for the
synthetic images test

Final 3D error [m]
Normalized final
3D error
Final Roll error
[deg]
Final Pitch error
[deg]
Final Yaw error
[deg]

3.360
1.85
%
0.80
1.20
3.50

Table 6. Test results for common shape trajectories

Trajectory shape

Sun elevation [deg]
Luminous flux [lux]
Total distance [m]
Avg
Position
Max
error [m]
Final
Avg
Orientation
Max
error [deg]
Final

Straight
line
48.05
51400
7.36
0.017
0.0.48
0.007
2.49
4.65
3.89

Circular

Rectangular

39.00
32100
22.56
0.153
0.439
0.143
7.21
17.54
7.20

48.05
51400
27.87
0.200
0.578
0.319
6.32
32.43
2.44

Figure 6 shows the DGPS ground truth and the visual odometry estimated trajectory for a
general shape path covering a distance of about 28m. As it is possible to see the estimated
trajectory is quite similar to the ground truth in fact the average distance between the two
trajectories is just 0.054m while the maximum error is 0.286m. (Figure 7). In Table 7 are
listed the errors for this test. To have a better characterization, the information about date,
time, weather conditions and luminosity intensity were measured during the tests.

Figure 6 - Ground truth (red) and visual odometry
trajectory (blue) on the x-y plane

Figure 7 - 2D position error on the x-y plane
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Moreover, in the online tests since the robot
framework and the visual odometry software were Table 7. Test results for the general trajectory
29.22
Sun elevation [deg]
executed on different computers, the robot
3270
Luminous flux [lux]
framework needed a way to correctly use the
28.349
Total distance [m]
estimated poses. Since the network and the visual
0.054
Avg
odometry estimation pipeline introduces delays, the
Position error [m]
Max 0.286
robot framework, in order to merge correctly the
Final 0.081
data from the visual odometry, needed to know
4.48
Avg
Orientation error
exactly what was the time in which the pose
Max 14.66
[deg]
estimated state was valid. To have a common
0.78
Final
timing reference, both the computers were
connected to an on-board DGPS equipment allowing them to synchronize. In practice every
time the stereo camera captured a pair of images, it was tagged with a timestamp.
8.4 MANIPULATION SYSTEM WITH VISUAL SERVOING
Thanks to the Manipulator and the Marker Tracking modules, implements the ability to
approach, acquire and store a sample canister. To perform these operations a marker table
made of 4 markers with 8cm edges was chosen. Different tests were executed to test the
system functionality with a success criteria which required the system to successfully pick up
the sample canister and place it in the on-board tray. Each test was performed with the master
rover and a sample canister mock-up at distances between 0.8m and 1.5m (inside the arm
workspace) between their respective centers. For six times the arm was activated and
instructed by the operator to move from its predefined stow position to three different deploy
positions, respectively in front, front-left and front-right positions. These positions allow the
operator to move the end effector mounted camera at approximately 0.8m from the ground
pointing downwards ready to track any marker in the field of view. The sample canister
mock-up was placed in different positions to test the effectiveness of the system which
completed each test successfully.
9 CONCLUSIONS
TAS-I Robot Management Framework has been developed and validated. Functional modules
are ready to be ported on the new architecture after algorithms testing and characterization.
The mission scenario is going to be demonstrated as part of the STEPS2 project test phase,
where a characterization of the major building blocks and algorithms is on-going [7].
Marker Tracking results show that the algorithm performance meets the 5% accuracy and +/0.5% precision in all conditions ranging from short to maximum distances, including night
time testing with artificial light. Visual Target Tracking results meet the 5% accuracy
requirement and exceed of 0.6% the +/-5% precision requirement in the worst test condition.
Tab.5 shows interesting differences between the two algorithms. In the same very good light
conditions the Visual Target Tracking module provides much better results in terms of
accuracy while in terms of precision the Marker Tracking module is two times better than the
Visual Target Tracking module.
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The DEM Generation and Fusion algorithms performances fulfil the 1pixel accuracy +/-1
precision requirement
The visual odometry system in exam has shown appreciable accuracy performances both in
terms of position and orientation precisions, which fulfil the 5% accuracy +/-1% requirement.
Moreover, with these hardware configuration the visual odometry system was able to be
executed at about 7 fps, which is a speed suitable for robot navigation purposes.
10 FUTURE WORKS
The Robot Management Framework is a living project of TAS-I which pursues the TRL
rising in the next years. It is planned to upgrade the framework with:
- the integration of CANbus and DTN support in NET library;
- the integration of manipulator control library within the Framework Layer;
- the upgrade of RTEMS KAL and testing on flight representative avionics;
- the consolidation of the overall framework architecture implementation and
documentation according to the ECSS standards.
From the GNC standpoint, lessons learned from STEPS2 project testing phase will be
implemented. The integration of a science autonomy algorithm to automatically locate the
sample canister can be pursued too in the next future.
The interaction with the environment based on marker detection and tracking is going to be
further improved to enable more complex operations, such as rover ranging and rover
localization with respect to a fixed object (e.g. a lander mock-up).
To achieve TRL Raising of the Robot Management Framework and GNC Modules, a flightrepresentative on-board computer is going to be designed, procured and integrated. Then the
framework will be deployed on the flight-representative avionics to assess the performance in
such architecture.
To increase research robots operating lifetime in view of an extensive field test, an upgrade of
the power system is envisaged. This upgrade will include a solution to provide adequate
power supply to the robotic manipulator removing the umbilical cable.
In order to better characterize the vision algorithms an in depth series of tests is foreseen in an
indoor facility where a Vicon tracking system is available, this will allow to collect a bigger
dataset allowing to test estimations in all its translation and attitude components and with
more controllable light conditions as well as collect data to perform tests at with marker tables
with different sizes.
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Abstract. In the frame of the Piedmont Region co-funded project STEPS2 an innovative
energy storage system has been developed. This advanced concept is based on hydrogen
technology exploiting the two opposite process utilized in electrolysers and fuel cells. The
Energy is practically stored in Oxygen and Hydrogen generated from water by the
electrolyser in gaseous form and pressurized at 30 bars. When solar power is not available
because of an eclipse and power is needed the gases flow inside a fuel cell which is able to
produce electric power to feed the spacecraft and water that will be used for the next
charging phase. In this way the regenerative fuel cells system is able to store a great amount
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of energy in a mass that is half the mass of a traditional Li-Ion battery. The breadboard that
has been assembled and tested is based on alkaline electrolyser and alkaline fuel cell and has
demonstrated the capability to achieve a level of energy density above 350 Wh/kg. Thru an
increasing of operative pressure the same system can go beyond 500 Wh/kg. Another
important feature that was developed is the capability to separate water and gases produced
inside the electrolyser by means of passive equipment, avoiding the use of bulky, unreliable
and power consuming cyclonic phase separators. This feature opens the doors for a future
test in orbit to demonstrate the capability of the system to be work at any gravity level
between 1 g and 0 g, including Moon and Mars gravity levels. With this perspective a
feasibility study has been addressed to understand which criticalities would arose by evolving
the developed concept to In Orbit Demonstrator on ISS EDR2 facility.
INTRODUCTION

This article contains the report of the activity developed in the frame of the R&D program
STEPS2 promoted by Regione Piemonte and financed by the European Regional
Development Fund 2007/2013. The two years program was focused on the development of a
set of technology related to space exploration. One the theme focused on the development of
a high density energy storage. The partners involved in this activity are Thales Alenia Space
Italia s.p.a., HySyTech s.r.l., Environment Park and from Politecnico di Torino, the
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering department (DIMEAS) and the Chemical
Engineering and Material Science department (DISMIC).
The focus of the team was the development of innovative system and technologies able to
store energy with high energy density, needed for future of space exploration. Future
exploration system, but also communication satellites, will have to meet increasing
requirements in terms of power levels and of amount of energy to be stored. Typical examples
are Lunar Power plants that will have to provide power to an infrastructure for up to 336
hours of night or Pressurised Lunar Rovers that will have to traverse shadowed regions
providing 10 to 20 kW of power to the on-board systems. Also telecommunication satellites,
even if their orbit have short eclipse durations (typically around 1-2 h) would benefit of high
energy density because of the every high power levels involved (up to 30 kW).
The selected technology, in continuity with the STEPS activity, is the Regenerative fuel cells
technology that exploits hydrogen and oxygen to store energy.
Thru the coupling of an electrolyser with a fuel cells, water can be converted in hydrogen and
oxygens injecting energy in the system that can be extracted thru the reaction of the two gases
inside a fuel cell producing with water as by-product. An ideally closed loop can be obtained
in this way.
The development of a breadboard to demonstrate higher energy density was the major
objective of the activity. Within this kind of systems, two-phase fluids need to be managed
and separated. In a gravity field the separation is naturally achieved with water going toward
the gravity direction but in space, where gravity is almost zero, specific solution need to be
identified.
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OBJECTIVES

The Regenerative Fuel Cells System (RFCS) is conceived to be a high density energy storage
system. The RFCS find its applications where high energy at high power need to be stored
and distributed.
Low energy at low power can be easily managed by Li-Ion batteries with high efficiency but
for Human Lunar mission the power and energy requirement will be more and more
demanding and secondary batteries won’t be able to fulfil them because of the low energy
density that typically does not reach 200 Wh/kg. To enable a lunar exploration campaign this
value should reach 400-500 Wh/kg in order to be able to store the energy needed to survive
lunar nights with a reasonable mass that can be landed on the lunar surface with medium class
lander.
SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

The heart of the system, where the energy conversions happens, is the fluidic sub-system
which is composed by the following assemblies:
 Electrolyser
 Fuel Cells
 Gas storage and management
 Water Storage and management
In order to give an idea of the complexity of the systems, more than 60 components where
needed to realize the fluidic sub-system plus more than one hundred fittings used to connect
them. The overall fluidic sub-system was integrated in less than 1 m3.
To operate the fluidic sub-system, which is the real energy storage element, a control system
needs to be implemented. In this case National Instrument hardware was programmed with a
LabVIEW based software.
In addition the source of power needs to be simulated thru a controlled power supply that
shall provide the electric energy to the electrolyser. Also, the power produced by the fuel cell
will have to be dissipated, simulating the on-board systems that will be powered by the RFCS.
These two functions of the power S/S where implemented in the Power rack that was
including:
 Solar Array simulator
 DC/DC converter
This sub-system will not be part of the final RFCS but they are needed to simulate a realistic
external interface.
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Figure 1: Test article developed within STEPS2 activities

The principal target application for the RFCS are the Lunar Surface Exploration System that
will operate in a reduced gravity field that will likely be strong enough to separate the two
phase fluid that are present on the system. However the gravity based separators are quite
bulky and, if they have to sustain 100 bar, they will also have high mass. This is particularly
true for the Electrolyser assembly that need to reach this pressure level. On the fuel cell side,
the operative pressure is around 1 bar so lightweight separators can be implemented.
In addition, in order to have a flexible system, able also to work in microgravity (e.g.
telecommunication satellites or future orbital infrastructures) alternative solutions to separate
the phases are needed. One possible solution is the utilization of centrifuge based separator
that will however be bulky, power consuming, and subject of failures.
The attention of the team was then oriented to the membrane technology.

PASSIVE PHASE SEPARATORS

The passive phase separators are fundamental component for the development of an high
efficient energy storage system, in particular for the high pressure operation linked with the
electrolyser. In fact low pressure separators are a qualified technology for the space market
but it is not when high pressure are involved. A spin-in approach has been selected for this
activity.
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With a detailed survey of the market 2 different commercial components have been identified
as potential component to fulfill this specific need. A dedicated breadboard has been
developed and the 2 commercial components from different vendors have been tested (the
previous component was not performing as needed).
In the following picture the results of the test are provided

Figure 2: Passive phase separator test
OPERATIVE LIFE

The operative life of RFCS is a fundamental parameter to be able to sustain a real Moon
exploration campaign. The Operative life is a combination of the number of hours that each
component is required to be actively operative and the number of cycles that the system is
required to do.
This assessment has been focused on the critical elements of the system that are: FC stack,
ELZ stack and Water tank. Another sensible element is the passive phase separators that have
never been used in the specific way and thus there are no data on their operative life and
extensive test will require to validate and qualify for flight.
Considering the information provided by the vendors, the electrolyser have an estimated
operative life of 50.000 hours of continuous operations with 10% performance degradation.
The FC was supposed to last up to 5.000 h if correctly operated (this value is normally higher
for commercial PEM provider, up to 30.000 hour) but a custom designed FC with a thicker
membrane can also go above this level.
The Water tank is made with a metal bellow inside that for every cycle is doing 1
compression and 1 decompression cycle. The component was sold to be able to sustain up to
100.000 cycles.
Taking an equatorial Moon mission as a reference mission, each assembly (FC and ELZ)
would have to work for the same number of hours because the cycles of night and day are
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almost the same (14 Earth days per month). This means that every year the FC and the ELZ
will have to work almost 4500 h. The number of cycles (charge and discharge) are 13.
With this figures the Electrolyser should be able to perform up to 13 years of operation, the
FC just one but considering the state of the art FC the values goes up to 6.5 years. The water
tank should not be a problem with long cycles but even with a cycle every 24 hours it
operative life should overcome 200 year of ops.
If also the passive phase separator is able to achieve 30.000 hours without maintenance, the
RFCS is likely to become a standard technology not only for a Lunar exploration campaign
but also for large commercial satellites.
This shall be demonstrated thru extensive ground test.
TEST & RESULTS

The test on the system have been organized in 4 different steps.
The first phase has been focused on the system check out and calibration. This was oriented to
the verification the system functionalities. In particular sensor and relief valves have been
calibrated as well as pump working point has been defined. The performances where not
monitored in this phase. Also the control and power S/S have been tested.
In the second step the electrolyser assembly has been subject on performance test with the
primary objective of extrapolating the characteristic curve plotting the evolution of the
voltage vs the current that was gradually increased up to the Electrolyser stack limit (~25 A).
The resulting characterisation curve is plotted in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Electrolyser average cell voltage vs current

From this plot it is possible to extrapolate the efficiency of the electrolyser.
The voltage of each cells is inversely proportional to the efficiency (1.481/Vcell) thus it
provides the level efficiency that the electrolyser stack reach at every current density (current
over cells active surface). The desired working point in which the efficiency value is
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compared is 200 mA/cm2. The objective is to reach 80% at 200mA/cm2. The efficiency curve
is provided in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Electrolyser efficiency

As can be seen from the graph, the obtained value is 85%. This value is considered extremely
encouraging also in view of the fact that a commercial electrolyser stack has been used. A
custom made stack with high efficiency catalysers, would probably allow to increase this
value up to 89-90%.
The third step of the test phase was the carcterisation of fuel cells assembly, the one in charge
of energy production. The same appraoch used for the electrolyser has been applied for the
fuel cell. The plot that provied the caratherisation of a fuel cell is the evolution of the cell
voltage o vs the current level that the fuel cell is providing. The result is provided in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Fuel cell average cell voltage vs current

In order to extrapolate the required efficiency values, the same approach as the Electrolyser
Assembly has been followed. The efficiency is defined by Vcell/1.229.
Note. For the electrolyser the 1.481 V represents the Higher Heating Value while 1.229
represents the Low Heating Value. This is the standard approach used to determine the Fuel
cells and Electrolyser efficiencies

Figure 6: Fuel cell efficiency

Even if the fuel cell selection revealed to be sub-optimal, the efficiency curve trend is way
above 60%. In fact at 45 mA/cm2 is 66%.
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The last step of test where oriented to integrated charge and discharge cycles in order to prove
continuity of operation and extrapolating additional characteristics of the system such as
round trip efficiency and real energy density. The FC failure have delayed and the these test
but, integrating electrolyser and FC test results, some system performance data can be
extrapolated. The test campaign is actually under completion in with the objective of
demonstrating extensive and continuous charge and discharge cycles
The energy storage density is the design driver for the RFCS and the key parameter to
compare different energy storage system. The target value is 500 Wh/kg.
Unlike traditional batteries RFCS energy density in not constant and its value increases as the
amount of energy to be store increase. For this reason the actual capability of energy storage
of the test article is much lower than its capability.

Figure 7: RFCS energy density at 30 bar

The graph provided in Figure 7 is the actual characteristics of the developed breadboard. Its
operating point is around 50 Wh/kg because the size of the gas tank are sized for fast
charge/discharge cycles. Applying the very same system for a equatorial Moon mission
(where each cycle lasts 14 Earth days, 336 h) its energy density goes up to 360 Wh/kg just by
increasing the tank volumes, a value that no chemical battery is foreseen to be able to achieve
today or in the near term.
However the value of 500 Wh/kg was not matched due to the low operative pressure. This is
why in the next development phase the operative pressure shall be raised up to 100 bar. To do
this the same configuration can be applied, the only difference would be in the component
selection, introducing components compliant with the new operative pressure.
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The projection of the upgraded performances is provided in Figure 8.

Figure 8: RFCS energy density at 100 bar

The target objective of 500 Wh/kg is achieved at 240 kWh but most of all, the RFCS
overcome the Battery performances around 20 kWh. As reference 20 kWh is the amount of
energy stored in a medium-large class GEO satellite demonstrating the competitiveness of this
technology also in the commercial field.

IN ORBIT DEMONSTRATION

Considering the strong impact of gravity on a RFCS, the identification of On-Orbit Validation
Opportunity has been one of the objective of the technical activities. After a preliminary
screening of the available infrastructures where to conduct the team has focused on the
utilisation of the EDR2 facility that will be available on the Columbus laboratory within a
couple of years.
The need of this qualification step for micro-g application is so high that the IOD in the RFCS
case would become an In Orbit Validation (IOV) test. Specific attentions have been placed on
this matter .
The key point on this activity is the identification of the most probable facility where the IOV
can be performed. The selection of this first tentative has gone for the European Drawer Rack
2 (EDR2) which is a versatile rack that will be installed on Columbus in 2017.
After selecting the target facility two major task were conducted to assess the feasibility:
 Compliance with Columbus safety requirements
 Compliance with EDR2 capabilities
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o
o
o
o
o

Volume
Mass
Power
Thermal
Logistics

After a preliminary sizing of the potential payload each point has been assessed and, in
summary, the conclusion are:
 Pressure vessel utilisation: if the ECSS margin for pressure vessel are applied, no
safety constrain is applicable
 Risk of Oxygen leakage: if within Columbus the oxygen concentration is within
24.5% (starting from 24%) no safety constrain is applicable. Considering the
Columbus pressurised volume of 79 m3, it means that an overall leakage of 398 NL of
oxygen is acceptable
 Risk of Hydrogen leakage: if within Columbus the hydrogen concentration is within
340 mg / m3 no safety constrain is applicable. Considering the Columbus pressurised
volume of 79 m3, it means that an overall leakage of 26.8 g equal to 298 NL of
hydrogen is acceptable
 Risk of KOH leakage: major constraint, the maximum allowable leakage in Columbus
is 2 mg/m3 g of KOH. Which in Columbus would lead to a limit of 158 g which is
probably not enough for an Alkaline FC. This might limit the utilisation of an liquid
alkaline technology but it is not a showstopper for fixed alkaline or PEM FC.
 Risk a Fire/Explosion: to avoid the risk of explosion and fire (likely to happen when
O2, H2 and potential sparks are in the same atmosphere) the best way to reduce the
risk, is avoiding the possibility for gases to amass in a local region. Considering that
Columbus vent lines cannot be used with O2 and H2, the best solution is to close
immediately the tanks with a double electrovalves and allow the leaked gases to
disperse as much as possible in Columbus. This solution is also the most easy way to
design the payload instead of increase complexity providing single or double
containment to the payload.
It is anyhow fundamental to implement the best FDIR measures possible to reduce the loss of
gases that would lead to the loss of the experiment.

CONCLUSION

Regenerative fuel cells technology today is the only technology that is demonstrating the
capability to reach the required level of energy storage density. The results achieved during
the 2 years activity are demonstrating this capability. It is however a complex system that
needs a lot of development and extensive laboratory tests to demonstrate reliability,
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availability and safety with no maintenance. In addition higher operative pressure shall be
achieved to increase the actual energy density.
Tangible technological return are also expected on ground applications for UPS, remote
telecom stations and domestic energy storage coupled with renewable energy source. It shall
also be highlighted the hydrogen based mobility that in 2015 has seen the first commercial
fuel cell based cars facing on the market with higher autonomies compare to equivalent
chemical battery based cars.

ACRONYMS

ECSS
ELZ
GEO
IOD
PEM
RFCS
S/S
UPS

European Cooperation for Space Standardization
Electrolyser
Geostationary Earth Orbit
In Orbit Demonstration
Proton Exchange Membrane
Regenerative Fuel Cell System
Sub-system
Uninterruptable power supply
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INTRODUCTION

Space vehicles design involves a discrete number of engineering disciplines, each one
using one or more software tools which handle sets of heterogeneous data. The interface
between all the disciplines required during the analyses is often problematic.
Thales Alenia Space Italia (Torino) Collaborative System Engineering Centre (COSE
Centre) activities are mainly focused on these issues: how to speed up and improve the
collaboration between disciplines. Our research proceeds with two simultaneous approaches:
the top-down approach aims at providing a general integrated software for the collaboration
among all disciplines at spacecraft system level; the bottom-up approach consists in
producing specific solutions for disciplines tools interface problems versus the spacecraft
system level.
The scope of this paper is to present one of the bottom-up solutions adopted, developed
during STEPS2 project (Sistemi e Tecnologie per l'EsPlorazione Spaziale – Phase 2, a
research project co-founded by EU on the "Misura Piattaforme Innovative" - Phase 2 of POR
FESR 2007/2013). More developments are now in progress, but they will not be treated in this
context.
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THE APPLICATION SCENARIO

STEPS2 project is a research project with the aim of experimenting new technologies for
space exploration. Inside this project, divided in many work packages, the COSE Centre,
together with University of Torino, Politecnico di Torino and other local small enterprises
defined and developed several methodologies and applications software for the technologies
validation scenario definition and simulation.
In this context, it was decided to develop some Virtual Reality applications for the
simulation of re-entry vehicles missions, which would have been useful not only for the
validation mission simulation, but in general for the analysis in the design phases. In
particular, the application was used, and is being used, for IXV (Intermediate eXperimental
Vehicle) mission simulation. Thales Alenia Space Italia is the Prime Contractor for the flight
segment and ground segment of this ESA vehicle, and some of the issues related to strong
interaction between several disciplines were experimented, since the analyses involved
Guidance, Navigation and Control (GNC), Aerothermodynamics, Thermal Protection and Hot
Structures.

Figure 1: IXV after its mission (source: Wikipedia)

The first objective, reached during STEPS2 project, was to provide a software application
to visualize in Virtual Reality a desired trajectory, the motion of the flaps, and ask and view
the aerothermodynamic analysis data concerning the selected trajectory, changing according
to the simulation time. The advantage of having such an application is the possibility to use a
unique graphical interface for the mission analysis, with pre-configured settings and manual
to help the user.
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THE STARTING POINT

The already available and used tools in Thales Alenia Space Torino for trajectory
visualization in Virtual Reality and aerothermal analysis were: VERITAS (Virtual
Environment Research In Thales Alenia Space) and AeroThermodynamicDataBase (ATDB)
Tool (developed by Dassault Aviation).
VERITAS is a framework for Virtual Reality applications developed by Thales Alenia
Space Torino, with the collaboration of the University and the Politecnico of Torino. It is
capable of representing and simulating immersive virtual 4D environments, comprising
stereoscopic graphics, physics simulation and time control. VERITAS is very flexible and
supports a vast range of input and visualization systems: from a single desktop PC
configuration to a multi-wall 3D CAVE environment, from the classic mouse and keyboard
combination to more complex tracking systems and haptic input devices. The main purpose of
the framework has always been to support the engineering, simulating test environment
otherwise impossible to recreate on Earth, allowing the visualization of prototypes and the
simulation of their operations during the early stages of the design. VERITAS contains stars
catalogs and solar system planets with relevant trajectories.

Figure 2: VERITAS application for trajectory visualization (TraVis)

ATDB Tool, developed by Dassault Aviation and integrated by Thales Alenia Space into a
System design process [1], is able to characterize the aerothermodynamic behavior of the
vehicle. It provides both sizing and reference aerothermodynamics data taking into account
the actual vehicle attitude (angle of attack, sideslip and flap deflections) and the flown
freestream conditions.
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Before STEPS2, VERITAS was already able to load and display the ATDB Tool outputs
(Tecplot files [2]), but there wasn’t a direct interface: the user had to calculate the desired
analysis using ATDB Tool (Unix operating system and command line based), move the
output files on a Windows PC (or store them in a shared area) and then load them in
VERITAS.
This process was the only available for the time-dependent visualization of both mission
data (trajectory) and aerothermodynamic data (pressure, heat flux or temperature).

Figure 3: VERITAS visualization of one of IXV configurations together with temperature data loaded from a
single Tecplot file

4

ACTIVITIES AND RESULTS
During STEPS2 project, the following activities were conducted:
 User requirements definition
 Graphical User Interfaces development
 VERITAS / ATDB Tool interface development
 Mission and aerothermodynamic Virtual Reality simulations.

The result is the creation of two new Graphical User Interfaces (GUI) in VERITAS that
enable two different usages:
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“Static mode”: the “static” GUI allows to select a set of inputs for ATDB Tool
(Mach, Pressure, Temperature…) and to ask the calculation of the corresponding
Tecplot. The call can be repeated changing the inputs and after each call VERITAS
visualizes the calculated Tecplot next to the previous one
“Dynamic mode”: the “dynamic” GUI allows asking to ATDB Tool to calculate
one or more Tecplots along a pre-defined trajectory (the trajectory file and the
corresponding ATDB Tool input file with the inputs for ATDB Tool must be
specified in the scene file). The user can select from the GUI the desired time
instants and VERITAS sends to ATDB Tool the corresponding input data needed
for the computations. VERITAS, during the simulation, will visualize the IXV
geometrical model moving along the trajectory with overlapped the Tecplot
corresponding to the current time instant.

In this paper we will focus on the second mode and its functionalities. The following
paragraphs and figures display step by step how to start and use VERITAS together with
ATDB Tool.
For the first usage, the interface between VERITAS and ATDB Tool must be configured.
VERITAS is provided with a configuration file where the user can simply specify the IP
address and the working directory where ATDB Tool is installed.
For the set-up of a specific virtual simulation with ATDB Tool interface, the user can
define, in a XML file which we will call the “scene file”:
 The list of desired objects (i.e. the geometric models) in the simulation
 The static position or animations (i.e. the trajectory files) associated to each object
 The trajectory and other input data for ATDB Tool
 VERITAS allows defining, display or simulate several other data: for example the
light conditions (the position of the Sun is the correct one for the current date and
time), thrusters’ information (using arrows changing in color/length/position),
radiation dose, informative messages explaining the phases of the mission.
After the simulation set-up, the user can start VERITAS loading the desired scene file. A
graphical window (the main window) will show the virtual scene (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4: VERITAS main window, showing a virtual simulation with IXV trajectory.

Using the on top menu, the user can open two additional windows, which allows the
interaction and control of the simulation: the Scene Tree View and the ATDBTrajectory
window.
The first one displays all the objects in the scene and allows, by select and right click or by
keyboard shortcuts, to hide/show the objects, the trajectories, focus the point of view on a
specific object, change its position and several other actions (see Figure 5).

Figure 5: VERITAS Scene Tree View window, showing the list of objects in the virtual scene.
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The ATDBTrajectory window is the Graphical User Interface specifically developed to
interface with ATDB Tool in the “dynamic mode” (see Figure 6). It allows selecting a list of
time instants (writing them in an edit box or loading from text file), calling ATDB Tool and
selecting which of the Tecplot properties display in the main window (e.g. pressure, heat flux
or temperature).

Figure 6: VERITAS ATDBTrajectory window.

Whenever the user selects a list of time instants and press “Call ATDB Tool”, the text box
in the bottom of the window displays the messages coming from the terminal of the remote
PC (where ATDB Tool is installed) and a status bar shows the current status of the application
(ATDB Tool initialization, ATDB Tool working, Tecplots copy and loading). In the
meanwhile VERITAS, through plink tool [3,4], connects to the remote PC, starts and
initializes ATDB Tool and, for each time instant specified by the user, sends to ATDB Tool
the inputs for the computations.
As soon as ATDB Tool completes the calculations, VERITAS, through pscp tool [3,4],
moves the Tecplots in a folder in the local PC (specified by the user in the configuration file)
and calls a routine which splits each output Tecplot in three Tecplots (IXV body, right flap
and left flap). Finally, all the Tecplots are loaded in memory, ready to be displayed in the
correct time instant.
Figure 7 shows VERITAS after a call to ATDB Tool:
 The Scene Tree View window shows the list of all calculated and loaded Tecplots
(their names contain the time instant for which they have been calculated, in
seconds from the beginning of the simulation)
 The ATDBTrajectory window shows the list of time instants selected by the user,
the ATDB Tool messages and a dropdown list from which the user can select (from
all the properties calculated by ATDB Tool) which one to show in the main
window (in Figure 7 the user selected “Tw”, the temperature)
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The main window shows:
o IXV moving along its trajectory according to time (the user can change
date, speed up or slow down time)
o IXV flaps correct motion according to mission data
o The current date (top right corner of the window)
o ATDB Tool results in color coding for the selected property (in the picture
it is shown the temperature). The data displayed correspond to the nearest
time instant calculated by ATDB Tool with respect to the current date. The
data displayed are dynamic and changes from the first calculated time
instant to the last one, according to the simulation time flow
o A legend of the current displayed data: vehicle altitude, flaps elevon and
aileron, displayed property name and color scale (minimum and maximum
values can be set by the user or be automatically detected by VERITAS).

Figure 7: Virtual simulation of IXV mission with aerothermodynamic data in VERITAS

From this point on the Tecplots for the selected trajectory remain stored in the local PC, so
the user can decide to load them in VERITAS without calling again ATDB Tool. If the user
set VERITAS in the “use_available_tecplots” configuration, after pressing the button “Call
ATDB_Tool”, VERITAS will search the Tecplots with the correct name (depending from the
selected lap time) in the configured folder and will load them. If the Tecplots are not
available, an error will be thrown.
The application was finally completed with a user manual and tested and used by IXV
team. The users’ feedback encourages continuing our research about Virtual Reality
applications in the aerospace field.
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5

CONCLUSIONS
The final application provides these main advantages:
 The user can interface with one single (and rather user-friendly) Graphical User
Interface, after a few simple configuration steps
 The virtual simulation shows in the same time trajectory, flaps motion and
aerothermodynamic data and activation/deactivation of some elements (e.g.
thrusters’ firing, parachute opening, etc.) can be simulated, providing to the
engineers unique feedbacks on the actual behavior of the vehicle that any other
classical instrument (plots, graphs, 2D representations, etc.) could give
 The interaction with the simulation is user friendly: navigation in the virtual scene
by mouse, time control by keyboard shortcuts or using the window menu
 The virtual simulation can be completely configured (by XML written in human
understandable language): the user can decide how many objects put in the scene
and the complexity level of each part. The user can easily create, edit and store
more virtual scenes
 The application can be used as an alternative interface with ATDB Tool, during the
analysis phases
 The application can be used also for post-processing and for results demonstration:
the tool was used to show to ESA the actual trajectory flown by IXV and to analyze
some particular events occurred during the flight
 VERITAS allows exporting pictures and videos of each simulation

Considering the positive users’ feedback of the application and the middle-long term
COSE Centre research objectives, the activities are going on in these two directions:
 Virtual Reality applications for short-term satisfaction of the engineers’ needs:
VERITAS will interface with more disciplines and external tools in order to
augment its capabilities and use range
 In the middle and long-term, defining and providing a general integrated process
and system for the collaboration among all disciplines
ACRONYMS
ATDB Tool - AeroThermodynamicDataBase Tool
COSE Centre - Collaborative System Engineering Centre
ESA – European Space Agency
GNC - Guidance, Navigation and Control
GUI - Graphical User Interfaces
IXV - Intermediate eXperimental Vehicle
STEPS2 - Sistemi e Tecnologie per l'EsPlorazione Spaziale Phase 2
VERITAS - Virtual Environment Research In Thales Alenia Space
XML - eXtensible Markup Language
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Abstract. A new generation of inflatable/expandable modules has been developed in the frame of STEPS2 (Project
co-funded by EU on the "Misura Piattaforme Innovative" - Phase 2 of POR ERDF 2007/2013). As a matter of fact
this innovative module concept relies on a 2D expansion/compaction which allows launching in “tandem”
configuration of a stacking of modules and will be also easily exploitable either as on-orbit habitats or surface
habitats for Moon/Mars manned outposts, where the expansion could be horizontally driven by a rails system laying
on the ground. The currently designed, manufactured and tested prototype has furthermore raised to a full scale
level the inflatable technology: the actual ISS crew lock has been replicated in size showing how a metallic design
could be fully converted in an inflatable/expandable solution reaching a compaction capability slightly exceeding the
initially allocated target of 50 %. All the functional layers required for space manned habitats have been
implemented with their challenging interfacing to the prototype metallic bulkheads: high development effort is
mostly relevant to the internal “smart barrier” providing monitoring and lighting capability to the habited volume,
to the air containment chamber minimizing the leakage performance and to the high strength capability of the
pressure containment restraint. The internal metallic structure, based on frames and foldable longerons, has then
specifically designed to assist and drive the inflatable shell packaging and deployment. A dedicated testing campaign
has then been conducted on breadboards and prototype to demonstrate the maturity level of the developed
technologies. From an assembly point of view, the dimension of the prototype has furthermore allowed validation of
the assembly procedures for a full scale structure. A valuable advance has so been reached putting the basis for
further ground testing and on-orbit validation of the inflatable technology.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Inflatable Technology for Space applications is
clearly indicated by the Space community as one of the
enabling capabilities that will play a fundamental role in
the next future manned Exploration Missions, with
particular reference to Planetary Transfer and
Moon/Mars Habitats for surface outposts. As a matter
of fact, huge habitable volumes for long-term
Interplanetary missions and permanent settlements on
Moon and Mars, will be only achievable with inflatable
modules providing the required volume after
deployment but still maintaining, in packaged
configuration, the required compatibility with the
fairing accommodation in existing and next generation
launchers. The inflatable technology in the European
context is currently at ground demonstration level with
the aim to progressively increase its TRL. Further
consistent efforts have still to be made prior to be ready
for on-orbit demonstration.
II. METHODOLOGY
The most recent development is relevant to the work
package dedicated to “Inflatable & Environmental
Protection”
in
STEPS2
(Project co-funded by EU on
the
"Misura
Piattaforme
Innovative" - Phase 2 of POR
ERDF 2007/2013), where an
Inflatable Crew Lock, fully
replicating in size the metallic
Crew Lock of the ISS
(International Space Station),
has
been
designed,
manufactured and tested by a
team having TAS-I as project
coordinator, traditional partners
like Aero Sekur and academic
entities like Politecnico di
Torino. The concept which has
been investigated, is based on
the linear compaction and
deployment of the inflatable
shell. The linear expansion
Figure 1 - Launch
in “Tandem”

gives the possibility to launch
2-3 modules in
“tandem”
configuration (see Fig. 1) and

can also represent a winning solution for surface
habitats in which the linear expansion could be assisted
by a rail system anchored on Moon or Mars soil. It
furthermore allows a straightforward packaging of the
structure in launch configuration which does not require
any workmanship intervention but can be easily
operated with a bridge crane. The module compaction
and deployment being guided by an internal metallic
structure given by foldable longerons and frames: the
foldable longerons creates valleys (see Fig. 2) in which
the inflatable shell naturally enters as the packaging
process proceed.
The developed Crew Lock
prototype is 2 m in
diameter and 3 m in length
and implements the most
critical functional layers
given by the internal
barrier, which has been
made “smart” by the
insertion of cables during
the very same weaving
process to feed sensors for
internal pressure, volume
Figure 2 - Folded
and humidity monitoring
Shell (Inside View)
and LED spotlights. The air
containment bladder which is based on a multi-layer
polymeric barrier and the pressure containment layer
which relies on high strength ribbons and on a complex
manufacturing involving 4 stitching typologies. The
MMOD (Micro Meteoroids & Orbital Debris) and MLI
(Multi-Layer Insulation) have been inserted, for the time
being, as single but fully representative panels as future
modules shall in any case require a modularity approach
for these kind of protections: the astronaut in EVA
(Extra Vehicular Activity) shall be able to replace only
a damaged panel of the entire MMOD and MLI
covering.
The main purposes of the current
development has so been related to evolve the inflatable
functional layers, perform deep investigation of
interfaces with bulkheads, realize an internal deployable
system to drive packaging/deployment guidance and
providing internal attachment points for secondary
structures.
The prototype principal functions are: provide
habitable volume of about 8 m3 after deployment, assure
packaging efficiency in launch configuration in the
range of 50 %, provide 1 bar pressure environment,
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provide outstanding air tightness performance, and
implement a sensorized “smart” internal barrier for the
habitat monitoring.
In synthesis, the Crew Lock prototype main
components (system breakdown) are so given by: the
inflatable multi-layer shell, the metallic bulkheads with
closure caps, the internal frames with extendable
longerons. Equipment and tooling have then been
provided to support mounting and testing activities with
mechanical, fluidic, electrical and data exchange
interfaces.

II.II The Inflatable Layers
The Crew Lock has so been taken as reference for the
prototype design in terms of volume and dimensions but
the developed technologies are widely applicable to
inflatable manned space modules with different sizes.
As mentioned above, the technological core and major
effort of the design is therefore focused on the inflatable
shell of the prototype which is currently given by 3
complete layers plus 2 representative portions of the
most external layers as follows:
Smart internal barrier

II.I The Crew Lock
The complete ISS Airlock (see Fig.3) consists of two
segments, the "Equipment Lock" that stores spacesuits
and equipment, and the "Crew Lock" from which
astronauts can exit into space.

Air containment bladder
Pressure containment restraint
MMOD (representative portion only)
MLI (representative portion only)

Characteristics

The typical functional layering for a manned inflatable
structure is here represented for the Crew Lock:

Material: Aluminium Alloy
Length: 5.5 meters
Diameter: 4 meters
Weight: 6,064 kilograms
Overall Volume: 34 m3 (including Equipment
Lock & Crew Lock)
The Crew Lock, in particular is the pressurized
compartment from which astronauts and cosmonauts
exit the ISS and step into space, while the Equipment
Lock is used for storing gear and for overnight
"campouts."
This Crew Lock is currently a metallic based design;
the idea within this project has been to develop a
prototype reproducing the same shape and sizes and
providing the same internal habitable volume as a first
evolution to full scale design for the inflatable
technology.
Equipment
Lock
Crew
Lock

Figure 3 - ISS Airlock

Figure 4 – Crew Lock Functional Layering
Internal Barrier
The internal barrier is the first layer from the inside of
the module and it is in direct contact with the crew. Its
primary functions are therefore related to prevent crew
accidental damaging of the polymeric bladder during on
board activities and to act as a flame barrier. To these
purposes the adopted material is a Aramidic fabric
which can assure high perforation strength matched
with outstanding fire containment capabilities. Since
STEPS project, additional functions have been added to
this barrier with the introduction of cables in the very
same weaving process of the Kevlar fabric (see Fig.5).
The barrier can so additionally perform a capillary
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distribution on the entire internal module surface, of
small electrical power to feed both a sensors’ network
and LED spotlights. This new concept provides a “smart
internal barrier” which can perform with dedicated
sensors: environmental monitoring and control
(pressure, temperature & humidity) as well as damage
detection, so providing health monitoring capabilities
and rapid tracing of air bladder damaged areas (e.g.
based on the acoustic emission of the air exiting from
perforations).

Figure 6 - Internal Barrier Panels
The TPH (Temperature, Pressure and Humidity)
sensors and spotlights distribution is reported in Figure
7 on a prototype internal barrier panel:

Figure 5 - Smart Internal Barrier Breadboard with
Cables & Spotlights (STEPS)
In the prototype barrier the insertion of environmental
control and spotlights has so been foreseen.
The Internal Barrier Configuration is based on 3
panels’ typology:
Small size panels dedicated to cover the
longerons’ areas
Intermediate and big size panels dedicated to
cover the areas in-between longerons
The panels are discretely fixed to the frame via
dedicated eyelets.
Each internal barrier panel is then joined to the 2
adjacent panels via zip closures: this eliminates the
presence of discontinuities through which accidental
damaging of the bladder can occur and, on the other
hand, allows fast access to the bladder in case some area
needs to be inspected or repaired.
The internal barrier configuration design is shown in
the next picture:

Figure 7 – PHT Sensors Card Detail
Air Containment Bladder
The air containment bladder is based on a polymeric
multilayer or an engineered coated fabric: 2 materials
typologies are currently being subjected to final testing
and bladder-to-bladder joining process evaluation to
select the best performing material.
The bladder is slightly oversized to follow the
structural restraint deformations. The selected material
is a polymeric multi-layer having a thickness of 0.7 mm
which provides the following main properties:
Density = 915 g/m2
Tensile Strength = 27.8 N/mm
Air Permeability = 9.2 ml/(m2*24 h*atm) for 1
mm thickness
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selected to maximize the structural performances and to
obtain a continuous ribbons’ net: maximum number of
the ribbons in both longitudinal and hoop directions
The following data have been used for the structural
sizing of the restraint:
Burst pressure level of 0.4 MPa (Safety Factor of
4 with respect to the operative pressure level of
0.1 MPa)
Cylinder Diameter of 2020 mm
Figure 8 - Air Bladder Polymeric Multi-Layer
The selected material exhibits good tensile strength
and air tightness; it is also very versatile in terms of
joints manufacturing as, being symmetric, it is
straightforwardly weldable on both sides with most of
the available techniques.
After final material selection the bladder has been
manufactured in longitudinal gores (whose number has
been driven by the available roll width):

Cylinder Length of 3260 mm
Safety factor: 4
The load fluxes have been evaluated in hoop and
longitudinal directions under the applied pressure at
burst level.
A dedicated FE model (see Fig.11) has been prepared
and run using LS-DYNA software, taking into account
the 2 different ribbons typologies and the stitching
typologies involved in the final assembly of the restraint
(see Figg.10-11):

Figure 9 - Air Bladder Longitudinal Joints
The air bladder has been shaped and slightly oversized
to take into account the deformation of the structural
restraint under pressurization. Both the bladder and the
joints exhibits however a high elongation at break.

Figure 10 - Structural Restraint Detailed FE Model

The air bladder interface with the metallic bulkheads
has been based on the folding of the free edges of the
bladder around an L-shaped flange which has been then
encased, sealed and bolted onto a counter-flange. Their
assembly is finally bolted and sealed to the upper and
lower bulkheads.
Structural Restraint
The design and structural sizing of the structural
restraint has been performed based on the available test
data on ribbons and ribbons stitching. Based on the
performed calculations, 2 ribbons’ typologies have been

Figure 11 - Structural Restraint Detail of Ribbons
and Stitching
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An axial displacement of about 58 mm and a radial
displacement of 14 mm have been detected and used for
the air containment bladder oversizing to follow the
structural restraint deformations.

The 2 first bumpers provide projectile fragmentation
while the additional ballistic restraint forming a 3rd layer
prevents any damaging of the structural restraint
(pressure containment layer) in case the impacting
particle succeeds in the perforation of the first two
bumpers.
The interposed foam block contribute to the ballistic
performances maintaining the required bumpers spacing
for which the ballistic performance is achieved. Their
discretization allows compaction of the MMOD during
packaging operations of the inflatable module.
The design has then been implemented in the CAD
model and the single MMOD panel is here shown:

Figure 14 - MMOD Single Panel CAD Model

Figure 12 - FE Model Axial & Radial Displacement
The maximum detected stress on longitudinal ribbons
and circumferential ribbons have resulted fully
compatible with the tested ribbons’ capability.
The local structural analyses performed on stitching
have also confirmed the compatibility with the test
results.

The MMOD single panel has then been interfaced with
the external side of the Crew Lock prototype structural
restraint layer and with the bulkhead. This single panel,
as shown in the first picture, is as currently implemented
in the final prototype while the full implementation of
MMOD panels as it could look like in future flight HW
has been included in the CAD model of the second
picture hereafter:

MMOD & MLI
The MMOD of the final prototype is based on an
individual panel in accordance with a modular
configuration which allows replacement of a damaged
panel in EVA (Extra Vehicular Activity) including the
most external MLI thermal protection. The MMOD is
currently based on a 2 bumpers’ configuration based on
previously performed design and hypervelocity testing
campaign:

Figure 15 – MMOD Single Panel (on Prototype) &
Full MMOD (on Future Flight HW)
Figure 13 - MMOD Panel Prototype
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The MLI is derived from a piece of standard flight HW
taken from current ISS space modules (TAS-I heritage).
As a matter of fact, the MLI applied to current metallic
modules is in any case already flexible and could be
straightforwardly implemented in the next generation of
inflatable modules.

o

Internal Structure

The internal structure is formed by frames and foldable
longerons:
Frames

II.III The Metallic Parts
The metallic parts are given by the following items:
Bulkheads (including Manhole Closures,
Bladder I/F Flanges, Structural Restraint I/F
and MMOD panel I/F)
Internal Foldable Longerons
Longerons

Frames
These parts are only intended to provide interface,
support and correct deployment/inflation of the
inflatable parts, so they will have a relevant importance
from a functional point of view for the complete
assembly but not representing a critical technology as
ordinary mechanical parts, their manufacturing is
therefore based on commercial Al alloys which are not
specific for aerospace applications leaving the use of
aerospace Al alloys on future flight HW. From a
technological point of view it is however important how
the mechanical parts interface and interact with the
inflatable parts during packaging and deployment
operations and this aspect is fully covered by the
metallic parts.
o

Bulkheads

The bulkhead design has been based on the Inflatable
Airlock diameter of 2 m, to sustain internal pressure and
to provide the required internal and external interfaces.
An orthogrid waffle design has been adopted to
enlighten the structure maximizing its structural
efficiency. The bulkhead is based on commercial Al
alloy but implements a design and interfaces that can be
reproduced on a flight configuration. The bulkhead is
completed by a bolted and sealed closure cap providing
access to the inside of the module.

Figure 16 Closure Cap

Figure 17 - Internal Metallic Structure (Frames &
Longerons)
o

Longerons

The internal longerons are 6 and are designed to act as
a guiding system for the inflatable shell during ground
packaging operations as well as attachment elements for
secondary structures after on-orbit deployment, in order
to allow outfitting of the pressurized compartment. The
longerons segments perform also frames connection.
Each longeron segment between 2 adjacent frames is
composed of 3 hinged beam segments: during
packaging the 3 beams create a valley (U-shape) for
accommodation of the flexible layers.
o

Frames

The frames are obtained by the assembly of curved
sectors; they provide segmentation for the longerons
and support to the inflatable layers during ground
assembly and packaging operations.
II.III Development Activities
The System Development Logic for the target
inflatable layers, has been based on an incremental
approach starting from basic materials testing and
technological processes set-up (e.g. bladder gores
joining & restraint stitching), then evolving to the
manufacturing and validation testing of breadboards for
the bladder I/F sealing and the bi-axial restraint
structural capability and ending up with the final
prototype inflation and packaging/deployment testing
activities.

Prototype Metallic Bulkhead with
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As a first step, a considerable testing campaign has
therefore been conducted on both the air containment
bladder and the structural restraint basic materials to
evaluate their key properties (i.e. tear, tensile,
permeability, flammability, abrasion, puncture, fungus
susceptibility for the air containment bladder and tensile
for the ribbons considering also UV ageing).

breaking of the joint has reached a less than 15% with
respect to the basic material tensile strength:

Then, the joining processes for the bladder and the
structural restraint layers have been investigated.
o

Bladder joints

The technological processes for the polymeric bladder
have been mainly related to its cold bonding for bladder
repair and the joining to metallic flanges and to the
welding of the bladder adjacent gores.
These joints typologies which are present in the final
prototype layer, have been tested by lap shear and Tpeel testing.
The welding process for adjacent gores has been set-up
using HF (High Frequency) welding technique. This
technology, which takes advantage of the dielectric
properties of a material submitted to a variable electric
field, allows joining of the polymeric material without
using any interposed adhesive but through a "controlled
local fusion" of the material.
As a further advantage, the HF welding does not create
the dangerous annealing zones that are common in hotwelding techniques.

Figure 19 - Welded Samples Testing & Test
Apparatus
The air transmission rate have been assessed for
comparison both on basic material (as received) and
after joining with HF technique, as reported in the table
below no significant detrimental effect has been
detected in particular for the double layer configuration,
practically showing the same performance of the basic
material. The double layer configuration is relevant to
the longitudinal welding lines of the bladder adjacent
gores. The triple layer joint configuration is more
relevant to future applications in which, due to the size
of the modules, circumferential welding lines could be
needed in addition to longitudinal welding lines and
implying a triple layering welding at their crossing
points.

Butt-Strap Joint (Double Layer)
The joint configuration which has been considered is
the single butt-strap, the process parameters set-up (on
50 and 40 mm joint width) have been evaluated and the
40 mm joint has been selected considering the overall
bladder configuration and the achieved performance.

Figure 20 - Air permeability transmission
(ml/(m2*24 h*atm) on Polymeric Bladder as
received, double and triple welded joints
o
Figure 18 - Welded test trials (50 mm) front (L) and
back side of Polymeric Bladder
In particular, the joint configuration and process
parameters have been considered satisfactory when

Structural Restraint Joints

The structural restraint joints are based on stitching
which have to maximize the structural performances
when compared with the basic ribbons tension
properties. Different stitching patterns have been taken
into account in combination with different stitching
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tows to find the best performing combination. The main
stitching typologies are here reported for the
Longitudinal and Circumferential Ribbons:

o

Bladder Breadboards

The maturation process of the HF welding has allowed
the realization of 2 bladder breadboards.
The first breadboard having a height of 0.8 m, full 2 m
diameter and including all the 16 welding lines, in order
to assess the manufacturing process steps prior to
implement them on the final bladder:

Figure 21 – S1 to S4 Stitching Typologies
In particular for S1 & S3 stitching in Longitudinal
Ribbons, the here shown Ferrari-like pattern from Sabelt
has been selected.
Figure 24 - Bladder Breadboard Welding Lines
The second breadboard dedicated to evaluate the
bonding and sealing of the bladder through a leakage
test.

Figure 22 - Ferrari-like pattern for S1
For S2 stitching in Hoop Ribbons, the snake seam
shows a higher (almost 17%) breaking load in
comparison with the diamonds seam.
Figure 25 - Bladder Breadboard for Leakage Test
This is a fully representative bladder interface sector
with the same curvature radius of the final prototype.
The test procedure has consisted in the main following
steps:
Figure 23 – Diamonds (L) and Snake (R) pattern for
S2
The extended development campaign has allowed
reaching of strength properties practically in line with
the basic ribbons structural capabilities.

Installation of the inflation bag on the Bladder
sealed I/F
Inflation with Helium gas
Detection of the He amount passing through the
sealed joint through a leak check port and the use
of a He leakage detector
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o

Structural Restraint Breadboards

After validation through testing and FE modelling of
the structural restraint configuration, the manufacturing
of the 1st breadboard has been developed based on a
specifically designed tooling which allows the exact
positioning of the hoop and longitudinal ribbons during
stitching operations. The stitching operations are
performed with a numerical control stitching machine
which has to complete all the ribbons joining inside the
tooling provided matrix. The first manufactured
breadboard, which has been based on PES ribbons in
order not to waste costly final prototype ribbons, is a
manufacturing trial to validate both the tooling and the
numerical control program for automatic stitching. The
first breadboard has been successfully manufactured:

Figure 28 - DIC Deformation Distribution
The structural restraint breadboard has been tested for
burst loading simulation at 4 bar (burst pressure level).
The breadboard’s attachment system to the bi-axial
testing machine has been designed to provide the
required interfaces with the stitched eyelets of the
ribbons.

Figure 26 – 1st Manufacturing Breadboard
The tooling and the automatic stitching program have
then been considered ready for the implementation onto
the real ribbons’ configuration with the real stitching
tow and including all the stitching typologies. The 2nd
manufacturing breadboard has been manufactured and
made available for the subsequent testing campaign.
The number of 4 ribbons in both directions has been
limited by the bi-axial loading machine capability of
150kN at Politecnico di Milano (the most performing in
Europe).

Figure 29 – 2nd Breadboard Bi-axial Testing
At the end of the test, all the ribbons and the relevant
stitching were perfectly integer. The manufacturing
processes have so been considered ready for the
implementation in the final prototype.
II.IV Prototype Assembly & Testing

Figure 27 - 2 nd Breadboard Manufacturing
The test has verified the design and shown the
structural integrity of the restraint after biaxial testing.
Digital Image Correlation (DIC) has been applied to
monitor markers’ deformation during test execution.

A considerable work has been performed to design an
efficient mounting and testing equipment and to
establish the related procedures. The vertical mounting
has been finally identified as the most suitable to
manage the insertion and sliding of the functional layers
onto the metallic structure, exploiting the available
workshop bridge crane but the dimensions of the
prototype have nevertheless made very challenging the
whole activity.
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Assembly
The assembly of the internal metallic structure has
been obtained by mounting up frames and foldable
longerons, a 120 degrees system of spacers between
adjacent frames has been used to prevent collapsing of
the metallic structure due to undesired folding of the
longerons system:

Figure 30 - Mounting Sequence for the Internal
Metallic Structure
A packaging and deployment test on the naked
metallic structure has then been performed to check the
foldable longerons functionality prior to start the
insertion of the inflatable shell layers. The operation has
been performed with the use of the brigde crane:
Figure 32 - Bladder Insertion on Metallic Structure
Internal Barrier Mounting

Figure 31 - Compaction of the Metallic Structure &
Folded Longerons

The mounting of the internal barrier with the sensors’
system has been performed by attaching the panels
eyelets onto the frame slots with dedicated fixation
straps, this method has revealed its efficacy during the
packaging tests. Adjacent panels have been then joined
by zips in order to form an uninterrupted internal
protection surface: in future flight hardware the zips’
system will allow local fast access to the bladder for any
repair need:

The metallic structure in expanded configuration, has
then provided the necessary skeleton to mount the
inflatable shell layers.
Bladder Mounting
The air containment bladder has been added to the
metallic structure after its bonding to the retention
flanges of the top side. After sliding down onto the
metallic structure, the bladder has then been bonded to
the retention flanges of the bottom side as depicted in
the next sequence:

Figure 33 - Internal Barrier Mounting
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Structural Restraint Mounting
The structural restraint has then been slid down on the
air containment bladder and finally the upper bulkhead
has been mounted on top of the assembly. The structural
restraint has been fixed to both the bulkheads using the
longitudinal ribbons’ eyelets and a special segmented
ring:

Visual inspection after test has not evidenced any
damage in the inflatable layers and in the foldable
longerons
One packaging/deployment cycle is shown in the
picture sequence below together with the SW performed
simulation for which a perfect adherence to the real HW
has been found:

Figure 34 - Structural Restraint & Upper Bulkhead
Mounting
Testing
Packaging & Deployment
The test objective has consisted in checking the correct
packaging & deployment of the assembled prototype
along the axial compaction direction, including a
simulation for the MMOD & MLI panels:
The prototype packaging & deployment test has been
assisted by an external compaction system based on preloaded belts and elastic chords in synergy with the
internal foldable longerons system. The achieved
compaction has then been measured with respect to the
initial prototype length to verify the compaction
efficiency.
The packaging and deployment has been performed
for 5 times showing the complete repeatability and
achieving the following results:

Figure 35 - Prototype Packaging Sequence
The performed SW simulations have allowed
prediction of the packaging process and the final shape
of the SW simulation found perfectly in line with the
real HW deformed shape shown in Fig.35:

Packaging in terms of compaction percentage of
55% (superior to 50 % requirement): initial
deployed length of 3260 mm, final packaged
length of 1450 mm
Self-packaging capability (packaging and
deployment can be performed by simple
down/uplifting of the top bulkhead: no human
intervention needed to help packaging &
deployment)
Figure 36 - Prototype Packaging SW Simulation
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Environmental Monitoring
The test has been focused on checking the correct
functionality of the monitoring system based on
pressure, temperature and humidity sensors before and
after packaging & deployment cycles: the monitoring
system includes the sensors, the flexible supporting
cards and the harness embedded in the internal barriers
which have to follow the packaging & deployment
without being damaged. The functionality of the sensors
monitoring system has been checked via remote PC
connection.
The sensors and LED spotlights functionality has been
assessed both after 10 folding cycles on the single
panels before their mounting on the prototype and after
5 cycles after mounting on the prototype. The sensors’
and LED network worked perfectly after performing of
all the cycles (total of 15) showing:
100% functionality of both sensors and LED
spotlights (minimum of 70% required)
Visual inspection after test has reported no
damage of the internal barrier including sensors
and LED spotlights with the relevant connections

dedicated breadboards due to the prototype test
limitations imposed by the assembly facility. The
achieved TRL is between 4 and 5 with the consequent
need for further ground testing including the relevant
environment prior to flight and performing of on orbit
validation. A full size capability for future applications
to Exploration Missions has so been achieved with this
airlock prototype, reaching a maturity of the
technological processes and of the elaborated assembly
procedures which could effectively allow managing of
these new generation of habitats based on inflatable
technology.
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Abstract. The inflatable technology for space habitat modules is one of the most promising
and beneficial technology in the field of human spaceflight. In fact inflatable deployable
habitats will guarantee considerable volume and mass savings (in the order of more than
50%) at launch compared to the current applied metal-based solutions. The technology is
based on several flexible layers composing the module structure able to provide one or more
specific functions. The Structural Restraint, a seamed mesh of high performance ribbons, is
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the layer designated to sustain the loads generated from the difference between the module
internal operative pressure and the external vacuum.
Within the STEPS2 project the consortium developed and manufactured a small
representative segment of the Restraint (breadboard) to perform a biaxial tensile test and
successively a cylindrical ground prototype for the system functional tests (folding and
packing, deployment, inflation). The Restraint breadboard is composed of 4 longitudinal
ribbons, 4 circumferential ribbons and all the 3 different properly qualified connection seams.
The manufacturing process was previously studied and defined as well as the used tools.
Specifically in order to determine the seaming sequence several trials were implemented on a
dummy restraint made of PES ribbons with the same dimensions & configuration as the
original one. In terms of tools two dedicated metal seaming masks were designed and
manufactured. The process was preliminary implemented on the breadboard and then on the
final cylindrical ground prototype.
The paper reports all the development and manufacturing steps and shows the obtained HW
results including the biaxial tensile test outcomes.
1

INTRODUCTION

The WP C3- Inflatable & Environmental Protection has been mostly dedicated to validate
an innovative inflatable manned concept based on linear expansion (application to airlocks
and surface/in-orbit modules not however excluding free-fyers and in-orbit applications),
performing the up-scaling of processes for the 3 target functional layers up to their full scale
manufacturing on the reference size of 3 m length and 2 m diameter, representative of a part
of an Inflatable Airlock Prototype.
This reference parts is based on the current ISS Crew Lock portion of the Airlock for
egress in EVA of the crew. The ISS Airlock consists of two segments, the "Equipment lock"
that stores spacesuits and equipment, and the "Crew Lock" from which astronauts can exit
into space.
This Crew Lock is currently a metallic based design; the idea has been to develop a prototype
reproducing the same shape and sizes (same internal habitable volume: e.g. 8 m3) as a first
approach to the full scale design of a space inflatable for manned applications.
The Crew Lock is so taken as reference for the current development in terms of volume and
dimensions but the developed technologies will be widely applicable to inflatable manned
space modules with different sizes.
2

INFLATABLE HABITAT MODULE TECHNOLOGY

Inflatable manned modules offer the possibility to deploy on-orbit large structures and have
high habitable volumes in spite of a reduced volume at launch due to their high packaging
capability. The inflatable wall of these modules is then a multifunctional system composed of
several layers in which each one of them has to accomplish specific function and satisfy a set
of requirements.
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Inflatable habitats optimize living space whilst using lightweight materials. As the Moon
has no atmosphere (apart from some very tenuous gases being "outgassed" from its
surface), any habitat would need to be pressurized to simulate the terrestrial atmosphere (to
approximately 1 atmosphere or 101,325 Pa) and atmospheric gas quantities. Due to the
high forces acting outwards (by the maintained gas pressure), structural integrity of an
inflatable has to be assured. Assuming that the pressure containment layer of the inflatable,
the so called structural restraint, is strong enough, the delta pressure can be safely
withstood.
The typical functional layering for a manned inflatable structure is here represented for
reference: the Structural Restraint represents only one of the typical functional layers for a
manned inflatable habitat. The internal barrier, protecting the air containment bladder from
perforation, the air containment bladder, the MMOD (Micro-Meteoroids and Orbital
Debris) protection and the MLI (Multi-Layer Insulation) for passive thermal insulation
purposes.

Figure 1: Manned Inflatable Typical Functional Layering (TAS-I courtesy)
3

STRUCTURAL RESTRAINT DESIGN
The Structural Restraint is represented by a seamed mesh of high performance ribbons
positioned as thrid functional layer from the interior of the module between the Air
Containment Bladder and the MMOD layer.
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It is the layer designated to sustain the loads generated from the difference between the
module internal operative pressure and the external vacuum.
Based on preliminary analytical structural analysis and a following FEM verification
analysis with LS-Dyna® software modeling the Structrual Restraint CAD, the materials,
the constraints and the operative loads, the layer configuration has been evaluated and
verified.

3.1 Configuration
The Structural Restraint has a cylindrical shape with dimensions equal to around 3 meters
in length and 2 meters in diameter (Figure 2).
It is formed of 2 types of high strength ribbons on the longitudinal and circumferential
directions, respectively made of PBO Zylon and Kevlar guaranteeing ease of folding and a
complete coverage of the inner layers.
The ribbons are then connected through opportunely designed structural and positional
seams. Seams are also used in order to create the interfaces between the Structural
Restraint and the metallic elements at the lateral extremities.
Structural
Restraint

Figure 2 - Structural Restraint Configuration
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3.2 Materials
The materials used for the ribbons are of 2 different types.
Longitudinal ribbons are made of 49 mm 100% Zylon weave ribbon coated with VITON
elastomer in order to protect the fiber from UV degradation. Properties are reported in
table in Figure 3.

Figure 3 - 100% PBO-Zylon VITON Coated Ribbon – Properties
Circumferential ribbons are made of 44 mm 100% Kevlar weave ribbon. Properties are
reported in table in Figure 4.

Figure 4 - 100% Kevlar Ribbon – Properties
3.3 Seams
In the Structural Restraint 3 different types of seams are present:
 Seam S1: on the longitudinal ribbon joining 2 or 3 layers of Zylon ribbon
 Seam S2: on the circumferential ribbon joining 2 or 4 layers of Kevlar or KevlarZylon ribbons
 Seam S4: on both the longitudinal and circumferential ribbon joining 3 layers of
Kevlar-Zylon ribbons
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4

MANUFACTURING PROCESS AND TOOLS DEVELOPMENT
The manufacturing process for the Structural Restraint, specifically in the prototype
configuration, of the inflatable module technology has been one of the aspects accurately
investigated. The development included the definition of sequence of operations, in
particular in terms of seams, sewing machines and special tools.
In order to do so a step-by-step experimental approach was followed. Specifically the
sequence of the following activities allowed to understand and tune the manufacturing
process in order to be finally applied on the Restraint prototype.
1. Manufacturing of a representative scaled prototype in PES ribbons (described in 4.1)
2. Manufacturing of the Restraint B/B (described in 5.1)
For what concern the special tools the development of the scaled PES prototype suggested
the need of special and dedicated seam masks. In addition during all the development and
B/B activities several precautions and special little devices were added in order to improve
the manufacturing process. The improvements were in the direction of time reduction,
process simplification and potential damage avoidance.

4.1 Scaled PES Prototype
The activities executed on the scaled PES prototype had the following objectives:
1. To determine the sequence of ribbons integration and the sequence of seams execution
(S1-S2 and S4)
2. To determine the modularity of execution of S4 seams
3. To determine the orientation of the part and the directions of seaming under the
machine
4. To determine the special tools needed for all the seaming processes
5. To determine the Restraint handling in all the manufacturing phases, in terms of
spaces, weight and damage avoidance
6. To determine the possibility to have 2 simmetric lines of S4 seams
7. To validate and tune the machine parameters (needle, thread tension, software and
others)
The PES prototype is composed of 12 longitudinal ribbon assies (2 layers), codified with
L, and 12 circumferential ribbon assies, codified with H.
For all the ribbons a 49mm width black PES has been used. For all the seams a white
Nylon therad has been used. For all the markings a white marker has been used.
The objectives previously listed refers to some process parameters that were foreseen to
defined with this activity. Hereafter there is a list of the baseline solution for each of the
parameters implemented then in the scaled PES prototype manufacturing process.
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For what concern the objective 1 several possibilities have been preliminary evaluated,
including the execution of the second of the S1 seams of the longitudinal ribbon assy at the
end of the seaming process, so after the S4 and S2, inserting the circumferential assies
already closed in a ring shape with the S4 from through this left opening in the longitudinal
ribbon.
Regarding the modularity of seams execution (objective 3) it has been decided to execute a
block of 4 seams S4, 2 for each longitudinal ribbon assies. For this scope and in order to
keep in position the ribbons while the machine is performing a dedicated seam mask
(Figure 5), as special tool, was procured (objective 5).

Figure 5 - Scaled PES prototype seam mask
Once investigated and fixed the baseline options for the main points and parameters of the
procedure, the manufacturing of the scaled PES prototype started taking notes of all the
step-by-step operations performed.
In Figure 6, Figure 7 and Figure 8 some of the main steps of the process are reported.

Figure 6 – Scaled PES prototype: seam S4 execution 1/3
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Figure 7 – Scaled PES prototype: seam S4 execution 2/3

Figure 8 – Scaled PES prototype: seam S4 execution 3/3
In conclusion the activities on the scaled PES prototype allowed to define most of points
of the Restraint manufacturing process. In particular following the previously identified
objectives.
1. To determine the sequence of ribbons integration
The sequence of ribbons integration can be summarized as follow:
a) Position of longitudinal ribbon assy on S4 mask (4 at the time with the upper
2 seamed). They have already the 2 S2 seams.
b) Position of circumferential ribbon assy inside the longitudinal ones (4 at the
time)
c) Move seaming S4 along longitudinal direction (+x of seam machine) up the
final circumferential ribbon assy
d) Move to the next block of 4 longitudinal ribbon assy along the
circumferential direction (+y of seam machine)
e) Repeat the sequence a) to c) until the second last longitudinal ribbon assy
2. To determine the modularity of execution of S4 seams
S4 seams are executed in blocks of 4.
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3. To determine the orientation of the part and the directions of seaming under the
machine
See 1)
4. To determine the special tools needed for all the seaming processes
2 special seam mask, one for S4 and the other for S2 shall be designed and built.
Design and manufacturing activities are reported in Errore. L'origine
riferimento non è stata trovata.
5. To determine the Restraint handling in all the manufacturing phases, in terms of
spaces, weight and damage avoidance
Restraint handling complexity has been determined
6. To determine the possibility to have 2 simmetric lines of S2 seams
Only one S2 seams line can be implemented in the Restraint
7. To validate and tune the machine parameters (needle, thread tension, software and
others)
Seam machine parameters have been validated
All the outcomes of this activity has been then implemented in the manufacturing of the
Restraint B/B and Prototype.
One of the outcomes of the manufacturing activities on the scaled PES prototype was also the
identification of the need of metal masks for the execution of S2 and S4 seams. They were
identified as special tools to be designed and manufactured.
Masks are a sort of seams guiding tool and they are required for the following 2 reasons:
 To phisycally block the ribbons during seam execution
 To guarantee with high precision (error of the order of 0.5 mm) the design quotes
including the gaps between ribbons
4.2 Seams S4 Mask
The S4 seam mask was designed in order to guide the seaming of 4 seams S4 at the time and
accommodate 4 longitudinal ribbon assies and 6 circumferential ribbon assies. The mask is
composed of a superior and an inferior plate bolted for seam execution clamping the ribbons.
The design of the mask took into account the Restraint ribbons spacing and gaps as well as
ribbons thicknesses.
Figure 9 and Figure 10 depict the mask for seam S4.
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Figure 9 – Seam S4 mask

Figure 10 – Seam S4 mask mounted on the machine
The material of the mask is Ergal (Al alloy series 7000).
4.3 Seams S2 Mask
The S2 mask was designed in order to guide the seaming of 3 seams S4 at the time and
accommodate 3 longitudinal ribbon assies (including the one interested by S2 seam) and 3
circumferential ribbon assies. The mask is composed of a superior and an inferior plate bolted
for seam execution clamping the ribbons. The design of the mask took into account the
Restraint ribbons spacing and gaps as well as ribbons thicknesses.
Figure 11 depicts the mask for seam S4 with a sample of seamed ribbons clamped. Figure 12
shows the mask mounted on the sewing machine.
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Figure 11 – Seam S2 mask

Figure 12 – Seam S2 mask mounted on the machine
The material of the mask is Ergal (Al alloy series 7000).

5

STRUCTURAL RESTRAINT BREADBOARD
The activities on the Restraint B/B had the following main objectives:
 To validate the Restraint manufacturing process (including seam masks use) as
preliminary defined within the scaled PES prototype activities
 To validate in terms mechanical resistance with a biaxial tensile test the Restraint
design (configuration, materials and seams) within a fully representative segment
For reasons mainly related to simplicity, test facility configuration and schedule the
Restraint B/B has been defined as a 4x4 Restraint segment, so composed of 4
longitudinal ribbon assies and 4 circumferential ribbon assies. This 4x4 segment includes
all the seams that are present in the Restraint, as S1-S2 and S4 (Figure 13).
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Figure 13 – 3D CAD of Restraint Breadboard
5.1 Manufacturing
The manufacturing process of the Restraint B/B could be divided into the following main
sequential phases, according to the Manufacturing Data Package and the Manufacturing
Process Development activities:
1. Manufacturing of longitudinal ribbon assies (cutting, S1 seaming and marking)
2. Manufacturing of circumferential ribbon assies (cutting and marking)
3. Manufacturing of Restraint B/B (S4 seaming and S2 seaming)
After the manufacturing of the longitudinal and circumferential ribbon assies (Phase I and
II) the B/B has been assembled through the S4 and S2 seaming processes sequentially.
The table in Figure 14 summarizes with the support of some pictures the manufacturing
process operations for the S4 seams.
Phase

Description

140

Implement seam
S4 program in the
seaming machine

210

Position the
longitudinal and
circumferential
ribbon assies in the
S4 mask (step 1)

Picture
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230

Execute seams S4

310

Position the
longitudinal and
circumferential
ribbon assies in the
S4 mask (step 2)

330

Execute seams S4

Figure 14 – Restraint B/B: S4 seams manufacturing process operations
The table in Figure 15 summarizes with the support of some pictures the manufacturing
process operations for the S2 seams
Phase

Description

210

Position the
longitudinal ribbon
assies (longer) with
the B/B assembled so
far in the S4 mask

240

Execute seams S2
(first, second and
third circumferential
ribbon assy)

Picture
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340

Execute seams S2
(fourth
circumferential
ribbon assy)

Figure 15 – Restraint B/B: S2 seams manufacturing process operations
Figure 16 reports the Restraint B/B assembled.

Figure 16 – Restraint B/B assembled
5.2 Biaxial Tensile Test
In order to validate the Restraint configuration, materials and seams a Biaxial Tensile
Test on the Restraint B/B has been executed.
Figure 17 shows the Restraint B/B positioned in the Biaxial Tensile Test machine ready
for the test.
The single temptative test shown that a Restraint representative segment is able to
withstand a load of 9 and 15 tons along the longitudinal and circumferential directions
respectively without failure, defined as a mechanical breakage of ribbons and seams. The
applied loads has been defined considering the Restraint operative conditions, following
requirement, and taking into account the design safety factors.
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Figure 17 – Restraint B/B in the Biaxial Tensile Test machine at Politecnico di Milano
The manufacturing activities performed on the Restraint B/B allowed to tune the
manufacturing process of the Restraint in the preparation of the implementation in the
prototype.
The successful activities of the Biaxial Tensile Test on the Restraint B/B validate the
Restraint design in terms of mechanical resistance, verifying most of the Structural
Restraint requirements.

6

STRUCTURAL RESTRAINT PROTOTYPE
After all the development activities the Structural Restraint cylindrical ground prototype
has been manufactured to be then mechanically integrated with the other parts of the
inflatable module prototype, specifically with the lateral metal structures (bulkheads).

6.1 Manufacturing
The manufacturing process for the Restraint Prototype followed the same sequential
phases as for the Restraint B/B
After the manufacturing of the longitudinal and circumferential ribbon assies (Phase I and
II) the Prototype has been assembled through the S4 and S2 seaming processes
sequentially.
Figure 18 reports the Structural Restraint prototype before (left) and after (right) seam S4.
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Figure 18 – Structural Restraint Prototype before (left) and after (right) seam S2

7

CONCLUSIONS
In the frame of the inflatable technology for space habitat, the Structural Restraint
represents one of the most critical and complex layers to be designed and manufactured.
The activities performed within the STEPS2 project allowed to follow a step-by-step
approach starting from the preliminary design, the structural analyses and simulations
following with all the experimental development at all the levels, seamed joints,
breadboard and prototype.
In particularly, the STEPS2 consortium developed and manufactured a small
representative segment of the Restraint (B/B) to perform a biaxial tensile test and
successively a cylindrical ground prototype for the system functional tests (folding and
packing, deployment, inflation). Development activities passed also through the
definition and following refinement of the manufacturing process and tools via a dummy
Restraint made of PES ribbons with same dimensions and configuration as the original
one.
All the activities carried on within the STEPS2 project allowed to achieve a TRL 5 for
the Structural Restraint.
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Abstract. In the last 3 years, a Consortium led by Thales Alenia Space and including
Politecnico di Torino, Università di Torino, Università del Piemonte Orientale, ALTEC and
22 SMEs based in the Piedmont Region has carried out an important research program focus
on the main enabling technologies for robotic and human exploration, in line with the Global
Exploration Roadmap (GER) developed by the International Space Exploration Coordination
Group (ISECG).
The initial phase of this technological research program called STEPS (Sistemi e Tecnologie
per l’EsPlorazione Spaziale) was carried on in the 2009-2012 timeframe.
In the second phase STEPS 2, started in January 2013 and just concluded few months ago,
technological demonstrators have been developed to validate the technologies on ground.
The next steps will be to validate the STEPS technologies in space, on-board the International
Space Station, for re-entry transportation systems, and for exploration missions to the Moon
and Mars.
This paper will present the STEPS 2 main results and their perspectives.
1

INTRODUCTION

In the last years, a consortium led by Thales Alenia Space and including Politecnico di
Torino, Università di Torino, Università del Piemonte Orientale, ALTEC and 22 SMEs based
in the Piedmont region has carried out a successful research program focus on the main
enabling technologies for robotic and human exploration.
Synergies between the Comitato Distretto Aerospaziale del Piemonte (Piedmont Aerospace
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District), primary coordination body between local institutions and aerospace industry,
research and academy, and the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) 2007-2013
have enabled Regione Piemonte to design and fund the initiative “Piattaforma Aerospazio”
for accelerating the innovation of aerospace technology within the Region and reassuring its
worldwide excellence.

Figure 1: Regione Piemonte Aerospace Platform

In this context STEPS represents a joint development of technologies and systems for
Space Exploration trimmed in a way to be closely synergetic with the state-of-the-art of
national and international initiatives in space Exploration. In particular, the progress of the
project is regularly shared with executives of the Italian and European Space Agency.
The first phase of the Project started in January 2009 and terminated in May 2012. Thales
Alenia Space Italia coordinated the overall project to develop the following space exploration
enabling technologies up to TRL 2/3: Entry Descent and Landing, Surface Navigation,
Surface Mobility, Rendez-vous and Docking (RVD), Protection from planetary environment,
Inflatable structures and multifunctional Smart Skin, Landing legs including shock absorbers,
Thermal protection and Aerothermodynamics, Energy management and regenerative Fuel
Cells, Health Management System (HMS) and composite structures modeling, Human
Machine Interfaces (HMI), Virtual Reality and Collaborative Engineering.
The different technologies were finalized towards application on two important elements
of Space Exploration scenarios namely a lander and a pressurized rover which are applicable
to both robotic and human exploration needs and for Moon and Mars missions. The fig. 2
shows the two demonstrators on the Moon-Mars terrain Simulator (MMTS) built in ALTEC
for the STEPS project.

Figure 2: Rover & Lander Demonstrators on the MMTS
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The overall sizing of the STEPS Pressurized Rover Demonstrator was about 1:2 of the
flight unit and the mass is nearly 1500 Kg. The locomotion system was sized to reproduce as
much as possible terra-mechanics conditions representative of reduced gravity. The main
scope of the rover demonstrator developed in STEPS was to collect, integrate and test in a
system platform the technologies coming from other STEPS work packages i.e. direct drive
motors, active shock absorbers, technological upright, vision system for digital elevation map,
inflatable airlock, elastic wheels, remote control station and related MMI.
The selected landing leg configuration and GNC strategy were applied to the STEPS
Lander Demonstrator. The STEPS project and its results have been presented in previous
publications [1-3].
2 STEPS 2
Building upon the STEPS project positive results, a second phase of the “Piattaforma
Aerospazio” was approved by Regione Piemonte in December 2012. The STEPS 2 approach
is to continue the technological development in selected areas with the objective to progress
from TRL 3 to TRL 5/6 in order to be ready for possible in-orbit validations in the shortmedium term, in line with the Global Space Exploration Plan and associated stream of
initiatives.
In particular, the following criteria were applied to select the STEPS technologies to be
carried out: quality of the results, effectiveness of the involved partnerships, opportunities to
have in-orbit validation in short/medium time frame, strategic values for their applications in
future space projects and maximum utilization of the infrastructures/laboratories developed in
STEPS. Figure 3 shows the selected technologies and the potential in-orbit validation
opportunities: ISS as test bed for exploration, Moon/Mars landing and mobility missions, and
re-entry demonstrators.

Figure 3: STEPS 2 Technologies & Validation Opportunities

The STEPS 2 activities include the design of the improved technology for flight, the
development of the ground prototype and the execution of the most critical testing from a
validation point of view (e.g. functional). Reference missions for In-Orbit Demonstration
(IOD) have been identified for each technology (4).
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3 RESULTS
3.1 Precision Landing and Surface Navigation
Future planetary missions will be targeted at very specific landing sites of scientific
interest that might be located in rough and hazardous areas. Spacecrafts will then be required
to autonomously perform the critical landing operations, including the identification of the
best landing site within the selected landing area and the avoidance of surface obstacles.
The STEPS project investigated the Machine Vision field to enhance the image acquisition
and processing techniques and permit their fruitful utilization in future space missions.
The activities focused in enhancing the techniques inherent to both the Image Processing
area and the Computer Vision area and SLAM (Simultaneously Localization and Motion)
algorithms development.
A considerable effort was given also on the integration of both the Machine Learning and
the Computational Intelligence approaches with the Machine Vision system in order to solve
the issues identified in previous studies performed by TAS-I on Entry, Descent and Landing
(EDL) and Rover Surface Autonomous Navigation.
A vision-based GNC for EDL was developed for the
powered descent phase and was uploaded in a drone for
validation in the STEPS Outdoor Landing Facility (Fig. 4) and
in the STEPS Indoor Landing Facility (Fig. 5).

Figure 4: Outdoor Landing Validation Facility

Figure 5: Indoor Landing Validation Facility

The GNC algorithms have been adapted to permit the identification of the camera position
with respect to a planar pattern and the subsequent application on surface mobility vehicles.
3.2 Smart Skins
Future space exploration scenarios foresee a progressively adoption of new materials,
inflatable systems and smart solutions to be implemented for the new spacecrafts design.
The STEPS 2 objective was to produce a smart skin able to perform the thermal control of
a given subsystem, under the authority of the main on-board computer but without the need
for its direct low-level intervention. Its principal purpose consists of delocalizing thermal
control.
The main activity has been therefore to design and manufacture a network of smart heater
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modules, ideally to be installed on a mock-up of propulsion system (tanks and/or propellant
lines), able to monitor the temperature status of the subsystem and modify it by means of
distributed heaters.
The rationale behind the study of the smart skin is the development of a disruptive
technology to implement the multifunctional system
philosophy (reduction of masses and volumes), and enable
a decentralized, autonomous thermal control (optimization
of power and energy, increase in the number of sensors
and heaters, reduction of MCU load for TC). The desired
outcome is a system which has higher performances and
higher efficiency with respect to conventional TCS
technology and architecture. One full module has been
assembled and tested (see Fig. 6).
Figure 6: Smart Skin
3.3 Landing Legs
In the context of the soft landing capabilities for Space
Exploration, the STEPS 2 project aimed at the improvement of some
technological aspects related to Landing Legs and Active Shock
Absorbers (ASA) technologies.
The driving requirements for any Landing Leg design are to
ensure safe landing, limited accelerations at touch down and topping
avoidance. Out of the performed trade-off, a tripod configuration was
selected and an active shock absorber was developed to replace
passive dampers (Figure 7).
The developed technology could be used for manned and
unmanned exploration missions (i.e., Phootprint, Marco Polo,
AMALIA).
Figure 7: Landing Legs

3.4 Regenerative Fuel Cells
The STEPS 2 research in this field focus on Regenerative Fuel Cells System (RFCS) for
space exploration applications (e.g. planetary base, rovers).
Different solutions were investigated in relation to the
specific mission requirements and a preliminary architecture
assessment was performed depending on the energy
production and resources regeneration balance.
A demonstration and test technological area was realized
to prove the capability of achieving a RFCS with a complete
closed loop, including an evolution of the concept towards an
integrated stack approach (Fig. 8).
Figure 8: Fuel Cells and Electrolyzser Breadboard
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The system design has been consolidated, catalyzers have been identified and the first tests
on one mono-cell have been performed showing results in line with present commercial
products.

3.5 RVD & Mechanisms
During the STEPS program the development of a docking mechanism mounted on the
target and chaser vehicles was performed and a
RVD test facility for the validation of the GNC
algorithms was realized.
During STEPS 2 the design of the docking
mechanism has been improved and the GNC
upgraded to 6 DoF (Fig. 9). A simulator
(environment, dynamic equations, etc.) for
algorithms validation has been developed.
Figure 9: RVD Validation Facility

3.6 Inflatable and Environmental Protection
The inflatable technology for manned modules is the key to provide on-orbit huge
habitable volumes in front of launch volumes still compatible with current and next future
launchers’ fairing. During the last decade, TAS-I has gained a prominent position in the
development of this technology, though on scaled breadboards, which needs to be
consolidated towards final product and ground validation.
The STEPS activity focused in analyzing a multi-layered configuration to guarantee
thermal insulation, Micro Meteoroids & Orbital Debris (MMOD) protection, cosmic radiation
shielding, structural pressure containment and adequate resistance against crew accidentally
induced aggression. In particular, small size wires were embedded in the fabric used to
produce the inflatable layers and new nano-charged and metalized polymeric materials were
studied and developed for both the internal barrier and the bladder.
The STEPS 2 activity was dedicated to design and
manufacture a full scale inflatable airlock (3 m length
and 2 m diameter), validating an innovative inflatable
manned concept based on linear expansion, and
performing an up-scaling of the 3 most critical
functional layers (internal barrier, air containment
bladder and pressure containment restraint) and of
the relevant technological processes (Fig.10).

Figure 10: Inflatable Airlock
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3.7 Ablative/aerothermodynamics
The most suitable protection from the high temperatures involved for both Mars entry
modules and Earth re-entry capsules is represented by ablative shields. Ablative materials are
in fact characterized by a higher reliability than non-ablative protections (i.e., ceramics) and
simpler process of manufacturing and assembly, hence leading to more contained costs.
The STEPS research selected two materials as ablative thermal protection systems of Mars
entry modules and developed a tool to simulate the interaction between the external thermofluid dynamics and the ablative behaviour.
The STEPS 2 technological research focus on the development up to TRL5 of tiles based
on the selected ablative materials, applicable for thermal protection exposed to aero-thermal
heat fluxes up to 1.5 MW/m2. Numerical codes capable to simulate thermal-ablative and
aerothermodynamics coupling, and mechanical and thermal behaviour were developed. An
up-scaling process from 8x8 mm samples to 20x20 mm plane tiles for both selected materials
has been successfully developed (Fig.11).

Figure 11: Ablative Tiles Production

3.8 Health Management Systems (HMS)/ Ultralight Structures
The increasing use of composite materials in space industry highlights the need to better
foresee their behaviour and to monitor their state during operative life.
The objective of STEPS was to perform a critical composites fracture mechanics analysis
and a detailed evaluation of the best technologies suitable for analysing and monitoring the
composite structures.
In the frame of STEPS 2 research, the HMS
technology validation (TRL5) has been focused on a
Full Scale Composite Over-wrapped Pressure Vessel
(Fig.12).
Test Campaigns have been performed for HMS
technologies validation including a proof test phase
focused on FE Models validation, and a Pressure and
Impact Test Campaign focused on Piezo Polymeric
Transducers (PPT) technologies validation.
Figure 12: HMS bound to a Full Scale Composite
Over-wrapped Pressure Vessel
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4 CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
Space Exploration global roadmaps are based on enabling capabilities in different
advanced technologies.
In the last years, building upon the STEPS positive results, the STEPS-Phase 2
Consortium, led by Thales Alenia Space Italia and supported by the European Commission
through the European Regional Development Fund and the Piedmont Aerospace District,
carried out an important R&D effort to develop the enabling technologies for robotic and
human exploration up to a TRL 5/6 for potential near-term In-Orbit Validation.
National and European support is fundamental to reach this objective in a planned STEPSPhase 3 that will validate some of these technologies in space.
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Abstract.
Basically, Multifunctional Structures are components that gather many functions within a
single piece of hardware. The main reason to explore these structures is the reduction of mass
and volume in space systems.
Given the fact that structures in spacecrafts are sized on the most demanding task (namely the
harsh environment of launch), they result in being highly oversized during the rest of the
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mission. Featuring instead new functions through the structural substrate, it will cease being
just a dead redundancy and will in turn save mass and volume by (at least partially) replacing
other subsystems.
In the STEPS project, the smart skin concept has been developed as a single flexible
polymeric stratum, able to follow the final shape of structural supports (panels, shells,
fabrics…) acting as an outer, multifunctional layer.
Two goals were added within STEPS2 framework:
1.
Create a decentralized thermal control network based on the smart skin
technology.
2.
Further develop the smart skin concept by embedding inkjet-printed heaters within
the flexible PCBs.
In fact, the research team designed, manufactured, integrated and tested two demonstrators
of smart skin-based thermal control network. In particular, the last year of activities has been
mainly devoted to manufacturing, integration, and testing.
At the kick-off of the project, existing technical specifications have been reviewed and
updated, in order to feed the system-level requirements down to the HW and SW design.
In the beginning, the network has been devised as being composed of modules integrating
sensors (for temperature monitoring) and power resistors (heating for thermal control
purposes). At least one of the modules was meant to have “intelligence” onboard (i.e. a
microcontroller).
The decision was taken to have the system composed of identical units, able to arrange
themselves in a hierarchical structure for better physical delocalization, task distribution and
resources optimization. This hierarchy had to be created by identifying one of the modules as
CCM (Central Control Module), while the others had to remain SHM (Smart Heater
Modules).
In addition, the network required a proper interface with the final user to be used in
particular for AIT activities: such an interface has been embodied by a Control Station (a
laptop MS.Windows-based workstation).
Having the overall architecture consolidated, the development begun on four fronts:
•
the design of the embedded inkjet-printed heaters (ink formulation, sintering
process, compatibility issues);
•
the design of the flexible smart modules (detailed physical and electrical
definition, prototyping);
•
the design of the FW/SW components (both for the smart heater modules and for
the control station);
•
the design of the final integrated prototypes (test articles) and preparation of their
test campaign.
After the successful manufacturing of the SHMs with embedded heaters, activities went on
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with the assembly of the two final prototypes: a first one based on a flat rectangular sandwich
panel, used for EM tests, and one based on a propellant tank, used for thermal vacuum tests.
The final test campaign included functional, electromagnetic, and thermal vacuum tests,
carried out with positive outcome.
Summing up, the activities proved that:
•
manufacturing and embedment of inkjet-printed heaters is possible;
•
autonomous decentralized thermal control of true-scale space hardware is
feasible;
•
usage of flexible electronics for PCBs and cabling is a game-changing technology
both for mass and volume reduction and for AIT aspects.
The paper describes the main technical points of the smart skin based thermal control
network, and discusses the outcome of the test campaign.
1

INTRODUCTION

Basically, multifunctional structures (or systems, MFS) are components that gather many
functions within a single piece of hardware. The main reason to explore these structures is the
reduction of mass and volume in space systems.
Multifunctional structures, generally speaking, have already proved to be a disrupting
technology in aeronautics and space field. Various MFS solutions have been explored not
only for demonstration satellites, but also for aeronautic systems (mainly, antennas) and UAV
systems.
Scientific rovers are just an example of space systems that can be improved with MFS
solutions. Usually, exploration rovers have a “core part” that accommodates all scientific
payload and is oddly shaped: this part has really stringent requirements in terms of thermal
control, equipment layout, harness routing and would therefore benefit from a MFS design
solution.
Telecommunication or navigation satellites (or constellations), representing almost the
only semi-series production of space industry, would greatly benefit from such a technology,
because a dramatic mass reduction could enable multiple launches with the same vector,
therefore reducing the overall costs.
Scientific missions would be able to allocate more payload with the same overall mass or,
on the other hand, to support a given payload with reduced mass (with respect to systems built
with a traditional approach).
The MFS concept that TAS-I (Thales Alenia Space Italy) is investigating is a subset of the
wide family of MFS. Namely, it is a thin flexible layer with distributed electronics and
network features, meant to drastically change the approach to avionics.
This new product is called smart skin and can be described as a functional layer that brings
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circuitry and electronics atop any structural substrate, ranging from rather standard metal
panels, to composite structures, to deployable/inflatable envelopes.
The smart skin is based on commercial technology and materials used for flexible
electronic boards and interconnects
During the first phase of the STEPS project, TAS-I has conceived, manufactured and
tested a first set of demonstrator samples, which proved the idea was viable and the basic
technology available.
As the natural follow-on of STEPS, two goals were added within STEPS2: to specialize
the general smart skin concept by creating a decentralized thermal control network based on
this technology, and to further improve the smart skin concept by embedding inkjet-printed
heaters within the flexible printed circuit boards (PCBs).
2 DEVELOPMENT LOGIC AND WORK ORGANIZATION
The R&D team was composed by several complementary entities with diversified
competences and core businesses:
•
Auconel/SIXTAU (SME), provider of hardware-software solutions for custom
applications;
•
Corona (SME), manufacturer of flexible electronics substrates / printed circuit
boards;
•
IIT (R&D institution), focal point for materials science and inkjet printing
technologies;
•
NeOhm (SME), expert in electrical and electronic design and integration;
•
Thales Alenia Space Italy (large industry), space system integrator &
technology end-user.
The overall goal has been to design, manufacture and test a thermal control network based
on the smart skin technology. For demonstration purposes the network has been installed on a
dummy system, i.e. a mock-up of propellant tank.
The network had to be composed of modules integrating sensors (for temperature
monitoring) and heaters (heating for thermal control purposes). At least one of the modules
had to have “intelligence” onboard (i.e. a microcontroller).
The prototype development logic has been dictated by the following system statements.
•
The objective of the system is to enable autonomous thermal control of a given
subsystem (via smart heaters, under the authority of the main on-board
computer but without the need for its direct low-level intervention) for space
exploration systems. Its principal purposes consist of delocalizing thermal
control (and potentially other monitoring and actuation functions).
•
Making a part of thermal control system / health monitoring system
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•
•
•
•

Being connected to on-board computer and power distribution unit
Its principal functions are temperature monitoring and heater actuation
The principal components of the system breakdown are: a Control Station (CS),
a Central Control Module (CCM), several Smart Heater Modules (SHMs)
The principal components to be supplied are the elements of a thermal control
network installed on a dummy system (mock-up of propellant tank).

The smart skin-based thermal control network has not been developed in clearly identified
successive versions: the prototype has been designed and manufactured straight into its final
architecture.
Of course, intermediate prototyping has been carried out before the actual prototype has
been manufactured, but the prototypes are built as close as possible to the final samples.
Basically, they are identical to the intended demonstrator modules, with the exception of
the technology: the support is a rigid breadboard or FR4 PCB, the heater is an armored
resistor or spare commercial heater instead of a tailored inkjet-printed heater.
The prototypes were not different versions of the product, they were just needed to check
the design for minor defects before the expensive manufacturing of the flexible boards was
carried out.
Summing up, the main smart skin development activities within STEPS2 have been:
•
definition of requirements;
•
design of the demonstrator;
•
design of the software;
•
design of the hardware;
•
design of an innovative embedded inkjet-printed heater;
•
HW/SW debug (prototyping);
•
manufacturing and integration;
•
testing;
•
evaluation of results.
3

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRODUCT

The product is a smart thermal control network composed of a Control Station (CS),
several Smart Heater Modules (SHM), a Central Control Module (CCM)
The smart modules are small (120 mm x 75 mm), flexible patches based on fPCB
technology. The base material is polyimide. Each module includes mainly a heater, three
temperature sensors, and a microcontroller. The module is connected to power and signal
buses, which also reach the control station. SHM are distributed throughout the system, and
are able to monitor temperatures and pilot embedded heaters for thermal control.
Onboard each module, heaters can be either inkjet-printed items or space-grade COTS.
Two prototypes have been created:
•
PROTO-A (adherent to the original proposal, composed of 8 SH modules and 1
CCM module, with a mock-up tank as support structure).
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•

PROTO-B (auxiliary test article, with flat support panel, to take advantage of
spare modules and speed-up test activities arranging them in parallel).

Figure 1: Smart heater modules with embedded inkjet-printed resistor (on the left) and with external space-grade
resistor (on the right).

The prototype concept is a modification of the original “functional layer” idea, in
particular:
•
the sensing and actuation domain is limited to thermal control;
•
the modular aspect is enhanced by reducing the size and complexity of the
elements and assuming an inherently distributed architecture: i.e. a network
composed of smart heater modules (SHM).
The main components have been custom-built by Consortium partners, while low-level,
basic components are commercial off the shelf (not space-grade).
3.1 Inkjet-printed heaters
The material used to build printed (ink-based) heaters is a resistive ink, InkA-C100,
formulated and manufactured by Politronica Inkjet Printing S.r.l. (PIP). This ink has the
following properties:
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Solid content
NP8 size
Solvent
Viscosity @ 24 o C
Surface tension @ 22 o C
Colour
Curing temperature in oven
Curing time
Surface resistivity*
Resistivity*

Silver, 14-16% wt
<100 nm
Water / acrylic
17 cP
NA
Red-green
180 ÷ 300 oC
From RT to 300 o C 0.5 oC/min
30÷200 mΩ/ ; 9 mΩ/ @ 1 mil
20÷200 µΩ cm

*depending on the thermal treatment of choice

Table 1: Heater ink properties.
Heater paste is deposited on substrate and sintered at temperatures as high as 280-300°C.
Several heaters have been manufactured with a Microfab® Jetlab-4®, featuring
piezoelectric printheads MT-AT with a 60 µm nozzle. Substrate is Dupont Kapton® HN,
75µm-thick.
Parameters used for printing are the following:
• Printhead temperature: 60°C
• Substrate temperature: 70°C
• Printing speed: 50 mm/s
• Planar axes resolution: 100 µm
• Number of passes: 5
Manufactured samples have been soldered on terminal pads to facilitate the connection
between the heaters and the characterization tools or the smart skin modules.
Measured resistance values are scattered, ranging between 75 and 95 Ω, and exhibit a slow
drift towards a regime value during the first hours of operation, when subjected to heating by
Joule effect.
For such a printed heater, the assessment of its outgassing behavior is very interesting.
From a theoretical point of view, if the heater is embedded between two polyimide
(Kapton) layers, its outgassing behavior has to be very similar to that of “bare” PI (for which
outgassing data are already available in literature), since the migration of ink component
through the polymer would be negligible.
On the other hand, if the heater is deposited on a Kapton layer and covered with a coverlay
(varnish), the outgassing behavior would be led by that of the coverlay (which would very
probably be dominant, even in presence of migration of ink component through the coverlay
itself).
As for the baseline smart skin design, no outgassing problems are envisaged, as the heater
is fully sealed (embedded) in the polyimide.
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3.2 HW-SW design
Each SHM (including the CCM) is a rectangular “mat” composed mainly of a heater, three
temperature sensors, and a microcontroller. The module is connected to power and signal
buses, which also reach the control station. SHMs are quite small (approximately 120 mm x
75 mm) and flexible, so they can be adapted to different substrates, Once the position of the
modules has been defined, flat flexible cables can be designed in order to connect them.
Smart heater and CCM modules have been designed to be electrically identical. CCMs can
be depopulated leaving outside the resistor.
All modules belonging to the network are based on conventional fPCB technology.
Conductive traces, both on the SHMs and on the CCM, are made of etched copper obtained
by standard photolithographic treatment. The base material is polyimide (Kapton).
Each smart heater module hosts one heating element. This heating element can be both a
new (specifically developed) embedded heater and a more conventional externally attached
heater (in this case, classical space-grade heaters can be obtained from RICA as a back-up
solution). This is a risk mitigation solution: different technologies can be included in the same
equipment, to preserve the function even if a technology lags behind schedule.
In principle, heaters are embedded without exposing the resistive trace, minimizing
(ideally avoiding) exposed soldering points.
The heating elements on the smart heater modules have a power density lower than 0.27
W/cm2, and are able to dissipate a power of 4 W each.
The thermal control network as a whole has been designed to resist to temperatures ranging
from -40 ˚C to +50 ˚C (envelope, non-operative).
Each module is equipped with a PIC18F26K80 micro, with E2PROM on chip.
There is a power logic element (MOS) for heater power supply control. The module also
features circuitry devoted to heater current sensing.
The temperature-sensing element on each module is composed of multiple digital sensors,
from which the consolidate temperature reading is obtained by majority voting. In particular,
there are 3 temperature sensors MCP9803.
Each module is equipped with a global network external CAN bus interface MCP2551.
Connectors are of zero insertion force (ZIF) type, in particular Tyco 84953-4.
The module works on DC power at 28V.
Moving to considerations on software aspects, all protocols for data exchange (inside a
single smart heater module, between CCM and SHMs, and between CCM and control station)
are of few-wires type. The smart module’s internal communication network is based on I2C
protocol, while the external communication network is based on CAN.
The main CCM function are the following:
•
distribution of the temperature set-points to the smart heater modules;
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•
•

transmission of the operating modes to the smart heater modules;
transmission of an “outside feedback temperature” to the smart heater modules
(this is an aggregated datum, computed according to according to pre-set logical
rules, used to supply information to a module with defective temperature
sensors).

Each smart heater can work with different operating modes. The choice of these modes can
vary as following:
•
autonomous choice at SH level;
•
choice set by CCM on autonomous control at network level;
•
choice set by CCM on request from CS (remote user).
In the latter two cases, the CCM asks for a modification of the operating mode.
The second case is activated in case of errors pointed out from a smart heater module, e.g.:
•
fault on temperature sensors;
•
fault on PID control;
•
fault on other hardware.
In case of fault on sensors, for example, the operating mode requested by CCM could be
the one enabling working with an external (artificial) temperature feedback or a mixed
operation mode.
The transmission to the SHMs of the external temperature feedback is carried out as
follows.
The CCM, after having received all the feedback from the smart heater modules, computes
for each of them the specific feedback temperature to be sent to the next polling. The
calculation is based on a reachable graph received from the control station (such a graph can
help weighing the temperature feedback based on the closeness of all the other modules to the
smart heater module in question). In other words, the external feedback that is sent to a SHM
is highly influenced by the temperature feedback of the SHM next to it and less influenced or
not influenced at all from those much farther.
The general data flow is structured as follows:
•
from control station to central control module:
o
SP_CCM, general temperature set point of thermal control network;
o
GR_SH, look-up graph for the calculation of the feedback temperature
to be sent to each SHM;
•
from central control module to control station:
o all data produced by each single SHM and by the CCM itself;
•
from central control module to each smart module:
o the communication between CCM and SHM is performed through polling
in a master-slave way, where CCM is the master and the modules are the
slaves. Then, CCM plays a leading role sending each SHM the following
packet of data:
SP_SH, temperature set-point for specific smart module;
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•

Function_Mode, operating mode;
P_PID, proportional gain parameter P (PID control);
I_PID, integral gain parameter I (PID control);
D_PID, derivative gain parameter D (PID);
Ext_FB_Temperature, external temperature feedback;
Command_Flags, to enable watch-dog MAXPOWER and MAX
TEMP etc.;
from smart heater module to central control module:
o the SHM provides synchronous replies to the requests from CCM, in
addition to an asynchronous (spontaneous) “time-interrupt” data packet.
o as far as the synchronous reply is concerned, each SHM delivers the
following data:
Temp. Feedback, combination, consistent with its own function
mode, of the module’s feedback temperature.
o as far as asynchronous send is concerned, it may happen with a frequency
of 1Hz. The following data is sent:
Temp. Feedback 1, temperature detected from sensor #1;
Temp. Feedback 2, temperature detected from sensor #2;
Temp. Feedback 3, temperature detected from sensor #3;
Energia, Energy (in Joules), as computed based upon absorbed
current, 4W maximum power and piloting time;
Supply Voltage, supply voltage (in Volts);
Current, current absorbed by the resistor (in Amperes);
Status Flags, status flags;
Error codes, error codes;
Actual_Mode, current working mode;
CRC, CRC to verify the integrity of the data packet.

3.3 Test articles and test campaign
The main characteristics of the smart skin demonstrators were to be tested according to the
following matrix:
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Figure 2: Verification approach: testing matrix.

Two test articles have been integrated:
•
PROTO-A, for functional and thermal tests;
•
PROTO-B for EM and mechanical tests.
PROTO-A corresponds to the original prototype (based on a mock-up tank), meant to be
subject to functional and thermal vacuum tests.
It consists of a structural mock-up of propellant tank equipped with nine smart skin
modules (1 CCM plus 8 SHMs).
The tank is built in titanium, 1.3 mm thick, with no mechanical attachments. Its shape and
size can be seen hereinafter:
•
Distance between two flanges (L tot), 734 mm
•
Flange external diameter, 183 mm
•
Flange’s internal diameter, 155 mm
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Figure 3: Smart modules and interconnections on a planar representation of the cylindrical section of the
PROTO-A tank.

Figure 4: PROTO-A test article and thermal vacuum chamber.

The PROTO-B demonstrator consists of a structural mock-up equipped with three smart skin
modules (1 CCM plus 2+ SHMs).
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The support structure is a planar metallic panel, i.e. an aluminium sandwich. Maximum size is
600 x 800 mm2.

Figure 5: PROTO-B panel on a test bench in anechoic chamber.

The results obtained during the performed tests can be summarized as follows:
•
Functional test: the prototype passed the functional checks with partially
positive results, i.e. it satisfied most but not all of its functional requirements.
•
EMI/ESD test: the prototype passed EM tests with positive result, i.e. it
satisfied all the prescribed requirements for radiated and conducted emissions
and susceptibility, and ESD immunity.
•
Thermal vacuum (TV) test: the prototype passed TV tests with partially
positive results, i.e. it satisfied all the prescribed thermal requirements which
have been tested, but some of the requirements could not be tested due to HW
and SW faults of the test article. In particular, negative temperatures (in Celsius
degrees) were not correctly read by CCM SW. In this condition the heaters
were not activated, because the SW acknowledged temperatures above the
heater onset threshold. In turn this led to a further decrease of temperature
values. To cope with the unwanted outcome, auxiliary test heaters were
activated to heat up the whole tank. Once the temperatures were again above
0°C, the SHs were able to restore the proper temperature control.
A more detailed analysis of test outcomes is reported in the following section.
8

CRITICAL REVIEW OF RESULTS

The activities of STEPS2 covered the design, manufacturing and testing of a smart skinbased thermal control network.
The outcome of the project offers both positive and negative results.
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On the plus side, one can list the following:
•
The concept of a decentralized thermal control network proved to be feasible and
working, also showing the advantage of having small, autonomous smart modules
operating with a PID logic.
•
The materials and process to print and cure inkjet-printed heaters have been
formulated, corrected and validated.
•
The possibility to embed inkjet-printed heaters into a “standard” multilayer
flexible circuit board has been verified. A dedicated process is now available
within the Consortium.
•
The substitution of signal and power harness by means of flat flexible printed
cables has been successfully performed and enabled a sensible reduction in cabling
volume and wiring complexity.
•
The HW and SW design is able to withstand EM environments adherent to the
provisions of ECSS and industry standards.
On the minus side, the following can be pointed out:
•
The inkjet-printed heaters need to be fine-tuned, especially for what concerns the
precision and repeatability of resistance values.
•
Some minor bugs are still affecting the software, mainly due to the extremely
limited test time available. One of said bugs (incorrect encoding of temperatures
below 0oC) prevented from completing the thermal vacuum test sequence.
•
The extremely challenging schedule for delivery and integration of the smart
thermal control network elements, together with SW and HW troubleshooting
phase, prevented from closing the extended test campaign: optional mechanical
tests have been descoped, while functional and TV tests have been shortened with
respect to their intended implementation.
•
The electrical interfaces of the test article, namely the connections towards the
GSE and test chambers, are defective. This is an intrinsic design flaw which can be
quickly corrected with the selection of a more reliable terminal connector.
•
Instead of having two termination resistors, as in the present design, the smart
thermal control network would benefit from having two jolly modules to be used
as “termination module”, i.e. to close the CAN bus at any desired location,
independently from the number of smart heater modules actually connected.

In the next paragraphs, the various results are discussed more in detail.

PROs: Decentralized thermal control network with PID logic has been proven.
The smart heater modules have been designed as self-standing, autonomous units able to
monitor and control their surrounding area, with or without the intervention of a higher level
regulator (On-Board-Computer, control station…). This specific architecture has the
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following advantages:
•
The number of power and signal lines is significantly reduced, and so is the
supervision computational burden on the central controller.
•
Each unit is able to operate even in case of failure of other parts of the system,
including the central controller, as long as there is a live power bus.
•
The PID logic greatly improves the ability to follow a pre-set temperature target,
and is also key in accommodating imperfections or deviations in the HW
characteristics. As a very significant example, one can emphasize that, even if the
inkjet-printed heaters had a wide scattering of resistance values, the modules had
no problem in adjusting the duty cycle – and thus the dissipated power – to
maintain the desired T level. The overshooting behavior of the PID controller is
due to the fact that the system has the proper HW to behave as a thermal source,
but no mean to behave as a thermal sink. This is a well-understood and
manageable result, and there are analytical techniques to adjust the proportional,
integral and derivative constants in such a way as to damp the oscillations.

PROs: Successful implementation of inkjet-printed heaters.
The inkjet-printed heater was the new technology injected into the smart skin while
transitioning from STEPS to STEPS2. The presence of the inkjet-printed heater has taken the
smart skin a little backwards in the TRL growth. The whole first year has been interested by
development activities: ink formulation, ink sintering process, study and improvement of
compatibility with PCB materials. Despite the difficulties and lack of time, the development
has been successful. Several samples have been manufactured, both for testing purposes and
for actual usage in the thermal control network. During testing, all the inkjet-printed heaters
installed on the smart heater modules worked fine and showed no damage.

PROs: Successful embedment of inkjet-printed heaters into a “standard” fPCB.
The development of a tailored inkjet-printed heater has been a tough problem to tackle, but
the embedment of such power resistors inside a “standard” flexible printed board proved to be
the most challenging step in the manufacturing of the smart skin. Thanks to the direct
involvement and commitment of Corona, it has been possible to solve the point. Several
samples have been built and studied in order to fine tune a suitable process, able not only to
physically include and seal the heater inside the fPCB, but also to guarantee the chemical
compatibility of the unconventional substances used in the lay-up.

PROs: Implementation of flat flexible printed cables.
When observing the test articles, it is easy to see that, being wired with flat flexible PCB-
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based cables, they are neat and easy to inspect.
If the connections had to be done by means of several single wires, those wires should
have been cut to size, terminated and inserted in bulky end connectors. The creation of
bundles from scratch would have been a time-consuming, labor-intensive and error-prone
process. In the end, the result would have been a lumped cable, behaving as a parasitic mass,
taking up volume, and making access, inspections, and test set-up or rig-down more difficult.
Instead, the several wires have been replaced by a unique strip, which has minimal or no
connectors at all, features clearly displayed labels, has a low and distributed mass, and
remains adherent to the substrate, freeing up volume for other items all over the test article.
All the operators have to do is to gently feed termination tabs into zero insertion force
connectors, and close the retention strips.
This kind of cables conceptually completes the smart thermal control network
architecture, by having the connections pre-integrated into elements made of the same
technology of the smart skins (automatic production), and ready to be mated, with minimal
operator intervention.

PROs: Robustness against EM environments.
The EMI/EMC and ESD tests proved that the smart skin can survive space-grade EM
environments, even when built with commercial off-the-shelf components.
This is very important in establishing a minimum performance for the unshielded fPCB
approach: the requirements set in the specs have been met. If needed by specific mission
requirements, further improvement can always come from:
•
Implementation of additional electrical design features.
•
Application of thin-film protection layers (grids, foils, paints).
•
Selection of higher-grade SMD components.

CONs: Fine-tuning of inkjet-printed heaters is needed.
In order to proceed with the manufacturing, assembly and testing of the demonstrators, the
development of the inkjet-printed resistors had to be stopped at the transition between the first
and the second year of the project. For this reason, the formulation and sintering process are
still not perfected, and as a consequence the characteristics of the heaters are prone to a wide
scattering. In particular, the ohmic value of space-grade resistors is usually controlled to
narrow tolerances, while this does not hold true for the smart skin heaters.
If the inkjet-printed resistors had to be used as general-purpose space-qualified
components, then it would be mandatory to solve this aspect. However, in the smart skin
application, there is no need to control the resistance too strictly. In fact, the voltage-current
monitoring and the PID temperature control of the smart heater modules perfectly compensate
the inaccuracy of the HW.
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CONs: Some minor bugs affecting the software.
During the test campaign, the following aspects have been discovered:
•
wrong encoding of negative temperature values;
•
a smart heater module software-removed from the network cannot be re-addressed
by the central control module;
•
the control of central control module heater is not enabled in the GUI, even if the
related circuitry is present and working;
•
there is a single heater set point for all modules (different values on different
modules are not achievable with the current GUI).
The first remark to be made is that these points can be corrected quite easily. Had the test
campaign lasted a few weeks more, the Consortium would have been able to quickly solve all
the drawbacks and fulfill the validation activities. Simply put, they are bugs which could be
detected only on the integrated test article, and there hasn’t been enough time for debug
activities at assembly level.
There is not much to be explained for each point:
•
Negative temperature levels shall be correctly encoded and decoded for the smart
skin PID logic to work properly. This is why the cold range of the thermal vacuum
test had to be avoided: the smart skin was not able to protect itself from low
temperatures.
•
The function to remove (inhibit via software) a single SHM is very useful to
reconfigure the network, replace items, and temporarily inactivate defective
modules. However, it is equally important to be able to reintegrate the modules
when the off-nominal situation ceases, and this function is not implemented in the
current version of the SW.
•
The CCM is physically identical to any SHM. It is able to both manage the SHM
and to behave itself as a SHM. However, on the test articles the user was prevented
from addressing the SHM-related functions on the module which had been selected
as CCM.
•
The SHM being autonomous entities, the control laws and set-points programmed
on each of them can be different. However, the GUI had a main control window
which overrode this possibility and forced all parameters to be identical.
All in all, the correct features had been foreseen in the specifications and in the HW-SW
design, but these small coding imperfections could not be triggered by testing single modules
in ambient conditions and have been unveiled during final tests.

CONs: Test campaign reverting to basic status, descoping extended testing.
This is more of a programmatic defect. The development, manufacturing and integration of
the smart thermal control network required more time than allowed by the Project. A number
of mitigation options were put in place: an auxiliary test article based on spare parts has been
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designed and assembled to enable testing in parallel, while integration and test facilities have
been constantly kept in the loop, in order to have work windows available as soon as the test
article became available.
The first element to be sacrificed has been the mechanical test, as it wasn’t in the baseline
(it had been included as a nice-to-have contingent upon the availability of residual resources).
Priority has been assigned to the electromagnetic testing, as it was deemed the most
significant test associated with advance in the TRL. Functional and thermal testing have been
reduced in order to close the activities in due time.

CONs: Design flaws in electrical interfaces between test articles and other equipment.
The test articles needed to be frequently moved in and out test chambers, changing
configurations and routing cables to cross chamber feedthroughs. The smart thermal control
network is based on flat flexible circuitry and cabling, while the rest of test equipment relies
on standard round wires.
For these two reasons a cabling interface had to be designed allowing:
- several quick and reliable dismount/remount cycles;
- presence of conventional wires to match test chamber standards;
The solution has been to interpose a small adapter leading to a ZIF connector tab on one
side and to a pin header connector on the other side. The aforementioned header, however has
been wrongly selected. For this reason, the junction between the connector and the substrate
was extremely weak and prone to physical damage. Several such accidents repeatedly
interrupted the tests. Fortunately, these interconnection adapters were available in multiple
copies, and many replacements were possible to keep the activities going.
The flaw is in the adapters and has nothing to do with the smart skin, however, it hindered
the smooth execution of the test campaign.
An improved version of the adapters should be based on higher-reliability SMD
connectors, mounted on thickened fPCB tabs and carefully encapsulated to be electrically
insulated and mechanically stubborn. A further improvement could be the addition of an
overvoltage protection to the adapter section, in order to safeguard the test article from
operator mistakes (human error).

CONs: Include “termination modules” in the design of the network.
To work properly, the CAN bus needs to be terminated by fixed value resistors. In the
design of the thermal control network, in order to enable the connection of high number of
modules, the decision was taken not to put such termination resistances on the modules. The
most straightforward solution was to put the items at the physical and functional extremities
of the network cables, which was then always intrinsically terminated with any possible
configuration of its modules.
However, with such a solution, the electrical network is not expandable. No module can be
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added beyond the termination resistance. On the other end, each single branch of the cabling
is not fully terminated and does not work properly.
The best solution would be to have all cabling not terminated, and to create ad-hoc
“termination modules”, with the same interfaces of the SHM (ZIF connector + reinforced
tab). With such connectors, cables could be daisy-chained freely, and terminated exactly
where needed.
9

CONCLUSIONS
Summing up, the STEPS2 activities proved that:
•
manufacturing and embedment of inkjet-printed heaters is possible;
•
autonomous decentralized thermal control of true-scale space hardware is feasible;
•
usage of flexible electronics for PCBs and cabling is a game-changing technology
both for mass and volume reduction and for AIT aspects.

The test campaign identified some minor shortcomings which have to be solved before
moving on to a higher maturity level. The technology shall now face a techno-transfer phase
to be perfected to space-standard levels and subjected to in-flight validation.
Taking into account the explanation given above, the way forward to the achievement of a
space-qualified product necessarily pass through the following stages:
•
Debug of the firmware / release of a patched version
•
Review of the electrical design of external interfaces
•
Completion of the extended thermal and mechanical tests
TRL 5 achieved
(or 6 with IOD)
•
•

•
•

Inclusion of space qualified components in the current smart skin / smart thermal
control network design
Improvement of the deposition, sintering, and embedding process for inkjet-printed
heaters (to bring the technology to space-grade standards) OR definition of a new
standard for unconventional heating resistors (not precision resistors) to be used
with PID control laws.
Update of FW/SW layers, if needed, to adapt the software components to the new
space qualified hardware and to meet reliability criteria.
Completion of a final qualification test campaign
TRL 8 achieved

The smart skin development has been possible thanks to the STEPS2 initiative. STEPS2
(Sistemi e Tecnologie per l’EsPlorazione Spaziale) is a research project co-financed by the
Italian Piedmont Region, and involving universities, companies and research institutions of
the Piedmont Aerospace District.
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Abstarct. Aero engines require continuous effort to deliver top end products for the market.
The Research and Innovation effort to develop the necessary new technologies is huge and
nowadays can only rely on state skilled partners, win-win approach and open networks to
maximize results and meet product goals. Avio Aero experience on research networking
among Academia, SME’s and Industry is presented in the actual practice and evolution.
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Abstarct. The role of the SME’s to support research and innovation is fundamental thanks to
their agility, niche technologies, specific competencies. The complexity of the research effort
requires aggregation of organized SME’s cluster focused on specific technologies and
product with a recognized leader to drive the network. Two clusters organized with the
support of Camera di Commercio of Torino to develop important demonstrators for Clean
Sky are paving the way in this new collaborative approach.
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Abstarct. Environmental protection is one of the main drivers for further investment
in technology development for new products in the aviation industry. The challenge is
to continuously reduce the aviation-related environmental impact in the face of everincreasing demand. Reducing greenhouse gas emissions, fuel consumption and noise
goes hand in hand with reducing operating costs and making future engines and
aircraft more attractive both for the industry and society.
The multidisciplinary technology platform GREAT2020, funded by the Piedmont
Regional Council and representing the vast majority of the regional aviation industry
and research institutions, has contributed to achieving these objectives by developing
enabling technologies towards cleaner and quieter aero-engine solutions according to
ACARE 2020 goals.
An effective look at technology advances made by local network will be given on:
Low Pressure Turbine module optimisation for minimum engine specific fuel
consumption;
-

Low noise turbine design solutions;

-

Light Weight materials for next generation additive manufactured components

-

Drive system components for radical engine architectures

-

Vibration controlled solution for safer and more reliable aero-engines.
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*Università di Firenze

†AvioAero
e-mail: Franco.Tortarolo@avioaero.it

Abstarct. Low Pressure Turbine design goals (higher performance, lower module
weight and lower acoustic emission above the others) require extremely advanced
numerical tools to correctly represent complex flow physics and then suggesting better
geometries in order to achieve higher LPT performance. A Multi-Disciplinary
approach is needed to correctly addressing these opposing targets during design
reducing high costs associated with experimental investigations. University of
Florence presents the work done in collaboration with AvioAero improving
Computational Fluid-Dynamic, Aero-Acoustic and Aero-Elastic numerical tools.
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ELECTRON BEAM MELTING OF GAMMA-TIAL ALLOYS FOR
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†
†
S. Biamino*, G. Baudana*, M. Terner*, F. Pelissero , S. Sabbadini , M. Pavese*, P.
Fino*, C. Badini*
*Politecnico di Torino

†AvioAero
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Abstarct. In this work, we want to summarize the work done inside the Regional
Projects Great2020 and Great2020 phase II with different alloys, in particular Ti48Al-2Cr-2Nb and Ti-(45-46)Al-2Cr-8Nb. Components produced with the different
powders were characterized in terms of residual defects and resulted appropriate both
in terms of overall residual porosity and maximum defect size. Furthermore the
microstructure of the as produced material were investigated and heat treatments
were set up in order to obtain the desired microstructure. Chemical composition of
both powders and massive materials were analysed. A loss of Al was observed, while
the levels of impurities are very low and comparable between the powder and the part.
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LOW OIL CONSUMPTION SOLUTION FOR NEXT GEN ENGINES
L. Bucchieri*, D. Coutandin
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Abstarct. The work carried out intends to develop CFD modeling for a complete
performance assessment of a deoiler system. A first stage of separation is studied with
the computational investigation of a cyclone, where a large amount of oil should be
separated. A second stage of separation with a metallic filter is also studied with
computational investigation. The multiphase CFd models developed allow Avio to
have a performance prediction of their oiler equipment.
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Abstarct. In the perspective of increasing the predictive capabilities of the software,
within the G2020 Ph2 framework new functionalities have been implemented: i) an
improved outer ring modeling algorithm for single/double row spherical/cylindrical
rollers bearing, ii) the simulation of non-uniform thermal panorama and iii)the life
estimation according to ISO 281 and ISO/TS 16281 standards. These enhancements
have been followed by a comprehensive validation campaign, in order to grant the
maximum reliability of the tool. Additionally, a GUI (Graphical User Interface) has
been developed enabling a more effective use of the tool, named P_Bear.
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MESH ADAPTER TOOL DEVELOPMENT USED IN FLUID DYNAMIC
FLOW PATH SEALS OPTIMIZATION PROCESS
Massimo Damasio*, Luca Fattore*, Daniele Coutandin
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e-mail: Franco.Tortarolo@avioaero.it

Abstarct. An important task of GREAT2020 Project has the aim of studying the
possibility to increase the performances of flow path seals between the rotating and
stationary parts of aircraft engines. In this paper a CFD Model of the flow path seal
has been implemented, the numerical automatic optimization process and a mesh
adapter tool, that allows the user or the automatic optimization process to “morph”
the existing mesh, have been developed. Today some tool of adaptive meshing exist
inside commercial pre and post-processor software, but they can be used mainly
inside the pre/post environment and it is hard to invoke them by a batch optimization
process. The tool developed in this project, instead, is based on a text input file
approach, and can be easily invoked from a batch process. After the mesh adapter
validation, an automatic optimization process has been built. This process runs the
CFD flow path seals analysis, invokes the mesh adapter, “morphs” the mesh, controls
some technology constraint and try to find out a shape that improves the seals
efficiency. Using this approach some hints on new seals shape have been find out and
suggested for an experimental test and validation.
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Abstract.
The order of magnitude boundary commonly used to define nanosatellites is 1 to 10 kg mass.
Many nanosatellites are based on the “CubeSat” standard. Developed by California
Polytechnic State University and Stanford University in 1999, it consists of a modular
configuration of any number of 10 cm x 10 cm x 10 cm units. Each unit, or “U”, has a volume
of one litre, a mass close to 1 kg and not to exceed 1.33 kg (e.g. a 3U CubeSat has mass
between 3 and 4 kg).
Born as educational tools to train young engineers and students in the process of conceiving,
implementing and operating a space mission, recent CubeSat programs successes are allowing
such spacecraft to rapidly move toward operational responsive systems. Nanosatellites and
CubeSats now represent sustainable and fast way to accomplish scientific research,
astronomy, Earth observation, military applications and technology demonstration goals.
Launched as secondary payloads, deployed in distributed configurations, they offer
operational advantages not achievable by single monolithic spacecraft. Their spatial and
temporal resolution capabilities emerge when operated in constellations for data exfiltration
and relay communications, using formations to gather data from multiple points, or for inorbit inspection of larger satellites.
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Advances in the sophistication of Nanosatellite missions and joint industry and academic
programs have increased the expectation of the mission utility that should be possible with
such systems. For projects involving significant participation of companies with experience in
satellite development, the rate of success of these platforms has risen significantly. The
industry-dominating CubeSat launches trend for the last two years indicates that technological
progresses have been realized, and there is a better understanding of the underlining
engineering process, mission assurance and reliability.
This paper focuses on the market evolution and commercialization of next-generation
Nanosatellites, with particular attention to the unique design challenges of the high mission
utility programs and the current state of component and subsystem hardware available to meet
the unique Nanosatellite design constraints.
Capabilities needs are growing and inter-related, specifically in terms of processing power,
communication bandwidth, electrical power demand, attitude control and navigation
capabilities, and overall expected mission lifetime.
An overview of the payload volume and performance capabilities available on the market is
presented from the perspective of Tyvak, as recognized player in the Nanosatellite industry
and leading innovator in spacecraft technology miniaturization. The paper highlights how the
current Nanosatellite platforms leverage on the improvements on state-of-the-art system-onchip (SoC) fabrication processes in the integrated circuit technology, driven by market
demand for cellular phones, wireless local-area networks, and other high-volume consumer
products.
Recent successful applications are depicted, including examples of the latest in rendezvous,
proximity operations and docking capabilities. Innovative high-gain communication systems,
high performance low power processors, modular flight software, advanced control system
including a multi-thrusters propulsion are represented in the context of future strategic
scenarios, with a range of possible operations.
In conclusion, an overview of representative costs associated with Nanosatellite and CubeSats
is given, supported by a taxonomy on how these costs are significantly effected by mission
assurance requirements.
A strong evidence suggests that the commercial sector will have a meaningful and enduring
impact on the Nanosatellite industry. The Nanosatellite market is growing remarkably with
the sustained and diversified use of the CubeSat standard, the electronics miniaturization and
other technology development, and the advent of government and military programs interest.
The manifest of future launches suggest this trend will continue.
Nanosatellites are in a good position to move forward into next-generation missions and
potentially filling a segment of operationally responsive spacecraft. The experience has shown
that mission utility and functionality of this class of spacecraft are undoubtedly viable in the
near future, paving the way for lots of opportunities to turn into real-value space missions.
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Abstract. Current CubeSat and nano-satellite missions are mostly developed for LEO (Low
Earth Orbit) application, and the number of scientific goals/tasks that they can perform is still
limited. CubeSats are nowadays a mature technology to perform Earth observation, in-orbit
technology demonstration, and they are a valid educational tool to train young engineers and
students in the process of conceiving, implementing and operating a space mission. One of the
benefits of CubeSats is the relatively low cost from standardized components and piggy-back
launch opportunities. One of the most significant challenges is how to accomplish ambitious
goals while facing severe limitations on mass, volume, and power [1-3].
Space exploration originally tended to rely on “flagship” missions characterized by large
satellites and expensive resources. CubeSats platforms represent the disruptive technology
that would radically change the future of spaceflight to interplanetary bodies, enabling highimpact science with smaller size and lower costs. Constellations of CubeSats, collaborative
networks, fractionated or federated systems are becoming popular concepts as they can offer
spatially distributed measurements and the opportunity to be used as disposable sensors with
a flexibility not achievable by single-satellite platforms.
The space community strongly believes that CubeSats can contribute to a broad set of science
goals, even far off Earth, if supported by the appropriate set of technologies [4]. In view of
future interplanetary CubeSat missions for science and exploration, advanced communication
systems able to handle higher quantity of data and more distant transmissions need to be
developed [5]. Additionally, attitude control and navigation systems must be improved,
especially as the requirements for precise pointing and control for CubeSat become more
stringent for communications at a distance, for implementing distributed/collaborative
architectures, and for meeting science requirements [6]. Propulsion is also an issue for longhaul journeys and particular effort shall be put to develop new technology [7]. Finally,
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reliability of CubeSats is another area that demands improvements, because educationallydriven missions have often failed.
While interplanetary CubeSats will play an important role in future exploration, it is
important to also recognize their limitations [8]. At the present moment, the greatest potential
for CubeSats may be as auxiliary spacecraft carried to their targets by larger mother craft.
These CubeSats could carry out measurements in locations where the main spacecraft cannot
be, work in coordination with the mother ship and/or other CubeSats to make measurements
in several or many locations at once. Finally, they could be sent on “suicide” missions to
locations too dangerous to send the main spacecraft itself.
In this paper, the research aimed at investigating how CubeSat and other small satellites
platforms can best serve the scientific community is presented. An extensive study of the
possible mission and science objectives associated with planetary science goals has been
carried out assessing their feasibility within a CubeSat mission. The science traceability
matrix has been drawn to define the range of science capabilities for CubeSats in different
locations in space. A set of mission concepts targeted to the exploration of Mars and NEAs
has been developed and the associated architectures have been characterised through the
application of the systems engineering methodology. The most promising concepts have been
evaluated against sensing techniques and mission/system level issues, leading to the definition
of a baseline for a CubeSat interplanetary mission.
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Abstract. In the recent few years ESA’s Education Office has been increasingly involved in
the study and in the implementation of small satellite programmes, which at the moment
include CubeSat missions and the European Student Earth Orbiter (ESEO) micro-satellite.
After the mission of the “CubeSats for the Vega Maiden Flight”, that was the first ESA
CubeSats mission (which included the first satellites ever launched by Hungary, Poland, and
Romania), the new “Fly Your Satellite!” programme continued and deepened the experience
accrued in supporting university student teams engaged in CubeSats development.
In parallel with this, the development of the European Student Earth Orbiter (ESEO) microsatellite made further progress, by completing the detailed design definition phase, and
beginning the manufacturing and assembly integration of the flight model.
This paper will outline the status of the small satellites programmes of ESA’s Education
Office, the achievements, the challenges, and the lessons learned from the involvement in
programmes conducted by university student teams.
1

INTRODUCTION

Responsible for ESA’s corporate education programme, the Education and Knowledge
Management Office brings together young people (typically aged from 6 up to about 32) from
Member and Cooperating States of the European Space Agency, encourages them to gain and
maintain an interest in science and technology, and help those who perform studies at
university level to acquire a real hands-on experience in space programmes. The long-term
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objective is to contribute in sustaining Europe as a knowledge-based society, by creating
suitable opportunities aiming at increasing the skills and the motivation of the next generation
of European space professionals.
During the last two years, the Tertiary Education Unit of the Education and Knowledge
Management Office, has been engaged in the Phases C and D of the European Student Earth
Orbiter (ESEO), with the technical coordination of the university student teams assigned to
ALMASpace (now SITAEL S.p.A.) as Prime Contractor.
In addition, ESA Education has undertaken several CubeSat initiatives, including the launch
of seven CubeSats on the Vega Maiden Flight in 2012, the support to the test campaigns of a
few CubeSats, the support to the development, verification, launch and deployment to orbit of
AAUSAT5 from the International Space Station in October 2015, and the currently on going
“Fly Your Satellite!” programme.

2 EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENTS AND CHALLENGES
Main objective of the activities promoted by the ESA Education Office, is to offer to
young European students at all levels of the educational studies to gain and maintain an
interest in science and technology, with the long-term objectives of contributing towards the
creation of a knowledge-based society and ensuring the preparation of an excellent workforce
for the Agency and for European space Industry. The initiatives “Fly Your Satellite!” and
ESEO are two of the various activities organised for achieving this objective. In the following
the educational aspects of these initiatives are highlighted.

2.1 Fly Your Satellite!
‘Fly Your Satellite!’ (FYS) is an educational programme focusing on the verification
campaign of CubeSats built by university students. The FYS programme was launched in
2013 and it was addressed to CubeSats already at an advanced stage of development, with the
design already consolidated and the CubeSats close to readiness for integration. The student
teams are supported by ESA specialists for the integration and verification of their CubeSats
by tailoring and applying methodologies similar to the best practises applied in bigger ESA
missions. To this purpose, the students receive direct support from ESA technical specialists,
and are taught the importance of verification and good documentation as key methodologies
to improve the chances for mission success. The teams selected to participate in the first phase
of the programme had their design reviewed by ESA specialists, worked at completing the
integration of their satellite, prepared detailed step-by-step test procedures, and performed a
complete functional test campaign of their satellites in ambient conditions in the laboratories
of their universities. Only the teams that satisfactorily completed these activities were
admitted to the second phase of the programme, which covered the environmental tests
(vibrations and thermal vacuum/thermal cycling), and to this purpose were offered access to
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ESA test facilities at ESTEC. Finally, the teams that demonstrate the flight readiness of their
CubeSat are offered a free of charge launch opportunity. The CubeSats are scheduled to be
launched in 2016.
In addition to performing the engineering tasks, the teams participating in the programme
receive guidance and are requested to demonstrate compliance to the international regulations
applicable to frequency registration and coordination, spacecraft registration and space debris
mitigation.
The programme builds on the successful pilot programme ‘CubeSats for the Vega Maiden
Flight’, that culminated with the launch of seven CubeSats in 2012, several of them were the
first spacecrafts from their countries. Lessons were also learned from the support offered to
the HumSat-D environmental tests campaign in 2013. In addition, and in parallel with the Fly
Your Satellite programme, ESA offered support to the development, testing and launch of
AAUSAT5, which was launched to the ISS in August 2015, and deployed into orbit in
October 2015, constituting the pilot project of the new “Fly Your Satellite from the ISS!”
programme.
Several challenges had to be overcome and lessons were learned throughout the execution
of these CubeSat initiatives.
These programmes were conducted with the important aim of facilitating the interaction
between the participating students and ESA specialists. The ESA specialists involved in the
programme interact with the students not only by reviewing their documentation, but also in
workshops and meetings, where the technical discussions are deepened in direct interaction
with each team.
In order to make the students become acquainted with professional working methodology,
the student teams are instructed to prepare their CubeSat documentation based on document
templates indicated by ESA. The ESA Education Office has defined the list and the typical
content of the deliverable documents.
The preparation of the documentation packages requires considerable effort by the
participating students and a transition period was needed for them to understand and
appreciate the importance of preparing clear documentation, as this will allow ESA specialists
to review the technical status of the project, and moreover it improves within the student
teams the traceability and transfer of information, which is very important since the turn-over
within the teams is normally high.
Moreover, the experience gained with the Vega Maiden Flight indicated that it is beneficial
to provide strong guidance to the student teams on a wide range of disciplines also beyond
engineering, including for instance familiarisation with the legal framework helping the teams
to understand the regulatory aspects of a space mission in order to comply with space debris
mitigation requirements and the applicable requirements for the registration of the spacecraft
and of its telecommunication frequencies.
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2.2 ESEO
ESEO is a 45 kg microsatellite, 30x30x60 cm large, planned to achieve flight unit
readiness in second half 2016, with a nominal mission duration of six months extendable up
to eighteen. Eleven university student teams from eight different countries are currently
involved in the project. The complete payload complement is educational: all payload
instrumentation is designed, built, tested, and operated by university student teams, with the
only exception of an instrument developed by AMSAT-UK, whose educational outreach is
more targeted towards primary and secondary school pupils.

Figure 1: ESEO Satellite.

ESEO will be launched as an auxiliary payload; its target orbit is sun-synchronous, with
nominal altitude of about 523 km and 10:30 LTAN. Nominally ESEO will have a Nadir
pointing attitude. During its mission, pictures of the Earth surface will be taken, and
measurements of plasma and radiations will be collected and transmitted down to ground.
About 200 students are collaborating at the ESEO Phase C/D, with different levels of
involvement; most of them are involved from the premises of the different university teams
participating in the project.
Furthermore, within the frame of the ESEO Project, a series of Lectures, Training Courses,
and Internships directly related to system or subsystem topics of ESEO have been organised
and conducted at the University of Bologna and at the Prime Contractor’s premises. The
lectures have been given by experts from ESA, Academy, and from other space organisations,
and were offered to about 80 students (60 selected from the whole ESEO University Network,
and 20 selected by the ESA Education Office). University of Bologna granted ECTS to the
students that passed proficiently the related exams.
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Lectures, Training, and Internships are meant to allow the participating students, all
coming with quite a large variety of educational systems, to gain the basis for a common
background on spacecraft engineering, and to acquire practical experience in space system
design, spacecraft assembly integration, verification and testing, and it also facilitates the
networking among the different university teams.
From the educational point of view, a lot of effort has been put in the transmission to the
student teams of work methodologies typical of the European space organisations. The
development of an ESA satellite is carried out, in every phase of the project, based on ECSS
standards, which are the result of professional contributions coming from the ESA specialists
and the main European aerospace industries and organisations, harmonised in a set of
documents dedicated to the various aspects of a space program: management, technical,
quality.
The student teams involved in ESEO familiarised with keeping the ECSS standards as
reference not only for the technical aspects, but also for the management and the
quality/product assurance.
The involvement in ESEO offers to the participating students the occasion to receive
concrete support from ESA professionals in all disciplines concerning the development of
their spacecraft. ESA experts transfer to students knowledge and experience; the students
have the occasion to develop a professional working methodology in subsystem and
equipment design, and at the same time a system level overview to ensure the coherence of
the overall spacecraft system.

Figure 2: ESEO Training Course, Bertinoro (Italy), 2014

Quite often students are not naturally keen to keep proper track of their design
documentation, neither of the testing procedures, of the anomalies and malfunctions that they
observe, nor of the required design changes or repairs. Furthermore, often they have a
tendency to test against the design that they defined, and not against the requirements which
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were the drivers for the design itself. Therefore an important educational achievement consists
in developing in the students the awareness of the importance of keeping accurate track of all
performed activities (design, implementation, testing, repairs, modifications…). All this is
also implemented through the generation and non-conformance reports, request for
waivers/deviations, etc.
Good familiarity with this type of documentation and working methodology will be quite
useful when in the future the students will become professionals of the space sector.

3

TECHNICAL ACHIEVEMENTS AND CHALLENGES

Participating in “Fly Your Satellite!” and ESEO offers to the participating student teams
the need to solve non-trivial technical challenges in all aspects related to the development of a
spacecraft system, as well as for its testing and verification. These challenges do not consist
only in engineering difficulties, but they may also refer to management and quality aspects.
In the following sections a few main interesting technical aspects are illustrated.
3.1 Fly Your Satellite!
Three important challenges form a technical point of view raised from this initiative.
The first one concerned the verification by test of the link budget of the CubeSats; since
this kind satellite are basically launched as secondary payloads with a relatively low financial
budget, the identification of the target orbit is not straightforward; the CubeSats need to be
designed in a way that several options for in orbit deployment can be considered.
Nevertheless, a group of possible orbits, characterised by different altitudes and eccentricities
must be identified and according to this, it is possible to establish a worst case for the
verification of the link budget, taking into account, of course, the power of the transmitter and
the performances of the receiver.
The same uncertainty concerning the final orbit deployment affected the establishment and
the verification, also by test, of the power and energy budget, which clearly depend from the
sun illumination conditions and the duration of the eclipses. Also in this case a worst case had
to be established once a suitable group of orbits was identified. Needless to say that the final
set of possible orbits resulted composed of all of those satisfying both the mentioned budgets.
The final challenge for the CubeSats was to pass the structural dynamic tests which
specifications were mainly driven by the exigency to cope with different possible launchers,
therefore the amplitude and the frequency spectrum of the solicitations to be tested was
identified taking into consideration different launchers used so far for the release of the
CubeSats themselves.
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Figure 3: Vibration Test campaign of one of the FYS CubeSats

3.2 ESEO
An important challenge for the project consists in the development of a large number and
variety of payload instruments by university student teams, which also lead to demanding
accommodation constraints in consideration of the small mass and size of the microsatellite
bus. In order to reduce the necessary development time and arising costs in most cases the
teams are implementing a proto flight approach under ESA guidance, developing and testing a
bread-board model before producing the proto-flight-model, which is to be tested against
qualification levels and acceptance duration, as per usual professional practice.
The payloads on board of ESEO are the following.
TRITEL, from the Centre for Energy Research, Hungarian Academy of Sciences (MTAEK, Hungary) aims at measuring the dynamic radiation in low Earth orbit. Due to significant
space and time fluctuations of the space radiation, dosimetric measurements on board space
vehicles are particularly interesting to study, especially in regions like the South Atlantic
Anomaly, and allow to better understand the effects of the solar activity. TRITEL is
composed of three mutually orthogonal detector pairs, capable of performing direction
dependent measurement of the radiation environment. Taking advantage from the flight
heritage of a similar instrument flown on-board ISS, the student team adapted the payload to
fly on-board ESEO.
The Langmuir Probe is being developed by the Budapest University of Technology and
Economics (Hungary). Its main scientific objective is to investigate the solar activity as well
as to analyze the normal characteristics of the plasma and acquire scientific data of the
geomagnetic disturbances induced by solar eruption and coronal mass ejection.
ESEO accommodates also an optical payload composed of two cameras, developed by the
Tartu Observatory (Estonia), that will take pictures of the Earth for outreach purposes. The
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primary camera is based on the design of the wide angle camera flown on CubeSat ESTCube1, the secondary camera is meant to take high resolution pictures.
The Delft University of Technology (The Netherlands) provides an Attitude Determination
Experiment (ADE), which consists of four different algorithms, embedded in the main onboard software of the ESEO platform. On the basis of the data provided by the sensors of the
ESEO ADCS, the software is designed to provide attitude predictions with an accuracy of
about 0.05°.
The GPS payload from the University of Bologna (Italy) is meant to be a technology
demonstrator of real-time accurate GPS positioning for LEO satellites. The payload
encompasses two main functional units: two COTS baseband processors in cold redundancy
configuration, and a custom navigation computer that hosts an Extended Kalman filter. This
recursive filter will use both raw GPS observables and an extremely precise orbital
mathematical model in order to obtain position fixes with an accuracy of less than one meter.
The data generated by the ESEO payloads are downlinked via the HSTX, the S-Band
transmitter developed by the Wroclaw University of Technology (Poland). The HSTX
receives all data produced by the payloads and stores them in an internal mass memory unit.
When ESEO is visible from its S-Band ground station, the payload data are downlinked with
data rates up to 10 Mbps.
Students from the University of Surrey (United Kingdom), with support from AMSATUK, are involved in the development of a VHF-Band transponder, which is meant to be used
for “directly to the classroom” educational demonstration to school children, and by amateur
radio users. Furthermore, the VHF payload provides a redundant communications link for
ESEO.
ESEO accommodates also a deorbiting mechanism (DOM), as a technology demonstrator
developed by a student team from the Cranfield University (UK), that will be actuated at the
end of the satellites mission. Tape spring booms will deploy an aluminized Kapton sail of
about 0.5 square meter, which will increase the atmospheric drag and will accelerate the
deorbiting.
The project is managed keeping the ECSS standards as a reference also for the project
reviews, which are performed with an approach similar to those conducted in any other ESA
space programme.
In early phases of the project the students learned to define requirements for all parts of the
system (platform, payload, and ground segment), covering mission objectives and
functionality, and including testing, product/quality assurance, and project management.
Design documentation was produced, along with engineering analyses to justify the
adopted design solutions. Development and testing plans were prepared to identify the
approach intended to be implemented throughout all project. Wide usage of Commercial Off
The Shelf components is made, in order to allow for an important cost reduction. The
development based on extensive breadboarding, associated to a Proto-Flight approach, aims at
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limiting the development risks naturally associated to a low cost mission. All spacecraft bus
functions are redundant, ensuring a single point failure free system, and an FMECA
performed at system and subsystem level allows to identify all functions for which dedicated
protection and recovery systems are required. Finally, a FDIR function is implemented in the
on-board software.

Figure 4: The Breadboard of the ESEO Power Management Unit.

During Phase C the ESEO project underwent a Preliminary Design Consolidation Review
(PDCR), covering the system, subsystem, and all engineering disciplines. ESA reviewers
addressed their remarks, discussed the clarifications and the proposed solutions with the
project team defining appropriate course of actions, in agreement with the Prime Contractor
and the student teams.
After the PDCR the design definition was detailed, ESA experts pro-actively and
enthusiastically supported the students in these activities, leading to the development and
testing of breadboarding models of the various sub-systems and payloads, getting a good
confidence in the validity of the design. The Critical Design Review (CDR) went through
reviewing all design documentation, supported by the breadboarding test results. The CDR
process lasted about one year, and covered the whole ESEO system (including subsystems,
payload, and ground segment). The review was performed by a panel of ESA specialists,
complemented by engineers from the Prime Contractor for the payload part. The assessment
of the successful achievement of the CDR was established by a review board composed of
senior ESA officers chaired by the ESA Inspector General.
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This approach required a substantial effort from the student teams in order to maintain a
quite strict discipline during the design and testing phase, to describe design details, to keep
accurate track of the design evolution, to define accurately the test equipment, the step-bystep test procedures, and to define the intended verification method for all project
requirements (by test, review of design, analysis, and/or inspection).
The overall project development is performed keeping into account the rather limited level
of resources, the natural turnover of the students, and the overall project schedule to be
harmonised among the different participating student teams in order to ensure common
deadlines for the delivery of the design documentation and of the required hardware.

4

CURRENT STATUS

4.1 Fly Your Satellite
The ‘Fly Your Satellite!’ programme is structured in four phases with intermediate reviews
that the CubeSat teams need to pass in order to be accepted to the following phase. In the
current edition of the programme, only teams were addressed that had a CubeSats already at
an advanced stage of development, with the design already consolidated and ready for
integration. Phase 1 included the ESA review of satellite design, the completion of the
satellite integration and the execution of the functional tests in laboratory conditions. Phase 2,
which is nearing its end in late 2015, focused on the environmental tests, exposing the
satellites to vibration, vacuum and temperature conditions representative of what will be
experienced by the CubeSat during launch and during its space mission. Phase 3 will
encompass the launch preparation campaign, and Phase 4 will finally consist of the launch,
currently foreseen in April 2016, and it includes mission operations.

4.2 ESEO
The ESEO project is currently in phase D, and all subsystems of the platform are
undergoing Manufacturing and Assembly Integration in their Proto Flight version. All
payloads are currently completing the assembly integration of their Elegant Breadboard
models, that will be used for further testing with the ESEO Avionics Test Bench composed of
the Elegant Breadboard models of the various electronic subsystems. The integration of the
satellite is planned to start beginning 2016; electrical integration tests and functional
validation tests will be performed before performing a suitable set of mission tests aimed to
verify the correctness of power and energy budget, and the transition between different
operative modes of the spacecraft.
In parallel, the ESEO ground segment is under development, with the preparation of the
radio equipment (antennas, receivers, transmitters…), the implementation of the database of
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telemetries and telecommands, and the definition of nominal and contingency flight
procedures.
The Flight Acceptance Review is planned by second half 2016.
Launch opportunity in 2017 is currently being procured.

5

LESSONS LEARNED

5.1 Fly Your Satellite

Repairability of the CubeSat
An aspect that is often not properly considered by students in the design of their CubeSat is
the accessibility to the CubeSat boards/inner parts after completing the integration of the
system, which may become necessary in case hardware/software repairs need to be performed
as a consequence of malfunctions or failures experienced during the satellite testing
campaign.
The FYS programme requires all CubeSats to perform a Full Functional Test (FFT), in
which the complete satellite functionality is tested in all defined operational modes and in the
expected mission sequence, and a Mission Test (MT), where the capability of the satellite to
perform satisfactorily the entire mission profile is tested, simulating nominal and contingency
mission cases. Nonetheless, it happened that one of the teams utilised glue to fix the solar
panels to the CubeSat structure. During the Vibration Test campaign a failure was observed,
that required opening up the CubeSat. As a consequence of the assembly integration
technique adopted to fix the solar panels to the structure, the investigation of the root cause of
the failure and the subsequent repairs became a difficult and risky exercise, due to need of
breaking the glued interconnection between solar panels and structure.
Students shall consider since the beginning of their CubeSat project that shall define and
implement a design and assembly integration techniques which allow to execute repairs on
ground, and also to upload new software, if required.

Thermal Vacuum/Thermal Cycling test Aspects
The European Cooperation in Space Standardisation standards, ECSS, foresee that one of
the cycles during the Thermal Vacuum/Thermal Cycling (TV/TC) test requires the thermal
tests to include temperature cases expected to be experienced by the spacecraft in its nonoperational conditions, or in other words with the satellite turned off.
Various university teams did not design their satellite in order to allow for the possibility to
switch off the satellite through the use of the Electrical Ground Support Equipment (EGSE).
In the FYS programme this was solved by connecting to a relay the CubeSat deployment
switch (the inhibit switch that ensures the CubeSat is off when installed inside the orbital
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deployer, and hence during launch), thus allowing to command the CubeSat to switch on/off
through the EGSE. It was a practical solution chosen to perform the TV/TC at once, without
the need to open the vacuum chamber halfway through the test, which would have caused
considerable impact to schedule and costs, and that would also impede the smooth execution
of the planned thermal/vacuum cycles. Nonetheless, the adopted solution increased the
complexity of the test setup, and in a few cases it may introduce complications in failure
investigations. In fact, in a real case, when during the test campaign the CubeSat did not react
as expected to an on/off command, the students had to perform extensive investigations to
locate the root cause of the malfunction, to finally conclude that the defect was not in the
satellite, but in the external relay.
Another lesson learned in the preparation of the TV/TC test is linked to the fact that often
student teams do not consider that the design definition and the assembly integration of their
satellite shall allow to perform an accurate verification in a practical way. Quite often
CubeSat student teams did not plan installing test thermocouples embedded inside the
satellite, in order to allow monitoring satellite internal temperatures during the test campaign
also when the satellite is off. Luckily, for the FYS programme, the participating CubeSat
teams were recommended already during Phase 1 to install thermocouples to support the test
campaign in positions agreed with ESA specialists, and this prevented the need to re-open the
spacecraft or to introduce limitations in the verification and test campaign.

Figure 5: Complexity of the test setup for one of the Thermal Vacuum/Thermal Cycling tests

Test Procedures
It is very important that environmental test campaign start only when the CubeSat step-bystep test procedures are well prepared, and have been validated in all their parts, at least with
test sessions conducted in ambient conditions. During the execution of the environmental test
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campaigns inaccurate test procedures could induce experiencing anomalies or malfunctions,
or may trigger errors in the test operators. In the best case this would cause the need to
process non-conformance reports and failure investigations; in most difficult cases, inaccurate
test procedures could also be the root cause of satellite failures.
Therefore, one of the aims of FYS Phase 1, consisted in preparing complete and step-bystep test procedures, reviewed by ESA specialists, and that were validated by means of tests
performed in ambient conditions.
In a few cases it happened that despite the precautions taken to ensure the test procedures
were as accurate as possible, inaccuracies were detected anyhow during the environmental
test campaigns. In most cases the inaccuracies consisted in typing mistakes, for instance in
the pass/fail values. Even though considered minor, these errors can be a source of confusion
for the test operator and for the QA manager supervising the test, especially if they were not
previously involved in the preparation of the procedures and in the tests performed in ambient
conditions.
In these cases students were invited to adopt Procedure Variation Sheets (PVS) to duly
document and trace the modifications introduced in their test procedures, in accordance to
ECSS standards, thus ensuring the correct reporting of the real steps executed in the test
sequence, and also to ensure that future tests sessions could be executed properly.
Standardized procedures were also introduced for the verification of the CubeSat
dimensions, or for the visual inspections to be performed, in order to avoid large
discrepancies among the verifications and inspections performed by different CubeSat teams
or by different operators.

Temperature Reference Points Selection
A few student teams had difficulties in the selection of the Temperature Reference Points
(TRP) to be adopted for their TV/TC testing campaign. The TRP, along with the target test
temperatures, are used by the facility operator to monitor the thermal behaviour of the system
and the temperature evolution during the test campaign. Similarly to the selection of the target
temperatures, the TRP needs to be chosen as a result of the performed thermal analysis and is
normally taken near a component that has the most stringent temperature design limits. One
team decided to choose two different TRPs for the cold and hot conditions of the TV/TC test
respectively, due to the fact that the most extreme limiting temperatures were expected in two
different equipment.
In one case the TRP was placed on Electrical Power System (EPS), because based on the
thermal analysis the EPS was expected to be the last subsystem that would reach thermal
equilibrium at the defined target temperatures. In reality however, during the first temperature
cycle it was observed that the thermal inertia of the subsystem was considerably higher in
comparison to the thermal analysis predictions, and as a consequence there was a serious
possibility of having a temperature overshooting. In consultation with the facility operator it
was therefore decided to modify the target temperature, as well as the TRP to prevent
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temperature overshooting, and to limit the risk that temperature overshooting would
inadvertently cause failures in the system.
Student teams are recommended to monitor closely the thermal behaviour of all
subsystems during the first cycle of the TV/TC test campaign, to determine whether the
results of the thermal analysis can be fully trusted.

Importance of Quality Assurance
In some cases the participating teams have poorly implemented the concept of Quality
Assurance (QA). During the first phase of the FYS programme, wherein the teams were
requested to perform the functional test campaigns, the students were instructed to assign a
QA responsible that would supervise the correctness of the tests execution. Also based on the
fact that CubeSat teams have a limited amount of workforce available, it was unrealistic to
expect the universities to appoint an independent QA responsible for the projects and various
suggestions were made to the teams.

Figure 6: One of the FYS team members acting as QA while CubeSat is integrated into deployer

During the second phase of the FYS programme, in which the teams were invited to
ESTEC to perform the environmental test campaigns, personnel of the ESA Education Office
acted as the QA responsible. This resulted in detecting a considerably higher amount of
malfunctions and anomalies, even during operational modes and test conditions that the
students had already tested at their university premises. A few of these malfunctions detected
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only at ESTEC and not at the university premises, if not corrected before launch, could have
caused severe degradation or loss of the CubeSat mission.
In addition, it was also found that several dimensional measurements previously reported
by the students as nominal, when performed at ESTEC revealed values considerably out-oftolerance. After consultation with the relevant specialists it was concluded that the
measurements performed by the students alone were accidentally executed wrongly.
In future editions of Fly Your Satellite the ESA Education Office will dedicate particular
attention to prevent this potential problem occurs easily again.

Facilitating Interaction between Student and Specialists
Based on the feedback received in Phase 1 of the FYS programme from the participating
teams, several students appreciated the good value of the meetings and teleconferences held
with ESA specialists. They indicated how valuable the meetings were for them in order to
solve technical or project management related issues.
Before inviting the teams to travel to ESTEC to perform the environmental test campaign,
it was therefore decided to have dedicated Shipment Readiness Reviews (SRR), performed in
teleconference sessions. Among other objectives, the Shipment Readiness Reviews aimed at
confirming jointly with ESA specialists, whether any of the open Review Item Discrepancies
(RID) would possibly impact the validity or the smooth execution of the environmental test
campaign, to finally confirm whether the teams were ready for the environmental tests of the
CubeSats.
It was also observed that several teams experienced difficulties in the design and or testing
of the Attitude Determination and Control Subsystem (ADCS). Therefore a dedicated crash
course on this topics was organised by the ESA Education Office in collaboration with an
ADCS specialist.
The organisation of dedicated lectures and meetings was identified as a valuable way to
improve familiarisation of the students with certain areas of expertise, and this feature is
expected to be further expanded in future editions of “Fly Your Satellite!”.

Lectures/ Courses on Important Practical Assembly Integration Aspects
When the student teams arrived to ESTEC in order to perform the environmental tests,
several non-conformances were identified, which related to inappropriate assembly
integration actions performed by the students, such as for instance components not properly
glued or soldered, or the fact that screws, bolts and nuts were not fastened with a known
torque value. This happened despite, at the beginning of Fly Your Satellite! students were
invited to consider these aspects.
In future editions of the programme ESA will try to further insist more and more of a few
key tips to be considered during the CubeSat AIV, possibly with practical demonstrations.
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Requirements Verification
In the FYS programme the verification method and the evaluation of the verification closeout of each requirement is traced by means of a Verification Control Document (VCD),
similarly to the usual good practice in professional space programmes. Students were
explained the importance of verification control and requirements management, and the ESA
Education Office developed an online tool, similar to the RID system tool, allowing students
and ESA specialists to trace requirements with respect to their verification. In addition, the
tool allows to generate notifications to be sent to the involved parties every time an entry is
modified.
This helped to reduce the response time in the processing of the verification control closeouts. The use of such a tool proved to be very effective.

5.2 ESEO

Correct formulation and hierarchy of the requirements
In general, the usual formulation of requirements for a space system is made starting from
the most general requirements, which usually refer to the mission objectives.
Requirements concerning the performance and the functionality of the spacecraft often
derive directly from the desired mission profile, that in its turn is driven by the mission
objectives, and is hence closely connected to the optimal usage of the payload complement.
These requirements are formulated at system level, the requirements concerning the various
subsystems are derived from these ones in a top-down approach.
Then it shall be possible to establish a hierarchy and have the possibility to verify the lower
level requirements at unit or subsystem level, and then verify the higher level requirements
according to a bottom-up approach. This way of proceeding was not always followed in the
definition of the requirements, and it caused the need for additional work to establish the most
adequate verification approach.
Moreover, it is also important to explain the student teams the importance of establishing
correctly the verification method most suitable for the verification of each specific
requirement (typically Review of Design, Analysis, Inspection, and Test). The correct set of
verification methods along with the appropriate hierarchy, will allow a full coverage of the
initial design drivers and mission requirements.

System overview of the satellite vis-à-vis subsystems definition
Seldom the student teams had difficulty to recognise the reciprocal functional influence
among the various subsystems, which may not be obvious to get in its overall complexity
even when the spacecraft is operating in nominal conditions, but it may become crucial in
case of failures, possibly leading to failure propagation from one subsystem to another with
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possible loss of the mission. In the case of ESEO, for instance, it was highly recommended to
implement an effective overvoltage protection at the secondaries of the dc-dc converters used
for supplying power to the electronics of the avionics modules and payloads. Indeed, the
primary power bus (between 25V and 18V) is converted down to 5V or 3.3V. Taking into
account that data transmission throughout the satellite is assured by CAN data-bus, an
overvoltage present at the terminal of the supply voltage (Vcc) of the CAN transceivers can
easily lead to a failure of these transceivers and the high voltage of the primary bus is then
transmitted through the digital lines towards to all the electronic units of the satellite
provoking a chain of failures in a few milliseconds.

Strict configuration control of any satellite item
It is normal that the development of a payload or a subsystem passes through several
development versions in order to gradually improve the performances or solve issues raised
during testing. Throughout the project phases concerning design and implementation of the
payloads and subsystems by the student teams, the need to have an appropriate control of the
different versions of the designed hardware has been highlighted.
It has been found, indeed, that the students tend to conceive and implement modifications
without keeping a proper tracking of them; this may lead to a situation in which the hardware
version under test or supposed to be delivered does not correspond to the one described in the
documentation provided. Clearly the risk is to have space hardware performing differently to
what expected and specified, with a potentially huge impact on further activities concerning
satellite integration and testing.
Some of these modifications have been also made in order to improve the performances,
but without taking into account whether such modifications where really needed in order to
comply with the requirements or not. This way of acting, even though it is dictated by a
genuine enthusiasm, and it is in line with the legitimate academic mentality always oriented to
study and improve, may be cause of delays, that if they become uncontrollable, are in their
turn cause of huge further delays at satellite integration level.

Project management skills
The experience of ESEO is giving to the student teams the opportunity to mature, up to a
certain extent, project management skills also. The presence of a prime contractor managing
the overall project, as well as the planning and the performance of project reviews by the
Agency, induce the student teams to make substantial efforts in keeping a working schedule
and an appropriate management of the available human resources consisting in the students
joining the project as golden occasion for the implementation of their theses. The
development of the payloads needs constant monitoring and coordination of the activities by
the prime in order to have all the flight models of them in time for the integration on the
spacecraft and the subsequent test campaign. All the payloads, as well as the platform and the
whole ESEO system (space and ground segment) are undergoing through a series of reviews
concerning the design, the implementation, the testing , and the final delivery. A dedicated set
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of documents is released for each review, and their redaction is as important as the actual
implementation of the hardware. Finally, despite of the fact the project was able to involve
many students in these years as reported at the beginning of this paper, the actual number of
them working at a certain time, in a certain team, remained limited; this means that the
resource have to be optimised in order to avoid waste of time or delays that may have an
impact on the overall project.

6

CONCLUSIONS

The ESA Education and Knowledge Management Office, enables a transfer of experience
and know-how from experienced professionals to the student participating in its educational
satellite programmes. The development of ESEO and the test campaigns of the university
CubeSats were implemented under the supervision of ESA specialists, and with methods
similar to those adopted in ESA bigger space programs, keeping ECSS standards as reference;
this approach offers educational added value to university initiatives to help them to get
acquainted with good space engineering practice.
These programmes aim also at boosting enthusiasm and the students’ motivation to
undertake careers as space professional, and to better prepare them in view of their future
engagement as space professionals to collaborate with ESA and the European space Industry.
The lessons learned have been useful not only for the students, but also for the ESA
Education Office, helping us to get important experience to try to improve future editions of
our programmes.
Finally, it is hoped that sharing these lessons learned will be useful also to those student
teams embarking in the development of their satellite projects.
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Abstract.
The effectiveness and efficiency of AIV activity , with the final goal of reducing the time and
the cost associated with AIV process while maintaining or increasing the quality of space
products is one of the main effort to reach in the space industry.
To this purpose, the experience gained in the AIV and operations of small satellites can be
used to investigate and test innovative methodologies and approaches to be applied later in the
AIV process of traditional and large space systems like spacecraft or constellation.
It is known that an effective AIV process is a key element to mission success. This is
especially true for those applications in which fast delivery and reliability of the space system
are critical requirements.
The utilization of combined small satellite Assembly, Integration and Verification (AIV) and
flight operations experience, can be utilized to investigate efficient and effective verification
methodologies.
One of the key challenges with the introduction of new technology into space systems is the
time needed to qualify and field these new capabilities. Typical systems require four to ten
years before a technology becomes fully operational only then providing utility to end users.
Additionally, industry literature has identified AIV processes for space systems to comprise
approximately 35% of the overall program budget and a key component of the program’s
critical path after PDR.

Vittorio Ancona

If AIV costs and the associated schedule can be reduced without significant additional
technical risk, it would be possible to provide high quality space capabilities faster and
cheaper than allowed by current standard practices.
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Abstract.
The Bifocal Metrology, is an innovative space metrology system which objective is to
measure the mutual arrangement between two spacecrafts (S/Cs). It is a simple and robust
system that makes possible relative attitude measurements between 2 satellites in formation
flying with coarse and fine accuracies. Generally, in formation flying mission it’s necessary to
have a satellite attitude control whose accuracy depends on their relative distance.
Resolution metrology is defined “fine” when the distance between the satellites allows
measurements with high accuracy. Resolution metrology is defined “coarse” when the
distance between the two satellites is higher and consequently measurements have lower
accuracy.
The proposed solution is based on an innovative optical projective system embedded on
satellite 1 (S1) and a target composed by several light sources mounted on satellite 2 (S2).
Optical system projects on a CCD the image of the target and from relative position of the
light sources on the CCD image plane it’s possible to detect position and attitude of the S2.

First A. Author, Second B. Author and Third C. Coauthor.

Basic element of innovation of this versatile metrology concept is the possibility to operate in
two different ways: To have a compact system able to cover fine metrology as well as coarse
metrology by means of a very simple integrated optical system having no internal mechanism
and working on a very large S/Cs range distance (~10m-15 Km).
It’s able to determinate the relative attitude and position of two spacecraft’s on all six degree
of freedom in a very simple way and using only a target having three light sources.
Other element of innovation of this metrology solution is the possibility to realize a very
compact system preserving a very good performance level. Thanks this peculiarity the
product is particularly suitable to be embedded in two Cubosats flying formation, 3U or 6 U,
in order to prove his space performance level.
The relative attitude and position determination of two or more space systems in the space is
becoming an important issue for the feasibility of formation flying space missions. For
instance next X-ray observatory generation (e.g. Proba 3) will impose focal length over 15
meters possible by means of two satellites in Formation Flying.
The control of this innovative observatory concept is feasible provided that metrology system
can perform reliable measurements of position and attitude of one satellite with respect the
other one during the approach phase and the operative phase.
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Abstract.
The beginning of space technology research activities at the University of Pisa (UniPi) dates
back to the early 1980s, when experimental investigations on electric thrusters where started
with the setup of dedicated testing facilities. In late 1990s, space activities at UniPi grew to
originate a successful spin-off company (Alta SpA), recently merged into present-day
SITAEL SpA, while basic research continued to be carried out in the academic environment.
This paper presents the status and the achievements of the research lines currently pursued at
UniPi in the field of micro- and nano-satellite related technologies: from ionic liquid electric
microthrusters [1], to low cost solar panels [2], to a unique small satellite mission design tool
featuring coupled simulation of orbital dynamics and onboard energy management [3]. We
outline the results of a recent study on a dedicated mission for precision agriculture [4] based
on a suite of payloads distributed across a microsatellite constellation, as well as the ongoing
programme for the realization of a university microsatellite dedicated to the demonstration of
the orbit maneuvering capability an advanced electric propulsion system for applications like
microsatellite constellation deployment and end-of-life de-orbiting.
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Abstarct. This paper reports a preliminary mission analysis of a CubeSat mission capable to
support the COSMO SkyMed mission. CubeSats will drive the high resolution acquisition
plan of the SAR constellation by acquiring low resolution images (at higher rate) on a
specific area of interest and identifying the position of interesting targets. A mission analysis
has been performed and a platform and payload design has been carried out to demonstrate
the feasibility of the requested mission with the CubeSat standard.
1

INTRODUCTION

One of the major constraints in space missions is the satellite mass, which plays an
important role because of its direct impact on launch cost. The CubeSat standard, developed
by the Stanford University and California Polytechnic State University, responds to this need.
The CubeSat are picosatellites made up of modules with a maximum mass of 1Kg and an
envelope of 10x10x10 cm3. The standard allows the usage of maximum three modules to
compose a platform plus the payload.

D. Cascone, A. Cici, S. Federici.

The aim of this study is to investigate the potential benefits of a CubeSat Mission
cooperating with an Earth Observation constellation. In particular, this study will analyze the
integration/cooperation with the Cosmo SkyMed (CSK) Constellation. As known, the CSK
constellations provides radar images at medium, high and very high resolution according to
the user requests, which could be either civil or military.
This paper will study a CubeSat platform, equipped with a passive payload, able to provide
auxiliary data, in a specific Area of Interest (AOI), to the CSK constellation. The
Mediterranean area has been chosen for the analysis.
Various Research and Development studies on the Micro-Satellite field have been carried
on both internally (Thales Alenia Space Italy) and in cooperation with national entities. As a
result, a small platform has been designed (NIMBUS) to support both optical and radar
missions in LEO orbits.
The heritage coming from this development has been taken into account to address this
preliminary mission/platform design.
In Section 2 the mission objectives driving the CubeSat constellation design are reported,
their necessity is described and derived from CSK mission characteristics. In Section 3 the
mission analysis has been performed by considering the requested access frequency on the
AOI, a constellation design has been presented to guarantee a full coverage over the area once
a day. Section 4 reports the platform and payload descriptions to fulfil the preliminary
mission requirements, furthermore a simulation has been run to analyse the attitude behaviour
of the designed CubeSat after a launcher separation and during a nominal phase.
2 MISSION OBJECTIVES
For some applications (e.g. Maritime Reconnaissance and Surveillance), preliminary
information on the targets are needed. This permits to guide the CSK acquisition plan in a
responsive and efficient way, programming high resolution images centered on the targets.
It is clear that, since the reduced swath dimension in case of images at high or very high
resolution, it is required an a priori accurate knowledge (e.g. number of targets and position)
of the targets to be observed, this first rough monitoring activity to guide the following fine
monitoring is here called early-monitoring.
The COSMO SkyMed mission is composed by four satellites on a dawn/dusk SunSynchronous Orbit. The Italian Earth Observation mission, shortly accompanied by its second
generation (COSMO Seconda Generazione, CSG), is equipped with high resolution X-band
SAR sensors able to acquire radar images of the interested area with every lighting and
weather conditions.
The capability of the SAR payload is managed by a system designed to work on-request.
This means that a user (civil or military) can request acquisitions on specific areas. For
extremely urgent acquisitions a dedicated service, the Very Urgent service, can be requested.
In these cases the target position can be computed few minutes (up to about 1 hour in worst
case) before the uplink event. With CSG a last minute planning mode will be introduced,
further reducing the time between the acquisition request and acquisition time.
The CubeSat constellation mission objective is to acquire images on the selected Area of
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Interest (AOI) at low resolution and with large swath. The images acquired by the CubeSat
spacecraft are then shortly downlinked and analyzed to program the CSK (or CSK + CSG in a
close future) acquisition plan with high resolution images on the identified targets.
In this paper the AOI has been chosen to be the south of Italy part of the Mediterranean sea
and the application to be supported is the maritime surveillance.
The CSK and CSG revisit time performance in the Mediterranean area are reported in
Figure 1. The revisit time performance specifies how often a point target can be acquired by
the system, this means that if a target is acquired in the AOI other targets cannot be acquired.
Hence the CSK and CSG systems can guarantee more than one image a day in the AOI, but
they cannot acquire the full AOI at high resolution. This explains why a mission for earlymonitoring is proposed in support of COSMO SkyMed constellation.

Figure 1: CSK and CSG revisit time performance.

By considering the reduced platform and payload dimensions and power constraints, a
passive optical camera has been selected to be the mission payload. A visible or infrared
camera can be used for the target identification. Furthermore the requested image resolution
and swath size on ground are:
 Pixel spacing on ground lower than 60 meters;
 Image swath greater than 100 kilometers;
The above imaging performance can be used to identify the presence of large ships inside
large sea regions. It is obvious that an image acquired with the requested characteristics could
not distinguish or classify the targets, its only purpose is to drive the high-resolution
acquisition plan of the orbiting SAR constellation.
The requested data refresh frequency over the whole AOI is here set to once per day. The
obtained constellation can then be scaled to obtain a system with an higher refresh rate at low
cost.
3

MISSION ANALYSIS

It has been understood that in order to optimize the CSK acquisition plan in a responsive
and efficient way, a priori knowledge of the Area of Interest is needed.
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This information could be provided by a space asset (i.e. Space Constellation) which
collects data about the Area of Interest and make them available to ground.
In the frame of this report it will be analyzed if optical data of the Mediterranean area can
be collected and delivered by a CubeSat Constellation.

Figure 2: 3D view of the Area of Interest.

Figure 3: 2D view of the Area of Interest.

To collect optical data, the Spacecraft Payload shall be an Optical Sensor. Since, an
Optical Sensor is a passive device converting light rays into electronic signals, the first
mission driver is to take images in lighting condition. The option to use an infrared camera is
not considered here, the worst condition for what concerns orbit design and time performance
is obtained with optical sensor in visible band.
An additional mission driver is the system responsiveness, in fact the CubeSat
Constellation should provide updated data to promptly address CSK acquisition plan.
The CubeSat Constellation will be designed in order to provide a daily full coverage of the
Area of Interest.
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For the above listed reasons it has been chosen to place the spacecraft constellation in a
Repeating Sun Synchronous Orbit.
Sun Synchronous orbits with repeating ground traces are useful when identical viewing
and lighting conditions are desired at different times to detect changes. The orbit repeats the
ground coverage cycle and passes overhead at approximately the same local time for each
revolution.
Orbit Type
Semimajor Axis [km]
Inclination [deg]
RAAN [deg]

Circular Repeating Sun Synchronous
7074.83
98.1793
174.134 (@15 Sep 2015)

Table 1: Repeating Sun Synchronous Orbit Parameters.
In order to get a daily coverage, a parametric analysis has been performed. Basically, the
number of satellites in the same orbital plane has been increased until the daily full coverage
target has been met. The result of this parametric analysis is that a constellation of 16 equispaced CubeSats is needed. This guarantees a complete coverage of any area at the same
latitude of the chosen AOI. In fact, as shown in Figure 4, each satellite pass is side by side
with the previous pass. Hence, once a day a full coverage is obtained.

Figure 4: CubeSat Constellation.
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Since the chosen orbit repeats its ground traces every 7 days, a time-window of 1 week has
been selected.
Figure 5 and Figure 6 show that each day the full coverage requirement is met.

Figure 5: Daily Accumulate Coverage.
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Figure 6: Daily Accumulate Coverage (follows Figure 5).

Once data have been stored, they have to be downloaded on ground. The following figures
show the number of times the Fucino ground station, which is located above our Area of
Interest, is accessed from each satellite.

Figure 7: Daily Accumulate Coverage (follows Figure 5).
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The above figure shows as each satellite has, on average, six opportunities to download
image data. Moreover, global statistic computation pointed out that the Mean Access Duration
is major than 500 s for each satellite.
In Conclusion, placing a CubeSat Constellation in a Repeating Sun Synchronous Orbit it is
possible to obtain a daily coverage of the Area of Interest. Moreover, since the payload is an
optical sensor, the images will be taken in lighting condition. Image data can be stored on
board and downloaded on ground when the satellite is in visibility.
It is clear that this report is focused on the feasibility analysis of a CubeSat Constellation,
therefore a deeper analysis to optimize the number of satellite, the coverage, the revisit time,
the number of needed ground stations and so on, could be performed in future works.
In order to acquire more than one image on each target, increasing the frequency of
acquisitions, it is possible to place other planes, each with 16 satellites, rotated in RAAN.
4

PLATFORM AND PAYLOAD DEFINITION

The constraint on mass and volume imposes a strong constraint on the maximum power
consumption and then on the type of the units used for attitude control. Usually Earth
observation platform has a plenty of sensors, such as star trackers, sun sensors, gyros or Earth
sensors, to guarantee the system safety and reliability. Unfortunately the existing sensors are
too large, too heavy, to power demanding and too expensive for a CubeSat mission and for
this reason the attitude control shall be based on simple and reliable component which doesn’t
permit to achieve high performance.
The system constraints introduces also another bottleneck: the data transmission. In fact
the available transceivers have a limited downlink data rate capability, which limits the
amount of data that can be stored on board.
4.1 Payload Description
The selected payload is an off-the-shelf optical nano-camera developed by GOMSpace (i.e.
NanoCam C1U) consisting of: lens, lens table, image acquisition board, image processing
board and its relative software. This camera can be easily plugged onto the CubeSat structure
and connected to the onboard computer. The lens characteristics permits to acquire color
images with a spatial resolution lower than 60m/pixels from the selected orbit. Each image
has a dimension of 30Mbit and it can be stored into a 2GB solid state memory. The camera
software provides a JPEG compression services which permits an image compression up to
12 times. As outline above, this capability is fundamental for the image downlink.
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Figure 8: GOMspace NanoCam C1U.

In case it’s required to acquire several images on the Area of Interest, the camera has a
2GB solid state memory which permits to store hundreds of images. According to the mission
profile and orbit height, the maximum dimension of the acquired ground area is around 100
km.
It should be underlined that image acquisition plus image processing require up to 95
seconds, therefore it is not possible to acquire consecutive ground patches.

Envelope
Mass
Power

Image

96mm x 90mm x 58 mm
166g
360mW for idle
634mW for image acquisition
660mW for image processing
2048x1536 pixels @10bit

Table 2: NanoCam C1U main specifications.
4.2 Platform Description
The platform has been configured making use only of commercial off-the-shelf electronics
and mechanical components to keep the costs low. Moreover the number of embarked
hardware has been minimize to reduce the power demand, which is one of the most critical
resources on this kind of missions.
The preliminary mass budget reported in Table 3 reports an overall CubeSat mass lower
than 2.3Kg; anyway it should be underlined that the mass of DC/DC converters, connectors,
supports, flex tapes, fasteners etc. has not been taken into account. A reasonable margin of
20% has been considered to take into account these uncertainties. The estimated mass is lower
than 3Kg, which is in line with CubeSat standards for a three modules spacecraft.
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Unit
On Board Computer
Magnetometer
Sun Sensor
3x Magnetic Torque rods
Reaction Wheels
VHF/UHF transceiver
Camera
Structure
Solar Panels
Battery
Harness
Tot.

Mass
100g
200g
7g
90g
640g
75g
166g
400g
300g
240g
100g
~2.4 Kg

Table 3: Mass Budget.
In Table 4 the platform power budget during the nominal and imaging operating modes
has been reported. Due to reduced platform dimension a GaAs Triple-junction solar cells from
Azur Space have been selected, in particular the platform external structure has been covered
with 2 panels to provide about 7W when full lighted. The panels have been configured on +Y
and –Y spacecraft axes in order to maximize the acquired energy over the orbit. Since the
solar panels provides about 5V power bus, another important element to consider is a
dedicated set of DC/DC converters, both up-converter and down-converters, to supply the
units with required +5V, +3.3V lines. The units should also been switched on/off with ad-hoc
set of transistors according to the mission scenario.
Unit
On Board Computer
Magnetometer
Sun Sensor
3x Magnetic Torque rods
Reaction Wheels
VHF/UHF transceiver
Camera
Structure
5xSolar Panels
Harness
Tot.

Safe Mode
0.55W
0.40W
0.12W
0.60W
2.40W
0.60W
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
~4.8 W

Nominal Mode
0.55W
0.40W
0.12W
0.60W
2.50W
0.60W
0.36W
N/A
N/A
N/A
~5.2 W

Imaging Mode
0.55W
0.40W
0.12W
0.60W
2.50W
0.60W
0.66W
N/A
N/A
N/A
~5.5 W

Table 4: Power Budget.
4.3 Attitude Control System Simulation
A preliminary study of the attitude control system has been carried out to verify the
achievable pointing performances and the adequacy of the selected set of sensors and
actuators. To complete this task a dedicated, high fidelity, simulator has been developed in
order to model the major system characteristic comprehensive of the mode transitions.
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Generally no attitude control is implemented on the CubeSat due to restriction imposed by the
mass, volume and power constraints. In this preliminary study has been decided to exploit all
the CubeSat volume to allocate a reaction wheel assembly for three axis stabilization. The
functional complexity of the three axis stabilization system doesn’t different much from a
typical three axis control system for a larger spacecraft. Even if the requirements on
functionality can be compared, the requirements on redundancy and reliability have to be
reshaped. For this reason no functional redundancy is foreseen but it is delegate at system
level (e.g. number of CubeSat).
To reduce the system complexity, the Avionic foresees three functional modes:
 Safe mode: acquire the sun pointing after the launcher separation or in case of a
failure;
 Nominal Mode: the platform is Nadir pointing and three axes stabilized
 Imaging Mode: the camera is active and it is acquired and image on the interest
area.

Figure 9: Avionic Operative Modes.

A set of dedicated simulation have been run to verify the system performance after the
launcher separation and during a nominal phase. In the first case it has been demonstrated that
the design AOCS is able to recovery the spacecraft from an initial tip-off rate of 1deg/s along
all the axes. As shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11 after a transition phase the platform starts
rotating around the pitch axes with an angular rate proportional to the orbital one. During this
phase the Avionic is in Safe Mode where the on-control actuators (i.e. magnetic torque rods),
driven by a modified B-dot law, unload the angular momentum due to the launcher
separation. This phase mode guarantees that one out of two solar panels is directly lighted by
the sun.
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Figure 10: Spacecraft attitude and rate after launcher separation.

Figure 11: Sun unit vector in body reference frame after launcher separation.

In Figure 12 is depicted the power collected by both the solar panels during this phase.
Since the sun unit vector is mostly aligned with the platform Y axis the collected power is
very close to the maximum capability of a single solar panel and this guarantees the mission
safeness.
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Figure 12: Solar Panel Power after launcher separation.

Once the sun pointing is achieved, the Normal pointing mode can be entered. In Figure 13
and Figure 14 the pointing and rate accuracy are shown. The implemented attitude controller
has an accuracy of about 0.5 degree which is in line with sun sensor accuracy. It should be
underlined that the attitude control is based only on the measurements of the magnetometer
and the sun sensor and that no rate information is available.

Figure 13: Attitude and rate error.
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Figure 14: Pointing accuracy.

Figure 15: Solar Panel Power after launcher separation.

The communication system is based on a UHF downlink / VHF uplink full duplex
transceiver which permits to transmit with a data rate up to 9600 bit/s. The data rate is one of
the CubeSat bottlenecks since it imposes a strong constraint on the minimum visibility time of
the ground station. It has been estimated that the downlink of a typical image requires up to 6
minutes which complies with the global statistic computation of the ground station Mean
Access Duration (i.e. 500 seconds).
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5

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper a preliminary analysis of a CubeSat mission has been performed. The mission
objectives to design a space asset capable to support the operating COSMO SkyMed system
has been firstly provided and then answered by the orbit, payload and platform design. As
result the performance of a 16 CubeSats constellation has been studied, highlighting the major
system trade-off and drivers.
For the selected maritime surveillance application, the repeating sun synchronous orbit
allows to meet the requirements on the revisit/refresh time over the selected Area of Interest
(i.e. Mediterranean Sea), while the payload and platform design, based only on commercial
off-the-shelf electronics and mechanical components, demonstrate the achievable
performance of a CubeSat satellite both on imaging characteristics and on attitude control
system capabilities.
The major system performance can be summarized as follows:









16 CubeSat operating in repeating SSO;
Refresh time 1 day;
Mean ground station visibility 500 seconds (considering only Fucino GS);
Image Spatial resolution <60m;
3-axis stabilized platform with Pointing accuracy <0.5°;
Max Power consumption < 6W;
Max System Mass < 3Kg;
Mechanical envelope 10x10x30 cm.

It is clear that the results of this preliminary analysis can be improved by selecting
different hardware solutions inherited, for example, from larger space missions.
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Abstract. In recent years Polymer Matrix Composite (PMC) materials have become hugely
popular in aeronautical applications (i.e., aircraft primary structures including fuselage,
wing-box, empennage etc.) but also in oil & gas applications for state-of-the-art piping
systems (i.e., spoolable monolithic flowlines, composite-lined pipes, rigid risers). The main
driver for the latter developments is the reliability that these materials can present in longterm potentially degrading environments. Although, it is well recognized that PMCs apart
from being lighter and stiffer are also more resistant to corrosion when compared to metals,
their long term performance, in particular under the harsher conditions that an oil & gas
environment presents, is yet to be fully proven. The research work under an EC funded
CoACH project (Advanced glasses, Composites and Ceramics for High Growth Industries,
www.coach-etn.eu) aims to address some of these challenges. The main objective has been the
development of a methodology to assess the life time and remaining life mainly of glass fibre
reinforced composites through data collected by smart sensors and knowledge of the service
operating conditions. In oil & gas application these conditions include high temperature and
pressure while exposed to fluids such as seawater or oils with the additional presence of H2S,
CO2, etc. It is envisaged that the methodology can be transferable to other materials (e.g.
carbon fibre reinforced composites) and applications in industries like aerospace, where
polymer composites can be subjected to long term exposure to jet engine oils and fuel while
operating under an extreme temperature range. This paper describes the state-of-the-art and
gives a detailed overview of the approach to be followed.
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Abstract: Al-Foam is a light weight, non-flammable porous material with improved energy
absorption, electromagnetic pulse shielding properties, lower conductivities than original metal
materials and excellent sound absorptivity. Al-6016 is a common alloy used in automotive and
aerospace industry as structural material. Al-foam is used in aerospace applications for noise and
weight reduction. The aim of this research is to develop a brazing method for joining Al-metal
sheet to Al-Foam to obtain Aluminium foam sandwich (AFS). Al-6016 metal sheet is brazed to Alfoam alloy using Zn-based alloys at 450 °C in Argon atmosphere. OM, SEM and EDS analysis are
carried out to analyse the microstructure of the joint while 3-point bending test is carried out to
study the flexural properties of the AFS. Experimental work focused on optimization and
comparison of the joining processes, using two different brazes ( pure Zn and Zn alloy with 2%
Aluminium).
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Abstract: Silicon carbide based composites (C/SiC and SiC/SiC) are robust materials able to
satisfy the high tech requirements needed in mechanical, chemical and electrical applications.
They are now now used in aerospace industry for hypersonic aircrafts thermal structures rocket
propulsion thrust chambers, high temperature burner environments. Ti6Al4V is used in
jet aircraft structures and engines for its high strength-to-weight ratios.
This work presents the joining of C/SiC composites to itself and to Ti6Al4V by utilizing diffusion
bonding technique and brazing. The joints are characterized by Optical Microscopic , Scanning
electron microscopy , Energy dispersion spectroscopy and single lap mechanical testing.
The C/SiC- C/SiC joint process is based on silicon and molybdenum as joining materials; the
thermal treatments are carried out at temperature up to 1500 oC for 5-30 minutes in Ar. Mo3Si,
MoSi2 and Mo5Si3 are observed at the joining interface.
The C/SiC have been brazed to Ti6Al4V by using Cusil-ABA braze at 900 oC for 30 minutes
in Argon atmosphere. Investigations reveal that joining layer is composed of Ag, Cu, and Ti
rich phases while joint failure was due to composite delamination and does not occur at the
composite/metal interface.
The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Community's
7th Framework Programme FP7 2007-2013 under the grant agreement n. 609188, within the
European project ADMACOM (Advanced manufacturing routes for metal/composite
components for aerospace).
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Abstract. SiC-based Ceramic Matrix Composites (CMCs) are materials of interest for the

aerospace industry because of their appealing combinations of properties including high
thermal, mechanical and chemical stability and low weight. New joining technologies are
increasingly needed to support the more demanding use conditions targeted by these materials
and to integrate them into existing structures. Joints must be reliable and the methods of
joining must become increasingly capable of successfully accommodating new materials
combinations and fabricating structures of increasing geometric complexity and size. For ease
of fabrication, a liquid-based joining media is preferred to avoid high pressures, surface
preparation or when the adjoining surfaces are rough or not flat. In this context, understanding

Fabrizio Valenza, Sofia Gambaro, Maria L. Muolo, Alberto Passerone, Michael J. Reece, Theo Saunders, Peter
Tatarko, Andreas Schmidt, Thomas Schubert, Thomas Weissgaerber

how well the liquid wets the interface and the chemical interactions between the liquid and the
solid is essential to develop new joining approaches. This knowledge must be related to the
processing conditions and to the ultimate mechanical properties so as to provide the
processing-microstructure-property relationships needed to optimize joining processes.
In this work, binary Ta-Ni and Ta-Co alloys are investigated respect to their wetting on pure
SiC substrates or on real CMCs in view of their possible use as high-temperature brazing
alloys. Wetting results obtained by the sessile drop method are presented as a function of
several testing parameters such as temperature, environmental atmosphere, alloy preparation,
testing apparatus and procedure, heating rate, surface characteristics, etc. The discussion is
made on the basis of the observed microstructures and thermodynamic considerations coming
from specific multicomponent phase diagrams.
A rather good wetting is obtained for all Ta-X (X=Ni, Co) compositions and the interfacial
behaviour was found to be the result of the interplay between the typical interfacial
phenomena of the pure elements. Specifically, depending on the relative amount of the single
elements in the alloy, dissolution of the ceramic phase by Ni/Co or formation of a new
interfacial layer, TaC, by reaction between Ta and CVD-SiC prevails.
Based on the investigations on the wetting and the interfacial behaviour, high temperature
brazing experiments were conducted. Monolithic silicon carbide as well as SiC-based CMCs
were joined and investigated. The formation of interfacial reaction zones depending on the
filler form and mechanical properties of the joints will be discussed and described.
The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Union’s Seventh
Framework Programme FP7 2007-2013 under grant agreement 609188, within the European
project ADMACOM (Advanced manufacturing routes for metal/composite components for
aerospace, www.admacomproject.eu).
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Abstract. Today adhesive joining is widely used in aerospace, electronics and automotive
industry to join materials for low temperature applications, due to the improved mechanical
performance and a better understanding of the mechanics of failure.
The characterization of the shear strength of joints is a difficult task. Different shear tests
standards have been developed to measure the shear strength of joined materials. Most of
them such as lap test, measure “apparent shear” resulting from a mixed state of stresses
including shear, bending and tensile stresses. This makes the comparison of data from
different test methods impossible. Furthermore, there is only one standard to measure the
pure shear strength, the asymmetrical four-point bending test.
In this work, different shear strength tests on two types of glues used in aerospace
applications are reviewed and compared, with the goal to develop a new pure shear strength
test method.
The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Union’s
Seventh Framework Programme FP7 2007-2013 under grant agreement 609188, within the
European project ADMACOM (Advanced manufacturing routes for metal/composite
components for aerospace, www.admacomproject.eu).
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Abstract. The aim of ADMACOM (Advanced manufacturing routes for metal/composite
components for aerospace) is to develop innovative manufacturing technologies based on
advanced design of interfaces and of joining materials for aerospace components. Innovative
joining technology for Ceramics and Ceramic Matrix Composites (CMC) to metals for
aerospace components will be developed within ADMACOM and presented. The combination
of advanced design of interfaces and joining materials/technologies, selective matrix removal
from the composite surface, laser structuring and mechanical machining of the composite/metal
surface will be discussed and compared to existing solutions. The current drive is to combine
dissimilar materials and processes in “hybrid” structures to permit the best properties of each
material to be used and hybrid structures employing dissimilar materials are deeply dependent
on joining technologies.
The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Union’s Seventh
Framework Programme FP7 2007-2013 under grant agreement 609188, within the European
project ADMACOM (Advanced manufacturing routes for metal/composite components for
aerospace, www.admacomproject.eu) that started on October 2013, gathering seven EU
partners: Politecnico di Torino (coordinator) and CRN (Italy), EMPA (CH), Fraunhofer
Institute, MTA and EADS (Germany), NanoForce (UK).
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DEVELOPMENT AND INTEGRATION OF GLASS FIBRE SENSORS
INTO POLYMER COMPOSITES FOR APPLICATIONS IN HARSH
ENVIRONMENTS
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Key words: Polymer-matrix composites; Environmental degradation; Fibre optic sensing.
Abstract. CoACH (Advanced glasses, Composites and Ceramics for High Growth Industries,
www.coach-etn.eu) is a 4 year project coordinated by Politecnico di Torino and supported by
the European Commission through the Marie Sklodowska-Curie Action. It started on January
2015 and provides an innovative and inter-sectorial doctoral training for young researchers in
prestigious academic institutions as well as private companies. CoACH, which includes 5
academic partners and 10 private companies from seven different European countries,
promotes international excellence in glass, ceramic and composite science and technology,

M. Salvo, D. Milanese, M. Ferraris, M. Olivero, Guido Perrone, Stefanos Giannis, Roderick H. Martin, Ben
Milsom

modelling, design, characterization and commercialization of advanced glass, ceramic and
composite based products.
The development of innovative and low cost glass fibre based sensors for chemicals and new
tests and modelling methods for Glass fibre Reinforced Polymer (GRP) composites in harsh
environments is one of the key themes of the CoACH project.
Preliminary results and further activities will be discussed. A combination of Evanescent Wave
Optical Sensors (EWOSs) and Fibre Bragg Gratings (FBGs) was embedded in epoxy vinyl ester
based GRP composite to measure fluid ingress that would result in its degradation under hostile
conditions. Samples were subjected to accelerated ageing in the form of single sided exposure
to simulated seawater, at 120°C in a pressurised stainless steel vessel. Low cost EWOSs were
prepared from a standard multimode glass optical fibre and compared to commercially
available FBGs. Both sensors were able to detect the early stage of moisture diffusion into the
GRP polymer matrix.
The incorporation of photonic sensors into GRPs for the hostile environments provides great
development potential for strategically important areas, such as aerospace, oil and gas and
renewable energy systems such as wind turbine blades. The extremely low cost associated with
the production of the sensors in this work will allow them to be applied to the development of
accelerated ageing tests for the investigation and comparison of composite materials, an area
that is being extensively investigated for the development of new GRPs.
The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Union’s Seventh
Framework Programme managed by REA-Research Executive Agency in a Marie Curie Action
(GlaCERCo GA 264526) and the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme under the Marie Sklodowska-Curie grant agreement No 642557 (CoACH,
www.coach-etn.eu).
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JOINING OF SiC-BASED COMPOSITES WITH Ti3SiC2 USING SPARK
PLASMA SINTERING
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Abstract. Ceramic matrix composites (CMCs), such as Cf/SiC or SiCf/SiC, are prime
candidates for components for aerospace and industrial applications performing at extreme
conditions (e.g. nuclear applications). A critical issue for the wider utilisation of these materials
is to develop inexpensive and reliable joining methods to assemble components into complex
structures.
Spark Plasma Sintering (SPS) was used to join CMCs a MAX phase titanium silicon carbide
(Ti3SiC2) as an intermediate joining material. The initial Ti3SiC2 powder was sintered using
SPS process and the sample was then grinded down to a final thickness in the range of 30 - 100
μm. This pre-sintered foil was then used for the joining process. The joining process was
optimised using monolithic β-SiC prepared by chemical vapour deposition (CVD). This
constitutes the same joining interface as the CMC materials were coated by CVD-SiC layer in
order to improve the oxidation resistance of the composites. When the best processing
parameters were found, the same process was applied to join CMCs.
A temperature as low as 1300°C was sufficient to achieve a defect-free joining interface when
Ti3SiC2 was applied to join both C/SiC and SiC/SiC. The pre-sintered Ti3SiC2 foil was found
to be non-reactive with the CVD-SiC layer and did not shrink during joining, avoiding a stress
formation in the matrix material in the proximity of the joining interface. Most importantly, the
Ti3SiC2 foil showed a significant ductility as it conformed to the rough surface of the CMCs
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during the joining process. The MAX phase also penetrated into the cracks in the CVD-SiC
coating of CMC materials (formed during the processing of the composites), effectively healing
the CMC materials.
Performance of the joint was then evaluated by apparent shear strength measurement that was
carried out using a single lap and single lap offset shear test configuration. Non-destructive
evaluation of the joints was carried out using microtomography and the results of this test were
correlated with mechanical performance of the joined components.
Acknowledgement
The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Union’s Seventh
Framework Programme FP7 2007-2013 under grant agreement 609188, within the European
project ADMACOM (Advanced manufacturing routes for metal/composite components for
aerospace)
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Summary. A thermal stress analysis of three-dimensional beam structures within the finite
element method is proposed. Higher-order beam elements with a generic approximation order
of the displacement field over the cross-section are derived by a unified approach. Accurate yet
computationally efficient (when compared to an equivalent full three-dimensional analysis) are
obtained.
1. INTRODUCTION
The study of beam structures represents an important and up-to-date topic of research since
many primary and secondary structural elements, such as aircraft wings, helicopter rotor blades
or robot arms can be idealised as beams.
The proposed talk addresses a systemic manner to axiomatically formulate higher-order
three-dimensional beam elements. Via a concise notation for the kinematic field, the weak
form of governing differential equations and the resulting stiffness matrix are reduced to a “fundamental nucleo” that does not depend upon the approximation order over the cross-section
(kinematic approximation) nor the number of nodes along the beam axis (finite element solution).
This unified formulation was previously developed for the modelling of anisotropic plate
and shell structures, see Carrera [1], and lately extended to beam structures, see Carrera et
al. [2].
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Displacement-based theories that account for non-classical effects, such as transverse shear
and in- and out-of-plane warping of the cross-section, can be formulated. It is worth mentioning
that no special warping functions need to be assumed.
Slender and deep beams are investigated. A thermal stress analysis is carried out where the
temperature profile is obtained by solution of Fourier’s heat conduction equation. The proposed
models are validated towards three-dimensional FEM solutions and closed form solutions based
upon the same hierarchical kinematic models here addressed. Numerical results show that accurate results can be obtained with small computational costs.
References
[1] E. Carrera. Theories and finite elements for multilayered plates and shells: a unified compact formulation with numerical assessment and benchmarking. Archives of Computational Methods in Engineering 10:215–296, 2003.
[2] E. Carrera, G. Giunta and M. Petrolo. Beam Structures: Classical and Advanced Theories.
John Wiley & Sons Ltd, 2011.
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Abstract. A multi-mode reduced order approach for post-buckling analysis of dynamically
loaded structures is presented. The post-buckling behavior of typical composite panels under
dynamic loading is studied. In particular, nonlinear modal interactions are illustrated and
explained.
1

INTRODUCTION

The buckling and post-buckling behavior of stiffened composite panels is a relevant topic in
aircraft structural design and has received considerable attention during recent years. In this
contribution, a fast tool for post-buckling analysis of composite panels under dynamic loading
is presented.
The loads acting on aircraft structures are typically dynamic in nature. The structural design
of aircraft stiffened panels is currently based on the definition of equivalent static design
loads. Consideration of the actual, dynamic loads that are acting on the aircraft provides
another possibility to improve the representation of the behavior of the aircraft structure. The
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real stress and deformation states in the aircraft, and consequently the buckling and failure
load values at panel level, can be more precisely predicted by including inertial and damping
effects in the structural analysis.
2 MODELING APPROACH
Fast tools for post-buckling analysis are, in particular when dynamic effects are included,
indispensable in the design process. In order to gain insight in the characteristics of the
nonlinear dynamic behavior of thin-walled structures and to reduce the computational effort
associated with the corresponding nonlinear transient finite element calculations, modal-based
reduced-order models using perturbation approaches provide a promising basis [1, 2]. A
method to analyze the dynamic buckling of structures within a general purpose finite element
framework has been presented in [2]. The potential of the generalization of this method for
application in typical buckling and post-buckling problems of aircraft plates and panels was
investigated by employing a one-mode analysis in [3]. The use of the multi-mode capability
of the reduced order model is required in order to improve the response predictions of the
model in situations in which several modes and their interactions play an important role.
3

RESULTS

The possibility to predict the dynamic post-buckling behavior in the far post-buckling region
and to capture the complicated modal interactions that occur for practical structures using the
reduced order approach developed is addressed in the current work. The post-buckling
behavior of typical composite panels under dynamic loading is studied. In particular, the
nonlinear modal interactions are explained by employing and comparing both full model
finite element analysis and the multi-mode reduced order analysis.
REFERENCES
[1] H. Chen, L. Virgin, Finite element analysis of postbuckling dynamics in plates: Part I: an
asymptotic approach. International Journal of Solids and Structures, 43, 3983–4007, 2006.
[2] T. Rahman, E.L. Jansen, Z. Gürdal. Dynamic buckling analysis of composite cylindrical
shells using a finite element based perturbation method. Nonlinear Dynamics, 66(3), 389–
401, 2011.
[3] E. Jansen, T. Rahman, A. Meurer, R. Rolfes. Post-Buckling of Dynamically Loaded
Composite Panels Using a Reduced Order Model. Proceedings of the 19th International
Conference on Composite Materials, Montreal, Canada, 2013.
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Summary. This paper investigates the enhanced capabilities of the Component-Wise approach (CW) in the case of dynamic loadings. 1D (beam) advanced finite element models
and the Newmark time integration scheme are employed as in [1]. The structural models are
obtained by means of the Carrera Unified Formulation (CUF)[2, 3]. By means of the CUF, arbitrarily refined 2D and 1D structural models can be implemented in a unified and hierarchical
manner. CUF models provide extremely accurate results with very low computational costs,
e.g. 10 to 100 times less degrees of freedom than shell and solid models. The use of Lagrange
polynomials to model the cross-sectional displacement field leads to the CW modeling. The
CW provides a detailed physical description of the real structure since each component can be
modelled with its material characteristics, that is, no homogenization techniques are required.
Furthermore, although 1D models are exploited, the problem unknown variables can be placed
on the physical surfaces of the real 3D model. No artificial surfaces or lines have to be defined
to build the structural model. In this paper, a number of numerical assessments are carried out.
Closed form solutions and shell/solid models are employed for comparison purposes. Compact
and thin-walled structures are considered. Isotropic and composite materials are used. The
results prove that the present 1D CW approach offers shell- and solid-like accuracy with lower
computational costs.
References
[1] E. Carrera and A. Varello. Dynamic response of thin-walled structures by variable kinematic one-dimensional models. Journal of Sound and Vibration 331 (2012) 5268–5282,
2012.
[2] E. Carrera, M. Cinefra, M. Petrolo and E. Zappino. Finite element analysis of structures
through unified formulation. John Wiley & Sons Ltd, 2014.
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[3] E. Carrera, G. Giunta and M. Petrolo. Beam Structures: Classical and Advanced Theories.
John Wiley & Sons Ltd, 2011.
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Summary. This paper presents the structural dynamics analysis of damaged structures by
means of 1D (beam) advanced finite element models. Metallic and composite structures for
aerospace applications are considered and the Component-Wise (CW) modelling approach is
adopted. The structural models are obtained by means of the Carrera Unified Formulation
(CUF)[1, 2]. By means of the CUF, arbitrarily refined 2D and 1D structural models can be
implemented in a unified and hierarchical manner. CUF models provide extremely accurate
results with very low computational costs. In particular, 1D CUF models require 10 to 100
times less degrees of freedom than shell and solid models, respectively. The use of Lagrange
polynomials to model the cross-sectional displacement field leads to the CW modeling. The
CW provides a detailed physical description of the real structure since each component can be
modelled with its material characteristics, that is, no homogenization techniques are required.
Furthermore, although 1D models are exploited, the problem unknown variables can be placed
on the physical surfaces of the real 3D model. No artificial surfaces or lines have to be defined to
build the structural model. Global and local damages are introduced by decreasing the stiffness
properties of the material in the damaged regions as in [3]. In this paper, free vibration and
dynamic response analyses are carried out to provide guidelines on the mechanical behavior of
damaged structures.
References
[1] E. Carrera, M. Cinefra, M. Petrolo and E. Zappino. Finite element analysis of structures
through unified formulation. John Wiley & Sons Ltd, 2014.
[2] E. Carrera, G. Giunta and M. Petrolo. Beam Structures: Classical and Advanced Theories.
John Wiley & Sons Ltd, 2011.
[3] M. Petrolo, E. Carrera and A.S.A.S. Alawami. Free vibration analysis of damaged beams
via refined models. Advances in Aircraft and Spacecraft Science In Press.
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Abstract. Aerospace industry has traditionally applied Additive Manufacturing (AM)
technologies since they were introduced. The primary advantage for production applications
in aerospace is the ability to generate complex engineered geometries with a limited number
of processing steps. Breaking with traditional manufacturing techniques, such as casting and
machining material, gives the aerospace industry product designers far greater flexibility.
AM machines work directly from a computer model, so people can devise completely new
shapes without regard for existing manufacturing limitations. Said another way, AM allows
using materials and configuration that could not even imagined before. Not to mention all the
significant advantages with respect to one or more of these characteristics: 1) Lightweight; 2)
High temperature; 3) Complex geometries; 4) Economics; 5) Digital spare parts. Aerospace
companies have access to budgets significantly larger than most industries and AM
components have already been used in several aeronautical applications. Boeing, for
example, has installed more than 10,000 AM parts on their military and commercial aircrafts.
Airbus investigated topology optimization applications in order to develop part designs that
were significantly lighter than those suitable for conventional manufacturing processes
(saving up to 40% in weight). Therefore, many more production applications of AM can be
expected in the near future, as well as new design concepts. However, while the aeronautic
field is seeing a dramatic increase of AM applications, the space market is kept relatively
closed to the advent of AM, primarily because of tight standards and qualification procedures
(e.g. ESA ECSS). Such qualification gap between “off-the-shelf” AM production and space
flight parts requirements, still constitutes a stopping condition for a larger use of AM
components in the space industry. Thus, the major objective of the study is to identify current
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correspondences and compatibilities of existing AM productions with ECSS qualification
procedures, along with applicability margins. Where a significant qualification gap is
present, guidelines will be provided for a standard reformulation and the resulting
commercial advantage. It is possible to expect that AM production must comply with some
ECSS conditions in order to find viable applications, whereas in other cases waivers can be
formulated and justified by the market.
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Abstract. In this paper, preliminary effect of heating on the mass of structure is analyzed using
the Komarov weight formula. This study is based on estimation of load-carrying structures
presented by simple load-carrying elements: longitudinal ribs, panels and spars. The numerical
examples for supersonic passenger aircraft and aerospace plane of reusable transport system
are illustrated in which the efficiency of the proposed method is confirmed.
1

INTRODUCTION

The flying vehicles (FV) design has always relied on the experience that has already been
accumulated and on the results got by many years of practice. The developers of modern
technology with the unique capabilities of modern software products, allowing to model the
behavior at a high level of accuracy, have to look back to the previously created structure.
Design problems have become much more complicated in the presence of thermal effects.
A topical issue of aircraft design taking into account the effect of heating is quite peculiar. The
complexity of the temperature fields associates with the flight modes, outlines of FV and type
of thermal protection – Figure 1.
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Figure 1: The temperature distribution on surface of different FV.

The heating of structures significantly complicates the overall design process and requires a
lot of numerical and experimental studies. The traditional methods of increasing the strength of
the construction operating under big heat (for example, by increasing the cross sectional
strength elements), may conversely have a negative impact on the efficiency of the whole
structure. However, the experience of designing highly heated structures is rather limited –
Figure 2.

Figure 2: The maximum temperature and duration of heating in created types of reusable FV.

In this respect, it is important to have simple and transparent methodology for assessing the
effect of heating at the initial stages of design, especially when it comes to a brand new
technology that just hasn’t analogues.
2 MASS ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURES
2.1 Weight formulas using load-carrying factor
Weight is a major factor in aircraft design as well as one of the main criteria being used. The
structure, which carries all spectrum of acting loads, accounts for the greatest share of aircraft
weight. There are tens and even hundreds of the so-called weight equations to estimate the
structure mass at the early design stages. The general-purpose Komarov weight equation is in
the following form (1):
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m  G /   Ck Pl / 
(1)
where  is the coefficient taking into account the additional (nonstructural) elements and
deviation from the optimal (theoretical) variant in favor of manufacturability; 𝜎̅ is the specific
strength of the main structural material used,𝜎̅ = 𝜎/𝜌; G is the load-carrying factor reproducing
the extent of acting loads; Ck is the load-carrying factor coefficient; P, l are the specific load
and dimensions of the designed structure used to determine the coefficient Ck.
In the general case, the load-carrying factor proposed by V.A.Komarov will be written in the
following form (2):
(2)
G    eqv dV
where 𝜎 𝑒𝑞𝑣 are the equivalent stressed determined in accordance with the chosen theory of
strength. At the initial stages in most actual problems, it is sufficient to use one-dimensional
and two-dimensional finite elements which can simulate work of rod-shaped elements (spar
caps, stringers), plate elements (spar web, rib web, frame web). Extensive use is also made of
their combination, namely, the so-called beam-type elements characterizing the work of spars,
frames and ribs. In this case, it is assumed that, the design parameters are constant in the limits
of each element and the load-carrying factor takes the following form:
n

n

i 1

i 1

G   NiVi   Ni Si hi

(3)

where Ni is the force for the one-dimensional elements and the reduced force flux for twodimensional elements; Si is the area or thickness that in the case of the specified configuration
are the design parameters; hi is the length or planform area of an element; Vi = Si hi is the volume
of the element i.
We obtain the coefficient  based on the statistical data manipulation for existing structures.
When, Ck min (min = 1, Ck min = 1), Eq. (1) gives the minimal possible (theoretically optimal
in the framework of accepted design models) value of the structural weight. According to this,
we can estimate the dimensionless load-carrying factor coefficient Ck. Statistical data on the
coefficient  and Ck permit us to assess the structural weight for a new design. In this connection,
special interest is consideration of structures operating at considerable heating with the use of
weight formula (1).
2.2 Two-element model with effect of heating
A simple structure is taken as an example to analyze the effect of heating, which helps us to
amplify the understanding of heating effect on the stress strain state.
Let us consider two rods that work together without bending and can be heated and loaded
only by the longitudinal force P – Figure 3(a).
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(a) Design model

(b) Initial structure

(c) Calculation with account of heating

Figure 3: Two rods that work jointly without bending.

Despite the apparent simplicity of such model, we can approximately estimate by this means,
for example, the heating-up effect over the altitude of the load-carrying element, consider the
joint work of the “hot” skin and cold stringer or “hot” panel and cold wing spar boom – Figure
3(b).
When the material with similar characteristics is used in all rods and heating is absent, the
stresses in the elements will be equal under the action of the force P. The weight equation for
the optimal (full-strength) structure when it is reduced to formula (1) will be presented in the
following form:
2

m    Fli  /  u Pl

(4)

i 1

where u are the permissible stresses that will be equal to the ultimate strength u = t under
the action of a tensile force or will be specified considering the requirements concerning the
structure life; under compression the critical buckling stresses u = cr are taken as the
permissible ones.
It can be seen that, for the structure considered, the load-carrying coefficient factor Ck is 1.
That is a perfect variant, which a designer should try to achieve. The weight of such a statically
determined structure will not depend on the relation of areas of cross-section of rods.
If the rods are made of different materials or the heating affects the material properties, it is
necessary to consider the effect of their rigidities on load, and the stresses in rods will be
proportional to the modulus of elasticity:
 n

 j  PE j   Ei Fi 
(5)
 i 1

In this case, the equation to estimate the optimal weight will have the following form:
n
 n
  n

m    i  ui Ei Fi    Ei Fi  Pl    ki i  ui  Pl
(6)
i 1
 i 1
  i 1

 n

where ki  Ei Fi   E j Fj  . In order to amplify the understanding of the load-carrying factor
 i 1
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coefficient Ck composition for such a structure, in the general case, it is convenient to reduce it
to one of the elements j (for example, to the element with the maximum specific strength). Then

Ckj    i ki  ui    j  uj  .
n

i 1

Further, let us consider the work of this model structure, when rod 1 is heated and the force
P is absent – Figure 3(c). The stresses in the rods T, due to heating only, are distributed in this
case as follows:

σT 1  α1T1E1k2 ; σT 2  α1T1E2 k1

(7)

The thermal stresses in rods are affected not by the absolute values of rod stiffness, but by their
ratio expressed by dimensionless coefficient ki, determining essentially the interference degree.
A structure made of aluminum is considered to analyze the effect of heating numerically.
Characteristics of the structure are presented in Table 1.
Т, С
uТ, МPа
EТ, GPа

20
400
72

100
390
70

150
370
67

175
350
65

190
335
63

200
320
60

Table 1:Characteristics of material.
Figure 3(c) presents the stress distribution in rods, when element 1 is heated depending on a
share of its area: – f1 = F1 / (F1+F2). With the minimal value f1, the structure will have the
minimal thermal expansion (maximum stiffness) and the maximal compression stresses in the
heated rod. With the maximal value of f1, the structure will receive the maximum thermal
expansion (minimal stiffness) and maximal tensile stresses in the cold rod. The equally-stressed
structure  σT 1  σT 2  is obtained at k1 k2  ET 1 E . In this case, the thermal stresses are

σT 1  σT 2  α1T1ET 1E  E  ET 1 

(8)

which amounts approximately to 30% – 50% of u T.
This example clearly demonstrates the difference between heated structure and cold structure.
For a design case, the strength balance and maximum stiffness cannot be provided
simultaneously.
Now we add to simulate case the work with load in heated structure, tensile force P on the
lower panel and compressive force – P respectively on the upper panel, not considering the
buckling, that is  u   t . Probably, in order to carry P effectively, we will have the following
permissible stresses  u Ti   t Ti 1   Ti  t Ti  .
Let us estimate the effect of heating on the weight of the structure:
n

mPT mP    ki i  ui   uT  u 

(9)

i 1

where mPT is the weight of structure with the presence of force and heating; mP is the optimal
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weight of an unheated structure.
These relations are shown in Figure 4 for the case of extension and compression with
different relative areas of the first heated element and three variants of its heating.

Figure 4: Extended (lower) and compressed (upper) panels with different relative areas
of the first heated element and three variants of heating : T1=150, 175 and 200°C.

Thus, for the structure designed for the “cold” case, the additional mass will be required
when it is heated. The percentage for additional structure weight from non-uniform heating are
presented in Table 2.
Level of rib 1 heating
In compression
In tension

Т1=150С
18%
20%

Т1=175С
25%
30%

Т1=200С
60%
50%

Table 2:Additional increase of structure weight due to heating.
3

THE APPLICATION OF VALUATION MODELS FOR REAL STRUCTURES

3.1 Analysis of a passenger supersonic aircraft
The result obtained can be treated in a rather different way. For example, when a passenger
supersonic aircraft enters the supersonic flight segment, the structure is heated. So that f1 starts
growing from 0 to 1, and at the end of this stage the cooling occurs and f1 drops from 1 to 0.
Figure 5 shows that the weight of optimal structure made of aluminum alloy at heating higher
than 175°C will abruptly increase due to the essential decrease of mechanical characteristics
and growth of thermal stresses at the beginning of heating and cooling according to going into
the cruise segment and its termination, where tc.f. is the flight time in cruise segment.
It is important to determine the mechanical loads Pd in supersonic aircraft design,
conventionally following formula is used:
P  P d  Pop f P
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where Pop is the operational loads; fp is the safety factor with respect to the mechanical loads
and it is usually taken equal to 1.5, that is, by analogy with design of subsonic aircraft
(supersonic d and op denote the design and operational values respectively). In order to consider
the probable scatter in temperature, we additionally introduce the safety factor with respect to
the temperature fT that provides the proportional increase of thermal stresses in the structure:
σTd  fT σTop

(11)

The additional enough big operational temperature values are introduced, that is, as a rule
about 10% (fT = 1.1). This is largely because of the temperature scatter and is observed at
different times of year and different latitudes. However, experience gained in designing the Tu144 and Concord supersonic passenger aircraft and in developing their structures in tests has
shown that the real values of temperature scatter appeared to be significantly higher. Therefore,
an additional safety factor with respect to thermal stresses [3] is used: fT =1.25. Then the
general safety factor will have the following form:

σTd  fσT fT σTop

(12)

Thus, the simplest design model of a basic structure element reflects rather objectively the
real pattern, it is that, necessary additional mass will be required in heating the load-carrying
structure, or conversely, in its cooling.

Figure 5: Weight variation for the structure designed without considering
heating at the cruise supersonic flight segment.

Therefore, in order to reduce thermal stresses as well as the weight of the heated structures
of a similar designation, we can seperate out threeof the most common techniques :
 application of strutures, in which a truss serves as the wall ;
 application of corrugated walls ;
 application of thermal compensators at the boom and wall junction.
All mentioned techniques to reduce thermal stresses are realized in the highli heated
structures of the Tu-144, Concord supersonics passengers airplanes, the Space-shuttle and
Buran aerospace planes, etc. In spite of the additonal weight expenditure associated with the
similar design solutions, there is much to gain in weight.
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3.2 Analysis of aerospace planes
The similar analysis can be also performed when applied to aerospace planes (ASPs). In the
Space Shuttle and Energiya-Buran, thermal protection system (TPS) is designed based on the
effect of thermal radiation from outer surface and on the delay of internal heating due to low
heat conductivity of TPS. This allowed to make the main load-carrying structure from
aluminum alloys.
The most thermal stressed phase of ASP flight is the movement for 16-18 minutes in the
plasma, when the surface temperature of the thermal protection must not exceed the limit values
Tw  Tw lim. The surface temperature drops until landing in the following 15minutes of flight,
but the load-carrying structure continues to be heated due to the internal heat. Needed
thicknesses for the thermal protection coating are determined so as to ensure that the
temperature at the border of the thermal protection internal surface should not exceed the limit
temperature value permissible for the load-carrying structure operation, Ts  Ts lim.
Figure 6(a) presents an approximate nature of temperature distribution on the thermal
protection surface at the fore body, where carbon-carbon is used for thermal protection at a
maximal temperature of 1650°C, and on the surface of tile made of ceramic fibers which are
efficient to bear a temperature of 1250°C. Tiles are glued to the load-carrying structure through
a felt gasket functioning as a temperature compensator in the case of thermal expansion of loadcarrying structure.
Figure 6(b) presents the time distribution of temperature within the load-carrying structure
at four points. From this graph, it is followed that, at the normal state of thermal protection tiles
the hardest thermo-stressed moment for the load-carrying structure occurs at the very end of
the flight and the additional weight of the load-carrying structure can be evaluated according to
it. In addition, this pressure drop is comparatively small which is provided at the expense of the
thermal protection tiles possessing the very low thermal conductivity.

(b) The temperature state at four different
points (A, B, C, D)

(a) Temperatures of elements 1 and 2

Figure 6:Analysis of heating effect on the load-carrying ASP structure needs fro the additional mass increase
with three possible state of thermal protection tiles: I undamaged thermal protection; II a tile is absent if there is
felt gasket; III a tile with felt gasket is absent.
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The thermal state of load-carrying structure becomes more complicated in the case of
possible seperation of tiles [3]. The absence of only separate tiles is permissible for the Space
Shuttle and Buran aerospace planes as far as even in this case, we observe a significant
temperature increase for the load-carrying structure (Figure 6(b)). It is accepted in modeling
the structure operation that the first element is heated up to the higher temperature T1 and the
second element is heated to the lesser temperature T2. The most complicated situation is in the
case if the share of the cold part is little for this reason the structure experiences the tension due
to the external load and effect of heated part. The rapid increase of additional mass is observed
at T1 = 250-300°C and T2 = 100°C, when the temperature in the heated part rises no more than
25°C. This is associated with that the strength reserves in the less heated second element are
exhausted. Such an abrupt drop will not observed in reality. Therefore, it is necessary to adjust
the temperature values by solving the non-stationary problem of thermal conductivity. In
addition, the physically nonlinear processes, such as plasticity and creep, have undergone the
intensive development at elevated temperatures. These processes lead to the appearance of
additional strains, due to which the stiffness is significantly reduced resulting in stress
redistribution and lowering of their peaks.
4

ANALYSIS OF HEATED SPAR

As an applied example, let us consider the effect of heating on the beam structure. Spar is
frequently the main load-carrying element in the wing and empennage and defines the main
structural design. Since we are interested in the mass addition, let us take the simplest structure
and the load for example. Force is applied at the end of the beam with length l and the constant
height H. The upper and lower spar booms are connected by the wall with thickness . As in
any beam, it is commonly assumed that l >> H.
Before considering a heated structure, it is necessary to decide on the optimal unheated
structure. In [4], the optimization of such a structure was analyzed. Considering a beam for a
more general case, in which the booms and wall have different characteristics of materials. For
the evident analysis, it is assumed that the cross-section area Fb and the modulus of elasticity
Eb are similar. In this problem, the wall thickness  and the boom cross-section area Fb are
design parameters.
It is convenient to consider the rated field for optimizing the parameters in the coordinates
w and b  Figure 7:
w = w  H - the weight of the wall;
b = 2b Fb - the weight of two booms.
Using these coordinates, it permits us to draw lines of the equal linear masses for the beam
w  b  m  const , which will make an angle of = 45°(point lines).





Let us draw limitation I, which is connected with taking the shear force Q(x) = P by a wall
in the design section x. The real stresses  should not exceed the permissible values w  u w.
In this case, we will proceed from the approximate estimate of shear stresses:

  Q  x  S z  I z   P  H 
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where Iz, Sz are the inertia moment for a wall and the static moment of its truncated part.
When P   u w H  0 and as a result, we determine the coordinate of point 1:

w1  Pc  u w

(14)

Limitation II corresponds to the condition of taking the bending moment M (x) by the booms
and wall in the design section x, where the real maximal stresses in these elements b and w
should not exceed the corresponding permissible values b  u b, w u w:





M  x   σub Fb H  σu wδH 2 6  1

(15)

or in the accepted coordinates w  b:

M  x    σu bbH 2b  σu w wH 6w   1

(16)

Point 2 on this line (coordinates w2 = 0, b2 = 2M (x) b / Hu b) corresponding to the structure
variant without the wall, and point 3 (coordinates w3 = 0, b3 = 6M (x) w / Hu w) supposes a
possibility of taking the bending only by a wall without booms.

Figure 7: Determining the optimal parameters of a spar.

Point 4 (coordinates w4 = w1 = Pw / u w, b4 = b2 = 2M (x) b / Hu b) is frequently used in
design calculations to estimate the beam parameters. It corresponding to the assumption that
the booms work in extension-compression due to bending, while the wall works only in shear.
Firstly, solution providing the minimal mass should be correponding to point 5 (inersection
of limitations I and II with the coordinates w5 = w1 = Pw / u w, b5 = b2  b4-5). But since the
wall is in the combined-stress state, the condition has to be fulfilled when the wall takes the
whole shearing force and a part of the bending moment  limitation III:
 e w   w2  3 2 

12

 u w

(17)

where e w are the equivalent stresses in the wall according to von Mises.
It is clear that to fulfill condition (17), it is necessary to enlarge the wall thickness and the
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boom area. The optimum ratio will be obtained at the tangency point of equal linear mass to
curve III, that is , point 6. However,in practical design the theoretical wall thickness, as a rule,
is obtained rather less than real technological possibilities. In addition, the wall buckling is not
considered in this paper. In design analysis, u = 0.2t [5] are usually assumed as the
permissible stresses in shear for the spar wall. Therefore, taking into account the overestimated
value of wall thickness, the boom area can be taken according to point 2 and point 7. It is
sufficiently close to optimal point 6, at which the condition with respect to equivalent stresses
is fulfilled.
Thus, as a mass of the conditionally optimal eam we take:
mp  2b  Fb dx  wδlH   bl  t b H  w  0.2 t w   Pl

(18)

Substitute (18) to (1), we will get :
mp  Ck Pl b  u b

(19)

where the load-carrying factor coefficient is Ck  l u b H t b  w u b 0.2 t w b . In most cases,
the booms, and wall are made of the same material, and then the load-carrying factor is
Ck  l/H+5 in the absence of heating.

Figure 8: Distribution of stresses due to mechanical loading in the beam cross-section.

Further, let us consider the heating which is uniform spanwise and non-uniform over the
section (Figure 9) and skew-symmetric relative to the netural axis. So the wall temperature is
constant and equal to the initial one Tw = T0, and for the upper and lower booms it is equal to
Tb up = T0  T, Tb low = T0+T, correpondingly, with the average temperature drop between
booms Tb low  Tb up = 2T >0.
The exact solution for the deflection w and the axial thermal stresses T at the free end, have
the following form [6] :
w  æ

x 2 TFh x 2

,  T   E  T  T0   æ z 
2
J
2

(20)

d 2w MT

dx 2
EJ

(21)

where æ is the beam curvature:
æ 

MT is the moment due to thermal stresses (thermal moment):
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M T   E (T  T0 ) zdF   ETFb h

(22)

F

J is the inertia moment of the beam cross-section F :

J   z 2 dF 
F

Fb h 2  h3

 Jb  J w
2
12

(23)

The thermal stresses in the lower and upper beam booms are equal in value and opposite in
sign :

 Tb.low   Tb.up   Т

z  h 2

 F h2 
EαT
  EαT 1  b   
J
2J 

1 b
Jw

The stresses vanish with relatively thin wall, when

(24)

J b 6 Fb

  , and stresses tend to the
Jw
δh

J

6F
maximum value   ET when the booms are “weak”  b  b  0  .
 J w δh

To estimate the mass of heated structure in formula (19), it is necessary to adjust the
permissible stresses u b and the load-carrying factor coefficient. It is not difficult to see that
this problem is similar to the previous one, if we assume that F1 = Fb, F2 = 6H in it. Therefore,
considerations presented for the two-element panel can be also applied to the heated spar.
The thermal interactions of the spar and wall booms is a rather topical problem. This mutual
influence causes the additional normal stresses in the wall and increases significantly the
equivalent stresses e w level (Figure 9). Conversely, it can be seeen from this picture, the total
stresses in booms under given load are decreased.

Figure 9: Distribution of stresses due to heating and mechanical loading in the beam cross-section.

5

CONCLUSIONS

The technique considered above is to estimate the effect of heating using Komarov weight
formula. It permits us to estimate the additional weight of separate load-carrying fragments of
aircraft units. This technique is very useful at the first stages of design of structures working
under conditions of heating, as a result of which the material properties are reduced and the
temperature stresses appear.
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Abstarct. This paper describes an original approach to topology optimization of the regions
surrounding large fuselage cutouts. The approach is based on the idea of filling design space
with hypothetical material where both elastic modulus and limit stress are in linear
dependence on the material’s density. Optimal density distribution is sought by means of
minimization of strain energy taking into account existing loads and geometric constraints.
Resulting material distribution corresponds to a minimal-weight design for any given value of
ultimate stress. Application of the topology optimization approach is demonstrated by solving
two practical problems: design of a cylindrical shell with large cutout and design of a thinwalled fuselage structure in the region of an emergency exit. In the latter case, it is shown
that substitution of the conventional structure by a curved-beam frame may result in up to
10% reduction of structural weight.
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Abstract. The aim of the technologies developed in the frame of Clean Sky – GRA (Green
Regional Aircraft) project is the reduction of the environmental impact of next-generation air
transport. The applications to future regional aircraft of Load Control (LC) and Gust Load
Alleviation (GLA) technologies have been evaluated within GRA and presented in this paper.
In the GRA project Low-Noise domain, LC has been analysed to enhance lift-to-drag ratio in
all high-speed flight conditions, thus reducing fuel consumption/air pollutants emission, while
GLA has been analysed to avoid loads exceeding given limits, thus optimising the wing
structural design for weight saving.
The basic idea of GRA LC concept is to actuate simultaneously High-Lift Devices (HLD) and
ailerons at high speed to modify the wing trailing edge shape to obtain an improvement of Lift
over Drag (LoD) ratio in the whole flight envelope.
GRA LA device solution is based on wing ailerons symmetrically deflected to reduce wing
root loads level in all flight conditions for both wind gust and manoeuvres. A control law
system has been developed by Politecnico di Torino (DIMEAS), for alleviation of gust
disturbances, based on two control channels: (i) an L1 adaptive feedback controller for the
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A/C rigid variables by the elevator and (ii) a Finite Impulse Response feed-forward controller
for the A/C flexible modes by the aileron symmetric deflection.
In addition, LC and GLA active technologies are coupled with a “passive” adaptive wing
concept, developed via aeroelastic tailoring, where wing flexibility has been tailored to
reshape the lift spanwise distribution aimed to minimise the critical bending moment.
The performance of the proposed active and passive technologies has been evaluated by
simulations for different mass and flight configurations. An LoD improvement due to active
LC and a wing load reduction due to GLA and aeroelastic tailoring have been validated.
The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Community’s
Seventh Framework Programme (FP7/2007-2013) for the Clean Sky Joint Technology
Initiative under Grant Agreement No. CSJU-GAM-GRA-2008-001
1. INTRODUCTION
The FlightPath2050 Agenda [1] formulates the green design criteria for next generation
aircraft, as a reduction of 90% in NOx emissions, 65% in perceived aircraft noise levels and
75% in CO2 emissions per pass-Km, compared to the overall levels in year 2000. These
environmental impact targets can be expressed in terms of aircraft operation requirements (i.e.
fuel consumption).
As stated by Breguet range equation, fuel consumption reduction can be achieved improving
engine design and considering aerodynamically efficient wing and light structures.

Figure 1*: GRA technology development scheme.
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The aim of the technologies developed in the frame of Clean Sky – GRA (Green Regional
Aircraft) project is the reduction of the environmental impact of next-generation air transport
applied to future regional aircraft. Among other green technologies the application and
assessment of the Load Control and Alleviation (LC&A) technologies have been evaluated:
•
•

Load Control (LC) aimed to enhance lift-to-drag ratio in all high-speed flight
conditions, thus reducing fuel consumption/air pollutants emission,
Gust Load Alleviation (GLA) to avoid loads exceeding given limits, thus optimising
the wing structural design for weight saving.

LC&A systems are a state of the art on several large commercial and transport aircraft [2] and
on some modern military fighter aircraft, GRA focused on the development and application of
LC&A systems to a regional A/C.
Two different approaches are usually used for load alleviation: (i) passive Loads Alleviation
(LA) and (ii) active LA. In the GRA development phase both passive and active applications
have been investigated . The present paper presents the assessment of the GRA Loads Control
and Gust Alleviation performance.
For passive LA the analysis must assess the capability of the wing structure to assume a shape
suitable for reducing wing root aerodynamic loads typically at the maximum load factor
conditions [3] [4] [5]. The GRA passive concept consists of an innovative structural design of
wing box, tailoring the wing torsional stiffness to modify the spanwise lift distribution in
order to reduce the maximum wing bending moment [6].
On the other hand, active GRA LC&A consists in the controlled actuation of some TE devices
to reduce wing loads encountered during gust (usually, one of the critical load condition for
commercial aircraft), loads alleviation, or to modify the lift spanwise distribution in order to
improve the wing aerodynamic efficiency during flight, loads control.
Different approaches have been developed for gust alleviation (GLA) and load control (LC) in
GRA framework.
LC has been realised by means of wing trailing edge devices on the flaps to enhance the
aerodynamic performance and to reduce the design structural loads [7] [8].
Active control techniques for gust load alleviation have been investigated extensively in
the last years to control the aeroelastic response and to improve the handling qualities of the
aircraft. Because of time varying characteristics of the aircraft dynamics, it is difficult to
synthesize a unique control law for the whole flight envelope and a gain scheduling should be
required to account for the time varying dynamics. For this reason, the GLA approach has
been based on adaptive feedback [9] and/or feed-forward [10] techniques in the framework of
flexible fixed wing regional aircraft, stabilizing the system under different operating
conditions and when different gusts occur.
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2. REFERENCE REGIONAL A/C CONFIGURATION
The LC&A technologies have been assessed for a rear-fuselage engine regional aircraft
(A/C) of 130 passengers with a range of 3,000 nautical miles, cruise Mach 0.74 at 35,000 ft.

Figure 2*: Gear-Turbo-Fan (GTF) Reference Regional A/C Configuration.

The A/C is equipped with a Natural Laminar Flow (NLF) wing for improving the
aerodynamic performance of the configuration developed within GRA projects. To preserve
natural laminar flow stability, the installation of LC and LA devices is limited to the wing TE
region.
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3. LOADS CONTROL & ALLEVIATION CONCEPTS
Loads Control concept is generally included into the more general concept of “Mission
Adaptive Wing” [11] , i.e. a change in the wing configuration or shape to follow the changes
of the flight conditions during the mission, so to maximize some performance indices. The
main advantages of this adaptive concept for a commercial A/C are the following:
•
•
•
•

Improved aerodynamic efficiency (improved lift-to-drag ratio),
Increased operational flexibility,
Reduced structural weight,
Reduced fuel burn.

In case of transport aircraft, due to the presence of high lift TE devices, any implementation
of the LC concept must be compatible with the high lift TE control surfaces. In the present
work wing control surfaces are used to apply a continuous variation of the camber angle along
the wingspan, at high speed, in order to achieve a favourable aerodynamic load distribution in
the whole flight envelope (Loads Control).
On the other side, Load Alleviation System (LAS) main goal is to reduce the aircraft
structural stress by means of the design sizing loads reduction in order to design a lighter
airframe. In other words, the aim of such a kind of system is to reach the required maximum
load factors with a lower structural weight.
Two different approaches are usually used for load alleviation: (i) the first is called passive
Loads Alleviation (LA) and (ii) the second active LA. In the passive approach, the aircraft
load reduction is obtained exploiting the aircraft aero-structural response or a series of devices
which would automatically operate in response to a predetermined condition without any
connection to a control system. Otherwise, in an active approach the load reduction is
achieved with a system directly connected to the flight control system and moving different
aerodynamic devices with appropriate control laws.
In the GRA technology development phase both passive and active applications have been
investigated. For passive LA the analysis must assess the capability of the wing structure to
assume a shape suitable for reducing wing root aerodynamic loads typically at the maximum
load factor conditions.
The GRA passive concept consists of an innovative structural design of wing box, tailoring
the wing torsional stiffness to modify the spanwise lift distribution for reducing the maximum
wing bending moment.
On the other hand, active GRA LC&A consists in the controlled actuation of some TE devices
to reduce wing loads encountered during gust (usually, one of the critical load condition for
commercial aircraft), loads alleviation, or to modify the lift spanwise distribution in order to
improve the wing aerodynamic efficiency during flight, loads control.
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Figure 3*: Wing load control and alleviation active devices.

The GRA LC&A active concept basically is based on classical control surfaces used in an
unconventional way. Figure 3 shows the LC&A devices configuration developed for the
natural laminar flow wing of reference Regional A/C configuration:
•
•

wing small trailing edge devices (WTE), to enhance aerodynamic performance in all
flight phases,
wing symmetric aileron, to reduce maximum structural loads (i.e. gust, manoeuvre,
fatigue) and to enhance aerodynamic performances in conjunction with WTE.

In order to obtain the maximum aerodynamic effects in terms of wing span load distribution
control the size of each device has been optimized. In addition, WTE has been designed for
noise-abatement due to a steeper initial climb trajectory.

3.1. LC&A Active concepts
Loads Control devices function consists of a combination of WTE devices (tabs) and
aileron symmetric deflections to maximize the aerodynamic efficiency improvement in the
different flight phases. Small tabs are integrated into the High Lift Devices Fowler Flap
(Figure 4) and are actuated with flap up position (high speed), while they are in neutral
position when flap is extracted. Splitted ailerons, actuated in combination with tabs contribute
to LC function to obtain the optimal lift distribution. The actuation of active LC devices
(Figure 5 left) is characterized by a slow rate system based on Electro Mechanical (EMA)
actuators.
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Figure 4*: Small tab installation on the wing flap.

The active Loads Alleviation concept consists of symmetric deflections of splitted ailerons
to modify wing lift distribution and to reduce wing root bending moments during a gust. Split
ailerons as GLA devices require a high actuation rate based on Electro Hydro-Static (EHSA)
actuators. Moreover, in the GLA the aileron deflection is combined with the elevator device
by means of a feedback adaptive controller (Figure 5 right).

Figure 5*: Load control wing devices (left): WTE tabs and split ailerons.
Gust Loads Alleviation devices (right): split ailerons and elevator

3.2. LC&A Passive concepts
The GRA passive concept consists of an innovative structural design of wing box, tailoring
the wing torsional stiffness to modify the spanwise lift distribution aiming to reduce the
maximum wing bending moment at maximum load factor (nz = 2.5 g) [12].
In flight, the flexible wing bends and twists around its elastic axis. The wing aeroelastic
loads are not affected by the bending deflections while twist angles due to deformation
modify the wing span lift distribution and therefore the wing bending moment (Figure 6).
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Figure 6: Wing deformation effect on spanwise lift distribution.

In GRA technology development phase the reference wing (carbon-fibre structure)
stiffness distribution has been modified by means of a multi-disciplinary optimization process
(MDO) based on a two-level approach, using the 3D FEM wing aeroelastic model (Figure 7):
1) Aeroelastic tailoring design:
a.
objective - the percentage of wing root bending moment reduction with respect
to the baseline configuration,
b.
design variables - the skin laminates plies staking sequences.
2) Minimum mass optimization:
a.
objective - minimum wing structural mass with respect to step 1) wing and, as
constraint, the step 1) bending level,
b.
design variables - plies thickness of skin, web and spars size.

Figure 7*: Flexible Wing Aeroelastic Model.

The aeroelastic tailoring wing optimisation has been carried out with (OPT2) and without
(OPT2.1) a limit (constraint) on the maximum wing tip twist angle while the minimisation of
the wing root bending moment was the main objective of the optimisation process. A
comparison between the two proposed adaptive wings is reported in the following table.
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Table 1*: Comparison between the two proposed adaptive wings against reference wing
The comparison between the initial baseline wing model and the adaptive wing reports a
reduction of up to 8% for wing root bending moment at maximum loads factor associated to a
13% wing structural weight saving. The following diagrams show the comparison of baseline
wing loads distribution (purple line) with the most flexible wing from the aeroelastic tailoring
optimisation process (green line), respectively for a load factor = 2.5g and for a cruise
condition.

Figure 8*: wing lift distribution (Nz = 2.5g and cruise): baseline wing (purple) VS adaptive flexible wing.

4. GUST LOAD ALLEVIATION CONCEPTS
For alleviation of gust disturbances, a control law system has been developed based on two
control channels:
•
•

a feedback channel to control the A/C rigid variables by the elevator,
a feed-forward controller for the A/C flexible modes by the aileron symmetric
deflections.

4.1. State space formulation of A/C aeroelastic model
The FEM aeroelastic model including non stationary aerodynamic effects (approximated
by the Padè interpolation) are modelled as state space formulation (see Eq.1).
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(1)
where A is the state matrix, B is the control matrix and C is the output matrix. Bg and Dg are
related to the gust disturbance.
The gust used for the definition of the controller parameters has been tuned with the first
wing bending mode frequency, while the validation of the integrated system (control laws,
A/C and actuator models) has been performed for the tuned gust and 25 chords gust length.
The gust dynamic loads have been calculated by means of the mode displacement (MD)
method, which recovers the loads directly from the modal displacements.
The MD approach assumes that the modal superposition assumption, used to construct the
generalized aeroelastic equations of motion, can also be used to recover the load distributions.
Since gust excitation cases are characterised by fairly well-distributed loads, the MD method
can be successfully used to calculate the actual loads with a sufficient number of modes taken
into account and, therefore, the chosen method is a suitable method for gust-loads-alleviation
control design.
The modal superposition assumption is:
(2)
where
is the matrix of modal displacements. This assumption implies that the
aerodynamic plus inertial modal load (forces and moments), integrated for obtaining section
loads, can be expressed as:
(3)
where

is the integrated stiffness matrix expressed in modal form.

4.2. Control laws for gust alleviation
Two control channels have been chosen to guarantee good performance not only for the
load reduction but also for the overall aircraft response. In the final configuration, the control
laws are splitted on different commands: (1) the feed-forward channel generates the
symmetric aileron deflections and (2) the feedback channel generates the elevator deflection,
as in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Feedback and feed-forward controller scheme.

The choice of the L1 adaptive controller for the feedback aircraft control is motivated by
the high level of model uncertainty (by the variations of the mass and flight conditions) and
by high oscillations in the model responses (by state- and time-dependent nonlinearities). This
controller is composed by three main blocks: (i) the adaptive law, (ii) the state predictor, and
(iii) the control law. See Figure 9 for the control architecture.
The adaptive law is a piecewise constant law, as explained in Chapter 3.3 of [13] and in
[14], that guarantees fast estimation, and the adaptation rate can be associated with the
sampling rate of the onboard CPU, equal to 100 Hz.
The inputs of the L1 adaptive controller are the output of the aircraft aeroelastic model and
the error between the output of the system and the desired response. For the present A/C
configuration a Single Input Single Output (SISO) feedback controller is considered. The
output of the feedback controller is the elevator deflection. Even if a complete rigid-flexible
model is considered, the controller state predictor reproduces only the rigid dynamics and the
flexible components are indirectly controlled by these variables. The scope of this simplified
design is to verify whether or not the overall system can be controlled by using the rigid states
of the aircraft [9].
A Finite Impulse Response (FIR) feed-forward controller has been implemented to reduce
aeroelastic loads acting on the aircraft due to wind-gust disturbances, through active control
of wing-bending deformations. This controller has been designed to act on symmetrically
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driven ailerons, measuring the angle of attack disturbance with an alpha probe sensor,
mounted at the aircraft nose. Least Mean Squares (LMS) algorithm is implemented to find the
optimum filter gains [10].

Figure 10: Feed-Forward (FF) controller structure.

The inputs of the adaptive feed-forward controller are the signal of the alpha probe sensor
and the error signal, that is obtained subtracting IMU acceleration along Z-axis from the
average of the wing-tip accelerations due to the aero-elastic effects.
(4)
A delay in the feed-forward channel is considered to guarantee the causality of the
controller [15]. In signal processing, a causal filter is a linear and time-invariant causal
system.
The LMS algorithm is used to drive filter-gain convergence to the optimum and the plant
transfer functions are considered to correctly evaluate the aircraft response. The output of the
FF controller is the aileron deflection.
5. TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENTS RESULTS
The final performance of LC&A devices on the NLF wing have been evaluated by means
of the high fidelity simulation model (high fidelity CFD aerodynamics, control laws, actuation
and sensor model). The assessment tools are related to:
 flexible steady loads model for LC performance and for device settings evaluation,
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aero-servo-elastic A/C model developed for gust load alleviation and dynamic
loads evaluation.

Moreover two different wing stiffness configurations, optimised to evaluate passive loads
alleviation wing capability, have been considered as an additional parameter.
The aerodynamic model, half A/C with the NLF wing and all the LC&A devices concepts, is
based on high order CFD analysis (Navier-Stokes and Euler solutions), and correlated with
the existing Stability and Control (S&C) data set of baseline A/C configuration. The
computational fluid dynamic analysis has been carried out for the several values of the angle
of attack (AoA) and, for each AoA, at different deflection angles of the LC&A devices. The
CFD simulations are based on UNS3D code [16] [17][18][19], Alenia Aermacchi homemade
tool, which is based on a finite volume, node centred approach, acting on unstructured grids.
The UNS3D solver is compatible with grids that consist of thetraedrics, hexaedrics or
prismatic elements, also combined in hybrid grids.
The aeroservoelastic model integrates in a State Space (SS) formulation (Eq.1) the aeroelastic
model (derived from the FEM) and the linearised flight mechanics model [20].
Characteristics of actuators and sensors, within control laws model, are relevant to the
parametric results of LC&A gust alleviation technologies development.
As required in EASA CS-25 SUBPART C [21], several gust inputs have been defined in
order to cover the whole range of gust lengths.
The comparison of the results of SS model in terms of accelerations (wing tip and IMU)
and pitch rate (IMU) with the Nastran SOL146 (dynamic response to gust input) demonstrates
a good match for the flexible component in the open loop configuration.

Figure 11*: CFD aerodynamic mesh and pressure coefficient distribution.
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5.1. Loads Control – Enhanced aerodynamics
Aim of the assessment of LC device concepts has been the performance evaluation as well
as the identification of the optimum devices setting in terms of steady loads control.
Two different baseline A/C missions have been the reference for the performance
evaluation of LC devices:
- Nominal Mission Design Mission range, maximum passenger payload plus fuel
reserves to reach alternate airport, plus a % of fuel allowance.
- Typical Mission Typical Mission range or round trip to perform two lengths of
typical mission range without refuelling, plus a % of fuel allowance.
LC performance assessment has been based on the comparison, for each segment of the
reference mission, of the Lift-to-Drag ratio in the A/C trimmed conditions with and without
the LC devices deflected. The optimal LC device setting for each segment of the whole
mission is the results of an optimization process with the percentage improvement of LoD as
target with respect to baseline configuration (LC off). Figure 12 summarises some results of
LoD variation with LC during the Nominal Mission.

Figure 12*: LoD percentage improvement (Nominal Mission).

Since cruise is the wing aerodynamic design point, a small LoD improvement in the cruise
phase is expected. A more remarkable LoD improvement is shown at the higher CL regions,
typically relevant to climb flight phase and/or low speed.
5.2. Gust Alleviation
Gust dynamic loads assessment has been performed for two different A/C weight
conditions (ZFW & MTOW) and, with two different wing box aeroservoelastic models. Both
wing models based on MDO process have been optimized to minimize the wing weight
(reference wing) and/or the bending load at root (adaptive wing) respectively.
Gust alleviation assessment has been performed at sea level where statistically the most
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critical gusts occur. Gust frequencies have been selected on the basis of the following
considerations:
•

tuned gust on first symmetric wing bending mode frequency;

•

25 chords: one of the most critical gust from MIL-A-8861B.

Table 2 reports the wing loads alleviation realised at the wing root station in closed loop
for the tuned gust and the 25 chords gust, at two A/C masses (ZFW and MTOW). The
comparison is between the open loop (LA off) gust loads response and closed loop with
controller (LA on).

Wing Shear

Bending

Torque

Tuned

Wing Shear

Bending

Torque

Tuned

OPT2

19.9%

34.1%

39.7%

OPT2

21.8%

33%

37.4%

OPT2.1
25 chords

22.7%

35.8%

51.4%

OPT2.1
25 chords

19.9%

31.3%

39%

OPT2

20.2%

34.5%

48.4%

OPT2

22.5%

34.3%

47.6%

OPT2.1

18.1%

32.1%

41.4%

OPT2.1

23.6%

35.4%

50.0%

ZFW

MTOW

Table 2*: Gust Wing Loads Alleviation (tuned and 25 chords gust) @ wing root
Figure 13 and 14 compare the wing bending moment time history for the two wing
stiffness in open and closed loop. The time histories reported are relevant to MTOW (Figure
13) and to ZFW (Figure 14) mass configuration and to both gust lengths.
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Figure 13*: wing bending moment responses due to gust: closed loop Vs open loop - MTOW.

Figure 14*: wing bending moment responses due to gust: closed loop Vs open loop - ZFW.
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6. TECHNOLOGY VALIDATION PROCESS
The presented GRA LC&A technology concepts application will be validated by means of
Wind Tunnel (WTT) and Ground Tests, in a realistic experimental environment in order to
reach TRL 5.
In details, two projects relevant to WTT are currently running founded as Clean Sky GRA
Call for Proposal while Ground Test will be performed by Alenia Aermacchi:
•

ETRIOLLA: where the LC devices performance will be tested on flexible NLF wing
model (scale 1:3) with an elastic behaviour comparable to the full-scale wing.

•

GLAMOUR: the gust loads alleviation strategy will be tested by means of an
aeroservoelastic half A/C WT model (scale 1:7) with flexible wing. Gusts will be
generated within the wind tunnel in order to validated control laws performances in
closed loop.

7. CONCLUSION
The aim of the technologies developed in the frame of Clean Sky – GRA (Green Regional
Aircraft) project is the reduction of the environmental impact of next-generation air transport
applied to future regional aircraft. In order to contribute to achieve this objective, in the GRA
project passive and active Loads Control and Alleviation technologies have been developed
and applied to a regional A/C.
The applications and assessment of the Load Control and Alleviation (LC&A)
technologies to a regional A/C have been presented. In details:
•
•

Load Control (LC) aimed to enhance lift-to-drag ratio in all high-speed flight
conditions, thus reducing fuel consumption/air pollutants emission,
Gust Load Alleviation (GLA) to avoid loads exceeding given limits, thus optimising
the wing structural design for weight saving.

as LC&A active concepts.
GRA passive concepts is based on the aeroelastic tailoring wing optimisation which deliver
a reduction of up to 8% for wing root bending moment at maximum loads factor associated to
a 13% wing structural weight saving.
Active LC through TE devices (active flap tabs) proves a remarkable LoD improvement at the
higher CL regions, typically relevant to climb flight phase. Improvement has been obtained
even at cruise condition for which the wing aerodynamics has been optimised.
A feedback adaptive controller in conjunction with a feed-forward controller has been
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developed for gust load alleviation. A preliminary evaluation of the controller robustness in
presence of uncertainties is performed. The performance assessment of the GLA strategy and
the developed control law based on symmetric split ailerons and elevator is proved for
different mass configurations, flight conditions and gust frequencies. An alleviation of almost
30% of the bending moment at the wing root has been obtained.
Two large-scale wind tunnel tests will be carried out aimed at demonstrating: i) LC devices
performance in steady high-speed conditions on half-wing flexible model scale 1:3
(ETRIOLLA) and ii) GLA strategy and relevant control laws performances through an
aeroservoelastic half A/C model 1:6 scale with flexible wing (GLAMOUR).
Fall out of the presented work, validated via WTT, will be the starting point for the
development phase of the “Adaptive Electric Wing”, in the project Clean Sky 2, finalised to a
full scale ground and flight demonstrations of an advanced wing concept for next generation
regional aircraft.
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Abstract. Due to limited internal volume, often a high density of equipment installations is
present on board an aircraft. For this reason, in case of a device failure, every component
installed in close proximity could be damaged, causing a catastrophic domino effect.
This paper presents a guided procedure for the Zonal Safety Analysis (ZSA) performed during
the airplane conceptual design. This methodology allows aerospace engineers to carry out a
devices installation on the aircraft taking into account the possible interactions among them in
case of failure.
In the Zonal Safety Analysis methodology, each equipment is characterized by a risk score,
evaluating various types of accidents, for example mechanical breaks, electric damages,
explosions. Considering every installed device and the possible spread of damages, a global
risk score is obtained, which should be minimized in order to obtain a safer project as possible.
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In order to allow the engineer to conduct a Zonal Safety Analysis, a computer-aided software
based on the ZSA methodology has been realized and presented in this paper. Thanks to a
Graphical User Interface (GUI), many trade-off studies can be rapidly carried out and the
safest solution can be designed.
First, the tool requires the user to define the bays in which the aircraft is partitioned. Then, for
each zone, the engineer selects all the equipment (e.g. avionic devices, electric generators,
actuators, pumps) to be installed. These components and relative risk scores are included in a
database compiled within the tool. Once every equipment has been selected, the risk level of
every zone is evaluated, taking into account the possible interactions among all the close
systems. Finally, the tool estimates the global risk score. All the results are shown to the user
by means of tables and graphs. The engineer should comply the necessary changes (e.g. varying
components location) in order to obtain a better design from a safety point of view.
In the final part of the paper, a test case of the Zonal Safety Analysis methodology applied to
an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle is presented. The obtained results are reported and discussed.
This example demonstrates that the realized software can be useful to conduct a preliminary
design a safer airplane.

1

INTRODUCTION

In the last years, the demand of greater performances and the introduction of new
technologies have caused the growing of the number of installations aboard aircraft. Due to the
limited spaces where devices are usually installed, an augmentation of equipment density is
inevitable. Moreover, latest aircraft present high levels of integration and interaction among the
on-board systems. These two issues, together, have worsen the effects of possible propagation
of failures among the aircraft bays. Indeed, in case of a breakdown of a single device, the close
installations could be affected by the damage hazard, causing a fatal ripple effect.
Various methodologies have been proposed with the aim of evaluate the level of safety
aboard airplanes. Among them, the Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) and the Failure Modes and Effect
Analysis (FMEA) are the most widespread among the aeronautical industries [1]. However, the
risk of failures induced by the spread of the damage is not quantifiable by these approaches.
Instead, the Zonal Safety Analysis is a method aimed to the evaluation of the consequences of
a failure diffusion [2].
The ZSA is a methodology aimed at the quantification of the safety level of aircraft
considering the interactions and interferences among the equipment installed in each bay of the
airplane. The ZSA is one of the safety evaluation methods proposed by SAE International in
the Aerospace Recommended Practice ARP4761 [3]. Zonal analyses are often conducted
during advanced stages of the design, when the definition of the new aircraft has reached high
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levels of knowledge and detail. According to [4], the ZSA methodology could be applied during
the conceptual design phases, hence enhancing the degree of safety. This fact is possible
because this method is supported by the employment of 3D Computer Aided Design (CAD)
software, useful for the realization of digital mock-ups during the early stages of the product
lifecycle.
The methodology proposed in [4] consists in an objective evaluation of on-board systems
safety level that is based on a codified risk values assignment; dedicated tables reporting various
types of risk and relative scores are employed by the designer during the safety analyses. This
approach estimates the failure risk of every aircraft zone evaluating the effects of two
contributes. The first one is relative to the risk level of every single bay, which is considered
alone and isolated from the other zones of the aircraft. The latter includes the effects of the
interactions among the neighbour bays: the consequences of possible hazard spreads are
evaluated. Through these results, the aircraft designer obtains a risk comparison among all the
airplane zones. Thanks to this assessment, the engineer is able to improve the design with the
aim of minimizing the level of risk and enhancing the safety of the aircraft.
However, the authors believe that the methodology alone is not sufficient or manageable
for conducting a preliminary design of an aircraft with the objective of maximizing the safety
level. The management of a high amount of numbers and data, the necessity of resolving
calculations with more variables, the re-use of previously obtained results, could limit the
benefits and the potentialities of the methodology. Hence, the aim of the present work is to
provide a guided procedure for carrying out a Safety Zonal Analysis based on the methodology
previously outlined. A Visual Basic tool has been realized in order to assist the aerospace
designer during the study. In the code, routines and models necessary for the analyses have
been implemented. The engineer’s work is simplified thanks to a user-friendly Graphical User
Interface (GUI), which interacts with the designer, following him during the analysis and giving
to him all the instructions for performing the study and showing the obtained results. Moreover,
a database is integrated inside the software. It contains various aircraft devices with relative risk
scores, and it provides the engineer a valid support during the safety analysis.
The description of the software and of the implemented methodology is presented in Section
2. Furthermore, a test case based on an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) is described in Section
3, proving the benefits of this guided procedure. Finally, in Section 4, conclusions and future
improvements are presented, focusing on future developments of the tool.
2

THE GUIDED PROCEDURE

As stated in the introduction, in this section the implementation of the ZSA methodology
within a guided procedure is described.
The starting point of this research is the awareness of the lack of a guided procedure for the
completion of the ZSA. Hence, two main requirements that should be respected by the guided
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procedure are identified. Firstly, the procedure shall return correct and affordable results,
preventing errors in methods and calculations. The second goal of the guided procedure refers
to execute quick analyses, saving resources and men-hours, and allowing various trade-off
studies for the definition of the best solution as possible. In order to answer to these needs of
the guided procedure, a feasible solution is identified in the implementation of the ZSA
methodology within a software. In order to be efficient, this software is designed taking into
account the following features:
- The presence of a logical model should guide and advise the user during all the steps of
the methodology;
- The software should be user-friendly. For this reason, an appropriate GUI is properly
realized;
- Mathematical models and routines are necessary in the resolutions of computations and
formula present in the methodology;
- A database implemented in the tool is useful to the user during the analyses, comporting
a reduction of time and efforts, and enhancing the quality of the study, since the
definition of the risk scores is not duty of the designer;
- The user is supported through tips, advices, helps;
- All the obtained results are saved for further reutilizations;
- All the obtained results are provided through graphics and tables, allowing postprocessing analyses.
Other than the previously listed features, the software should comply with secondary
requirements, like being efficient (i.e. without bugs), allowing upgrades (e.g. adding devices to
the database) and being accessible to the majority of potential users (e.g. being in English
language, running of most common computers). Following all the listed needs and
requirements, a Visual Basic tool has been realized, whose functionalities are described in the
following part of the section.
The ZSA is conducted evaluating the risk in each bay of the aircraft. For this reason, the
first input required by the software is relative to the number of airplane zones, which could be
areas separated by physical elements, such as bulkheads. The software suggests the user to
consider once the symmetrical and identical (i.e. with the same type and number of installations)
bays, reducing the workload. For each aircraft bay, the software guides the engineer during the
estimation of a global hazard risk, which is obtained through the sum of the isolated bay risk
and the induced one. The calculus of these two values is described hereafter.
The safety assessment starts with the evaluation of the isolated bay risk. As previously
mentioned, in this phase of the analysis every zone is considered alone and isolated from the
other neighbour bays. So, all possible interactions among the subsystems are neglected. The
isolated bay risk derives from the addition of two factors: the equipment and the intrinsic risks.
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Table 1: Equipment risk score
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The equipment risk takes into consideration several failures that could occur to the installed
components. Every type of fault is characterized by a risk score, which is based on the severity
of the effects. The typologies of the failures and relative risk scores are schematically reported
in Table 1.
In order to reduce the engineer workload, several devices and relative equipment scores have
been listed in a database implemented inside the tool. In this way, the user is not required to
select the appropriate risk values, but these are automatically gathered from the database, saving
time and efforts. Consequently, it is possible to conduct simple trade-off analyses among
different types of a single device. As instance, the engineer could evaluate which actuator is
safer among a hydraulic and an electric one.
The database window is reported in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Database window

Figure 2: Equipment risk window
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Furthermore, the equipment risk is also influenced firstly by the possible interactions of
inflammable and corrosive fluids and electric power and secondly by the duty cycle. A
dedicated window and a drop-down menu support the user during the evaluation of these two
parameters. If inside the current bay a fire prevention system is installed, which could be as
instance a fire extinguisher, the equipment risk is automatically reduced by 80% (in case of fuel
system equipment) or by 40% (in case of electric system equipment).
In Figure 2, the window aimed to the evaluation of the equipment risk is shown.
The safety level of the isolated bay is not affected only by the equipment risk, but also by the
intrinsic risk. This contribute evaluates the working environment conditions in which the
following factors are taken into account:
- The levels of temperatures and vibrations;
- The possible hazards of explosions and bird impacts;
- The event of functional impacts;
- The presence of corrosive or inflammable fluids:
- The installation of electric power lines.
Each one of these factors is characterized by attributes (e.g. ‘high’ or ‘low’ concerning the
temperature) that are related to intrinsic risk scores, as reported in Table 2. The engineer selects
the appropriate attributes from dedicated drop-down menus and the software automatically
assigns the proper scores.
low
high
1
2
low
high
Level of vibrations
1
2
No
Yes
Explosions
0
1
Possible 'bird impact'
Functional impacts
Impacts and mechanical stresses
No
Yes
No Moderate
Severe
0
1
1
2
3
High
(tanks)
No
Low (lines)
Inflammable or corrosive fluids
4
0
2
Power
Low
High
Electrical lines
2
Number of
Few
3
3
lines
Lots
4
Temperature

Table 2: Intrinsic risk score
Once the engineer has estimated the risk of every bay considered isolated, he proceeds
with the evaluation of the induced risk. This kind of risk concerns the hazards coming from
neighbour bays and from the landing gear.
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In the first case, the consequences of the propagation of failures from neighbour bays are
evaluated. The user selects from a drop-down list all the bays close to that one under analysis.
The software automatically collects the isolated bay risk values previously estimated.
Every one of these values is multiplied with the coefficient of interface area, which is defined
as the ratio among the contact surface between the close bays and the total external area of
every neighbour zone. It is evident the importance of 3D CAD tools since this preliminary phase
of the design.
Furthermore, the induced risk is influenced by the type of separation between the neighbour
bays. For this purpose, a permeability factor has been included in the methodology. The
designer should insert the correct permeability factor, whose value ranges from ‘0’,
corresponding to a total permeability, to ‘1’, in absence of physical separation between the bays.
In the last case, the spread of failures from a zone to another one is not confined.
A special case of induced risk could be caused by the landing gear. Three occurrences are
considered within the tool:
- Risk of debris throw after a tyre explosion;
- Risk of air blast after a tyre explosion;
- Risk of damage caused by a wheel rim detachment.
Each one of these events is characterized by a score based on the severity of the consequences.
These risk values are implemented within the software. Here too, the engineer is required to
provide the permeability factor and the areas of the entire surface and of the surface that could
be affected by the hazard, as prescribed by the regulations JAR 25.729(f) and JAR 25.1309 [5].
At the end of the Zonal Analysis, after the valuation of the equipment, intrinsic, induced
by neighbour bays and induced by landing gear risks, the tool shows the obtained results. The
software main window, which is presented in Figure 3, displays every aircraft bays and, for
each one of these, after being selected, every type of safety score is reported.
However, the most efficient way of analysing the results is the comparison among all the safety
scores estimated for every airplane bay. In this way, it is possible to evaluate in which zones
the number of threats is higher, and for which reasons. As instance, the engineer could recognize
if a high risk result obtained during the analysis is primary consequence of the equipment
installed within each zone, or it is due to the proximity of bays without an adequate separation
wall. For this reason, a graphical interface, as the one of Figure 7, is created.
The reader could notice the presence of a table on the left with all the bays present aboard the
aircraft. For each zone, the isolated bay, induced and global risks are reported. For a better
evaluation of the obtained values, in order to allow a comparison among the bays, a histogram
is automatically generated. The engineer has the possibility of visualizing all the three types of
risk results simultaneously. Otherwise, the user might plot every hazard risk one by one.
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Figure 3: ZSA software main window

3

APPLICATION OF THE ZSA OF AN UAV

In this section, an application of the Zonal Safety Analysis is presented. Three are the
purposes of the case study. First, the test case would give the reader an example of how the
software works during the safety analysis. Secondly, the case study is employed in order to test
and fix possible bugs. Finally, the usefulness of the guided procedure is evaluated.
An unmanned aircraft designed for ISR (i.e. Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance)
missions is chosen as test case. The selection as reference aircraft of a UAV instead of a manned
airplane is motivated by the high density of avionic devices that are installed aboard. The
payload of unmanned aircraft does not consist in passengers or cargo, but in specific avionic
devices necessary for ISR missions, like Synthetic Aperture Radars (SAR) and EO/IR cameras.
These mission avionic devices are often installed in a narrow space.
The case study is based on a Medium Altitude Long Endurance (MALE) UAV named SAvE
(Systems for UAV Alternative Energy), which has been deeply developed by the Mechanical
and Aerospace Department of Politecnico di Torino in collaboration with Alenia Aeronautica.
This research project, started in 2007 and ended in 2011, was funded by the Piedmont Regional
Government and had the objective of investigating more environmentally friendly secondary
power systems [6].
The safety analysis starts with the subdivision of the aircraft in bays. In the case of the SAvE
aircraft, 16 zones are identified (Figure 4); for each one the global risk is estimated. With the
aim of bringing an example to the reader, in this section the safety analysis of only the wing
bay is reported, but the same procedure is applicable to every aircraft zone.
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By means of the software, the equipment and intrinsic risk are firstly evaluated. Then, the
estimation of the risk induced by neighbour airplane zones is presented. Finally, at the end of
section, the obtained results about the UAV global safety risk are shown and discussed.

Figure 4: SAvE aircraft divided in bays [4]
Following the guided procedure previously presented, the first step of the ZSA applied to
the wing bay of the UAV refers to the estimation the equipment risk. From the database the
proper devices are selected, which are constituted by a fuel tank, an electric pump for fuel
transfer, two pneumatic anti-icing rubber boots and two jet-pumps, four flap rails, two aileron
hinges, and four electric actuators. The risk score of each one of these elements is automatically
gathered from the database and saved within the mathematical model implemented in the tool.
The interaction level of the fuel tank and the transfer pump is considered high because of the
contemporary presence of electric lines and inflammable fluid, while a null interaction value is
attributed to the mechanical components (e.g. the aileron hinges). The surface actuators are only
characterized by the presence of electric power. Concerning the duty cycle, the fuel tank is
always working during the mission, while the use of the transfer pump is continuing occasional.
The anti-ice components are active only occasionally, when the hazard of ice accretion is
present. The mobile surfaces are characterized by an intermittent use, but the flaps are active
during a limited phase of the mission (i.e. after take-off and before landing), while the ailerons
are continuously functioning. A fire prevention system is not present inside the wing bay; hence,
the software does not automatically reduce the equipment risk values.
At the end of this part of the analysis, an equipment risk equal to 356 has been found. As
previously explained, this value is useful in the comparison with the results obtained from the
study of the other aircraft zones.
Next step concerns the estimation of the intrinsic risk. The most important factor affecting
this type of risk is the presence of high quantity of inflammable fluid (i.e. fuel) and electric lines
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(e.g. transfer pump, mobile surface actuators). Another feature that is considered is the risk of
possible bird strikes and actuators impacts when the mobile surfaces reach the selected
positions. Finally, low levels of temperature and vibrations are considered, while explosions
are not probable.
At the end of this analysis, an intrinsic risk value equal to 13 over a maximum of 17.

Figure 5: SAvE wing bay intrinsic risk
Once the risk of the isolated bay is estimated, the software guides the user in the evaluation
of the induced risk. Two aircraft zones are close to the wing: the engine and the main landing
gear bays. An insulating wall separates the first one due to the high temperature levels reached
within the zone. Instead, between the wing and the landing gear bay, a thick wall is present. For
this reason, two different values of the permeability factor are considered, respectively 0.2 and
0.5. Through measurements from the CAD model, the areas of the external wing bay surface
and the separation surfaces are estimated and provided as input.
During the estimation of the induced risk, the external environment is considered too, because
of the possibility of bird impacts on the wing leading edge.
All the provided input and the obtained results are reported in the left window of Figure 6. The
resulting value of the induced risk – equal to 2.5 – is low despite the high values of risk of the
neighbour bays. This fact is due to the low ratio between the bays surface contact and the total
area of the wing bay.
The induced risk is also affected by the consequences of a wheel explosion and of a
detachment of a piece of a rim. Following the JAR 25 regulation [5], the effects of debris throw
are properly evaluated. The software requires the areas of the external surfaces that could be
affected by the hazard. In the analysis of the wing bay, in case of rim detachment, an area of
16.62 m2 is measured from the 3D-CAD model, while in case of a wheel explosion, the thrown
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debris could hit a surface with an extension of approximately 0.36 m2. For both this events, the
software requires the size of the external surface area, which is estimated to be equal to about
20.84 m2. Finally, a permeability factor value of 0.5 is set, considering a typical panel of the
external aircraft skin.

Figure 6: SAvE wing bay induced risk
The assessment of the risk induced by the landing gear ends the zonal analysis of the wing
bay. The risk values obtained during the study of this bay are summarized in Table 3.
The procedure described concerning the wing bay is carried on in the same way for every zone
of the SAvE aircraft, obtaining at the end the results reported in Figure 7 by means of a table
and a histogram. From these results, it is possible to notice that the global safety risk level of
most bays is generally affected by the equipment risk rather than the induced one, because of
the high number of installed devices.

Table 3: Wing bay safety risk
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Figure 7: SAvE ZSA results

4

CONCLUSION

In this paper, a guided procedure for the conduction of the ZSA during the aircraft
preliminary design has been presented.
This first part of the research has been focused on the study of current ZSA methodologies. In
particular, the attention has been centred on the methodology presented in [4] because of the
objective evaluation of the risk level of the aircraft based on tabular risk scores assignment.
This methodology has been implemented in a user-friendly Visual Basic tool, in order to guide
and assist the designer during the assessment of the safety level. In order to present the reader
an example of application of the software, a case study based on a MALE UAV has been
presented. By means of this test case, the effectiveness of the tool has been investigated. In
effect, the workload and the efforts of the user are reduced, leaving to the software all the
calculations and the management of the obtained results. Therefore, the case study has
underlined the possibility of designing a new air vehicle enhancing the safety level as much as
possible.
An advantage introduced by the work of this paper is the implementation of the database with
multiple components with relative risk scores, helping the engineer during the selection of the
appropriate devices. In the future, the authors wish to enlarge the database collecting further
devices with relative equipment risk scores.
During the zonal analysis of the UAV, also some limitations of the tools have been identified,
like minor bugs, the impossibility of exporting the results in external files for post-processing
analyses and the execution of the software in operating systems different from Microsoft
Windows. For these reasons, future work will be focused on the enhancing of the tool, resolving
all these issues.
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In conclusion, all these changes will be tested through different case studies, analysing various
reference aircraft, with the ambition of extending the usefulness of the guided procedure to
various categories of aircraft, as ultralight planes, regional jets, military fighters.
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Summary: This paper deals with the conceptual design of a VTOL spacecraft aimed at
performing parabolic flights for both touristic and scientific purposes. In a very preliminary
phase, different solutions arose from a brainstorming activity but only few of them seem to be
respectful of the different constraints imposed by the stakeholders, the environment, the short
Time-To-Market and of the existing flight rules and the in-development recommendations.
Taking into account stakeholders’ needs, constraints and requirements, a system engineering
approach has been applied to derive the main functions this vehicle shall perform and
possible sets of subsystems able to accomplish them. In particular, in order to reach 100 km
of altitude, after a departure with air-breathing engines, to be in accordance with
stakeholders’ national flight rules, a complex propulsion system is sketched. It consists of two
air-breathing engines able to allow a Harrier-like vertical lifting phase and the final steering
manoeuvres during the descent path and a liquid rocket engine able to perform the most
demanding segment of the parabola-ascending path. Complementary, rocket engine and
relative propellant tanks are sized in order to guarantee the climbing performance allowing
the spacecraft to reach the target altitude. Apart from the propulsion subsystem, all other
subsystems have also been considered, even though particular attention is devoted to those
subsystems whose architecture, size and location deeply affect the spacecraft layout. Crew
compartment and cabin escape system are also properly addressed.
1 INTRODUCTION
Suborbital flights are becoming more and more attractive for investors from all over the
world. The idea of reaching and enjoying the space for touristic purposes or giving the
opportunity of carrying out scientific experiments is pushing the researches and market of
suborbital flights. In accordance with the most respectful market outlooks, the entire
community will be proud of welcoming a commercial service on regular basis. In the next
decade, commercial human suborbital flights could become a $1.6 billion industry [1]
Especially in USA, many private companies undertook endeavours to design, develop,
produce and operate commercial services for touristic purposes. As confirmed by different
studies and projects, suborbital flights are characterized by mission profiles suitable for both
touristic and scientific purposes. In the first case, the trajectory can allow the passengers
experiencing microgravity period (single or serial repetition) and an amazing view of the
Earth. On the other hand, the same parabolic flights can host scientific experiments with
different degree of automation. Indeed, both fully automated set of experiments and test
requiring human interaction can be accomplished. Moreover, the same passengers could be
under investigations for health care and biomedical experiments.
In order to be competitive and appealing for the market, the entire system should be lead by
the idea of minimum cost and the shortest Time To Market (TTM) and should appear an
extremely safe transportation. It is important to find a good compromise between these
requests. For this reason, this work proposes to use safety as the primary Figure of Merit.
Indeed, a high level of safety could shorten the TTM but it contrasts with costs savings.
Safety is considered to have a fundamental role in enhancing the confidence levels on this
innovative technology, increasing the public consensus.
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Another problem related to this kind of missions is the need for special dedicated spaceports
to perform take off and landing activities. In order to increase its operational capabilities, this
paper addresses the conceptual design of a Vertical Take Off and Landing (VTOL) spacecraft.
This solution will cause an inevitable increase in the level of complexity of the overall
mission and systems involved that implies possible delays in the TTM and an increase in
design, development and production costs. Notwithstanding, the main advantages are
expected in terms of system reusability and operations. Indeed, a VTOL vehicle will be able
to take off and land from a higher number of locations.
The paper starts with an overview of private and public initiatives in suborbital flights. Then,
a conceptual design methodology is described, from stakeholders’ needs to the mission
analysis and system design performed using a system engineering approach. The
methodology is then applied to design a VTOL spacecraft aimed at parabolic flights. The
CAD model and some numerical results of a preliminary sizing are reported proving the
feasibility of this solution.
2 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN METHODOLOGY
2.1 Methodology overview
Space mission analysis and design shall be regarded as an iterative and recursive process,
permitting a continue refinement of requirements and constraints leading to a deeper
component definition level. Typical steps of the design process of a space mission are
schematically illustrated in Figure 1, where one of the most important step is the definition of
the mission statement. This activity shall be properly executed in order to obtain a complete,
clear and concise statement that represents mission purpose for existence. This statement, as
well as mission objectives, shall be fixed early because they represent mission foundation and
for this reason they shall not be modified or readapted during following iterations. In order to
write a proper mission statement it is necessary to define the stakeholders involved in the
project and to understand their needs. As it is clearly shown in Figure 1 at the same time, it is
important to understand the constraints imposed by the environment in which the product is
supposed to operate. Moreover, it is worth to remember that it is a very good practice
verifying the current market trends. All these preliminary analyses allow the designer to state
the purpose of the mission defining also the first high level mission boundaries. Primary
mission objectives are directly derived from the mission statement. On the other hand,
secondary objectives mainly arise from the analysis of the operative environment and of the
market.
Once the broad objectives of the mission have been fixed, it is necessary to proceed with the
assessment of requirements. The requirements’ definition is not quite an easy task, as no
general rules do exist to derive them. It is also worth to notice that the requirement elicitation
process continues all along the project.
At this point of the methodology, Functional Analysis and the Concept of Operations
definition can be exploited to support the Concepts Definition. [2] defines the Mission
Concept like the most fundamental statement of how the mission will work, how people and
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systems perform to meet the mission objectives and carry out mission to satisfy the
stakeholders’ needs.
In the following subsections, the methodology analyse in details each single step and suggests
the tools that could be usefully employed. Moreover, the relevance of safety is taken in to
consideration evaluating how it can influence the different choices at conceptual design level.
It is worth to notice that the here proposed methodology is applicable at different stages of the
design and development process of the product [3], [4], [5].

Figure 1: From stakeholder analysis to the baseline selection methodology.

2.2 Stakeholder analysis
Referring to [2], stakeholders are all those people involved in the project with different
purposes and interests. In particular, considering the specific role of stakeholders in the
project, it is usual to group them into the following categories:
• Sponsors: are those associations or private who establish mission statement and fix
bounds on schedule and funds availability;
• Operators: are in charge of controlling and maintaining space and ground assets.
Typically they consist of engineering organizations;
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End-users: are those people that receive and use space mission’s products and
capabilities. They are usually scientists or engineers;
• Customers: differ from the previous category because they are users who pay fees to
utilize a specific space mission’s product or service.
In some projects the mission statement is clearly defined by the customers at the beginning of
the product development phases but the stakeholder analysis is performed in order to identify
hidden objectives.
Stakeholders’ needs analysis is the very first activity and it is has a very important role. The
product, in order to be accepted and sold shall:
• be in line with the trends outlined in market outlooks
• comply with the operative constraints
• satisfy the desire of the stakeholders
While market outlooks depend on several economic, politics and non-technical affairs, safety
plays a fundamental role in defining the operative constraints of the product and in satisfying
stakeholders’ needs. In particular safety is hidden behind laws and suggestions that regulate
the operations of the aircraft or the spacecraft. It is important to take them into account since
the beginning, especially for innovative designs, in order to avoid developing a vehicle that
cannot be operated in the existing scenario. Moreover in the very first meetings between
stakeholders and engineers, the developers shall be smart enough to isolate those “out-ofboundary” requests, honestly suggesting changes. Thus, safety strongly affects the
stakeholders’ needs analysis and the initial negotiations.
It is also worth to notice that being aware of the importance of safety role, allows both
developers and customers not to waste time and money. This is especially evident in these
pre-development activities in which pivotal decisions are taken and in a sort of waterfall
effect, design, development, production and operational costs.
2.3 Mission Analysis: Functional Analysis and Concept of Operation
Once the desires of the stakeholders have been identified and the different parts agreed upon
the goals of the project (clarified and frozen in the so called mission statement), the
developers should write down primary and hidden mission objectives.
Then, mission statement and mission objectives are the basic elements to start the mission
concept definition. In order to sketch the first attempt of mission concept, it is necessary to
think to all the possible elements that could be involved in. Indeed, the mission statement can
be regarded as the text of a problem and the mission objectives are the specific requests.
Nowadays, there would be several ways to reach these goals, exploiting existing and underdevelopment technologies and combining or operating them in different ways. Thus it is
important to derive all these feasible solutions of the problem in order to select the favourite
one, i.e. the one that allows maximizing the selected Figure of Merits.
In order to tackle with this fundamental step of the design process, this paper suggests to
follow a system engineering approach integrating tools of Functional Analysis and Decision
Making. Thus, Functional Analysis and related tools can be exploited in order to define the
fundamental “bricks” of the so called System-of-Systems (SoS), while the Quality Functional
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Deployment tool can allow to prioritize the options and to select the best alternatives among
them.
The overall process is recursive, meaning that it shall be repeated starting from the highest
level (System of Systems) and going through successive lower levels (system, subsystem, …).
Moreover, the methodology is also iterative as it can be applied within the same level, to
refine the evaluations performed or to confirm choices. In particular the following sections
report how it is possible to apply this methodology to sketch a VTOL spacecraft able to
perform parabolic flights.
Primary aim of the functional analysis is to define which functions the system shall be able to
perform in order to fulfil the mission objectives. Then, it is important to identify all those
systems, subsystems or equipment able to perform these functions and the way in which
should be interconnected.
The Functional Analysis can be carried out with the help of several tools such as:
• Functional Tree: expresses the functions to be performed for the execution of the
mission. The functional tree allows splitting the higher level and complex functions,
which stem from the mission objectives, into lower level functions, through a typical
breakdown process, and eventually it allows identifying the basic functions that have
to be performed by the future product. Therefore, starting from the so-called top-level
functions, the functional tree generates various branches, which move from the most
complex function to the basic functions, i.e. those functions at the bottom of the tree
that cannot be split any further. The basic functions help defining the functional
requirements of the future product, as each basic function can be rewritten as a
functional requirement.
• Function/Product Matrix allows identifying the elements or building blocks needed
to accomplish the functions. Specifically, the matrix’s rows contain the basic
functions coming from the functional tree, while the columns report the products, i.e.
the space mission elements capable of performing those functions. Starting from the
analysis of the first basic functions, new elements progressively fill in the columns.
Eventually all basic products are determined. As a result, the elements to be involved
in the missions are identified, by mapping all basic functions to products.
• QFD The Quality Function Deployment Tool is a very useful design method to
transform qualitative user demands into quantitative parameters, to deploy the
functions forming quality, and to deploy methods to achieve the design quality into
subsystems and component parts, and ultimately to specific elements of the
manufacturing process
• Product Tree can be obtained grouping together the elements identified in the
Function/Product Matrix. Unlike the functional tree, which has a typical top-down
approach, the development of the product tree follows a straightforward bottom-up
process. Like in the Functional Tree, also in this case it is extremely important to
clearly define the level of decomposition at which each product belongs to.
• Block Diagrams represent the building blocks linked through point-to-point
connections. The block diagram provides the designer with further information, if
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compared to the connection matrix, about the links’ directionality. Moreover it gives
evidence of the link type (e.g. mechanical, electrical, etc.). From these diagrams,
configuration requirements can be refined and interface requirements can be derived.
Functional Flow Block Diagrams allow defining the different operations the system
shall perform and the different phases and operative modes. FFBDs specifically
depict each functional event (represented by a block) occurring, following the
preceding function. Some functions may be performed in parallel, or alternative paths
may be taken. The FFBD network shows the logical sequence of “what” must
happen; it does not ascribe time duration to functions or between functions. The
FFBDs are function oriented, not equipment oriented.

Eventually it is worth to notice that the functional analysis can allow the developers not only
to identify the main systems, subsystems and components but also to derive a first draft list of
requirements. In particular, it allows the identification of configuration requirements through
the functions/products matrix, the product tree and the identification of interface requirements
through the functional/physical block diagram, besides the identification of functional
requirements through the functional tree.
Complementary, in order to derive possible mission concepts, it is also important to describe
the systems from an operative point of view. At this first level, the so-called Concept of
Operations consists in hypothesizing the general way of working of the systems, including
evaluations of mission phases, operation timelines, operational scenarios, end-to-end
communications strategy, command and data architecture, operational facilities, integrated
logistic support and critical events.

Figure 2:Functional analysis tool-chain.
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2.4 System and subsystem Design
In order to select a baseline for the following stages of design and development, it is
necessary to consider each system identified with the previous analysis and perform a first
sizing attempt. In this way it is possible to make comparisons between different mission
concepts and architecture on quantitative bases. These evaluations shall be repeated all along
the design activity at different levels until the design of each single piece that shall be built or
bought. It is clear that a continuous updating of requirements, constraints and design
specifications shall support this activity. In particular, new branch of Model Based System
Engineering (MBSE) [6] developed tools able to automatically keep them updated during the
overall lifecycle. This is considered a powerful capability because it guarantees the
traceability of products and requirements and also a full historical background of all the
changes performed during the project.
2.5 Baseline selection
The Baseline selection is the activity that concludes the very first design stage. The
evaluations performed during the system and subsystem design activity allow the developers
to associate quantitative evaluations to each mission concept derived with the mission
analysis. It is clear that it is not possible to study in detail a high number of options. Usually,
it is convenient to select the best alternative since the first design iteration, but in some cases,
where two or three alternatives seem to be very promising, it could be useful to going on
analysing all and postponing the selection of the winner at the end of the following iteration.
In this way, the best alternative is selected on the bases of more accurate and detailed
analyses, avoiding unforgivable and incorrigible mistakes.
In order to select the best solution engineers should identify those parameters, called keydrivers, and use it to evaluate the alternatives. Then, to complete the trade-off, one or more
Figures of Merit are defined, using key drivers as variables properly weighted.
3 VTOL SPACECRAFT FOR PARABOLIC FLIGHTS
3.1 Mission Statement and Mission Objectives
This paper deals with the conceptual design of a spacecraft aimed at parabolic flights with the
special capability of being able to perform a vertical take off and landing (VTOL). This and
other requests of the stakeholders deeply affect the design of the overall mission and related
systems and subsystems. The following statement, called mission statement, describes the
objective of the mission and its principal goals:
“The mission shall allow regular flight services to enable 4 flight participants at a time
to reach 100 km to experience a period of microgravity and an amazing view of the
Earth. The spacecraft shall perform a vertical take off from a sea-based or landbased platform and a vertical landing on the same site. Moreover, the additional capability to
perform an un-crewed mission shall be considered”
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Main Mission Objectives (that derives directly from the analysis of the mission statement)
• To perform a sub orbital parabolic flight
• To perform a vertical take off
• To perform a vertical precision landing
• To allow passengers to experience microgravity
• To guarantee an amazing view of the Earth
• To support both crewed and un-crewed missions
Secondary Mission Objectives (that derives from elaboration of stakeholders needs and
economical and political backgrounds)
•

To validate innovative mission concepts and technologies for space tourism

3.2 Requirements and constraints
This subsection of the report lists the top-level mission requirements directly derived by the
process described above. It is important to notice that the requirement elicitation process shall
be carried out all along the product design and development process.
THE SYSTEM shall be able to perform a sub-orbital mission profile
THE SYSTEM shall reach an altitude of 100 km
THE SYSTEM shall allow the passenger to experience at least 120 (TBC) sec of microgravity
THE SYSTEM design shall allow a dual capability:
THE SYSTEM shall be able to carry 4 passengers in the following 2 different
configurations
THE SYSTEM shall be able to accommodate 3 passengers and 1 pilot
THE SYSTEM shall be able to accommodate 4 astronauts in a fully automated
version
The cabin layout and interior configuration shall allow proper view of
the Earth during the flight.
The cabin layout shall allow a proper safe escape system
The cabin layout shall allow easy passengers boarding and un-boarding
operations minimizing on ground support equipment.
THE SYSTEM shall be able to carry payloads with a total mass of 600 kg
THE SYSTEM shall perform a vertical takeoff
THE SYSTEM shall be able to takeoff vertically from land-based platforms
THE SYSTEM shall be able to takeoff vertically from sea-based platforms
THE SYSTEM shall perform a vertical landing
THE SYSTEM shall be able to land vertically on-land based platforms
THE SYSTEM shall be able to land vertically on sea-based platforms
THE SYSTEM shall be able to perform final steering to the desired landing location.
In nominal conditions, THE SYSTEM shall be able to safely land on the same
platform from which it is launched.
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In contingency, THE SYSTEM shall be able to safely land on a site different from the
platform from which it is launched.
THE SYSTEM shall implement a controlled atmospheric re-entry system until the
final steering to the designated landing site.
THE SYSTEM shall perform a vertical takeoff
THE SYSTEM shall be able to takeoff vertically from land-based platforms
THE SYSTEM shall be able to takeoff vertically from sea-based platforms
THE SYSTEM shall perform a vertical landing
THE SYSTEM shall be able to land vertically on-land based platforms
THE SYSTEM shall be able to land vertically on sea-based platforms
THE SYSTEM shall be able to perform final steering to the desired landing location.
In nominal conditions, THE SYSTEM shall be able to safely land on the same
platform from which it is launched.
In contingency, THE SYSTEM shall be able to safely land on a site different from the
platform from which it is launched.
THE SYSTEM shall implement a controlled atmospheric re-entry system until the
final steering to the designated landing site.
At least TBD number of alternate landing site shall be selected for contingency situations
related to both take off abort or landing difficulties.
The distance between the alternate landing site and the nominal landing platform shall
be less than TBD m.
Electric propulsion shall be exploited to perform the final steering maneuvers to the
designated landing site.
THE SYSTEM shall be equipped with launch escape system that will automatically release
and separate propulsion system from the main cabin if an anomaly is detected.
3.3 Mission concept proposal and first baseline selection
Stating from the analysis of this first draft list of requirements, and exploiting the tools of
functional analysis, the systems able to accomplish the required mission have been identified.
(Figure 3). Then, different mission options have been identified assembling them in all the
possible ways. In tis case, hundreds of alternatives can be derived but unfortunately, some of
them are not compliant with some regulations and the related alternatives, result to be out of
the design space. For this reason, the options that have been found should be pruned avoiding
further analyses on them (Figure 4). Then, the remaining alternatives have been subjected to
trade-off analyses to evaluate the best solution.
In these trade-offs, safety played a fundamental role. Indeed, safety allows engineers and
stakeholders agreeing upon the first draft list of requirements, avoiding some amazing but too
futuristic objectives or the exploitation of technologies with a too low Technology Readiness
Level (TRL). Indeed, the remarkable tendency at innovation pushes to use the latest
discovered technology but it is clear that to exploit them in aeronautics and space sectors a
very high TRL is required. Moreover, it is worth to notice that it is possible to select some
technologies that are not available at the maximum TRL and plan to make it increasing within
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the development of the project. This is an example of high-level choice with a remarkable
impact on both costs and time-to-market (TTM). In this specific case, stakeholders preferred
the use of new technologies but they imposed very tight period of time to develop the product.
Thus, the use of existing and proved technologies has been agreed upon considering that in
future, it will be possible to substitute some technologies with new ones. Another very
interesting opportunity for the stakeholders, focused on innovation, is to avoid short-term
project, preferring long-term plans with intermediate, short duration projects [7]. The
outcomes of the intermediate steps are exploitable to make profits and fund the following
steps and the duration of the overall project could be enough to increase the TRL of the
interesting technologies. Eventually, safety dictates the minimum acceptable TRL for each
involved technology.
Moreover safety has been considered during the trade-off analyses. In this case, the high
number of missions conceived as able to accomplish the objectives imposes the use of a two
stages trade-off strategy with different weighting strategies [8]. Safety is one of the Figure of
Merits (FoM) that have been selected for the trade-offs. The weight assigned at each FoM has
been selected considering the impact of this parameter (or group of parameters related within
a proper mathematical equation) on the different design areas of the mission. In particular,
safety has been considered important in four design areas and its influenced equally shared
among them.

Figure 3: From mission element to mission concepts.

Figure 4: From mission concepts to the baseline selection.

Safety was assumed to affect decisions on the number, qualities of stages conceivable for the
spacecraft and also for the launch site. These two design areas are deeply interconnected and
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safety issues are mainly related to the fuel. Indeed, different staging strategies imply different
amount and types of fuel to be stored on board (affecting safety of crew and passengers) and
on ground (affecting safety of on ground operators and inhabitants of neighbouring areas).
The selection of the way in which the spacecraft can leave the Earth surface is strongly
impacted by safety considerations mainly depending on the presence of human on-boards and
thus, limited acceleration levels. Moreover the selection of a rocket launched spacecraft can
strongly affect the layout of the on-ground infrastructures, limiting the number of possible
hosting locations.
Choices in the area labelled aerodynamic configurations are influences safety of passengers
depending on the comfort levels and on the capability of the spacecraft of sustaining and
dissipating thermal loads and g-loads.
After some evaluations based on the selected Figure of Merits, trade-offs allow to propose to
the stakeholders three different mission alternatives with different peculiarities. They had the
commonality of being exploited by both a capsule-like and an airplane-like spacecraft.
Obviously, the capsule is characterized by lower level of complexity if compared to an
airplane, but it is less controllable and comfortable for the astronauts. The stakeholders,
focused on offering a valuable and tempting touristic service, preferred the spacecraft
solution, able to take-off without launchers, widening the number of possible exploitable
locations, diminishing the effort in building ground infrastructures.
The analyses lead to define the building blocks of the mission, i.e. its main elements [2]:
• Transportation Element
• Mission Operation Element
• Trajectory
• Crew
Considering the main outcomes of the mission analysis, the main goals could be carried out
exploiting a spacecraft able to carry four people up to an altitude of 100 km, following a
precise trajectory, consisting of different phases. On ground, ad-hoc infrastructures will
provide the necessary technical support and training all along the mission, both in nominal
and emergency conditions.
3.4 Mission Profile and trajectory
Considering the Mission Statement and the former list of requirements, the operational
scenario in which the system shall opérate has been defined. The following Table 1 and
Figure 5 report the mission phases and the related time envelope. In order to be compliant
with the requirements, the spacecraft shall be able to vertically take-off and reach the target
altitude of 100 km. In order to do this, as it is better specified in the system design section, the
spacecraft is equipped with two different propulsive systems. The air-breathing engines are
used to perform the vertical take off and to reach the first ascending segment up to 20 km.
Then, the ignition of a rocket engine, and the related switch off of the air-breathing engines
allows to reach the target altitude. From the mission profile reported in Figure 5 it is possible
to notice that the rocket engine burns out is foreseen to take place at 60 km of altitude, but the
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spacecraft will be able to reach 100 km exploiting its own inertia. Once the target altitude is
reached, the spacecraft shall perform a re-entry manoeuvre.
In this context is important to notice different trajectories will be evaluated for the re-entry
phase in order to avoid extreme thermal loads, such as spiral path or different angle of attack
descend. Figure 5 only depicts the pure ballistic trajectory obtained by a simulation-ad hoc
built in tool developed to evaluate the impact of the different design variable on the trajectory.
Then, the spacecraft should be able to restart the air-breathing engines and perform a typical
cruise to come back to the place where it took off.
The mission profile is part of the ConOps, together with other tools such as the mission
phases (Table 1), operative modes (Table 2) definition and an end-to-end communication
strategy. In particular, the communication strategy strictly depends on the location of the take
off and landing site and for this reason, ad-hoc studies have been carried out following some
stakeholders’ suggestions, hypothesizing the mission carried out in a location considered
appealing for touristic purposes [9].
Mission Phase
Starting altitude Ending altitude
Take off
0m
20 m
1st climb segment
20 m
18000 m
2nd climb segment
3rd climb segment
18000 m
60000 m
4th climb segment
60000 m
100000 m
Re-entry (Ballistic)
100000m
75000 m
Powered Re-entry
750000 m
15000 m
Cruise
15000 m
15000 m
Descent
15000 m
20 m
Landing
20 m
0m
Table 1:Mission phases.

Figure 5: Mission Trajectory.
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Spacecraft Operational Modes
Mission Phase
Un-powered Powered Rocketed Safety Escape
Take off
x
x
1st climb segment
x
x
x
2nd climb segment
x
x
x
rd
3 climb segment
x
x
x
4th climb segment
x
x
x
Re-entry (Ballistic)
x
x
x
Powered Re-entry
x
x
x
Cruise
x
x
x
Descent
x
x
x
Landing
x
x
Table 1: Spacecraft Operational Modes.

Considering Table 2, it is worth to notice that the high level operational modes here described,
refer to the system spacecraft. Indeed, it is not possible to define the operational modes
without having identified the system to which they refer. Moreover, the identified operational
modes are:
• Un-powered: this is the operational mode during which the spacecraft doesn’t use the
neither the air-breathing engines nor the rocket one and its motion its governed by the
inertial forces.
• Powered: this is the operative mode in which the spacecraft exploits its air-breathing
engines.
• Rocketed: this is the operative mode in which the rocket engine is ignited.
• Safety: is the typical operational mode that is encountered each time a minor failure or
malfunctioning is identified. Depending on the phase in which it happens and the
associated level of risk, the trajectory could be modified and the spacecraft subsystems
could change their operative modes to overcome the problem.
• Escape: it is the operative mode related to the highest level of risk. In this case, the
spacecraft is considered no more able to carry out the nominal mission. The spacecraft
is separated into two pieces. The small one, corresponding to the front fuselage,
contains the crew and related vital systems and should be design in order to allow the
crew and passengers survival, landing, after a ballistic, un-powered phase.
3.5 System and subsystems design
This section provides some data and explanation about the spacecraft system and some of its
most important subsystems. In particular, considering the very high design level, the major
attention has been devoted to the development of those subsystems with the major impact on
the general layout of the spacecraft. Moreover it is important to remember that the
information reported in these sections directly derived from the application of the
methodology presented in the previous section based on typical system engineering approach.
From the architectural perspective, the spacecraft (Figure 6) can be regarded as a hybrid
configuration, standing between a pure wing-body and a pure lifting body. Indeed, the vehicle
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shape has been derived after considerations taking into account different design peculiarities
like subsystems allocation, weight and balance boundaries, crew safety and trajectory. Indeed,
the vehicle should be able to perform a quite long atmospheric flight, produce lift in out-ofatmosphere environment, resists at the high g and heat loads.

Figure 6: Spacecraft preliminary layout

Figure 7: Main subsystems integration
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As it is possible to see in Figure 7, the spacecraft host the crew compartment in its forward
part of the fuselage. This location guarantees the crew compartment the maximum distance
w.r.t. the propulsion subsystems and simplifying the escape system design. Indeed, as it is
detailed in a following subsection, this part of the fuselage can be separated from the main
body of the spacecraft in case of very dangerous critical events.
The propulsion subsystems are hosted within the main body of the aircraft and consist of two
Jet engines and a rocket motor placed between the two. Proper feed systems connect the tanks
of the different propellants with the related engine. In addition to the classical nozzles,
additional steerable nozzles are placed on the lower surface of the spacecraft in order to allow
vertical take off and landing.
Other subsystems like landing gear, ECLSS, power subsystems will not affect the external
layout of the spacecraft and for this reason, only general evaluations have been performed
while detailed analysis will be performed in the following development stages.
3.5.1.

Crew compartment subsystem

The crew compartment has been designed in order to accomplish some of the primary
objectives of the mission:
• to carry 4 passengers up to 100 km
• to make passengers experience microgravity
• to guarantee an amazing view of the Earth
In order to perform the sizing of the crew compartment, aeronautical regulations [10] have
been taken into account to sketch the minimum structural envelope and to size the room
required for the crew (Figure 8, 9). Then, looking at existing manned space projects, the
sizing has been further developed. Moreover, safety considerations about the different
mission phases, especially the request for mobility during the micro-g period, push the
engineers to define sliding chairs for passengers and handles all around the cabin (Figure 10).

Figure 8: Crew compartment integration
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Figure 9: Crew compartment sketch

Figure 10: 3D model of the crew compartment

Diameter [m] 2.8
Length [m] 5.3
Crew [#]
2
Passengers [#] 2
Table 2: Crew compartment data.
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3.5.2.

Propulsion subsystem

Considering the mission statement, mission objectives and the first list of requirements, some
of them could deeply impact the design and the sizing of the propulsion system:
• to reach the target altitude of 100 km
• to vertically take off and landing from/to the same location
• to safely carry 4 passengers
In order to accomplish all these goals, two different propulsion subsystems have been
developed. The first subsystem consists of two air-breathing engines and related feed
subsystem able to guarantee the vertical take off and the first climb segment, up to 18 km of
altitude. Several different solutions have been evaluated in order to overcome the problem of
the vertical take off. Eventually, two of them seem to be the most suitable.
• The first solution proposed in Figure 11 is a combination of two ejectors and a shaftdriven fan. During vertical take-off the hot gasses produced by the two engines are
diverted to the external downward ejectors. Complementary, part of the mechanical
power of the two engines is used to move the central fan that becomes the third thrust
point, allowing the take off. Once the minimum altitude is reached (the standard
aeronautical 30 ft), the steerable nozzles are used to direction the thrust to complete
the first climb segment.
• The second solution (Figure 11) consists of four steerable nozzles exploiting the hot
gasses produced by the combustion.
Hence both the alternatives have been considered extremely smart ideas to solve the vertical
take off problem, in order to comply with short TTM, the second architecture has been
selected for further detailed analyses. It is also important to notice that both the feed systems
have been designed in order to make the system able to vertically take off in One Engine
Inoperative (OEI) condition. It is crystal clear that in order to guarantee this capability, the
two engines should be sized in such a way that each will be able to generate a thrust at least
1.2 times greater than the overall maximum take off weight. Two fuel tanks have been
allocated within the structure of the wings, in integrated tanks.

Figure 11: Comparison between two propulsive architecture to ensure VTOL capabilities
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Nevertheless, the air-breathing engines are not exploitable over a certain altitude and for this
reason a second propulsion subsystem has been implemented. It is a liquid rocket engine
whose propellant has been supposed to be installed in the central part of the fuselage, closed
to the rocket, reducing the losses.
Air-breathing propulsive subsystem
Thrust [kN]
300
Diameter [m]
1.18
Length [m]
4,85
Fuel [kg]
2264 kg
Rocket propulsive subsystem
Thrust [kN]
300
Diameter [m]
3
Length [m]
4
Fuel [kg]
5200
Table 3: Propulsive subsysystem data.

3.5.3.

Cabin escape system

The escape system has been conceived in order to overcome serious failures with the
impossibility of safely landing with residual propellant on-board. Solutions consisting in seat
ejections have been considered but the development of a solution for four seats appears to be
too complex (also from the equipment and redundancy point of view) to be further developed.
Following the results of the functional analysis, a cabin escape system has been developed. In
case of emergency, the front part of the fuselage is detached exploiting some cartridges
located in the intersection of the two bodies. Then, following a ballistic trajectory, the capsule
should be able to decelerate using a set of parachutes and then, to safely land on water or
terrain exploiting inflatable bags to reduce the effect of the impact.
In order to ensure the success of the escape system, all the subsystems and equipment that are
consider vital for the crew should be placed in the aft body. Different solutions in order to
overcome the pressurization problems are currently under development but the adoption of
special suits seems to be the most acceptable.

Figure 12: Sketch of the Cabin Escape System operations
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4 CONCLUSION
This paper aims at showing the process and the outcomes of a conceptual design for a peculiar
vehicle. Indeed, starting from precise stakeholders requirements, a spacecraft with VTOL
capabilities, able to carry 4 passengers or 600 kg payloads up to 100 km to experience at least
120 seconds of microgravity has been carried out. A system engineering methodology has
been proposed and followed, highlighting the benefit of this approach. Moreover, special
attention has been devoted to the propulsion system and to the way hypothesized in order to
ensure vertical take off and landing.
Future development of the project will focused on all those subsystems that have not been
completely analysed and on detailed evaluation and simulations of the propulsion system and
its foreseen capabilities.
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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to present a design procedure and tools in order to
optimize the aerodynamic shape of a large freighter aircraft with a PrandtlPlane
configuration. Suitable optimization tools have been developed and are shortly described in
the paper; sensitivity analyses for high speed flight conditions have been performed, and,
also, low speed performances are evaluated to provide a complete preliminary design of the
PrandtlPlane freighter.
1

INTRODUCTION

The PrandtlPlane configuration originates from L. Prandtl's studies on the “best wing system”
(BWS) concept, which consists into a box-wing in the front view, designed in such a way that
the total lift is the superposition of a constant and an elliptic distribution of lift in the
horizontal wings and a butterfly-shaped distribution on the vertical bulks (Figure 1a).

a)

b)
Figure 1: The Best Wing System
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Figure 1b, from [7], shows the induced drag of the best wing system and the optimum
biplane, as percentage of the induced drag of the optimum monoplane vs the non-dimensional
gap (vertical gap/wing span). It is remarkable that the best wing system is more efficient than
the optimum biplane in terms of induced drag and, also, is 20-30% more efficient than the
optimum monoplane. The PrandtlPlane configuration can be adopted to design any dimension
aircraft, from very small to extra large, much bigger than the conventional monoplanes. In
recent times, an increasing interest is devoted to air transport and the PrandtlPlane
configuration could be a solution in the case of very large aircraft, as shown in this paper.
This work deals with the optimization of a PrandtlPlane freighter, starting from a
configuration similar to the sketch represented in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Example of PrandtlPlane freighter.

The main characteristics and the advantages of the PrandtlPlane configuration have been
discussed in the past; also the possible disadvantages have been studied and, in particular,
flutter characteristics. The particular aspects to be faced in the case of a very large freighter
regard the interaction between structures and Flight Mechanics and Controls.
The bending and torsional stiffnesses of the wing structures, contrary to cantilever wings, are
strongly influenced by the overconstrained connections to the fuselage. Also the structural
solutions of the lifting system are totally innovative because, in principle, it is possible to
obtain distributions of bending and torsional moments not correlated with the lifting forces.
The structural design of the fuselage can be innovative as well, as shown later on. Flight
Mechanics and Controls are different from those of cantilever wings. In the present proposal,
all the wings undergo positive lifts. Longitudinal Stability with a given margin is a constraint
of the optimization and the influence of this constraint will be underlined in this paper. The
design of the aerodynamic controls of a PrandtlPlane is totally different from conventional
aircraft and, taking the large inertia along the pitch axis into account, the pitch control needs
to be very powerful; the requirements of Flight Dynamics in a very large PrandtlPlane
freighter are a real challenge. The PrandtlPlane configuration can overcome these difficulties;
in particular, the requirements on the longitudinal stability and dynamics are satisfied with a
reduced Margin of Stability (0-3%), lower than conventional (10-15%): in fact, the
derivative is higher in PrandtlPlane aircraft and it affects the short period frequency
(
). Good flight qualities need a proper range of
and hence, being
high and negative, the only way to reduce the value of
is to reduce
, that is to
reduce the Margin of Stability. The architecture of the longitudinal control system is based on
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the presence of elevators positioned as far as possible each other in the aircraft and moved in
phase opposition.
Lateral control is obtained by ailerons positioned at all the wing tips and, thus, is very
efficient; lateral stability is a critical item due to the rearward shift of the centre of gravity;
twin fins are mandatory to face the problems of dynamics of structures and flutter.
The aim of this paper is limited to present only the methodologies adopted to design a
PrandtlPlane in the particular case of a very large freighter. The freighter is properly designed
in order to transport intermodal containers; the aircraft is much bigger than any existing one
but, at the same time, the overall dimensions are included in a square of 80 x 80 m. plane, to
be compatible with the present airport areas.
The relevant features of the proposed PrandtlPlane freighter are presented in Tab. 1, ( [5]).
Fuselage Length
Wingspan
Range
Engines

DESIGN PARAMETERS
Cruise Mach
80 m
0.65
Cruise Altitude
80 m
6000 m
Maximum Runway Length
3000 nm
4000 m
Number of containers
Open Rotors
25
Table 1: PrandtlPlane freighter features.

WEIGHTS ESTIMATE
Weo
250420 kg 40,11%
Wfuel 124460 kg 19,43%
Wpay 250000 kg 40,46%
WTO 624883 kg

Some of the main characteristics of the fuselage can be found in the sketch in Fig. 3: the
fuselage is enlarged horizontally in order to host a 20ft container. The containers are loaded
and unloaded through two doors, in the front and rear fuselage, and are moved longitudinally
inside. No pressurization neither windows are needed.

Figure 3: Typical PrandtlPlane freighter fuselage cross section.

In this work, a third lifting surface has been introduced in order to enlarge the set of the
feasible solutions with the aim of improving maneuverability and reducing the fuselage stress;
a preliminary sketch of the configuration is shown in Figure 4. A third lifting surface (called
“auxiliary wing” in this paper) implies advantages and drawbacks. On one hand, there is a
weight increase due to the presence of the third wing but, on the other hand, there is a weight
saving on the fuselage and an easier maneuverability at low speed
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The empty weight saving of the fuselage is a great potential advantage of this solution; in fact
the fuselage is now equivalent to a three-supported beam instead of a cantilever one. The
auxiliary wing is positioned far from the aircraft center of gravity in order to maximize the
stability and controllability effects.

Figure 4: The auxiliary wing on the PrandtlPlane freighter – three-supported fuselage

The structural solution of the fuselage is based on the favorable positions of the aerodynamic
supports in Figure 4. As an example, we assume the material properties, section properties,
and loads from [5], summarized in Tab. 2 and Figure 4 is taken as an initial configuration.
Young Modulus [MPa]
E
Total Length [mm]
Ltot
Section Moment of Inertia [mm4]
Ix
Distributed Load [N/mm]
p
Table 2: Main quantities.

73000
64000
4.69*1011
102.5

In the case of an auxiliary lifting wing positioned in the nose of the aircraft, a possible
reduction of bending moments can be trivially deduced from Figure 5; this example is only
qualitative because the trim conditions are unknown. In the following of the paper, we
analyze the optimization process of the aircraft configuration; this process is the result of a
long research activity in which the optimization tools were set up and verified with very
positive results. The design process includes the use of a graphic software (ASD) and an
aerodynamic optimizer (AEROSTATE); both them have been developed by the Aerospace
Department of the University of Pisa and both run on MATLAB. The optimization tools were
modified and extended, in order to optimize the aircraft with the auxiliary wing.

Figure 5: Qualitative comparison between bending moments and shear forces (from [fabrizio Erice]).
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2 3-D SHAPE DESIGN OF FREIGHTER AIRCRAFT
The shape of every aircraft built in this work, has been realized by using the in-house
software ASD (Aerodynamic Shape Designer, [3]). ASD package ([1] and [2]) allows us to
shape a complex surface in a parametric, quick and modular way. The generation of
aerodynamic surfaces is carried out by the interpolation of N.U.R.B.S. curves. Conventional
and non conventional configurations can be represented and quickly changed during an
optimization process. ASD allows to edit external and internal aerodynamic shapes, axissymmetric bodies, bulks and fillet surfaces, etc.
3

AEROSTATE

AEROSTATE (AERodynamic Optimization with STAtic stability and Trim
Evaluator) is another in-house software and its theoretical basis are described in [9] and [10].
It allows us to find the optimum wing planforms of any configuration under geometrical and
aerodynamic constraints in cruise condition. The research of the optimum configuration in
AEROSTATE is obtained by the implementation of a local and a global algorithm. There are
two basic strategies to determine the optimum of a constrained or an unconstrained function:
the first one is an analytical exact method, which computes the Hessian matrix to evaluate the
gradient of the function; the second strategy uses algorithms which contain a random
component (e.g. genetic), and it is based on the so-called "heuristic methods". Analytical
methods can find out the local minimum, while heuristic methods determine the global
minimum, sacrificing the solution speed. The present problem has many variables, many
constraints and the objective function cannot be evaluated in the analytical way: if a gradient
method is used, probably the solution tends to a local minimum and not to the global one.
Genetic algorithms are not efficient from a computational point of view, thus, the present
algorithm is composed of a local algorithm to find out local minima and of a procedure to
build an approximation of the objective function
The local algorithm implemented in AEROSTATE is the SQP (Sequential Quadratic
Programming) Method. The global algorithm in this software is called LOCSMOOTH (Local
Optima Smoothing for Global Optimization.
3.1 Optimization methods and software structure
In general, optimization problems assume the following mathematical form. Considering the
functions f(x) (objective function), g(x) and h(x) (inequality and equality constraints):
(2)
(3)
(4)
The set Ω is defined as follows and the optimization problem is in the form (6):
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(5)
(6)
The SQP algorithm can be considered an extension of the Newton’s method to the constrained
optimum problem. The basic idea is to move away from the current point by minimizing a
quadratic model of the problem. The SQP method has been implemented in the optimizer
(AEROSTATE) by means a dedicated MATLAB function and its aim is to find out local
minima ([9]). The LOCSMOOTH algorithm is used to determine the global minimum of the
objective function (e.g. the curve represented in continuous line in Fig. 6); This algorithm
works properly when the starting function has a funnel structure, i.e. a superposition of an
underlying structure (the dashed curve represented in Fig. 6) and some perturbation around it.
The local optimum (call it ) depends on the starting point ; thus, the local optimum
function
can be defined and reported in Fig. 6 with the tick line: this is a step function
and rapid convergence algorithms cannot be applied. For this reason, a Gaussian filtering
smooths the thickest curve and the minimum point of the smoothed function is found. From
this point, the local minimum of the objective function is searched with SQP algorithm.

Figure 6: Objective function - LOCSMOOTH algorithm

The MATLAB functions which compose AEROSTATE are described in [9] and in [17]. In
this section, it is explained how the aerodynamic problem is set in AEROSTATE. All the
variable of the optimization problem are collected in the array and they are indicated in
Figure 7. The front and the rear wings are divided in two bays by three control sections, while
the auxiliary wing is constituted by one bay, limited by two control sections. The pitch angle
can be a variable or a constant. The bulk is automatically generated by means the geometric
parameters on the tip of both the two wings. The lower and the upper boundaries of the
variables are collected respectively in the arrays
, and they define the set Ω of
definition of the problem (
).
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Figure 7: Optimization variables

The objective function takes into account the aerodynamic efficiency and the bulks length,
which has to be low because of structural buckling. Now, the optimization problem can be
specified for the problem of the PrandtlPlane freighter.

(10)

(11)

The first two relationships are the equilibrium to the pitch moment and to the vertical
translation. The Margin of Stability and the wing loading of each wing need to be specified.
Finally, the lifting coefficient must be limited and some pure geometrical constraints could be
present.
3.2 AVL Software
Athena Vortex Lattice (AVL,[12]) is a program for the aerodynamic and flight-dynamic
analysis of rigid aircraft of arbitrary configuration. It employs an extended vortex lattice
model for the lifting surfaces, together with a slender-body model for fuselages and nacelles.
AVL is the aerodynamic software used by AEROSTATE because it is fast and simple to
manage; it is reliable in subsonic linear field [4], induced drag is well evaluated and stability
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and trim results are provided. The only drawback is that non-lifting bodies (i.e. the fuselage)
are difficult to be included in the computation. This aspect can be overcome by modeling the
fuselage as a plane flat, continuously connected to the front wing. The two-dimensional shape
of this fictitious wing is the top view of the fuselage.
The lateral stability and maneuverability are not considered and two vertical fins are assumed
to meet all constraints. The symmetry conditions allow to model only half configuration: thus,
aerodynamic lifting coefficients need to be rescaled during the analysis of results.
The friction drag coefficient
is evaluated: the friction drag contribution of the fuselage is
computed with the flat sheet analogy and the contribution of the wings and the bulks is
computed by means the polar curve of the considered airfoils: AVL provides the
distribution on each lifting surface. The polar function
is stored in
AEROSTATE and the local Mach and Reynolds number are calculated along the wingspan.
Thus, it is possible to get the
function by means proper interpolations. Finally,
is provided by Eq. (12) according the definition, i.e:
(12)
4

INTERFACE

AEROSTATE is a powerful tool to optimize aircraft but it only provides a 2D sketch
of the airplane. INTERFACE is a software dedicated to link the variables of AEROSTATE to
ASD and, therefore, it is possible to obtain 3D sketches of each aircraft in very quick and
iterative way. INTERFACE has been developed on MATLAB as complementary activity of
this work; all details about its possibilities and facilities are given in [17].
5

RESEARCH OF PRELIMINARY OPTIMUM CONFIGURATIONS

In this section, all the tools previously described are used in order to research optimum
configurations. The chosen profile is a six digits NACA airfoil (NACA 642415): it ensures
good performances in subsonic conditions because of a large laminar zone.
All the PrandtlPlane configuration parameters have been set in AEROSTATE referring to
Table 1. It is important to remark that the angle of attack of the fuselage (called “alpha” in
AEROSTATE), i.e. the angle between the flow direction and the fuselage axis, is set to zero,
in order to minimize the induced drag of the fuselage: in fact, modeling the fuselage as a
plane plate, induced drag should be added when alpha increases. Putting alpha=0, the model
is simpler, the calculation is faster and the fuselage floor is horizontal during cruise.
Therefore, the portion of the front wing, which crosses the fuselage, produces no lift.
Moreover, the Margin of Stability range is set as 0-3% (see Paragraph 1). Finally, the
optimization process needs a starting geometry file: it has been set up and loaded by
AEROSTATE (Fig. 8). All details about the starting geometry file can be found in [17])
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Figure 8: Optimization starting geometry

5.1 Front wing loading variation
The wing loading is an important parameter for an airplane, because it affects performances,
aerodynamics and flight mechanics. The computation of the wing loading for conventional
airplanes considers the aircraft total weight in a “mission point” (it could be the cruise design
point) and the wing surface. In a PrandtlPlane, any lifting surface contributes to the total lift
and has a proper wing loading:
(13)
In a first analysis, we wish to investigate how the efficiency of the PrandtlPlane freighter
depends on the wing loading of the front wing; to do this, we consider four different
optimizations, shown in table 3, in which the wing loading interval is restricted to 200 kg/m2
on the front wing, meanwhile no strict constraint is given on the rear and auxiliary wings. The
improvement of the wing loading increases the aerodynamic efficiency but reduces the
structural strength of the wing system and, thus, these analyses allow us to determine a set of
optimal solutions to be analyzed in a second step where a structural optimization will be
included.
Analysis
1
2
3
4

400
500
600
700

600
700
800
900

0
0
0
0

900
900
900
900

0
0
0
0

Objective function
Tab. 3: Sensitivity to the front wing loading – analyses description

The main results are collected in the graphs of Figure 9.
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Each symbol in Figures 9 represents a local optimum or the global optimum. Some
configurations are allowed to violate some constraints (this is possible in AEROSTATE when
the most important constraints are fulfilled, in order to reach quickly the global minima). In
this way, interesting configurations are still considered (although they violate some
constraints slightly, and will be analyzed afterwards, in a post-processing phase.
In summary, the results show that:
- when the front wing loading increases, the auxiliary wing tends to disappear;
- the rear wing solution is scarcely influenced by the front wing loading;
- a high rear wing loading ensures higher efficiency, but the Margin of Stability is reduced;
- the rear wing solution depends mainly on the Margin of Stability.

Fig. 9: Sensitivity to the front wing loading – Results
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5.2 The Bulk Parameter setting
As said before, the general objective function of AEROSTATE has been defined as follows:
(14)
In other words, we wish to optimize the aerodynamic efficiency as more as possible and to
reduce the bulk length in order to prevent the buckling under the compression loads during
cruise. The following analyses have been conducted in order to study the effects of
(Table 4).
5
6
7
0
0.1
0.2
Lower boundary [kg/m2]
400
300
200

Analysis

8
0.3

9
10
11
0.4
0.5
0.6
WING LOADING
Front wing
Rear wing
Auxiliary wing

12
13
14
15
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
Upper boundary [kg/m2]
600
700
900

Table 4: Sensitivity to the bulk parameter – analyses description

After a sensitivity analysis, the value

has been chosen

5.3 The rear wing loading
The aim of the analyses listed in Table 5 is to find out a suitable range of values for the rear
wing loading to reach high efficiencies.
Analysis
20
21
22

400
400
400

600
600
600

300
400
500

600
700
800

200
200
200

900
900
900

Tab. 5: Sensitivity to the rear wing loading – analyses description

The results show that the front wing lift decreases if the rear wing lift increases and, also, that
the aerodynamic efficiency is a slightly growing function of the rear wing loading ([17]).
Thus, in summary, the front and the auxiliary wings define the high speed aerodynamic
efficiency and the rear wing satisfies both the stability and low speed constraints.
5.4 The influence of wing span
The wingspan, , is limited by the hangar sizes and by structural problems, in particular
flutter. Results concerning the wingspan sensitivity are collected in Fig.10 and can be
summarized as follows: the efficiency increases with the wingspan and, when decreases,
the lift on front is reduced and that on the auxiliary wing increases.
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Fig. 10: Sensitivity to the wingspan – Results

5.5 Rear wing in forward position
This paragraph deals with the effects of moving forward the rear wing, which in turn is
connected with the rear wing loading variation. Contrary to the previous analyses, the
auxiliary wing does not remain ahead of the fuselage but moves after the rear wing (Fig. 11
shows an example of such an aircraft).

Fig. 11: Example of advancement of the rear wing
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The analyses performed are collected in Tab. 6.
Analysis id

B [m]

H [m]

1
2

80
80

11
12

[kg/m2]

[kg/m2]
400
400

600
600

450
500

750
800

[kg/m2]
200
200

600
900

Table 6: Advancement of the rear wing – analyses description

In the first analysis, the rear wing is moved towards the centre of gravity in order to increase
its wing loading and the efficiency; in the second analysis, the upper limit of the wing loading
of the auxiliary wing is enhanced. The constraint on the Margin of Stability is fulfilled by
moving the auxiliary wing backwards. The boundaries of the front wing loading are
unchanged; thus, the only possibility for the optimization code to satisfy the equilibrium, is to
increase the lift of the rear wing (Figure 12)
.

Fig. 12: Advancement of the rear wing – Results

5.6 The reference analysis
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In this section, some typical configurations are collected.

FILE NAME

E
22,67

test5trisCurr0

Cltot
0,365
MS [%]
1,25

CL_front
0,424
W/S front [kg/m2]
600,9

CL_rear
0,285
W/S rear [kg/m2]
403,6

CL_auxwing
0,411
W/S auxwing [kg/m2]
581,3

Table 7: test5trisCurr0 – Configuration details

FILE NAME

test5trisCurr6

E
23,35

Cltot
0,350
MS [%]
-2,37

FILE NAME

test5trisCurr8

E
22,22

Cltot
0,367
MS [%]
-0,72

CL_front
CL_rear
0,444
0,280
W/S front [kg/m2]
W/S rear [kg/m2]
626,2
394,9
Table 8: test5trisCurr6 – Configuration details

CL_front
0,419
W/S front [Kg/m^2]
601,1

CL_rear
0,277
W/S rear [Kg/m^2]
397,6

Table 9: test5trisCurr8 – Configuration details
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CL_auxwing
0,147
W/S auxwing [kg/m2]
207,2

CL_auxwing
0,407
W/S auxwing [Kg/m^2]
584,0
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6

LOW SPEED DESIGN

The present paragraph is dedicated to the low speed design. Firstly, with reference to
NASA CR 4746 requirements ([16]), the maximum lift during landing is analyzed and the
necessary lift coefficient of the whole configuration is computed according to the data in Tab.
10.
Description
Necessary lift coefficient

Type

Relation/Value

Approach lift coefficient
Landing Speed
Design Landing Weight
Landing altitude
Table 10: Low speed main quantities

In this preliminary phase, the performances of flaps and slats are studied by applying
theoretical and semi empirical formulas, provided by [8].
6.1 Low speed devices design
The low speed method consists into satisfying the following conditions:
(13)
(14)
(15)
,
and
are the maximum airfoil lift coefficients (with or without high
lift devices extracted) of each wing;
,
and
are the
corresponding maximum airfoil lift coefficients, calculated according to ([8], [17]).
,
and
are computed by AVL software, in which all the aerodynamic surfaces
and all the wing devices (elevators, trailing edge flaps and slats) are modeled; elevators, flaps
and slats are represented in AVL as plain flaps and slats. The procedure is iterative.
The results are the
distributions along all the aerodynamic surfaces. In particular, the
perpendicular to the isobars are extrapolated and compared with the allowable data values that
are obtained by the method in [8]. At this step, it is verified that
(17)
(18)
6.2 Results
The high lift devices of a PrandtlPlane are non conventional: the front wing devices are
leading edge slats and trailing edge double slotted flaps; the rear wing has only trailing edge
single slotted flaps; the elevator is modeled as a plain flap; the flap and the slat chords are
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30% and 15% of the local chord, respectively. Front and rear wings have the same flap
deflection.
Different
configurations
are
examined in order to prove that the
PrandtlPlane freighter, provided
with an auxiliary wing, can satisfy
the low speed constraints with
many arrangements of the wing
system. Some examples are
presented in Table 11, where
configurations have been already
analyzed in the cruise condition
and the high speed aerodynamic
efficiency is reported.

Fig. 13: Low speed devices and control surfaces

test5trisCurr0
22.67

80
1092.1
Front wing

8

3.48
3.43
Rear wing

21.7

2.66
2.26
Aux wing

17.5

1.20

1.65

test5trisb75Curr0
21.25

75
1182.2
Front wing

6

3.58
3.14
Rear wing

22.9

3.58
3.14
Aux wing

16.8

1.20

1.91
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test5trisCurr8
22.20

80
1075.2
Front wing

4

4.19
4.95
Rear wing

36.2

3.32
2.79
Aux wing

30

1.20

3.08

test5trisCurr6
23.35

80
1144
Front wing

10

3.40
3.22
Rear wing

20

2.49
2.12
Aux wing

10

1.20

0.98

test5trish11Curr18
23.87

80
1132.8
Front wing

8

3.37
3.07
Rear wing

18.5

2.45
2.33
Aux wing

12.5

1.20

0.19
Table 11: Low Speed Results
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7

CONCLUSIONS

An optimization procedure has been set up in this work in order to evaluate optimal
wing planforms that minimize the lift-to-drag ratio. Proper constraints have been considered
to take structural requirements and flight mechanics into account. In particular, the wing
loading, deriving from both regulation on the landing and from structural reasons, appears the
most significant parameter, which affects the wing planform. It has been verified that a high
front wing loading improves the aerodynamic efficiency E but, at the same time, it makes the
front wing overloaded: when the front wing loading is over
, the auxiliary wing is
very inefficient, with a small surface and a low lift coefficient. Thus, the fuselage has two
supports, instead of three, and the bending moment in the fuselage increases.
The rear wing loading has been investigated too. Results underline that when the rear wing
loading increases, the response of the aircraft is not unique: on one hand, the rear wing is
moved towards the centre of gravity (but in this case many configurations do not meet the
constraint on the Margin of Stability); on the other hand, the rear lift coefficient can be
improved. The previous two situations refer to analyses where the auxiliary wing was a
canard and its wing loading was limited between
and
. If the upper
boundary of the auxiliary wing is cut to
, the optimizer provides new
configurations, in which the auxiliary wing is a tail and the rear wing is heavily moved
towards the centre of gravity and the Margin of Stability condition is met by positioning the
auxiliary wing backwards, far from the centre of gravity. In this case the lateral stability is
difficult to be managed with two vertical fins, because they are very close to the centre of
gravity. Then, the tail can have a "H" shape in order to locate two rudders. Anyway, the
efficiency E increases when the rear wing loading increases.
In general, it can be inferred that the most efficient configurations should have three slender
lifting surfaces: in fact, it is not sufficient to have a front or rear high Aspect Ratio to improve
E.
The bulks length has been taken into account in the objective function by means the parameter
. Bulks have to be sufficiently short because they can undergo buckling. It has been
chosen
because it is a compromise value between high efficiency, short bulks,
homogeneous distribution of the aerodynamic load on the three wings and not too high .
It has been provided that the height of the two fins h does not affect the efficiency in a
sensitive manner. Reducing h from 12 m to 11 m or 10 m seems a good solution because the
structure is more compact, maintainability is simpler and the wet surface is decreased.
However, if the rear wing is closer to the front wing, the downwash effect is stronger and the
flow on the rear wing can be slightly spoiled. The aerodynamic efficiency is very sensitive to
the wingspan because, when b increases, both the induced drag and the friction drag decrease.
Besides, changing the wingspan, the margin of stability is not influenced. The
parameter
has been considered and it is observed that the Prandtl’s aerodynamic theory does not comply
with the results: in particular, the efficiency is not constant, but it decreases if the wingspan
decreases. Again, the wingspan effects are prominent. This behavior is also due to the wing
sweep, which are not zero.
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From low speed analysis results, it has been verified that the auxiliary wing is actually
necessary to meet low speed conditions for the PrandtlPlane freighter. The auxiliary wing
works as an elevator that guarantees the trim condition during landing. It should be remarked
that the low speed procedure is very preliminary: flaps and slats need to be optimized, taking
into account interaction effects. Moreover, in this work, only slotted flaps have been
considered. If more expensive fowler flaps are employed, low speed performances will
increase and the two elevators can be less stressed. It is important to remark that many
different wings arrangements allow the freighter to land and to meet the low speed constraint.
This is a key point in the design process because it demonstrates that the PrandtlPlane
freighter with three lifting surfaces is a very versatile aircraft.
Finally, three macro-solutions have been provided by the high speed analysis (optimization
process in cruise conditions); they all meet the low speed requirement too.
The most remarkable geometric difference is the position of the auxiliary wing along the
fuselage. These macro- solutions are shown in Fig. 14, Fig. 15 and Fig. 16.

Fig. 14: Canard configuration

Fig. 15: Intermediate configuration

Fig. 16: Tail configuration
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Abstract. “Inspiration from nature” is the key words that lies behind the morphing idea. Just
as bird helped to inspire the design of the warping mechanism of the Wright Flyer, nature
offers a philosophy inspiration for morphing wing design. Since aviation origin, a connection
between bio-inspiration and aeronautical engineering can be found which has led through
years at the current idea of a morphing wing as a mechanism capable to adapt its shape as
well as the flight conditions change. Design of morphing wings at increasing TRL is common
to several research programs worldwide, especially aimed at improving their associated
benefits (optimize aerodynamic efficiency, fuel consumption reduction, decrease of COx and
NOx emission, etc.) and overcoming classical limits (increasing system complexity,
certification, reliability and so on). In this framework, the CRIAQ MD0505 project was
launched; a joint research program between Canadian and Italian academies, research
centers and leading industries. The target of this research cooperation is the development of
combined smart structures systems on a full scale wing tip of a next generation regional
aircraft. The complex device combines a modifiable airfoil thickness with a camber morphing
aileron. This paper focuses on the preliminary design and the numerical modeling of the
aileron architecture. The structural layout consists of a number of deformable ribs, each
made of three consecutive blocks connected each other by hinges. Further cross connections
between pair of elements, make the system a SDOF finger-like mechanism. The aileron is
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moved by servo rotary load bearing actuators which drive a kinematic chain and sustain the
external aerodynamic pressure distribution. A FE model of the entire architecture was
released to verify the structural integrity under prescribed operational conditions.

1 INTRODUCTION
Aircraft wings are tipically designed to operate in optimal condition during cruise. However,
aircraft encounter different fligth phases during a tipical mission where its efficiency is
seldom optimal, leading to worst performance, [1]. A possible solution to this kind of problem
will be to realize lifting surfaces able to “adapt” theirselves to the various operative conditions
in such a way to reduce the efficiency loss. This is the main aspect which define a morphing
structure as an innovative device designed to optimize aircraft L/D ratio in all the fligth
envelope. Several European projects, such as Clean Sky and Saristu, [2], were launched in
recent years to develop new technologies devoted to morphing structures demonstrating their
applicability and benefit. For these aims, the CRIAQ Project was launched, with specific
focus on the wing trailing edge, [3]. It is of reasonable interest to extend this capability to the
aileron region. In such a manner, a new functionality is given to this control surface, which is
still able to rotate around its main hinge axis. It is aimed at working in cruise to modify a
limited chord segment, to accomplish aircraft weight variations following fuel consumption,
[4]. However, during classical manoeuver, this morphing, no-gap part is rigid and the aileron
works in the usual manner. The morphing aileron is made of segmented ribs in a finger-like
architecture, [5], connected through longitudinal spars with an internally contained actuation
system. The designed mechanism was developed by matching compactness and flexibility
requirements. The actuation system must be able to morph the structures, while keeping a
certain stiffness to withstand external aerodynamic loads. These two opposing properties can
be reached with kinematic chains, driven by load-bearing actuators. Due to its segmented
structural layout, the aileron is a multiple degrees of freedom system which enables wing
camber variation. The actuation kinematics convert the actuator torque into a controlled
displacement. To meet this purpose, commercial linear guides are chosen in order to convert
the actuator shaft rotation into a linear alternate motion. Linear guides are made of two
components; a stainless steel rail and a sliding element directly connected to the kinematic
leverage. The actuator shaft rotation is then transmitted to the sliding element by means of a
fork-shaped crank; a vertical force is produced by the contact between slider and rail which is
transmitted to the morphing rib. A modified version of the quick-return mechanism, [6], was
adopted. In this paper, the aileron structure is presented with reference to the design load used
for its sizing. Furthermore, the working principle of the actuation system is described and
preliminary results of a finite element simulation are shown. No critical issue occurs from the
linear static and buckling analyses which show that no plasticization arises under the
prescribed limit loads.
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2 MORPHING AILERON: STRUCTURAL LAYOUT AND LOADS EVALUATION
The morphing aileron consists of segmented adaptive ribs based on finger-like segments
enabling aileron camber morphing upon actuation. Each rib (Figure 1) is assumed to be
segmented into three consecutive blocks (B1,B2,B3) connected to each other by means of
hinges located on the airfoil camber line (A,B). Block B1 is rigidly connected to the rest of
the wing structure through a torsion tube enabling aileron rotation for roll control. Blocks B2
and B3 are free to rotate around the hinges on the camber line, thus physically turning the
camber line into an articulated chain of consecutive segments. A linking rod elements (L) hinged on not adjacent blocks- forces the camber line segments to rotate according to specific
gear ratios.

Figure 1: Morphing rib architecture: (a) blocks and links, (b) hinges.

The ribs’ kinematic is transferred to the overall aileron structure by means of a multi-box
arrangement (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Morphing aileron structure: multi-box arrangement
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The rotation angle γ of block B2 with respect to block B1 was determined in order to
approximate target shapes by means of the articulated single-d.o.f. mechanism described in
Figure 1. The VLM method was adopted to evaluate aerodynamic pressure distribution along
the aileron in correspondence of each considered flight attitude (namely wing angle of attack,
flight altitude and speed) and aileron geometrical configuration. 3D flat-panels mesh was
generated in correspondence of the outer wing segment. For each flight attitude and aileron
shape, the lifting pressure (Pi) acting along each box (bi) was calculated according to the
following equation:
Pi  q( P0,i  P ,i  P ,i )

(1)

where:
 q  0.5    V2 is the dynamic pressure,  the air density and V2 the airspeed;
 αis the wing angle of attack;
 P0,i is the pressure arising on bi in correspondence of unit dynamic pressure at ,  equal to
zero (airfoil baseline camber effect);
 P,i is the pressure on bi due only to unit α at unit dynamic pressure (incidence effect);
 P,i is the pressure on bi due only to unit  at unit dynamic pressure (morphing effect).
Thanks to Eq.1, P0,i , P,i , P,i where calculated only one time for all the boxes and then
combined according to the flight attitude parameters (α, q) and aileron morphed shape (γ) to
be investigated. The combination of α, q, γ leading to the most significant pressure levels
along aileron segments was then determined and used as design operative condition for
structural sizing purpose. The spanwise pressure distribution on the aileron segments at the
design point (   2 ,q  4425N / m2 ,  7 ) are plotted in Figure 3.

Figure 3 – Pressure distribution along aileron span
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3

ACTUATION SYSTEM

The main target of the actuation kinematic is to develop a means of transforming the actuator
motion to a specific rotation of the morphing device. It must be designed to withstand the
external aerodynamic loads without undergoing structural damage and at the same time to
move the system to the desired morphed shape. It is based on the classical quick-return
mechanism, also referred as oscillating glyph kinematic. Such configuration is illustrated in
Figure 4.

Figure 4 – The quick-return based architecture for the moprhing aileron actuation system

The actuator shaft is located in O and the its rotation is trasmitted to the structure by means of
the crank R and by the contact force F generated by the sliding element along its guide.
Thereby a moment is produced that equilibrate the aerodynamic hinge moment so that the
system keeps its desired morphed shepe defined by the angle . The mechanism is a SDOF
architecture where the most two important design relations can be obtained by simple
mathematical manipulations. The first one estimates the moment amplification factor also
defined as mechanical advantage can be written:
𝐵𝐿
(1)
𝐵𝑅
Equation (1) show that the mechanical advantage is purely dependent on the geometry
parameters; the choise of them influces the behaviour of the mechanism which is finally
dependent from the crank dimension and rod length. It also important to notice that eq.(1) can
be graphically represented (Figure 5). The diagram shows that the greater rib morphing angle
() the higher MA and consequently the actuator torque required to equlibrate the external
aerodynamic moment decrease. The maximum design condition for the aileron occurs at 𝜑 =
7° with 𝑀𝐴 = 4.2 (red spot in the diagram). This is the main important advantage of the
actuation system herein developed with significant benefit in terms of actuator power and
weight.
𝑀𝐴 =
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Figure 5 – MA vs Rib Moprhing Angle

Another important equation combines the actuator shaft rotation (β) with morphing angle ()
and it is represented in Figure 6, and analitically described by eq. (2).

Rib Morphing Angle [deg]

cot 𝜑 =

𝐿
− cot 𝛽
𝑅 sin 𝛽

(2)
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Figure 6 – Rib Morphing Angle vs Actuator shaft rotation.
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It is evident that in the design range between +7° of morphed down and -7° of morphed up,
the actuator rotation is comprised among ±45°. In the previous equations is possible to
appreciate how varying geometrical parameters such as 𝐵𝐿 and 𝐵𝑅 can influence the
mechanical advantage and then the loads transmitted to the actuator. These parameters are set
by mass and volume constraints. The actuation system kinematics with detail on the linear
guides [7] and its integration on the aileron rib are reported in Figure 7.

Figure 7 – Integration between actuation system and rib (left) and detail of the linear guide elements (rigth)

4

FE VALIDATION

In order to verify the structural robustness of the conceived morphing architectures as well as
to estimate its dynamic behavior, a very refined finite element model (FEM) was generated
(Figure 8). The model was realized with solid finite TET10 elements both for structural
components (ribs and spars) and actuation system leverages. All the hinges were modeled by
means of two-nodes CBUSH elements; each node of the CBUSH was rigidly connected to a
representative set of nodes belonging to the structural item by means of RBE2 (Figure 9) [8].

Figure 8 – Morphing Aileron, finite element model
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Figure 9 – Hinges model

The aileron model was considered constrained in correspondence of the crank exactly where
the actuator shaft is located in order to prevent its rotation (clamped configuration). The
following analyses were carried out:
 Linear static analysis at limit load
 Buckling analysis at limit load
The global magnitude of the displacements exhibited by the aileron at limit load condition is
shown. The maximum value (21.8 mm) is located at the trailing edge in proximity of the 1st
bay (Figure 10).
The maximum Von Mises stresses were detected around the rib links (257 MPa) and around
hinges of the second rib (231 MPa) and on the actuation beam (467 MPa), resulting below the
yield strength of AL2024 alloy and steel. The described results are depicted in Figure 11,
Figure 12 and Figure 13.
The first buckling eigenvalue occurs at -10.391, that means the first critical load is more than
10 times the applied pressure but in opposite direction. The buckling deformation related to
this eigenvalue involves the ribs connection links and it is shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 10 - Global aileron displacement distribution.

Figure 11 - Global Von Mises stress distribution on links
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Figure 12 - Global Von Mises stress distribution on ribs

Figure 13 - Global Von Mises stress distribution on actuation beams

Figure 14– First buckling deformation mode of the aileron
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5

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the working principle of the morphing aileron actuation system is presented.
The actuation mechanism is based on an oscillating glyph mechanism, combining the
characteristics of functionality, robustness and integrability required to adaptive structures. In
specific, the study of the smart mechanical system involved the functional integration of a
kinematic actuation chain into a finger-like adaptive ribs architecture. The stress results and
the buckling eigenvalue are provided. The results show that all MoS are positives and there
are no critical points for structural safety of the proposed morphing aileron.
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Abstarct. Degradation of aircraft performance due to ice accretions on aircraft structures is of great
interest for aeronautical institutions and justifies the large amount of efforts spent on this topic by the
international scientific community.
In the work at hand, the authors designed a piezo-based deicing system, able to induce Lamb waves
onto structural skin elements, this way producing detaching actions at the interface with the ice.
At first, an overview is provided of the anti and de-icing systems currently in use, by highlighting pros
and cons. At second, the working principle of the Lamb wave de-icing system is described, with specific
interest in the main parameters affecting the detachment performance. Then the design phase was dealt
with, adopting both a theoretical and a numerical (FE modeling) approach. By implementing dynamic
numerical investigations, the most promising design configurations were investigated, this way
predicting the system detaching ability at several working conditions.

S. Ameduri, A. Brindisi, M. Ciminello.

1. INTRODUCTION
During the last years the Italian research institutions and the aerospace industry, according to the
international trend [1], have dedicated a wide amount of efforts in developing technologies aimed at
improving the reliability of Unmanned Air Vehicles; this with the aim of achieving the same safety
level of the manned vehicles.
Within this scenario, CIRA, in the framework the “Smart ON board System” (SMOS) Project, is
carrying out activities aimed at developing and testing in dedicated facilities (icing wind tunnel) anti
and de-icing concepts. More in details, the goal of the Project will be reached coupling three different
ice protection systems based on different technologies: an electrochemical one, a passive ice-phobic
system [2], and a Lamb-wave based de-icing system realized by means of piezoelectric actuators [3].
From an aerodynamic point of view, ice accretion on airplane structures, mainly leading edges and
nacelles, degrades aircraft performance and safety (lift dramatic abatement and drag increase).
Anti-icing methods use different technologies to prevent from ice accretion; ice-phobic skins belong to
this family. On the other hand, electromechanical, pneumatic impulse, electro-impulse, ultrasonic
guided waves systems belong to the anti-icing family, since they produce ice detachment [1] [4].
All of these are affected by drawbacks that limit their use during flight. Main issues concern the power
consumption, the weight and the effectiveness and further work is needed to improve the predictions
and the methods of removing ice from aircraft. In the following the most spread and used concepts are
cited.
Hot gas systems are the primary method employed to deice surfaces, but they have been left apart when
engines became lighter and more efficient.
Thermal in-flight de-icing methods prevent accumulation of ice by keeping the surfaces at elevated
temperatures. Normally thermal methods consume a very large amount of power and this represents the
main drawback that engineers tend to overcome by introducing different types of de-icing methods.
Electrical methods also consume significant amount of power and can be too heavy. There is always a
strong demand for de-icing techniques that are effective and at the same time, lightweight, low in power
consumption, low maintenance and manufacturing costs, reliable operation, and that offer little or no
design change requirement and aero penalties [2].
Electro-thermal de-icer systems, being composed essentially by an electric heater, have very high power
consumption, but benefit of their simplicity and of the very short response time in comparison with hot
air or hot fluid systems.
Freezing point depressant de-icing systems, among other benefits mentioned before, provide operations
with a low power demand, which is a big advantage, but these systems are less effective especially
when the ice adhesive bond is greatest. Moreover these systems are not used in aircraft where the
engine bleed air is used to supply air cabin because it can produce harmful vapours in the cabin.
High frequency microwave de-icing systems are effective when used in composite structures, so their
use is limited to aircrafts or helicopters that present parts composed of these types of materials [3]. Also
power consumption is an issue.
Recently it has been introduced [5] [6] [7] [8] a new non–thermal approach using Lamb waves for de-
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bonding the accreted ice layer on structures of aeronautical interest, by exceeding the adhesive strength
using shear horizontal waves.
2 DEVELOPMENT OF A DE-ICING SYSTEM DEMONSTRATOR
In this paper the development of de-icing system demonstrator based on Lamb-wave is described. It is
representative of a skin element of aeronautic interest and is composed of a supporting aluminum
structure with an ice layer attached on a face; of a piezoelectric patch, namely “piezo Lamb” bonded at
the center of the aluminum plate used to generate Lamb waves and, thus, to produce ice detachment;
and of a couple of piezoelectric patches used one for sensing and one for actuating at low frequencies in
a range that is outside the de-icing system operating bandwidth, that is needed to monitor the system
dynamics with and without ice, in order to have evidence of the potential detachment.
The main features of the demonstrator are summarized in Table 1. The dimensions of the piezoelectric
patch used for Lamb-waves generation were chosen to cover a reasonable portion of the plate, while its
thickness was defined to maximize the action transmitted to the structure, coherently with what
established in [9]. In addition a piezoelectric material adequately stiff and with a high piezoelectric
charge constant was selected with the aim of emphasizing the authority of the actuator. The same
composition was selected for the other two piezoelectric patches, while their dimensions were
adequately reduced to limit their intrusiveness onto the system.
The operative working conditions (i.e. frequencies of excitation) of the de-icing system were faced
through a dedicated theoretical and numerical approach. As a result, the frequencies of excitation of
Lamb-waves were found out and the action generated by piezoelectric patches at the interface between
the structure and the ice layer was predicted.
An experimental campaign was aimed at estimating the shear adhesion strength of the ice onto the
structure and the FE simulation of the de-icing system relied upon this data to classify the ability of the
system to produce the ice detachment [3].
Table 1. Main features of the designed demonstrator

Structure
Material
Young modulus (GPa)
Poisson modulus
Density (kg/m3)
Dimensions (mm)

7075 T6 Alluminum alloy
90
0.33
2750
60 x 60 x 1.6
Ice layer

Material
Young modulus (GPa)
Poisson modulus
Density (kg/m3)
Dimensions (mm)

Distilled water
9.1
0.28
920
20 x 20 x 3.5
Piezo actuators PPK 11
Material
Lead zirconate-titanate
Young modulus (GPa) in x direction
61.0
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Poisson modulus
Density (kg/m3)
Piezoelectric charge constant d31 (C/N)
Frequency constant, N13 (m/s)
Relative dielectric constant e11/e0
Dimensions “Piezo Lamb” (mm)
Bandwidth “Piezo Lamb” kHz
Dimensions piezo actuator and sensor
Bandwidth piezo actuator kHz

0.31
8000
280e-12
1400
2740
20 x 20 x 1.0
20 - 200
10 x 10 x 0.5
0 - 10

3 THEORETICAL MODEL OF THE DE-ICING DEMONSTRATOR
Lamb-waves are guided ultrasonic waves which propagate in thin plates. Their energy decay ratio is
proportional to 1/r, in comparison to 1/r2 for a standard ultrasonic wave, where r is the distance from the
source of the pulse [10] [11]. These waves excited at high frequencies have short wave lengths so they
are sensitive to structural changes and disturbances.
Lamb-waves appear in a finite number of modes called symmetric and anti-symmetric. They are highly
dispersive. Analytical mathematical models are difficult to obtain for general geometries.
The group velocity dispersion characteristics of a plate are important because they correspond to the
speed of mechanical energy propagation; while phase velocity dispersion curves indicate that the
propagation speed of various Lamb-wave modes varies with the frequency, and that multiple modes
exist at any frequency.
On the basis of the studies done by [5] [6] [8], theoretical and numerical tools were implemented to
identify conditions at which it is possible to generate Lamb-waves into the structure causing ice
detachment. The reference structural scheme is shown in Figure 1.

Ice
h(i)

Structu
ree

h(s)

PZT

z
0

Figure 1. System composed of ice-structure-piezoelectric.
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These models are based on the solution of the Cauchy-Navier equations of the type [1] [4]

u x, y , z  U j e



ik x  j z ct



(1)

where x, y, z represent the displacement components u, Uj; k the wavenumber and αj the jth eigenvalue.
These latters in turn are expressed as a function of the frequency and dispersion velocity.
By imposing the boundary conditions (Eq. 2 - 9) a homogenous equation system can be obtained.
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0

(z=0 on ice
surface, z=h(i))

free

(xz=0 on ice
surface, z=h(i))

free

(2)

(3)

(horizontal
displacement coincident
at
ice-structure
interface)

(4)

(vertical displacement
coincident
at
icestructure interface)

( 5)

(z coincident at icestructure interface)

(6)

(xz coincident at icestructure interface)

(7)

(z=0 on structure inner
surface, z=0)

(8)

(xz equal to the shear
transmitted by the piezo
through the adhesive
layer)

(9)
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where G( ) and λ( ) represent the Lamè constants, Rj the ratio between the vertical displacement and Uj,

F denotes the Fourier transform, τ the shear transmitted by the piezo to the structure, h( ) is the

thickness of the layers and finally i and s subscripts denote the ice and the structure.
The non-zero solutions of this system can be estimated for some couples frequency-dispersion velocity,
for which Lamb-waves are generated [11] [12]. The obtained locus of points represents the dispersion
curves, as depicted in Figure 2, referring to the case under study (whose main features are reported in
Table 2). In the same picture, also a red straight line representing the piezo patch working was plotted.
This line was traced by considering the relation between the wave frequency, f, its length,
phase velocity c in the medium

f   c

( 10)

In this case the wave length is fixed and just equal to twice the in –plane dimension, w, of the piezo
actuator:

c  f  2w

( 11)

The intersections between this line and the characteristics curves indicate the frequencies for which
Lamb waves are excited; these were reported in the same graph.

116.0
kHz
89.0
kHz

195.0
kHz

176.0
kHz

21.1
kHz

Figure 2. Characteristic curves (blue), piezo of a given dimension working line (red).
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4 FINITE ELEMENT MODEL OF THE DE-ICING DEMONSTRATOR
The design phase was further faced by modeling the system through the FE approach and implementing
the transient dynamic analysis. The simulations allowed estimating the shear at ice - structure interface,
generated by the excitation of a Lamb piezoelectric patch, and responsible for the detachment of the ice
and the frequency response of the system under the action of the piezoelectric for actuation at low
frequencies [13] [14] [15].
supporting structure

piezo for deicing

piezo for sensing

ice layer

piezo for actuation
at low frequency

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3. FE model of the de-icing system bottom (a) and top (b) face; detail of the thickness (c)

Despite their shapes (prevalently 2D), the supporting plate and piezoelectric patches were modeled
through 3D brick elements (see detail of Figure 3, c) with mid side nodes; this assured an adequate
description of the displacement - stress field along the thickness, compatible with the computational
efforts requirements and the stability of the solution (element aspect ratio ranging from 0.67 to 1.5). The
model is constituted by 59.013 elements and 283.543 nodes.
At first, the static action of the piezoelectric patch for actuation at low frequencies was estimated. To
this end, an equivalent thermal expansion coefficient (equal to d 31/tp) was assigned to the piezoelectric
material, this way simulating the response to the electric excitation through a dummy thermal load. The
corresponding nodal forces (applied on the piezoelectric active element to simulating the
expansion/contraction) were computed through a static analysis. In Figure 4, the nodal forces applied
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along x direction onto the piezoelectric used for low frequency excitation are shown. These values
correspond to the application of an electrical load of 1V.

Figure 4. Applied forces on the piezo active element
The frequency response of the system, under the excitation of this piezoelectric was then estimated
without ice (reference configuration in absence of ice) and with ice layers 1, 2, 3 and 4 mm thick,
respectively. The corresponding curves (strain for 1 V of excitation) are compared in Figure 5.
Generally the thicker the ice layer is the stiffener the system, as suggested by the rightward peak shift.

Figure 5. Frequency response within 0 – 20 kHz, vs ice thickness
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Finally the effect of the piezo Lamb was estimated in terms of shear at the interface between the ice and
the structure. Sinusoidal signals with frequencies equal to the ones identified in the previous paragraph
(see intersection of the piezoelectric red working line with the characteristic curves) were used to excite
the Lamb piezoelectric patch.
Coherently with the detachment criterion assumed (i.e. the overshooting of the shear threshold of 0.1
MPa, measured in a previous experimental campaign [3]), a map was built for each frequency, showing
at each point of the interface domain, the maximum shear occurred within a quarter of period of
excitation. Estimated shear values were normalized respect to the threshold of 1MPa. Figure 6 shows
the normalized shear for ice layers 2 and 4 mm thick (left and right, respectively), obtained through a
voltage of 150 Vpp. The maps refer to a quarter of the interface domain for symmetrical reasons.
Normalized shear values greater than 1 overcome the threshold and potentially can produce icedetaching.

21.1 kHz

89.0 kHz

116.0 kHz
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176.0 kHz

195.0 kHz
Figure 6. Normalized shear at the interface (maximum values reached within ¼ of period of excitation);
ice thickness: 2 mm (left) and 4 mm (right)

Figure 7. Averaged normalized shear vs. frequency vs. ice thickness
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The normalized shear was then averaged respect to the surface and compared against the frequency of
excitation in Figure 7. As evident, only for the first frequency the averaged shear is higher than the
threshold, both for 2 and 4 mm thick, coherently with the first two maps of Figure 6. The higher
probability of ice detachment occurring at this frequency was confirmed by the experimental campaign,
as it will be illustrated in the next section.

Figure 8. Averaged normalized shear vs. frequency vs. ice thickness

Finally in Figure 8 the maximum level of energy transmitted within a quarter of excitation is reported.
Also in this case it is evident the greater effectiveness of the first frequency of excitation.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER STEPS
In this work the design of a de-icing system based on Lamb wave technology has been performed. The
system is constituted by a skin structural element integrated with a piezoelectric patch actuator on the
inner surface. The action of the piezo produces shear action at the interface between the external surface
of the skin and the accreted ice layer.
Analytic and numerical FE modeling approaches were adopted for predicting system ability to produce
ice detachment.
The working conditions of the system are given by the frequencies at which it is possible to induce
Lamb waves. They were estimated by plotting the dispersion curves through an eigenvalue approach.
On the same graph also the effect of the piezo was represented. It is a straight line whose slope is
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proportional to the in plane dimensions of the piezo. The intersections among the dispersion curves and
the piezo straight line define the working points that maximize the effect of the piezo.
Dynamics investigations were carried out by modelling the piezo activity, bonded on a skin element
covered by ice layers of different thickness. The shear at the interface the between the ice and the
structure was estimated by assuming the ice detachment event as an overshoot of a critical threshold
value of the adhesion shear. In this way the most effective excitation frequency was identified
Further steps, including the implementing the technology onto structural elements such a plane
structure, structure with curvatures or isotropic and anisotropic materials have been planned; all these
tests will be preparatory for a final test that, in case of success, will allow us to prove the effectiveness
of the system on a prototype demonstration in a relevant environment (TRL 6).
In more details, an experimental test campaign is planned for the end of 2016, at the CIRA Icing Wind
Tunnel. A test model, structurally similar to the wing of the CIRA Unmanned Aerial Vehicle, designed
in the framework of the internal project X-MALE, will equipped with the Lamb wave de-icing system,
and tested in the conditions according to the EASA certification rules for airplanes flying in icing
conditions.
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Abstract. The estimation of the wing-box structural weight in conceptual design phase is of
great relevance, especially in case of innovative configurations. Unconventional aircraft
configurations, e.g. the PrandtlPlane, or innovative materials, such as composites, make the
classical semi-empirical approaches of unreliable. In the present work a design methodology
previously developed and suitable to predict the wing-box weight for metallic configurations
has been extended to account for composite technology. The approach is based on a metamodel used to define the 3D behavior of a wing-box on the basis of a reduced set of cross
section design variables and a stick model. A general purpose finite element code is used to
solve the structural problem and to find the parameters able to reach the minimum weight
under the design constraints. Requirements considered range from local ones (e.g. static
resistance of materials and local stability) to global ones (e.g. aileron efficiency, flutter
clearance) to keep the design solution in a feasible region. Comparisons are proposed
between metallic and composite design in terms of total wing-box weight as well as in weights
of individual structural components. The influence of design requirements is also discussed.
1

INTRODUCTION

Unbiased prediction of wing mass is very important in preliminary design steps when weight
budgets are assigned to specialists in different areas, in view of a concurrent-engineering
design process. The traditional approach is often based on semi-analytical formulas derived
from a statistical analysis of existing airplanes. According to [1] these methodologies can be
classified as Class I and II methods [2][3][4][5]. They are based on a reduced set of
information and the prediction is very fast. The main difference between these classes is the
number of parameters required and the comprehension of results provided: while equations
used in Class I methods are related to the airplane mass only, Class II methods exploit a set of
geometric data and allow some insight on individual structural items. In Class II the
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prediction of wing-box structural weight is usually based only on the axial stress acting in the
wing skin mainly due to static transversal loads. A posteriori correction of the weight
estimate, typically referred to as non optimal design mass, can be applied to better match the
statistical results. Aeroelastic effects and torsional stiffness requirements on the wing are
usually not directly accounted for. In this frame the predictions for aircraft exploiting either
new manufacturing technologies or unconventional configurations could be unreliable.
The need to obtain better predictions, using adequate modeling techniques even for other
aspects of the wing structural behavior, such as local stability of members and aeroelastic
response, pushed toward more comprehensive approaches ([6][7][8][9][10][11]) defined Class
III methods. Drawbacks of these methods are the increase in model complexity and
computation time requested. In [1] an intermediate class, called II & ½, has been introduced
[12][13][14][15][16] that makes use of elementary models to define the weight related to
structural wing-box and analytical formulas to evaluate the contribution of secondary
structures. This is done to solve problems such as lack of adequate geometry model,
oversimplified loads estimation and strong reliance on empirical coefficients tuning, typical
of Classe I and II methods, but without entering in the complexity of Class III ones, that make
them not suitable for the conceptual design.
The recent adoption of composites for primary structures in civil aircraft manufacturing made
the Class I and II methods practically useless due to the unavailability of reliable historical
data. Obviously, finite element methods could be used but the overall time required could be
excessive in an early phases of the design, when many configurations have to be analyzed.
Class II & 1/2 methods could be suitable approaches for this challenge, thanks to the presence
of more detailed insight of the structural subsystem, but the availability of models general
enough to encompass all the design requirements is required. Unfortunately this is real
doubtful in the frame of cited methods.
In [1] the approaches classified as Class III models exhibit great differences: e.g. in [9] full
3D finite element models are automatically generated to make weight predictions while in [7]
the prediction is based on the analysis of a very agile finite element model, made with 1D
beam elements; this entails a huge difference in both generation and, especially, processing
time. In particular in [7] the prediction procedure is based on the external geometry of the
wing so that 1) aerodynamic loads can be computed by 3D aerodynamic code, 2) plausible
wing-box geometry structural models can be produced, 3) actual loads/mass conditions can be
faced, 4) approximate stress recovery is available. All these features together with those
typical of the finite element approach, can really solve the previously cited doubts from [1].
A similar approach was been recently adopted even by [17].
Thus, the method presented in [7] was assumed as the starting point to improve predictions
for metallic wings and to encompass, in the same frame, the use of composite materials. This
paper is focused on this goal: the improvements are shortly described while most of the paper
is related to the discussion of preliminary results obtained for an aircraft similar to the Boeing
B737. First, the meaningfulness of the predictions for the metallic design is assessed by
comparison with literature data for this technology. Then, the comparison between results
obtained on the metallic and composite versions is presented, in terms of both weight
prediction, actual mass budget for structural subsystems, and global stiffness properties.
Finally some design considerations and assumptions, that could affect the estimation for
composites, are discussed.
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2 PREDICTION METHOD
Assuming that information for a detailed three dimensional model are not yet completely
known, the procedure exploits a beam model to predict the structural behaviour of a wing in a
finite element environment. Mass prediction is obtained in terms of minimum mass of the
wing-box under suitable design constraints that range from local (e.g. stress and stability) to
global ones (e.g. aileron efficiency and flutter). Structural characteristics like out of plane and
torsional stiffness, become consequently available too.
MSC/NASTRAN SOL200 is presently used as finite element environment to take advantage
of all the capabilities already available in this code. The optimization model is built starting
from the geometry of the wing, assumed already defined. The span is divided in a user
defined number of sectors and, for each of them, a tapered beam is used. The dimensions of
every section are determined cutting the external surfaces with a plane, normal to the wing
axis. The position of the front web and the width of the wing-box are user defined and can
vary spanwise. The obtained section shape is approximated by a rectangle whose height is the
mean of the front and rear webs and whose length is the mean of the upper and lower skin
panels. The wing-box axis is considered lying in the centre of this rectangle. The cross section
properties are evaluated according to formulas related to the simplified cross section shape.
They are directly linked to three physical design parameters: skin thickness, tS, (upper and
lower are assumed equal), spar web thickness, tW, (front and rear assumed equal) and
stiffeners cross sections, AL. This is conceptually the minimum set of variables needed to
describe the behaviour of a wing-box for classical application, as already demonstrated in [7].
This approach has been chosen in order to keep the cross section properties linked one to the
other and to obtain a better estimation of the mass needed to satisfy the design requirements.
A sketch of the wing-box meta-model is shown in Figure 1.

(a)

Cap

ts
AL
tw

Figure 1- Cross section: actual shape (from Torenbeek [15] ) and simplified model with design
parameters
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The number of stiffeners is derived for each cross section according to a user defined step.
Spar caps are included but they are not designed during the optimization. According to the
typical use, T shaped beams have been employed with equal flanges length: their thickness is
the average of skin ad web thicknesses while the width is user-defined in terms of an integer
multiple of the thickness.
It is important to underline that, among the relevant structural components in the framework
of a one dimensional approach, the ribs were not considered. The purposes of the ribs in a
wing are to maintain the airfoil shape, to limit the free length of instability and introduce
forces and moments. Moving from the thin wall model to the beam one, all of these functions
loss their relevance even if the use of the meta-model of the box, and in particular aiming at
including the buckling constraints, brings back the importance of the frames as edging
supports for instability. This characteristic can be considered as a topological and not as a
structural one so the spacing between ribs has to be considered more a parameter under the
designer control rather than a design variable.
3 UNHOMOGENEOUS CROSS SECTION META-MODEL
The cross section meta-model has been modified with respect to [7] and it is now suitable for
both metallic and composite materials, thanks to the use of equivalent materials for each
member (i.e. stiffeners, skin and web panels) in a unified procedure.
3.1 Wing-box section model
Standard models for beam in commercial finite elements programs artificially build the cross
section coefficients as a product between geometric parameters and material mechanical
properties, like KBen=IE. These sectional coefficients are here calculated by explicit equations
accounting for individual contribution of each structural member according to the simplified
cross section model.
To handle with composite technology, with possibly different mechanical properties for skin,
web and stiffeners, and to bypass the effects of multiplications made by NASTRAN, the
material properties have been all set to unit value.
In this way the same approach is valid for both metallic and composite solutions.
Computation of stiffness coefficients like Ka the axial stiffness, KB_In and KB_Out the in plane
and out of plane bending stiffness, respectively, and Kθ the torsional stiffness, is made by the
following equations:
K A = 2 ( ctS ES + htW EW + NAL EL + 2AC EC )
1
1
2
2⎤
⎡
K B _ In = 2 ⎢ htW ( 0.5c ) EW + c3tS ES + NAL c 2 EL + 2AC EC ( 0.5c − OC1 ) ⎥
12
12
⎣
⎦
1
2
2
2
⎛
⎞
K B _ Out = 2. ⎜ ctS ( 0.5h ) ES + tW h3 EW + N AL ( 0.5h − Off ) EL + 2AC ( 0.5h − OC 2 ) EC ⎟
12
⎝
⎠
Ω2tW tS GS GW
Kθ = 2 ⋅
ctW GW + htS GS

m = 2 ( ctS ρS + htW ρW + AL N ρ L ) + 4 AC ρC

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Pedices S, W, L, C refer respectively to skin panel, web panel, longitudinal stinger and spar
cap. The geometric terms c, h, Ω are wing-box chord, height and area; t, A are the design
variables panel thicknesses and longitudinal element areas; N is the number of stiffeners while
Off, OC1, OC2 are the offset of stingers and caps. E, G, ρ are Young’s modulus, shear modulus
and density of the material used. The link among the stringer design variable AL and their
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linear dimensions is given by the square root of the area and appropriate coefficients, i.e.
AL = CA2 D d L2 . Equation (5) calculates the mass per unit length. The stiffeners are assumed
parallel along the wing span and their contribution to the out of plane bending stiffness is
modulated by the offset due to the actual size, equation (3), reducing the stiffeners efficiency
respect to the skin contribution. The information related to the adopted shape are described
later in the paper.
The presence of a layer used to surface finishing in composite structures is accounted too.
However, the additional weight introduced in the computation as non structural mass is
neglected in stiffness computation. The weight is proportional to the surface to be treated, i.e.
the sum of inner and outer box surfaces as well as the stiffeners contour.
3.2 Composite material properties
The concept of equivalent material has to be exploited even for composites to use a metamodel of the wing-box in connection with beam simplification.
The mechanical characteristics of a composite laminate depend on the orientation, number
and properties of the plies that form the panel.
An optimization that considers the lamination angle of each ply is still today very complicated
for many reasons, such as computation time and manufacturing constraints. Even if some
tricks have been introduced to minimize these difficulties the resulting process is not easily
applicable for a whole wing optimization to be used in a conceptual design phase.
A possible way to reduce the complexity is to introduce some simplifications that, in the
boundaries of conceptual design, do not compromise the generality and reliability of the
solutions obtained.
In the present work the number of design variables is reduced by assigning a priori the
lamination of skin, web and stringers. Once this simplification is introduced every structural
element of the wing-box becomes dependent on only one design variable, i.e. the thickness for
the skin and the web, and the sectional area for the stiffeners (once a shape is defined). The
problem is in this way formulated using the same number of design variables of the metallic
case.
The classical lamination theory was used to calculate the equivalent tensile, E, and shear, G,
modulus of the black aluminium of every structural component and to estimate the stress in
every ply of the laminate.
Discrete variations of thickness must be enforced according to the addition of a single layer
for each orientation in the layup. While for metallic case the values can be continuous, for
composites only fixed step increments can be employed, due to lamination procedure. To
account for the use of discrete variables during the analyses, DDVAL (Discrete Design
Variable List) cards have been added in the Nastran bulk data file and the round up to the
nearest higher design variable has been adopted as discrete processing method. This approach
is a post processing operation of the continuous optimal design process that automates the
rounding process and does not require new analyses [18].
3.3 Stiffener shape
The cross sectional shape of stringers has to be chosen in order to completely define the metamodel of the wing-box and to state the parameters used to calculate the cross sectional
properties. In aeronautical industry Z shaped stiffeners with constant stiffness are widely
adopted. According to this shape the geometrical ratios have been defined by optimizing the
crippling behavior of the stiffener. In this way a single dimension can be used to define the
structural member and adopted as design variable while the other ones can be derived by
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means of coefficients. The stiffener base dL is assumed as reference length and the others
geometrical properties are obtained by means of constant coefficients.
In the literature formulas suitable to predict the crippling stress of such as stiffener cross
section are available, like ones in [19] and [20]. By forcing the crippling limit to be the same
in the three segments, the crippling stress becomes dependent on a single dimension ratio.
This ratio is then defined by forcing the crippling stress to be greater than the ultimate
allowable stress.
tL
dL

Off

hL
tL
tL
dL

Figure 2: Generic Z section

4 DESIGN CONSTRAINTS
Four types of constraint have been envisaged in [7]: allowable stress, stability of members,
aileron efficiency and flutter. This latter is not used in this work because the flight envelope
resulted flutter free thanks to the other constraints. On the other hand, the NASTRAN suite
for static aeroelasticity could be used to include gust response or aileron efficiency instead of
implementing them through DEQATN and DRESP2 cards.
4.1 Allowable stress computation
The well known von Mises and Tsai-Hill criteria have been adopted to define the strength in
metal panels and composite laminates. To apply any one of these criteria, stress and/or strain
components have to be derived from beam internal load. According to the beam theory, axial
stresses and strains are directly supplied by NASTRAN, transversal terms are assumed to be
negligible while the shear terms are derived by analytical formulas. The worst shear stress in
the skin can be approximated by:
⎛ MT

τ skin = ⎜

⎝ 2⋅Ω

+

T1
2⋅c

+ CFlow

T2 ⎞ 1
⎟
2 ⋅ h ⎠ tS

(6)

where the contribution of torque, MT, and in plane shear load, T1, are included as absolute
values to recover the worst stress condition, according to the simplified model of a rectangular
box loaded along the principal directions. A third term is added accounting for the vertical
shear load flowing around the cap: the coefficient CFlow is derived from the axial equilibrium
equation for the stiffener that, in case of homogeneous cross section, can be simplified in a
more familiar formula:
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The shear stresses in the webs are computed in a similar way. The parameters needed to
implement the failure criteria have been supplied to the DEQATN equations by means of
DTABLE values.
4.2 Stability requirements
The following constraints have been accounted for according to the appropriate formulas
described in [21][22] [23] and [24]:
• Euler buckling of stringers.
• Buckling of skin panels using a combined margin encompassing compressive and
shear stress ratios with respect to corresponding critical values.
• Buckling of web panels, in this case a combined margin has been adopted adding to
compressive and shear stress critical ratio a term accounting for the bending moment.
• Buckling of stiffened panels.
4.3 Aileron efficiency
The incremental loads due to the aileron manoeuvre entails a change in airfoil incidences
affecting the local aerodynamic forces. This load system attains a steady equilibrium in the
case of no divergence. In a back swept wing a reduction in lifting forces takes place and the
aileron effectiveness decreases. Thus the efficiency can be defined as:

η =1−

ΔM Roll
M Roll _ Rigid

(8)

This parameter can be used as constraint during the wing-box mass estimation to pilot the
solution to reliable results in terms of wing torsional stiffness. The adoption of this constraint
allows avoiding arbitrary assumptions as far as constraints on the torsional stiffness are
concerned, e.g. the one adopted in [25], which can exhibit a large as well negligible influence
on results, just depending on numerical values not rationally defined. The change in rolling
moment of a flexible wing respect a rigid one can be estimated by the strip aerodynamic
theory applied to aileron loads deformed airfoils [26]. The change in rolling moment related
to the i-th strip can be related to its surface, Si , lift coefficient, CLα _ i , distance from rolling axis,

bi , and the change in the aerodynamic incidence α i . The lift coefficient is computed by
means of a double aerodynamic analysis. The roll effectiveness can be evaluated as a sum of
each strip contribution normalized with respect to the rigid rolling moment, MRoll_Rigid; this is
actually done by a simple summation of weighted airfoil rotations:

η =1−

∑ b ΔL
i

i

i

M Roll _ Rigid

= 1 − ∑ bi q
i

Si CLα _ i
M Roll _ Rigid

α i = 1 − ∑ wiα i
i

(9)

5 OPTIMIZATION STRATEGY
The structural model has been optimized by the algorithms included in MSC/NASTRAN. The
optimisation solver used is the gradient based Method of Feasible Directions implemented in
SOL 200 with a Mixed Method approximation. The minimization of the volume has been
preferred to the weight one due to the higher sensitivity of the initial design against the
modifications of the variables. The percentage of variation of the volume is superior due to
the fact that non structural masses, that are fixed during the run, do not affect the result as an
offset. As many approaches gradient-based, results obtained are strongly dependent by the
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range of variability of the inputs and the stop criteria adopted. To automate the calculation
and avoid lack of convergence a multi-start procedure has been developed with perturbation
of the results of the previous cycle. The first optimization run is carried out using user defined
initial design values; the result is used as temporary best solution and a set of new trials is
carried out where the design variables are perturbed on each step. The best solution is updated
when a lighter design has been obtained. In this way the risk to fall in a local minima is
minimized. Checks on the feasibility and constraint violation are also provided.
6 TEST CASE
The numerical example here adopted as a test case represents the wing of a short-medium
range aircraft similar to B737-500. It presents a classical shape for transonic airplane with a
kink at about the 38% of the span where the single turbofan engine is positioned. The relevant
geometrical data are reported in Table 1 and Figure 3. Airfoil data come from [27].
Description
Wing reference surface
Wing span
Leading edge sweep
Dihedral
Dimension
chord
thickness
twist

Root
6.0 m
12.5%
0.0°

Value
113.7 m2
32.4 m
28.6 deg
3.6 deg

Airfoil wingspan location
38%

Tip

3.5 m
11.0%
‐0.3°

1.3 m
10.5%
‐1.0°

Table 1:Test aircraft geometric data

Figure 3: Test aircraft wing sketch

Thirty beam elements linearly tapered between ends have been used to model the half-wing.
The chord locations of the front and rear spars have been set at 20 and 70 percent of the local
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chord and the reference axis has been aligned to the geometric centre of the wing-box. SPC
constraints model the symmetry plane and supports at the fuselage connection.
Non structural masses acting on the wing have been evaluated by statistical method [15] and
their values are reported in Table 2. They are included in the model as CONM2 cards, linked
at the wing beam by RBE3 elements and positioned approximately in their centre of gravity.
Concentrated masses are used to include the engine, the pylon and the nacelle.
Description
Ribs
Leading edge fixed non structural mass
Trailing edge fixed non structural mass
Flap system
Slat system
Aileron and spoilers
Engine‐Nacelle‐Pylons

Value for half wing
119.7 kg
137.9 kg
85.3 kg
514.4 kg
90.8 kg
30.4 kg
3632.3 kg

Table 2: Non structural masses

The 3D model of the external wing geometry is used to feed an aerodynamic code to calculate
the pressure distribution on the wing. At present a linear potential approach is implemented
according to Morino’s formulation [28]; it is solved by means of a boundary element method
and modified to take into account compressibility effects [29]. Pressures are translated into
forces and moments on the beam model by means of radial basis approac due to the large
topology difference between the aerodynamic and the structural meshes, both sketched in
Figure 4

Figure 4: Aerodynamic and structural mesh of test case

A symmetric pull-up manoeuvre at n=2.5 in MZFW (Maximum Zero Fuel Weight)
configuration is used for the sizing process even if other load cases can be considered. The
inertia relief is accounted for by the use of uniform acceleration field so that the contribution
due to the actual wing-box weight is included. The choice of using MZFW instead MTOW,
adopted in [7], has been dictated by the fact that the first one is more critical due to the lower
inertia relief.
6.1 Materials data
The Aluminium Alloy 7075-T6 has been adopted assuming the material properties reported in
Table 3
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Ec [GPa]
σy,c [MPa]
ρ[Kg/m3]
σVM [MPa]

73.7
413.7
2800
233

Table 3: Aluminium 7075-T6 properties

In order to generate a nearly isotropic material and to have a symmetric and balanced panel,
the following stacking sequence has been chosen for this example, [0°, 45°, -45°, 90°]S,
whereas the number of plies remains the design variable to optimize.
The same stacking sequence is assumed for skins and webs; they could be made independent
to account for typical different ratio between axial and shear stress components. Each layer is
made of a unidirectional carbon fibre ply whose properties are shown in Table 4 and Table 5:
E11 [MPa]
E22 [MPa]
G12 [MPa]

120’000
7’265
4’230
0.32
1’610
0.130

νxy
ρ [Kg/m3]
Thickness [mm]

Table 4: Engineering properties of carbon fibre ply
XT
XC
YT
YC
SL

[MPa]
[MPa]
[MPa]
[MPa]
[MPa]

2000
1200
100
200
100

Table 5: Carbon fibre ply strengths

According to that stacking sequence and the basic material properties the following equivalent
values for the laminate are obtained: E=50.7 GPa and G=17.5 GPa.
Values of limit strengths have been reduced of about the 50% to account stress concentration,
fatigue, damaging, data scatter and the fact that in the design limit loads are used instead the
ultimate ones.
Due to the stacking sequence adopted, requiring a symmetric and balanced laminate, 8 plies at
time have to be added or removed. Every change in thickness implies a step of 1.04 mm for
skin and web laminates whereas the modifications in stringer area are computed according to
the basic layout of its lamination.
The sizing procedure for stiffeners geometric ratios lead to the following values:
Ratio
hL / d L

Metallic

Composite

2.3

1.75

tL / d L

0.11

0.22

Table 6: Stiffener geometric ratios

6.2 Analyses
Three sets of design constraints have been defined:
• Static: a design allowable stress threshold is given for material; the constraint is computed
for limit load conditions.
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•
•

Instability: stability requirements are settled according to the previously cited models at
the same time. The constraint is assumed active for limit conditions in skin and web while
instabilities are not allowed up to ultimate loads for stingers and stiffened panels.
Roll: a global constraint is introduced by a limit on the aeroelastic roll efficiency of the
aileron. A maximum effectiveness loss of 40% at EAS of 246.7 knots was set.

By exploiting these three constraint sets, four test cases have been examined mixing them in a
different way. The first case refers to stress limits only, a choice frequently used in conceptual
design phase. This solution was considered the reference one because the most diffused in
literature (A stress). The second case is obtained by mixing stress with the aileron efficiency
constraint (B stress+aileron). A third case has been obtained considering stress and instability
requirements (C stress+stability). The last case has been defined by using together the three
constraint sets (D stress+stability+aileron). The same mass configuration, Maximum Zero
Fuel Weight of 54’000 kg, has been adopted for the four cases because considered the most
challenging one,.
7 METALLIC vs COMPOSITE WING-BOX WEIGHT COMPARISON
The results presented in this section are related to both metallic and composite wing
configuration. Present solutions are related to a ribs and stiffeners spacing of 0.5 and 0.16 m,
respectively. These values border the range typically used for this kind of aircraft. Using
different values, but within canonical limits, leads to comparable results.
The height and width of the spar caps have been settled to seven times their thickness; this
size has been chosen in order to roughly satisfy technological constraint on junctions.
Three sets of comparisons are presented: at first the wing-box total mass values are compared
together with tip displacement and rotation at the design load factor; then comparisons among
the cross section physical sizing variables (skin, web and stinger thickness) are reported; at
last the cross section stiffness behaviour along the wing span is shown.
The outcomes for the composite technologies are still preliminary but interesting comments
can be drawn. Because of the lack of reference data the predictions for the composite solution
will be compared to the metallic case while this one is compared in Table 7 with some
literature results. Due to the differences in data recovered from different estimation
procedures, results are presented in terms of wing-box weight, that includes skin, stiffeners,
webs and ribs, and the wing primary structure, that adds other structural devices of the wing.
In the frame of the conceptual design these discrepancies can be considered acceptable
especially due to the difficulties to feed the prediction algorithms with coherent data. Mass
comparison is realized in order to simply assign to the current predictions a degree of
reliability suitable to validate next results.
Wing‐Box
weight
[kg]
1570.4

Wing‐Primary
weight
[kg]
2548.1

‐

2409.2

Torenbeek [15]

1587.5

2445.9

Elham (B737‐200) [1]

1416.7

2410.8

Macci [14]

1163.6

‐

Prediction method
Present
Roskam (B737‐200) [2]

Table 7: Weight prediction comparison of metallic solution with literature.
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7.1 Results: weight comparison
The estimations of the composite and metallic wing-boxes mass are shown in Table 8. Data
are related to the half wing and the carry-through part, that is the portion of the structural
wing-box in the fuselage, is included. Tip deflections and rotations of the aerodynamic airfoil
at n=2.5 are presented too. The percentage variations are referred to the “Static” case.

Metallic

Composite

Design Case
Static
Static+Roll
Static+Instability
Static+Roll+Inst
Static
Static+Roll
Static+Instability
Static+Roll+Inst

Wing‐box
[kg]

Δ
[%]

Tip Disp.
[m]

Δ
[%]

Tip Rot.
[°]

Δ
[%]

927.2
1236.6
1166.2
1424.3
1296.1
1406.9
1520.6
1570.4

‐
33.4
25.8
53.6
‐
8.5
17.3
21.2

2.50
1.76
2.26
1.67
1.85
1.62
1.59
1.49

‐
‐29.6
‐9.6
‐33.2
‐
‐12.6
‐14.3
‐19.6

17.8
11.3
14.6
10.3
13.9
11.4
10.3
9.5

‐
‐36.4
‐17.9
‐42.0
‐
‐17.9
‐25.8
‐31.7

Table 8: Wing-box weight predictions and wing tip displacements.

The addition of design requirements leads to an increase in weight, generally more relevant
for the composite technology, that anyway maintains a lower overall weight. From this
comparison a consideration becomes evident: the effects of instability and aileron efficiency
constraints both are very relevant and cannot be omitted but for different reasons in metallic
and composite solutions. For the metallic case the increase in weight is mainly due to stability
constraints (~20%) while the increase due to the aileron efficiency is rather lower (~8%). For
the composite case the satisfaction of the aileron efficiency requirement leads to a 33%
increase in weight, against 25% required to satisfy stability requirement; the combination of
the two requirements is close to 54%. The high percentage and absolute weight augments of
the composite case are driven by the need of global and local stiffness. The introduction of the
roll effectiveness leads to similar tip rotations: the composite wing tip rotation under stress
constraints is 28% higher than the metallic one, while introducing the roll constraint the gap is
reduced below 1%.
The satisfaction of stability constraint requires instead the use of higher panel thicknesses due
to the lower equivalent Young’s modulus of carbon with respect to aluminium one.
The comparison between the two technologies is summarized in Table 9 where the overall
wing-box weights are listed together with the percent difference. The reported composite data
include the surface finishing layer. Neglecting this term the weight saving increases of about
4%. The saving in weight allowed by the composite technology is quite evident when only
stress requirements are considered. The use of stability constraints slightly modifies this
situation: the advantage is reduced to about 23%. This gap is instead largely filled once the
stiffness requirement related to the roll efficiency is accounted for: in this case the differences
drop to 10-12%. These values of weight saving are a bit lower than the few data reported in
[30] where 15-20% decrease in weight is claimed.
Design case
Static
Static+Roll
Static+Instability
Static+Roll+Inst

Metallic
[kg]
1296.1
1406.9
1520.6
1570.4

Composite
[kg]
927.2
1236.6
1166.2
1424.3

Δ
[%]
‐28.5
‐12.1
‐23.3
‐9.3

Table 9: Change in wing-box weight due to manufacturing technology.
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The change in framing distance seems not to significantly affect these remarks. The high
performances of carbon fibre laminate in terms of pure resistance cannot be completely
exploited due to the huge effect of other design requirements. The increment in structural
mass close to 50%, passing from only stress constraint to the most complex case,
demonstrates that a multifaceted design scenario is needed since the conceptual design phase.
Neglecting these design requirements in predicting the wing-box weight would significantly
bias the results, unless penalization terms, difficult to be assessed, are included.
The weight of every physical parameter sizing cross sections is reported in Table 10. They are
graphically compared in Figure 5. The effect of stability constraints is evident on the stiffeners
for both metallic and composite technology. On the contrary the effect of aileron efficiency
constraint is evident especially for the composite solution, with a significant thickening of the
wing-box skin, while webs are almost unaffected.

Metallic

Composite

Constraint Case
Static
Static+Roll
Static+Instability
Static+Roll+Inst
Static
Static+Roll
Static+Instability
Static+Roll+Inst

Stiffeners
[kg]
12.5
35.0
202.9
197.5
32.3
32.2
246.0
206.3

Skin
[kg]
657.8
887.6
663.0
875.9
965.5
1060.4
965.7
1028.7

Web
[kg]
116.7
111.2
137.4
133.5
179.2
178.0
190.4
198.1

Caps
[kg]
91.8
151.5
102.4
157.0
119.1
136.3
118.5
137.3

Finishing
[kg]
48.4
51.2
60.6
60.4
‐
‐
‐
‐

Total
[kg]
927.2
1236.6
1166.2
1424.3
1296.1
1406.9
1520.6
1570.4

Table 10: Weight lists comparison.
Weights list - Long Framing
1600
1400

Weight
1200

Stat
Stat+Roll
Stat+Inst
[kg]
Stat+Roll+Inst

kg 1000
800
600
400
200
0
Stiff Skin Web Caps Surf Total
Metallic Case

Stiff Skin Web Caps Surf Total
Composite Case

Figure 5: Comparison of weight contributions

7.2 Results: design variables comparison
The availability of physical design parameters allows to analyze also the technological
feasibility of the obtained solutions. Being the weight prediction based on such elements the
significance of their values is fundamental. The optimized variables trend is shown in Figure
6. The effects of both the instability and aileron efficiency constraints, with respect to the
basic design, are very strong and considerations regarding this kind of performance index
cannot be omitted even at a very beginning of the design cycle. The static solution is
characterised for both materials by stiffeners close to their technological lower bounds. Due to
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the offset, the stringers area, in the case of only stress constraint, is maintained near to the
minimal technological limit. The effectiveness in bending reaction of the stiffeners is indeed
lower than the panels one and so an increment in skin thickness is preferable. With the
introduction of instability, stringers operate even as boundaries for the panels and so an
adequate size has to be guarantee.
The most evident effect of the introduction of buckling in the analyses results in this way not
to be an overall weight increment but a modification of the section topology while the
satisfaction of rolling performances entails the use of a larger amount of structural material.
For the metallic case the stability constraints affect the size of stiffeners on the whole span
and the skin thickness only in the outer part of the wing. In the presence of stability
constraints, the inner wing portion has reduced skin thicknesses thanks to the increase of the
stiffeners contribution. The effect of the aileron efficiency is instead evident only in the range
50-80% on the skin thickness, as already notice in the previous paragraph.
Similar remarks hold for the composite case: the satisfaction of the aileron efficiency
requirement leads to a huge increment of the skin thickness while stability requirements lead
to thicker stiffeners.
Web Thick [mm]

20
Metallic Case

15

Composite Case
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-0.6

-0.4

-0.2

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

-0.2
0
0.2
Normalized Span

0.4

0.6

0.8
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5
0
-1
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Stat+Inst
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Design limit

Stiff. Thick [mm]

10

5

0
-1

-0.8

-0.6

-0.4

Figure 6: Comparison of design variable behaviour

To assess the meaningfulness, from the structural point of view, of the wing-box designed by
the procedure the cross section in the outer wing close to the engine pylon is compared in
Figure 7 with a picture, taken from the web, of the B737 hosted in the Seattle Museum of
Flight. It is possible to appreciate a general coherence of the metallic solution, despite the
simplifications adopted in this work, namely: the same configuration of upper and lower skin
(thickness, number and size of stiffeners). Similar comments can be made for the composite
solution; in this case the most evident difference is the higher thickness of skin, while the
stiffeners height is similar, as well as the overall height of the stiffener, irrespectively to the
thickness (approximately 56 mm for metallic case and 52 for the composite one).
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Metallic

Composite

Figure 7: Comparison of actual and designed B737 wing cross section

Another verification of the likelihood of the solutions here obtained is displayed in the charts
on geometrical ratios (Figure 8). In these graphs the reliability of the structural layout is
assessed on the whole span.
In Figure 8 a) the ratio between the stinger height and the skin thickness is shown: the height
ratio of the metallic stingers is higher than the composite one along the whole span. This
effect happens despite the aluminium stringer has an higher sectional inertia at an assigned
area. As far as the stiffeners design is concerned, the geometry is sufficient to recover the gap
between the elastic moduli of the two materials, and satisfy both global and local
requirements: the heights are quite close. On the contrary the optimization algorithm has only
to increase the skin thickness to fulfil the aileron efficiency requirements.
Finally in Figure 8 b) the ratio between skin and web thicknesses is presented: this index is
close to unit for most of the metallic wing span and testifies for a balanced design, feasible
from the technological point of view; the composite solution attains ratios close, and even
higher, than 2 in the middle span.
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Figure 8: size ratios for the designed cross sections

7.3 Results: stiffness distribution
The span behavior of the linear mass and of the cross section stiffness for the metallic and
composite technologies are shown in Figure 9. The effects of the constraint conditions are
similar for the two technologies: roll efficiency leads to an increment in the 0.4-0.8 range of
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Linear Mass [kg/m]

the normalized span while stability constraints are active on a larger portion of the wing but
with the most relevant changes in the inner and outer part.
The image shows as only a small and well located increment in torsional and out of plane
bending stiffness is needed to satisfy roll requirements. This goal is however achieved by a
strong addition of material in this part that brings to a relevant increase of structural mass.
This result shows clearly the ability of the presented procedure to operate only in restricted
zone in order to reach the objective to satisfy all the constraints with minimum mass.
The comparison of the two technologies shows that the stiffness of the composite wing is
strongly lower than the metallic one, exception given for the torsional one. It is evident that
the composite technology generally leads to more flexible wings irrespectively to the design
constraints: the cross section stiffness of the composite are always below the corresponding
metallic. Even if the use of the roll efficiency constraint stiffens the structure, in particular in
the 0.3-0.8 range of the normalized span, the composite wing remains still generally not as
stiff as the metallic one.
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Figure 9: Comparison of cross section properties behaviour

8 SENSITIVITY OF THE SOLUTION
Due to the nature of the procedure a repeatability concern is evident, mainly because of the
perturbations introduced by the multistart procedure. Even if the effects on the estimation are
sensitive to the case, they are very low and limited by any acceptable tolerance treshold. For
the most complete design case, Case D, the scattering is well below 1% for both metallic and
composite manufacturing.
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Due to the need of a fast estimation of the wing-box weight, another possible concern is on
the real need of a multistart procedure. Comparison of results supplied by the first run and the
multistart procedure suggests that while the single run is able to catch the most of the effects
on the overall weight, the multi start procedure is more suitable if better information are
required for local sizing. The differences in terms of wing weight between the single and
multistart approach are reported in Table 11.
Design Case
Stress
Stress+Aileron
Stress+Stability
Stress+Ail+Stab

(MS‐SR)/MS [%]
Composite
Metallic
‐3.56
‐3.77
‐0.36
‐0.14
‐1.44
‐1.16
‐2.33
‐0.26

Table 11: Comparison of weight predictions for single run and multi start estimation

Linear Mass [kg/m]

On the other hand the stiffness cross section behaviour depicted in Figure 10 is
completely unmodified by the multistart procedure, except for the box in the fuselage,
where stability requirements prevail. Sectional stiffnesses are indeed global parameters,
such as mass, that even a not recoursive procedure is able to estimate.
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Figure 10: Comparison of cross section stiffness: First run Vs Multi start procedure (Metallic left,
Composite right)

A sensitivity analysis to the use of discrete variables during the discussion of the composite
case has been performed. In Table 12 the weight resulting from a theoretically continuous
design is compared to the discrete one. Percentage differences are referred to the discrete
basic solution. The mass increment due to the adopted discrete design is below 10%.
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Design case

Basic disc.
[kg]
927.2
1236.6
1166.2
1424.3

Static
Static+Roll
Static+Instability
Static+Roll+Inst

Δ
[%]
‐8.6
‐6.7
‐8.5
‐7.2

Continuous
[kg]
847.3
1153.8
1067.0
1321.5

Mod. Disc.
(5%) [kg]
908.7
1220.2
1162.9
1424.3

Δ
[%]
‐2.0
‐1.3
‐0.3
‐0.0

Table 12: Change in weight

Being the discretization strategy based on rounding continuous design variables to the next
higher admissible value, an alternative scheme has been envisaged to avoid excessive weight
penalization when the continuous value is close to the lower side of the discrete interval.
Design variables exceeding the immediately lower discrete value less than a given percentage
of the basic lamina thickness are rounded to such value instead of the upper one. The effects
on constraints satisfaction should be within the range of approximations adopted. In Figure 11
the gaps between continuous and discrete solutions are normalized with respect to the
laminate basic thickness; the threshold was settled to 5% and the design variables that can be
modified are made evident with circles. Data are related to the design case B.
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Figure 11: Effects of the discrete design due to design manufacturing constraints.

These effects are depicted also in Figure 12, where the discrete composite solution (solid red
line) is compared to the corresponding continuous one (cross symbols) and to the modified
discrete design (dotted black line). The laminate design levels are also depicted in dotted gray
lines.
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Figure 12: Effects of the discrete design due to design manufacturing constraints.

Indeed the effects of this mechanism, the last two columns in Table 12, are case dependent
but they are definitely within the approximation range expected for results.
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9 CONCLUSIONS
A previously developed design method for the prediction of the structural weight of metallic
wing-box has been modified to improve its capabilities in order to account for the use of
composite materials. The same set of design requirements defined in the original work has
been maintained: static allowable stresses, local and global instability requirements such as
global stiffness condition, i.e. the aileron efficiency.
The prediction methodology was applied to a B373 like aircraft. The preliminary results are
encouraging: the physical behavior of design parameters seems to be reasonable, the weight
estimated for the metallic technology is comparable with data produced by other methods
while the saving in weight of the composite solution is comparable with the few data available
in literature.
Robustness verification gave satisfactory results with respect to repeatability end sensitivity to
some aprioristic assumptions. Further work is needed to verify the capabilities of the here
proposed prediction method.
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Summary. Although pressurized fuselage protects crew and passengers from the lethal environmental effects, decompression accidents continue to be the cause of aircraft and lives losses.
During decompression, in fact, the air mass moves through the aircraft compartments in a nonuniform manner and this cause pressure differentials that may further damage primary and
secondary structures. It is, therefore, clear that the interest in developing accurate models able
to simulate cabin response to decompression loads is of great interest in current times when
aircraft continue to fly at higher altitudes.
In this work, a methodology for the dynamic response analysis of fuselage sections undergoing rapid and explosive decompressions is devised by coupling a zero-dimensional gasdynamic
model with higher-order beam structural theories. The zero-dimensional formulation for the
gasdynamics of decompression events of pressurized aircraft is developed by assuming an adiabatic, reversible transformation. The model developed is able to take into account both supercritical and subcritical decompressions as well as venting systems of multi-compartment
aircraft [1]. On the other hand, the elasticity of fuselage structures is taken into account by
implementing refined beam theories within the framework of the Carrera Unified Formulation
(CUF) [2]. Thanks to CUF, in fact, very efficient but still accurate structural models able to
capture global and local mechanical behaviours of complex aerospace structures can be implemented with ease [3]. By employing a modal superimposition method, various time-domain
response analyses are carried out and the high efficacy of the methodology developed is widely
validated and discussed.
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Abstract. The thermal protection structure (TPS) made of ceramic materials like C/C and
C/SiC are currently adopted in hypersonic and vehicle reentry system. In particular C/C is
used for its capability of resistance to high temperature range. The ere are few studies in
literature related to electromagnetic characterization of C/C and C/SiC in microwave ranges.
This research is focused on the microwave absorption cross section (ACS) analysis of C/C
and C/SiC in the range 800 MHz-6 GHz and 50 GHz- 63 GHz. The use of reverberation
chamber (RC) and vector network analyzer (VNA) allows to compute the ACS thanks to the
homogeneous distribution of electromagnetic field within the RC. A mechanical rotating
stirrer is also used to increase the statistical homogenization of the electromagnetic field
distribution in the RC. Results shows that C/C and C/SiC possess high electric conductivity at
this range of frequency having an ACS quite similar to that of metal materials.

1

INTRODUCTION

Thermal Protection Systems (TPS) made from ceramic materials such as Carbon-Carbon
(CC) or Carbon-SiC (CSiC) have been used and studied for years regarding mechanical and
thermal properties, but a few studies have been carried out regarding electromagnetic
properties of these materials in the microwave range. In microwave engineering, applied to
communications, military, or industrial contexts, a precise knowledge on electromagnetic
properties is often required. Measurement methods are typically based on the acquisition of
the transmission and the reflection coefficients measured inserting a material sample inside a
coaxial or a waveguide fixture. Non resonant transmission/reflection methods are very simple
and give acceptable accuracy over a broadband frequency range [1, 2]. These methods have
been refined along the years to overcome some problem arising in the case of small losses and
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multiple solutions in broadband measurements [3]. Materials are often used to produce
absorbing foam sheets or objects with complex geometry (pyramidal absorbers for example),
to be used to minimize the radar cross section (RCS) of targets or to assemble anechoic
chambers. In this cases, reflection measurements are carried out on large samples, or directly
on-site measurement are done [4,5,6,7,8]. Although, permittivity and permeability are
intrinsic properties of the materials, absorption properties of large panels or walls depend also
on geometry, incoming wave polarization and direction of incidence. Therefore, the complete
characterization of their absorption properties requires the repetition of the measurement
using several angles of incidence and polarizations, by mean of mechanical rotating stirrers
that increase the statistical homogenization of the electromagnetic field distribution in the RC.
In real world the excitation of such structures exhibits random characteristics, and therefore
the evaluation of absorption for a particular condition could be meaningless. To overcome this
limitation, the reverberation chamber (RC) represents an excellent way to excite the absorbing
material in a completely random way. In fact, RCs are large overmoded cavities wherein the
electromagnetic field is statistically uniform and isotropic and without a prefixed polarization
[9, 10]. The above mentioned field properties are achieved by the presence of rotating
paddles, that strongly changes field boundary conditions due to their electrically large
dimensions [11,12,13].
In this paper, the ACS [14] of ceramic materials, commercial and self-produced, is
recovered measuring the quality factor (Q factor) variation between the empty chamber
condition and the loaded chamber condition, when the sample is inserted in. The study has
been carried out in two different frequency ranges (800MHz-6GHz and 50GHz-63GHz) with
two different set-up, in order to analyze different behaviors.
2

MATERIALS

2.1 Silicon Carbide foams
SiC foams are basically carbon foams which are infiltrated with chemical vapor deposition
method.
Once the coating fills ~5% of the original pore space, the mechanical, thermal, and electrical
properties of the whole are dominated by the properties of the coating. Among the materials
that can be deposited are pyrolytic carbon or graphite, refractory metals (e.g. niobium,
tantalum, tungsten, molybdenum, and rhenium), and ceramic compounds (e.g. the oxides,
nitrides, carbides, borides, and silicides of the metals).
The coating is thick enough that the foam properties are virtually as if the carbon skeleton was
absent and the deposition parameters can be controlled to improve the thermal properties of
the foam. [15]
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2.2 Carbon/ Carbon composites
This composite is supplied by Graftech. C/C compo- site is composed by carbon fibers and
carbon matrix. The space use of this kind of materials started with the Space Shuttle Program.
The thermal resistance combined with the capacity to maintain high mechanical performance
at high temperatures makes this kind of material unique. The key factor respect to the C/SiC
composites is the higher mechanical performances , but for the high temperatures the best
solution remains with C/SiC composite for the oxidation problems. [16, 17]

2.3 Carbon/ Silicon Carbide composites
These composites are composed by carbon fibers and a silicon carbide matrix. Silicon
carbide has excellent characteristics as a structural material for use at high temperatures for
technical parts because of its heat stability, superior strength at elevated temperatures and low
density. Brittleness, however, is the key issue hindering its wider application. At higher
working temperature the use of this kind of composite is more suitable for its capacity to
better resist to
oxidation although this does not eliminate the necessity of a coating. Many are the
applications in hypersonic vehicles as thermal protection system and also as leading edges.
The key factor for this material is the excellent adhesion of the coating to the
substrate.[18][19][20]
C/SiC composite manufactured by SGL company has been used.
3

RC MEASUREMENT SET-UP

Two facilities have been used for measure the ACS. One, cylindrical with a volume of 5
m for the 800 MHz – 6 GHz range, and the other, cylindrical with a volume of 0.08 m3 for
the range 50 GHz – 63 GHz.
3

3.1 Set-Up for 800 MHz – 6 GHz Range
The Chamber has a volume of 5 m3 and is of cylindrical shape. The fundamental mode
resonance frequency is f0=200 MHz, giving a lower usable frequency (LUF) of about
5f0=1000 MHz. A vertical stirrer is placed inside the chamber. The stirrer is a Z-folded
aluminum paddle with height of 57 cm and width of 40 cm. The stirrer is moved in a stepped
mode by a stepper motor, which assure a 1 degree resolution. Transmitting and receiving
antennas are two “A-Info” working between 800 MHz and 8 GHz.
A VNA (Anritsu Model MS2026C) is used to measure the transmission coefficient between
the two antennas, after an adequate calibration able to compensate for the antenna cable
attenuation. A 500 Hz IF bandwidth was set for the VNA to reduce noise and a 20 seconds
sweep time was set for each range. Moreover, measurements were repeated in 72 stirrer
independent positions (5 degrees steps) to add also a mechanical stirring process for a better Q
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factor evaluation. Figure 1 shows a photograph of the chamber inner view. The absorbing
material sample was placed over a polystyrene foam support and oriented avoiding any
alignments along the chamber Cartesian axes.

Figure 1 The inside of the RC: are visible the stirrer on the left and the two antennas on the right side.

3.2 Set-Up for 50 GHz – 63 GHz Range
The Chamber has a volume of 0.08 m3 and is of cylindrical shape. The fundamental mode
resonance frequency is f0=833.7 MHz, giving a lower usable frequency (LUF) of about
5f0=4168 MHz. A vertical stirrer is placed inside the chamber. The stirrer is a combined Zfolded copper paddle the bottom part with height of 17 cm and width of 13 cm and the upper
part with height of 17 cm and width of 6 cm. The stirrer is moved in a stepped mode by a
stepper motor, which assure a 1 degree resolution. Transmitting and receiving antennas are
two “A-Info” working between 50 GHz and 70 GHz.
A VNA (Anritsu Model MS4647B) is used to measure the transmission coefficient
between the two antennas, after an adequate calibration able to compensate for the antenna
cable attenuation. A 1000 Hz IF bandwidth was set for the VNA to reduce noise and a 5
seconds sweep time was set for each range. In this way, a sufficient frequency resolution
(1.25 MHz) was reached to allow a good frequency stirring. Moreover, measurements were
repeated in 180 stirrer independent positions (2 degrees steps) to add also a mechanical
stirring process for a better Q factor evaluation. Figure 2 and 3 show photographs of the
system. The absorbing material sample was placed over a polystyrene foam support and
oriented avoiding any alignments along the chamber Cartesian axes.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 2 The system: in figure (a) the whole system photographed during the calibration phase; in figure (b) the
antennas on the right and a part of the stirrer on the left.

Figure 3 The stirrer on the right and the sample positioned on the polystyrene foam on the left.

4

ACS DETERMINATION IN RC

Inside an RC a single instant measurement is meaningless and all electromagnetic
quantities have to be ensemble averaged over the stirrer rotation. Therefore, the average ACS
[14] is defined as:
ACS = <PS> / Si

(1)

where Ps is the power dissipated by the sample and Si = <|ET2|>/η0 the incident scalar
Power density. The symbol <•> means an ensemble average over the stirrer rotation and
frequency stirring, and η0 is the free space wave impedance. In such a definition, it is assumed
the statistical uniformity of the total field magnitude |ET|, with asymptotic distribution χ6 (chidistribution with 6 degrees of freedom) [9].
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Spectral characteristics of a mode-stirred cavity are sensible to energy perturbations (such
as a low-loss dielectric inclusion), because of the strong modal overlapping featuring the
over-moded regime. The total losses inside an RC is due to many mechanisms: wall losses,
antenna losses, and material sample losses. Say Qu the Q factor measured without the material
sample and Ql that measured with the sample inside the chamber, the contribution Qs due to
the sample dissipation only is:
Qs-1 = Ql-1 - Qu-1

(2)

In terms of stored energy and dissipated power:
Qs = ωW / <Ps> = ωSiV / c<Ps>

(3)

where ω is the angular frequency of excitation, W the energy stored by the chamber, V the
chamber volume, and c speed of light in vacuum. On substituting (1) into (3) and unfolding,
yields
ACS = ωV / cQs = 2πV / λ Qs

(4)

where¸ λ is the wavelength at operation frequency of the chamber. Indirect estimation of
ACS passes through insertion loss measurements [33] (with and without the material sample)
by the well-known definition
Q = 16 π2V<Pr> / λ3 ηTx ηRx <Pt>

(5)

Q = 16 π2V<|S21|2> / λ3 ηTx ηRx

(6)

Or:
where Pr is the power captured by the receiving antenna Rx with total efficiency ηRx, Pt the
power injected by the transmitting antenna Tx with total efficiency ηTx, and S21 the
transmission scattering parameter between port 1, connected to Tx, and port 2, connected to
Rx, of a vector network analyzer (VNA).
5

MEASURES AND RESULTS

The ACS values were found for three different materials. First of all, three Carbon-Carbon
cubes samples were measured. Two of these samples are from a self-produced set of high
thickness CC. The samples have different density values in order to evaluate the effects of the
density on the EM characteristics. The third CC is from a commercial brand and is taken into
account as a benchmark. The cubes have a dimension of roughly 3cm x 3cm x 3cm. CC
samples have been tested in both the facilities in different frequency ranges. Secondly a
silicon-carbide SiC foam cube of the same dimensions has been tested in both facilities and
finally a Carbon-SiC, CSiC, sample of the same dimensions has been tested only in the
frequency range 800MHz-6GHz. A self-product TPS panel sample, a cube of dimensions 3cm
x 3cm x 3cm roughly, made by the combination of commercial CC, SiC foam and CSiC has
been also tested only in the frequency range 800MHz-6GHz.
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5.1 ACS Measures in 800 MHz – 6 GHz Range
In the following graphics the results are reported. First of all we can appreciate the Q
factor of the chamber. There are no relevant differences between the Q factors of the different
materials and the Q factor of the Empty Chamber. Only at the frequencies of about 4400 MHz
and 5100 MHz there is a visible difference.

Figure 4 The Q factor
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Figure 5 The ACS of the materials

5.2 ACS Measures in 50 GHz – 63 GHz Range
At high frequencies there is a visible difference both between the different materials and
between the same material with different density value. It can be noticed that the benchmark
CC with a density of 1.437 g/cm3 has a the highest Q values. It is the CC material with the
highest density presented in this paper. The Q factor seems to decrease with the decreasing of
density. It can be explained considering that a more compact material probably reflects more
than a less dense material, that differently absorbs more radiation. It is confirmed considering
the ACS graph. In this case the more dense material is the one with the lower ACS. The
commercial SiC Foam presents values in line with the self-produced CC, being less dense
than the Benchmark CC.
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Figure 6 Q Factor

Figure 7 ACS of the materials
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6

CONCLUSIONS

Two measures campaigns have been carried out in this paper; one in the frequency range
800MHz-6GHz and the other in the frequency range 50 GHz – 63 GHz.
In the lower frequency range there is a visible difference between the Q Factor of the
chamber with different materials only in particular sub-ranges, as 4400 MHz - 5100 MHz. it
is due to the small size of the samples inside the chamber. Regarding the ACS, it can be
noticed that the higher is the density of the material, the lower is the ACS, at least in
particular frequency sub-ranges such as 1800-3000 MHz.
In the higher frequency range there is a visible difference both between the different
materials and between the same material with different density value. As said it can be
noticed that the CC with a density of 1.437 g/cm 3 , the highest CC density in this paper, has
the highest Q values. The Q factor decreases with the decreasing of density: in fact a more
compact material probably reflects more than a less dense and more porous material, that
differently absorbs more radiation. It is confirmed considering the ACS results. The more
dense is the material, the lower is its ACS. The commercial SiC Foam presents values in line
with the self-produced CC, being less dense than the Benchmark CC.
7
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Summary. Fatigue degradation prediction plays an important role in the design of maintenance strategies in the automotive and aerospace sectors. While several phenomenological
and/or semi-empirical models are used in industry, more advanced applications require a more
careful analysis of the fatigue effects. In recent years, due to the advancements in the fields of
microstructural characterization and high performance computing, several investigations have
been focused on the microstructural mechanisms associated with different damage processes.
This paper presents a 3D grain-boundary model to investigate intergranular fatigue damage in
polycrystalline microstructures, usually found in alloys and ceramics. The analyzed morphologies are generated as Voronoi tessellations, which retain the main statistical features of real
polycrystalline materials. Intergranular degradation and failure are modelled through cohesive and frictional contact laws, embodying a damage parameter whose evolution is related to
the intergranular traction cycles, through continuum damage laws. The model is used to assess
the effects of microstructure randomness on the predicted fatigue life. Few numerical investigations assess the capability of the method, which represents a first step towards multiscale
modelling of fatigue degradation.
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Abstract. Strain sensors based on optical fiber technology have a number of advantages over
more conventional resistive strain gages. Optical fiber sensors are immune to
electromagnetic interferences, resistant to corrosion, are safe to be used in explosion or fire
hazard areas, and can be embedded inside materials. Commercially available solutions
include the Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) sensors and the Distributed Strain and Temperature
Sensors, based on Brillouin scattering; both technologies are using fused silica optical fibers.
FBG sensors application is limited to temperature up to 300 °C; solution for high
temperature applications (up to 1000°C) have been developed but are not commercially
available. Sapphire optical fibers have a very high melting point (2030 °C) and are promising
for high temperature monitoring. Sapphire fibers can be embedded inside metals and ceramic
materials. However, even if FBG sensors can be written inside sapphire fibers with
femtosecond UV lasers, there are no solutions available on the market. This work describes a
test to verify the possibility of monitoring strain using a sapphire fiber embedded into a metal
specimen, by monitoring the power loss of the light passing through the fiber.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Fiber optic sensors, have several advantages over conventional sensors. The most
commonly used fiber optic sensor is the Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) which is basically an
optical strain gage, but can be used also for measuring other quantities such as temperature.
They do not conduct electricity so that they can be embedded directly into metallic material.
In Ref [1] a polyimide coated optical fiber has been embedded in an aluminum alloy by
casting and used in an interferometer to demonstrate temperature measurement capabilities.
Embedding into metal has been first explored in [2] and further developed in [3]. Application
in vibration analysis of metallic bars has been performed first with a sensorless optical fiber
both in broad band [4] and in sinusoidal forced vibration [5] and then with an FBG embedded
sensor [6]. More common are the applications with optical fibers embedded in polymeric
composite materials [7] Another interesting feature of fiber optic sensors is their immunity
from electromagnetic interferences which makes them ideal in experimental particle physics
[8,9] where huge magnetic fields are required. Of particular interest is the use of FBGs for
measuring displacements [10] or for retrieving strain modes [11]. It is in fact possible to
retrieve displacements from strain measurements. The same concept has been proposed for
monitoring deformations on particle detectors of the experiment BTeV at Fermilab [12]..
Another feature of this technology is long term stability of the measurement chain [13]. The
possibility of monitoring structures for years without the need of periodic calibrations reduces
man hour. On the other hand the cost of FBGs, although lowered significantly over the last
decade, is still about one order of magnitude higher than resistive strain gages. There are
situations in which the use of FBGs is mandatory such as in presence of high magnetic fields
typically present inside the magnet of high energy physics detectors. Particularly interesting is
the application proposed in [14] where the FBG sensor is not only used for displacement
monitoring but even for repositioning of a microstrip particle detector. Fiber optic sensors
present several advantages also for applications in space environment and on aeronautical
structures [15-17]. FBGs have been used also in ground testing of space mechanisms [18,19].
If properly coated they can be used also in cryogenic environment [20,21]. Commercial FBGs
are destroyed at temperatures above 300 °C although have been produced FBGs that can be
used at about 1000 °C i.e. at nearly the glass transition temperature Tg (about 1050 °C) [22].
To go at higher temperature it is possible to use sapphire optical fibers. In literature is
reported that FBG sensors can be produced with sapphire fibers using femtosecond UV lasers
or even IR lasers [23], however these sensors are still not available on the market [24]. In a
different approach the power loss of light signals passing through an embedded sapphire fiber
can be monitored. This methodology is shown in the present paper.
2

SAPPHIRE OPTICAL FIBER

Single-crystal sapphire optical fibers are the most promising items for manufacturing
sensors to be used in high temperature environment, since they have a melting temperature of
2030 °C. This characteristic suggested the use of sapphire fiber for a micro lens to observe
plasma and catalytic phenomena during re-entry of a demonstrator [25] and for a health
monitoring system for thermal protection systems [26]. There are some differences between
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single-crystal sapphire fibers and glass optical fibers to be considered when developing new
kind of sensors. Sapphire fibers do not have the cladding layer surrounding the core. Because
of this limitation, and also because of the higher diameter if compared to glass fibers, sapphire
fibers are intrinsically multimodal and susceptible to bending loss and modal dispersion.
Moreover, they are difficult to be coupled to conventional single mode glass fibers due to the
difference in diameter between the single mode core and the multimode fiber section. The
good mechanical and thermal properties of sapphire fibers at high temperature have already
been exploited to develop thermal sensors based either on monitoring the blackbody radiation
[27] or on a Fabry-Pérot interferometer built on the fiber tip [28,29]. FBG sapphire fiber
sensors have been already developed and tested in high temperature environments [30,31]. In
[32] the sapphire fiber, carrying the FBG sensor, has been coupled to silica fibers to allow
single mode transmission of the reflected signal and improved resolution. Strain sensors based
on Fabry-Perot interferometers have also been proposed and tested [33]. However there are no
sapphire fiber strain sensors readily available in the market yet.
This paper describes a test for a possible low cost approach to realize a sapphire fiber
sensor for strain monitoring. Because of the high melting point of sapphire crystals, it is easier
to embed the fibers into metallic materials [34].
The idea behind the test is to verify if instead of using an in fiber sensor (FBG or FabryPerot) it is sufficient to simply measure the power loss of light passing through the embedded
fiber and correlate it to the strain.
3

SPECIMEN PREPARATION

The specimen consists of a metallic cylinder with an embedded sapphire optical fiber. A
zinc alloy, ZAMAK 3 (3.5-4.3% Al, 0.025-0.05% Mg) [35] was chosen. The ZAMAK 3 alloy
has a tensile strength of 283 MPa. The specimen was manufactured by mould casting. The
mould (Fig. 1) was made of graphite and was prepared to house a sapphire fiber with two
ceramic ferrules at the two ends. The resulting specimen is a cylinder 10 cm long with a
diameter of 1 cm (Fig. 2). The geometry of the specimen was chosen because a cylindrical
casting allowed a good mould filling. The diameter was chosen to accommodate conveniently
the ferrules at the ends of the specimen. The two ferrules will couple the embedded sapphire
fiber to single mode silica fibers using standard FC/PC couplers. After the casting, the
specimen was removed from the mould and the ferrules were polished.

Figure 1: The reusable graphite mold used to manufacture the specimen.
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Figure 2: The specimen with embedded sapphire fibre.

4

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experimental setup consists of:
 the specimen (zinc alloy cylinder with embedded sapphire optical fiber);
 an optical fiber loss test system (laser source and power meter)
 the tensile test machine.

The sapphire fiber will be connected to an optical fiber loss testing system to monitor the
transmission loss in the embedded fiber.
The testing system (Fig. 3) is made of a dual laser source (NOYES OLS2 Dual) which can
feed the fiber with two different wavelengths (850 nm and 1300 nm), and an optical power
meter (NOYES OPM1). The laser source and the power meter are connected to the specimen
with two 9/125 fiber optic patch cables, using FC/PC connectors. The ferrules at the ends of
the specimen are coupled to the patch cables using male-to-male couplers (Fig. 4). The testing
system is not equipped with automatic data recording. Data are therefore reported manually
on a spreadsheet from the readings of the power meter monitor.
The tensile test machine is an INSTRON IX 3360 operated by the DICMA department of
Sapienza University. The grips for the tensile testing machine have been manufactured for
housing the out-of-standard specimen and for connecting the patch cables to the ferrules of
the specimen (Fig. 5).

Figure 3: The fiber optic testing system: the laser source (on the left), and the power meter (on the right)
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Figure 4: The coupler (in the middle) connect the ferrule of the specimen (on the right) with the connector of the
fiber optic patch cable (on the left).

Figure 5: The specimen under test in the tensile test machine INSTRON IX 3360. The brass grips have been
manufactured specifically for the test, to allow connecting the fiber optic patch cables.

5

RESULTS

The first test was performed pulling the specimen with an increasing load until reaching 2
kN (i.e. 9% of tensile strength). The results are shown in Fig. 6. The loss did have some
oscillations while the load was increasing. An explanation of the behavior of the loss is that
the crystal of the fibers was fracturing during the pulling test. A similar phenomenon has been
exploited on purpose in Ref. [36] where a conventional fiber was notched at certain locations
to induce breaking and consequently optical loss. The test was repeated with the same load. In
this second test the load curve and the loss curve are closer (Fig. 7).
In a third test (reported in Fig. 8) the max load was increased to 2.5 kN (11.2% of tensile
strength). After 2.5 kN the specimen slipped inside the grips and the test was stopped. A
fourth test was performed soon after, but the loss did not follow the load until it reached 2 kN.
The max load reached was 4 kN (18% tensile strength). Results are shown in Fig. 9.
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Figure 6: First test with max load of 2 kN.

Figure 7: Second test. Max load: 2 kN.
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Figure 8: Third test. Max load: more than 2.5 kN. The test was stopped because the grips slipped.

Figure 9: Fourth test. Max load 4 kN.

To investigate if the material and the fiber needed a relaxation after having been pulled
with a high load, the next test was performed after one day. During the fifth test (Fig. 10) the
loss curve followed the increasing load but again with strong oscillations.
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Figure 10: Fourth test. Max load 2 kN

Figure 11: Test at low load. Max load 0,6 kN.

A possible interpretation of the results is that the sapphire crystal developed a series of
fractures which act like Fabry-Perot interferometers because of the reflection on the surfaces
of the fractures. To investigate this hypothesis further tests need to be done on the specimen.
The final test was performed at low stress. The specimen was loaded at 0.6 kN (2.7 % of
tensile strength). In this condition the loss curve follows the load curve more closely and with
less pronounced oscillations (Fig. 11).
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6

CONCLUSIONS

Sapphire optical fibers are a promising solution to develop strain sensors for high
temperature applications. The experimental work proposed in this paper investigated the
possibility to embed sapphire optical fibers in metal and to monitor the light transmission loss
to measure the strain of the material. The results are promising for monitoring loads under 3%
of tensile strength of the material, while the specimen showed oscillations in the response
when higher loads are applied. The oscillation is possibly due to the reflections between the
faces of fractures in the fibers. More tests on the specimen to investigate the origin of the
oscillation shall be devised.
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Abstract. The increment of the required lifetime for structural components commonly used in
different machinery applications (aerospace, automotive, railway and energy applications) has
recently led to a more detailed investigation on the Very-High-Cycle Fatigue (VHCF)
response of metallic materials.
Experimental tests showed that specimens made of high-strength steels may fail at stress
amplitudes below the conventional fatigue limit (106-107 cycles) and that fatigue failures may
be due to two different types of crack nucleation. If the stress amplitude is above the
conventional fatigue limit, cracks nucleate at the specimen surface; if the stress amplitude is
below the conventional fatigue limit, cracks nucleate from inclusions or internal defects
(internal nucleation) and failures occur at very high number of cycles (up to 1010 cycles). The
VHCF response of high-strength steels is therefore significantly influenced by the inclusion
population (inclusion dimension and quantity).
In the present paper, the VHCF response of an Örvar Supreme steel characterized by a high
level of cleanliness was investigated. Fully reversed tension-compression tests were carried
out with an ultrasonic testing machine capable to reach a loading frequency equal to 20 kHz
(ultrasonic tests) and allowing for a significant reduction of the testing time (109 cycles in 14
hours). Fracture surfaces were observed through a Scanning Electron Microscope.
Experimental results showed that, even with a high-strength steel characterized by a high
level of cleanliness, VHCF failures indeed occur and internal nucleation of cracks must be
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taken into account in order to prevent unexpected failures at stress amplitudes below the
conventional fatigue limit.
1

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the research on very high cycle fatigue (VHCF) behaviour of materials has
gained significant attention. The experimental evidence that high-strength steels could fail at
levels of stress amplitude below the conventional fatigue limit [1,2] and the increment of the
required design lifetime, up to
cycles, for structural components commonly used in
different industrial fields (aerospace, mechanical and energy industry) requested for a more
detailed investigation on the VHCF behaviour of materials.
VHCF tests are commonly carried out by using ultrasonic testing machines (load frequency
equal to 20 kHz), which allow for investigating VHCF behaviour of materials in a reasonable
testing time (
cycles in
hours). Experimental results on high-strength steels have
shown that, depending on the applied stress [1-4], fatigue failures could be due to two
different types of crack nucleation. In particular, if the applied stress is above the
conventional fatigue limit (high cycle fatigue or HCF) failures are due to cracks which
nucleate on the surface (surface nucleation); if the stress amplitude is below the conventional
fatigue limit (VHCF), failures are due to cracks which nucleate from inclusions or internal
defects (internal nucleation). The fatigue behavior at very high number of cycles is therefore
significantly affected by the characteristic size of inclusions/defects present in the material
and by their density [5-7].
In the present paper the VHCF response of an Örvar Supreme (AISI H13 steel) is
investigated. Örvar Supreme is a tool steel characterized by a high level of cleanliness and,
even if it is classified as an hot-work tool steel, it is also employed in some applications where
resistance to VHCF is of great relevance, e.g. for the production of components of fuel
injection systems for naval engines or for the production of aerospace components. Fullyreversed tension-compression tests were carried out using the ultrasonic fatigue testing
machine developed at the Politecnico di Torino [8]. The tests were carried out on Gaussian
specimens [9], which were recently proposed by the authors in order to investigate size effects
on the VHCF response of materials [9-13]. Finally, fracture surfaces were observed through
an optical microscope and a scanning electron microscope (SEM) in order to investigate the
fracture origin.
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2

EXPERIMENTAL MATERIAL

The chemical composition of the tool steel used for the experimental tests (commercial steel
Örvar Supreme, H13 steel according to the AISI classification, EN 40CrMOV5-1 steel
according to the UNI EN ISO 4957) is reported in Table 1.
Chemical
Composition %

C

Si

Mn

Cr

Mo

V

0.39 1.0

0.4

5.3

1.3

0.9

Table 1:Chemical composition of the investigated AISI H13 steel.

The steel was fabricated by conventional casting and thereafter subjected to the Electro Slag
Remelting process (ESR). The finely controlled solidification obtained through the ESR
process allows for a significant improvement of the steel cleanliness, with a significant
reduction of the size and the quantity of the inclusions present within the material.
The investigated steel was obtained from an annealed and machined commercial slab with
254 x 127 mm cross section. The slab was cut into rectangular bars with dimensions 32 x 32 x
115 mm. Each bar was thereafter machined to the final specimen shape. Gaussian specimens
were designed according to [9], in order to attain a risk-volume (volume of material subjected
to a stress amplitude above the 90% of the maximum applied stress) equal to
and
a stress concentration factor equal to
.

Risk-volume

Figure 1: Gaussian specimen geometry.

After machining, specimens used for fatigue tests were quenched and tempered with an
ordinary industrial cycle, in a vacuum furnace. The heat treatment cycle was as follows:
preheating at 750 °C, austenitizing at 1030 °C, gas quenching, first tempering at 520 °C,
second and third tempering at 540 °C. The microstructure after the heat treatment was
tempered martensite. The tensile strength and Vickers hardness of the heat treated steel were
and
, respectively.
Each specimen surface was finally fine polished by using sandpapers with increasing grits
(from #200 a #1200) in order to avoid surface nucleation of cracks and drive crack nucleation
from defects within the material.
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3

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

VHCF tests on Gaussian specimens were carried out by using the ultrasonic testing machine
for fully reversed tension-compression tests developed at the Politecnico di Torino [8].
Specimens were loaded at a constant stress amplitude until failure or up to
cycles
(runout specimens). The applied stress in the Gaussian specimen part was kept constant
through a closed loop control based on the displacement measured during the test at the free
specimen end (sample rate of
). Before the VHCF tests, a strain gauge calibration
was performed in order to accurately correlate the displacement amplitude at the free
specimen end to the strain amplitude in the Gaussian part.
Intermittent tests (pulse-pause test sequence) were carried out in order to limit the temperature
increment inside the specimen. Heating of the specimen was continuously monitored during
the test through an infrared temperature sensor and the specimen temperature was kept in the
range between
and
. The test stops in case the specimen temperature exceeds the
upper limit value and automatically restarts when the specimen temperature falls below the
lower limit value. Vortex tubes were employed to reduce the cooling pauses and to increase
the pulse duration.
4

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Specimens were subjected to constant stress amplitudes, ranging from
to
.
12 out of 13 specimens failed during the VHCF tests at a number of cycles to failure ranging
from
cycles to
cycles. One specimen, tested at
did not
fail at
cycles (runout specimen).
Fracture surfaces were observed through a SEM in order to determine the crack origin: 11 out
of 12 specimens failed due to cracks nucleated from defects within the material. In particular,
for applied stress ranging from
to
, failures originated from non-metallic
inclusions (oxides-types inclusions). One specimen failed due to a crack originating from the
specimen surface (
with failure at
cycles).
In the analysis, only failures due to nucleation of cracks from inclusions were considered.
Figure 2 shows a typical fracture surface characterized by crack originating from a nonmetallic inclusion present within the material.
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Figure 2: Fracture surface observed through SEM: VHCF cracks originated from a oxide-type inclusion present
within the material.

4.1 S-N Curves
Figure 3 shows the distribution of the inclusions from which failures originated. Failures are
randomly distributed within the risk-volume, thus confirming the uniformity of stress
distribution in the Gaussian specimen part [9-10].

Figure 3: Distribution of crack origins within the risk-volume for the tested Gaussian specimens.

S-N curves were obtained by considering the statistical model proposed by the Authors in
[14,15]. In particular, the case “One failure mode due to one cause without fatigue limit” was
considered, since only failures originating from inclusions were taken into account. In the
considered model, fatigue life (defined as the logarithm of the number of cycles to failure) is
supposed to be Normally distributed with mean linearly dependent on the applied stress and
constant standard deviation. Parameters estimation (mean and standard deviation of the
fatigue life) was performed by applying the Maximum Likelihood principle.
Figure 4 plots the median S-N curve (50% probability), the 10% and the 90% S-N curves
estimated from the VHCF tests.
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Figure 4: 90%, 50% and 10% S-N curves obtained from the experimental results.

Due to the statistical distribution of the largest inclusion size [16] within the risk volume,
experimental data show a significant scatter and, as a consequence, a large estimated
confidence interval.
Further experimental VHCF tests are in progress in order to investigate the scatter of the
experimental data and to obtain a larger number of internal failures at a number of cycles
above
.
4.2 Fatigue limit estimation
Each fracture surface was observed by using the optical microscope and the SEM in order to
investigate the defect originating the fatigue crack. All the fracture surfaces showed a typical
“fish-eye” morphology [5-7], with a dark area around the initial inclusion observed through
the optical microscope. This area was defined as “Optically Dark Area” by Murakami [5,6].
Figure 5 shows a typical fracture surface observed through the optical microscope and a
magnification of the fish-eye and the ODA.
a

b

Fish-eye

ODA

Figure 5: Fracture surface observed through optical microscope: (a) Internal nucleation; (b) Fish-eye and
Optically Dark Area (ODA).
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The fatigue limit ( , stress level at which the crack does not propagate despite the presence
of a defect [5-7]) was determined by considering the model proposed by Murakami [5-7].
According to the Murakami’s model, in case of crack nucleation from defects, the fatigue
limit is a function of the Vickers hardness of the material ( ) and of the square root of the
projected area of the defect (
) from which the crack nucleated
(
). In presence of the ODA [5,6], the term
corresponds to the area delimited by the inclusion and the ODA (
) since
the crack begins to propagate from the outer edge of the ODA and not from the initial
inclusion [5,6].
The 95% confidence interval of the fatigue limit estimated by considering the value of
measured on each fracture surface is [521; 544]
. The average value of the
estimated fatigue limit is equal to
. No failure occurred at stress amplitudes smaller
than the estimated fatigue limit (one runout at
), thus confirming the validity of the
fatigue limit obtained according to the Murakami’s model.
4.3 Largest inclusion size distribution
Failures at very high number of cycles originate form the largest inclusion present within the
risk-volume: the ODA forms near the inclusion, with the consequent propagation of the
fatigue crack and the final fracture. As a consequence, the distribution of the inclusions within
the risk-volume and, in particular, the distribution of the inclusions with the largest size
significantly affects the VHCF strength [5,7,17].
The largest inclusion size distribution present within the tested risk-volume was determined
following the procedure described in [5,7,17]. Inclusion sizes measured on the fracture
surfaces through SEM were considered for the analysis. Inclusion size in the runout specimen
was measured by testing the specimen at a higher stress amplitude up to failure. According to
[5,7,17], the largest inclusion size (
) within the considered risk-volume follows a
LEVD Type I (i.e., the Gumbel distribution of maximum).
The Gumbel plot in Figure 6 shows the experimental data together with the estimated
statistical distribution. The parameter estimates were obtained through application of the
Maximum Likelihood Principle.
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Figure 6: Gumbel plot showing fitting of experimental data.

All failures originated from inclusions with a limited characteristic size (
is smaller
than
in the tested specimens). The same material, with the same chemical composition
but without the ESR process (Örvar Micronized), is characterized by a population of
significantly larger inclusions [18]. As shown by the experimental results, also an inclusion
with a characteristic size smaller than
induces the formation of the ODA and the
consequent crack propagation. Therefore, in order to prevent failures at very high number of
cycles due to internal nucleation of cracks, VHCF response must be experimentally
determined even with high performance steel characterized by a high level of cleanliness.
5

CONCLUSIONS

The paper reports the results of the VHCF tests carried out on Gaussian specimens made of a
high-strength steel (Örvar Supreme) characterized by a high degree of cleanliness. Fully
reversed tension-compression tests on Gaussian specimens were carried out by using the
ultrasonic testing machine developed at the Politecnico di Torino. The fracture surfaces were
observed with an optical microscope and through the scanning electron microscope in order to
analyze the origin of the fatigue cracks.
The experimental results showed that the investigated steel, although characterized by a
population of inclusions with limited size (smaller than
), exhibits failures at very high
number of cycles with nucleation of fatigue cracks from inclusions present inside the material.
Moreover, the statistical analysis of the inclusions of the investigated steel confirmed that
VHCF failures could originate also from inclusions with very limited size, smaller than
.
Therefore, even with high-strength steels characterized by a high degree of cleanliness, the
VHCF response should be experimentally investigated in order to prevent and avoid
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unexpected failures at stress amplitudes below the conventional fatigue limit and to ensure a
safe and reliable design for components used for very high number of cycles.
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Abstract. In this study a material microstructural and mechanical characterisation has been
performed on EBM built Ti-6Al-4V tensile samples manufactured with different process
parameters themes. In particular, the objective of this work was to evaluate the influence of
the slicing parameter, that is the layer thickness used during the “layer-by-layer” fabrication
of the specimens, on the tensile behaviour of the material and on its microstructure. Two sets
of tensile specimens, manufactured by using a layer thickness (and the relative process
parameter theme) of 50 µm and 100 µm respectively, were tested under tensile condition.
Orientation effects within the x-z plane were also investigated. For both sets, specimens with
different grow orientations (0°, 45°, 90°) with respect to the start plate (x-y plane) have been
manufactured and tested.
1

INTRODUCTION

Additive Layer Manufacturing (ALM) is an emerging technology by which functional solid
parts are made directly from electronic data, generally files from computer-aided design
(CAD) software, starting from metal powder. It is based on “layer-by-layer” fabrications and
offers many design and manufacturing advantages such as short lead time, complex geometry
capability, tooling free and very low waste material [1].
Among the others, the Electron Beam Melting (EBM) is one of the most promising ALM
technologies which utilizes a high-energy electron beam, as a moving heat source, in order to
melt and fuse (by rapid self-cooling) metal powder and produce parts in a layer-building
fashion. The electron beam is generated by heating a tungsten filament, located in the gun, to
above 2000°C. At such high temperatures the electrons are free to escape from the filament
and are accelerated within an electrical field obtained by applying high voltage (about 60000
V) between the filament and the anode. The beam is then focused by means of an
electromagnetic coil on the powder surface. When the electrons penetrate into the powder
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grains, their velocity is being slowed and their elevated kinetic energy converts into thermal
energy making possible to melt the powder. In order to avoid the divergence of the electron
beam due to the presence of gas atoms, both the electron beam gun and the metal powder
surface are contained inside the vacuum chamber at pressure levels as low as 10-4 mbar [2].
The ability to additively manufacture fully melted metal components starting from high-end
engineering alloys, such as Ti6-Al-4V, is a powerful tool but the obtained microstructural and
mechanical performance needs to be further evaluated keeping in mind that such additive
manufactured components are typically used in extreme environments and for critical
applications in the aerospace and biomedical industries. As matter of fact, certifying a batch
of conventionally produced material (e.g. wrought or cast material) is a relatively straightforward and well established practice in the manufacturing industry since a lot of specific
standard, such as ASTM, ISO or AMS are available. On the other hand, the additive
manufacturing industry has not yet adopted a set of test methods or material specifications to
standardize the quality control methods to be used in fabricating and certifying layer-based
materials [3]. The aim of this study is to characterize EBMed Ti6-Al-4V alloy by performing
tensile tests and microstructural analysis on specimens manufactured with different process
parameters themes. In particular, the first objective of this work was to evaluate the influence
of the slicing parameter, that is the layer thickness used during the “layer-by-layer”
fabrication of the specimens, on the tensile behaviour of the material and on its
microstructure. Two sets of tensile specimens, manufactured by using a layer thickness (and
the relative process parameter theme) of 50 µm and 100 µm respectively, were tested under
tensile condition. Orientation effects within the x-z plane were also investigated. For both
sets, specimens with different growth orientations (0°, 45°, 90°) with respect to the start plate
(x-y plane) have been manufactured and tested.
2 EBM TECHNOLOGY
A beam of high energy electrons is produced in the electron gun when a current is passed
through a tungsten filament. This causes the filament to heat up to above 2000°C and emit
electrons. The power of the beam is controlled by the current in the filament. A 60 KV
accelerating voltage is applied to the anode beneath the electrode, thus accelerating the
emitted electrons in the desired direction with velocities ranging from 0.1 to 0.4 times the
velocity of light. This beam is focused by the combination of electrostatic and electromagnetic lenses on to the build table with power density of up to 100KW/cm2. The vacuum
level inside the electron gun is necessary to prevent scattering of the electron beam due to
collisions with gas atoms. Pressure values range from 10-4mbar in the building chamber up to
10-9mbar at the top of the electron gun[2].
During the whole build, the sharply focused electron beam scans the build table with
controllable speed known as scan speed. The beam current and scan speed are carefully
chosen in such a way that sufficient heat is generated to melt the powder. The interaction
between electrons in the beam and the powder surface in the building tank results in X-rays
emission. The steel chamber walls and leaded glass view ports are designed to contain these
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X-ray emissions inside the build chamber.

Figure 1

a) A2X ARCAM EBM Machine

b) Schematic representation of EBM System

The buildup process starts with a 3-dimensional Computer Aided Design (CAD) model.
This model is sliced into thin layers of 50µm or 100µm. The system physically reproduces the
computer slices layer by layer, by melting the metal powder. During the buildup process an
approximately thin layer powder is spread over the build table by fetching the powder from
the containers. The build table is made of a stainless steel plate. This helps to remove the built
part from the build table as, during cooling, the interface between the base plate and
component becomes brittle and thermal mismatch stresses enable parts to be easily removed
manually. The motion of electron beam is controlled by deflection coils according to the CAD
file. When the electrons collide with metal atoms in the powder bed, their velocity is
decreased. In doing so, their kinetic energy is converted into thermal energy. This results in
melting of the metal powder. After successful melting of one layer the build table is lowered
according to the thickness of next layer, basically 50µm or 100µm. A new layer of powder is
then spread over the lowered table and already built part. The scanning process is repeated
and powder is melted. The same sequence is repeated until the build is finished. During the
whole duration of built up, the build chamber and power bed is kept at elevated temperature
of about 750°C by preheating sequence before final melting. This isothermal hold during the
build has two advantages, i.e. a relatively high temperature in build chamber improves the
build rate and secondly it avoids the needs of annealing EBM post process. The final
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microstructures of EBM built Ti-6Al-4V or any material are the result of complex
combination of different processing parameters of the system. There is a possibility to obtain
somewhat different microstructures in EBM built Ti-6Al-4V parts built with different sets of
processing parameters. This is possible due to the fact that different sets of processing
parameters provide somewhat different built environments and cooling conditions.
3

POWDER CHARACTERISTICS

Raw materials used in EBM are metallic particles from powder metallurgy, and the
characteristics and quality of powder strongly affect the process performance. The powder
morphology is one important factor in EBM affecting processing conditions such as
flowability, powder packing, and ultimately, heat transfer process phenomena [4]. The
powder used in EBM is spherical in shape because contributes to improve flowability, and
thus, may ensure high build rates and part accuracy [4]. In general, fine powder is used in
EBM. Figure 2 shows scanning electron microscopic (SEM) images of Ti-6Al-4V powder: (a)
low magnification showing a population of particle sizes and (b) high magnification of an
individual powder.

Figure 2 SEM images of Ti 6Al4V powder: (a) particles with different sizes and (b) an individual particle

The powder size distribution also has a significant effect on the build part density, surface
finish and mechanical properties [4]. Syam et al. [5] studied the size distribution of Ti-6Al-4V
powder in EBM and reported the size range as from 45 to 100 µm (Fig.3). Murr et al. [6] also
investigated the distribution of Ti-6Al-4V powder diameters. The spherical powder diameters
were measured and plotted in a histogram, shown in Figure 3. It is noted that the powder size
distribution is bimodal. The average overall powder diameter in Figure 3 is 30 µm. The
average sizes of large particles and small attached particles (satellites) are around 70 µm and
10 µm, respectively. For the chemical composition, according to a study by Murr et al. [6],
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Ti-6Al-4V powder used in EBM has a nominal composition of 6.04% Al, 4.05% V, 0.013%
C, 0.07% Fe, 0.13% O<0.005% N and H; the balance is Ti (in weight percent), comparable to
the common Ti-6Al-4V specification. The preheating process contributes to the metallurgical
bonds or even partial melting of the powder.

Figure 3: Histogram of Ti-6Al-4V particle size distribution

5

EXPERIMENTAL IN DETAILS

Flat dog-bone specimens, with rectangular section according to ASTM E8-04 subsize
dimensions, have been manufactured with the aim to investigate the EBMed Ti-6Al-4V from
a mechanical and microstructural point of view. The influence of the growth direction on the
mechanical behavior has been taken into account by manufacturing specimens with different
growth directions and then comparing tensile test results. Moreover even the influence of
slicing thickness parameter has been evaluated by reproducing the same experimental
campaign for both 50 µm and 100 µm process themes.

Figure 4: Tensile Specimen ASTM E8-04

For each process theme (50 µm and 100 µm) a set of 9 tensile specimens has been
manufactured as shown in table 1.
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Specimen ID
06_50_00_12
06_50_00_13
06_50_00_14
06_50_45_15
06_50_45_16
06_50_45_17
06_50_90_18
06_50_90_19
06_50_90_20
01_100_00_01
01_100_00_02
01_100_00_03

Growth Direction

Layer Thickness Theme

0°

45°

50 µm

90°

0°

02_100_45_08
02_100_45_09
02_100_45_10

45°

02_100_90_02
02_100_90_03
02_100_90_04

90°

100 µm

Table 1: Experimental Design

Each specimen have been identified with a unique code including the following information:
•
Job progressive number
•
Layer thickness [µm]
•
Growth direction
•
Component ID within the relative job
Figure 5 shows the builds layout designed to manufacture tensile specimens.
Tensile Tests have been performed according to the ASTM E8-04 and Microscope
Investigation have been carried out on samples pulled out from the tensile specimens.

Figure 5: Builds layout of tensile specimens
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6

RESULTS

6.1 Microstructure
Typically, Ti-6Al-4V samples from EBM show an ordered lamellar microstructure, consisting
of extremely fine grains, as can be expected by the thermal characteristics of the EBM
process: small melt pool and rapid cooling. EBM components possess α columnar shaped
morphology of the prior β phase with a growing direction parallel to the build direction
[7,8,9,10], which is a consequence of primary thermal gradients that exist in the build
direction. Optical Microscope analysis have shown a typical (α+β) structure, very fine
lamellar α+β microstructure consisting of basket-weave structure. This result have been
observed for both set of samples, 50µm and 100µm thickness process themes (figure 6).

Figure 6: a):Microstructure of 100µm process theme
………………sample

b): Microstructure of 50µm process theme sample

Micrograph have been shown for 100 µm process theme sample significant microstructural
defects in particular lack of fusion between several layers as reported in the figure 7, and a
porosity homogeneously distributed reported in the figure 8.

Figure 7: Micrograph of 100µm process theme sample showing significant lack of fusion between layers
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Figure 8: Micrograph of 100µm process theme sample showing porosity

On 50 µm process theme samples microscope analysis have shown a not severe porosity
distribution as shown in figure 9, no evidence of lack fusion between layers have been
observed, just occasionally a slight fusion inconsistency as reported in figure 10.

Figure 9: Micrograph of 50µm process theme
sample showing porosity

Figure 10: Detail of a 6µm lack of fusion

6.2 Tensile Testing
Tensile specimens have been tested using the Instron 4505 with a cell load capacity of 100kN
and the strain has been measured by extensometer. The tensile test results shown in table 2 are
corresponding to the set of specimens with 50µm process theme, whereas in table 3 the tensile
test results concerning the set of specimens with 100µm process theme. have been
summarized
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Specimens layer thickness 50μm
CODE

build direction

E[GPa]

06_50_00_12
0°
06_50_00_13
06_50_00_14
Average
STDEV
RELATIVE STDEV
06_50_45_15
45°
06_50_45_16
06_50_45_17
Average
STDEV
RELATIVE STDEV
06_50_90_18
90°
06_50_90_19
06_50_90_20
Average
STDEV
RELATIVE STDEV

96112
94487
95164
95254
816
1%
99587
91525
100330
99959
525
1%
106090
93026
95076
98064
7026
7%

σ02 [MPa] σmax [MPa] εmax [%]

826
813
781
807
23
3%
812
813
874
843
44
5%
818
826
838
827
10
1%

889
881
838
869
27
3%
864
840
912
888
34
4%
887
883
894
888
6
1%

6.0%
7.0%
6.0%
6.3%
0.6%
10.0%
7.0%
11.0%
11%
1%
8.0%
8.0%
8.0%
8.0%
0.0%
0.0%

Table 2: Tensile Test Results of 50µm process theme specimens

Specimens layer thickness 100μm
CODE

build direction

E[GPa]

02_100_00_05
0°
02_100_00_06
02_100_00_07
Average
STDEV
RELATIVE STDEV
02_100_45_08
45°
02_100_45_09
02_100_45_10
Average
STDEV
RELATIVE STDEV
02_100_90_02
90°
02_100_90_03
02_100_90_04
Average
STDEV
RELATIVE STDEV

σ02 [MPa] σmax [MPa] εmax [%]

108470

811

900

7.1%

94258
94258

759
759

848
848

8.7%
8.7%

100830
90867
103650
98449
6716
7%
91025
93441
97425
93964
3232
3%

838
805
832
825
17
2%
805
793
808
802
8
1%

864
827
858
850
20
2%
837
836
857
843.3
11.8
1%

1.3%
3.9%
4.0%
3%
2%
50%
1.8%
5.0%
6.2%
4.3%
2.3%
0.9%

Table 3: Tensile Test Results of 100µm process theme specimens

The tensile properties revealed that the specimens tested from the 45° built samples have
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marginally higher strength values if compared to the specimens built in the vertical and
horizontal orientation, this is much evident for yield strength results. A slight anisotropy
have been found even for Young Modulus since higher values have been evaluated for
specimens tested from the 45° built samples. From the experimental point of view the best
results have been obtained for 45° built samples independently from the thickness process
theme. Comparison between tensile results of the two sets of specimen have shown better
performances for the 50µm process theme in terms of yield strength, ultimate strength,
young modulus and elongation as reported in figures 11, 12, 13, 14
YIELD STRESS[MPa]

ULTIMATE TENSILE STRESS [MPa]

860

900
843

840

827

888

880

820
807

802
800

σmax [MPa]

σ02 [MPa]

888

890
825

780
100μm
759

760

50μm

869

870
860

100μm
850

850

740

840

720

830

90°

45°

90°

0°

45°

0°

BUILD DIRECTION

BUILD DIRECTION

Figure 11: Yield Strength Comparison

Figure 12: Ultimate Strength comparison

YOUNG MODULUS [MPa]

ELONGATION [%]
12.0%

101000
99959

100000
99000
98064

10.5%
10.0%

98449

8.7%

98000

8.0%
8.0%

96000

95254

95000

100μm

94258

93964

50μm

εmax [%]

97000

E[MPa]:

50μm

820

700

94000

848

843

6.3%
6.0%
100μm
4.3%

50μm

4.0%

3.1%

93000
92000

2.0%

91000
90000

0.0%

90°

45°

0°

90°

BUILD DIRECTION

45°

0°

BUILD DIRECTION

Figure 13: Young Modulus Comparison

Figure 14: Elongation Comparison

The brittle behavior of 100µm process theme can be explained by the microstructural
defects consisting in interlayers lack of fusion. At the same time the high porosity in
addition to the lack of fusion defects found for the 100µm process theme implies a cross
section reduction and consequently a lower tensile strength as mainly shown for the
ultimate strength results.
7
CONCLUSIONS
EBM manufacturing is a viable fabrication approach to produce high-value hardware for
aerospace applications. However, it is an extremely difficult challenge, the EBM process
physics is complex, and the part characteristics seem to be sensitive to the process parameters,
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the effects of which may not be a priori deducted. For this reason an experimental campaign
has been carried out in order to investigate the effect of layer thickness process parameter on
microstructure and mechanical behavior of Ti-6Al-4V alloy manufactured by EBM
technology.
Two sets of tensile specimens, have been manufactured by using a layer thickness (and the
relative process parameter theme) of 50 µm and 100 µm. The effect of the thickness process
parameters can be summarized:
 Microscope investigations show a typical (α+β) structure, very fine lamellar α+β
microstructure consisting of basket-weave structure;
 Microstructure is independent from the thickness process parameters;
 Defects are thickness process parameter dependent, lack of fusion defects and porosity
are much more significant in 100µm process parameter theme;
 Interlayers lack of fusion implies brittle behavior of 100µm process parameter theme;
 Tensile strength is affected by defects: 100µm process parameter theme tensile results
show significant lower ultimate strength if compared to the 50µm process parameter
theme because of the higher presence of defects (porosity and interlayers lack of
fusion);
 Tensile properties revealed that the specimens tested from the 45° built samples have
higher strength, especially for yield strength
 Young modulus revealed higher values for specimens tested from the 45° built
samples
 Higher tensile strength values and higher young modulus values evaluated for the 45°
built samples are independent from the thickness process theme.
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Summary. Fuel consumption and noise reduction are ongoing challenges that have driven
the scientific community towards innovative aircraft configurations. As one of the possible
solutions, Ultra-High-Bypass-Ratio engines are installed close to airframe surfaces (wing and
fuselage). This design gives rise to a complex behavior in which the resulting acoustic and aerodynamic fields are influenced by the interaction of the pressure fluctuations in the jet exhaust
with the airframe surfaces. In this paper, the coherent structures induced by the jet-surface
interaction are identified and characterized through an experimental campaign on a simplified
jet flat-plate model. Simultaneous velocity and wall pressure measurements are conducted in
different configurations. Data are analyzed through a conditional averaging technique based
on the Local Intermittency Measure. The results of the analysis enabled us to clarify the relevant role played by the radial distance of the flat-plate and the axial distance from the nozzle
exhaust on the educed pressure and velocity ensemble averaged time signatures.
1. INTRODUCTION
The technological ambitions of future aircraft design are oriented towards the ACARE goals
for 2020. Quality and affordability, environmental sustainability, safety, security and efficiency
of the air transport system are the challenging environments faced by the scientific research.
Some foreseen objectives aim at lowering pollutant emissions and reduce perceived external
noise by integrating breakthrough technologies in full-scale demonstrators.
The Ultra High By-Pass Ratio turbofan engine is one of the possible solution. It provides a
reduction of the exhaust jet velocity and hence of the jet mixing noise but, in order to keep the
same level of thrust, the mass flow rate is increased and therefore the fan/nacelle diameter. This
means a strong and increased close-coupling with the aircraft wings or fuselage, leading to a
higher flow-structure interaction noise.
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In this context, the role played by the wall pressure fluctuations acting on the airframe
assumes a significant part in the noise generation mechanisms knowledge.
The first step made by the authors to clarify this problem is described in a previous work
([1]). A series of experimental tests were carried out on a simplified test rig composed by a low
speed jet and a flat-plate. The flat-plate was accurately positioned at different radial distances
from the nozzle axis reproducing the possible installation effect conditions. Small distances
refer to the UHBR turbofan-wing interaction, higher one to the interaction with the fuselage.
The experiments were mainly focused on the free jet aerodynamic characterization and the
interaction of jet flow with a tangential flat plate. Single and double point statistics were obtained from velocity and pressure data in time and Fourier domain. Data series were acquired
through a hot wire anemometer system for the velocities and an array of cavity mounted microphones for the pressures. Scaling laws for the pressure spectra were determined and a modelization of the wall pressure fluctuations using the Corcos’ model was successfully applied as
well.
This work represents a further evolution in the analysis of the fluid dynamics involved on
the same configuration. The idea is to conduct an extensive experimental campaign with the
objective to determine the possible velocity-pressure coupling.
To this extent, a signal conditioning method based on the wavelet transform of the wall
pressure time series is applied to determine the most energetic pressure time signatures. Crosscorrelations and cross-conditioning of velocity-pressure signals are performed. The aim is to
explore the fluid dynamic behavior and clarify basic physical mechanisms underlying the generation of the wall pressure fluctuations as a combined effect of the axial distance from the nozzle
exhaust and the radial distance of the flat–plate.
2. EXPERIMENT
The experiments reported in this paper were performed at the Aerodynamic and Aeroacoustic Laboratory of the University Roma TRE on a 0.05 m diameter (D) cold turbulent jet at low
speed (Mj = 0.1) and medium–high Reynolds number.
Simultaneous velocity and wall pressure measurements have been carried out on the flow
generated by the jet issuing over a tangential flat plate for four distances (H) from the nozzle
axis. A sketch of the experimental set-up is shown in figure 1. The details of the experimental
apparatus has been described in a previous work [1].
Velocity signals were acquired through a single wire probe of sensitivity length 1 mm (type
55P11 by DANTEC) connected to a constant temperature anemometer module and mainframe
AN-1003 by Lab. System.
The wall pressure fluctuations on the flat–plate were sampled using an array of 5 one
diameter-spaced microphones. The microphone equipment consisted of 5 Gefell 1/4” microphones. The microphones were cavity-mounted and positioned on the projection of the nozzle
axis on the flat plate. Small diameter pinholes were used to connect the microphone cavity to the
wall surface. The Helmholtz resonant frequency estimated for the pinhole-cavity-microphone
system does not affect the range of frequencies of interest.
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Jet Flow Velocity Direction

Figure 1. Sketch of the jet-flat plate experimental set-up.
The coordinate system used for the analysis and the set-up arrangement are illustrated in
figure 2. The radial distance of the flat plate as well as the x, y and z coordinates are normalized
by the nozzle diameter. This normalized frame of reference is used to illustrate results in the
following sections. The origin of the coordinate system is located at the nozzle exit. The
positive x–axis points in the jet main direction, the y–axis is parallel to the flat plate and the
z–axis is normal to the flat plate.
The area of interest was conventionally divided in 5 measurement stations, as shown in
figure 2. A station consists of five axial distances. The 5 microphone array was positioned
on the axial distances corresponding to the measurement station. The hot wire probe spanned a
distance in z–direction evaluated for each axial position so as to follow the approximate position
of the shear layer. The spreading angle was estimated to be around α = 8◦ based on preliminary
free-jet measurements. The number of acquired points was not constant along the z–direction.
z

Station 1

Station 2

Station 3

Station 4

Station 5
α

Nozzle
Nozzle Axis
x
H

Flat Plate
Wall pressure
taps

Microphone
array

Figure 2. Sketch of the measurement set-up. α is the jet spreading angle
Hot wire probe and array of microphones were moved over the flat plate according to the
test matrix reported in table 1.
Both velocity and pressure signals were simultaneously sampled using an 8 channel Yokogawa Digital Scope DL708E at a sampling frequency of fs = 50kHz. All channels had an
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Table 1. Velocity and pressure measurement points.
Plate Distance
H/D = 1
H/D = 1.5
H/D = 2
H/D = 2.5

HW
y/D = 0

Mics
y/D = 0

x/D = 1 to x/D = 24

x/D = 1 to x/D = 25

anti-aliasing filter at fa = 50kHz. The recording time for one measurement was Ts = 20s. The
number of samples acquired ensures good statistical reliability for the averaging procedure.
Synchronized acquisitions of velocity and wall pressure fluctuations allowed the calculation of
cross-statistical quantities between signals and the identification of coherent structures through
a conditional averaging technique described in section 3..
3. ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
The main aerodynamic features of the flow were determined by means of classical time and
frequency analysis techniques in the previous work by the authors. In addition, as a further step
in the comprehension on the underlying phenomena, the identification and extraction of the
most energetic events characterizing the temporal evolution of the flow velocity and the wall
pressure fluctuations are achieved through the use of two conditioning procedures based on the
Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) of the signals.
The equations used to perform such a transformation are here briefly presented. A comprehensive treatment of the subject of wavelets can be found in [2], [3], [4] and others. Further
details regarding wavelet spectra and their application to the detection of coherent structures
may be found in [5], [6] and [7].
The CWT of a signal f (t) is defined by:

w(s, t) =

−1/2
CΨ s−1/2

Z

∞

f (t)Ψ

−∞
−1/2

∗



t−τ
s



dτ

(1)

where s is the scale of the wavelet function, CΨ denotes a coefficient which accounts for
the mean value of Ψ(t) and Ψ∗ ( t−τ
) is the complex conjugate of a family of wavelet functions
s
obtained by translation and dilatation of the mother wavelet Ψ(t). An example of the CWT
coefficients obtained by a segment of an acquired pressure signal is reported in figure 3. It
basically quantifies the local matching of the wavelet with the signal. If the wavelet matches the
shape of the signal well at a specific scale and time then a large transform value is obtained. The
pseudo-frequencies are approximately calculated by scale-frequency relationships for specified
wavelets and scales.
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Figure 3. Absolute value of the wavelet coefficients calculated by the CWT of a wall pressure
signal segment.
The events tracking method is based on the computation of the so called Local Intermittency
Measure (LIM) (see Ref. [5]) that is a threshold intermittency metrics based on the CWT and
able to identify high–energy events.
3.1 Local Intermittency Measure
The LIM gives a quantitative estimation of intermittency because it represents how much the
variance locally exceeds the mean variance at a given scale [6]. The LIM is defined as follows:
|w(s, t)|2
LIM (s, t) =
|w(s, t)|2

(2)
t

where the hit operator indicates an average over time (t) and w(s, t) denotes the wavelet
coefficient.
3.2 Conditional averages
Conditional averaging is one of the most common statistical techniques used for space-time
analysis of a generic signal fluctuation. It is a powerful tool used for coherent structure detection
in turbulence. The conditional averaging set-up used in this work consists of a couple of signals
simultaneously acquired: velocities from the hot wire probe and pressure fluctuations from the
wall microphones (u(t) and p(t) respectively). The pressure signal was used as a reference
signal. The conditioned signal was either the velocity (cross-conditioning) or the same pressure
signal (auto-conditioning). The same procedure was repeated for the velocity signal.
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Figure 4. The LIM of the truncated signal; the white line represents the selected scale.
The lower figure represents a plot of the LIM corresponding to the selected scale (pseudofrequency); the markers indicate the peaks isolated applying a specified threshold.
The procedure adopted requires that an event is first selected from the wall pressure fluctuation LIM given a proper threshold, then, when the trigger conditions are full-filled at a time
ti0 a short sub-signal vi (t∗ ) (or pi (t∗ ))with t∗ ∈ [ti0 + τ − ∆, ti0 + τ + ∆] is selected from the
conditioned signal. ∆ indicates the length of the selected sub-signal and is taken to be of the
order of the correlation time of the signal. τ is a time delay which takes into consideration the
propagation of the detected structures. The sub-signal can be considered as independent if the
i
additional condition ti+1
0 − t0 > 2∆ is full-filled, i.e. the sub-signals are not allowed to overlap.
Finally, the conditional average result is calculated by ensemble averaging all the sub-signals.
The ensemble average of a large number of events aligned at a certain reference point removes
the contamination by background random fluctuations revealing the general characteristics of
the detected coherent events [8]. The ensemble-averaging procedure, for a velocity signal for
example, can be formalized as follows:
Ns
1 X
v (t∗ )
hv(t)i =
Ns i=1

(3)

where Ns is the total number of events corresponding to the condition LIM (s, ti0 ) > T h,
where T h is a selected threshold. hv(t)i denotes the resulting averaged time signature of the
velocity signal.
The average procedure is also applied to the pressure signal p(t) generating another averaged
signature hp(t)i.
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4. RESULTS
Mean and turbulence velocity profiles acquired from the HWA measurements are shown in
figure 5 and figure 6 to provide a qualitative picture of the jet flow interaction over the flat plate.

H/D=1

H/D=1.5

H/D=2

H/D=2.5

5
4
3

z/D

2
1
0
−1
−2
−3
0

5

10

15

20

25

x/D

Figure 5. Axial mean velocity ratio (Um /Uj ) for all flat plate distances (H/D) as a function
of the axial distance (axial profiles in odd positions are not displayed). x markers indicate the
position of the maximum.

H/D=1

H/D=1.5
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H/D=2.5

5
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3

z/D

2
1
0
−1
−2
−3
0

5

10

15

20

25

x/D

Figure 6. Axial turbulence velocity ratio (u′ /Uj ) for all flat plate distances (H/D) as a function
of the axial distance (axial profiles in odd positions are not displayed).
The presence of the flat plate has a series of effects on the overall aerodynamic of the jet.
The jet axis, defined as the line where lies the maximum mean velocity, does not coincide with
the nozzle axis. It tends to bend toward the flat-plate. It can be clearly observed that the velocity
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and turbulence profiles are not symmetric. The production of turbulence due to the shear layer
is less effective in the area next to the flat plate (z < 0) and it is emphasized for z > 0 where
the entrainment of air through the viscous superlayer is still possible [9]. At low axial distances
(station 1) the jet profiles maintain the typical top hat shape. Pressure fluctuations are not
affected by hydrodynamic effects even if a kind of recirculation is suspected for H/D = 1.
From station 2 and starting from axial positions which increase as H/D increases, pressure
fluctuations are influenced by hydrodynamic effects due to the jet flow. After the jet impacts
the surface a turbulent boundary layer (TBL) evolves on the flat–plate. The evolution and the
characteristic of the TBL, acquired with the present set-up, are different depending upon the
impact point. This is a consequence of the H/D distance. For example, at H/D = 1, the
jet flow impacts at the lowest axial distance, allowing more length for the evolution and with
starting conditions at the lowest turbulence intensity and highest velocity.
The results obtained from the auto– and cross– conditional averages of the axial velocities
and the wall pressure fluctuations are presented in the following two sections. In both cases the
conditional average procedure is applied to signals taken at the same axial location (x/D).
4.1 Detection based on velocity events
In this section, the velocity signals corresponding to the axial location of the maximum
mean velocity are used to identify the averaged time signatures of the random–phased coherent
structures. On the basis of the selected events, conditional statistics are conducted on the wall
pressure signals. The outcome is the statistical evaluation of the effect generated by the jet
coherent structures on the flat–plate surface.
The organized motions within the jet turbulent flow, obtained from the conditional sampling
based on the detection of velocity events, are presented in figure 7 and figure 8. Figure 7 shows
the coherent structures in selected axial distances whereas figure 8 gives an overall picture of
the structures evolution along the axial distance. The results are presented for the H/D = 1
case as representative of the general behavior due to the fact that no appreciable variations were
found as the radial distance of the table was varied.
The results at the maximum mean axial velocity location on the frequency of occurrence
of each high energy event were, generally speaking, consistent with [10]. In particular, for
x/D < 5 the flow does not evidence any time signature. The transition from laminar to turbulent
condition through the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability region, characterized by a periodic behavior,
is not detected by the present approach. The roll–up of the shear layer is not observed but for
axial distances comprised in the range 6 ≤ x/D ≤ 9 a clear negative velocity peak is found. The
mechanism associated with this strong velocity defect has been motivated by the braid formation
and vortex pairings [10]. For x/D ≥ 10, the jet flow is turbulent, coherent structures in form of
intermittent ring vortices within turbulence evidence their time signature with positive velocity
peaks. The reader may refer to [1] for more detail about the corresponding energy spectra.
The ensemble averaged wall–pressure, conditionally sampled on the most energetic velocity
events, are shown in figure 9.
The evolution along the axial direction evidences a transition from time signatures with a
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Figure 7. Coherent structures educed from the auto–conditioning of the velocity signals for
radial distances corresponding to the maximum velocity of the profile.

Figure 8. Evolution of the coherent structures along the axial direction (x).
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Figure 9. Wall–pressure signature evolutions for the four jet-flat plate configurations. Wall
pressures are conditioned on the velocity signals.
positive peak followed by a negative peak to time signatures with negative peak. These observation of the shape of the pressure traces are identified as burst–sweep events. Positive
wall–pressure peaks track the accelerated motion associated with ejection process and negative
peaks track the decelerated motion associated with sweep motion [11]. More details are given
in the following section.
4.2 Detection based on wall–pressure events
In this section, the wall–pressure signals are used to identify the spatial evolution of the
most energetic averaged pressure time–signatures. On the basis of the selected events, conditional statistics are conducted on the velocity signals acquired in positions close to the flat–plate
surface. The outcome is an ensemble averaged velocity signature that represents a feature of
the coherent structures responsible of the largest wall–pressure fluctuations [12].
The wall–pressure footprints beneath the jet turbulent flowing over the flat–plate surface are
presented in figure 10 and figure 11. Figure 10 shows the wall–pressure signatures in selected
axial distances as a function of radial distance of the nearby surface whereas figure 11 gives an
overall picture of the footprints evolution along the axial direction.
The coherent structures identified using the high energy wall–pressure events are presented
in figure 12 and figure 13. Figure 12 shows the coherent structures for different axial locations as
a function of the flat–plate distance whereas a 3D plot showing the overall evolution is reported
in figure 13.
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Figure 10. Wall pressure signatures educed from the auto–conditioning of the pressure signals
for different axial locations and radial distances of the flat–plate (– H/D = 1, – H/D = 1.5, –
H/D = 2 and – H/D = 2.5).
The analysis of the found results reveals that the shape of the averaged pressure signatures
is influenced both by the axial location x/D and the radial distance H/D.
At early stages of evolution of the flow over the flat–plate surface, a positive peak is coupled
with a negative drop. As the axial location increases, the positive peak becomes weaker whereas
the negative one remain constant. This confirms the results obtained in the previous section and
demonstrates a bi-directional relationship, as found in [13].
The simultaneous presence of positive and negative pressure peaks may be respectively
related to the inward motion of fluid particles due to the streamwise vortices convected by the
jet [14] and the outward motion in the vicinity of the wall [15]. As the turbulent boundary
layer develops over the flat–plate the shear layer structures in the buffer region contribute to the
production of positive amplitude pressures. But this effect seems to be weaker with respect to
the convected vorticity, as it can be inferred comparing wall–pressure signatures for different
radial distances at the same axial location.
At high axial locations from the nozzle exit the effect of the jet core flow is weaker and the
positive peak decrease in amplitude.
For H/D = 1, positive pressure peaks are clearly present at every axial location. The shape
of the positive peak evidences the evolution from the high influence of the streamwise vortices,
high-amplitude spikes, to the balanced and coexistent influence of the near wall shear layer,
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Figure 11. Wall pressure signature evolutions for the four jet-flat plate configurations. Wall
pressures are conditioned on the largest pressure fluctuations.
small-amplitude bumps.
In order to examine the averaged features of the pressure time signatures and specifically
the negative pressure peaks, the conditionally averaged coherent structures were calculated for
velocity signals close to the wall.
The obtained results confirm that the negative pressure peak is associated to the ejection
motion (see figure 12). Furthermore, figure 13 evidences the decreasing energy associated with
the coherent motion due to the reduction of the jet velocity along the axial direction and/or the
increasing distance from the flat-plate surface.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The UHBR aircraft configuration has the potential for a significant step change reduction
in aircraft noise. This configuration introduces fundamental changes in the aircraft design and
consequently new problems caused by the close coupling between the jet engine and the airframe.
An extensive experimental campaign was conducted on a simplified model reproducing the
jet–airframe interaction. The objective was to provide an understanding of the pressure–velocity
coupling mechanisms that generate the complex flow–field as a function of the radial and axial
distance from the nozzle exit. This work represents a further step from a previous study made
by the authors on the same apparatus.
A rigid flat–plate was installed at various radial distances from the nozzle exit of a moderate
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Figure 12. Coherent structures educed from the conditioning of the velocity signals on the
selected pressure events for different axial and radial distances (– H/D = 1, – H/D = 1.5, –
H/D = 2 and – H/D = 2.5).
Reynolds number incompressible jet. The axial velocity component was measured by the Hot
Wire Anemometry technique. At the same time, wall pressure fluctuations were measured by
means of a microphone array mounted on the flat–plate through pin-hole pressure taps.
The simultaneously acquired data were analyzed with a conditional averaging procedure
based on the Continuous Wavelet Transform using the Local Intermittency Measure as a trigger.
The results established the mutual relationship between the fluid–dynamics events responsible
for the largest wall pressure fluctuations.
A preliminary aerodynamic characterization was made showing that the presence of the flatplate significantly influences the overall characteristics of the jet flow–field, even increasing the
axial distances from the nozzle axis. The induced change in the aerodynamic flow-field is shown
to have a direct influence on the axial velocity–wall pressure fluctuations coupling.
The main results obtained from the conditional analysis of the data are summarized as follows:
• From the detection based on velocity signals:
– The same coherent motions along the axial direction are found applying the conditional average, based on the detected velocity events, to the velocity signals.
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Figure 13. Coherent structures evolutions for the four jet-flat plate configurations. Velocity
signals are conditioned on the highest energy pressure events.
– The intermittent structures of the jet core flow are not influenced by the radial distance of the flat-plate.
– The shape and evolution of the coherent structures obtained from the auto-conditioning
of the velocity signals along the axial direction are consistent with those found in
the literature.
• From the detection based on pressure signals:
– The auto-conditioning of the wall–pressure signals shows the presence of positive
and negative peaks associated with the sweep-ejection motion of the fluid. The
influence of the jet core flow is exerted mainly on the positive pressure giving rise
to the characteristic spikes.
– As the axial distance increases the positive peak decreases in amplitude and assumes
a rounded shape (bump). It is supposed that the coexistence of the core flow influence together with the reduced effect due to the near wall shear layer. The nature of
the solicitation is independent from the configuration.
– The negative pressure peaks are associated to the ejection motions of a developing
turbulent boundary layer. This is confirmed by the results obtained conditioning velocity signals close to the wall. The results are independent from the configuration.
The only effect visible is the lower energy impressed by the intermittent structures
on the flat–plate surface as it is moved apart from the nozzle axis.
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• General considerations:
– The same events are detected whether velocity or wall pressure is used as the detection criteria for wall–pressure signals.
– The findings in the present study extend the results obtained from the analysis of
velocity–wall pressure coupling in turbulent boundary layers to the present configurations.
Future work will be devoted to the identification of large-scale structures through the use
of imaging techniques and the simultaneous use of PIV and pressure measurements, at the wall
and in the far field. This will lead us to the relationship between the far-field flow induced noise
and the pressure-velocity coupled source field. Compressible effects in an anechoic chamber
will be investigated as well.
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Summary. Paraglider sail (canopy) consists of a series of flexible boxes pressurized by special openings located at the leading edge, in the region near to the front stagnation point.
Therefore, in order to avoid the deflation of the wing, the pressure inside the sail must remain
above a certain threshold. To investigate this problem it has been considered an airfoil with a
typical paraglider geometry equipped with air intakes. The aerodynamic behavior was determined performing experimental, Xfoil and CFD numerical analysis. Hollow models were made
by a rapid prototyping and have been tested in a wind tunnel, measuring forces and moments
on the profile and the pressure inside the canopy. Making different considerations, concerning
the relationship between the internal pressure of the canopy and the upstream pressure gradient of the inlet, the results regarding the airfoil equipped with inlets have been compared with
another airfoil with same geometries but without inlets. The pressure inside the airfoil has
been satisfactorily related with numerical estimations and, subsequently, a new airfoil shape,
with a different configuration of the inlets, has been developed by using an optimization process
based on a multi-objective genetic algorithm. The new shape optimizes the internal pressure,
especially at low angle of attack, according to the fact that the internal pressurization is a
fundamental for safety flight requirements.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Paraglider is the lightweight, free-flying, foot-launched glider aircraft with no rigid primary
structure. The pilot sits in a suspended harness below a fabric wing comprising a large number
of interconnected baffled cells. Wing shape is maintained by the suspension lines, the pressure
of air entering vents in the front of the wing, and the aerodynamic forces of the air flowing over
the outside. Despite not using an engine, paragliders flight can last many hours and cover many
hundreds of kilometers, considering the fact that flying for one to two hours and covering some
tens of kilometers, is more than the norm. By skillful exploitation of lift sources, the pilot may
gain height, often climbing to altitudes of a few thousand meters.
1.1 Related activities
Paragliding is related to the following activities: hang gliding is a close cousin, and hangglider and paraglider launches are often found in proximity to one another. Despite the considerable difference in equipment, the two activities offer similar pleasures, and some pilots are
involved in both sports [1]. Powered paragliding is the flying of paragliders with a small engine
attached. Speed riding or speed flying, are a subcategory of paragliding, and are characterized
by a reduced wing size. These wings have increased speed, though they are not normally capable of soaring flight. The sport involves taking off on skis or by foot and swooping rapidly
down in close proximity to a slope. These smaller wings are also used where wind speeds are
too high for a full-sized paraglider, expecially nearby coastal sites, where the wind is laminar
and not subject to such mechanical turbulence as inland sites.
1.2 Wing
In aeronautical engineering the paraglider wing or canopy is usually known as a "ram-air
airfoil". Such wings comprise two layers of fabric that are connected to the internal supporting
material in order to form a row of cells. By leaving most of the cells open only at the leading
edge, incoming air keeps the wing inflated, thus maintaining its shape. When inflated, the
wing’s cross-section has the typical airfoil shape. Modern paraglider wings are made of highperformance non-porous materials such as ripstop polyester or nylonfabric. In some modern
paragliders, especially higher-performance wings, some of the cells of the leading edge are
closed to form a cleaner aerodynamic profile. Holes in the internal ribs allow a free flow of
air from the open cells to these closed cells to inflate them, and also to the wingtips, which
are also closed. The pilot is supported underneath the wing by a network of suspension lines.
These start with two sets of risers made of short (40 cm) lengths of strong webbings. Each set
is attached to the harness by a carabiner, one on each side of the pilot, and each riser of a set
is generally attached to lines from only one row of half wing. At the end of each riser of the
set, there is a small delta maillon with attached a number of lines (2-5), forming a fan. These
are typically 4-5 meters long, with the end attached to 2-4 further lines, each one around 2 m,
which are joined to a group of smaller, thinner lines. In some cases this is repeated for a fourth
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cascade. The top of each line is attached to small fabric loops sewn into the structure of the
wing, which are generally arranged in rows running span-wise (i.e., side to side). The row of
lines that are nearest to the front are known as "A lines", the next row close to the back "B
lines", and so on. A typical wing will have A, B, C and D lines, but recently, there has been a
tendency to reduce the rows of lines to three, or even two (and experimentally to one), in order
to reduce drag. Paraglider lines are usually made from Dyneema/Spectra or Kevlar/Aramid.
Although they look rather slender, these materials are immensely strong. For example, a single
0.66 mm-diameter line can have a breaking strength of 56 kg. Paraglider wings typically have
an area of 20-35 m2 with a span of 8-12 m and weigh 3-7 kg. Combining the wing’s weight,
harness, reserve, instruments, helmet, etc. the total weight is around 12-22 kg. The speed range
of paragliders is typically 20-75 km/h, from stall speed to maximum speed. Beginner wings will
be in the lower part of this range, high-performance wings in the upper part of the range. For
storage and carrying, the wing is usually folded into a stuffsack (bag), which can then be stowed
in a large backpack along with the harness. For pilots who may not want the added weight or
fuss of a backpack, some modern harnesses include the ability to turn the harness inside-out
and transform into a backpack. Paragliders are unique among human-carrying aircraft in being
easily portable. The complete equipment packs into a rucksack and can be carried easily on
the pilot’s back, in a car or on public transports. In comparison with other air sports, this
substantially simplifies travel to a suitable takeoff spot, the selection of a landing place and
return travel.
1.3 Control
Brakes: Controls are held in each of the pilot’s hands connect to the trailing edge of the left
and right side of the wing. These controls are called "brakes" and provide the primary and most
general means of control in a paraglider. Speed Bar: This control is used to increase speed and
it is possible by decreasing the wing’s angle of attack [2].
1.4 In-flight wing deflation (collapse)
Since the shape of the wing (airfoil) is formed by the moving air entering and inflating the
wing, in turbulent air, part or all of the wing can deflate (collapse). Piloting techniques referred
to as "active flying" will greatly reduce the frequency and severity of deflations or collapses,
likely in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Asymmetric paraglider collapse
2. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
The experimental investigation of a flexible, 3D, paraglider wing is a challenging task, as
discussed in [3, 4]. The main difficulties come from the flexibility of the wing and its unknown
shape, as shown in [5, 6, 7]. In order to simplify the study it has been decided to consider a
rigid 2D wing, but equipped with the typical leading edge intake.
Tests are performed in the LAST laboratory at Politecnico di Milano, using the open circuit
wind tunnel, model DeltaLab EA600, which has a 300 mm square test section. It is equipped
with a strain gauge three-component dynamometer. For the drag measurements a Pitot probe
was mounted on a ruled guide, moved across the airfoil wake.
2.1 Wind tunnel model
The considered airfoil is typically the one that is used for wings with intermediate performance (Ascender paraglider). The section, visible in Figure 15, has the 2.03% of maximum
chamber and the 18% of maximum thickness. The air intake starts at 1.2% and ends at 5% of
the chord. The geometry has a constant chord and the span is equal to the width of the test
section.
Table 1. Ascender Airfoil Data
Airfoil 01

Smax

xSmax

Pmax

xPmax

xstart

xend

18%

21.9% 2.03%

15.7%

1.2%

5.0%

The model consist in a 2 mm thick shell, sectioned in 14 boxes by 2 mm thick diaphragm.
Due to 3D Printer limits we had to craft two separate sections, and assembly them in a second
time. As shown Figure 3, the extremity boxes are 17 mm width, and all the others are 18 mm,
in order to create a cell ratio b/h = 1. The last 3 cells on the side of the model are glued to
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Figure 2. Wind tunnel model
a cylindrical pin that fits in the balance outside the test chamber. On the opposite side a thin
steel tube was drilled into the model to reach the central wing cell. With this tube is has been
possible to measure the pressure inside the canopy, without influencing the flow field.

Figure 3. Wind tunnel model, 2D scheme
Models are made by Rapid Prototyping, with Fused Deposition Modeling Technique. Given
the consistent dimension of the product, we have chosen to use the Polylactic Acid as building
material, for the dimension stability and the lower melting pot temperature. PLA has a glass
transition temperature from 140◦ C to 160◦ C and variable density from 1210 kg/m3 to 1430
kg/m3 .
The possibility of generating horizontal planes comes from the particular material deposition sequence, Figure 4. The external perimeter section has a double filament wall. By starting
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the deposition over the inside perimeter it is possible to stretch the material, just like a bridge,
over the hole till the opposite side. This technique makes unnecessary to build structures inside
the cell to support the diaphragm.

Figure 4. Bridge section scheme
2.2 Measurements
For the experiment we decided to use low differential pressure sensors, type LPM 9000
Series, manufactured by GE Druck. All the signals are acquired by National Instruments CompactDAQ, equipped with NI 9201 module, 24 bit, ± 10 V. The angle of attack was measured
by an inclinometer with resolution ± 0.1 deg. A 3-component strain-gauge balance DeltaLab
EL450, is mounted outside the test chamber. The model is clamped through a hole in the test
chamber sidewall. The drag of the airfoil has been computed measuring the wake velocity with
a Pitot probe, moved in a transverse direction across the wake. Tests are conducted at 45 m/s,
corresponding to Re = 300 000.
3. XFOIL CALCULATION
Xfoil is a well known code for studying subcritical airfoils at low Re [8]. The inviscid formulation of Xfoil is a simple linear-vorticity stream function panel method. A finite trailing
edge base thickness is modeled with a source panel. The equations are closed with an explicit
Kutta condition. The boundary layers and wake are described with a two-equation lagged dissipation integral BL formulation and an envelope en transition criterion, both taken from the
transonic analysis/design ISES code [9].
4. RESULTS
4.1 Aerodynamic characteristics
The comparison between the aerodynamic coefficients Cl , Cd , Cm is illustrated in Figures
5, 6 and 7. Airfoil 01 is the model with the openings, Airfoil 02 is the closed model with the
same geometry. The difference between the two airfoils lift curve slope is negligible. Only a
different Clmax is visible, with the Airfoil 01 (with the air intake) that shows an anticipated stall
beside the Airfoil 02 (closed). The Xfoil numerical model shows a transition in the lift curve
slope, caused by a recirculation bubble on the leading edge.
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Figure 5. Comparison of Lift Coefficient
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Figure 6. Comparison of Drag Coefficient
4.2 Internal Pressure
Despite Xfoil can only calculate closed airfoils, we have estimated the internal pressurization assuming the inside airfoil’s pressure as an average of the pressure distribution at the air
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Figure 7. Comparison of Pitch Moment Coefficient
intake region. So, for every angle of attack, we can find the Xfoil viscous solution and calculate
the mean pressure over the length of the air intake, from si to sf of the curvilinear coordinate
of the airfoil contour (Figure 8).
Z sf
1
P (s) ds
(1)
Pin =
sf − si si

Figure 8. Curvilinear coordinate of the airfoil contour
As illustrated in Figure 9, the Xfoil estimations of the internal pressure follow the experimental data in a very satisfactory way, confirming the validity of the hypothesis.
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Figure 9. Comparison of Internal Pressure Coefficient - Experimental vs Xfoil
5. CFD NUMERICAL MODEL
To compute the CFD solution we used OpenFOAM R the open source Computational Fluid
Dynamic software package developed by OpenCFD [10]. The structured mesh, including the
internal region of the airfoil, was built with the blockMesh tool, as shown in Figure 10 and 11.
Particular attention was devoted to build a correct interface between external and internal zones.
Considering all the previous aspects we have been able to obtain the correct air intake geometry.
It has been used the Spalart-Allmaras turbulent model [11].

Figure 10. OpenFOAM R Model - Mesh Scheme
Despite a preliminary mesh design and a simple turbulent model we obtained satisfactory
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results, as you can see in Figures 12 and 13. The internal estimated pressure provided by CFD
follows the experimental data, but with a lesser precision than Xfoil (Figure 9) and a longer
calculation time.

Figure 11. OpenFOAM R Mesh

Figure 12. OpenFOAM R Solution - Pressure / Velocity
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Figure 13. Comparison of Internal Pressure Coefficient - CFD OpenFOAM R
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6. AIRFOIL OPTIMIZER
References [12, 13] consider different solutions to improve safety and performances of
paraglider’s wings. In the present work an optimization procedure was chosen, based on Xfoil
fast computations and Matlab R Multi-objective Genetic Algorithm [14]. This program has the
role to optimize the inside pressure and the efficiency of the airfoil. The aim is to find the external geometry and the position of the air intake to maximize Pin and L/D for a selected range
of angle of attack. Optimizer variables are listed in Table 2.
The NACA 4 digit parametrization (MPSS ) has been considered, adding a further modification of the airfoil nose, near the stagnation point. The modified geometry (Figure 16) presents
a narrow double curvature slot on the lower side of the leading edge, where, like in Figure 14,
the new shape of the airfoil is parametrized by using a bell function.

Figure 14. Geometric parametrization of airfoil nose
Table 2. Optimizer Variables
Maximum camber
Maximum camber position
Maximum thickness
Air intake front limit
Air intake back limit
Slot center position
Slot depth
Front slot shape
Back slot shape

M
P
SS
xi
xf
xc
h0
αi
αf

Only flyable angle of attack was considered, varying from 0 to 10 deg. In this range, the
code calculates the average inside pressure and the average efficiency, and iterates in order to
maximize them.
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Figure 15. Airfoil 01

Figure 16. Optimized Airfoil
In Figure 18 we can see how the optimization process improves the internal pressurization,
despite a small variation in the aerodynamic efficiency, visible in Figure 19.
The particular shape in the air intake region, slows the flow to achieve a higher pressure
in the region of the stagnation point. You can appreciate it looking in Figure 17, where the
differences between the two airfoils are evident.
Pressure Distribution

Pressure Distribution
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Figure 17. Comparison of external pressure distribution – Detail of stagnation point
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Figure 18. Comparison of internal pressurization – Traditional vs Optimized
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Figure 19. Comparison of Efficiency (L/D) – Traditional vs Optimized
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7. CONCLUSIONS
Paraglider is the lightest and simplest flying machine. The sail (canopy) consists of a series
of boxes (cells) which, during air inflation, keep the wing structure rigid. The air-flow inside
the sail is generated thanks to the openings located near the leading edge, in the region near to
the front stagnation point. To keep the structure rigid in flight is necessary to ensure a pressure
inside the sail above a certain threshold. To improve safety and performances of next generation
paragliders, a clearly comprehension of the inside pressure behavior is necessary. In order to
simplify the investigation, we have proceeded with experimental tests designed to characterize
the aerodynamics of a two-dimensional flow around a rigid airfoil, with a typical paraglider
geometry. The models were made with a rapid prototyping machine and have been tested in an
open circuit wind tunnel. We have measured the acting forces and moments on the profile and
the pressure inside the canopy. The results regarding the Airfoil 01 equipped with inlets have
been compared with Airfoil 02 with same geometries but without inlets, in order to identify the
interferences of the inlets with the external flow. An anticipated stall and a worst efficiency has
characterize Airfoil 01 (with the openings). The pressure inside the airfoil has been satisfactorily compared both with CFD and Xfoil numerical estimation, making different considerations
concerning the relationship between the internal pressure of the canopy and the upstream pressure gradient of the inlet. With Xfoil it is possible to run really fast analysis against complex
CFD. Subsequently, we have developed a new airfoil shape with a different configuration of the
previous inlets. The optimization process was performed by numerical analysis using a multiobjective genetic algorithm. In particular this new shape optimizes the internal pressure at a
different angle of attack, according to the fact that the internal pressurization is a fundamental for safety flight requirements. More experimental investigations are suggested to validate
airfoils with complex nose shaping.
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Summary. Nozzle flows of Bethe-Zel’dovich-Thompson fluids — substances featuring nonclassical gasdynamic behavior in a finite thermodynamic region in the vapor phase — are analyzed. Quasi-one-dimensional solutions to the flow of a mono-component single-phase fluid in a
converging-diverging nozzle are produced. Suitable choice of the independent variables allows
the problem to be recast in terms of algebraic equations or systems of equations, to which rootfinding algorithms are applied. In this respect, the solutions are regarded as exact, though no
closed-form expression is provided. Nozzle flows of BZT fluids are expected to exhibit a wide variety of flow configurations, due to the possibility of including non-classical phenomena such as
admissible rarefaction shocks and shocks with upstream or downstream sonic state, in addition
to classical compression shocks. The exact solutions in a conventional nozzle connected to a
reservoir with fixed thermodynamic state are reported here for three exemplary cases. We show
two different flow configurations originating from reservoir states featuring three sonic points
along isentropic expansions. In such flows, two different sonic conditions may exist at the throat
section. Under these conditions, it is shown that flows having a sonic throat may not display
the maximum mass flow rate dischargeable by the nozzle, namely the occurrence of a sonic flow
at the throat does not necessarily imply that the nozzle is choked. In addition, non-classical
waves occurring from reservoir states corresponding to a single sonic point are examined. The
latter flow condition differs from the predictions of the isentropic theory, according to which a
classical solutions layout should be observed.
1

INTRODUCTION

Most of our understanding about gasdynamics concerns flows of ideal gases with constant
specific heats. In spite of its simplicity, such model gives rather accurate results in many applications, especially at ordinary pressure and temperature conditions. The ideal gas model is
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applicable in dilute gas conditions, which means that a significant departure from experimental data is expected whenever the fluid operates in the vapor phase and close to the liquid-vapor
saturation curve. Moreover, so-called non-classical gasdynamic wave fields can be observed for
molecularly complex fluids in non-ideal conditions, see the works of Bethe [1] and Zel’dovich
[2]. They first observed that the entropy condition may no longer be satisfied by ordinary compression shocks if the quantity
 2 
∂ P
(1)
∂v 2 s

is negative, whereby P is the pressure, v is the specific volume and s is the specific entropy.
Quantity (1) expresses the curvature of isentropes in the P -v plane and is usually recast in
non-dimensional form as the fundamental derivative of gasdynamics, see Thompson [3],


v3 ∂ 2P
Γ= 2
,
(2)
2c
∂v 2 s
in which c is the speed of sound. Non-classical gasdynamic phenomena include the admissibility of rarefaction shock waves and isentropic compression fans, of composite waves and of
sonic shocks, see Thompson [3] and Menikoff & Plohr [4]. Fluids exhibiting Γ < 0 in the
single-phase vapor region are named as Bethe-Zel’dovich-Thompson (BZT) fluids, after the pioneering work by these authors. The existence of negative-Γ regions has been widely discussed,
see for instance Lambrakis & Thompson [5] and Thompson & Lambrakis [6], and it is related to
sufficiently large values of specific heats, the latter condition met by high molecularly complex
substances.
Non-classical effects were first included into the well-established nozzle flow theory by
Thompson [3], who demonstrated that, for a fluid exhibiting Γ < 0, subsonic to supersonic
transition is achieved through a non-conventional anti-throat. Further significant contribution is
due to Cramer & Best [7], Chandrasekar & Prasad [8], Kluwick [9]. Contrary to the classical
case, in which the Mach number decreases monotonically with increasing density, in fluid featuring Γ < 1 non-monotone evolution is expected. In addition, if Γ < 0, the unusual condition
of three sonic points along an isentropic expansion arises. The major consequence of the latter
fact is that isentropic flows expanding to arbitrarily large Mach numbers are found to be impossible. In this respect, Cramer & Fry [10] identified two possible flow configurations originating
from stagnation states corresponding to three sonic points, namely Type-1 and Type-2 nozzle
flows. In the former case, flows having arbitrarily large exit Mach numbers require the formation of a rarefaction shock downstream of the throat. In the latter case a rarefaction shock takes
place upstream of the throat.
The present work is intended to extend the theoretical framework established by Cramer &
Fry [10]. The possible flow configurations occurring in a nozzle of given geometry are described
in terms of functioning regimes. It is standard practice to consider the nozzle as a discharging
device between a reservoir and a stationary atmosphere with fixed pressure. For given reservoir
conditions, a specific sequence of solutions is observed as the exhaust pressure is altered. The
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resulting solutions layout identifies the so-called functioning regime. Three exemplary regimes
are examined here. The first two are similar to Type-2 nozzle flows introduced in [10]. Both take
place along isentropes featuring three sonic points. Such kind of flows are found to comprise
as many as three shock waves and two distinct sonic conditions at the throat section. As a
result, there exist non-choked flows exhibiting a sonic throat. The latter observation contrasts
with those provided by an ideal gas description of the fluid, in which the nozzle is choked if
and only if the throat is sonic. The third regime we examine in this work represents a peculiar
flow condition in which non-classical effects appear as a consequence of the entropy rise across
shock waves.
The present work is organized as follows. In §2 the governing equations of quasi-onedimension flows are recalled along with jump relations across shock waves. In §3 we briefly
recall the properties of isentropic flows by the phase plane analysis. The exact solutions of the
selected functioning regimes are detailed in §4. Section 5 presents the concluding remarks.
2

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

In the present study, the quasi-one-dimensional approximation is used to model the steady
flow of a mono-component single-phase fluid through a convergent-divergent nozzle. The governing equations include, on the one hand, the well-known algebraic equations describing isentropic flows, namely
ρuA(x) = const,
h + 12 u2 = const,
s = const,

(3a)
(3b)
(3c)

whereby ρ is the fluid density, u is the fluid velocity, h is the fluid enthalpy, A(x) is the known
cross-sectional area distribution and x is the streamwise coordinate. On the other hand, discontinuities are accounted for through the Rankine-Hugoniot relations,
[u/v] = 0,
[P + u2 /v] = 0,
[h + 21 u2 ] = 0,

(4a)
(4b)
(4c)

where [·] denotes the difference between a quantity evaluated at the post-shock state and at
the pre-shock state. System (4) must to be complemented with suitable admissibility criteria,
namely the entropy condition, the shock stability criterion (speed ordering condition) and a
further condition concerning the shock dissipative structure, see Kluwick [11]. The problem
governed by equations (3) and (4) is not complete, inasmuch as a suitable thermodynamic model
needs to be specified. The polytropic van der Waals [12] model, i.e. with constant specific heat
at constant volume cv , is used here as the most simple thermodynamic model allowing for a
qualitatively correct prediction of non-ideal and non-classical effects. The use of more complex
thermodynamic models such as the Peng-Robinson [13], the Martin-Hou [14, 15] or the SpanWagner [16, 17] is left for future investigations. Note that, from a qualitative point of view, the
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predictions by the above-mentioned models are expected to coincide with those from the van
der Waals model, see Guardone et al. [18]. The thermal and caloric equations of state of the
van der Waals model are reported here for completeness:
a
RT
− 2,
v−b v
a
e(T, v) = e0 + cv T − ,
v

P (T, v) =

(5)
(6)

whereby T is the temperature, R is the gas constant, e is the specific internal energy and e0 is
a suitable reference value of the internal energy. The constants a and b respectively account
for the excluded volume and for the intermolecular forces. It is well-known that the polytropic
van der Waals model depends only on the dimensionless specific heat cv /R, see for instance
[6, 19]. The results presented throughout this work are computed with cv /R = 50, the latter
value corresponding to a BZT fluid.
3

ISENTROPIC ANALYSIS

In this section we recall the main results concerning isentropic flows in a conventional
convergent-divergent nozzle, which are deduced by the phase plane analysis. The latter has
been advocated by various authors, see for instance [8, 9, 10], as an effective approach for
anticipating and explaining the layout of the exact solutions occurring in a nozzle of given geometry, for fixed stagnation conditions. The phase plane is a contour plot of the mass flow
rate
ṁ = j(ρ; s, ht )A(x),
(7)
in the ρ-x plane, for fixed values of entropy and total enthalpy. Here the quantity indicated as
p
(8)
j(ρ; s, ht ) = ρ 2[ht − h(s, ρ)],

represents the mass flux through the nozzle. Differentiation of (8) yields:
dj
M2 − 1
=
c,
dρ
M


d2 j
1
c
= 1 − 2Γ − 2
.
2
dρ
M
ρM

(9)
(10)

Hence, the stationary points of the mass flux coincide with the sonic points. In addition, in
view of (d2 j/dρ2 )|M =1 = −2Γc/ρ, a sonic point is a local maximum, minimum or stationary
inflection point of the mass flux if Γ is respectively positive, negative or null at that point.
Standard isentropes exhibit a subsonic branch from stagnation, where j = 0, to the unique sonic
point (local maximum) and a supersonic branch form there to vacuum, where j → 0. Hence,
the phase plane related to such isentropic flows is qualitatively similar to the one sketched in
figure 1(a). On the other hand, non-classical isentropes featuring three sonic points, see [7, 10],
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Figure 1. Phase planes for selected isentropes featuring (a) one sonic points and (b), (c) three
sonic points during an isentropic expansion with constant total enthalpy. Dashed segments
denote sonic lines. (b) The lowest sonic density corresponds to the global maximum of the
related mass flux function. (c) The largest sonic density corresponds to the global maximum of
the related mass flux function.
exhibit two local maxima with a local minimum in between. Therefore, the related phase planes
qualitatively resemble those of figures 1(b) or 1(c), according to which of the local maxima of
the mass flux is the global one. Figure 1(b) describes the so-called Type-2 phase plane, in which
the global maximum of the mass flux occurs for the lowest of the sonic density values. The
opposite case, see figure 1(c), is referred to as Type-1 phase plane.
According to the present isentropic analysis, stagnation states corresponding to the phase
plane of figure 1(a) behave classically, except for the possible non-monotone evolution of the
Mach number with density. On the other hand, the two non-classical phase planes comprise
feasible paths (e.g. contour lines going from the inlet section to the outlet section) in which
sonic conditions occur upstream or downstream of the throat. In such cases the flow cannot
be continued isentropically and sonic shocks, both of compression and of rarefaction type, are
indeed required, see [10]. Note that the layout of the phase plane is related to the stagnation
conditions, which are determined by the thermodynamic couple (s, ht ). However, the latter
coincide with the reservoir conditions only in a shock-free flow. In a shocked flow, the entropy
rise across shock waves produces a shift in the isentrope. As a consequence, the underlying
phase plane also changes.
4

EXACT SOLUTIONS OF EXEMPLARY FUNCTIONING REGIMES

In this section we describe the exact solutions to the flow of a BZT fluid in the convergingdiverging nozzle depicted in figure 2. Taking advantage of equations (3b) and (3c), the mass
balance equation (3a) is recast as
p
(11)
ρ 2[ht − h(s, ρ)]A(x) − ṁ = 0,
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Figure 2. Convergent-divergent area distribution used throughout the present work. The nozzle
geometry is described by a fifth-order polynomial, whose coefficients are computed from the
parameters of the side table and by imposing that the inlet, the throat and the exit stations are
stationary points of the area distribution.
providing an implicit definition of the function ρ(x; s, ht , ṁ). Here three parameters must be
specified, namely the entropy, the total enthalpy and the mass flow rate. The total enthalpy
is uniform both in shock-free and in shocked flows, see (3b) and (4c), and it is therefore
equal to the reservoir enthalpy value. Conversely, the entropy suffers from finite jump across
shock waves. The exhaust boundary condition, namely the ambient pressure Pa or its ratio
β = Pa /Pres with the reservoir pressure, provides the remaining information about the mass
flow rate and about the possible occurrence of shock waves. The proposed computation procedure is based on the inversion, with respect to the density, of the mass flux function, whose
main features were discussed in the previous section. Note that the mass flux function can be
inverted in each density interval in which it varies monotonically, namely between two sonic
points or between a sonic point and an endpoint of the density interval.
4.1

Functioning regime RNC
2a

The first exemplary functioning regime that we present is named RNC
2a and exhibits the same
basic features of Type-2 nozzle flows described in [10]. A convenient way to represent the
functioning regime is in terms of limiting and intermediate solutions. We define as intermediate
a solution whose qualitative structure remains unchanged under arbitrary small variations of the
exhaust pressure. On the contrary, a solution is a limiting one if an arbitrary small variation
of the exhaust pressure produces alterations to its qualitative structure. Here we consider the
qualitative structure to be delineated by the occurrence and the possible sequence of shock
waves, the latter defined by the type of shock, be it compression or rarefaction and sonic or
non-sonic. According to the exhaust boundary condition, a set of limiting values of the ambient
pressure is defined. On the other hand, an intermediate solution is observed whenever the
ambient pressure lies between two consecutive limiting values.
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Figure 3. Density and Mach number limiting solutions ( ) and intermediate solutions
( ) for functioning regime RNC
2a , computed from the van der Waals polytropic model with
cv /R = 50. Reservoir conditions: vr = 0.7710vc , Pr = 1.1300Pc .

Limiting solutions of functioning regime RNC
2a are depicted in figure 3 together with a representative intermediate solution for each class. Intermediate solution RNC
2a (0-1) represents a completely subsonic flow. As the exhaust pressure is reduced, both the mass flow rate and the throat
Mach number increase. The throat becomes sonic for β = β1 , corresponding to limiting soluNC
tion RNC
2a (1). Solutions such as R2a (1-2) include a compression shock in the divergent portion
of the nozzle. The pre-shock Mach number initially increases with decreasing exhaust pressure,
then it reaches a stationary point and eventually decreases. A limiting conditions is attained if
the pre-shock Mach number becomes sonic, see limiting solution RNC
2a (2). If β3 < β < β2 two
shock waves take place: a rarefaction shock with generic upstream and downstream states and a
pre-sonic compression shock. The leading shock wave moves closer to the throat as the exhaust
pressure is decreased. Limiting solution RNC
2a (3) displays the rarefaction shock exactly at the
throat section, with sonic upstream state. It is remarkable that solutions featuring β3 ≤ β ≤ β1
are coincident in the convergent portion of the nozzle and therefore exhibit the same mass flow
rate.
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Figure 4. Details of the density and Mach number limiting solutions( ) and intermediate
solutions ( ) for functioning regime RNC
2b , computed from the van der Waals polytropic model
with cv /R = 50. Reservoir conditions: vr = 0.7863vc , Pr = 1.2824Pc .

By decreasing the exhaust pressure slightly below β3 , the leading shock wave moves in
the convergent portion of the nozzle and the trailing shock moves downstream. As a result,
the throat is no longer sonic. Note, however, that both the throat Mach number and the mass
flow rate increase with decreasing exhaust pressure. The limiting condition for this process is
represented by solution RNC
2a (4), which shows a sonic throat and the maximum mass flow rate
dischargeable by the nozzle, i.e. the nozzle is choked. One significant difference with standard
nozzle flows is that the sonic condition at throat does not necessarily imply that the nozzle is
choked.
Intermediate solutions such as RNC
2a (4-5) comprise three discontinuities: the limiting rarefaction shock and the so-called split-shock configuration, see [9, 10], consisting of the combination
of two compression shocks, in which the trailing one has sonic upstream state. If the exhaust
pressure is further decreased, the trailing discontinuity becomes progressively weaker, until it
eventually vanished for β = β5 . The above-mentioned shock indeed turns into the infinite slope
point of solution RNC
2a (5), which we can also regard as a zero-intensity shock. For β6 < β < β5
the split-shock configuration is replaced by the single shock configuration, see RNC
2a (5-6). The
shock developing in the divergent of the nozzle moves towards the nozzle exit with decreasing ambient pressure. Solutions featuring β < β6 coincide, inside of the nozzle, with solution
RNC
2a (7), which represents a complete expansion in the so-called adapted condition. Intermediate
solutions with β7 < β < β6 and with β < β7 exhibit an over-expanded or under-expanded jet
outside of the nozzle, respectively.
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Figure 5. Transitions between the split-shock and the single shock configurations for (a) regime
NC
RNC
2a , in which the sonic shock disintegrates and (b) regime R2b , in which the two discontinuities
merge in a single large amplitude shock.

4.2

Functioning regime RNC
2b

NC
Functioning regime RNC
2b is introduced here as an alteration to regime R2a , due to a different
type of transition between the split-shock and the single shock configurations. Contrary to case
NC
RNC
2a , in which the transition occurs because of a disintegration of the sonic shock, in R2b the
two discontinuities in the split-shock configuration gradually get closer, until the eventually
merge in a single large amplitude shock, see figure 4. The two different flow configurations
undergoing the split-shock to single shock transition are sketched in figure 5. The process
of disintegration of the sonic shock characterizing RNC
2a is due to the entropy rise imposed by
the leading compression shock in the split-shock configuration. Ultimately, the entropy jump is
large enough to cancel the sonic point required for the existence of the sonic compression shock.
On the other hand, the transition occurring in RNC
2b coincides with the predictions provided by
the isentropic theory, i.e. if we were to neglect the entropy rise across shock waves, see [10].

4.3

Functioning regime RNC
3

The qualitative analysis of nozzle flows based on the simplifying assumption of isentropic
flow, i.e. neglecting the entropy rise and the consequent shift in the isentropes as the flow passes
through shock waves [7, 10], lead us to the erroneous conclusion that non-classical nozzle flows
are related only to reservoir states featuring three sonic points along isentropic expansions. As
a matter of fact, we introduce here one important example, namely RNC
3 , in which non-classical
flow fields occur also from reservoir states corresponding to a single sonic point. In such case,
the isentropic approximation predicts a classical solutions layout, i.e. one qualitatively simi-
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Figure 6. Density and Mach number limiting solutions ( ) and intermediate solutions
( ) for functioning regime RNC
3 , computed from the van der Waals polytropic model with
cv /R = 50. Reservoir conditions: vr = 0.7287vc , Pr = 1.2315Pc .

lar to the standard layout produced under the ideal gas model. Nevertheless, we can see from
figure 6 that the actual solutions layout comprise a non-classical phenomenon, namely the splitshock configuration that replace the single shock configuration for β3 < β < β2 . Starting from
limiting solution RNC
3 (2), the single compression shock splits in two distinct entities, a generic
compression shock followed by a pre-sonic compression shock. This is the same process occurring in RNC
2b , albeit in the reverse order. The split-shock configuration vanishes by the mechanism
that we have described for RNC
2a , i.e. the trailing shock vanishes. Note that, for the split-shock
configuration to exist, a further sonic point must be present downstream of the leading shock
wave. That is, the number of sonic points is required to change from one only, corresponding
to the reservoir isentrope, to three, corresponding to the shifted isentrope downstream of the
leading shock.
5

CONCLUSIONS

Steady flows of BZT fluids in a convergent-divergent nozzle were investigated within the
quasi-one-dimensional approach. The exact solutions were computed by solving a parameterdependent algebraic equation with density as unknown, along with the exact Rankine-Hugoniot
jump relations. We focused on the possible sequence of flow configurations that take place in
the nozzle as the exhaust pressure is altered — the so-called functioning regime. We first detailed regime RNC
2a , which is analogous to Type-2 flows introduced by Cramer & Fry [10]. We
provided further insights into the theory of nozzle flows of BZT fluids, by supplying evidence of
NC
two novel functioning regimes. The case RNC
2b represents a variation of R2a , in which the transition between the split-shock and the single shock configurations is accomplished by a different
mechanism. The influence of the entropy rise across the leading shock wave in the split-shock
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configuration was found to be crucial in delineating such transitional process. Preliminary investigation lead us to believe that the same flow condition characterizing RNC
2b may occur also
in Type-1 flows. In addition, the possibility that the transition between the split-shock and the
single shock configurations in not unique is to be examined. Contrary to the predictions based
on isentropic flow inspection, such as the phase plane analysis, we discovered that non-classical
effects take place also along isentropes featuring a single sonic point. Such condition is represented by functioning regime RNC
3 . Further study is intended to provide a classification of
non-classical nozzle flows, based on the the relation between the functioning regime and the
reservoir conditions. In this respect, we expect that the analysis of the shock-induced shift of
the reference isentrope is of primary importance. The conclusions drawn in this work under
the polytropic van der Waals model are expected to be consistent with those of more complex
models such as the Peng-Robinson, the Martin-Hou or the Span-Wagner. Nevertheless, a comprehensive study is needed to assess the latter claim and is left for future investigations. The
effect of the molecular complexity is also to be examined.
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Abstract. The paper reports on the use of a High Velocity Oxy Fuel (HVOF) torch for
AeroThermoDynamic (ATD) and Propulsion applications, namely Aerothermal Testing of
candidate materials as Thermal Protection Systems of Space Vehicles, Testing of materials for
Space Propulsion Applications and Experimental Simulation of Hypersonic Flow Conditions.

1 INTRODUCTION
Thermal Spray is a general deposition process, in which microscopic particles of metals, alloys, or
cermets are propelled and heated in a gas stream and are deposited on a substrate at high speeds to
form a layer of coating. The guns (or torches) developed for thermal spray are often engineered
versions of devices used for space applications; since very long time the writers of this paper used
an industrial gun for plasma spray as energy source in a small plasma wind tunnel, widely used to
simulate planetary entry conditions and to test candidate materials as thermal protection systems for
space vehicles [1]. For these applications the plasma gun is justly tailored, because it couples the
reliability of an industrial device with the desired operating conditions, i.e. very high temperatures
and very low pressures of the process gas (nitrogen or air), heated by an electric arc
Today new applications, emerging in the field of aerothermodynamics and propulsion, require :
1) lower temperatures and higher pressures respect to the plasma wind tunnel;
2) different gas process (typically methane or hydrogen)
3) a different operational mode (combustion instead electric arc).
All these requirements has prompted us towards the choice of a new gun in the field of thermal
spray, namely the High-Velocity Oxygen Fuel (HVOF) torch. As a thermal spray technique, HVOF
was introduced in 1980’s [2-6]; compared with plasma spray, coatings sprayed by the HVOF
process have outstanding characteristics including higher density, bond strength, and toughness, as
a result of the significantly higher particle velocity at impact and relatively lower particle
temperature.
In the paper we report about the choice of the torch, the development of the laboratory-scale set-up
and preliminary tests of operation to verify the torch is appropriate for the proposed applications.
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2 HVOF GUN DESCRIPTION
Sulzer-Metco Diamond Jet (DJ) 2700 have been chosen as HVOF torch. Figure 1 shows a sectional
drawing of the gun.

Figure 1 : Diamond Jet Hybrid Thermal spray torch
The DJ gun uses a combination of oxygen, fuel and air to produce a high pressure annular flame,
which is characterized by a uniform temperature distribution. In this process, the premixed fuel gas
(typically methane, propylene or hydrogen) and oxygen are fed from the annular gap to the air cap
(i.e. the convergent-divergent nozzle, dimensions shown in Figure 1), where they react to produce
high-temperature combustion gases. The gas mixture, ignited outside the spray gun reaches a
temperature of 2760 ºC approximately, very close to the adiabatic flame temperature of the
oxygen-methane combustion. The exhaust gases, together with the air injected from the annular
inlet orifice, expand through the nozzle to reach supersonic velocity. The air cap is cooled by both
water and air to prevent it from melting. The powder particles are injected at the central inlet nozzle
using nitrogen as the carrier gas, Figure 2. In our operation mode we don’t use powder, but the
carrier gas is fed anyway to prevent melting of the powder’s injector.

Figure 2 : HVOF Process
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3 MODELING THE HVOF GUN FLOW
Roughly speaking, the major physicochemical processes involved in the HVOF process are
a)transformation of chemical energy into thermal energy by combustion,
b)conversion of thermal energy into kinetic energy of the burning gases by passage through the
nozzle.
These processes occur simultaneously and make fundamental modeling of the HVOF process a very
difficult task. The gas flow in HVOF gun is essentially a compressible, reacting flow process
featured with turbulence and subsonic/sonic/supersonic transitions. For example, Figure 3 shows
the temperature contour in the combustion chamber of the Diamond Jet 2700 gun, as calculated by
a commercial CFD code. The function of the air flow is clearly demonstrated; the hot flame is
surrounded by the cooling air around the torch wall, thus protecting the hardware from being
overheated. Figure 4 shows the contour of static pressure in the external gas fields. The pressure
gradually decreases from 7.6 bar in the combustion chamber to 0.69 bar at the exit of the nozzle.
Because this pressure is less than the ambient pressure, the flow is under-expanded. The flow
adjusts to the ambient pressure by a series of shock waves, which are usually observed during
operation.

Figure 3 : Contour of static temperature in the combustion chamber

Figure 4 : Contours of static pressure in the external field
3
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Main assumptions we used during this phase of work to model the flow in the HVOF gun are :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

instantaneous equilibrium at the entrance if HVOF gun;
frozen, isentropic flow during passage through the nozzle;
all of the oxygen coming from the air particiatess in the combustion reaction;
all gases obey to the ideal gas law;
the combustion gases behave as a perfect gas during isentropic compression and expansion,
and specific heat ratio is nearly constant.
6. the effects of friction and cooling water along the nozzle are negligible, so that the laws of
isentropic flow apply.
Based on the fact that the gas residence time in the combustion chamber (convergent section of the
nozzle) is much longer than the one in the subsequent sections, it is reasonable to assume that the
reaction occurs primarily in the combustion chamber, following a global one-step equilibrium
chemistry model, which can be determined using existing equilibrium codes, namely the CEA code
by NASA [7].
If the mass flow rates of oxygen and fuel are available, a simple approach can be used to determine
the chamber pressure. Specifically, with the given oxygen and fuel flow rates, a combustion
pressure is assumed, and the CEA code is used to calculate the equilibrium composition and
temperature at the combustion chamber. The total mass flow rate at the throat of the nozzle is then
calculated, and then the combustion pressure is adjusted until the discrepancy between the
calculated and the specified total mass flow rates falls below a user-specified tolerance.
The total mass flow rate in the HVOF gun is calculated as :

(1)
where:
- Ath
- Rg
- T0
- p0

is the cross-sectional area at the throat,
is the molecular gas constant,
is the average molecular weight of the combustion products,
is the stagnation temperature in the combustion chamber,
is the stagnation pressure in the combustion chamber.

This equation clearly reveals that the mass flow rate and the combustion pressure are not
independent, which explains why the combustion pressure should be solved using an iterative
procedure when the flow rates of oxygen and fuel are provided.
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4 EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
Figure 5 shows a schematic of the HVOF system developed in the laboratory.

Figure 5 : layout of the HVOF system
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Diamond jet Hybrid HVOF gun
Control Unit
Gas supply system
Cooling system
Hoses for water and gas
Ventilation and exhaust system

In the following we describe the individual components and their assembly.
We have chosen the Sulzer Metco Diamond Jet hybrid 2700, cooled with water and air, Figure 6.

Figure 6 : Cross section of the Diamond jet Hybrid gun, DJ 2700
A water cooling circuit is provided to supplement air cooling in the Spray Gun. Air (1) circulates
between the air cap body and the air cap, and around the nozzle assembly. Water (5) circulates
through the water adapter to fullfill cooling of the air cap.
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The control unit has been designed and manufactured in the laboratory. Figure 7 is a representation
of the control unit.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Air pressure gauge
Oxygen pressure gauge
Methane pressure gauge
Air flow-meter
Oxygen flow-meter
Methane flow-meter
Air control Knob
Nitrogen control knob
Oxygen control knob
Hydrogen control knob
Methane control knob
Nitrogen pressure gauge
Hydrogen pressure gauge
Nitrogen flow-meter
Hydrogen flow-meter

Figure 7 : The schematic control unit
The figure 8 shows the gas supply system.

Figure 8 : layout of gas supply system
In the normal "spraying" mode, the nitrogen is used as a carrier gas for the powder feeder. In our
“no spraying” mode nitrogen is used only to prevent that the melting of powder injector. The
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requirements of the nitrogen is approximately 18.8 LPM at 0°C and 12.1 bar, while those of the
oxygen and hydrogen are respectively 340 LPM at 0°C and 11.7 bar and 4.3-8.7 LMP at 0°C and
9.7 bar approximately. Air is used both as oxidant in the combustion process and as cooling gas for
the torch, furthermore its requirements is approximately 439 LPM at 0°C and 7,2 bar. The massflow rates of the gases are measured and controlled by the flow-meters of the unit control.
A complete HVOF installation requires plant facilities to supply and control cooling water, that
meet the equipment's operating specifications. A flow-meter measures the cooling water mass flow
rate.
Cooling water requirements are:
• Cooling water must be drinking water quality or better.
• Maximum inlet water temperature: 23°C
• Minimum water flow: 9.5 l/min.
The schematic cooling water system is showed in figure 9, while in figure 10 a detail of the hoses
for water and gases is shown.

Figure 9 : Layout of the cooling water system

1.Air
2.Oxygen
3.Fuel
4.Powder
5. Inlet water
6. Outlet water

Figure 10 : Hoses for water and gases
A ventilation and exhaust system, which can discharge outside all the combustion products is used
for reasons of safety, see fig.5 . It must produce a minimum exhaust flow of 140 m3/min.
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5 PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Using the simple flow model described in paragraph 3, we obtained the following graphs, showing
total and static pressure (fig. 11) and total and static temperature (fig.12) versus mass flow rate, for
some typical operating conditions (total mass flow rate).
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Figure 11 : Total and static pressure vs mass flow rate
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Figure 12 : Total and static temperature vs mass flow rate
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Figure 13 shows the trend of the main combustion products of the HVOF gun versus the
static/adiabatic flame temperature ratio.
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Figure 13 : combustion products vs temperature ratio

6 APPLICATIONS
Since the HVOF thermal spray system has high thermo-kinetic properties, it can be used for many
industrial applications, listed below:
1. Aerothermal testing (for studying the behavior of the structural components at high
temperature);
2. Aeropropulsion testing (for studying behavior of rockets components in operating
conditions);
3. Heat source for a Combustion-heated facilitiy.
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6.1 Aerothermal Testing
The test article is exposed at the flame for a fixed time; during the some parameters are to be
observed, as surface temperature (by infrared camera and optical pyrometer), surface recession (by
high speed camera), Figure 14-15.

Figure 14 : Aerothermal testing

Figure 15 : Test layout

Figure 16 : Model surface temperature VS time
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6.2 Aeropropulsion Testing
The temperature and pressure levels, which are generated by HVOF thermal spray system, allows to
simulate the typical exhaust conditions of a rocket (high temperature and pressure). In the
laboratory a test was performed with a segmented graphite nozzle, mounted on a rotating arm,
Figure 18. The surface temperature of the convergent-nozzle is measured with infrared camera and
optical pyrometer.

Figure 18 : Layout of the aeropropulsion test

Figure 19 : Aeropropulsion test

Figure 20 : Model surface temperature

Figure 21 : the sample before-after test
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6.3 Combustion-heated facility
The HVOF can be used as source for a combustion-heated facility to simulate hypersonic
conditions. The requirements of the facility are identified by flight corridor of the future hypersonic
vehicles, see figure 22. For fixed flight conditions, the corresponding pressure and temperature are
obtained by the standard atmosphere tables. Then the isentropic equations allow to calculate the
total pressure and temperature we need to generate in the wind tunnel, fig.23; to simulate Mach
number from 2 to 6 at a flight altitude between 13 and 27 km, the total pressure ranges from 1.3 to
29 bar.

Figure 22 : flight altitude VS Mach number
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Figure 23 : total pressure VS total temperature
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The flow for the proposed facility is shown in fig.24; hot combustion gases from HVOF gun enter
in a cylindrical container, where oxygen is added upstream; a further combustion takes place
between oxygen and outlet gases from the HVOF gun. Finally, cold air is mixed with the hot flow
to reach the target, stagnation conditions (pressure and temperature).

Figure 24 : pictorial flow diagram of the combustion-heated facility
Now we consider a typical operating conditions of HVOF gun, namely:
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p
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The output (nozzle exit) for this condition is :

Test
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The first step to approach the air composition is to add oxygen in the proper percentage to nitrogen;
as results of the addiction of an oxygen mass flow of 10 g/s, a further combustion occurs with
hydrogen and carbon oxide, generating the new starting conditions :
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STAR3
+ O2

1.0132

2773 446.1 0.106 0.259

0.060

0.294 0.241 0.032

The last step is to add air to obtain the desired stagnation conditions:
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α
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α
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α

OH

0.294 0.241 0.032

after a number of tentative calculations, see fig. 25 the final result is :
P0 = 7 bar ; T0 = 789 K
this condition for the facility is compatible with a stable operation for the HVOF gun and is
representative of Mach 4 operation.
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Figure 25 : calculation attempts to match air flow
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7 CONCLUSIONS
The High-Velocity Oxy-Fuel (HVOF) gun, an industrial device that generate a supersonic flame by
high efficiency combustion of a gas mixture methane-oxygen-air, has been used to simulate a range
of temperatures and pressures and a chemical flow composition useful for important
aerothermodynamics and propulsion applications, namely:
1. Aerothermal testing (behavior of the structural components at high temperature);
2. Aeropropulsion testing (behavior of aeropropulsive components in operating conditions);
3. Combustion-heated facilitiy for sustained hypersonic flight simulation.
In the paper we reported about choice of the HVOF torch, modeling the flow, development of the
laboratory-scale set-up and preliminary tests of operation to verify the torch is appropriate for the
proposed applications. Preliminary results are good and encourage to continue the work program
just started.
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Summary. The objective of the present work is to improve the physical understanding of
specific 3D stability and transition processes in 3D mean flow by using a full stability theory,
based on a multiple scales method and ray theory.
1. INTRODUCTION
The traditional approach to transition prediction is based on the linear stability analysis of
viscous flows, generally treated as thin shear layers, consisting in determining the evolution,
in space or in time, of small perturbations superimposed to a basic flow field [1, 2]. In the
framework of the parallel flow assumption, the stability of the flow is studied with respect to
each Fourier component of the disturbance, characterized by given frequency ω and wave vector
~k = (α, β). Since the governing equations are homogeneous with homogeneuos boundary
conditions the problem has non-trivial solution only for a particular combination of the wave
parameters and the local Reynolds number, given by the so-called dispersion relation.
In the present work, the linear instability of steady laminar boundary layers is approached
in the framework of the theory of ray tracing in non-homogeneous anisotropic dispersive wave
systems. The studies on the development of a ray-theory transition prediction model and its implementation for the stability analysis on 3D swept tapered wings were initiated in the framework of a cooperation between University of Fisciano and CIRA (Centro Italiano di Ricerca
Aerospaziale)[3, 4, 5]. Substantially, it is a fully three-dimensional method, based on the theory
of the propagation of waves in non homogeneous media. The application of such theory to
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the stability analysis of laminar flows permits to take into account the boundary-layer growth
and the dependency of the wave speed on the propagation direction. Provided that the fluid
properties vary only gradually on a scale of wavelengths, the waves can be assumed to be proportional to exp [iθ(x, y, z, t)], with the frequency and wavelength defined locally as derivatives
of the phase function θ. The dispersion relation takes the form of a first-order partial differential
equation for θ. The solution of this equation by the method of characteristics leads to the above
cited ray equations. For flows homogeneous in time and in the z-space direction, such as steady
boundary layers on infinite swept wings with z coincident with the spanwise direction, the constancy of the frequency ω and the spanwise wavenumber β along the ray, assumed in Mack’s
approach, is an exact result. The disturbance equations are derived by means of the multiplescale technique and of an asymptotic expansion for the disturbances in terms of the parameter
ǫ defining the ratio of the length scales (∝ Re−1 for boundary layers). The ǫ0 approximation
is governed by a set of equations formally identical to the one resulting from the parallel flow
assumption. The ǫ1 approximation gives the correction to the wave amplification due to the
boundary-layer growth.
Ray tracing technique allows to calculate the real pathway of a disturbance on the surface
of a wing, giving information about the amplification and the exact location of origin of the
disturbances.
2. THEORETICAL MODEL FOR LINEAR STABILITY THEORY
The theoretical approach to ray-tracing theory of the propagation of disturbances in 3D
incompressible boundary layers valid for infinite and conical swept boundary layers was presented [3]. The present method represents a continuation of the works [3, 6] in 3D compressible boundary layers. The starting equations are the classical Navier-Stokes equations for a
compressible, viscous, newtonian fluid in non-dimensional form.
In the hypothesis of small perturbations the generic flow quantity q can be expressed as the
sum of an averaged quantity plus its fluctuation q = q̂ + δq. Within this hypothesis dynamic
viscosity and conductibility coefficients are considered as function of the temperature and can
be expressed as:

δµ =

∂ µ̂
T̂

δt

δλ =

∂ λ̂
T̂

δt

δk =

∂ k̂
T̂

δt

By substituting the previous assumptions in the system of Navier-Stokes equations and neglecting quadratic terms, the Linearized Navier Stokes Equations (hereinafter LNSE) are obtained. The variables of these equations are the fluctuations of the velocity components, of the
pressure and of the temperature, here summarized by the state vector:
δg = [δu, δv, δw, δp, δt]T
The disturbances are represented as travelling waves in non homogeneous media, rapidly
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oscillating in the x, z plane having a large phase θ/ǫ. Using the multiple scale approach the
expression for a generic disturbance is:
i θǫ

δg(x, y, z, t) = e

∞
X

δgn (x, y, z)ǫn

n=0

Where ǫ is the ratio of the characteristic wave length-scale and longitudinal boundary layer
scale and θ is the eikonal function whose derivatives define the reduced frequency and streamwise and spanwise wavenumbers, i.e.:
θx = α

θz = β

θt = −ω

2.1 THE ǫ0 PROBLEM
By substituting the above mentioned disturbance expressions in the LNSE and collecting
successive orders of ǫ, a hierarchy of equations in ǫ, solvable in cascade, can be derived. This
approach is quite classic in the study of wave phenomena and in transport problems. The
zero-order problem is a homogeneous problem with homogeneous boundary conditions, so its
solution represents a classical eigenvalue problem. The coefficients of these equations do not
depend from the spatial position. As consequence, they are coincident with those governing the
stability of parallel flows. The system can be written in the compact form:

AD 2 + BD + C · δg0 = 0

Where A, B and C are matrices and D is the differential operator D = ∂/∂y. The solution
of the stability equations for parallel flows can be expressed in the normal-mode form:
δg = Ck δg0 (Y ) exp [i (αX + βZ − ωT )]
Where Ck is, at this level, an undetermined constant. In the framework of the multiple-scale
technique, Ck remains undetermined at the ǫ0 approximation.
2.2 THE DISPERSION EQUATION
The ǫ0 approximation is governed by homogeneous equations with homogeneous boundary
conditions. In fact the disturbances are assumed to vanish both at the wall and at the boundary
layer edge. In synthesis, the problem is an eigenvalue problem of the type:
L · δg0 = 0
δg0 = 0
δg0 = 0

Y =0
Y = Ye
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Where L is the differential operator, depending on the parameters θX , θZ , andθT . The problem admits non-trivial solution only for particular combination of such parameters, represented
by the dispersion relation:
F (X, Z, T, θX , θZ , θT ) = 0
Thus, in the most general case, the dispersion relation is a first-order differential equation
for the complex phase function θ in the complex space X, Z, T and its solution can be found
by solving an initial-value (or, in alternative, two points values) for the following system of
differential equations [3], [39]:
dZ
∂F
∂F
dθZ
=
=−
dX
∂θZ
dX
∂Z
∂F
∂F
dθT
dT
=
=−
dX
∂θT
dX
∂T
∂F
∂F
∂F
dθ
=
θX +
θZ +
θT
dX
∂θX
∂θZ
∂θT
In fact, a general theorem exists stating that in an initial set if values X, Z, T, θ, θX , θZ , θT
are assigned on a non-characteristic manifold C, then a unique solution of the differential equation F = 0 exists passing by C. If C is characteristic, then the problem has infinite solutions.
To show this, let us write, for example, the dispersion equation as follow:
F = θx − G (X, Z, T, θz , θT )

By substituting this relation into the previous system of differential equations:
dZ
∂G
∂θX
=−
=−
dX
∂θZ
∂θZ
dT
∂G
∂θX
=−
=−
dX
∂θT
∂θT
∂θX
dθ
= θX −
θZ
dX
∂θZ

dθZ
∂G
∂θX
=
=
dX
∂Z
∂Z
dθT
∂G
∂θX
=
=
dX
∂T
∂T
∂θX
−
θT
∂θT

It is worthwile to note that even thought the coordinates used in the boundary layer equations
are real, the characteristic system gives Z and T complex for θ complex.
2.3 3D RAY EQUATION SOLUTION
In the ray theory, similarly to what happens in classical mechanics, the solution of the equations is determined by a two points boundary value problem [7]. In fact, in classical mechanics,
the trajectory of a particle is determined either by its initial position and momentum or by two
positions at different instants of time, while in the ray theory, the ray can be determined either
by its initial coordinates and spanwise wavenumber or by its initial (xs , zs ) and final (xf , zf )
position. To summarize, the ray can be specified by giving in alternative:
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1. Starting coordinates (xs , zs ) and wavenumber β
2. Initial and final positions, i.e. (xf , zf ) and (xs , zs )
The second approach has been used here and in particular xs has been taken at αi = 0
(neutral point). Both starting and final points are points of the wing surface and, consequently,
these extremes are real valued, nevertheless along the ray, z is complex. The trajectory lies in
the complex space. The spanwise number β results from the calculation and it varies along the
complex ray. The spanwise wavenumber β changes when the starting point changes.
The integration of the amplification growth rate along the rays gives the N factor curves on
the wing surface. Only the most amplified N factor values at transition are retained. The N
factor values provide several information about the most critical regions on the wing and about
the exact location of the most amplified waves. Here, the term “critical regions” is referred
to the regions where the flow transitions from laminar to turbulent. Another aspect that is
very interesting is the knowledge of the regions from which the most amplified disturbances
come, since these regions are particularly sensitive to disturbances like wall roughness, rivets
or pressure taps. As consequence, these regions have to be carefully treated by manufacturers
if a laminar flow is the desiderata. A map of the wing that highlights these characteristics of the
flow can be of great help in the realization of a laminar wing.
The computation of the function θ is of practical importance for determining the onset of
transition. In fact, according to the well-known “eN ” method, transition occurs when the ratio
of the local amplifications to its initial value reach a certain threshold value, generally found by
experimental correlations. In the formulation here adopted, the ratio N is expressed as:
Z x
δg
dθi
N=
=−
dX = − [θi − θi (X0 )]
δg0
x0 X
Analytical mechanics shows that the solution of the problem represents an extreme for the
functional with respect to the possible paths from X0 to X1 . In the case of boundary layer
homogeneous in Z and T , the only contribution to the local growth rate is θX = αi . Thus, the
imaginary parts of Z and T , resulting from the integration of the ray equations, do not affect
the amplification.
2.4 COMPLEX CHARACTER OF THE RAY-PATHS
When dealing with instability waves in non parallel boundary layers, the ray coordinates are
complex-valued [7] while the mean flow variables are real. In order to obtain the operator for
complex-valued coordinates, an approach could be to perform analytic continuation of the mean
flow variables. This is possible, due to the analytic character of the system, but this procedure
is very expensive in terms of computational cost. A more simple way is the continuation of the
eigenvalues, since they are calculated using an operator evaluated in the real space.
There are two methods that may be used to continue the eigenvalues. The first, more stable,
is by using the Cauchy’s integral:
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1
f (Z) =
2πi

Z

∞

−∞

f (ξ)
dξ
Z−ξ

This approach is suitable for disturbances with trajectories strongly deviated from the real
axis, but it needs to evaluate the variable to be continued for many values of ξ, in order to
calculate the integral with sufficient accuracy. If the ray path has small imaginary value, it’s
more convenient to use the Taylor series.
1 ∂2f
1 ∂nf
∂f
2
iZi +
(iZ
)
+
.
.
.
(iZi )n + o(iZi )n
i
∂Z
2 ∂Z 2
n! ∂Z n
The properties of analytic functions allow to calculate the derivatives using only the information on the real axis:
f (Z) = f (Zr ) +

∂f
∂f
∂f
=
= −i
∂Z
∂Zr
∂Zi
This procedure, of course, may be stable only for small deviations of the trajectories from
the real axis. This is the case of our applications, in which stable calculations have been carried
out using this approach. In Figure 1 the imaginary value of the Z coordinate of a ray is shown.
As can be observed the imaginary part of Z is very small.

Figure 1: Imaginary part of Z coordinate
The contribution to the continuation of the eigenvalues are quite small, as required. This
allows to use the latter approach, cheaper and more easy to implement.
3. 3D APPROACH vs 2.5D APPROACH
The main difference between the classical 2.5D approach generally used in the stability
analysis and the full 3D one consists in the choice of the integration path for the amplification factor that is different. In 2.5D stability calculations, the integration paths are, generally,
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Figure 2: 2.5D calculation approach
straight lines, usually in chordwise direction and the amplification growth rate is integrated
along this path to provide the N factor as shown n the Figure 2.
The transition location is achieved from the envelope N factor curve for a given N factor
at transition (black line). In 3D calculations, the numerical solution of the partial differential
equation system provides the ray along which the disturbance propagates. The growth rate is
integrated along this path. In this case the rays may be curved as shown in the sketch of Figure
3.

Figure 3: 3D calculation approach
4. KH3Y SUBSONIC CALCULATION
In order to perform 3D stability analyses for laminar flow investigation the KH3Y[8] clean
wing configuration was investigated. For subsonic calculation, the operative conditions are
reported in Table 1.
Non viscous calculations have been performed by using the in house CIRA code ZEN.
The boundary layer calculations have been performed using an in house BL3D code based
on the Cebeci approach. The ray theory investigation has been performed in frequency range
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Table 1: Subsonic free stream conditions
M ρ(Kg/m3 ) Tf ree (K)
Re
α
6
0.2
1.233
302
1.6 10 1.00◦
[3000 5000] hertz. Figure 4 shows the N-factor map. The maximum N factor has the value of
8.34 and it is located near the root of the wing as shown in figure. The map seems to show that
the flow is laminar on a wide region of the wing, as it should be considering that KH3Y was
designed to have an extended natural laminar wing extension.

Figure 4: N factor map - upper side - subsonic condition
The analysis of the rays highlights that the rays exhibit a small curvature of the trajectories,
due to the smooth variations of flow along the spanwise coordinate z. Comparing these results to
the results achieved by using a classical 2.5D stability analysis approach, no relevant differences
are appreciable. In conclusion, the main differences between a 2.5D and 3D approach comes
from the variation along the rays of the wavenumber β and z coordinate (complex valued). Such
differences can be generated only if strong variations of base flow in the spanwise direction
take place. It has to be stressed that the tapering and the aspect ratio of the wing play a more
important rule to this end than the sweep angle. The negligible curvature of the rays (in practice
coincident with the streamlines) confirms that a classical 2.5D approach, at least for this case
where the sweep angle, tapering and aspect ratio are moderate, is a good approximation in
performing the stability analysis of this wing. Some additional information outgoing from these
simulations are relative to the most amplified frequencies of the disturbances and to the regions
of influence. The knowledge of the most amplified frequencies suggests the nature of the kind
of disturbances that affects the 3D boundary layer and that have to be avoided. Figure 5 shows
the map of the most amplified disturbances in terms of the frequencies.
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Figure 5: ω map - upper side - subsonic condition
The regions of influence are the regions of the wing from which the most amplified disturbances come and therefore they represent the regions of the wing that are more sensitive to the
presence of disturbances. This information, coupled to the knowledge of the critical frequencies
provide, to the designer but also to the manufacturer the opportunity to take actions in order to
save the laminar flow. Figure 6 shows the region of influence, stressing that the leading edge
zone is the most critical respect to the occurrence of disturbances in the flow field.

Figure 6: Region of influence - upper side - subsonic condition
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5. KH3Y TRANSONIC CALCULATION
Further investigation was carried out to assert the capabilities of the code for ray tracing.
So, a second test case, in transonic conditions, was carried out on the KH3Y wing. The flow
conditions for this second ray theory investigation are reported in Table 2.
Table 2: Transonic free stream conditions
M ρ(Kg/m3 ) Tf ree (K) Re
α
0.75
0.220
213
9 106 1.00◦
Also in this simulation, the N factor values for upper surface does not exceed the N factor
at transition. Figure 7 shows the N factor map, and as can be seen the maximum N factor does
not exceed 4.35. The region interested by the amplification of the disturbances still remain the
root of the wing.

Figure 7: N factor map - upper side - transonic condition
The frequencies most amplified result in the range [5000 10000] hertz for the upper surface,
as shown in Figure 8.
6. CONCLUSIONS
In the present work, an overview of theoretical model for linear stability analysis of 3D
boundary layers on swept wings was presented, based on a multiple scales method and ray theory. The ray theory approach seems to be a promising novel technique for the analysis of very
complicated laminar three-dimensional configurations. The calculation of the physic pathway
of the disturbances allows to investigate, with more details, their evolution and amplification in
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Figure 8: ω map - upper side - transonic condition
3D boundary layers, checking the provenience of the most amplified rays and the sensitive regions here called regions of influence. A swept tapered wing has been analyzed in two different
flow conditions with ray-theory methods and results were presented. It has to be said that this
test case was not fully relevant for a ray-theory investigation as the wing has a moderate sweep
angle, tapering and aspect ratio; so the rays’ paths exhibit a small curvature of the trajectories
and no real difference with the classical 2.5D approach can be appreciated. In order to explore
the full potential of this methodology suitable test cases have to be individuated, like delta wing
configurations, whose boundary layer is strongly affected by three dimensional effects induced
by vortical structures at the leading edge.
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Summary. The present work describes the activities performed to predict transition location
using linear stability theory in unsteady flow conditions. The paper will focus on the application
of the unsteady method on an optimized rotor blade compared to its baseline.
1. INTRODUCTION
Natural Laminar Flow technology represents a key technology in order to reduce fuel consumption and pollution as demonstrated during several European programmes dedicated to the
application of laminar flow to fixed wings (ELFIN I/II[1, 2], EUROTRANS[3], HYLTEC[4],
ALTTA[5]). The application of such technology to rotorcrafts was not straightforward since the
theoretical models, normally used on fixed wings, did not take into account the unsteadiness of
the laminar boundary layer developing on the blades and did not predict the correct transition
location.
Actually, the set up of flow laminarity on a helicopter rotor is quite difficult to happen due
to the simultaneous presence of different phenomena such as:
• shock wave / boundary layer interactions toward the tip of the advancing blade
• the separated flow in the reverse flow and in the dynamic stall regions of the retreating
blade
All these factors hamper the laminarity of the blade as shown in Figure 1. It is likely that for
this reason the literature about this topic is extremely poor. However, provided the complexity,
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Figure 1: The complex flowfield of a helicopter rotor
it is still possible, in principle, to investigate methods for extending, as much as possible, the
laminar region present on a rotor blade.
In order to correctly predict the transition for this configuration, a theoretical model to compute both the unsteady boundary layer and the unsteady linear stability has been developed[6].
This paper will deal with the application of this methodology to an optimized rotor blade compared to its baseline.
2. Background and Tool description
In the framework of the Clean Sky program, in particular in the Green Rotor Craft, the
University of Salerno has developed for CIRA a theoretical model to predict the transition
region in unsteady flow [7]. Two numerical tools were developed to compute the unsteady
boundary layer (UBL) and the stability analysis (Timeray).
The code UBL (Unsteady Boundary Layer) calculates an unsteady, 2.5D boundary layer
given the external inviscid flow at surface. The approximation of 2.5D flow is possible considering that all the derivative with reference to the spanwise component are negligible. If
the inviscid flow data are specified to be time periodic, the solution is iterated in time until a
time-periodic state is attained. In Figure 2 the algorithm is shown and, in detail, the code performs a coordinate transformation where the wall-normal coordinate and velocity are scaled as
Re−1/2 Lref and Re−1/2 Uref respectively, where Re stands for Reynolds number, Lref and Uref
for reference length and velocity, respectively. Then, an iterative procedure locates the stagnation point and boundary layer is computed till trailing edge or separation. These two steps are
iterated in time.
The code Timeray calculates instability amplification along a single ray (characteristic line)
in space-time, given the output of UBL and the starting time, frequency and wavenumber of the
perturbation. Calculating multiple rays and finding the worst case (most amplified instabilities)
just involves invoking timeray multiple times with a range of frequencies and wavenumbers.
The code, see Figure 3, solves the eigenvalue problem of the instability equations and iterates
until the local value of N overcomes a threshold, namely Ntrans where transition point is set.
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Figure 2: UBL flowchart
Neutral point is searched first through a scan forward in x until sign-change in ℑ(ω) is observed
and then using a Newton iteration on x and ℑ(α) in order to find the exact neutral point and
eigenfunction.

Figure 3: Timeray flowchart
In [6] the description of the mathematical formulation is provided and discussed in details.
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3. Stability analyses for 2.5D test case
This section deals with the comparison of stability analyses of two rotor blades. They are a
baseline rotor and an optimized one, designed through an optimization procedure whose objective was to extend natural laminar flow region in forward flight conditions. An overview of the
design process[8] is first presented.
3.1 Baseline rotor
The baseline rotor selected for the investigation consists of four blades, with a rectangular
planform up to 95% of the span and a parabolic leading edge at the tip, as shown in Figure 4

Figure 4: Top view of rotor blade geometry
The blade radius R is 8.15 m and the main chord c is 0.65 m. The nominal rotor speed is
Ω = 250.74 RPM. The blade shape is obtained by using two design airfoils:
• a NACA 23012, modified for including the trailing edge tab (Figure 5), with a 12% maximum thickness over chord ratio, used from the root cut-out, set at r/R = 20%, up to
r/R = 75%;
• an OA209, modified for including the trailing edge tab (Figure 6), with a 9% maximum
thickness over chord ratio, used from r/R = 90% up to the blade tip.

Figure 5: Modified NACA23012 airfoil
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Figure 6: Modified OA209 airfoil
3.2 Design approach
The adopted approach was based on the use, within the design loop, of a steady Euler/Boundary
Layer 2D solver (MSES code[9]) for the aerodynamic analysis, with transition prediction capabilities based on the eN approach proposed by Smith and Gamberoni[10]. This 2D simulation
approach was applied to improve the performance of a set of blade sections along the rotor
span, each of them characterized by different local flow conditions depending on their radial
location, thus introducing different design points for the same airfoil shape. The optimization
was focussed on the minimization of the blade sectional drag coefficients by keeping the blade
sectional lift coefficients thus guaranteeing the same thrust as the baseline rotor.
In order to simulate the different flow conditions encountered during the rotor revolution,
a reliable physical model working on 2D sections was taken into account the sweep effects
of the incident velocity (combination of the free stream velocity V∞ and the rotational speed
Ωr ), on the airfoil pressure distribution as well as on the laminar-to-turbulent transition location
(cross-flow instabilities).
Optimization was carried on using an in-house genetic optimization software library (GAME, Genetic Algorithm for Multi-Element airfoil design[11]), coupled with a software for the
parametric airfoil shape deformation. This module was then integrated with the chain of tools
used to evaluate the aerodynamic performance of the selected airfoil at each of the analysis
sections selected along the rotor blade.
The aerodynamic performance of each blade section was evaluated through three different tools integrated to compute the aerodynamic characteristics of the selected airfoil. The
aerodynamic analysis was performed using the MSES code[9], a steady two-dimensional Euler/Boundary Layer solver that provides the pressure distribution. The boundary layer analysis
was performed using the BL3d code[12], based on the conical flow approach, also known as
Kaups-Cebeci approach, able to compute the three-dimensional velocity profiles of a swept
wing section. Finally, a stability analysis was performed in order to estimate the transition location. The stability solution was obtained using the Database method[13]. Such a method
is based on an analytical representation of the disturbances growth rate as a function of some
relevant boundary layer parameters used to run a stability analysis code in order to estimate
the transition location in presence of cross-flow contamination. For each cycle of the loop, the
pressure coefficient CP is re-computed and the transition locations are updated until the pressure
distribution converges to a constant value.
Two different forward flight conditions were selected: the first one, corresponding to a
cruise flight, identifies the rotor design point for the blade shape optimization, while the second
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is introduced to evaluate the effectiveness of the optimized rotor at a higher forward speed as
an off-design check. It was supposed, for sake of simplicity, that the blade aerodynamic is not
affected by the blended sections between 75% and 90% of radial span. So it was possible to
separate the effects of each design airfoil on the blade performance and therefore to run two
independent optimization processes.
Geometrical and aerodynamic constraints to the design were defined. In particular, for the
geometrical constraints the relative maximum thickness at root and at tip were set to 12% and
9%, respectively, in order to provide sufficient flap stiffness to control blade sailing motion.
Furthermore, the minimum leading edge radius was set to 5 mm in order to allow for an erosion
shield or a leading-edge heating device to be installed. Concerning the aerodynamic constraints,
they were focused on the sectional pitching moment at zero lift condition Cm0 , and the minimum
moment coefficient before stall.
Single-Objective Genetic Algorithm (SOGA) optimizations were run, with the target to minimize the overall sum of sectional drag coefficients computed at the different design points, using quadratic penalty functions to account for the design constraints on the airfoil leading edge
radius as well as on its pitching moment coefficient. The optimization cost function was then
expressed as:
Fobj =

N
X

Cdi +

i=1

N
X
i=1

(

wi Cmi − Cm0,i

2

+ wl.e. (rl.e. − rl.e.M IN )2

(
wi =
6 0 if Cmi ≤ Cm0,i
wi = 0 if Cmi > Cm0,i
wl.e. =
6 0 if rl.e. ≤ rl.e.min
wl.e. = 0 if rl.e. > rl.e.min

where N is the number of design points, wi are user-specified weights, Cm,i is the airfoil pitching
moment coefficient (referred to the quarter chord point), Cm0,i is the corresponding minimum
allowed value, and rl.e. is the curvature radius at the airfoil leading edge. The design requirements on airfoil maximum relative thickness, was explicitly satisfied by airfoil scaling after any
modification of the baseline shape.
3.3 Rotor performances analyses
The benefits obtained optimizing the blade shape by sections were validated through global
performance analyses by using a comprehensive rotor code. The commercial software FLIGHTLAB [14] was used to evaluate the performance of both the baseline and optimized rotors.
The performance analyses provided indications of both local and global benefits that were
produced by the airfoil laminar optimization to the rotor. The local benefits were substantiated
in terms of the time history, over a full rotor revolution, of the sectional drag polars and L/D
ratios.
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Figure 7 illustrates the drag polar hysteresis cycles for both the baseline and the optimized
airfoils. The computations were run by assuming a free transition flow, as predicted by the
database method, as well as a fully turbulent flow. The results show that in turbulent flow
regime the simple shape modification is poorly effective in improving the performance of the
airfoil sections. Conversely, the free transition computations allow to estimate the benefit, of
around 10 drag counts, that the optimization produces by extending the laminar flow region.
Drag reduction of more than 20 counts are observed by passing from a fully turbulent to a free
transition flow regime. However, since a laminar flow cannot be achieved by an appropriate
shape design only, being strongly influenced by technological and ambient variables (surface
roughness; polishing; insect accretion; leading edge blade erosion; etc.), the full range of performance improvement due to the laminar flow technology can only be highlighted by comparing
the fully turbulent baseline rotor vs free-transition optimized rotor, by providing an improvement in drag reduction of more than 30 counts.

Figure 7: Baseline vs optimized polars
Figure 8 shows the L/D ratios for both the baseline and the optimized airfoils. The same
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considerations made for the drag polars hold. In particular, an increase in efficiency of about 20
units can be observed in free transition flow passing from the baseline to the optimized airfoils
and a global increase of about 40 units can be observed passing from the fully turbulent airfoils
to the free transition optimized airfoils.

Figure 8: Baseline vs optimized L/D ratio
The outcomes of the laminar optimization on the pitching moment coefficients are reported
in Figure 9. The figures show a significant mean negative slope of the hysteresis cycles and the
reduction, in module, of the pitching moment with respect to the baseline airfoils. Furthermore,
the fully turbulent computations show a slightly more beneficial effect in reducing the module
of the pitching moment, with the only exception for the station at r/R = 0.855 where the effect
on the optimized blade is the opposite. These results imply an improvement in the stability of
the blade motion and in the rotor control.
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Figure 9: Baseline vs Optimized Pitching Moment Coefficient
3.4 Stability results
The stability analyses are performed on three different configurations. They are relative to
the baseline rotor in free-transition and fully-turbulent conditions and to the optimized rotor
blade in free-transition, respectively. The data of the analyzed sections are reported in Table 1,
from the blade root to the tip.
The computations for the stability analyses are performed for the upper side of the airfoils
at four different azimuthal positions, namely at Ψ = [0◦ ; 90◦; 180◦ ; 270◦], corresponding to
the time t = [0; 0.06015; 0.1203; 0.18045] s, respectively. As an example, in Figure 10 the
boundary layer profiles for the station #5 of the baseline rotor in free-transition flow field at the
four different times are shown. The coordinate system has not to be mixed up with the original
one as, in this case, the y-coordinate is normal to the wall while x-coordinate is the curvilinear
abscissa and does not start from 0 as the first point is located coincident with the trailing edge.
The flat zone represents the region where separation occurred, so that the code does not perform
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Table 1: Blade sections for unsteady stability analysis
Station Radius (m) r/R (%) Local Speed in hover (m/s)
2
2.756
33.82
72.373
3
3.878
47.58
101.836
4
4.991
61.24
131.064
5
6.103
74.88
160.265
6
6.510
79.88
170.953
7
6.916
84.86
181.614
10
7.594
93.18
199.418
any computations and automatically assigned to 0 value in these points. The negative velocity,
visible in the first station of the graph, takes place in proximity of the stagnation point as the
computation starts some points before it. Indeed it is not negative velocity profile, but refers to
the boundary layer developing on the other side of the airfoil.

t=0s

t = 0.06015 s

t = 0.1203 s
t = 0.18045 s
Figure 10: Boundary layer velocity profile #5
Figure 11 shows the N factor map at a fixed chordwise location in the plane ω − β, where
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ω − β is the domain where the stability analysis is performed and N is the response surface.
In particular, the result is relative to the rotor blade station #5 and the graph represents the N
factor distribution as a function of frequency ω and spanwise wavenumber β at the azimuthal
position Ψ = 90◦ or t = 0.06015 s. Isolines are also drawn. For each station a different
response surface is achieved.

Figure 11: N factor map - station #5 - x = 0.760 m
The N factor curves for the baseline in free transition (solid line), the fully turbulent baseline
(dashed line) and the optimized rotor (dotted line) are plotted together along the dimensional
curvilinear abscissa x. Transition locates where the N factor curves intersect a threshold, whose
value depends on the freestream turbulence (T u). Mack [15] proposed the following formula to
compute the critical N value:
Ntr = −8.43 − 2.4 ln(T u)
and here is set to Ntr = 9. Results are shown in Figure 12 for the station #5 in the same
azimuth positions of boundary layer profiles.
The figures show how the steady-based optimized rotor blade presents indeed a more extended laminar region with reference to the baseline. However, the analysis of the results of all
the blade stations, indicates that the effective increment in the laminar extension tends to reduce
when moving towards the tip, and for the last analysed station (#10) the trend is the opposite.
Moreover, it must be pointed out that, for the baseline rotor, in most cases the results relative
to the free transition and fully turbulent condition are superimposed. So, it can be concluded
that the baseline geometry can be considered as fully turbulent and does not present laminar
characteristics in any analysed phase. Lastly, an example of the variation of transition location
as a function of time (i.e. azimuth position) is shown in Figure 13. The data, which refer as
before to station #5, highlight the improvement in delaying the transition point, where the solid
line is the baseline rotor, while the dashed is the optimized one.
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Figure 12: N factor curves #5
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4. CONCLUSIONS
The research activity described in the paper was aimed at evaluating the possibility to improve the flow laminarity over the blades of a medium-sized helicopter rotor in forward flight
conditions. Two different flight conditions were selected and an optimization procedure was
developed for the design of a laminar blade based on a steady approach with the objective to
minimize the blade sectional drag while preserving the spanwise lift distributions (and the rotor
thrust). A 2.5D Euler+Boundary layer flow solver coupled to a “database method” was used to
compute the transition location along the blade. An assessment of the benefits resulting from
a Natural Laminar Flow design was made both for the baseline and the optimized rotors by
using an unsteady boundary layer and a linear stability code. The unsteady post-design analysis
confirmed that the optimization process, although based on a steady-flow tool chain, produced
a reasonable performance improvement. Performance analyses of both the baseline and the
optimized rotors were also made by using the commercial flight mechanics tool FLIGHTLAB,
with the aim to substantiate the improvements achieved by using the laminar-optimized airfoils.
These analyses confirmed the benefits as sectional drag reductions of more than 30 counts and
improvements in the L/D ratios of more than 20 units were obtained for the design conditions in
the selected spanwise stations of the optimized rotor blade in free transition conditions. Moreover, the sectional pitching moment coefficients of the optimized blade exhibited, in comparison
with those of the baseline blade, a significant mean negative slope of the hysteresis cycles and
a reduction in the module of the pitching moment. These results provided indications of an
improvement in the stability of the blade motion and in the rotor control.
The results of this research activity were encouraging and demonstrated, in principle, the
feasibility of extending the flow laminarity over the blades of a helicopter rotor by means of
a proper shape optimization. Nevertheless, the main obstacles to this were identified to lie in
the unavoidable presence of technological and ambient issues which, if not carefully tackled
with, can dramatically reduce or even nullify the savings produced by the shape optimization.
However, the solution to this problem is not trivial and represents, still today, a challenging
research topic, even for the fixed-wing scientific community.
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Abstract. Experimental investigation on a novel VTOL aircraft named “Anuloid” has been
carried out to assess its aerodynamics performances. The study focused on two main aspects:
the analysis of the Coanda effect on the 1:20 scaled model without cross-flow and the
aerodynamic characterization of the body, performed on the 1:5 scaled model in a large wind
tunnel. The first task included the study of the Coanda effect, both in hovering and in ground
effect conditions. Basic and modified geometries for the fan duct outlet were also investigated
and the influence of the Reynolds number was evaluated. A simplified preliminary analysis on
the effectiveness of the maneuverability surfaces was finally conducted. Results evidenced that
the Coanda effect is present only for the modified geometries of the outlet section, whereas the
basic geometry gives rise to early flow separation. The wind tunnel tests highlighted that the
aircraft has poor lift and high drag in normal flight condition, i.e. when 𝛼 < 0°. In addition to
this, the pitching moment is negative in the whole range of incidences tested, resulting in
longitudinal instability. Finally, pressure distributions revealed massive flow separation on
both lower and upper surfaces that gives rise to a very complex unsteady and tridimensional
flow field configuration around the body.

1 INTRODUCTION
The VTOL aircrafts (Vertical Take-Off and Landing) have continuously fascinated engineers
in the history of aeronautics [1]. The possibility to take-off and land in very limited spaces, or
even in total absence of classic airport runways, allows the aircraft to operate in many different
scenarios broadening its mission capabilities.
The most famous and common VTOL aircraft is surely the helicopter. The key feature of the
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helicopter is its large rotor, that allows having very low disc loading that minimizes the power
required to generate lift. On the other hand, the exposed main rotor requires adequate areas to
ensure flight safety and the high noise level produced prevent its access to most of urban areas
for noise-pollution regulations. The Anuloid aircraft has been conceived with a single ducted
rotor configuration and limited outer dimensions to ensure the ability to operate inside urban
and sub-urban areas, overcoming the conventional helicopter restrictions. In addition, the
relatively high flight velocity allows fast and effective emergency or surveillance operations
and it also gives new possibilities for commercial and personal transports.
The integration of the main rotor into the structure (fuselage or wing), creating a ducted fan, is
a design concept that has been greatly exploited during the last years. It represents a possible
solution to enhance the thrust generated respect to an un-ducted rotor of the same size.
Furthermore, an eventual integration of passive and active acoustic dampers inside the duct
produces a noise level reduction. Following this guidelines, the Israeli company UrbanAero in
cooperation with the Bell Helicopters has recently realized various VTOL aircrafts models for
both civil and military purposes, for example the AirMule, the Centaur and the X-Hawk.
All these models differ from the Anuloid in the way the aircraft control is achieved. Instead of
tilting secondary rotors in the desired direction, the Anuloid adopts a specifically designed
lower surface to exploit the Coanda effect and its manipulation to create proper torque to control
the aircraft [2]. Properly designed moving vanes located at the outlet section of the main rotor
duct modify the annular outlet cross-section. The Coanda effect is consequently modified
promoting aircraft control. The idea of ducting and manipulating an airflow to generate both
the vertical and horizontal thrust (lift and cruise force) was already present in the aeronautic
field. The VZ-9AV “Avrocar” [3] developed in the 1950s by the Canadian company Avro and
the US AirForce, is an example of VTOL aircraft which generates lift thanks to a ducted airflow.
It is conceived as an annular wing equipped with three turbojet engines driving a central rotor.
The airflow passing through the rotor is aspired and mixed with the exhaust gases of the
turbojets and ducted to a peripheral annular nozzle. The ducted flow follows the nozzle
geometry and is oriented properly under the body generating the lift. Unfortunately the only
noticeable result was the ability to float over the ground at a height of about 1 meter.
More recently the ducted airflow and the exploitation of the Coanda effect for control have been
applied for the realization of UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles) [4]. Some examples are the
Honeywell RQ-16 T-Hawk (ducted fan) and the GFS-UAV model N-01. The latter, in
particular, develops the Coanda effect on the external surface of the body.
The Anuloid project is a study on the feasibility of an innovative VTOL aircraft specifically
designed to operate inside urban areas. It is funded by the European Commission as part of the
Framework Programme 7. The aerodynamic group of the Politecnico di Torino has carried out
the experimental investigation, cooperating to the project along with other European
universities and research centers: Delft University of Technology, Université de Paris Ouest,
VZLÚ Aerospace Research and Test Establishment and FESA.
The present work reports the wind tunnel testing of the Anuloid aimed at the determination of
its aerodynamics characteristics. This investigation was performed in a large closed circuit wind
tunnel measuring aerodynamics forces and moments, varying the angle of incidence and the
Reynolds number. The investigation of the Coanda effect on the lower surface of the body,
2
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performed arranging a simplified experiment, is also presented. The two analysis were carried
out separately on two dedicated test models.

2 ANULOID CONCEPT
The Anuloid concept aircraft has a toroidal shape with the ducted rotor allocated in the center
of the body, as depicted in figure 1a which reports the cross-section of the body. The main
contribution to the lift is due to the thrust developed by the ducted fan powered by a turboshaft
engine, which is represented in figure 1b.

a)

b)

Figure 1: a) Anuloid cross-section, b) Turboshaft, anti-torque and control vanes.

Maneuverability and control authority represent the principal innovation respect to classic
VTOL aircrafts. These properties are achieved through the manipulation of the Coanda effect,
which has a key role on the flow attachment on the lower curved surface as reported by Guitton
[5] and by Allen [6]. Circumferential swiveling vanes, located at the fan exhaust (in purple in
Fig. 1b), modify the basic annular outlet geometry. This variation influences the flow behavior
on the lower surface where the Coanda effect takes place. In this way, the different orientation
of the circumferential swiveling vanes results in a dissymmetry of the Coanda effect and as a
consequence in an asymmetrical load distribution on the lower curved surface. Thus the control
torque to tilt the aircraft in the desired direction is obtained. Internal fixed and swiveling radial
ducted vanes (respectively in red and green in Fig. 1b) interact with the fan flow annulling the
swirling motion of the flow to generate the anti-torque required for the rotational equilibrium.
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3 TEST MODELS AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Two different test models have been realized for the separated experimental investigations,
namely a model for the Coanda effect analysis and a second one for the aerodynamic
characterization of the body.
3.1 COANDA EFFECT INVESTIGATION
The study of the Coanda effect originating on the lower curved surface has been performed on
a 1:20 scaled and simplified model with outer diameter Dext = 257 mm, showed in figure 2a
(lower surface) and 2b (simplified interface). The investigation did not consider the cross-flow
so only the pure effect of the duct flow in the generation of the Coanda effect is analyzed. The
model, manufactured with 3D printing technique as illustrated in figure 2c, reproduces the
lower surface of the Anuloid geometry (Fig. 2a), whereas the upper side is modified to allow
the connection to the pressurized air tube (Fig. 2b). In this way, the duct flow is simulated by
the injection of pressurized air.
As shown in figure 2d, a total pressure tap, indicated by 0, is positioned at the stagnation point
on the cupola of the engine frame. Seven static pressure taps, denoted by 1 ÷ 7 in figure 2d, are
located on one side of the curved lower surface. Their location relative to the axis of symmetry
of the model is identified by the radial position “r”. The corresponding angular location θ can
be computed with trigonometrical formulae considering the geometry of the lower surface,
reported in figure 2e. In particular, depending on the tap location respect to the inflection point
of the surface, the angle θ is computed as follows:
𝑟𝑖 − (𝑅𝐷 + 𝑅1 )
) + (90° − 𝜃𝑖𝑛 )
𝑅1
𝑅𝐷 + 𝑅2 + 2𝑅1 − 𝑟𝑖
𝜃𝑖 = tan−1 (
) + (180° − 𝜃𝑖𝑛 )
𝑅2
𝜃𝑖 = cos −1 (

𝑟𝑖 < 𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑙

(1)

𝑟𝑖 > 𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑙

where rinfl indicates the radial position of the inflection point and θin is the initial angular
position from which develops the wall jet. The origin of the angular position for θin and 𝜃𝑖 is
the horizontal reference. R1 and R 2 are the curvature radii of the concave and convex portion
of the lower surface respectively, whereas R D represent the radius of the internal duct.
The static pressure at the duct inlet is measured with a pressure tap realized on the tube, denoted
by S as shown in figure 2d and figure 2e. From the measurement of the pressure p0 and pS the
dynamic pressure of the jet can be computed as:
1 2
𝑝𝑜 − 𝑝𝑠 = 𝜌𝑈𝑖𝑛
2

4

(2)
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)
Figure 2: Model for Coanda effect analysis. a) Lower surface b) Upper surface c) 3D printing manufacturing of
the model, d) Model cross-section geometry and pressure taps location e) Lower curved surface particular.

The investigation of the Coanda effect included several tasks. The tests involved both the
hovering (far from the ground) and ground effect analysis. The Reynolds number influence has
been also investigated. Finally, the effectiveness of the circumferential vanes as
maneuverability surfaces has been simulated with a simplified geometry.
Basic and modified configurations of the annular outlet section have been considered. In the
basic configuration the diameter of the base engine frame is equal to DB = 55 mm. In order to
investigate the Coanda effect, the modification of the outlet section has been achieved applying
5
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disks of three different diameters to the base: DM1 = 62 mm, DM2 = 72 mm and
DM3 = 82 mm respectively. The disks modify the width of the cross-section area of the outlet,
denoted by "b" in figure 2e and consequently the angular position θin where the wall jet has its
origin, which are respectively computed with the formulae:
𝐷 2
𝑏 = 𝐵 − 𝑅1 , 𝐵 = (𝑅𝐷 − ) + 𝑅12
2
𝐷
𝑅𝐷 −
2)
−1
𝜃𝑖𝑛 = 90° − sin (
𝑆
2

(3)

where D indicates the diameter of the base of the engine frame in basic and modified
configurations.

3.2 WIND TUNNEL INVESTIGATION
The wind tunnel model is a 1:5 scaled version of the Anuloid manufactured by the VZLU team,
partner in the project. The model has outer diameter DA = 1 m and does not equip the central
ducted rotor. In figure 3a and 3b are reported the upper and lower view of the model.

a)

b)

Figure 3: Model for wind tunnel testing, a) Upper view b) Lower view.

A total of 121 static pressure taps are distributed on a 30° angular sector of both the upper and
lower surfaces along four radial directions equally angularly spaced with an angle of 10°. Some
pressure taps are also located in intermediate angular position between two consecutive radii.
In this way, the pressure distribution over the complete model is achieved simply rotating the
model around his vertical axis by steps of 40° each.
The experimental investigation was performed in the D3M closed circuit wind tunnel of the
Politecnico di Torino. The circular test section has diameter and length equal to 3 m and 5 m
respectively. The investigation was carried out at two Reynolds numbers, namely R e=2106
6
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and Re=6.8 105, in the range of incidences -12°≤  ≤10°. The aerodynamic characterization is
carried out without the equipment of the ducted rotor due to unavoidable difficulties related to
its mounting inside the test-section. In fact, the presence of the fan would have greatly
complicated the attachment of the model to the head of the support. Furthermore, the fan airflow
would have caused a great interference effect with the support, making difficult the
measurement of the forces. Moreover, the rigorous modeling of the rotor flow of the real aircraft
would imply a very high velocity at the fan duct outlet resulting in a strong interference with
test-section walls. All these aspects would have made the interpretation of the results
questionable.

a)

b)

Figure 4: a) Model mounted inside the test-section, b) Model – head of support interface.

Forces and moments are measured using a six components external balance. In figure 4a is
reported the model mounted inside the test section with a ventral support, shielded in order to
reduce the parasitic effect on drag measurement especially, as shown in figure 4b. An electric
external motor drives the rotation of the support head allowing the angle of incidence variation.
Pressure distributions over both upper and lower surface were evaluated using two Scanivalve
ZOC33 pressure scanners, which have 64 pressure inputs each. One of the pressure transducer
is reported in figure 5a. The ZOC33 is characterized by a full-scale equal to ± 10 inches of H20
(about 2500 Pa) and the accuracy is within 0.15% of the full-scale value. Each pressure input
is equipped with a piezo-resistive transducer and an electronic scanner provides the
simultaneous reading of the 64 channels. The device is also internally temperature-compensated
so it has been carefully isolated to keep its temperature constant during the data acquisition.
The model completely equipped for measurements is illustrated in figure 5b.
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b)

a)

Figure 5: a) Scanivalve ZOC33 pressure scanner, b) Model equipped for measurements.

The sampling time TS was set longer enough to ensure the convergence of the statistics of the
sampled data. The definition of TS followed to some preliminary tests performed to take into
account the critical flow conditions at high angle of incidence for which massive flow
separation exist around the model giving rise to high unsteadiness. After these preliminary tests
the sampling time was set to 90 seconds.
A set of four Pitot tubes positioned at the beginning of the test-section provides the
measurement of the averaged free stream dynamic pressure. Total and static pressure are also
sampled by the Scanivalve ZOC33, in order to proceed to the data post processing.

4 COANDA EFFECT RESULTS
Results of the Coanda effect investigation are reported in terms of pressure coefficient
distributions over the lower curved surface in relation to the outlet section geometry and the air
jet inlet velocity Uin . The pressure coefficient is defined as:
𝑐𝑝𝑖 =

𝑝𝑖 − 𝑝𝑎𝑚𝑏
1 2
2 𝜌𝑈𝑖𝑛

(4)

where pi denotes the static pressure at the i-th tap. The flow separation point according to the
criteria defined by Newman in [7], is located where the pressure is equal to the ambient
pressure, so where cp = 0. To evaluate the separation angle θs it is necessary to identify the
angular position θi and θi+1 of the two pressure taps in which the pressure coefficient changes
its sign. Then, the value of θs is computed exploiting a polynomial interpolation of the
piecewise distribution of cp to find the root of the polynomial in the interval (θi , θi+1 ).
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Figure 6: Pressure coefficient distributions on the lower surface. a) Basic geometry DB = 55 mm,
b) Modified geometry DM2 = 72 mm.

Figure 6 reports the pressure distributions for the basic and the modified geometries as a
function of the pressure taps location and the inlet velocities Uin .
In figure 6a, the basic geometry characterized by DB = 55mm clearly shows an early flow
separation that occurs at θs ≅ 40° in proximity of the tap 2 which is located near the exit section
in the lowest point of the curved surface. The application of the disk DM2 = 72 mm delays the
flow separation to a position between the taps 4 and 5 at θs ≅ 130° as reported in figure 6b.
The modification of the outlet section enhances the Coanda effect thanks to the higher exit
velocities due to the section restriction. As a consequence the flow remains attached beyond the
inflection point and separates on the concave region of the curved surface. For both cases a
weak Reynolds number effect (variation of Uin ) can be noticed according to the massive flow
separation that takes place.
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Figure 7: Comparison of experimental and theoretical angle of separation of the
2D incompressible cylinder model [7].

Figure 7 shows the behavior of the angles of separation θs as a function of the ratio between
the sloth width “b” and the curvature radius R1 of the lower surface of the model (Fig. 2e).
The experimental results are compared with those related with the model proposed by Newman
[7], that investigated the Coanda effect acting on a 2D circular cylinder tangentially exposed to
a 2D turbulent plane jet. The relation proposed in [7] is defined below:
𝑏
𝑎
𝜃𝑠 = 245 − 391
9𝑏
1+
8𝑎

(5)

where “b” represent the outlet cross-section width and “a” corresponds to the present radius R1 .
As can be observed in figure 7, the results for the modified configurations follow the same
behavior of the results of the equation (5). The progressive closing of the outlet cross-section
enhances the Coanda effect delaying the flow separation up to an angular position θs ≅ 160°
for DM3 = 82 mm, four times larger than the value observed for the basic geometry. Anyway,
the flow separation always occurs at lower values of θs respect to the model proposed by
Newman in [7]. This should be expected from the fact that the reference formula is derived
under the assumptions of bidimensional, incompressible and inviscid flow, whereas the present
experiment is influenced by tridimensional, compressibility and viscosity effects. Moreover, it
is interesting to observe that the result pertaining to the basic configuration differs from both
the equation (5) and the trend outlined by the three modified geometries. This behavior is
probably due to the absence of the Coanda effect, as observed in figure 6a.
Figure 8 illustrates the pressure distributions on the lower curved surface for different values of
the plate distance “h” that simulates the ground effect. Only the results for the modified
geometry characterized by DM1 = 62mm are presented for an inlet velocity equal to
Uin = 50 m/s. The effect of the ground proximity on the pressure distribution determines an
10
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higher pressure value in the range 2.42 < h/D < 3.23 and for 0.04 m < r < 0.06 m.
At lower values of h/D the influence of the ground is very weak. This last unexpected result
could be probably due to some complex interaction between the flow at the outlet section of the
duct, the presence of the ground and the lower curved surface of the model.
no ground
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Figure 8: Ground effect on pressure coefficient distributions on the lower surface.
Modified geometry DM1 = 62 mm.

In figure 9 the results from the simplified preliminary analysis of the effectiveness of the
circumferential vanes for maneuverability are reported. The angle of separation θs is reported
versus the ratio b/a previously defined. In the same figure the relation described by equation
(5) is also displayed. As done previously, is reported only the results related to the case of the
disk having diameter DM1 = 62mm for an inlet velocity equal to 50 m/s.
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Figure 9: Simplified analysis of maneuverability surfaces effectiveness.
Modified geometry DM1 = 62 mm.
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The simulation of the vanes movement was achieved shifting the disk mounted on the base
from its central position along two orthogonal direction by a quantity indicated by “ds”. The
shifts modify the outlet geometry, in particular the outlet cross section width “b” changes
determining an asymmetric outlet section. It is shown that the progressively closing of the outlet
section, i.e. lower values of the ratio b/a, enhances the Coanda effect and the flow separation
is delayed as evidenced by the increasing of the values of θs . This behavior is present only in
the case of the smaller shift ds =  3mm. In fact for larger shift values ds =  6mm the flow
separation angle is not influenced. This unbalancing of the flow separation on the surfaces
originates an asymmetrical load distribution on the lower surface that allow the creation of a
torque that can be exploited to govern the aircraft.

5 WIND TUNNEL RESULTS
Wind tunnel testing results are presented in form of forces and moments coefficients and
pressure coefficient distributions over both upper and lower surface of the Anuloid. The
aerodynamic coefficients are defined as follows:
𝐶𝐹𝑖 =

𝐹𝑖
𝑞∞ 𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑓

𝐶𝑀𝑖 =

𝑀𝑖
𝑞∞ 𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑓 𝐷𝐴

(6)

where Fi indicates lift L, drag D and side force S; Mi denotes the pitching, rolling and yawing
2
moment; q ∞ = 1/2ρU∞
is the free stream dynamic pressure. The reference surface Sref is the
in-plane surface of the model, computed considering the outer diameter DA as reference length.
Moments are referred to the virtual center of the balance that is located in proximity of the top
surface of the support to which the model is attached. Respect to the model this point lies
approximately in the center of the plane tangent to the lower surface.
Blockage effects due the presence of the model inside the test section have been evaluated.
According to the relations given by Barlow et al. [8] and Maskell [9] the correction has been
applied on the dynamic pressure q ∞ as follows:
𝑞∞ 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 = 𝑞∞ 𝑟𝑎𝑤 (1 + 𝜀 2 ), 𝜀 =

1 𝑆𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑡
4 𝑆𝑇𝑆

(7)

where Sfront is the frontal area of the model. The pressure coefficient is defined as:
𝑐𝑝𝑖 =

𝑝𝑖 − 𝑝∞
𝑞∞

(8)

where pi is the static pressure measured at the tap i and p∞ is the static pressure of the free
stream. The pressure is measured on the upper and lower surfaces up to an angle θ = 210°. In
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the remaining portion the pressure coefficient is obtained for symmetry.
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Figure 10: Re=2106, a) Lift, Drag and Side coefficients, b) Pitch, Roll and Yaw coefficients.

In figure 10a and figure 10b the curves of the forces and moments coefficients in function of
the angle of incidence are respectively reported for a Reynolds number equal to 2106. Two
characteristics behaviors arise from the analysis of forces and moments coefficients.
As can be observed in figure 10a, for negative values of the angle of incidence up to α = −4°,
the lift coefficient CL is almost constant and equal to ≅ 0.05. Then, for greater incidences CL
increases approximately in a linear trend to a value of ≅ 0.6 at α = 10°. In the range of negative
incidences −12° < α < −2° the drag curve follows a weak parabolic trend, whereas starting
from α = 0° the drag increases nearly linearly as the lift coefficient but with a lower slope. The
side coefficient CS is almost equal to zero in all the range of incidence, due to the symmetrical
shape of the body.
Moreover, in figure 10b is clearly shown that the pitching moment remains negative in the
whole range of incidences. For −12° < α < 0° an oscillating behavior is evidenced, whereas
for positive values of α an almost linear trend is shown as already noted in the cases of lift and
drag curves. The rolling moment evidences a fluctuating behavior with relatively high peak-topeak variations that range from ≅ 0.01to ≅ −0.02 around α = 0°. This behavior is of difficult
explanation but likely it could be the consequence of a complex tridimensional flow
configuration around the body that changes according to the incidence. Finally, according to
the axisymmetric shape of the body the yawing moment is equal to zero for all incidences.
These first results indicate that in the normal flight condition, α < 0° (Anuloid tilted forward),
the body has poor lifting characteristics and at the same time high values of drag. In addition,
the pitching moment is always negative in the whole range of incidences tested making the
aircraft intrinsically unstable. A drastic switch of the flow configuration seems to occur around
the zero incidence that determines the two flow behaviors highlighted previously. This flow
switching can be correlated with the geometry of the upper and lower surfaces of the body that
determine a completely different interaction with the flow field when the angle of incidence
changes.
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In figure 11 and figure 12 the Reynolds number effect on the lift, drag and pithing moment
coefficients is shown. It can be observed that the Reynolds number variation does not
substantially influences the behavior of the aerodynamic coefficients. In particular, for the
negative incidences the lift curves are almost coincident, whereas for positive values of α an
appreciable Reynolds effect is evidenced as can be seen in figure 11a. On the other hand, the
drag exhibits higher values at the lower Reynolds number (Re = 6.8 ∙ 105 ) in the whole range
of incidences, as shown in figure 11b. This behavior can be attributed to the different flow
separation that occurs at the two Reynolds number and it is consistent with the typical flow
behavior around a streamlined body or an airfoil.
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Figure 11: Effect of Reynolds number variation: Re1=6.8105 Re2=2106 a) Lift coefficient b) Drag coefficient
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Figure 12: Effect of Reynolds number variation on the pitching moment coefficient: Re1=6.8105 Re2=2106 .

The pitching moment, reported in figure 12, follows the same trend evidenced for the lift
coefficient: in the negative range of incedences the Reynolds number effect is very weak,
whereas, for positive values of α, higher values CPM are reported evidencing a significant
variation with the Reynolds number.
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Figure 13: Pressure coefficient color maps Re=2106 , a) Upper surface α= -4°, b) Lower surface α= -4°,
c) Upper surface α= 0° d) Lower surface α= 0° e) Upper surface α= 4°, f) Lower surface α= 4°.
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The color maps of the pressure distributions on the upper and the lower surface of the body are
respectively shown in the left and right column of the figure 13. In all the color maps the flow
direction is from right to left and the black dots represent the measurement points. Only the
cases relative to the angles of incidences α = −4°, α = 0° and α = 4° are reported.
The pressure distributions for the incidence α = −4° are depicted in figure 13a and 13b. As can
be seen, a stagnation region is located on the leading edge of the upper surface (Fig. 13a),
whereas massive flow separated regions, characterized by a value of cp ≅ 0, are present both
on the central and rear part of the model. Moreover, from figure 13b, it can be observed that the
lower surface is almost completely interested by separated flow according to the fact that in this
position the upper surface of the Anuloid shields the lower part of the body from the flow.
In figure 13c and 13d the pressure maps relative to the incidence α = 0° are presented. On the
upper surface the flow behavior is very similar to the previous case but, as figure 13c shows,
the frontal stagnation region is slightly narrower and the flow separation occurs faintly
frontwards on the body. On the other hand, for this angle of incidence, a stagnation region on
the lower surface is also present, located on the main cylindrical frame of the body as shown in
figure 13d. The lower part is still interested by massive flow separation but differently from the
previous incidence a little region of pressure recovery, characterized by 0 < 𝑐𝑝 < 0.5, is
located in the rear part. Finally, in figure 13e and 13f the color maps relative to the incidence
α = 4°, are presented. On the upper surface the flow behavior roughly resemble to the previous
angles of incidence, as can been noted in figure 13e. Only small variations of the pressure
distributions can be appreciated. In figure 13f is evidenced a more complex pressure distribution
acting on the lower surface which is probably due to 3D interactions that give rise to a more
complex flow separation.
The pressure maps show the complexity of the flow field on both the surfaces of the body at a
glance. The switching of the flow behavior that takes place across the zero incidence, evidenced
from the results shown in figures 10, 11 and 12, can be mainly attributed to the flow field acting
on the lower curved surface of the body. In fact, as can be observed in figure 13b, 13d and 13f,
these pressure distributions are very sensitive to the angle of incidence exhibiting large regions
characterized by negative pressure coefficient that reduce the total lift of the body. This
behavior is particularly evident for α = −4° (Fig. 13b). At increasing incidences the negative
contribution of the lower surface to the lift is still present even tough it is attenuated by the
occurrence of regions characterized by positive pressure coefficient in the rear part.
6 CONCLUSIONS
Experimental investigation on a novel VTOL concept aircraft has been performed on two
different models to analyze Coanda effect and the aerodynamic performances of the body.
The Coanda effect acting on the lower curved surface and its manipulation to achieve aircraft
control were both investigated on a simplified 1:20 model. Basic outlet section geometry
evidenced an early flow separation that occurs at 𝜃𝑠 ≅ 40° without any substantial evidence of
the presence of the Coanda effect. All the modified geometries, realized applying disks of
different diameters to the base of the engine frame, showed an enhancement of the Coanda
16
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effect promoting the flow attachment and delaying the separation up to 𝜃𝑠 ≅ 160° on the
concave region of the lower surface. A weak Reynolds number effect was noticed for all
configurations tested. The analysis of the ground effect showed only a poor influence in the
modified outlet geometries. Finally, the simplified simulation of the effectiveness of the
maneuverability surfaces showed a favorable trend in the direction of the capability to modify
asymmetrically the Coanda effect.
The aerodynamic characterization was performed in a large closed circuit wind tunnel on the
1:5 scaled model. The results showed that in normal flight condition, i.e. for α < 0°, the aircraft
exhibits poor lift and at the same time present a considerably high drag. Moreover, the pitching
moment is negative in the whole range of incidence tested, making the Anuloid intrinsically
unstable. The lift, drag and pitching moment distributions evidenced a switching in their
behavior across the incidence α = 0°. This suggested a drastic change of the flow structures
around this angle of incidence. Pressure coefficient distributions revealed regions of complex
separated flow on both upper and lower surface for all the angles of incidence tested . Moreover,
a more complex pressure distribution on the lower surface of the body was observed.
The experimental investigation carried out suggests some modifications to the original design
of the Anuloid. A change of the outlet section geometry of the ducted rotor airflow is needed
to promote the Coanda effect enhancement. Moreover a new design of the lower curved surface
can also be beneficial to delay the flow separation. On the other hand, the aerodynamic behavior
reported, strongly indicates the need to achieve longitudinal stability.
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Summary. The aim of the paper is to investigate the effects of geometric filtration by Proper
Orthogonal Decomposition in order to reduce the dimensionality of the design space in an
aerodynamic shape optimization problem.
1. INTRODUCTION
In the framework of aerodynamic design, the shape is usually parameterized by means of
a number of design variables which form the design space and are handled by the optimizer.
When the complexity increases, the number of design variables may grow up significantly,
giving rise to the well-known ’curse of dimensionality’. This may hamper the success of the
optimization process.
Indeed, the increase of shape design variables may result in multi-modal and noisy landscapes, thus making the search problem harder to be solved, whatever the method employed,
i.e. deterministic or heuristic.
In surrogate-based optimization, the meta-model that mimic the behavior of the objective function is made dependent on the design variables. From literature, it is known that,
whatever the meta-model, a drop in prediction performance is associated to an increase of
dimensionality[1]. On the other hand, sensitivity analysis often shows that not all the design
variables have the same influence on the objective function behavior.
The aim of the paper is to introduce a geometric filter acting on the design variables by
performing a variance analysis based on Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD). Exploiting
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the intrinsic properties of POD, the effects of each design variable are ranked according to their
importance and a new geometric parameterization is derived in a different space. The beneficial
aspect of this transformation is twofold: first, as a result of the ranking and compression operated by POD, the new design space shrinks, thus reducing the effective dimensionality of the
problem at hand; second, the new geometric modes are orthogonal and, hence, independent[?].
As a first investigation, a two-dimensional problem will be addressed, consisting in the
optimization of an airfoil in transonic viscous flow. The geometric filtration will be included
in the optimization chain. Results will be compared to more classical optimization approaches,
like evolutionary optimization or Efficient Global Optimization (EGO).
2. GEOMETRIC FILTRATION BY POD
Given m the dimension of the design space, a set of n design vectors {w1 , w2 , . . . , wn } and
a suitable correspondence s (i.e. the geometric parameterization) that converts a generic design
vector in a set of 2 × p (x and y) geometric coordinates :
s : w ∈ Rm → s ∈ Rp
the so-called snapshot matrix is defined as:
S = [s1 , . . . , sn ]
si = [xi,1 , . . . , xi,p , yi,1 , . . . , yi,p ]T
(1)
The matrix of snapshots is then decomposed into a mean matrix and fluctuations of each snapshot from this mean:
S = S̄ + ΦA
P
P
where S̄ = [ n1 i si , . . . , n1 i si ] is the mean matrix having the same column replicated for
n times, Φ is a matrix of m spatial eigen-functions of the matrix C = (S − S̄)T (S − S̄) and
A is the matrix of the corresponding scalar coefficients. The advantage of POD is that not all
of the n POD bases (eigen-functions) are necessary to recreate the original snapshot ensemble
to a required degree of accuracy. The cumulative percentage variation can be used to define
a reduced number of bases functions with which the original ensemble can be approximately
recreated. The importance of each POD basis function is related to the relative magnitude of
the corresponding eigenvalue, a large eigenvalue therefore indicates an important basis function.
Using this procedure, a reduced number of bases can be selected in order to meet a minimum
required percentage variation. Hence, the original snapshot vectors can be approximated by:
S ≈ S̄ + Φ̃Ã
where Φ̃ and Ã are obtained by Φ and A by considering only the ñ < n most important basis
vectors and corresponding modal coefficients. The modal coefficients corresponding to each of
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the original snapshot vectors can be calculated using the orthonormality property of the basis
vectors. The geometric filtration optimization methodology therefore moves from a surrogate
modelling optimization based on the magnitude of the original design variables to one which
considers the magnitude of the POD modal coefficients. The bounds of the secondary optimization will be defined according to engineering considerations about the maximum allowable
shapes. The optimization problem therefore moves from m dimensions to ñ dimensions.
The geometric filtration method will be applied within the surrogate-based shape optimization of a RAE 2822 airfoil in transonic viscous flow. The work-flow of the optimization process
consists in the following steps:
• initial Design of Experiments with n samples;
• geometric filtration through POD, reduction to ñ geometric variables;
• building of the surrogate model of the objective function as a function of the new design
variables;
• updating of the surrogate by means of adaptive sampling techniques;
In particular, results obtained with the POD filtration will be compared to the ones obtained
with the non-filtered parameterization, allowing for comparison in terms of accuracy and computational budget employed.
3. Proper Orthogonal Decomposition: Theoretical Background
The POD methodology gives the chance to have the best representation in a different reference frame, of the given data set, WN , where N is the number of experiments or numerical
simulations. The representation is achieved through a linear approximation of a single element
W k in the new space defined by a set of optimal basis eigen-functions, expressed as a function
of spatial coordinate φ(x):
W (x, s) = W (x) +

N
X

αi (s)φi (x)

(2)

i=1

where W is a base solution [2, 3] (i.e. an average), and the scalar αi are the unknown POD
coefficients, expressed here as a function of the DV, s = {s1 , . . . , sq }, that identifies each CFD
realizations. A detailed mathematical formulation for the derivation can be found in [4, 3]. The
dataset is organized in a snapshot matrix, W, that collect CFD data in a column-wise manner.
The variational problem is transformed in an eigenvalues problem[4] defined by a correlation
matrix R, as described as follows:
(S T , S) = R
(3)
where (, ) is an inner product, while the matrix S is obtained manipulating the matrix of the
numerical data W. This manipulation is mandatory since that the correlation can involve fields
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variables of different nature and magnitude order, so the need to scale them in order to give
a balanced weight for each variable. Once the elements of the POD analysis are obtained, an
inverse transformation is needed so the correct data dimensions can be achieved. The eigenvectors of R are then computed solving
(4)

Rα = λα

where αik is the i−th element of the eigen-vector corresponding to the eigenvalue λk . The POD
basis function can be calculated projecting the α coefficient on the snapshots of the dataset:
k

φ (x) =

N
X
i=1

αik [W (x, s) − W (x)]

K = 1, 2, . . . , N

(5)

These POD modes are orthogonal and have been normalized. The eigenvalue λk is a measure
of the related information associated with αi . It is possible to define a threshold to truncate
the series in Eqn.(2) based on the total information content, in order to reduce the degrees of
freedom of the system. This information is available from the following equation:
Pp
j λj
(6)
Ej = PN
i λi

where p < N . If p = N then E is equal to unity. The amount of E can be defined as a Spectral
Energy Content. Often the value of E is set equal to 0.99, i.e. the 99% of the Information
content, indicates the p − th terms at which Eqn. 2 is truncated, then:
S(x, s) ' S(x) +

p
X

αi (s)φi (x)

(7)

i=1

The complex, non linear behavior of a CFD-based solution, is indeed transformed as a linear
expansion series that can represent with optimal accuracy the whole original DB employing
reduced data (i.e. p scalars α and modes φ). Since that the POD scalar coefficients α are related
to the DV that sample the DS, it is possible to expand the whole DS the POD series. This attempt
can be addressed by an interpolation technique in order to find the unknown scalars, related to
the new DV, in a number that is dependent by the target in terms of Information Content defined
in Eqn. 6. Those coefficients will be determined defining a meta-model (or a response surface)
as explained in the following section.
4. Gaussian process and EGO Optimization Strategy
The meta-model that mimic the behavior of OF in the Design Space of Variable is based
on Kriging interpolation technique. Furthermore, since that this method is able of evaluate an
estimation of the error in its prediction, an improvement function can be defined. Based on this
findings, an in-fill criteria can be built, as will be described in this section and in the next one.
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Kriging is a Gaussian process[5, 1] based models, where the basis function are:
 X




(i)
(i)
(i)
pj
ψ = corr Y x , Y (x) = exp −
θj |xj − xj |

(8)

The variance of the basis function can be controlled in each of k dimensions by θj , and also
the exponent pj can be varied. The unknown parameters θj and pj are chosen to maximize the
Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) function (details in McKay[5] works):
1
n ˆ2
) − ln(|Ψ|)
ln(L) ' − ln (σ
2
2

(9)

where

(y − 1µ)T Ψ−1 (y − 1µ)
(10)
n
and ψ is an n × n matrix of correlations between the sample data with each element given by
8. After determined θ and p, function prediction can be made at unknown design space vector
x using:
y(x) = µ + ψ T ψ −1 (y − 1µ)
(11)
σ
b2 =

where, for Ordinary Kriging the mean term is defined as:
µ=

1Ψ−1 y
1T Ψ−1 1

In Universal Kriging, employed for this work, the mean term can be expressed as:
X
µ = µ(s) =
µi νi (s)

(12)

(13)

taking the form of a first order polynomial regression. As explained before, EGO is founded on
the provision of an estimated error by kriging in its prediction, the Mean Square Error, valued
as:


1 − 1T Ψ−1 ψ
2
s (x) = σ 1 − ψΨψ +
(14)
1T Ψ−1 1
See Saks [6] for the full derivation.
The Expected Improvement (EI) is an auxiliary function based on actual minimum, surrogate predictions and uncertainties [7]. It is a probabilistic quantity that predicts the expected
decrease in the current minimum value if a new function evaluation were performed at that
point. Hence, in a sequential sampling of the design space, the next function evaluation in the
optimization process should be performed at the point of maximum expected improvement to
maximum the probability of encountering a new minimum value. In a minimization problem,
the improvement over the current best design is written as:
I(x) = max (fmin − f (x) , 0)

5
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where fmin is the best design out of all the sample points on which the surrogate is defined.
Keep in mind the feature of a Gaussian process to model its error in prediction with Eqn.14,
the expected improvement function can be derived from the expected value of the improvement
function:




(
(fmin −f (x)∗ )
(fmin −f (x)∗ )
∗
+ s (x) φ
if s (x) > 0
(fmin − f (x) ) Φ
s(x)
s(x)
EI = E[I (x)] =
0
if s (x) = 0
(16)
where Φ () and φ () denote the cumulative distribution function (cdf) and the probability density
function (pdf) of the standard normal distribution, respectively. Analyzing the terms, on the left
the exploitation contribution, related to the minimum distance between the value predicted by
meta-model and the actual minimum value, while on the right is the exploration term, that keep
in account the errors of the meta-model itself. In the meanwhile the meta-model is in its training
stage, especially when it deal with high dimensional problems, in the early stage it is an hazard
to trust in a good prediction. Indeed, the choice of the next sample should be direct toward an
exploration direction.
5. Methods
This section is devoted to the description of the step defining the EGO chain, that can be
summarized as follow:
1. Generate an initial experimental design dataset of geometries.
2. POD analysis on the Geometric Dataset.
3. Fix the DV number, or truncation criteria
4. Evaluate OF for the reconstructed airfoil from step 3.
5. Define the meta-model to evaluate the Expected Improvement at un-sampled points in the
reduced design space to choose the location to the next expensive function evaluation.
6. Perform the OF evaluation at the point(s) selected in Step 4.
7. Use the new data point(s) to update the meta-model.
8. Iterate through Steps 4 to 6 until the CFD budget limit is reached.
The initial dataset of samples is defined by means of Latin Hyper-cube Sampling, LHS. The
DB of geometries that comes out from the design vectors so defined are successively analyzed
by POD, and then, by the truncation, fix the new DV number. At this time, a first, approximated,
meta-model can be addressed by Kriging, that mimic the behavior of the OF in the new reduced
Design Space, after evaluating OF on the reconstructed airfoils. Then, as described in the
procedure, the further samples are chosen sequentially by EGO in-fill strategy.
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Table 1: Freestream conditions
M∞ Re∞
AoA∞
xtru = xtrl
DP

0.3

2.0[deg] 2%

6.0 × 106

The exiting criteria of the loop is based on the fixed computational CFD budget devoted to
evaluate the OF. Two different budget are defined: the first one is equal to five times the number
of design variable, defining a Validation stage Database; the second one, which will follow the
surrogate model validation, is devoted to the optimization stage.
6. Application
In this section are showed the results of the optimization loop. The test case chosen in this
work face with an aerodynamic optimization of an airfoil in a design point in subsonic regime.
The baseline is represented by a NACA0012 airfoil, and the parameterization adopted to take
in account the shape perturbation is by NURBS [8]. The flow conditions and constraints of
different design points will be the inputs for the optimization process. These flow conditions
include prescribed angle of attack (AoA), Mach number, Reynolds number as it is shown in
Table 1. A transition point from laminar to turbulent is fixed at 2% of airfoil length.
The Objective function is:


Cd + Cd,t + Cd,g Cd,0
(17)
O.F. =
Cl
Cl,0
where:

n
(Cd,t ) = 0.01 max (0, Cmy,0 − Cmy ) ;

(Cd,g ) = max (0, A0 − A)

(18)

The optimal solution should also satisfy the design constraints, which are usually classified
as aerodynamic and geometric constraints. The first ones should ensure a predefined level of
performance in terms of aerodynamic coefficients, the second ones are usually set to satisfy
manufacturing and structural requirements. The Aerodynamic constraints and penalties for the
present design task are the following:
0
0
• Prescribed minimum pitching moment coefficient Cm
|k : Cm |k ≥ Cm
|k

• prescribed minimum cross sectional area, A0 : A|k ≥ A0
0
where Cm
|k is the pitching moment coefficients of the initial geometry, for the design point
k If constraint on minimum pitching moment is not satisfied, the penalty applied will be 1
drag count per 0.01 in ∆Cm . The Geometric constraints concerns a prescribed minimum cross
sectional non-dimensional area, A, resumed in Table 2, and corresponding to the cross-sectional
area of the baseline, a NACA 0012 airfoil.
The evaluation of the O.F. was conducted with Xfoil code by Drela [9], an high order panel
method with fully coupled viscous/inviscid interaction correction.
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Table 2: Aerodynamic and Geometric constraints threshold
0
|
A0 |
Cm
Constraints

0.000 0.0822

Figure 1: First five Basis Function with Energies distributions on the right
6.1 POD base verification
As a preliminary analysis to the optimization stage, showed in the following subsection,
here are illustrated the capability of the reduced set of basis functions (first five showed in Figure 1 )in reproducing the airfoil geometries of external airfoils (i.e. not included in the POD
training dataset of geometries). The metric adopted to evaluate the differences, is compared as a
converging history versus the pod modes retained in the POD expansion series when reconstruct
an airfoil that belong to the training dataset, and, furthermore, in reconstruct the baseline, that
is not included in the DB of geometries. This ability is helpful to understand if the new set of
basis function are able to reproduce the geometry of an airfoil that can be a candidate solution
in a specific design problem: if this goal is difficult to attain, then the basis function can find
some difficulties to reach a real global optimum in the optimization loop. To conduct this investigation, some airfoils are chosen and projected on a selected set of basis function. The basis
function comes out from a POD analysis performed over a training DB of airfoil geometries,
designed with a Latin Hyper-cube Sampling of the design space of the original design variable
(in this work, 14 DV are employed to define a NURBS). In details, employing the inverse of
5, to obtain a new set of POD coefficients. Those one are employed to reconstruct the airfoil
with Eqn. 7. The reconstructed geometries is compared to the projected by means of a RMSE
and L∞ -norm, as the number of modes increases (in Eqn.7). Furthermore, the airfoils are also
evaluated in performances, and the results are compared with the original geometries aerodynamic coefficients. The comparing term is the capability in reconstruct an airfoil belonging to
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Figure 2: Airfoil reconstructed vs original snapshot of the DB, as modes increases.

Figure 3: Baseline reconstructed vs original NACA0012, as modes increases.
the DB: figure 2 shows on the left the reconstructed shape as modes increases, superimposed to
the original shape. On the right a quantitative information come from plotting the norms over
the error in geometries and in reproducing the aerodynamic performance, in this case the lift
coefficient, cl . Before introducing the external airfoils, it is interesting to note how the basis
function are also able to reproduce the baseline shape (in this case a NACA 0012 airfoil), and
then the aerodynamic performances, of the baseline: it is not included in the POD training DB.
The external airfoils chosen are the 4-digit NACA series 2810, 4412 and 4812. Figure 4 shows
how the shape is approximated up to 14 modes retained in the expansion series of Eqn.7.
As expected, and qualitatively speaking, to obtain a comparable shape of reconstructed
airfoil compared to the original one, additional modes are required in the expansion series,
compared to the snapshot and baseline shape reconstruction.
Finally, since that a standard EGO optimization was conducted, keeping the original DVs
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Figure 4: External airfoils reconstructed vs original, as modes increases.

Figure 5: Norm evolution as modes increases.
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Figure 6: External airfoils reconstructed vs original, as modes increases.

Figure 7: Influence of LHS-DB size in the reconstruction of the external airfoil, NACA2810.
definition and fixing the budget of OF evaluation to 210 (one third LHS and 2 third EGO), the
resulting best airfoil is employed as a test as done before with the external NACA airfoil. Figure
6 shows the shape and the norm of geometric and aerodynamic error of the approximations.
In details, the picture on the right shows in the x axis the error in the drag coefficient while
on the y axis the RMSE of the geometric error. All the airfoil here described are reported,
showing that the NACA series airfoil not included are the hardest to rebuild.
Further investigations was dedicated to verify the influence of the size of the LHS dataset
on the fidelity of geometric reconstruction of an external airfoil. Figure 7 shows the geometric
error, RMSE, versus the airfoil performance error, compared to the original airfoil, a NACA
2810. In this case, seems that the size of the DB of airfoil doesn’t influence the capacity of
reconstruction of the relative POD modes. Figure 7.
7
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Figure 8: Influence of LHS-DB size in the reconstruction of the external optimum airfoil.

Figure 9: first seven DV Ranges of the reduced space.
6.2 Optimization Results
In this work EGO is adopted as optimization strategies. As a term of comparison, the
standard approach with full DV space is first employed. The results coming from geometric
filtration are compared to this optimization loop, keep the same OF evaluation budget.
As explained before, the new DV space is related to the scalar POD coefficients, αij , coming
from the POD analysis of the geometries defined by an LHS sampling of the original, full, Design Space. In order to define the upper and lower value for the new, reduced, design variables,
the criteria chosen is based on the minimum and maximum value of αi , for each j. Furthermore,
in order to check the flexibility of the new parameterization, the range coming from this criteria, are augmented of 120, 140 and 160%. Each of them are evaluated in the EGO optimization
loop. Figure 9 shows up to the seventh DV, the four ranges. In this plot are reported also the α
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Table 3: Range of the new DVs
Range label lower
upper
"R1"
"R2"
"R3"
"R4"

minαi
0.6minαi
0.4minαi
0.1minαi

maxαi
1.4maxαi
1.8maxαi
2.2maxαi

Figure 10: OF evaluations in the EGO stage. Std.Ego with filtered DV evolution
coming from the external airfoil projection over the basis function: the baseline, more-less in
the mid range values, and the best airfoil coming from the EGO optimization with the full set
of DV (i.e. 14, within NURBS parameterization). An interesting information is coming from
this graph: if the range of the first DV is not enlarged, the optimization could not attain the DV
value, and maybe the airfoil could not be evaluated, with the risk of fall in a local minima.
In Figure 10 are not reported the results for the so-called "Range-4", since that a lot of
non-feasible solutions come out, due to the very large interval of the design variables.
Table 5 resumes the best OF values attained with the reduced DV parameterization according to the extensions of the DV ranges. For the case with 5 DV, a trend in decreasing the OF is
noticed when the range is enlarged. The same consideration can be extended to the case with 10
DV. For both cases, with the last range adopted, the risk of came up with un-feasible solutions
is very high. In fact, the best solution with DV10 will not be considered since that the process
contains a large number of unfeasible airfoil shape. Adopting 14 DV, the same of the original
design problem with NURBS, this latter risk is amplified.
Table 5 resumes the best OF values attained with the Full NURBS parameterization and the
two bests of the reduced DV.
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Table 4: Minimum value Fobj attained in the EGO with reduced DV space
5 DV 10 DV 14 DV
"R1"
"R2"
"R3"
"R4"

0.618 0.544
0.567 0.491
0.544 0.469∗
0.549 0.789

0.548
-

Table 5: Minimum value Fobj . Comparison
Fobj
cl
cd
cm
"R3", 5 DV
"R2", 10 DV
Full (14DV)
baseline

0.544 0.412
0.491 0.512
0.552 0.443
1.0
0.237

0.0112 −0.0367
0.0106 −0.0619
0.0104 −0.0555
0.0101 0.0001

Figure 11: best airfoils shape, pressure(left) and skin friction load(right), from Std.Ego and
Filtered DV space (Range3,5 DV).
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7. Final comments and Future Investigations
The work showed is an early investigation on geometric filtration by means of POD, aiming
to reduce the DV number employed to parametrize aerodynamic shape, for design optimization.
This preliminary results shows that, in terms of capability geometric reconstruction, the basis
function can extrapolate also airfoils external to the training DB, even if, with an increased number of DV. In terms of optimization performances, the reduced DV space, can attain good results,
comparable or better to a full DV, with and without extended range of the DVs is adopted. The
next steps concern the enhancement of the basis function, or the POD modes, trying to reach
an higher synthesis of the training DB, introducing other data for the correlation, like load distribution over the airfoil. In parallel, other studies in the selection of the range of the scalar
coefficient α, the DVs, are to be address in order to guarantees flexibility to the new parameterization in the geometric description. The influence of the size of the LHS DB to the final EGO
results is also to be verified, and, finally,
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Abstarct : This work provides a possible design methodology devoted to future development of a
generalized on board Earth orbit navigation system. A multipurpose dynamic model architecture is
exploited in order to perform trade-off and sensitivity analysis for orbit propagation force model and
structural parameters identification against a target mission scenario. The dynamic model
configuration is considered also within a sequential estimation process where external trajectory
observations are available. The study introduces the possibility to preliminary assess the achievable
performance of the navigation system by using the Cramer Rao Lower Bound in its parametric
definition for dynamic estimators. The recursive approximation around the nominal mission path is
considered by updating the Fisher Information Matrix. The developed design logic is finally applied
on a representative orbit determination problem belonging to high orbit navigation scenarios.

1

INTRODUCTION

The modern POD (Precise Orbit Determination) systems, which are the result of
methodologies developed over the past 50 years [1] , have demonstrated, in the framework of
many research programs carried out by DoD, NASA and ESA, the advantage of a generalized
Earth orbit determination scheme dealing with a large variety of space missions and orbital
regimes (LEO, MEO, GEO, etc.). The open architecture of the propagation task allows
suitable models to be selected for gravitational forces as well as non-gravitational ones from a
wide database. Moreover, when integrated in a navigation system, the dynamic state vector
can be rearranged manipulating a list of operating parameters in order to properly calibrate the
model with respect to the orbit regime. Even if POD is primary performed in post-flight mode
as an important support for ground operations, the possibility to reconfigure the orbit
determination scheme is becoming of high interest also for POD-based on-board navigation
systems, which try to achieve the same flexibility within the real time constraint [2].
Challenging orbit scenarios, as high elliptical and transfer orbits, could request on-line
changes of the configuration in order to manage different perturbations as well as commanded
manoeuvres. This study outlines an approach aimed at improving and extending the on-board
POD system presented in [3] to a multipurpose approach. To this end, a dynamic model
architecture is proposed and its design issues are investigated as a function of the target
navigation system by using assessed techniques for preliminary configuration and
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performance analysis. In this initial phase, the aim is to exploit the reconfigurable model
architecture to identify a design work logic capable to support the future development,
implementation and tuning of the complete Multi-purpose Earth Orbit Navigation System
(MEONS). Specifically, the study exploits sensitivity analysis tools to point out the
importance of tuning the dynamic process and including additional parameters within the
model for a reliable evaluation of the expected performances in both propagation and
estimation tasks. The following main issues are investigated:
1) Orbit propagation and dynamic model definition by force model contribution analysis.
2) Identification and inclusion in the state vector of most influencing parameters via
sensitivity analysis.
3) Preliminary error budget and navigation performance evaluation based on Fisher
Information Matrix.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the general methodology for
dynamics model design. The MEONS propagation open architecture involved in the
customization process is presented in section 3. Section 4 is devoted to force model analysis
assessment. Section 5 addresses the mathematical framework for augmented state transition
matrix computation and introduces the recursive formulation of the Cramer-Rao Lower
Bound (CRLB) for a target estimation process. Finally, Section 6 presents a simplified work
logic application considering a simulated high orbit scenario relevant to MEONS applications.
2

POD DYNAMIC MODEL DESIGN LOGIC

Even if the on-board constraint limits the complexity of the exploitable force models, the
propagator configurability still offers important design degrees of freedom in order to cope
with target accuracy [4]. A proper methodology must be identified in order to detect the
critical effects that drive the final orbital determination performance, possibly optimizing it.
The rationale can be provided by trade-off comparisons that takes into account the mission
navigation requirements and the target operative orbit scenario. A numerical tool has been
developed to provide, within a unified package, the assessments defined in the design logic
block diagram of Figure 1. As described in [5], evaluating a variety of acceleration
contributions by enabling/disabling the correspondent propagation module, the gravitational
and non-gravitational perturbation ranking can be performed for a wide range of orbit
regimes. Basically, the long term propagation accuracy drives the first step of the analysis: the
extended force model can be reduced to the suitable one by neglecting or tuning contributions
which undergo below a defined propagation error threshold. Even if reduced dynamic model
already provides information for propagation error budget, many other terms has to be
considered. Force model comparison starts from the same initial condition and parameter set
in order to decouple their effect, hence a parametric analysis has to be accomplished. The
second analysis step carries out the proper sensitivity analysis of both state and parameter
variation. Sensitivity to the initial condition along the mission arc is useful information for
understanding dynamic error propagation detecting the suitable positioning update rate
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against target accuracy.

Figure 1: POD navigation system design logic
The uncertainty on structural parameter, usually belonging to spacecraft physical properties,
can determine deviation from the expected trajectory higher than second order perturbation.
Nonetheless, key structural parameters can be used as controlling factors when on-line
calibration is considered [6] within an augmented recursive state estimation scheme. On one
side, this solution adapts the system to environmental changes avoiding an uncontrolled
estimation bias, on the other side it introduces a navigation state perturbation [7] depending
on the necessity to track the inner parameter variability. The force model analysis reduces the
calibration candidates to the feasible subset (belonging to force model not neglected), the
sensitivity analysis investigates the most effective ones. Moreover, this kind of assessment
also points out specific mission phases where the considered parameters are dominant and
typically better observable [8]. The direct integration along the reference mission scenario of
the augmented variational equation [9] is used herein to provide the algorithm with the
demanded dynamic sensitivity coefficients and to use them to correctly map their effect on
state estimation. Since the first two steps define target dynamic configuration and stateparameter vector arrangement, respectively, the last assessment can provide preliminary
evaluation on the efficiency of the developed propagator when supporting a recursive
estimation process. At this level a measurement scenario and a dynamic filter structure has to
be considered. The selected figure of merit is the Fisher Information Matrix (FIM), which is
mostly used to evaluate the maximum achievable performances [10] and inner critical
properties of system estimation design by its inverse representation as the Cramer-Rao Lower
Bound. Specifically, the results described in [11] and [12] are here exploited within the
framework of linearized filtering applications (e.g. Extended Kalman Filter), which are
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widely used in the navigation task. Under this assumption, using the nominal trajectory
realization as a reference, the coefficients provided by the variational equation integration can
be exploited to evaluate recursively a local representation of the posterior CRLB a-posteriori.
This threshold can be used to provide a preliminary performance lower bound of the
navigation filter in different operative conditions. The proposed analysis can point out or
confirm expected properties and limits of the adopted filtering process before implementing it
[14]. Accuracy and robustness requirements can be then applied on the navigation system in
order to evaluate a redesign or improvements in term of process and measurement errors.
3

MEONS PROPAGATOR ARCHITECTURE

The most used approach for an Earth Orbit propagation is the Cowell method [15]. It involves
the direct numerical integration of equations of motion with respect to a geocentric inertial
reference frame taking into account the Earth central gravity and the sum of all gravitational
and non-gravitational perturbation effects:

r  


r3

r  fG  f NG

(1)

where r is satellite position, r is the Euclidean norm of r, 𝜇 is the Earth standard gravitational
parameter, the subscripts G and NG refer to gravitational and non-gravitational perturbations,
respectively. When the propagation task is integrated within a navigation system, flexibility
needs further improvements. A generalized state vector has to be considered implementing
also a dynamic rearrangement to include any quantities directly affecting the motion of the
satellite (drag and solar radiation pressure coefficients, attitude, thruster errors, etc.).
Moreover it shall be possible to activate/deactivate both state and model contribution with
different updating rates to find the best compromise between computational constraints and
propagation performances in a target orbit regime. The proposed solution is the
implementation of a generalized spacecraft model which represents the dynamic system right
hand side as a linear combination of non-linear models expressed in function of the
generalized state vector.

F(X)  αAX   β m BmU m(C m X)
x  F(x, u, p, t )  
m


X

x
, u, p, t


(2)

The β factor and matrix B m represent respectively the enabling/disabling factor and
participation coefficient matrix of the model vector, U m , to the system dynamic right hand
side. C m is the state participation matrix mapping the total state space components to the
correspondent model local set. Finally,  and A are the linear counterpart of β and B m .
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Figure 2: MEONS Propagation Architecture
This mathematical representation, as shown in Figure 2 , makes reconfigurable the
propagation with respect to the specific application and simplifies the mission analysis. The
state x , the control action u and parameter vector p can be easily augmented and propagated
throughout the system dynamic because the introduced maps accomplish weighting,
rearrangement and adaptation operation as matrix projection and permutation. The system
complexity can be continuously upgraded by adding a new non-linear term, U m , which
becomes a dynamic system module stored in a proper model database. The considered force
perturbations are well-defined in literature and shared by all currently used legacy POD
programs [16]. Specifically, the MEONS force models database includes:












Non-spherical Earth Gravity Field (up to 120x120, EGM2008, GM1 etc.)
Third Body (TRB) gravitational force (Sun, Moon, and planetary effects)
Solar Radiation Pressure (Cannon Ball, eclipse model, Multi-plate model)
Aerodynamic forces (Cannon Ball, Multi-plate model)
Atmospheric Density computation (Mod. Harris Priester, Jacchia-Roberts*, MSISE*)
Earth albedo and infra-red radiation pressure (Single surface, Multi-plate model)
Thermal perturbation (Single surface, Multi-plate model)
NOOA Penticton solar flux and buldge evaluation
WGS-84 transformations within IERS bulletin setting
Stochastic models (1st and 2nd order Gauss Markov processes) for state augmentation
Thruster model
*Not allowed in real time scenarios, used only for
comparison
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The propagator modular structure is preserved in the successive sensitivity task because the
Jacobian matrix of the state space model, needed for solving the variational equations, can be
easily evaluated and addicted for each dynamic module on the basis of derivation properties
J(X) 

4

U m(X*)
F(X)
 αA   β m Bm
Cm
X
(X*)
m

X*  C m X

(3)

FORCE MODEL ANALYSIS

The main output of the force model analysis is to determine if a particular perturbation
contributes to the majority of the difference to the overall solution. At this level, the
navigation system is considered as a pure propagation tool whose force model accuracy shall
accomplish long term orbit prediction requirement. For an on-board propagator it usually
indicates a survival level requested in order to guarantee system safety against sensor failure
or ground system outage. The analysis is carried out by comparing the baseline two-body
orbit propagation with the perturbed one on a defined time window. This comparison, starts
from the same initial condition and parameter set and considers the trajectory deviation,
defined in term of 3D difference:
 3D  X pert  x ref

(4)

as a measurement of the model truncation error. The choice of the propagation horizon can be
critical. It should be at least in agreement with prediction requirements, and, in general, a
suitable multiple of the orbital period should be selected in order to point out trends and
harmonic contents of the injected perturbation. The tool provides compact error statistics
evaluated on the last propagation period [5].
LEO simulation Setting
Initial Condition
Semi major axis : 7.0801e+06
Eccentricity = 0.00126
Right ascen. Node =179.147°
Argument of perigee= 68.552°
True Anomaly=121.5626612°
Inclination=98.112°
Data= 2015y 03m 21d
Earth Pointing attitude
Integration step : 10s

GEO simulation Setting
Spacecraft
Nominal
Setting
CD =2.2
CR=1.3
Al/m=0.04;
Af/m=0.04;

Initial Condition
Semi major axis : 4.2164e+007
Eccentricity = 0
True longitude=0°
Inclination=0°
Data= 2015y 03m 21d
Earth Pointing attitude
Integration step : 10s

Spacecraft
Nominal
Setting
CD =2.2
CR=1.3
Al/m=0.04;
Af/m=0.04;

Table 1: Mission Initial Condition and configuration data for LEO and GEO scenarios
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LEO FORCE MODEL COMPARISON
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Figure 3a-3b: LEO and GEO force model assessments
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The force model comparison sequence can be accomplished by the following setups:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Two-body plus different non-central gravity field setting
Two-body plus atmospheric drag
Two-body plus solar radiation pressur (SRP)
Two-body plus third body effects
Two-body plus albedo and infrared radiation ( or other second order perturbations)

In the case of gravity-field analysis the comparison with respect to closest considered
harmonic is taken into account being more effective than that to the two-body problem. It is
worth noting that each test checks a different portion of the problem under consideration. The
nominal configuration is provided by erasing force model in such a way that the accuracy and
complexity constraints are compliant with mission requirements. The proposed assessment
benefits from the proposed MEONS architecture which covers a wide range of Earth orbit
configurations. Figure 3 illustrates the application of the tool, considering four days
propagation time, to significant cases, that is LEO and GEO, respectively ( see Table 1).
Basically, the perturbation effects are primarily driven by the orbit mean motion. It can be
recognized from the eclipse repetition effect on solar radiation pressure occurring,
respectively, at 5930 s period in Fig. 3a and 1-day period in Fig. 3b. One hundred meter
accuracy for a GEO orbit can be achieved neglecting harmonics order higher than 12, whether
SRP a TRB contributes has to be accurately modeled. As expected, the LEO motion is
strongly driven by gravity which should consider an harmonic order higher than 24 to keep
the same accuracy. Second order perturbation, as albedo, is in general negligible.
5

SENSITIVITY AND FISHER INFORMATION ANALYSIS
5.1 Direct integration method of augmented system variational equation

The error budget derived from the dynamic reduction doesn’t consider yet effects due to
hypothesis of perfect knowledge of initial condition and force model parameters (e.g. CD,
CR, surfaces, etc). Here, this hypothesis is removed and the effect of a variation on the
parameter is evaluated by using local parametric sensitivity analysis (PSA). The term local
refers to the fact that the results will depend on the nominal parameter values (reference
mission scenario) around which the derivatives are calculated. Mathematically, the dynamic
model parametric sensitivity coefficient is given as Si , j (t , )  xi t  p j   where xi is the i-th
state and p j is the j-th parameter of a target differential model (eq. 2). These sensitivity.
coefficients describe the change in system state trajectory at time t with respect to (an
infinitesimal) perturbation on the system parameter values at time τ. The sensitivity
coefficients can be computed by directly differentiating the integral solution of the dynamic
system equation of motion with respect to parameters. This defines a differential equation to
be solved simultaneously with the differential model, also called the direct method [17]. The
solution to the sensitivity equation can be obtained by directly integrating the variational
equation of the augmented system along the nominal trajectory:
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 f x f x 


 X (t ,  ) S (t ,  )   x p   X (t ,  ) S (t ,  ) 

Φ (t ,  )  

 JΦ (t ,  )
 (t ,  ) 

f
0
P(t ,  )
0
P
p




 0
p 

xt 
xt 
pt 
Φ(0,0)  I
X (t ,  ) 
S (t ,  ) 
P(t ,  ) 
x 
p 
p 

(5)

The resolution of Eq. (5) provides the extended system transition matrix Φt,τ  containing the
parameter sensitivity matrix S t,τ  and the state transition matrix X t,τ  as blocks generated
by the state-parameter partition. The developed tool solves numerically the sensitivity
problem applying a Runge-Kutta integration method.
tk

 f(x,t * ) 
*
*
 Φ(τ,t * )dτ
Φ(t k ,t )  Φ(t k 1,t )   
x  x

t k 1 
k

Φ(t k ,tk )  I


(6)

As stated in Eq. (3) the Jacobians J can be easily evaluated for each contribution model
analytically or numerically (central difference approximation) at the integration point of the
dynamic system nominal path, which is obtained updating the MEONS equations of motion.
The initial condition can be properly reset into the matrix differential equation update in order
to provide the state transition matrix for a requested time window.

 *
 X(t ,t )
 Φ(t k ,t0 )   k 0
 t  t0 

 0

 X(t k ,tk 1 )
t*  t 
k 1  Φ(t k ,t k 1 )  

0


S(tk ,t0 ) 
P(t k ,t0 )
S(tk ,tk 1 ) 
P(t k ,tk 1 )

(7)

The output coefficient X (t k , t 0 )  xt k  xt 0  and S (t k , t 0 )  xt k  pt 0  describe,
respectively, the influence of initial condition and unknown parameters on the current
propagation state. Multiplying them with the target initial error a first order error budget can
be provided due to a persistent variation along the propagation time span. In case of orbit
propagation design issue can be very fruitful to consider the sensitivity coefficient for a
variation within the integration step X (tk 1 , tk ) and S (t k 1 , t k ) . Actually, this coefficients can
point out some important local characteristics of the dynamic model behavior and they are
direct responsible of model information matrix propagation.
5.2 Recursive Posterior Cramer-Rao Lower Bound for linearized state estimation
For the problem at hand, it is interest to assess how well a parameter or a state can be
estimated. Concerning this, theoretical performance bounds represent an important design
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tool. This kind of bounds allows one to evaluate whether target performance specifications are
feasible or not. The Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB) is a useful metric that can be used to
cope with this problem. For time-invariant statistical models, CRLB provides a lower bound
on the variance of any unbiased estimator of an unknown constant parameter p of that
particular statistical model. Specifically, according to the Cramer-Rao inequality:

CRLB  1  Cov{ p n , p m }

(8)

CRLB can be expressed as inverse of the FIM. Limiting to the second order mean square error
(MSE), the index can be used as a design tool to predict the best achievable performance even
before the system is built. CRLB arises as a valuable analysis tool to assess performance also
in case of dynamical estimators. However, as described in [11], it has to be properly derived
in its a-posteriori version also known as PCRLB. More general results for the index exist for
non-linear non-Gaussian systems and its efficient computation has been provided in [12] in
term of recursive evaluation of the FIM. In this work, the general structure of the additive
noise non-linear discrete filtering problem

 x k  f ( x k 1 , k )  wk

 y k  h( x k , k )   k

(9)

is restricted to the Gaussian one with the hypothesis of uncorrelated process and measurement
noises. As demonstrated in [18], under this hypothesis, the CRLB can be generated recursively
from:



k  H k Rk1 H k  Qk 1   k k 11 Tk



1

(10)

Where:
 k  x 1 f ( x k 1 )
wk - N 0, Qk 

H k  xk h( x k )

 k - N 0, R k 
(11)

and where the sequential k (FIM) update correspond to time variant CRLB by inversion of
Eq. (8). The approach involves a sequential solution of the estimation problem, (see Eq. (10) )
belonging to the category of Kalman Filters well suited in navigation applications. Actually,
Eq. (10) is very close to the information form of linearized Kalman filters (e.g. EKF) but in
spite of standard covariance update, the recursive performance estimation has to be evaluated
onto the exact state. The approach is particularly ̴advantageous if it is assumed that the state
transition matrix can be derived by the same variational equation defined in Eq. (4), i.e.
evaluating also the observation jacobians on the nominal trajectory. In this case, the involved
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matrices have been already available from the previous steps . It is worthy to remind here that
this approach, also known as parametric CRLB computation [19], is valid only under system
linearization assumption providing a local realization of the lower bound around the nominal
mission scenario. The posterior computation, in general non-linear case, involves ensemble of
state vector and multiple trajectory generation. Nonetheless, the proposed approach have been
widely used in tracking and navigation filtering problem for preliminary performance budget,
and admitting that the actual filter performance can be slightly different because of higher
order effects. In the framework of MEONS model, the CRLB for a target navigation scenario
can be derived from Eq. (10) by proper definition of process and measurement noises.

6 REPRESENTATIVE ANALYSIS DEMONSTRATION
6.1 High eccentricity elliptical orbit scenario

Figure 4: Elliptical Orbit Mission Scenario
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Initial Condition
Semi major axis : 2.4474e+007
Eccentricity = 0.7292
Right ascension Node =0.3°
Argument of perigee= 0.01°
True Anomaly=5.2716
Inclination=6°
Data= 2015y 06m 21d
Earth Pointing attitude
Integration step : 10s

Model Setting
Time model (UTC,Julian)
Gravity model EGM2008
Density (Modified Harris Priester )
Drag (Cannon Ball)
SRP (Cannon Ball)
cyclindrical penumbra model
Third body
Albedo model

Spacecraft
Nominal
Setting
CD =2.2
CR=1.3
Al/m=0.04;
Af/m=0.04;

Table 2: Mission Initial Condition and configuration data.
The aim of this section is to verify the possibility for the proposed approach to support the
MEONS dynamic model configuration in order to satisfy a given set of requirements. Figure
4 and Table 2 show the simulation setting for the MEONS configuration analysis tool. Highly
eccentric orbits (e.g. geosynchronous transfer orbit satellites) are usually among the most
difficult orbits to model because they have very high velocities in the atmosphere, enhancing
the effect of atmospheric drag, and they spend long periods of time at apogee where the third
body and solar radiation pressure forces can influence the orbit. The nonhomogeneous action
of force models introduces point of investigation on which contributions have to be taken into
account and how the performance is influenced by the wide altitude excursion. For sake of
simplicity the case of ground aided navigation is evaluated considering the design issue of
developing an on-board orbit determination system capable to guarantee positioning with the
following requirements:




Long term propagation: 200 m for 1 day measurement outage
Robustness against 10% variation of structural parameters
Possibility to achieve 30 m 3D error filtering PVT (position velocity and time)
updated at 60 seconds with an error of 70 m 3D, 0.3 m/s 3D (1 sigma)

6.2 Force model analysis and nominal model setting
The output of force model analysis is shown in Figure 5 . A period of 2 days has been
considered in order to point out the mean motion effect of 38000 seconds. In general, gravity
is the largest single perturbation source. The peaks/valleys are associated with atmospheric
entry/exit and satellite eclipse/sunlight. The albedo is very negligible instead of third body
effect which is of the order of the lower non-spherical gravitational force. Mean and standard
deviation are evaluated over the last period within the one day requirement.
The force model ranking is easily to accomplish by looking at the data reported in Table 3 and
allows one to derive the preliminary navigation dynamic model setting based on the inclusion
of the following force models:
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30x30 Non-spherical Earth Gravity Field order



Third body motion



Drag Force Model



Solar radiation pressure model
Mean for the period Std for the period
38000s-76000s
38000s-76000s
1204962.94
727081.49
11384.91
7596.65
502.84
446.30
52.21
51.01
286.59
240.76

2x2
12x12
30x30
70x70
Drag
SRP
TRB
ALB

153.38
3561.20
0.66

38.61
3496.45
0.63

Table 3: Indexes for force model comparison
70x70 harmonic degree gravitational force can be neglected. In the same manner the albedo
effect will not be included. The force model comparison cannot completely define the weight
of Drag and SRP due to their dependence by the setting of the relevant parameters for the
orbit propagation: the accuracy get worse as the distance of the nominal parameter set from
the real one increases. This uncertainty has to be correctly modeled, thus the variation of the
CD and CR coefficients is the natural parameter set to be analyzed by the sensitivity tool.
6.3 Sensitivity analysis
For the sensitivity analysis the state of MEONS configuration is augmented by CD and
CR considering parameters as time invariant process ( P(t , )  I ). The long term effect is
evaluated as:

X(t )  S (t , t 0 )P

(12)

For CD  0.22, CR  0.13 , which correspond to 10% variation of parameters robustness
constraint, the parameter sensitivity integral effect produces trajectory modification
higherthen neglected force models (see X p in ).
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Gravity comparison
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Figure 5: Gravity and perturbation contribution comparison analysis for
high elliptical orbit scenario
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The long term propagation suffers also from initial condition errors that should be taken into
account within the error budget. In this case using

X(t )  X (t , t 0 )X 0
(13)
the effect can be evaluated. The result for a very small deviation X(t )  0.17m (3D) is added
to results in in order to show how it drastically influences the trajectory. If the initial point
accuracy is not constrained, high accuracy of force model representation can be totally
unfruitful. As stated before, it is interesting to analyze sensitivity evaluated on a local time
span representative of short time variation in order to point out sensitivity dependency from
the nominal mission phase. Figure 6 shows 3D trajectory variation due to different parameter
deviation for CD and CR on low altitude and high altitude orbit arc. The sensitivity confirms
that CD can be directly related to the density envelope excited by the spacecraft passage at
atmosphere lower layer, so its influence is constrained to the low altitude phases.
P0 Variation Effect
0.04
- Red : CD Variation at Low Altitude
- Blue : CR Variation at Low and High Altitude
0.035 - Green : CD Variation at High Altitude

0.15-0.75 dCD

3D trajectory deviation (m)

0.03

0.025

0.02

0.015
0.15-0.75 dCR
0.01

0.005

0

0

50

100

150
time (s)

200

250

300

Figure 6: State trajectory variation X (t ) due to different CD and CR deviation ( P )
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X0 effect
3
- Blue: Low Orbit Arc State error propagation
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1

0.5

0

0

50

100

150
time (s)

200
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Figure 7: State trajectory variation X (t ) due to different initial state deviation X 0
The effect of CR with respect to altitude is quite constant and it has been verified that it
correctly drops to zero during the eclipse. The same analysis can be done for state variation.
Figure 7 shows the sensitivity for the low earth orbit phase where the positioning is critical
due to the most important change in the gravitational potential energy. This figure of merit
allows to estimate the effect of error propagation throughout a longer integration step: the
update or reset rate of the state by observation drastically influences the orbit determination
process. The long term sensitivity analysis confirms that errors due to parameter deviation can
be consistent; hence both parameters have to be taken into account for calibration purposes.
The target state vector configuration for the augmented navigation filtering is:
{x, CD, CR}

(14)

From local sensitivity it is expected that parameter weight can be different on the basis of the
specific orbit arc.
6.4 Achievable Navigation Performance
Once defined the MEONS state estimation vector and dynamic model configuration, a
navigation filter structure has to be considered for CRB evaluation:
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x  F (x, CD, CR, t )  wx
 
CD  CD  wCD

C R  CR  wCR

y k  H k (x, t )  


wx - N 0, Qk 

 k - N 0, Rk 

(15)
The parameter processes are set as first order gauss-markov process, but to make the
estimation process robust a very slow variation of parameter is considered. Thus time constant
for CD and CR are assessed at nominal orbital periods. The matrix H is representative of a
PVT update from ground with the following properties:
I
H   6 x6
0 2 x 6

06x2 
0 2 x 2 

 2 I
0 
Rk   x 3 x 3

 x2 I 3 x 3 
 0

 x  40.82 m

 x  0.28 m/s

(16)

The following process noise is defined:
2 t

 2



(
1

e
)
0
CD


Q pk 
2 t



0
 2 CR (1  e  )

t k 1
0 
0
Qxk   Φ(t k 1 , )Q( )Φ T (t k 1 , )d
Q( )  
2 
t
0  vrate 

Qx
Qk   k
 0

0 
Q pk 

k

v

rate

 10 6 m

2

s3

 CD  0.22

 CR  0.13

(17)

where the velocity rate noise is compatible with the acceleration neglected by force model
analysis and error on the numeric integration of dynamic. The correct definition of the
expected process noise is a key factor for the reliable computation of the CRLB. For this
reason the Von Loan [21] formula is integrated within the information recursion. Moreover,
the complete augmented state utilization is very important in order to take into account the
expected variability of parameters. The estimate will take benefit by augmentation, but the
parameter noise has to be properly mapped by sensitivity into CRLB [22]. The noise for
parameters is set as the expected variation of 10% for nominal values. The following
information initial condition is considered:
 2 x I
0 
1   0 3 x 3

2
 x0 I 3 x 3 
 0

 x  10 m

 x  0.01 m/s

(18)

In this manner, Eqs. (10)-(11) are defined and the resultant CRLB can be computed. The
navigation 3D error is shown in Figure 8. The maximum achievable performance of the
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navigation system is 5-10 meters. The index points out that the errors provided by the
dynamic system and by the measurement are compatible with the requested performance.

Nominal Configuration
Parameter uncertainty
Process noise increment
Measurement Noise Increment
Mesurement update rate reduction
20
Measurement noise
80m (3D)

20% nominal
parameter
deviation

3 times nominal
velocity rate noise

120s measurement
update

CRLB 3D (m)

15

10

5

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

time (s)

Figure 8: Achievable CRLB of the target estimation system and sensitivity versus different
parameter set
If the CRLB had been above the demanded accuracy threshold, further refinement would be
necessary on both dynamic and measurement blocks. In that case also a refinement of
parameter modelling should be considered in order to reduce their variability. The effect of
noises and parameter variations are shown in Figure 8. The most critical effect is certainly the
measurement update rate: intermittent measurement can be critical for the estimation
performance. The dynamics correctly map the highest state error at low orbit as shown by
sensitivity analysis. Probably an adaptation of the system model at low orbit phase can
uniform the performance allowing one to reduce the process noise locally.
9

CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented an approach to design a general purpose POD. The design approach has
involved:
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the possibility to deal with several orbit regimes by using a new modular dynamic
model architecture for the navigation system;
force model definition analysis and preliminary propagator configuration setting;
direct sensitivity analysis of parameters with respect to the mission scenario for
estimation state arrangement;
preliminary performance evaluation of the navigation problem by direct CRLB
computation on a target estimation process

The developed tools can be used for future application of MEONS to more complex
estimation scenarios and GNC applications, as the ones provided by high elliptical and
transfer orbits.
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Abstarct. By using the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) an accurate take-off or landing flight
path following in turbulent air is performed. The tuned up procedure employs simultaneously
two different EKF: the first one estimates gust disturbances, the second one affords to determine
the necessary controls displacements for rejecting those ones. In particular, the first filter, by
using instrumental measurements gathered in turbulent air, estimates wind components. The
second one obtains command laws able to follow the desired flight path. To perform this task
aerodynamic coefficients have been modified by adding entirely new derivatives or synthetic
increments to basic ones whose might the kind of change required to reject disturbances. Such
a procedure leads to a set of unknown stability and control parameters containing the required
displacements of the controls. The modified aircraft parameters are determined by augmenting
the aircraft’s state. The filter estimates the new set of aircraft stability derivatives by using
measurements made by the desired take-off or landing flight path parameters. Once the
unknown stability and control derivatives have been determined, the obtained control
displacements are used to perform an accurate path following in turbulent air. Obviously, the
obtained control laws are adaptive since they depend by either the characteristics of the
disturbance or the desired flight path. The proposed procedure requires low computational
power, therefore it is particularly suited for UAS, besides being simple to implement on board
it may be successfully employed on low cost platforms.
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1

INTRODUCTION

As it is well known since 1960 the Extended Kalman Filter has been widely employed in many
engineering areas such as, for example, aerospace and aeronautics [1], autonomous or assisted
navigation and so on [2]. In particular, it has been used to solve problems related to the filtering
of variables corrupted by noise, state variables estimation, disturbance estimation, parameters
estimation and so on.
In aerospace application a wide set of applications concerns identification techniques of
aircraft’s stability and control parameters from flight data in post flight analysis [3-5], on-line
estimation of stability derivatives [6-10] and on-line estimation of non-measurable performance
parameters of aircraft [11]. For reconfigurable flight control systems, the observer/Kalman filter
is also applied for on-line system identification of accurate, locally linear, dynamic models of
nonlinear aircrafts [12].
Another set of applications is devoted to the estimation of wind components. Mulgund [13]
designs an EKF to estimate state and wind velocity for a subsonic jet transport aircraft in
symmetrical flight in wind shear. In Williams [14] estimation of both states and wind intensity
is performed for a tethered kite used for wind energy extraction purposes. Alonge et al. [15]
design an EKF in order to estimate both longitudinal variables and wind velocities for a nonconventional UAV flying in turbulent air.
In this paper an innovative application of the EKF is proposed. Instead of using the EKF to
estimate wind components or aircraft parameters, the EKF is used to achieve an accurate takeoff or landing path following. To perform this task aerodynamic coefficients have been
expressed by means of a new set of stability and control derivatives. Such a set is formed by
entirely new derivatives and by adding synthetic increments to basic ones. These increments
contain the required variations of the displacements of the controls to reject the disturbances.
Since two EKFs are simultaneously employed. The first one, by using instrumental
measurements gathered in turbulent air, estimates both aircraft states and disturbances. The
obtained wind velocity components are inserted into the second EKF. The augmented state of
such a filter is formed by both the aircraft state in turbulent air and the unknown set of the
modified aircraft parameters. The measurements of the second filter are the desired flight path
characteristics. In this way the filter is forced to estimate the unknown modified parameters
(containing the displacements of the controls) by using the desired outputs. So it is possible to
identify both the aircraft modified parameters and the control actions to execute for path
tracking.
Therefore, the proposed procedure allows to perform an accurate path following for aircraft
flying in turbulent air.
In the present paper only flight paths laying into the vertical plane are taken into account.
However the proposed procedure is absolutely general, therefore it may be easily extended to
three dimensional take-off or landing procedure.
The present paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the proposed procedure to perform
the automatic take-off/landing. Section 3 contains the simulation results, which have been
obtained by applying the procedure to an UAS. Such section also describes the perturbations
that have been injected into the system to test the suggested procedure. Finally a discussion is
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presented into Section 3. Section 4 concludes the paper and describes the advantages of the
tuned up procedure highlighting that such a procedure should be usefully employed to perform
a precise path tracking of any Unmanned Vehicles.
2

PROPOSED PROCEDURE

As stated previously, the aim of present work is to perform a precise flight path on vertical
plane, so only longitudinal equations of motion are considered. In the used 3 DoF model, the
controls are elevator (δe) and throttle (δth) displacement.
The proposed on-line procedure, to perform the path following in turbulent air, is formed by
the following steps:
1. Estimation of disturbances via a first EKF (wind components determination);
2. Insertion of the estimated wind components into the predictor of a second EKF;
3. Estimation, by using the second EKF, of modified aircraft parameters;
4. Determination (by means of modified parameters) of both the elevator and
throttle positions;
5. Application of the determined control action to the aircraft.
The schematic block of the outlined procedure is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Schematic block of the proposed procedure

As formerly outlined, the first step of the flight path following procedure is the estimation
of the disturbances. An EKF has been tuned up to determine the wind components.
As it is well known the structure of the EKF is formed by a predictor and a corrector. These
ones work as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Operations of the Extended Kalman Filter from [16]

The corrector of such a filter employs a set of measurements gathered in turbulent air.
The selected measured variables are:
𝑍 = [𝑉, 𝑞, 𝜗, 𝑥𝐸 , ℎ]𝑇
where V is the airspeed, q is the pitch rate, 𝜗 is the angle of elevation, xE is the spatial coordinate
of the center of mass and h is the altitude of the aircraft.
Obviously:
2

𝑉 = √(𝑢 + 𝑢𝑔 ) + (𝑤 + 𝑤𝑔 )
𝛼 = 𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛

2

(1)

𝑤 + 𝑤𝑔
𝑢 + 𝑢𝑔

𝑞 = 𝑞 + 𝑞𝑞
with - (ug, wg, qg) unknown wind components in body axes.
The predictor is constituted of an accurate non-linear mathematical model of the aircraft
flying in turbulent air. The classical rigid body equations of motion in body axes have been
used [17] by inserting the wind components into the aerodynamic forces and moments.
The state of the system is constituted by the six aircraft state variables in body axes and the
wind components:
𝑋 = [𝑢, 𝑤, 𝑞, 𝜗, 𝑥𝐸 , ℎ, 𝑢𝑔 , 𝑤𝑔 , 𝑞𝑔 ]

𝑇

(2)

To estimate the disturbance the following equations are inserted into the predictor:
𝑢̇ 𝑔 = 0

(3)

𝑤̇𝑔 = 0
𝑞̇ 𝑔 = 0
In this way no hypothesis has been made about wind dynamics and the filter is forced to
estimate disturbances by using measurements.
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The first EKF estimates the wind components. These ones, by using Eq. (1), are inserted into
the predictor of the second EKF.
The corrector of such a filter uses, as measurements, the desired values of the state variables
(characteristic variables of the desired flight path).
𝑍𝑑 = [𝑉𝑑 , 𝑞𝑑 , 𝜗𝑑 , 𝑥𝐸𝑑 , ℎ𝑑 ]

𝑇

In order to estimate the control action, the aircraft parameters have been modified by
imposing:
∆𝛿𝑒 = 𝑘1 𝛼 + 𝑘2 𝑞

(4)

∆𝛿𝑡ℎ = 𝑘3 ℎ

(5)

In this way, the modified aircraft parameters are:
𝐶𝐿𝛼𝑚 = 𝐶𝐿𝛼 + 𝐶𝐿𝛿𝑒 𝑘1

(6)

𝐶𝐿𝑞𝑚 = 𝐶𝐿𝑞 + 𝐶𝐿𝛿𝑒 𝑘2

(7)

𝐶𝑀𝛼𝑚 = 𝐶𝑀𝛼 + 𝐶𝑀𝛿𝑒 𝑘1

(8)

CMqm = CMq + CMδe k 2

(9)

Since a completely new control derivative has been postulated:
𝐶𝑇ℎ = 𝐶𝑇𝛿 𝑘3

(10)

𝑡ℎ

Eqs. (6-10) represent a set of aircraft unknown parameters. In such a way the aircraft
unknown augmented state vector is:
𝑋 = [𝑢, 𝑤, 𝑞, 𝜗, 𝑥, ℎ, 𝑐𝐿𝛼𝑚 , 𝑐𝑀𝛼𝑚 , 𝑐𝐿𝑞𝑚 , 𝑐𝑀𝑞𝑚 , cTh ]

𝑇

To estimate the modified aircraft parameters, the following equations has been inserted into
the predictor:
𝐶𝐿̇ 𝛼𝑚 = 0

(11)

̇
𝐶𝑀
=0
𝛼𝑚
𝐶𝐿̇ 𝑞𝑚 = 0
̇
𝐶𝑀
=0
𝑞𝑚
ĊTh = 0
Because the modified aircraft parameters contain the elevator deflections and the throttle
positions (Eqs. 4-10), the estimated values of these ones allow to determine the control laws.
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It is noticeable that once the modified aircraft parameter have been determined, an adaptive
control law has been obtained. In fact no hypothesis has been made about the modified
parameters dynamics.
The filter is forced to determine these ones by using the desired values of the flight path
characteristics which constitute the measurements data set.
Obviously the modified parameters are strictly related to both the desired flight path and the
estimated wind components. In this way obtained control laws are adapted to either the desired
flight path or the disturbances.
3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The proposed procedure has been applied to an UAS that is a 1:5 scale model of the ultralight aircraft N3-PUP.
Geometric characteristics and aerodynamic derivatives of the studied aircraft are showed
into Table 1 and Table 2.
Mean chord c
Wing span b
Wing area S
Mass W/g

0.24 m
1.86 m
0.4464 m2
2.5 kg

Inertia moment Ix
Inertia moment Iy
Inertia moment Iz
Inertia moment Ixy

0.2369 kg m2
0.1080 kg m2
0.3330 kg m2
-0.0086 kg m2

Table 1: Geometric characteristics
𝐶𝐿𝑉 = 𝐶𝐷𝑉 = 𝐶𝑀𝑉
𝐶𝐷𝛼̇ = 𝐶𝐷𝛿𝑒 = 𝐶𝐷𝑞

0
0

𝐶𝐿𝛼
𝐶𝑀𝛼
𝐶𝐿𝛼̇
𝐶𝑀𝛼̇
𝐶𝐿𝑞

3.9984
-0.9196
1.3689
-3.4263
5.9449

𝐶𝑀𝑞

-10.2831

𝐶𝑇𝑉
𝐶𝐿𝛿𝑒

-0.0988
0.1554

𝐶𝑀𝛿𝑒

0.4029

𝐶𝑇𝛿

1.5635*10-4

𝑡ℎ

Table 2: Aerodynamic derivatives
The following equation has been used to model the aircraft drag polar:
𝐶𝐷 = 𝐶𝐷0 + 0.007446 𝐶𝐿 + 0.30061 𝐶𝐿2 + 0.001625 𝐶𝐿3
with 𝐶𝐷0 = 0.049607.
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Before implementing the proposed procedure on board of the studied UAS, it has been tested
in simulation environment. Various simulations have been performed in MatLab environment.
An accurate 3-DoF non-linear model of selected UAS has been built.
The model has been used:
1. as predictor into both the tuned up EKF;
2. to determine the aircraft state in turbulent air which constitutes the measurement
set of the first EKF in simulation environment;
3. to test the goodness of the obtained control laws;
Obviously, once the procedure will be implemented on-board, following the scheme in
Figure 1, the designed model will be employed simply to perform the item 1.
A take-off path has been chosen as desired path to obtain the measurement set for the second
EKF. At the beginning of the simulation UAS is considered already at take-off speed. Then it
flies until regular obstacle height with a climb composed by a flare (until the climb angle reach
0.1 rad) and a rectilinear climb until the cruise height of 32m.
Besides it has been imposed that:

VTO=Vcruise

V=24.63m/s during the whole flight path
The desired flight path is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Desired take-off path

Many simulations have been performed by modifying wind speed components. In particular
finite and infinite step components, harmonic disturbances, random disturbances have been
injected into the UAS model.
In Figures 4-7 are reported, as example, obtained results with a finite step gust with the
following characteristics:
ugust=5m/s, duration 3.5 sec.
wgust=1m/s, duration 3.5 sec.
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The gust is inserted at the beginning of the flare.

Figure 4: Height error

Figure 5: Horizontal distance error
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Figure 6: Speed error

Figures 4-5 show that the implemented methodology afford to perform the desired take-off
path with a good precision even if in presence of noticeable wind gust. In fact the mean
horizontal error is 1m during a 1600 m trajectory. At the same time, the mean height error in
1.10 m on a total height variation of 32 m.
Besides the speed constrain is perfectly verified, in fact, as shown in Figure 6, the mean
speed error is 0.11 m/s.
Finally in Figure 7 is showed the comparison between the desired take-off path and the
controlled one. In spite of the high values of the wind components (ug=20% uUAS and wg=
̃ wUAS),
the path during flare is exactly flown, there is a small height error (1.5 m, less than 5%) at cruise
height.

Figure 7: Desired VS controlled flight path

It is noticeable that the high precision of the take-off path has been obtained despite the
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injection of the disturbance at the beginning of the flare maneuver.
4

CONCLUSIONS

The present work has shown that, by an innovative employment of the EKF, it is possible to
achieve both a precise flight path following and an adequate disturbance rejection in turbulent
air.
The proposed approach requires low computational power, therefore it is particularly suited
for UAS; besides being simple to implement on board. So it allows to design a fully automatic
take-off/landing control system able to efficiently perform the guidance of UAS in turbulent
air.
Finally, it is noticeable that the obtained control laws are automatically modified by
changing either the desired flight path or the disturbance characteristics.
Because of the total generality of the discussed procedure, it may be applied to various kinds
of Unmanned Systems in order to perform a precise path tracking.
Further development of the present paper is the extension of the proposed method to the six
DoF model of aircraft.
At the present such a procedure is implementing on-board of a Remote Piloted Research
Vehicle.
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Abstract. The cost-effectiveness of aerial work missions in the field of agriculture, such as
aerial spraying, is particularly sensitive to mission planning. Optimization in this regard is
going to become increasingly important as aerial work spreads worldwide, boosted by the
ever-growing development of UAV technologies. The present work illustrates a new algorithm
capable of detailed mission planning and optimization, employing a fully automated
procedure to deliver an optimal flyable solution that takes into account relevant operational
requirements as well as airspace constraints. The algorithm takes into account the actual
flight performance of the vehicle and is applicable to the covering of land patches of arbitrary
shape. The optimal solution is retrieved by a customized genetic algorithm in the general
case. The formulation is also able to handle complex scenarios characterized by the presence
of several patches, yielding an optimal solution that accounts for the need to plan transfer
paths and multiple refuelings to complete the mission.
1

INTRODUCTION

This paper describes a new algorithm for planning and optimization of an aerial work
mission, inspired by two different operational scenarios: the well-established (manned) aerial
spraying and the blossoming UAV agricultural and environmental applications. Even though
they may appear very different by vehicle class and type of payload, many similarities exist
under several points of view, such as the need for a systematic method for surface covering,
the general geometry of trajectories, and the need to plan refuelings.
Agricultural aviation is an important part of the overall aviation and agriculture industries.
In many countries, it represents a fundamental aid to farming in the production of food, fiber
and biofuel. As an example of the widespread use of aerial work in agriculture, as of today,
only in the United States nearly 30 million hectares are subjected to aerial spraying. In
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addition, other roles including crop health monitoring and aerial release of diverse plant
protection products and seeds are also involved. Environmental applications, carried out by
both manned and unmanned aircraft, are also becoming more and more important in their
manifold uses, including forest fire surveillance, hurricane studies, flooding, oil exploration,
gas exploration, wildlife management, land management, mapping, glacier monitoring,
atmospheric monitoring, and radiation measurements.
The method presented allows to determine a flyable optimized trajectory that takes into
account mission-related constraints as well as the operational characteristics and limits of the
aircraft. The focus of this paper will be on land patches characterized by arbitrary shapes and
constraints that can be frequently found in a real-world scenario (e.g. restricted airspace, nofly zones and no-action zones inside the surface of interest). In addition, the case of multiple
patches leads to complex situations that require to take into account the relative position of
each land area and the airbase, as well as the overall fuel and payload carrying capacity of the
vehicle. An optimal trajectory planning for the covering of multiple land patches with their
intermediate transfer paths is obtained. The method has been developed in [1].
The final goal is to improve the global efficiency of a large class of aerial work missions
by providing systematic guidance for the definition of the mission profile. The method can be
applied to both manned and unmanned platforms, for missions such as the release of chemical
products or seeds, or land surface monitoring with cameras or other specialized sensors. The
optimal mission trajectory is generated offline, based on the geometry and relative placement
of target land patches and it is easy reconfigurable and applicable to different vehicles. The
method presented starts with an efficient discretization of the area of interest, leading to a
reduced, manageable space of admissible solutions. Subsequently, the candidate trajectories
are modelled taking in due account the flight mechanics characteristics of the aerial platform
(such as turning performance) and an optimization process determines the best solution
according to the user’s needs.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, the process leading to an efficient
discretization of an arbitrary surface is described; Section 3 describes the general trajectory
model with its constitutive parts; Section 4 is devoted to the methodology developed for the
determination of the flight path for the optimal covering of a land patch of arbitrary shape.
Section 5 briefly sketches the methodology developed to define the optimal transfer sequence
in the case of multiple patches. Some application examples inspired by real scenarios are
included in Sections 4 and 5. Finally, Section 6 provides a comparison with off-the-shelf
planning tools currently available, highlighting the benefits provided by the proposed method.
2 DOMAIN DISCRETIZATION
Given a land area of arbitrary geometry, the developed patch discretization process
satisfies two different requirements:
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Figure 1: Optimal discretization of an arbitrarily shaped patch.

1. Defining an efficient sub-space of possible solutions, reducing the number of
possible solutions from infinite to a manageable finite subset;
2. Including user-related constraints, such as coverage precision and efficient use of
the payload.
With respect to the latter requirement, it has to be remarked that covering the area as
homogeneously as possible may be not the only concern. Indeed, when planning an aerial
spraying mission, a considerable effort is devoted to considering the effects of the dispersion
of the chemical products outside the boundaries of the field. These aspects are mainly related
to economic and environmental issues. Switching to unmanned applications, a similar
problem is encountered when, given the limited data storage and energy capabilities of UAV
platforms, one strives to keep the operating time of cameras and other sensors to a minimum,
in order to extend the operational range and reduce the time needed for data post-processing.
The method starts from the definition of the coordinates of a representative number of
vertices and involves the creation of a set of grids made by squares elements sized according
to the dimension of the swath (i.e. the width over which products are dispersed on the ground,
or the lateral field of view of a camera) and the required amount of superposition. Concerning
the latter, the method establishes a figure of merit 𝐹 to be minimized, as a function of the
percentage of the sprayed area inside the field 𝑎in and the percentage of the sprayed area
outside the field 𝑎out , combined with an adequate weight 𝑞:
𝐹 = (1 − 𝑎in ) + 𝑞 ∙ 𝑎out .
A value 𝑞 = 0 produces the maximum covering, with a maximum dispersion outside the
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Figure 2: Optimally discretized patch with waypoints defining all possible flyable strips.

field; 𝑞 > 10 yields a minimal dispersion, with minimal covering; 𝑞 = 2 is found to represent
a trade-off value between the two requirements.
The candidate grids are obtained by rotating a fundamental one about the patch centroid.
For each angle, the percentage by which each element is contained inside its boundaries is
evaluated. This information is processed to evaluate the best orientation according to the
user’s needs. Figure 1 shows an example of the optimal grid orientation, obtained defining the
acceptable elements (marked in red) as those whose area belongs to the surface of interest at
least by 40%. Once the optimal grid has been determined, waypoints are created to define the
flyable strip elements according to the two mutually perpendicular coordinate directions of
the grid. Figure 2 shows the same grid endowed with waypoints defining all possible strips.
3 TRAJECTORY MODELIZATION
The aerial work mission to fly over a single field can be subdivided as follows:
1. Take-off;
2. Transfer towards the field;
3. Flyover path;
4. Transfer back to the airfield;
5. Landing.
A general flyover trajectory is composed of a series of parallel segments flown in the vertical
plane (i.e. with a rectilinear projection over a map) joined two by two by turning flight arcs. Each
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Figure 3: Flyover segment (2) with entry (1) and exit (3) phases.

segment can be divided into three portions: the first consists in the ‘entry’ maneuver where the
pilot adjusts the aircraft height above ground level and opens the spraying valves, or starts the
acquisition with the on board sensors, depending on the mission type; the second involves the
spraying, or the acquisition, over a rectangular strip, carried on in steady straight horizontal flight;
in the third, the ‘exit’ maneuver, the spraying valves are closed, or the acquisition stopped, and the
altitude is adjusted in order to enter the turning arc leading to the next strip. Two waypoints are
defined at the extremes of the mid portion of each segment. This situation is depicted in Figure 3.
The length of the entry and exit portions, incoming to the first waypoint and outgoing from the
second, respectively, are defined by the time needed by the pilot or the flight control system to
either operate the spraying valves or switch the acquisition on/off. These lengths are strictly a
function of the airspeed. The turning arcs are considered as coordinated turn phases, possibly
involving changes in altitude.
The width of the swath is used to derive the minimum separation 𝑑 between adjacent
segments. This quantity leads the determination of the optimal turning arc. From flight mechanics
considerations, a minimum turning radius 𝑅min is set, depending on the aircraft characteristics.
Therefore, whenever 𝑑 ≥ 2𝑅min , a single arc sweeping 180° with a radius of 𝑑/2 is
performed, with one of its extremes possibly joined with one of the segments by a straight
extension. When 𝑑 < 2𝑅min , the turning trajectory is necessarily more complex. In the quest
for simplicity of use and flown distance containment, the idea developed here is to obtain the
turning arc from the composition of multiple sub-arcs, with as many sub-arcs as possible
flown at the minimum turning radius.

Two possibilities have been considered: “type 1” turns, which result in almost symmetric
trajectories, similar to that suggested in [2], where three sub-arcs from just as many circles are
joined together at their tangency points, and “type 2” turns, which consists in a fully non
symmetric trajectory, composed by three circular sub-arcs and a straight segment. The
situation for the “type 1” maneuver is shown in Figure 4: the upper segment is the one just
flown, while the lower is the one yet to be flown; the first circle C1 has radius 𝑅min , center on
the opposite side of the lower segment and is tangent to the exit portion of the upper segment
at its extreme; the second circle C2 has also radius 𝑅min , center in the centerline between the
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Figure 4: “Type 1” turning arc construction.

upper and lower segments and is tangent to C1; finally, the third circle C3 is found as that
tangent to C2 and to the lower segment at its extreme. The “type 2” maneuver is determined
by a similar procedure, but this time the centers of the three circles lie all on a side of the
centerline between the two segments. The “type 1” maneuver is simpler and of more general
use, while the “type 2” maneuver can be useful in special cases, such as when dealing with
restricted airspace or no-fly zone constraints.
From the described modelling, each part of the flyover path, be it a spraying segment or a
repositioning turn, can be characterized by a definite length and thus be their combination be
subjected to optimization.
4 OPTIMAL FLYOVER PATH
Given a field discretization with 𝑛 strips, there are 𝑛! different ways to combine them with
suitable joining arcs, flying over each one only once. As such, there are 𝑛! candidate solutions
for the flyover path. When 𝑛 grows, i.e. when the overall width of the patch is large when
compared to the width of the swath, the problem becomes quickly very demanding from the
computational point of view (e.g. for 𝑛 = 10, 𝑛! > 3.6 ∙ 106 ). Therefore, a deterministic
approach, where all candidates are evaluated to pick the shortest, can be unfeasible when
dealing with large fields and limited computing power. In this case, a more practical solution
consists in the application of an optimization method capable to explore the solution space in
a cost-effective way, accepting the possibility to determine a local optimum point, not
necessarily the absolute optimum.
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4.1 Cost matrix
In any case, whatever the method, in order to solve the problem, a 𝑛 × 𝑛 cost matrix is
created. The value of each element (𝑖; 𝑗) in the matrix is the length of the maneuver needed to
join segment 𝑖 to segment 𝑗, the characteristics of the joining arc being determined by the
transversal distance between the segments as described in Section 3. From this definition,
diagonal elements vanish. For convenience, the value of an element above the main diagonal
is given by the length of the maneuver when the first segment is travelled from left to right,
and the opposite applies for the elements below the main diagonal. Therefore, element (𝑖; 𝑗)
represents the length of the arc needed to join segment 𝑖 to segment 𝑗 travelling left to right,
as well as the length of the arc needed to join segment 𝑗 to segment 𝑖 travelling right to left.
The total length of the flyover path is thus given by the sum of the lengths of the 𝑛 strips
and the length of the (𝑛 − 1) joining arcs, which can be obtained from the cost matrix once
the specific travelling sequence is known (note that the same sequence gives rise to two
different total lengths, depending on the direction the first strip is flown). Direct evaluation of
the 𝑛! possible paths would lead to the best solution. When this is unfeasible, a specially
tailored genetic algorithm (GA) is used.
4.2 Genetic algorithm
With reference to GAs, a chromosome is here be identified with a possible trajectory. The
genes composing the chromosome are defined as the segments that form the trajectory
sequence. Each chromosome is associated to a figure of merit which defines how much the
chromosome is close to the ideal solution, i.e. its total length. To increase the computational
efficiency of the algorithm, only the shortest trajectory that can be computed for a given
sequence is transcribed in the chromosome. Also, a gene can appear only once in a
chromosome, to avoid multiple passages on the same strip and skipping of other strips. When
multiple chromosomes are collected together they form a population. The chromosomes in a
population can be modified or replaced using techniques that mimic biological processes. In
this way, a new population is born and the process can be repeated again until the maximum
number of iterations has been reached, or the figure of merit has reached a steady value.
This class of algorithms can be particularly efficient in finding a convenient solution
among a very large search. Such solution may not be the absolute best, in case of a local
minimum. This inconvenient may be alleviated employing to a stochastic agent that
introduces a random component at each iteration. Nevertheless, it is not guaranteed that the
final solution is the absolute minimum.
The main tools employed in a GA are elitism, mutation/immigration and cross-over.
Elitism allows the best chromosomes to pass from the current population to the next one
without any modification. The goal is to preserve good solutions throughout each population.
Mutation is the random modification of one or more genes in a chromosome. When this agent
operates on the entire chromosome it takes the name of immigration since the final result is
the same of a new individual entering the original population. This method can be used to
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Figure 5: Example of the first step of the modified SCX for a case with n = 13.

avoid getting stuck inside a local optimum. Finally, the aim of crossover is to combine two
good solutions into a new one with better characteristics. To do so, a couple of chromosomes
is separated in parts and these are recombined to form new individuals. In this particular
application, this process is impractical, as it will typically lead to trajectories in which many
genes appear more than once time or are totally neglected.
To tackle this problem, a technique known as the Sequential Constructive Crossover
Operator (SCX), proposed in [3] to solve the travelling salesman problem, has been adapted
to the problem at hand. In this technique, the new chromosomes are obtained from the parents
in a way that preserves the uniqueness of their genes, thus yielding only acceptable
trajectories. The steps followed by the modified SCX can be summarized as follows:
1. Select two parent chromosomes from the current population.
2. Use the first gene from each parent as the starting point for the two sons.
3. Assign an initial direction (left to right or vice-versa) to each son and evaluate them.
4. For each of the possible directions of each son, evaluate the gene in the (𝑝 + 1)
position (where 𝑝 is the position of the last assigned gene in the output chromosomes):
a. If both genes do not appear in the existing sequence, pick the one that implies
the minimum increment of the figure of merit.
b. If only one gene does not appear in the sequence, pick this one.
c. If both genes already appear in the sequence, scan for an acceptable one.
5. Proceed until each of the four resulting sequences (two for each son) are completed.
6. Select the trajectories that minimize the figure of merit and insert them in the new
population.
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Generations

Figure 6: Convergence to optimal solution for the GA approach.

This modified method not only insures a correct treatment of the parents’ genes, but is able
to insert new genes when necessary. Figure 5 shows an application of the first step of the
modified SCX just described.
The GA behaviour depends the following parameters:
1. Number of individuals in a population;
2. Number of generations;
3. Percentage of individuals subjected to elitism;
4. Percentage of individuals subjected to mutation;
5. Percentage of individuals subjected to crossover.
These parameters can be adaptively changed as the solution progresses towards the final
result. For example, if the same result appears for a predetermined number of times, more
importance is given to mutation in order to widen the exploration of the solution space.
Eventually, the solution converges to an optimal value with a typical convergence pattern as
shown in Figure 6. In this case, the optimal solution, found after 72 generations, is
characterized by a total length lower by 9% of the original first guess.
The time needed by the GA to provide its solution clearly depends on the dimension of the
problem. However, it is readily seen that for 𝑛 > 9 the GA becomes cheaper than the
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Figure 7: Time required to solution as a function of the number of strips.

deterministic approach (Figure 7), and this result is not significantly affected by the values
assumed for the GA parameters cited above.
4.3 Application Examples
In this Section we present the results of the method outlined thus far, as obtained in three
different, real-life exemplary situations:
Case 1: Medium-large crop field, simply connected.
Case 2: Medium-large crop field with a no-spray area inside.
Case 3: Small field.
Figures 8, 9 and 10 show the trajectories resulting from the optimization process. In all
these images, the field surface is marked in green, the trajectory in black (while not spraying)
and blue (while spraying), with entry points in blue and exit points in red.
The results obtained for these cases are summarized in Table 1. There, 𝐴 represents the
area of the field, 𝛼 the angle of the strips (this and its supplementary are the values of the
flight track to be maintained), 𝑞 the weight used to determine the best discretization, 𝑛 the
number of strips, 𝐴s the sprayed surface, 𝑎in the percentage of the sprayed area inside the
field, 𝑎out the percentage of the sprayed area outside the field, 𝐿s the length of the sprayed
segments, 𝐿 the total length of the trajectory, 𝑙s = 𝐿s /𝐿, and 𝑇 the computational time on a
standard laptop computer. The length terms are crucial to establish the payload usage and the
fuel consumption related to the mission. The ratio 𝑙s is the fundamental quality parameter of
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Figure 8: Optimal trajectory for Case 1.

Figure 9: Optimal trajectory for Case 2.

the mission: the higher it is, the better the mission planning is. However, the actual value is
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Figure 10: Optimal trajectory for Case 3.

strongly connected to the relationship between the field dimensions and the minimum turning
radius of the aircraft.
Case 1 represents a relatively irregular field with a simply connected shape. All trajectory
segments within the field boundary correspond to spraying segments. In this case, almost 97%
of the field is covered and the outside area being sprayed is less than 1% of the field area. In
Quantity Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Units
40.52 45.66
6.86
ha
𝐴
150
40
60
deg
𝛼
2
2
2
𝑞
29
27
8
𝑛
39.63 44.06
6.50
ha
𝐴s
96.88%
95.27%
91.97%
𝑎in
0.92% 1.22% 2.83%
𝑎out
15.85
17.62
2.6
km
𝐿s
56.19 64.23 16.95
km
𝐿
0.282
0.274
0.153
𝑙s
Method
GA
GA
Det.
107
129
23
s
𝑇

Table 1: Performance of the method for three real-life examples.
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Figure 11: Possible Dubins’ paths composed by a straight segment joining two circular arcs.

contrast, Case 2 deals with a singly-connected field shape, where a no-spray area is included
within the field outer boundaries. In this case, spraying is turned off and on within each
segment, considering appropriate reaction times. Here, over 95% of the field is covered and
the outside area being sprayed is slightly more than 1% of the field area. The ratio 𝑙s is similar
to that of Case 1, basically because overall field dimensions are similar. Finally, Case 3
concerns a very small, irregular field, representative of many high-value specialized
cultivations found in Italy, such as vineyards. Only 8 passages are necessary, most of them
widely different from each other. In spite of the demanding geometry, 92% of the field
surface is covered by the planned trajectory, with less than 3% spill-over. The lower value of
the ratio 𝑙s is imposed by the smallness of the field size compared to the minimum turning
radius of the aircraft.
5

MULTI-FIELD MISSIONS

Upon completion of the methodology that allows the determination of the optimal flyover
path on a single land patch, in order to produce a practically useful tool for the planning of an
aerial work mission, it is necessary to deal with the case of multiple land patches. Indeed, the
advantages of an optimal local trajectory may be wasted if the transfer from the airbase and/or
the other fields is not conveniently planned. Therefore, given the position of one or more
surfaces for which an optimal flyover path has been found, and the position of the airbase, the
problem is set as the determination of the optimal global trajectory that minimizes the total
mission length, and therefore fuel consumption and pilot workload.
In addition to the number and relative position of the surfaces and the airbase, the
constraints involved in the procedure are the payload and fuel capacity, the flight performance
of the aircraft, the directions of take-off and landing on the airbase, and the entry and exit
points on each land patch. The transfer trajectories are defined as Dubins’ paths, which
provide the shortest way to piece together two points in a plane with prescribed tangents at
them [4]. Each of these interconnection trajectories are defined as a sequence of a minimum
radius turning arc starting in the initial point (airbase or exit point of a patch), a straight
segment, and another minimum radius turning arc ending in the final point (entry point of a
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Figure 12: Trajectory of a real mission flown for a case with m = 5.

patch or airbase). This is depicted in Figure 11, where the different options are shown.
Again, the number of possible solutions grows very quickly with the number of fields 𝑚,
being given by 𝑚! ∙ 2𝑚 . Therefore, a method to reduce the solution space to a manageable
subset is in order. Analogously to the case of the flyover trajectory for a single patch, a
deterministic approach can be used in case of low values of 𝑚 (typically lower than 8), while
another GA is used in the general case. In this instance, the GA works along similar criteria as
in the search of the optimal flyover path, with a different application of the SCX operator.
The methodology is described in depth in [1] and will not be detailed here. An example of
a 5-field application is given in Figures 12 and 13. The former shows the actual path flown by
an aerial work operator (yellow), while the latter depicts the optimal path resulting from the
present methodology (black). As easily seen, there are significant differences both at the local
level in the single flyover trajectories, and at the global level, in the sequence of the
interconnecting paths and their shape. The orderly solution found by the present algorithm
involves more than 30% less turns and a considerable saving in overall mission length.
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Figure 13: Optimized trajectory for the same mission of Figure 12.

6

CONCLUSIONS

The proposed methodology for the optimal design of aerial mission profiles includes the
modelization of the trajectory segment to fly over a field strip to be processed, the
discretization of land patches of arbitrary shapes, the local trajectory to cover a single land
patch, and the planning of the sequence of transfers between land patches and the airbase,
considering fuel used, payload sprayed and the need to plan refueling. The methodology
employs a rigorous approach to the solution of well-defined problems through either a
deterministic approach or, more generally, an approach based on suitably customized GAs.
The outcome is a planning tool designed for practical use, characterized by fully acceptable
computational costs and by the possibility to introduce user’s needs and a full array of reallife constraints connected to actual aerial work operations.
The software currently available on the market typically only provides general guidelines
and delegates much of the optimization process to the pilot, which is required to manually
insert waypoints on a map. A comparison with the most advanced tools currently available for
trajectory planning such as AG-NAV 2 [5], SenseFly eMotion 2 [6], and SPH Engineering
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Function
AG-NAV 2 eMotion 2 U|g|CS Proposed method
Multiple patches
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No-spray zones
Yes
?
Yes
Yes
Obstacles and no-fly zones
No
?
Yes
Yes
Complete mission profile
No
Yes
Poor
Yes
Transfer planning
No
No
No
Yes
Refueling planning
No
No
No
Yes
Take-off and landing directions
No
Yes
?
Yes

Table 2: Comparison of the proposed method with available tools present in the
market.

U|g|CS [7] (the latter two are specialized for unmanned applications) has shown some specific
advantages of the proposed solution. Table 2 shows the results of this comparison, which
highlights the capabilities of the proposed method in handling no-spray zones, obstacles and
no-fly zones, and the capability in generating the complete mission profile including the
transfer sequence between multiple patches and the planning of the refueling as needed.
Future developments of the proposed methodology include the possibility to treat multiple
patches simultaneously instead of sequentially, when convenient, as well as the provision for
variable release rate in spraying. Also, an extension from a planar profile to a full 3D one may
be pursued to accommodate climbs and dives in the turning arcs joining subsequent strips.
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Abstarct. The proposal of prognostic algorithms able to identifying the precursors of
incipient failures of primary flight command powered by electromechanical actuators (EMA)
is beneficial for the anticipation of the incoming failure: a correct interpretation of the failure
degradation pattern, in fact, can trig an early alert of the maintenance crew, who can
properly schedule the servomechanism replacement.
In this paper the authors propose an innovative prognostic model-based approach, able to
recognize symptoms of an EMA degradation before the actual exhibition of the anomalous
behavior. The identification/evaluation of the considered incipient failures is performed
analyzing proper critical system operational parameters, able to put in evidence the
corresponding degradation path, by means of a numerical algorithm based on spectral
analysis techniques.

Dario Belmonte, Matteo D. L. Dalla Vedova and Paolo Maggiore.

Subsequently, these operating parameters are correlated with the actual health condition of
the considered system by means of failure maps properly created by means of a reference
monitoring model-based algorithm.
In order to evaluate the performances of the aforesaid prognostic method, a test simulation
environment, able to manage different failure modes, has been conceived. This numerical test
case simulates the dynamic behaviors of the EMA taking into account nonlinear effects
related to different kinds of progressive failures (such as transmission backlash, friction and
rotor static eccentricity).
In particular, to the purpose of illustrating its characteristics and performances, in the
present work the proposed method has been applied to the case of an actuator having
brushless DC motor affected by a progressive increase of the short-circuit failure on the coil
windings of a stator phase.
The obtained results show that the method exhibit adequate robustness and a high degree of
confidence in the ability to early identify an eventual malfunctioning, minimizing the risk of
fake alarms or unannounced failures.
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Abstract. The paper describes the new facility M.A.R.T.A. – Mediterranean Aeronautics
Research & Training Academy that the University of Enna “KORE” has established to
provide high fidelity flight simulation tools as well as cognitive and physiological sensors to
be used in the framework of Aviation Human Factor research activities.
It is well established that the major concern of aircraft accident is related to human errors;
almost the 80% of aircraft accident can be associated to Human Factor. The Aviation
community and authorities have paid much attention to this problem and try to act by
enhancing the Aviation Safety by means of Human Factors improvements [4-8].
In this framework much importance has been devoted to the use of flight simulator to analyze
the pilot cognitive behavior both in normal and abnormal condition.
On this basis, the University of Enna “KORE” has provided its facility with two flight
simulator: a Full Flight Simulator, characterized by a Level D fidelity, that simulates the
fixed wing aircraft Cessna Citation C560 XLS, and a static simulator, characterized by a
FNPT-II fidelity, that simulates a double engine helicopter simulator provided with an high
detailed package for Search & Rescue mission.
1

INTRODUCTION

Although the high level of safety attained in commercial aviation makes the aircraft the
safer transportation system, every operating department involved in the aviation industry is
characterized by a weak link in the entire chain, which is known to be represented by the
human factor. Statistics on aircraft crash indicate that about 80% of accidents has among the
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main causes the human factor. For this reason the whole aviation community has been
sensitized against this problem developing methodologies of human factors training in
conjunction with particularly significant accident case studies, see Fig. 1.

	
  
Figure 1: Crashes that lead to development of new training methodologies.

In particular, since the last link in the air transport chain is represented by the pilots who,
together with the technical staff, must perform operations in respect of high safety standards
dictated by the Member State, it has arisen the need to introduce, in the ICAO rules and
regulation, Human Factors (HF) courses for flight personnel (pilots, flight attendants). The
main objective is to train the pilots and the flight attendants on the human factor, i.e. on the
potential and limits of a crew member, on the basic concepts of psychology in the
aeronautical field and on the interaction between members of the same crew and the
interaction between man and machine. These courses are classified by the regulation as CRM
(Crew Resource Management) and are mandatory for the ATPL (Airline Transport Pilot
License) [1]. The main topics of a CRM courses concern basically the HF in aeronautics,
aviation accident statistics, models on flight safety, human cognitive abilities, motivation and
performance, human error and error generation, internal and external factors, decision
making, risk assessment, error management, workload, teamwork etc.
On the aforementioned basis it is evident that the development of training procedures on
such complex and interdisciplinary issues requires intensive research activities that today are
considered by the whole aeronautic community of vital importance to increase and ensure a
high standard of security throughout the aviation operating segment. The first action to
regulate and plan the research activities on human factor was performed at government level
by the Federal Aviation Administration - FAA in 1990 who, in collaboration with other
government agencies, industries but also experts on the Human Factor, developed "The
National Plan for Aviation Human Factors" [2]. In particular, the national plan defined by the
FAA identifies operational problems in which the man performances play a crucial role and
calls to the definition of research programs to study and analyze the key issues of the aviation
human factor. Moreover, during the last two decades it was growing the role and contribution
of the universities on research topics related to the Human Factor, confirmed by the presence
of review papers among which one of the most representative is the one of R. Key Dismukes
[3]. In details, it examines the differences and at the same time the complementarity between
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university research and industrial or government research. Thus the research in Human Factor
at University level is nowadays very important for aeronautics due to the following main
characteristics:
- The Research on Human Factors at university level allows to sensitize the student with
respect of this issue. This may enable the development of a new generation of graduated
students who face the world of work and research with a new mentality involved in the human
factor issues.
- like it happens in many field of the aviation industry, the research at University plays a key
role in setting quality standards and guidelines to be implemented against the whole scientific
community.
Although the university character of research activities on human factor implies
advantages not found in research activities performed by industries or governments, there are
very few universities who study systematically the problems of "Aviation Human Factor".
The main reasons can be traced to:
- No highly specialized human resources (pilots) to be employed for research purposes;
- Lack of adequate instrumentations and devices (flight simulator) to be used mainly for
research activities.
On the aforementioned basis the University of Enna “Kore” established a new research center,
called M.A.R.T.A. – Mediterranean Aeronautics Research & Training Academy, that will
specialize in Aviation Human Factor Research. This will be achieved by means of two flight
simulators and the collaboration between pilots, aerospace engineering and psychologists
involved in human factor. In particular, concerning the instrumental resources, the University
has provided its facility with two flight simulator: a Full Flight Simulator, characterized by a
Level D fidelity, that simulates the fixed wing aircraft Cessna Citation C560 XLS, and a static
simulator, characterized by a FNPT-II fidelity, that simulates a double engine helicopter
simulator provided with an high detailed package for Search & Rescue mission. Both
simulators were founded by the “structural project RE.S.E.T. – REte di laboratori per la
Sicurezza, sostenibilità ed Efficienza dei Trasporti della regione sicilia – PO/FESR 2007-2013
linea intervento 4.1.2.A”.
2 THE M.A.R.T.A. FACILITY
The M.A.R.T.A. – Mediterranean Aeronautics Research & Training Academy centre, shown
in figure 2, was built in the new didactic and research site of the Faculty of Engineering and
Architecture of the University of Enna “Kore”1. The centre will house the teaching and
research activities related to the Degree Course in Aerospace Engineering and is characterized
to be the first laboratory in Europe with a full flight simulator for research on aviation Human
Factors.
As already mentioned, inside the M.A.R.T.A. centre are installed two flight simulators that
will be described in details in the next subsections: a Full Flight simulator “level D” [9] which
replicates the aircraft CESSNA Citation C560 XLS and a FNPT- MCC II [10] static simulator
of the double engines helicopter EC-135.
1

The Centre is located in Contrada Santa Panasia 94100 Enna Italy
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Figure 2: The M.A.R.T.A. Facility.

2.1 Main Characteristics of the Full Flight Simulator CESSNA C–560 XLS
The Full Flight Simulator - FFS, purchased by the University of Enna Kore in the framework
of the Project RE.S.E.T., reproduces the aircraft CESSNA Citation C-560 XLS, see figure 3,
and is characterized by the highest level of fidelity currently provided by the EASA
regulations. The simulator was developed by the Austrian company Axis Flight Training
Systems which has procured the visual and the motion systems respectively from the US
company “RSI Visual Systems“ and Dutch company “E2M Technologies “. The simulator,
installed at the facility of the M.A.R.T.A. centre, uses cutting-edge technologies that help
simplify the operations of the simulator and to drastically reduce the energy consumption of
the overall system. Among which, the full flight simulator is equipped with an
electromechanical motion system, that is able to handle a maximum payload of 14 tons, and a
visual system based on led projectors. Regarding the simulated area i.e. the cockpit, the
simulator provides a glass cockpit layout that replicates with absolute fidelity the CESSNA
Citation XLS aircraft equipped with two engines Pratt & Whitney PW545B. The cockpit is
therefore equipped with two lateral EFIS display and a central multifunction EFIS display. All
avionics refers to the Honeywell Primus 1000 while the two installed Flight Management
Systems – FMSs are produced by the Universal. In the following are summarized the main
technical specification of the fulll flight simulator.
Visual System
(Manufacturer - RSI)
- 3 Channel Cylindrical
system

Motion System

Avionics

(Manufacturer – E2M
Technologies)
- Payload 14 tons

- 200°x45° field of view

- Full electric motion

- Up to 4.1 million pixels
per channel output at 60Hz
update
- 32-bit colour resolution for
all polygons and light points

- Meets or exceeds JAA and
FAA level-D specifications

- Simultaneous rendering of

- Unique upper joint concept
for lower center of gravity and
eye reference point
- Unique brake concept for

4

(Honeywell)
- Autopilot System (Dual) Primus 1000,
Honeywell, IC-615, 7017000-96814 - EFIS Primus 1000 Pilot & Copilot PFDs,
Honeywell, DU-1080, 7037625-15001
-Integrated Radio System Primus II SRZ-850
(8.33kHz), Honeywell, RM-855, 7013270-963
- COMM 1 and 2 Modules, Honeywell, TR850, sub-assembly
- DME 1 and 2 Modules, Honeywell, DM-
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more
than
80,000
antialiased, multi-textured
polygons, and over 25,000 light points per channel
- Led projectors with up to
100.000 hours life time

safety, no mechanical brake

850, 7510184-901

- Marker Beacon 1 and 2 Modules,
Honeywell, sub-assembly
- Flight Management System FMS Unit 1 and
2, Universal, UNS-1Esp, 2019-41-201 S3100438
- COMM 1 and 2 Modules, Honeywell, TR850, sub-assembly

Table 1: Full Flight Simulator Technical Specification.

Figure 3: CESSNA C-560 XLS simulator : cockpit (left), exterior (right).

2.2 Main Characteristics of the Static Flight Simulator ENTROL EC–135
The static flight simulator of the University of Enna “Kore”, replicates the helicopter model
type EC-135 and allows pilot training for twin-engine helicopters under both VFR and IFR
conditions. The simulator was developed by the Spanish company Entrol - Entrenadores
Olarte and belongs to the certification class FNPT – MCC II. In order to study the stress of
the pilots involved in the framework of special missions, the simulator is equipped with an
hardware and software package that allows to simulate Search And Rescue – SAR mission.
The cabin of the simulator is characterized by a glass cockpit configuration while the flight
systems provide a 3-axis autopilot, a flight management system and a meteorological radar.
The avionics also allows navigation aids such as VOR, ILS and NDB useful for the following
specific training: ATPL, MCC, CPL, IR. In addition the following courses on Human Factors
and Pilots Decision-Making can be performed: CRM (Crew Resource Management), TEM
(Threat and Error Management), EC-135 Cockpit Familiarization, LOFT (Line Oriented
Flight Training), Systems Training, Initial Pilot Evaluation, Normal & Emergency Procedures
Refreshment.
The Instructor Operating Station is equipped with two 24” touch screen display to manage the
mission and a third monitor to allow the monitoring of the wrench during the SAR mission.
As already mentioned, the static flight simulator of the rotorcraft EC-135 is fitted with a
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special hardware and software package that allows the training of pilots engaged in special
Caratteristiche
tecniche
/ MainThe
Technical
Specification:
missions
like Search
and principali
Rescue - SAR.
simulation
system includes an high resolution
database based on real photos from the satellite where it is possible to place a missing person
System
Visual
System)
atVisual
mountain
or (RSI
a ship
at sea
for Search & Rescue activity by means of an helicopter. In
fully
collimated
rear-projection
particular,
the system
features
include: mirror system
Mountain:
- 1x person
be positioned in the game area to be found - the instructor can
150°
40° fieldcan
of view
activate
a
beacon
where
the
bodythe
is located
thethe
instructor
can activatee a flare where the
Total immersion during
exercise-on
simulator
body
- body
will be attached once the winch reaches him
- is located
Full HD
Projectors
Sea:
1
ship
can
be
positioned
in the game area to be found - Ship will produce Echo on the
Cockpit System
Radar
- The
instructor
activate a beacon where the ship is located - The instructor can
Glass
Cockpit can
Configuration
activate
a
flare
where
the
ship
is located
Body
will
bepedals
attached
once
the winch
reachesengines
him.
Flight Control Loading
System-in
cyclic
and
with
digitally
controlled
Dual Interlinked Cyclic and Collective
Visual System
Cockpit
Search & Rescue Mission Training
3 Axis Autopliot with upper modes
- x 40°Radar:
and
- 150°
field ofWx
view
- ARA
- Glass Cockpit Configuration - 1 person/ship can be positioned in the game
OffShore operation systems: Adelt, AHRS area to be found
FMS based on CDU UNS-1D
- Total immersion during - Flight Control Loading - the instructor can activate a beacon where
- exerciseP2+,
available
the
on theT2+
simulator
System in cyclic and pedals the body is located
with
digitally
controlled
TCPIP Sensing Technology
- Full HD Projectors

engines
- Dual Interlinked Cyclic and
Collective
- 3 Axis Autopliot with upper
modes
- Radar: Wx and ARA

- the instructor can activatee a flare where the
body is located
- Ship will produce Echo on the Radar - body will be attached once the winch
reaches him

- OffShore operation systems:
Adelt, AHRS
- FMS based on CDU UNS
-1D - P2+, T2+ available
- TCPIP Sensing Technology

Table 2: Static Flight Simulator Technical Specification.

Figure 4: ENTROL EC-135 simulator : cockpit (left), exterior (right).
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3 THE UPCOMING RESEARCH AT M.A.R.T.A.
As mentioned before, a research program on the "Human Factor" is closely connected with
the acquisition of flight simulators. A flight simulator is essential as it allows to repeat the
same scenario for different pilots with the aim of characterizing the different aspects of
human cognition. “Scenario” means the possibility to set a simulated or hypothetical event
already happened with the same weather conditions, visibility, air traffic, time and operational
effort. The whole of these conditions, obviously are not identically reproducible on an
airplane during an actual flight mission. On the other hand a flight training device allows to
effectively reproduce simulation sessions belonging the categories “Full Mission” and “Part
Task” [11]. In the following a brief description of the Full Mission and Part Task scenario
with the related objectives in human factor research to be obtained with the activities at the
Kore University is provided.
3.1
Full Mission
A Full Mission scenario is based on a full simulation of all operations and processes involved
during a flight, starting from the pre-flight checklist to parking operations after landing. The
basic requirement for Full Mission activity is represented by a simulation as realistic as
possible to include instrumental realism (cockpit), visual realism, dynamic realism (full
motion simulators), environmental realism (weather, air traffic control, the presence of air
traffic).
From Full-Mission research activities, the University of Enna Kore has the following
objectives:
a. Understanding of the cognitive processes of the pilots as part of operational missions,
multitask or as part of critical situations;
b. Implementation of new cockpit layout that reduce physical and psychological stress of the
pilot in the medium-long routes;
c. Definition of alternative procedures that reduce the incidence of the Human Factor on the
main causes of air accidents;
d. Quantification of physical and psychological stress during an operational mission;
e. Understanding the effect of on-board systems on cognitive processes;
f. Performance evaluation of the pilots during the transition from one operational phase to
another.
These objectives are highly consistent with one of the main assertions of modern Cognitive
Science: Human error arising from any highly qualified and motivated individuals, as are the
operators of the aviation industry, is often linked not only to inattention but also to aircraft
systems and procedures incompatible with the mechanisms of human information processing.
3.2
Part Task
A Part Task scenario focuses attention not on the whole mission but on a particular operating
phase, with the objective of measuring cognitive performance of the pilot under particular
situation. This type of analysis so circunscribes critical phases of flight (engine flame-out,
take-off or landing, special weather conditions) and studies the special behavior of the crew.
From Part Task research activities, the University of Enna Kore aims to reach the following
objectives:
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a. Creation of statistical database on the response of pilots under different flight situations;
b. Creation of personal profiles that act as support to the activities and programs of pilot
training;
c. Definition of techniques and procedures for the selection of operators in aviation;
These objectives are highly consistent with one of the main issues considered during the
phases of pilot training: Which is the proper ratio between the simulated flight training and
the real flight training to apply during the training of a pilot?
In this framework the University will devote maximum effort to interface human factor
research activity performed in the simulator with data coming from real flight.
4

CONCLUSIONS

The actions planned by the University Kore in the project RE.S.E.T. have allowed a structural
development aimed at one of the more strategic area of aeronautical science like the Human
Factor. In particular, as already pointed out, the possibility to equip the new M.A.R.T.A.
centre with high tech tools and equipment can allow the development of frontier research
programs competitive and very topical in the European Research context.
One of the most representative example of the relevance of the research topics, that will be
processed by the Kore University, is represented by the strategic line dictated at a European
level by ACARE - Advisory Council for Aeronautics Research in Europe that strongly
recommend research on the human factor. In particular ACARE asserts that human factor
research can help to achieve high standards in aviation safety and can help define innovative
training methodologies and implementation of operating procedures able to increase the
efficiency of the whole air transport system (Air Transport System Efficiency).
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1. ABSTRACT
Ascent trajectories are an extremely complex problem in the field of trajectory optimization.
The dynamics is strongly nonlinear and the problem complexity is increased by the presence
of constraints on the trajectory (e.g., dynamic pressure, heat flux). For these reasons, direct
methods are traditionally employed for the optimization of ascent trajectories.
In the proposed paper the authors present an indirect optimization method and apply it to
ascent trajectories. The benefit of using an indirect methods are the reduced computational
times in comparison to direct method, the possibility of using existing solutions as tentative
values to solve new and different problems and the theoretical insight that indirect methods
provide.
The proposed approach split the trajectories into phases at relevant point (e.g., stage jettisoning) where the control strategy changes or constraints/discontinuities are applied. The theory of
optimal control is used to derive the boundary conditions for optimality, thus defining a multi
point boundary value problem, which is solved by means of a procedure based on Newton’s
method.
In the proposed paper the procedure to deal with the typical constraints of an ascent trajectory and the corresponding conditions for optimality are presented. Methods to assure convergence are described and result relative to a nominal ascent trajectory are presented.
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Abstract. Exploitation of formation flying in Low Earth Orbit requires accurate modeling of
the dynamics, including atmospheric drag. Attempts available in literature focus on the use of
simple density model involved in the forcing term to allow for a closed form solution of the
linearized equations. This paper takes a different approach suggested by classical general
perturbation theory, and proposes a solution of the full dynamics as a sequence of problems
related to the increasing order of the terms taken into account. With the help of symbolic
mathematic software, the solution is expressed in an easy-to-implement way, suitable for on
board computer characteristics. The accuracy of this solution is validated by a comparison
with a standard numerical propagation. The overall approach is especially interesting in view
of the orbital control of spacecraft formations.
1

INTRODUCTION

Formation flying is the increasingly adopted approach to space missions, leading to clear
advantages in terms of payload data return, payload option, and versatility as well. Successful
and operationally enduring design of missions exploiting the formation flying concept
requires accurate modeling of the relative dynamics to compute effective control actions
needed to maintain the targeted orbital geometry. At a first level such a modeling is expressed
by the linearization of the Keplerian dynamics, limiting the forcing field to the differential
effect of the gravitational attraction: the resulting equations, including indeed the gravity
gradient term, provide for a circular reference orbit the very well-known Euler-Hill or
Clohessy Wiltshire scheme [1]. Its interest, leading to an almost universal adoption in the
formation flying dynamics, stays with the fact that closed form solutions greatly help in the
evaluation of the formation behavior and in the design of the control. The straight circular
orbit case can be extended (Tschauner-Hempel, [2]) to eccentric orbits, still leading to
analytical, even if a bit more cumbersome, solutions.
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Linearization limits the validity of these solutions to close formations. Even more important,
forces are not correctly represented by the Keplerian dynamics, as both gravitational
additional terms and non-conservative forces are acting. Their relevance strictly depend on the
orbital environment of interest and, to a limited extent, on the characteristics of the involved
spacecraft. In the field which is currently – by far – the most important, i.e. the Low Earth
Orbit (LEO) range, dominant effects are represented by the gravitational term taking into
account the oblateness of the Earth and by the atmospheric drag. Even in such a scenario, the
quest has always been – and still is – for the availability of integrable solutions. Due to the
intrinsic non-linearity of the forcing terms, such a quest advanced along the two possible
paths of the approximated models for the forces and of approximated solutions for the
resulting equations.
With respect to the first path it is possible to remark - as far as it concerns the conservative
perturbations - some advancements concerning the J2 (Schweigart and Sedwick [3], Izzo,
Sabatini and Valente [4], Vaddi, Alfriend and Vadali [5]) models. Instead, previous papers
([6], [7]) by the authors of the present paper attempted to tackle the second approach, i.e. to
provide approximate solutions to the equations. The idea is basically to apply to the perturbed
dynamics the steps adopted for the orbit propagation, before the availability of fast
computation devices. At that time, it was customary to tackle analytically complex problems
as an iteration of simpler ones, and by means of the overlap of these series solutions to define
the orbital behavior. Due to the usefulness of these solutions for a range of initial conditions
this method was labelled as general perturbations [8], as opposed to direct numerical
integration (special perturbations), clearly limited to a single specific case. In the view of the
authors, this approach – deemed as cumbersome and poorly applicable in real operations - can
still provide again useful results if coupled with modern symbolic calculus. In fact, modern
software can easily compute in symbolic form the solution up to a given order, and these
solutions can be implemented in the on board software for an extremely fast and resource
effective computation. As the expansion, even up to a low order of the terms, is surely more
accurate than linearized models, the resulting solution is actually worth to be considered to
both analyze the orbital behavior as well as an input for the control strategies.
A quite similar scenario applies dealing with air drag. A number of efforts have been devoted
to extend classical linearized dynamics (Clohessy-Wiltshire) to include this dissipative
perturbations, and significant results have been obtained by Carter and Humi [9] who were
able to include different approximations of the perturbing force (considered as proportional to
the inverse and to the square of the inverse of the orbital radius) still amenable to analytical
solutions. These efforts can be deemed, in general, as aiming to obtain a general
representation of the low altitude orbital dynamics in the appealing terms of a transition
matrix ([10], [11]) including both oblateness and atmospheric drag perturbations. Similarly,
Reid and Misra [12] attempted to complete with drag effects the approach proposed for J2 by
Schweigart and Sedwick. Again, a different view of the problem is represented by the
expansion – up to a limited while effective order – of the solution to the complete problem,
including the desired model. As previously discussed with respect to the oblateness, such a
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possibility can be actually exploited thanks to modern symbolic software. This paper is
devoted to present such an approach, and to show that obtained results can be quite accurate.
In order to claim its advantages, the process will take into account a model for the
perturbation which is deemed to be slightly improved with respect to the classical ones,
adopted in the cited works [9-12].
It is important to remark that knowledge of the dynamics is extremely important as an input to
formation control, and this is actually the issue where accuracy counts at best as directly
reflected in consumption and operational lifetime. With respect to aerodynamic drag the
modeling effort is even more significant where the perturbation is exploited in order to
provide a passive control, by means of ad hoc changes of the cross section [13, 14]. In such a
case it is interesting not only to propagate the orbit, but to compute the correct times that the
change in cross sections, by means of the extraction/retraction of appendages or by attitude
(rotation) manoeuver of the bus themselves. The proposed approach also helps in this extent
as it allows, by means of the integration of the accurate and relatively compact expressions, to
compute the correct timing for the maneuvers.
2 MODELING THE AERODYNAMIC DRAG
Aerodynamic drag provides – as well known – a perturbing force, which is represented – per
unit mass - by

1
f D = − ρ CD S V 2 Vˆ
2

(1)

Aside from the characteristics of the body (drag coefficient and cross area) which can be
assumed at first as accurately known, the atmospheric density is the lead parameter in order to
evaluate the effects of the perturbation. Resulting from the assumption of an isothermal
atmosphere ( T = To ), density is typically taken into account by means of the exponential law:

ρ = ρo e

−

z
H

(2)

where z is the altitude and H is the scale height (i.e. the altitude increase involving a reduction
of the density to 1/e with respect to its initial, reference value ρo)

H=

RTo
g

(3)

Such a law can be approximated by models leading to an easier integration, as proposed by
Carter-Humi with an expression of the density which is inversely proportional to the altitude.
A more accurate representation can be obtained by means of by the polytropic model,
neglecting the strong, and not so realistic, hypothesis of an isothermal atmosphere. Assuming
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instead a linear decrease of the temperature ( T = To − γ z ) with the altitude, the resulting
density distribution reads as
g

z  ℜγ

ρ = ρo 1 − 
 H

−1

(4)

with g the gravity and ℜ the gas constant. The adoption of polytropic model has been, as an
example, suggested in [15] by Broglio et al.
3

DYNAMICS

As previously stated, the dynamics of interest includes the Keplerian model and the
atmospheric drag. In polar coordinates (radius R and anomaly ϑ ), the dynamics of a
spacecraft reads as:

−

+
+

with

⊕

+

=0

+

=

(5)

=0
= 1−

,

(6)

!

(7)

where V is the magnitude of the orbital velocity, Ro a reference altitude where atmospheric
density, equal to ρo is either assumed as known or assigned, CD, S and m the drag coefficient,
the cross section and the mass of the spacecraft.
It is possible to consider a solution – in both R and ϑ - which combines the contributions of a
solution to the (ideal) Keplerian problem and a solution that takes into account the deviation
caused by the inclusion of the atmospheric drag, as:
(#) =

(#) =

%&' (#)

%&' (#)

+

+

()
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(#)

(#)

(8)
(9)

3.1 Keplerian Solution
Assuming for radius and anomaly the series expansions:

=

=
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and substituting

= 34⊕ 5(1 − 0 )

(12)

it is possible to re-write the Keplerian part of (5) as

∑% /% 0 % −

+ ( 6& 789

& ):

(

):
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;

:
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−
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where ϑo represents the initial anomaly. The solution can be provided in a cascade approach
of differential equations for the coefficients of the expansion, proven to converge by Laplace
up to eccentricity in the order of 0.6627(so that, including almost all cases of practical interest
[16]), like
/ + 2 (/ − cos

)=0

/ + 2 D/ − 3(/ − cos ) F = 0
…..
/% + 2 D/% + % (/ , / , … , /% )F = 0
Taking into account the initial conditions, i.e. R=Rin and
of the previous equations read as
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3.2 Drag Perturbation
The approach to the perturbation term is similar, even if not so straightforward. In fact the
process here will include a second order and a first order differential equation to be solved in
sequence. Indeed, it is possible to write down the two solutions in radius and anomaly as

=

()
()

*+,

∑%T

= ∑%T

,..

,.. /() ,% (#)0
() ,% (#)0

%

(17)

%

(18)

Also making use of the position
31 + W X

=

(19)

The first terms of the solution for the radius end up to be
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4

NUMERICAL VALIDATION

Of course the proposed solution and the number of terms to which expansions should be
carried on in order to provide meaningful solutions require a validation. Such a validation can
be accomplished by comparison with the solution provided by a standard, numerical orbital
propagator using Runge-Kutta. The test case is represented by a LEO orbit with 6900 km
semiaxis, perigee at 413 km and apogee at 630 km altitude; the small – even if actually larger
than in typical real cases - eccentricity (0.016) has been included to proof the capabilities of
the method. In the proposed method the terms up to the 6th order in eccentricity have been
retained
Figure 1 shows the comparison of the anomaly as computed by previous relations with
respect to the Runge Kutta propagation assumed as the “truth”. The negligible error even after
a quite high number of orbits confirm the validity of the approach. To be noticed that this
simulation consider
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Figure 1: Error on the anomaly as computed by the proposed semi-analytical approach with respect to a
numerical integration of the full dynamics.

Following figures refer to the error in the distance from the center of the Earth, reported first
as magnitude (Fig.2) and confirming the good accuracy of the proposed technique. Fig. 3
reports this error’s components along the axes of a local vertical – local horizontal (LVLH)
frame, typical of formation flying problems, with the x axis directed as the outward radial
direction, the z axis as the normal to the orbital plane and the y axis as the local horizontal,
which is also the direction of the velocity in the simplest case of reference circular orbits. The
plot shows that – according to the model of an atmosphere at rest [17] – the resulting motion
is fully planar.
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Figure 2: Differences in the distance from the center of the Earth as computed by the presented semi-analytical
model with respect to a numerical integration of the full dynamics.
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Figure 3: Differences among the LVLH components of the distance from the center of the Earth as computed by
the presented semi-analytical model with respect to a numerical integration of the full dynamics.

6

OPERATIONS AND CONTROL ISSUES

The real value of the approach is in its easy inclusion in the autonomous flight software,
and in the limited computation effort required. In fact the task devoted to the onboard
computer is simply the evaluation of the pre-programmed solution including the terms up to
the requited order. Such an order, as shown by previous simulations, is quite limited.
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Furthermore, this approach allows to approximately - but with an accuracy as high as
desired – compute the time needed to attain given altitude decrease or distance from the other
platform. In such a way, the control timing can be evaluated directly on board, perfectly
matching the requirements of the autonomy operations, basic for formation flying.
As reported in the introduction, atmospheric drag can be exploited also as a passive control
technique by purposefully changing the cross section of the spacecraft. The variation in the S
parameter of Eq.(1) can be obtained by the extraction or retraction of purposeful appendages,
or simply by a rotation about pitch or yaw axis in case of prismatic buses, as proposed in [1314]. Opportunely and coordinately acting on different spacecraft belonging to the formation, it
also enables to control the relative orbital configuration. Previous analysis easily fits these
maneuvers by changing the cross section terms in the equations at a given time, that can be as
an example commanded by an attained difference in distance between the spacecraft.
Furthermore, relatively easy expression for the solution provided by Eqs. (8) and (9) allows to
evaluate the correct timing for these maneuvers. Of course, such a technique is especially
indicated to low accuracy missions, as the control authority is limited by approximate
knowledge of the atmospheric density. Even more important, the dissipative nature of the
control force means that – in time – every control action will have as a result a decay of the
orbit, tightening the lifetime constraint. Taking into account these limitations, it is clear that
the aerodynamic relative orbital control is an interesting and convenient option for low cost
missions exploited by two or more spacecraft, especially the ones in LEO devoted to
environmental measurement campaigns (magnetic field, radiation environment) or
educational goals.
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Figure 4: Components of the inter-satellite distance along the axes of the LVLH frame.

Figures 4 and 5 refer to the case of two spacecraft flying in a train formation, starting form
a configuration where the leading one has a cross section equal to twice the trailing platform.
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The desired distance is initially in the order of 8 km as the relative dynamics approaches this
value, a change in the cross section is commanded. Then, as soon as the newly diverging trend
establishes, a new correction is imposed: the process can be iterated, so to maintain an
oscillation about the desired value of the distance (along y direction). In the proposed tests
corrections are carried out at 127787s (ratio of the cross section of the deputy satellite with
respect to the leading one modified from ½ - initial value – to 2), 228226 s (from 2 to .75)
and 419344s (from .75 to 1.25). Interestingly, no effects due to the corrections arise along x
axis, while the lack of effects along z was already expected.
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Figure 5: Errors of the components of the inter-satellite distance along the LVLH frame axes
computed as a difference between the numerical solution of the full problem and the
analytical solution up to the 6th order in eccentricity computed with the proposed method..
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CONCLUSIONS

Within the limits of the range of altitudes and of its dissipative nature, the use of an
environmental force as the aerodynamic drag in order to control spacecraft orbit offers clear
advantage in terms of cost. The proposed approach involves the splitting of the complete
equation in a part representing the ideal Keplerian motion and in a second one where the airdrag effect is computed. Then, solution’s expansion in series is pursued for both parts. The
convergence of the solution is granted by Lagrange’s studies for the first portion. With respect
to the second one, convergence to real value, which depends not only on the selected solution
process but – since the inception – on the correctness of the considered atmospheric model –
should be verified by comparison with respect to real data. In such a view, a comparison with
a full model numerical propagation is presented, clearly showing the value of the proposed
approach.
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The proposed approach should fit quite well real operations. In fact, expansions till order six
in the eccentricity (as adopted in the validation tests) attains high precision, while keeping a
relevant simplicity: it means that they could be effectively run in the on-board software.
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Summary. The problem of spacecraft time-optimal reorientation maneuvers under boundaries and path constraints is solved using the Particle Swarm Optimization technique. Keep-out
constraints for an optical sensor are taken into account. A novel method based on the evolution
of the kinematics and the successive obtainment of the control law is presented and named as
Inverse Dynamics Particle Swarm Optimization. It is established that the computation of the
minimum time maneuver with the proposed technique leads to near optimal solutions, which
fully satisfy all the boundaries and path constraints.
1. INTRODUCTION
The minimum time reorientation maneuver of a rigid spacecraft is a well-known problem:
the first related work regarding a numerical approach dates back to the 90s [1] [2]. When
introducing boundaries and path constraints, these maneuvers are difficult to compute because
the solutions are related to complex nonlinear problems. The research still focuses on this
problem with several approaches, for example, through homotopic approach algorithms [3],
pseudospectral optimization analysis [4] [5] or with hybrid numerical techniques [6].
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The problem of reorientation maneuvers with path constraints has been initially studied by
McInnes in [7]. The path constraints may be determined by bright light sources (e.g. Sun and
Moon) for optical sensors or by pointing boundaries for antennas to maintain communication
[8]. Several numerical methods, such as the Randomized Motion Planning [9], the Logarithmic
Barrier Potentials [10] or the Lie group variational integrator [11], have been used to obtain the
optimal solution.
Metaheuristic algorithms (properly defined in [14]) have been recently proposed for the
planning of slew maneuvers, as in [12] [13]. Metaheuristic algorithms may be used to find
sub-optimal solutions: for instance, Melton proposed a hybrid technique where a metaheuristic
solution was used as the best available initial guess for a pseudospectral optimizer [15]. The
metaheuristic algorithms are being studied extensively and the high interest generated from their
results is shown in the research performed by NASA [16]. With regards to the Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO), which is the primary interest of this paper, it has been used not only for
the planning of attitude maneuvers as in [17] [18], but also for the trajectory planning [19] or
for attitude determination [20].
From the previous works, the optimization of attitude maneuvers uses the PSO applied to
the control. In [21] it has been shown how such an approach fails in satisfying the boundary
constraints (i.e. final position and final velocity). In this work, a new approach is reported,
where the PSO technique is applied to the kinematics rather than to the control. As a result, the
final boundary constraints are straight satisfied. This approach is referred to as Inverse Method.
The paper is organized as follows: Sec. II reviews the PSO method. Sec. III shows the
scenario in which the slew maneuver has to be accomplished. Sec. IV introduces the Inverse
Method. Sec. V shows the numerical results. Sec. VI concludes the paper.
2. PSO Method
The PSO is an algorithm introduced by James Kennedy and Russel Eberhart in 1995 [22].
This method is based on cooperation between a fixed-size population of solutions [23]. This
method presumes the evolution of a group of candidate solutions called particles that move
through the set of all acceptable and meaningful solutions called Feasible Research Space FRS.
Typical values of the number of particles nparticles are between 30 and 50. During the evolution,
each particle is evaluated according to a numerical value determined through a fitness function
φ, which takes into account the goal of the optimization and the constraints. The aim is to find
the minimum value of the fitness function.
The generic particle represents a possible optimal solution inside the FRS. The position of
(k)
the generic particle xi is defined as the solution associated with the ith particle at the k th step
of its evolution. With reference to Fig. 1, the particle is perturbed by a term called velocity
evaluated as:
(k+1)
(k)
(k+1)
xi
= xi + vi
(1)
(k)

(k+1)

In each step the actual position xi is updated through the term vi
reaching the new position
(k+1)
xi
. Note that the term vi is not a velocity in the traditional physical sense, i.e. vi 6= dxi /dt,
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Figure 1. Representation of the displacement of a particle with respect to the different inputs.

but the velocity is the rate at which the position per generation changes. The velocity term
dictates the direction of the evolution for the entire swarm.
(k)
In each step k, every ith particle is assigned a performance index Ji corresponding to the
best value of the fitness function obtained by the particle up to the k th step. The position of the
(k)
particle related to this index is saved as personal best pbest,i .
The particle which has obtained the best value of the performance index up to the generic
(k)
step k is saved as global best particle. Its perfomarce index and position are referred to as Jg
(k)
and gbest , respectively.
With respect to what is reported in Fig. 1, the displacement of the ith particle is the sum of
three different velocity vectors:
(k)

• The “individual” vector pointing toward the best position pbest,i .
(k)

• The “social” vector pointing toward the best position gbest (global version of the PSO).
• The “inertia” vector which makes the ith particle move in the direction in which the
actual position has been reached. This means that the inertia vector is along the direction
which goes from the positions x(k−1) to the position x(k) of the particle.
The individual vector and the social vector are multiplied by stochastic values uniformly ditributed
between 0 and 1 in order to give some randomness to the search of the optimization goal.
(k)
(k)
In the local version [25] of the PSO the gbest is substituted by a local best particle lbest,i with
(k)

performance index Jl,i : the ith particle compares its fitness value only in a small neighborhood. In this manner, the whole search group tends to separate into subgroups thus enhancing
the probability of finding the optimal solution when the problem has more than one suboptimal
solution. The dimension of the neighborhood is a parameter of the algorithm that can influence
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the results. The Unified Particle Swarm Optimization UPSO strategy [24] combines the advantages of the global and local versions. A simple way to deal with UPSO is that, in the first
part of the loop, the local best is considered to be more important than the global best. Hence,
the swarm may compare different local minima (if various local minima are found) in the first
part of the evolution. In the final part of the evolution, the global version is now privileged
consequently allowing the swarm to converge quickly to the global minimum.
The velocity of the particles is described by the following formulation:



(k+1)
(k)
(k)
(k)
vi
= r w · vi + u1 · cp pbest,i − xi +
(2)




(k)
(k)
(k)
(k)
+u2 · cl lbest,i − xi +u3 · cg gbest − xi

where u1 , u2 and u3 are different random numbers with uniform distribution between 0 and
1. The inertia vector is multiplied by a constant w, the inertia weight. The magnitude of the
(k)
(k)
(k)
last three quantities depends on the distance of pbest,i , lbest and gbest from the actual position
(k)

xi . However, these terms are multiplied by user-defined constants (cp , cl and cg respectively)
and by the random number ui which produces an amount of randomness to the displacement.
The term r may be introduced as a scale factor usually decreasing during the evolution of the
swarm.
The magnitude of the velocity and displacement terms must be limited in order to make the
particle move only within the FRS. As a consequence, the following boundaries are introduced:
vmin < v < vmax , xmin < x < xmax

(3)

where the subscript i has been removed for sake of simplicity. The maximum and minimum
values of the velocity and the displacement are defined by the user: usually the maximum value
of the velocity is set at about 10-20% of the dynamic range of the variable.
Convergence of the swarm towards a stable position with velocity tending to zero is demonstrated [23]. The time required for convergence is a function of the parameters in Eq. (2) and
nothing guarantees that the point of convergence is the sought optimum. In our case, however,
we will illustrate that the swarm meets in the neighborhood of the global optimum. The evolution of particles continues until a convergence criterion based on a user-defined tolerance is
satisfied.
3. Problem statement
This study deals with the problem of a constrained reorientation slew maneuver in which
a satellite must move from an initial attitude to a final attitude. The slewing motion must be
constrained to prevent an optical sensor axis (we consider a star tracker) from entering into
established “keep-out” zones. Such areas are cones that have central axes pointing to the Sun
and the Moon and specified half-angles depending on the light magnitude, the distance from
the satellite and the angular diameter of the source. The maneuver angle Θf and the initial and
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final attitudes are known. Moreover, the maneuver must be rest-to-rest, i.e. the angular velocity
must be equal to zero for t = t0 and t = tf . In particular t0 is fixed and equal to zero.
For every possible geometry of the keep-out zones we want to find the minimum-time maneuver. As a consequence, the performance index is equal to the maneuver overall time:
(4)

J = tf − t0

Supposing that the time for completing the maneuver is negligible with respect to the time
for completing an orbit, it is possible to approximate the velocity of the satellite center of mass
CM to zero. As a consequence we can define an inertial reference frame fixed in the original
position of the body-fixed frame at time t = t0 that will be referred to as BRF0 . The positions
of the keep-out cones defined in this inertial frame do not change during the maneuver. The
angular velocity is defined in the body-fixed frame and it is denoted as ω = [ωx ωy ωz ]T .
The rigid-body motion is described by the Euler’s equation expressed in the most general
form as follows:
I ω̇ + ω × Iω = M
(5)
where I is the inertia tensor and M the total torque vector. In particular we will consider
three independent torques aligned with the axes of the body- fixed frame.
In the evolution between the initial and the final positions, the sensor axis must be kept at
least at the minimum angular distance αs from each light source. Using the notation from [12]
we can define the so-called keep-out constraints as:
Cs (t) = σ(t) · σs − cos(αs ) ≤ 0

∀t ∈ [t0 , tf ]

(6)

where σ(t) is the direction pointed to by the optical sensor and σs is vector placed in the
center of mass of the satellite and pointing to the generic source of light, here represented by
s. Introducing the new variable β defined as β(t) = cos−1 (σ(t) · σs ), the constraint in Eq. (6)
may be re-written more easily as:
β(t) ≥ αs

∀t ∈ [t0 , tf ]

(7)

The meaning of the constraint is shown in Fig. 2. On the left, a feasible configuration is reported: the sensor axis σ is outside the keep-out cone being β > αs . On the right, an unfeasible
configuration is reported: in this case, the sensor axis σ is inside the keep-out cone since β < αs .
The cone defined for each source of light will be referred to as keep-out cone. The angle of
exclusion αs is determined by the sensor baffle and the source (considering its angular dimension and its intensity), and it is typically between 15 and 45 degrees depending on the sensitive
optical sensor [26] [27].
4. Inverse Dynamics Particle Swarm Optimization
The traditional way of dealing with these kind of optimization problems is the direct integration of the control law. This approach shows some issues due to the high computational load
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Figure 2. Graphical representation of the keep-out cone constraint.

required by the integration of the Euler equations and the difficulty of completely satisfy the
boundary constraints.
A novel approach has been recently presented [21]: instead of applying the PSO to the
control, we use the PSO approach to the kinematics. This technique may be referred to as
Inverse Dynamics and the acronym “iPSO” will be used consequantly hereinafter. The novelty
of the iPSO method lies in the fact that it may be used as a sub-optimal planner since both the
initial and the final conditions are imposed a priori for each particle.
The iPSO problem may be summarized as follows:
F ind :
subjected to

min tf
(8)

dynamic constraints :
initial conditions :
f inal conditions :
path constraint :
control constraint :

M = f (p, ṗ, p̈)
ṗ(t0 ) = 0
p(t0 ) − p0 = 0
ṗ(tf ) = 0
p(tf ) − pf = 0
σ(t) · σx − cos(αx ) ≤ 0
|Mν (t)| − Mmax ≤ 0 , ν = 1, 2, 3

∀t ∈ [t0 , tf ]
∀t ∈ [t0 , tf ]

The fitness function is selected in the form of an Exterior Penalty Function (explained for
example in [29], [30] and [31] with special regards to genetic algorithms, or more generally in
[14]). Such a function is problem-dependent and must be built according to the characteristics
of the constraints. The path and the control constraints are inequality constraints that must be
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taken into account in the fitness function. Consequently, the fitness function is chosen as follow:
Nineq

φ = tf +

X

Gi + c Nviol + f

(9)

i=1

The first term of the fitness function is the time required for completing the maneuver.
The second term takes into account the penalty function Gi which is defined for the ith
inequality constraint as:
n
X
Gi = li
νi (tj )
(10)
j=0

where lj is a user-defined constant and νi (ti ) takes the following forms depending on the type
of constraint:
• Path constraint:

(
0 if σ(tj ) · σx − cos(αx ) < ∆i
νi (tj ) =
1 otherwise

(11)

(
0 if |Mν (tj )| − Mmax < ∆i , ν = 1, 2, 3
νi (tj ) =
1 otherwise

(12)

• Control constraint:

The most important feature of the present formulation is how the constraints are considered.
In fact, differently from other works in literature [12], here the constraints’ tolerances ∆j decrease during the swarm evolution. In this work, we have set a piecewise linear decreasing law:
the more the solution converges the more the tolerance ∆j decreases. The tolerances decrease
according to the following law:
(
∆j − kdec · m · 10ξ−µ
if ∆j ≥ 1e − 5
∆j+1 =
(13)
0
otherwise
where µ is equal to 1, m and ξ are the mantissa and the exponent of ∆j , i.e. ∆j = m · 10ξ .
The parameter kdec is a user-defined parameter with the following law:
kdecj+1 = kdecj + K

j−1
N∗

(14)

N ∗ is a user-defined parameter. The inequality constraints are fully satisfied only when ∆j = 0.
Eq. (13) is taken into account only when the global best satisfies all the constraints.
The third term in eq. (9) is related to number of violated constraints Nviol , being c a userdefined constant. This term allow to reward the particles which satisfy more constraints than
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other. Every time the global best particle reaches the value of Nviol = 0 the precision is improved, and the tolerances decrease.
The last parameter f in eq. (9) takes into account the geometry of the problem. This term is
set to 0 if the keep-out cones do not intersect. In this case a generic maneuver can pass through
the keep-out cones, even though the best maneuver may lie outside this region. On the other
hand, if the keep-out cones intersect, then f = 1e10 if the optical sensor axis σx passes between
the cones and f = 0 otherwise. In this way we avoid to concentrate the swarm around solution
that are in an unfeasible region since there is no passagge between the two keep-out cones.
The particles are structures containing:
• An array t(i) (k) containing the discretized time interval where i identifies the particle
and k = 1, 2, ..., m. m is equal to the number of points used for the interpolation of the
angular displacement. The array t(i) is monotonically increasing being t(i) (1) = t0 = 0
(i)
and t(i) (m) = tf .
(i)

• The angular displacement ζj (k), where j = 1, 2, ..., n. In particular n is the number
of scalars required by the chosen angular representation. The m points are associated to
time instants contained in the array t(i) . The kinematics is obtained interpolating the m
(i)
points [t(i) (k); ζj (k)] with B-splines.
The novelty of the proposed approach lies in the fact that also the time array move according
to the PSO strategy. This characteristic allow a better interpolation of the kinematic curves then
(i)
the one reported in [21]. ∆ζj (k) and ∆t(i) (k) are the velocities associated to the kinematics
and the time instants of each particle of the swarm. In this case Eq. (3) takes the following
form:
(i)
(i)
|∆ζj (k)| ≤ 0.02 · tan(θ∗ /4) , |ζj (k)| ≤ tan(θ∗ /4)
(i)

|∆t(i) (k)| < 0.01 · (tmax − tmin ) , tmin < tf < tmax

(15)

i = 1, ..., nparticles , j = 1, ..., m

The expression tan(θ∗ /4) is explained in Eq. (18), while θ∗ is an angle which satisfies θ∗ ≥ Θf ,
being Θf the imposed angle of maneuver. The time constraints tmax and tmin may be defined by
knowing the unconstrained solution. The values 0.01 and 0.02 have shown to give good results
in the numerical experiments.
The initialization of the kinematics and the maneuver time of each particle is based on a
uniform random distribution of the particles within the constraints of Eq. (15). The time arrays
(i)
are initialized as sets of uniformly distributed points between t0 and tf .
In this approach, given the angular displacement of each particle, the control is directly
evaluated by Eq. (5). As a consequence, ω and ω̇ are needed in order to obtain M. The setting
of the problem depends on:
1. Choice of the interpolation method.
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U2
U3

U1

U6

U0
U4

U5

B-spline curve at iteration i

Control polyline at iteration i

B-spline curve at iteration i+1

Control polyline at iteration i+1

Figure 3. Example of interpolation curve obtained with a clamped B-spline.

2. Choice of the parameters for the attitude kinematics.
The first point is related to the formulas reported in Eq. (24) to Eq. (27). In fact, the representation used for the description of the kinematics must easily allow the computation of the
needed derivatives. The problem may be solved using the B-spline (Basis-spline) interpolation
with the Cox-de Boor recursion formula [33]. B-splines are based on the fact that each segment
of the interpolating curve is built upon several rather than only one polynomial. The clamped
version of the B-spline is used here, where clamped means that the curve passes through the
initial and final control points U0 and Uf . The other control points U1 , U2 ..., Uf −1 define
the shape of the whole curve. An example of clamped B-spline is reported in Fig. 3. As it can
be seen from the figure, the control points may move in any direction since the particle may
change both the time instants and the values of the kinematic displacement.
It is recommended to interpolate the angular displacement at least with curves based on
functions with differentiability class C 4 in order to have smooth and continue second derivatives
(i.e. the angular acceleration). Moreover, the first derivative of the angular displacement at
t = t0 and t = tf may be user-defined since the clamped B-spline curve is tangent to the first
and last leg of the control polyline, as shown in Fig. 3. The curve is tangent to the first leg
U0 U1 in U0 and tangent to the last leg U5 U6 in U6 .
As a consequence, to obtain a rest to rest (i.e. with velocity equal to zero in t = t0 and
t = tf ) maneuver, it is only necessary to set the first two points U0 and U1 and the last two
points Uf −1 and Uf of each angular displacement curve at the same ordinate value. In fact,
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as stated in Eq. (26), when ωx = ωy = ωz = 0 also the Modified Rodrigues Parameters are
equal to zero. Summarizing, four points for each of the three curves interpolating the MRP are
defined. As a result, we can set ṗ(t0 ) = 0 and ṗ(tf ) = 0 by imposing:
U0 = U1 = p0

Uf −1 = Uf = pf

(16)

With regard to the attitude representation, an attitude description with only three parameters
is essential to avoid the invertibility of the kinematics matrix. The Modified Rodrigues Parameters (MRPs, [28]) are suitable for this issue. Moreover, MRPs show no singularity during the
maneuver because of the imposed Θf is below 2π. The mathematical formulation that describes
the kinematics through the MRPs is reported below. A vector p is defined as follows:
p=

η
1 + η4

(17)

where η and η4 are the vectorial and scalar components of the quaternion. Moreover p may be
rewritten in terms of axis and angle of rotation as:
p(n̂, θ) = tan(θ/4)n̂

(18)

The rotation matrix using the Modified Rodrigues Parameters appears as:
R(p) = I +
where [p̃] is defined as:

In particular:

8
4 (1 − |p|2 )
[p̃] +
[p̃]2
2
2
(1 + |p| )
(1 + |p|2 )2


(19)


0
p3 −p2
p1 
[p̃] = −p3 0
p2 −p1 0

(20)

σ(t) = R(p)T σ(t0 )

(21)

The derivative of the Modified Rodrigues Parameters are related to the angular velocity by
the following equation:
1
(22)
ṗ = Ψ(p)ω
4
where the matrix Ψ(p) is defined as:



Ψ(p) = 1 − pT p I + 2[p̃] + 2ppT
(23)

For the following development of the inverse dynamics with PSO algorithm, it is necessary to
find ω(p, ṗ) and ω̇(p, ṗ, p̈). As far as the former vector is concerned, it is quite simple to
obtain it from Eq. (22):
ω = 4Ψ−1 (p)ṗ
(24)
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Ψ−1 is defined as a near-orthogonal matrix since its inverse matrix is proportional to its transpose:
ΨT (p)
−1
Ψ (p) =
(25)
(1 + pT p)2
From Eq. (24) an important consequence may be drawn:
ω = 0 ⇐⇒ ṗ = 0
From Eq. (24), ω̇(p, ṗ, p̈) may be derived as:


−1
−1
ω̇ = 4 Ψ̇ (p) ṗ + Ψ (p) p̈

where Ψ̇ and Ψ̇−1 are evaluated as:


˜ + 2(ṗpT + pṗT )
Ψ̇ = −(ṗT p + pT ṗ)I + 2[ṗ]
Ψ̇−1 =

2ΨT
Ψ̇T
−
(ṗT p + pT ṗ)
T
2
T
3
(1 + p p)
(1 + p p)

(26)

(27)

(28)

These equations fully describe the attitude kinematics through the Modified Rodrigues Parameters. The main feature of the above equations is that an analytical closed-form solution is found
to compute ω and ω̇. Although the mathematical form of these equations is more complex than
the mathematical form described in the attitude kinematics with the quaternions, the advantage
is in dealing with square matrices . In order to summarize these results, placing Eq. (24) and
(27) in Eq. (5) the following relation is obtained:
M = f (p, ṗ, p̈)

(29)

The main steps of the iPSO approach are reported in Algorithm 1. In the code, Nint represents the number of internal loops.
The iPSO approach may be used as:
1. Planner for near minimum-time maneuvers: the algorithm guarantees that all constraints
are satisfied. Moreover, the numerical results will prove that we can obtain a maneuver
time very close to that obtained with a Pseudospectral Optimal Control Software POCS
[32] approach in small computational times.
2. Initial guess for a POCS approach, reducing the required computational time for the obtainement of the solution.
5. Numerical Results
A satellite for Earth observation in LEO is taken as test case. The nominal attitude is defined
as:
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Algorithm 1: iPSO algorithm
1
2
3
4
5

Initialization of constants, swarm and tolerances;
while toll > 1e − 8 do
upgrade cl and cg ;
∗
if Nviol
= 0 and i > 1 then
upgrade the tolerance;
(i−1)

reset J, Jl and Jg if gbest is not consistent with the new tolerances;

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

end

end
for ii = 1 : Nint do
upgrade r and w;
for j = 1 : nparticles do
interpolate p, ṗ and p̈;
compute the sensor rotation from Eq. (21);
compute of ω and ω̇ through Eq. (24) and (27) and M from Eq. (29);
evaluate penalty functions G, Nviol and parameter f ;
compute the fitness function φ, Eq. (9);
if φ < J(j) then
J(j) = φ;
end
if J(j) < Jg then
Jg = J(j);
∗
;
save Nviol
end
if J(j) < Jl (j) then
Jl (j) = J(j);
end
end
for j = 1 : nparticles do
update the swarm velocity and position;
end
end

• The Zb axis points in the nadir direction towards the Earth.
• The Xb axis is in the direction of the spacecraft velocity vector for circular orbits.
• The Yb axis completes the right-handed coordinate system and it is perpendicular to the
orbital plane in the negative orbit normal direction.
The inertial reference frame BRF0 is associated to the coordinate system {Xb , Yb , Zb } at
time t = t0 . In the following roll rotations around Xb and pitch rotations around Yb will be
considered. The rotation angle is always set to Θf = 60 degree. At t = t0 the satellite is in
its nominal attitude. The inertia tensor is diagonal in the BRF and has the values Ix = 3000
kg·m2 , Ix = 4500 kg·m2 and Ix = 6000 kg·m2 . We assume that the attitude maneuvers are
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Table 1. Direction of Sun and Moon in BRF0 for the proposed case studies.
x [-]

Sun
y [-]

z [-]

x [-]

Moon
y [-]

z [-]

Free Angle
[degree]

Case 1

-0.582

-0.083

-0.809

0.405

-0.132

-0.905

0.518

Case 2

-0.649

-0.649

-0.397

0.100

-0.292

-0.951

0.836

Case 2

-0.123

-0.975

-0.187

-0.187

-0.317

-0.930

0.596

Case 4

-0.882

-0.126

-0.454

-0.060

0.019

-0.998

0.779

obtained through three independent torques aligned with the BRF with same maximum value
Mmax = 0.25 Nm.
Taking an angle ξ = 38 degree, let us consider a star tracker sensor mounted on the Yb Zb
plane with the unit vector ST expressed in the in BRF as:
(30)

ST = [0 − sinξ − cosξ]T

The iPSO has been tested with nparticles = 30. With regards to Eq. (2), the inertia weight
w, the local best constant cl and the global best constant cg linearly go from w0 = 1.2, cl0 = 2,
Case 1

Case 2
80

Latitude (deg)

Latitude (deg)

40
20
0

Moon

Sun

−20
−100

−50

0

Moon

0
−100

−50

Longitude (deg)

Case 3

Case 4
Latitude (deg)

Latitude (deg)

Sun

20

Longitude (deg)

0

Sun

−20
−40
−60

Moon

−80
−200

40

−20
−150

50

20

−250

60

−150

−100

−50

20
0

Sun
Moon

−20
−50

Longitude (deg)

Figure 4. Geometries of the proposed case studies.
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Case 1

Case 2
10 %

PSO mean t* = 230.100 s
POCS mean t* = 225.369 s

8 %

Occurrency

Occurrency

10 %

6 %
4 %
2 %
0 %
0%

1%

2%

3%

4%

5%

6%

6 %
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Figure 5. Monte Carlo results over 600 test cases.

cg0 = 0 to wf = 0.6, clf = 0, cgf = 2. The number of iterations for the internal loop Nint has
been set equal to 20. The scale factor r has been set to 0.9 and the cognitive constant cp is equal
(k)
to 1.5. With regard to the neighbourhood chosen for the lbest,i term, the ith particle compares its
fitness value with the particles i ± j : j = 1, 2, 3. The constants c in Eq. (9) and lj in Eq. (10)
have been set to 10.
The initialization values for kdecj is 0.2 and the value of K may be set equal to 1. The
values of ∆ are initialized as a function of the keep-out cones geometry. Considering the ideal
minimum-time maneuver going from the initial attitude to the final attitude without considering
the keep-out cones, we evaluate the minimum distance between the optical axis and the light
source axes ζsun and ζmoon . The parameter λ∗ is chosen as 0.8 · min(ζsun , ζmoon ). Introducing a
parameter  = 10 degree, we impose for the generic light source s:

−3

if ζs > λs
5 · 10
∗
∆1, s = 1 − cos(λs − λ )
(31)
if ζs >  and f = 0


1 − cos(λs )
otherwise
∆1, control = 0

(32)

For numerical reasons, normalized units arepconsidered: the control is divided by Mmax , the
inertia matrix by I1 and the maneuver time by I1 /Mmax . The number of external iterations is
14
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Control History − Case 1
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Figure 6. Comparison of the iPSO and POCS results for the otimal control.

a function of the tolerance criteria reported in Eq. (33).
10

1 X i
(Jg − Jgi+1 ) < 1e − 8
10 i=1

(33)

All results are obtained considering a PC with a processor Intel R CoreTM i7-2670QM CPU @
2.20GHz and with 6.00 GB of RAM.
Four different case studies are proposed, whose characteristics are shown in the Table 1 and
reported in Fig. 4. The directions of the Moon and the Sun are referred in BRF0 . The free
angle is the space between the two keep-out cones. The half-angles of the cones centered on
the Sun and on the Moon are set to λsun = 40 deg and λmoon = 19 deg, respectively. The first
and the second cases are different roll rotations with the minimum-time maneuver between the
keep-out cones. The third case is a pitch rotation and the last case is a roll rotation where the
minimum-time maneuver is not beetween the two cones. The maneuvers reported in Fig. 4
have been obtained with the iPSO approach.
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Attitude History − Case 1
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Figure 7. Comparison of the iPSO and POCS results for the attitude.

All the results obtained with the proposed approach have been compared with the results
obtained with a POCS. In Fig. 5 the percentage error of the iPSO otimal time with respect to
the POCS optimal time is reported after having carried out a Monte Carlo simulation of 600
experiments. As it can be seen, case 1 and case 3 have a mean error of about 2%, while in
the other two cases we arrive at a maximum mean error of about 6%. The most important
characteristic of the proposed approach is that the solution is always around the POCS solution,
i.e. the problem of local minima associated with other possible trajectory around the esclusion
cone is completely avoided. This is particularly important for cases 2 and 4, where a local
minimum with final time close to the obtained minimum time exists on the opposite side of the
reported maneuver (Fig. 4).
Detailed results have been reported for case 1 chosing one reference experiment. From Fig.
6, 7 and 8 we can see that the iPSO solution along the x axis is quite identical to the POCS
solution. In this case, the maneuver is mainly along the x axis: this result means that the main
characteristics of the maneuver have been caught from the iPSO solution. The y and z axes show
iPSO trends that differ from the POCS ones. It must be noted that all the constraints are satified
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Velocity History − Case 1
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Figure 8. Comparison of the iPSO and POCS results for the angular velocity.

by both the iPSO and POCS solutions. All the proposed test cases shows these features: the
future development of the proposed approach will take into account the possibility to improve
the solution in order to obtain the same accuracy for all the three axes.
The mean computational times required by the proposed iPSO approach has been reduced
with respect to the one reported in [21]: for the reported test cases about 50 seconds are required
for the obtainement of the solution. This time does not depend on the particular geometry of
the analysed cases. A further reduction of the computational time will be one of the goal of the
future development of the algorithm.
Accordigly with previous work in literature [15] [21], it has been noted that, using the iPSO
solution as best guess for the POCS, computational times may be considerably reduced. For
example, solving case 2 with the iPSO guess requires about 70 seconds, while about 3800
seconds are required without best guess.
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6. Conclusion
It has been demonstrated that the Particle Swarm Optimization may be used for planning
sub-optimal constrained maneuvers. The proposed Inverse Method guarantees solutions that
fully satisfy boundary and path constraints.
The final time obtained with the prposed method is greater than the time computed using
a pseudospectral method. However, the introduced movement of the time instants leads to
solutions very close to the ones obtained with a pseudospectral optimization software, with
errors less than 1% in some reported test cases.
The low computational effort and the satisfaction of all the imposed constraints make the
proposed approach suitable in the perspective of achieving fully autonomous satellites.
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Summary. In actual implementations of magnetic control laws for spacecraft attitude stabilization, the time in which Earth magnetic field is measured must be separated from the time in
which magnetic dipole moment is generated. We propose a magnetic attitude stabilization law
that takes into account of the latter separation. Specifically, a feedback that besides measurement of the geomagnetic field, needs measures of attitude only (output feedback) is presented,
and a design method for determining its parameters is obtained. A case study is included to
validate the effectiveness of the proposed control law.
1. INTRODUCTION
Spacecraft attitude control can be obtained by adopting several actuation mechanisms. Among
them electromagnetic actuators are widely used for generation of attitude control torques on
satellites flying in low Earth orbits. They consist of planar current-driven coils rigidly placed on
the spacecraft typically along three orthogonal axes, and they operate on the basis of the interaction between the magnetic dipole moment generated by those coils and the Earth’s magnetic
field; in fact, the latter interaction generates a torque that attempts to align the magnetic dipole
moment in the direction of the field. Magnetic actuators, also known as magnetorquers, have the
important limitation that control torque is constrained to belong to the plane orthogonal to the
Earth’s magnetic field. As a result, sometimes a reaction wheel accompanies magnetorquers to
provide full three-axis control; moreover, magnetorquers are often used for angular momentum
dumping when reaction or momentum-bias wheels are employed for accurate attitude control
(see [1, Chapter 7]). Lately, attitude stabilization using only magnetorquers has been considered
as a feasible option especially for low-cost micro-satellites and for satellites with a failure in
the main attitude control system. In such scenario many control laws have been designed, and a
survey of various approaches adopted can be found in [2]; in particular, Lyapunov-based design
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has been adopted in [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. In those works feedback control laws that, besides measuring the geomagnetic field, require measures of both attitude and attitude-rate (i.e. state feedback
control laws) are proposed; moreover, in [5] and [7] feedback control algorithms which, besides
measuring the geomagnetic field, need measures of attitude only (i.e. output feedback control
algorithms) are presented, too.
All control laws presented in the cited works are continuos-time; thus, in principle they require a continuous-time measurement of the geomagnetic field and a continuos-time generation
of coils’s currents. However, in practical implementations the time in which Earth’s magnetic
field is measured (measurement time) has to be separated from the time in which coils’ currents
are generated (actuation time). The latter separation is necessary because currents flowing in
the spacecraft’s magnetic coils generate a local magnetic field that impairs an accurate measurement of the geomagnetic field; as a result, when the Earth’s magnetic field is being measured no
currents must flow in the coils, and consequently no magnetic actuation is possible; on the other
hand, when magnetic actuation is active, it is not possible to obtain accurate measurements
of the geomagnetic field. Consequently, in practical applications a periodic switch between
measurement time and actuation time is implemented. Magnetic control laws compatible with
the latter constraint could be obtained by simply discretizing algorithms designed in continuostime; however, following that approach could lead to a degradation of the performances of the
attitude control system that could even lead to instability. In order to overcome such difficulty,
it is important to design control laws that take into account of the separation constraint directly
during the design phase. Paper [8] presents the design of a state feedback that fulfills the separation requirement described before. In the proposed work, the focus is on designing an output
feedback that satisfies the previous constraint.
1.1 Notations
For x ∈ Rn , kxk denotes the Euclidean norm of
symmetric matrix

0 −a3
×

a3 0
a =
−a2 a1

x. For a ∈ R3 , a× represents the skew

a2
−a1 
0

(1)

so that for b ∈ R3 , multiplication a× b is equal to the cross product a × b.
2. MODELING AND CONTROL ALGORITHM
In order to describe the attitude dynamics of an Earth-orbiting rigid spacecraft, and in order
to represent the geomagnetic field, it is useful to introduce the following reference frames.
1. Geocentric inertial frame Fi . A commonly used inertial frame for Earth orbits is the
Geocentric Inertial Frame, whose origin is in the Earth’s center, its xi axis is the vernal equinox direction, its zi axis coincides with the Earth’s axis of rotation and points
northward, and its yi axis completes an orthogonal right-handed frame (see [1, Section
2.6.1]).
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2. Spacecraft body frame Fb . The origin of this right-handed orthogonal frame attached to
the spacecraft, coincides with the satellite’s center of mass; its axes are chosen so that the
(inertial) pointing objective is having Fb aligned with Fi .
Since the pointing objective consists in aligning Fb to Fi , the focus will be on the relative kinematics and dynamics of the satellite with respect to the inertial frame. Let q =
[q1 q2 q3 q4 ]T = [qvT q4 ]T with kqk = 1 be the unit quaternion representing rotation of Fb
with respect to Fi ; then, the corresponding attitude matrix is given by
C(q) = (q42 − qvT qv )I + 2qv qvT − 2q4 qv×
(see [9, Section 5.4]).
Let

1
W (q) =
2



Then the relative attitude kinematics is given by

q4 I + qv×
−qvT



q̇ = W (q)ω

(2)

(3)

(4)

where ω ∈ R3 is the angular rate of Fb with respect to Fi resolved in Fb (see [9, Section 5.5.3]).
The attitude dynamics in body frame can be expressed by
J ω̇ = −ω × Jω + T

(5)

where J ∈ R3×3 is the spacecraft inertia matrix, and T is the control torque expressed in Fb
(see [9, Section 6.4]).
The spacecraft is equipped with three magnetic coils aligned with the Fb axes which generate the magnetic attitude control torque
T = mcoils × B b = −B b× mcoils

(6)

where mcoils ∈ R3 is the vector of magnetic dipole moments for the three coils, and B b is the
geomagnetic field at spacecraft expressed in body frame Fb .
Let B i be the geomagnetic field at spacecraft expressed in inertial frame Fi . Note that B i
varies with time at least because of the spacecraft’s motion along the orbit. Then
B b (q, t) = C(q)B i (t)

(7)

which shows explicitly the dependence of B b on both q and t.
Grouping together equations (4) (5) (6) the following nonlinear time-varying system is obtained
q̇ = W (q)ω
(8)
J ω̇ = −ω × Jω − B b (q, t)× mcoils
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in which mcoils is the control input.
In order to analyze and design control algorithms, it is important to characterize the timedependence of B b (q, t) which is the same as characterizing the time-dependence of B i (t). Assume that the orbit is circular of radius R; then, adopting the so called dipole model of the
geomagnetic field (see [10, Appendix H]) we obtain
B i (t) =

µm
[3((m̂i )T r̂i (t))r̂i (t) − m̂i ]
R3

(9)

In equation (9), µm = 7.746 1015 Wb m is the total dipole strength (see ref. [11]), ri (t) is
the spacecraft’s position vector resolved in Fi , and r̂i (t) is the vector of the direction cosines
of ri (t); finally m̂i is the vector of direction cosines of the Earth’s magnetic dipole moment
expressed in Fi . Here we set m̂i = [0 0 − 1]T which corresponds to having the dipole’s
coelevation angle equal to 180◦ . Even if a more accurate value for that angle would be 170◦
(see ref. [11]), here we approximate it to 180◦ since this will substantially simplify future
symbolic computations.
Equation (9) shows that in order to characterize the time dependence of B i (t), it is necessary
to determine an expression for ri (t) which is the spacecraft’s position vector resolved in Fi .
Define a coordinate system xp , yp in the orbital’s plane whose origin is at Earth’s center; then,
the satellite’s position is clearly given by
xp (t) = R cos(nt + φ0 )
y p (t) = R sin(nt + φ0 )

(10)

where n is the orbital rate, and φ0 an initial phase. Then, coordinates of the satellite in inertial
frame Fi can be easily obtained from (10) using an appropriate rotation matrix which depends
on the orbit’s inclination incl and on the value Ω of the Right Ascension of the Ascending Node
(RAAN) (see [1, Section 2.6.2]). Plugging into (9) the equations of the latter coordinates, an
explicit expression for B i (t) can be obtained; it can be easily checked that B i (t) is periodic
with period 2π/n. Consequently system (8) is a periodic nonlinear system with period 2π/n.
As stated before, the control objective is driving the spacecraft so that Fb is aligned with
Fi . From (2) it follows that C(q) = I for q = [qvT q4 ]T = ±q̄ where q̄ = [0 0 0 1]T . Thus, the
objective is designing control strategies for mcoils so that qv → 0 and ω → 0.
In [7] both a static state feedback and a dynamic output feedback are presented; both feedbacks were obtained as modifications of those in [5, 6].
In this paper the focus is on the dynamic output feedback presented in [7] which does not
require the measurement of ω and is given by
δ̇(t) = α(q(t) − λδ(t))
mcoils (t) = (B b (q(t), t)× )T 2 (k1 qv (t) + k2 αλW (q(t))T (q(t) − λδ(t)))

(11)

with δ ∈ R4 . It is shown in [7] that selecting k1 > 0, k2 > 0, α > 0, λ > 0, and choosing  > 0
1
q̄) is achieved.
small enough, local exponentially stability of equilibrium (q, ω, δ) = (q̄, 0, λ
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Feedback control law (11) seems implementable in practice since B b and q can be measured
using magnetometers and attitude sensors respectively. However, as explained in the introduction, the time in which B b is measured should be separated from the time in which magnetic
control action is applied; in fact, magnetic torque is obtained by generating currents flowing
through magnetic coils, and those currents create a local magnetic field which impairs an accurate measurement of B b . As a result, in order to take into account of the previous constraint, we
should consider only magnetic feedback laws of the following type; in a first interval of length
∆m , B b is measured (along with q) and mcoils is set to 0; then, in a successive interval of length
∆a , mcoils is generated and held constant because the measure of B b cannot be updated during
that interval; the operations of measurement and actuation are repeated periodically. Thus, the
considered scenario is represented by the time diagram in Fig. 1

0

...

actuation

measure
∆m

∆m + ∆ a

...

measure
j(∆m + ∆a )

actuation

j(∆m + ∆a ) + ∆m (j + 1)(∆m + ∆a )

t

Figure 1. Time diagram (j=0,1,2,. . . ).
Note that the value of ∆m is determined mainly by the following physical fact; in order to
measure B b , no current must flow in the magnetic coils; then, when currents in the magnetorquers are switched off, it is necessary to wait for the dissipation of existing currents through
the coils before obtaining an accurate measurement of B b ; usually the latter dissipation time
is much larger than the time necessary to read and process data from magnetometers and attitude sensors; as a consequence, ∆m is mostly determined by the dissipation phenomenon just
described. Reference [12] considers the case in which ∆m = 0 which corresponds to having
∆m negligible with respect to ∆a ; here, we study situations in which that does not occur and
consequently ∆m > 0.
In order to simplify forthcoming expressions let us define ∆ , ∆m + ∆a . A dynamic output
feedback law compatible with the requirement of separation between measurement and actuation can be obtained by enforcing mcoils to zero during the measurement time and discretizing
(11) using the forward differencing approximation (see ref. [13]) during the actuation time;
thus, the following control law is obtained
δ((j + 1)∆ + ∆m ) = δ(j∆ + ∆m ) + ∆α(q(j∆ + ∆m ) − λδ(j∆ + ∆m ))

0
j∆ ≤ t < j∆ + ∆m




(B b (q(j∆ + ∆m ), j∆ + ∆m )× )T
mcoils (t) =

2 (k1 qv (j∆ + ∆m ) + k2 αλW (q(j∆ + ∆m ))T


 (q(j∆ + ∆ ) − λδ(j∆ + ∆ )))
j∆ + ∆m ≤ t < (j + 1)∆
m
m
j = 0, 1, 2, . . .

(12)
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3. Feedback Design
In this section we will focus on output-feedback law (12) and will derive conditions on
parameters k1 , k2 , α, λ, , and intervals ∆m and ∆a which ensure that equilibrium (q, ω, δ) =
1
(q̄, 0, λ
q̄) is locally exponentially stable for closed-loop system (8) (12). In order to derive
those conditions, it suffices considering the restriction of closed-loop system (8) (12) to the
open set S3+ × R7 where
S3+ = {q ∈ R4 | kqk = 1, q4 > 0}

(13)

q̇v (t) = Wv (qv (t))ω(t)
J ω̇(t) = −ω(t)× Jω(t) − [Cv (qv (t))B i (t)]× mcoils (t)

(14)

Since on the latter set q4 = (1 − qvT qv )1/2 then the considered restriction is given by the interconnection of the following systems

δv ((j + 1)∆ + ∆m ) = δv (j∆ + ∆m ) + ∆α (qv (j∆ + ∆m ) − λδv (j∆ + ∆m ))

T
1/2
δ̃4 ((j + 1)∆ + ∆m ) = δ̃4 (j∆ + ∆m ) + ∆α (1
 − qv (j∆ + ∆m ) qv (j∆ + ∆m ))
−λδ̃4 (j∆ + ∆m ) − 1

0
j∆ ≤ t < j∆ + ∆m






(Cv (qv (j∆ + ∆m ))B i (j∆ + ∆m )× )T




2 (k1 qv (j∆ + ∆m ) + k2 αλWr (qv (j∆ + ∆m ))T
 
qv (j∆ + ∆m )
mcoils (t) =


(1
−
q
(j∆
+ ∆m )T qv (j∆ + ∆m ))1/2

v







λδ
(j∆
+
∆
)

v
m

j∆ + ∆m ≤ t < (j + 1)∆
 −
λδ̃4 (j∆ + ∆m ) + 1

j = 0, 1, 2, . . .

T

where δv = [δ1 δ2 δ3 ] , δ̃4 = δ4 −

(15)

1
λ

i
1/2
1h
1 − qvT qv
I + qv×
2


Wv (qv )

Wr (qv ) = 
1
− qvT
2
1/2 ×

qv
Cv (qv ) = 1 − 2qvT qv I + 2qv qvT − 2 1 − qvT qv
Wv (qv ) =

and where (7) has been used. It is simple to show that if (qv , ω, δv , δ̃4 ) = (0, 0, 0, 0) is a lo1
cally exponentially stable equilibrium for (14) (15), then (qv , ω, δ) = (q̄, 0, λ
q̄) is a locally
exponentially stable equilibrium for (8) (12).
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It will be shown next that the closed-loop system (14) (15) can be expressed as a hybrid
system of the type considered in [14]. For that purpose define the following time sequence

k


∆
k = 0, 2, 4, . . .

2
tk =
(16)

k
−
1


∆ + ∆m k = 1, 3, 5, . . .
2

which represent the instants that appear in Fig. 1. Introduce the following discrete-time function
1
p(k) = (1 − (−1)k ) k = 0, 1, 2, . . .
2

(17)

Note that p(k) is equal to 0 for k even and to 1 for k odd. Then, time sequence (16) can be
expressed by the following alternative form which will be useful for the sequel


k
k−1
tk = (1 − p(k)) ∆ + p(k)
∆ + ∆m
k = 0, 1, 2, . . .
(18)
2
2
By using the previous expressions, it follows that equation (15) can be written in the following
compact form
δv (tk+1 ) = δv (tk ) + p(k)∆α (qv (tk ) − λδv (tk ))


T
1/2
δ̃4 (tk+1 ) = δ̃4 (tk ) + p(k)∆α (1 − qv (tk ) qv (tk )) − λδ̃4 (tk ) − 1

mcoils (t) = p(k)(Cv (qv (tk ))B i (tk )× )T 2 (k1 qv (tk ) + k2 αλWr (qv (tk ))T


qv (tk ) − λδv (tk )
(1 − qv (tk )T qv (tk ))1/2 − λδ̃4 (tk ) + 1

(19)

tk ≤ t < tk+1 k = 0, 1, 2, . . .
Note then that the closed-loop system (14) (19) is a nonlinear time-varying hybrid system of the
type considered in [14].
Next, consider the linear approximation of (14) (19) about the equilibrium (qv , ω, δv , δ̃4 ) =
(0, 0, 0, 0) as defined in [14]. The latter approximation is given by
q̇v (t) = 12 ω(t)
J ω̇(t) = −B i (t)× mcoils (tk )

tk ≤ t < tk+1

(20)

δv (tk+1 ) = δv (tk ) + p(k)∆α (qv (tk ) − λδv (tk ))

δ̃4 (tk+1 ) = δ̃4 (tk ) − p(k)∆αλδ̃4 (tk )


1
i
× T 2
mcoils (tk ) = p(k)(B (tk ) )  k1 qv (tk ) + k2 αλ (qv (tk ) − δv (tk ))
2

7
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Note that since B i is bounded (see (9)), Theorem II.1 in [14] applies to the nonlinear timevarying hybrid system (14) (19); consequently, (qv , ω, δv , δ̃4 ) = (0, 0, 0, 0) is a locally exponentially stable equilibrium for (14) (19) if and only if it is an exponentially stable equilibrium for
(20) (21).
Now consider the continuous-time system (20) and sample its state [qv (t)T ω(t)T ]T at t = tk .
Setting qv∗ (k) , qv (tk ), ω ∗ (k) , ω(tk ), m∗coils (k) , mcoils (tk ), the following discrete-time
system is obtained
1
qv∗ (k + 1) = qv∗ (k) + a(k, ∆m , ∆a )ω ∗ (k) − J −1 G1 (k, ∆m , ∆a )m∗coils (k)
2
ω ∗ (k + 1) = ω ∗ (k) − J −1 G2 (k, ∆m , ∆a )m∗coils (k)

k = 0, 1, 2 . . .
(22)

where
a(k, ∆m , ∆a ) , tk+1 − tk
Z tk+1
1
(tk+1 − τ )B i (τ )× dτ
G1 (k, ∆m , ∆a ) ,
2
t
Z ktk+1
B i (τ )× dτ
G2 (k, ∆m , ∆a ) ,

(23)
(24)
(25)

tk

Note that the explicit dependence of a, G1 , and G2 from k, ∆m , and ∆a can be obtained by
replacing tk+1 and tk with the corresponding expressions that can be derived using (18). Defining B i∗ (k) , B i (tk ), δv∗ (k) , δv (tk ), δ̃4∗ (k) , δ̃4 (tk ) and adopting the previously introduced
notation, output-feedback (21) reads as
δv∗ (k + 1) = δv∗ (k) + p(k)∆α(qv∗ (k) − λδv∗ (k))
δ̃4∗ (k + 1) = δ̃4∗ (k) − p(k)∆αλδ̃4∗ (k)


1
∗
i∗
× T 2
∗
∗
∗
mcoils (k) = p(k)(B (k) )  k1 qv (k) + k2 αλ(qv (k) − λδv (k))
2

(26)

By a simple adaptation of Proposition 7 in [15], it follows that if the linear time-varying
discrete-time system (22) (26) is exponentially stable, then the linear time-varying hybrid system (20) (21) is exponentially stable, too.
Based on the previous discussion, our objective has become studying stability of linear timevarying discrete-time system (22) (26). For that purpose it is useful to perform the following
change of variables z1 (k) = qv∗ (k), z2 (k) = ω ∗ (k)/, z3 (k) = qv∗ (k) − λδv∗ (k), z4 (k) = δ̃4∗ (k)
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obtaining
1
z1 (k + 1) = z1 (k) +  a(k, ∆m , ∆a )z2 (k) − p(k)2 J −1 G1 (k, ∆m , ∆a )(B i∗ (k)× )T
2


1
k1 z1 (k) + k2 αλz3 (k)
2


1
−1
i∗
× T
z2 (k + 1) = z2 (k) − p(k)J G2 (k, ∆m , ∆a )(B (k) ) k1 z1 (k) + k2 αλz3 (k)
2


1
z3 (k + 1) = z3 (k) + 
a(k, ∆m , ∆a )z2 (k) − αλp(k)∆z3 (k)
2


1
2
−1
i∗
× T
− p(k)J G1 (k, ∆m , ∆a )(B (k) ) k1 z1 (k) + k2 αλz3 (k)
2
z4 (k + 1) = z4 (k) − ∆αλp(k)z4 (k)
(27)
Let
M (k, ∆m , ∆a ) , p(k)G2 (k, ∆m , ∆a )(B i∗ (k)× )T
(28)
and consider the following averages
aav (s, ∆m , ∆a ) ,

k=s+N
1 X
a(k, ∆m , ∆a )
N →∞ N
k=s+1

lim

k=s+N
1 X
Mav (s, ∆m , ) , lim
M (k, ∆m , ∆a )
N →∞ N
k=s+1

with s = 0, 1, 2, . . .. Both averages have been computed symbolically using MathematicaTM . It
turns out that aav is independent of s and is equal to
∆m + ∆a
2
In additon, it is obtained that Mav is independent of both s and ∆m . Its long expression is
here omitted to save space. Moreover, from equation (25), it is easy to see that for k odd
G2 (k, ∆m , 0) = 0; thus, taking into account that for k even p(k) = 0, from (28) we obtain that
M (k, ∆m , 0) = 0 . Then, it occurs that Mav (∆a ) vanishes at ∆a = 0, and consequently it can
be expressed as
Mav (∆a ) = Lav (∆a )∆a
(29)
aav (∆m , ∆a ) =

where

Z

1

∂Mav
(u∆a )du
∂∆a
0
The expression of Lav has also been computed symbolically using MathematicaTM , but again
here it is omitted to save space since it is quite long. It turns out that L0av , lim∆a →0 Lav (∆a ) is
symmetric, and that matrix L0av is positive definite if and only if the orbit is not equatorial, that
is if its inclination satisfies incl 6= 0. Thus, we make the following hypothesis.
Lav (∆a ) ,

9
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Assumption 1. The spacecraft’s orbit satisfies condition L0av > 0.
Remark 1. In the special case of polar orbit (incl = 90◦ ) with zero RAAN (Ω
expression of Lav simplifies as follows

18 sin(n∆a )2
9 sin(2n∆a )
0
−
4+

n∆a
n∆a


2 
µ 
9 sin(2n∆a )
Lav (∆a ) =
0
2 2+
0

32R6 
n∆a
 18 sin(n∆ )2
9 sin(2n∆a )
a
0
n∆a
n∆a

= 0), the








(30)

The general fact that with incl 6= 0, matrix L0av , lim∆a →0 Lav (∆a ) is symmetric and positive
definite can be easily checked in this special case.
At this point, consider the average system of (27) as defined in [16] which is given by
z1 (k + 1) = z1 (k) + 

∆m + ∆a
z2 (k)
4



1
z2 (k + 1) = z2 (k) − ∆a J Lav (∆a ) k1 z1 (k) + k2 αλz3 (k)
2 

(31)
∆m + ∆a 1
z3 (k + 1) = z3 (k) + 
z2 (k) − αλz3 (k)
2
2
∆m + ∆a
z4 (k + 1) = z4 (k) − 
αλz4 (k)
2
It can be verified that all assumptions of [16, Theorem 2.2.2] are fulfilled by system (27). Thus,
the following proposition holds true.
−1

Proposition 1. If the average system (31) is exponentially stable for all 0 <  ≤ 0 , then there
exists 0 < 1 ≤ 0 , such that system (27) is exponentially stable for all 0 <  ≤ 1 .
Rewrite (31) in the following compact form

(32)

z(k + 1) = z(k) + ∆a A(∆m , ∆a )z(k)
with
A(∆m , ∆a ) = A1 (∆a ) +
where



0

1
I
4

∆m
A2
∆a
0

(33)
0



1

 −k1 J −1 Lav (∆a ) 0 − k2 αλJ −1 Lav (∆a )
0
2
A1 (∆a ) = 

1
1

0
I
− αλI
0

4
2

1
0
0
0
− αλ
2
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and



1
0
0
 0 4I

 0 0
0
0

A2 = 
1
1
 0
I − αλI
0

4
2

1
0 0
0
− αλ
2
For matrix A1 the following lemma holds true.











(35)

Lemma 1. Assume that k1 > 0, k2 > 0, α > 0, λ > 0 and Assumption 1 is satisfied. Then there
exists ∆∗a > 0 such that A1 (∆a ) is a Hurwitz matrix for all 0 < ∆a < ∆∗a .
Proof. First, it will be shown that A01 , lim∆a →0 A1 (∆a ) is a Hurwitz matrix. For that purpose
it is useful to introduce the continuous-time system ẇ = A01 w which in expanded form reads as
follows
1
ẇ1 =
w2
4


1
0
J ẇ2 = −Lav k1 w1 + k2 αλw3
2
(36)
1
1
ẇ3 =
w2 − αλw3
4
2
1
ẇ4 = − αλw4
2
Introduce the following Lyapunov function for (36)
1
1
V3 (w) = 2k1 w1T L0av w1 + w2T Jw2 + k2 αλw3T L0av w3 + w42
2
2
then

1
V̇3 (w) = −k2 α2 λ2 w3T L0av w3 − αλw42
2
By La Salle’s invariance principle [17, Theorem 4.4], it follows that (36) is exponentially stable,
and thus A01 is Hurwitz. Then, by continuity of A1 (∆a ) with respect to ∆a the thesis follows
immediately.
Remark 2. The value of ∆∗a can be determined numerically; in fact, once we fix the orbital
parameters (R, incl, and Ω which appear in Lav (∆a )), the inertia matrix J, and the controller’s
gains k1 , k2 , α, and λ, it suffices studying the behavior with ∆a of the maximum of the real
parts of the eigenvalues of A1 (∆a ).
For average system (32) the following stability result holds true.
Theorem 1. Assume that Assumption 1 is satisfied. First fix k1 > 0, k2 > 0, α > 0, λ > 0, then
fix 0 < ∆a < ∆∗a . Consider symmetric matrix P1 > 0 such that
P1 A1 (∆a ) + A1 (∆a )T P1 = −I

11
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and let
∆∗m ,

∆a
kP1 A2 + AT2 P1 k

(38)

If 0 < ∆m < ∆∗m , then, there exists 0 > 0, such that system (32) is exponentially stable for all
0 <  ≤ 0 .
Proof. First it will be shown that picking k1 > 0, k2 > 0, α > 0, λ > 0, ∆a and ∆m as stated
in the hypothesis, it follows that matrix A(∆m , ∆a ) (see (33)) is Hurwitz. Note that the choice
of k1 > 0, k2 > 0, α > 0, λ > 0, and ∆a guarantees that A1 (∆a ) is Hurwitz; then, consider the
continuos time system


∆m
ẇ = A(∆m , ∆a )w = A1 (∆a ) +
A2 w
∆a
with the candidate Lyapunov function V2 (w) = wT P1 w. Since P1 is the solution of (37) we
obtain





∆m
∆m
T
T
T
V̇2 (w) = w P1 A1 (∆a ) + A1 (∆a ) P1 +
P1 A2 + A2 P1 w ≤ − 1 − ∗ kwk2
∆a
∆m
Thus, if 0 < ∆m < ∆∗m , it follows that V̇2 is negative definite and consequently A(∆m , ∆a ) is
Hurwitz. Then, consider symmetric matrix P > 0 such that
P A(∆m , ∆a ) + A(∆m , ∆a )T P = −I

(39)

and let V3 (z) = z T P z be a candidate Lyapunov function for discrete-time system (32). Then,
the following holds
∆V2 (z) , (z + ∆a A(∆m , ∆a )z)T P (z + ∆a A(∆m , ∆a )z) − z T P z

≤ ∆a (−1 + ∆a kA(∆m , ∆a )T P A(∆m , ∆a )k)kzk2

As a result, setting
0 =

1
2∆a kA(∆m , ∆a )T P A(∆m , ∆a )k

(40)

we obtain that system (32) is exponentially stable for all 0 <  ≤ 0 .
Based on the previous theorem, first fix k1 > 0, k2 > 0, α > 0, λ > 0, then determine
∆a and ∆m as indicated in the theorem, finally consider the corresponding value of 0 given
by (40); from Proposition 1 it follows that there exists 0 < 1 ≤ 0 such that system (27) is
exponentially stable for all 0 <  ≤ 1 . In conclusion, from Theorem 1, Proposition 1, and the
preceding discussion, the following main proposition is obtained.
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Proposition 2. Consider the magnetically actuated spacecraft described by (8) and apply
output-feedback (12) with k1 > 0, k2 > 0, α > 0, λ > 0. Then, under Assumption 1, there
exists ∆∗a > 0 such that fixed 0 < ∆a < ∆∗a and fixed 0 < ∆m < ∆∗m with ∆∗m given by
(38), there exists 1 ≤ 0 , with 0 given by (40), such that for all 0 <  ≤ 1 equilibrium
1
(q, ω, δ) = (q̄, 0, λ
q̄) is locally exponentially stable for (8) (12).
Remark 3. Usually in practical situations, time ∆m is not a design parameter for the control
engineer; in fact, as explained in Section 2. , ∆m is basically determined by the time that coils
take to dissipate existing currents once the latter are switched off; as a result, ∆m is a parameter
intrinsic to the controlled plant and not a controller’s parameter. As a consequence, it might
seem that the previous proposition is not useful for control design since it seems to imply that
∆m can be chosen by the control designer. Actually, the previous proposition can be used to do
control design as follows. First fix gains k1 > 0, k2 > 0, α > 0, and λ > 0; then, determine ∆∗a
by using Lemma 1; for each 0 < ∆a < ∆∗a determine the corresponding ∆∗m (see Theorem 1).
By plotting ∆∗m versus ∆a , we can graphically determine the set S of values of ∆a for which it
occurs that ∆∗m > ∆m . Thus, fix ∆a ∈ S, and finally choose  ≤ 0 sufficiently small so that
stability is achieved. In the next section, the described designed procedure will be illustrated
through a case study.
Remark 4. The obtained stability results hold even if saturation on magnetic dipole moments
is taken into account by replacing control (12) with
δ((j + 1)∆ + ∆m ) = δ(j∆ + ∆m ) + ∆α(q(j∆ + ∆m ) − λδ(j∆ + ∆m ))

0
j∆ ≤ t < j∆ + ∆m







1
 mcoils max sat
mcoils max
mcoils (t) =
(B b (q(j∆ + ∆m ), j∆ + ∆m )× )T




2 (k1 qv (j∆ + ∆m ) + k2 αλW (q(j∆ + ∆m ))T


 (q(j∆ + ∆ ) − λδ(j∆ + ∆ )))) j∆ + ∆ ≤ t < (j + 1)∆
m

m

m

j = 0, 1, 2, . . .

(41)
where mcoils max is the saturation limit for each dipole moment, and sat : R → R is the
standard saturation function defined as follows; given x ∈ R3 , the i-th component of sat(x) is
equal to xi if |xi | ≤ 1, otherwise it is equal to either 1 or -1 depending on the sign of xi . The
previous results still hold because saturation does not modify linearization (21).
3

3

4. Case Study
We consider a spacecraft whose inertia matrix is given by


5
−0.1 −0.5
2
1  kg m2
J =  −0.1
−0.5
1
3.5
13

(42)
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The inclination of the orbit is given by incl = 87◦ , and the orbit’s altitude is 450 km; the
corresponding orbital period is about 5600 s (see [18]). Without loss of generality the value Ω
of RAAN is set equal to 0, whereas the initial phase φ0 (see (10)) has been randomly selected
equal to φ0 = 0.94 rad.
Consider an initial state characterized by attitude equal to to the target attitude q(0) = q̄,
and by the following high initial angular rate
ω(0) = [0.02 0.02 − 0.03]T rad/s

(43)

due for example to an impact with an object. Moreover, consider that that the time needed for
the spacecraft to perform all required measurements is equal to ∆m = 10−3 s.
In [19] the continuous-time feedback (11) has been designed setting k1 = 7 108 , k2 = 1010 ,
 = 10−3 , α = 1 103 , λ = 1. Here we design feedback (12) by keeping k1 = 7 108 , k2 = 1010 ,
α = 1 103 , λ = 1 and by choosing parameters ∆a and  as follows. First, studying numerically
the behavior with ∆a of the maximum of the real parts of the eigenvalues of A1 (∆a ) (see (34)),
the plot in Fig. 2 is obtained; from the latter plot we determine the value ∆∗a = 1197 s for
0.04

max(real(eig(A 1 (∆ a ))))

0.02

0

-0.02

-0.04

-0.06

-0.08
0

200

400

600

800

1000

1200

1400

∆ a (sec)

Figure 2. Maximum of the real parts of the eigenvalues of A1 (∆a ) .
which it occurs that A1 (∆a ) is Hurwitz for all 0 < ∆a < ∆∗a . Then, for each 0 < ∆a < ∆∗a
we determine the value ∆∗m given by (38) obtaining the plot in Fig. 3. Recall that for each
∆a , magnitude ∆∗m represents the maximum value for ∆m for which stability can be achieved.
Then, since in our case study ∆m is fixed and equal to 10−3 s, the set S of values of ∆a for which
stability is achievable is determined considering those values for which ∆∗m is greater than 10−3
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Figure 3. Behavior of ∆∗m with respect to ∆a .
s. From Fig. 3 it can be obtained that stability can be achieved for all 17.97 s < ∆a < 1191 s.
Then, we pick ∆a = 18 s to which there corresponds the value 0 = 3.65 10−5 (see (40)). By
Proposition 2, it occurs that setting  ≤ 3.65 10−5 and small enough, equilibrium (q, ω, δ) =
1
q̄) is locally exponentially stable for (8) (12). Then, fix  = 3.65 10−5 obtaining the
(q̄, 0, λ
simulation results reported in Fig. 4. The plots show that the desired attitude is achieved in
about 300 orbits. It turns out that the upper bound 0 = 3.65 10−5 for  is quite conservative.
In fact, setting  = 10−4 , the time behaviors reported in Fig. 5 are obtained, and they show that
the desired attitude is now acquired in only 90 orbits.
In Fig. 6 the time behavior of mcoils restricted to the time interval [0 10−2 ] s is plotted in
order to display clearly the presence of the measurement interval [0 ∆m = 10−3 ] s in which
mcoils = 0.
5. Conclusion
In this work a magnetic control law for spacecraft attitude stabilizations has been presented;
the control law possess the important feature of separating measurement time from actuation
time and does not require measures of attitude rate. A design method for the parameters of the
controller has been obtained, and it has been successfully applied to a case study.
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Abstract. This paper discloses the trade-off process that led to the selection of a mechanism
for the space tug of the STRONG mission. The objective of the space tug is to dock and
transport space payloads from intermediate orbits into great orbits. For this purpose five
mechanism concepts were considered: a mechanism based on the Stewart-Gough platform
controlled in position, a Stewart-Gough platform with impedance control, a central
mechanism with passive shock absorbers, a central active mechanism and a mechanism with
articulated arms carrying grippers. Several trade-off parameters were taken into
consideration: mass, complexity of the mechatronics system, control complexity, adaptability,
reliability and functional confidence. For each parameter a weight was selected in order to
give more or less relevance to some of them. In order to evaluate each criterion, different
tools were used. CAD models of the mechanisms were created to evaluate masses and
working volumes; numbers of servo-actuators and sensors for each concept were taken into
account; various control logics during the soft and hard docking phases were investigated;
functional adaptability to different spacecrafts masses was analyzed; custom simulation
software were written to evaluate dynamic performance. The outcome of the decision-making
procedure was the central mechanism with passive shock absorbers, mainly for its simplicity
and reliability. This concept may be integrated during development and design with some
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active features to improve performance and adaptability. In the paper potential improvements
are discussed.
1. INTRODUCTION
The term docking describes the mechanical coupling between two spacecrafts, a chaser and
a target. In a docking operation the GNC of the chaser controls the relative state between the
two bodies to a certain extent. The residual errors between the two bodies have to be
recovered by the docking interfaces placed on the spacecrafts. Those interfaces have to
dissipate the energy given by the relative state between target and chaser.
The docking mechanisms may be divided in two groups depending on their architecture.
The first group exhibits a central architecture and the second a peripheral one. All the early
docking systems used by the Russian and American space programs presented central
architectures [1]. A successful example of central architecture is the Russian probe and
drogue. It is installed in the Soyuz, Progress and ATV spacecrafts. Although it was conceived
in the 70’s, it is still in use. The current peripheral docking system in use is the Androgynous
Peripheral Docking System (APDS), originally developed for the Russian orbital vehicle
“Buran”. This system presents a group of spring-loaded latches to accomplish a first docking
state [2]. In this regard ESA is developing a peripheral docking system [3] featuring magnetic
technology to substitute the former mechanical latches. The latest solution tested in space is
the Orbital Express Capture System (OECS) used in the Orbital Express (OE) mission [4]. It
is a mechanism with an active part and a passive part. The active part is equipped with three
single actuated fingers that has to be inserted inside the passive part. The passive part is
composed by three wedges for the reception of the fingers and laser sensors to verify their
presence.
Several patents regarding docking mechanisms for space applications have been filed. In
[5] a system that exploits a flexible cable to perform the docking operation is presented. On
the active side the system presents a head connected to the spacecraft by means of the
aforementioned cable. The head is thrown and a group of spring-loaded elements is inserted
inside suitable seats on the target side. Once these elements link the spacecrafts the cable is
wrapped by means of a rotary actuator. In the patent [6] a system equipped with parallel bars
is disclosed. Two pairs of parallel bars are arranged in such a way as to form an ideally
rectangular shape. The ends of each pair of bars are moved by means of linear actuators, so
that the rectangular shape delineated by them may shrink gradually. Regarding the passive
part, it is an element having the shape of a parallelepiped. The entire target is therefore led by
the contact between the active part (bars) and passive (parallelepiped) of the docking system.
In [7] a docking system for large structures is presented. This system has a telescopic boom
mounted on a spherical joint plus a system to actuate the boom in order to point it towards a
socket mounted on the target. In [8] a docking mechanism for transorbiting and deorbiting
missions is presented. The mechanism includes several grasping jaws to grab different
extending rings such as the conventional adapters rigs used to couple the payloads to their
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launchers.
In this paper a trade study was taken to select the best solution among a group of concept
solutions. A trade study is a procedure useful to find the most balanced solution given a set of
possible candidates to solve a certain problem [9]. Trade studies are necessary to avoid
committing too early to a design that may not meet all the technical specifications of a project.
This paper describes several concepts of mechanisms for space docking and the trade-off
procedure used to choose, among those mechanisms, the optimal system. Section 2 describes
the STRONG mission which is the mission the docking system is being made for. Then in
section 3 all the concepts mechanisms for the docking are described. The criteria for the tradeoff is introduced and explained in section 4. Section 5 shows the results of such trade-off in a
descriptive and numerical fashion. Finally, section 6 presents the conclusions.
2. THE STRONG MISSION
SAPERE-STRONG, co-funded by MIUR (Italian Ministry of Education, Universities and
Research) on the "Sviluppo e Potenziamento di Cluster Tecnologici Nazionali" - PON R&C
2007/2013 is a research and development programme linked to the theme of space exploration
and access to space, aiming to enhance the operation of national space in this area through the
construction of an electric propulsion space tug.
The aim of the STRONG mission is the design of a space tug, which will allow the
deployment of payloads/instruments and platforms in their destination orbits, starting from
intermediate orbits such as those of the space station, with considerable savings in weight and
a strong optimization of the payload/platform ratio itself. Due to the performance of the GNC
of the tug, the docking mechanism has to recover some position and angular misalignments.
Table 1 shows the technical specifications of the STRONG mission regarding the relative
errors at the beginning of the docking maneuver.
Position
misalignment
Relative
velocity
Angular
misalignment

Lateral Y
Lateral Z
Lateral Y
Lateral Z
Longitudinal X
Roll
Pitch
Yaw

Relative angular
rate
Table 1: Technical specifications of the STRONG mission regarding misalignments between
spacecrafts.
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A second relevant requirement regards the expected masses of the spacecrafts to be
coupled and the maximum masses and bulk dimensions of the parts of the mechanism to be
used for the docking. There are three main actors involved in the mission; a space tug, an
orbital tank for on orbit refueling and a standard platform to be transported. Table 2 shows the
masses of these spacecrafts. The space tug arrives at LEO with a mass of about 2000 kg. This
limit is given by the maximum payload of the Vega system. In LEO it refuels with the orbital
tank and its mass increases up to 3500 kg. After it, the transorbiting of the standard platform
starts carried by the space tug into greater orbits.
Space tug
Standard platform
Orbital tank
Table 2: Spacecrafts masses.
Finally, table 3 summarizes the maximum dimensions of the parts of the docking system.
Moreover the maximum mass of the whole mechanism should be less than 45 kg.
Diameter:
Height:
Diameter:
Passive part
Height:
Table 3: Maximum dimensions of the passive and active part of the mechanism.
Active part

3. DOCKING MECHANISM CONCETPS
Several solutions have been defined with the scope of suggesting alternative concepts
amongst which making a motivated choice of the preferred one. In the following paragraphs
such concepts will be disclosed as well as their respective docking maneuver. This docking
maneuver may be studied dividing it in four phases: deployment, alignment, soft docking and
hard docking.
Once the two spacecrafts to be docked have adjusted a relative pose appropriate for
docking, the deployment phase takes place: the docking mechanism has to be deployed and its
interfaces prepared for the first contact.
Then, during the second phase, the docking interfaces able to carried out the first coupling
are aligned. During this phase the spacecrafts continue their relative movement and only the
docking interfaces start acting. The alignment may be accomplished controlling the relative
position of the interfaces. This may be done exploiting either servoactuated mechanisms
guided by means of position feedback sensors, for example optical systems, or geometrical
coupling features. This features are useful to guide the interfaces toward a final contact
configuration to perform the successive phase. During the alignment phase, depending on the
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mechanisms functional concept and specific control law, the interaction between docking
interfaces with contact or non-contact may occurred.
At the end of the alignment, the soft docking takes place: a first coupling system links the
interfaces of the docking parts in contact so as to prevent them from escaping. However, the
soft docking coupling allows the spacecrafts to move relatively with a number of degrees of
freedom that depends on the docking system. To eliminate such relative movement, the final
hard docking has to be performed.
During the hard docking phase the different parts of the docking system are stowed within
each spacecraft activating their own servoactuators. By doing so, the spacecrafts are
approached each other until their final relative pose. Once this pose is reached a second
coupling device performs the final connection by means of mechanical fastener devices.
3.1. 6SPS parallel manipulator
This solution is based on the Stewart-Gough platform (see figure 1 and 2). Initially, the
deployment of this concept mechanism consists in positioning the active part in the middle of
the workspace of the manipulator. This part is a moving conical frustum (1) to fit inside a
female reception cone (2) mounted on the passive side (target). The active part of this concept
presents six prismatic actuators linked to a support (chaser spacecraft) and to the moving ring
through spherical joints. This mechanism may be controlled with two different control
techniques to align the docking interfaces during the alignment phase. For the first technique,
position control, the mechanism presents a female reception cone fixed to the target with
dimensions very similar to the dimensions of the moving male conical frustum (see figure 1).
The relative errors are zeroed thanks to the position control of the active part. In this
technique the control loop is closed with a stereoscopic optical system that identifies the pose
of the reception cone. In the second technique, impedance control, the system needs a larger
female cone to recover the relative errors between the passive and active interfaces (see figure
2). In this technique force sensors measure the forces along the actuators and the control
algorithm works to reduce such forces in order to let the mechanism structure work with an
impedance that must be as low as possible. By doing so the moving platform will tend to align
itself with the reception cone. The former is accomplished exploiting the geometry of the
parts. However, in both cases spring-loaded pins (3) guide the male part exploiting conical
grooves inside the female part, in order to recover rolling angular misalignments about the
axes of the cones. The soft docking is completed when the pins enter some holes on the vertex
of the conical grooves (not shown). Then both mechanisms, the one with position and the one
with impedance control, start working with a position control logic, to let the spacecrafts
come to the final contact, limiting the maximum exchanged forces. Moreover, the final
coupling (hard docking) between the spacecrafts is achieved using three single actuated hooks
(4). A graphical summarize of the docking maneuver may be seen in figure 3. In particular, as
concerning the second phase, different positions of the chaser with respect to the target are
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compensated by the position/impedance control of the movable platform of the docking
mechanism, that is aligning itself with the reception conical interface on the target

Figure 1: 6SPS parallel manipulator with closed loop position control.

Figure 2: 6SPS parallel manipulator with impedance control.
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Figure 3: 6SPS parallel manipulator docking maneuver.

3.2. Probe and drogue
This system (figure 4) is equipped with a retractable central rod (1) on the active side. This
part is launched fully retracted and is actuated until its maximum length in the deployment
phase. The rod is mounted on a spherical joint (2) in order to allow its rotations (figure 4). A
cone (3) located on the passive side drives the rod (alignment phase) and, when the end of the
rod reaches the vertex, spring-loaded elements (4) perform a first operation of soft docking
and prevent the bodies from detaching. Both the rod and the spherical joint are equipped with
passive shock absorber systems to dissipate the relative kinetic energy between target and
chaser and for reducing the exchanged forces between them. Once the soft docking is carried
out, the retraction of the central rod let the spacecrafts reach their final relative pose; the male
and female cones guarantee the alignment for the final docking. The system is equipped with
three single actuated hooks (5) for the final hard docking. Figure 5 depicts the four docking
phases for the probe and drogue docking concept. In particular, during the phase 2 relative
movement between the spacecrafts is allowed, but the thrust of the chaser against the target
guarantees the contact of the probe with the reception cone and the sliding movement toward
the soft docking configuration
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Figure 4: Probe and drogue docking system.

Figure 5: Probe and drogue docking maneuver.
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3.3. Articulated arms
All loads launched with the Vega expandable system have a ring that serves as an interface
for the anchoring between them and the launcher. This ring may be used as an interface for
docking. It was conceived a system equipped with one active degree of freedom set of
articulated arms to be located on the chaser and to be utilized for carrying out the docking
operation with the ring. The basic concept of the articulated arms system is shown in figures 6
and 7, where (1) represents the coupling ring of the Vega rocket fixed to the target spacecraft.
The system is composed by 3 arms (2) initially stowed in the chaser (figure 6). During the
first phase of the docking procedure the three arms are simultaneously and symmetrically
deployed by means of a central main actuator (3), connected to each arm through a suitable
transmission not completely depicted in detail in figure 7. Each arm is equipped with a
gripper (4). Each gripper is linked to the arm by means of a spherical joint to allow its
rotations in the alignment phase: when the contact between each gripper and the Vega ring
occurs, the gripper aligns itself rotating about the joint. During the approaching of the
spacecrafts, once a first gripper comes into contact with the ring, it is closed to accomplish a
first partial soft docking. Then, because of the motion of the chaser toward the target, a
relative motion of the two spacecraft takes place about the spherical joint of the clamped grip,
allowing the other grippers to approach and clasp the ring in sequence to conclude the whole
soft docking phase. Then, the central main actuator retracts simultaneously and stows the set
of arms into the chaser, bringing the target in the final position relative to the chaser.
Finally, due to the huge dimension of the ring, the hard docking is not allowed by means
of hooks, as for the other docking mechanisms conceived and here presented, but it is
performed thanks to a brake applied to the main actuator. Moreover, figure 8 depicts the
docking maneuver of this mechanism concept.
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Figure 6: 1 active DOF articulated mechanism with arms and grippers in stowed configuration.

Figure 7: 1 active DOF articulated mechanism with arms and grippers deployed.
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Figure 8: Docking maneuver of the articulated mechanism with grippers.

3.4. Central active mechanism
The central active system (CAS), figure 9, is made up of an active part and a passive one.
The active part has a linear actuator (1) for the control of longitudinal approaching between
the chaser and the target. The actuator is installed on a joint with two degrees of freedom (2),
driven by two actuators (3) useful for the lateral error elimination. The passive part is a socket
with conical guide built on a spherical joint (4).
After the development phase, when the linear actuator is extended nearly to its maximum
stroke, during the alignment phase (figure 10), the control system based on the two transversal
actuators drives the longitudinal actuator to point toward the centre of the conical housing,
through a position feedback system based on optical sensors. Then, a further extended motion
of the linear actuator let its tip to get in contact with the female housing on the passive side.
The action of the tip rotates the passive housing aligning the two interface, while some springloaded elements (5) mechanically connect the two interfaces, once the tip is pushed inside the
housing, achieving the soft docking. This connection allows relative rotational motion
anyhow between the spacecrafts.
Later on the three servoactuators eliminate relative position errors and reduce the distance
between target and chaser. Before the hard docking is achieved by means of a set of hooks,
dampers (6) combined with conical housing coupling devices (7) any angular error between
the spacecrafts.
Figure 10 shows the four phases of the docking procedure performed by the CAS
mechanism. In particular it is noticeable that during the alignment phase the rod is pointed
toward the passive housing compensating any attitude change of the chaser.
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Figure 9: Central active mechanism deployed.

Figure 10: CAS docking maneuver.
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4. TRADE-OFF CRITERIA
Several parameters were considered for choosing the most appropriate mechanism concept
for the mission. Within the large number of parameters that could have been considered, the
chosen ones were mass, mechatronic complexity, control complexity, ability to work with
targets with different masses, energy consumption, reliability and functional confidence. The
following lines explain the meaning of the parameters above introduced.
The mass parameter evaluates the total mass of the mechanism, target plus chaser parts.
The mechatronic complexity takes into account the intricacy of the mechanism from the
hardware point of view. For this pourpose three different aspects were evaluated:
 Mechanical complexity: this parameter takes account of the complexity of the
mechanical elements which make up the structure of the mechanism.
 Sensors: this aspect is related to the sensors dedicated to the control and monitoring
of the docking mechanism. Both the type and number of sensors cuntribute to
define this parameter.
 Actuators: this item assesses the mechanism in terms of actuation. Here againg the
evaluation related to this parameter is defined considering the type and number of
actuators. A lower number of actuators leads to a better system.
The control complexity evaluates the system in terms of the control logics needed to
propertly use them during the docking maneuver.
The mission scenario involves interfacing with spacecrafts of different masses. During the
soft docking the stiffness and the damping of the mechanism are fundamental parameters that,
depending on the masses, affect the relative kinematics between the two bodies. For the
aforementioned reason the compatibility with different spacecraft masses was also taken into
account in the trade-off.
Energy consumption takes into account the energy necessary to drive the sensors and
actuators dedicated only to the mechanism.
The number of subsystems that combined create the whole docking mechanism is the basis
parameter used to evaluate the expected reliability: a lower number of subsystems leads to a
better evaluation. In order to compute the number of subsystems the actuators, the sensors and
the transmissions chains were considered.
Finally, the functional confidence was considered for each technology. This parameter was
evaluated taking into account previous space applications of the base technologies as well as
the expertise and background of the STRONG design team.
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5. TRADE-OFF RESULTS
The following subsections will show in a descriptive fashion the results of the trade-off
procedure for each criterion introduced in section 4. In the end of this section a score between
1 to 5 will be given to the mechanisms for each criterion and the results will be summarized in
a tabular way. Moreover, a description of the weights applied to each score in the trade-off
will be presented based on the objectives and critical aspects of the STRONG project.
5.1. Mechanism mass
For each mechanism it was estimated a tentative mass value considering the sum of the
envisaged masses of the actuators, transmission chains, mechanism links, etc.. The relevant
parameters to compute the mass values were obtained considering the requirements and using
simplified CAD models. Table 4 shows the mass values assumed.
6SPS with position control
6SPS with impedance control
Probe and drogue
Articulated arms
Central active system
Table 4: Preliminary masses of the docking mechanisms.
5.2. Mechatronic complexity
As mentioned before, this criterion presents three main aspects: mechanical complexity,
sensors and actuators. The following paragraphs will describe these aspects for each of the
mechanism separately.
5.2.1. 6SPS parallel manipulator – position control
Regarding the mechanical complexity the male part is composed of moving platform and a
support anchored to the chaser. The female is composed of a reception cone. The linear
actuators are connected to the platform and support by means of either spherical or universal
joints depending on the type of actuator. Besides the sensors to measure the length of the
actuators and the force along them, the system is also equipped with a stereoscopic optical
system to identify the pose of the target ring.
5.2.2. 6SPS parallel manipulator – impedance control
This system presents almost all the elements of the previous one but it lacks the optical
system. For this reason it is simpler than the system with position control from the
mechatronic point of view.
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5.2.3. Probe and drogue
From the mechanical point of view this system presents a retractable rod equipped with a
shock absorber. This rod is mounted on a spherical joint connected to some passive shock
absorbers as well. On the female side a passive reception cone with a housing for the rod may
be found.
There is one servoactuator to retract the rod after the soft docking. This system presents no
sensors besides ones needed to measure the position of the rod during retraction and
deployment.
5.2.4. Articulated arms
This system presents three 2-bars arms plus 3 grippers and a transmission system to deploy
the arms from their stowed configuration. There are 3 interferometers mounted on the
grippers and a torque/force sensor to control the main actuator. The actuators are the
following: the main actuator, 3 non reversible actuators for the grippers and a normally close
brake. This brake is necessary to block the system in the hard docking phase.
5.2.5. Central Active System
The male part of this mechanism is composed of a support on which is mounted a
longitudinal actuator through a 2 DOFs rotational joint (2-axis gimbal). Additionally, two
lateral actuators are connected to the support on one side and to the longitudinal actuator on
the other, with the aim of aligning the spacecrafts. There is a set of shock absorbers mounted
on the active part to eliminate the angular misalignments between the bodies.
The female part is an element on which is mounted a spherical joint with the reception
housing of the longitudinal actuator. It also presents a set of conical seats for the shock
absorbers.
Besides the sensors to measure the length of the actuators and the force along them, it is
also necessary a stereoscopic vision system to guide the insertion of the end of the
longitudinal actuator inside the female housing.
Finally, all the concepts but the articulated arms need a couple of systems not yet
introduced. A suitable actuation system is needed to deactivate the pins used for the soft
docking once the undocking takes place. In addition, a set of actuated hooks that are supposed
to be activated in the hard docking phase have to be also provided in the design of the
mechanisms.
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5.3. Control complexity
The analysis of the control complexity must take into account that the docking maneuver
was divided into four phases. In the deployment phase all the mechanism are controlled in
position in order to place their active interfaces on the desired initial configuration. Both the
CAS and the 6SPS parallel manipulator with position control present, for the alignment phase,
a position control logic with optical feedback. For the same phase on one hand the control of
the probe and drogue maintains the rod at its maximum length. On the other hand, both the
6SPS with impedance control and the articulated arms system work with impedance control.
However the control of the 6SPS will be much more complex than the one of the articulated
arms because it has to be implemented for a system with a set of 6 actuators instead of one.
Moreover, the articulated arms system, using as feedback the interferometers, has to drive the
closure of the grippers when the ring is detected.
Regarding the hard docking phase, all the mechanisms work in a similar way. They all are
position controlled having as feedback the position of the moving end of the retractable part
of the mechanisms, obtained by mean of the actuators sensors. During this procedure the
maximum force exchanged must be saturated within a design threshold.
The undocking phase is very similar to the deployment: the mechanism are positioned in a
desirable and safe position for the separation and all the blocking elements are deactivated.
For this phase spring loaded elements could help to separate the bodies but this feature has not
yet being studied.
5.4. Compatibility with different spacecraft masses
In order to ensure the compatibility with different masses the docking mechanism should
be able to adapt its overall stiffness and damping to the mass of the spacecrafts. The 6SPS
systems are fully adaptable along six DOFS. The CAS system is adaptable along the three
directions of the relative position and the articulated mechanism rules its stiffness and
damping along the longitudinal direction.
The probe and drogue works in a passive way and for this reason it has to be design to
work relatively well with all the possible masses of the mission. Its simplicity presents this as
one of the main drawbacks.
5.5. Energy consumption
The 6SPS mechanism is the most power-hungry one, specially the position controlled one.
Not only six linear actuators have to be driven but also the position and impedance control
logic have to be run on the on board computers. Something similar happens with the CAS but
only 3 actuators must be driven. The articulated arms present only one actuator to be
controlled. The probe and drogue, due to its passive nature, is expected to have the lowest
energy consumption. It presents, however, an actuator to retract the rod. All the mechanisms
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but the articulated arms are equipped with three non reversible actuators to close the hooks.
These actuators has to be considered in the power budget of the systems.
5.6. Reliability
A measure of the reliability may be given studying the number of subsystems inside a
larger and more complex system. The less reliable concepts from this point of view are the
6SPS parallel manipulators. Both present the larger number of actuators and sensors. The
mechanism with position control is less reliable than the one with impedance control because
of the presence of the stereoscopic optical system. The 6SPS manipulator with position
control adds one more subsystem and may increase the failure probability of the whole
docking mechanism. Also the CAS presents the optical feedback but is equipped with less
actuators and sensors than the parallel mechanisms. Regarding the articulated arms it presents
a lower number of actuators. The most reliable system is the probe and drogue concept. It
presents less mechanical and electrical subsystems and it is expected to be more reliable
5.7. Functional confidence
The Soyuz docking system and the androgynous peripheral docking systems have been
flying for more than 40 years. This gives to the mechanisms based on those technologies
(6SPS parallel manipulators and probe and drogue) a high functional confidence. The
remaining mechanisms present not yet tested features that reduce the certainty of their proper
behavior.
The success of the project STEPS [10] also gives a higher fun ctional confidence to the
probe and drogue system. During the STEPS project a central docking mechanism with the
same architecture of the probe and drogue concept was designed and built. The system was
validated in a 2D facility for rendezvous and docking tests.
5.8. Trade-off score synthesis
To summarize all the information above provided table 5 shows the scores assigned to all
the mechanisms for each criterion. Scores are assigned within the range 1-5; higher score
means a more feasible mechanism concept. The last column in table 5 defines the weights
associated to each criterion. The total for each concept is obtained summing each score times
the weight of the criterion. The weights state that the mechatronic complexity is one of the
most important criteria. A higher score implies a simpler design. A simpler design implies a
higher confidence related to the schedule risk of the project. Another important criterion is the
compatibility with different masses. The project has as technical specifications different
spacecraft masses and the system has to work properly with all of them. Even though mass
and energy consumption are important they were not considered the driving parameters of the
design. The remaining parameters were considered equally highly important (weight 4) but
less critical than the complexity and compatibility criteria.
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Trade-off
criteria
Mass
Mechatronic
complexity
Control
complexity
Compatibility
with different
masses
Energy
consumption
Reliability
Functional
confidence
Total

6SPS
Position
control
3

6SPS
impedance
control
2

Articulated
arms

Probe-drogue

Weights

4

4

5

2

CAS

3

3

4

2

5

5

2

3

3

4

5

4

5

4

4

3

1

5

2

3

3

4

5

2

2

3

4

4

5

4

5

5

4

2

5

4

86

89

98

81

110

Table 5: Trade-off results.
Table 5 shows that the mechanism concept with the highest score is the probe and drogue
system. This system has the highest score for all the criteria but the compatibility with
different masses. The CAS is in second place. It presents a very balanced group scores and, in
contrast with the probe and drogue, it scores 4 in compatibility. 6SPS with impedance and
position control are placed 3rd and 4th. They are more adaptable, have a high functional
confidence but are less reliable. The last places is occupied by the articulated arms concept. It
is the more innovative design which implies a low functional confidence. Moreover, the main
central actuator needed to operate contemporarily the arms is certainly highly complex from
the mechanical point of view.
6. CONCLUSIONS
A trade-off procedure was performed to analyze and choose a space docking mechanism
for the STRONG mission. Several design were proposed and studied under different points of
view: mass, mechatronic and control complexity, compatibility with different masses, energy
consumption, reliability and functional confidence. A trade study showed that the most
balanced concept was the probe and drogue mechanism. The former presents several
advantages because of its simplicity and proven functionality but lacks of compatibility with
different masses due to its passive nature which prohibits the modulation of its springs and
dampers. For this reason an improvement to this mechanism may come from the second
mechanism in terms of trade-off score: the Central Active System. The passive shock
absorbers of the probe and drogue may be updated to electro-mechanical actuators. Another
possibility is to have shock absorbers able to change their internal configuration to reach at
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least two possible stiffness/damping states.
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Abstract. In the past years, Remotely Piloted Aerial Systems (RPAS) have faced a rapid
spread and they have been extensively adopted for non–military purposes, such as precision
farming applications, traffic monitoring, prevention of fires and disasters, search and rescue,
environmental research and aerial photography. Civil aviation authorities of different
countries have developed regulations to foster the integration of small RPAS (typically with
mass less than 150 kg) in their National Airspace Systems. Italian RPAS regulation is
controlled by ENAC (Ente Nazionale per l’Aviazione Civile), who divides operations into
non–critical and critical scenarios. Operators who want to operate for non–recreational
purposes shall provide ENAC all the necessary documentation in order to obtain flight
permission, including a risk analysis to assess the criticality level for the operations.
This paper describes a path planning Java application software called JavaCube that is
developed as a waypoint–based risk analysis tool for both noncritical and critical operations.
The Java language allows this application to work on different operative systems and to be
exported also into mobile devices. The graphical user interface provides a map image of the
flight zone of interest that can be loaded in several formats (JPG, PNG, TIFF). A Digital
Elevation Model file is associated to each map in order to generate a risk map. A constant flight
altitude is assumed for the RPAS. Thus, once the user has selected a flight altitude above the local
ground level, the white regions can contain feasible paths, whereas the black tiles represent a
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“no–fly” area, since their altitudes are higher than the RPAS.
In case of noncritical scenarios, for instance precision farming applications or aero–
photogrammetry of unpopulated areas, JavaCube is able to generate specific paths for the
purpose (after selection of payload parameters), like strip–based grids, squares or butterfly paths.

1

INTRODUCTION

Remotely piloted aircraft systems (RPAS) are showing a remarkable spread in recent
years. Although UAVs were once used for military applications, now they are integrating into
the national airspace of different countries to perform civil operations.
The miniaturization of electronic components (sensors, inertial measurement units, actuators
and brushless motors), the improvements in battery life duration has led to a rapid and often
uncontrolled spread of small electrically powered RPASs.
The civil aviation authorities are involved in the drafting of an adequate legislation to regulate
the use of RPAS (typically with a mass less than 150 kg) for civil applications.
This article intends to illustrate a tool to evaluate the level of risk in the use of a RPAS
embedded into a standard path planning software.
Path planning for a UAV is paramount and allows the operator to establish a list of waypoints
that will be uploaded on the aircraft autopilot board. Typically, a path planner tool is a
standalone application that consists of a window showing the map overflown by the aircraft.
In order to better contextualize the path planner described in this article, this section will list
some of the top off–the–shelf path planning tools.
World Wind is an open–source virtual globe first developed by NASA in 2003 for use on
personal computers and then further developed with the open source community since 2004.
Beside UAV path planning, World Wind can accomplish several tasks. For example, this
application is used to support the search and rescue mission operations in the definition of the
most probable impact/landing area of a missing plane. Using last known positions from
ground radar and other sources, mission planners are able to redefine the aircraft path and
then studying its relative position to the ground by any point of view.
Mission Planner is a ground station application for the ArduPilot open source autopilot
project. The autopilot works for airplane, multi–copter and rover configuration and can be
used as control supplement tool for the vehicle. The mission planner can load the firmware
into the autopilot board, setup vehicle parameters (such as PID controller gains), plan
autonomous missions into the autopilot by point–and–clicking the waypoints on the planner
map, monitor the aircraft status while in operation and record telemetry logs.
UAV Planner is a planning tool that provides automated path planning and sensor tasking for
unmanned aerial vehicles. UAV Planner allows operators to model their UAV systems and
perform operational scheduling and analysis. The main features include:
 Aircraft configuration
 Automated path planning
 Automated image collection planning
 2D and 3D maps using Google Earth
 Manual path planning
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In–flight reconfiguration

The mdCockpit application software is developed by MicroDrones to enhance the use of small
UAVs and support them during operations. It has three main functions: waypoint editor for
flight planning, automated telemetric data downlink, and a module post processing data logs.
In addition, it can also adjust the parameters of the aircraft. Planned operations can be saved
and then loaded in the aerial vehicle at any time. Flight can be also planned using satellite
images from Google Earth. To facilitate route planning, the waypoint editor allows images of
maps to be displayed in the background. MDCockpit can read maps in BMP and JPEG
formats and is able to generate KML files, with which routes can be displayed in Google
Earth.
PCube is a 2D and 3D path planner developed at Politecnico di Torino. This software is able
to create a list of waypoints to upload onto the autopilot. It features different algorithms for
automated path planning but it also allows the user to manually generate paths.
Two versions of the software are available, both implemented in Matlab language: PCube 1.1
works in 2D environment, PCube 3D performs also three dimensional path planning.
This paper aims to describe Javacube, a path planning software able to generate both manual
and automatic routes on 2D maps. The software also incorporates a tool to perform the risk
analysis of a RPAS as required by the last draft of Italian RPAS legislation [1]. Risk analysis
is embedded into JavaCube’s automatic path creation and is based on a modified version of
the A* algorithm.
2 ITALIAN NORMATIVE FRAMEWORK
Italian regulation divides RPAS in two categories:
 RPAS with a mass less than 25 kg.
 RPAS with a mass greater than 25 kg and no more than 150 kg.
Operations can be critical or non–critical. According to the last Italian SAPR regulation draft
(July 2015), non–critical scenarios must be carried out in visual line of sight (VLOS) with
RPAS not flying over urban areas, schools, hospitals, stadiums or any place that could host an
even temporary crowd.
The operators who intend to fly a RPAS in a non–critical scenario must release to ENAC
(Ente Nazionale per l’Aviazione Civile, the Italian civil aviation authority) a declaration that
proves the non–criticality of the operation, together with a documentation evaluating the risk
of flying over a specific area.
A critical operation occurs when it does not meet the above definition of non–critical
scenario.
In this case the operator is asked to require and obtain an authorization from ENAC by
presenting a list of documents that includes the results of the risk analysis performed to assess
the level of safety of the operations. In any case, for both non–critical and critical scenarios a
risk analysis is necessary and must be provided to ENAC.
In scientific literature there are different methods to determine the level of risk of an aircraft.
Most of them are based on the computation of a maximum acceptable probability, a quantity
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that estimates the time a UAV can fly without any catastrophic failure (i.e. causing serious
damage to people or buildings).
In recent times ENAC adopted a method used by FAA [2] to compute the risk of space debris
during reentry. This method computes the maximum acceptable probability as:
𝑃=

𝐸𝑐
𝐴𝑐 𝐷𝑝

(1)

where:
 𝐸𝑐 is the expected casualty (10−6 as a safety objective) and it measures the number of
victims per flight hours.
 𝐴𝑐 is the impact area and depends on RPAS dimensions, standard human size and the
glide angle of the RPAS at impact.
 𝐷𝑝 is the local population density.
This method is used for space debris reentry and provides results too far from the behavior of
a RPAS. The reciprocal of the maximum acceptable probability is expressed in hours and
represents the maximum time an aircraft can fly without occurring in catastrophic failures.
The FAA method provides a minimum time that is over a thousand hours and this is not
plausible for small UAVs that are kept in service with uncertified spare parts and require a
more frequent maintenance (about in the range 1–10 h).
The method presented by Dalamagkidis et al. [3,4] takes into account the aircraft kinetic
energy and the sheltering factor. This latter estimates the presence of natural obstacles or
buildings that could mitigate the damage caused by the crash of an RPAS. In this case the
maximum acceptable probability is calculated as:
𝑃=

𝑁
𝐴𝑒𝑥𝑝 𝐷𝑝 𝑃𝑓

(2)

where:
 𝑁 is the safety objective (10−6 victims per flight hour).
 𝐷𝑝 is the local population density.
 𝐴𝑒𝑥𝑝 is area at impact.
 𝑃𝑓 is probability of fatal injuries to people exposed to the crash.
𝑃𝑓 is the term depending on kinetic energy and sheltering factor 𝑃𝑠 ∈ (0, +∞) (for complete
details, see [3]).
This method shows values more compatible to an RPAS: the reciprocal of the maximum
probability varies in the range 10÷100 h depending on the population density of the
overflown area.
To increase the maximum acceptable probability of the FAA method, Guglieri et al. [5]
propose to calculate the maximum acceptable probability as:
𝑃 = 𝑃𝐹𝐴𝐴 ∙
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This solution introduces the G probability factor (in case of nonhomogeneous population
density areas) that takes into account that RPAS may crash in a specific area. The introduction
of the probability factor G has halved the term 1/P.
The sheltering factor in 𝑃𝑓 is an absolute real number. Guglieri et al. [5] propose to write this
value as a percentage term according to Table 1:
Sheltering
0%
25 %
50 %
75 %
100 %

Area
No obstacles
Sparse trees
Trees and low buildings
High buildings
Industrial area

Table 1: Sheltering factor.
In this paper the maximum acceptable probability is computed as in [3] with the percentage
sheltering factor proposed in [5]. Next sections will focus on the path planning strategies
adopted in Javacube together with the implementation of the risk analysis.
3

PATH FINDING ALGORITHM

Path planning strategies are based on the optimization of some parameters by using
different approaches.
Probabilistic algorithms are effective when the optimization parameters evolve with time due
to uncertainties of flight conditions, environment or mission tasks.
These algorithms generate a probability distribution depending on the parameter to be
optimized and they implement statistic techniques to find the most probable path that
optimizes this parameter [6].
Algorithms based on graph search theory come from the field of computer science where they
have been extensively exploited to optimize the exchange of data in computer networks.
Nowadays they are also used for path planning of mobile robots and more recently for the
flight planning of UAVs.
The graph search algorithms divide the domain of the territory into a grid of nodes (or cells).
The global solution (the optimum path) consists of a subset of these nodes and it is found by
minimizing a cost function that often depends on the distance from the starting node and the
final node.
The founder of such algorithms is the Dijkstra algorithm [7]. More efficient algorithms, as
D*, A*, and the more recent Theta* [8], are all based on the Dijkstra algorithm.
The graph search algorithms are very efficient in terms of computational cost and
convergence towards the global optimum solution. However, as the probabilistic algorithms
they do not take into account the physical parameters of the aircraft (mass, size, speed) and
then can lead to solutions too far from reality as they do not respect the physical constraints of
the vehicle.
Finally, there are path planning methods based on evolutionary algorithms (EA).
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EAs start from a set of possible solutions (possible paths) obtained using a greedy approach
(for example with a greedy version of graph search algorithms) that evolves into new
generations in order to optimize a suitable fitness function. EAs do not always find the global
optimum, and generally have a computational cost and execution time higher than graph
search algorithms. In recent years, multi–objectives EAs [9] and parallel EAs [10] have been
developed: they improve the solution in terms of optimization of the fitness function but the
execution time still remains high.
Graph search algorithms have very short execution times. The Javacube software implements
two algorithms for 2D path planning: Theta* (for details on the latter, see [8]) and RA*, a
modified version of A* that takes into account the risk analysis described in section 2.
Classic A* cost function can be computed for each node of the graph and can be written as:
𝑓𝐴∗ (𝑖, 𝑗) = [ 𝑔(𝑖, 𝑗) + ℎ (𝑖, 𝑗)] ∗ 𝜏 + (1 − 𝜏) ∗ 𝑒(𝑖, 𝑗)

(4)

where:
 𝑔(𝑖, 𝑗) is a measure of the distance between the (𝑖, 𝑗) node and the start node.
 ℎ(𝑖, 𝑗) is a measure of the distance between the (𝑖, 𝑗) node and the final node.
 𝑒(𝑖, 𝑗) is a measure of the risk of the (𝑖, 𝑗) node; black tiles form the no–fly zone as
they represents areas with higher altitude than the aircraft altitude. The black tiles
𝑒(𝑖, 𝑗) value is the 𝑙1 norm (Manhattan norm) between the start and the final node. The
𝑒(𝑖, 𝑗) value for non–black tiles is null since they represents feasible areas.
 𝜏 is a weight used to balance the effect of the high risk zones and it is set to 0.1. This
means that the cost function of a black tile is 0.9 times higher than the cost of a white
tile and the UAV should avoid high risk (black) zones.
See [8] for further information and pseudocode of A* algorithm.
The modified cost function presented in this paper is written as:
𝑓𝑅𝐴∗ (𝑖, 𝑗) = 𝑓𝐴∗ (𝑖, 𝑗) + 𝑤 ∗ 𝑟(𝑖, 𝑗)

(5)

Where:


𝑓𝐴∗ (𝑖, 𝑗) is the classic A* cost function.



𝑟(𝑖, 𝑗) is the reciprocal of the maximum acceptable probability computed in previous
paragraph.
𝑤 is a weight used to tune the effect of the density population risk in the evaluation of
the cost function.



The new additional term in (5) depends on the density distribution of the overflown area and
takes into account the risk analysis evaluation described in section 2.
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Next section will show the user interface of the JavaCube path planner with particular focus
on the automatic path algorithms discussed so far.
4

PATH PLANNING SOFTWARE

Figure 1: JavaCube main frame.

Figure 1 shows the main frame of the program.
The left window contains a map that can be loaded by the user. When the map is opened a
dialog box appears and this allows the user to set the flight parameters.
The right window contains the risk map: as the altitude of the black area is higher than the
altitude of the aircraft, this zone represents an obstacle and should not be overflown.
Currently the software is able to only 2D path planning. This means that the aircraft is
assumed to fly at a constant altitude along the whole route; future developments of the
software will include also a 3D path planning strategy.
The definition of the non–feasible region is possible thanks to the presence of a digital
elevation model (DEM) file associated with the map. The remaining feasible area is colored
according to a yellow–colored scale depending on the level of maximum acceptable
probability computed using equation (2). The reciprocal of the maximum acceptable
probability represents the hours a UAV can operate without incurring in catastrophic failures.
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Figure 2: window for the definition of the risk analysis.

The yellow scaled map is built within a window where the map is superimposed on a 10x10
grid (Figure 2). On the right panel there are text fields in which the user can enter data about
the UAV (mass, size) and the highest population density of the overflown map (i.e. urban
zones). Other areas (suburbs, rural, industrial areas) have a density which is a fraction of the
highest density. The panel contains also a legend with five radio–buttons that can be selected
by the user in order to color the map according to the different values of population density.
Each option is also associated with a percentage of sheltering factor, according to table 1.
By confirming the operation the windows is closed and the main frame reappears together
with the yellow–color scaled risk map in the right panel.
Methods
Loop
Point to Point
Strip Mode

Paths
Geometric (square, rectangle, butterfly), Point & Click
Point & Click, Minimum Risk (RA*, Theta*)
Grid paths

Table 2: Path methods.
The “Method” button allows the operator to choose among different paths ( see Table 2),
including:
 geometric loop path (square, butterfly);
 grid flight paths (“Strip mode”);
 manual paths (“Point and click”): the user chooses the waypoints that will form the
path;
 automatic paths: the RA* and Theta* algorithm (“Minimum risk”).
The Loop method is used for the generation of standard closed paths (square, rectangular or
butterfly paths) or manually closed paths.
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Strip Mode method allows the user to create grid–shaped paths. This algorithm depends on
the size of the camera sensor onboard the UAV, its focal length and the overlap percentage of
two subsequent pictures taken at a specific flight altitude (Figure 3).

Figure 3: butterfly path (left). Strip mode path (right).

Figure 4: A* path (left). Theta* path (right).

Figure 4 (left) shows a path computed using classic A*. The algorithm consists of a main loop
in which, at each iteration, the eight neighbor cells of a specific cell are expanded (Figure 5).
The cost function is computed using (4) for each expanded cell that are now stored in an open
list. At the following iteration the minimum cost cell is extracted from the open list and put
into a close list. The other cells within the open list are expanded, i.e. the cost function of the
eight neighbor cells is evaluated for each cell within the open list. The loop ends when the
goal cell is finally expanded. The path is generated backwards extracting the cells from the
close list.
Figure 4 (right) shows a Theta* path. Although similar to A*, at each iteration the algorithm
verifies the line of sight between the expanded cell and the parent cell. In this way Theta* is
able to generate a more feasible path with less waypoints even though the execution time is
higher than A* algorithm.
Even in this case the loop ends when the goal cell is expanded and the path is created
backward from the goal cell to the start cell.
The algorithm RA* has an additional weighted term to the A* cost function. The weight can
be changed using the slider in the right window of the main frame (Figure 1). When the slider
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is at 0% the additional term is null and the path is created through classic A*; the slider at
20% (figure 6 – left) makes the additional term of the same order of magnitude of the classic
cost; at 100% the weighted term is one order of magnitude greater than the A* cost function:
in this case (figure 6 – right) the path is forced to avoid the high density population zones thus
minimizing the risk of the mission.

Figure 5: Cell expansion in A* algorithm.

Figure 6: RA* Algorithm.

9

CONCLUSIONS

This work is intended to meet the requirements of the RPAS Italian legislation by
proposing a risk analysis tool to evaluate the level of risk of RPASs. The risk analysis is
necessary to obtain the permission to operate in both critical and non–critical scenarios.
The analysis is computed by evaluating the maximum acceptable probability, or alternatively
its reciprocal 1/P that expresses the hours an aircraft can fly without occurring in catastrophic
failures. Acceptable 1/P values for RPAS lie in the 10–100 hours range. This work proposes a
risk analysis tool embedded in a Java flight planner that allows the user to perform different
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tasks: it is possible to load a map and its relative DEM file in order to generate a risk map
containing information on non–feasible areas (as at higher altitudes than the aircraft altitude)
and feasible areas through the computation of the maximum acceptable probability of section
2.
The user can choose from different manual or automatic paths. This work is mostly focused
on the implementation of an A* based algorithm whose cost function incorporates a term that
is an estimate of the aircraft level of risk. The algorithm has been tuned, and now the user can
choose whether to minimize the aircraft distance between start and final cells by creating a
classic A* path or to perform a risk analysis oriented path estimation by using the new RA*
algorithm.
Future works will include the implementation of the risk analysis in other types of algorithms
(e.g. Theta*), together with a benchmark that will consider the algorithm execution time and
global optimum solution. 3D path planning algorithms will be also implemented to get paths
with variable altitude. Finally, JavaCube will be tested on real missions to verify its accuracy
and effectiveness.
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Abstract. This work describes and applies the general-purpose perturbative guidance termed
variable-time-domain neighboring optimal guidance, which is capable of driving a space
vehicle along a specified nominal, optimal path. This goal is achieved by minimizing the
second differential of the objective function (related to the flight time) along the perturbed
trajectory. This minimization principle leads to deriving all the corrective maneuvers, in the
context of an iterative closed-loop guidance scheme. Original analytical developments, based
on optimal control theory and adoption of a variable time domain, constitute the theoretical
foundation for several original features. The real-time feedback guidance at hand is exempt
from the main disadvantages of similar algorithms proposed in the past, such as the
occurrence of singularities for the gain matrices. The variable-time-domain neighboring
optimal guidance algorithm is applied to two typical spacecraft maneuvers (assuming
simplified dynamics): (i) interception of fixed and moving targets and (ii) orbit injection.
Perturbations arising from nonnominal propulsive thrust and from errors in the initial
conditions are included in the dynamical simulations. Extensive Monte Carlo tests are
performed, and unequivocally prove the effectiveness and accuracy of the variable-timedomain neighboring optimal guidance algorithm.
1

INTRODUCTION

The problem of driving a space vehicle along a specified path leading to fulfilling the
boundary conditions associated with the mission specifications requires defining the
corrective actions aimed at compensating nonnominal flight conditions. This means that a
feedback control law, or, equivalently, a closed-loop guidance algorithm, is to be defined, on
the basis of the current state of the vehicle, evaluated at prescribed sampling times.
Traditionally, two different approaches to guidance exist. Adaptive algorithms compute the
flight trajectory at the beginning of each guidance interval, on the basis of feasibility or
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optimality criteria [1,2]. Perturbative algorithms assume a specified nominal trajectory, and
define the feedback control corrections aimed at maintaining the vehicle in the proximity of
the nominal path [3,4].
Neighboring Optimal Guidance (NOG) is a perturbative guidance concept that relies on the
analytical second order optimality conditions, in order to find the corrective control actions in
the neighborhood of the reference trajectory. This is an optimal trajectory that satisfies the
first and second-order optimality conditions. In general, the neighboring optimal path
originates from a perturbed state and is associated with the minimization of the second
differential of the objective function. Several time-varying gain matrices, referring to the
nominal trajectory, are defined, computed offline, and stored in the onboard computer. Only a
limited number of works have been devoted to studying neighboring optimal guidance [3,510]. A common difficulty encountered in implementing the NOG consists in the fact that the
gain matrices become singular while approaching the final time. As a result, the real-time
correction of the time of flight can lead to numerical difficulties so relevant to cause the
failure of the guidance algorithm.
This work describes and applies the recently introduced [11,12], general-purpose variabletime-domain neighboring optimal guidance algorithm (VTD-NOG), on the basis of the
general theory of NOG described in Ref. 3. Some fundamental, original features of VTDNOG are aimed at overcoming the main difficulties related to the use of former NOG
schemes, in particular the occurrence of singularities and the lack of an efficient law for the
iterative real-time update of the time of flight. This is achieved by adopting a normalized time
domain, which leads to defining a novel updating law for the time of flight, a new termination
criterion, and a new analytical formulation for the sweep method. Two applications are
considered, for the purpose of illustrating the new guidance algorithm: (i) interception of
fixed and moving targets and (ii) orbit injection. For both applications the nominal trajectories
and the corresponding perturbed paths are three-dimensional. Specifically, perturbations
arising from the imperfect knowledge of the propulsive thrust and from errors in the initial
conditions are included in the dynamical modeling. Extensive Monte Carlo (MC) tests are
performed, with the intent of demonstrating the effectiveness and accuracy of the variabletime-domain neighboring optimal guidance algorithm.
2 NOMINAL TRAJECTORY
The spacecraft nominal trajectory is computed in the absence of any perturbation. For the
purpose of applying neighboring optimal guidance, the nominal path is required to be an
optimal trajectory that minimizes a specified objective function.
In general, the spacecraft trajectory is described through the time-varying, n-dimensional
state vector x ( t ) and controlled through the time-varying, m-dimensional control vector

u ( t ) ; the dynamical evolution over the time interval t0 , t f  (with t0 set to 0 and t f
unspecified) depends also on the time-independent, p-dimensional parameter vector a . The
governing state equations have the general form
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x = f ( x , u, a ,t )

(1)

ψ ( x0 , x f , a , t f ) = 0

(2)

and are subject to q boundary conditions ( q ≤ 2n + p ) ,

where the subscripts “0” and “f ” refer to t0 and t f . A feasible trajectory is a solution that
obeys the state equations (1) and satisfies the boundary conditions (2).
The problem at hand can be reformulated by using the dimensionless normalized time τ
defined as

τ := t t f

⇒

τ0 ≡ 0 ≤τ ≤1 ≡τ f

Let the dot denote the derivative with respect to τ hence forward. If a :=  a T
equations (1) are rewritten as

x = t f f ( x, u, a , t f τ ) =: f ( x , u, a ,τ )

(3)
t f  , the state
T

(4)

The objective functional to minimize has the following general form

J := φ ( x0 , x f , a ) + ∫ L  x (τ ) , u (τ ) , a ,τ  dτ
1

(5)

0

The spacecraft trajectory optimization problem consists in identifying a feasible solution that
minimizes the objective functional J, through selection of the optimal control law u* ( t ) and
the optimal parameter vector a * , i.e. {u* , a * } = arg min J
{u ,a}

2.1 First-order necessary conditions for a local extremal
In order to state the necessary conditions for optimality, a Hamiltonian H and a function of
the boundary conditions Φ are defined as [3]
H ( x , u, a , λ,τ ) := L + λT f

Φ ( x0 , x f , a , υ ) := φ + υT ψ

and

(6)

where the time-varying, n-dimensional costate vector λ (τ ) and the time-independent, qdimensional vector υ are the adjoint variables conjugate to the state equations (4) and to the
conditions (2), respectively.
In the presence of an optimal (locally minimizing) solution, the following conditions hold:

u* = arg min H
u

3

(7)
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 ∂H 
λ = − 
 ∂x 
 ∂Φ 
λ0 = − 

 ∂x0 

(8)

T

 ∂Φ 
λf = 

 ∂x f 

T

and

(9)

T

 ∂Φ 
 ∂H 
 ∂a  + ∫  ∂a  dτ = 0
0
T

(10)

T

1

For the very general Hamiltonian of Eq. (6) the Pontryagin minimum principle (Eq. (7))
yields the control variables as functions of the adjoint variables and the state variables; Eqs.
(8) are the adjoint (or costate) equations, together with the related boundary conditions (9)
(where the subscripts 0 and f refer to the initial and final time, respectively); Eq. (10) is
equivalent to p algebraic scalar equations. If the control u is unconstrained, then Eq. (7)
implies that H is stationary with respect to u along the optimal path, i.e. H u* = 0T . Equations
(7) through (10) are well established in optimal control theory (and are proven, for instance, in
Ref. 3), and allow translating the optimal control problem into a two-point boundary-value
problem. Unknowns are the state x, the parameter vector a, and the adjoint variables λ and υ
(while the optimal control u* is given by Eq. (7), as previously remarked). It is
straightforward to demonstrate that the condition (10) is equivalent to

 ∂Φ 
μ f −   = 0,
 ∂a 

 ∂H 
μ = − 
 ∂a 

T

with

T

and

μ0 = 0

(11)

where μ0 and μ f are respectively the initial and final value (at τ = 1 ) of the time-varying

( p ×1) -vector

μ.

2.2 Second-order sufficient conditions for a local minimum
The derivation of the second-order optimality conditions, involve the definition of an
admissible comparison path, located in the neighborhood of the (local) nominal, optimal
solution, associated with the state x* , costate λ* and control u* . By definition, an admissible
comparison path is a feasible trajectory that satisfies the equations of motion and the
boundary conditions. A neighboring optimal path is an admissible comparison trajectory that
satisfies also the optimality conditions. The nonexistence of alternative neighboring optimal
paths is to be proven in order to guarantee optimality of the nominal solution [3,14].
The first second-order condition is the Clebsch-Legendre sufficient condition for a
*
*
minimum [3,14], i.e. H uu
> 0 (positive definiteness of H uu
). In the necessary (weak) form
*
the Hessian H uu
must be positive semidefinite.
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In general, a neighboring optimal path located in the proximity of the optimal solution
fulfills the feasibility equations (1) and (2) and the optimality conditions (7)-(11) to first
order. This means that the state and costate displacements {δ x , δ λ} (from the optimal
solution) satisfy the linear equations deriving from Eqs. (1) and (8),

δ x = f xδ x + f uδ u + f a da

and

δ λ = − H xxδ x − H xuδ u − H xλδ λ − H xa da

(12)

in conjunction with the respective linear boundary conditions, derived from Eqs. (2) and (9),

ψ x f δ x f + ψ x0 δ x0 + ψ a da = 0
δ λ0 = −Φ x0 x0 δ x0 − Φ x0a da − ψ Tx0 dυ

and

(13)

δ λ f = Φ x f x f δ x f + Φ x f a da + ψ Tx f dυ

(14)

The fact that the Hamiltonian is stationary with respect to u, i.e. H u* = 0T , yields
H uxδ x + H uuδ u + H ua da + H uλδ λ = 0

(15)

Under the assumption that the Clebsch-Legendre condition is satisfied, Eq. (15) is solved for
δu,
−1
δ u = − H uu
( H uxδ x + H ua da + H uλδ λ )

(16)

The parameter condition (10) is replaced by Eq. (11), leading to the following relations:

δ μ = − H axδ x − H auδ u − H aaδ a − H aλδ λ , with

δ μ0 = 0,

(17)

δ μ f − Φax f δ x f − Φaaδ a T − ψ aT dυ = 0

(18)

where Eq. (18) is written under the assumption that Φ ax0 = 0 , condition that is met for the
problems at hand. It is relatively straightforward to recognize that solving the equation system
(12)-(15) and (17)-(18) is equivalent to solving the accessory optimization problem [3,14],
which consists in minimizing the second differential d 2 J . The solution process involves the
definition of the sweep variables, through the following relations:

δ λ = Sδ x + Rdυ + mda

0 = R T δ x + Q dυ + n da

δ μ = m T δ x + n T dυ + α da

(19)

The matrices S, R, m, Q, n, and α must satisfy the sweep equations (not reported for the sake
of conciseness), in conjunction with the respective boundary conditions (prescribed at the
final time) [3,14]. The variations dυ and da can be solved simultaneously at τ 0 (at which

δ μ0 = 0 , cf. Eq. (18)), to yield

 dυ 
−1 T
 da  = − V0 U 0 δ x0
 

where

Q
U := [ R m ] and V :=  T
n

5

n
α 

(20)
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If Eq. (20) is used at τ 0 , then δ λ0 = ( S 0 − U 0 V0−1UT0 ) δ x0 . Letting Sˆ := S − UV −1UT , the same

sweep equation satisfied by S turns out to hold also for Ŝ , with boundary condition Sˆ → ∞ as
τ → τ f ( = 1) . From the previous relation on δ λ0 and δ x0 one can conclude that δ λ0 → 0 as

δ x0 → 0 , unless Ŝ tends to infinity at an internal time τ

(τ

0

≤ τ < τ f ) , which is referred to

as conjugate point. If δ λ0 → 0 and δ x0 → 0 then also δ u → 0 . In the end, if
Sˆ < ∞ ∀τ ∈ τ 0 ,τ f  then no neighboring optimal path exists. This is the Jacobi condition.
The use of S is not effective for the purpose of guaranteeing optimality. In fact, cases exist for
which S becomes singular, while Ŝ remains finite [3,14] and this fully justifies the use of Ŝ .
It is worth remarking that, with the exception of the displacements
(δ x, δ u, da, dυ, δ λ, δ μ, dx0 , dx f ) , all the vectors and matrices reported in this section are
evaluated along the nominal, optimal trajectory.
3 VARIABLE-TIME-DOMAIN NEIGHBORING OPTIMAL GUIDANCE

The iterative Variable-Time-Domain Neighboring Optimal Guidance (VTD-NOG) uses the
optimal trajectory as the reference path, with the final intent of determining the control
correction at each sampling time {tk }k =0,…,n , with t0 = 0 . These are the times at which the
S

displacement between the actual trajectory, associated with x , and the nominal trajectory,
corresponding to x * , is evaluated, to yield dxk ≡ δ xk = x ( tk ) − x* ( tk ) . The total number of
sampling times, nS , is unspecified, whereas the actual time interval between two successive

sampling times is given and denoted with ∆t S , ∆t S = tk +1 − tk ( k = 0,… , nS − 1) . It is apparent
that a fundamental ingredient needed to implement VTD-NOG is the formula for determining

(

the overall time of flight t (f ) at time t k . This is equivalent to finding the time-to-go t (f ) − tk
k

k

)

at t k . The following subsection is focused on this issue.
3.1 Time-to-go updating law and termination criterion

The fundamental principle that underlies the VTD-NOG scheme consists in finding the
control correction δ u (τ ) in the generic interval [τ k ,τ k +1 ] such that the second differential of
J is minimized,

δ x 
2
d J = ∫ δ u 
τk
 da 
1

T

 H xx
H
 ux
 H ax

H xu
H uu
H au

T
H xa  δ x 
 dxk  Φ xk xk
H ua  δ u  dτ +  dx f   0n×n
 da   0
H aa   da 
 p×n

0n×n
Φx f x f
Φax f

0n× p   dxk 

Φ x f a   dx f 

Φaa   da 

(21)

while holding the first-order expansions of the state equations, the related final conditions,
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and the parameter condition (i.e. the second of Eq. (18)). In contrast, the first of Eq. (18)
cannot be used, because in general δ μk ≠ 0 at τ k . Minimizing the objective (21) is equivalent
to solving the accessory optimization problem, defined in the interval [τ k ,1] . This means that

the relations reported in Section 2.2 need to be extended to the generic interval [τ k ,1] .
Other than the linear expansion of the state and costate equations, the related boundary
conditions, and the second relation of Eq. (18), also Eqs. (19), (15), and (16) remain
unchanged. However, now Eq. (20) is to be evaluated at τ k and becomes

 dυ 
−1 T
−1
 da  = − Vk U k δ xk − Vk Θδ μk ,
 

with

 0qxp 
Θ := 

 I pxp 

(22)

because δ μk ≠ 0 (unlike δ μ0 = 0 ). The latter relation supplies the corrections dυ and da at
τ k as functions of the gain matrices U and V (defined in Eq. (20)), δ xk (evaluated at τ k ), and

δ μk (coming from the numerical integration of Eq. (17) in the preceding interval [τ k −1 ,τ k ] ).

Equation (22) contains the updating law of the total flight time t f , which is included as a
component of a. Hence, if dt (f

k)

denotes the correction on t *f evaluated at τ k , then

t (f ) = t *f + dt (f ) . As the sampling interval ∆t S is specified, the general formula for τ k is
k

k

τk = ∑

∆t S
( j)
j =0 t f

( k = 1,… , nS − 1)

k −1

(23)

The overall number of intervals nS is found at the first occurrence of the following condition,
associated with the termination of VTD-NOG:

∑ t( )

nS −1

∆t S
j

j =0

≥1

⇒

τ nS = 1

(24)

f

It is worth stressing that the updating formula (22) derives directly from the natural
extension of the accessory optimization problem to the time interval [τ k ,1] . In addition, the

introduction of the normalized time τ now reveals its great utility. In fact, all the gain
matrices are defined in the normalized interval [0,1] and cannot become singular. Moreover,
the limiting values {τ k }k =1,…,n −1 are dynamically calculated at each sampling time using Eq.
S

(23), while the sampling instants in the actual time domain are specified and equally-spaced.
Also the termination criterion (24) has a logical, consistent definition, and corresponds to the
upper bound of the interval [0,1], to which τ is constrained.
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3.2 Modified sweep method
The definition of a neighboring optimal path requires the numerical backward integration
of the sweep equations [3]. However, as previously remarked, the matrix Ŝ has practical
utility, because S may become singular while Ŝ remains finite in the interval [0,1[. Therefore,
a suitable integration technique is based on using the classical sweep equations in the interval
[τ sw ,1] (where τ sw is sufficiently close to τ f = 1 ) and then switching to Ŝ . However, due to
Eq. (22), new relations are to be derived for Ŝ and the related matrices.
With this intent, the first step consists in combining Eq. (22) with the first two relations of
Eq. (19), and leads to obtaining

(

)

δ λ = Sˆ − WmT δ x − WnT dυ − Wαda ,

with

W := UV −1Θ

(25)

This relation replaces the first one contained in Eq. (19).
Equation (25) is to be employed repeatedly in the derivation of new sweep equations. The
related analytical developments are described in full detail in Ref. 11, and lead to attaining the
following modified sweep equations:


ˆ + SBS
ˆ ˆ + SDα
ˆ −1 + WFα −1 + Eα −1  mT − WET − WDT Sˆ − C − AT Sˆ
Sˆ = −SA



(26)

 T = R T BSˆ − R T A − R T BWmT
R

(27)

 T = −mT A + mT BSˆ − mT BWmT − ET − DT Sˆ + DT WmT
m

(28)

 = − RT BWnT
Q

(29)

n = −R T ( D + BWα )

(30)

α = DT Wα − F − mT BWα − mT D

(31)

The gain matrices involved in the sweep method, i.e. S, Ŝ , R, Q, n, m, and α , can be
integrated backward in two steps:
(a) in [τ sw ,1] the equations of the classical sweep method [3,11], with the respective boundary
conditions, are used,
(b) in [ 0,τ sw ] Eqs. (26) through (31) are used; R, Q, n, m, and α are continuous across the
time τ , whereas Ŝ is given by Sˆ := S − UV −1UT ; in this work τ is set to 0.99.
sw

sw

3.3 Preliminary offline computations and algorithm structure
The implementation of NOG requires several preliminary computations that can be
completed offline and stored in the onboard computer. First of all, the optimal trajectory is to
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be determined, together with the related state, costate, and control variables, which are
assumed as the nominal ones. In the time domain τ these can be either available analytically
ui* = u* (τ i )
or represented as sequences of equally-spaced values, e.g.

( i = 0,…, n

D

; τ 0 = 0 and τ nD = 1) . However, in the presence of perturbations, VTD-NOG

determines the control corrections δ u (τ ) in each interval [τ k ,τ k +1 ] , where the values {τ k }

never coincide with the equally-spaced values {τ i } used for ui* . Hence, regardless of the

number of points used to represent the control correction δ u (τ ) in [τ k ,τ k +1 ] , it is apparent
that a suitable interpolation is to be adopted for the control variable u* (provided that no
analytical expression is available). In this way, the value of u* can be evaluated at any
arbitrary time in the interval 0 ≤ τ ≤ 1 . For the same reason also the nominal state x * and
costate λ* need to be interpolated. If a sufficiently large number of points is selected (e.g.,
nD = 1001 ), then piecewise linear interpolation is a suitable option. The successive step is the

{ f x , f u , fa , H xx , H xu , H xλ , H xa , H ux , H uu , H ua , H uλ , H ax ,
, ψ x , ψ a , Φ x x , Φ x a , Φ x x , Φ x a , Φax , Φaa } . Then, they are evaluated along

analytical derivation of the matrices

H au , H aa , H aλ , ψ x f

0

0 0

0

f

f

f

f

the nominal trajectory and linearly interpolated, as well as A, B, C, D, E, and F.
Subsequently, the two-step backward integration of the sweep equations described in Section
3.2 is performed, and yields the gain matrices Ŝ , R, m, Q, n, and α , using also the analytic
expressions of W, U, and V. The linear interpolation of all the matrices not yet interpolated
concludes the preliminary computations. and algorithm structure
On the basis of the optimal reference path, at each time τ k the VTD-NOG algorithm
determines the time of flight and the control correction. More specifically, after setting the
actual sampling time interval ∆tS , at each τ k ( k = 0,… , nS − 1; τ 0 = 0 ) the following steps
implement the feedback guidance scheme:
a. Evaluate δ xk
b. Assume the value of δ μ calculated at the end of the previous interval [τ k −1 ,τ k ] as

δ μk (δ μ0 = 0 )

c. Calculate the correction dt (f ) and the updated time of flight t (f
k

d. Calculate the limiting value τ k +1

k)

e. Evaluate δ λk
f. Integrate numerically the linear differential system composed of Eqs. (12) and (17)
g. Determine the control correction δ u (τ ) in [τ k ,τ k +1 ] through Eq. (16)
h. Points a through g are repeated after increasing k by 1, until Eq. (24) is satisfied.
Figure 1 portrays a block diagram that illustrates the feedback structure of VTD-NOG. The
control and flight time corrections depend on the state displacement δ x (evaluated at
specified times) through the time-varying gain matrices, computed offline and stored onboard.
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Figure 1: Block diagram of VTD-NOG.

4 INTERCEPTION
As a first application of VTD-NOG, this section considers the interception of a target by a
maneuvering vehicle in exoatmospheric flight or in the presence of negligible aerodynamic
forces, e.g. an intercepting rocket operating at high altitudes. Both the pursuing vehicle and
the target are modeled as point masses, in the context of a three-degree-of-freedom problem.
Under the assumption that interception occurs in a sufficiently short time interval, the flat
Earth approximation can be adopted. This means that the Cartesian reference frame can be
defined as follows: the x-axis is aligned with the local upward direction, the y-axis is directed
eastward, and the z-axis is aligned with the local North direction. As a result, the Cartesian
equations of motion for the intercepting rocket are

x1 = t f x4

x2 = t f x5

x4 = t f ( − g + aT cos u2 sin u1 )

x5 = t f aT cos u2 cos u1

where the derivatives are written with respect to τ ,

(32)

x3 = t f x6

x6 = t f aT sin u2

{ x1 , x2 , x3}

(33)

are the three position

coordinates, { x4 , x5 , x6 } are the corresponding velocity components, and t f represents the
time of flight up to interception. The symbol g denotes the magnitude of the (constant)
gravitational force at the reference altitude, whereas the thrust acceleration has magnitude aT
and direction identified through the two angles u1 ( −π < u1 ≤ π ) and u2 ( − π 2 ≤ u2 ≤ π 2 ) .
The target position is assumed as known, and therefore it is expressed by three specified
functions of the dimensionless time τ :

x1( ) = f1 (τ )
T

x2( ) = f 2 (τ )
T

x3( ) = f 3 (τ )

(34)

T

While the state vector is composed of the position and velocity components { xi }i =1,…,6 , the
control vector is u = [u1 u2 ] , and the parameter vector a includes only t f
T

time is to be minimized, the objective function is J = t f .

10
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The first-order conditions for optimality are obtained after introducing the Hamiltonian H
and the function of the boundary conditions Φ , according to Eq. (6),
H = λ1t f x4 + λ2t f x5 + λ3t f x6 + λ4t f ( − g + aT c u2 s u1 ) + λ5t f aT c u2 c u1 + λ6t f aT s u2

(35)

Φ = υ1  x1 f − f1 (1)  + υ2  x2 f − f 2 (1)  + υ3  x3 f − f3 (1) 

(36)

where c [ ] := cos [

] and s [ ] := sin [ ] ,

whereas the subscript f refers to the value of the

respective variable at t f . The adjoint equations (8) lead to

λ1 = λ10

λ4 = λ10t f (1 − τ )

λ2 = λ20

λ3 = λ30

λ5 = λ20t f (1 − τ )

(37)

λ6 = λ30t f (1 − τ )

(38)

where λi 0 denotes the (unknown) initial value of the adjoint variable λi . Then, the Pontryagin
minimum principle yields

sin u1 = −

λ10

λ +λ
2
10

2
20

cos u1 = −

λ20

λ +λ
2
10

2
20

u2 = − arcsin

λ30

(39)

λ +λ +λ
2
10

2
20

2
30

These relations imply that the optimal thrust direction is time-independent, regardless of the
(known) target position. It is relatively straightforward to prove that for the present
application the remaining necessary conditions for optimality (i.e., Eqs. (9) and (10)) are
useless for the purpose of identifying the optimal solution, in the sense that they do not lead to
establishing any new relation among the unknowns of the problem, i.e. {λ10 , λ20 , λ30 , t f } .
Moreover, as the two angles u1 and u2 are constant, they can be considered as the unknown

quantities in place of {λ10 , λ20 , λ30 } . Under the assumption that aT is constant, integration of

Eqs. (32)-(33) leads to obtaining the following explicit solution for x1 , x2 , and x3 :
2
2
1
1
x1 = x10 + x40t f τ + aT ( t f τ ) cos u2 sin u1 − g ( t f τ )
2
2

2
1
x2 = x20 + x50t f τ + aT ( t f τ ) cos u2 cos u1
2
2
1
x3 = x30 + x60t f τ + aT ( t f τ ) sin u2
2

(40)

(41)

(42)

These expressions are evaluated at τ = 1 , then they are set equal to the respective position
coordinates of the target at τ = 1 . From Eqs. (40)-(42) one obtains the following equations:
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(a

2
T

2
2
2
− g 2 ) t 4f + 4 gt 3f x40 − 4t 2f ( x40
+ x50
+ x60
) − 4 gt 2f  f1 (1) − x10 

(43)

+8 x40t f  f1 (1) − x10  + 8 x50t f  f 2 (1) − x20  + 8 x60t f  f 3 (1) − x30 
−4  f1 (1) − x10  − 4  f 2 (1) − x20  − 4  f 3 (1) − x30  = 0
2

2

2

2  f 3 (1) − x30  − 2 x60t f
u2 = arcsin 
aT t 2f

2  f 2 (1) − x20  − 2 x50t f
cos u1 = 
aT t 2f cos u2

(44)

2  f1 (1) − x10  − 2 x40t f + gt 2f
sin u1 = 
aT t 2f cos u2

(45)

Depending on the analytical form of f1 , f 2 , and f3 , Eq. (43) can either represent a
transcendental equation or simplify to a polynomial equation of 4th degree. Once Eq. (43) has
been solved, calculation of the optimal thrust angles is straightforward, by means of Eqs. (44)
and (45).
4.1 Fixed target

As a first special case, a fixed target is considered. This means that the three functions f1 ,

T
T
f 2 , and f3 equal three prescribed values x1( ) , x2( ) , and x3( ) ,

T

f1 = x1(

T)

f 2 = x2(

T)

f3 = x3(

T)

(46)

As a result, Eq. (43) assumes the form of a fourth degree equation; its smallest real root
represents the minimum time to interception.
In the numerical example that follows, the reference altitude (needed for defining the value
of g) is set to the initial altitude of the rocket, whereas aT = 2 g . The initial state of the
pursuing vehicle is
x10 = 30 km

x20 = 0 km

x30 = 3 km

x40 = x50 = x60 = 0.1

km
sec

(47)

whereas the target position is given by

x1( ) = 35 km
T

x2( ) = 5 km
T

x3( ) = 0 km
T

(48)

The minimum time of flight up to interception turns out to equal 30.58 sec, whereas the two
optimal thrust angles are u1* = 73.3 deg and u2* = −41.8 deg . Figure 2 portrays the optimal
intercepting trajectory. As VTD-NOG uses the second-order conditions for optimality, the
Hessian H uu must be positive definite and the matrix Ŝ must not diverge at internal times, as
stated in Section 2.2. Both conditions turn out to hold for the optimal path at hand.
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Figure 2: Optimal intercepting trajectory of the fixed target

The guidance algorithm described in this work is applied in the presence of nonnominal
flight conditions. In particular, perturbations on the initial state and oscillations of the thrust
magnitude over time are modeled. Several Monte Carlo campaigns are run, with the intent of
obtaining some useful statistical information on the accuracy of the algorithm at hand, in the
presence of the previously mentioned deviations, which are simulated stochastically. The
nominal initial position is perturbed by a random vector ρ : its magnitude ρ is associated
with a Gaussian distribution, with standard deviation equal to 5 m and maximal value never
exceeding 10 m, whereas the corresponding unit vector ρ̂ has direction uniformly distributed
over a unit sphere. Similarly, the nominal initial velocity is perturbed by a random vector w:
its magnitude w is associated with a Gaussian distribution, with standard deviation equal to 5
m/sec and maximal value never exceeding 10 m/sec, whereas the corresponding unit vector
ŵ has direction uniformly distributed over a unit sphere. A different approach is adopted for
the perturbation of the thrust acceleration. In fact, usually the thrust magnitude (and the
related acceleration aT , as a result) exhibits fluctuations. This time-varying behavior is
modeled through a trigonometric series with random coefficients,
5
5


P
aT( ) = aT  1 + ∑ ak sin ( 2kπτ ) + ∑ ak +5 cos ( 2kπτ ) 
 k =1
k =1


(49)

where aT is the nominal thrust acceleration (i.e. 2g ), whereas the corresponding (timevarying) perturbed value aT(

P)

is actually used in the MC simulations. The

{ak }k =1,…,10

coefficients have a random Gaussian distribution centered around zero and a standard
deviation equal to 0.01. At the end of the algorithmic process described in Section 3.3, two
statistical quantities are evaluated, i.e. the mean value and the standard deviation for all of the
σ
outputs of interest. The symbols χ and χ ( ) will denote the mean value and standard
deviation of the generic quantity χ henceforth.
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Four campaigns are performed, each including 100 runs and with a sampling time interval
∆t S = 1 sec . The first campaign (MC1) assumes only perturbations of the initial state. The
second campaign (MC2) considers only perturbations on the thrust magnitude, the third and
fourth campaigns (MC3 and MC4) include both types of perturbations, with different
sampling time intervals. Table 1 summarizes the results for the four Monte Carlo campaigns
and reports the related statistics, with regard to the miss distance d f (at the end of
nonnominal paths) and the related time of flight. Inspection of Table 1 reveals that VTD-NOG
generates accurate results, with modest values of the miss distance, which decreases by 40%
from MC3 to MC4. Figure 3 portrays the time evolution of the corrected control angles,
obtained in MC3.

Figure 3: Corrected thrust angles obtained in MC3 (fixed target)

∆t S ( sec )

df

(m)

d (f

σ)

(m)

tf

( sec )

t (f

σ)

( sec )

MC1

1

1.71

1.34

30.58

0.22

MC2

1

1.24

0.36

30.57

0.10

MC3

1

1.74

1.04

30.60

0.25

MC4

0.5

1.05

1.50

30.60

0.27

Table 1: Monte Carlo campaign results (fixed target): miss distance and time of flight
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4.2 Target in free fall

{ }

The second special case assumes a target in free fall (e.g., a ballistic missile at high

altitudes), with given initial conditions, denoted with xi(0 )
T

i =1,…,6

. This means that the three

functions f1 , f 2 , and f3 are
2
1
T
(T )
f1 = x10( ) + x40
t f τ − g (t f τ )
2

( )
( )
f 2 = x20
+ x50
t fτ
T

( )
( )
f 3 = x30
+ x60
t fτ

T

T

T

(50)

As a result, Eq. (43) assumes again the form of a fourth degree equation; its smallest real root
represents the minimum time to interception.
In the numerical example that follows, the reference altitude is set to the initial altitude of
the rocket, whereas aT = 3g . The initial state of the pursuing vehicle is
x10 = 15 km

x20 = 0 km

x30 = 0 km

x40 = 0

km
sec

x50 = x60 = 0.2

km
sec

(51)

whereas the initial state of the target is given by

x10( ) = 30 km

( )
( )
x20
= x30
= 1 km

T

T

T

( )
x40
= −1
T

( )
( )
x50
= x60
= 0.1

km
sec

T

km
sec

T

(52)

The minimum time of flight up to interception turns out to equal 12.68 sec, whereas the two
optimal thrust angles are u1* = 96.6 deg and u2* = −6.5 deg . Both the second-order conditions
for optimality turn out to hold for the optimal path at hand.
The guidance algorithm is applied again in the presence of nonnominal flight conditions.
The same Monte Carlo campaigns performed for the previous case are repeated for the
application at hand. Table 2 summarizes the results for the four Monte Carlo campaigns and
reports the related statistics, with regard to the miss distance (at the end of nonnominal paths)
and the related time of flight. It is worth remarking that decreasing the sampling time (cf.
Table 2) leads again to decreasing the mean miss distance. As in the previous application, the
actual times of flight are extremely close to the minimal value (12.68 sec).

∆t S ( sec )

df

( m)

d (f

σ)

(m)

tf

( sec )

t (f

σ)

( sec )

MC1

1

0.46

0.27

12.67

0.03

MC2

1

1.81

1.40

12.68

0.01

MC3

1

1.83

1.41

12.67

0.03

MC4

0.5

1.47

1.12

12.68

0.03

Table 2: Monte Carlo campaign results (falling target): miss distance and time of flight
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4.3 Moving target
The third special case assumes a target that describes a circular path at constant altitude
(e.g., an unmanned aerial vehicle). This means that

f1 = x1(
where x1(

T)

f 2 = x2( C) + RT cos (ω t f τ + ϕ )

T)

f 3 = x3( C) + RT sin (ω t f τ + ϕ )

T

(

T

(53)

)

denotes the target constant altitude, x2( C) , x3( C) identify the center of the circular
T

T

path, whereas ω and ϕ define respectively the angular rate of rotation and the initial angular
position. In this case, Eq. (43) assumes the form of a transcendental equation, to be solved
numerically (for instance, through the Matlab native function fsolve). However, numerical
solvers need a suitable approximate guess solution to converge to a refined result. For the
application at hand, this guess can be easily supplied. In fact, if the radius RT is sufficiently

(

)

small, one can assume that the target is located at x2( C) , x3( C) . In the presence of a fixed target,
T

T

an analytical solution exists, and derives from solving a fourth degree equation, as already
explained in Section 4.1. This solution is used as a guess for the moving target.
In the numerical example that follows, the reference altitude is set to the initial altitude of
the rocket, whereas aT = 3 g . The initial state of the pursuing vehicle is

x10 = 9 km

x20 = x30 = 0 km

km
sec

x40 = 0.01

km
sec

x50 = 0.1

x60 = 0

km
sec

(54)

ϕ =0

(55)

whereas the fundamental parameters of the target are

x1( ) = 10 km
T

x2( C) = x3( C) = 2 km
T

T

2πω −1 = 60 sec

RT = 0.5 km

The minimum time of flight up to interception turns out to equal 14.76 sec, whereas the two
optimal thrust angles are u1* = 74.4 deg and u2* = 51.5 deg . Both the second-order conditions
for optimality turn out to hold for the optimal path at hand.
The guidance algorithm is applied again in the presence of nonnominal flight conditions.
The same Monte Carlo campaigns performed for the previous case are repeated for the
application at hand. Table 3 summarizes the results for the four Monte Carlo campaigns and

∆t S ( sec )

df

( m)

d (f

σ)

(m)

tf

( sec )

t (f

σ)

( sec )

MC1

1

0.49

0.34

14.73

0.22

MC2

1

2.03

1.31

14.76

0.10

MC3

1

2.15

1.47

14.74

0.25

MC4

0.5

1.90

1.09

14.76

0.11

Table 3: Monte Carlo campaign results (moving target): miss distance and time of flight
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reports the related statistics, with regard to the miss distance (at the end of nonnominal paths)
and the related time of flight. It is worth remarking that decreasing the sampling time (cf.
Table 3) leads again to decreasing the mean miss distance.

5 ORBIT INJECTION
Orbit injection concludes the ascent trajectory of a launch vehicle. This section considers
the last powered phase of the ascent path, aimed at precise injection of the payload into the
desired orbit. The same dynamical framework employed for the previous cases is adopted in
this section, assuming that the target orbit lies in the (x,y)-plane and is circular, with radius R.
Thus, the final conditions for the problem at hand are

x1 f = h f

x3 f = 0

x5 f = v f

(56)

x4 f = x6 f = 0

where h f is the orbit altitude and v f = µ E R ( µ E is the Earth gravitational parameter). As
continuous thrust is employed, minimizing the time of flight implies minimizing fuel
expenditure.
The first-order conditions for optimality are obtained after introducing the Hamiltonian H
and the function of the boundary conditions Φ , according to Eq. (6). Then, from the adjoint
equations and the related boundary conditions one obtains

λ1 = λ10
λ4 = λ40 − λ10t f τ

λ2 = 0
λ5 = λ50

λ3 = λ30

(57)

λ6 = λ60 − λ30t f τ

(58)

The Pontryagin minimum principle yields

sin u1 = −

λ4

λ42 + λ52

cos u1 = −

λ5

λ42 + λ52

u2 = − arcsin

λ6

(59)

λ42 + λ52 + λ62

The latter relations are inserted into the dynamics equations (32)-(33). If aT is constant, they
can be integrated analytically, in order to obtain the explicit expressions for x1 through x6 as
functions of the unknowns, i.e. {λ10 , λ20 , λ30 , λ40 , λ50 , t f } . As these expressions are rather long,

they are not reported. In the end, the problem consists in finding the unknown quantities such
that the boundary conditions (56) are fulfilled.
In the example that follows, h f = 300 km , whereas the initial conditions prior to the last
ignition of the upper stage are
x10 = 280 km

x20 = 0 km

x30 = 5 km

x40 = 0.2

km
sec

x50 = 6

km
sec

x60 = 0.1

km
sec

(60)

The thrust acceleration aT is set to 2g (g represents the local gravitational force at the initial
altitude). A heuristic approach is employed to find the unknowns, i.e. the particle swarm
algorithm [15,16]. The minimum time up to injection turns out to equal 108.76 sec. Figure 4
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portrays the optimal thrust angles associated with the minimum-time ascending path.
The variable-time-domain neighboring optimal guidance is applied in the presence of
nonnominal flight conditions, using ∆tS = 2 sec . The same Monte Carlo campaigns
performed for the previous cases are repeated for the application at hand, with the only
difference that the standard deviation for ρ and w are set respectively to 100 m and 50 m/sec.
Table 4 summarizes the results for the three Monte Carlo campaigns and reports the related
σ
statistics, i.e. the mean value ∆xi and standard deviation ∆xi( ) of the final displacement from

the desired values of xi ( i = 1,3, 4, 5, 6 ) . The mean value and standard deviation of the time of
flight equal 108.74 sec and 0.20 sec, 108.75 sec and 0.31 sec, and 108.83 sec and 0.51 sec, for
MC1 through MC3, respectively. Inspection of Table 4 reveals that VTD-NOG yields
excellent results in terms of accuracy at injection. Figures 5 and 6 depict the guided
trajectories and some of the related state variables, obtained in MC3.

Figure 4: Optimal control time history (orbit injection)

Figure 5: Guided trajectories leading to orbit injection, obtained in MC3
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Figure 6: Some state variables associated with the guided trajectories leading to orbit injection, obtained in MC3

∆x1

∆x1(

σ)

∆x3

∆x3(

σ)

∆x4

∆x4(

σ)

∆x5

∆x5(

σ)

∆x6

∆x6(

σ)

MC1

0.7

6.0

5.7

15.0

8.8

23.3

-31.4

74.4

14.4

29.7

MC2

-1.1

7.0

1.4

10.8

2.0

26.5

-49.6

101.8

-19.5

32.0

MC3

0.1

5.8

3.4

14.9

2.4

29.6

-30.1

83.0

-13.2

28.9

(σ )

Table 4: Monte Carlo campaign results (orbit injection); ∆xi and ∆xi

in cm ( i = 1,3) or in cm/sec ( i = 4,5,6 )

6 CONCLUSIONS
This work describes and applies the recently-introduced, general-purpose variable-timedomain neighboring optimal guidance algorithm. The use of a normalized time scale leads to
obtaining gain matrices with finite values for the entire time of flight. Moreover, the updating
formula for the time-to-go derives from the natural extension of the accessory optimization
problem associated with the original optimal control problem. This extension allows also
obtaining new sweep equations for the time-varying gain matrices. In this mathematical
framework, the termination criterion finds a logical, consistent definition, and corresponds to
the upper bound of the interval to which the normalized time is constrained. Two space
maneuvers are considered in this work: (a) interception and (b) orbit injection. In both cases
(especially for (b)), as well as in alternative (often more complex) applications [12,13], the
guidance at hand proves effective and accurate in the real-time determination of the corrective
actions aimed at maintaining the space vehicle in the proximity of the optimal path.
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Summary. The activities presented in this paper are part of a European project called HYPSTAIR, concerning the development and validation of hybrid propulsion system components
and sub-systems for electrical aircraft. In the first phase of the project, given a reference mission profile, the best flight performance have been evaluated varying some mission parameters
(e.g. range, cruise altitude, cruise speed) and the amount of energy sources (batteries and fuel).
Typical flight mechanics equations have been used to estimate the hybrid aircraft performance
for each flight segment, taking both fuel consumption and batteries discharge into account. In
the second phase, a hybrid plane simulator has been set up in order to implement different
mission profiles and to include pilot effects on power management by adopting a human-in-theloop approach. Such simulator consists of three main software modules connected each other
in real time: a flight simulator, used to compute the aerodynamic forces and to display the aircraft in flight, a flight planner, in which the mission profile and the initial aircraft condition can
be defined, and a performance module, which calculates the instantaneous consumption of fuel
and/or and batteries discharge and provides the endurance prediction.
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1. Introduction
In the HYPSTAIR project, the object of study is a general aviation aircraft in which the
propulsion system is made of a propeller driven by an electric motor, that can be fed by both
batteries and an Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) used as generator. The architecture of the
hybrid system is serial, which means that the ICE is not directly connected to the propeller but
it is used as a source of electric power (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Serial hybrid architecture
The architecture of such a power train gives more flexibility in terms of power management
and it can provide a significant reduction of environmental impact, increasing safety at the same
time. In fact, the presence of two independent energy sources introduces a redundancy and, in
addition, an electric motor is more reliable than a piston engine.
1.1 Preliminary analysis
The design of the the hybrid system depends, as usual, on mission requirements such as
flight range, cruise altitude and speed, etc.
Since the novelty of the system here considered, a preliminary performance analysis has
been performed in order to define the operating requirements limitations and to optimize the
use of different energy sources. As detailed in [1], such analysis has been carried out implementing a simple but reliable performance model, considering the aerodynamic characteristic of
an existing aircraft and the reference mission shown in Figure 2, with the assumptions indicated
in Table 1.
The operating modes of the entire power train have been varied in accordance to the power
request along the mission: battery packs provide additional energy during the most power demanding flight segments (take-off and climb), while during cruise the ICE generator gives sufficient power for both flight and battery charge.
The energy consumption has been evaluated through an energy balance, taking the efficiencies of all the power train components into account, in order to define the mission parameters
providing the best performance in terms of range or take-off weight. Therefore, two problems
have been studied:
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Figure 2. Reference mission for the hybrid aircraft
Table 1. Hypotheses on mission segments
Segment
Parameters
Climb
Hin , Hf in , Pbatt
Cruise
Vcruise or Pcruise , Hcruise , range
Descent
Landing
Diversion
range, Hdiv
Loiter
time , Hloi

Hypotheses
Fast climb
Constant Speed (or Power) and Altitude
Negligible for energy calculation
Negligible for energy calculation
Minimum power
Max. endurance

• evaluating the maximum flight range achievable with given amount of available energy
(fuel + batteries) at take-off;
• evaluating the minimum energy amount (fuel + batteries) required at take-off in order to
fly for a given range.
It has been observed that batteries affect performance mostly in flight segments such as
climb or first part of the cruise, when batteries recharge occurs (see Figure 3).

Figure 3. Effect of different climb programs on power sources
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Therefore, as Figure 4 suggests, differences between a hybrid and an internal combustion
propulsion are more evident when the mission range is smaller. For long range mission, in
fact, the energy contribution of batteries is less significant and flight performance are largely
dominated by the ICE used as generator.

Figure 4. Power request VS mission range
Finally, Figure 5 shows the flexibility analysis of the hybrid aircraft compared to a traditional
propulsion version, whose Maximum Take-Off Weight has been indicated as M T OWref .

Figure 5. Flexibility analysis of the hybrid aircraft and comparison with traditional propulsion
As a preliminary result, the following conclusions can be given:
• if compared to internal combustion propulsion, the hybrid solution have significant influence on climb performance, whereas effects on cruise segment are smaller;
• since hybrid propulsion is less sensitive to altitude and range requirement has a weak
influence on MTOW, the hybrid solution is more flexible than the traditional one;
• batteries energy and power densities play a key role.
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1.2 Overview of the simulator HyPSim
The simulator HyPSim (Hybrid Plane Simulator) has been set up in order to:
• validate the results achieved previously in order to meet the given requirements;
• evaluate the performance for different mission profiles, defined by the user and performed
manually or using an autopilot;
• simulate the human-in-the-loop effects on flight performance and, in particular, on power
management;
• simulate the instantaneous performance of the aircraft depending on the instantaneous
battery State of Charge (SoC);
• be used as a dissemination tool with user-friendly interfaces.
1.3 HyPSim architecture
As described in [2], HyPSim is composed of three main software: a Flight Simulator, in
which the airplane is displayed and flight data are calculated (position, angles, speed, forces,
etc.); a Flight Planner that allows to define the mission profile and the flight mode (manual or
automatic); a Performance Module in which the hybrid propulsion system is modelled by means
of analytical relations and flight data are processed for performance estimations and endurance
prediction.
Finally, the main flight parameters, such as flight speed, fuel/battery consumption, etc.,
are shown on a Human-Machine Interface (HMI) panel. The conceptual arrangements of the
simulator is reported in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Conceptual layout of the Hybrid Plane Simulator
The simulation is performed through the following process:
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• the pilot indicates a reference mission at the beginning, indicating a set of waypoints
(longitude, latitude, altitude);
• a first estimation of endurance is provided and mission feasibility is evaluated;
• flight can be performed manually (joystick) and/or by means of a an autopilot which helps
in performing the waypoint flight;
• the pilot can both use the joystick and modify the waypoints using the flight planner;
• at each time step, the energy consumption (fuel and batteries) is estimated and the endurance prediction updated;
• instantaneous data (flight parameters, power flows, etc.) and endurance prediction can be
displayed via the HMI.
Data are exchanged in real time between the different modules through a set of plugins
programmed in C++. Such data can be divided into the following datasets:
• Aircraft dataset: it contains information about the initial conditions of the aircraft, such
as the amount of embarked fuel, the initial SoC of batteries, the ICE generator characteristics, etc.;
• Mission dataset: it contains a description of the mission profile by means of waypoints,
which can be modified during the mission;
• Energy dataset: it contains the instantaneous values of required flight power and energy
consumption of both fuel and battery, thus it is updated continuously during the simulation.
During the simulation, the main flight data are also recorded directly in a log file, in such a
way that part of the calculations performed can be verified in a post processing phase, and the
user has a complete overview of the mission parameters.
2. The Flight Simulator
The commercial flight simulator X-Plane ([3]) has been implemented in HyPSim and used
as aerodynamic solver. It provides reliable data on aircraft aerodynamic by means of a panel
method that computes the aerodynamics forces at each instant.
X-Plane has been chosen since it is easy to interface with other codes and it contains a
parametric tools for the creation of new aircraft, called Plane-Maker, by means of which the
user can create all the aircraft components, such as wing, fuselage, blades, control surfaces,
landing gears, etc. The resulting model, shown in Figure 7, includes the airfoil characteristics
which have been added in order to increase the accuracy of the panel method.
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Figure 7. X-Plane model of the reference aircraft
Results provided by the aerodynamic model implemented in X-Plane have been validated
through experimental data provided by the manufacturer. Figure 8 shows such comparison,
which indicate a good accuracy for the model, although some differences are observed at low
speed conditions.

Figure 8. Comparison of the required power
During the simulation, aerodynamic forces, speed etc. can be extracted from the Flight
Simulator and mission parameters can be updated at the same time (Figure 9).
3. The Performance Module
Aerodynamic forces and other flight parameters are provided to the Performance Module
by the Flight Simulator and used to compute the available energy in both fuel and batteries, in
order to predict the remaining flight endurance.
The Performance Module has been developed by means of the Simulink software, implementing two independent blocks, the first one dedicated to the hybrid power train modelling
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Figure 9. Data exchange in the Flight Simulator (XP=Flight Simulator, MS=Performance Module, FP=Flight Planner)
and the second one for the endurance prediction.
The Performance Module is connected to the other modules as shown in to Figure 10.

Figure 10. Data exchange in the Performance Module (XP=Flight Simulator, MS=Performance
Module, FP=Flight Planner)
3.1 Hybrid power train model
The hybrid power train, which includes also the ICE and the propeller, has been modelled
using the scheme shown in Figure 11. Since the maximum power provided by the brushless
motor decreases with the batteries SoC, it is assumed that the rotating speed of the propeller is
constant during the flight whereas the maximum torque can change.
In the first block, called “IN” in Figure 11, the input data coming from both the Flight
Planner and the Flight Simulator are initialized and used as variables for the calculation. The
main blocks are briefly described here after:
• ICE: in this block the efficiency of the ICE is computed depending on the flight altitude. The relation is based on the interpolation of experimental data provided by the ICE
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Figure 11. Simulink scheme of the Hybrid power train
manufacturer ([4]).
• P: here the propeller efficiency is defined and, by applying the actuator disk theory and
taking the flight conditions into account, the power demand to the electric motor is calculated.
• CON: this block simulates the control system which manages the available power through
proper control laws.
• SOC: once the instantaneous power request to batteries is known, the SoC of the batteries
is calculated in this block thorough an energy balance, in which internal losses are taken
into account.
• FUEL: given the specific fuel consumption and the power required to the ICE, the fuel
consumption is calculated.
At the present stage of development, all the electric components (generator, motor, inverters)
are modelled by means of constant gains, representing the efficiencies, which can be modified
during the initialisation. In a similar way, the reference values for the batteries, such as maximum energy and initial SoC, are also set at the beginning of the mission.
The control block needs the instantaneous batteries SoC as input, that is computed in the
battery block: thus, a closed loop is needed and an anticipator block is applied to the value of
the SoC in order to synchronize the calculation.
The Simulink scheme is triggered with a value of 0.1 seconds in order to properly update
the aircraft status.
3.2 The predictor
The predictor has been conceived in order to estimate at each time step the remaining flight
endurance. The prediction is performed taking the amount of available energy (fuel and batteries) and the reference mission defined during the initialization into account.
Mission parameters and aircraft status are used as input of the predictor, which is made of
two blocks, as Figure 12 shows:
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Figure 12. Simulink scheme of the performance predictor
• PROFILE: here the mission profile is divided into flight segments: climb, cruise, descent,
landing, diversion and loiter. Each segment is defined entirely by the parameters listed in
Table 1 and extrapolated from the Flight Planner.
• FORECAST: in this block, the fuel consumption and the battery discharge are calculated
for the mission defined in the previous steps, assuming the flight programs reported in
Table 1.
It is noteworthy that, although the energy required to perform the emergency segments (diversion and loiter) is considered in the mission energy balance, the predicted endurance does
not include the time needed to fly over such segments, hence the endurance prediction is always
conservative.
In the FORECAST block, the amount of fuel required to complete the mission (W freq ) is
calculated and compared with the fuel available on the aircraft at the given time step (W f (t)).
Then, two conditions are then possible:
a. W f (t) > W freq : the reference mission can be accomplished with some safety margin,
which is indicated to the pilot as an additional flight endurance (textra );
b. W f (t) < W freq : the reference mission cannot be accomplished and a negative extra
flight time is provided as output to the pilot, together with a warning message.
In addition to these results, the calculation block returns also the final SoC that the batteries
are expected to have at the end of the mission.
The prediction block is updated continuously during the mission in order to take possible
external interferences during flight (e.g wind or manual input) or possible modifications to the
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mission during the simulation into account. In this case, the trigger frequency is lower because
of the low computational speed of this block; since this calculation do not interfere with the
other ones, this different frequency is considered acceptable.
4. The Flight Planner
The flight planner is an in-house developed software that is used for several purposes in
HyPSim:
• to act as an autopilot, allowing to perform the given mission profile accurately (the pilot
can always change the aircraft trajectory manually through the joystick);
• to allow the data exchange between the Flight Simulator and the Performance Module;
• to initialize the simulation, defining the initial status of the aircraft and the reference
mission;
• to extract and visualize the results.
The main input/output data managed in the Flight Planner are reported in Figure 13

Figure 13. Data exchange in the Flight Planner
The Flight Planner interface consists of a plugin manager which allows to launch different
software modules in a customizable layout. The main modules are:
• a link module, which allows the communication between the different software of HyPSim;
• the map plugin, which is used to display the position, the direction and the trajectory of
the aircraft on a map as well as to define the mission profile (Figure 14);
• the Aircraft Management Module, shown in Figure 15, which allows to manage the aircraft during the flight simulation.
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Figure 14. Mission profile definition in the Map Plugin
The mission profile can be defined by providing the waypoint list shown in the bottom part
of Figure 14. The waypoints are defined through following values:
• latitude (LAT) and longitude (LON), whose values can be written in the related fields or
provided by clicking on the map;
• altitude [m] (ALT);
• cruise speed [m/s] or cruise power [kW], which is neglected if cruise speed is assigned;
• climb power [kW], which is used when the altitude of the following waypoint is higher
than the previous one.
The mission can be modified during the flight simulation by moving the waypoints on the
map or modifying the parameters in the list; after any modification, the “Set” button has to be
clicked to make them active.
Some comments on both the initial and the last parts of the mission are remarked in the
following points:
• the take-off point is not included in the waypoint list; the simulator recognizes if the
aircraft is on the ground and an automatic take-off procedure is performed in order to
reach the first waypoint.
• two waypoints are required in the end of the list in order to perform an automatic landing:
the first one is used to define the landing point and the second one provides the runway
direction;
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• diversion and loiter segments are defined through the Aircraft Management Module, hence
waypoints are not required.
4.1 The Aircraft Management Module

Figure 15. The Aircraft Management Module window
The Aircraft Management Module, shown in Figure 15 is compose of the following parts:
• the Simulation Control section (green box);
• the Power Control section (yellow box);
• the Commands section (blue box);
• the Status section (red box);
4.1.1 Simulation control section
Once the connections of the Flight Planner with the Flight Simulator and the Performance
Module are active (green color in SIM and DAS boxes respectively), the On/Off button can be
turned on in order to control the simulation. The following options can be activated:
• AUTO: the flight is controlled directly by the Flight Planner according to the mission
profile defined in the map plugin;
• MANUAL: stick and throttle are manually controlled by means of a joystick;
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• DIVERSION: the flight is automatically controlled and in addition the aircraft follows the
path defined for the diversion and loiter.
When the autopilot mode is on, the Flight Planner manages the flight simulation directly.
Most of the climb and cruise parameters can be inserted directly in the map plugin or in the
aircraft management module, whereas the other flight segments (take-off, descent, diversion,
loiter) are managed by means of a setting file that must be loaded before starting the simulation
control.
4.1.2 Power control section
The power sources can be defined through the interactive yellow box in the center of the
Aircraft Management Module. The data that must be provided are divided into three panels:
• Battery panel: required inputs concern the batteries characteristics (weight, maximum
storable energy, initial SoC, etc.) and the internal losses of the electric propulsion components (propeller is not included);
• Endothermic panel: required inputs concern the nominal power, the efficiency and the
Specific Fuel Consumption of the ICE, as well as data on the initial embarked fuel;
• Misc panel: required inputs are options about the power management during take-off
(e.g.: power provided by batteries, etc.).
4.1.3 Commands section
When the autopilot is active, some commands can be managed using the Commands section
in the bottom part of the interface.
Defined the reference mission as a waypoint list, the pilot can change the flight plan by
selecting which waypoint has to be reached first (Set next WP button) or flying manually. In this
latter case, by enabling again the autopilot mode, the Flight Planner automatically recognizes
the nearest waypoint as the first one to be reached and the mission is then performed from that
point ahead following the list.
Finally, the Reload Setting File button allows to modify the aircraft flight parameters and
the control laws of moveable surfaces. Such file provides the following settings:
• take-off is performed at the maximum nominal power, with a given gain for rudder control
in order to compensate the propeller torque effect;
• descent is performed with a given power throttle level;
• diversion and loiter parameters refer to the minimum power and maximum endurance
conditions respectively;
• landing is performed with given speed, flap deflection and providing the runway altitude.
• manoeuvring limitations (e.g.: maximum bank angle)
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4.1.4 Status section
The Status section is dedicated to the real-time visualization of the main flight parameters;
the first field (WP idx) refers the identification number of the waypoint which the aircraft is
heading to, whereas the other fields provide instantaneous data on the hybrid aircraft performance.
Finally, data resulting from the prediction model are visualized: the predicted endurance
(End. Forecast), the estimated SoC at the end of the mission (SoC margin) and the difference,
positive or negative, between the expected flight time and the time required to complete the
mission (Time extra).
5. The Human-Machine Interface (HMI)

Figure 16. The HMI panel
Since part of the HYPSTAIR project has been dedicated to the development of a dedicated
Human-Machine Interface ([5]), the simplified HMI panel shown in Figure 16 has been implemented in HyPSim in order to display the following information:
1. battery SoC;
2. discharging/charging state: the triangle is green and rotated upward during charge or
yellow and rotated downward in discharge;
3. fuel amount in left and right tanks;
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4. remaining flight time in hours and minutes, as the sum of mission time and extra time (if
this latter is negative, the time is visualized in orange colour in order to create a warning
for the pilot);
5. power consumption: the instantaneous required power is displayed through both numbers
and a pointer which moves along the green arch;
6. available power, represented through the empty green arch, whose length changes if batteries are fully discharged or the ICE is switched off;
7. propeller revolutions per minute (RPM);
8. landing gear position: green if extracted, empty otherwise.
6. Simulator testing
Several simulations have been conducted in order to assess the accuracy of the performance
models implemented in HyPsim: the first test campaign has been focused on required power
evaluation, whereas the second one has been carried out in order to study a critical condition in
which batteries are fully discharged.
6.1 Required power evaluation
The simulator has been first tested by assigning the mission profile shown in Figure 17, in
which two level flight phases, at 200 m and 1000 m, have been performed varying the speed
from 55 m/s to 85 m/s with a step input given to the throttle.
Figure 17 shows the required power calculated by the simulator, whose positive and negative peaks are due to the accelerations and decelerations of the aircraft. In fact, according to
Equation 1, the required power can be decomposed in three contribution: the first one associated
to aerodynamic drag D (speed and altitude are considered constant), the second due to altitude
variation on a constant slope (γ) trajectory and the third one due to speed variations (dV /dt).
Preq = V · D + V · W · sin γ + V ·

W dV
g dt

(1)

In this case, positive peaks are due to the accelerations introduced at each step of the V (t)
input function, whereas negative peaks indicate that the aircraft is decelerated, hence Preq is set
to 0.
The required power is multiplied by the efficiencies of all the power train components in
order to calculate the power demanded to both ICE generator and batteries. Figure 18 shows
the comparison between required power for flight and the power demand to energy sources as
provided by the Flight Simulator.
The dashed grey line in Figure 18 is the maximum power provided by ICE generator, hence
this chart allows to define the batteries charge and discharge phases. Therefore the SoC chart has
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Figure 17. Flight speed and altitude of the input mission (top) and required power output (bottom)
been obtained, observing that a big discharge (about 30%) is needed to perform the climb from
200 m to 1000 m, whereas during level flight charge and discharge phases alternate depending
on speed variations (after taek-off SoC has been limited to 90%).
6.2 Fully discharged batteries
During this simulation campaign, the plane has been set in level flight conditions with a
constant speed of 80 m/s, in such a way the batteries are continuously discharged until the
minimum SoC threshold, set to 4%, is reached. In such condition the only available energy
source is the ICE generator, which is assumed to provide a constant power of 80 kW.
With the aim of evaluating the flight performance when the available power is limited, a
simulation has been performed using the Flight Planner in automatic mode in order to force the
aircraft to fly at 80 m/s although the available power is not sufficient.
As Figure 19 shows, when SoC reaches its lower limit the available power is instantaneously
reduced to 80 kW and the aircraft speed decreases until the required power becomes lower than
the available one. When this happens, the batteries begin charging and as soon as the SoC
becomes higher than 4% the available power is restored to the maximum value, which brings
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Figure 18. Required power for flight and power demand to energy sources (top) and batteries
SoC (bottom)
the autopilot to increase aircraft speed up to 80 m/s. Hence, batteries are discharged again and
such cycle is repeated creating an oscillating behaviour which can have negative consequences
on both batteries health and flight dynamics.
It has been observed that such oscillations can be avoided by adding a second SoC threshold
of 7%, below which the battery charge is not activated. The introduction of this additional
threshold changes the power profile as illustrated in Figure 20, in which oscillations can be still
observed but the frequency is much lower and the effects on flight dynamics are reduced.
7. Conclusions
The activities presented in this paper have been part of the European project called HYPSTAIR, concerning the development and validation of hybrid propulsion system components
and sub-systems for electrical aircraft.
In particular, the development of a hybrid plane simulator, called HyPSim, have been described focusing on the software architecture and the functionality of such a simulation tool.
The main modules which compose the simulator are a commercial Flight Simulator (X-
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Figure 19. Simulation of fully discharged batteries

Figure 20. Power function after the introduction of a second threshold on SoC
Plane), with which the aircraft geometry and aerodynamics have been modelled, a Performance
Module developed in Simulink and used to simulate the hybrid power train, calculate the energy
consumption and predict the flight endurance, and a in-house developed Flight Planner which
allows to define the mission profile, select the flight mode (manual, autopilot, etc.) and allow
the data exchange between all the modules. The simulator, in addition, can provide the main
output using the Human-Machine Interface developed in the HYPSTAIR project.
The accuracy of the simulator in evaluating the energy consumption has been verified by
comparing the required power for flight with experimental results provided by the aircraft manufacturer. In addition, specific mission profiles have been given as input and positive results on
the reliability of the power demand evaluation have been observed.
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Finally, it has been observed that for some peculiar conditions, such as the case of fully
discharged batteries, additional control logics must be implemented in order to avoid divergence
phenomena.
As a general conclusion, HyPSim is a simulation tool able to achieve the several purposes
for which it has been conceived, allowing to simulate any kind of mission profile taking also the
human-in-the-loop factor into account. Moreover, the simulator is a practical tool for dissemination purposes.
Further development can be focused on the following aspects:
• implementation of additional control logics for off-design conditions;
• deeper and more complete implementation of the HMI module in the simulator;
• integration with haptic input devices developed within the HYPSTAIR project [6];
• development of more detailed models for the power train simulation.
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Summary. This paper presents a trajectory control strategy for a quadrotor carrying a suspended load. Following the derivation of a set of simplified equations of motion for the coupled
vehicle slung-load systems, the inverse simulation method based on an integration algorithm
allows for the determination of the control action to track an assigned trajectory, with the pendular payload acting as a disturbance on vehicle dynamics. Results concerning two situations
relevant from the perspective of practical applications, namely payload in the air and towed in
water, are presented and discussed. The approach appears suitable and effective for the selection of feedforward control laws that account of hanging load loads, either as a preliminary
step in control system design or to assess vehicle performance limits in specified missions.
1. INTRODUCTION
The use of unmanned aerial systems (UAS) is increasingly growing in a number of application areas in spite of a complex and somewhat tortuous airworthiness certification process
resulting from a number of safety critical issues. In this scenario quadrotor vehicles and related
technologies are a sound reality either as research platforms or commercial products manufactured by several companies all over the world. Among much research dedicated to quadrotor
modeling and control, this paper is concerned with the use of these small-size vehicles for transportation and deployment of cable-suspended loads. In particular, a control strategy that allows
for precise delivery of the hanging load is addressed, which takes advantage of the high maneuverability and capability of accurate positioning of the aerial vehicle. The activity of several
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research groups on the subject of accurate control and maneuvering of multi-rotor vehicles with
a suspended load has become more intense in the last two years. Some of the studies analyze
the dynamics and control of a single vehicle with slung loads [1, 2, 3, 4, 5], but also systems
involving more than one vehicle were considered [6, 7].
In this paper the equations of motion for a quadrotor vehicle are derived in the framework
of a Lagrangian approach, for a six degrees-of-freedom vehicle connected to a point-mass suspended payload by means of an inextensible cable of length `. The position of the cable is
described in terms of the angles λ and µ that determine the direction of the cable with respect
to the local vertical (see Fig. 1). An inverse simulation algorithm [8, 9] is then implemented in
order to determine the control action on the quad-rotor that results into the vehicle tracking a
desired pattern with sufficient accuracy, while the inertial action of the suspended payload acts
as a disturbance on vehicle dynamics. This is done in two cases, for a payload suspended in the
air and, as a peculiar applicative scenario, for a payload towed in water. In this second case,
water surface effects on the cable are neglected, whereas buoyancy force is accounted for as
a variation of suspended payload weight as a function of the percentage of immersed payload
volume.
As a contribution with respect to other papers on the subject the present paper introduces
the following elements
• the use of an inextensible cable model avoids the presence of high frequency terms related to cable tension, which would require very short time-steps for a stable numerical
integration, thus allowing for a more efficient numerical solution of the inverse problem
• the action of drag on the payload is included in the model, which is not particularly relevant when the payload is suspended in air, but it becomes important when the quadrotor
is used for towing a payload immersed in water, which is one of the two considered applicative scenarios
• an inverse simulation approach based on an integration method [8, 9, 10] is proposed as
a means for the determination of the control action on the quadrotor that results into the
payload tracking, at least approximately, a desired trajectory, while taking into account
full dynamic coupling between vehicle dynamics and suspended payload oscillations.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the mathematical model of the coupled
vehicle-slung load system is described. In Section 3 the main features of the Inverse Simulation
(IS) methodology are recalled. Section 4 provides the analysis of simulation results. A section
of concluding remarks and future work ends the paper.
2. SIMULATION MODEL
2.1 Dynamics of a quadrotor–suspended payload system
Modeling of quadrotor dynamics in the presence of a suspended payload of mass mB is
carried out in the framework of a Lagrangian approach, where the total kinetic energy of the
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Figure 1. Sketch of the quadrotor with suspended payload.
system

1
1
1
T = mV 2 + ω T (Iω) + mB VB2
(1)
2
2
2
is given by the sum of three contributions, namely quadrotor translational and rotational kinetic
energy plus the kinetic energy of the suspended payload, mB , modeled as a point mass element.
For an inextensible cable of negligible mass attached to the quadrotor center of mass, the
relative position of the payload with respect to the quadrotor can be expressed in terms of two
angles, λ and µ, that describe the position of the cable with respect to the local vertical, that is,
with respect to the k̂I unit vector of the fixed pseudo-inertial frame. Under this hypothesis, the
position of mB with respect to the quadrotor center of mass is expressed in the fixed frame in
the form ρ = `(cos µ sin λ, sin µ, cos µ cos λ)T , where µ expresses the angle between the cable
and the vertical plane that contains the îI unit vector (e.g. the North direction in a North-EastDown Earth-fixed frame), whereas λ provides the direction of the projection of the cable on
this vertical plane with respect to the k̂I unit vector. Given the position vector of the center of
mass of the quadrotor, r = (x, y, z)T , and its velocity, V = (ẋ2 + ẏ 2 + ż 2 )1/2 , the position of
mB is given by rB = (x + ` cos µ sin λ, y + ` sin µ, z + ` cos µ cos λ)T , whereas its velocity
components in the fixed frame are given by
vB = (ẋ + `(λ̇ cos µ cos λ − µ̇ sin µ sin λ), ẏ + `µ̇ cos µ, ż − `(µ̇ sin µ cos λ + λ̇ cos µ sin λ))T .
The square of the magnitude of the velocity of mB in Eq. (1) is thus given by

VB2 = ẋ2 + ẏ 2 + ż 2 + 2`[ẋ(λ̇ cos µ cos λ − µ̇ sin µ sin λ) + ẏ µ̇ cos µ
−ż(µ̇ sin µ cos λ + λ̇ cos µ sin λ)] + `2 [(λ̇ cos µ cos λ − µ̇ sin µ sin λ)2 + µ̇2 cos2 µ +
+(µ̇ sin µ cos λ + λ̇ cos µ sin λ)2 ]
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After some manipulation, the last term in square brackets can be rearranged in a simpler form,
and one gets
VB2 = ẋ2 + ẏ 2 + ż 2 + 2`[ẋ(λ̇ cos µ cos λ − µ̇ sin µ sin λ) + ẏ µ̇ cos µ +
−ż(µ̇ sin µ cos λ + λ̇ cos µ sin λ)] + `2 (λ̇2 cos2 µ + µ̇2 )
Note that including a different attach point would be relatively easy, from the kinematical
standpoint, but this would make the equations of motion more tightly coupled, because attitude
dynamics would couple with cable dynamics. Such a coupling is thus not accounted for in this
work.
Assuming that the cable is inextensible, that is, its length is constant and equal to `, the
potential energy is associated only to the gravitational field, and it depends on the height h and
hB of the quadrotor and payload masses, m and mB , respectively. As a consequence
U = mgh + mB ghB

(2)

where h = −z and hB = −zB = −z − ` cos λ cos µ.
A total of 8 degrees of freedom is thus necessary and sufficient to describe the configuration
of the system made of a rigid quadrotor connected to a mass by means of an inextensible cable.
The vector of generalized coordinates is given by
q = (x, y, z; φ, θ, ψ; λ, µ)T .

(3)

In what follows, it will be assumed that roll and pitch angles, φ and θ, remain “small” during the
maneuver, so that angular rates are approximately equal to the rate of variation of Euler angles,
that is, the angular velocity vector expressed in a body frame attached to the vehicle structure
is given by ω = (p, q, r)T ≈ (φ̇, θ̇, ψ̇)T . Conversely, no simplifying assumption is made on the
values achieved by the angles λ and µ.
It is thus possible to express kinetic and potential energy in the form
1
1
1
(m + mB )(ẋ2 + ẏ 2 + ż 2 ) + [Jt (φ̇2 + θ̇2 ) + Ja ψ̇ 2 ] + mB `2 [λ̇2 cos2 µ + µ̇2 ] +(4)
2
2
2
+ mB `[ẋ(λ̇ cos µ cos λ − µ̇ sin µ sin λ) + ẏ µ̇ cos µ − ż(µ̇ sin µ cos λ + λ̇ cos µ sin λ)]
U = −(m + mB )gz − mB g` cos λ cos µ
(5)

T

=

where Jt and Ja are the transverse and axial moments of inertia of the quadrotor, respectively.
The last term of the kinetic energy expresses the coupling terms between cable oscillations and
vehicle translational motion.
When modeling quadrotor dynamics at the simplest possible level, rotors are assumed to
deliver thrust proportional to the square of the rotor angular rate, Ti = kT Ω2i , in a direction
opposite to the k̂B unit vector, at the expenses of a shaft torque Ci = ±kC Ω2i , where the plus
sign applies to the rotors rotating in a counter-clockwise direction when seen from above. In
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this framework, the virtual work produced by external non-conservative forces on the system is
given by
T
δW = −T k̂B δr + Lδφ + Mδθ + N δψ
(6)

where T = T1 + T2 + T3 + T4 and for a plus (+) quadrotor configuration, L = (T4 − T2 )(d/2),
M = (T1 − T3 )(d/2), and N = (C1 − C2 + C3 − C4 ), where d is the distance between opposite
rotors and the longitudinal rotors are assumed to rotate in a counter-clockwise direction. The
unit vector k̂B is expressed in the fixed, pseudo-inertial frame as
k̂B = (cos φ sin θ cos ψ + sin φ sin ψ, cos φ sin θ sin ψ − sin φ cos ψ, cos φ cos θ)T

Assuming that pitch and roll angles are small, but retaining second order terms and dropping
third and higher order terms in the expansions of sine and cosine of pitch and roll angles, it is
possible to write
k̂B ≈ (θ cos ψ + φ sin ψ, θ sin ψ − φ cos ψ, 1 − φ2 /2 − θ2 /2)T + O(θ3 , φ3 )

(7)

In this framework, note that second order terms are retained in the expression of the third component of k̂B in order to properly account for the effect of roll and pitch angles on the altitude
of mB in the inertial frame.
The virtual work of rotor forces is thus expressed as
δW = −(T1 + T2 + T3 + T4 )[(θ cos ψ + φ sin ψ)δx + (θ sin ψ − φ cos ψ)δy +
(8)
2
2
θ
φ
+ (1 −
− )δz] + (T4 − T2 )(d/2)δφ + (T1 − T3 )(d/2)δθ + (C1 − C2 + C3 − C4 )δψ
2
2
At this point it is possible to write Lagrange equations


d ∂T
∂T
∂U
−
+
= Qi
dt ∂ q̇i
∂qi ∂qi

where Qi are generalized forces obtained from the expression of the contribution of the i–th
degree of freedom to the virtual work of nonconservative forces. This is done grouping the
generalized coordinates into three groups: position variables, x, y, and z, attitude variables, φ,
θ, ψ, and cable variables, λ and µ. For the first group of variables, one gets the following terms
from the expression of the kinetic energy, Eq. (4):
d
dt




∂T
∂ ẋ




= (m + mB )ẍ + mB `[λ̈ cos µ cos λ − µ̈ sin µ sin λ − 2λ̇µ̇ sin µ cos λ+
− (λ̇2 + µ̇2 ) cos µ sin λ]

d ∂T
= (m + mB )ÿ + mB `(µ̈ cos µ − µ̇2 sin µ)
dt ∂ ẏ


d ∂T
= (m + mB )z̈ − mB `[µ̈ sin µ cos λ + λ̈ cos µ sin λ − 2λ̇µ̇ sin µ sin λ+
dt ∂ ż
+ (λ̇2 + µ̇2 ) cos µ cos λ]
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with
∂T
∂T
∂T
=
=
= 0
∂x
∂y
∂z
Only z is present in the expression of the potential energy, Eq. (5),
∂U
∂x

=

∂U
∂U
= 0 ;
= −(m + mB )g
∂y
∂z

whereas from the expression of the virtual work, Eq. (8), one gets
Q1 = −(T1 + T2 + T3 + T4 )(θ cos ψ + φ sin ψ)
Q2 = −(T1 + T2 + T3 + T4 )(θ sin ψ − φ cos ψ)
Q3 = −(T1 + T2 + T3 + T4 )(1 − φ2 /2 − θ2 /2)
Lagrange equations for translational degrees of freedom can thus be written. This is done
leaving second time derivatives of motion variables on the right-hand-side (RHS), while taking all the remaining terms to the left-hand-side and dividing both terms by (m + mB ). This
produces the following set of three coupled second order ordinary differential equations, where
higher order differential terms are given by ẍ, ÿ, z̈, λ̈, and µ̈:
ẍ + σ`[λ̈ cos µ cos λ − µ̈ sin µ sin λ] = σ`[2λ̇µ̇ sin µ cos λ + (λ̇2 + µ̇2 ) cos µ sin λ] +
−τ g(θ cos ψ + φ sin ψ)
ÿ + σ`µ̈ cos µ = σ`µ̇2 sin µ − τ g(θ sin ψ − φ cos ψ)
(9)
2
2
z̈ − σ`[µ̈ sin µ cos λ + λ̈ cos µ sin λ] = σ`[(λ̇ + µ̇ ) cos µ cos λ − 2λ̇µ̇ sin µ sin λ] +
+g[1 − τ (1 − φ2 /2 − θ2 /2)]
The nondimensional mass parameter σ = mB /(m + mB ) provides the percentage of the suspended payload mass with respect to the total mass of the system, whereas τ = T /[(m + mB )g]
is the total rotor thrust-to-weight ratio.
The second group of generalized coordinates is represented by Euler angles, φ, θ, and ψ.
Provided that Euler angle rates appear only in the term that expresses rotational kinetic energy,
whereas Euler angles do not appear at all in the expressions of T and U, it is possible to write
the corresponding set of Lagrange equations:
Jt φ̈ = (T4 − T2 )(d/2)
Jt θ̈ = (T1 − T3 )(d/2)
Ja ψ̈ = (C1 − C2 + C3 − C4 )

(10)

Clearly, these equations state the usual attitude equations of motion for a quadrotor vehicle, at
the simplest possible modeling level. As a matter of fact, these equations could be derived directly from angular momentum balance considerations for small values of roll and pitch angles.
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As for the remaining two degrees of freedom, namely the cable angles λ and µ with respect
to the local vertical, the derivation is again carried out from the expression of the kinetic energy
in Eq. (4). After some algebraic manipulation, one obtains the following relations:
d
dt



d
dt



∂T
∂ λ̇



=mB `2 [λ̈ cos2 µ − 2λ̇µ̇ sin µ cos µ + (ẍ cos µ cos λ − ẋµ̇ sin µ cos λ+

∂T
∂ µ̇



=mB `2 [µ̈ − (ẍ sin µ sin λ + ẋµ̇ cos µ sin λ + ẋλ̇ sin µ cos λ+

− ẋλ̇ cos µ sin λ − z̈ cos µ sin λ + ż µ̇ sin µ sin λ − ż λ̇ cos µ cos λ)/`]
− ÿ cos µ + ẏ µ̇ sin µ + z̈ sin µ cos λ + ż µ̇ cos µ cos λ − ż λ̇ sin µ sin λ)/`]

∂T
=mB `[ẋ(−λ̇ cos µ sin λ − µ̇ sin µ cos λ) − ż(−µ̇ sin µ sin λ + λ̇ cos µ cos λ)]
∂λ
∂T
= − mB `2 λ̇2 cos µ sin µ + mB `[−ẋ(λ̇ sin µ cos λ+
∂µ
+ µ̇ cos µ sin λ) − ẏ µ̇ sin µ − ż(µ̇ cos µ cos λ − λ̇ sin µ sin λ)]
At the same time, from Eq. (5), one has that
∂U
∂U
= mB g` sin λ cos µ ;
= mB g` cos λ sin µ
∂λ
∂µ
If no external force is acting on the suspended payload, the equations of motion for the two
degrees of freedom associated to the suspension cable direction are given by:
λ̈ cos2 µ + (ẍ cos µ cos λ − z̈ cos µ sin λ)/` = 2λ̇µ̇ sin µ cos µ − ω 2 sin λ cos µ
µ̈ − (ẍ sin µ sin λ − ÿ cos µ + z̈ sin µ cos λ)/` = −ω 2 cos λ sin µ − λ̇2 cos µ sin µ (11)
where highest order time derivatives (that is, once again, ẍ, ÿ, z̈, λ̈, and µ̈) are kept on the
2
LHS, all the
p other terms are moved to the RHS, and both sides are divided by mB ` . Note
that ω = g/` is the natural frequency of a pendulum of length `, suspended in a uniform
gravitational field, g.
As a final remark, numerical integration of the system of equations derived above, given by
Eqs. (9), (10), and (11), requires the inversion of a 5 × 5 inertial coupling matrix in order to
obtain explicitly the values of ẍ, ÿ, z̈, λ̈, and µ̈. The coupling matrix is given by


1
0
0
σ` cos µ cos λ −σ` sin µ sin λ


0
1
0
0
σ` cos µ



0
0
1
−σ` cos µ sin λ −σ` sin µ cos λ 
K=

 cos µ cos λ/`

0
− cos µ sin λ/`
cos2 µ
0
− sin µ sin λ/` cos µ/` − sin µ cos λ/`
0
1
It is necessary to invert it at every time step, during a numerical integration procedure.
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2.2 Drag on the suspended load
In the framework presented above, no aerodynamic force is acting on the suspended payload.
This is consistent with assuming a negligible effect of air drag on the motion of the suspension
system, where inertial loads are assumed to be dominant on the phenomena analyzed during
quadrotor maneuvers. In this respect, air flow would add as a damping term on pendulum
oscillations, and controlling the position of the quadrotor in the presence of suspended payload
oscillations may even become easier.
Conversely, if the suspended payload is immersed in water, hydrodynamic drag may become
significant and accurate positioning would require to take it into account. An additional term
needs to be added to the expression of the virtual work. This contribution can be written as
δWB = DB · δrB
where the drag force DB = −(1/2)ρW VB2 SCD (vB /VB ) acts in a direction opposite to the
velocity of the payload with respect to the surrounding water mass of density ρW . Drag can be
written in the form
DB = −(1/2)ρW VB mB BvB

where B = SCD /mB is the ballistic coefficient, assuming that the drag force does not depend
on the direction of the relative current impinging on mB . The virtual increment of payload
position as a function of increments of generalized coordinats is given by

δrB = (δx+`(cos µ cos λδλ−sin µ sin λδµ), δy+` cos µδµ, δz−`(cos µ sin λδλ+sin µ cos λδµ))T
From the expression of the payload velocity components it is thus possible to express the
contributions QD
i of drag to generalized force components:
QD
1 /(m + mB )
D
Q2 /(m + mB )
QD
3 /(m + mB )
δQD
4
2
QD
/(m
`
B )
7

−(σρW VB B/2)[ẋ + `(λ̇ cos µ cos λ − µ̇ sin µ sin λ)]
−(σρW VB B/2)(ẏ + `µ̇ cos µ)
−(σρW VB B/2)[ż − `(µ̇ sin µ cos λ + λ̇ cos µ sin λ)]
D
δQD
5 = δQ6 = 0
−(ρW VB B/2){[ẋ/` + (λ̇ cos µ cos λ − µ̇ sin µ sin λ)] cos µ cos λ +
− [ż/` − (µ̇ sin µ cos λ + λ̇ cos µ sin λ)] cos µ sin λ}
D
2
Q8 /(mB ` ) = (ρW VB B/2){[ẋ/` + (λ̇ cos µ cos λ − µ̇ sin µ sin λ)] sin µ sin λ +
− [ẏ/` + µ̇ cos µ] cos µ + [ż/` − (µ̇ sin µ cos λ + λ̇ cos µ sin λ)] sin µ cos λ}
=
=
=
=
=

2.3 Rotor aerodynamics and vehicle control
For the purposes of this preliminary study, an elementary rotor model is employed, where
one simply assumes that rotor thrust acts in a direction perpendicular to the rotor disk, with
thrust magnitude and torque proportional to the square of rotor angular rate, namely
Ti = kT Ω2i ; Ci = kC Ω2i ; i = 1, 2, 3, 4
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where Ωi is the rotation rate of the i–th rotor and the coefficients kT and kC can be determined
from rotor characteristics or experimental measures on the rotor system.
For a quadrotor, the four rotors can be controlled independently, producing variations of
thrust, when the angular rate of all the rotors is varied in the same way, and control torque around
all three axes by means of differential variation of rotor rates. For a “plus” configuration, where
rotor #1 is placed forward and rotors are counted in a clockwise direction when the vehicle
is seen from above, a differential variation of forward and rear rotor angular rates produces a
pitch torque, a differential variation of left and right rotor rates providse a roll torque, whereas
differential rates for for clockwise and counter-clockwise rotating rotors produces a net yawing
moment.
Letting Ω = (Ω21 , Ω22 , Ω23 , Ω24 )T , an invertible control allocation matrix C can be introduced,
such that a vector of pseudocontrol u = kT CΩ becomes available, with


1
1
1
1
 0 −d/2
0
d/2 

(13)
C=
 d/2
0
−d/2 0 
σ
−σ
σ
−σ

where σ = kC /kT . In this way the physical interpretation of the pseudo controls
P4is more
intuitive on the resulting behavior of the quadrotor, when one considers that u1 ∝ i=1 Ti =
Ttot , u2 ∝ T4 − T2 ∝ L, u3 ∝ T1 − T3 ∝ M, and u4 ∝ (C1 + C3 ) − (C2 + C4 ) ∝ N .
3. INVERSE SIMULATION ALGORITHM
As anticipated in the Introduction, the IS problem is solved by means of an integration
algorithm [8, 9, 10]. When the coupled dynamics of the quadrotor-suspended payload sustem
is expressed in terms of a set of nonlinear ordinary differential equations, it can be represented
in compact form as
ẋ = f (x, u) ; y = g(x)
(14)
where a dot indicates the time derivative, x = (qT , q̇T )T ∈ R2n is the state vector (with 2n =
16), u = (u1 , u2 , u3 , u4 )T ∈ Rm is the vector of m = 4 of pseudocontrol variables introduced
in the previous paragraph. Finally y ∈ Rp is the vector of tracked output variables.
Once a desired variation with time of the output, ydes (t), is available, equations of motion
are integrated from an initial condition xI = xk at time tk over a time interval ∆t for a piecewise constant value u?k of the control variables. The resulting value yF = g(xF ) of the output
variables at time tF = tk+1 = tk + ∆t is thus a function of the (given) initial state xk and of the
(unknown) constant control action, u?k .
Control variables can then be determined in such a way that yF matches the value of ydes at
time tF , that is, the inverse problem can be stated in terms of a set of p algebraic equations in
the form
yF = F(xk , u?k ) = ydes (tF )
(15)
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with m unknowns. When m = p, the problem is nominal and, if well posed, it can be solved
by means of standard numerical techniques, such as Newton-Raphson (NR) method [8]. If
m > p the problem is redundant, as in many aeronautical applications for fixed and rotary-wing
aircraft.
When the redundancy degree is m − p = 1, as for the conventional quad-rotor, where u =
(u1 , u2 , u3 , u4 )T ∈ R4 , one additional constraint is sufficient for making the problem nominal,
where a desired value of a relevant parameter can be enforced in order to obtain trajectories with
an additional desired feature (e.g. zero lateral acceleration or zero sideslip). In [8], a solution
method for redundant problems is proposed, based on the use of the so-called Moore-Penrose
pseudo-inverse during NR iterations, which results into the minimum-norm control vector that
solves the problem. A more general approach was proposed in [9], where an optimization
problem is solved in order to enforce, together with the constraints on trajectory variables,
relevant properties to the inverse solution by defining a suitable merit function to be minimized
locally at each time step of the inverse simulation.
In the present application, a fourth constraint is added, in order to make the problem nominal, namely χ − ψ = 0, that is, course and yaw angles are required to remain equal during the
maneuver. Provided pitch and roll angle are sufficiently small during conventional maneuvering
of quadrotors, in particular when a suspended payload is attached to the bottom of the vehicle
and no aerobatic maneuver can be performed, this constraint is equivalent to the request that the
sideslip angle of the vehicle remains close to 0.
A further problem with aeronautical applications of IS integration methods is represented
by undesirable oscillations in the control action or even instabilities in the inverse solution,
discussed in some details in [10, 11, 12, 13], that may be due to uncontrolled states and/or
numerical issues in the evaluation of the output Jacobian matrix J = ∂yF /∂u?k . These issues
can be circumvented in most cases, at the cost of increasing the computational burden, simply
by solving the inverse problem stated by Eq. (15) over a longer time-horizon, that is, choosing
t?F = tk + N ∆t > tk+1 , that is, the piece-wise constant control action is propagated for a longer
time interval in order to allow for uncontrolled dynamics to settle down. The initial condition
xk+1 for the next step is then evaluated at time tk+1 , as in [9].
This technique will be shown to work well in the present application only when the tracked
output variables are position or velocity of the quadrotor. The approach provides satisfactory
results also in the presence of large payload oscillations, that couple vehicle acceleration with
the pendulum dynamics of the suspended mass, as shown in the next section. Unfortunately, the
oscillations of the suspended payload do not settle down sufficiently fast, and it is not possible
to directly control payload position. In particular, a suitable control action on the quadrotor for
acceleration and maneuvering phases is determined, but an instability kicks in during the final
transient, if one wants to slow down the payload and exactly stop its motion. In this case, the
IS algorithm results into diverging oscillations for all control variables. This means that this
technique cannot be adopted, as is, if one wants to exactly track the position of the slung load,
especially during deceleration and hovering phases.
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Airframe configuration
Mass
m
1.324
Inertia moment around xB and yB
Jt
0.0114
Inertia moment around zB
Ja
0.0220
Number of rotors
Nrot
4
Span between rotor axes
d
0.47
Rotor
Number of blades per rotor
Nb
2
Blade radius
R
0.13
Thrust coefficient
kT 1.7499 10−5
Torque coefficient
kC 2.1348 10−7
Rotor spin rate hover
Ω0
462.16
Suspended load (assumed spherical)
Mass
mP
0.200
Diameter
D
0.07
Cable length
`
1
Drag coefficient
CD
0.47

kg
kgm2
kgm2
m
m
N/(rad/s)2
Nm/(rad/s)2
rad/s
kg
m
m

Table 1. Quadrotor-suspended payload system data.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The inverse simulation technique is applied to the dynamic model represented by Eqs. (9),
(10), and (11), for a quadrotor vehicle. Data for the vehicle used in all the test cases are reported
in Tab. 1. Two maneuvers will be considered in the sequel. Maneuver 1 is a three-dimensional
maneuver, starting from a hovering condition with the suspended load at equilibrium along the
local vertical. The vehicle is required to accelerate to 2 m/s, performs a 90◦ turn to the right at
constant speed and altitude equal to 20 m, and then slow down back to hovering. Maneuver 2 is
a simpler longitudinal acceleration from hover to a forward speed of 2.4 m/s and a deceleration
back to hover, to be performed in 10 s. Vehicle altitude is required to be constant and equal to
0.5 m, with a suspended payload immersed in water. Maneuver 2 is tested using two different
sets of tracked outputs: quadrotor airspeed components in the first case, and payload velocity
components in the second one. This second set of tets cases highlights some limitations in the
use of the IS algorithm to the considered applicative scenario. In all the test cases considered,
an additional constraint on the yaw angle is added to make the problem nominal (see discussion
above).
When Maneuver 1 is dealt with, convergence is almost perfect over the whole time interval
considered, as demonstrated by Fig. 2, where the delay introduced by the technique is also
evident. The control action determined by means of the inverse simulation algorithm is reported
in Fig. 3, whereas a three-dimensional view of the resulting trajectory is shown in Fig. 4.
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Figure 2. Tracked variables for Maneuver 1.
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Figure 3. Control variables for Maneuver 1.
In this latter figure, the trajectory of the payload and the position of the suspension cable at
0.5 s intervals are also represented. It is evident that the initial acceleration causes the cable to
oscillate backwards, because of suspended mass inertia. Centrifugal forces cause the payload
mass to move laterally during the turn phase of the considered maneuver, so that both angles λ
and µ oscillate at the end of the maneuver, the suspended payload describing an almost circular
trajectory in the final phase, when the quadrotor recovers a hovering condition (Fig. 5).
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Figure 4. Maneuver 1: three-dimensional view of desired and actual trajectory of the quadrotor,
with suspended payload trajectory.
Figure 6 represents quadrotor angular rates and roll and pitch angles during the whole maneuver (yaw angles ψ tracks the variation of the course angle χ and it is not reported). Clearly,
the quadrotor pitches down during acceleration, rolls right for turning, while the yaw angle
varies, tracking the behaviour of the course angle, as required by the additional constraint. The
peak value of the yaw rate is more that seven times larger than maximum values of roll and pitch
rates (see top portion of Fig. 6), consequently the control action required around the yaw axis
is considerably larger. Moreover, yaw control moment is based on unbalance between motor
torques, that require large variations in rotor angular rates, as seen in Fig. 7, where pseudocontrols in terms of rotor angular rate differences are reported. Clearly, the fourth control channel is significantly more challenged than the other three. At the same time, Figs. 3 and 7 show
that a relatively intense control action is required to maintain the quadrotor in a fixed prescribed
position at the end of the maneuver. Provided the suspended payload continues its oscillations,
a fixed point can be maintained only at the expenses of a continuous action on attitude variables
that need to vary in such a way so as to compensate for inertial loads transmitted by the cable to
the quadrotor. As a matter of fact, although the quadrotor maintains a fixed position with good
accuracy, this is not a true hovering condition.
When the suspended payload is towed in water, drag acting on it is no longer negligible and
it must be accounted for in order to determine the correct attitude and control action that allow
the quadrotor to follow the prescribed pattern. For Maneuver 2, results from the IS algorithm
are still satisfactory in terms of convergence and tracking performance, but some differences are
noteworthy. First of all, Fig. 8 shows that the pitch angle increases up to relatively large values,
exceeding 15 deg, during the acceleration phase, in order to compensate for payload drag and
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Figure 5. Cable angles with respect to the local vertical for Maneuver 1.
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Figure 6. Attitude variables for Maneuver 1: angular rates (top) and Euler angles (bottom).
the (constantly increasing) value of cable tension component transmitted to the quadrotor in
the horizontal direction, induced by the steadily increasing value of cable longitudinal angle
λ, which reaches values exceeding 60 deg (Fig. 9). At the same time, drag on the suspended
payload makes oscillation during the last part of the maneuver smaller and rapidly damped,
once the final hover condition is recovered by the quadrotor. The time to half the amplitude on
λ and λ̇ is halved in little more that 2 s (Fig. 9), and this makes pitch oscillations during the
final station keeping phase also rapidly disappearing.
Unfortunately, at the present level of development of the IS approach for a quadrotor with a
slung load, it is not possible to apply the inverse simulation algorithm directly to the trajectory
variables of the suspended payload. As a matter of fact, payload position or velocity can be
controlled during acceleration and maneuvering phases, but if it is necessary to recover a hovering condition, the inverse simulation algorithm falls in one of those cases where an oscillatory
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Figure 8. Attitude variables for Maneuver 2: pitch angle (top) and pitch rate (bottom).
diverging control action is obtained, which induce a severe instability on the system. This is because, in the attempt of maintaining payload velocity exactly equal to zero at the final instants
of the inverse simulation time-step (Fig. 10), increasingly wider oscillations of the quadrotor
are required, as demonstrated by the diverging control action in Fig. 11. At some point, the
constraint on the desired velocity cannot be enforced any longer and the inverse simulation algorithm fails to reach convergence and the simulation is stopped. For the considered test case
this occurs at t = 14.9 s.
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Figure 9. Cable longitudinal angle (top) and angular rate (bottom) for Maneuver 2.
This means that the present formulation of the inverse simulation problem allows for accurately tracking a prescribed trajectory for the quadrotor, but does not allow accurate tracking of
the trajectory of the suspended payload, if a deceleration phase is required that induces oscillations that the algorithm fails to damp out, even in the presence of water drag. Note that, as
expected, divergence is faster when payload is suspended in air and drag becomes negligible
(this test case is not reported for the sake of conciseness).
5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The equations of motion for a quadrotor towing a suspended payload were derived by means
of a Lagrangian approach, where vehicle inertial position, vehicle attitude angles and payload
suspension cable angles with respect to the local vertical were used as generalized variables in
the derivation of kinetic and potential energy of the system. A tightly coupled set of 8 second
order nonlinear ordinary differential equations was derived. Modeling of drag on the payload
was introduced for simulating a payload towed in water, in which case drag is non negligible.
The use of an inverse simulation algorithm based on an integration method was then demonstrated, providing a tool for determining the control action that allows the quadrotor to track a
prescribed trajectory in the presence of suspension cable oscillations. The algorithm works
well for longitudinal and three-dimensional maneuvers, featuring a payload suspended in air
or in water, when the tracked variables are quadrotor velocity components. If the algorithm is
used for determining the control action on the quadrotor that results into the payload tracking
a prescribed trajectory, an oscillatory solution, with increasing amplitude, is obtained during
deceleration phases, which prevents the algorithm from successfully completing the maneuver
and exactly stop the payload at the prescribed point.
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Figure 11. Thrust and pitch moment for control of payload velocity during Maneuver 2.
In the present application, only nominal inverse problems were considered, where the number of tracked variables equals the number of controls. In the future, a local optimization approach will be developed, including in the cost function a penalty for payload oscillation angle
and angular rate, in the attempt of artificially damping the oscillations and provide exact trajectory tracking to the suspended payload.
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Abstract. One of the crucial points associated to the utilization of a piston internal
combustion engine for aircraft propulsion is the performance decrease increasing the altitude
of operation. This is due to the negative effect of air density reduction on cylinder filling. A
solution to this problem is represented by the engine supercharging, consisting in the intake
air compression. Unfortunately, in 2-stroke engines, the cylinder filling efficiency is
antithetical to the cylinder scavenging efficiency. Moreover, due to the increasingly stringent
request for higher performance and lower fuel consumption, the architecture of the
supercharging system as well as its control has become more complex. In particular, different
architectures integrating the classic positive displacement compressor or dynamic
machineries to electric motors, generators and storage systems have been proposed and
compared. Aim of the present work is to compare different architectures – single
turbocharger, double turbocharger, single turbocharger combined with a mechanical
compressor, electrically-assisted turbocharger, with intercooler or aftercooler – for
supercharging an aircraft 2-stroke Diesel engine for general aviation and UAV (Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles). This engine must be characterized by a very high altitude operation and
long fuel distance. Therefore, a 1D model of the engine has been realized and the
performance of the different supercharging architectures in terms of power and specific fuel
consumption as well as their effect on trapping and scavenging efficiencies have been
calculated and compared for different altitudes. The analysis showed that with the two
turbochargers architecture it is possible to reach the target power with the lowest fuel
consumption. The two turbochargers architecture was shown to be more effective even if
compared with architectures in which a single turbocharger was used together with a
mechanical compressor. The two turbochargers architecture performance was further
improved making independent the low pressure compressor and turbine thanks to their
electrical, and not mechanical, connection (electrically-assisted turbocharger). A detailed
analysis of this architecture, named “hybrid”, at part loads and different altitudes allowed to
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study the energy fluxes of the hybrid turbocharger. In particular, based on this analysis, it
was possible to determine the best control strategy leading to the lowest specific fuel
consumption or the highest power surplus between electro-turbine and electro-compressor. It
was shown that this supercharging system is particularly convenient, from an energetic point
of view, especially at high engine speed and load, because it is possible to extract power from
the electric turbocharger without a penalty on specific fuel consumption. Therefore, it was
concluded that the architecture with the electrically-assisted turbocharger is characterized by
a fuel consumption lower than two turbochargers architecture, although more complex and
characterized by higher weight and bulk. The architecture with two turbochargers and one
aftercooler per bank was further investigated seeking for the design trends for the breathing
system maximizing the output power and minimizing the fuel consumption. The results of a
multiobjective optimization are then discussed, finalized to the determination of the engine
configurations better performing in terms of output power at sea level and fuel consumption
at maximum operating altitude. During this optimization process, several parameters have
been varied, like: exhaust valve opening angle, closing angle and maximum lift; scavenging
ports opening angle, distance between bottom edge of the scavenging ports and bottom dead
center, area of the single scavenging port and number of ports; engine volumetric
compression ratio, low pressure and high pressure compressor pressure ratios, air/fuel ratio.
These parameters have been varied on discrete levels in acceptable range of values. Using an
optimizing routine based on genetic algorithms, different configuration have been determined
guarantying higher output power and/or lower fuel consumption. This algorithm has been run
for two different engine working altitudes. At the end of this process and after the data
analysis, it was revealed that at sea level, in order to maximize output power, the most
influent design parameters are the air/fuel ratio, the two supercharging stages compression
ratios and the distance between lower edge of the scavenging ports and bottom dead center.
Considering the specific consumption minimization case at maximum design altitude, the
results obtained at sea level are basically confirmed, but the effect of every design parameter
is opposite compared to what observed at take-off conditions.
1

INTRODUCTION

One of the factors that limit the use of reciprocating internal combustion engines for
aircraft propulsion is the performance decline with the increase in altitude. The cause that
generates this phenomenon is the negative effect of air density reduction on cylinder filling
process. The most simple and immediate solution to this problem is the engine supercharging.
To supercharge a 2- and 4-stroke engines a turbocharger (TC), and/or a mechanical
compressor, can be used: the first involves an air compressor fed by a turbine driven by
exhaust gases; the second one consists of a compressor mechanically coupled to the engine
crankshaft [1]. In 2-stroke engines, the cylinder filling and emptying phases are driven by the
difference between inlet and outlet pressure. Therefore, the supercharging system of a 2stroke engine is responsible for the air density increase and cylinder scavenging at the same
time. This means that the interaction among supercharging systems choice, scavenging
process and combustion phase, make 2-stroke engines very sensitive to the variation of
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ambient conditions with altitude [2,3]. Several studies on both 2 and 4-stroke engines have
shown that different supercharging architectures influence in different ways the engine
performance. Pohorelsky et al. [4] simulated numerically different supercharging systems,
characterized by positive displacement or dynamic compressors, mechanically coupled to the
engine, before or after a TC with waste-gate valve or variable nozzle turbine to ensure power
and scavenging targets of 2-stroke Diesel engines. They proved that the best configuration is
to place the positive displacement compressor upstream the TC with waste-gate. Systems with
electric compressor and Electrically Assisted Turbocharger (EAT) required excessive electric
power. Knoll [5] modeled numerically and compared different supercharging architectures for
a 2-stroke engine prototype: a mechanical compressor, a TC coupled with a crankcase
scavenging pump, and a TC combined with an external mechanical compressor. The last one
proved to be the best option, thanks to the compression power reduction, and beneficial effect
of the exhaust backpressure on trapping efficiency. Mattarelli [6] analyzed two different
architectures for a 4-stroke Diesel engine. The first one comprises two TCs; the second one
comprises a TC and a mechanical positive displacement compressor. The analysis revealed
that, using a mechanical compressor and a variable geometry TC, the engine performance at
full-load are improved together with the fuel consumption and pollutants control [7]. Chen et
al. [8] studied the influence of two-stage turbocharging system parameters on the engine
performance. It was found that engine efficiency and performance are strongly influenced by
high pressure and low pressure compressors efficiency, by intercooler efficiency and cooling
water temperature. In off-design operation, the turbocharging system shall be designed to
ensure the two compressors to operate with a similar value of the compressor efficiency. A
similar analysis with similar results has been presented by Liu et al. [9], in which a matching
method for two-stage turbocharging system has been proposed. Shan et al. [10] proposed a
simulation method for the design and analysis of an aerial turbocharging system, composed
by two TCs, two intercoolers, and two turbine by-pass valves. It was concluded that,
operating the two by-pass valves correctly, it is possible to meet the design objectives at
different altitudes, and to operate the compressors to minimize the compression work.
Divekar et al. [11] simulated the performance of a supercharging scheme decoupling the
intake-boost system from the exhaust recovery system using electric supercharging and turbogeneration with two separate electric machines and a dedicated energy storage buffer. In this
way, the system transient response was faster if compared to a conventional turbocharged
system, and a reduction in fuel consumption over driving cycles characterized by frequent
transient operation was obtained. Terdich et al. [12] showed that the hybridization of the TC is
the most effective way to recover the transient response of a TC; variable geometry TC,
moreover, decreases the fuel consumption.
The aim of the present work is to compare different supercharging architectures intended
to supercharge an aircraft 2-stroke Diesel engine for drones (UAV – Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles) propulsion and for general aviation as well. This engine is characterized by a very
high altitude operation and long fuel endurance. To carry out the analysis, a 1D model of the
engine has been realized with AVL BOOST software. The performance of the different
supercharging systems were compared to determine which of them is the most performing in
terms of power and specific fuel consumption. Moreover, the effect of the EAT compression
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ratio on the power produced or required by the EAT at part loads has been also analyzed to
define the best control strategies for fuel consumption reduction. Finally, the architecture with
two turbochargers and one aftercooler per bank, identified as the best performing in terms of
brake specific fuel consumption among those able to reach the output power targets, was
further investigated seeking for the design trends, for the breathing system, minimizing the
fuel consumption. The results of a multiobjective optimization [13] are then discussed,
finalized to the determination of the engine configurations better performing in terms of
output power at sea level and fuel consumption at maximum operating altitude. During this
optimization process, several parameters have been varied, like: exhaust valve opening angle,
closing angle and maximum lift; scavenging ports opening angle, distance between bottom
edge of the scavenging ports and bottom dead center, area of the single scavenging port and
number of ports; engine volumetric compression ratio, low pressure and high pressure
compressor pressure ratios, air/fuel ratio.
2 ENGINE MODEL, CALIBRATION AND DEFINITION OF THE
SUPERCHARGING ARCHITECTURE
The engine analyzed in the present work is a two stroke diesel engine for aircraft
propulsion, composed by six cylinders arranged in two independent banks. The scavenging
system is “Uniflow”, with 14 inlet ports and 2 exhaust valves per cylinder. The engine main
specifications are reported in Table 1:
Cycle
Bore/Stroke ratio
Compressor Ratio
Injection System
Design Engine Speed

Two-stroke diesel “Uniflow”
1
17.2:1
Common Rail
2000 rpm

Table 1: Engine main specifications
The software used for modeling the engine is AVL Boost v2011.2, characterized by a
0D/1D approach. In detail, 1D time dependent equations are needed in order to predict the
mass flux flowing through the intake and the exhaust systems, while the 0D approach is used
to calculate combustion development, in-cylinder pressure, thermal exchanges and indicated
work for each cylinder. Some of the 3D effects, like pressure losses in specific zones of the
engine, are computed using appropriate discharge coefficients [1]. The 0D/1D approach has
been preferred since it is functional for obtaining meaningful results with a not excessive
computational time. More details about the software are reported in [14]. Two-stroke engine
performance are strongly conditioned by the scavenging process. The scavenging process
consists in the discharge of the exhaust gases from the cylinder and the simultaneous
introduction of the fresh charge necessary for the combustion of the next engine cycle. To
quantitatively describe this phenomenon, the following quantities are defined:
 mas: mass of fresh air entering the cylinder;
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 mtas: mass of fresh charge trapped into the cylinder;
 mex: mass of exhaust gases non expelled from the cylinder (represent a proper fraction
of mcp);
 mar: mass of residual air coming from the last cycle not having participate to
combustion.
Then, Scavenging Efficiency (SE) and Trapping efficiency (TE) are defined as:
𝑆𝐸 =

𝑚𝑡𝑎𝑠
|
𝑚𝑡𝑎𝑠 + 𝑚𝑒𝑥 + 𝑚𝑎𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑑

(1)

𝑚𝑡𝑎𝑠
|
𝑚𝑎𝑠 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑑

(2)

𝑇𝐸 =

in which the subscript “all closed” means that all the terms must assume the value they have
when both intake port and exhaust valves are closed. It is possible to define SE as a function
of another parameter such is Delivery Ratio (DR) that represents the ratio between mas and the
amount of air mass ideally required to fill the engine displacement at ambient conditions
(merely equal to the product of the cylinder displacement and the air density at ambient
conditions). In this work, the used scavenging model follows the law:
𝑆𝐸 = 1 − 𝑒 (4.35+1.36𝐷𝑅−0.22𝐷𝑅

2)

(3)

corresponding to an intermediate model between the two ideal “perfect mixing” and “perfect
displacement” models, suggested in literature [15] and based on experimental tests on twostroke Uniflow diesel engines (blue line in Figure 1).

Figure 1: Scavenging Model
The combustion development has been modeled through the Vibe model.
Concerning the supercharging systems, every turbocharger behavior has been modeled
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using either the simplified or the full approach. Concerning the simplified approach, the input
parameters are the efficiencies of both turbine and compressor as well as the compression
pressure ratio. The software calculates the power balance according to the following equation:
𝑝4
𝑚̇ 𝑇 𝜂𝑚𝑇 𝜂𝑠𝑇 𝑐𝑝𝑇 𝑇3 [1 − ( )
𝑝3

𝑘−1
𝑘

𝑘−1
𝑘

1

1
𝑝2
] − 𝑚̇𝐶
𝑐𝑝𝐶 𝑇1 [( )
𝜂𝑚𝐶 𝜂𝑠𝐶
𝑝1

− 1] − 𝑡𝑐𝑃𝐿𝑈𝑆 = 0

(4)

where ṁT and ṁC are the turbine and compressor mass flows, ηmT and ηmC are the turbine
and the compressor mechanical efficiencies whereas ηsT and ηsC are the isentropic ones, cpC
and cpT are the mean values of specific heat at constant pressure between inlet and outlet
conditions for either turbine and compressor, T3 is the turbine inlet temperature and T1 is the
compressor inlet temperature; finally p4 /p3 and p2 /p1 are, respectively the turbine expansion
ratio and the compressor pressure ratio. The parameter tcPLUS represents the possible
production or demand of mechanical or electric power. With the simplified approach,
therefore, the turbine is designed to allow the compressor to reach p2 /p1 .
The full approach, on the other hand, is based on the dynamic balance of the turbochargers;
this calculation is possible as far as the characteristic maps of both compressor and turbine
and the momentum of inertia of the turbocharger are provided as input parameters.
The engine model, defined in this way, has been used to predict the output power (Pb) and
the specific fuel consumption (BSFC) using a supercharging configuration equal to the one
realized on a real prototype of the engine. The results have been compared with the
experimental ones in order to calibrate the model. More details about the calibration of the
model can be found in [16]. Then, the engine model has been run with different supercharging
architectures and different engine operating conditions. In Table 2 all the analyzed
architectures are described.
In Figure 2 the comparison of the relative best BSFC for the different architectures
considered is reported, all simulated at engine target output power for the different altitudes.
Data referring to TC configuration at 5180 m and 10,670 m are not reported since the target
power could not be reached with a compressor pressure ratio lower than 4.5. From data
reported in Figure 2, it can be concluded that the supercharging architecture best performing
in terms of BSFC and ensuring the target output power at the different altitudes is the one
with two turbochargers and one aftercooler per bank.
3 HYBRID SUPERCHARGING AND ENERGY ANALYSIS AT PART LOADS
The two turbochargers architecture performance was further improved making independent
the low pressure compressor and turbine thanks to an electrical, and not mechanical,
connection (Electrically Assisted Turbocharger, EAT). A detailed analysis of this architecture,
named “hybrid”, at part loads and different altitudes allowed to study the energy fluxes of the
hybrid turbocharger. In particular, based on this analysis, it was possible to determine the best
control strategy leading to the lowest BSFC or the highest power surplus between electroturbine and electro-compressor.
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TC: one turbocharger and one
aftercooler per bank

TCC: one turbocharger on the low
pressure supercharging stage, one
mehcanical compressor on the high
pressure supercharging stage and an
aftercooler per bank

TTC-1: doubel supercharging stage with an
aftercooler downstream both

CTC: one mechanical compressor on
the low pressure supercharging stage,
one turbocharger on the high pressure
supercharging stage and an aftercooler
per bank

TTC-2: double supercharging stage with an intercooler
downstream the low pressure stage

Table 2 – Analyzed supercharging architectures
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Figure 2: ΔBSFC for different supercharging architectures at different altitudes
In Table 3, the model of the TTCHybrid architecture is shown; the mechanical coupling
between the electrocompressor (eCOM) and the electroturbine (eTURB) in AVL BOOST
software can be realized with the thermal engine but not with an electric motor/generator;
therefore, the output power of the engine, calculated by the code, takes into account the
tcPLUS term. The net power, produced by the engine only, will be equal to the difference
between the overall power calculated with the model and the value of tcPLUS.
In order to evaluate the engine performance and the energy fluxes of the low pressure
supercharging system (eCOM + eTURB), several simulations have been run varying the load
at different engine speeds (1000 and 2000 rpm) and flight levels. The power is that required
by the propeller directly coupled to the engine crankshaft, whose variation with the engine
speed is described by the Renard law. Knowing the values of the power required at the
different altitudes at 2000 rpm (target values), it is possible to know the power required, for
instance at 1000 rpm as:
𝑃(𝑛) = 𝑃𝑛−2000 (

𝑛 3
)
2000

(5)

TTC-Hybrid: two supercharging stages and an aftercooler; the low
pressure stage shows an electrical coupling between compressor and
turbine instead the mechanical one

Table 3: Engine TTC-Hybrid Configuration
Concerning the high pressure turbocharger, the full mode has been used. This choice was
made since goal of these simulations was to describe the system behavior working also at part
loads, where the turbo machineries working conditions cannot be assumed coincident to
design conditions. The full mode has been implemented based on commercial maps for the
turbo machineries, chosen based on the mass flow rates and compression ratios calculated
through TTC-1 model. Moreover, a mechanical efficiency of 0.98 for the high pressure
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turbocharger has been set [14]. Concerning the low pressure side of the supercharging system,
given the double electric connection, a mechanical efficiency equal to 0.97 has been used
either on the compressor and on the turbine sides, resulting in a 0.95 overall mechanical
efficiency. During the simulations, the pressure ratio of the electric compressor was
parameterized in the range 1-2. A further limit on the maximum power required by the
electric compressor equal to 10 kW has been imposed for design constraints of the electric
system. Finally, in order to vary the engine load, the trapped air/fuel ratio has been varied in
the range 20-35. In this way, a 3D surface has been obtained for each value of altitude and
engine speed, fitting the power delivered by the engine for each value of both air/fuel ratio
and electric compressor pressure ratio; this surface, intersected with a planar surface at
constant power equal to output target power, gives the values of compression ratio of the
electric compressor and air/fuel ratio corresponding to the equilibrium engine and load.
Therefore, it is possible to plot the graphs shown in Figure 3, where, for different altitudes,
engine speed and air/fuel ratio, the compression ratio of the electric compressor required to
obtain the output target power is shown. The BSFC and tcPLUS have been also estimated
running the engine model for the particular values of output target power, air/fuel ratio and
compression ratio of the electric compressor. For this architecture, the BSFC was calculated
considering both the power output of the crankshaft (always positive) and the tcPLUS
(positive or negative). compression ratio of the electric compressor.
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Figure 3: Performance of TTC-Hybrid architecture at 1000 rpm
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Figure 4: Performance of TTC-Hybrid architecture at 2000 rpm
The TTC-Hybrid scheme allows, therefore, to manage the low pressure supercharging
system, being able to act directly on the working point of the compressor thanks to the
decoupling of the compressor and turbine shafts; moreover, the possibility of storage in the
batteries allows to optimally manage the energy fluxes varying the load during flight cycles,
avoiding the energy wastes induced by other control logics, like the waste gate valve.
However, compared to TTC-1 case, even if characterized by the same fuel consumption at
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[kW]

0 [m]
20.14

-4.8826

2.5

tcPLUS

20.10

1.4

[-]

-4.5829

-4.8846

PR,eCOM

1.382

-4.5835

0.7

[kW]

1.388

tcPLUS
BSFC [%]

-4.5840

0.8

[kW]

1.394

[kW]

-4.5846

tcPLUS
PR,eCOM

BSFC [%]

The behavior of the system at 1000 rpm is characterized by high fuel consumption
(Figure 3) but broad range of operation, in terms of air/fuel ratio variability, given the low
value of output target power. However, tcPLUS is almost always negative. Consequently,
it is convenient to design the system on working points minimizing the fuel consumption.
The operation at 2000 rpm (Figure 4) corresponds to the cruise of the aircraft. It shows
a limited operating range at output target power with air/fuel ratio almost equal to 20 and
the compression ratio of the electric compressor about 1.4, except at 10670 m with the
compression ratio of the electric compressor between 1.8 and 2. BSFC is anyway
relatively low and results show values substantially equal to TTC-1 scheme. These
operating points allow to produce energy from the high pressure turbocharger as well;
therefore, it is convenient to manage the system in these conditions in order to work with the
maximum possible overall power output, being the fuel consumption basically constant.
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2000 rpm, this system is more complex and characterized by higher weight and bulk. Figure
5 compares the relative best BSFC for the different architectures considered in this paper. It
can be concluded that the TTC-Hybrid architecture is characterized by a fuel consumption
lower than two turbochargers architecture and comparable with single turbocharger
architecture; compared to this last one, hybrid architecture is also able to reach the power
targets for all operation altitudes, although more complex and characterized by higher weight
and bulk.

Figure 5: ΔBSFC for different supercharging architectures at different altitudes

4

OPTIMIZATION OF THE ENGINE BREATHING SYSTEM

The architecture with two turbocharger and one aftercooler per bank was further
investigated seeking for design trends for the breathing system. The results of a
multiobjective optimization are then discussed, finalized to the determination of the
engine configurations better performing in terms of output power at sea level and fuel
consumption at maximum operating altitude.
4.1 Definition of input variables
Two stroke engines performance, as previously said, are hugely affected by the distribution
system and its timing because it has a great effect on SE and TE. For this reason, a
multiobjective optimization process oriented to obtain a fluid dynamic design of the engine
breathing system as a whole has been run in ModeFrontier software. During this optimization
process, several parameters have been varied, like: exhaust valve opening angle (EVO),
closing angle (EVC) and maximum lift (HEV); scavenging ports opening angle (IPO),
distance between bottom edge of the scavenging ports and bottom dead center (HBI), area of
the single scavenging port (A) and number of ports (n); engine volumetric compression ratio,
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low pressure and high pressure compressor pressure ratios, air/fuel ratio. These parameters
have been varied on discrete levels in acceptable range of values reported in Table 4.
Input Parameter
Volumetric Compression
Ratio
Exhaust Valve Opening (after
TDC)
Exhaust Valve Closing (after
TDC)
Exhaust Valve Maximum Lift
Intake Port Opening (after
TDC)
Port Section
Number of Inlet Ports
Distance of Inlet Port from
BDC
Air Fuel Ratio
Pressure Ratio – High
Pressure Compressor @ SL
Pressure Ratio – Low
Pressure Compressor @ SL
Pressure Ratio – High
Pressure Compressor @
10670 m
Pressure Ratio – Low
Pressure Compressor @
10670 m

Unit

Acronym

Actual
Value

Lower
Bound

Upper
Bound

Central
Value

Step

[-]

CR

17.2

13

18

15.5

0.2

[DCA]

EVO

80

60

110

85

5

[DCA]

EVC

250

220

270

245

5

[mm]

HEV

12

8

14

11

0,5

[DCA]

IPO

115

100

130

115

2.5

[mm ]
[-]

A
n

265
14

200
10

300
19

250
14.5

5
1

[mm]

HBI

2.5

1

3

2

0.25

[-]

AFR

20

17

27

22

0.5

[-]

PRHP

1.7

1.2

2.2

1.7

0.05

[-]

PRLP

1.75

1.2

2.2

1.7

0.05

[-]

PRHP

2.3

2.2

3.4

2.8

0.05

[-]

PRLP

3

2.2

3.4

2.8

0.05

2

Table 4: Variable Input Parameters of the engine breathing system
4.2 Validation of the model
In order to evaluate the reliability of the 0D/1D numerical model generated in AVL
Boost in predicting the scavenging process, the same process has been simulated with
Ansys Fluent 3D CFD software. The analysis was focused on the effect number of inlet
ports and single port section for the intake/scavenging side, and opening and closing angle
for of the exhaust valves. The Design of Experiments for the simulations with Ansys
Fluent 3D CFD software is summarized in Table 5. The modified parameters have been
varied one at a time generating four different simulations; the default configuration is used
for comparison purposes. The process, purely transient, has to be simulated using a
dynamic mesh because the movement of the piston obstructing the inlet ports and the
movement of the exhaust valves must be simulated. The different kinds of mesh used to
create the dynamic model are shown in the next figure and listed in the corresponding
table. As reported in Table 6, it is possible to recognize three different kinds of mesh: fixed
(not subjected to movements), rigid body (moving in the space without changing its former
shape) and layering (moving and changing its shape and volume).
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ID
Default
EVO Variation
EVC Variation
n Variation
A Variation

EVO [°]

EVC [°]

n [-]

A [mm2]

73
98
73
73
73

233
233
258
233
233

12
12
12
16
12

225
225
225
225
275

Table 5: Design of Experiments – Ansys Fluent Cases

ID
Zone
Mesh Motion
1
Outlet
Fixed
2
Part a
Layering
3
Part b
Layering
4
Part c
Layering
5 Cham-zone
Fixed
6 Cyl-zone
Layering
7 Bowl-zone Rigid Body
Figure 6: Mesh Zones

Table 6: Mesh Zone Overview

In order to properly run the 3D simulations, boundary conditions have to be imposed; in
the present cases, they have been calculated simulating the engine behavior in AVL Boost.
For this purpose, the double supercharger stage configuration at Sea Level and 2000 rpm
has been considered; the pressure, temperature and air molar fraction initialization values
have been calculated in three specific zones like plenum, cylinder and exhaust duct. The
same model has been run in order to achieve the initial condition even for the other data
configurations. In the following diagrams, the comparison of TE and SE as simulated by
Ansys Fluent (3D) and AVL Boost software (0D/1D) is reported. The results are
normalized using the default condition and expressing all the values as percentage
variation. Analyzing Figure 7, it is possible to notice a good agreement between the trends
obtained with AVL Boost and FLUENT.
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Figure 7: Relative SE and TE variation referred to the Default conditions – Comparison
between AVL Boost (a) and Ansys Fluent (b) results

4.3 Optimization routine
The goal of the multiobjective optimization was to find the design conditions allowing to
obtain maximum output power at take-off conditions and minimum specific fuel consumption
at cruise conditions. For this purpose, the workflow reported in Figure 8 has been
implemented in ModeFrontier in order to run the optimization.
INPUT VARIABLES

EXTERNAL SCRIPT
BLOCKS

MODEFRONTIER
OPERATIONAL BLOCKS

OUTPUT
VARIABLES

GOALS

CONSTRAINTS

Figure 8: ModeFrontier Multiobjective Optimization Workflow

4.4 Data analysis
Given the significant amount of input variables and the high number of discretization
levels for each of them, it has been considered essential to use a statistical approach to
interpret the obtained results and more specifically to investigate the effect that every input
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variable has on the output (Pb or BSFC) values. Therefore, the Effect Size (ES) of each
input variable on each output variable as well as the its Significance (S) have been
calculated. The results are reported in Table 7 for flight level equal to 0 m (Sea Level –
take off conditions) and 10680 m (Cruise conditions).
The Effect Size value, as reported by Ferguson [17], estimates the magnitude of effect or
association between two or more variables. An ES positive value means that direct
proportionality between input value and the related output occurs; while when ES is negative
exists an inverse proportionality between input and output. The Significance value, on the
other hand, defines and evaluates the statistical goodness of the analysis; low value of
significance parameter means that the previous computed ES value has high probability to be
true and then a low value of Significance does not mean that the input is highly important for
the analysis, but that the ES parameter is probably reliable.
Goal
Function
Pb @SL
BSFC
@SL
Pb
@10760
m
BSFC
@10760
m

Statistic
Parameter

Input Parameters
CR

AFR

EVC

EVO

HEV

IPO

A

n

HBI

PRLP

PRHP

Effect Size
Significance
Effect Size

11.6
0
-17.7

-53.6
0
29.5

16.39
0
-11.3

3.32
0
-18

-2.28
0.04
4.98

-1.53
0
0.49

1.9
0.052
1.69

-7.5
0
7.74

-24.9
0
14.4

32.26 49.76
0
0
-18.8 -28.2

Significance
Effect Size

0
11.83

0
-34.7

0
19.91

0
-4.92

0
0.14

0.295 0.017
12.16 -19.3

0
8.41

0
11,74

0
26.04

0
28.5

Significance

0

0

0

0

0.43

0

0

0

0

0

0

Effect Size

-18.7

35.15

-15.4

-13.8

0.88

-16.8

19.84

-12.7

- 9,36

-31.6

-34.1

Significance

0

0

0

0

0.22

0

0

0

0

0

0

Table 7. Statistic parameters ES and S associated to each input – SL and 10680 m cases
4.5 Discussion of results
In order to completely discuss the results, it is more advisable to separate the case that
brings to an optimal power value from the case that optimize the specific consumption.
 Engine Effective Power Maximization: matching the case at flight level equal to 0 m and
the case at flight level equal to 10680 m, it could be noticed that thermodynamic input
parameters, such are high pressure and low pressure supercharging compression ratios,
the air/fuel ratio and the engine geometric compression ratio, have very high values of ES
and, furthermore, they are (in pair) concordant. For all these three parameters, S is equal
to 0, so the solution has high probability to be true. Considering, instead, the intake
system parameters, IPO assumes a small negative ES value for maximizing engine power
at sea level, whereas it assumes high positive ES value for cruise condition, with S equal
to 0 in both case. A assumes positive and low ES value at sea level, but presents a too
much high S value that means a low probability of truth for that ES value; in cruise
conditions, on the contrary, ES relative to this parameter assumes a high positive value
with S equal to 0. As far as concerns n, the ES values for the two examined flight
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conditions assumes approximately the same magnitude but different sign. The HBI
parameter assumes negative ES value for the take-off conditions and positive for the
cruise ones. Considering, finally, the exhaust system, only EVC assumes high ES
magnitude. In fact EVC assumes barely the same ES value and the same sign for the two
operating conditions, while for EVO this does not happen. For EVO the ES value, it has
in both cases low magnitude, change its sign (positive at take-off conditions while
negative at cruise conditions). Even HEV assumes different signs according to the flight
level, but its high level of S gives it a low probability to be true.
 Engine Specific Fuel Consumption Minimization: as done for the power maximization
case, all the ES and S value are reported for both sea level and 10680 m flight level. ES
values of thermodynamic input have, even in this case, very high magnitude and, for both
flight levels, signs opposite as the ones reported before: for AFR the ES sign is negative
while for PRLP PRHP and CR the sign is positive. For all these parameters, S is equal to 0.
Concerning the intake system parameters, it is possible to outline that the ES magnitude
trend is almost the same as the power optimization case; for IPO and A, ES value varies
from the extremely low magnitude and very high S for the take-off case, to relatively high
ES magnitude (positive for A and negative for IPO) in cruise conditions. HBI and n show
similar values of ES either at SL and at 10680 m but the first varies from a positive value
at SL to a negative at 10680 m, while the latter varies from a negative at the takeoff to a
positive in cruise. The ES value for the HEV parameter, instead, assumes a mean positive
value for the SL conditions with S equal to 0 and a negligible magnitude at 10680 m
furthermore with an inacceptable high S value.
4.6 Multi criteria decision making
The optimization process has generated a high number of solutions that, due to the
property of the algorithm, generate and compose the so called Pareto front. But, the real goal
of the desired analysis is to find the values (geometrical and thermodynamic) that allow to
redesign the breathing system as a whole; for this reason, among all the generated solutions, it
is necessary to find the one defining the optimized configuration of the breathing system that
brings to the maximum Pb in take-off conditions (0 m) and the one that brings to the minimum
BSFC in cruise conditions (10680 m). Table 8 summarizes the two different optimal
parameter sets for the two operating conditions. While scavenging and trapping efficiencies
are reported as they are, power and specific consumption are normalized and reported as a
percentage. Specifically, Pb is reported in % of Pb target either at sea level and at 10680 m;
engine BSFC are also reported in % of a target value calculated as average of the target values
at different working conditions at the two analyzed altitudes.
Flight
level
0m
10680
m

Pb

BSFC

A

AFR

CR

EVC

EVO

HBI

IPO

HEV

PRLP

PRHP

142.34

99.75

240

17

16

270

110

1

115

10.5

1.7

2.1

10 0.92

0.69

120.77

92.92

225

18.5

18

240

95

2

122.5

11

2.7

2.7

17 0.89

0.75

16

n

TE

SE
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Table 8. Flight Level 0 m and 10680 m: maximum engine P b and minimum BSFC
For a more functional analysis of the attained results, the values will be grouped by their
purpose: engine general thermodynamic, intake system and exhaust system parameters.
Concerning the first group, the engine compression ratio (CR) reaches the highest value for
the case bringing to the specific consumption minimization, while a mean value for the case
that maximizes the power. That could be explained considering the BSFC decreasing trend
when CR raises; opposite trends shows, instead, the case that maximizes the power. In fact,
power increase as CR increase, but when CR raises its value, even the pressure inside the
cylinder raises as well creating the possibility to exceed the constraint imposed on the max incylinder maximum pressure (see Figure 8).
Focusing on the behavior of PRLP and PRHP for both altitudes, it is immediate to notice that
all the examined cases do not reach the highest values of the variation range; this is justified
by the necessity to respect the constraints, i.e. the maximum aftercooler exit temperature and
exchanged thermal power. and the maximum in-cylinder pressure. While in the case at sea
level the engine intake conditions are more restrictive (higher temperature and pressure) and
then the PRLP is lower than the PRHP, at the highest altitude this situation is prevented by the
different intake conditions. In both cases the higher the compressor ratio, the better the
performance concerning power and specific consumption because of the higher trapped air
pressure and then output work. On the other hand, higher values of combustion and overall
efficiency make BSFC decrease.
The last engine general parameter is the air/fuel ratio. The attained values are equal (sea
level case) or very near to the lower bound of the variation range; this is in agreement with the
computed values of ES. When air/fuel ratio reaches low values, a higher amount of fuel is
injected into the cylinder. Higher quantity of fuel means higher combustion maximum
temperature and then more thermal energy that the turbines can convert in work for the
compressors. This leads on one hand to high effective power and on the other to low BSFC.
The second series of parameters concerns the intake system; according to the ES and S
values, it is possible to notice that at sea level the only two parameters presenting relevant
values of ES are HBI and n. More specifically, the sign of both these values is negative and
the obtained values in the optimized configuration are consistent with these values. n and HBI
assume the lowest value while, for the other two parameters, namely A and IPO, ES is too
low, and the values determined are almost the average ones. Referring to the maximum
altitude case, all the parameters involved in the intake system definition assume high values of
ES; for IPO, n and HBI, the sign of ES is negative while for A is positive. The obtained
values follow the magnitude and sign of ES; in order to minimize BSFC, n and IPO assume
relative high values, while HBI assumes an average value. Given the high positive value of
ES, in order to minimize the BSFC, A should assume a very low value; this does not happen,
and A assumes a very high value next to the upper bound. This fact does not have a statistical
explanation, but it is justified by other considerations reported in the following.
The last series of parameters concerns the exhaust system and considers lift and timing of
the valves; at sea level the only parameter that presents significant magnitude is EVC. The
other ones present low ES values and, in the case of HEV, S value too high. Anyway, only
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EVC shows a trend coherent with the ES; in fact EVO, in spite of its low ES value, assumes
the highest value in the range. Considering the cruise conditions, on the contrary, the ES value
for both EVC and EVO assumes significant magnitude with negative sign; exactly as happen
for the previous case, HEV effect is null. Contrary to the sea level optimization, both the ES
values are negative, then, in order to minimize BSFC, both EVC and EVO should be as high
as possible; that does not happen and they assume average values.
With exception of the HEV parameter that represent the exhaust valve lift, affecting in a
negligible way the optimization process, all the other variables with their variation have
effects on the output results.
Beside the statistical approach and validation, it assumes great importance to justify the
calculated output values even from a technical point of view. Considering the intake system in
the case of take-off conditions, with the goal to maximize engine Pb, the optimization process
reckons a number of inlet ports equal to the minimum and the port section greater than in the
BSFC minimization case. This happen because in order to maximize power, it is necessary to
provide the maximum amount of fresh charge. The low number of ports and their large
section allows to reduce inlet air speed making the trapped air mass as high as possible and,
necessarily, the trapping efficiency. On the contrary, when it is requested to minimize the
BSFC at 10680 m the high number of ports and the smaller value of single port section
generate higher air speed that foster the scavenging process without disadvantaging the
trapping one.
For the exhaust system, when the power has to be maximized, it is possible to observe that
both EVC and EVO assume the highest values. In order to reach the maximum power, it is
possible to explain the reason why both opening and closing angles are the highest as
possible: the higher is EVO, later the valve is opened and this can increase the value of the
work per cycle. On the other hand, the highest value of EVC allows either to exploit the
dynamic pressure effects in the exhaust duct and to complete the scavenging process allowing
to trap a higher quantity of fresh charge inside the cylinder. This aspect leads to a decreased
engine efficiency because compressed (cool) air flows in the exhaust duct and consequently in
the turbines lowering the thermal power available. Considering cruise condition, instead, the
angles assume average values. More specifically, average EVC and EVO values, on one hand
reduce work per cycle and then power, but on the other hand increase scavenging and
trapping performance affecting positively the global efficiency and then BSFC.
5

CONCLUSIONS

Aim of this work is to compare and evaluate different supercharging architectures for
an aircraft two strokes Diesel engine and to find the optimal configuration for the
breathing system of the chosen architecture. From the first part of this study it can be
concluded that the only architecture ensuring the target power at different altitudes and
minimizing the fuel consumption is composed by two different turbochargers and an
aftercooler per bank; this layout allows to maximize cylinder filling and consequentially
engine power. Once verified which one is the most performing architecture, an hybrid
supercharging solution has been analyzed; the electric stage (the low pressure one) is
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composed by two turbo machineries not mechanical but electrically coupled. A thorough
analysis of this scheme at part loads and at different flight levels allowed to define the
best control strategy of the engine that provides the minimum specific consumption or
alternatively the maximum amount of power surplus between electro turbine and
compressor. The system becomes highly convenient when either load and engine speed
are high: in this way it is possible to extract power from the electric devices without a
penalty on specific fuel consumption. Finally, for the configuration with the two
turbochargers and the aftercooler (without electric support), a multiobjective optimization
process has been run in order to define the best configuration of the breathing system of
the engine to maximize power at take-off conditions and to minimize specific
consumption in cruise conditions. A large number of influent input parameters (either
geometric and thermodynamic) have been varied on conveniently defined ranges by
means of a genetic algorithm. The used approach allows to analyze how a s ingle
parameter influences the final optimized solution. The most influent parameters are, for
both goal function, exactly the same, but, accordingly to the operative conditions, intake
system parameters become more significant in cruise conditions than in take-off.
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Abstract. The design of lean gas turbine combustion system requires a deep understanding of
the instabilities that are evident at conditions close to the lean blowout limit. Furthermore the
development of partially-premixed combustors, with multiple injection points, is particularly
promising to reach the limitation of pollution. In the present work different experimental
diagnostic techniques were used for characterizing unstable combustion in presence of non
premixed and partially premixed flames. The applied techniques include OH*
chemiluminescence acquisitions using a photomultiplier system, broadband visible and
infrared optical emissions using two high rate CCD cameras and finally pollutant
measurements using a multispecies exhaust gas measurements system. Several statistical and
spectral post-processing methods were implemented to characterize the unstable combustion
mechanisms and to permit the development of control strategies in lean premixed gas turbine
combustors.
1 INTRODUCTION
In modern aeronautical burners design a main issue is the environmental pollution
limitation, with particular attention to the reduction of Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) and the Carbon
Monoxide (CO). The reduction of the NOx is strategic and it may be reached with air/fuel
ratio typical of lean and ultra-lean conditions that ensure lower temperature combustion [1].
However the reduction of the fuel/air ratio may produce local extinctions of the flame with,
consequently, quenching of the flame. The insurgence of flame instabilities and lean blowout
may produce serious problems for aircraft engine operability especially in approach and
landing. This phenomenon is called Lean Blowout (LBO) [2, 3] and it have to be avoided [4].
Hence it is of great importance to develop automatized methods for the recognition of the
instability occurrence, especially for the real-time control techniques. In the past microphones
and pressure sensors have been extensively used to monitor the flame instabilities.
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However the pressure measurements are very often affected by noise and the measure is
able to individuate when instability occurs but not to preview it or to permit to activate the
control system to prevent it. Moreover the pressure measurement is not able to individuate the
local instabilities that may produce in any case damages for the combustion chamber.
Acquisitions of OH*, CH*, or CO2* optical emissions have been also extensively
performed [5, 6]. Relating the optical signals with meaningful combustion parameters it is
possible to preview the incipient blowout. At this aim different types of optical sensors
(narrow- and broadband, single sensors and CCDs) are the most common options [7].
Yi et al. [8] used OH* chemiluminescence in partial premixed, liquid fueled, multi-swirl
stabilized gas turbine combustor extracting the normalized root mean square and the
cumulative duration of LBO precursor events for lean blowout prediction.
The measurements of optical emissions by hhigh speed CCDs may permit to determine
flame shape, brightness, oscillation frequency, related to combustion efficiency and flame
stability and to be used for monitoring and control purposes [6]. High-speed imaging of OH*
of a methane/air swirl flame was used to develop an active control system to increase the safe
operation of combustors near the lean blowout limit [9].
Zhu et al. [10] investigated the differences in the mechanisms of LBO in pure methane
and hydrogen-enriched premixed flames through Particle Imaging Velocimetry (PIV) and
OH* chemiluminescence imaging.
High speed acquisitions in the infrared spectral range (IR) have been also used to
investigate thermoacoustic flame instabilities [11, 12].
Acquisitions in the visible spectral range are particular interesting because easier and
cheaper with respect to UV and IR imaging.
In [13], where a visible spectral range CCD is used to calculate the characteristic
frequencies of the flame and the effect of the equivalence ratio on the flicker of a premixed
flame [14]. Moreover Huang et al. and Chaudhari et al. [15] took advantage of the color
information to characterize the behavior of a premixed swirl stabilized dump plane combustor
flame near its lean blowout limit by using the RGB and HSV color models.
Combustion instability is characterized by pressure ad heat release fluctuations; it means
that an analysis in the frequency spectra may be meaningful. Hence spectral, statistical and
wavelet-based methods are very promising [16-19]. Cabot et al. [20] used the power spectral
density (PSD) distributions of pressure signals and CH* emissions. In the work of Nair et al.
[21] spectral, statistical, wavelet-based, and threshold-based techniques were applied to the
acoustic data. Wavelet domain signal processing methods were used also in the work of Erden
et al. [22] for the analysis of the Pyro-electric Infrared (PIR) signals.
The present work aims to investigate the lean blowout and the flame stability in a liquidfueled swirling combustor in non-premixed and partially premixed operating mode through
the application of several statistical and spectral approaches. In particular two-dimensional
distributions and zonal analysis of significant flame features, extracted by statistical and
spectral methods were taken into account.
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Acquisitions for different fuel/air ratios were made using a high rate CCD and a PMT
equipped with OH* filter, while using an exhaust gas analyzer the operative condition was
characterize in term of environmental impact.
Wavelet and statistical based techniques were implemented to fast visible imaging
acquisitions by using the luminosity matrix associated to every image and time instant.
Wavelet energy and variance of the luminosity were evaluated producing maps and trends of
synthetic parameter respect to the fuel/air ratio. From the PMT signals the same parameter
were evaluated and correlated with the combustion regime.
2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND OPERATIVE CONDITIONS
The experiments were carried out in the Green Engine laboratory of the University of
Salento in Lecce – Italy. A 300 kW liquid-fueled (diesel) swirling combustor was used (see
Figure 1). The air can be electrically preheated up to 700 K and the combustion chamber
pressure can be up to 3.5 bars.
The burner has an inner diameter of 14 cm and a length of 29 cm. The burner can operate
with partially-premixed and non-premixed fuel injection mode. Figure 2 shows the paths of
the air and the fuel in the two regimes and details of the injection holes. The air passes
through two concentric annular tubes, the inner of which is equipped with eight-septa, 45°
swirler. The combustor has three circumferential optical accesses and another window is in
frontal position. Each window has two quartz glass plates stacked upon with a small gap in
between in which coolant air is driven.
In non-premixed mode, in fact, the fuel enters in the chamber through a central single hole
(diameter 0.5 mm) while in partially-premixed mode there are 8 holes (diameter 0.5 mm)
along a circumference of 75 mm of diameter.
The combustor is equipped with flow meter, thermocouples and pressure sensor and the
acquisition and control is realized using a National Instruments LabVIEW® integrate
platform.

Figure 1: The Green Engine Burner
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(a)

(b)

Hole injection

Hole injection

(c)

(d)

Figure 2: (a) fuel and air inlets in non-premixed mode, (b) fuel and air inlets in partially-premixed mode, (c)
positioning of the fuel injection in the non-premixed regime, (d) picture of the injection holes in partially
premixed regime.

The optical accesses permit the positioning of high speed CCD cameras and of a
photomultiplier tube.
The visible spectral range camera used in the present work is the MEMRECAM GX-3® of
NAC Image Technology [23]. The CCD camera acquires images up to 198,000 fps reducing
the acquisition region at a single pixel. Using a larger region (384 pixels x 288 pixels) of
capturing, here the acquisition rate was set to 10,000 fps [24-26]. In the present investigations
the electronic shutter was set to 3 µs and the time period of each acquisition was 1 s for all the
test conditions. A suitable flame view area of 67 mm (h) and 50 mm (v) was recorded during
the acquisitions. The depth of field is approximately 2 mm. It was located perpendicularly to
the flame axis to permit a suitable flame view.
The Infrared spectral range camera is the FLIR A2600sc NIR camera [27]. The NIR
camera was located to onother circunferencial window. It is equipped with an Indium Gallium
Arsenide (InGaAS) detector with a spectral range between 900 and 1700nm, a maximum
resolution of 640 pixels x 512 pixels, a frame rate at full window of 30 Hz with dynamic
range of 14-bit. NIR images were acquired at a repetition rate of about 1 kHz and with
resolution 64 pixels x 64 pixels. Electronic shutter was set to 0.01ms and time duration was 1
s for all the test conditions. A suitable flame view area of 16 mm (h) x 16 mm (v),
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approximately was recorded during acquisitions. The area acquired with the FLIR CCD is
smaller than the MEMRECAM one. The direct comparison is shown in Figure 3 where it is
possible to note that the area acquired with the FLIR CCd is positioned near the flame edges
close to the injector.
The photomultiplier [28] was equipped with an interference filter at 307 nm for the OH*
signal acquisition.
Pollutant emissions (NOX, SO2, CO, CO2 and O2) have been measured using a complete
analyzer system (PG-350E Horiba) equipped with gas sampling, sample conditioning,
analyzer and system control units [25]. The gas analyzer recorded the gas values every 1s.
3 POST-PROCESSING TECHNIQUES
Using the CCD images and the photomultiplier (PMT) signals, different post-processing
approaches were applied with the aim to individuate the most suitable parameters to be used
for the automatic recognition of the LBO and to compare the two combustion regimes.
The CCD camera captures a temporal series of flame images for each operative condition
and the luminosity signal of each pixel (8 bit codify) in the time may be processed obtaining
the matrix I(x,y,t) of the luminosity. The matrix is filtered applying a quasi-circular mask
fundamental to cut the spurious light from reflections at the boundaries of the circular window
(see Figure 3).
I(x,y,t) signal is normalized with respect to the space and the time (or better, respect to the
number of time-step in which an image is taken), as follows:
I N (x, y, t) 

I(x, y, t)  L  M  N
L

N

M

 I(x, y, t)

(1)

t 1 x 1 y 1

where M x N is the resolution of each image and L is the number of acquired images for
each condition. Hence, M is equal to 384, N to 288 pixels and L is 10000.

Figure 3: MEMRECAM image with the indication of the quasi-circular mask applied in the images
postprocessing (green profile) and indication of the relative dimensions of the FLIR images (red square).
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Starting from this matrix, the variance maps were evaluated. The averaged values of these
maps were also evaluated with respect to the fuel/air ratio.
The signal of a single pixel luminosity in the time was also processed in the frequency
domain: in particular the wavelet decomposition was applied. It was used to evidences the
energy contents of the signal for particular spectral range. In this case histograms were
realized.
Moreover attention was paid to the fuel injection phase characterization, acquiring images
of the fuel injection without ignition. Injection images were acquired at 50 Hz for 50 seconds
and using the 2500 images the averaged image and the variance were calculated. The aim of
this analysis was to evidence the fluidodynamic difference between the two regimes deducing
information for the analysis of the difference between the flames. Moreover the injection
analysis permits to evidence what happens to the fluxes reducing the ratio between fuel and
air.
Finally the exhaust pollutants were evaluated and correlated to the fuel/air equivalent ratio
to characterize the combustion process.
4 EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

 air ) and by changing the fuel
Experiments were performed at costant total air flow rate ( m
flow rate ( m fuel ) until the insurgence of the instability and then the blowout. The total air
flow rate is given by two flows, as shown in Figure 2, the primary and the secondary air flows
with a ratio of 1:11 between them respectively. The primary air does not enter in the swirler
and so in the partially-premixed regime it is not interested by the mixing with the fuel. The
total air flow was set to 6510-3 kg/s (max error equal to 6.3%). The fuel flow rate was varied
within the range of 0.510-3  1.910-3 kg/s (maximum error equal to 9.2%). Hence the fuel/air
equivalent ratio, considering that is referred to the stoichiometric condition, varied between
0.1 and 0.6 in both the regimes using the total mass flow for the calculation also in the
partially-premixed regimes.
Before entering in the combustion chamber, the air flow pass through the electrical warmer
and it is heated up to 500 K. The pressure of the combustion chamber was set to 1 bara. To
ensure the achievement of the target condition, each variation of the fuel/air equivalent ratio
was maintained for 10 min before to start acquiring.
5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the following different analysis techniques are presented with the aim to characterize the
two regimes and to find the most efficient technique for the blow-out recognition and
prevention.
During an experimental campaign regarding the combustion conditions, the exhaust gas
analysis is of support to the other analysis technique. Hence in the present works the pollutant
emissions are firstly presented. Then the results about the variance of the luminosity signal are
shown both in term of 2D maps and of trends respect to the fuel/air ratio. Finally the
frequency analysis results are also presented.
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Figure 4: Pollutants emissions for partially-premixed and non-premixed regimes and different values of
fuel/air ratio

5.1 Analysis of the exhaust gas emissions
The exhaust pollutants measured at different values of the fuel/air equivalent ratio  are
shown in Figure 4. The rise of CO emissions is a signature of the insurgence of the lean
blowout and from their measurements it is possible to determine the value of  in
correspondence of which instability begins. Carbon Monoxide arises when the residence time
is not enough to ensure the complete oxidation of the carbon species. Hence when blowout is
approaching, this time is reduced and the CO emission grows up.
In Figure 4 it is possible to note that the limit beyond which the CO emissions abruptly
increase is at about =0.25. Contemporary, the reduction of NOx emissions is reached
moving from =0.425 to =0.103 with a reduction of over the 80%.
5.2 Flame image acquisitions and analysis
In Figure 5 the row images of the flame for the two regimes and injection modes and in
different time instants are reported. They were acquired using the visible spectrum CCD. The
images underline some differences between the two regimes for similar values of: in
partially-premixed regime large dark zones are visible and when  decreases, the luminous
regions reduced in size with a high rate movement.
The blowout transient process, in fact, is characterized by four stages: the pulsating, the
onset of receding, the receding and the extinction regions, according to the dynamic
characteristics of the flame [29]. Hence, even if the temporary flame stability perturbations
(i.e., partial extinction and re-ignition events) that produce the flame unsteadiness near the
blowout condition appears substantially different in the two regimes, in both the cases the
changes in the luminosity and the increase of the spatial and temporal variability of the
luminosity might be useful to predict the onset of instability.
As described in the previous paragraph, starting from the luminosity values in the time of
the images the variance was calculated and the maps of this parameter were produced.
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Figure 5: Row visible images acquired using the MEMRECAM CCD for partially-premixed (on the top) and
non-premixed (on the bottom) regimes.

Figure 6: Variance maps for different equivalent fuel/air ratios, non-premixed combustion regime obtained
from the MEMRECAM images.
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In Figure 6 the variance map for two values of , a richer one and another near the lean
blowout, for the non-premixed regime are shown. Here it is possible to note the variance
increment recorded in the ultra-lean condition. As said analyzing the raw images, when 
decreases, dark zones begin to appear and the flame strips moves quickly. This movement is
clearly underlined by the variance maps with the large red region corresponding to the zone
where this movement is more significant. Considering the yellow zone for the left image and
the red zone in the right image, the increment of the variance value is about the 65%.
Analogous consideration may be made for the images in Figure 7 where the variance maps
obtained processing the NIR images are shown. Even if, as said, the investigated area in the
NIR images is smaller than the MEMRECAM one, the variance increment is clearly
recordable with a rapid increase of its value when lean blowout is approached.

Figure 7: Variance maps for different equivalent fuel/air ratios, non-premixed combustion regime obtained
from the FLIR images.

Figure 8: Variance trends vs.  for the two regimes and the images from MEMRECAM and FLIR CCD.
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Table 1: Toning parameters for the interpolation of Figure 8
a
b
c
0.12251
-7.23444
3.34244E-10
Partially-premixed MEMRECAM
0.0704
-4.74325
1.89167E-7
Non-premixed MEMRECAM
-3.65795
-3.70295
0.99737
Partially-premixed FLIR
0.07162
-5730.62263
5.78375E-35
Non-premixed FLIR

Figure 8 illustrates the spatially averaged variance comparing the behavior of the two
regimes and the results from both the CCD cameras. The spatial averages values present the
advantage of the briefness for the characterization of a combustion condition as in the case of
the fuel/air variation even if in the averaging procedure some information are lost. The values
are interpolated using the function variance  a  b  c x , where a, b and c are the toning
parameters of the intepolant equation. In Table 1 there are the toning parameters for each
curve.
The variance of the emissions in the visible spectral range grows up when  decreases
with a relevant increment recorded in correspondence of an equivalent fuel/air ratio of about
0.25 for the non premixed regime and about equal to 0.20 for the partially premixed regime.
The rise of variance for the NIR camera acquisitions is less significant and starts at lower, it
should be due to the acquisition of an area close to the inlet of the combustor chamber; it
means that an increase of the variance in the outer region of the flame is not detectable.
5.3 Frequency Analysis of the PMT signal and the high rate images
The previous results showed fluctuations in the flame luminosity when blow-out is
approaching, it means that the frequency analysis of optical signals might be used for the
characterization of flame instabilities. In the present investigation the signals, which are
acquired by CCD and PMT, were processed using a wavelet decomposition algorithm and the
energy contents in different spectral range were evaluated. In Figure 9 and Figure 10 the
results obtained respectively from the PMT signal and the CCD Memrecam images have been
reported.
For the PMT signal analysis the histograms of the wavelet decomposition details Ei have
been shown for two conditions (corresponding to a rich and an ultra-lean fuel/air ratio) and for
the two injection modes. At the richer condition (=0.270, blue and green bars) both the
injection modes exhibit high energy values in the frequency range between 0 and about 10 Hz
in particular in non-premixed combustion regime. When  decreases to about 0.12 (red and
grey bars), near the LBO, the contribution in the range between 39 and 78 Hz becomes higher
for both the regimes with the most relevant rise for the partially-premixed mode that increases
of about the 90% with respect to the non-premixed regimes whose increment is about 80%.
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Figure 9: Histograms of the wavelet decomposition details (Ei) for the two regimes and two values of
fuel/air ratios from PMT signals analysis

Figure 10: Wavelet decomposition details (Ei) and approximation (Ea) trends from MEMRECAM
images in the two regimes: (a) Non-premixed, (b) Partially-premixed.

Previous results underline that for the present investigations the increment of the energy
level in the frequency range 39.06-78.12 Hz is a signature of approaching LBO.
In Figure 10 the trends of the energy levels corresponding to the wwavelet decomposition
details (Ei) and approximation (Ea) components of the CCD (MEMRECAM) signals have
been shown for different values of  and different spectral ranges. The spectral range
between 40 and 80 Hz (blue triangle) appears the most significant and related to the incipient
blowout, in accordance with the PMT. For  smaller than 0.25 (values of  still individuated
as “transitional” between stable and unstable behavior) the increment of the energy in this
range is high. It is important to observe that also in the partially-premixed regimes the
previous range (approximately 20 - 40 Hz, red circle) presents a great increase.
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5 CONCLUSIONS
In the present study an experimental analysis has been performed on a liquid fuel burner
operating under non premixed (single injection) and partially premixed (multipoint injections)
combustion mode, in order to investigate the occurrence of instabilities close to LBO with
different instrumentations and post-processing procedures.
Imaging and chemiluminescence techniques were used to compare the flame behavior
under different operating conditions.
Imaging acquisitions underlined some macroscopic effects of the instability insurgence
near LBO as the local quenching or the flickering of the flame. A relevant non-uniformity as
well as a geometrical and luminous instability of the flame is particular evident towards the
LBO, it means that the use of statistical parameters, as the variance, extracted by the images
acquires by high speed CCD camera permits to recognize that LBO is approaching.
The estimation of this parameter in the present investigations permitted to individuate the
regions of the flame where flicker is particularly significant and to define the value of  in
correspondence of which the flame becomes unstable.
This value was also confirmed using a frequency analysis based on the wavelet
decomposition applied to the signals acquired by the high speed CCD cameras and the PMT.
The increase of the energy content range between 40 and 80 HZ was found to be the most
significant for LBO recognition in both the regimes.
These results were confirmed by the acquisitions in the different spectral range (visible,
ultraviolet and infrared spectral range).
In conclusion the results underline the capability of these techniques to characterize the
unstable combustion mechanisms and to permit the development of control strategies in lean
premixed gas turbine combustors. Furthermore partially premixed combustion with multipoint
injections permits to reduce the pollutions and to reach stable flames under lower values of
the fuel/air ratio.
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Abstract.
A sizing and simulation platform named PLA.N.E.S. was developed for the optimization of
advanced architectures for aircrafts including more electric and hybrid-electric systems. The
simulation software consists of a sizing tool and a backward simulation tool. The sizing tool is
used to match the performance of the architecture to the power request of the aircraft at takeoff, cruise and climbing and to compare different architectures in terms of aircraft/engine
mass, cost, etc. The backward simulation tool is used to assess the performance (thrust,
specific fuel consumption) and environmental impact (greenhouse and pollutant emissions) of
the selected architecture over a pre-assigned altitude and speed profile versus time. In this
way, the benefits of adopting more electric solutions can be evaluated over the entire flight.
In the present investigation PLA.N.E.S is used to compare conventional and more electric
architectures for the regional aircraft ATR 72-500 over different mission profiles obtained
from a literature survey. A turboprop engine was modelled with a dedicated jet engine
performance software to calculate the engine maps to be implemented in PLA.N.E.S. The
investigation describes the preliminary results of the project "Greening the Propulsion",
presented as part of the Cluster "Aerospace", which aims to strengthen the industrial,
scientific and district levels through the involvement of a national system of distinctive
competences already involved by Avio in collaboration projects and in other research
projects for the development of new technologies for aeronautical and space applications,
with the aim to maintain international competitiveness in the champions of the sector.
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INTRODUCTION

Civil aviation turboprop evolves according to new demands for high performance and fuel
efficiency. An interesting alternative powerplant is the electrical engine. However, it presents
a large weight penalty due to the necessary use of a power storage system which drives the
electrical motor. Furthermore it has a limited operating duration and relatively long period of
time required to replenish its charge [1]. In this context a promising alternative is the use of a
hybrid propulsion system, which combines more power sources to increase the efficiency of
the vehicle.
More Electric Architecture (MEA) may play a significant role in the future of overall airplane
system design, operation, and performance.
Its implementation could potentially improve engine performances (optimization of offstages, elimination of bleed air, electric supercharging), reduce equipment weight (by
replacing hydraulics with electric systems) and improve secondary power and systems
utilization. On the other hand, electrical power systems of MEA have larger capacity and are
more complex [2]. Moreover, the weigh and volume required for the power-train of the
aircraft can be significantly increased, particularly if high capacity electricity storage systems
(batteries) are used. In the conventional aircraft architecture, the fuel is mainly used for
propulsive power (primary power) by the engine; the remaining available is converted in
mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic and electrical form for on-board systems (e.g. landing gear,
braking and flight control system, air conditioning, pressurization, de-icing and avionics,
etc.). MEA mainly involves the substitution of conventional power extraction from the engine
such as bleed air for anti-ice system and environmental control system (ECS) and engine shaft
power to hydraulic system; which provides power to the flight actuators. This leads to a
reduction of the complexity of conventional architecture with an improvement of engine
efficiency and reliability.
Bleedless architecture, based on the MEA concept leads to optimum engine operative
condition, without the excess of air and pressure for ECS operation and pneumatic system
losses; hence the compressor pressure and mass flow can be equal to the value required for
the optimal combustion, turbine performance, shaft power and maximum thrust [3][4].
The modeling of the MEA configurations requires simulation tools that take into account all
the component of the powertrain in order to evaluate the impact on the fuel consumption of
the selected electrical components. A generalized platform for the sizing, simulation and
optimization of advanced architectures for aircrafts including, but not limited to, more
electric, hybrid-electric, turbo-compound piston engines and fuel cell systems has been
developed by the authors. The software, named PLA.N.E.S., consists of a sizing tool and a
backward simulation tool. The sizing tool is used to match the performance of the architecture
to the power request of the aircraft at take-off, cruise and climbing and to compare different
architectures in terms of aircraft/engine mass, cost, etc. The backward simulation tool is used
to assess the performance (thrust, specific fuel consumption.) and environmental impact
(greenhouse and pollutant emissions) of the selected architecture over a pre-assigned altitude
and speed profile versus time. In the present investigation, the potentiality of PLA.N.E.S. in
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analyzing the impact of MEA solutions on the fuel consumption is shown by taking into
account a regional aircraft.
2

SPECIFICATION OF THE AIRCRAFT

The reference aircraft for this investigation is the ATR72-500, a twin-engine turboprop shorthaul regional airliner built by the French-Italian aircraft manufacturer ATR. The specification
of the aircraft is summarized in Table 1. This aircraft is powered by two PW127M engines
[5].
Table 1: Specification of the aircraft
Specification
Wing span
Wing area
Parasite Drag
Wheel friction (in braking)
Number of engines
Empty mass
Fuel mass
Payload
Nominal powertrain mass
Oswald’s wing efficiency
factor
Empty mass/Take-off mass
Take-off lift coefficient
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Unit
M
M

kg
kg
kg
kg

symbol
b
S
CD0
Ne
ME
Mf
MP
MPT
e
RE,TO

CLt.o

Atr 72-500
27.05
61
0.0274
0.025 (0.35)
2
12,000
2600
7300
960
0.78
12.52
1.8

THE MISSION PROFILES

As an integral part of the PLA.N.E.S. simulation process, a baseline mission scenario can be
constructed. Basic operations such as climbing, cruise, descent, holding and landing were
used to build the mission time histories.

a) Barcellona-Madrid [6]

b) Bangalore-Pune [7]

Figure 1: Mission profiles
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c) Generic[5]
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Three mission profiles were taken into account (see Figure 1). The first profile, (a), refers to
the Barcellona-Madrid route [6], the second one, (b), to a Bangalore-Pune flight as reported
by the Flying Engineer web site[7]. The last one (c) is a generic mission profile for the
ATR72-500 that uses the climb profile proposed by Filippone et al. 2012 [5]. Note that the
profiles are characterized by different values of flight altitude, flight time and rate of climb
while the cruise speed is always the same.
Along the missions, the turboprop engine is required to work at different values of altitude,
Mach number and throttle according to the power request. Moreover, the bleeding air % can
change during the flight. To quantify the effects of these parameters on the engine
performance, the Gas Turbine Simulation Program (GSP) was used [8].
5

MODELING OF THE TURBOPROP ENGINE

The preliminary characterization of the engine PW127F was performed for the
implementation of the engine performance maps. The Gas turbine Simulation Program GSP, a
component based modelling environment, is the primary tool of National Aerospace
Laboratory, Netherland for gas turbine engine performance analysis. GSP's flexible objectoriented architecture allows steady-state and transient simulation of any gas turbine
configuration using a user-friendly drag & drop interface with on-line help running under MSWindows. Gas turbine configurations are simulated by establishing a specific arrangement of
engine component models in a model window.
GSP is a generic tool capable of virtually modelling any gas turbine engine configuration
including (external) loads (like water breaks, pumps, generators, etc.). GSP is primarily based
on 0D-modelling (zero-D) of the thermodynamic cycle of the gas turbine. This implies that
the flow properties are averaged over the flow cross section areas at the interface surfaces of
the component models (inlet and the exit). GSP utilizes component model stacking to create
the thermodynamic cycle of the engine of interest. Input of the model configuration is the
cycle design, or any known reference point (or preferably several points) of a new engine.
Besides being a performance prediction tool, GSP is especially suitable for parameter
sensitivity analysis such as: ambient (flight) condition effects analysis, installation (losses)
effects analysis, analysis of effects of certain engine malfunctioning (including control system
malfunctioning) and component deterioration effects analysis. Input for the analysis is based
on the model configuration (e.g. fuel flow can be specified to calculate the generated power,
or when the fuel flow is set as a state variable the power can be specified to calculate the
corresponding fuel flow). The models that represent whole-engine (or ‘engine system’)
performance are 0-D component stacking models. These models represent the gas turbine
engine by component models ‘stacked’ in a particular arrangement corresponding to the
engine configuration. The component models represent gas path components such as inlets,
compressors, fans, turbines, ducts and exhaust nozzles that pass air or gas to one another
through their gas path connections.
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The model allows the computation of the typical cycle of the engine for different flight
conditions (as altitude and Mach number) that influence the engine characteristics, as pressure
ratio, maximum turbine inlet temperature, component efficiencies, etc.
The aircraft engine PW127F is a turboprop engine manufactured by Pratt & Whitney Canada
certified in 1996 with a maximum continuous rating of 1953kW at 1200 rpm with a propeller
diameter of 3.93 m.
The input parameters are: altitude, Mach, thrust lever percentage, air mass flow, propeller
diameter and other constant values extracted from the flight and engine manufacturer data.
The propeller thrust Tpr is given by the energy flux through the free-turbine and the propeller
shaft:
(1)
 pp g pthm
T pr (t ) 
V (t )
Where Δh is the enthalpy drop available in an ideal power turbine and exhaust nozzle, it is
evaluated by the analysis of the thermodynamic cycle;  is the fraction of Δh that would be
used by the propeller, m is the air mass flow rate through the propeller.
The exhaust nozzle thrust Tjet is given by:
 (ue (t )  V (t ))
T jet (t )  m

(2)

The exhaust velocity ue is:
(3)

ue (t )  2(1   )h n
Thus the total thrust delivered by the engine is:

T (t ) 


 pp g pt h m

(
m

2(1   )h n  V (t ))

(4)

V (t )
The parameter was assumed equal to the value that maximizes the thrust:

  1


V (t ) 2
( 2 n2 2 )
2h  pp  g  pr

(5)

During the compression, a certain amount of air flow rate is spilled for the air management
block, the so-called bleeding air. It can be used for internal cooling of the engine, engine and
airframe anti-icing, cabin pressurization, pneumatic actuators, waste and water storage tanks.
The fuel was assumed to be Jet-A with lower heating value of 43 MJ/kg.
5.2 Performance maps of the turboprop engine
The engine model was investigated in different flight conditions; in particular Table 2 shows
the variables involved in the simulation and the corresponding ranges of interest. The
Operating Envelope Scheduler block can be used in GSP to create loops of Flight/Ambient
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Conditions for a specific power setting. In detail, after a sensitivity analysis of the model at
different operative conditions, the power level has been related to the fuel consumption of the
engine by varying its value in the range 0.12÷0.24 kg/s.
The flight envelope block allows us to introduce all these variables obtaining 392 points for
each bleed value. In this manner we considered 1176 working points.
Table 2: Design of experiments
Altitude
Unit
Range
Step

Mach number

Power Lever

Bleed

[m]

[-]

[%]

[%]

0÷7000

0÷0.6

40÷100

0÷10

1000

0.1

10

5

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 2: Performance maps of the engine at different values of throttle, Mach and
bleeding air
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The turbine model engine uses as inputs: the altitude and the Mach of flight and the bleeding
air flow level.
Figure 2a) shows the trend of the specific fuel consumption and the equivalent axis power for
two typical flight altitudes; for a defined Mach number, increasing the power level the shaft
power increases stronger than the corresponding equivalent specific fuel consumption ESFC .
The influence of the bleeding air on the performance is evident in Figure 2b) for two different
flight conditions; for each configuration the trend is the same and shows a mean reduction
equal to 1% passing from one bleeding level to the next one.
Figure 2c) and d) show the effects of the bleeding air on the engine specific fuel consumption
for two different flight condition. As expected, the specific fuel consumption in the two
considered flight conditions increases with the amount of the power lever, in particular for a
power lever value larger than 50%. This is due to the fact that in presence of bleed the air
elaborated by the engine is bigger and at the same time the power usable for the propulsion
decreases.
6

PLA.N.E.S.

PLA.N.E.S. (PLAtform for New Environment-friendly Solutions) is an in-house simulation
and optimization software for conventional and innovative powertrains for aircrafts.
The software includes a design workflow for the input of the aircraft specification and
mission requirements, the choice of architecture and the specification of each component,
including engine (i.e. type and size of engine, conventional or electric supercharging, etc.) ,
auxiliaries and secondary power systems .
In the preliminary version of the platform, the following types of fuel converter can be
simulated according to the aircraft required propulsive power:
- Turboprop;
- Turbojet;
- Piston engines;
- Fuel cells.
In the case of hybrid architectures, users will be able to select the size and the typology of the
storage system and to setup different energy management strategies for the optimal control of
compressed air, mechanical and electrical power.
The model consists of a series of blocks for input, sizing, mission generation, simulation, post
processing and optimization that will be discussed in the next paragraphs.
The equilibrium of the forces acting on the airplane in any phase of flight can be written [9] in
the lift (L) and drag (D) directions as:

L  W cos  

W
d 1
V
 cL V 2
g
dt 2

(6)

Where W is the instantaneous weight and mass of the aircraft and cL is the lift coefficient.
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(7)

dV
1
dV
 W  cL V 2  W sin   m
 W
dt
2
dt
Where the rolling force W is zero in flight while the gravitational force W is zero at land.
T  D  W sin   m

The drag coefficient at take-off and landing is assumed equal to the value in sizing while in
flight it is:
1
2
cD  cD 0 
cL
 AR e
Where AR is the aspect ratio of the aircraft (9.16) and e is the Oswald’s efficiency. In the
backward approach used in PLA.N.E.S., at any time-step the lift force (and the corresponding
lift coefficient) is calculated from (6). Then, the drag coefficient is obtained (8) and the thrust
requested at that time step is calculated by using equation (7).
The instantaneous values of thrust and speed are used to enter the efficiency map of the
engine and to calculate its specific fuel consumption. The mechanical power Pax to be
produced by the powertrain for propulsion is:

Pax 

Tpr V

(8)

(9)

 P ne

Where ne is the number of engines of the aircraft and Tpr is the thrust generated by the
propeller (the remaining being generated y the nozzle).
6.1 Power for auxiliaries
According to the selected architecture and the corresponding supervisory controller, the
power required for auxiliaries must be also taken into account [9].In the present version of the
PLA.N.E.S. software, auxiliaries are described through three variables:
- Mechanical power Paux,m to be extracted from the engine axis (by means of the
mechanical gearboxes) to feed central hydraulic pumps, local pumps for engine
equipment, central hydraulic pump , actuation systems and other mechanically driven
subsystems;
- Electric power Paux,e to power the avionics, cabin and aircraft lighting, galleys, and
other commercial loads (such as entertainment systems);
- Bleeding air flow rate Gb to be spilled out from the (turbine) engine to account for
pneumatic power required by the Environmental Control System and wing anti-icing
systems.
In a conventional aircraft, the air flow rate for the pneumatic power is obtained as bleeding air
from the engine compressor. The electric power is obtained from a generator driven by the
engine. Accordingly, the overall mechanical power to be generated from the engine is:
P 
1  T V P
Pm   pr  aux,m  aux,e 
ne  P
T
 g 
Where  g and T are the efficiencies of the generator and the gear-box respectively.
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To simulate a MEA configuration, the air flow rate required by pneumatic systems is assumed
to be produced by an engine driven compressor. The mechanical power for hydraulic
actuators is assumed to be produced by an electrically driven pump which is activated only
when actually required.
(11)
1  Tp  V Paux, e,TOT 
Pm 

ne   P
 g 
Where electric auxiliaries include now also the electrical power required by the electrically
driven compressor Paux, e, p and the electrically driven pump Paux, e, m .
In the case of electrically driven compressor Paux,e, p , the power is calculated from the air flow
rate, the required compression ratio and the overall compressor efficiency C as:

Paux, e, p

(12)

 k k1 
Gbc pTa    1




C

Where cp is the constant pressure specific heat of the air and k is the specific heats ratio. Ta is
the air temperature at the flight altitude.
The overall power Pm is assumed to be obtained from the engine axis both in the conventional
and in the MEA case.
Table 3: Power required by auxiliaries
Conventional

Paux, m 

Paux, e

MEA
Gb

Paux, e, m  Paux, e

Pe,ECS

[kW]

[kg/s]

[kW]

[kW]

Take-off

28

0.315

31.1

0

Climb

25

0.315

27.8

Cruise

20

0.315

Descend

24

Landing

28

g



Paux, e,TOT

Gb

kW

[kg/s]

1.0 (288K)

31.1

0

24.0

2.0 (250K)

51.7

0

15.6

33.4

3.1 (200K)

48.9

0

0.315

26.7

24.0

2.0 (250K)

50.6

0

0.315

31.1

0

1.0 (288K)

31.1

0

(Ta)

Data in literature [11],[12] show that the amount of mechanical power requested for the
accessories is about 1.4% of the engine rated power (corresponding to about 5% of the fuel
thermal power) while the maximum bleeding air is about 5% of the nominal compressor flow
rate. In the present investigation the flow rate of bleeding air has been considered constant
and equal to the value suggested by [6]. However, the % of bleeding air changes along the
mission according to the engine air flow rate. In fact, the PLA.N.E.S. software is designed to
consider different values of Pacc and ma,ECS for each phase of the flight.
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The auxiliaries requirements in the conventional and MEA configurations are summarized in
Table 3. Note that the power request for hydraulic actuators has been reduced by 20% in the
case of MEA configuration to take into account oil is no more kept under pressure even when
actuators are not used (as in the case of conventional powertrains [13]).
The maps obtained with GSP were uploaded in PLA.N.E.S. and an interpolation procedure is
used to calculate at any time, Pax and the corresponding specific fuel consumption according
to the instantaneous value of altitude, Mach, required thrust and percentage of bleeding air.
7

RESULTS

The PLA.N.E.S software was run over the three missions of Figure 1 with three
configurations:
-

No auxiliaries;

-

Conventional (see Table 3)

-

MEA (see Table 3).

For the sake of brevity only the results of mission b) Bangalore-Pune are shown in Figure 3.
In particular, Figure 3a) shows the time history of the thrust which is almost the same for the
three cases because the take-off mass was assumed to be the same for the three
configurations.
Because of the different request of power and bleeding air from auxiliaries (Figure 3b), the
shaft power and the specific fuel consumption (Figure 3b) are different for the three
configuration, being higher for the conventional case. Figure 3d) shows the time history of the
aircraft mass that is upgraded at each time step according to the fuel consumption of the
previous time step.
The results of the simulations on the other missions are summarized in Figure 4. Two sets of
values are reported:
-

the consumption over the whole mission, expressed as percentage of the overall
consumption in the no-auxiliary case;

-

the specific fuel consumption at cruise, expressed as percentage of the SFC in cruise in
the no-auxiliary case;

The results for each mission and the average values are reported. Note that the fuel
consumption at cruise is largely affected by the specification of the mission than the
consumption over the whole mission which is almost the same for all the missions. The fuel
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consumption of the conventional case is higher for mission a) while mission c) is the worst for
the MEA configuration.

a)

b)

c)

d)
Figure 3: Results of PLANES – Mission b) Bangalore-Pune

The average percentage variation of SFC in cruise are not in line with the values estimated by
[6] for the same aircraft. According to Diaz [6], in fact, the fuel consumption of the
conventional case is 13.5% higher than the case without auxiliaries, while the MEA
configuration increases fuel consumption of only 3.4% with respect to the no auxiliary case.
However, Diaz [6] considered only the bleeding air while in the present investigation the
request of electric and mechanic power is also considered.
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Figure 4: Fuel consumption of conventional and MEA configuration compared to the
case without auxiliaries
8

CONCLUSIONS

The simulation platform PLA.N.E.S has been used to simulate a conventional propulsion
system and a bleeding-less More Electric configuration for a regional aircraft (ATR72-500)
over three different mission profiles derived from literature. The two cases differ also from
the values of mechanical and electric power required for the auxiliaries and have been
compared with a “no auxiliary” configuration.
Performance and fuel consumption maps were obtained from simulation of the PW127 engine
with the GSP code at different values of altitude, Mach, throttle and percentage of bleeding
air. The maps were uploaded in PLA.N.E.S. and a numerical interpolation is used to calculate
at any time, the axis power and the corresponding specific fuel consumption according to the
instantaneous value of altitude, Mach, required thrust and percentage of bleeding air. The
mass of the aircraft is upgraded at each time step.
The conventional configuration was found to increase fuel consumption, in average, by 5.5%
over the whole mission and 5.9% during cruise. The MEA configuration increased only by
3.8% at cruise and 4.6% on the whole mission. The results of the investigation show the
potentiality of the PLA.N.E.S software in analyzing the impact of auxiliaries on the
performance of the engine over the whole mission instead of considering the different
segments (take-off, climb, cruise, etc.) separately. Further investigation is required to model
in more details the amount of power and compressed air required by the auxiliaries.
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Abstract
The international civil aviation community faces significant challenges in terms of airspace
congestion and environmental pressures. As demand for air transportation services increases,
States and industry are seeking solutions to safely enhance airspace capacity, efficiency and
environmental compatibility, while also improving access to regional aerodromes, not
equipped with ground beacons, including in low visibility conditions. The conventional
ground-based navigation aids (e.g., VOR, NDB, ILS) have served the aviation community
well for about 70 years, but now they limit efficient use of airspace, since they lead to routes
and procedures linked to their respective positions on the ground. In other words they do not
satisfy the present operational needs since they do not permit flexibility in the flown routes,
neither rapid changes nor avoiding overflying populated areas, which would in turn reduce
perceived noise. Therefore the International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) developed a
new navigation concept: the Performance Based Navigation (PBN). In conventional air
navigation, the aircraft is guided by signals from ground-based beacons, and so the route
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design and flight procedures, are restricted by the location of such ground-based navigation
infrastructures. This implies on one side costly infrastructures on the ground and, on the other
side, it does not allow to fully exploit the available airspace, but only narrow corridors, along
which the ground beacons are positioned. For these reasons, today, the conventional
instrument approach procedures are only implemented at aerodromes suitable for Instrument
Flight Rules (IFR) and are not developed elsewhere, including regional aerodromes where the
investment is not justified, heliports or landing locations such as hospitals, helidecks or
emergency helicopter landing spots (e.g. along motorways).
With the availability of advanced navigation sensors and airborne systems, the obsolete pointto-point method of navigation has been overtaken by equipment allowing more flexibility in
the design of the lateral and vertical path along the final approach to landing.
Currently, Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) allows designing more flexible and
safer IFR procedures for both fixed-wing aeroplanes and helicopters. GNSS also provides
accurate navigation capability worldwide without specific ground infrastructure.
PBN, the natural extension of area navigation (RNAV) and MNPS (Minimum Navigation
Performance Specification) represents a shift from sensor-based rules (i.e. “mandatory
carriage”) to performance based rules for navigation; in other words aircraft manufacturers
have more freedom in designing respective avionics, providing that specified performance is
met. But, unfortunately, for decades civil aviation authorities required an additional
administrative process for the operator to obtain a specific operational approval, before flying
PBN. Along the years, the number of navigation operations proliferated, leading to a long list
of operations requiring specific approval. The European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA),
aware of this unnecessary administrative burden, has published an Opinion on the “Revision
of operational approval for PBN”. The new European rules will greatly contribute to spread
PBN, including its takeover by general aviation, helicopters and regional aerodromes. In
conclusion safer, cheaper, more flexible and environmentally friendly navigation, everywhere,
without unnecessary administrative burden. Even ICAO, with the proposed changes to its
Annex 6, is going to limit the need for operational approval to fly PBN procedures. The FAA
is also moving towards a simplified processes, through “bundling” of approvals.
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INTRODUCTION

Man is a creature who has realized, for thousands of years, the need to regulate the
cohabitation with his neighbours by inventing solid, rational, synthetic and consistent
principles as the foundation of his existence within the civil society.
But man was not always a social and sociable animal. When the philosophy of “Homo homini
lupus” has prevailed, the man has been in a state of incessant struggle against all to enjoy
alone of the common goods, in a constant search to disobey the laws that he had given
himself.
Hobbes in Leviathan emphasizes the concept of “Pacta sunt servanda” in order that the man
deviates from the state of war. By broadening horizons, man needs to give himself some rules
and laws that must be respected: the good believer knows and respects the laws of God, the
musician knows the rules of the music on harmony and counterpoint, and engineer must abide
by the laws of physics... In aeronautics, to ensure that a flight is conducted properly, the laws
of physics are not enough.
Air transport has in fact owed its success to international aeronautical institutions that, in
order to increase safety and maintain an orderly growth of the flight activities, have defined
the principles and standards currently in force. These institutions, like ICAO, EASA,
EUROCONTROL, were established thanks to international cooperation of the States, which
have prevented the proliferation of a mass of uncoordinated bilateral agreements, leading
inevitably into chaos.
In other words, in modern aviation, for the safety and common progress, regulation is as
important as science and technology.
ICAO was established during a conference convened in Chicago in 1944, attended by 55
States. They signed the Chicago Convention that consists of 96 articles, which set out the
obligations and rights of Contracting States, which today reached the number of 1911.

1
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Art. 44 of said Convention mentions the aims and objectives to develop the principles and
techniques of international air navigation and to foster the planning and development of
international air transport so as to:
(a) Insure the safe and orderly growth of international civil aviation throughout the world,
(b) Encourage the arts of aircraft design and operation for peaceful purposes,
(c) Encourage the development of airways, airports, and air navigation facilities for
international civil aviation,
(d) Meet the needs of the peoples of the world for safe, regular, efficient and economical air
transport,
(e) Prevent economic waste caused by unreasonable competition,
(f) Insure that the rights of contracting States are fully respected and that every contracting
State has a fair opportunity to operate international airlines,
(g) Avoid discrimination between contracting States,
(h) Promote safety of flight in international air navigation,
(i) Promote generally the development of all aspects of international civil aeronautics.
In order to do this, ICAO adopts SARPs (Standards And Recommended Practices), contained
in the Annexes to the Convention, concerning air navigation, its infrastructure, flight
inspection, prevention of unlawful interference, facilitation of border-crossing procedures and
other matters relevant for international civil aviation.
SARPs do not have the same legal binding force as the Convention itself, because States can
notify “differences” from the former. However, States undertake “to keep their own
regulations in these respects uniform to the greatest possible extent, with those established
from time to time under the Convention”2.
Several institutions are connected to ICAO: FAA (Federal Aviation Authority), EASA
(European Aviation Safety Agency), EUROCONTROL (European Organization for the
Safety of Air Navigation), WMO (World Meteorological Organization), ITU (International
Telecommunication Union), etc. Each institution commits to global interoperability and

2

Chicago Convention, Article 12 Rules of the air.
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harmonisation, as prerequisites for the whole aviation community. The ultimate intent is to
allow an aircraft to fly anywhere in the world with just one set of equipment that will be
interoperable with any ground-based aviation system and with just one set of accompanying
procedures. Cooperation and standardization on an international level ensure interoperability,
lower costs and enhance safety, for the benefit of both airlines and passengers.

PBN SPECIFICATIONS
Based on technology, regulation and standardisation, air transport has become the safest way
to travel. Its growth has resulted in the need to regulate air traffic, which means considering
not only the individual aircraft, but the entire set of aircraft in flight in a given volume of
airspace or moving on the airport surface. Air transport, and consequently the aerospace
industry, cannot ignore issues such as quality, safety and environmental protection that must
be transposed and implemented, for example, through the adoption of new laws and
institutions both national and supranational.
Quality, safety, efficiency and respect for the environment, can be improved through
“Performance Based Navigation” (PBN). For this reason, currently, several States and
international regulatory bodies are increasing their efforts in order to regulate and implement
the PBN “scenario”.
PBN is the new ICAO concept that exploits Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) and
computerized on-board systems to navigate aircraft all over the world, as most of us already
do with GPS in their cars. PBN is a radically new idea for regulating navigation avionics on
board aircraft and related operations.
In fact, in the past, aviation authorities mandated to carry on-board specific navigation
sensors, so constraining freedom of designers and obliging industry to bear additional cost
and weight, sometimes carrying obsolete equipment, only because mandated by rules. The
PBN concept, instead only prescribes the “performance” of the integrated airborne navigation
system, in terms of accuracy, integrity, availability and continuity. Hence the on-board
systems have to achieve such performance, but designers are free to define any possible
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architecture for their avionics. The core of PBN is anyway a digital airborne computer which
guides the aircraft from origin to destination through a series of way points and one or more
GNSS receivers which provide the present position of the aircraft in latitude, longitude and
altitude. Any point on the Earth can be a waypoint entered into the computer, while in the past
it was only possible to enter locations where ground beacons where installed. This enables to
develop and implement more flexible and safer instrumental routes including landing
procedures, which also may optimize flight time and reduce environmental impact and fuel
consumption.
PBN, detailed in ICAO Doc 9613 “Performance Based Navigation Manual”, encompasses
RNAV and RNP operations.3 The benefits identified by these two concepts are a better
flexibility for point-to-point operations and a better access to runway not equipped with
precision approach and landing systems on the ground, enhancement of the pilots’ situation
awareness, reduced obstacle clearance or closer route spacing without intervention by air
traffic control, etc. However, to fly PBN operations and take advantage of their benefits (e.g.
land safely at regional airports not equipped with costly radio navigation aids on the ground
or fly helicopters to hospitals in low visibility), not only the aircraft needs to be properly
equipped, but also the pilots have to be trained and the operator considered able to organize
such operations.
In other words, the PBN concept represents a shift from sensor-based to performance-based
navigation.
PBN offers several advantages over the existing sensor-specific ATS routes or IFR
procedures:


Reduces the need for and reliance on sensor- specific, ground-based navigation aids
(NDB, VOR, DME, GBAS) and reduces the cost of maintaining the ground-based
navigation infrastructure;

3

The difference between the RNAV (Area Navigation) and Required Navigation Performance (RNP) concepts is that both are
based on latitude and longitude positioning, but on-board performance monitoring and alerting is required only for RNP but
not for RNAV operations.
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Allows more efficient use of airspace by increasing airspace capacity and improving
operational efficiency, by reducing environmental impact and increasing aircraft fuel
efficiency;



Improves airport accessibility and flight safety;



Clarifies the way in which RNAV systems are used;



Reduces pilot workload without safety issues by requiring precise on-board
equipment;



Reduces controllers’ workload for approaches and departures since radar vectoring
can be reduced or even obviated;



Facilitates the operational approval process for operators by providing a limited set of
navigation specifications intended for global use.

Moreover, PBN enables the Airspace Concept, a master plan of the intended airspace design
and its operation, essential to optimise the regularity and efficiency not of the single aircraft,
but of the number of aircraft simultaneously populating a given airspace volume.
The Airspace Concept addresses all CNS/ATM4 enablers that are necessary to satisfy explicit
and implicit strategic objectives (improved safety, increased air traffic capacity, improved
efficiency and mitigation of environmental impact).
A fully developed Airspace Concept defines in detail the airspace organization and describes
the intended operations within it.
The PBN concept is based on three pillars:


Navigation Application: identifies the navigation requirements resulting from the
Airspace Concept/Airspace Infrastructures (ATS routes, Instrument Flight Procedures,
etc.),



Navigation Specification: is a technical and operational specification that identifies
the proposed operations in the context of a particular airspace,



4

NAVAID Infrastructure: refers to ground- and space-based navigation aids.

Communication, Navigation and Surveillance (CNS) and Air Traffic Management (ATM)
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The Navigation Specifications introduced in the ICAO PBN Manual (Doc. 9613) are defined
at a sufficient level of detail to facilitate global harmonization by providing specific
implementation guidance to States and operators. The specifications cover each phase of
flight from oceanic routes to approach and departure. They do not only lay out the aircraft
system performance requirements but also the aircrew requirements, in terms of crew
procedures and training, as well as any appropriate maintenance requirements, such as the
provision of navigation databases, whose accuracy and integrity is essential for safe PBN.
The 4th edition of the PBN Manual, released in 2012, includes the following relevant
helicopter/aircraft specifications:


RNAV 10 (i.e. navigation error not greater than 10 nautical miles, alias 18 km) for
oceanic and remote continental airspace;



RNAV 5 (5 nautical miles, equal to 9 km) which was already introduced as “Basic
RNAV” in Europe in the 1990’s;



RNAV 2: in the United States, for en-route continental airspace;



RNAV 1: for instrument departures;



RNP 4: for oceanic and remote continental airspace;



RNP 2: for oceanic, remote and continental applications or for en-route applications;



RNP 1 (1 nautical mile, 1852 m) which is the most important for continental
congested airspace, like several terminal areas (TMA) in Europe, and which is in fact
suitable also at low level in terminal airspace, as well as to land and depart from
airports;



Advanced RNP (A-RNP): for all terminal and en-route applications;



RNP APCH (approach) which allows to use satellite navigation for instrument
landing, including for vertical guidance;



RNP AR (authorization required) APCH: for instrument approach procedures where
limiting obstacles and tight separation requirements exist and/or where significant
operational efficiencies can be gained;
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RNP 0.3 (0.3 nautical miles means around 550 m of maximum tolerable navigation
error): for helicopter operations.

Doc 9613, even in its latest fourth edition published in 2012, recommends5 that aviation
authorities should issue a specific “operational approval” to operators before they can fly any
PBN type, because this was a long established tradition in aviation. However, for small
commercial operators (e.g. commercial helicopter operations) and for general aviation, the
obligation to apply several times to the competent aviation authority, and each time to provide
a consistent dossier of documents, is a significant administrative burden, in terms of time and
cost. This infamous “operational approval” idea has indeed historical origins. In fact, RNAV
was developed in 1960s in the United States to give aviators more flexibility in deciding their
horizontal path (i.e. no longer obliged to overfly ground beacons). The first 16 RNAV routes
were published in 1969 for domestic use in the USA.
Later (1977) the Minimum Navigation Performance Specification (MNPS) was the first
example of coupling RNAV with performance requirements (mainly positioning accuracy).
The U.S. competent authority (Federal Aviation Administration, FAA), aware that this new
type of operations presented safety challenges, hence published the Advisory Circular (AC)
91-49 clarifying that operators wishing to use MNPS, had to “show compliance” with
applicable specifications to obtain a specific operational approval, at the end of an
administrative process.
In Europe, along the lines of the United States, the request for a specific approval to MNPS
and later to RNAV and several other operations has been consistently applied until today6.
The European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA), conscious that the list of operations requiring
this additional administrative process had grown along the years, leading to excessive
administrative burden on operators, in particular if small or private, in 2012, under initiative
of Prof. Filippo Tomasello, launched two Rulemaking Tasks (RMT.0256 and RMT.0257).

5

An ICAO Doc has the status of recommendation and not of a mandatory standard published in one Annex to the Chicago
Convention.
6

Regulation (EU) 965/2012 on air operations; Annex V Part-SPA (i.e. Specific Approval).
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EASA hence published Notice of Proposed Amendment (NPA) 2013-25 “Revision of
Operational Approval Criteria for Performance Based Navigation (PBN)”, with main focus on
operations of fixed-wing aircraft. This NPA proposed to eliminate the infamous “operational
approval” administrative process for almost all PBN types, while maintaining safety through
modernized pilot training for instrument rating (IR). The NPA received 200 comments, all of
them in principle supporting the proposal!
Therefore, on 31 March 2015 EASA published Opinion 03/20157, addressed to European
Commission to modernize pilot training8 and consequently eliminate the operational approval
to fly most PBN specifications.
Mentioned EASA Opinion 03/2015 contains a summary table indicating not only the relation
between phase of flight and PBN specification, but also the removal of operational approval
for all specifications, except for RNP AR APCH and RNP 0.3.

7
8

www.easa.europa.eu/system/files/dfu/Opinion%20No%2003-2015_1.pdf
I.e. amending Regulation (EU) 1178/2011, Part-FCL.
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Figure 1: European Aviation Safety Agency, Opinion No XX/2015 - Revision of operational approval criteria for
Performance-based Navigation (PBN) RMT.0256 & RMT.0257 (MDM.062(A) & (B)) RELATED NPA/CRD
2013-25 DD/MM/201X

This modern attitude taken by EASA has already influenced ICAO, whose Panel on flight
operations has already proposed changes to Annex 6 going in the same direction as EASA
and so removing the requirement for operational approval for the majority of PBN
specifications. These amendments to the ICAO standards are expected to become applicable
in November 2016, in the same period of applicability of the new EU rules.
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In contrast to the line taken by ICAO and EASA, which is already followed by Australia and
Canada, the FAA in the USA has taken a slower approach. In fact, in 2014, FAA published a
proposed Advisory Circular (AC) 90-105A in which the request for operational approval is
maintained.
The circular provides RNP guidance for operators to conduct, according to Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (14 CFR) part 97, several types of PBN operations including
RNP 0.3 for helicopters. The technical content of this circular reflects ICAO Doc 9613, but
still the third edition (2008).
Although the FAA still considers the operational approval always necessary, it however
introduces the concept of “bundling” approvals. In other words operators would obtain a
single specific approval for PBN, allowing them to fly according to several PBN navigation
specifications without the need to request individual authorisation for each specification.
To request authorisation for RNP operations, the operator should provide documentation to
support evidence of aircraft eligibility, which may be particularly difficult for general aviation
operators having retrofitted a GNSS receiver on their old aircraft.
Each flight phase contains a hierarchy of PBN authorisations where bundling can be
accomplished. PBN authorisations are combined, grouping together the most demanding
specification with less restrictive PBN types within each phase of flight, if applicable. This
also would reduce cost and workload for both the operator and the FAA, even if in a less
radical way in comparison to EASA, and without modernising the pilot training for
instrument rating.
The figure illustrates this concept of bundling by flight phase into approach, terminal, enroute, and oceanic/remote continental.
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Figure 2: Information extracted by authors from U.S. Department of Transportation Federal Aviation
Administration, DRAFT Advisory Circular No: 90-105A, “Approval Guidance for RNP Operations and
Barometric Vertical Navigation in the U.S. National Airspace System and in Oceanic and Remote Continental
Airspace”, pg. 18

The approach phase has two distinct divisions of RNP APCH and RNP AR APCH. Bundling
is allowed for the former, but the latter always requires a separate operational approval. In this
case, therefore the EASA and FAA positions are identical.
Operators qualified for advanced RNP (A-RNP) can hence fly several PBN types with this
single authorization.
In the EASA vision the potentially arising safety risk is instead mitigated by measures such
as, in the first place, a revised syllabus for initial pilot training for instrument rating (IR). In
particular, the proposed changes to Implementing Regulation 1178/2011 (Part-FCL) cover:
a) “grand-fathering” of existing licenses, approvals, ratings and certificates (i.e., they do
not immediately lose validity, because some technical rules have been modernized);
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b) Transition measures necessary for safety reasons, to check in a reasonable time frame
all currently instrument rated pilots, to demonstrate Theoretical Knowledge (TK) and
practical skill (PS);
c) Similar measures for the renewal of instructor and examiner certificates;
d) A new Article to mandate Approved Training Organizations (ATOs) to update their
respective training programmes not later than 25 August 2016, which is the same date
for the end of the derogation period for Part-NCC and Part-NCO9;
e) Extension of the privileges of instrument rated pilots (i.e. FCL.605) to fly the vast
majority of PBN operations, without any additional administrative process for
operational approval;
f) Theoretical Knowledge (TK), Learning Objectives (LOs) and content of the skill test,
proficiency checks and cross-crediting for the instrument rating, now encompassing
PBN operations.
The Opinion, as previously mentioned, proposes to maintain the administrative process for
operational approval only for RNP 0.3 for helicopter operations and RNP AR APCH, because
these PBN specifications are considered not yet mature enough or particularly challenging for
the pilot.
For aeroplane operators, removing the specific approval to fly PBN is certainly a welcomed
achievement. But for helicopter operators, with different needs than fixed-wing, the recent
EASA Opinion is considered not yet sufficient. Industry may perhaps stimulate EASA to go
further in the near future.

THE NEEDS OF HELICOPTERS

9

EU rules on air operations addressed respectively to Non-Commercial operators of Complex aircraft (NCC; e.g.
business aviation) and to non-commercial operators of Non-Complex (NCO) aircraft (e.g. sport aviation).
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Aviation's supporting infrastructure, procedures and regulations were initially defined by the
needs of fixed-wing aircraft and by the technology available during the evolution of the ATC
(Air Traffic Control) system in the 1940s and 1950s.
At that time, rotary-wing aircraft development was still in its infancy. The first helicopter was
not certificated for IFR operations until 1964. The result is a system that is not optimized for
efficient helicopter operations.
This produces a detriment of the specific helicopter flight characteristics (such as low speed,
steep slope capability, high manoeuvrability). As a consequence, IFR helicopters, usually, are
constrained to follow procedures designed for airplanes. This rises several issues. At first, IFR
flight planning requires high altitude levels for helicopters. Helicopters are not pressurized
and in winter, in the large majority of European countries, it is quite easy to encounter icing
conditions, which are extremely risky for helicopters. During the approach phase, the
helicopters are forced to use long approach circuits, shallow approach slopes with issues
connected to noise and obstacle clearance. Helicopters are on the contrary quite capable of
flying precision instrument approaches with a much steeper glide slope than can a large
airplane. Current ILS instrument approaches are designed to airplane capabilities of almost 3°
glide slope. A helicopter could safely and effectively fly the same ILS approach with a 7° or
8° glide slope. The shallower glide slope may be completely acceptable when flying to a long
runway at a wide-open airport, but to fly in obstacle rich environments, to land on
metropolitan heliports like those in hospitals, to reduce the noise footprint, a steeper approach
would more likely be required. To get precision vertical guidance helicopters must today use a
runway with an ILS and this prevents a helicopter to land in mountainous or remote areas.
Moreover, at airports there is no segregation between helicopters and fixed-wing aircraft. This
implies that at busy airports helicopters are rejected, since their low speed does not allow
them to be inserted in a “queue” of jet-liners. The result is that most of helicopter operations
are currently conducted under VFR, even in adverse environment.
PBN provides a basis for the design and implementation of automated flight paths for
helicopters, as well as for airspace design and obstacle clearance.
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ICAO, in its PBN Manual, has created for helicopter two specific navigation specifications:
RNP 0.3 and RNP APCH with GPA (Glide Path Angle) >6.3°.
This latter is classified as “steep” approach, which can be easily flown by helicopters, but
which is often not safely possible for conventional fixed wing aircraft.
An extensive use of PBN in particular RNP 0.3 and RNP APCH (GPA > 6.3°) will improve
overall helicopter operations. This will result in lower minimum altitudes for terminal
operations, improved safety through the avoidance of adverse weather conditions, increased
de-confliction of air traffic in high density terminal areas, more efficient IFR operations in
obstacle rich environments and reduced environmental impact.
However the current obligation for an additional administrative process to obtain a specific
approval (SPA) to fly these helicopter specific PBN applications may jeopardize the
achievement of the potential benefits highlighted above, especially considering that most
helicopter operators (commercial or non-commercial) are small or medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs).
Indeed, any detailed rule related to RNP 0.3 (helicopters) and RNP APCH GPA>6.3° were
out of the scope of NPA 2013-25 because at that time these PBN specifications were not
mature enough.
Moreover, it is reasonable to assume that several accidents might not have occurred if there
would have been more adequate infrastructure for low-level helicopter flights based on PBN
applications (e.g. helicopter specific APCH and RNP 0.3 low level route). This statement is
supported by the US National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) hearing on Helicopter
Emergency Medical Services (HEMS), which underlined the “lack of navigational routing
and the strict regulatory IFR structure” as the cause for some operators “to fly VFR only, or
under less stringent Part 91 regulations”.
The purpose of the authors of this article is to raise awareness of the aviation community
about the importance of alleviating the process for operational approval, not only for fixedwing aircraft, but also for helicopters.
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A bold aviation company must certainly possess competitive and cutting edge “machines” but
for small operators, also the connected administrative burden to fully exploit such “machines”
counts.
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Abstract. This project originates from the assessment of the current Italian aerial firefighting
scenario. The identification of several weak points, both at the operational level and at the
strategic/tactical command chain levels, inspired the proposal of an integrated solution. This
relies on the introduction of two novel elements: a new commanding role, in an intermediate
layer between the director of extinguishing operations and the cooperating air crews, and a
new aerial platform, which combines and enhances the functions of a patrol aircraft and a
‘spotter’ aircraft with those of an integrated airborne command and control post. Through
these additions, which require minor modifications to the current firefighting system
organization, the system effectiveness can be substantially improved, both in terms of ability
in rapid fire suppression and of reduction of operational costs related to water bomber flight
missions. The “Firefly” multirole aircraft can be easily obtained through refurbishing of
existing models with specific remote sensors and a modular control station. Through this
equipment, multirole applications are made available in other civil protection and
environmental monitoring activities that do not suffer seasonal utilization, further justifying
the “Firefly” development costs.
NOMENCLATURE
AGL
C3I
CFS
COAU
COR
DOS
DPC
ECASC
EFFIS

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Above ground level
Command, Control, Communications and Intelligence
Corpo Forestale dello Stato (State Forestry Corps)
Centro Operativo Aereo Unificato (Joint Air Coordination Center)
Centro Operativo Regionale (Regional Operational Center)
Direttore Operazioni Spegnimento (Firefighting Operations Director)
Dipartimento della Protezione Civile (National Civil Protection Department)
École d'application de sécurité civile (Application School of Civil Protection)
European Forest Fire Information System
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ENAV
FLIR
FMS
GAG
LIDAR
MFD
NM
OAT
ROS
SOUP
TACO
TCAS
VFR
VHF
VVF
1

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Ente Nazionale Sicurezza del Volo (Italian Air Traffic Service Agency)
Forward looking infrared
Flight management system
Ground-air-ground
Light detection and ranging (also Laser imaging detection and ranging)
Multi-function display
Nautical mile
Operative air traffic
Responsabile Operazioni Spegnimento (Firefighting Operations Manager)
Sala Operativa Unificata Permanente (Permanent Unified Operations Room)
Tactical Operator
Traffic collision avoidance system
Visual flight rules
Very high frequency
Corpo Nazionale dei Vigili del Fuoco (Italian Fire Corps)

INTRODUCTION

Aerial firefighting is used nowadays as an important aid during fire suppression cases all
over the world [1]. Many countries use this aerial work to increase their operational
effectiveness, and in several cases this type of mission is the only way to reach the target
quickly, in order to avoid a dangerous fire spread, breaking safety boundaries and becoming
risky for the community. Aircraft are not only used for water bombing but are also used to
reconnaissance and missions in support to water bombers. USA, Canada and Australia are the
countries that use aerial suppression with a methodical approach [2–5]. In these countries, a
developed strategy based on analytical studies carried out by research centers considerably
impacts on the adopted operational procedures. Both USA and Canada include in their
structured aerial firefighting branch a number of airplanes capable to lead the air attack over
the wildfire (“Bird Dog” or “spotter aircraft”).
In Europe, aerial firefighting is mostly used in countries around the Mediterranean Basin,
and particularly in Spain, France, Greece and Italy. Every system has its own structure and it
is characterized by different procedures and fleets. The French structure is the most complete,
with its dedicated ECASC firefighting school and refined operational procedures [6]. In
particular, in high risk areas, French aerial firefighters typically perform active patrol
missions with a formation of two fully loaded water bombers, in order to attack the ignition
site as quickly as possible. This is a very expensive practice, but has the advantage of a very
short time of reaction and a clear situation awareness of the new wildfire. In addition, France
also employs spotter aircraft in special cases, when facing extreme danger conditions.
Italy is a unique case all over the Mediterranean Basin, the peninsula shaped territory
influences climate and along with Italian topography and vegetation makes a heterogeneous
picture of fire risk situation (Figure 1). This is a very important fact because these features
create both highly different vulnerable zones and different kinds of fires. The Italian climate
facilitates wildfire ignition during summer and winter. A full account of the Italian
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Figure 1. Fire risk in Italy in the first and third trimester of the year (from a CFS publication).

firefighting system is provided in the Section 2. Section 3 presents a critical analysis where
system weaknesses are pinpointed, inspiring the proposal of innovative solutions in Section 4.
Sections 5 and 6 describe the equipment functional to this solution, and Section 7 identifies an
existing aircraft platform fit to the purpose.
2 FIREFIGHTING IN ITALY
The main responsibility of forest firefighting in Italy is attributed to each of the 20 Regions
in which the Italian territory is subdivided. Regions are called to lead and coordinate elements
of the national firefighting structures, which include the following bodies:
1) Dipartimento della Protezione Civile (DPC, National Civil Protection Department),
2) Corpo Forestale dello Stato (CFS, State Forestry Corps),
3) Corpo Nazionale dei Vigili del Fuoco (VVF, Italian Fire Corps),
4) Forze Armate (Armed Forces).
Each Region has its own specific procedures, starting with the alarm system, which can be
implemented in different ways, including ground patrols, watch towers, CCTV cameras,
remote sensing stations, aerial surveillance, as well as occasional sighting. Warning signals
arrive directly to CFS and VVF and, through the corresponding Operative Rooms, the hazard
is communicated to the Centro Operativo Regionale (COR – Regional Operational Center) or
the Sala Operativa Unificata Permanente (SOUP – Permanent Unified Operations Room).
These two centers carry out the same duties and are often located in the same location, albeit
being entirely different bodies according to the Italian law. Their main difference lies in their
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Figure 2. The three types in use in the Italian firefighting State fleet:
CL-415 (left), AT-802 (center), right: S-64F).

activation mode: the COR is the operative center managed by CFS, and it is active 24/7 all
year round, while the SOUP is activated only in case of extreme danger and during the fire
seasons. The personnel operationally involved in the SOUP activities is co-opted from all
civilian agencies which cooperate in fire prevention (DPC, VVF and CFS).
Before activating firefighting ground teams, a patrol is sent to the location where a wildfire
has been detected in order to verify the relevance of the hazard. Following this assessment,
the aerial component is activated only if ground teams cannot suppress the wildfire with their
own resources.
The Italian aerial firefighting system is articulated in an aerial surveillance component and
a fire extinguishing component. The first includes ultralight and General Aviation aircraft
operated by volunteers, without following any standardized methodology, while the second is
further subdivided in two main components: Regional fleets and the State fleet. Regional
fleets are composed of rotary-wing aircraft owned by the Regions or rented for the duration of
the fire season (typically from July to September, but much larger in some cases) from private
companies specialized in aerial work. Examples of these vehicles are the Aérospatiale SA
315B Lama and the Aérospatiale AS 350B3 Écureuil with integral tanks. The State fleet is
activated in case of major wildfires; its aircraft types currently include fixed-wing water
bombers Bombardier Canadair CL-415 and Air Tractor AT-802 Fire Boss, and Sikorsky S64F Skycrane large helicopters (Figure 2). The Regional fleet is the first aerial resource to be
deployed in case of need. If they are not sufficient, the DPC will be contacted to provide State
fleet support.
All the extinguishing operations are carried out under the command of a CFS officer, the
Direttore Operazioni Spegnimento (DOS, Director of Firefighting Operations). The DOS is a
Regional-level staff member in charge of coordinating all the resources in the zone of
operations, both ground teams and aerial platforms. The DOS is also charged with the safety
of the local population and can request exceptional measures in order to ensure this safety.
Whenever wildfires reach human settlements, a second officer is called to supervise
extinguishing operations, the Responsabile Operazioni Spegnimento (ROS, Firefighting
Operations Manager). The ROS is typically a VVF commander.
In order to solicit aerial resources from the State fleet, DOS/ROS make a request through
SOUP and COR to the Centro Operativo Aereo Unificato (COAU, Joint Air Coordination
Center) based in Rome, by a dedicated informative system which significantly contributes to
low processing time. This is the DPC operational office, charged with the coordination of the
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State fleet over the national territory. The COAU analyzes the requests and proceeds to a
decision to sends in aerial resources based on climate and weather forecasts, statistical data,
Regional fleet availability, water source availability, State fleet availability and airbase
support. The COAU is connected to all crisis offices and all operative sections of the multiple
agencies involved in firefighting operations. When State fleet aerial resources reach the
wildfire location, they are all taken in charge by DOS/ROS to contribute to extinguishing
operations. They provide pilots with all the necessary environmental information, and issue
orders concerning dropping zones, desired actions for fire suppression, and final clearance for
payload drop. All aircraft operating on a wildfire location communicate on the same radio
frequency, for maximum situational awareness. Vehicles are dismissed from a firefighting
operation, to make them available for other missions, under the authority of DOS/ROS.
It is important to note that, currently, the actual use of these resources is considerably
limited by cost considerations. As this type of aerial operations are expensive, cost
containment policies within the framework of the current economic crisis recently led to
substantial reductions in aerial firefighting missions. In particular, the AT-802A and S-64F
fleets have been grounded in 2013, and the number of aircraft used during the fire season
decreased from 33 in 2012 to 15 in 2013. This state of affairs is alarming, as it may impact on
the actual capability to quickly react and keep major wildfires under control. Due to the
higher population density than the European average, the frequency of man-made fires is also
higher7 and, for the same reason, the event of an uncontrolled fire escape from the barriers
formed by firefighters may in some cases rapidly lead to a national emergency.
3 CRITICAL ANALYSIS
An in-depth analysis of the current implementation of the Italian aerial firefighting system,
led to the identification of specific weaknesses. These can be divided in three main categories:
managing problems, operative problems and Command, Control, Communications and
Intelligence (C3I) problems.
3.1 Managing firefighting
Managing problems concern many aspects related to human factors and legal issues. An
important problem which is always subject to amelioration is related to the training of
personnel taking part in firefighting activities. In Italy, forest fire fighting teams are mostly
composed of volunteers. They are trained for a few days and receive small rewards, which is
completely unfair in relation to the amount of work and risks involved in extinguishing
operations. The ideal solution would be to have professional, well trained crews with a high
work ethic, in order to turn fire support into a role requiring a high-level specialization.
Volunteers would remain a fundamental resource, but they should play only a marginal role,
especially when professional resources are insufficient or unavailable because they are
deployed in other locations.
In the present situation, in the absence of professional firefighters, continuous training is
the key to maximize the effectiveness of firefighting operations. All involved personnel
should maintain high levels of preparation and standards of efficiency. Additionally, an
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important action would be to assess each operation by debriefing all the contributing
personnel. This would promote lessons learning, especially when particular situations
occurred during the extinguishing mission, and would ensure a correct data collection process,
in order to study wildfire cases for future actions. Fostering an active collaboration between
research centers and stakeholders involved in forest fires, in order to investigate and analyze
data of past wildfires would also be highly advisable in this regard.
Another significant problem concerns jurisdictional matters. As the authority on forest
firefighting is entrusted to the Regions, whenever forest fires involve more than one Region,
problems may be triggered concerning coordination and strategic management. Controversies
on the utilization of resources and the lack of synergy in the operational process have often
arisen in this case. Coordination groups at regional level could be counterproductive, causing
internal fights between commanders present on the wildfire scene. A possible solution is to
establish interregional bodies in order to oversee operations at a higher level and take strategic
decisions in case of conflict.
3.2 Firefighting aerial operations
Operative problems concern technical inadequacies of aerial firefighting. These mainly
involve difficulties intimately related to the nature of flight operations in the forest fire
airspace. Aerial firefighting operations are dangerous inherently for several reasons, namely:
1) Air traffic congestion in the forest fire location;
2) Flying under Visual Flight Rules (VFR);
3) Flying at low AGL altitudes;
4) Heterogeneity of aircraft types simultaneously operating;
5) Difficulties connected to voice radio communications.
When a wildfire starts, the airspace above is adequately restricted under the aviation law.
The related constraints are described in a dedicated publication published by ENAV every
year [8]. For every airspace class, limitations are different. For Class A, C and D airspace it is
prohibited to fly below 2,500 ft AGL within an area of 2 NM from the fire, while for Class E
and G airspace it is prohibited to fly below 3,000 ft AGL within an area of 5 NM from the
fire. Firefighting aircraft have priority above all other traffic. However, there are no effective
means to control this area, therefore it is not uncommon that other traffic, such as General
Aviation aircraft, violates the airspace reserved for firefighting operations. The enforcement
of VFR basically means that pilots assume responsibility for their separation from all other
traffic while navigating close to terrain in a possibly congested environment, which places a
considerable burden on the crews operating on the fire location. Operative air traffic (OAT),
i.e. firefighting aircraft, is controlled by DOS/ROS on ground, with a limited awareness of the
actual situation in the airspace above the fire.
Furthermore, in Italy, aerial firefighting is seen as a last resort: when all other methods
have failed, water bombers are called in. This is often a big mistake on the part of the
directing officers, because air support is not only extremely effective, but should typically be
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employed in cooperation with ground crews to achieve maximum effect. Indeed, aircraft use
in wildfire suppression offers three fundamental tactical advantages [5]:
1) Speed – aircraft can reach many locations faster than ground crews;
2) Access – aircraft can operate in geographically inaccessible places;
3) Observation – aircraft can provides firefighters with better awareness of the
wildfire development.
Currently, access and speed are ineffectively exploited. The number of fires where water
bombers are used is low, as directing officers are reluctant to use aerial resources
straightaway, in order to avoid additional costs. However, this ends up having the opposite
effect, as more flying hours are needed to extinguish the developed wildfires, if the aircraft
are not promptly sent in. Consequently, the combination of number of fires and number of
State fleet requests causes a higher number of missions and flying hours for the water
bombers. Furthermore, as Regional fleet helicopters are called in before requesting the
intervention of State fleet fixed-wing water bombers, a paradox arises, especially with regard
to initial attack. In fact, airplanes are much faster than helicopters and their mission is
radically different. Helicopters are good for precision dropping, while water bombers are
more useful in the case of stopping fire from spreading, as they can create longer and larger
retardant lines. Therefore, right from the start, a heterogeneous fleet composed of both rotary
and fixed-wing aircraft, should be employed, according to the specific needs. An advisable
action would be to promote the idea that the right way to proceed is to request proper aerial
intervention right from the start of a fire, thus reducing the costs by keeping flying hours of
the State fleet aircraft at a minimum, and reducing the damage, by promptly stop the
spreading of flames and reducing fire power.
3.3 C3I in firefighting operations
Improving coordination and communication calls for the optimization of the command
chain, increasing the information flow between ground and air crews. Currently, both aerial
and ground resources are under the command of a DOS or ROS. The DOS/ROS gives water
bomber pilots clearance for a drop, and this is the main weakness of the aerial firefighting
suppression procedures. In fact, lack in C3I during large fire operations, the aerial firefighting
capabilities are greatly reduced because of the lengthiness of the initial request procedure, the
difficulties in GAG (ground-air-ground) voice communications in the fire zone, and the lack
of real-time awareness of the actual conditions of the fire [9]. Concerning voice
communications, these are sometimes compromised while flying over the fire, and in some
cases the aircrew radio link with DOS/ROS is simply absent. In addition, the lack of
standardized phraseology further complicates time-critical communications.
Aerial reconnaissance of the fire area during extinguishing operations would be an
extremely useful augmentation of the firefighting system, allowing to feed DOS/ROS and
consequently the OAT crews with updated information and to establish an optimized tactical
approach. However, this is not available today, as all operations are carried out on the basis of
the DOS/ROS awareness of the fire conditions as gathered from their ground position.
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4 POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS
The above analysis has shown a number of weak points in the Italian firefighting system,
to which a number of possible solutions may be addressed. Apart from desirable, specific
technical enhancements such as water drop optimization and increase of the targeting
precision, several strategic operational improvements may be suggested, as already
mentioned. For example, cost reduction and damage reduction may be sought enforcing the
following elements:
1) Extensive and efficient surveillance;
2) Use of aerial component for initial attack;
3) Improvements in aerial coordination.
Furthermore, surveillance should be significantly improved, by establishing a systematic
approach in order to adequately cover the vast relevant Italian territory. Due to the high costs
related to ‘armed’ surveillance, i.e. performed by water bombers, we suggest to adopt an
‘unarmed’ surveillance, i.e. performed by patrol aircraft that cannot provide fire extinguishing
payload, but are endowed with suitable remote sensing devices in order to enhance the ability
to spot fires in their initial stage. This patrol fleet should be used in synergy with other
environmental monitoring applications, to maximize cost effectiveness. Currently, apart from
light aircraft flown by volunteers, the main element in wildfire surveillance is Italy’s
participation in the EFFIS satellite-based European network aimed at monitoring forest fire
risk. However, this is neither sufficient nor accurate enough to provide adequate fire
predictions and detections. Furthermore, surveillance should also be extended to the duration
of the extinguishing operation, in order to evaluate the effectiveness of water bombers in realtime, and to the end of it, with the aerial survey of the burned area.
These improvements, together with the optimization of the C3I process, may be achieved
through the introduction of two innovative elements in the Italian firefighting system: a new
aircraft, the “Firefly” airborne surveillance, command and control post, and a new member of
the command chain, the Coordinatore Operazioni Aeree (COA, Aerial Operation
Coordinator).
4.1 “Firefly” airborne platform
The “Firefly” is an extension of the ‘spotter’ aircraft concept applied in other countries. It
is a fixed wing aircraft provided with a remote sensing suite and appropriate communication
avionics to fulfill the following firefighting-related tasks:
1) Forest fire ‘unarmed’ surveillance;
2) Fire detection and run-time survey;
3) OAT management;
4) Post-fire aerial survey.
The ideal “Firefly” incarnation is a long-endurance airplane with suitable internal space for
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the provision of the necessary console for sensor operation and communication management.
The “Firefly” would be, ideally, the first vehicle spotting the initiating fire while on patrol,
and would keep station over the fire location for the full duration of the extinguishing
operations, leaving after accomplishing the aerial survey of the burned area when the fire is
over. After spotting the fire, the airplane would survey the interested area gathering and
communicating all relevant geographical and environmental information, including prevailing
wind conditions, vegetation characteristics, conditions of water sources in the vicinity, etc., to
the staff on ground, in order to enhance awareness of the field situation. During the
extinguishing operations, the “Firefly” would orbit over the fire location, surveying the fire
evolution and providing a number of crucial support actions.
Of course, an airplane specialized on a single mission, which is furthermore markedly
seasonal in many locations, would be unfeasible from the point of view of project economics.
However, the remote sensing equipment suited for firefighting operations can be easily
applied to other applications in other civil protection emergency scenarios, as well as in
environmental monitoring at large. Therefore, the “Firefly” would be a multirole platform to
be operated all year round. In low fire risk seasons, it would collect data on vegetation, manrelated landscape modifications, and other useful information that can be exploited in a much
wished scientific approach to wildfire prevention and suppression, while monitoring other
environmental features for all sorts of civil protection and, possibly, agricultural applications.
In high fire risk seasons, it would patrol candidate areas to allow quick intervention, operate
on wildfire locations, or survey burned areas to collect data. Both unburned and burned land
data would be post-processed on ground after mission completion. This would allow the study
of wildfire development, providing a knowledge base which could be exploited in planning
firefighting operations, validate and test scientific models, and train and keep involved
personnel updated.
To be fully effective in firefighting operations, the “Firefly” crew must include an Aerial
Operation Coordinator (COA) and a Tactical Operator (TACO) onboard.
4.2 Aerial Operation Coordinator
We propose the creation of a new role, the COA, as a member of the flight crew involved
in aerial firefighting. The specific duties of the COA are:
1) Maintaining GAG radio communications between the DOS/ROS on ground and
aerial crews;
2) Surveillance and protection from non-authorized traffic intrusions;
3) Coordination and information of cooperating OAT of the different types;
4) Management of drop operations by target identification and precise water bomber
vectoring;
5) Assessment of the extinguishing effectiveness immediately after the drop;
6) Evaluation of fire evolution and new fire detection.
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This innovative role in the Italian aerial firefighting scenario is directly derived from “Bird
Dog Officers” (also known as “Aerial Attack Leaders/Officers” in some countries). The lack
of this role in the Italian system is indeed the major flaw in the command chain operation.
In order to avoid the need of changing the current law provisions, the COA should operate
under the direct command of the DOS/ROS. The COA should in fact cooperate with the
DOS/ROS: thanks to his aerial view of the wildfire site, the COA will be able to provide
accurate information and operational advice to the DOS/ROS, thus enabling him to make the
most appropriate decisions. To summarize, the COA should:
1) Receive intelligence about the incident situation;
2) Brief with DOS/ROS about the incident intervention plan;
3) Determine the type and the number of aircraft acting on the fire;
4) Assess any need to increase the use of new resources;
5) Manage all aerial tactical activities, based on the intervention plan;
6) Act as a communication filter between DOS/ROS and the water bomber pilots;
7) Suggest new strategies and new attack tactics to the DOS/ROS in order to increase
the effectiveness of the extinguishing operations;
8) Update fire evolution intelligence;
9) Propose the disengage of aircraft from firefighting, in case the aerial suppression
activities have been ineffective.
We remark that, in connection to the above point 6, the COA can act as a safety barrier
with respect to possible misunderstanding between water bomber pilots and DOS/ROS,
whose personnel is constantly overloaded with information and duties. This, as well as the
other COA assignments, would have a dramatic impact on safety improvement in aerial
firefighting operations, which are among the most hazardous civil commitments in aviation.
5 REMOTE SENSING SUITE
The “Firefly” operations rely on a dedicated remote sensing suite, designed to represent a
modular equipment adaptable to a large variety of candidate aircraft. The suite is composed of
stand-alone devices installed on board the aircraft, and it works independently from the native
aircraft avionics. The corresponding control station receives inputs from the installed sensors
and from the aircraft avionics in a unidirectional way. This permits an easy and non-invasive
integration within the main aircraft systems.
For firefighting purposes, the following airborne devices have been identified in order to
fulfill all relevant mission requirements:
1) FLIR turret;
2) LIDAR;
3) Aerial photography cameras.
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Figure 3. “Firefly” remote sensor suite composition and primary use.

An aircraft equipped with these aids covering the optical, thermal and radio fields is able to
perform several mission tasks: wildfire search and survey, post-fire mapping, and command
and control of aerial firefighting resources. Also, many other environmental monitoring
missions (disaster management, search and rescue, coastal surveillance, maritime patrol,
cadastral/agricultural/forestry/mountain graze land survey, etc.) can be accomplished using
these same sensors, transforming the host aircraft into a real multipurpose platform.
Thermal imagery through the FLIR turret is the perfect aid for firefighting purposes, at the
strategic level (mapping and modelling fire and its behavior) as well as the tactical level (realtime assessment of fire threats and their spatial and temporal features). The availability of
real-time, geo-referenced parameters of burning areas can play a fundamental role in the first
moments of a firefighting operation [10].
The LIDAR can collect automated measurements of vegetation, terrain, and structures
[11], suggesting its use in the land survey and post-fire assessment phases [12]. For
firefighting purposes, the prior survey of fuel quantity and characteristics is of paramount
importance to support scientific models and decision processes. Similarly, pre- and post-fire
survey operations would be conveniently supported by the use aerial imagery. The only
limitation is the impossibility to simultaneously sample the territory using these two remote
sensing tools, because their optimal operational altitudes are different. Both have their unique
advantages and drawbacks for reconstructing surfaces, the advantages of one method
compensating the drawbacks of the other [13].
In conclusion, the proposed remote sensing suite, depicted in Figure 3, represent an ideal
mix to perform the required missions, taking into account multirole capability, accuracy and
resolution of field/fire description, and rapidity of response.
6 COMMAND STATION
The COA is supported by tactical information collected by the installed sensors, whereas
the remote sensing suite is operated by a specialized crew member, the Tactical Operator
(TACO). The TACO takes orders from the COA concerning sensor operation. The synergy
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Figure 4. “Firefly” command station architecture.

between these operators is seen as the best configuration to enhance effective and rapid
situational assessment and decision making.
They operate two separate interfaces of a command station whose architecture is depicted
in Figure 4. A console represents the interface and information collector of an integrated
system composed by the aircraft and its avionics, the remote sensors, and the human operators
TACO and COA. They both get sensing imagery display, but the COA screens passively
repeat information processed by the TACO.
Only the COA accesses the communication unit. This endows the COA with the means to
communicate with the aircrew on board the “Firefly”, with the other OAT involved in
firefighting operations, and with the ground staff (DOS/ROS). For the type of mission
examined, the communications unit is composed of 4 VHF channels, two dedicated to
navigation and two dedicated to the cabin crew. In addition, the COA also accesses TCAS II
information (if installed on the aircraft) to achieve full situational awareness concerning all
traffic operating in the fire airspace and that approaching the restricted area.
Figure 5 describes the functional scheme of operation in the case of fire suppression (active
mode). Similar schemes, designed for data collection applications are omitted here.
7 REFURBISHMENT OF AN EXISTING AIRPLANE
Looking for a feasible platform for the integration of the “Firefly” system, design and
mission performance parameters have been set and a market study has been carried out
considering the available possibilities among the Italian State service fleets. Considering the
current economic crisis, choosing the appropriate solution plays a fundamental part in the
overall project. Key design features such as wing and fuselage mutual vertical position,
engine type, payload and cabin dimensions were considered, as major performance items such
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Figure 5. Schematics of the “active” firefighting mode of operation of the “Firefly” command station.

as take-off and landing capabilities, range, and endurance. Among further specifications, the
possibility for the COA to have a clear field of view of the ground is required.
These considerations naturally led to the selection of the Piaggio P.166 high-winged twinpusher turboprop [14]. Its characteristics match considerably those of the ideal platform for
the “Firefly” role. In addition, in its P.166 DP1-SEM version, this airplane is currently used in
patrol and survey missions by the Italian Armed Forces (Figure 6). Some devices are already
present on board (tactical console, FLIR turret), a circumstance that contains the
reconfiguration effort. A complete preliminary design activity has been carried out,
demonstrating the actual applicability of the “Firefly” system using this reliable platform.

Figure 6. Italian Coast Guard Piaggio P.166 DP1-SEM aircraft with FLIR turret installed below the left wing
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8 CONCLUDING REMARKS
An integrated solution for the shortcomings of the Italian aerial firefighting system has
been designed, based on the analysis of the current scenario and the desiderata of involved
stakeholders. The elements of this solution are compatible with both the current firefighting
organization and the material resources of the State fleet. The resulting “Firefly” integrated
airborne surveillance, command and control post may represent a key enabler to achieve
substantially higher levels of effectiveness and safety not only in firefighting operations, but
also in a wide variety of other applications, such as the direction of search and rescue aerial
and ground teams in the context of disaster management or other emergency situations. Its
characteristics also allow employing it in preventive activities, involving land survey
operations.
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Abstarct. The design of an airplane hydraulic system is performed evaluating the size of
pipes, pumps and related supply pressure regulation devices. It must be noted that the design
of system and related subsystems must be performed in an integrated form: in fact different
configuration choices, regarding each subsystem, can appreciably affect the pumps sizing, in
order to obtain a suitable supply pressure regulation and stability.
The work highlights the interactions between the design choices concerning both the
generation/power regulation and the users in all the aspects important for the operation of
the complete system outlining the design of a defined hydraulic system of an airplane.Typical
interactions consist of severe supply pressure drops occurring in the event in which the pump
maximum flow is insufficient to satisfy the flow requirements of the whole hydraulic system; in
particular, this condition occurs when one or more large users, require high flow levels (e.g.
in case of aiding loads acting on it) so developing a critical condition for the eventual small
users possibly interested by opposing loads.
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To this purpose the dynamic simulation models (with associated calculation programs) able
to study the performance of the complete system have been prepared; employing it, a series of
investigations was carried out, aiming to analyze the dynamic behavior of different
configurations of the system in similar operating conditions. In particular, the present work
regards the comparison between two different methods capable of preventing the
abovementioned interactions by limiting the actuation speed, and the related flow, in aiding
load conditions.
The aforesaid methods concern the employment of a control servovalves having a reduced
spool stroke acting on the critical users in retraction conditions (aiding loads) or the
employment of a non-linear actuation rate loop applied to the control law of the
abovementioned users.
In conclusion, the paper compares the advantages and shortcomings of the two solutions
(reduced spool stroke and non-linear actuation rate loop and ramp generator); as it is usual
in these cases, the cheaper solution is not necessarily the best one, in terms of actuation rate
control capability, neglecting any reliability considerations. The present work focuses all the
considerations regarding the design activities.
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Abstract. The present study has the aim of investigate the design of maintenance and logistic
infrastructure for unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV). The study is focused on medium altitude
and long endurance (MALE) UAV class. This subject has not yet been investigated in detail
despite maintenance is quite crucial for aircraft which should to operate continuously even
for 24 hours. To perform a conceptual and a preliminary design of these infrastructures
several analysis have been carried out firstly to define a realistic maintenance program and
secondly to design the maintenance hangar, the related repair shops and tools. Finally, the
study is appropriately verified through computer aided design (CAD) tool.
1

INTRODUCTION

The present work was carried out inside the SMAT-F2 (Sistema di Monitoraggio Avanzato
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del Territorio Fase 2– Advanced Territory Monitoring System Phase 2) framework. It is an
Italian project funded by Piedmont Region and Fondo Europeo di Sviluppo Regionale
(F.E.S.R.). The main goal of SMAT-F2 is to study and demonstrate an advanced monitoring
system able to comply with planned tasks (e.g. traffic monitoring, pollution monitoring,
plantations observation and measurements, etc.) and to prevent and monitor different types of
emergency events (e.g. floods, fires, landslips, etc.).
To provide a prompt and reliable service, an aerial vehicle has to be supported by capable and
well design maintenance and logistic facilities [1]. This subject is well understood for
standard aircraft; however this cannot be said for Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) which
have some important differences compared with manned aircraft [2]. Primarily, the UAS is
not a single component but it is composed by one, or in some cases more than one, aerial
vehicle, communication equipment and a ground station. Secondly, the typologies of internal
system components are different in quality and typology [3] and, finally, the usual mission
extent is greater of more than an order of magnitude. All these dissimilarities make the design
of a dedicated maintenance and logistic infrastructure an interesting research field.
This work has been carried out having in mind a design of maintenance and logistic facilities
for a UAS fleet as part of a territorial monitoring system, as usual for these kinds of aircraft.
The infrastructures (i.e. maintenance hangar, test sets, repair shops, spare parts and
maintainers’ teams) have to be designed to allow round-the-clock UAS operation, also in case
of critical conditions, such as natural and manmade disaster. Another significant requirement,
for support infrastructures, is the prompt intervention of the UAS which should be able to
take-off with very short notice. Therefore, the maintenance activities had to be designed to
allow high level of system availability.
To define the needed infrastructures, it was necessary to carry out various analyses in the field
of reliability, safety, maintainability, logistic support and operation of the Unmanned Aerial
Vehicle (UAV) and its Ground Control Station (GCS). Since there is little information about
MALE (Medium Altitude Long Endurance) UAS maintenance, it was needed to define a
plausible maintenance schedule in terms of maintenance actions, repair time, needed
personnel’s skills and tools. By means of FMECA (Failure Mode, Effects and Criticality
Analysis) and RCM (Reliability Centered Maintenance) the failure events and the
maintainers’ actions have been identified for each aircraft main part and equipment.
Moreover, other kinds of analyses have been carried out to define the support system
organization. Particularly, the LORA (Level of Repair Analysis) was implemented to
determine which aircraft part should be repaired or replaced and the best maintenance level
organization in which the operation should be carried out.
The maintenance hangar layout and its internal arrangement have also been outlined, in
compliance with MIL-STD 1472[4], including test sets and maintenance shops, for more
critical aircraft equipment. Hangar dimensions have been defined so as to simultaneously
maintain two UAVs in order to preserve high availability of the monitoring system.
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Moreover, some specific test sets have been envisaged to reduce the need of Original
Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) intervention and to reduce the cost of the spare parts
warehouse.
2

REFERENCE AIRCRAFT

The maintenance and logistic facilities should be designed considering the aircraft
maintenance needs. Unfortunately, there is little information about the maintenance program
of MALE UAV, the repair or replace strategy of its component and the level of repair.
Therefore, within the present work, a reference aircraft is employed to define a realistic
maintenance program.
The selected aircraft (see Figure 1) is a twin piston engine, with composite airframe and
equipped with sensors which enable ISR (Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance)
mission. The aircraft is capable of 26 hours of surveillance time at 14000 meters and its
payload is composed of SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar), EO/IR turret (Electro-Optical /
Infra-Red) and hyperspectral camera.

Figure 1: Three views and main dimensions of the reference aircraft
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The main aircraft specifications are listed in Table 1.

Aircraft Dimensions

Length:
Wing Span:
Wing Area:
Aspect Ratio:

13.50 m
25.00 m
25.00 m2
25

Aircraft Weight

Empty weight:
Fuel Weight:
Maximum Take-off Weight:

2213 kg
1100 kg
3763 kg

Flight Performances

Endurance:
Operational Altitude:
Cruise speed:

30 h
14000 m
215 KTAS

Engine

2 x 300 HP

Payload

Sensor: SAR, EO/IR and Hyperspectral
Data link NBDL-LOS (Narrow Band Data Link-Line Of Sight) / WBDLLOS (Wide Band Data Link-Line Of Sight).
Data link WBDL-BLOS (Wide Band Data Link – Beyond Line of Sight).
Table 1: Reference aircraft specifications

3

RAMS ANALYSES TO SUPPORT MAINTENANCE FACILITIES DEFINITION

The maintenance program of MALE UAV has to be well understood in order to design the
maintenance and logistic facilities. A realistic maintenance schedules have defined starting
from the RAMS (Reliability, Availability, Maintainability and Safety), RCM (Reliability
Centered Maintenance) and other types of analyses.
In particular, with reference to Figure 2, at first it was defined the RAMS characteristics of
the aircraft at sub-system level. This implied a quantification of the reliability and the
maintainability of each major component since their great influence on aircraft maintenance.
To obtain these parameters, a proprietary tool [5], which uses statistical equations, has been
employed. The results are in terms of major component, but for the sake of simplicity, they
are reported grouped for sub-system in Table 2. Since their complexity and failure rate, the
sub-systems which required more maintenance actions are the sensors (payload), the avionic
system and the propulsion system. Therefore, for those sub-systems, special repair tools and
test sets have been developed to increase aircraft availability.
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Reference Aircraft
Definition

Estimation of RAMS
characteristics
FMECA
FTA
ZSA
RCM
Maintenance Program
Task 1
Task 2

LORA
LORA
LORA
LORA

Task 3
Task N

 Infrastructures
 Maintenance tools
 Spares

Figure 2: Flowchart of RAMS analyses for maintenance and logistic facilities definition

The FMECA (Failure Mode Effects and Criticality Analysis) and FTA (Fault Tree Analysis)
have been carried out to individuate the typical failure modes of each main component and
their criticality for the aircraft safety. As top events for FTA the following have been
considered:
- loss of the data link with the ground station;
- loss of computational power;
- loss of navigation systems;
- loss of radio communication with the air traffic control;
- loss of part of the payload;
- loss of the autonomous takeoff and landing capability.
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All selected top events could produce a catastrophic failure of the aircraft. Consequently, all
failures, that could cause the top events, have considered critical. The maintenance program
takes in to account the failure criticality and additional or ad-hoc task will be performed for
the related sub-system. In particular, even if the FCS (Flight Control System) results a quite
reliable system after the RAMS analysis, since its criticality, additional maintenance checks
are considered for flight control surface actuators.
Aircraft Sub-Systems

Flight Control
Brakes
ECS
Landing Gear
Anti-ice
Fuel
Electric
Avionics
Engines
Airframe
Payload
Total

Reliability
[Fail./FH]

Maintainability
[MMH/FH]

7,08E-05
7,57E-05
8,21E-05
2,76E-04
2,66E-04
6,43E-05
1,36E-03
4,71E-03
1,96E-03
1,49E-04
6,79E-03
1,41E-02

0,010
0,010
0,011
0,037
0,036
0,009
0,184
0,638
0,266
0,020
0,919
1,913

Table 2: MALE UAV reliability and maintainability at sub-system level

Considering the flowchart in Figure 2, the ZSA (Zonal Safety Analysis) has been carried out
with the purpose of refining the RAMS analysis performed before. The use of ZSA is
beneficial to individuate the component failure due to the failure of closer equipment. This
analysis takes also into account the effect of installation of the main aircraft components.
Therefore, the components failure rates are affected by the results of ZSA and the data listed
in Table 2 already consider this effect. The results of ZSA are reported in graphical way in
Figure 3.
For each main component, it has been accomplished a RCM (Reliability Centered
Maintenance) analysis to decide the more suitable maintenance task for the main component
in order to increase aircraft availability and safety and in the same time reduce the
maintenance cost. Expressly, for each component, it was decided between the following main
typology of maintenance:
-

Scheduled (hard time) maintenance;
On-condition maintenance;
Corrective maintenance.
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Since the relevant number of avionic equipment, whose failures are usually difficulty to
predict, the main part of the aircraft components will perform corrective maintenance as
shown in Figure 4. Other components such as engine and system are associated with oncondition maintenance whereas structure with hard time inspection.

Figure 3. Results of Zonal Safety Analysis

Figure 4. Distribution of different maintenance typology for aircraft component
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Finally, to obtain a complete maintenance schedule, it was required a LORA (Level of Repair
Analysis) analysis. In this way, for each maintenance task previously identified, it was
decided where the maintenance should be carried out. The following three standard levels
have been considered:
-

Organizational level (O-level);
Intermediate level (I-level);
Depot level (D-level).

In the present work, it was performed the non-economic LORA, since it was unnecessary
when I-level and O-level maintenance are accomplished in the same base. This assumption is
due to the number of aircraft per fleet which is expected by SMAT research program.
However, the “Repair vs. Discard” analysis has been carried out using the following formula
[6]:
(

If

)

then Discard

(1)

Where:
: MTBF of new item;
: MTBF of repaired item;
N: Predetermined acceptance level;
L: Labour required to repair item (the labour cost was assumed 80 €/h);
M: Material required to repair item;
P: Unit price of new item.
Finally, in Table 3, an extract from maintenance program is provided.

4

DESIGN OF MAINTENANCE AND LOGISTICS INFRASTRUCTURES

With reference to Figure 2, after the maintenance plan definition, it is possible to define the
maintenance and logistic infrastructure. During the design of the maintenance hangar, in
addition to technical requirements, also ergonomic concepts [7] are taken into account. The
study has also been influenced by the military regulations [8, 9] regarding the hangar plant
configuration and its internal workshops.
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Item

Repair

Maintenance

EO/IR EOST 23 T
Turret

YES

On condition

EO/IR EOST 23T
Electronic unit

Main actuator left 1

Main actuator left 2
Main actuator right
1
Main actuator right
2

EMA left 1

EMA left 2

Operation

Item disassembly

YES

Corrective

Card identification and replacement
by test set
Advanced functionality control and
calibration
Item disassembly
Card identification and replacement
by test set
Advanced functionality control

Labour
Maintenance
requested
level
[h]
O-level

2,00

I-level

1,00

D-level
O-level

1,00

I-level

1,00

D-level

Hard time + pre-flight Item disassembly
functional check
Restoration

O-level

1,00

I-level

1,00

YES

Hard time + pre-flight Item disassembly
functional check
Restoration

O-level

1,00

I-level

1,00

YES

Hard time + pre-flight Item disassembly
functional check
Restoration

O-level

1,00

I-level

1,00

YES

Hard time + pre-flight Item disassembly
functional check
Restoration

O-level

1,00

I-level

1,00

O-level

1,00

I-level

1,00

O-level

1,00

I-level

1,00

YES

YES

YES

Electric : pre-flight
functional check + on
condition task
Item disassembly
Mechanical : pre-flight
functional check +
scheduled lubrication +
on condition
Restoration and functionally control
by test set
Electric : pre-flight
functional check + on
condition task
Item disassembly
Mechanical : pre-flight
functional check +
scheduled lubrication +
on condition
Restoration and functionally control
by test set

Table 3. Extract from maintenance schedule

The main assumption in designing the maintenance facilities is the requirement to contain at
least two MALE UAVs simultaneously. More precisely, considering a minimum fleet of three
UAVs, when the first one is performing the mission, the second one should start maintenance
and the third one should to almost finish its maintenance. This is the case of the most
demanding mission i.e. the continuous surveillance 24/7, which requiring about 48
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maintenance hours per aircraft, considering a time to repair of about 2 maintenance hours per
flight hour (see Table 2). Moreover, the hangar should allow simultaneously maintenance of
the two aircraft as shown in Figures Figure 5 and Figure 7. Each aircraft should be moved (i.e.
brought in and brought out to the hangar) independently of one another. The hangar doors
were designed expressly for this purpose (see Figures Figure 6 and Figure 7). In compliance
with regulations, the hangar internal dimensions take into account for the necessary clearances
between aircraft and internal wall so as to allow the transit of personnel, spare parts and
maintenance tooling.

Figure 5. Aircraft and hangar digital mock-up. Plan view.

Figure 6. Aircraft and hangar digital mock-up. Isometric view.
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The maintenance hangar is provided with avionics, sensors, structure, electromechanical and
propulsion workshops (see Figure 7). It has opted to include these workshops because of the
results of the previous RAMS analyses. In particular, these workshops should allow the
personnel to perform maintenance for each part of the aircraft selected after the repair vs.
discard analysis. Since sensors, avionic equipment, composite structure, actuators and engines
are the most expensive UAV parts, it is necessary to repair them rather than discard and
replace. The workshops are provided with specific test sets usually operated by maintainers to
identify the failures, to reduce repair time, of complex component. Moreover, the same test
sets are used to verify the maintenance action before replace the equipment on the aircraft.

Figure 7. Hangar plan and side view with main dimensions and internal partitioning

Some of the identified test sets are reported in Figure 8. The specific test sets were selected
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considering the failure rate, the criticality and the cost of the component. Since the relatively
high failure rate, it has been identified two specific test sets for propulsion system. In
particular for the engine and the propeller (see Figure 8 (a) and (b)). Considering their
complexity and the calibration need, one specific test set is expected for each sensors (e.g. see
Figure 8 (d)). Since their criticality, one test sets in defined for each FCS component.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 8. Some of the defined test sets

To maintain relatively high aircraft availability, that is necessary considering the MALE UAV
typical missions, the hangar has to contain the component spare parts. For this purpose, a
spares warehouse is included in the hangar floor plane. Through digital mock-up, it was
verified the suitability of the spares considering the warehouse volume. Only the airframe
spare parts, because of their dimension, cannot be located in the warehouse but near the
hangar walls.
Finally, following the regulations, other hangar areas are needed such as training/relax room,
changing rooms and toilets for both men and women (see Figure 7).

(a)

(b)
Figure 9. Digital mock-up of mantenance tooling.

After the hangar design phase, the maintenance tooling definition has been carried out. In
Figure 9 (a), some examples of these tools are depicted. The design of each tools have been
verified by means of manikin and the tool and aircraft digital mock-up.
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5

CONCLUSION

Maintenance and logistic infrastructures have been designed for a MALE UAV fleet
composed by three aircraft to perform 24/7 surveillance mission. To define the maintenance
hangar, workshops, warehouse, tooling and test sets, it was necessary to outline a realistic
aircraft maintenance program. In this way different RAMS analyses have been carried out to
obtain the complete logistic characteristics of each aircraft main components. As future
development the first improvement could be considered a more complex scenario with a fleet
of more than three aircraft. In this case, different logistic strategies could be studied. For
example, in contrast with the assumption made in this paper, the depot and the intermediate
bases could be separated. Moreover, a second improvement could be the presence of the
ground segment (i.e. the UAV control station) in the analyses and in the maintenance
program.
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Summary. Nowadays the UAV field is in a intense phase of expansion and miniaturization.
Several efforts are being done by scientists and engineers to implement navigation, guidance
and control systems with low computational load and high performances.
Taking into account those restrictions, this work aims to improve the attitude estimation
using images from a generic camera mounted on most UAVs. Images provide a valuable information source however, extract it from them is generally difficult and computationally expensive.
An intense study of the state-of-the-art techniques for pitch and roll angles estimation show
that a three step method is commonly used. Such steps are: the edge detection, the skyline
detection using the Hough transform and the pitch and roll angles estimation.
This paper describes a new algorithm which differs from other techniques mainly in the
skyline detection phase. The algorithm, using the previous skyline detection, looks for the closer
edge detected.
Once the first horizon point is found, the algorithms search for the closest vertical match
in the next column. Basing on such roughly estimated horizon, the algorithm defines a search
zone around it and then applies a linear regression least squares method on the reduced set of
points. It can be easily implemented with very low computational load.
The algorithm has been successfully validated, being of interest not only for the aerospace
industry but also for academia.
1. INTRODUCTION
The recent advances in computer vision techniques and the improvement and miniaturization of the embedded microprocessors added with fact that they are getting ever cheaper made
the use of computer vision techniques to spread widely.
Navigation is not the only field that took advantage of these changes, but also there where
important developments in medicine, robotics, automotive and earth sciences.
The use of the camera usually mounted on the UAVs, is a very powerful tool, especially for
indoor navigation and GPS denied areas. The information extracted from the camera can be
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indeed used in conjunction with an inertial measurement unit (IMU) to create a stable and more
precise navigation system.
This article focus on the detection of the horizon line from a sequence of outdoor images.
The horizon line detection is a challenging issue and actually there isn’t an universally accepted
method in the literature.
Some authors prefer using some type of transform on the image to improve the horizon
detection and make calculation simpler. The authors of [1] apply a circular mask to reduce the
asymmetry of the captured image and then use some geometric properties of the circle to obtain
the horizon angle. To perform the entire operation they need to process the entire image at most
3 times, giving a 3N complexity order, being N the image’s pixels.
Another common transform applied to the image is the Hough transform, a feature extraction technique often used in many field of digital images processing.
Del Pizzo et al. [2] used a custom version of a edge detection algorithm jointly with the
Hough transform to design an horizon detection software for marine applications. The speed
of their algorithm is variable and depends on the density of the Hough space. According to the
same authors, the horizon detection algorithms can be classified into:
1. Segmentation and classification based algorithms
2. 2D Edge detection and Hough transform based algorithms
3. 1D Edge detection and Least Square based algorithms
The authors of [3] in their comparison paper claim that the algorithms based on the Hough
transform are the most accurate, while the highest detection speed is provided using the Least
square based algorithms.
Another interesting paper is that from Ettinger et al. [4]. The authors take advantage from
two basic assumptions:
1. The horizon is represented by a straight line into the image
2. The horizon line separates the image into two regions with different appearance. The
sky pixels are similar to the other sky pixels, while the ground pixels are similar to other
ground pixels.
Then they use the first assumption to reduce the space of all possible horizons into a twodimensional space and then design an optimisation criterion that search for the line which respects the second assumption. The optimisation criterion is based on colour variance, i.e. they
search for the line that separates the image into two zones of minimum colour variance. The
authors claim that this technique, based on a statistical approach, has a 99.9% of detection at
30Hz.
This paper presents a method which focuses on the execution speed in order that it can
be used on the low power microcontroller usually mounted on MAVs without affecting other
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software. The aim is to create an algorithm to be used in real time for pitch and roll estimation. Finally these angles measurements feed back a data fusion algorithm commonly used in
navigation, such as an Extended Kalman Filter.
2. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION
The following section will be dedicated to the description of the proposed algorithm. It is
divided into two subsections, each one reflecting an important logical part of the code. Those
two parts will be complemented by the third part, actually under development, which is the roll
and pitch angles estimation from the horizon line.
The following steps will be described in detail in the different sections of this work:
1. Edge Detection
2. Horizon Extraction
3. Pitch and Roll Estimation (Currently under development)
The first part, the Edge Detection, first converts the image into grayscale and after processes
this image using a common edge detection algorithm. When there is a sharp change in a reduced
space, the pixel is marked as an edge. The algorithm that detects borders is the one developed
by Canny [5], selected among others for being the actual standard [6, 7, 8].
The second one extracts the horizon using the output generated by Edge Detection. This
algorithm represents the authors contribution to the current literature in horizon detection. This
part is generally the most critical during attitude estimation from video, because it is the most
expensive in terms of computational power and also the most prone to errors caused by nonoptimal environmental conditions (cloudy weather, poor luminosity, obstacles on the ground,
etc.). An error would cause a totally wrong aircraft attitude computation.
Finally, the third part, which is the one currently under development, uses the lines generated
with the second part of the code to extract two of the three angles which define the aircraft
attitude.
The inputs and outputs of the software are the following
• Inputs
– A sequence of images.
– An initial horizon estimation. The first estimation about where is the horizon altitude
in the right and in the left of the image is needed to start the program.
• Outputs
– Horizon Line Parameters (Pitch and Roll in future implementations)
Figure 2 shows the flow chart of the script. The Lef t − U p Search diagram is specified in
figure 3 where loops in the script can be seen.
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INPUTS

OUTPUTS

scene00680.jpg

ROLL

scene00681.jpg
scene00682.jpg

SCRIPT

scene00683.jpg

PITCH
First Horizon Estimated
(Only once)

Figure 1: Script’s Schematic for estimating pitch and roll
2.1 Edge Detection
In any Image Processing algorithm, it is essential to detect the edges of the objects or places
where these are located. Both, to detect pedestrians in a zebra crossing or to detect the road
lines for the computer-aided driving, are examples of the code utility. Generally, for navigation
purposes, the aim is to detect the separation between the ground and the sky, the horizon.
This script calculates a binary matrix with the same dimensions of the input image. The
algorithm processes this image as an ensemble of three matrices, each one for a different colour
channel.
The first step consists in transforming the image in the grayscale domain, encoding the RGB
space with 8 unsigned integer bits, representing a gray intensity scale. After that, the grayscale
matrix is processed by Canny Edge Detection algorithm. The output of this algorithm is a binary
matrix where 1 means edge detected and 0 means no edge detected. Each element of the matrix
represents a pixel. The Canny algorithm uses the following techniques[7]
Gradient Calculation A Gaussian filter is implemented to smooth the images noise; intensity
variations between closer pixels are reduced. The Gaussian kernel of the filter and its application
in the image are represented by the following equations, where σ is the spread of the Gaussian
and controls the degree of smoothing.
1 − x2 +y2 2
e 2σ
2πσ 2
J =I ·G

G(x, y) =

(1)

The gradient components, Jx and Jy , are calculated for each image pixel J(i, j), being this the
two directional partial derivatives.
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Script init

Read Image

RGB to Grayscale
Apply
Canny’s algorithm
C(i, j)

Previous
horizon line

+
Left-Up
Search

Left-Down
Search

Right-Up
Search

Right-Down
Search

Horizon line
average

Figure 2: Flow chart
This is done by computing the partial derivatives along the direction perpendicular to the
edge to be detected:
Ideally, n(gradient direction) should be oriented normal to the direction of an edge
to be detected, and although this direction is not known a priori [5].
Finally, the edge magnitude es and the directions normal to the edges eθ for each pixel (i, j)
of the image are calculated
q
es (i, j) = Jx (i, j)2 + Jy (i, j)2
(2)
Jy (i, j)
eθ (i, j) = arctan
Jx (i, j)
No Maximum Elimination The aim of this part is to delete the pixels which have less intensity with respect to those in their neighbourhood. The pixel magnitude is compared with that
of the closest pixels according to the gradient direction. If the magnitudes are similar, the other
pixels is also considered as part of the edge. Using this method is possible to reduce the edge
thickness.
Noise Maximum Elimination (Threshold Hysteresis) Two thresholds are chosen Thigh >
Tlow and pixels are classified as strong if they exceed the maximum value Thigh and as weak if
they are between both of thresholds. Finally, strong pixels and the weak pixels which are closer
to a strong pixel are selected as an edge.
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Figure 3: Flow chart
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Open Outline Closing It is possible that some outline are still opened, so it is necessary to
close it. The algorithm that are used searches for the extremes of the opened outlines and keep
on the direction of the maximum gradient for closing it with another open extreme.
2.2 Horizon Extraction
The horizon extraction uses as input, the result of the edge detection script, which is a binary
matrix with the same dimension as the image. The aim is to obtain the coefficients of the straight
line that represent the best approximation of the horizon.
The algorithm relies on some simple assumptions which can be considered in most cases
true. These are:
• The horizon is a straight line
• The horizon is visible
• The horizon line does not change much between two frames

This last hypothesis can be guaranteed by having a refresh rate of the images high enough
for a quasi-static horizon evolution, i.e. that the refresh rate is higher than the aircraft turn rate.
This hypothesis allows to consider the horizon being in the zone where it was located in the
previous instant plus a margin.
• INPUTS
– Boolean matrix calculated using the Canny algorithm.
– Internal feedback of the previous horizon line. For the first iteration it has to be
given by an external source (IMU, User).
– Search zone. The percentage of the image or the number of pixels where the horizon
is going to be searched. The search zone must be wide enough to include the skyline,
but not too wide in order to prevent the inclusion of other edges.
• OUTPUT
– Horizon line obtained through least square approximation.
The scope of this part of the software is to reduce the magnitude of the cloud of points
around the possible horizon line. Did this, it is possible to apply a linear regression method on
this reduced set of points to obtain an estimated horizon line.
To better explain how the algorithm works, it is used an example based on a video which
was recorded with an UAV’s onboard camera.
The video, which is separated in different frames, is composed by a series of images of
600x600 pixels. Due to the image’s size, the output matrix of the Canny algorithm will be a
600x600 binary matrix. At this point, the possible situations which can be encountered in the
images are:
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• Fully visible horizon
• Partially visible horizon
This case appears when the skyline begins in the left or in the right image’s margins and
it ends in the upper or in the lower image’s margin.
• Invisible horizon
In this case the algorithm can not calculate the skyline. It appears when the pitch angle is
too high or too low. Then, the camera can not catch the skyline in the picture.
(b) Downward search

(a) Upward search
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(c) Upward and Downward
outputs
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Figure 4: Example for 3 pixels of search level beginig in the first column. Previous Horizon
value 300
Focusing on fully visible horizon case. For a better understanding, refer to figures 4, 2 and 3
which explains the algorithm from a graphical point of view and through flow diagrams.
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When Canny’s output Canny(i, j) is received the script looks for a 1 in the first column.
The search begins in the row number given by the last horizon detected P revh . In the Figure 4
P revh is 300, this means that the search begins in row number 300.
Starting from this point, the script searches for 1 in two different directions at the same
time, i.e upward, (figure 4a, output name Hlef t−up ) and downward, (figure 4b, the output name
is Hlef t−down ).
Taking the search in upward direction as an example. For the first column, the algorithm
tries to find 1 in the same row number than last horizon line. As it can be seen in Figure 4a the
algorithm tries to find 1 in the row number 300. If there would be an edge (1), the row number
will be saved as a new horizon point Hlef t−up (1) = P revh . But in Figure 4a there is no 1 in the
row number 300, so no edge is detected. Then the script begins searching for 1 in the upper row
Canny((P revhorizon − 1), 1), in figure 4a, the next row number where the algorithm will find
1 is 299.
If there would not be 1 in the row 299, the algorithm tries to find an edge in the upper row.
If there would not be 1 in the row 298 the algorithm would continue in that way until the search
exceeds the upper limit in the search zone. In 4a the search zone includes 3 pixels. If the script
would not find 1, it would saves an −1, Hlef t−up (1) = −1.
For the column i, ∀i > 1, i ∈ N there are two searches. The first one placing the search
zone upward and the other placing the search zone downward. In Figure 6 it can be seen
how the script works for column i, ∀i > 1 and search zone given by 3 pixels. The upper
search is painted in green and the lower search is painted in yellow. The row number saved are
Hlef t−up (i − 1 : i + 8) = [300, 300, 301, 302, 302, −1, −1, 302, 303, 303] where −1 means any
edge detected in the search zone.
First of all, the row number to spread the search must be determined. There are two different
cases to determine which is the row number to spread the horizon,
• Hlef t−up (i−1) 6= −1. In this case the script uses the value of Hlef t−up (i−1) to propagate
the search in the column i. In Figure 6 it happens in column number i − 1. To propagate
the search the algorithm uses 300 in the i column
• Hlef t−up (i − 1) = −1. In this case the script looks for a different value than a −1. It
is necessary to point out that in this case the vector Hlef t−up is gone through the right to
the left. When it’s found, the script uses that row number to propagate the search in the
column i. If any value different that −1 is found, the script uses P revh to propagate the
search in the column i. In Figure 6 it happens in the i + 6 column where the two previous
values of Hlef t−up are −1. In that case to spread the search the algorithm uses the value
of Hlef t−up (i + 3) which is 302
Subsequently and from this row number on, the algorithm will compare both searches. The
upper 1 (green) and the lower 1 (yellow) which are within the limits of the search zone. Then,
the script saves in Hlef t−up (i) the closer value. If no 1 is found within this limits, the algorithm
saves −1 in Hlef t−up (i). This loop goes on for the 600 column. In Figure 6 in the column
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number i + 2 the algorithm saves the closer row number. In the upward search 1 is founded in
299 column and in the downward search 1 is founded in 302 column which is closer to 301
than the first one. Consequently, the row number saved is 302.
In parallel, the script finds possible horizon in the same way as it has been explained, but
beginning from the other margin in the image. The right-up, Hrigth−up (600 column) and the
right-down, Hright−down (600 column). Finally there are six vector with row number to estimate skylines. With these vectors the script applies linear regression least squares method to
obtain six skylines estimations [9]. They are; by the left-up (red), by the left-down (blue) and
both (green); by the right-up (cyan), by the right-down (yellow) and both (magenta) as it can
see in Figure 5.
In addition to the output explained above, there are two outputs more. Both of them are
obtained by Hestimated which is the average of the green skyline and the magenta skyline. The
first plus output is the column’s number where the horizon is lost Hlost . In fully visible horizon
this value is 600, but in partially visible horizon is not 600. The last output is the value which is
used to find the horizon in the next frame iteration; this value is Hestimated (Hlost ).
(a) Original Image

(b) Grayscale Converted Image

(c) Canny Output

(d) Final Result

Figure 5: Sequence of images obtained from one iteration of the script
In partially visible horizon there are two different cases.
• The horizon begins in the 600 column and it disappears before the f irst column.
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Figure 6: Example for 3 pixels of search zone beginning in the i column
• The horizon begins in the f irst column and it disappears before the 600 column
In both cases the algorithm works like the previous one, but the first part of the algorithm, which
has just been explained in fully visible horizon, is different. Indeed the value of Hestimated can
be 1 if the horizon disappears in the upper margin or 600 if the horizon disappears in the lower
margin. The horizon calculation starts at column’s value given by Hlost .
3. CONCLUSIONS
Even though the system is still under development, the preliminary tests showed good detection performances. There are listed the main algorithm’s characteristics:
• Execution Speed - The main characteristic of the script is the high computational speed.
This is obtained by processing only a little area around the true horizon. Furthermore,
most of the loops used in the script are independent. The last statement implies that the
script is highly parallelizable.
• Accuracy - The estimated horizon accuracy depends on various factors as environmental
conditions and camera specifications [10, 11, 12]. E.g. the algorithm cannot find the
horizon in an image with a dense fog, where the contrast between sky and ground is not
clear. Also in the figure 5d it can seen that the trees disturbs the horizon detection.
• Multipurpose - The main structure of the script can be used to other navigation fields like
self-driven cars (detect roads) or assisted driving[13]. Other possible applications can be
in production line to guide movable robots.
• Obstructed Perspective - In the case of the presence of mountains or obstacles, the false
horizon detections can be easily rejected if the number of −1 exceeds a certain percentage
of the total number of columns.
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In this research work, the authors present some intend to introduce some improvements in
the algorithm and to correct some little bugs. The software will be also modified to give as
output the roll and pitch angles. The following mayor step is the algorithm optimisation. This
is needed to get it working in real time on a low cost microprocessor in order to demonstrate
that it can be used in micro-UAVs with a low computational power.
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Summary. This paper provides a review of FMCW SAR focusing techniques, in both time and
frequency domains. Major advantages and disadvantages of each algorithms are highlighted
with reference to indoor autonomous operations by small UAS. Simple example of operational
scenarios are analyzed in order to give a practical comparison between each method.
1. INTRODUCTION
Indoor autonomous missions performed by small autonomous Unmanned Aerial Systems
(UAS) require fully autonomous navigation with obstacle detection/avoid capability and highresolution three-dimensional mapping and monitoring of the target area, including moving target detection. It has been shown that features of millimeter-wave Frequency Modulated Continuous Wave Synthetic Aperture Radar (FMCW SAR) sensors match with the considered operational scenarios [1]. However, the novelty embodied by the envisaged application makes
necessary a thorough analysis of existing techniques for focusing synthetic aperture data, thus
enabling their further developments. These algorithms would serve as a solid base for enabling
three-dimensional reconstruction of surrounding environments during indoor operation by UAS.
Indeed, traditional SAR operations [2, 3, 4] usually exploit side-looking observation geometry.
On the contrary, radar sensors devoted to envisaged indoor operations should be able to observe
scenery with unusual observation geometry, thus causing the need of enhanced algorithms.
The paper is organized as follows. After a brief summary about principles of FMCW technique, the architectural solution based on millimeter wave FMCW SAR is presented in Section
2. Section 3 describes relevant time domain SAR focusing algorithms, whereas Section 4 provides description of frequency domain processors. For each of them a full set of equations is
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provided and pros and cons are highlighted, with reference to FMCW SAR. Then, Section 5
illustrates results achieved by proposed algorithms by exploiting nominal system parameters.
2. FMCW TECHNIQUE AND ARCHITECTURAL SOLUTION
2.1 FMCW: an overview
The choice of a FMCW scheme is more advantageous compared to conventional pulsed
SAR when dealing with restrictive requirements on size and power consumption of radar sensor. Indeed, continuous transmission means less transmitted peak power and therefore simpler
power generation unit [1]. In addition, thanks to deramp-on-receive technique the signal to be
sampled has a bandwidth several order of magnitude smaller than transmitted one. Hence, signals having GHz bandwidth to achieve high resolution in range direction can be easily handled
by cheaper hardware equipment.
In order to give a better understanding of FMCW technique, basic equations will be provided. In general, transmitted signal during a single frequency modulation is given by
 


t
exp −j2π fc t + αt2
(1)
sT x (t) = rect
T

where fc denotes the carrier frequency, α is the ratio between total transmitted bandwidth B and
pulse width T , rect(·) is a window function and t represents the time. It is worth noting that
in case of FMCW radar the pulse width, better called sweep duration, is coincident with Pulse
Repetition Interval (P RI) [1]. The echo received from a point target at position rT = [xT , yT , zT ]
can be expressed as





t−τ
sRx (t − τ ) = σ (rT ) rect
exp −j2π fc (t − τ ) + α (t − τ )2
(2)
T
where

1
[RT x (rT ) + RRx (rT )]
(3)
c
is time delay due to signal propagation, RT x (rT ) and RRx (rT ) represent the distances between
transmitting antenna and point target and between receiving antenna and point target, respectively, and σ is the backscattering coefficient. When monostatic configuration is addressed,
2
RRx (rT ) = RT x (rT ) = R (rT ), therefore τ = R (rT ); this is almost true also when dealing
c
with quasi-monostatic configuration [5].
Under the assumption of start-stop approximation, namely that time can be split in fast
time, i.e, the time referring to signal transmission/reception at velocity c, and slow time tN , i.e,
referring to radar motion at velocity v, if a reference signal s∗Ref (t) = s∗T x (t) is assumed, then
typical range compression [2] is given in the form of
Z
s (τ ) =
sRx (t − τ ) s∗T x (t) dt
(4)
τ=

T
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where ∗ indicates the complex conjugate.
In case of FMCW radar, the start-stop approximation is not strictly true as Doppler effects
due to continuous motion within the sweep are present. However, for practical applications
FMCW SAR data can be arranged in 2D matrix, whose dimensions represent fast and slow
time, as well. The output of receiver, after deramp-on-receive process, is the beat signal sb (t)
[1]. Range compression is performed by means of the Fourier transform of beat signal
Z
S (fR ) =
sb (t) exp (−j2πfR t) dt
(5)
T

It is worth noting that in FMCW SAR range frequency fR is directly proportional to distance and range resolution is equivalent to the one for conventional pulsed radar. Therefore,
both signal (4) and (5) can be seen as function of target position rT and slow time tN . Range
compressed signal will be denoted by sC (rT , tN ) in the following.
2.2 Architectural design

The advantages of FMCW in operations by small UAS have been highlighted. In addition,
synthetic aperture technique is enabled also with FMCW architecture and bi-dimensional sinc
represents the magnitude of FMCW SAR impulse response for a single point target [6]. Azimuth resolution is equivalent to the one for conventional SAR. Complete system architecture
based on this choice has been proposed in [1] and it is worth recalling main features. Three
antennas, one transmitting and two receiving, are mounted on a double gimbal structure in
a quasi-monostatic configuration. This solution could enable SAR interferometry and allows
baseline re-orientation depending on applications. Moreover, an autonomous processing unit
(PU) is included in the scheme and is committed to SAR data processing. In addition, it sends
information to UAS navigation unit via direct interface data link. so as to support image processing and data extraction.
A set of working parameters, listed in Table 1, has been derived from novel design procedure [1] to cope with stringent requirements given by both platform and mission profiles. Millimeter wave technology is selected owing to its capability to improve resolution both in range
and Doppler directions and reduce defocusing and smearing due to moving targets. Also, in
millimeter-wave spectrum there is little attenuation of signal through atmosphere and through
common obscurants like smoke and flames [7] when close-range operations are considered.
Transmitted power lower than 1 mW is enough to provide a good SNR [1], even though further
studies are to be done in order to evaluate detectability of received signal. Finally, it can be seen
that sampling frequency is four order of magnitude smaller than transmitted bandwidth.
3. TIME DOMAIN ALGORITHMS
Time-domain processing is based on the time correlation between the received signal and a
reference signal in the slow time. The focused azimuth signal can be expressed as:
Z
σ (rT ) =
sC (rT , tN )s∗Ref,az (rT , tN )dtN
(6)
Tint
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Table 1. Set of radar working parameters.
Symbol
λ
dr
da
v
θ
B
fS
P RF
d
θr
laz
θaz
PT

Parameter
Unit
Wavelength
(mm)
Range resolution
(cm)
Azimuth resolution
(cm)
Platform velocity
(m/s)
Off-nadir angle
(◦ )
Transmitted bandwidth
(GHz)
Sampling frequency
(kHz)
Pulse Repetition Frequency
(Hz)
antenna width
(cm)
antenna beamwidth in range dir.
(◦ )
antenna length
(cm)
antenna beamwidth in az. dir.
(◦ )
Transmitted Power
(mW)

Value
3.2
10
10
0.50
60
1.50
165
250
1
18
2
9
<1

in which s∗Ref,az is the slow time reference function and Tint is the total coherent integration time.
Eq.(6) shows that the focused signal is maximized for a target located in the point for which
the reference function is designed, whereas the contribution of the other target is cut down. In
addition, it is worth noting that Eq.(6) can be exploited for any shape trajectory and the effects
of target Doppler history are accounted for when dealing with explicit formulation of reference
function s∗Ref,az . In addition, it is clear from Eq.(6) that correlation has to be done for each
target location rT . This means that in principle a three-dimensional image can be obtained [8].
However, imaged points are usually restricted to a single plane. In Section 5.it will be shown
how this could affect image understanding when target elevation is relevant.
3.1 Classic Back-Projection Algorithm
Ausherman et al. [9] proposed a Back-Projection Algorithm (BPA), referred to as "pulseby-pulse correlation imaging", for bistatic SAR as:


X
2π
[DT x (rT , r0 , n) + DRx (rT , r0 , n)]
(7)
σ (rT ) =
W (rT , n) sC (rT , n) exp j
λ
n
where D is the relative range with respect to a reference point r0 in the image and W is a
window function to suppress returns from sidelobes.
In Munson et al. [10] back-projection method for spotlight-mode SAR is derived as:
1
σ (ρ, φ) = 2
4π

Z

π/2

−π/2

Z

∞

−∞

S (f, θ) |f | exp {jρf cos (φ − θ)} df dθ
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where θ represents the angle under which the target is observed and it is connected to slow
time. Practically, range-compressed signals are taken in Polar Format and distributed over an
annulus in the frequency domain defined by fmin ≥ f ≥ fmax and θmin ≥ θ ≥ θmax . Therefore,
this method is useful when dealing with either spotlight or bistatic data. The back-projection
algorithm is the discrete implementation of Eq.(8) and it can be demonstrated (see Hellsten
and Anderson [11]) that Eq.(8) is equivalent to Eq.(6). It is worth noting that the ramp filter is
necessary for a correct reconstruction of the signal as it cuts out lower frequencies, which cause
blurring, even though it introduces also a noise.
Ribalta [12] proposed a BPA for FMCW SAR under the assumption of validity of stop-start
approximation


X
2π
[DT x (rT , rc , n) + DRx (rT , rc , n)]
(9)
σ (rT ) =
W (rT , n) sC (rT , n) exp −j
λ
n
where rc is the point at center scene and n is the pulse index, which is related to slow time by
the relation tN = nP RI.
The algorithms expressed by Eqs.(7)-(9) share a computational cost of O(N |RD |), where N
is the number of pulses and |RD | is the number of points at which the reflectivity is evaluated.
3.2 Enhanced Algorithms
Either computational burden or approximations made could limit the exploitation of BPA to
not real-time applications. However, the capability to focus data whatever the geometry makes
this algorithm interesting and some efforts done to reduce the number of operation without a
significant drop in resolution are presented hereby.
3.2.1 Fast Back-Projection Algorithm
The Fast Back-Projection Algorithm (FBPA) has been proposed in order to decrease the
computational cost, which is usually not suitable with real-time applications [8]. FBPA divides
the synthetic aperture in several subapertures first, i.e., Eq.(6) is rewritten as
σ (rT ) =

Nsub
X

σi (rT )

(10)

i=1

The images from each subaperture, σi (rT ), have low cross-range resolution. Therefore, a
coarser pixel grid in cross-range direction can be exploited to process the data, thus simplifying computational load. It is worth noting that it is convenient to use a polar grid, in order
to avoid aliasing. The final image, having full resolution in both direction, is achieved
by up√
sampling and coherently adding each subaperture image. This algorithm reduces N times the
computational load for an N × N grid.
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3.3 FMCW Modified BPA
A FMCW-based BPA has been presented in Eq.(9). However, it can be applied only when
start-stop approximation is valid and this is not always true for FMCW operations. In [12]
distance to target d (rT , n, t) = RT x (rT , n, t) + RRx (rT , n, t) is approximated as
d (rT , n, t) ≈ d (rT , n, 0) + vrT ,n,0 t = d (rT , n) + vrT ,n t
∂d (rT , n, t)
.
∂t
t=0
With approximation (11), the algorithm becomes


X
2π
σ (rT ) =
W (rT , n) S (f + fD ) exp −j
[DT x (rT , rc , n) + DRx (rT , rc , n)]
λ
n

(11)

where vrT ,n =

(12)

where fD is the Doppler shift induced by continuous motion. Therefore, Doppler effects should
be taken into account during range compression to correctly focus image.
4. FREQUENCY DOMAIN ALGORITHMS
4.1 Wavenumber Domain Algorithm
Wavenumber-domain algorithm (WDA), also known as omega-K Algorithm focuses data
in the two-dimensional frequency domain and allows both to handle high squint angles and to
deal with range-azimuth coupling. Basic steps for this algorithm are two-dimensional Fourier
transform, reference function multiplication, Stolt interpolation in the frequency domain and
two-dimensional inverse Fourier transform [15].
Wang et al. [16] proposed a method to focus FMCW SAR data by omega-k. First, beat
signal sB is subject to a change of variable from fast time to range frequency. Then, the signal
is Fourier transformed in azimuth direction and resulting phase is
s

2
cfAZ
πf 2
4πR0
2
(13)
Φ=−
(fC + fAZ ) −
− R
c
2v
KR
where fR and fA Z are range and azimuth frequencies, and includes range-azimuth coupling
and range walk due to continuous motion during transmission/reception.
First focusing step, also known as bulk compression, is achieved by reference function multiplication in order to remove range invariant terms. The reference function is


s

2
4jπRref
v
cfAZ
fAZ 
HRF M = exp −
(fC + fAZ )2 −
(fC + fAZ ) +
− 2jπfR
·
c
c
2v
KR


Rc
Rc
· exp −4jπ (fC + fAZ )
− 4jπfR
c
c
(14)
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This operation is called bulk compression as only the targets at reference range are compressed
properly, whereas targets at different range are less compressed the more they are distant from
reference range.
Signal remapping by Stolt interpolation accounts for a refined compression that removes
range-azimuth coupling and residual azimuth phase. Indeed, Stolt mapping provides a phase
which is linear in range frequency thus making easier compression by inverse Fourier transform.
Equation for Stolt mapping is
s

2
v
cfAZ
2
(fC + fAZ ) −
(fC + fAZ ) +
→ fC + fR1
(15)
c
2v

Final compressed image is hence achieved by a 2D Inverse Fourier Transform. It is worth
noting that even though WDA is an optimum focusing algorithm [13], Stolt mapping could
produce shading and multiple images in focused data [13].
4.2 Range-Doppler Algorithm

The range-Doppler algorithm (RDA) is a processing efficient algorithm for SAR focusing.
One-dimensional operations are performed in range time and azimuth frequency domain and
large difference in time scales of data in range and azimuth allows approximate separability of
processing [3].
The RDA presented in this work is based on the modified FMCW version proposed in [17].
First step of this algorithm is range compression of beat signal sB
i
hπ
(fB + fD − fR )
(16)
SB (fR ) = exp (j2πfC τ )sinc
T
where fR is the range frequency, fB represents the beat frequency and fD denotes the Doppler
frequency due to both the range migration of target and the continuous motion during signal
transmission-reception.
Then Range Cell Migration Compensation (RCMC) is performed, i.e. removal of range
migration and Doppler shift, in range-Doppler domain. A Fourier transform in the azimuth
direction is performed and then range migration is compensated by interpolation. Basically,
as targets at same range but different azimuth are relocated to the same position in azimuth
frequency domain, it is possible to correct a family of trajectories having the same closest
approach range R0 [3].
Finally, the output signal is multiplied by azimuth matched filter


s

2
λfAZ 
4πR0
1−
(17)
HM F = exp −j
λ
2v
and Inverse Fourier transform is performed in azimuth frequency direction to obtain the final
compressed image.
It is worth noting that, despite being efficient because one RCMC operation corrects a whole
set of targets, RCMC could be computationally expensive owing to interpolation [13].
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4.3 Frequency Scaling Algorithm
Frequency Scaling Algorithm (FSA) usually focuses chirped radar data, e.g. conventional
spotlight SAR data. However, it is possible using this algorithm to compress dechirped radar
signals [18], as the FMCW beat signal. The FMCW version of FSA developed in [17] is presented hereby.
Fourier transform of beat signal sB in azimuth direction is the first action to be performed.
Resulting signal is




s

2
λfAZ 
4πBR0 t
4πR0

1−
exp −j q
S (t, fAZ ) = exp −j
 ·
λ
2v
λfAZ 2
cT 1 − 2v
(18)


B
· exp (j2πfAZ t) exp j2π t2
T
Then, a scaling function and Doppler shift removal function


s

2
λfAZ 
B
H1 (t, fAZ ) = exp −j2πfAZ t + π t2 1 −
T
2v

(19)

is multiplied by Eq.(18). Residual Video Phase removal is achieved by Fourier transform in
range direction followed by a multiplication by the function


2
πT fR

H2 (fR , fAZ ) = exp −jπ q
(20)

λfAZ 2
B 1 − 2v
and Inverse Fourier transform again in range direction.
Inverse frequency scaling is obtained multiplying by function



2 s
2


B
λfAZ
λfAZ 
H3 (t, fAZ ) = exp −jπ t2 1 −
− 1−
T
2v
2v

(21)

and final compression is achieved by successive Fourier transform in range direction, a multiplication by matched filter (17) and Inverse Fourier transform in azimuth direction.
5. RESULTS
Point Target Response Analysis has been treated in [19], showing that BPA requires about
50 times the time needed by frequency domain algorithms. It is therefore useful to show some
relevant results of focusing techniques. The first case handles two targets observed in sidelooking geometry lying in the same plane (see Fig.1) which is the reference plane for BPA:
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Figure 1. Target 1: P1 = [15.00, 7.79, 0.00] (m); Target 2: P2 = [14.85, 7.65, 0.00] (m)
both targets are imaged in the right position. Frequency domain algorithms are independent
from reference plane and image targets in range-azimuth plane.
The second case deals with two targets at different height (see Fig.2): BPA places the first
one in the right position, whereas the second in the reference plane at different y-coordinate.
It is possible to predict position in the image of an illuminated target which is not in the
reference plane. For sake of simplicity, let us assume that the antenna moves along a straight
trajectory parallel to x axis at costant height and that x-coordinate of the target in the image
is equal to x-coordinate in the plane. Therefore, as the position in the image depends on the
minimum approach range, it follows that
q
yimage = yant + (zant − ztarget )2 + (yant − ytarget )2 − (zant − zref )2
(22)
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Figure 2. Target 1: P1 = [15.00, 7.79, 0.00] (m); Target 2: P2 = [14.75, 7.55, 0.50] (m)
Fig.3 shows that for WDA range position is shifted depending on the height of antennas but
there is no error in positioning.
It is clear that even in simplified geometry in BPA it is not possible to obtain true position
from a single image, as it would mean to solve one equation - (22) - in two unknowns.
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P1 =

Moreover, an image with a target moving at a velocity v2 = [1.000, 0.373, −0.100] (m/s)
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(see Figure 4) is presented: the moving point target is defocused and smeared but is visible. Its
position in the final image is at azimuth coordinate where closest approach range is achieved.
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Target 1: P1 = [15.00, 7.79, 0.00] (m); Target 2: P2 (tN = 0s)
[14.75, 7.55, 0.50] (m) − v2 = [1.000, 0.373, −0.100] (m/s)

=

Finally, two sets of images for squint-looking observation are illustrated (see Fig.5). When
medium squint angle is adopted, e.g. 15◦ , frequency domain algorithms are able to focus data
properly. On the contrary, for high squint observations, e.g. 35◦ , target resolution gets worse.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper four algorithms, one based on time domain processor and three on frequency
domain processors, have been reviewed. They can be exploited in autonomous indoor operations by small UAS. For each of them equations in the framework of FMCW operating mode
have been reported. In addition, results in operative conditions that could be met have been
illustrated and serve as guidelines for analysis of real images. Time domain Back-Projection
Algorithm is potentially able to reconstruct scenery even collected with unusual observation
geometry, but near-real time operation can be hindered by the significant computational load.
On the contrary frequency domain algorithms allow almost real-time imaging capability but fail
when highly squinted configurations are considered.
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Abstract.
As application of UAS (Unmanned Air System) extends to civil missions, the capability to
enter the National Airspace System (NAS) is required. Keeping the approach: “behave as if
the pilot were aboard”, the ATC instructions can reach the Pilot-In-the-Loop (PIL) in the
Ground Control Station (GCS) and vice versa, by using the UA itself as a communication
relay. This need calls for one more function to be supported by the UAS: acting as a voice
relay to support the exchange of information (instructions/acknowledgements) between the air
vehicle, the Air Traffic Control (ATC) and the remote PIL.
The voice relay system essentially allows the pilot in the GCS to remotely control a
standard VHF radio, installed on the air vehicle, through the C2 (Command & Control) data
link. Vocal streams between the ATC operator and the onboard VHF radio have to be
transformed in a digital bit stream to be encapsulated into the telemetry/telecommand data
stream transferred by the C2 datalink to/from the remote pilot in the GCS.
This paper aims at summarize the results of a feasibility study for such a voice relay to be
possibly integrated in the CIRA’s Optionally Piloted Vehicle (OPV), called FLARE (Flying
Laboratory for Aeronautical Research), to perform tests on the integration of an RPAS in the
controlled airspace.
An architectural design, functional and physical, has been developed. According to it, a
standard VHF radio still remains on board the air vehicle whereas headphone and microphone
have to be moved from the cockpit to the pilot workstation in the GCS as well as all the
controls to set the radio and monitor its status.
Vocal instructions coming from the ATC operator and present at the headphone output of
the VHF radio, are sampled and digitized to be transmitted to ground through a multiplexing
unit (MUX) and the a Line-Of-Sight (LOS) S-band data link. The same multiplexing unit also
encapsulates the settings/status messages generated by the VHF radio and trasmitted on
digital bus. The ground segment of the setup is aimed at the reverse operations to demultiplex
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(DEMUX) and reconstruct the analog voice signal to be input to the pilot headphone and
display information on the status/settings of the on board VHF radio.
A similar path is designed for the vocal stream from the ground pilot to the on board VHF
radio through, like in the first case, a double conversion: analog-to-digital carried out
upstream the ground MUX and digital-to-analog carried out downstream the on-board
DEMUX. The signal path ends at the microphone input to the VHF radio which
communicates with the ATC operator.
1 INTRODUCTION
By the term UAS (Unmanned Aerial System) are referred those systems which involve the
operations of an air vehicle without a human pilot on board. RPAS (Remotely Piloted Air
System) is a subset included in the UAS family indicating all those UAS that have a Remote
Pilot (RP) operating the air vehicle from a remote position (Remote Pilot Station, RPS) and
constantly controlling the vehicle [1]. As a consequence, the UAS does not only include the
Remotely Piloted Aircraft (RPA) but also the RPS and the communication links between the
RPS and the RPA. The communication link supporting the control of the RPA and the
monitoring of its status is generally called Command & Control link (C2L).
The civil UAS market is still small mainly due to the strong limits on UAS access to the
national airspace. As RPAs are considered as aircrafts, they have to comply with the Rules of
Air like any other aircraft. Currently, RPAS are restricted to fly in segregated airspace which
means that the operators need a special authorization to fly the RPAS in very restricted
portions of airspace for their exclusive use (where other traffic is not allowed to fly). In order
to realise the full potential of the civil UAS market, UAS must be able to operate in nonsegregated air space routinely.
RPAS integration in non-segregated airspace is a goal for several Civil Aviation
Authorities and industries. Such is the case of the European RPAS Steering Group in their
European Roadmap for RPAS integration [2] and the Federal Aviation Administration [3].
If RPAS are to be integrated, either for civil or military applications, they will have to
comply with the same rules and procedures as the other airspace users without degradation of
the level of safety, without disruption of current operations and without roughly modifying
ATC procedures. Therefore, it is considered that RPAS behaviour in operations must be
equivalent to manned aviation, including for the interaction with the Air Traffic Control
(ATC).
Considering this integration, two main principles are generally accepted.
• Only Remotely-Piloted Aircraft Systems (RPAS), which are remotely and fully
controlled from another place by a licensed remote pilot, will be able to integrate into
the international civil aviation system in the foreseeable future [5].
• RPAS operations should be based on procedures applicable to manned aircraft, without
increasing the risk to other airspace users [6] and the provision of air traffic services
should be as transparent as possible to Air Traffic Controllers (ATCOs).
The rules and requirements for operation are set, at the European level, in the SESAR
(Single European Sky ATM Research) ATM context. According to this, the airspace which is
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not segregated is divided into Managed (MAS) and Unmanaged (UMAS) Airspace. RPAS,
like any other user, are required to comply with the different operational requirements of both.
In case of operation in MAS airspace, the separation provision is given by the Air
Navigation Service Provider or ATC unit to the Remote Pilot. In this case, the focus is made
on the communication link between the responsible ATC unit and the Pilot (ATC
communications). Depending on the distance between them (ATC unit, RPA and RPS) this
communication link should be different (direct or relay), but should keep similar
performances as that of manned aircraft, meaning that the time of response of an instruction
provided by an ATC unit should be comparable.
A first approach for the integration involves a list of general requirements [4] that should
be accomplished as a minimum.
• RPAS shall comply with existing and future regulations and procedures.
• The way RPAS operations shall be equivalent to manned aircraft, as much as possible.
The human operator is responsible for the operation of the RPA.
• Provision of Air Traffic Services (ATS) to RPAS should be transparent to ATC
controllers.
• RPAS shall be able to comply with air traffic control rules and procedures mirroring
where possible those applied to manned aircraft.
• RPAS integration shall not compromise existing aviation safety levels, nor increase
risk.
The communication with ATC is essential for coordination and provision of ATS services
and issue of clearances during the entire flight and for operating instructions.
The majority of communications between pilots and ATC operators (ATCO) are made via
voice. According to [5] the communication between ATC and RP could be implemented
using the RPA as a communications relay. The communications made using the RPA as relay
should have an acceptable level of delay (latency), so that ATC instructions are executed in
the required time comparable to manned aircraft (longer delay in response from RPS implies
an increase of operational risk). Some delay is introduced as a consequence of resending the
data from the RPA to RPS. Furthermore, depending on the distance between the RPS and the
RPA, the communication will not always be a direct one, and could be made through Satellite
(this will be the case of RPAs with long endurance flights and covering large distances).
More in general, C2L can operate according to two possible modes:
• Radio Line of Sight (RLOS) for RPAS operations in which the RPA remains always in
direct radio contact with the RPS. It includes both Visual Line Of Sight (VLOS) and
Beyond Visual Line Of Sight (BVLOS) operations;
• Beyond Radio Line-Of-Sight (BRLOS), in all operations and circumstances in which
the data link between the RPA and the RPS requires to relay signals through a
secondary communication infrastructure, such as, for example, a satellite
communication link.
In order to emulate scenarios where an ATCO exchange information with an RPAS
controlled by a RLOS link, CIRA carried out a feasibility study for a voice relay to be
possibly integrated in the CIRA’s Optionally Piloted Vehicle (OPV), called FLARE (Flying
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Laboratory for Aeronautical Research), to perform tests on the integration of an RPAS in the
controlled airspace. This paper aims at summarize the results of this feasibility study.
2 COMMUNICATION SCHEME
According to Figure 1, ATCOs communicate with RPAS in the same way as with manned
aircraft: any ATC request, made by voice, is transferred up to the RPA and then transferred
down to the remote pilot through the C2L. The pilot analyses the request and sends
consequently the navigation orders to the aircraft. The RP also uses the RPA as a
communication relay, in the opposite way, to send acknowledgments to ATCO.
UA
Telemetry
& Voice
Communication

Voice
Comm.
Telecommand
& Voice
Comms.

Voice
Comm.

GCS

ATC

Figure 1: RPAS used as a voice relay for the communication to the ATCO (RLOS data link)

Just for sake of completeness, in Figure 2 is sketched the communication scheme for a
BRLOS communication link between RPA and RPS by using a communication satellite as a
further data relay and increase communication distance [11].
SATCOM
relay
Telemetry
& Voice
Communication
Telemetry
& Voice
Comms

Telecommand
& Voice
Comms.

UA
Voice
Comm.

Telecommand
& Voice
Comms

Voice
Comm.

GCS
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Figure 2: RPAS used as a voice relay for the communication to the ATCO (BRLOS data link)
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3 FLARE SYSTEM
The system CIRA uses for flight tests is called FLARE (Flying Laboratory for
Aeronautical Research). It is made up of three main components.
The flying segment. It is based on the basic air vehicle P92-Echo S by TECNAM
configured as Optionally Piloted Aircraft (OPA). The OPA term (or equivalently OPV,
Optionally Piloted Vehicle) is referred to those flying platforms integrated with technologies
for unmanned systems and that can be optionally piloted by an on-board pilot (also referred as
safety pilot) using the conventional controls.
The ground segment. The Remote Pilot Station, also called Ground Control Station, is
used to monitor the on-board experimental activities, to interact with the on-board systems
and to remotely pilot the air vehicle. RPS of FLARE system is equipped with six workstations
one of which is the Remote Pilot Workstation.
The communication system (CS). A bi-directional S-band data link made up of two
independent digital channels operating asynchronously: one downlink called Wide Band Data
Link (WBDL) and one uplink called Narrow Band Data Link (NBDL). Each channel has at its
ends a multiplexer/demultiplexer (MUX/DEMUX) system as depicted in Figure 3 to
mix/demix different data streams.
Flying segment
Input Signals

Output Signals

Multiplexing

De-multiplexing

Communication System - Onboard segment

Communication System - Ground segment

De-multiplexing

Multiplexing

Output Signals

Input Signals

Ground Control Station (GCS)
Downlink stream
Uplink stream

Figure 3: Basic architecture of the data link system

All the signals going to the multiplexers and coming out the de-multiplexers are digital bit
streams formatted according to different standards: RS232, Ethernet, etc.. The MUX/DEMUX
system, by APOGEE LABS, is scalable and modular and is based on the subsystems AL4000
for the on-board segment and AL4304 for the ground one.
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For each direction of communication: uplink and downlink, the end-to-end transmission
channel including MUX/DEMUX system, configured to minimize the delays, presents a time
latency of less than 5ms. Such a time does not include the propagation time in the free space.
This contribute has been considered negligible (~ 0.3 ms) considering typical distances for a
LOS link such as 100 km and a propagation at the speed of light.
4 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
The RPA shall be equipped with an aeronautical VHF radio remotely controlled by the RP
in the RPS. In such a way, communication between ATCO and RPA follow the same
paradigm as the manned aircrafts. The voice flow has then to be encapsulated within the C2L
in both directions of communications. Care must be taken to define the interface between the
VHF radio and the MUX/DEMUX system as well as the HMI to the RP.
Hereunder is a summary of the main detailed system requirements driving the feasibility
study.
• The VHF transceiver to/from ATCO shall comply with aeronautical standard (ETSO
2C169a) which implies VHF band in the range 117.975 – 137.000 MHz, channel spacing
8.33 MHz and AM modulation type.
• Remote control of the ON/OFF switch of the VHF radio.
• Remote set of the standby frequency on the VHF radio.
• Remote control on the VHF radio to set the standby frequency as active frequency.
• Remote enable/disable of the voice transmission through the Push To Talk (PTT) switch.
• Remote control of the audio volume.
• Remote control of the squelch level.
• Audio stream from ATCO to RP shall follow the path ATCO – RPA – RPS – RP.
• Audio stream from RP to ATCO shall follow the path RP – RPS – RPA – ATCO.
• The audio stream to be transferred by the C2L shall be properly coded.
• The voice relay shall be integrated with the MUX/DEMUX system in the flight and
ground segments.
• Installation of the voice relay equipment shall be compatible with the electrical power,
size, weight as well as antenna placement constraints.
• The on-board safety pilot shall be able to do the same operations on the VHF radio as the
RP.
5 FUNCTIONAL ARCHITECTURE
The functional block diagram for the voice relay is depicted in Figure 4. A VHF
aeronautical radio (TX/RX TO ATC) installed on the air vehicle will be responsible for the
communications between the ATCO and the RPA. Within the market offer for the VHF radio,
there is a subset of commercial products able to be integrated in glass cockpits or, in general,
remotely controllable by a remote unit. Those products have analogue signals for the audio
I/O to/from the radio (microphone, headphone, etc.) whereas messages for configuration
commands and status monitoring are exchanged through digital busses. The analogue signals
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have to be converted into digital before coded and multiplexed with other digital data streams
and transmitted by the CS. The opposite processing has to be made on the other end of the
CS. Signal streams in the two directions are conceptually the same although they are inverted.
ADC/DAC modules perform the function of conversion audio signal to digital and vice versa
whereas encoder/decoder modules are responsible for the bit streams coding/decoding in a
proper way to be transmitted by the C2L. Modules for signal conditioning are needed to adapt
the analogue signals to different interfaces and loads. The RP interface is the Human Machine
Interface (HMI) to the remote system which shall be as similar as possible to a typical ATC
VHF radio.

Figure 4: Functional block diagram for ground and onboard segments of the voice relay.

6 PHYSICAL ARCHITECTURE
In this section the physical architecture is defined. In Figure 5, yellow blocks identifies the
equipment currently present on FLARE whereas green blocks identifies the equipment to be
integrated in order to implement the voice relay.
By MUX/DEMUX I/Fs label modules to be added to the MUX/DEMUX system have been
identified to implement some of the functional blocks in Figure 4. EPMS is the Electrical
Power Management System which distributes on-board the electrical feedings. The VHF
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radio (Safety Pilot) is a pre-existing VHF radio used to keep in touch the Flight Engineer in
the RPS with the safety pilot. An audio panel will be used by the safety pilot to manage the
two on-board radios.

Figure 5: Physical block diagram for ground and onboard segments of the voice relay (all-COTS).

A market survey has been done to identify possible commercial off-the-shelf products to
be integrated to make up the voice relay system. The survey has been carried out first of all on
the World Wide Web and then enquiring about details directly the manufacturers/dealers.
In the Table 1 a list of possible aeronautical remotely-controllable VHF radios is shown.
Manufacturer
Funkwerk Avionics
Trig
Trig + PS Engineering
Becker Avionics
Dittel Avionik

Model
ATR 833- OLED
TY92/TY91
TY91 + PAR200A
AR6201
KRT2

Configuration
ATR833 (Radio) + ATR833RT (Remote Control Unit)
TY92 (Radio) o TY91(Radio)+ TC90 (Remote Control Unit)
TY91 (Radio) + PAR200A (Audio panel)
AR6201 (Radio) + RCU6201 (Remote Control Unit)
KRT2 (Radio) + KRT2RC (Remote Control Unit)

Table 1: Possible aeronautical remotely-controllable VHF radios
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As anticipated, the selected aeronautical radios have analogue signals for the audio I/O
to/from the radio (microphone, headphone, etc.) whereas messages for configuration
commands and status monitoring are exchanged through digital busses such as RS232 or
RS422. The transceiver transmits status messages every 100 ms. Most messages ask for the
transmission of an acknowledgement when it has been received with a matching checksum.
In the following Table 2 and Table 3 are identified the COTS units selected to implement the
onboard and ground MUX/DEMUX I/Fs blocks.
Block ID

Manufacturer

Onboard MUXDEMUX I/F
(AL4000 system)

APOGEE
LABS

Ground MUXDEMUX I/F
(AL4304 system)

APOGEE
LABS

Description

Model

4-Channel Asynchronous
Output Module

4020 AASYNCO

4-Channel Asynchronous
Input Module

4014 AASYNC

4- Channel
Asynchronous Serial
Input/Output Module

2109 ASYNC2

Needed channels
N° 1 RS232 or RS422 serial channel
interface (depending on the selected
VHF radio model), 9600 baud rate
N° 1 RS232 or RS422 serial channel
interface, 9600 baud rate
N° 1 RS232 or RS422 input serial
channel, 9600 baud rate
N° 1 RS232 or RS422 output serial
channel, 9600 baud rate.

Table 2: MUX/DEMUX modules for radio remote control

Besides of the analog-to-digital conversion the audio flow has to be suitably coded before the
transmission on a digital communication channel in order to be compressed in such a way to
reduce the needed bandwidth retaining the signal quality (high fidelity). The most common
standard in VOIP telefony is the ITU-T G.711 algorithm which codes a voiced speech signal
in the band (300Hz – 3400Hz) into a bit stream of 64kbps (8ksample per second on 8 bits of
resolution). From this coding algoritm other algorithms are derived such as for example the
ADPCM which implements the ITU-T G.726 standard which optimizes the bit rate reducing it
at 32kbps [12][13]. The MUX/DEMUX modules interfacing to audio channels have to
implement one of such codec.
Block ID
Onboard MUXDEMUX I/F
(AL4000 system)

Ground MUXDEMUX I/F
(AL4304 system)

Manufacturer

APOGEE
LABS

APOGEE
LABS

Description

Model

4-Channel Audio Input
Module

4019 AAUD1

4-Channel Audio Output
Module

4026 AAUD2

4-Channel Audio Output
Module

2084 AUD1

4-Channel Audio Input
Module

2086 AUD2

Nedded channels
N° 1 input audio channel converting
an analog signal to a a digital stream,
ADPCM coded at 32 kbps
N° 1 output audio channel
converting a ADPCM coded bit
stream at 32kbps to analog signal
N° 1 output audio channel
converting a ADPCM coded bit
stream at 32kbps to analog signal
N° 1 input audio channel converting
an analog signal to a a digital stream,
ADPCM coded at 32 kbps

Table 3: MUX/DEMUX modules to interface audio signals
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Some of the selected MUX/DEMUX modules listed in Table 3, although under development
by the producer are not yet commercialized. For this reason, an alternative solution has been
identified to realize the ATC voice relay. Such a custom solution, called bridge, will be based
on MICROCHIP microcontrollers integrated on a custom electronic board to be designed. Such
units will be responsible for the analogue to digital conversion as well as the audio stream
coding comply with ITU-T G.711 standard.
The bridge modules will interface on one side to the audio I/Os from/to the VHF radio and on
the other side to the MUX/DEMUX modules by digital serial communication channels such
as RS232 or RS422. Both the bridge modules (on-board and ground) shall be based on the
MICROCHIP microcontroller family PIC24HJ128GP206.

Figure 6: Physical block diagram for ground and onboard segments of the voice relay (custom modules).

7 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper a feasibility study has been presented for a radio communication system
between a RPAS and a ATCO. For demonstration purpose, the RPAS is represented by the
CIRA’s FLARE flying platform.
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The system presented will allow the RP, from his/her workstation in the RPS, to control
the VHF radio installed on-board and receive and send audio messages from/to the ATCO. In
the presented scheme, FLARE is used as a voice relay.
The result of the feasibility study is a system made up of a ground and a flight segments.
The ground segment is represented by a remote control unit installed in RPS. The interface to
the communication system is represented by a MUX/DEMUX system integrating modules to
transmit/receive audio streams and exchange messages for the remote control.
The on-board segment is in turn made up of the MUX/DEMUX system integrated with
control and audio modules, dual of the ones on ground, and an aeronautical VHF radio able to
be remotely controlled.
In the future work the use and configuration of the on-board audio panel have to be
deepened. Some of the selected MUX/DEMUX modules, although under development by the
producer, are not yet commercialized. For this reason an alternative solution has been
identified to realize the ATC voice relay. Such a custom solution, called bridge, is based on
Microchip microcontrollers.
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Summary. The System Technology for UAV Formation Flight (STUFF) project of the Department of Aerospace Science and Technology, Politecnico di Milano is investigating the possibility
of automatic formation flight for a fleet of fixed-wing UAVs. A suitable air vehicle, the DROne, has been designed paying attention to three main requirements: good flight stability,
possibility to integrate on-board all the required instrumentation and sensors suite and ease of
manufacturing and operation. Additionally, resources have been devoted to the design of an
automatic control strategy dedicated to autonomously perform formation flight in the simple
Leader-Wingman configuration. The resulting Automatic Flight Control System (AFCS) developed for DR-One combines a classical Stability Augmentation System (SAS) implementation with
a Linear-Quadratic Regulator (LQR) approach (optimum control) for the formation flight management. All modelling and simulation activities have been performed within Matlab-Simulink®
environment, yielding the successful simulation of automatic formation flight by means of the
developed control laws. The present paper details the design phase of DR-One and the AFCS
conception and implementation, motivating the selected configuration and showing the outcomes
of simulated automatic formation flight. The first prototype of DR-One has been fabricated, all
the necessary instrumentation and sensors have been integrated on-board and will soon start the
initial flight test campaign.
1. INTRODUCTION
UAVs have been in the spotlight of flight activity and technological research for quite a
long time. They are nowadays being employed for many purposes and activities, such as law
enforcement, armed attacks, journalism, commercial and motion picture film-making, research
and rescue [1], nuclear radiation field mapping [2]. This runs parallel to constant progress in
sensors and embedded systems, allowing a variety of avionic systems, e.g. sophisticated AFCS,
to be applied to smaller and smaller machines, like many UAVs [3].
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The final aim of realizing a fleet for formation flight purposes is the leading theme of the
STUFF project. The advantage granted by a fleet of fixed wing UAVs lies in the possibility
of performing particular missions in an very optimized way: for example, surveillance can be
provided more completely because a coordinated swarm can monitor the same area more quickly
than a single aircraft, which implies time and energy saving.
Among the various requirements that have driven the entire STUFF project and in particular
the design of the DR-One air platform, the major are:
1. Manufacturing process: the realization has to be as close as possible to a serial production
process, in order to have a high reproducibility on one hand and ease of fabrication of a
new item. The major constraints for the validation of the manufacturing process are related
to the ease of material supply and processing, the low cost and low specific weight of each
selected material.
2. AFCS modelling and simulation: the simulation model needs to be accurate and to
resemble reality as much as possible. For this reason, all instrumentation, transmission
delays, sensors and related measuring noise must be considered in order to obtain a full
simulation of the aircraft dynamic.
3. Logistic simplification: DR-One needs to be easily transported and operated from unprepared fields, requiring, for example, the capability to fit the trunk of a car.
2. AIR VEHICLE DESIGN
2.1 Aerodynamic design guidelines
For DR-One, a new concept design was chosen in order to achieve the main project objective:
the realization of a UAV suitable for formation flight. At air vehicle design time the solution
chosen for the determination of the relative position between the aircraft participating the formation was based on multi-lateration of different distances measured by four suitable ultrasonic
transducer installed according to a suitable baseline. The constraint of the transducer installation
led to the final configuration with an enlargement of the model aircraft.
Another important issue that introduces a considerable limit in the design analysis is the
manufacturability of the model: the possibility of obtaining repeatable vehicles, the ease of
physical realization of each piece and the capability of a manufacturing serialization are the three
guidelines for a real design process.
Multiple solutions have been evaluated, starting from the Chippy project [4], a flying wing
aircraft, because of its good record of flights among the Department activities. Each candidate
configuration was studied with Vortex Lattice analysis, performed by Athena Vortex Lattice
(AVL) software.
Table 1 and Figure 1 present the main characteristics of the selected solution.
The proposed solution could answer to all the design constraints derived from project
objectives. A good baseline between the sensors, ease of manufacturability induced by two
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similar wings connected with a plain winglet or fin, the idea of a new shape for a UAV model never
studied before, found their co-existence in a tandem wing vehicle. Wings are positively staggered
for an improved stability: they are both designed with Chippy wing plan-form characteristics
and a vertical fin is installed in the middle to accommodate the engine. Two lateral winglets are
supposed to give robustness to the structure and to provide a support for the ultrasonic sensors.
As a biplane, this UAV needs coordination between the lower and upper wing control surfaces,
and as a flying wing it requires proper command mixing.

Figure 1: DR-One three views representation

Table 1: DR-One technical data
Length (l)
Wingspan (b)
Height (h)
MTOW
Battery type
Battery capacity
Engine type
Engine power
Propeller

0.650 m
1.215 m
0.455 m
1.5 kg
Turnigy Nano-Tech 2.65
2650 mAh
Turnigy D3536/6
500 W
TGS Sport 8x6E

2.2 Weight build-up
Once the basic configuration is definitely selected, the weight estimation can start in order
to define the Center of Gravity (CG) position. In the preliminary phase of the project, data
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were collected from single part’s technical specifications provided in vendor’s data sheets, and
concerning the structure of the plane (wings, winglets and central fin), weight was estimated
taking into account the material density and dimensions of each piece. At a later stage and only
after the fabrication and assembly of the flying model, all components and structural pieces
were weighted in order to have a better mass distribution estimation. The whole UAV was also
weighted on ground (Figure 2).
The position of CG has been finely adjusted by duly modifying the weight of the stabilizing
mass settled in the front of the upper wing avionic bay. Several AVL analyses allowed to move
the CG to find the optimum position which could guarantee good stabilization of the aircraft.
Results are xCG = -217 mm, yCG = 0 mm and zCG = -115 mm (origin of reference system in in
the middle point of lower wing leading edge, North East Down (NED) axes convention).

Figure 2: DR-One being weighted
2.3 Aerodynamic analysis of designed vehicle
Some notable design choices are strictly related to the selected on-board systems. Taking
into account the propeller diameter, it was necessary to gather a minimum separation between
the two wings to accommodate it: this separation is set to 250 mm to ensure enough space for
the right propeller operation.
The dimension of lower equipment compartment is tailored to lodge the battery. This is the
heaviest installed component, its position greatly affects the final CG position and it must be
placed as forward as possible.
Aerodynamic improvements determine the setting of the upper wing tilt angle. The reason is
observed in pressure distribution. Indeed, the same distribution on the two wings would help in
stress reduction on winglets and central fin. To obtain a uniform pressure distribution, the tilt
angle was slightly adjusted with support of AVL iterations till the value of -2.0◦ (Figure 3).
In Figure 4, the results of a flight modes analysis on the final model performed by AVL are
shown: there are no unstable conditions, even if spiral eigenvalue is extremely close to zero.
These data are the starting point for the development of DR-One flight control system.
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Figure 3: Symmetrical CP distribution (-2.0◦ tilt angle)

Figure 4: DR-One eigenvalues representation at U0 = 20 m/s
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3. AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
The iterative method adopted for the development of the automatic control takes its inspiration
from [5]. Figure 5(a) shows the flowchart proposed in [5, p. 144]. In comparison, the streamline
followed for DR-One is presented in Figure 5(b).

(a) Approach by L. Stevens, L. Lewis [5]

(b) Approach applied to DR-One

Figure 5: AFCS development strategies
A full non-linear analysis was not pursued: at early stage of the project, in fact, systems are
supposed to operate around design points or trim conditions. Another reason for not tackling a
non-linear approach lies in DR-One parameters uncertainty strictly related to the particular design
selected; performing a non-linear simulation without a perfect characterization of the model
could lead to non-valid results [6] [7]. The AFCS design starts from many steady-state trims
which generate different linearised models. Then, the design is extended along the estimated
flight envelope involving different airspeed and altitude conditions.
Control and stability derivatives were evaluated with AVL code. Starting from these data
and desired requirements, the control system design and simulation was carried out in MatlabSimulink® environment, taking inspiration from other studies already performed on UAVs [8]
[9] [10].
3.1 Aircraft dynamic model
Linear equations, derived as small-perturbation equations from the non-linear model, have
two good reasons to be used: on one hand aerodynamic derivatives involved in linear equations
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can be easily estimated with a good level of confidence through aerodynamic tools; on the other,
aerodynamic derivatives give an immediate idea of the effect on aircraft stability of CG position
and total mass.
Under considerations applied by classical flight mechanics to the aircraft model in case of
steady-state flight condition [11, p. 810], two uncoupled sets of linear equations are obtained
to characterize longitudinal (1) and latero-directional (2) dynamics1 . These sets are the starting
point for DR-One control system design.
ML ẋL + KL xL = ∆L δ L
MLD ẋLD + KLD xLD = ∆LD δ LD

(1)
(2)

In order to obtain a state-space model [11, p. 863], the linearised equations are gathered
as shown in formula (3): the computed matrices are the basis of a state-space model for the
simulation of DR-One dynamics [12].
(
ẋ = (−M−1 K)x + (M−1 ∆)δ = Ax + Bu
(3)
y = Cx + Du
3.2 Handling-Qualities requirements
Performance criteria for the control law design are identified through military flying qualities
specifications [13]. MIL-F-8785C sets a classification of airplane classes, flight phases and
flying quality levels and for each class, a clear requirement is given in terms of damping ratio ζ,
eigenvalue λ or doubling time T2 of flight rigid modes.
The specification has been adopted for the particular case of a small UAV (Class IV, category
C). Forcing a specific requirement could lead to an aggressive control action, so an iterative
process is needed to identify the best trade-off between control authority and aircraft HandlingQualities (HQ).
3.3 Classical control design and formation flight challenge
In the early design phase no experimental data about vehicle dynamics are available and the
control system design can be based only upon simulations [14]. For this reason a classical SAS
is selected for the control implementation [3]. The AFCS is designed to augment the stability of
the vehicle in order to guarantee the compliance with desired HQ requirements. For DR-One,
a pitch damper and a roll-yaw damper are implemented in order to augment longitudinal and
latero-directional stability.
A different nature is to be conferred to wingman control. Indeed, the wingman is interested
by the same stability augmentation requirements as the leader, so the same SAS is required.
Moreover, the aim of the wingman control system is to follow the leader’s flight path, which is
1

In the used notation, L stands for longitudinal, while LD for latero-directional.
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well away from aforementioned classical approach. The requirements for this particular AFCS,
henceforward named as Formation Flight Controller (FFC), may be summarized as follows:
1. Obtain a stable formation of at least two vehicles with the roles of Leader-Wingman.
2. The wingman must follow the leader during steady and manoeuvring flight, keeping a
constant relative position from it.
3. No air and flight data of the leader are available to the wingman, only the relative distance
between the UAVs is measured.
4. Once verified all the aforementioned requirements, allow the formation with a time-varying
distance Leader-Wingman.
Basically, the FFC design may be carried out with actual control techniques. However, for
this particular issue high precision and responsiveness are required, so a Proportional Integral
Derivative (PID) controller should be inadequate [15, p. 53]. An optimum control technique is
therefore implemented (main approach followed by current studies [16] [17]).
Optimum control is based on the hypothesis that, in a specific flight condition, the dynamics
of both systems (leader and wingman) can be considered as linear, so a Linear-Quadratic
Regulator (LQR) may be designed starting from linearised state-space models.
Also, the idea of predictive control came from interviews with Gian Battista Molinaro,
former Commander of the Italian aerobatic team Frecce Tricolori: in real formation flight
experience, when wingmen are late respect to their leader they try to anticipate his manoeuvres.
Techniques such as non-homogeneous LQR and Receding Horizon Control (RHC) could generate
an estimation of the leader behaviour before it executes any manoeuvre [18]. Thus, a predictive
controller seems to be nearest to real flight experience, but is not considered at this phase due to
the high implementation and computational costs: indeed, current technology would probably
fail in real-time automatic control.
3.4 Leader airplane AFCS
In order to find the expressions that lead to the estimation of control coefficients to be
implemented in the SAS controller, some approximations are needed starting from linearised
equations (1) and (2). Classical flight mechanics provides approximation methods for aircraft
rigid modes [11, p. 726], which are applicable to standard aircraft. The hypotheses of classical
flight mechanics are carefully reviewed, taking into account DR-One singularity - low Maximum
Take Off Weight (MTOW) and wing aspect ratio - and the control action introduced by the
designed SAS to obtain a set of approximated flight modes coefficients for a small UAV.
In order to obtain a good estimation of DR-One dynamics in a wider range of its flight
envelope, stability and control derivatives should be estimated for many couples of altitudeairspeed values [11]. Altitude influence is neglected as the UAV is always supposed to fly at
low altitudes where it can be in eye contact with the Pilot On Ground (POG): for this reason,
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altitude is basically set to 200 m Above Sea Level (ASL) and different airspeed are taken into
account. A range from 10 m/s to 40 m/s is analysed to gather a dynamic model for each of these
conditions, thus producing a specific controller for a varying DR-One airspeed in the estimated
flight envelope.
The method to estimate the control coefficients is briefly presented in formula (4).
1. ζ = f (k1 )
2. λ = f (k2 )
3. HQ =⇒ ζ, λ

(4)

4. f (k1 ) − ζ = 0 =⇒ k1

5. f (k2 ) − λ = 0 =⇒ k2

The HQ requirement generates the correct control coefficient to be implemented in the flight
control system. Differently from the example, every mode could depend from more than one
coefficient, so a trade-off between these parameters is needed. All parameters are computed
along an airspeed range going from 10 m/s to 40 m/s and the values are interpolated. Below is
presented the evaluation of the rudder control coefficient kr for the roll-yaw damper, which is
calculated by setting a HQ requirement on the aircraft spiral mode.
The spiral mode has a double aspect depending on airspeed: in fact, at low airspeed is
unstable with a positive eigenvalue, while at high speed turns out to be stable. The turning point
is estimated at 15 m/s. This behaviour could also be noticed during preliminary aerodynamic
analysis (Figure 4). Even if level 1 HQ requirements admit an unstable spiral mode, a negative
spiral eigenvalue was imposed as lateral stability plays an important role while performing
formation flight. Figure 6 shows the evaluation of the rudder control parameter.
Figure 7 shows the SAS implementation. The dynamic simulation model is clearly divided
into two main parts: longitudinal and latero-directional dynamics. The two blocks in light blue
include DR-One dynamics and the control loops are based on proportional control on α, q, p and
r.
All inputs to state-space model have their own dynamic due to the response of actuators and
on-board systems. The throttle input is regulated by a first order transfer function simulating the
engine dynamic, which time constant is gathered from the data sheet of the motor. Inputs to the
aerodynamic surfaces are regulated by servo actuators, which dynamic is regulated by a classic
transfer function and a time delay due to Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) impulses control. The
transfer function which precisely simulates the real dynamic of a servo motor is an outcome of
previous research activity [19].
DR-One is designed to accommodate a compact avionic system to gather flight data for the
on-board implementation of the AFCS. In this sense, Chippy project already lead the way for
the development of an avionic systems board [4]: over the course of the project, carried on by
Department of Aerospace Science and Technology (DAST) at Politecnico di Milano, a complete
suite of sensors and a data acquisition board were developed for real-time flight parameters
acquisition. Taking advantages of the acquired technology and know-how, a similar avionic has
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Figure 6: kr evaluation along airspeed range
been integrated on DR-One.
Basically, all states are measurable on-board with a dedicated sensor, except from Side-Slip
Angle (SSA) β, as the avionics board is supposed to acquire the following parameters:
• air data: Angle Of Attach (AOA), static and dynamic pressure, Outside Air Temperature
(OAT);
• body-axes angular rate.
3.5 Wingman airplane AFCS
Automatic formation flight control started from the instrumentation available on-board. To
manage the relative positioning, four ultrasonic sensors had to be integrated and located on the
winglets’ tips. Panasonic L series open face piezoelectric transducers were selected for their
low price, smart dimensions and high sensitivity: they include parts 40LT12 (transmitter) and
40LR12 (receiver), which specifications are provided in Table 2.
The leader airplane shall be provided with four transmitters, while four receivers shall be
mounted on the wingman. Data from the receivers shall be acquired and processed by the relative
positioning algorithm to estimate leader’s position and orientation. Indeed, the only parameter
available to the wingman AFCS is the relative distance between leader and wingman in the leader
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Figure 7: DR-One SAS detailed scheme

Table 2: Ultrasonic sensors technical data
Producer
Model
Center frequency
Receiving sensitivity
Bandwidth (-6 dB)
Beam angle (-6 dB)
Temperature range

Panasonic
40LT12/40LR12
40.0 ± 1.0 kHz
-67 dB min.
2.0 kHz
85◦
-30/+80



body Spacial Reference System (SRS). The algorithm implemented on the wingman gives a
precise indication in term of ∆x, ∆y and ∆z from the exact leader position, so in every moment
the wingman knows the displacement from the leader. In Figure 8 this input scheme is shown.
This specific ultrasonic sensor method for relative positioning is now being studied and
tested in the framework of STUFF project, so official data are not yet available. For simulation
purposes, the values of ∆x, ∆y and ∆z are calculated with analytic and geometrical formulas.
To sense the change in relative distance, the state-space model of the UAV needs to be
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Figure 8: Ultrasonic positioning system
expanded with new states and inputs, so with new equations. Considering the nature of the FFC,
three inputs have to be added to the model: ∆x, ∆y and ∆z, which are the components of the
relative distance between leader and wingman. Respecting the decoupling of linearised dynamic
equations, it is reasonable to hypothesize that a change in ∆x, ∆z will produce a control action
on the longitudinal dynamic, while ∆y will generate an action on latero-directional dynamic.
The selected control strategy expects that the new inputs to the wingman dynamics are not
exactly {∆x; ∆y; ∆z}, but {ex ; ey ; ez }: these are the errors in wingman position, that is to say
the difference between the target coordinates and the measured relative distance. Inputs ex and ez
enters the longitudinal state-space, while ey enters the latero-directional state-space. The scope
of the FFC is to bring the values of {ex ; ey ; ez } to zero.
Following a common streamline used in control systems development [20], the additional
states to be included are defined as the integrals of the errors {Ex ; Ey ; Ez }. In this way, new statespace systems augment their number of states, that’s why they shall be referred to as incremented
state-space systems: they are defined in formulas (5) and (6), enhancing the incremented statespace matrices.
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On the incremented state-space systems of the wingman, a control action through LQR
implementation is developed: this method is based on the definition of a precise cost index J,
which is minimized by the optimum control action (7). The cost index is function of the weight
matrices Q and R, which give the desired importance at certain states or inputs and quantify the
relation between them, in the light of the required control action.
Z

1 ∞ T
min J =
x Qx + uT Ru dτ
(7)
2 t0
The minimization is here performed considering an infinite time-slot. This involves that, for
linear systems, the optimum gain matrix Kop is unequivocally defined (8) and is function of a
matrix P, which fulfills the Algebraic Riccati Equation (ARE) (9).
Kop = R−1 BT P

(8)

0 = AT P + PA + Q − PBR−1 BT P

(9)

To ensure the desired control action, weight matrices are finely adjusted. Frequently, these
adjustments are made by means of common sense and trough continuous iterations, until the
expected result is achieved; this is also the case of FFC implementation for DR-One, which
weight matrices are reported in formulas (10) and (11) for longitudinal and latero-directional
control.
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(11)

Now the optimum gain matrices for the longitudinal control KLop and latero-directional
control KLD
op can be finally computed. Clearly, these matrices depend from the particular flight
condition; nevertheless, the results for the particular case of airspeed equal to 20 m/s are reported
below.


1.5759
2.0355 −0.3074 −0.5004 −0.2652 −0.0283
−0.2120 3.0144 −0.4531 −0.7174 0.0510 −0.3641

KLop = 
 0.0817 −0.1324 0.0280 −0.0275 2.0194
0.0039 
0.0351 −0.2154 0.0301 −0.0173 −0.0019 2.0086
(12)


−0.5664 0.0160 −1.2162 0.1163 −0.1945
 0.0176 −0.3246 −0.1538 −0.8588 0.3867 
KLD
op =
0.0236 −0.0039 0.0518 −0.0032 2.0203
In Figure 9, the general Simulink® scheme of the digital controller is shown. It consists in
three blocks representing respectively:
• pilot input commands;
• leader dynamics with implemented SAS;
• wingman dynamics with implemented FFC and SAS.
Note that the actual outputs of the Leader block are longitudinal and latero-directional output
vectors and ∆x, ∆y, ∆z distances. Finally, a delay of 30 ms in relative distance transmission
is included: this one was estimated considering the desired Leader-Wingman distance and the
sound wave speed produced by ultrasonic transmitters.
Figure 10 displays the Wingman block. In this case there are two levels of control: the FFC,
supported by a LQR technique and then the SAS applied at wingman dynamic model. The idea
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Figure 9: Formation flight Simulink® model
of a LQR control is based on the separation of longitudinal and latero-directional dynamics and
the definition of the optimum gain matrix for each loop. The so realized FFC acts as a “pilot” for
the wingman UAV, pursuing the relative position of the target. The scope of LQR is to minimize
the positioning error to make formation flight possible.

Figure 10: Wingman Formation Flight Controller
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3.6 Simulation and results
A set of simulations has been conceived to validate the control model and to open the way
for future accurate developments of the AFCS. The validation trials for the model are performed
in two different ways:
1. Step changes in the target position, considering x, y and z relative distances and applying
an abrupt change to each of the three coordinates, while the leader is flying at a trimmed
flight condition.
2. Target position is kept constant respect to the leader, but the POG is manoeuvring the
leader applying determinate control inputs.
From the first type of simulations, it could be observed that the wingman follows the reference
target in all cases despite the noise introduced on ultrasonic sensor measurement, and its dynamic
may be approximated as a first order response.
The time constant of the wingman response is different if different axes are considered: this
is equal to 3.7 s for a target pursuit along x-axis, 1.8 s along y-axis and 1.8 s along z-axis, so
the response in x direction is much slower. This might be normal considering that a change in
x-position implies acting on the throttle command to follow the reference and the inertia of the
UAV plays an important role, while changes in y and z imply using ailerons and elevator control
surfaces.
Once the correct response of the wingman is ensured, its behaviour must be investigated
while the pilot is manoeuvring the leader by acting on control inputs. An example is hereafter
proposed with representation of wingman displacement (Figure 11). Through simulation, the
following considerations about the response of the wingman may be carried out:
• When the POG acts on controls, the leader’s motion generates a displacements of the
target position and the wingman works to minimize the positioning error.
• As the previous tests confirmed, the dynamic of the FFC along x-axis is generally slower
than the others.
According to these results, automatic formation flight is actually possible. However, the
wingman response should be examined during a real test campaign, as it might be either too
fast to allow the implementation of a real-time controller, or too slow to guarantee the desired
performance of the FFC.
4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
The frenzied development of new automatic control strategies for UAVs is covering each
field of aviation and is enhancing the possibilities of remotely piloted aircraft. The study and
improvement of automatic formation flight is expected to raise the interest for UAVs application
in strategic and tactical situations (e.g. civil and military reconnaissance).
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Wingman displacement while keeping formation (U0 = 20 m/s)
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Figure 11: Wingman response to POG manoeuvres
DR-One configuration was selected among many investigated possibilities and all aerodynamic parameters were defined after a deep analysis. In particular, stability and control
derivatives were computed in order to have a solid database for the modelling. The control
system has been especially designed for DR-One UAV and many parameters were considered in
order to obtain a reliable simulation. Two systems (SAS and FFC) were developed to guarantee
a suitable control action and the fulfilment of estimated objectives for automatic formation flight.
The roadmap for the future development of the the STUFF project includes:
1. Wind tunnel test activity: an aerodynamic validation of DR-One shall be obtained in order
to integrate the performed analysis and to guarantee its correctness.
2. Ultrasonic sensors: a deep study shall be performed before installing the sensors on-board.
Then, the AFCS shall be adjusted to be fully reliable (at present it is based on a good
expectation of on-going studies).
3. Comprehensive flight test campaign: a flight test campaign is needed to identify DR-One
parameters, and subsequently to test the real capability of the designed control system and
a possible set of iterations to refine it, according to test results.
4. Structural analysis and optimization: to verify DR-One stiffness and its capability to resist
to every possible manoeuvre, a deep structural analysis should be performed. This might
be a base for an optimization run in terms of weight, materials and bonding methods.
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LIST OF ACRONYMS
AFCS

Automatic Flight Control System

AOA

Angle Of Attach

ARE

Algebraic Riccati Equation

ASL

Above Sea Level

AVL

Athena Vortex Lattice

CG

Center of Gravity

DAST

Department of Aerospace Science and Technology

FFC

Formation Flight Controller

HQ

Handling-Qualities

LQR

Linear-Quadratic Regulator

MTOW Maximum Take Off Weight
NED

North East Down

OAT

Outside Air Temperature

PID

Proportional Integral Derivative

POG

Pilot On Ground

PWM

Pulse Width Modulation

RHC

Receding Horizon Control

SAS

Stability Augmentation System

SRS

Spacial Reference System

SSA

Side-Slip Angle

STUFF System Technology for UAV Formation Flight
UAV

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
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Abstract. Airborne surveillance systems greatly contribute to situational awareness.
The domain of the situational awareness grows in relevance to the constant evolution of
surveillance technology and the needs for more flexible platforms able to perform different
tasks and missions or even to behave autonomously. A significant application of airborne
surveillance is the patrolling of the maritime environment.
The state of the art of the airborne surveillance systems changed in the last years, following
the requirements of Nations and of Multi-National Groups, from Maritime Patrol Aircraft
(MPA) towards a Multi-mission Maritime Aircraft (MMA), that is the top of nowadays
surveillance aircraft technology.
The missions and the tasks, in which a patrolling aircraft can be involved, cover a wide
variety of scopes and applications, embracing both maritime and ground surveillance and
including critical activities, such as the migration control.
The technology evolution of airborne surveillance systems is strictly connected to the
roadmap from manned to unmanned air vehicles, for which the human factor remains a
fundamental component in planning, supervision to the mission and, above all, the reaction to
unforeseen and unexpected situations.
This paper presents how a cutting edge airborne surveillance systems can support both
manned and unmanned aircrafts in the future surveillance operative scenarios.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The key role of surveillance has been identified since the very first time men joined into a
community and created the figure of the sentry, the watchman. At first it was observation,
conducted with the only available instrument: the human eye. Today everything has changed,
the eyes have been replaced by cameras, lens and sensors, and the scenario evolved into a
more complex combination of factors. The concept of surveillance bore with the military
meaning of “watching the border of the community”, and grew towards the civilian
application of the same instruments adopted for military purpose, in the context of
surveillance and monitoring of the environment.
Airborne surveillance is the obvious evolution of surveillance throughout the instruments and
the technologies that became available during the history. Yesterday aerial balloons flew with
primitive cameras in order to take photographs of the target area, now manned and unmanned
air vehicles, equipped with different kinds of sensors, contribute to the building of the tactical
picture and eventually the situational awareness.
A significant application of airborne surveillance is the patrolling of the maritime borders,
both on surface and under the surface. Led by this need, the state of the art of airborne
surveillance systems started its evolution from Maritime Patrol Aircraft (MPA), reaching an
high grade of improvement in all the core capabilities necessary for the design and the
production of forefront systems, such as manufacture, integration, service, board mission
system, ground control station, etc.
Following the guide lines drown by the requirements proposed by Nations and Multi-National
Groups for more flexible systems, enabled to perform different types of observations and
surveys in order to respond to a wide variety of tasks, the state of the art evolved towards the
constant improvement of the Maritime Patrol and Reconnaissance (MPR) in order to
eventually get to the transition to Multi-mission Maritime Aircraft (MMA).
The MMA multi-sensor suite - initially baselined from current modernization programs
implemented to maintain MPR - allows the development of new Concept of Operations
(CONOPS) to support SAR (Search And Rescue) operations, JISR (Joint Intelligence,
Surveillance, Reconnaissance), and battle force command and control operations.
An open architecture will allow MMA to be reconﬁgured for speciﬁc missions or will enable
several missions to be performed simultaneously against a wide range of threats. In addition,
it will allow new technology insertions to maintain pace with evolving threats.
This cutting edge technology covers both maritime and ground surveillance and provides a
single solution for dual-use: on the one hand it can provide control and defense of a nation’s
borders and deterrent to intruders; on the other hand it can be valuable for civilian
applications in context of surveillance and monitoring of the environment.
2 MODERN SITUATIONAL AWARENESS CONTEXT
The concept of “Situational Awareness” evolves in the scope of the critical decision making,
that applies for example to military world or avionic pilots. The common literature [1] defines
the situational awareness as “the perception of the elements in the environment within a
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volume of time and space, the comprehension of their meaning and the projection of their
status in the near future” or, in other words, “knowing what’s going on”.
This definition is not limited only to the military field, but acquires significance particularly
in the modern civilian context, as long as the application of airborne surveillance systems can
provide survey and control, as an example, over the environment, with prevention and
protection aim.
Depending on the mission that the aircraft and its crew is asked to conduct, the situational
awareness is composed of a variety of specific elements concurring to draw the tactical
pictures. It can be intended as “knowing where the enemy is, how many there are, what
they're doing, how they're supplied and what kind of support they have”, or on a different
hand the tactical picture can be the description of environmental factors for the individuation
of potential disaster risk or instability.
Basing on specific studies, having the participation of military and civilian pilots, the
situational awareness is provided by the combination of a set of elements that are summarized
into the Figure 1:
1. The Platform, that commonly intends the air vehicle. Each characteristic should be known:
its status, covering the configuration and the equipment, other useful information such as the
fuel stock;
2. The State of the Art describes the technological solutions available and adopted by the
system to achieve the required capabilities. It helps to identifies the possibilities of the system,
giving an indication about what the Platform can or cannot do and about how to read the
resulting observation products;
3. The Systems relate to the Platform, describing its capabilities and possibilities, its position
in relation to the flight plan, time information, e.g. flight time, expected landing time and all
the elements useful to build the surveillance system;
4. The Environment groups all the elements that are external to the surveillance system,
including both unmovable elements, such as ground morphology and terrain data, and
variable elements, that can be meteorological information and forecast, obstacles and other
airplanes;
5. The information of what will be the target and the elements composing the tactical picture
is summarized in the Details label. The operator in charge of maintain the situational
awareness must be aware of what is expected and what should be observed, in order to
forecast target behaviour and suddenly recognize threats or something out of normality;
6. The Activities that the system is going to perform are selected within the application
domain and the application field, that identify the scope and the purpose of the surveillance
task. The identified Activities are scheduled on the base of the planned mission information.
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Figure 1: Situational Awareness

The situational awareness includes three phases: perceiving what is happening, understand
what has been perceived and using what is understood for decision making and forecasting.
The first phase, that is the “perception what’s happening”, consists in the gathering of the
available data that describe the observed objects and the combination with the knowledge of
the observer. This kind of process requires the competencies of knowing what to look for,
when to look for it and why.
The second phase consists in the understanding of the collected data combined with the
background knowledge in order to build a mental model that represents the situation. This
phase can be considered as the birth of the situational awareness, intended as “knowing
what’s happening”.
The third phase is the projection of the future state of the observed objects and environment
on the base of the mental model that the observer built. This is a critical step: it is the moment
when the observer takes his decision. In the avionic context, the observer is the pilot and the
decision is the flying ahead of the aircraft.
The complete process can be thought of as a feed-forward process: actions are driven by the
combination of the mental models built with observed data and the projection of the outcome
of actions.
The close connection between the situational awareness and the successful execution of tasks
and missions obviously underlines the importance of avoid the loss of situational awareness,
that can cause errors and, in the worst cases, incidents.
Establishing, maintaining and recovering the situational awareness are the main goals guiding
the development of surveillance and patrolling systems that are able to reliably and effectively
collect data and clearly present the tactical picture.
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3

AIRBORNE SURVEILLANCE SOLUTION APPLICATION

The spreading out of the application of airborne surveillance solutions has been fostered as
the governments worldwide realize that affordable airplanes can be used for the double
purpose of military defense and control and of civilian monitoring of the environment.
The increasing interest in airborne surveillance leads to the constant modernization and
optimization of existing technologies, that clearly results, for example, by taking in
consideration the programme for the acquisition of the forefront Multi-mission Maritime
Aircraft systems, the P-8 MMA, by the US Navy [3] and the Governments of India and
Australia.
Beside the military field, in which the airborne surveillance can give a distinct edge to
whoever is able to gather correct and in time information, the civilian and commercial
applications of airborne surveillance embrace a wide variety of significant tasks:
- Border management;
- Maritime patrol, including the emerging needs for civil surveillance for situation
awareness on flow of people and goods, i.e. illegal immigration, human trafficking,
illegal trade, drug traffic, smuggling, organized crime and terrorism by sea, in the
context of the Integrated Border Management;
- Critical infrastructure protection;
- Fisheries and agricultural management;
- Pipeline/Powerline monitoring;
- Hydrogeological risks;
- Transportation security;
- Search and Rescue;
- Earth observation;
- Crisis management;
- Forest fire monitoring;
- Private Infrastructure surveillance/security;
- Temporary telecommunications services.
The interest in the airborne surveillance technology grows in relevance to the needs that the
Governments worldwide demonstrate towards collecting these kinds of information,
providing significant possibilities of market for present systems and availability of funds for
research and future developments of the new frontier of surveillance air vehicle: the roadmap
to unmanned aircrafts, characterized by the absence of a human pilot on board.
The expansion of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) on the market is led by a set of key
factors:
- ability to perform multi-mission ISR (intelligence, surveillance, reconnaissance);
- increased autonomy;
- ability to perform high speed and long endurance;
- achieve better maneuverability and remote control;
- compact sensor packages;
- low cost;
- sense and avoid capability;
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- insertion in the civil airspace.
The unmanned vehicles or drones are the new protagonists of airspace surveillance in the
twenty-first Century, in both military and civilian domains. They are also more and more
widely used in public places and for recreational and professional use.
The possibility of integration with conventional aviation and fly within the civil airspace
provides to the Unmanned Air Vehicles (UAV) the access to a sector of the market that is in
full swing and paves the way to programs exploring new solutions for airborne surveillance
applications.
Selex ES, as the representative Italian participant into several Multi-National programmes,
contributes with the acquired know how to the proposed projects and analysis drawing the
roadmap to the UAV affirmation.
As an example, the Border Surveillance by UAV (BSUAV) project, launched in 2006 by the
European Community, is conducted in the context of the Preparatory Action for Security
Research (PASR) programme prior to 7th Frame Work Program of the European Union. Its
purpose is to present a complete analysis of the potential contribution of the UAV’s
(Unmanned Aerial Vehicles) to peacetime security on European borders, both green and blue.
The project has been carried out by companies, universities and laboratories from many
countries (Belgium, Italy, Netherlands, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden and United Kingdom), being
led by France.
In the context of the European Community, the European Commission FP7 Security Research
Call 1 topic “Surveillance in wide maritime areas through active and passive means” has been
addressed with the capability project “Wide Maritime Area Airborne Surveillance”
(WIMAAS), for which the key objectives are to provide the key airborne Building Block of a
maritime surveillance System of Systems to be defined in Europe, develop an original and
innovative technological solution to increase airborne maritime surveillance efficiency while
reducing costs, fill the gap between Piloted Mission Aircraft and Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
(UAV) for Maritime Surveillance and demonstrate through simulation the main innovative
concepts.
With the same purpose of addressing the European Commission FP7 Security Call 3 SEC
2010.4.2.3 topic “Information acquisition using dedicated platforms, including UAV,
aerostatic platforms (balloons) and satellites”, the integrated project “AIRborne information
for Emergency situation Awareness and Monitoring” (AIRBEAM) has been presented. The
AIRBEAM project proposes a situation awareness toolbox for the management of crisis over
wide area taking benefit of an optimized set of aerial (unmanned) platforms, including
satellites. The number of unmanned air- and space-borne platform available and their
associated sensors present a new set of challenges to end users involved in the effective
management of emergencies and actions of law enforcement.
Staying in the National borders, in the context of the Comitato Distretto Aerospaziale
Piemonte and funded by Regione Piemonte and Fondo Europeo di Sviluppo Regionale
(F.E.S.R.), the SMAT (Sistema di Monitoraggio Avanzato del Territorio) project aims to
realize an integrated system of territorial monitoring using Unmanned Air Vehicles, managed
by ground stations for the collection and the analysis of the data. The SMAT project is
organized in four different phases, the first of them, named SMAT F1, successfully ended
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with a flight demonstration in the civilian air space between the airport of Levaldigi (Cuneo,
Piemonte) and a flight area in Benevagienna (Cuneo, Piemonte), followed by the ground
control station in Torino (Piemonte). The flight demonstration represents a records for the
European aviation: for the very first time in Europe three unmanned systems, equipped with
sensors and remotely controlled by a ground station, operate at the same time in a civilian
flight area, starting from a civil airport.
The Civil Protection Dept. of Regione Piemonte shows its interest and availability to support
the SMAT F1 project and identifies, among the many missions that SMAT will be able to
perform, the following three priority areas:
- Hydro-geological Risk
- Wood Fires
- Seismic Risk
The second phase of the SMAT project, SMAT-F2, aims to support a set of technological and
procedural concepts:
- UAS autonomy, concerning the development of autonomous functionalities that
support the Remote Pilot and enable the system to perform identified tasks depending
on defined logics;
- Sensor & Payload Management, concerning the development and the integration of
sensors;
- Data Exploitation, concerning the processing of acquired data;
- End-user interfaces and Services, concerning the definition of the interfaces for the
interaction between the SMAT system and the final user;
- Air Space Integration, concerning the legal and procedural regulation for the
integration of UAS into non segregated airspaces
4

CURRENT SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM SOLUTIONS

The current surveillance system solutions represent the state of the art of airborne surveillance
systems and the baseline to the constant modernization process of functionalities and
capabilities.
The scene of manned air vehicle has been enriched in the last years with the rollout of the
Boeing P-8 in 2009. The P-8A Poseidon is a Multi-mission Maritime Aircraft and represents
next generation long-range maritime patrol, anti-submarine warfare, anti-shipping,
intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance aircraft, developed for the United States Navy in
order to replace the older P-3 Orion. This maritime patrol and ASW aircraft can host up to 7
operator consoles in its cabin. Aircraft will have electro-optical and infrared sensor turret,
maritime surveillance radar, signal intelligence systems. Its radar is capable of detection,
classification and identification of ships, small vessels and surfaced submarines. The P-8A
will be fitted with advanced magnetic anomaly detection system for submarine tracking. It
also has costal surveillance capability and can be used for search and rescue operations. The
P-8A Poseidon obtained the interest of a wide range of Nations and Government: in July
2007, the Australian Government was given 'first pass approval' to participate in the
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cooperative development of the P-8A Poseidon with the objective of replacing the Royal
Australian Navy's fleet of P-3C Orion aircraft. In January 2009, India placed an order for
eight P-8I long-range maritime reconnaissance and anti-submarine warfare aircraft. The P-8I
is a variant of the P-8A Poseidon that will be custom built for India.
Italy also indicated interest in P-8 Poseidon as the future solution for maritime patrolling, for
replacing its aging Atlantic Maritime Patrol Aircraft. However, due to lack of funds, the
purchasing has been delayed since December 2008, when Italy announced, as a temporary
solution, the order of four ATR 72 maritime patrolling aircraft.
Beside the manned aircraft systems, the panorama of surveillance system solutions is more
and more populated by unmanned air systems.
FALCO (Figure 2) is a tactical unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) designed and produced by
Selex ES. The UAV is designed to be a medium-altitude, medium-endurance (MALE)
surveillance platform capable of carrying a range of payloads, including several types of high
resolution sensors (e.g. EO/IR (Electro-Optical/Infrared), SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar),
Maritime Surveillance Radar, ESM (Electronic support measures), self-protection equipment,
hyperspectral, NBC (Nuclear, Biological, Chemical) sensors). Its capability of 7/24, allweather, persistent surveillance allows it to perform missions ranging from border patrol,
coastal watch, immigration prevention, law enforcement to power and pipelines surveillance,
illegal fishery prevention, and environmental monitoring. Indeed, Falco is the selected UAV
to be employed in the SMAT programme.

Figure 2: Selex ES FALCO
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The Falco UAV System configuration is made of a Ground Control Station (GCS), Ground
Data Terminal (GDT), Ground Support Equipment (GSE) and the air vehicles. The Falco
Ground Control Station enables mission planning and re-tasking, mission simulation for
operator training, mission rehearsal and play back. The Ground Data Terminal provides a
higher-than-200 Km redundant link range between the Ground Control Station and the Falco
air vehicle. The Ground Support Equipment supports maintenance, pre and post flight aircraft
tests and reconditioning of the entire system.
The Piaggio Aerospace P.1HH HammerHead (Figure 3) is a Remotely Piloted Air System
(RPAS) design and produced by Piaggio Aero, in collaboration with Selex ES, for the Italian
Air Force. This UAS is fully compliant with the STANAG USAR 4671 standards, that enable
the UAV to fly in both restricted and unrestricted flight areas.
The P.1HH HammerHead UAS represents the state of the art of the MALE UAS category,
based on the Piaggio P.180 Avanti II proven architecture and technologies. It is suitable for
24/7 and all weather surveillance, patrolling and ISR missions. The onboard payloads is
configurable to encompass threats that range from terrorist attacks to illegal immigration, as
well as protection of Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZ), infra-structures and critical sites.
The on board airborne Mission Management System (MMS) manages sensors, video and
data, communications, and ISR functions and it is capable of recording video and mission
data.
The Vehicle Control & Management System (VCMS), that is somehow the brain of the
P.1HH, features an Automatic Take-Off and Landing (ATOL) system served with dual
redundant external sensors for required reliability and safety.
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Figure 3: Piaggio Aerospace P.1HH HammerHead

Micro UAS are transportable systems, often small enough to be man-portable, that ensure
flexibility, reliability, safety and quick delivery to operational and tactical forces for “over the
hill” and “around the corner” intelligence missions, delivering real-time situational awareness
information in a stealthy way. The small craft allows remote observation of hazardous
environments inaccessible to ground vehicles. The main characteristics of Micro UAS are the
great mobility and the easy deployment and control.
Selex ES presents a large number of examples for micro UAS:

-

ASIO Vertical Take-Off and Landing mini UAV
is a fully automatic VTOL and electrically
powered UAS designed for "hover and stare"
battlefield surveillance, forward observation, and
Special Operations support. It can be used for
convoy protection as an organic asset, and is also
man portable in a compact lightweight backpack,
integrating a ground control station and antenna.
Figure 4: Micro UAS ASIO
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-

CREX- B is an electrically powered micro UAV system
providing real-time intelligence capable of autonomous
flight, navigation, vertical landing or short track landing.
The micro UAV system is designed for Special
Operational and Tactical Forces for "over the hill" and
"around the corner" intelligence missions. Crex-B is a
backpackable system that can be ready to fly for a new
mission in a few minutes.

-

Figure 5: Micro UAS CREX-B

DRAKO micro UAS is a vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) electrical quad-rotor
system capable of autonomous and semi-autonomous flight,
hovering and obstacle avoidance, providing short range
reconnaissance and surveillance information. Through its sensors,
datalink and proven flexibility, reliability and safety, DRAKO is
particularly suited for day and night urban operations.
Figure 6: Micro UAS
DRAKO

The air vehicle is not the only component of the surveillance system, as
the mission system represents the core of the surveillance functionality.
Selex ES leverages fifty years of experience and its leading technologies in sensors, electrooptics and mission management systems to create the ATOS (Airborne Tactical Observation
and Surveillance) system, that provides wide area and targeted surveillance (overt or covert),
anti-submarine warfare, and environmental and border control. It is an advanced, flexible,
open architecture mission management system integrating a number of sensors and subsystems in a highly modular design that easily supports the inclusion of additional capability
and operator consoles. ATOS has been selected by different international governments for the
installation on 10 different platforms. In Italy, the ATOS system is in service with the Guardia
di Finanza and Guardia Costiera on the ATR 42 MP (Figure 7), and in a lightweight version for
the Guardia di Finanza, on-board the P166-DP1. The ATOS has also been selected for the
Italian MoD (Ministry of Defense) on-board the ATR72.
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Figure 7: ATR 42 equipped with ATOS system

The ATOS system’s typical operations covers the requirements of the most significant
civilian applications for the surveillance systems:
- Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) Patrol, operating the detection, reporting and
recording of the location of any foreign vessels operating within the prescribed
seaboard limit zone.
- Search and Rescue, concerning the detection, localization and assistance to any vessel
in an emergency including shipwrecked passengers or coordinating aid operations of
co-operating vessels/aircraft as a Commander.
- Environmental Survey, with the early detection of pollution of the sea surface due to
discharge of oil from ships or installations.
- Maritime Patrol, performing the detection, localization, identification and reporting of
any surface vessels in the prescribed coastal area and long range detection, tracking
and identification of surface targets.
5

FUTURE SOLUTIONS

Unmanned systems era is in full swing, the continuous and relentless progress introduces
advanced technology in drones in terms of materials, batteries, sensors, computers. The
evolution of computing enables systems to process information and take decisions based on
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some logical processes, opening the path to the research and development of autonomous
systems.
An autonomus system is commanded in terms of goals, not of predefined sequences, as an
automatic system is. A goal is a general objective, defined at the same logical level of the
whole mission. It is the system itself that self-generates a sequence of elementary actions to
achieve its goal. The plus of this approach is clear if the task or the mission that is going to be
accomplished contains unpredictable elements. Since the system works adapting its actions to
the changing features of the environment, it can act in an unforeseen way, because the
environment itself is never known totally. Moreover, the system can be provided with
learning algorithms, so that its reactions to given stimuli can depend on its past history [8].
In the context of airborne surveillance solutions, the technical challenges to autonomous
systems imply the creation of systems that are able to conduct the assigned task on the base of
an identified goal and to adjust the sensor requests and jobs on the base of the present
situation, on the base of environmental, technical and opportunity data. Hence, a form of
artificial perception shall be in place to drive the decisions. That is, the sensed data is used not
only for mission purposes but for navigation and control, too. This means that the system
shall create and maintain a coherent picture of itself and its environment, with relevant
features (targets, obstacles, constraints and actors) extracted, interpreted and classified in real
time. To enable and make more reliable such applications there is still a need to bridge the
gap between perception and execution [9].
The roadmap to the affirmation of the Unmanned Aircraft Systems as the future airborne
surveillance solution also passes throughout the evolution towards a mission system suitable
for unmanned vehicles.
Selex ES leverages internal excellence in avionics and systems integration on approaching the
development of sky unmanned tactical ISTAR (Intelligent, Surveillance, Target Acquisition,
Reconnaissance) architecture and the development of Platform Agnostic Mission System
(PAMS) in order to obtain a state of the art mission system.
The system overview of Platform Agnostic Mission System can be described throughout four
significant macro-points:
• Full ISTAR solution typically designed for Medium-Altitude Long-Endurance
(MALE) UAVs;
• Multi-Platform/Sensor solution assuring persistent surveillance capability;
• Platform Agnostic solution independent of airframe and payload;
• Full interoperable solution in support of NATO missions interfaced with C4I systems
(fully compliant to applicable STANAG).
The main functionalities that are expected form a PAMS are generically identified as
providing:
• On-board computing and sensor processing capabilities;
• Ground Operator sensor control terminals and computational station for sensor data
processing and fusion;
• Data Exploitation and Mission Sensors Management typically interfaced for:
• SAR/GMTI
• EO/IR with multispectral capabilities
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• BIL
• ESM.
SkyISTAR is a state-of-the-art, platform agnostic, integrated mission management and sensor
system for unmanned air systems. SkyISTAR represents a remarkable example of mission
system-to be, as its service-oriented architecture follows the trend of adopting an open
architecture to allow easy system reconfiguration and the introduction of different sensor
suites to match a wide range of military, para-military and civil requirements. Moreover, it
operates with different levels of autonomy that are user-selectable, reducing operator
workload while keeping under control how much the system is autonomous.
The P.1HH HammerHead UAS Mission Management System is based on Selex ES
SkyISTAR innovative technology.
The flexibility of the airborne surveillance systems is a key factor for the development
towards future systems, as the requirements for the airborne systems turn around three main
concept:
- interoperability (easy-to-transport system);
- scalability (easy-to-upgrade system);
- reusability (easy-to-customize system).
An Interoperable Open Architecture (IOA) is a System-of-System Architecture (SoSA) based
on open standards, which delivers interoperability among sub-systems and applications built
and integrated at different times [5].
The interoperability of UAV-Based Surveillance System has a substantial role into the
development of mission system, and it is the overall objective of Open Architecture for UAVBased Surveillance System (OPARUS) project. OPARUS is a Coordination Action (CA)
financed by the EC, DG- ENTREPRISE under the FP7-SEC-2008-1 call that aims to identify
ways to develop an open architecture for the operation of unmanned air-to-ground wide area
land and sea border surveillance platforms in the EU.
As an example, the UK Ministry of Defense (MoD) has based its specification of the Generic
Vehicle Architecture (GVA) [6] on the IOA. The consequence of this choice is a new
approach in the way of managing the System of Systems integration: the communication
between two subsystems implies the exchange of data, and the MoD had assumed full
responsibility for defining and maintaining a Land Data Model System, , which is vehicle
System Data Dictionary (SDD) defined on a subsystem-type basis (sensors, C4I, etc.). The
specification and ownership of the Land Data Model form the core of the MoD’s strategically
different engineering approach to the system architecture design [7].
The integration of UAS flights in General Air Traffic is a key factor for the affirmation of
unmanned systems in surveillance applications and the worldwide market.
Mid-Air Collision Avoidance System (MidCAS) [2] is a strategic project funded by the
European Defense Agency (EDA) for allowing UAS flights in civil non segregated airspaces
driven forward into the international context of the European Air Traffic.
MidCAS is acceptable by the manned aviation community as it is supported by a safety
approach and proposes specifications and procedures for integration and cooperation, and it is
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compatible with UAS operations in non-segregated airspace by supporting standards
definition and by addressing the certification issues throughout the project.
In the context of integration of UAV traffic in general air traffic, the Sense to Avoid system
developed by Selex ES plays a significant role as it provides a passive mid-air collision
warning capability for Unmanned Air Systems (UAS), manned fixed wing and rotary wing
platforms operating in visual flight rules (VFR) conditions.
6

CONCLUSION

Unmanned air systems already are a reality, both in militar and civilian contexts. Micro UAS
also are used for hobby purposes, such as aerial robotics contests and aerial photography.
While the idea of remotely controlled drones progressively becomes normal, the trend
towards autonomous systems raises non-technical considerations that gain importance dayby-day. Autonomous systems are able to take decisions or adjust their behaviour in
unpredictable and non deterministic way. This clearly has a potential and unforeseen impact
on humans, unless a precise set of rules is established.
The Ethical, Legal and Societal Aspects (ELSA) is a large field of research caring
about innovation technologies that takes into account effects and potential impacts on the
environment and society. It points the attenction on a number of non-technical aspects:
- Ethical: compliance to the widely accepted human principles, such as human dignity,
equality, justice and equity; balance between benefit and harm; privacy,
confidentiality and informed consent; responsibility towards the biosphere.
- Legal: definition of responsibility versus applicable law (national, European,
international); intellectual property rights; labour law; data privacy law; criminal law;
civil law; liability and insurance aspects.
- Societal: relevant to the public perception of robots and autonomous systems, which is
often negative and assumes these systems can be dangerous, intrusive, evil, or out of
control.
The MindSh@re Autonomous Systems Community, launched in 2012 within the MindSh@re
programme established by Finmeccanica in 2002, focuses on technologies and applications
related to the emerging field of autonomous systems and vehicles taking in consideration both
technical and non-technical aspects:
- Identify the technologies required to enable the proper level of system autonomy;
- Evaluate the availability and maturity of common enabling technologies;
- Identify areas for technology research and development.
- Support standardization and regulatory processes applicable to autonomous systems;
- Mature ethical, legal & societal concepts for autonomous systems.
Regulation on the UAS and RPAS flight autorizations has not been clearly defined yet, as the
integration within non segregated civil airspace presents a tight connection between technical
and regulatory aspects.
A first regulatory approach has been proposed by the Italian Civil Aviation Authority “Ente
Nazionale per l'Aviazione Civile” (ENAC) [10] since 2013; however the proposed
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regulamentation is still limited and un-flexible, often limiting professional test and use of
drones in laboratories.
The era of autonomous machines is in its infancy today, but technical progress pushs towards
a rapid increase of the presence of autonomous systems in everyday life. The spread of such
technologies is challenged by non-technical and less urgent arguments; however, the
promotion of an early discussion of such aspects, both internal and public, can help neutralize
a-priori objections and pave the way to a smoother evolution of laws, regulations and public
perception of autonomous systems.
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Abstract. The investigation of the dynamic stall phenomenon on the rotor blade remains one
of the major research topic in helicopter aerodynamics. Prior studies performed on airfoils
that are pitched rapidly past the static stall angle (as retreating rotor blades), highlighted
dramatic changes in the lift and moment characteristics (Dynamic Stall) due to the presence
of a dynamic strong vortex that forms on the upper surface of the airfoil. This gives strong
limitations for the operational envelope of helicopters during maneuvers, high speed flight,
and operations at high density altitude. The design of new blade concepts equipped with
active or passive devices has become in the recent years one of the most challenging activities
in rotorcraft research environment. Further research topics in helicopter aerothermodynamics concern the icing accretion phenomena and the validation of anti-icing
systems on helicopter rotor blades.
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Nevertheless, theoretical studies and CFD computations need to be supported by consolidated
experimental data. While available WT facilities are able to cover only a limited “MachReynolds-Pitching Reduced frequency” operative envelope respect to the typical flight
conditions of helicopters, an innovative experimental rig offering a unique new capability for
the study of dynamic stall phenomenon has been realized at CIRA within the CLEANSKY JTIGRC DEMOS project.
This paper describes the design and development of Pitching oscillating test rig that has been
interfaced to the Large High Speed CIRA Icing wind tunnel facility highlighting the system
testing capabilities.
1

INTRODUCTION

In helicopter forward flight, for a section of a given rotor blade, the angle of attack varies
during each rotor revolution, following a first order periodic oscillation at rotor rotation
frequency. Unsteady lift and dynamic stall have been, therefore, the subject of considerable
interest in helicopter and aircraft manoeuvrability. Prior studies have shown that airfoils and
wings that are pitched rapidly past the static stall angle can produce lift significantly greater
than that obtained in steady flow [1][2]. These studies have shown that the dynamic stall
process is characterized by a strong vortex that forms on the upper surface of the airfoil,
inducing dramatic changes in the lift and moment characteristics of the airfoil (Fig. 1 from
[3]). There is a hysteresis loop developed in both lift and pitching moments with much larger
magnitudes developed than in steady flow. At the end of the cycle, where the vortex leaves
the airfoil, there is an abrupt drop in lift and moment. Examples of where dynamic stall is
present are in jet engine compressors, helicopter rotor blades and aeroelastic effects on
aircraft wings where small amplitude and high frequency oscillations are present.
Due to the strong demand for faster helicopters/blade, in recent years, the dynamic stall
phenomenon has become one of the more investigated topics in aerodynamic and
aeroelasticity fields. Several research activities both in experimental and numerical fields are
currently focused on the design and development of advanced rotor blades equipped with
active and passive devices to mitigate the detrimental effects on the helicopter performance
produced by the dynamic stall on the retreating side of the rotor.[4][5][6]. Consequently, the
investigation of the fine details involved in this phenomenon has become the object of several
experimental and numerical activities. One of the major difficulties preventing detailed
analysis of the physics of dynamic stall has been the inability to measure the characteristics of
this unsteady flow on the surface and in the flow field simultaneously at conditions
representing actual flight. It is, therefore, clear that the key to understanding the effect of
compressibility on dynamic stall lies in the ability to experimentally simulate these complex
flow interactions.
Further research topics in helicopter aero-thermodynamic concern the icing accretion
phenomena and the validation of anti-icing systems on helicopter rotor blades. It can be
expected that the angle of attack oscillation occurring on the rotor section of helicopter, by
varying the position of the stagnation point and the airfoil exposed to the water flow, has a
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significant impact on the ice accretion shape. Nevertheless, standard Laboratory tests are still
performed on static airfoil omitting the unsteadiness effects due to angle of attack oscillation,
only simulating aerodynamic, water and geometrical scaling laws associated with the icing
accretion phenomena. The qualification or certification process often concludes with flight
testing since it provides useful data for the full-size rotorcraft and in real flight conditions.
However, the data come at a high cost, often contain a large amount of uncertainty, and still
do not cover the entire required region of interest. Flight testing is subject to meteorological
conditions and several icing seasons may be required to find extreme icing conditions.
Within this context, in the last 20 years several wind tunnel facilities have been
upgraded/modified to allow simulating the unsteady flow conditions around pitch oscillating
airfoils. As example, the Compressible Dynamic Stall Facility (CDSF) at the NASA Ames
Research Center Fluid Mechanics Laboratory (FML), in early 1990 was modified to allow
dynamic testing of pitch oscillating airfoils. An actuation drive system is installed on 0,35 cm
high x 25 cm the test section driving a “wall to wall- installed” airfoil in a pitching oscillating
motion at frequency up to 100Hz and amplitude oscillating angle up to 10°.[3]
Similarly, an experimental rig to test pitching blade sections has been designed to interface
the low-speed closed-return wind tunnel of the Aerodynamics Laboratory at the Politecnico of
Milan. The wind tunnel has a rectangular test section with a height of 1.5m and a width of 1m
and allows a maximum wind velocity of 55 m/s. The model pitching motion is provided by a
dedicated brushless servomotor with a 12:1 gear drive while two encoders are directly
mounted on the external shaft on the other side of the model with respect to the motor for
feedback control and for pitch angle positioning detection. [7]
A pitching oscillation actuation system has been recently interfaced to the DNW-TWG
transonic wind tunnel facility located at DLR-Göttingen, Germany. The DNW-TWG is
Closed circuit, continuous, sub-, trans- and supersonic wind tunnel with 1m x 1m test section.
The pitching oscillating system consists in 2D “wall to wall” wind tunnel model or 3D half
model actuated by two servomotors allowing tests up to 30 Hz at difference amplitude angle.
The maximum amplitude angle is limited to the selected pitching oscillating angle. According
to available data from literature, dynamic tests up to M=0.31 on a 2D blade sections having
0.3m chord length have been performed for dynamic stall control [8][9].
In order to cover the existing gap in icing laboratory testing, an experimental test rig has been
implemented in the Icing Research Tunnel (IRT) at the NASA Glenn Research Center. The
IRT is a low-speed closed-loop icing wind tunnel covering a speed range from 22 m/s to
179m/s in the empty 1.8 m. × 2.7 m. rectangular test section. The tunnel is capable of
producing icing conditions that aircrafts typically encounter in flight, although the full range
of the icing conditions of Title 14 of the Code of Federal Regulations Part 29 Appendix C
cannot be obtained. The icing conditions are simulated using a spray-bar system that
generates a cloud of microscopic drops of supercooled water and a refrigeration system to
obtain temperatures down to nearly −30°C. A system consisting in a 2D airfoil spanning the
IRT test section has been recently mounted to an upper fixture and lower turntable. The tunnel
turntable are used to set the mean angle of attack from 0° to 18°. Two actuators power the
model in pitch oscillating sinusoidal motion at frequency up to 5.6 Hz and amplitude angle
up ±6° [10].
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While the existing WT facilities are able to cover only a limited “Mach‐Reynolds‐Pitching
Reduced frequency” operative envelope respect to the typical flight conditions of helicopters,
an experimental test rig, purposely conceived to reproduce in wind tunnel deep dynamic stall
conditions acting on a full-scale retreating rotor blade section referred to a medium size
helicopter (NH90 like), has been recently designed and tested on ground offering unique
testing capabilities for dynamic stall simulations. As further innovative testing capabilities,
the experimental test rig has been interfaced to the CIRA Icing Wind tunnel Test facility
allowing icing testing referred to real flight conditions.
2

PITCHING OSCILLATING SYSTEM FOR DYNAMIC TESTING

2.1 Design Requirements
The potential for control and use of the beneficial aspects of the dynamic stall requires a clear
understanding of the flow phenomena which affect the inception and development of the
dynamic-stall vortex. Since earlier studies have shown that there is a significant reduction in
dynamic stall overshoot as the Mach number increases past M = 0.25, the present system has
been designed to permit visual study of the flow on oscillating airfoils from M= 0.1 to M=
0.7. In this regard, although the system has been studied to be easily adaptable to several high
speed large European wind tunnel (TWT-DNW, Onera-S1, Onera-S2, etc), as reference, the
system has been interfaced to the CIRA-IWT industrial wind tunnel offering unique testing
capabilities.
The design and the performances of systems were purposely conceived to reproduce in wind
tunnel deep dynamic stall conditions acting on a full-scale retreating rotor blade section (at
75% radius) referred to a medium size helicopter NH90 like. Therefore, the present system
was designed to include the flow conditions that appear on typical helicopter rotors in forward
flight. Going in detail of technical aspects, in order to fully understand the changes that occur
in the dynamic stall process as function of the different phenomena parameters, the system
was designed to generate a pitch-oscillating motion of the 2D/3D blade section with the
following laws:
Sinusoidal Law
(1)
a0 sin( t )
m
where

m

[0 - 15 ] is the mean angle of attack, 0 [2 - 10 ] is the oscillating
2 f P is the angular velocity (and f p [0 - 15 Hz ] is the pitch-oscillating

amplitude,
frequency; Angle-of-attack accuracy within 0.1 degrees while the pitching oscillating
accuracy is 0.1Hz.
Ramp Law
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where m [0 , 5 , 10 ] is the starting angle of attack, 0 [5 ; 10 , 15 ,20 ,25 30 ] is the
oscillating amplitude and Rv [25 / s ,50 / s, 100 / s,150 / s,200 / s,250 / s] is the ramp
velocity. Angle-of-attack accuracy within 0.1 degrees while the ramp velocity accuracy is
1%Rv.
Further requirements for the design of the system were the following:
i. Variable angular displacement of oscillation with step of 1° and maximum adjustment
of oscillation of 10 degrees,
ii. Mean angle-of-attack position of the airfoil to be adjustable from 0 to 15 degrees in 1
degree increments.
iii. Angle-of-attack accuracy within 0.1 degrees.
iv. Variable driving frequency up to 15 Hertz with step of 1Hz and setting accuracy of
0.1Hz.
v. Viewing of the airflow around the airfoil to be unobstructed through windows near the
wing
vi. Maximum flow velocity of Mach 0.7
vii. The system must allow the installation of 2D airfoil having chord length between 0.3m
and 0.5m “wall to wall” installed in wind tunnel (1.15m spam length) as well as 3D
blade sections having a chord length at the root between 0.4 and 0.5 m and span length
of 0.85 meters at maximum.
2.2 Pitch Oscillating System – kinematic Chain
The baseline design of the pitch oscillating system is composed by a 2D blade section model
/3D blade tip supported by a motorized strut that can move it in pitch around its quarter chord.
Models might rigid or dynamically scaled.
The system has been design to test 2D rotor blade section or 3D blade tip oscillating in pitch
around an axis along the span (typically x/c=0.25c). In the first case, the test article having a
model chord up to 0.5m and a model span length of 1.15 meter is installed in wind tunnel in
the “wall to wall” configuration supported between suitable interface disks (made of metal or
glass to allow flow visualization measurements). In the latter case, the model having an
average chord length up to 0.5m and a maximum model span of 0.85m is connected to the
interface disk the one located on the engine side, only. Interface disks are 0.5m diameter, 1
cm-thick. A sliding seal is installed to eliminate passage of air into the test section.
The Pitch-Oscillating actuation System is composed by a Torque Motor, model SIEMENS
1FW3208-1EE62-5AS0 able to provide high nominal torque value up to 2000Nm.While
typical motors are designed to provide high torque moment on shaft rotating for long time in a
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same direction, the present motor has been customized to allow sudden and continuous
changes of the rotation direction to generate the desired pitching oscillating motion. The angle
position is, thus, controlled and monitored by two angular encoders: A 4096 Pulse Per
Revolution (PPR) digital absolute encoder is located near the motor is connected to the
remote control system (RCS) to control the actuation in a retrofitting mode. A further Lika
ROTAPULS IP58S programmable incremental encoder (having a resolution of 65536 PPR)
has been located on the opposite side of the kinematic chain respect to the motor to acquire
and record the model pitch angle during the oscillating motion of the airfoil.
To compensate axial, radial and angular misalignments between the motor actuation axis and
the kinematic chain, a GERIT - BK1/6000 Flexible Joint (providing very high torsional
stiffness) has been installed.
Aerodynamic loads acting on the model during the pitch oscillating motion are detected and
acquired by suitable load cells customized to measure dynamic loads with high level of
accuracy. A torsional DSPM - CST-1X-2131 load cell with 6000 Nm Full Scale(FS) and
0,152% FS max deviation is installed on the engine side of the kinematic chain between the
flexible joint and the bearing shaft to measure the global pitching moment. Two bi-axial load
cells DSPM-CST-2X-2130 having 16000N Full scale with 0.12%FS max deviation in the y
direction and 4.500N with 0.15% FS max deviation in the x direction are used to detect global
lift and drag acting on the model.
An overview of the Pitch-Oscillating kinematic chain in the 2D configuration is reported in
Figure 1
(1) Torque motor : SIEMENS 1FW3208:
(2) Engine Interface ;
(3) Joint : BK1 GERIT 6000 Flexible Joint
(4) Coupling 01;
(5) TFF650 Torsional Load Cell;
(6) Bearing Shaft ;
(7) NUP220 ECML Bearing
(8) Bearing Shaft Interface ;
(9) Coupling 02;
(10) Bi-Axial Load Cell ;
(11) Rotating Disk Interface
(12) Model disk interfaces
(13) Model disk interfaces
(14) Rotating Disk Interface ;
(15) Bi-Axial Load Cell ;
(16) Coupling 02
(17) Bearing Shaft ;
(18) NUP220 ECML Bearing
(19) Balance mass

Figure 1: DEMOS pitch-oscillating system
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The actuation systems are controlled and monitored by a dedicated remote control system
allowing remotely setting all the pitching oscillating parameters as the oscillating frequency,
the mean angle of attack and the oscillating angle. The system has been designed to be easily
interfaced with active devices (as Active gurney flap, nose droop, syntetic jets, etc) installed
on the test article and that need to be actuated in synchronous with the pitching oscillating
airfoil.
During testing, signals from encoders and load cells as well as from high frequency
transducers installed on the model are filtered at 100kHz by means of the GLE/SGA-4
Conditioner System and, once amplified with a gain of 10 are sampled by the NI-PXI-1044
system at 300Ks/sec/ch.
3

SYSTEM INTEGRATION IN WIND TUNNEL

3.1 Pitching oscillating system assembly in the CIRA- STS icing wind tunnel
Although the system can be easily adaptable to several European high speed large wind tunnel
(TWT-DNW, Onera-S1, Onera-S2, etc), in the framework of the Clean Sky project, the
system has been interfaced to the CIRA-IWT industrial wind tunnel. In particular, the entire
system was designed to be integrated with the Secondary Test Section (STS) of the CIRA
Icing Wind Tunnel (IWT). The CIRA IWT is a closed loop-circuit, refrigerated, pressurized
aerodynamic and icing wind tunnel equipped with four interchangeable test sections able to
reproduce the atmospheric conditions up to a height of 7000 m and static temperature of 40°C. The IWT is equipped with a Spray Bar System (SBS) located in the stilling chamber
about 18 meters upstream the centre of test section . The Spray Bar System is able to generate
water droplets with diameters (MVD) and Liquid Water Content (LWC) covering the overall
envelope prescribed by the FAR 25/29 Appendix C for both continuous and intermittent cloud
conditions. Furthermore, the system is capable to generate Super-Cooled Large droplets
(SLD), within the range of freezing drizzle conditions [11].
The Pitching oscillating test rig has been interfaced to the STS-Secondary Test Section frame
(2.35 X 1.15 m - HxW) allowing tests up to M=0.7 (Figure 2).

Figure 2: CIRA-STS wind Tunnel
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The whole integration process, from the design through manufacturing of parts and
components, to the actual integration, has been conceived according to state-of-the-art
engineering procedures.
The system is equipped with two “two-arm-two-foot” bases made of steel, designed to
become integral to the test section structure once they are connected by means of bolt fittings.
The system bases and their connections are depicted in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Connection Bases and Test Section Integration
It is apparent that this architecture allows for a redundant (safe) integration by leading, at the
same time, to a significant stiffening of the whole coupled structure.
3.2 Oscillating System – Test Section Dynamic Coupling
Due to the dynamic behavior of the system, a considerable effort has been spent in terms of
numerical analyses and structural tests to avoid dynamic coupling potentially leading to
resonance phenomena.
A modal analysis of the test section structure has been performed by using a FEA approach.
Results obtained by numerical analysis have been compared with those obtained by means of
a hammer test conducted on the baseline test section structure, showing a nearly perfect match
of the first mode frequencies. Figure 4 a) shows the FE model of the test section structure
with the coordinate reference frame. Figure 4 b) depicts the first modal shapes and
frequencies obtained by both numerical analyses and experimental tests (Hammer Tests). The
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first flexural mode along the y direction, with a frequency slightly higher than 7 Hz, results
the most critical mode because:
The frequency is within the performance envelope of the oscillating system;
The mode has a high modal effective mass in the y direction corresponding to a
dynamic loading direction (model aerodynamic drag).
a)

b)

Figure 4: a) Test section structure FE model and coordinate reference frame; b) Comparison
between numerical and experimental first modes
Specific structural supports have been designed, manufactured and integrated to the original
test section in order to stiff the structure with resulting increased first flexural frequencies.
The process, resulting frequencies and structural supports are schemed in Figure 5.
As a result, while the system capabilities allow pitching oscillating motion up to 15Hz (see
chapter 4 ), the performance envelope of the system installed in wind tunnel has been reduced
for structural dynamics reasons. In particular, the pitching oscillating frequency has been
limited to 10Hz to maintain operative frequencies sufficiently far from the flexural mode
frequency of 12.4 Hz. Further structural modifications to the STS test section able to shift
natural modes at higher values of frequency (and therefore allowing testing in the whole
pitching oscillating operative envelope) were investigated, but, due to budget and time
constrains, they will be not implemented in the first wind tunnel entry.
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Figure 5: Test Section Structure Modification and Stiffening
3.3 Loads and Design Criteria
Once Design Limit Loads (DLL) are defined as the highest loads expected during the system
service life, as far as strength analysis verifications are concerned, a set of Factors of Safety
must be applied to the DLL for calculating Design Yield Loads (DYL) and Design Ultimate
Loads (DUL). The following apply:
DYL = DLL x FOSy

(3)

DUL = DLL x FOSu
Where:
FOSy = 3.0;
FOSu = 3.5;
are the Factors of Safety adopted for the structural verification of the DEMOS-modified STS
of CIRA-IWT.
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For static strength of metallic structures the maximum Von Mises stress experienced at
Design Limit Load (σ) is used for calculating the Margin of Safety (MOS), according to the
following relationships:
(4)

All MOSs must be positive for each Design Load condition.
Bolted joints are verified to shear, tension, combined stress and bearing according to CNR
UNI 10011.
Design Limit Loads are calculated according to the system service operation, by selecting the
worst combinations of aerodynamic and inertia load conditions acting on the model installed
inside the test section in the 2D configuration (full span model). Three different conditions of
unsteady oscillating aerodynamic loads acting on the model (2D rotor sections or 3D tip
models) and calculated by means of CDF analysis are identified:
Maximum lift;
Maximum drag;
Maximum pitching moment.
Inertia loads are calculated by using a rational approach: transient analyses have been carried
out by applying a sinusoidal excitation in terms of imposed angular displacement to the motor
side of the model, with an amplitude of 10 degrees (max oscillation amplitude), and for
different frequencies up to 10 Hz (limit of the reduced operative envelope).
For the 3D configuration, aerodynamic loads have been evaluated scaling down 2D
aerodynamic loads accounting for the reduced span length of the 3D test article. Similarly,
inertial loads have been evaluated considering the reduced dimension of the model
3.4 Wind Tunnel Structural and Stress Analysis
In this section the structural schematic and the stress analysis results are presented for both
configurations of 2D model and 3D model installed inside the test section.
Figure 6 and Figure 7 report the Von Mises stress field for the most critical load condition
referred to the 2D and 3D test article respectively. To better highlight stresses acting on the
test section structure, in the figures, local stresses acting on the model as well as on the
pitching oscillating component have been omitted.
According to the results, in the 2D case, as expected, the STS is symmetrically stressed
evidencing a maximum stress value of 59,7MPa at the attachment points between the
horizontal support of the pitching system and the vertical beams of the test section. In the 3D
configuration, main stresses are instead, located on one side of the test section (engine side)
where the system is connected. Again, the maximum stress of 57.2MPa is registered at the
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attachment points between the horizontal support of the pitching system and the vertical
beams of the test section structure.

Figure 6: Von Mises stress field, 2D model configuration.

Figure 7: Von Mises stress field, 3D model configuration.
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4

SYSTEM TESTING CAPABILITIES

4.1 Tests on Ground
The Pitching oscillating system is connected to a remote control system able to remotely
control the pitch oscillating parameters as the mean pitch angle, amplitude angle and pitch
oscillating frequency with high accuracy. Preliminary tests on ground evidenced that the
system is able to simulate two different pitching motion laws, respectively, sinusoidal and
ramp laws. Concerning the sinusoidal motion, according to the given requirements, the
system is able to generate pitch oscillating motion having a mean angle in the range between
–5° and 15° (with step of 1°), pitching oscillating frequency fp up to 15Hz and oscillating
amplitude between 2 and 10°. However, due to limitations related to the control/accuracy in
the pitching angle as well as to the allowable loads acting on the system at high Mach
numbers, for value fp of higher than 9Hz, it is necessary to reduce the maximum allowable
amplitude angle. Similarly, for the Ramp law, although the system is able to generate ramp
speed Rv up to 250°/s and oscillating amplitude between 5° and 30°, again due to limitations
related to the control/accuracy in the pitching angle, it is necessary to increase the minimum
allowable amplitude angle for values of Rv higher than 100°/s. The resulting system technical
capabilities in term of pitching oscillating frequencies-amplitude angle and ramp speedamplitude angle are graphically summarized in Figure 8.

m

Rv [°/s]
[deg]
25
5 10 15 20 25 30
50
5 10 15 20 25 30
100
- 10 15 20 25 30
150
- - 15 20 25 30
200
- - 20 25 30
250
- - 20 25 30

Sinusoidal motion – operative envelope
Ramp motion – operative envelope
Figure 8: Pitching Oscillating system testing capabilities
Before the installation in wind tunnel, system performances have been tested on ground. The
testing procedure was aimed to check the Pitching oscillating signal a= f(t) as acquired by the
NI-PXI-1044 compared with the reference sinusoidal/ramp curves. As example, Figure 9
reports the system performances referred to four test cases (two for the ramp motion law and
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two for the sinusoidal one, respectively). In the same figure, system trends are compared with
desiderated/reference curves.

Ramp Law

Rv

25 / s , a0

Rv

30

250 / s , a0

30

Sinusoidal Law
fp

1Hz a0

,

10

fp

Figure 9: Tests on ground
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4.2 Wind tunnel overall operative envelope
The similitude parameters which are presented here correspond to the Anderson formula
[12][13], which today, the scientific community seems to unanimously agree with, even if
minor differences appear between authors, particularly in terms of the approximations made
(incompressibility, etc.).
From an aerodynamic point of view, all the similarity considerations for fixed wing aircraft
should apply for rotorcraft. Also flow-field similarity requires matching of advance ratio and
pitching settings as well as geometric similarity of the rotors. Assuming that the geometric
similitude is satisfied, the similitude for aerodynamic flow requires the Reynolds and Mach
numbers to be kept. The geometric similitude simply requires that the relative dimensions of
the model are identical to those we want to simulate. Nevertheless, the model size definition is
strictly connected to the effect of the tunnel walls on the measurement of the forces. While for
steady flow, wall interference effects have been extensively investigated and satisfying
formula have been determined to correct wind tunnel data (also in transonic
conditions)[14][15], wall interferences for oscillating airfoils, even if treated since the 50s, are
not so amply described in literature and validated correction formula are not yet available.
These considerations suggested keeping low the model blockage limiting the chord length of
the pitching oscillating airfoil for the first wind tunnel entry, at least. It is, however, expected
to test 1:1 scale pitching oscillating rotor blade sections in future test campaigns planned in
the CIRA-STS.
In addition, compressibility and dynamic effects due to blade rotation must be considered. An
important parameter related to the oscillating airfoil phenomenology is the so called “Reduced
Frequency”. An useful expression of the reduced frequency k can be expressed in terms of the
frequency of oscillation f p of the airfoil, of the model chord length c and of the free stream
Mach number M as:

k

f pc

f pc

V

Ma

(5)

Again, once the chord of the airfoil is fixed, and the free stream Mach number is set, Eq.(5)
allows for the evaluation of the frequency of oscillation f p in wind tunnel corresponding to
the desired reduced frequency of testing.
Concerning the designed pitching oscillating system integrated in the CIRA-STS wind tunnel,
the overall wind tunnel operative envelopes are reported in Figure 10. In particular, Figure
10-a highlights the wind tunnel operative envelope in terms of Reynold-Mach number
referred to a 2D pitching oscillating wing section having a chord length of 0.4m compared
with real flight conditions related to a medium size helicopter, NH-90 like. Figure 10-b
highlights the system performances (again referred to a 2D wing section having a chord
length of 0.4m) in terms of reduced frequency-Mach number. In the aforementioned figure,
the black curve represents the pitching oscillating system performances (allowing testing at
pitching oscillating frequency up to 15Hz) while the red curve represents the reduced
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operative envelope accounting for the wind tunnel structural constrains as described in
paragraph 3.2 (limiting the operative pitching oscillating frequency at 10Hz) .
Concerning icing testing capabilities, the system has been designed to be full operating in
icing conditions and therefore at low temperature and in presence of 100% humidity. While
operating as icing wind tunnel, the CIRA –IWT allows icing testing referred to real flight
conditions in agreement with the FAR 25/29 Appendix C for both continuous and intermittent
cloud conditions. [11].
As part of the CIRA research program, in the next future, this testing capability will be used
to improve the understanding of icing accretion phenomenology in dynamic conditions. Apart
from that, it represent an important tool for helicopter industry to dynamically validate in
wind tunnel the effectiveness of anti-icing and de-icing systems installed on helicopter blade
instead of more expensive and time-consuming flight tests
a)

b)

Figure 10: Pitching Oscillating systems integrated with the CIRA-IWT Secondary Test
Section - Operative Envelopes
5

CONCLUSION REMARKS

A dynamic stall facility has been developed which offers a unique capability for studying the
effects of compressibility on dynamic stall. The experimental test rig, purposely conceived to
reproduce in wind tunnel deep dynamic stall conditions acting on a full-scale retreating rotor
blade section referred to a medium size helicopter (NH90 like), has been recently designed
and tested on ground offering unique testing capabilities for dynamic stall simulations. The
system will be mainly used to simulate the dynamic stall problem acting on rotor blade
sections of helicopter as well as to validate the effectiveness of the Active /passive system in
the mitigation of such problems. As further testing capabilities the system has been designed
to be full operating in icing conditions and therefore at low temperature and in presence of
100% humidity. This will allow improving the understanding of icing accretion
phenomenology in dynamic conditions. Apart from that, it represent an important tool for
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helicopter industry to dynamically validate in wind tunnel the effectiveness of anti-icing and
de-icing systems installed on helicopter blade instead of more expensive and time-consuming
flight tests.
Before the wind tunnel test campaign, the system performances have been tested on ground.
Test results highlighted that the system performances allow covering the desired testing
conditions with high accuracy.
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Abstract. This work summarizes the testing and simulation activities carried out for the study
of an Electro-Mechanical Actuator (EMA) for helicopter landing gear extension/retraction.
The basic objective was to obtain an experimentally-validated model of the EMA dynamics, to
be used as support tool for the design enhancement and for the development of similar
systems. The database for the model validation has been obtained by testing the EMA with a
real-time/hardware-in-the-loop system specifically set up at the University of Pisa, in which
the actuator voltage supply is regulated by a programmable power unit, and its mechanical
loading is controlled by a counteracting hydraulic servo. The test results, obtained with
different combinations of voltage supply and load factors, have been compared with the
simulation results provided by a EMA model presented and discussed in the paper, pointing
out its potentialities and limitations.
1 INTRODUCTION
Electrification of aerospace systems is nowadays one of the most important issues for
industries and researchers working on development of new vehicles. As pointed out in
[1][2][3], a key point to achieve this strategic and challenging innovation is related to the
development of Electro-Mechanical Actuators (EMA) capable of adequate performances for
aerospace operations together with the required reliability/safety levels for airworthiness
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certification. In recent years, the topic has been deeply addressed by scientists and engineers,
with focus on new design solutions for high-performance electric machines [4], reliable power
electronics for motors [5][6], fault-tolerant architectures [7]. In addition, due to the
technological novelty for several aerospace systems, the applicability of electro-mechanical
actuators is to be demonstrated well before the manufacturing, so that a strong effort on
modelling and simulation activities is necessary throughout the design phases. As discussed in
[8], when modelling electrical power systems for aerospace, a particular care must be paid on
selecting the model complexity as function of the simulation results objectives. Different
approach can be thus followed, by obtaining models with increasing level of simulation
details (“architectural”, “functional”, “behavioural” or “physical” models in [8]).
In this paper, the focus is on the development and experimental validation of the model of an
EMA for helicopter landing gear extension/retraction1, to be used as support tool for the
design enhancement and for the development of similar systems. The model, developed to be
“behavioural” and to simulate the actuator dynamics in terms of position, speed and motor
currents, has been validated by using a real-time/hardware-in-the-loop system specifically set
up at the University of Pisa, by characterizing the performances at different levels of voltage
supply and mechanical loadings.
2 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The actuator under exam is an EMA for helicopter landing gear extension/retraction,
Figure 1, essentially composed of:
 a 3-phase brushless DC motor (BLDCM)
 a mechanical transmission from the motor rotation to rod translation with a two-stage
epicyclic gearbox (10/3 gear ratio per stage) and a planetary roller screw (5 mm lead)
 an electromagnetic negative brake used to block the motor shaft in the fully-retracted
and fully-extended EMA position;
 a mechanically-driven load disconnection device for the free-fall extension in
emergency condition (free motion is obtained by manually removing a pre-loaded pin
connecting the annular gears of the two stages of the gearbox);
 an automatic mechanically-driven lock device that holds the EMA in fully-extended
position without loading the motor;
 an Actuator Control Unit (ACU) that provides the electrical supply to the motor coils
via PWM drive, implements the closed-loop control of the motor speed, and manages
the EMA operating modes (up, down, move-up, move-down).

1

The EMA under examination has been developed by a team composed by Mecaer Aviation Group spa, Logic
spa, and the University of Pisa in the context of a project partially-funded by the Italian Ministry of Economic
Development, within the frame of the initiative “Industry 2015-New Technologies for Made in Italy”. Mecaer
(project leader) was responsible for the mechanical/electrical design and manufacturing, Logic was in charge of
the electronic control unit, while the University of Pisa supported the design with the development of EMA
dynamic models
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3 EXP
PERIMENT
TAL SET-U
UP AND T EST PLAN
N
3.1 Tesst system
The experimenttal activity for the moodel validattion has beeen carried by using the
t realtime/harrdware-in-thhe-loop system reporrted in Figu
ure 2. In the
t test syystem, the EMA is
mountedd on a hydrraulic test beench (Figurre 3), and itss interfaces are manageed as follow
ws:
• electricaal interface:: it is conttrolled by the
t PC Tesst 1, equippped with LabView
L
softwaree, which ex
xchange com
mmands/feeedbacks witth the ACU
U and regullates the
EMA vooltage supp
ply via a prrogrammablle power unit (HP 60 32A, 0-60 V, 0-50
Amp, 1kkW power liimit, configgurable throu
ugh GPIB protocol)
p
• mechaniical interfacce: the meechanical lo
oading is controlled
c
bby the PC Test 2,
equippedd with Maatlab-xPC T
Target softw
ware2, which implem
ments a closed-loop
control of
o the load applied by the hydraullic servo off the bench [9][10]. Du
uring the
test, the hydraulic servo
s
force demand vaaries in dep
pendence onn EMA possition, in
order to reproduce the
t load varriation relateed to the lan
nding gear eextension/reetraction
kinematiics (Figure 1)
2

The Hosst PC of the reeal-time system
m is not shownn in Figure 2.
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Figure
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3.2 Test plan
The tests aimed to characterize the dynamics (and to assess the performances) of the EMA
with respect to variation of both vertical load factor Nz and supply voltage Vdc , so that four
EMA operative conditions have been defined:
1. Nominal conditions, i.e. Nz=1 and Vdc = 28 V
2. Normal conditions, i.e. Nz=1.5 and 22 V ≤ Vdc ≤ 30.3 V
3. Critical conditions, i.e. Nz=3.5 and 20.5 V ≤ Vdc ≤ 32.2 V
4. Limit conditions, i.e. Nz=3.5 and Vdc = 14 V
By selecting the extreme values of supply voltages for the normal and critical cases, a total
of six test cases have been finally obtained (no tests on intermediate values of the voltage
supply has been carried out). This approach has been chosen because the objective was not to
provide a thorough and comprehensive description of the EMA dynamic behaviour, but rather
to characterise the nominal dynamics of the system and the maxima performance variations.
4 EMA MODEL
4.1 Electrical motor
The 3-phase BLDCM has been modelled with reference to the scheme shown in Figure 4
(one pole pairs is shown to simplify the sketch) under the following assumptions [11][12]:
 both reluctances and magnetic nonlinearities (i.e. hysteresis, saturation) of
ferromagnetic parts are negligible
 the motor is magnetically symmetric with respect to the axes of its phases
 the motor phases are magnetically decoupled
Phase B axis
Magnet
quadrant axis

Magnet
direct axis

A

θ e = nd θ m

θ&m

C’

B’

Phase A axis
B

C

A’

Phase C axis

Figure 4: 3-phase brushless motor schematics (one pole pair).
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Under these assumptions the magnetic flux linkages λ = [λa λb λc ] is obtained via Eq. (1),
T

λ = L i + λm fm

(1)

where L is the phase inductance, λm is the flux linkage due to the permanent magnets, while i
and fm are the vector of currents and the vector of magnetic flux shape functions of the motor
phases respectively,

i = [ia ib ic ]

T

[

fm = f m a (θ e )

f m b (θ e )

(2)

f m c (θ e )

]

T

(3)

The current dynamics is given by Eqs. (4)-(5),

V = Ri + L

di
+e
dt

(4)

df
∂λ &
θ e = λm m nd θ&m = λm nd θ&m K e
(5)
d θe
∂θ e
where θm is the mechanical angle, nd is the number of pole pairs , θe is the electrical angle of
the motor (Figure 4), V is the vector of applied voltages and e is the vector of backelectromotive forces. The motor torque is thus provided by Eq. (6),
e=

(6)
Tm = λm nd K e ⋅ i = λm nd [K ea (θ e ) ia + K eb (θ e ) ib + K ec (θ e ) ic ]
where Kex(θe) is the back-electromotive shape function related to the x-th coil (x =a, b, c).
In a 3-phase BLDCM, the coil windings are distributed along the stator in such a way that the
magnetic flux shape functions (fmx , Eq. (3)) roughly behave as triangular waves with respect
to the electrical angle, and the resulting the back-electromotive shape functions (Kex, Eq. (5))
are trapezoidal (Eqs. (7)-(9), Figure 5).
⎧6
⎪π θ e
⎪1
⎪
⎪ 6
K ea (θ e ) = ⎨− (θ e − π )
⎪ π
⎪− 1
⎪6
⎪⎩ π (θ e − 2π )

0 ≤ θe < π 6

π 6 ≤ θe < 5π 6
5π 6 ≤ θe < 7 π 6

(7)

7 π 6 ≤ θ e < 11π 6
11π 6 ≤ θ e < 2 π

K eb (θ e ) = K ea (θ e − 2π 3)

(8)

K ec (θ e ) = K ea (θ e + 2π 3)

(9)
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Figure 5: BLDCM shape functions: (a) magnetic fluxes; (b) back-electromotive forces.

4.2 Control electronics
4.2.1 Closed-loop speed control
In the reference EMA, the landing gear extension/retraction is obtained by means of a
closed-loop control on the motor speed, so that the electrical demand for the motor (Vdem) is
generated by elaborating the error between the demand speed (ωmi) and the speed
measurement (ωms). The regulator is proportional-integrative, with saturation at the nominal
supply voltage of the integrative part (Vdem I) to limit wind-up phenomena.
The controller model is thus based on Eqs. (10)-(12), and then converted to a discrete-time
system sampled at 100 Hz to reproduce the digital signal processing performed by the ACU.

Vdem = KωP (ωmi − ωms ) + Vdem I
Vdem I

⎧ Vs max
⎪
= ⎨Vdem I ns
⎪− V
⎩ s max

(10)

Vdem I ns ≥ Vs max
Vdem I ns < Vs max

(11)

Vdem I ns ≤ −Vs max
t

Vdem I ns = KωI ∫ (ωmi − ωms ) dt

(12)

0

4.2.2

Voltage demands modulation via Hall sensors

The control electronics of 3-phase BLDCM’s typically include the modulation of the
voltage demands for the three phases, to eliminate the torque dependence on the motor angle3.
3

Note in Eq. (6) that the motor torque depends on both phase currents and back-electromotive shape functions.
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In the reference EMA, the ACU implements this modulation by using the outputs of three
Hall-effect sensors.
The developed model simulates this function via the following demand shape functions,
0 ≤ θe < π 6
⎧0
⎪1
π 6 ≤ θe < 5π 6
⎪⎪
K a dem (θ e ) = ⎨0
5π 6 ≤ θe < 7 π 6
(13)
⎪− 1
7 π 6 ≤ θ e < 11π 6
⎪
⎪⎩0
11π 6 ≤ θ e < 2 π

Kb dem (θ e ) = K a dem (θ e − 2π 3)

(14)

(15)
K c dem (θ e ) = K a dem (θ e + 2π 3)
so that, once the EMA speed regulator generates an electrical demand Vdem (Eq. (10)), the
voltage demands for the three motor phases are given by Eq. (16),
Vi = Vdem K dem

4.2.3

⎧Va i = Vdem K a dem
⎪
⇒ ⎨Vb i = Vdem K b dem
⎪
⎩Vc i = Vdem K c dem

(16)

Power electronics

The model also simulates the logics implemented by the ACU for regulating the EMA
electrical power, which have been derived from conventional drive solutions for BLDCM [13]
with some modifications specifically-designed for the EMA under examination. In particular,
the ACU logics is based on two control modes:
a. Conventional Drive Mode (CDM), implementing the PWM logics described in
[13], and used if the demand amplitude generated by the regulator (Vdem in Eq. (10))
exceeds a predefined threshold Vdem0 (= 0.8 V)
b. Grounded Mode, implying that all the motor phases are grounded, and used if the
demand amplitude generated by the regulator is lower than Vdem0.
In CDM, a set of three Hall sensors allows to define the 60-degree sector of electrical angle
in which the motor is operating (six possible states, from State 0 to State 5), and for each
operating sector the six MOSFETs of the power bridge can be set to High (H), i.e. activated in
conduction, Low (L), i.e. deactivated, or Pulse-Width Modulated (PWM’d) between H and L,
according to Table 1. The result is that, for each operating sector, the current flow is induced
and regulated into only one couple of phases. The connection between the three phases and
the 6-MOSFET power bridge is shown in Figure 6, with the motor working at State 0.
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State 0

State 1

State 2

State 3

State 4

State 5

(0°<θe≤60°)

(60°<θe≤120°)

(120°<θe≤180°)

(180°<θe≤240°)

(240°<θe≤300°)

(300°<θe≤360°)

Hi‐side U

H

H

L

L

L

L

Lo‐side U

L

L

L

PWM’d

L

PWM’d

Hi‐side V

L

L

L

L

H

H

Lo‐side V

L

PWM’d

PWM’d

L

L

L

Hi‐side W

L

L

H

H

L

L

Lo‐side W

PWM’d

L

L

L

PWM’d

L

U→W

U→V

W→V

W→U

V→W

V→U

MOSFET

Current flows
from→to

Table 1: MOSFET switching logics in CDM.

Hi‐side U

Hi‐side V

Hi‐side W

Lo‐side U

Lo‐side V

Lo‐side W

Pin U to supply
Pin V opened
Pin W PWM’d

Figure 6: Connection between motor phases and power bridge at State 0 operation, [13].

The definition and use of the Grounded Mode has been necessary for the landing gear
EMA to limit the transient oscillations during the initial extension phase, in which high tensile
loads are applied and the actuator must work as a brake for maintaining the speed demand.
Actually, the MOSFET switching logics used in CDM (Table 1) implies that in PWM’d mode
the voltage applied to the active couple of phases is switched between Vs and opened, so there
are periods in the switching cycle in which the motor can freely rotate under the load, instead
of acting as a brake. For these reasons, when the tensile load is high during extension, the
closed-loop control induces oscillations.
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This approach to the power electronics design has been chosen to simplify the system
development and to limit the computing resources for the PWM drive4, but (as pointed out in
section 5) it has implied some drawbacks in terms of control performances. Nevertheless, the
performances could be enhanced by increasing the sample rate of the speed control loop.
4.3 Mechanical section
4.3.1 Landing gear kinematics
The mechanical transmission from the motor shaft to the landing gear leg is supposed to be
perfectly rigid, so that the landing gear rotation (αc), the EMA case rotation (βa) and the screw
translation with respect to EMA case (xa) can be obtained by Eqs. (17)
⎧la cos β a + g a cos α c = d a
⎨
⎩la sin β a − g a sin α c = ea

(17)

where la ( = lamin + xa) is the EMA pin-to-pin length, and the other quantities are defined in
Figure 7. Now, if one solves Eqs. (17) with respect to αc,
ea + g a sin α c
⎧
⎪ tan β a = d − g cos α
⎪
a
a
c
⎨
d
g
cos
α
−
a
c
⎪x = a
− la min
⎪⎩ a
cos β a

(18)

the landing gear horn radius ha can be defined by Eq. (19), and the relationship between the
landing gear rotation (αc) and the screw translation (xa) can be synthetically expressed by
Eq. (20), where αc0 is the landing gear angle with fully-retracted EMA (xa = 0).
dx
ha ( xa ) = a
(19)
dα c
α c = α c 0 + xa ha
(20)
4.3.2

Momentum equation

Under the assumption of a perfectly rigid mechanical transmission, the relationship
between the motor mechanical angle θm and the rod displacement xa is given by Eq. (21),

θ m ps
(21)
2π τ g
and a unique momentum equation can be written for the whole landing gear. By referring to
the motor shaft, it is
xa =

4

More complex PWM drive logics (e.g. State-Vector-PWM) would have required additional computation effort
and higher PWM frequencies.
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Figure 7: L
Landing gear kinematics.
k

⎡
⎛
1 ⎞⎤
(22)
(
n( Fext x& a )⎜⎜1 − ⎟⎟⎥
⎢1 + sgn
η
a ⎠⎦
⎝
⎣
where ps is the screew pitch, τg is the two--stage gearb
box ratio, Fext is the ext
xternal forcee applied
to the E
EMA rod, Tc is the Cou
ulomb frictioon torque, while
w
Jtot , th
he equivaleent system in
nertia, is
given byy Eq. (23),
J tot θ&&m = Tm − Tc sg
gn( x& a ) +

Fexxt ps
2π τ g

Js + Jg

ps

J tot = J m +

τ g2

+

2

4π 2τ g

2

⎡
Jl ⎤
m
+
⎢ n
⎥
h a ( xa ) 2 ⎦
⎣

(23)
(

in whichh mn is the screw nut mass,
m
ha is tthe horn rad
dius of the landing
l
geaar kinematiccs, while
Jl , Jm , Js and Jg arre the inertiia of landingg gear leg, motor,
m
screw
w and gearbbox respectiively.
In Eqq. (22), ηa represents
r
th
he overall E
EMA directt efficiency. This term mainly dep
pends on
the rolleer screw effficiency whiich typicallyy lowers wiith increasin
ng loads. Foor this reaso
on, in the
model thhe EMA eff
fficiency is assumed
a
to depend on external forrce amplitudde via Eq. (24).

ηa = ηa 0 e−σ

F

Fext

+ ηa ∞

(24)

mentation, solver
s
settiings and nu
umerical peerformancees
4.4 Moodel implem
The EMA moodel, totally implemeented in the
t
Matlab
b-Simulink environmeent, has
demonsstrated to provide
p
stab
ble and afffordable ressults by using a fixedd-step Rung
ge-Kutta
-66
solver w
with of 10 seconds in
ntegration sstep. On a PC equipped with Wiindows 7 operating
o
system, CPU Intel Core i7-47
770 3.4 GH
Hz and 32 GB
G RAM, the
t ratio beetween com
mputation
time andd simulationn time interrval has beeen about 150
00.
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5 EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION OF THE MODEL
A summary of the results obtained during the experimental validation of the model are
reported from Figure 8 to Figure 11. The model is capable of reproducing the main
characteristics of the EMA dynamics in terms of extension and retraction travel times (from
Figure 8.b to Figure 11.b) and speed dynamics characteristics, but some enhancements are
needed to simulate particular situations.
In extension at nominal conditions (section 3.2), the initial acceleration phase is very well
predicted (Figure 8.c) and the model succeeds in predicting the presence and the amplitude of
a hollow in the EMA speed response, even it anticipates the phenomenon of about 0.5 sec.
This speed hollow is due to the transition of the electronics from a pulsating control action, in
which the power electronics logics alternately switches from “grounded phases” to PWM’d
mode with low duty cycles and the phases are opened for significant periods (section 4.2.3) to
a continuous control action, in which the power electronics logics works in PWM’d mode
with large duty cycles (section 4.2.3).
In retraction at nominal conditions, the prediction of the EMA behavior is better, even if
the initial acceleration is not well simulated (Figure 9.c). This because the model does not
take into account the simulation of the lock device in fully-extended position, which implies
that an unlocking torque is to be applied by the motor before the EMA starts to move. In this
initial phase, while the motor increases the torque, the EMA is firstly held in position and then
abruptly released, so that a strong acceleration results.
Similar considerations can be made with reference to the tests in critical conditions
(section 3.2). In addition, it is worth noting that in the extension simulation, the model
succeeds in predicting that the EMA dynamics is dominated by the pulsating action of the
electronics and that the speed hollow, with respect to the nominal conditions, appears delayed
and lower in amplitude, Figure 10.c.
Finally, Figure 12 reports a comparison between experimental and simulation in terms of
current dynamics for the retraction in nominal conditions. The model, though capable of
predicting the general behavior, fails in simulating the current amplitude. An enhancement
could be obtained by tuning the model of the mechanical transmission efficiency, lowering
the efficiency so that the current needed for the actuation would increase. In this perspective,
specific additional tests should be carried out to characterize the friction and the EMA
efficiency.
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Figure 8: Test and simulation results for extension in nominal conditions (28 VDC ; Nz = 1): load tracking (a),
model validation for position (b) and speed (c) dynamics.
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Figure 9: Test and simulation results for retraction in nominal conditions (28 VDC ; Nz = 1): load tracking (a),
model validation for position (b) and speed (c) dynamics.
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Figure 10: Test and simulation results for extension in critical conditions (32.2 VDC ; Nz = 3.5): load tracking (a),
model validation for position (b) and speed (c) dynamics.
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Figure 11: Test and simulation results for retraction in critical conditions (32.2 VDC ; Nz = 3.5): load tracking (a),
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Figure 12: Test and simulation results for retraction in nominal conditions (28 VDC ; Nz = 1): current in phase A.

CONCLUSIONS
The dynamics of a EMA for helicopter landing gear extension/retraction has been
experimentally characterized by performing real-time hardware-in-the-loop simulations of
landing gear operations at different levels of voltage supply and load factors. The test results
have been then compared with the simulation results of a EMA model, described in the paper
and developed starting by physical principles. The model is capable of reproducing the main
characteristics of the EMA dynamics in terms of extension and retraction travel times and
system dynamics characteristics. Thanks to a detailed simulation of the power electronics
logics, the model also succeeds in predicting a “hollow” in the EMA speed response during
extension as well as to reproduce the basic characteristics of the current dynamics. However,
some enhancements are needed to simulate the complete behaviour. In particular, the
mechanical section could be enhanced, by including the simulation of the lock device in fullyextended position (to correctly simulate the initial acceleration in retraction) or by enhancing
the model of mechanical losses (friction and transmission efficiency).
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Abstarct. This paper illustrates a non-linear model for the dynamic simulation of small-scale
helicopter and the activities carried out for the identification of the unknown parameters.
Recently, the University of Pisa has undertaken activities aiming to the development of smallscale unmanned systems starting from small commercial RC model helicopters. In this
context, the simulation plays a crucial role, for both performance characterisation and flight
control laws design, and accurate mathematical models of such vehicles are required. The
simulation model of the helicopter dynamics has been developed in Matlab/Simulink
environment by minimising the number of parameters to be identified. To this end, a detailed
mathematical model for the actuation system of the blades collective and cyclic pitch has been
developed, which takes into account the Bell-Hiller mixer effects. The model relating the three
servo-actuators rotations to the blades pitch is based on complex nonlinear equations, while
the rotor aerodynamics has been modelled with the blade momentum theory, coupled to the
inflow Glauert predictions. Concerning the identification process, a database has been
collected by carrying out specific flight tests with the helicopter equipped with a GPS, inertial
sensors and a data-acquisition system. Contrary to the literature examples, the proposed
identification method operates on a nonlinear model in the time domain, rather than on linear
models and (often) in the frequency domain. The proposed approach, leads to an
identification based on a minimum set of unknown parameter and assures a satisfactory
matching between simulation predictions and experimental data on the whole flight envelope.
1 INTRODUCTION
Among the Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), there is a growing interest in developing
unmanned autonomous helicopters. The helicopter has unique capabilities, such as to take-off
and land vertically, to maintain hovering for an extended period of time, broad envelope of
flight, high manoeuvrability. These abilities allow a wide range of applications, both in
civilian and in military field. In military application, rotary-wing UAVs (RUAVs) have been
tested for urban and coast surveillance, search-and-rescue missions, zone patrol,
ELINT/SIGINT, spying mission. For civil application, small autonomous helicopters can be
used for law enforcement and emergency service (Police, Civil Security, medical transport),
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firefighting, emergency rescue (e.g. mountain rescue), environmental monitoring, climate
monitoring, aerial photography, mapping and surveillance.
Recently the aerospace division of University of Pisa has begun research activities that aim
at developing unmanned rotorcrafts starting from small commercial helicopters models.
Among these activities, the simulation plays a crucial role, in particular for the flight control
law synthesis. This work deals with the development of accurate mathematical models able to
characterize the dynamic response of such vehicles.
There are several reports in literature on system identification of model-scale helicopters
([1],[2],[3],[4]), by using an approach based on discrete stability derivatives and frequency
domain identification. In this work, a non-linear dynamic model of the rotor and of the whole
helicopter has been developed, without using stability derivatives, and the model parameters
have been identified with a time-domain process. This approach has several advantages: the
identification should not be repeated for every flight condition, the pilot feedback during
experiments does not degrade information about the plant and correlation among inputs (for
helicopters, every longitudinal manoeuvre excites lateral and yawing dynamics, and so on)
does not bias results. In this way the first-principle modeling approach and the identification
process have been used in a complementary way: first-principles modeling provides the basic
understanding of the involved physic phenomena, introducing some parameters that cannot be
measured directly but that the identification is able to determine using experimental evidence.
2 DESCRIPTION OF THE T-REX 500 HELICOPTER
2.1 General characteristics
The T-REX 500 aerobatic helicopter (Figure 1) has been used for the identification
process. The T-REX 500 is a small rotorcraft popular among hobby pilots for aerobatics: it is
highly maneuverable and it is suited for studies on guidance algorithms and high-frequency
dynamics. The mass and the moments of inertia have been measured with high accuracy by
means of pendulum experiments [5] and verified with a CAD model. The main characteristic
of T-REX 500 is the rigid hingeless rotor head with carbon fiber blades. The flapping motion
is allowed only by the blade elasticity and by the damper rubber O-ring of the feathering shaft
(the first one gives only a small contribution, because of the high rigidity of composite
material). The rotorcraft is equipped with a stabilizer bar (also known as Bell-Hiller bar or,
more commonly among hobbyists, as flybar) and an Active Helicopter Tail Control System
(AHTCS). The stabilizer bar is a secondary rotor consisting in two paddles connected to the
main rotor shaft by an unrestrained teetering hinge. It receives only cyclic input from the
swashplate, and its flapping motion influences the main rotor blades pitch via the Bell-Hiller
mixer bar. The stabilizer bar is used to generate a control augmentation to the main rotor
cyclic input and realizes a "mechanical feedback" in angular rates p (roll) and q (pitch). The
damping in pitch rate and roll rate derives from the gyroscopic moment acting on the flybar.
The Active Helicopter Tail Control System is made of a single-axis gyro (Silicon Micro
Machines sensor) that senses the yaw angular rate r and a micro-processor. It assists the pilot
to compensate any unintended yaw, induced by helicopter itself during manoeuvres. The tail
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rotor generates a thrust to counter the main rotor torque. Its tip speed is nearly equal to that of
the main rotor.

Figure 1 - RC model helicopter T-REX 500

2.2 Servo-motors
The helicopter is provided with three identical servo-motors (called SA, SP and SE) to
move the swashplate through levers, and a servo-motor near the tail for implementing the tail
blade collective pitch. Before developing a model that links the servos analog inputs with
blade pitch, the identification of the servo-motors has been performed. By setting several
values of the command input signal, the rotation of the servo horn has been measured with a
digital clinometer. The results showed that the relationship between analog signal and rotation
angles of servo horn is close to be linear. For the tail servo, it has not been possible to carry
out the same test, so a linear relationship between input and rotation has been assumed and
negligible error are expected.
2.3 On-board instrumentation
The T-REX 500 has been equipped with on-board instrumentation able to record highquality flight data:
¾ A Digital Signal Processor board, provided with a X-BEE module, able to transmit
real-time data to the ground control station during flight, and a SD memory card for
data storage
¾ a MEMS-based Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) integrating three gyroscopes,
three accelerometers and three magnetometers
¾ a 4 Hz - 50 channels GPS receiver
¾ a barometric pressure sensor for altitude and a temperature sensor
¾ a resolver installed on the main shaft
¾ a rotor speed governor
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The IMU
I
is mouunted on a rubber
r
suspeension, to reeduce the leevel of vibraations on seensors.
3 THE
E HELICOPTER DYN
NAMIC MODEL
M
3.1 Riggid body eq
quations of motion
The rigid
r
body motion
m
equuations havee been used for the dynnamic simullation of thee modelscale heelicopter. Thhe first and second New
wton-Euler’’s equationss are:

(1)

where X,
X Y and Z are
a the resulltant of aeroodynamic an
nd gravitatioonal forces,, L, M and N are the
momentts of aerodyynamic forcces, Ixx, Iyy, Izz, Ixy, and
d Ixz, are thee componennts of inertiia tensor
matrix, u, v and w are
a the lineaar speeds, p,
p q and r thee angular raates and m tthe helicopteer mass.
nematic moodel of the main-rotorr command
d chain
3.2 Kin
A maathematicall model for the main rootor commaand chain has
h been devveloped. Th
he inputs
of this model
m
are thhe analog signals
s
of thhe three serv
vo-motors and
a the outpputs are blaade pitch
and stabbilizer bar pitch,
p
both functions of
o the bladee position angle
a
Ψ. Thhis model alllows no
additionnal parametters needs to
t be addedd to the ideentificationn process, ddifferently from
f
the
approacch used in ([1],[2],[3],,[4]). The developed
d
kinematic
k
m
model
basees on the fo
ollowing
assumpttions:
¾ Rods, coontrol armss, swashplatte and hold
ders are connsidered riggid bodies; only in
quick annd abrupt maneuvers,
m
the longerr rods can bend, but this effectt can be
considerred negligibble;
¾ No backklash is connsidered; thhis is a strrong hypothhesis becauuse the meechanical
backlashh plays a keey role in thhe kinematiics of a hannd-assembleed machinee, but no
simple model
m
can be used to suuccessfully represent
r
thhis phenomeena.
It is worth nothing that no small anglees assumptiion has beeen introduceed in order to better
represennt the dynaamics also at the maaximum blaade angle of
o attack (about 12 degrees).
d
Examplles of the simplified
s
s
schemes
used for the main rotorr command chain mod
del, with
rods’ leengths and angles, are shown in Figure 2 an
nd Figure 3.
3 The systeem of equaations so
obtainedd is compoosed of 21 non-linear equations in
i 21 unknnowns that are solved, at each
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integration step, with the Newton-Raphson iterative algorithm. Rods and control arms lengths
have been measured with a digital caliper, while angles have been measured with a digital
clinometers. The inputs of this model are the stabilizer bar flapping angle βfb and the analog
signal of the three servo-motors; the only outputs useful to simulate blade and flybar
dynamics are the blade pitch θbl and the flybar paddles pitch θfb. The others unknowns will not
be taken into account in the helicopter dynamics simulation model.

Swashplate

a)
b)
Figure 2 - a) Main rotor command chain without blades; b) Schematic view of the first part of main rotor
command chain arrangement, from servo SA to swashplate (analogous scheme for servos SP and SE)

3.3 Main rotor dynamics
The control forces and moments of a rotorcraft are produced by the main rotor and tail
rotor. A rotor is a dynamic system that responds both to control inputs and to helicopter
dynamics. This coupling between rotor dynamics and helicopter dynamics is a key
characteristic, above all for small vehicles, where high frequency modes are fundamental for
an accurate helicopter dynamics simulation. Two separated models, to be coupled to
helicopter rigid body dynamics, have been developed for the rotor dynamics: the blade
flapping model and the stabilizer bar flapping model. The main hypotheses are:
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Paddle
Blade

Swashplate
Swashplate
a)
b)
Figure 3 - a) Schematic view of the last part of main rotor command chain arrangement, from swashplate
to blade pitch; b) Schematic view of the first flybar command chain arrangement, from swashplate to
paddles pitch

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rotor blade is rigid in bending and torsion; it can be considered a symmetric body
(the shape of the airfoils give a negligible contribute to centrifugal moments of
inertia), so its inertia tensor is a diagonal matrix;
Command chain and blade elasticity are neglected; this is a weak assumption, but
the rod elasticity can be considered important only in abrupt manoeuvres, where the
simple linear aerodynamic model is not reliable;
Command chain backlash is neglected; this is a strong assumption because it has
been demonstrated experimentally that it has great importance;
Drag coefficient and lift coefficient of airfoil are independent of local blade angle
of attack (mean values for NACA 0012 airfoil have been used);
Lead-lag motion due to the Coriolis forces induced by flapping motion, causes
small forces on the hub and they have been neglected;
Both the flapping angle and the inflow angle have been assumed to be small;
The effects of the helicopter dynamics on the blade flapping are limited to those
due to roll and pitch angular accelerations, roll and pitch rates, z-axis acceleration
and longitudinal and lateral velocities;
The reversed flow region was ignored, as the compressibility and stall effects;
The Glauert theory is used for inflow function:
· 1

(2)

•
Effects of inflow dynamics theory on flapping dynamics are neglected;
•
The tip loss factor has been assumed to be 1 (root-cutout effect is neglected).
Because of these assumptions, the results of this analysis are valid only in a limited range
of conditions. However, it can be demonstrated that the results are usually valid for rotorcraft
simulation up to an advance ratio μ of 0.2 (examined advance ratios are lower than this value).
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3.3.1 Blade flapping dynamics
The flapping differential equation of motion has been explicitly derived for a two-blade
rotor, starting from the Euler’s equations. Supposing small flapping angles β and neglecting
second order terms, the j-axis component of Euler’s equation is:

(3)

where mbl is the blade mass, Ω the rotor angular speed, e is hinge offset, γ the blade Lock
number, Kβ the stiffness of the flapping hinge, xg the blade CoG position along the i-axis
component, R the rotor radius and B the blade moment of inertia in flap.
The aerodynamic moment MA have been evaluated by knowing the velocity components of
the blade with respect to the air. By neglecting the spanwise component of air velocity and by
considering the distance r between the generic blade section and hinge position, the
component tangential to the plane of no-feathering UT, positive when it blows from the
leading to the trailing edge, and the perpendicular component UP, positive when it blows from
wing underside to the upper surface, are:

(4)

Figure 4 - Velocity components at a blade section

where αHP is the incidence with respect to no-feathering plane and V is the helicopter forward
velocity. The blade pitch changes according to the law:
(5)
where θ0 is the collective pitch angle, A1 and B1 the lateral and longitudinal cyclic pitch.
The elementary aerodynamic flapping moment dMA about the hinge is:
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(6)
By using the Eq. (4-6) in Eq. (3) and neglecting the terms containing e3, the differential
equation of blade flapping is obtained, Eq. (7).

(7)

This is a linear equation with periodic coefficients and there is no known solution in closed
form. Moreover, it is valid only for the advancing region, since in the reverse flow area the lift
and flapping moment are incorrectly evaluated, but this is a not relevant error. To obtain a
simplified and more practical form of the equation for numerical simulation, the flapping is
approximated by the first-harmonic terms with time varying coefficients:
(8)
where a0(t), a1s(t) and b1s(t) are the blade flapping coefficients. Equating, respectively, the
constant terms and the terms with sinψ and cosψ in the Eq. (7) and using Eq. (8), the tip-path
plane dynamics equations is obtained:
(9)
where a=[ a0, a1s, b1s] is the unknowns vector, D is the damping matrix, K is the stiffness
matrix and f is the forcing function vector. Neglecting high-frequency flapping modes, Eq. (9)
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can be written:
(10)
3.3.2 Stabilizer bar flapping dynamics
By proceeding in a similar manner as made for main rotor blade flapping, a second order
differential equation is obtained:
(11)
where afb is the flybar flapping state matrix, Dfb is the damping matrix, Kfb is the stiffness
matrix and ffb is the forcing term.
3.4 Fuselage forces
The drag forces can be modeled by means of constant coefficients, both when the forward
speed is higher than the rotor induced velocity and when the forward velocity is below the
induced velocity. In this last case, the rotor down-wash is deflected by the forward velocity
and this deflection creates a force opposing the movement [1]. The drag forces have been
modeled as follows:

(12)

where Sx-fus; Sy-fus and Sz-fus are the effective drag areas of the helicopter, Ua, Va and Wa are the
components of the helicopter velocity with respect to air, and
.
Generally, the aerodynamic moments have a small effect on fuselage and for this reason they
have been neglected.
3.5 Tail rotor model
Contrary to the approach used for the main rotor, a linear model has been used to evaluate the
tail rotor thrust in order to avoid complicating excessively the helicopter simulation software.
The tail rotor thrust is calculated as follows:
(13)
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where
• the tail rotor command gain Kstrg takes into account the contribute of tail rotor
command modified by the head-lock system, i.e. the requested heading by the pilot;
• the sideslip velocity gain Kv adds the contribute of the sideslip angle to the local tail
rotor inflow;
• the advance ratio gain Kμ takes into account the variation of μ during flight
• the rolling and pitching gain Kp and Kq add the contributes due to tail rotor offset from
the center of gravity
All these parameters have been determined during the identification process.
4 IDENTIFICATION OF THE DYNAMIC MODEL
The identification methodology followed for the T-REX 500 is essentially a fitting process
between outputs data of simulation tests carried out with the helicopter dynamics simulation
model and data recorded during flight tests. An analysis of the flight tests has been performed
in order to select portions of the time histories to be used in the identification process. The
guide line has been to use the time histories samples characterized by command inputs
“exciting” the main helicopter dynamics, so to be representative of pilot commands used for
the rotorcraft control. Flight test portions lasting 10 ÷ 20 seconds have been chosen, with
particular attention to flight phases characterized by transitions between the hovering flight
and forward flight (or lateral flight), with the final flare to take back the helicopter in the
hovering condition. As far the cost function is concerned, it includes the helicopter
accelerations ax, ay and az, and helicopter angular rates p, q and r because they are strongly
connected with forces and moments, which in turn depend on the parameters to be identified.
The local cost function for the generic time t is:
|

|
max

max

(14)

where the yk is the model outputs vector and zk is the measurements vector. The components
of both vectors are ax, ay ,az , p, q and r.
In this work the identification problem has been solved in Matlab/Simulink environment
by using the pre-defined Matlab routine lsqnonlin.m in order to evaluate the parameters
minimizing the cost function f over a defined time range.
4.1 Identification results
The parameters identified for the T-REX 500 are reported in Table 1. As shown in the
results illustrated in this section ( Figure 5 ÷ Figure 8), the time responses predicted by the
model with the identified parameters show a very good agreement with the time histories of
the flight tests. It is worth noting that the matching between model response and flight time
histories is kept on period longer than 5 sec, target value considered in [4], where the
identification process is applied in the frequency-domain. Actually, the identified stability
derivatives are valid only for flight conditions near to the initial conditions. If this hypothesis
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is not verified, frequency-domain model could present rapid deviation from expected data
model if the identification process has not been repeated for several flight conditions (i.e.
hovering, forward flight, take off, etc.). On the contrary, in our case, the identified parameters
of the non-linear model are valid without restriction in the entire rotorcraft flight envelope. It
has been demonstrated that the developed model simulates correctly the helicopter dynamics
also for 50 ÷ 100 sec.
5 CONCLUSIONS
This work has been focused on the development, identification and validation of a dynamic
model for a small-scale rotorcraft with aerobatic capabilities. A new approach is proposed and
it bases on the following points:
• The command chain has been studied with a kinematic model, differently from how
is made in a frequency-domain identification approach where command derivatives
are used and needed to be identified;
• The first-principles modeling approach and the system parameters identification
has been used in a complementary way: the first one provides the necessary
understanding of the physics involved in the rotorcraft dynamics; the second one
provides a means to identify the introduced parameters that cannot be measured
directly.
• The identification process has been performed in time-domain; this has several
advantages and in particular it has been demonstrated that the identification results
are valid for a wide range of flight conditions (identification is not to be repeated
for the different flight phases);
The developed non-linear mathematical model predicts with high accuracy the rotor and
helicopter dynamics, including the effects of stabilizer bar and the Active Helicopter Tail
Control System (AHTCS). It has been demonstrated that the first-order blade flapping
differential model predicts with good accuracy the rotor dynamics by reducing the
computational time with respect to that needed for the unreduced model. No inflow dynamic
model is used because the influence on rotor dynamics for small-scale rotorcraft is negligible.
As far as the model accuracy is concerned, the maximum errors are about 10 deg/sec for
angular rates and 5 m/sec2 for body-axes accelerations. These results can be considered
satisfactory for the scopes of the project, where the model will be used as a test bench to
validate the control laws, before using them in flight.
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General parameters

Description

S x - fus
S y - fus
S z fus
h
f
l

Frontal fuselage drag area
Side fuselage drag area
Vertical fuselage drag area
Main rotor non-dimensional height (w.r.t. CoG),
Main rotor non-dimensional longitudinal distance (w.r.t. CoG),
Main rotor non-dimensional lateral distance (w.r.t. CoG),

Main rotor parameters
Kβ
abl

Flap hinge stiffness coefficient
Blade lift curve slope
Blade Lock number
Main rotor mean lift drag coefficient

γbl
δ

Flybar parameters
afb

Stabilizer bar lift curve slope
Paddle Lock number

f γbl

Tail rotor parameters
KP
KD
KI
Kstrg
Kv
Kµ
Kp
Kq
K1
str0

Controller proportional gain
Controller derivative gain
Controller integrative gain
Thrust command coefficient
Thrust sideslip velocity coefficient
Thrust advance ratio coefficient
Thrust roll rate coefficient
Thrust pitch rate coefficient
Radio command coefficient for yaw rate
Radio command offset
Table 1 Identified parameters of T-REX 500 helicopter.
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Figure 5 – Roll rate comparison

Figure 6 – Pitch rate comparison

Figure 7 – Yaw rate comparison

Figure 8 – Linear accelerations comparison
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Abstract
It has been stated that the goal of medical transports is “to get the right patient to the right
place in the right time”. The Commission Regulation (EU) No 965/2012, now wholly
operative in all the European countries, allows helicopter night landings for emergency
medical service in dedicated spaces, provided with a minimum of facilities, called HEMS
Operating Site. This possibility opens new scenarios for “right place” and “right time”, since
the eligible sites are numerous and the mixed, ambulance/helicopter, rescue procedure, today
not fully exploited, is becoming more effective. The paper studies the problem of optimal
positioning for HEMS sites, where the transfer of patient from ambulance to helicopter takes
place, through the use of Geographic Information System (GIS) and optimization algorithms
integrated in the software ArcGIS for Desktop. The optimum is defined in terms of minimum
(the “right”) time, anyway an immediate development, although not so straight, is the
possibility that the destination of the patient does not coincide with the nearest hospital but
with one that can better provide the appropriate care (the “right” place).
1

INTRODUCTION

The Helicopter Emergency Medical Services, HEMS, are still a spreading activity, not
booming as it was some years ago, nevertheless the growth is consolidating. If we look at the
numbers in the United States of America we find that in a period of 20 years (1990-2010) the
helicopter fleet grew from 225 rotorcraft to about 850. The number of patients transported
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didn’t increase in the same percentage however in 10 years (1999-2008) it grew from just
over 200,000 to over 270,000 [12].
The figures may be influenced by the US attitude that considers HEM services an industry
and, as such, they are marketed on a competitive basis. In Europe the situation is different, in
many countries Public Health organizations and charities are in charge of emergency services
and the spreading is somehow constrained. Even though available data are not exhaustive, in
Italy where the HEMS bases are 44, it is possible to say that in the period 2011-14 the growth
of the services flattened.
The uniqueness of the capabilities of rotorcrafts in the emergency services is today
thoroughly appreciated, nevertheless the costs connected to the management of such complex
activities are growing too and there is a strong push to increase not only the effectiveness but
also the efficiency of the HEMS. Last years saw the introduction of the usage of helicopters
during the night and in marginal weather conditions in their secondary role as transport
means. These extensions of the operational capabilities represent effective ways to improve
the productivity of the system.
A good opportunity in this sense is represented by the Commission Regulation (EU) No
965/2012 of October 5th, 2012, that from October 28th, 2014 is definitely entered in force in
all European countries allowing night landings of helicopters for emergency medical service
in dedicated spaces called HEMS Operating Site. These new landing areas must meet certain
operating conditions reported in the mentioned regulation as well as in the Acceptable Means
of Compliance (AMC) and in the Guidance Material (GM) of the EASA (European Aviation
Safety Agency) of November 25th, 2012.
These requirements may be satisfied by small stadiums, which are flat and usually already
provided with a lighting system and for which the installation of equipment as windsock,
video camera, etc., has a low cost. For these reasons in a country like Italy, the sites eligible to
become HEMS operating sites are numerous and well distributed. Furthermore they permit to
introduce the mixed rescue procedure – the so called rendez-vous procedure - through
ambulance and helicopter, that today is the only feasible way to exploit the peculiar
characteristics of helicopter flight speed, even at night. Indeed, direct emergency intervention
by helicopter in poor visibility conditions, as after the ephemeris, is today banned and
certainly it will be for the next years, though the improvement in the hardware like NVG,
Night Vision Goggles, and the growing confidence in their usage permit to say that it will not
take a long time to seeing their exploitation in primary mission.
The paper studies the problem of optimal positioning for HEMS sites, where the transfer
of patient takes place, through the use of Geographic Information System (GIS) and
optimization algorithms integrated in the software ArcGIS for Desktop [11].
Starting by defining a preprocessing based on the definition of response times, the places
where the transport time by ambulance from the request point of intervention to the nearest
emergency room is greater than the mixed one by ambulance and helicopter are detected. The
latter is evaluated considering the maximum time between the one to reach by ambulance the
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j-th HEMS site from the i-th request point of intervention and the time to reach via helicopter
the same j-th site from the base, and adding the time necessary to transport by helicopter the
patient from the j-th site to the nearest hospital (see Fig.1).

Figure 1: Ambulance mode intervention (on the left) vs rendez-vous mode (on the right)
The emergency transport times by ambulance are computed on the basis of the
characteristics of the road network, while the helicopter transport times are computed as in a
typical flight mission respecting orographic constraints. All the needed details are free
downloadable from the geo-portal of many Italian regions, e.g. Lombardia [13].
The main problem that is addressed in this paper is the coverage of the maximum number
of demand points, within a maximum intervention time threshold, opening a given number of
HEMS sites. We solve such a problem using the implementation of the Maximum Coverage
algorithm contained in ArcGIS Network Analyst software.
This procedure has been applied to the area of competence of “SOREU dei Laghi” with a
catchment area of almost two million people in the provinces of Varese, Como and Lecco in
order to obtain the number and positioning of the sites required to implement a certain
percentage of emergency service coverage.
The methodology allows various sensitivity analysis, through the change of some
parameters such as the average road speeds, flight speed or the position of the helipads
involved.
This mixed way of operating represents an innovation in the Italian HEMS system,
however it is common elsewhere, e.g. in Japan. Before the promulgation of the new
regulation, during the night the only way to rescue people was to transport them through an
ambulance to the nearest hospital. In the near future it will be possible not only to reduce the
time spent in the operation exploiting the rotorcraft greater speed, but also to optimize the
entire system performance, flying the patient quickly not to the closest hospital but to the
more effective one according to the necessities of the patient itself. This is a very attractive
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and rewarding perspective owing to the decrease of the number of small and not specialized
hospitals in favour of fewer but more effective highly specialized ones.
Finally it will be clear how the use of GIS could be suitable as solid basis for developing
an operational tool able to support emergency operators when they are in front of a
multiplicity of intervention options, even during daylight hours.
2 LITERATURE REVIEW
In the literature there are several studies that prove the effectiveness of using helicopters in
emergency interventions. [1], for example, shows, through a statistical analysis, that there are
no complications for children in relation with their emergency transport by helicopter.
Other studies, such as [2,3], focus on demonstrating through a historical and statistical
analysis that helicopters are faster than ambulances both in inter hospital transport and from
the accident site to the hospital. These studies also show that there is no correlation with the
type of trauma, distance to hospital or weather conditions.
An alternative approach to demonstrate the helicopter effectiveness is put in place in [4]
where, after a three year data collection, the potential usefulness of GIS is exploited to create
a map that identifies areas depending on the way the minimum risk path is obtained: by
ambulance or by helicopter. However it’s not easy to find studies about the optimization of
the positioning of HEMS sites.
[5] offers two models of population coverage to solve the problem of simultaneous
localization of ambulances, HEMS bases, and HEMS sites: Set Cover with Backup Model
(SCBM) and Maximal Cover for a Given Budget Model (MCGBM). For both models three
different problems of coverage have been evaluated: ambulance, helicopter, or a mix of both
called Ground-Air Coverage. These three different kinds of emergency transport are related to
the nodes and the paths by which we choose the area of interest. The usage of these models
has been possible thanks to a graph based on the interstate highway network obtained by the
US Census Bureau TIGER 20001. For both the cases the solution obtained is heuristic because
of the size of the problem. In such study, however, it is not taken into account the specific
orography area that heavily affects the choice of a candidate HEMS site. Finally, the
evaluation of transport time of both ambulance and helicopter is too rough. Indeed, the
response time of road vehicles has been calculated by a defined average speed of 25 kt (46
km/h) throughout the interstate highway network, while the helicopter flight time has been
approximated using a speed of 120 kt (222 km/h) considering linear distance.
[6] presents two location problems concerning HEMS services: minisum and minimax.
Given the required rescue points (origins) and hospitals (destinations), the localization of the
points for rendez-vous sites and helicopters bases are selected in order to:
•
1

minimize the average transport time to the hospital of the total demand points weighted
according to the number of people present in each origins (objective minisum);
TIGER stands for Topologically Integrated Geographic Encoding and Referencing
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•

minimize the maximum transport time from rescue point to the hospital (objective
minimax)

In this case, thanks to a binary formulation of the problem and through the reduction of
variables, the authors solve the problem with CPLEX 12.22. However, there are heavy
limitations in defining the real response time of ambulances and helicopters, considering that
no network displacement has been defined. Also in this case, in fact, the helicopter and
ambulance transport time, is only computed considering an average speed compared with the
Euclidean distance between the rescue point and the hospital.
[7] introduces a method through which the best location for an additional HEMS base in
Vancouver is determined thus maximizing the rural areas coverage. The analysis developed
for this model uses a five year storage of data regarding emergency care at specialized
medical facilities and also evaluates the relative spatial data from the origin of the transports
to the hospital with the corresponding timetable. A model that optimize the location has been
developed to solve the required decision problem. Such a model, through the use of GIS,
allows to combine the data on residential distribution, the road network, the distribution of
structures dedicated to specialized health care and the record of trauma services. Assessing
objectively, a considerable number of historical data related to past incidents is one of the
main positive aspects of the model. However, also in this case no consideration is made about
the orography of the territory, in addition the decision disregards the helicopter mobility. As
well, the conclusion of the authors is that models based on GIS, for the location of emergency
medical resources, are able to provide a valid support for location-allocation problems,
especially when resources are limited.
3

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEMS

Let us consider a fleet of helicopters, each one located in a base  ∈ , a set S of candidate
HEMS sites for rendez-vous interventions, a set D of demand points, a set  of hospitals
specialized in emergency treatment and provided with helipad, a threshold time τd within
which the injured person  ∈  has to be hospitalized and a number  ≪ | | of HEMS sites
that can be opened. Let us suppose that for each pair of locations i, j we know a priori the
minimum times  and  necessary to go from i to j by ambulance and helicopter,
respectively.
The first problem that we want to solve consists in deciding which  HEMS sites to open
to maximize the number of demand points that can be served through a rendez-vous
intervention within their threshold times. The latter condition imposes that a demand point
 ∈  is served if there is an open HEMS site s, a base  ∈  and an hospital ℎ ∈  such
that:
{
2




 ,  }+ 

≤ 

CPLEX is one of the most powerful solvers for integer linear programming
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We call the problem just described the Maximum Coverage of Demand Points (MCDP).
MCDP is an NP-hard combinatorial optimization problem since it is a maximal covering
location problem [8, 9]. Roughly speaking, this means that the number of feasible solutions of
the problem grows quickly as the input size increases, so that finding the optimal solution in a
reasonable computational time becomes prohibitive. Therefore it is necessary to consider a
heuristic solution algorithm, that although cannot ensure to find an optimal solution, returns
an acceptable feasible solution within a definitely shorter time.
The second optimization problem that we want to solve consists in covering all the
demand points, within their threshold times, minimizing the total number of opened HEMS
sites. We call this second problem the Minimum HEMS Sites Opening (MHSO). Also this
problem is NP-hard since can be viewed as a minimum facility location problem [9,10].
4

MODELING AND SOLUTION ALGORITHMS

In subsection 4.1 we explain in detail as the input of the problems MCDP and MHSO have
been properly built to model the real situation; in subsection 4.2 we describe a pre-processing
algorithm to reduce the number of demand points; in subsections 4.3 and 4.4 we describe the
algorithms used to solve the MCDP and MHSO, respectively.
4.1 Modeling the input data
HEMS bases (set B):
The location of a HEMS base, usually an ICAO Annex 14 compliant facility, where the
helicopter is hosted on a pad and/or in a hangar with line maintenance facilities and resting
flying crews and medical personnel are ready to intervene, is chosen on the basis of a wide
variety of considerations, sometimes not directly connected to the service. The network of
them is to be considered a given data.
Candidate HEMS sites (set S):
The EASA definition of HEMS operating site sets conditions only on its dimension and on
the lighting it is provided with. Sports fields appear excellent candidates because:
1. they are located in almost all Italian municipalities,
2. enjoy a lighting system already present,
3. typically have dimensions meeting the constraints imposed by EASA.
As well, to take into account only the suitable candidates, it has been necessary to assess
the helicopter size and consequently put a dimension filter in order to reach only fields
compliant to EASA constraint in size. For instance in the application in Lombardia region
(Italy) we consider Villa Guardia base that currently uses an AW139 whose largest dimension
D is the longitudinal axis, equal to 16.66 m. Prudentially D has been fixed equal to 20 m,
resulting a minimum area of 3,200  according to EASA constraints.
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Moreover, the helipads that are operated during the night and that have been declared to
be active in helicopter rescue, have been exactly identified and represented. This research has
been carried out with the aim to avoid to locate HEMS sites on already existing helipads.
Demand points (set D):
As for every location allocation problem it is mandatory to choose the potential rescue points
needing coverage, the so called demand points. To be sure that they represent real places, we
decided to use all the intersections in the road network. This is a somehow arbitrary choice,
nevertheless it is a straight and easily implemented one.
 and H):
Hospitals specialized in emergency treatment (sets 
The Emergency Acceptance Department (so called DEA), in Italy is intended as an hospital
department representing the evolution and update version of the previous first aid service. The
DEA objective is to create a functional integration of the Divisions and Health care services
able to face diagnostic-therapeutic problems of the patients in critical situations.
 we consider more in general all facilities provided with first aid service able to
In set 
 we consider the
grant acceptance of people in emergency health conditions. Within set 
subset H including only the hospitals provided with helipad. Such hospitals are the only ones
suitable for rendez-vous intervention mode.
Number of HEMS sites to open ():
This parameter strictly depends from the budget. Simulating different investment amounts it
has been possible to analyze the relative number of covered crossroads. This value can range
from 1 to the maximum number of sports fields, present in the interest area, with dimension
compliant with EASA rules.
Threshold time (τd):
We model the threshold time considering different values for each demand point since the
success of a rescue intervention depends on the kind of trauma that can have a different level
of urgency (although in the current experimentation we do not consider this aspect).
It is also interesting to investigate the following value of threshold time for each  ∈ :
̂  = min ∈%,∈& {max{



 ,  )

+


 )

(2)

since it represents the minimum time to serve each demand point with the rendez-vous
intervention. Through this threshold time value a demand point is considered covered only if
it is opened the candidate HEMS site that allows the minimum intervention time. Since this
threshold time is very restrictive, in the experimentation we perform also a sensitivity analysis
around it.
Ambulance travel times (+,- ):
First of all, in order to model ambulance travel times we need a road network of the area of
interest. This can be obtained loading a suitable GIS file. After that it is necessary to define
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for each single edge the average speed, in order to obtain the time to "drive" (cross) the edge.
Then the ambulance travel times,  , can be computed applying the Dijkstra’s algorithm
contained in ArcGIS Network Analyst, on such a network which allows to find the minimum
transportation time through the computation of the shortest path.
Helicopter travel times (+
,- ):
We can create a network to approximate the free movement of the helicopter using shape file
containing the heights surveying of area of interest by a spot height map representation
(helicopter network). We build such a network following the altimetric profile land just over
300 m of altitude - from sea level - to avoid unnecessary irregularities over the area flat.
The helicopter minimum travel times,  , can be computed applying again the Dijkstra’s
algorithm contained in ArcGIS Network Analyst, on such a network which allows to find the
shortest path.
4.2 Pre-processing algorithm
Before solving both the MCDP and the MHSO problems, we consider a pre-processing phase
where we eliminate from the set D of demand points those for which the ambulance
intervention mode is faster than a rendez-vous intervention. For this purpose, for each demand
point  ∈ , we consider the following times (see Fig. 1):
-

Ta = the time spent to drive by ambulance along the fastest way from d to the nearest
.
hospital ℎ ∈ 
T1 = the time spent to drive by ambulance along the fastest way from d to the nearest
candidate HEMS site . ∈ .
T2 = the time spent to fly by helicopter from its HEMS base to the HEMS site s.
T3 = the time spent to fly by helicopter from s to the nearest hospital ℎ ∈ .

From set D we eliminate the demand points such that:
/0 ≤ max{/1 , / ) + /2

(3)

In this way set D will contain only the demand points that really can enjoy a reduction of
travel time by the rendez-vous intervention mode.
4.3 Solving the MCDP and the MHSO
The MCDP problem has been solved exploiting the high potentiality of the location-allocation
solver present in ArcGIS for Desktop 10. In particular, the tool of ArcGIS Network Analyst
for solving the maximize coverage problem has been used. Such a tool requires the definition
of the following parameters.
-

Facilities to choose: is the number of facilities that must be located. In our case is the
number n of HEMS sites to be opened.
Impedance cutoff: this parameter represent the maximum time (cut-off time) beyond
which a crossroad, in the graph, result not allocated, i.e. not-covered. For each demand
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-

point  ∈  we set the cut-off time equal to the threshold time  introduced in
subsection 4.1.
Impedance transformation: is identified by a coefficient (λ) which determines the cost
associated with the movement along each side of the network. In our application the
cost is represented by time lasting from the demand points (crossroads) to the
candidate HEMS sites which direct depends on the length of edge of network
(impedance). In such a situation the impedance transformation chosen is of linear type
in order to obtain a cost equal to impedance. Therefore we fix λ = 1.

We solve the MHSO problem using the tool of ArcGIS Network Analyst for solving the
minimize facility problem. Such a tool requires the definition of the same parameters of
MCDP except for the Facilities to choose parameter since it will be known through the result
of the MHSO problem.
5

COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS

5.1

Construction of the Data Set

The study has been focused on Como, Lecco and Varese provinces, an area subjected to the
“SOREU” Lakes’ responsibility3. In this area of interest there is only one HEMS base located
in Villa Guardia, which is in Como province.
Ambulance Network:
Thanks to free download of GIS files from the Lombardia’s Geoportal [13] website it has
been possible to rebuilt the real road network of the three provinces. In this model the average
speeds along four different kind of road (according to the table 01) have been approximated
without considering the one way ones. The localization of the roads, on the contrary, is very
detailed thanks to GIS files. The resulting ambulance network is defined by more than 20,000
edges and 8,313 intersections.
Type of edge
Motorway
Main road
Secondary road
Intersection

Average road speed [Km/h]
100
60
45
30

Table 1: Classification of the edges in the ambulance network.
Helicopter Network:
The network created to approximate the free movement of the helicopter has been obtained
from the shape file (Point Listed 10000 CT10, [13]) containing the heights surveying of the
Lombardia Region by a spot height map representation.
3

SOREU is the Italian acronym of the regional emergency-urgency operations room.
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The HEMS network that has been created follows the altimetric profile land just over 300
m of altitude - from sea level – as stated before.
The rescue flight mission was finally approximated as follows:
1) take-off from Villa Guardia HEMS base, in ISA conditions, with a ROC (Rate of
Climb) of 1,000 feet / min and a true speed (TAS) of 80 kt.
2) cruise constrained along the network border at a speed of about 124 kt.
3) landing, with a descent rate equal to 385 feet / min and a TAS of 70kt.
More than 170,000 edges and 56,991 junctions for simulate helicopter flight have been
defined. The huge number of edges and intersections of the helicopter network compared to
the ambulance network, is due to the fact that the former is more discretized for better
simulate the HEMS flight freedom.
The ambulance travel times (



) and the helicopter travel times (


34 )

are computed applying

Figure 2: Location of the HEMS base “Villa Guardia”, candidate HEMS sites and Hospitals in the case study.
the Dijkstra’s algorithm contained in ArcGIS Network Analyst, on the ambulance network and
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helicopter network, respectively. All the other input data necessary for the case study are
obtained as follows.
The HEMS candidate sites come through a conditional query relative to the minimum
dimension of all sports fields (as explained in subsection 4.1): it results that 91 of them are
suitable, in the area of interest. Their positions are indicated in Fig. 2 through green squares.
In the covering of the demand points, we take also into account existing helipads already
dedicated for helicopter rescue H24: they are 9, as indicated by the red diamonds. In the same
figure the locations of the 17 hospitals specialized in emergency treatment and equipped by
helipad (set H) are also indicated. The demand points are given by all the intersections in the
road network, therefore |D|= 8,313.
5.2 Computational results
Solution of the pre-processing algorithm
The first numerical result is the application of the pre-processing algorithm (subsection 4.2) to
the data set described in subsection 5.1, in order to consider only the demand points that can
benefit of a travel time saving through a rendez-vous intervention. Through the pre-processing

Figure 3: Reduction of the candidate HEMS sites through the pre-processing algorithm, in the case study.
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a 73.8% reduction of a all demand points has been obtained. As represented by the light-blue
circles, in Fig. 3, the 2,180 demand points resulting are located far from hospitals, according
to the fact that if a demand point is close to a hospital, the ambulance transport mode is faster.
In addition it has been evaluated the sensitivity of the number of demand points, resulting
from the pre-processing algorithm, to ambulance network speed changes. The result of this
evaluation is shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: Sensitivity of pre-processing to ambulance network speed changes.
The result obtained shows how to an increase of ambulance average speed corresponds a
less number of demand points for which the rendez-vous transport mode is more convenient
(exclusively in terms of time). This evaluation makes evident how, for a correct representation
of the model, it is fundamental a statistical analysis on a real ambulance average speeds,
considering different time slots.
We also performed a sensitivity analysis of the pre-processing algorithm to the technical
times concerning patient loading/unloading. These technical times in particular include the
time spent to slow down/ lock the rotors for allowing a safe loading; to transfer the patient
from ambulance to helicopter; possible delay time in site entering (gate opening, padlock
opening, entrance obstructed, etc.). The result of this analysis is reported in Fig. 5.
The decrease of the demand points, given by the preprocessing, results to be considerable
by increasing the transfer time: for instance with a transfer time equal to 5 minutes, |D| slumps
to about 200.
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Figure 5: Sensitivity analysis of the pre-processing algorithm to the technical transfer times.
Solution of the MCDP

Figure 6: Number of demand points covered varying the number of HEMS sites opened.
This problem has been solved for different values of n, while, for each demand point  ∈ ,
the threshold time has been initially fixed to the value ̂  given by Formula (2).
As shown in Fig. 6, the number of demand points allocated increases with the number n of
candidate HEMS site opened. For instance, from this table, it can be found that opening 12
HEMS sites, over the 91 candidates, it is possible to ensure a coverage of the 60% of all the
demand points (obtained after the preprocessing). See Fig. 7.
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Figure 7: Location of the HEMS sites in the solution of the MCDP with n = 12.
In Table 2, for each HEMS site, the municipality to which it belongs, the relative
coordinates and the number of demand points allocated have been matched.
ID
HEMS Site
3
7
28
36
58
60
61
63
66
84
90
93

Municipality

Coordinates

Mandello del Lario
Viggiù
Olgiate Comasco
Orsenigo
Cassina Rizzardi
Barzago
Fino Mornasco
Inverigo
Guanzate
Lomazzo
Porlezza
Civenna

45°54’52,962”N - 9°18’51,553”E
45°51’54,857”N - 8°54’55,065”E
45°47’42,869”N - 8°57’47,706”E
45°46’35,352”N - 9°11’7,495”E
45°45’24,312”N - 9°1’11,529”E
45°45’10,174”N - 9°18’56,253”E
45°45’7,469”N - 9°3’8,551”E
45°44’14,497”N - 9°11’50,844”E
45°43’37,091”N - 9°0’10,545”E
45°41’24,132”N - 9°2’28,145”E
46°1’49,354”N - 9°7’55,231”E
45°56’19,013”N - 9°16’24,02”E

# Demand Points
covered
105
75
146
86
40
496
48
90
89
58
29
52

Table 2: Municipalities, GIS coordinates and number of demand points covered of each
HEMS site in the solution of the MCDP with n=12.
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Solution of the MHSO
The solution of the MHSO shows the minimum number of HEMS sites necessary to guarantee
the complete coverage of the demand points d, within their threshold times  .

Figure 8: Sensitivity of the solution of the MHSO varying the threshold time.
We experimented different values of  , starting from the more restrictive value ̂  and
increasing it until ̂  + 10, with a time discretization of 1 minute. This result is shown in Fig.
8.
The number of necessary HEMS sites to be opened for covering all demand points within
threshold times  = ̂  is equal to 52. While when  = ̂  + 10, all demand points are
covered opening only 12 HEMS sites: their positions are shown in Fig. 9.
For this MHSO solution it can be highlighted how, after having increased the threshold
time, the optimal positioning of some HEMS sites (91, 18 and 23) has resulted to be
extremely close to hospitals.
Even though this solution is correct from an analytical point of view, it results to be not
suitable, in practice. Indeed if we considered also the transshipment time between ambulance
and helicopter, probably the rendez-vous intervention in this case would be longer than the
only ambulance intervention (since the travel could be completed more quickly by the
ambulance, considered the small distance between the HEMS site and the hospital). This
shows that the threshold times  have not to be set too large.
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Figure 9: Positions of the 12 HEMS sites opened in the solution of MHSO for  = ̂  + 10.
6

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we addressed the strategical positioning of HEMS sites, where the transfer of
injured patient takes place, for the rendez-vous rescue intervention. In particular we solved
two optimization problems related to this. In the Maximum Coverage of Demand Points
(MCDP) problem we want to open a fixed number of HEMS maximizing the number of
demand points that can be served within a specified threshold time. While, in the Minimum
HEMS Sites Opening (MHSO) problem we want to cover all the demand points, within their
threshold times, minimizing the total number of HEMS sites opened. Both the optimization
problems are solved exploiting the high potentiality of the location-allocation solver present
in ArcGIS for Desktop 10 software. ArcGIS has demonstrated to be a valid tool to support
those decisional processes in which the geography knowledge plays a key role.
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Before solving the problems, we have run a pre-processing algorithm in order to filter
only the demand points that really enjoy a rendez-vous intervention, in chronometric terms.
We performed some numerical experiments in an area under “SOREU” Lakes’
responsibility, on Como, Lecco and Varese provinces, in Lombardia region.
The numerical results show that thanks the pre-processing there is a 73.8% reduction of
the demand points, passing from 8,313 to 2,180. Moreover this result strongly depends on the
estimated average speeds used in network definition, as highlighted by a sensitivity analysis.
Concerning the MCDP it results that opening 12 HEMS sites, over the 91 candidates, it is
already possible to ensure a coverage of the 60% of all the demand points (obtained after the
preprocessing).
Concerning the MHSO it is worth noting that the threshold times  have to be set
carefully since too large values can produce solutions where some HEMS sites are extremely
close to the hospitals (making the rendez-vous intervention little competitive compared to the
only ambulance).
It is worth noting that, thanks to GIS, this study overcomes some limits met in previous
studies. In particular the orography, that, to the best of our knowledge, has been always
neglected in all previous studies on this subject. Moreover, large limits related to the
definition of ambulances rescue times have been overcome in this work. Indeed, not only the
exact layout of the road network has been evaluated, but also the different cruise speeds
according to the road classification. Even more has been done for defining helicopter’s
coverage timing. In fact, in all previous studies, this time was just considered as a ratio
between the traveled distance and the estimated average speed. In our model, on the contrary,
it has been created a special dedicate tridimensional network that consider the territory
altimetry able to grant, thanks to a dense definition of edges and nodes, the flight freedom that
is peculiar for HEMS (flight). For all these reasons GIS results to be a valid decision making
support in solving HEMS sites localization problems.
Future work concerns to consider also the health advantages given by the possibility to
transport the injured person to the most appropriate hospital rather than the nearest one. The
advantages related to this aspect are fundamental and could imply to ensure to all considered
demand points a nearby rendez-vous point.
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Summary.
This work presents an approach to aerodynamic optimization of harmonically
deforming camber-morphing airfoils. The objective is to define an approach able to compute the best camber deformation from the aerodynamic point of view to be used on rotorcraft
blades. The frequency domain Küssner and Schwarz unsteady aerodynamic theory is extended
to compute aerodynamic forces and power using a piecewise cubic representation of the camber
line displacements. Optimizations are performed with both genetic algorithms and sequential
quadratic programming methods. Single-objective optimizations are performed on the aerodynamic moment. Multi-objective optimization are carried out to minimize the aerodynamic moment and the actuation power. Every optimization takes into account a lift constraint. Different
optimal forms are obtained depending on the reduced frequency and geometrical constraints.
1. INTRODUCTION
The term morphing is currently adopted to describe a broad range of adaptations of vehicle
shapes to improve the performances. The definition of morphing technology together with a
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review of the history and recent development of morphing can be found in Ref. [1]. In particular,
the development of smart technologies in materials, adaptive structural topologies, sensors and
actuators opens the door to the possibility of changing the shape of an aerodynamic surface in
a smooth fashion by means of the application of distributed actuation forces. These morphing
capabilities can be exploited to achieve multiple performance goals in both fixed wing and
rotary wing aircrafts. A good review of possible applications of morphing and of technological
realizations of morphing structures can be found in Ref. [2]. Morphing wings or blades may
lead to improvements in performances, maneuverability, aerodynamic and aeroelastic stability,
vibration and noise reduction.
On rotorcrafts, the main rotor performance enhancement is object of several researches,
because of its strong influence on the overall performance of the vehicle in hover and forward
flight [3]. One difficult aspect in the design of rotor blades is that they are subject to a wide
range of different aerodynamic conditions depending on their azimuthal position and the flight
speed, hence it may be extremely complex to define an appropriate set of design goals. In this
case, the rotor blade shape reconfiguration during the flight, and along each revolution, can
be exploited to adapt the blade to the variable aerodynamic conditions to increase the overall
performance.
Among the different approaches to shape variations of aerodynamic surfaces, here it is chosen to focus on morphing technologies that could be used to change the shape of an airfoil’s
mean-line to obtain a camber modification, and consequently a variation in the values of aerodynamic forces. The idea is very old and one of the first arrangements of this type was patented
by Parker in 1920 [4]. The camber variation is expected to lead to effects similar to those of
classical flaps but with less power for a given control authority [5]. Additionally, a compliant mechanism could be potentially lighter, less affected by wear and by failures under large
centrifugal loads as those that can be found on a rotorcraft blade. The resulting device can be
used to vary the global aerodynamic loads on each blade, leading to advantages in the rotorcraft
performances, controls and vibration and noise suppression.
The practical problems to be faced to realize a morphing system are manifold: structural,
technological, aerodynamic and also related to actuation and control. From the structural point
of view the two contradicting requirements of high flexibility and load bearing capability make
the development of morphing system very challenging (see [6]). However, before tackling the
structural problem it is necessary to define the best shape variation looking at the aerodynamic
performances. In fact, it may not be strictly necessary for a compliant airfoil to resemble the
sectional shape variations generated by flap or slats rotations, since it is not necessary to identify
a hinge point.
The aim of this work is to define a method to seek for the optimal shape variation to reach
a set of assigned aerodynamic goals, eventually taking into account technological constraints.
Since the flow conditions around rotor blades airfoils are unsteady, and in particular periodic,
the optimization process must consider harmonic shape variation and keep into account the
unsteadiness of the flow boundary conditions and loads. The optimization problem for morphing airfoils can be tackled through a multi-point approach to keep into account the variable
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flow conditions of the airfoil (see Ref. [7]), or by considering the unsteadiness of the flow. In
Refs. [8, 9] it is shown for a rigid airfoil how at moderate reduced frequencies, a shape optimization developed using an unsteady flow formulation may lead to significant improvements.
The idea here is to develop an approach based on thin airfoils theory, and not on complex
and computationally intensive Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) models. The method is
designed to be suitable for a preliminary shape optimization of the deformation of a cambermorphing airfoil for low Mach number large Reynolds number flows. As a consequence, in
this first work there will be no account for possible transonic effects of viscous effects related
to possible boundary layer instabilities or separations. So, the current models are thin-airfoil
model based on potential formulations for incompressible flows. Future developments will include the evaluation of compressibility effects through the classical Prandtl-Glauert correction
approach. The objective function will consider the combinations of the lift coefficient, moment
coefficient while trying to limit the level of aerodynamic power required to change the shape, as
proposed in Ref. [7]. The elastic and inertial contributions to the actuation power are neglected,
since they would require the knowledge of an adequate morphing airfoil structure, capable of
deforming the airfoil in the desired manner and that should be designed with the shape change
requirements obtained through the aerodynamic optimization presented here. Usually this can
be achieved by reducing the structural stiffness, making the airfoil more compliant. However,
great care must be taken since this is likely to cause the rise of aeroelastic problems, like camber
flutter [10]. These aeroelastic constraints need to be investigated during the structural design of
the device, and possibly included in the optimization process itself. The adoption of a linearized
framework allows to extend the aerodynamic model, taking into account other relevant effects
of rotorcrafts aerodynamics, like blade vortex interaction [11], induced velocity and gusts, advance speed effects and so on. Hence the model and method here proposed are suitable for
further developments, not only in rotorcraft applications. In fact shapes variations can be useful
also for morphing technologies applied to fixed wing sections, where the spectrum of aeroelastic
phenomena can be covered with optimizations at different reduced frequencies.
2. METHOD
2.1 Aerodynamic model
In order to enforce the optimization problem nimbly, a simple model is to be chosen to
describe the morphing airfoil aerodynamics. The assumption of a thin airfoil harmonically
oscillating and deforming with small constant amplitudes in a potential flow allows the adoption
of a linearized two-dimensional framework, where the airfoil can be seen as an aerodynamically
equivalent mean line. Thanks to linearity, it is possible to exploit the superposition principle,
summing simple effects to reconstruct the global solution.
The interest in morphing airfoils, capable of hingeless change in the camberline shape,
makes necessary to abandon conventional representations based on hinged flaps [12], extending
linearized aerodynamic theories to smooth camber variations (e.g. Ref. 5).
The choice in this work is to adopt the Küssner and Schwarz original approach for unsteady
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incompressible flows [13], where an integral representation in complex form is employed to
compute the pressure distribution on the airfoil subject to a general upwash speed distribution
function.
For a thin airfoil located in x ∈ [−b, b], it is possible to write the general upwash velocity
distribution on the airfoil caused by harmonic movements at frequency ω as
v(x, t) = f (x)ej(ωt+ϕ(x)) = f (x)ejϕ(x) ejωt

(1)

The main idea of Küssner and Schwarz theory is to use the Fourier series representation of the
upwash speed, introducing the new spatial variable θ ∈ [0, π], so that x = b cos θ, with b the
airfoil semi-chord length
!
∞
X
Pn cos nθ ejωt
(2)
v(θ, t) = −U P0 + 2
n=1

with the series coefficients Pn ∈ C, called upwash coefficients, being
Z π
Z π
1
1
Pn = −
f (θ)ejϕ(θ) cos nθ dθ .
v(θ, t) cos nθ dθ = −
jωt
πUe
πU 0
0

(3)

It is possible to compute the difference of pressure coefficient ∆Cp between the lower and
the upper surfaces of the airfoil starting from the upwash coefficients, using the Küssner and
Schwarz result
∞


X
θ
∆Cp (θ, t) = 4a0 tan + 8
an sin nθ ejωt
(4)
2
n=1
with the an coefficients expressed in terms of the upwash coefficients as follows
a0 = C(k)(P0 + P1 ) − P1
jk
an = Pn + (Pn−1 − Pn+1 )
2

(5)
(6)

is the reduced frequency, being U the asymptotic velocity and C(k) ∈ C the
where k = ωb
U
Theodorsen function, defined [14] as:
C(k) =

H1 (jk)
= F (k) + jG(k)
H1 (jk) + H0 (jk)

(7)

which is expressed in terms of the modified Bessel functions of the second kind of order zero
(H0 ) and one (H1 ).
Then lift, quarter-chord moment and power of aerodynamic forces can be computed by
means of proper integrations of the pressure difference distribution, namely
Z
1 2 b
∆Cp (x, t) dx
(8)
L(t) = ρU
2
−b
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Z
1 2 b
M0 (t) = − ρU
(x − x0 )∆Cp (x, t) dx
2
−b
Z
1 2 b
∆Cp (x, t)v ′ (x, t) dx
W (t) = ρU
2
−b

(9)
(10)

Then the complex amplitude lift L̂(ω) is obtained through the Fourier transformation of
eq. (8), i.e. L̂(ω)ejωt = F (L(t)). The same is done for the moment and the power. The
corresponding sectional frequency domain non-dimensional coefficients function of the reduced
frequency k are defined as
L̂(k)
ρU 2 b
M̂ (k)
Cm (k) =
2ρU 2 b2
Ŵ (k)
Cw (k) =
.
ρU 3 b
Cℓ (k) =

(11)
(12)
(13)

It must be noticed that, when using a linearized harmonic model such as Küssner and
Schwarz theory, the aerodynamic forces are oscillatory perturbations with respect to a generic
nonlinear reference condition. So, as far as the amplitude of the oscillation is limited, the results
may be considered valid even if computed by means of a simple model.
In this work, the original approach by Küssner and Schwarz has been extended to take into
account also the morphing hingeless movement of the airfoil, represented as the displacement of
the airfoil mean line oscillating harmonically at the frequency ω. In this case a superimposition
of a sequence of cubic polynomials has been used to obtain a generic representation of the
mean line deformation. So, the generic dimensional vertical displacement z function of the
chord-wise coordinate x and the time t can be expressed as

P0 (x)ejωt
if x < xF1




jωt
(P0 (x) + P1 (x))e
if xF1 ≤ x < xF2
z(x, t) =
(14)
jωt

(P
(x)
+
P
(x)
+
P
(x))e
if
x
≤
x
<
x
0
1
2
F
F

2
3


...
x−xFk 3
x−xFk 2
x−xFk 
with each Pk (x) = Ak
+ Dk , with xF0 = 0, represent+ Bk
+ Ck
b
b
b
ing a cubic polynomial with the following fitting conditions for k ≥ 1, obtaining the desired
smoothness associated to the hingeless movement of the morphing camberline:
Pk (xFk ) = 0
dPk (xFk )
= 0
dx
d2 Pk (xFk )
= 0.
dx2
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(15)
(16)
(17)
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Figure 1 shows example shapes obtained using two-parts piecewise cubic deformation of the
mean line.
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(a) First step: global cubic deformation.
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(b) Second step: superposition of a two cubic polynomials, airfoil plus flap.

Figure 1. Example of piecewise cubic deformation of the airfoil mean line.
The analytical computation of upwash coefficients, lift, quarter-chord moment and aerodynamic power for this specific cubic spline camberline model is reported in Appendix A.
2.2 Optimization
Several objective functions could be chosen depending on the specific application of the
morphing airfoil. Considering an application to rotorcraft blade morphing, the chosen objective
is to generate an increase in the section lift while limiting as much as possible the changes in
the blade pitching moment with respect to the linearization condition. This turns the problem
into a non-linear, constrained optimization, defined as
Minimize
Subject to

J(p)
f (p)
pi
Real(CL )

=
=
∈
>

|CM (p)|2
|CL (p)|2 − C̄L2 = 0,
[LB, UB] for i = 1, . . . , nvar ,
0,

with p the parameter vector composed by the coefficients of all the polynomials of the piecewise
cubic mean line (eq. (14)). The last constraint is added to avoid the phase ambiguity that is
associated with a complex objective function.
Another objective function to minimize may consider the actuation power required to obtain
an assigned increment of lift coefficient, expressed by means of a dimensionless power coefficient CW . This is a portion of the global actuation power, which takes into account also the
inertial and elastic contribution, that are neglected here, since they are computable only when
the structural characteristics of a morphing airfoil are known. A morphing airfoil should be designed to be more compliant with respect to classical airfoils, in order to facilitate the actuators
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task, hence chord-wise stiffness values of classical rotor blade airfoil are not representative for
morphing problems. The addition of this new objective function leads to formulate the problem
as a multi-objective constrained optimization
Minimize
Subject to

|CM (p)|2 and |CW (p)|2
f (p) = |CL (p)|2 − C̄L2 = 0,
pi ∈ [LB, UB] for i = 1, . . . , nvar
Real(CL ) > 0,

that allows the computation of the Pareto fronts to be used by the designer during trade off
studies.
All optimization problems are solved both with a gradient-based method, that is Sequential
Quadratic Programming (SQP), coupled with a multi-start approach to help the research of
the Pareto front trying to avoid to get stuck in local optima, and exploiting the capabilities
of evolutionary methods like Genetic Algorithms (GA) (see Ref. [15]). To solve the multiobjective problems with SQP, a scalarization approach has been adopted: a single objective
function has been assembled with the weighted sum of the two objective, and the Pareto front
is reconstructed varying the relative weight between the objectives. This causes the front to be
parametrized with respect to the chosen weights.
3. RESULTS
3.1 Single-objective optimizations
The moment single-objective optimization has been performed for a simple cubic camberline shape at different reduced frequencies k, imposing D = 0, i.e. no global vertical displacement. It is possible to notice in figure 2 that the amplitude of optimal deformations initially
increases while the reduced frequency becomes larger, then, at a certain reduced frequency
around k = 0.6, it starts to decrease due to the growing effects of non-circulatory lift. Some
examples of the obtained cubic optimal shapes at different frequencies are compared in figure 3.
The shape modification obtained presents the classical auto-stable-like shape that is necessary
to reduce the aerodynamic moment around the quarter-chord point.
Additionally, the mid-line camber shapes show only a week dependence from the reduced
frequency, except for a slight upstream displacement of the maximum displacement point close
to the trailing edge. The trends of ∆Cp in amplitude and phase, Figures 3 (a) and (b), shows
how the two intermediate pressure peaks obtained close to the local maximum displacement
points between the leading and trailing edges, are in phase opposition as could be expected.
It is possible to compute the attenuation factor as the ratio between the obtained optimal
moment and the reference values associated to a rigid airfoil pitch oscillation producing the
same lift variation C̄ℓ
|Cmref |
(18)
AF =
|Cm |
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Figure 2. Optimal values of the simple cubic mean-line paramenters at different reduced frequencies k, D = 0, C̄ℓ = 0.1
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distribution on the airfoil
distribution on the airfoil

Figure 3. Optimal single-objective solution at different reduced frequencies„ D = 0, C̄ℓ = 0.1.
In Table 1 are displayed some attenuation factor values in order to visualize the effectiveness
of the optimized morphing shape with respect to the classical pitching airfoil. It is noticeable
that the reduction in the moment coefficient magnitude is very relevant, hence the adoption of
morphing blades could be an effective method to alleviate the torsional vibrational load on the
blade.
This optimization problem has been repeated also for the piecewise representation of the
mean line, taking into account the superposition of only two cubic polynomials. With this
kind of deformation, it is possible to obtain even lower values of the quarter-chord moment,
but this fact makes the solver convergence harder. It is nevertheless possible to compare the
obtained attenuation factors with the ones of the simple cubic case (Table 1), noticing that the
extra degree of freedom allows a better shape adaptation and consequently a higher moment
attenuation.
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Table 1. Attenuation factors AF comparison at different reduced frequencies for the simple
cubic and the piecewise polynomial with two pieces of cubic spline (Nt = 2)
Frequency
0.01
0.1
0.3
0.5

AF Simple cubic AF 2 segments Piecewise cubic
6.779 · 105
1.344 · 107
8
5.194 · 10
1.653 · 109
7.326 · 109
5.486 · 1010
2.049 · 1010
2.526 · 1011

3.2 Multi-objective optimizations
Multi-objective optimizations have been performed considering the moment and the aerodynamic power as objective functions. Solutions have been computed at different reduced frequencies, after a test on the convergence of the solution varying the number of pieces Nt of the
cubic spline, that led to the choice of 4 pieces, since a higher number of pieces would start to
show bad conditioning problems. This time both C and D were put to zero, to see the working
principle of a purely morphing movement. Multi-objective optimizations are able to supply
trade-off solutions, useful during the preliminary design phase.
Here, in figure 4, it is shown only the solution at k = 0.4 at three different points belonging to the Pareto front: one that minimizes more the moment coefficient, one intermediate and
the last that minimizes the power. It is possible to notice that different Pareto-optimal solutions posses similar shapes, but the amplitude of the deformation is smaller for power-oriented
solutions. This means that the same jump in the lift coefficient is obtained with a reduced cancellation effect between opposite pressure loads developed at different sections of the airfoil,
hence the final moment value is bigger, but smaller deformation associated with a flatter pressure distribution are able to ensure a smaller power request. In any case, also the minimum
power solution provides an inflection point close to the trailing edge. So, it is confirmed that
also for actuation at minimal power it is better to exploit a flap-plus-servo-tab configuration
with respect to a single-flap approach.
Also the reduced frequency influences the amplitude of the deformations, like in the single
objective case: for frequencies under k = 0.5, the trend is increasing with the frequency for
the moment-minimizing solutions(Figure 5). Power oriented solutions posses a different trend,
since the power modulus depends directly on the square of the reduced frequency (see Appendix
A).
As expected from the theory and the experience, SQP solutions are able to satisfy the constraint within a better tolerance with respect to GA solutions, while the genetic method Pareto
front is independent from any kind of parametrization, hence it is usually more homogeneous
and sometimes more widespread. However, in this particular optimization problem, SQP seems
to be easier to set in order to obtain good convergence, and it is able to give a good representation of the Pareto front, if the weight parameters are set properly. The problem with GA is
to find the right weights to perform the objective function penalization for infeasible solutions
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without compromising the algorithm’s convergence.
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(a) Pareto front obtained with SQP and GA (b) Optimal shapes at different positions in the Pareto front (SQP
solution)
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(d) Phase of the pressure difference distribution on the airfoil
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Figure 4. Optimal multi-objective solution, k = 0.4, Nt = 4, C̄L = 0.1.
In Figure 6 are shown the values of lift coefficient along each revolution, and different Pareto
optimal solutions are compared. It is noticeable that shapes that minimize the moment present
narrower ellipsis.
3.3 Partially rigid airfoil
Considering a feasible actuation system able to deform a real helicopter blade is beyond the
goal of this paper. However it is easy to understand that a deformation involving the whole mean
line of the airfoil may be difficult to achieve. In fact the D-shaped part composed by the airfoil’s
nose and the composite spar is usually very stiff, as it is responsible of bearing the majority of
the structural loads (see Ref. [16] for an idea of the structural topology of an helicopter blade).
Therefore it is reasonable to think that avoiding the deformation of this part it would lead to a
significant saving in actuation power.
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Figure 5. Optimal multi-objective solution, comparison between shapes at different frequencies
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Pareto optimal solutions at different reduced frequencies Nt = 4, C̄L = 0.1.
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Hence it has been decided to repeat the previous optimizations considering the firs part of
the airfoil as rigid, i.e. imposing also A = B = 0 in the spline model for the global cubic shape.
Then the optimization variables are only the Ak coefficients of the superposed cubic flaps.
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Figure 7. Optimal multi-objective solution, comparison between shapes at different frequencies
for the partially rigid case
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Figure 8. Pareto front comparison at different reduced frequencies between fully deformable
and partially rigid airfoil
Figure 7 shows the optimal shapes obtained with the first 30% of the mean line rigid. It is
possible to notice that the amplitude of the deformations increases with respect to the completely
deformable case (see Figure 5), this is due to the fact that a smaller portion of the airfoil plays an
active role in the lift generation, while it has to satisfy the same constraint on the lift coefficient
amplitude. A comparison can be made with two flaps of different length trying to perform the
same lift increase: the smaller flap requires a bigger deflection angle.
Figure 8 compares instead the Pareto fronts of the completely deformable case with the ones
of the partially rigid one. At comparable power coefficient values, the partially rigid airfoil
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shows a bigger moment coefficient. This could be foreseen from the previous result: since the
the lift is produced with bigger displacements, an higher value of the required aerodynamic
power can be expected. So the smaller deformable surface is not able to minimize as efficiently
the moment while producing the same amount of lift.
4. CONCLUSIONS
The problem of the unsteady aerodynamic morphing airfoil optimization has been studied,
specifically for harmonic movements, using simple aerodynamic and structural models. In particular, Küssner and Schwarz unsteady thin-airfoil theory was extended to compute the pressure
difference distribution, the aerodynamic actions and the aerodynamic power for a morphing airfoil whose camberline deformation appearance is described by a piecewise cubic polynomial.
To perform the optimizations, both a gradient-based method (SQP), combined with a multistart approach, and an evolutionary algorithm (GA) were used. For the multiple objectives
optimizations GA was used directly in its multi-objective version, while a weighted-sum scalarization approach was adopted in order to employ SQP algorithm. SQP method showed better
precision and constraint satisfaction, and was easier to be set in order to obtain good representations of the Pareto front and precise solutions.
One objective of the optimizations was to minimize the quarter-chord oscillatory aerodynamic moment perturbation, in order to reduce the vibratory torsional load, while developing
an oscillatory lift value, imposed as a nonlinear constraint. Then a second objective has been
added, that is the minimization of the actuation power needed to perform the deformation of the
morphing airfoil. Optimal shape oscillations have been computed for different reduced frequencies. Generally speaking solutions associated to a smaller power coefficient value presented, as
expected, smaller deformation. The amplitude of the deformations depends also on the reduced
frequency, showing an increasing trend for frequencies approximately under k = 0.5, then decreasing because of the non-circulatory effects on the lift. In general, for both minimal moment
and minimal power shapes a solution with an inflection point close to the trailing edge, and so
two local maximum points along the chord, plus the addition, whenever possible of a significant
rotation of the leading edge, represents the optimal solution.
The computation of attenuation factor was able to show the effectiveness of the morphing
approach: the moment reduction was significant with respect to a classical rigid airfoil performing a pitching movement in order to produce the same amount of lift variation.
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A Analytical development
A 1 Basic cubic mean-line
A simple model to represent the deformation of an airfoil is to represent its mean-line as a
cubic polynomial. In order to keep the development neat, the rotation (i.e. the first derivative)
and the deformation can be referred to a point xp . This means that the vertical displacement
could be written as follows
#
"
 x − x 2
x − x 
 x − x 3
p
p
p
+ D̄ ejωt
(19)
+ B̄
+ C̄
z(x, t) = Ā
b
b
b
It is possible to expand the powers of the binomials and to collect the terms with the same polynomial degree in order to obtain a simpler form, useful for the upwash coefficients computation
(temporarily omitting the time exponential)
z(x) =




Ā 3  B̄
Ā  2  C̄
B̄
C̄
2 Ā
2 B̄
3 Ā
x
+
−
3x
x
+
−
2x
+
3x
x
+
D̄
−
x
+
x
−
x
p 3
p 2
p
p 3
p 2
p 3
b3
b2
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
(20)

and naming
Ā
b3
C̄
B̄
Ā
C = − 2xp 2 + 3x2p 3
b
b
b

B̄
Ā
− 3xp 3
2
b
b
C̄
B̄
Ā
D = D̄ − xp + x2p 2 − x3p 3
b
b
b

A=

B=

it is possible to obtain z(x, t) = (Ax3 + Bx2 + Cx + D)ejωt . Having this simpler expression
for the motion of the airfoil, it is now possible to compute its velocity
v(x, t) =


U
jk(Ax3 + Bx2 + Cx + D) + b(3Ax2 + 2Bx + C) ejωt
b

(21)

It is now required to perform the change of variables x = b cos θ. Collecting the cosines with
the same exponent we obtain
v(θ, t) =


U
jkAb3 cos3 θ + (jkBb2 + 3Ab3 ) cos2 θ + (jkCb + 2Bb2 ) cos θ + (jkD + Cb) ejωt
b
(22)

Referring to equation 3 it is possible to compute the upwash coefficients
Z
Z
jkAb3 π
jkBb2 + 3Ab3 π
3
Pn = −
cos θ cos nθ dθ −
cos2 θ cos nθ dθ+
πb
πb
0
0
Z
2 Z π
jkD + Cb π
jkCb + 2Bb
cos θ cos nθ dθ −
cos nθ dθ
−
πb
πb
0
0
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Each integral can be solved by exploiting the trigonometric identities, obtaining the following
coefficients
jkb
jk
3b2
A−
B−C− D
2
2
b
3jkb2
jk
=−
A − bB − C
8
2
2
jkb
3b
A−
B
=−
4
4
jkb2
A
=−
8
= 0 if n > 3

P0 = −
P1
P2
P3
Pn

At this point the lift and the aerodynamic moment are easily computable with the relations 38
and 45.
Because this simple cubic deformation involves the whole mean line of the airfoil, it can be
noticed that there exist a finite number of non-null upwash coefficients.
A 2 Cubic Flap
In this section a cubic partial deformation of the mean-line will be examined. When superposed to the global cubic deformation, this corresponds to a piecewise cubic solution with two
pieces (see Figure 1).
Unlike a conventional flap, this one is not allowed to perform a rotation around a hinge
point, but can only deform with a cubic term, because first and second derivatives continuity
constraint is to be imposed to obtain the desired smoothness. This can be easily achieved by
writing the vertical displacement in the following way

0
if x ≤ xF
3

(24)
z(x, t) =
Ā1 x−xF ejωt if x > xF
b
expanding the powers we obtain
(
0

z(x, t) =
A1 x3 + B1 x2 + C1 x + D1 ejωt

if x ≤ xF
if x > xF

(25)

having named the coefficients:

Ā1
b3
Ā1
C1 = 3 3 x2F
b

Ā1
xF
b3
Ā1
D1 = − 3 x3F
b

B1 = −3

A1 =

16
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Hence the addition of each section of spline corresponds to the addition of a single degree
of freedom to the parametrization of the deformation. Like it has been done so far, it is firstly
necessary to compute the velocity and to apply the usual change of variables, then it is possible
to deal with the upwash coefficients computation
Z π
1
v(θ, t) cos nθ dθ =
Pn = −
πUejωt 0
Z
Z
jkB1 b2 + 3A1 b3 θF
jkA1 b3 θF
3
cos θ cos nθ dθ −
cos2 θ cos nθ dθ+
=−
πb
πb
0
0
Z θF
2 Z θF
jkD1 + C1 b
jkC1 b + 2B1 b
cos θ cos nθ dθ −
cos nθ dθ
(28)
−
πb
πb
0
0
with θF = arccos x̃F . The final solution for the upwash, after the computations of the integrals,
is
jkD + bC sin nθF
1 jkbC + 2b2 B  sin(n + 1)θF
sin(n − 1)θF 
+
−
+
Pn = −
πb
n
2
πb
n+1
n−1
jkb2 B + 3b3 A h sin nθF
1  sin(n + 2)θF
sin(n − 2)θF i
−
+
+
+
πb
2n
4
n+2
n−2
jkb3 A h 3  sin(n + 1)θF
sin(n − 1)θF  1  sin(n + 3)θF
sin(n − 3)θF i
−
+
+
+
πb 8
n+1
n−1
8
n+3
n−3
(29)
except for the following cases, in which some indeterminacies ought to be examined

jkbC + 2b2 B
jkb2 B + 3b3 A  θF
1
jkD + bC
θF −
sin θF −
+ sin 2θF +
P0 = −
πb
πb
πb
2
4
jkb3 A  3
sin 3θF 
−
(30)
sin θF +
πb
4
12

jkD + bC
1 jkbC + 2b2 B  sin 2θF
P1 = −
sin θF −
+ θF +
πb
2
πb
2
i 1 jkb3 A  sin 4θ

1  sin 3θF
jkb2 B + 3b3 A h sin θF
F
+
+ sin θF −
+ 2 sin 2θF + 3θF
−
πb
2
4
3
8 πb
4
(31)

jkD + bC sin 2θF
1 jkbC + 2b2 B  sin 3θF
−
+ sin θF +
πb
2
2
πb
3
i
1  sin 4θF
jkb2 B + 3b3 A h sin 2θF
+
+ θF +
−
πb
4
4
4
 1  sin 5θ
i
jkb3 A h 3  sin 3θF
F
+ sin θF +
+ sin θF
−
πb 8
3
8
5

P2 = −
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1 jkbC + 2b2 B  sin 4θF
sin 2θF 
jkD + bC sin 3θF
+
−
+
πb
3
2
πb
4
2
i
jkb2 B + 3b3 A h sin 3θF
1  sin 5θF
−
+
+ sin θF +
πb
6
4
5

i
3 h 
1  sin 6θF
sin 2θF
jkb A 3 sin 4θF
+
+
+ θF
−
πb 8
4
2
8
6

P3 = −

(33)

A 3 Aerodynamic forces computation

to compute the global forces acting on the airfoil.
Knowing the ∆Cp (eq. (4))it is possible

N
The lift (2D, so its dimensions are m ) is equal to
1
L(t) = ρU 2
2

Z

b

∆Cp (x, t) dx

(34)

−b

Since it is only know ∆Cp (θ, t), it is necessary to perform the aforementioned change of variable
Z π
1 2
∆Cp (θ, t) sin θ dθ
(35)
L(t) = ρU b
2
0

Exploiting the fact that

Z

0

π

sin nθ sin mθ dθ =
Z

π

tan
0

(
0

θ
sin θ dθ = π
2

π
2

−

sin 2nπ
4n

if m 6= n
if m = n

(36)
(37)

it is possible to see that
1
1
jk
L(t) = ρU 2 4bπ(a0 + a1 )ejωt = ρU 2 (2b)2π(C(k)(P0 + P1 ) + (P0 − P2 ))ejωt
2
2
2

(38)

This result is very interesting because it shows that the lift depends only on the first three upwash
coefficients, independently from the kind of airfoil movement.
The moment about a generic point x0 (2D, positive nose-up) is equal to
Z
1 2 b
(x − x0 )∆Cp (x, t) dx
(39)
M0 (t) = − ρU
2
−b
Using the usual coordinate transformation, calling x̃0 = x0 /b
Z
1 2 2 π
M0 (t) = − ρU b
(cos θ − x̃0 )∆Cp (θ, t) sin θ dθ
2
0
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Z π
Z π
∞
X
θ
1
1
1 2 2
an
tan sin 2θ dθ + 8
sin 2θ sin nθ dθ ejωt
M0 (t) = − ρU b 4a0
2
2
2
2
0
0
n=1
+ bx̃0 L(t)

Exploiting the fact that

it is possible to show that

Z

π

tan
0

θ
sin 2θ dθ = −π
2

1
M0 (t) = ρU 2 b2 2π (a0 − a2 + 2x̃0 (a0 + a1 )) ejωt
2

(41)

(42)

(43)

Expressing the an in terms of the upwash coefficients, it results

1
M0 (t) = ρU 2 b2 2π (1 + 2x̃0 )(C(k)(P0 + P1 ) − P1 )
2



jk
jk
+ 2x̃0 P1 + (P0 − P2 ) − P2 − (P1 − P3 ) ejωt
2
4

(44)

As for the lift, the aerodynamic moment depends only on a limited number of upwash coefficients, as depends only on the first four, independently from the airfoil motion and the reference
point x̃0 . Using as a reference point for the aerodynamic moment the quarter chord point, i.e.
x̃0 = −1/2, equation 44 can be simplified in



1 2 2
P1 − P3
jk
Mc/4 (t) = − ρU b 2π P1 + P2 +
P0 − P2 +
ejωt
(45)
2
2
2
In this case the effect of the Theodorsen function is null as already verified by Theodorsen [14].
A 4 Aerodynamic power computation
It is possible to compute the global instantaneous bi-dimensional aerodynamic power required to activate the system, i.e. to perform the perturbation movements, integrating chordwise the product between the pressure difference distribution and the local speed of the meanline points:
Z
1 2 b
∆Cp (x, t)v ′ (x, t) dx
(46)
W (t) = ρU
2
−b

where v ′ (x, t) is the speed of the airfoil with respect to the uniformly translating reference
frame, namely the perturbation speed of the airfoil
v ′ (x, t) =
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Substituting the cubic flap displacement in the power definition and applying the usual change
of variables, it is possible to obtain
Z π
1 2
∆Cp (θ, t)ż(θ, t) sin θ dθ =
W (t) = ρU b
2
0
Z θF 
∞

X
1 2
θ
j2ωt
= ρU bjωe
an sin nθ
4a0 tan + 8
2
2
0
n=1
(A1 b3 cos3 θ + B1 b2 cos2 θ + C1 b cos θ + D1 ) sin θ dθ

(48)

Once the solution of the eight integrals is known, the final expression of the aerodynamic power
associated to the cubic flap movement is




sin 2θF
1 3 j2ωt
θF
+
W (t) = ρU e jk4a0 D1 θF − sin θF + C1 b − + sin θF −
2
2
4


3
sin 3θF
2 θF
− sin θF −
+ B1 b
2
4
12
 



3
1 3θF
sin 4θF
3 1 sin 3θF
+ A1 b
+
+ sin θF −
+ sin 2θF +
2
6
2
4 2
8



∞
X
1 3
1 sin(n − 1)θF
sin(n + 1)θF
+ ρU jk8
an D1
−
2
2
n−1
n+1
n=1


sin(n + 2)θF
1 sin(n − 2)θF
+
−
+ C1 b
4
n−2
n+2
 
 

1 sin(n − 1)θF
sin(n + 3)θF
sin(n + 1)θF
2 1 sin(n − 3)θF
+ B1 b
+
+
−
−
8
n−3
n+3
8
n−1
n+1



 
1 sin(n − 4)θF
sin(n + 2)θF
sin(n + 4)θF
3 1 sin(n − 2)θF
+
ej2ωt
−
−
+ A1 b
8
n−2
n+2
16
n−4
n+4
(49)
It must be noticed that there are some undetermined terms in the summation that need to be
treated with limit operations as previously done.
These results are also valid for multiple sequence of flaps, it is sufficient to replace θF with
the one associated with the desired flap. In fact, exploiting linearity as already done with the
trim tab, every upwash contribution can be computed separately and then superposed to the
others in order to get the global solution.
This relation is also useful to compute the power associated to the global cubic deformation.
In fact it is sufficient to put θf = π in order to extend the cubic deformation to the whole mean
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line. The final expression of this contribution to aerodynamic power is
"
 3b3

b2
b
1 3 j2ωt
A+ B− C +D +
W (t) = ρU e jk 4a0 π −
2
8
2
2
+ 8πa1

#



2
3
3
1
b
b
b
b
B + D + 8πa2
A + C + 8πa3 B + 8πa4 A
8
2
8
4
8
16

 b2

(50)

It is noticeable that, since this simple cubic deformation involves the whole mean line of the
airfoil, the power can be expressed in an exact form, involving a finite number of upwash
coefficients.
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Summary. The paper presents the conceptual design of a new class of very light rotorcraft:
a twin piston-engine helicopter. Exploiting the Twin Engine Pack System developed by Robby
Moto Engineering, a low-cost Class-A VTOL aircraft that can potentially fly over densely populated areas, filling a gap in the current rotorcraft market. The newly developed aircraft could be
employed in several missions included those related to territorial monitoring, reducing the costs
associated with this type of mission with respect to current twin turbine engine helicopters.
1. INTRODUCTION
The need for land monitoring operations, as can be seen from Regional, National and International requests, is strong and growing. The development of technologies for environmental
monitoring and regional safety represents an important aspect of the more general topic of land
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management and control. Fixed- or rotary-wing aircraft are used in this role for monitoring
coastlines and borders, traffic surveillance, fire prevention, photographic surveying, etc. However, the operations of these aircraft are characterized by high costs.
The project aims to develop a new class of Vertical Take Off and Landing (VTOL) vehicle,
a small sized helicopter certified as VLR (Very Light Rotorcraft) characterized by low design,
production, maintenance and operative costs. The possibility to design such type or aircraft can
be achieved by exploiting the potential of the Twin Pack Engine System (TEPS), an innovative
twin piston motorization that possess the appropriate performance, degree of redundancy, reliability and costs for this peculiar role. The TEPS engine, even if it comes as a single pack,
it is based on the idea that the two piston engines can work both synchronized or individually,
as the particular situation requires. The TEPS engine is currently developed by Robby Moto
Engineering. The double engine will ensure the possibility to certify the aircraft as a Class-A
EASA CS-VLR aircraft and fly over densely populated urban areas and bodies of water [1]. At
the same time, the piston engine technology will ensure low acquisition and operative costs,
compared with classical twin-turbine engine helicopters, making this solution very attractive.
2. MISSION PROFILES
The first step of the work is to define a list of possible missions this helicopter could accomplish, not just the mission from which the project was initially conceived, the territorial
monitoring. The aim is to find out other applications in which the new machine could compete and bring advantages in terms of costs and reliability. Considering the aims previously
described, a set of design constraints has been defined to understand in which missions it could
be employed. The objective of this work is a small rotorcraft, which has a specific full-load
weight limit to be considered a VLR: 600 kg. The 600 kg limit is an important constraint that
has to be taken into account for several reasons: number of people on board, quantity of fuel
and weight of the equipment are the most relevant.
As far as the mission profile is concerned, the territorial monitoring represents a macrogroup of missions, which include many specific operations. Among these activities the most
important are the monitoring of hydrogeological instabilities (for example floods or landslides),
environmental effects of buildings, monitoring of archaeological sites and industrial monitoring
(in relation to the effects industrial activities have on the environment). The following potential
missions have been identified:
• Monitoring missions:
– Industrial plant monitoring.
– Emergency: emission of pollutant from sites (urban or industrial).
– Emergency: rapid monitoring in case of floods, earthquakes etc.
– Precision farming.
• Other missions:
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– Training.
– Surveillance and reconnaissance (police, borders, cost guard).
– Private light transport and leisure.
The monitoring missions require the acquisition and transmission of data with the possible implementation of a remote acquisition system that allows to check in real time if the appropriate
density and accuracy of data acquisition has been reached. The employment of this new VLR
for the monitoring of emergency situations allows to build a fast reaction fleet with the capability to hover above the area affected to guide the aids. Among the other possible employments
of this twin-piston helicopter, the one that shows the higher potential market is training, since it
may allow to train pilots for all kinds of multi-engine rotorcraft peculiar maneuvers, see [2], at
a fraction of the costs typical of the class of multi-engine turbine rotorcraft. The identification
of potential missions is used not only to evaluate the performance required by the rotorcraft, but
also to verify that the specific mission equipment was compatible with the weight constrains for
the payload.
3. ANALYSIS OF COMPETITORS AND CURRENT AIRCRAFT and ENGINES
The target of this section is to provide a brief panoramic of the helicopters available today,
similar in size or mission requirements to the one that is the object of this study. A few models
were taken into account in order to make a complete comparison from [4] and manufacturers’
websites. Among those, some models are architecturally close to Robby Moto’s project, while
other have been chosen to highlight other possible solutions available on the market. The discussion will also stress the importance of the choices made in the project. For a reason of ease
of reading, each helicopter has been provided with a reference number, which will be taken
into account in order to define the performances in the graphs. The following table represents
the most important specifications of the selected helicopters, even though some are missing
because of lack of information provided by the manufacturers. Every aspect will be discussed
using graphs, representing the trends shown in the table. An orange line will highlight the
reference parameters expected for the VLR.
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Reference Number

P
131

P
141

P
147

2650
8.76
6.57

1753
8.79

4250
9
6.7

1.07
N

1
F

1.2
N

7.67

7.6

7.6

510
102
96
621
388

506
105
95
650
443

520
100
87
680
438

1000
14000
9250

1600
12000
10200
5800
68

1000
10000
6000
4000
64
30.24
141
2

72.7
34.61
322
3

611
4

T
243

N

110
930
431
1600
13000
10000
10000
302

2.5

P
180

P
145

P
115

P
80

P
95

2700
8.84
6.04

2650
8.05
6.3

5500
7.86
5.86

2600
6.22
4.85

6200
6.02

1.16
N

0.6
F

1.12
N

1
N

0.79
F

7.77

7.2

6.6

5.52

7.01

135
89
700
430

530
100
90
700
420

80
65
550
290

690
97
80
450
230

75
55
512
256

1378
11500

1100
10000

170

1280
10000
6720
4760
65.7

67

10800
7000
61

700
5.66

300
2

600
4

240
3

5000

Table 1: Specifications and performances
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4

N Blades
N Engines
Type of Engine
(Piston/Turbine)
Power [hp]
Engine Rotational
Speed [RPM]
Overall Length
Fuselage Length
TAIL Rotor
Diameter
TAIL Rotor Type
MAIN Rotor
Diameter
MAIN rotor
speed [RPM]
MAX Speed [kt]
Cuising Speed [kt]
MTOW [kg]
EW [kg]
Rate of Climb
in [fpm] @ SL
Service Ceiling [ft]
HOVER (IGE)
HOVER (OGE)
Fuel Tank [l]
Fuel Flow [l/h]
Range
Endurance

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Rotorway Rotorway Cicare Guimbal DFH Dragon MASQUITO
Robinson
ASII 496
R22 Beta II K4A-K2H
A600
300
CH12 G2 Cabri
334
M80
ULTRASPORT
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Nowadays the available models of helicopters in the same (or nearly the same) weight category of Robby Moto’s VLR are provided with two-bladed rotors, apart from the Guimbal G2.
This tendency is linked to the need to save costs, weight and to have a limited displacement of
the machine. A 2-bladed rotor, once aligned to the fuselage, makes the helicopter extremely
compact and easy to store in a hangar. A teetering rotor architecture will result in a noisier
helicopter, compared to an articulated rotor one, but the cogent requirement of low costs make
this aspect less important, given also the type of missions that have been assumed.
In the field of engines, it is possible to notice only one real competitor for the VLR: the
K4A KA-2H, fitted with two piston engines. Even though the solution seems similar to Robby
Moto’s one, the power plant is absolutely “conventional”, since two separate engines are working together to deliver the required power. In the solution proposed by Robby Moto the engine
is a single monobloc fitting two different units, able to work separately if needed in emergency,
but working in parallel in normal conditions. This particular unit lets the helicopter reach an
higher power to weight ratio, compared to K4A’s solution. In fact the TEPS engine is able to
deliver 240 hp, around 40% more than the V2400-A2HT unit employed on the KA-2H. The
only advantage of this engine is the comparatively low rotational speed (around 25% less), that
will let the K2H have a lower weight and complexity gearbox. Another possible solution is that
of the Rotorway 300T, fitted with a gas turbine. The engine unit is a Rolls Royce RR300, the
advantage of which consists of a very high power to weight ratio, along with a high level of
power produced (the power rating is almost the same of the TEPS unit). The helicopter can’t
be properly considered a real competitor, since its MTOW is 930 kg, thing that makes it part
of a superior category of weight. On the other hand the 300T is the lightest rotorcraft equipped
with a single turbine engine: fitting a smaller aircraft with such an engine could result in an unprofitable solution. Twin turbine rotorcraft can have twice as much the MTOW, so they haven’t
been considered. The following graph shows an overview on the available power delivered by
the different machines:

Figure 1: Type of helicopter VS installed power [hp]
In the field of the weights, there are only 3 solutions able to reach a lower value, compared
to Robby Moto’s VLR. The situation is shown in the graph below:
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Figure 2: Type of helicopter VS max weight

Figure 3: Type of helicopter VS empty
weight

Models 7, 8 and 9 have lower MTOWs (Maximum Take-Off Weights) and EWs (Empty
Weights) and they are able to transport a crew of two members, but they have a significantly
lower power installed, which means lower performances. Those helicopters also have more
limits linked to the payload, which forces their application field to training or general aviation
purposes. In order to highlight the capabilities of each rotorcraft, the graphs have been merged.
This way it is possible to notice the “delta weight” available for payload, crew and fuel: the
reference datum is the 250 kg of the VLR and it must be noticed that, in base to the type of
mission, the fuel tank will be filled at a proper level in order to fulfil the payload requirements.
This means higher range for ferry or low payload missions and lower flight time along payload
demanding missions.

Figure 4: Type of helicopter VS delta weight [kg]
The turbine helicopter seems to have a huge advantage, compared to the other helicopters,
but most of its weight is needed to provide storage to the fuel (a turbine engine consumes much
more fuel then a piston counterpart). From the point of view of the performances, Robby Moto’s
VLR has a high power rating, compared to the other models, that’s why the theoretically expected performances are elevated. The theoretical service ceiling is higher than the competitors’
and the same superiority is expected for the climb rate. The fuel tank capacity has been estimated around 80 l because of the commonality with other rotorcraft and in order to fulfil the
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weight constraints given by the normative, in order to certify the helicopter as a VLR rotorcraft.
The following graph shows the trend:

Figure 5: Type of helicopter VS fuel tank capacity [l]
The extremely high fuel capacity of the Rotorway 300T is due to the high fuel consumption
of the turbine engine, while the Guimbal G2 pays the higher storage volume with the inability
to fulfil the weight requirement of 600 kg (in fact it can’t be properly considered a “VLR”).
Another type of solution could be represented by a coaxial rotor helicopter, like the Kamov
family. The problem of this type of architecture, even though the helicopter will result more
compact, is the elevate complexity of the mast and of the mechanical system linked to the rotor.
A further development of this solution is the Rumas 10, which is a coaxial rotor helicopter fitted
with a pushing propeller: this kind of architecture is called “compound” ad is intended to reach
high speeds. Since the aim of the project is not to develop a fast vehicle (and keeping in mind
the need of a not complex and light machine) such a solution is absolutely impossible to be
taken into account. This helicopter, the smallest in this particular category, is a twin turbine
weighting 910 kg at take-off. Too much to get the desired weight class certification.
Thanks to this analysis it is possible to notice that Robby Moto’s VLR is the only tradeoff
solution that can potentially receive the A-Class certification while keeping weights and operational costs low enough. This kind of helicopter is extremely competitive and represents the
only practical solution to the problems sought in this conceptual design.
4. THE ENGINE
The engine developed by Robby Moto is a spark ignition 8 cylinders boxer engine, with a
displacement of 5400 cc. Actually the engine consists of two 4 inline cylinders engines with a
common monoblock shared. Every unit, in case of need, can work independently from the other,
letting the helicopter work in the A-Class compliant configuration. The distribution is made up
by an eight cams system, with different profiles for intake and exhaust valves. To increase the
reliability the distribution system is equipped with hydraulic tappets, in order to automatically
recover the valves’ mechanical play. Each cylinder is endowed with two parallel valves and
uses a Heron combustion chamber. This particular chamber design guarantees high thermo-
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Table 2: TEPS engine unit characteristics.
Characteristic
Value
Weight
130 kg (286,6 lb)
Power
2 x 120 HP at 3400 rpm
Displacement
2 x 2700 cc (2 x 164.8 in3 )
Cylinders
2x4
Max Torque
2 x 250 Nm at 2700 rpm
Bore x Stroke
98 mm x 90 mm
Compression Ratio
11:1
Dimensions, mm
1000 x 900 x 500
structural strength of the engine head. In order to reduce weights, both cylinders and pistons
are manufactured in aluminum alloy. To lower friction and as a consequence fuel consumption,
the cylinders are treated with Nikasil coating (which is an high level surface finishing, ensuring
a low roughness) and pistons are equipped with only two rings. This solution is alternative to
the conventional three rings, letting pistons be lighter and have a smaller contact surface with
the cylinders. It is also important in order to reduce inertial masses, so engine vibrations. The
crankshafts rotation is right-handed. The injection system is of the PFI (Port Fuel Injection)
type: fuel is not directly injected into the combustion chamber, but inside the intake runner,
far from the intake valves. This solution ensures homogeneous load and higher volumetric
efficiency, resulting in a better combustion process. There is a common intake manifold for
both the engine blocks, equipped with a double throttle body. This feature, along with the others
indicated previously, makes it possible to operate the units independently. The engine cooling
is ensured by a patented system, using an oil-air thermoregulation. The basics characteristics of
the engine unit are summarized in Table 2. A sketch of the TEPS engine is shown in Figures 6.
The bore/stroke ratio is typical of high performance engines, because it ensures (at a given
rotational speed) a lower mean piston speed, which results in better fluid-dynamic performances. Generally speaking, spark ignition engines may be affected by a combustion anomaly
called knock. In order to reduce the risk of knock, the compression ratio should be lower than
about 12 for naturally aspirated engines and the bore should be as low as possible. In the TEPS
engine, to reach the target power, it has been necessary to increase bore with respect to stroke.
This is the reason why the value of the compression ratio is relatively low.
An estimate of the performances has been obtained extrapolating the experimental results of
another engine unit developed by Robby Moto Engineering (RmE RAP 2.5 A1 ). As a result the
engine power and torque curves for different engine speed and at several throttle percentages,
indicated by the variable γ, have been obtained and are shown in Fig. 7.
The management of the two engines is monitored by an Engine Control Unit (ECU), which
has the aim to control injection and ignition, including redundancy and diagnostics. It also
1

http://www.robbymotoeng.com/en-en/avio-division
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Figure 6: Sketch of the TEPS engine with a cross section to see the arrangement of the cylinders/pistons.
manages the optimization in conditions of sync operation of the two engines and the emergency
phases of the failure of one of the units.
The transmission of the output power from the two units is made by a double belt drive
system, connecting shaft pulleys, fitted on each crankshafts, to a common output pulley. Centrifugal clutches ensure a proper starting of the system while free wheels allow operation in case
of engine failure, decoupling the two engines.
4.1 Comparisons with other propulsive units
A very simple comparison can be made between the TEPS, another piston engine such as
the Lycoming O-320-B2C (data extracted by the Maintenance Manual) used on many light
helicopters, such as the Robinson R22, and and ideal turboshaft engine sized for this aircraft.
The comparison is shown in Table 3. Data are indicative and need practical tests in order to be
validated.
The turboshaft engine has to be preferred when high power is requested. Obviously this
is not the case of a Very Light Rotorcraft, where power has to be quite low. As far as consumption is concerned, a single engine piston and, generally, piston engines, allow lower fuel
consumption and, consequently, lower operating costs. Another important advantage of the single engine piston is linked to the lower rotational speed (3000 RPM against about 30000 RPM
of the turboshaft) which permits a lighter and less complex transmission and gearbox. These
are the reasons why single engine piston has the absolute monopoly in the VLR field.
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Figure 7: Engine power and torque results as functions of engine speed, varying throttle.

Turboshaft Lycoming Robby Moto
Power [hp]
240
160
2 x 120
Weight [kg]
48a
125.6
130
Max Power RPM
2700
3400
Consumption @ Max Power [l/h]
77,48
51.03
49.41
Consumption @ 75% throttle [l/h]
58.20
37.80
37.10b
Consumption @ 65% throttle [l/h]
50.42
33.26
32.12b
Table 3: Comparison between a turboshaft, the Lycoming O-320 and the TEPS
a
b

a power-to-weight ration of 5 HP/Kg has been used to estimate the weight.
Data obtained theoretically.
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Figure 8: See-saw rotor hub architecture.
From the comparison it is clear that a newly developed piston engine such as the TEPS may
deliver good performances in terms of fuel consumption that outperform the penalty associated
with weight increase. The global consumption is similar to the Lycoming, but this engine
delivers 30% less power: in the same usage scenarios the TEPS will hence have a greater
fuel economy. Additionally, it can be expected a significant reduction of maintenance and
operative costs. It is in fact possible to use automotive fuel and the use of COTS technologies
and components allows a an overall reduction. The possibility to use an unleaded fuel can also
bring consistent advantages in terms of environmental impacts.
5. HELICOPTER BASIC SIZING AND PERFORMANCE
In order to achieve the required performance in terms of thrust and torque, the most critical
condition has been considered, i.e. single engine unit at maximum power, representative of the
situation where there is a failure of one of the two units of the engine. In this case the single left
engine will be driven to the maximum power condition, i.e. 120 hp, that corresponds to an angular speed of 3400 RPM, as shown in Fig. 7. Considering this as the most demanding condition
for the engine unit, the basic sizing of the rotor has been performed looking for the combination of rotor radius, chord and twist and rotor hub design able to satisfy the requirements. A
classical see-saw two blade architecture for the rotor hub has been chosen in comparison to a
more compact, but at the same time more complex, three blade design. In fact the see-saw design ensures the maximum mechanical simplicity, avoiding the necessity to introduce lead-lag
dampers to prevent the ground resonance problem. In turn, this will drive the machine toward a
low operative cost that is the main driver for this class of helicopters. A sketch of the rotor head
is shown in Fig. 8
A a straight blade planform with a simple linear blade twist and a NACA 0012 airfoil have
been chosen to avoid the introduction of complexity in the rotor blade manufacturing process.
A constraint has been added on the Mach number of the blade tip on the advancing side to avoid
the rise of negative effects associate with the formation of shock waves. So a tip Mach number
of 0.8 at the target maximum forward flight speed of 140 km/h (i.e. 75.6 kts) was considered
appropriate for this simple blade. The resulting characteristics of the main rotor are summarized
in Table 4.
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Table 4: Main rotor design parameters.
Characteristic
Unit
MTOW
600 kg
Disk area
40.8 m2
Blade Radius
3.80 m
Blade Chord
0.16 m
Blade number
2
◦
Blade twist
-8 /m
Airfoil
NACA 0012
5.1 Performance
In order to verify the effectiveness of the twin-engine design solution, a preliminary assessment of the figure of merit and the power required for forward flight is performed.
The figure of merit has been evaluated by comparing the ideal power required in hover with
the simulated power required in the same condition, according to the formula [3]
1

FM =
κ+

√

2σCd0

(1)

3/2

8CT

A value of κ of 1.16 has been estimated through this comparison, that could be considered
reasonable for this simple architecture.
For the computation of the power required in forward flight, the power coefficients has been
computed according to the formula [5]
CP = κCT λi +

 1 f
σCd0
1 + 4.65µ2 + µ3
8
2 A

(2)

which accounts for the induced, profile, and parasite contributions, where [3]


λi = λh −

1
2



µ
λh

2

 21
s  
4
1 µ
+
+ 1
4 λh

(3)

is the dependence of the inflow ratio in forward flight from the advance ratio. The drag area
f = D/(1/2ρV 2 ) has been estimated using the regression lines shown in [5], that led to a value
of about 2.5 f t2 . An average Cd0 value has been estimated for the different operative conditions
considered here.
Figures 9(a),9(b),10(a),10(b) show the power required in forward flight, compared with the
power available, with one or two operating engines at the altitudes 0 m and 3000 m. The power
available clearly changes with one or two operating engines, but also the power required does,
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(a) One operative engine.

(b) Two operative engines.

Figure 9: Helicopter power in forward flight. Altitude 0 m.

(a) One operative engine.

(b) Two operative engines.

Figure 10: Helicopter power in forward flight. Altitude 3000 m.
since the two different flight conditions correspond to different operating points for the engines
and the rotor (both in terms of angular speed and torque).
As can be seen in Figure 9(a), the helicopter is close to be capable of fully take-off and land
with one engine only. Indeed, the actual capability of performing this maneuver depends on the
amount of power losses on the system. A quite conservative value of 15% power losses has been
considered for these preliminary evaluation. The performance of the helicopter with increasing
altitude are clearly impaired in the case of one engine failure; in this case, the absolute ceiling
is slightly below 3000 m, while the performances of the helicopter with two operating engines
are sufficient to insure a wide range of forward flight speeds at both the altitudes considered.
It has to be remarked that performances with only one operating engines do not correspond
to the standard mission of the helicopter, but they are emergency flight conditions which can be
taken into account thanks to the redundancy of the TEPS propulsive unit.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
The preliminary study presented here have shown the technical feasibility of a helicopter
certified as a Class-A VLR machine, powered by a twin piston engine. The compact dimensions and the light weight of the engine make it a versatile and effective machine. Thanks to
these features it is possible to identify many different applications and uses, exploring countless
fields and opportunities. For example, size and costs can be important for flight schools, both
civil and military, since trainees could gain more confidence on the responsibility to handle
a complex but easily manageable machine. The same reasons could push a private customer
to own an helicopter, letting him move even above urban areas without particular limitations
(A-Class compliance). The customization of the helicopter for various tasks may be a possible
continuation of the work, since further developments could be found. Currently the design of
the TEPS propulsive unit design is completed and the realization of the first prototype is under
way. Further real-life tests will confirm its capabilities and help to find proper expedients to
improve the project.
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Summary. Boundary Element Method (BEM) is a widely used technique for the aerodynamic
analysis of lifting bodies, due to the good compromise between fidelity and computational costs.
This is especially true in rotorcraft applications, where the effects of the rotor wake play a crucial role in the evaluation of aerodynamic loads, and CFD solvers suffer for dissipation problems. However, potential formulations are unable to simulate many phenomena, like stall or
separation around non-aerodynamic (bluff) bodies. This limits they application to the aerodynamic analysis of complete aircraft/rotorcraft configurations, where massive separations might
arise downstream of the fuselage. In this paper, several potential-flow, BEM methodologies are
proposed, with the objective of overcoming these limitations, at the cost of receiving information
concerning the position of separation point and/or the value of pressure in the separated-flow
region. Numerical results concerning the assessment of the proposed BEM techniques are presented: these consist in comparisons with data available in the literature for simple-geometry
bodies, and with measurements obtained by experimental tests performed in a semi-open wind
tunnel facility on a light-weight helicopter fuselage.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The aerodynamic analysis of aircraft is a complex tasks, with simulation fidelity requiring
high computational effort. In the last years, RANS and LES CFD methods have become widely
used solution approaches, but they are still significantly time-consuming for applications like
optimal design and real-time simulations. They need careful meshing, which becomes cumbersome when the body is in unsteady motion and/or is subject to elastic deformation. The computational cost is even higher for rotorcraft applications, which present severl issues: firstly, the
aerodynamics is dominated by roto-translation and elastic deformation (thus, causing the above
mentioned complexity in meshing); secondly, interactions between main/tail rotor and fuselage play a crucial role, thus making the capability of simulation of the whole body desirable;
thirdly, the rotor wake remains close to the blades. Since grid-based solvers (like RANS and
LES) invariably suffer for numerical dissipation, they are not capable to consistently evaluate
the influence of the oldest part of the wake, yielding to incorrect results [1].
Boundary Element Methods (BEM) applied to potential-flow formulations provide computational tools for the aerodynamic analysis of lifting bodies, that offer a good compromise between high fidelity and low computational cost. They are capable of modelling three-dimensional,
unsteady potential flows around lifting bodies in arbitrary motion. Evaluating the flow only on
its physical boundary, they are inherently grid-free and require only the discretization of body
and wake surfaces. Their success relies also on the advances in the solution algorithm represented by the Fast Multipole Method and adaptive integration (see, among the others, [6] and
[8]). These considerations make BEM methods good candidates for aeroelastic, aerodynamic
and flight mechanic analyses of fixed-wing and rotary-wing aircraft. However, potential formulations are unable to simulate several phenomena, like stall or massive separations around
non-aerodynamic (bluff) bodies. This limits their applicability to the aerodynamic analysis of
complete aircraft/rotorcraft configurations, where massive separations might arise on the rear
part of the fuselage that, in turn, affect aerodynamics of lifting control surfaces.
In this paper, three potential-flow BEM formulations suitable for bluff body aerodynamic
analyses are proposed. The first two are inspired by the pioneering works of Helmholtz [7] and
Kirchhoff [9], and the following work of Levi-Civita [10], Schmieden [16], Roshko [15]. They
take into account the effect of large flow separations by suitably modifying the body shape and
the pressure distribution downstream of the separation point. The third formulation is based on
the introduction of a wake surface convected from separation line. These BEM formulations
require the knowledge of information concerning the position of separation point and/or the
value of pressure in the separated-flow region.
In the following, first, the proposed potential-flow BEM formulations for bluff bodies are
outlined and then, their simulation capability is assessed. To this purpose, numerical results
the provide are compared both with data available in the literature for simple-geometry bodies,
and with measurements obtained by experimental tests performed in a semi-open wind tunnel
facility on a light-weight helicopter fuselage. This activity has been performed in the framework
of an industrial research project aimed at the optimal re-design of the I.R.I. T22 light-weight
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helicopter.
2. AERODYNAMIC FORMULATION
The bluff-body aerodynamic prediction approaches proposed are based on the formulation
introduced in [4], that is valid for potential, unsteady flows around bodies of arbitrary shape and
motion. In the following, a brief outline of the formulation is presented.
Considering incompressible, potential flows such that ~v = ∇ϕ, the rotor aerodynamics formulation applied assumes the potential field, ϕ, to be given by the superposition of an incident
field, ϕI , and a scattered field, ϕS (i.e. ϕ = ϕI + ϕS ). The scattered potential is determined by
sources and doublets distributions over the surfaces of the body, SB , and by doublets distributed
over the wake portion that is very close to the trailing edge from which emanated (near wake,
N
SW
).
The incident potential field is associated to doublets distributed over the complementary
F
far wake region, SW
[4]. The wake surface partition is such that the far wake is the only
wake portion that may come in contact with other bodies and generate Body-Vortex Interaction
effects (like those occurring in helicopter rotors in descent flight). The incident potential is
N
F
and is
, whereas the scattered potential is discontinuous across SW
discontinuous across SW
represented by [4]
Z
Z
ϕS (~x, t) =
[G (vn − un ) − ϕS ∂Gn] dS(~y ) −
∆ϕS ∂Gn dS(~y )
N
SW

SB

where G = −1/4π ρ is the unit-source solution of the three-dimensional Laplace equation,
with ρ = k~y − ~xk, while ∆ϕS is the potential jump across the wake surface, known from
past history of potential discontinuity at the blade trailing edge through the Kutta-Joukowski
condition [5, 11]. In addition, vn = ~vB · ~n, with ~vB representing the blade velocity and ~n its
outward unit normal, whereas un = ~uI · ~n, with ~uI denoting the velocity induced by the far
wake.
Considering the far wake discretized into M panels, assuming the potential jump constant
over each panel, and recalling the equivalence between surface distribution of doublets and
vortices, the incident velocity field is evaluated through the Biot-Savart law applied to the vortices having the shape of the panel contours. In order to assure a regular and finite distribution
of the induced velocity within the vortex core, and thus a stable and regular solution even in
body-vortex impact conditions, a Rankine finite-thickness vortex model is introduced in the
Biot-Savart law [4].
The shape of the wake surface can be either of a prescribed type (for instance, that swept by
the trailing edge during its motion, or identified by experimental measurements), or determined
as part of the solution in the so-called free-wake analyses. In case of a free-wake simulation, the
wake-induced velocity field is applied to evaluate both the term un in Eq. (1) and the velocity
field convecting and deforming the wake surface. Note that, in this formulation, the incident
potential affects the scattered potential through the induced-velocity, while the scattered poten-
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tial affects the incident potential by its trailing-edge discontinuity that is convected along the
wake and yields the intensity of the vortices of the far wake [4].
Once the potential field is known, the Bernoulli theorem yields the pressure distribution [2]
from which, in turn, the forces acting on the body may be evaluated.
2.1 Modified formulation for bluff bodies
In order to take into account the effect of flow separation downstream a bluff body, several
approaches are developed and assessed, inspired by the methodologiespresented in Refs. [7,
9, 10, 16, 15]. Since based on conformal mapping, they are developed for simple geometries
and then, have limited capability of simulating realistic aeronautical configurations. They are
applicable when data such as the pressure of separated flow, the position or velocity at the
separation points, or the geometry of the re-circulation bubble downstream the body are known
(or satisfactorily estimated). The aim of this paper is to use such kind of data in combination
with a BEM aerodynamic solver, in order to analyze bluff bodies of arbitrary shape, in arbitrary
motion.
Figure 1 shows a sketch of the proposed approaches for a simple 2D geometry:

Figure 1. Sketch of the proposed approaches.
• Approach A consists in the transformation of the body into an open surface in correspondence of the separation line; Within the separated-flow region the pressure value is
assumed to be equal to that on the separation line (base pressure).
• Approach B consider a wake surface emanated from the separation line. The potential
value on a panel on the separated-flow region is arbitrarily imposed in order to avoid
unrealistic multi-value solutions;
• Approach C is similar to Approach B, with the body surface in the separated-flow region
removed;
• Approach D is closely inspired by the works of Helmholtz and Kirchhoff [7, 9] and considers a modified body shape, which is extended downwards from the separation line, in
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order to simulate the separation bubble shape. The pressure on the body is assumed to be
that suitably projected from the extended artificial surface (see Fig. 2).
• Approach E considers a deformed closed body, with a recirculation buble of finite length
in the rear part.
• Approach F is similar to Approach E, with a smooth connection between attached-flow
body surface and the recirculation bubble one.

Figure 2. Projection of pressure distribution on the actual body.
3. RESULTS
The numerical investigation presented here, is aimed at assessing the accuracy of the numerical approaches presented in section 2.1, through comparison with numerical and experimental
data.
First, two-dimensional bodies (namely, a semi-infinite flat plate and an infinite cylinder)
characterized by massive separations are considered, for which a wide literature is available.
Then, the fuselage model of the ultralight Italian Rotor Industries T22-helicopter is analysed,
and the numerical results are compared with the data obtained from an experimental campaign
performed at the semi-open wind tunnel of the University of Perugia.
3.1 Flat plate
The first test case considered, is a semi-infinite plate perpendicular to the free-stream velocity. For this problem the only unknown parameter related to flow separation is the shape
of the separation bubble, in that the separation points coincide with the edges of the plate at
each Reynolds number. Here, the its elliptical approximation proposed by Roshko [15] and
Parkinson [12] is used. The results from Approaches A, B and C are not presented here, in that
these approaches give unsatisfactory results when applied to this test problem. In particular, in
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Figure 3. Pressure coefficient over flat plate and along the bubble boundary line.
wake-based approaches (B and C) numerical instabilities arise in the numerical scheme used to
identify the shape of the free-wake (especially nearby the separation points). Hence, in Fig. 3
only results from Approach F are compared with the analytical results of Refs. [15] and [12].
In this figure the pressure coefficient distribution from the stagnation point to the plate edge
(x-negative values) and along the bubble boundary line is presented. The numerical solutions
on the plate surface are almost identical to the analytical ones. However, although the base
pressure predicted by the numerical formulations is equal to that given by the analytical models
(see the pressure value at the plate edge), some discrepancies appear in the fluid region nearby
the separation point. These differences vanish along the separation line and the numerical and
analytical predictions become very similar at distances from the body comparable with the plate
length.
3.2 Infinite cylinder
The second test case considered is the infinite cylinder orthogonal to the flow. It is well
known that, in this case, the separation point and the base pressure are strongly dependent on
the Reynolds number (see, for details, Refs. [14, 17, 3]). Also in this case, the wake-based
approaches (B and C) show numerical instabilities nearby the separation points, and hence the
results from these approaches are not presented here. First, in Fig. 4 the numerical results
from the approaches presented in Section 2.1are compared with experimental data from Ref.
[17], for two different values of the separation angle (namely, for two values of the Reynolds
number). The numerical Approaches E and F predict a stagnation point at θ = 180◦ , that is not
present in the experimental data, which show a pressure distribution along the bubble boundary
increasing soon after the separation point, and then reaching a constant value. This allows
to identify the base region in the numerical simulation as that where the variation of pressure
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(a) θs = 85◦

(b) θs = 105◦

Figure 4. Comparison between different numerical solutions and experimental data, for two
separation angles, θs . θ measured from stagnation point.

(a) θs = 85◦

(b) θs = 90◦

(c) θs = 95◦

(d) θs = 100◦

Figure 5. Comparison between numerical solutions and experimental data, for different separation angles, θs . θ measured from stagnation point.
with respect to the azimuth coordinate, θ, becomes negligible. From these observations it is
evident that a reliable potential formulation has to be able to predict a separated-flow region of
the body where ∂p/∂θ is small. Moreover, these figures show that the numerical results from
Approach A have a very poor level of accuracy, and similar considerations are still valid for
Approach D. Whereas, Approach E although showing a good level of accuracy, overestimates
the pressure at the separation point, in that the wake and the body surfaces are not smoothly
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linked at the separation point (i.e., a geometrical discontinuity is present at this point). Also in
this case, Approach F (applied here by using bubble lengths of two and three times the cylinder
diameter D) gives the most accurate results, both in terms of pressure coefficient and base region
identification.
Next, Fig. 5 shows the comparison between the results obtained through Approach F and
the experimental data presented in Ref. [17], for four different values of the separation angle.
These results confirm that this approach is capable to reproduce experimental measurements
with a satisfactory level of accuracy, as well as to correctly identify the base region. Finally,

(a) drag coefficient

(b) percentage error

Figure 6. Comparison between experiments and numerical simulation on a cylinder, for different values of the Reynolds number.
in Fig. 6 the comparison between the drag coefficient predicted by the proposed approaches
and the experimental data valid for Reynolds number ranging from 4.5 × 106 to 7 × 106 are
shown. Here, the friction drag, which cannot be evaluated by using the proposed approaches,
is estimated by semi-analytical formulas [13]. It is possible to notice that Approaches A and E
yield acceptable results, whereas Approach F gives, as expected, very accurate results, with a
maximum error of 5%. The behavior in the transition range is well captured by all the proposed
approaches. It is worth noting that Approaches F and E need the knowledge of the recirculation
bubble length, in addition to the location of the separation point. However, a sensitivity analysis
on this parameter shows that the numerical solutions are weakly dependent on it for bubble
lengths grater than two cylinder diameters.
3.3 Experimental tests on T22 fuselage
To obtain reference data and validate the numerical formulations for complex geometry
bodies, a 1 : 2 scale model of the I.R.I. T22 helicopter fuselage has been manufactured and
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tested in the semi-open "Raffaele Balli" wind tunnel facility at the University of Perugia. Its
380 kW engine coupled with a 11-bladed fan blows air up to 44 m/s in the open test-chamber,
whose dimensions are shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 7. Test chamber dimensions.

Figure 8. Force measurement system.

Figure 9. Model instrumented with tufts and
pressure transducer.

The force measurement system sketched in Fig. 8 is composed of: a 3-axis load cell (A)
and a stand constrained with three 2-axis load cells (B, C and D) for moments measurement.
The model has been instrumented with 16 pressure transducers along his side and back and
with wool tufts used during some of the tests (Figs. 9, 10). Moreover, a smoke generator
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Figure 10. Pressure probes location.

Figure 11. Wool tufts and smoke visualization.

was present. The model has been tested at three different pitch attitudes (θ = 1.2◦ , −1.4◦ and
−7.2◦ ), at the maximum flow speed, with a sampling frequency of 1 Hz.
The objective of the tests was twofold: to acquire reference data (pressure distributions
and aerodynamic loads values) for the validation of the numerical models, and to identify the
position of separation point (defined by the wool tufts) and the separation bubble length (determined by smoke visualization). First, an example of the wool tufts application is given in Fig.
11, which shows that for this flight condition the flow remains attached for the whole length of
the fuselage.

Figure 12. Mean measured pressures, θ = −7.8◦ . Orange data are obtained in presence of wool
tufts.
Then, Figs. 12 and 13 show the results of the experimental data post-processing acquired
for a pitch attitude of −7.8◦ . In particular, Fig. 12 shows the pressure mean values, whereas
Fig. 13 depicts the values of the standard deviations. It is possible to note that only transducers
15 and 16, which are in the base region, present significant standard deviations, as expected.
Moreover, Fig. 14 shows the time history of the forces measured by the load cell A, for a
fuselage attitude equal to −1.4◦ . After the flow acceleration transition phase, the values of the
forces remain quite constant, with the only exception regarding the force Z, which seems to be
more affected by unsteady effects.
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Figure 13. Pressure standard deviations, θ = −7.8◦ . Blue data are obtained in presence of wool
tufts.

Figure 14. Output of load cell A, θ = −1.2◦ .
Finally, Fig. 15 shows the load measurements for θ = 1.2◦ . In this condition the fuselage
is moderately un-lifting, with an efficiency near to −0.08. In the third test, the model was
instrumented with wool tufts and a slight increase in drag has been detected, as expected. The
repeatability of the experimental data is quite good, considering the small absolute value of the
lift.

(a) drag

(b) lift

Figure 15. Force measurements, θ = 1.2 .
◦
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3.4 Numerical results on T22 fuselage
After the assessment of the capabilities and limitations of the different potential-flow approaches proposed, the numerical investigation is focused on the correlation with the data
obtained during the experimental campaign described in Section 3.3. Since the experimental
campaign shows that the separation occurs at the end of the fuselage, no numerical instabilities arise in wake-based approaches (B and C). An example of the free-wake shape obtained
by using these approaches is shown in Fig. 16, whereas the body discretization used in the
bubble-based model is depicted in Fig. 17.

Figure 16. Fuselage and free-wake shape.

Figure 17. Fuselage and separation bubble shape.
In Figs. 18 and 19 drag and lift coefficients obtained through numerical simulations are
compared with the experiments for three different pitch attitudes (note that lift coefficient is
affected by a significantly higher standard deviation than the drag coefficient). In order to
include compressibility and viscous effects, the Prandtl-Glauert correction and the equivalent
flat plate correction are applied to the numerical results (see, Ref. [13]).
Note that, also in this case, Approach F with a separation bubble length of 0.5D (with
D denoting fuselage length) gives the best results, both in terms of drag and lift. Moreover,
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(a) Drag

(b) Lif t

Figure 18. Drag and lift coefficients, comparison between proposed model and experimental
data, for three pitch attitudes.

(a) Drag

(b) Lif t

Figure 19. Force coefficients vs θ. Comparison between experimental data and numerical
predictions.
Approach F returns satisfactory drag predictions for longer bubbles too (up to 4D in the graph).
Approach A provides lower quality results (with an error which remains, however, below 20%
on drag predictions), while Approach C based on a free-wake solution gives results quite similar
to those given by Approach F. However, it is worth noting that all the proposed approaches
correctly capture the CD S and CL S behaviors with respect to the attitude variation. This is
highlighted by Fig. 20, where numerically computed polars, although with different levels of
accuracy, remain practically parallel to the measured one. Finally, the comparison in terms of
measured and evaluated pressure at the points marked in Fig. 10 is shown in Figs. 21(a)-21(f).
The probes positions have been chosen in the deceleration zone, where flow separation occurs.
Experimental data are shown in terms of mean value and confidence interval of 3 standard
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Figure 20. Polar diagram. Comparison between experimental data and numerical predictions.
deviations (±3Σ). The numerical results are quite good, laying in the mean ±3Σ area for most
of the acquisition points, with the probes on which the predictions are poorer characterized by
the highest standard deviations (probes from 10 to 14), located in the lower part of the fuselage
side.
4. CONCLUSIONS
Comparisons with the experimental data show that the potential-based approaches proposed
in this paper show a good capability to simulate bluff body aerodynamics, both for simpleshape and complex-shape bodies. They require the knowledge of the position of separation
points and the length of the separation bubble, but present the capability of analyzing complete
aircraft/rotorcraft configurations in arbitrary motion, without need of volume meshing and high
computational costs (as needed by CFD techniques). Some of the proposed approaches are capable to predict with good accuracy trends of aerodynamic forces with respect to the change of
the flight configuration (i.e., fuselage attitude angle). Thus, they may be considered as computational tools suitable for optimal preliminary design of aircraft/rotorcraft, where several vehicle
configurations need to be examined and compared, and the sensitivity of the aerodynamic loads
to their variation is of high interest.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e) θ = −1.4◦

(f) θ = −7.8◦

Figure 21. Measured vs computed pressure.
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Abstract. The research activity includes the simulation, manufacturing and measuring of
shell radar absorbing structure of missiles. The novelty of the work is the study of a curved
radar absorbing structure. The enhancement of the electromagnetic wave absorption is
obtained by using carbon nanotube as filler in different weight ratio with respect to the
epoxy-resin adopted for the shell manufacturing. The structural resistance is granted by the
use of conventional fiberglass. A radar absorbing prototype of an half shell, having section of
15 cm radius has been built and characterized. The thickness of the shell is around 6.5 mm
and is made of two different loaded layers. The measurements of the electromagnetic
reflection coefficient has been performed for two different incidence angles (0° and 45°). The
reflection coefficient shows values down to -18 dB around 3 GHz and -10 dB around 11 GHz
for perpendicular incidence, and -6 dB around 3 GHz and -10 dB around 12 GHz for oblique
incidence. An electromagnetic simulation of a flat structure having the same layering
configuration of the shell shows values of reflection coefficient very similar to the measured
one at perpendicular incidence.

1

INTRODUCTION

The research activity on radar absorbing materials (RAM), and radar absorbing structure
(RAS), is an high funding chapter for many countries. In fact, after the second world war the
stealth technology has become more and more important in military field. Nowadays most of
the research on materials is devoted to develop new effective RAM/RAS for manned and
unmanned aircraft and in space for stealth satellite [1-10]. This work presents an application
of RAS to the shell of missiles to reduce their radar traceability. In particular, an hypothetical
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missile having a diameter similar to that of Marte Mk2/S helicopter-launched anti-ship
weapon system [11] is considered as geometrical model. In Figure 1 a schematic reporting
the semicircular section of the shell is shown. The shell radar absorbing structure (SRAS) is
made of two layers backed by a perfect electric conductor (PEC). The PEC here used is a very
thin foil of aluminum. The layers are made of epoxy-based composite materials reinforced by
using carbon nanomaterials. The paper is organized in four main sections. In the section 2 the
adopted materials are described, while in the section 3 the electromagnetic model of a flat
absorber used for the simulation of a flat RAS having the same layering configuration of the
SRAS is presented: the comparison of the electromagnetic absorption reveals interesting
similarities between curved and flat shape of absorber. Finally, in section 4 the
electromagnetic characterization of the manufactured SRAS is reported and discussed.

(a)
Missile

Half part of the RAS
missile shell made of two
nanostructured composite
material layers

Missile
hell

40 cm

1° layer made of 5 Ply of fiberglass+0.5 wt% MWCNT;

(b)
2° layer made of 5 Ply of fiberglass+1.0 wt% MWCNT

R=15 cm
PEC

Aluminum
holder

Total Thickness
∼6.5 mm

Figure 1: Schematic of the layered radar absorbing shell;
(a) half part of the missile shell prototype, (b) layering of
the nanostructured composite material.
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2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Polymeric matrix and nano-filler
The composite matrix employed is the bi-component epoxy resin PrimeTM 20LV (density
1.123 g/cm3) with own specific hardener (density 0.936 g/cm3), purchased at Gurit. It has a
very low mixed viscosity, long working time, and an exceptionally low exothermic
characteristic, which allows thick sections to be manufactured without risk of premature
gelation due to exothermic temperature rises. Composite materials reinforced by multi wall
carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) are studied for their interesting microwave absorption
capability, as widely known from the literature [12-15]. The industrial grade MWCNT
Nanocyl™ NC 7000 (average diameter around 9.5 nm, average length 1.5µm, carbon purity
90%, metal oxide 10%, surface area 250-300m2/g) supplied by Nanocyl, have been used as
filler of the polymeric matrix

2.2 Dielectric Characterization of Nanocomposite Materials
The proposed SRAS is based on a bi-layered material where each layer is made of epoxybased composite material reinforced by nano-powders in different weight percentages. The
first step has regarded the manufacturing of composite material samples in order to compute
the relative permittivity as function of the frequency of the applied EM field. Retrieval of the
dielectric parameters has been obtained by measuring the microwave scattering parameters Sij
(i,j=1,2) by means of a vector network analyzer (AGILENT, PNA-L N5235) and a coaxial
transmission line [16-18]. The nanofiller has been dispersed within the epoxy resin at two
different weight percentages (0.5 and 1.0wt%). A higher weight percentage of MWCNT could
be used, but practically this would limit the scalability and increase the costs of the industrial
production. As far as the authors experience is concerned, such filler percentages represent a
trade-off between the advantages in terms of EM absorption capability and the drawbacks due
to the practical difficulty in achieving a homogeneous dispersions with higher concentrations.
The critical point is achieving a nanoparticles dispersion in the resin with homogeneous and
isotropic distribution, which is hindered by the van der Walls forces that tend to aggregate the
nanoparticles to each other [19]. During the materials preparation, the dispersion of the carbon
powder within the polymer matrix has been achieved by sonication at room temperature. The
sonication has been carried out at 20 kHz for about 4 hours by means of Sonics Ultrasonicator
(VCX750 model), setting 20% amplitude with respect to the full-scale oscillation magnitude
of the ultrasonic processor. The polymerization takes about 16 hours at around 50 °C. In
Figure 2 a SEM micrograph of the as-received MWCNT is reported.
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Figure 2. Scanning electron microscope picture of
MWCNT type NC 7000.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Relative permittivity of nanocomposite materials loaded
with MWCNT at 0.5 and 1.0 wt%; (a) real part, (b) imaginary part.
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Four cylindrical samples of the same kind of nano-reinforced composite material have been
manufactured and measured for each weight percentage to be aware of the reproducibility of
the dielectric characterization results. The average values of real and imaginary part of the
electrical permittivity have been taken into account. The samples electrical permittivity has
been retrieved from the coaxial airline measurements by raw data processing with numerical
algorithms: the Nicholson-Ross algorithms have been adopted (all the available algorithms
are the software package of Agilent measurement software - Agilent software 8571E material
measurement) [16-18]. In Figure 3 the relative real and imaginary part of the electrical
permittivity of the MWCNT-reinforced composite materials are shown.

2.3 Shell manufacturing
The manufacturing of the composite shell structure has been made by using 5 ply of fiberglass
(density 500 g/m2) for each layer. In Figure 4a and 4b the aluminum holder and the fiberglass
type are reported. For an optimal dispersion of MWCNT in the fiberglass fabric, a quite deep
sonication step has been previously applied to the matrix filled by MWCNTs (Figure 4c). Ply
after ply all the fabrics have been impregnated by the loaded matrix. In the first 5 ply the
matrix having 1.0wt% of MWCNT has been used, while the matrix having 0.5wt% has been
employed in the last 5 ply. The curing temperature in over has been set at about 60 °C for one
day. In Figure 4d, the vacuum bag is shown, whereas in Figures 4e,f,g the final shell is
shown. The manufacturing process need to pay much attention to the homogeneous dispersion
of the loaded epoxy matrix within the fiberglass fabric, in order to avoid different localized
electromagnetic behavior of shell.
(a)

(e)

(b)

(c)

(f)

(d)

(g)

Figure 4: Manufacturing of the nanostructured layered shell; (a) aluminum holder, (b) fiber glass, (c),
ultrasonicated solution made of nanopowder at 0.5wt% within epoxy resin, (d) vacuum bag and curing in
oven, (e,f,g) naked crude electromagnetic absorbing shell structure.
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3

ELECTROMAGNETIC MODEL

Details of the adopted mathematical model of the EM absorber can be found in literature [14].
The model consists in a multilayered structure as shown in Figure 5, where each layer is made
of one of the available nanocomposite material (identified by the wt% of nanofiller inclusion
within the matrix) characterized by the preliminary dielectric measurements. Each layer (u) is
denoted by its proper thickness tu and complex permittivity εu (that is function of the
frequency f ). The layers are progressively numbered from the lower side, where the material
is supposed interfaced with a perfect electric conductor (PEC), up to the top face where the
first layer is interfaced with free space (air). The electric field component of the incident EM
wave is called E+, the reflected part is E–. By following the scheme of Figure 5, the reflection
coefficient (RC) at the air-absorber interface can be evaluated by (1), which relates the freespace impedance to the input impedance seen at the air-multilayer structure interface,
RCi =

Z iu − Z 0
,
Z iu + Z 0

(1)

where Z 0 = µ 0 / ε 0 ≅ 377Ω is the free-space impedance, and Ziu is the input impedance at
the air-absorber interface at the i-th value of frequency. The input impedance of the
multilayer, which is seen at the air-absorber interface, can be expressed by iterating the
following relationship

Z iu = ηiu

Z iu −1 cos(kiu tu ) + jηiu sin (kiu tu )
ηiu cos(kiu tu ) + jZ iu −1 sin (kiu tu )

(2)

for each layer. In (2) tu = xu-1 – xu is the thickness of the u-th layer and ηiu the EM intrinsic
wave impedance of layer u at the i-th value of frequency f

ηiu =

µ0
ε0

µ ru
ε ru

(3)

where ε0 and μ0 are the electric permittivity and magnetic permeability of vacuum, while εr
and μr are the relative electric permittivity and magnetic permeability obtained by the
measurements of the basic materials. From the measurements carried out on the dielectric
parameters it has been observed that the relative permeability µr is unitary for all the materials
under test. In (2) the complex wave number kiu is

′ − jε ru
′′ )
kiu = 2π f i µ 0ε 0 (ε ru

(4)

where fi is the i-th frequency value of the incident EM wave, and ε ru′ (ε ru′′ ) is the real
(imaginary) part of the permittivity of the material used for the u-th layer. This model has
been applied by developing an in-house MATLAB code. The aim of the simulation is to
compare the theoretical RC of a flat layered absorber with the RC of the manufactured shell.
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Figure 5: General multilayer scheme of a layered EM absorber.
The back layer is a perfect electric conductor (PEC).
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ELECTROMAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS

The EM reflectivity of the layered absorbing composite has been measured using the vector
network analyzer connected to two antennas at approximately 0° and 45° incidence angles by
means of the NRL arch system shown in Figure 6. This latter is an industry standard for the
measuring of the reflectivity of materials, originally designed for devices testing at oblique
incidence and over a wide frequency range. Reflectivity is defined as reflected power
reduction caused by the introduction of an absorbing material. Such power reduction is
compared to a ‘perfect’ reflection which is very well approximated by the reflection of a flat
metallic plate. The NRL Arch calibration and the measurement makes use of the transmission
scattering parameter S21 by time domain gating technique [24]. Time domain gives the
possibility to reduce the effect of unwanted interfering electromagnetic multi-paths. By this
way the reflectivity measurements can take place even when there is not the availability of an
anechoic chamber. The perfect reflection around the 0 dB level of reflectivity is the reference
level taken for the calibration of the NRL Arch.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Electromagnetic measurement of reflectivity
by using NRL arch metho;. (a) metal plate calibration at
45° incidence angle, (b) measurement of the shell RC at
5° incidence angle.

In particular, in Figure 6a the calibration of the NRL Arch with the antennas placed at 45° of
incidence angle and by using the curved metallic shape for reference is shown. Such curved
metallic shape is the same previously used to manufacture the layered SRAS. In Figure 6b,
the reflectivity measurements of SRAS when the antennas are paced around 0° is shown. In
particular, since 0° of incidence angle implies that the two antennas are located to much close
to each other, an angle of 5° is used. Such trick does not change the results, as it can be easily
observed in Figure 7a. When the incidence angle is different from 0° the so called electric
transverse (TE) and magnetic transverse (TM) modes need to be taken into consideration. The
higher the angle between the antenna propagation direction and the surface of incidence, the
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greater the difference between TE and TM electromagnetic responses. In Figures 7a,b the
reflectivity of the curved metallic shape is reported. The calibration shows a reference for the
reflectivity around 0 dB. Some uncertainties in calibration appears at 45° of incidence angle.
That can be due to border effects which could be enhanced by the curved shapes. In Figure 7a
a comparison between the reflectivity simulation of a flat RAS and the reflectivity
measurement of SRAS at 0° incidence is show. A very interesting similarity can be
highlighted. Figure 7b reports the measurements at 45° of incidence angle: some differences
occurs with respect to Figure 7a, but it is interesting to highlight that the two main peaks of
absorption remain approximately around the same frequencies of 3 and 13 GHz. Such
differences are also justifiable by the complete manual manufacturing procedure of both the
samples and the SRAS, which in turn leads to unavoidable occurring of uncertainties and not
homogeneity in the nanopowder dispersion. The theoretical simulation of infinite extended
flat multilayered material made by using the standard mathematical model reported in
equations (1-4) has been computed only in the case of normal incidence (0 °), which already
represents a limit case of comparison.

Figure 7: Electromagnetic measurement of reflectivity by using
NRL arch method; (a) 5° incidence angle, (b) 45° incidence angle.
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5

CONCLUSIONS

This work describes the manufacturing and the electromagnetic characterization of a shell
radar absorbing structure for missiles application. The interesting novelty of the work is the
manufacturing and the analysis of curved radar absorbing structures. The results show
interesting electromagnetic absorption performances in the frequency range normally used by
radars, in particular around 3 GHz for long range radar detection and above 8 GHz for short
range radar detection. The manufacturing process takes into account the fiberglass type, its
orientation and the carbon nanomaterials. This process can be tuned to allow the design of a
RAS supporting the design constraints like mechanical stress/loadings etc.
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Abstract. The aim of this work is to analyze the effect of the impact velocity on layered
nanostructured composite made of Kevlar and Carbon fiber fabric. The impact tests are
carried out by means of a linear electromagnetic accelerator, called Rail Gun, that has been
assembled and tuned in order to perform high energy impact testing on layered structures. A
tunable power supplier is used to set the capacitors charging voltage at the desired level: in
this way the Rail Gun energy can be tuned as a function of the desired bullet velocity. This
facility is able to analyze both low and high velocity impacts. A numerical analysis is also
performed by using the Ansys code in order to analyze the damage in term of delamination
occurring at the laminate interfaces . A model is proposed to optimize the distribution of such
interfaces and compare to the experimental results obtained. Different types of plate-shaped
multilayered structures have been manufactured and characterized in terms of energy
absorbing capability upon impact. The effects of composite stacking sequence, thickness, and
percentage of filling nanostructured material have been evaluated, as well as the influence of
the bullet diameter on the damage typology.

1

INTRODUCTION

In the last decades the research on composite materials have been acquiring importance due to
the possibility of increasing the material mechanical performances while contemporary
decreasing both mass and volume of the structures. Mass lowering is a “must” especially in
military and aerospace applications, since aircraft aerodynamic profile needs to be optimized
and because of the high costs of launch and launcher and payload mass constraints [1].
The need to face up to the well know problem of the so called “space debris”, but also the
need to develop anti-ballistic materials for personal protection and for stationary and mobile
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structures has led many researchers to look for advanced lightweight materials for ballistic
applications. Among all innovative materials, a promising branch of such research focuses on
the polymeric composite materials with inclusions of nanostructures [2].
As far as ballistic properties are concerned, the fiber-reinforced composite materials are
increasingly used in the manufacturing of aerospace and automotive structures due to their
high strength to weight ratios. In general they are seeking good performance and low
production costs but these properties are usually not possible all at once.
The aerospace and military industry normally entails components with a high design security
without being mainly cost-effective while in the civilian applications such as automotive
industry the focus of attention is fairly different, i.e. the low cost scale production.
From a strategic point of view, the objective of this field of research is to improve or replace
the heavy Ballistic Protection Systems (BPS) (ballistic steel, ballistic protective ceramics).
Polymer nanocomposites are composites with a polymer matrix and a filler with at least one
dimension less than 100 nanometers. Current interest in nanocomposites has been generated
and maintained because nanoparticle-filled polymers exhibit unique combinations of
properties, not achievable with traditional composites. These combinations of properties can
be achieved because of the small size of the fillers, the large surface area the fillers provide,
and in many cases the unique properties of the fillers themselves. In many cases achieving
significant improvements in the material properties require small to modest nanofiller
loadings. Unlike traditional micro-filled composites, these novel fillers often alter the
properties of the entire polymer matrix, while, at the same time, imparting new functionality
because of their chemical composition and nanoscale size. As far as ballistic properties are
concerned, the interest in developing advanced lightweight materials based on
nanocomposites arises from the unconventional behaviour of several nanomaterials in terms
of impact energy dissipation. A rich and complex vibrational structure, in particular for
acoustic phononic modes, gives to nanoparticles the possibility to withstand high external
stresses without structural damages. Thanks to a suitable procedure of nanostructures
intercalation within organic matrix, is thus possible to manufacture light composite materials
with improved capabilities of ballistic protection, via energy spreading from local points over
larger areas or by means of the so-called shear thickening effect.
In this work carbon nanotubes (CNT) are added as nanofiller in order to reinforce the matrix
hosting Carbon fiber and Kevlar fabrics. Carbon fiber grants the mechanical strength [1]
whereas Kevlar in turns is known for its antiballistic application [2]. Several works report the
beneficial effect of CNTs as filler in composite materials, in particular regarding the
mechanical strength enhancement [3].
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2

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The composite materials under testing are manufactured by integrating several layers of
Kevlar fabrics and carbon fiber ply within a polymeric matrix (epoxy resin) also reinforced
with carbon nanotubes at 1wt% versus the matrix. The polymeric matrix is the bi-component
epoxy resin PrimeTM 20LV (density 1.123 g/cm3) purchased at GURIT. The MWCNTs are
the NC7000 (average diameter around 9.5 nm, average length 1.5 µm, purity 90%, surface
area 250-300 m2/g) supplied by NANOCYL. Figure 1 shows a scanning electron microscope
picture of the employed MWCNTs. The layered carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) +
Kevlar structure is made of six layers of carbon fiber (biaxial woven roving 0°-90°) and two
of Kevlar fabrics. Manufacturing is performed by taking care to overlap one carbon fiber layer
upon the other by following the scheme (0°÷90°), (+45°÷ −45°), (0°÷90°), two layers of
biaxial Kevlar fabric, and again three layers of carbon fiber as above. In Figure 2 the fabrics
used to build the layered CFRP+Kevlar structure are shown. The CNTs were homogeneously
dispersed in the epoxy resin which was adopted to build the Kevlar and carbon fiber layered
composite materials. A critical issue of the nano-reinforced composite manufacturing is to
perform the mixing of the nanoparticles within the matrix in such a way to obtain an
homogeneous and isotropic distribution. Such requirement, needful for any kind of
application, is critically hindered by the Van Der Walls forces that tend to aggregate the
nanoparticles to each other [4].

Figure 1: SEM picture of MWCNT pristine material.
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a

b

c

Figure 2: a) Carbon fibers and Kevlar fabrics used to manufacture a nano-reinforced composite multilayer tile.
b) Manufacturing of layers by using carbon fiber, Kevlar and resin reinforced with carbon nanotubes at 1wt%,
Preform lid and pressure application. c) Final nano-reinforced composite multilayer tile with thickness of about 2
mm.

Before mixing within the polymer matrix, the nanomaterial was treated by sonication at room
temperature in excess of ethanol. The sonication is carried out at 20 kHz for 6 hours by means
of Sonics Ultrasonicator (VCX750 model). After this preliminary step, the resin is added to
the alcoholic solution in such amount to have the desired MWCNT concentration in the final
composite. The composite mixtures realized and analyzed consist in epoxy-resin with
inclusion of MWCNT at 1wt% versus the matrix. The obtained mixture is stirred for about 1h
at room temperature, and then put in oven at ~60°C till the total evaporation of the solvent
(typically it takes ~48h), finally an aminic hardener is added and mixed. In order to prepare
the composite tiles, each layer is soaked within the mixture, then a pressure loading of about
1000kg/cm2 is applied over a rectangular zone (3020cm2) of the multilayer. Finally, the resin
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curing process is applied in oven at a constant temperature (50°C for 16 hours).
An electromagnetic launcher called railgun has been designed and realized in order to perform
the material ballistic characterization. In Figure 3a the basic scheme of the railgun is shown.
There are two parallel barrels (the rails), a moving armature (the bullet) and the electrical
assembly of electrodes and capacitors deputed to energy storing and supply. The railgun is 1m
length, the rail bars are 5mm thick and 15mm spaced. The rails are electrically connected to a
bank of 160 high voltage capacitors (6000V, 80µF), for an overall equivalent capacitance of
about 12000 μF. Each capacitor is about 50 kg weigh and has been supplied by ICAR SpA
INDUSTRIA CONDENSATORI. Such capacitors were used in the past for the HotShot
system to test and study materials in plasma wind tunnel (PWT) under high temperature
plasma wind with the aim to replicate reentry into the Earth's atmosphere. The capacitors can
be charged up to 6000V for a theoretical overall stored energy of around 200 kJ. A tunable
power supplier is used to set the capacitors charging voltage at the desired level. In this way
the energy of railgun can be easily tuned as a function of the desired bullet velocity. A great
effort has been provided in order to achieve a reasonable high level of ballistic test
reproducibility, mainly for what concerns the control of the railgun bias parameters and their
influence on both values and statistical dispersion of the output energy. In Figure 3b, the
break wire system used to measure the projectile velocity is schematically shown. It consists
of two thin copper conductors placed along the trajectory of the bullet. They connect a double
power supply with two oscilloscope channels. When the projectile breaks up these copper
conductors, the oscilloscope shows the exponential decay of voltage at the two channels. By
taking into account the elapsed time and the traveled distance, the projectile velocity can be
computed. In Figure 4 the railgun connected to the high voltage capacitors, the break wire
system connected to the oscilloscope for the projectile velocity measurement, and the moving
armature are respectively shown. The rails are mounted on a dielectric support mechanically
resistant to the strong solicitations during the firing phase. In particular, the material
supporting the projectile course is Teflon 15 mm thick and the rest of mechanical support is
made of Vetronite type G11. Stainless steel screws of 15 mm diameter are used for the railgun
assembly. The railgun is electrically connected to the bank of capacitors by means of copper
bars having a section of 1550 mm2. These apparently over dimensioned electric conductors
are due to the sharp high impulse value of currents (hundreds of thousand A), able to
completely destroy the conventional flexible cable connections, as experienced. The screws
used to join copper bars together are made of copper too.
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Figure 3: a) Railgun scheme, a bank of high voltage capacitors for impulse discharge is electrically connected to
two rails, b) Break-wire system for projectile velocity measurement.
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Figure 4: Railgun connected to high voltage capacitors (top), break-wire system used to measure the projectile
velocity (middle), projectile dimensions around 20 mm length, 15 mm width, 5 mm thickness (bottom).
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3

RESULTS

Some images of railgun firing are shown in Figure 5. There are four pictures in sequence. In
the first one the rail gun is at rest and ready to fire. The second one is completely white, but is
not a printing error! In fact, in several tests the same phenomena has been observed: at the
firing time, the electromagnetic impulse (EMP) generated by the current is able to blind the
camera located about 1 m distant from railgun for about a time frame. The other pictures show
the effect of the current spikes in subsequent time frames around the railgun, connection bars
and capacitors. It is also clearly evident the flow of plasma outgoing the railgun and directed
to the target. Figure 6 reports the measurement of the elapsed time by means of break wire
system. In Figure 7 some results of the ballistic tests [5-6-7] performed on the manufactured
materials are shown. In the first case the time measured by the oscilloscope is around 2ms.
Since the distance between the wires is 0.8 m the resulting projectile velocity is around 400
m/s. The projectile is made of aluminum and its mass is reduced of about 15% passing from
9g to 7.65g. The final energy of the projectile is around 612 J. At 400 m/s a strong
delamination of the composite material takes place, but the bullet has not been able to
penetrate into the layered structure. The situation is completely different when the velocity of
the bullet is around 1000 m/s, since the sample is completely pierced. A hole is well visible
in the center of tile. The bullet pierced the material and hit the second aluminum plate located
about 20 cm far from the first one. Moreover, a second fire test performed at 1000 m/s hit the
aluminum sample holder melting the sample holder itself and penetrating into materials as
well. Further analysis will be conducted in future works in order to develop an appropriate
numerical model of the railgun and ballistic impact on nanostructured composite materials.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5: a,b,c) Sequence of pictures at firing instants. d) Railgun view from second camera.
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Figure 6: Ballistic test, oscilloscope display visualizing the break-wire system at work.

a

b

c

d

Figure 7: Visual inspection on the of nano-reinforced composite multilayer tiles within the sample holder after
the ballistic test: a) front face and b) back face view after firing at 400 m/s, c) front face and d) back face view
after two fires at 1000 m/s.
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4

CONCLUSIONS

A nanostructured composite material has been characterized in terms of ballistic properties.
The proposed material is made of Kevlar fabric, carbon fiber layers and epoxy resin loaded
with carbon nanotube powder. The tests have been performed by means of a railgun for the
shock resistance and ballistic characterization. It has been discovered that a 2 mm thick
structure of such lightweight material could effectively be employed for enhanced aerospace
applications since it resists and absorb impacts up to 400 m/s. Composite materials allows for
lighter weight application when compared to the conventional use of metals. The obtained
results show that the proposed material could be employed to assemble a box for electronic
equipment mechanical shock resistance properties. As an example, parts of unmanned air
vehicle could be manufactured by using this kind of light material in place of traditional
metal.
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Summary. A Rayleigh-Ritz approach for the analysis of buckling and post-buckling behavior
of cracked composite stiffened plates is presented. The structure is thought as the assembly of
plate elements modeled by the first order shear deformation theory. Continuity along the edges
common to contiguous elements are enforced by using penalty techniques, which also allow to
straightforwardly implement efficient crack modeling strategies. General symmetric and unsymmetric stacking sequences are considered and numerical procedures have been developed and
used to validate the present solution by comparison with FEA results. Original results are also
presented for post-buckling solution of multilayered stiffened plates with through-the-thickness
cracks, showing the effects of large displacements on the cracked plate behavior.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Panels are able to sustain mechanical loads well after the occurrence of buckling and thus,
in order to increase weight savings and to improve safety margins, the accurate analysis of multilayered composite plate post-buckling behavior becomes relevant in the design of high performance structures. Besides, damage tolerance considerations and certification requirements
of aerospace structures requires the analysis of structural damage or cracks and the simultaneous occurrence of damage/cracks and buckling or postbuckling regime can lead to critical
conditions.
The literature survey shows that extensive research has been carried out in the past on postbuckling behavior of composite plates, as reported in the review by Chia [1]. One of the most
successful approach is the Rayleigh-Ritz method that exhibits adequate accuracy and computational efficiency. However, most of the proposed Ritz solutions refer to the Classical Laminated
Plate Theory (CLPT) that for composite laminates often fails to provide accurate results. On the
other hand, the first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT) appears adequate for the engineering analysis and design of composite laminates and simultaneously, due to its simplicity and low
computational costs, it shows some advantages if compared to more sophisticated higher order
plate theories. Rayleigh-Ritz solutions for static loading, free vibrations, buckling and postbuckling analysis of composite plates have been proposed with different kind of trial functions,
showing the suitability and effectiveness of the approach. In particular, the use of orthogonal
polynomials has been proved reliable and effective. Investigations of the buckling characteristics of cracked plates have been mainly carried out by the finite element method [2–6], which
often becomes computationally expensive because of the required refinement mesh at the crack
tips. Also from this point of view, the framework provided by the Rayleigh-Ritz method appears
appealing.
Liew et al. [7] and Yuan and Dickinson [8] proposed to model the cracked plate by decomposing it into several domains connected by artificial springs along the non-cracked edges, so
that regular admissible functions can be used in the discretization. Huang and Leissa [9] presented a solution for free vibrations of cracked plates where special displacement functions are
employed; Kumar and Paik [10] estimated the buckling loads of plates with cracks by using displacement functions approximated by the hierarchical trigonometric functions; more recently
Dang and Kapania [11] carried out the buckling analysis of stiffened cracked plates based on
the use of local trigonometric trial functions. While different approaches have been generally
formulated and proposed for isotropic plates under the CLPT hypothesis [9–11], few are the
works dealing with cracked plates modeled by FSDT and they generally refer to free vibrations
analysis [12, 13]
Recently the authors presented a Rayleigh-Ritz approach for large deflection analysis of
composite cracked plate modeled by FSDT [14], demonstrating its ability in describing the
postbuckling behavior of damaged plate, but limiting the analysis to unstiffened configurations.
In the present paper, the approach is extended to the postbuckling analysis of cracked composite
plates.
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2. SINGLE PLATE MODEL
2.1 Fundamental Equations
Let us consider a quadrilateral NL -layered composite plate having thickness h, with constant thickness plies made of homogeneous and orthotropic material. The plate is referred to a
cartesian coordinate system with the x and y coordinates spanning its midplane Ω, the z-axis
directed along the plate thickness and the origin located at the plate center. Let also ∂Ω be the
boundary of Ω that is divided into the externally loaded boundary ∂Ωl and the kinematically
constrained boundary ∂Ωc . The faces of the k-th layer are located at z = hk−1 and z = hk
so that bottom and top surfaces of the plate have coordinate z = −h/2 and z = h/2 , respectively. With reference to the flat configuration, the plate presents an initial imperfection
described by a given deflection w̄ of its mid-plane. The plate is mechanically loaded by the
tractions t̃ applied to its top and bottom faces and on its lateral surfaces. Assuming the first order shear deformation theory (FSDT), the plate deformation is described by the displacements
¶
©T
vector d = dx dy dz
whose expression is given by
d = u + zΞϑ + u
¶

©T

(1)

¶

¶

©T

©T

In Eq. 1 one defines uT = ux uy uz , ϑT = ϑx ϑy ϑz and uT = 0 0 w
where ux and uy are the in-plane displacement components of the mid-plane points, uz is the
mid-plane transverse deflection, ϑx and ϑy are the rotations of the transverse normal around the
y and x axes, respectively, and


1 0 0

(2)
Ξ=
0 1 0
0 0 0

It is worth to note that in the plate kinematics described by Eq. 1 the “drilling” rotation θz
is also considered in order to simplify the assembly step when different plates are joined to
build a thin-walled structure. The displacement field has to fulfill the kinematical boundary
conditions on the plate lateral boundary, provided in terms of prescribed values of u and ϑ. For
a total Lagrangian formulation of the problem, the kinematical state is described by the Green’s
strains vector e that is suitably partitioned into the in-plane and out-of-plane components vectors
denoted by the subscripts p and n, respectively
eT =

¶

exx eyy exy exz eyz ezz

©T

=

¶

ep en

©T

(3)

In the framework of moderately large deflections and small rotations, taking geometric nonlinearities in the von Karman sense, the strain-displacement relations are written as
1
D p ⊗ w) D n u + (D
D p ⊗ w) D n u + zD
D pϑ =
(D
2
εp + εnl + εp + zκ = ε0 + zκ

D pu +
ep =D
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en = D n u + ϑ + D n u0 = γ

(4b)

where the generalized in-plane strains vector ε0 , the curvature vector κ and generalized shear
strains vector γ have been introduced together with the differential operators


∂
 ∂x

0
Dp = 


∂
∂y



(5a)



(5b)

0

0

∂
∂y
∂
∂x

0

0






∂
∂x 
∂ 

∂y 

0 0


0 0
Dn = 

0 0

0

the symbol ⊗ denotes Kronecker product. The mechanical state is described by the 2nd PiolaKirchoff stress vector σ, which according to the introduced partition is arranged as
σT =

¶

σxx σyy σxy σxz σyz σzz

©T

=

¶

σp σn

©T

(6)

Under plane stress conditions, the constitutive equations for the k-th ply of the plate are
σp(k) = Q(k)
p ep

(7a)

σn(k) = Q(k)
n en

(7b)

(k)
where the matrices Q(k)
p and Qn contains the ply stiffnesses.
The problem governing equations are obtained by the Principle of Virtual Displacements
(PVD). By using Eqs. 4 and 7 the expression of the PVD for the multilayered plate is written as

Z Å
Ω

δεT0 Ap ε0
Z Ä
Ω

+

δεT0 Bκ

T

T

ã

T

+ δκ Dε0 + δκ Bκ + δγ An γ dΩ =
ä

δuT q + δϑT m dΩ +

Z

∂Ωl





› + δϑT M
g d∂Ω
δuT N

(8)

where the symbol δ denotes virtual variations. The plate generalized stiffness matrices are
(Ap , B, D) =

An =

Nl Z
X

hk

k=1 hk−1
Nl Z
X

hk

k=1 hk−1

2
Q(k)
p (1, z, z )dz

(9a)

Q(k)
n dz

(9b)

Moreover, the external load contributions appearing in the right-hand-side of Eq. (8) are defined
as
e
e
q = t(x,
y, h/2) + t(x,
y, −h/2)
(10a)
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m=

he
he
t(x, y, h/2) − t(x,
y, −h/2)
2
2
Nl Z
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hk

k=1 hk−1
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X

hk

(k)
e
t (x

∂Ωl

, y∂Ωl , z) dz

(k)

k=1 hk−1

z et (x∂Ωl , y∂Ωl , z) dz

(10b)
(10c)
(10d)

where x∂Ωl and y∂Ωl are the coordinates describing the plate mid-plane boundary ∂Ω. These
contributions correspond to forces and moments per unit area applied over the domain Ω and
forces and moments per unit length applied on the boundary ∂Ω.
2.2 Rayleigh-Ritz approximation
Let us consider a natural local coordinate system ξη, which maps the plate mid-plane coordinates into the square domain [−1, 1] × [−1, 1]. The plate reference plane is described by
x=

4
X

gα (ξ, η)xα = g T x

(11a)

4
X

gα (ξ, η)yα = g T y

(11b)

α=1

y=

α=1

where xα and yα are the coordinates of its α-th vertex and gα (ξ, η) are the standard isoparametric
shape functions for four node quadrilaterals. The plate generalized displacements are approximated by series of trial functions ψi (ξ, η) satisfying the kinematical boundary conditions. One
has
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where the 1 × (Nτ + 1) row vectors Ψτ , with τ ∈ {ux , uy , uz , ϑx , ϑy ϑz }, collects the trial
functions ψi (ξ, η) whereas the (Nτ + 1) × 1 column vectors Cτ contains the corresponding Ritz
unknown coefficients. In Eq. 12c, Ψ is an 1 × (Nw + 1) row vector of trial functions and Cw
is a column vector of corresponding coefficients suitably determined to approximate the initial
imperfection. The generalized strains are given by
1
ε0 = BpU U + BnlU U + BnlU U
2

5
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κ = BpΘ Θ

(13b)

γ = BnU U + BiΘ Θ

(13c)

BpU = D p Φu

(14a)

Bpϑ = D p ΦΘ

(14b)

where

D p ⊗ (Φu z U )] D n Φu
BnlU = [D

(14c)

BnlU = D p ⊗ Φu z U

(14d)

î

Ä

äó

D n Φu

BnU = D n Φu

(14e)

BiΘ = Φϑ

(14f)

2.3 Governing equations
The governing equations of the plate are obtained by the discretized form of the PVD. By
¶
©T
introducing the primary variables vector X = U Θ , upon substitution of Eqs (13) into Eq
(8), it reads as
ä
ó
îÄ
(15)
δX T K2 + K1 + K1 + K0 + K0 X − F − F = 0
To compactly write the matrices involved in Eq. (19), let us introduce the following notation
⊳ f (ξ, η) ⊲=
1ß
⋖ f (ξ, η) ⋗ =
2

Z

Z

−1

1

î

−1
1

î

Z

−1

1

Z

1

−1

f (ξ, η) det (J )dξdη

(16a)
ó

f (ξ, −1)ℓη=−1 + f (ξ, 1)ℓη=1 dξ+
ó

™

(16b)

f (−1, η)ℓξ=−1 + f (1, η)ℓξ=1 dη

where J is the Jacobian of the xy to ξη mapping and ℓζ=ζ denotes the length of the ζ = ζ plate
edge. Accordingly one has




T
T
T
T
 ⊳ BpU Ap BpU +BnU An BnU ⊲ ⊳ BpU BBpΘ +BnU An BiΘ ⊲ 
K0 = 


⊳ BTpΘ BBpU + BTiΘ An BnU ⊲ ⊳ BTpΘ DBpΘ +BTiΘ An BiΘ ⊲




1 T
T
T
⊳ 2 BpU Ap BnlU +BnlU Ap BpU ⊲ ⊳ BnlU BBpΘ ⊲

K1 = 

⊳

1 T
B BBnlU
2 pΘ



⊲

0



1 T
⊳ 2 BnlU Ap BnlU ⊲ 0
K2 = 


0

6

0



(17a)

(17b)

(17c)
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⊳

K0 = 

T
T
BTpU Ap BnlU +BnlU Ap BpU +BnlU Ap BnlU

⊲ ⊳

T
BnlU BBpΘ

⊳ BTpΘ BBnlU ⊲


0
T



⊳ BTnlU Ap BnlU + 12 BnlU Ap BnlU ⊲ 0

K1 = 

0



⊳

0




BTnU An BnU U ⊲ 

F =
⊳ BT A B U ⊲

n nU
iΘ




F =


⊳

⊳

ΦTu q

ΦTϑ m



⊲


(17d)

(17e)

(17f)




⊲+⋖

›⋗
ΦTu N

⊲+⋖


g ⋗
ΦTϑ M

(17g)

It is worth noting that overlined matrices refer to the contributions associated with the plate
initial imperfection and that the matrices K2, K1 and K1 depend on the unknown vector X.
This dependency can be made explicit by writing
K1 =

Nw
X

K1ψi Cw i

(18a)

Nw
X

K1ψi Cw i

(18b)

K2ψi ψj Cw i Cw j

(18c)

i=1

K1 =

i=1

K2 =

Nw X
Nw
X

i=1 j=1

where the K1ψi and K1ψi matrices are obtained from Eqs (17b) and (17e) by setting BnlU =
D p ⊗ ψi ] D n Φu and the K2ψi ψj matrix is obtained from the Eq. (17c) by setting BTnlU =
[D
D p ⊗ ψi ] D n Φu )T and BnlU = [D
D p ⊗ ψj ] D n Φu .
([D
Through the standard calculus of variation procedures, Eq. 15 provides the problem resolving nonlinear system:
Ä

ä

K2 + K1 + K1 + K0 + K0 + RP X = F − F

(19)

2.4 Governing equations incremental form
Solution of structural nonlinear systems is often computed by incremental-iterative procedures, which call for the incremental counterpart of Eq (19). This is obtained by differentiation,
which provides:
Ä

ä

K2 t + K1 t + KG + K1 t + K0 + K0 dX = dF
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where the notation df denotes increments and


K1 t = 


⊳

BTpU Ap BnlU
⊳

+

BTnlU Ap BpU

BTpΘ BBnlU

⊲ ⊳

BTnlU BBpΘ

⊲

0





⊳ BTnlU Ap BnlU ⊲ 0

K2 t = 

0
0






0

0

T







Nxx Nxy 0

È= 
Nxy Nyy 0
N
0
0 0



(21a)

(21c)


T
⊳ BnlU Ap BnlU + BnlU Ap BnlU ⊲ 0
K1 t = 

0
0

being

⊲

(21b)



T È
⊳ BnU N BnU ⊲ 0
KG =



(21d)
(21e)

(22)

The generalized force increments dF are directly obtained from Eq. (17g) by using the applied
› and dM
g.
load increments dq, dm, dN
3. MULTIDOMAIN MODEL

Let us consider a stiffened plate referred to the global coordinate system XY Z and let us
subdivide it into Nel quadrilateral plate-like elements. Let us denote by the superscript hki
quantities associated with the k-th element. Each separate subdomain hki is referred to local
reference axes xhki y hkiz hki and it is mapped into its own corresponding natural coordinate system ξ hki η hki . It behaves as a plate with governing equations provided by Eqs (19). For the edges
shared between contiguous elements, as the displacements are unknown, free boundary conditions are assumed in the Ritz approximation with the purpose to retrieve the actual kinematics
by enforcing the continuity of displacements. The displacement continuity conditions along the
edge Γpq shared between the two contiguous subdomains hpi and hqi read as
hpi hpi
hqi hqi hqi
λuhpi uhpi (ξpq
, ηpq ) = λhqi
u u (ξpq , ηpq )
hpi

hqi

hpi hpi
hqi hqi
λϑ ϑhpi (ξpq
, ηpq ) = λϑ ϑhqi (ξpq
, ηpq )

(23a)
(23b)

hqi hqi
hpi hpi
, ηpq ) are the natural coordinates describing the considered edge when
where (ξpq
, ηpq ) and (ξpq
thought belonging to the hpi and hqi subdomains, respectively (see Fig. 1). The matrices λhki
u
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Γpq

ηhqi

ηhpi

ξ hqi

ξ hpi

Ω

Ω

hpi

y

hpi

hpi

hqi

hqi

hqi

(xpq , ypq ) ≡ (ξpq , ηpq ) ≡ (ξpq , ηpq )
x

Figure 1. Geometric configuration of edge Γpq shared between elements hpi and hqi
hki

and λϑ are the transformation matrices from the local to the global system containing the
direction cosines between the two sets of coordinate axes. By feeding Eq. (12) into Eq. (23),
the displacement continuity conditions are compactly writtten as
hpi
hqi
Λpq
X hpi − Λhqi
=0
pq X

where
Λhki
pq

"

(24)

hki hki
λhki Φu (ξpq
, ηpq )
0
= u
hki
hki hki
0
λϑ Φϑ (ξpq
, ηpq )

#

k = p, q

(25)

The governing equations of the whole plate, modeled by the assembly of elements, are obtained by the PLV augmented with penalty terms able to enforce the displacement continuity
conditions along edges common to contiguous elements, namely Eqs (24). The following variational statement is then written

Nel 
X

δX

hki T

NX
Nel
el −1 X




k=1



p=1 q=p+1



h

K2hki +K1hki +K1

δX

î
hpi T

hki


hki

+K0hki +K0
ó

hp,qi
hp,qi
Ppp
X hpi −Ppq
X hqi +δX

X hki +F

î
hqi T

hki


i

+F hki +


ó

(26)

hp,qi
Pqp
X hpi −Pqqhp,qi X hqi  = 0

where the matrices associated with the penalty terms are defined as
hp,qi

Pαβ

= µαβ

Z

T

Γpq

hβi
Λhαi
pq ωpq Λpq dΓ

α, β = p, q

(27)

being ωpq the diagonal matrix containing the penalty coefficients and
®

µαβ =

1 if α = β
−1 if α 6= β

9
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It is worth noting that if the elements hpi and hqi do not share any edge then Γpq has zero
hp,qi
measure and thus Pαβ = 0. This allows to write the general expression given by Eq. (26),
which actually provides for the check of all of the possible shared edges through the second
term of Eq. (26). By using calculus of variations standard techniques, Eq. (26) leads to the final
resolving system whose equations, for k = 1, . . . , Nel , are
ê

Ü

K2

hki

+K1

hki

hki

+K1

+K0

hki

hki

+K0

+

Nel
X

hk,ri
Pkk

X

hki

+

Nel
X

hk,ri

r=1
r6=k

r=1
r6=k

hki

(29)

dX hri = dF hki

(30)

X hri = F hki −F

Pkr

The incremental form associated with Eqs (29) is given by
Ü

ê

K2 t + K1 t + KG+K1 t + K0 + K0 +

Nel
X

hk,ri

Pkk

dX hki +

Nel
X

hk,ri

Pkr

r=1
r6=k

r=1
r6=k

It is worth noting that the use of the penalty technique to enforce interface continuity enables
the straightforward modelization of cracks located along the elements edges; actually, for a
crack whose faces correspond to the edge Γpq of the contiguous elements hpi and hqi the crack
modelization can be achieved by setting ωpq = 0.
4. TRIAL FUNCTIONS
The Rayleigh-Ritz method rests on the approximation of the displacement field provided by
Eqs. (12) where the trial functions have to be appropriately selected. Here the chosen approximation is based on the so-called pb-2 interpolation scheme [15–17] in which the interpolation of
the generic unknown generalized displacement f , with f ∈ {ux , uy , uz , ϑx , ϑy ϑz }, is assumed
as
f = ̟f

Lf M f
X
X

l=0 m=0

ϕl (ξ) χm (η)Cf (lM

f +m)

= Ψf Cf

(31)

where ϕl (ξ) and χm (η) are one-dimensional orthogonal polynomial and the (Lf +1)×(Mf +1)
terms Cf (lM +m) are the Ritz unknown coefficients. The so-called boundary function ̟f is
f
chosen to ensure the fulfillment of the kinematics boundary conditions. It is defined as
̟f (ξ, η) = (1 + ξ)γ1 (1 − ξ)γ2 (1 + η)γ3 (1 − η)γ4

(32)

where the exponents γi can take the values 0 and 1 according to the condition of constrained or
unknown value of f along the side described by the power base corresponding to the considered
exponent (see Table 1).
Thus for the components of the Ψf vectors appearing in Eqs. (12) one has
ψf(lMf +m) (ξ, η) = ̟f (ξ, η) ϕl(ξ) χm (η)
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Edge

Free

(1 + ξ) = 0
(1 − ξ) = 0
(1 + η) = 0
(1 − η) = 0

γ1
γ2
γ3
γ4

=0
=0
=0
=0

Constrained
γ1
γ2
γ3
γ4

=1
=1
=1
=1

Table 1. Possible combination of the exponents in Eq.(32).

Specifically, to the aim of the present work the one dimensional polynomials have been chosen
as Legendre orthogonal polynomials and thus
ψn (ζ) = χn (ζ) =

än ó
1 dn îÄ 2
ζ −1
n
n
2 n! dζ

(34)

It is worth noting that different classes of polynomials can be used, whose characteristic features
and behavior have been discussed in the relevant literature (e.g. [16]).
5. APPLICATION AND RESULTS
A computer program has been developed to implement the proposed solution approach.
The resolving system matrices are computed using Legendre-Gauss quadrature formulas with
appropriate order and the nonlinear governing equations are solved by the incremental-iterative
Newton-Raphson scheme. In this section numerical experiments are presented to validate the
proposed approach against solutions available in the literature for buckling of multilayered composite cracked plate and in turn some original results are given for the post-buckling response
of cracked composite stiffened plates.
5.1 Validation
To validate the ability of the domain decomposition approach in dealing with cracked plates,
a square isotropic plate and a composite plate with a central crack have been analyzed for
buckling and the results compared with finite elements and experimental ones. The investigated
plates have side length L = 240mm and thickness h = 1.2mm and they have two opposite
edges clamped and the other two free. The isotropic plate is made of aluminum with Young’s
modulus E = 70GP a and Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.33 whereas the composite plate has [45◦ / −
45◦ / − 45◦ /45◦ ] stacking sequence with layers exhibiting the following material properties
E1 /E2 = 25;

G12 /E2 = 0.5;

G23 /E2 = 0.2;

G13 = G12 ;

ν12 = 0.25

(35)

The plates undergo uniaxial compression along the x-direction. Central cracks having different
lengths a have been considered with inclination θ = 0◦ , 90◦ with respect to the load direction.
Table 2 lists the results obtained by the present approach with Lf = Mf = 8 and Nel = 6
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h

a

L
c

b/L 0.9
c/L 0.1

b

h/L 0.05

Figure 2. Geometry of stiffened plate with central crack.
and their comparison with those presented in Ref. [18] or obtained by performing finite element analyses by NASTRANr . The obtained result are in good agreement with those from
finite elements analyses, showing differences at most of ∼ 4% and they also agree well with
experimental ones.
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, no literature results are available for buckling of
cracked stiffened composite plates and then, with the aim to validate the ability of the proposed
approach, a stiffened composite plate with a central crack has been analyzed for buckling and
the results compared with finite elements analysis results. The stiffened plate geometry is depicted in Fig. 2, and the lamination schemes of the three plate components, skin, stiffener foot
and web, are listed in Table 3. The plies mechanical properties are those of Eq. (35). The
plate undergoes axial compression load along the stiffener direction and it is clamped at front
and rear ends while symmetry restraint are enforced on lateral edges. Cracks orientations of
θ = 90◦ , 45◦ with respect of the applied load direction are considered and the comparison of the
first two buckling eigenvalue with FEM results is given in Table 4. The present results are in
good agreement with those from finite elements analyses, showing even in this case differences
at most of ∼ 4%. Accordingly, it is reliably assumed that the presented analyses prove the
level of accuracy and the potential of the Rayleigh-Ritz multidomain approach in modeling the
behaviour of cracked composite stiffened plates.
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cr 2
Buckling load Nxx
L /E2 h3
Present FEM
Exper.

a/L

θ◦

isotropic

0
0.1
0.3
0.5

—
90
90
90

863.1
856.3
756.3
617.2

853.4a
840.8a
763.1a
643.4a

818.1a
774.8a
729.0a
627.1a

isotropic

0.1
0.3
0.5

0
0
0

863.1
857.0
852.5

852.4a
846.2a
840.8a

800.0a
794.3a
792.8a

composite

0
0.1
0.3
0.5

—
90
90
90

43.56
42.15
35.89
28.88

43.49
42.14b
35.83b
28.47b

—
—
—
—

a

from Ref. [18]; b from NASTRANr

Table 2. Buckling loads for square plates with central crack

th/L

Lamination Scheme
◦

◦

◦

◦

◦

Skin [0 /90 / − 45 / + 45 /0 ]s
Foot
Web

[0◦ /90◦ / − 45◦ / + 45◦ /0◦ ]s
[0◦ /90◦ ]s

0.005
0.005
0.002

Table 3. Cracked stiffened plate lamination schemes
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θ

◦

N/A

a/L
0
0.025

90

0.05
0.1
0.025

45

0.05
0.1

a

Buckling eigenvalue
Present FEMa

%Diff

λ1
λ2

1.69
2.21

1.67
2.17

1.47
1.87

λ1
λ2
λ1
λ2
λ1
λ2

1.70
2.22
1.72
2.22
1.74
2.20

1.67
2.17
1.67
2.17
1.70
2.20

1.96
2.25
2.92
2.64
2.81
0.01

λ1
λ2
λ1
λ2
λ1
λ2

1.70
2.22
1.71
2.24
1.68
2.23

1.67
2.17
1.65
2.17
1.62
2.14

2.06
2.41
3.41
3.31
3.62
4.07

from NASTRANr

Table 4. Buckling loads for stiffened plates with central cracks

5.2 Applications
For the same plate geometries and lamination scheme discussed above, nonlinear analyses have been carried out to show the capability of the present approach in describing crack
behavior during the postbuckling regime. The postbuckling regime of the uncracked plate is
considered first, allowing this undamaged case serves as benchmark for the cracked plate analyses. The plate undergoes a unidirectional compressive load σ along the stiffener longitudinal
direction; it is clamped at both front and rear ends. The results obtained are shown in Fig. 3,
where λ = σ/E2 is the applied load factor and the data refer to the maximum transversal displacements of the plate. For these analyses a decomposition in 12 element is used and the feet of
the T-stiffener is modeled as offset plates, to better represent the effective geometry of the plate.
For the undamaged case, the plate shows a typical postbuckling response: the load-displacement
path is characterized by small lateral displacements before the occurrence of buckling phenomena and, after the buckling occurs, the plate trigger to large transversal displacements thus
showing a load carrying capability in the postbuckling regime. Figure 4 shows the results
obtained for the postbuckling analysis of the same plate discussed above when through-thethickness crack with length a = 0.025L located at the plate center and perpendicular to the
load direction is considered. In this case, due to the crack small length and orientation, the
postbuckling regime does not vary much with respect to the uncracked case. However, during
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b

a

a

b

Figure 3. Postbuckling behaviour of uncracked stiffened composite plate
postbuckling small tearing displacements of the crack faces occur, thus resulting in the activation of a crack mode III. This is evidenced in Fig. 4 by the curve relative to the ∆dz between
the crack faces midpoints. The crack mode III opening displacement becomes more evident as
the crack length increase. This can be appreciated in Figs. 5 and 6 where the difference ∆dz
of the crack faces midpoints is plotted. For these cases, the crack presence does not alter the
overall plate postbuckling deformation, which remains similar to that of the uncracked case.
To investigate the effects of the crack direction over the stiffened plate postbuckling regime,
a through-the-thickness crack with faces lying on a plane 45 degrees inclined with respect to
the load direction is considered. The results shown in Figs. 7 to 9 refer to the case of a central
crack with lengths 0.025L, 0.05L and 0.1L respectively. With reference to Fig. 7, although the
crack length is the same as the case whose results are shown in Fig. 4, the inclined crack has
a noticeable influence over the plate postbuckling behavior. Its effect leads the plate center to
experience negative transverse displacement in the unbuckled regime, as in the uncracked configuration; these displacements switch to large positive ones when the plate enters postbuckling
behavior. Furthermore, the crack mode III displacement is more pronounced when compared
to the 90 degrees crack direction cases (see Figs. 7 to 9). It is also worth noting that the transition from negative to positive transverse displacement corresponding to pre and postbuckling
behavior smooths with increasing crack lengths.
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Figure 4. Postbuckling behaviour of cracked stiffened plate with crack length a = 0.025L and
orientation θ = 90◦

Figure 5. Postbuckling behaviour of cracked stiffened plate with crack length a = 0.05L and
orientation θ = 90◦
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Figure 6. Postbuckling behaviour of cracked stiffened plate with crack length a = 0.1L and
orientation θ = 90◦

Figure 7. Postbuckling behaviour of cracked stiffened plate with crack length a = 0.025L and
orientation θ = 45◦
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Figure 8. Postbuckling behaviour of cracked stiffened plate with crack length a = 0.05L and
orientation θ = 45◦

Figure 9. Postbuckling behaviour of cracked stiffened plate with crack length a = 0.1L and
orientation θ = 45◦
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6. CONCLUSION
The Rayleigh-Ritz method was used for the postbuckling analysis of cracked multilayered
composite stiffened plates. A subdomain decomposition approach coupled with penalty techniques has been used to model the structure as an assembly of plate-like elements; this allows to
straightforwardly model through-the-thickness cracks by selectively enforcing structural continuity between element contiguous edges. Plate-like elements behavior is described by the first
order shear deformation theory and Lagrange polynomials are used for the primary variables
Ritz approximation. A computer code has been developed and used to validate the proposed
solution against literature results and FEA software solutions. Original representative results
are presented for the post-buckling regime of cracked multilayered composite stiffened plates.
They show the effects of large deflection on crack opening and then enables the application
of fracture mechanics criteria to assess residual strength in postbuckled plates. In conclusion,
the proposed approach and corresponding numerical procedures appear as an effective and efficient tool to explore the post-buckling regime of multilayered composite stiffened plates with
through-the-thickness cracks and assess their behavior for design of advanced lightweight composite structures.
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Summary. This work presents an investigation on the definition and applicability of distorted
similitudes and the related scaling laws for the analysis of the dynamic forced response of rectangular composite plates. Such responses are determined from a generalization of the modal
approach, which allows the use of the mode shapes and natural frequencies in order to establish
the proper scaling laws. The cases, herein discussed, are exclusively theoretical and form the
basis for the application of numerical methods such as the Finite Element Method. Analytical
models of simply supported rectangular plates are used to produce both the original and distorted model responses. The results show that even in the case of distorted models it is possible
to reproduce with reasonable accuracy the response of the original plate.
1. Introduction
The use of composites materials became of foremost importance in transportation engineering. The comprehension of the dynamic characteristics of these materials is crucial in the design
steps of new structural solutions aimed at increased lightness, robustness and stiffness, and in
many cases prototypes need to be constructed and tested. In this context, the possibility of
defining complete and distorted similitudes is a challenging step in order to have structural prototypes which can work at different sizes, [1-3]. This is a fascinating research topic in different
engineering fields.
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This work presents an investigation on the definition and applicability of distorted similitudes and the related scaling laws for the analysis of the dynamic forced response of rectangular
composite plates. Such responses are determined from a generalization of the modal approach,
which allows the use of the mode shapes and natural frequencies to establish the proper scaling
laws. The complete procedure is named SAMSARA, Similitude and Asymptotic Models for
Structural Acoustic Research and Applications.
Exclusively theoretical tests form the basis for the application of numerical methods such as
the Finite Element Method, which will generalise the definition of such predictive modal sets
for generic composite material plates. These modal sets are used to produce both the original
and distorted forced responses. Some highlights about the distribution of the natural frequencies
are also given, being the key-points of the whole process.
Previous numerical studies have involved plates as well as unstiffened and stiffened shells,
[4-6], [5]. All these tests concerned homogeneous materials. The distorted similitudes are
always defined by assuming to keep unaltered both (i) the boundary conditions and (ii) the
material properties; in this way, the natural frequencies and the damping loss factor remain the
main parameters to be controlled.
In parallel, a great background has been formed with reference to the response of plane
plates to turbulent wall pressure distribution, even considering composite plates, [7, 8]. Therefore, it iss natural to extend the similitudes and their scaling laws to composite plates in order
to have the possibility to reproduce at different sizes the same problem. The results show that,
with the proposed methodology, this is possible and feasible. Moreover, the results are very
encouraging, especially considering that the modal approach is as general as possible.
Experimental evidences are already available for simple homogeneous plate, [5, 13] and
specifically in [13] the Hausdorff distance is used for selecting the best distorted similitude.
This distance is not invoked here due to the preliminary character of this work but is agreed that
this tool will be extensively used.
2. Summary of the modal approach and basis of the similitudes
This section is extracted from the work presented in [4 and 5] where more details can be
found. The response of a generic linear system can always be expressed in terms of its NM
vibration modes through a summation. By assuming that the modal damping is constant and
that also the force can be expressed in terms of a given constant amplitude, the velocity response
at a point R when a point force is acting at a a point S is given as follows:
V (R, S; ω) = jωF

NM
X
i=1

φi (R)φi (S)
µi [(ωi2 − ω 2 ) + jηωi2 ]

(1)

where φi , ωi and µi are the i-th mode shape, natural frequency, and generalised mass, respectively; η is the structural modal damping F represents the constant force amplitude, j the imaginary unit and i the mode index. The force, f (S; t) is considered acting at a point S and is
expressed by invoking the Kronecker δ-function (t is the time coordinate):
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f (S; t) = F δ(S0 − S)ejωt

(2)

v(R, S; t) = V (R, S; ω)ejωt

(3)

The velocity has been assumed in the same form:

The velocity response for a generic system in similitude can be written as:
V̂ (R, S; ω) = jω F̂

NM
X
i=1

φ̂i (R)φ̂i (S)
µ̂i [(ω̂i2 − ω 2 ) + jη̂ ω̂i2 ]

(4)

The symbol (ˆ) will always denote the parameter in similitude.
Let define a set of scaling parameters, r, as the ratios of the similitude parameter to the
original one, thus: rF = FF̂ ; rη = η̂η ; rω = ωωˆii ; rmass = µµˆii . The spatial dependence, φi (R)φi (S),
presents the dimensionless positions of the source and receiver points, thus they do not need to
be posed in similitude. This means that in any plate in similitude, the relative positions of the
source and receiver points will always act at the same dimensionless positions.
The generic similitude can be rewritten as:
V̂ (R, S; ω) =




X
NM
ω
φ (R)φi (S)
i
h i

j F
2
rmass rω
rω
ωi2 − ωr2 + jrη ηωi2
i=1 µi
rF

(5)

ω

If rη = 1, the response of the original system can be recovered from the response of its
similitude:
rmass rω
V (R, S; ω) =
V̂ (R, S; rω ω)
(6)
rF
It is useful to note that by using Eq.(6) it is possible to exchange the role between model
and prototype:
rF
V (R, S; ω/rω )
(7)
V̂ (R, S; ω) =
rmass rω
Eqs. (5) and (6) represent the core of the proposed procedure. In Eq. (6), the original
rmass rω
response can be recovered by using two different scaling laws: the first,
, scales the
rF
amplitude of the response, while the second, rω ω, aligns the frequency axes. This means that,
in principle, knowing rω , rmass and rF , one can use two frequency response functions excited
and acquired at the same dimensionless locations to transform one into the other.
Arbitrary modifications of the geometry and/or the material will alter the distribution of the
natural frequencies and thus it is further assumed that the boundary conditions and the mode
shapes are left unaltered. This means that for the plates posed in similitude, the same modes
shapes act at different natural frequencies since their succession is altered. The white-noise
spectrum excitation force used in this preliminary models provides a different power input to
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the system, thus the energy is spread accordingly with the cited succession of modes at the
perturbed natural frequencies. The remodulation presented in Eq.(5) will be exact only in a few
cases discussed later. The analysis of the remodulation of the natural frequencies is an important
step of these preliminary investigations since it highlights the role of the parameter rω .
Rather than trying to give further theoretical considerations, it is useful to pass to the investigation on simple plate models.
The application of the modal approach is here reported for a rectangular plate. The boundary
conditions are such that the edges are all simply supported. The thickness is h and the side
lengths are Lx and Ly ; the plate belongs to a generic Oxy reference plane. If the damping is
left unaltered, this leads to the following expression:
N

M sin(
4jωF X
V (R, S; ω) =
ρLx Ly h i=1

πxS
mi πxR
) sin( niLπyy R ) sin( miLx
) sin( niLπyy S )
Lx
(ωi2 − ω 2 ) + jηωi2

(8)

where the integers mi and ni are the number of half waves of the i-th mode. Introducing the
x
and ζ = Lyy , the velocity response can be expressed as:
dimensionless coordinates, ξ = Lx
N

V (ξR , ζR , ξS , ζS ; ω) =

M
sin(mi πξR ) sin(ni πζR ) sin(mi πξS ) sin(ni πζS )
4jωF X
ρLx Ly h i=1
(ωi2 − ω 2 ) + jηωi2

(9)

The velocity response of a plate in similitude is given by:
N

M
rF
4jωF X
sin(mi πξR ) sin(ni πζR ) sin(mi πξS ) sin(ni πζS )

V̂ (ξR , ζR , ξS , ζS ; ω) =
 2 
2
rx ry rh rω ρLxLy h i=1
ωi2 − rωω
+ jηωi2

(10)

The following relationship is obtained from Eqs. (9) and (10):
V (ξR , ζR , ξS , ζS ; ω) =

rmass rω
V̂ (ξR , ζR , ξS , ζS ; ωrω )
rF

(11)

3. Composite materials
The analytical relationship for the natural frequencies in composite plates is given by [9,10]:

ωi =

r

1 π 4
( ) (D11 m4i + 2D16 Rm3i ni + Dk R2 m2i n2i + 2D26 R3 mi n3i + D22 R4 n4i )
ρh Lx

where
• D11 , D22 = C [U1 ± U2 cos(2θ) + U3 cos(4θ)];
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• D16 , D26 = −CLP

1


U
sin(2θ)
±
U
sin(4θ)
;
1
3
2

• Dk = C [2U1 − 6U3 cos(4θ)];
• C=

h3
;
12λ

• λ = 1 − υLT υT L ;
• U1 = 38 (EL + ET ) + 14 ET υLT + 12 λGLT ;
• U2 = 12 (EL − ET );
• U3 = 18 (EL + ET ) − 14 ET υLT − 12 λGLT ;
• ρ denote the material mass density;
• h is the thickness;
• LP is a parameter which depends on the number of plies.
• R is the plate aspect ratio, R =

Lx
.
Ly

The material constants are indicated as follows:
• EL and ET are the major and minor Young’s moduli;
T
are the major and minor Poisson’s ratio;
• υLT and υT L = υLT E
EL

• GLT is the shear modulus.
being L and T the directions parallel and perpendicular to the fiber direction.
In order to explore the achievable similitudes, a further choice has been made to keep the
material values. This is easily justified thinking to the extreme engineering complexity of introducing also variation of the material (and damping). Therefore, the natural frequencies of the
scaled system are,
(
 
 2
π 4 3
rx
1
rx
3
3
4
3
(
) rh D11 mi + 2rh D16
Rmi ni + rh Dk
R2 m2i n2i +
ω̂i =
ρrh h rx Lx
ry
ry
(13)
!)1/2
 3
 4
r
r
x
x
2rh3 D26
R3 mi n3i + rh3 D22
R4 n4i
ry
ry
The natural frequency of the original system can be written proportional to those of the
scaled plate, under the assumption that rx = ry :
ω̂i =

rh
ωi .
rx2
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In Eq. (11), the parameters rF and rmass work as simple correction factors. Therefore, a
generic parent plate can be used to recover the response of the original one. The only condition
to obtain an exact similitude is that the natural frequencies of the parent plate can be written
proportional to those of the original plate, which implies that rx = ry , for any rh .
A parent plate is thus obtained by varying the lengths of both sides and the thickness:
• if rx = ry = rh the similitude is denoted as replica;
• if rx = ry for any rh a proportional sides type of similitude is obtained; both are exact
similitudes.
• On the other hand, if rx 6= ry a distorted similitude, (avatar), is obtained.

In the next section, the results are reported for replicas, proportional sides and avatars plates
in order to understand the several configurations and possibilities.
Other analytical and/or approximated formulas for the natural frequencies for composite
material plates are available in [11] and [12] but for the aims of the present work it was decided
to proceed only with the case reported in Eq.(12).
4. Test Plate and Results
The tests concerned a rectangular Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer (CFRP) plate, lying in
a xy-plane with the geometrical characteristics and material properties summarised in Table I:
Table I: Original Plate
Geometry
Lx
Ly
h
0.7 m
0.3 m 0.0015 m
Material constants
EL
ET
GLT
207 GPa 5 GPa 2.58 GPa
υLT
Nply
0.25
4
Table II presents the parameters of the plates in similitude. It has to be noted that the replica
and the proportional sides types are exact similitudes, whereas the avatar types are distorted
ones.
Table II: Plates in Similitude
Type of similitude
rx
ry
rh
rx /ry
Replica
0.30 0.30 0.30 1.00
Proportional Sides 0.30 0.30 1.00 1.00
Avatar #1
0.30 0.40 1.00 0.75
Avatar #2
0.30 0.35 0.40 0.86
Avatar #3
0.35 0.30 0.40 1.17
Avatar #4
0.30 0.50 1.00 0.60
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All the results, for a given couple of plates, are represented by three graphs.
The first graphs relate the natural frequencies of the reference plate and parent one, before
and after remodulation; these figures have Hz on both axes. Specifically, the label original on
the charts means that the values of the natural frequencies of both, reference and parent plates,
are reported. The scaling factor rω is thus used to remodulate those frequencies associated to
the parent plate. For the cases of exact similitudes, the natural frequencies of the reference plate
and those of the remodulated parent have to be equal thus, by plotting one versus the other,
they should be located on the bisector. Therefore, the distance to the bisector can be used as a
measure of the degree of the distortion.
The second type of charts report the modules of the forced velocity responses for each
plate, original and parent ones (after being remodulated). The response is evaluated at R(x =
0.3Lx , y = 0.3Ly ) when a unit mechanical force is acting at S(x = 0.1Lx , y = 0.7Ly ). To
evaluate these responses approximately NM = 360 modes have been used.
The values of rx , ry and rh are reported in each plot and they are important to analyse the
response of the avatars.
4.1 Exact similitudes
Figures (1) and (2) present the expected results. In both cases, replica and the proportional
sides, the parent plates are able to recover exactly the response of the reference one. This can
be verified form Eqs. (11) and (13) by assuming that rx = ry . It has to be again underlined that
the frequency axis has been scaled by rω and the response axis by rω rmass rF−1 .
The natural frequencies, after being remodulated, are perfectly located along the bisecting
axis of the natural frequencies charts
4.2 Avatars
The results for the first avatar presented in Fig. (3) show immediately the effect of treating
differently the directions x and y. The natural frequencies even after being remodulated, do
not collapse on the bisecting axis and rather they are spread along this latter. The effect on the
response is also evident: there is a good but not exact agreement.
This was also noted when using the avatars in the cases of homogeneous plates, [5, 13], but
in this case the orthotropic materials increase the difference, as expected.
It is possible to see that the best results are obtained when the ratio rx /ry is closest to one.
Nevertheless, from en engineering point of view, the results of all avatars in Figs. (4-6) can be
considered acceptable to some extent.
5. Concluding remarks
This article presents an investigation into exact and distorted similitudes and the related
scaling laws for the analysis of the dynamic response of rectangular flexural plates made with
composite materials. The response of a given model in similitude is determined from a generalization of the modal approach, which allows the use of the mode shapes and natural frequencies
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in order to establish scaling laws. Analytical models of simply supported rectangular plates are
used to produce both the original and distorted model (avatar) responses.
In the cases of complete similitude, i.e. the replica and proportional side cases, it is demonstrated that if the damping values and material properties are retained, then it is always possible
to switch from the original model to the parent model and viceversa. On the other hand, in
the case of distorted parents, the distribution of natural frequencies is altered and only a partial similitude is achieved. Nevertheless, even in these cases, it is possible to reproduce with
reasonable accuracy the response of the reference plate.
The presented results are similar to those obtained with homogeneous plates. Therefore, the
proposed approach is valid for isotropic and orthotropic plates. This is very encouraging, especially considering that the modal approach invoked here can be extended with relative simplicity
to other conditions using the Finite Element Method.
Experimental validation tests are already scheduled together with more general finite element applications taking into proper account the boundary and damping conditions between the
original and parent models.
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Abstract. 3D Carbon-carbon composite has been for years the benchmark material for nozzle
throat section and TPS. Such a reliability has been reached with qualified production processes
such as CVD and CVI. Both processes can be performed with a pyrolysis process starting by the
use of a ceramic material (the preform) and chemical compound such as methane burning at
elevated temperatures (more than 1000°C). The compound is separated at high temperature and
the carbon atoms are then deposed on the surface of the matrix in the CVD process, or infiltrated
in the CVI process. Both deposition and infiltration processes take place in a reactor connected to
a flowing out treatment plant where the gases and the residual matrix material are chemically
treated. In order to obtain high values of density and thickness essential to these applications, the
preparation of the ceramic preform represents a crucial step. So far the best method to obtain a
3D or multi-D preform has been the arrangement of carbon rods in net shapes that reproduce the
3 (or more) directions. This method guarantees a uniform densification in the whole part.
In this paper a new method for 3D and multi-D high density and thickness carbon-carbon
design and production is shown. The preform is a carbon fabric that is wheel-shape packaged up
to around 50 cm in diameter. The packaging is a very important step: in fact a stronger
packaging will obstruct the way to the gas infiltration, and a weaker packaging will not give rise
to a high density material. An in-house built machine with tensile control will be thus used for the
preform packaging.
The wheel-shaped preform guarantees the 2D characteristic of the composite. In order to
obtain a 3D material, the roll is then radially stitched with a carbon woven filament. For the
multi-D materials, others stitching directions can be identified and performed considering the
final load environment. Such a preform is then infiltrated with Carbon from methane by means of
a CVI process. The process takes place in a reactor with a temperature of 1200 °C following an
isothermal reaction. During the infiltration, the methane gas is injected in the chamber inside the
inner hole of the wheel and decomposed by the temperature in C and H; then, by a pressure

Andrea Delfini, Giulio Rubini, Marta Albano, Roberto Pastore, Fabrizio Volpini, Mario Marchetti

gradient between the inner and the outer part of the reactor, the Carbon atoms are infiltrated in
the preform for the whole width and thickness, thus creating the solid matrix. The process, with
the temperature and pressure parameters used, takes 200 hours to obtain a 1.5 g/cm 3 density in at
least the half of the wheel.
Five Carbon-Carbon wheels have been produced, with different packaging and final density, in
order to study the influence of the several process parameters on the final product properties. A
mechanical characterization of the material has been performed, showing a good compression
resistance to radial loads. Further design steps are in progress in order to improve the packaging
phase and CVI process.

1

INTRODUCTION

Composites are widely used in space vehicles and systems as structural materials, thermal
protection systems etc. Among all, carbon-based ceramic composites are the most promising
materials for high temperature applications, due to their impressive thermal stability and
lightweight. In particular C/C composites have already shown their extraordinary features in
terms of high stability and excellent mechanical properties, almost unchanged at high
temperatures. Moreover, Carbon-Carbon (C/C) composites offer a wide range of properties
that can be tailored by selection of constituent materials, fiber orientations, and the details of
fabrication. In fact fiber textile and matrix are designed simultaneously so that the composite
properties can be selected to enhance the performance of the component. One of the C/C
application are engine applications such as nozzle throat section for launchers. The main
feature for this application is the high resistance at high temperatures. In these applications
high thickness of the composite is required. Nevertheless the long studies performed all over
the world on this material, there is no a standard method for production and one of the most
critical issue is to obtain an uniform material at high thicknesses. The manufacturing method
is still an industrial secret not shared with the scientific community with a standard production
method such as the case of metal products. Therefore there is the need to study the
manufacturing method process. [1] [2] [3] [4]
C/C composites can be tailor-made to give a wide family of products by controlling the
choice of fiber type, fiber presentation and matrix. [6] Nevertheless the long studies
performed all over the world on this material there is no a standard method for production and
one of the most critical issue is to obtain an uniform material at high thicknesses. Moreover
the manufacturing method is still an industrial secret not shared with the scientific community
with a standard production method such as for metal products. Thus there is the need to study
the manufacturing method process. C/C composite materials are densified by either: chemical
vapor infiltration (CVI) processes, chemical vapor deposition (CVD) techniques and other as
liquid matrix infiltration (LIP).
C/C composites offer a wide range of properties that can be tailored by selection of
constituent materials, fiber orientations, and the details of fabrication. Typically, a C/C
material and component are designed simultaneously so that composite properties can be
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selected to enhance the performance of the component. The properties of interest are strength
and stiffness, fracture toughness, frictional properties, thermal conductivity and resistance to
oxidation at high temperatures. [3] [8]
The operating mechanisms for these properties are quite different, especially in such
multiphase composite materials. The mechanical properties of the constituents and their
volume fraction, bonding, and crack propagation mechanism control the mechanical
properties of the composites, whereas thermal properties are governed by thermal transport
phenomena.
Moreover, the constituents, both reinforcement and matrix, are likely to undergo a change
in properties during processing as influenced by heat treatment temperature, differential
dimensional changes, thermal stresses etc. All these factors influence the ultimate properties
of the composites. [6] [9] [10] It is so very important the making of the preform, as a correct
packaging of the material can critically change and improve or not the Curing process.
In this paper a new method for 3D and multi-D high density and thickness carbon-carbon
design and production is shown. The preform is a carbon fabric that is wheel-shape packaged
up to around 50 cm in diameter. The packaging, as said, is a very important step: in fact a
stronger packaging will obstruct the way to the gas infiltration, and a weaker packaging will
not give rise to a high density material. An in-house built machine with tensile control is thus
used for the preform packaging.
Moreover the material structure is studied by the use of numerical analysis. The
manufacturing method has been studied and the results are here presented showing the main
criticalities of each phase of the process from the preform preparation to the infiltration with a
particular attention to the optimization of the packaging method. Characterization tests such
as morphological analysis by the use of SEM and mechanical tests as compression tests have
been carried out to evaluate the final properties of the material.

2

MATERIALS AND METHOD

Materials consists in carbon fiber and the method in chemical vapor infiltration.
2.1

Materials

Carbon fiber can be classified according to its architecture. The principal categories are
[11]:
 Non-woven carbon fabric ; it is made from fibers held in position by a binder, which
can include melt bonding powders and meltable fibers, thermosetting resins and
thermoplastic polymers.)
 Unidirectional carbon fabric is normally taken as a fabric with at least 90% of the fiber
weight in one direction, which can be in either the warp or the weft direction.
 Planar carbon fabric; it is a series of woven products that can be created by positioning
yarns at 0° and 90° to one another and interlacing to form a series of regular geometric
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patterns. In a woven fabric, the yarns running parallel to the direction of weaving are
termed warp, also called ends. The yarn running transverse to the direction of weaving
are termed weft, also termed picks, fill or woof. The three basic eaves are plain, twill
and satin.
 Three-dimensional carbon fabric. The multiaxial architecture of fibers permits double
bias fabrics ±45°(X designation); triaxial with 0°/±45° (warp triaxial, Y-designation)
and 90°/±45° (weft triaxial, Z-designation); and quadraxial fabrics with 0°/90°/±45°
(Q-designation). It is possible to have ±60° and ±45°, but these constructions
necessitate major machine changes. Manufacturers can join layers together with an
adhesive, or more probably, stitch with a yarn such as polyester or glass. The polyester
stitching may give a poor bond with some resin systems. Stitched multiaxial fabrics
have better mechanical properties than woven fabrics, since the fibers are always
straight and not crimped. [11] [11]
In this study 3-D and 4D performs have been manufactured. The choice of the number of
direction of the fiber has to take into account the thermo-mechanical distribution of the
structure and the manufacturing method chosen for the preform.
In this study a 2D textile, a twill , has been wrapped on a mandrel with the use of a tension
machine which can control the tension of the wrapping of the textile.
The shape of the preforms is a hollow cylinder with an external diameter of 40 cm and an
internal diameter of 10 cm. In Figure 1 the scheme and dimension of preform are shown.

Figure 1 Preform dimensions

The volume percentage of fiber /vacuum of the preforms is of 33%. One preform, named
Rigel, has a 41%.
The preforms has been rapped with a dry textile in order to allow an easier stitching in the
third and fourth dimension. The stitching has been performed by the lab team by the use of a
long steel needle which does not damage the fibers during the insertion of fibers along the
third direction. The fibers have been inserted spacing 1 cm one from another as shown in the
Figure 2 (left side) whereas for the fourth direction the fibers has an inclination of 45° respect
to the horizontal plane of the preform. Only one preform, named Aldebaran, has been stitched
on the fourth direction in order to study the influence of the 4D shape.
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Figure 2 Scheme of the fiber insertion in the third direction (up) and on the fourth direction (down).

In Figure 3 the manual preparation and stitching of the preforms is shown. In Figure 4 and
Figure 5 the stitched preforms with their associated names are shown.

Figure 3 Stitching of the preforms.
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Figure 4 Stitched preform (left) and side of preform which shows the fiber point of insertion (right).

Figure 5 The five preforms before the infiltration phase called. They are named Antares, Rigel, Altair,
Aldebaran, Shaula.

Manual preparation and stitching requires precision and is extremely difficult, because of
the hardness of the material and the high thickness. Moreover manual preparation cannot
prevent vacuum zones inside the preform or too high packed zones. So a stronger packaging
will obstruct the way to the gas infiltration, and a weaker packaging will not give rise to a
high density material. As we could see after in this paper, the obtained results satisfy the firstproduction requirement in terms of density and thermomechanical characteristics, but an
improvement is obviously necessary in order to obtain a high density CC. So an in-house built
machine with tensile control has been designed for packaging and stitching. In figure 6 a
CAD of this machine is shown.
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Figure 6 The packaging machine

The machine present two cylinders (shown in green in the figure), one that support the roll
of woven fabric (on the left), and the other where the packed fabric is roll up. In the middle is
set a mechanism for calibrate and adjust the rolling tension. Moreover it can be noticed that
the right cylinder has a mechanism for stitching the incoming preform: a mask (grey in the
figure) presents holes where the needles are inserted by a piston (on the right). The speed of
the needles is extremely low, in order to prevent damages to the preform. Every part of the
machine is controlled by a software that set the rolling velocity, the right tension for the
packaging, that is variable as the fabric is rolled-up on the cylinder, in order to obtain the right
fiber/vacuum rate, and the stitching phase. In figure 7 another view of the machine shows the
electric motors controlled by the software.

Figure 7 View of electric motors.

Such a system can thus guarantee a higher homogeneity of the material and a precise control
for packaging and stitching.
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2.2

Infiltration method

Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) involves heating a fiber preform in a gaseous
environment to deposit the matrix, present in the gaseous phase, on to the fiber. The term
chemical vapor infiltration (CVI) is used to describe CVD densification occurring within the
fiber preforms distinct from a simple surface deposition technique.
Although CH4 requires a temperature above 550°C to initiate carbon deposition, it is
widely available and has excellent diffusion properties and is hence, widely used in the CVD
process. Diffusion can be increased further by dilution with H2, He, N2 or Ar to increase the
mean free path (the average distance a molecule moves between two successive collisions) of
the CH4. The infiltration of the preforms was thus made by CH4.
There are three main methods of forming CVI carbon: isothermal, thermal gradient, and
pressure gradient. [12] [13] [14]
The infiltration of the preforms have been performed in an isothermal CVI chamber.
Considering that the thicknesses of the composites were very high with respect to common
composites which deals with thicknesses of few millimeters, it was decided to modify the
isothermal method and to create a pressure gradient between the inner side of the preforms
and their outer surface. The preforms have been put one on another and sealed by the use of
graphite discs. This generated a difference of pressure between the external side the preforms
and the volume created by the internal diameters of preforms. The pressure difference was of
40 to 60 mbar. In Figure 8 the preform arrangement before the infiltration is shown.

Figure 8 Preform arrangement before infiltration
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Figure 9 Pressure vs. Time

In Figure 9 the graph of the internal pressure is shown. Pressure increases with the hours.
This is due to the inlet of precursor gas which is blown in the internal volume and to the
closure of porosities on the surface of preforms.
The temperature of the process was uniform as the preforms are very conductive and a
stable temperature is reached in a couple of hours. In Figure 10 the inner temperature vs. time
is reported.

Figure 10 Inner temperature vs time.

As this is an experimental study, only two infiltration steps of 100 +100 hours of
infiltration have been done.
With only these hours of infiltration the mean densification was of 23%. The detailed
densification for each preform is reported in the Table 1.
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PREFORM

WEIGHT
BEFORE (g)

WEIGHT
AFTER (g)

DIFFERENCE
(g)

DENSIFICATION
(%)

Shaula
Altair
Rigel
Antares
Aldebaran

7094
7071
7038
7332
7470

11500
13450
8100
10150
10050

4406
6379
1062
2818
2580

30.1%
43.7%
7.3%
18.6%
16.7%

Table 1 Densification and weight before and after two infiltration steps of 100 +100 hours

From the Table 1 it is possible to understand as the higher fiber/vacuum volume
percentage influences on the densification process. As said, all the preforms have a 33% of
fiber/vacuum percentage, whereas Rigel has a 41%. As it is possible to see from the results
the higher is the fiber/vacuum percentage, the lower is the densification percentage. This
means than the pores are not only fewer but they are too small to allow a good infiltration.
Thus the final material will have a poor content of matrix.
Moreover the position of the preforms inside the infiltration chamber strongly influences
the densification, thus in order to obtain a uniform product the disposition of the preforms
inside the chamber has to be changed between one infiltration cycle and the another.
3

NUMERICAL ANALISYS

It’s been proceeded to carry out a thermal numerical simulation, in order to assess the
propagation of heat in the carbon - carbon . It is applied a temperature profile to the inner face
of the structure . The object of the simulation is a hollow cylinder with dimensions of 350 x
250-150 mm, this is to represent the manufactured preforms.
3.1

Mesh and Conditions

The simulation was performed by creating a mesh in cylindrical coordinates , by setting
parameters for the geometry . The characteristics of the mesh are the following :
 Bodies 8
 Active Bodies 8
 Nodes 49470
 Elements 9180
As it can be noted , the active bodies are 8. The cylinder , that is, has been divided into
eight longitudinal sub-sections (z axis) . The x-axis corresponds to a cylindrical coordinate " r
" , while the y-axis to the cylindrical coordinate " θ " .
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Figure 11 Cylinder Mesh

The cylinder , as said, has been divided into eight sections , each associated with a
particular variation in time of the temperature of the inner wall, set according to the figure
below . It was so possible to evaluate the effects of the thermal transient of a total duration of
120 seconds. The application of such a thermal load is not completely responsive to reality ,
being more correct the application of a thermal flow that could generate itself the wall
temperatures. The application of this load to the correct geometry of the nozzle will be the
subject of the next study.

Figure 12 Temperature profile. [16]
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The boundary conditions imposed were adiabatic ones at the end faces and on the outer
surface of the cylinder.
The material used for the simulation is a Carbon- Carbon with the following thermal
characteristics [17] . The material was considered orthotropic in numerical simulation.

DENSITY
[kg/m3]
1534
1534

TEMPERATURE
[°C]
0
4000

Table 2 Density vs. Temperature

TEMPERATURE
[°C]

23
207
304
419
522
620
726
817
916
1021
1241
1457
1618

THERMAL
CONDUCTIVITY
X DIRECTION
[W/m°C]
5.4
7.795
7.851
7.664
7.353
7.068
6.976
7.026
5.889
7.193
6.967
7.013
7.013

THERMAL
CONDUCTIVITY
Y DIRECTION
[W/m°C]
23.083
30.479
31.926
30.276
30.126
30.761
31.113
30.507
30.318
30.588
27.817
27.898
28.696

Table 3 Thermal Conductivity
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THERMAL
CONDUCTIVITY
Z DIRECTION
[W/m°C]
23.083
30.479
31.926
30.276
30.126
30.761
31.113
30.507
30.318
30.588
27.817
27.898
28.696
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SPECIFIC
HEAT
[J/Kg °C]
690
1176
1351
1351
1620
1688
1739
1790
1832
1864
1922
1966
1996

TEMPERATURE
[°C]
23
207
304
403
534
624
708
814
922
1021
1254
1467
1618

Table 4 Specific Heat

3.2

Results
In the following pictures the temperature trends are shown.

Figure 13 Temperature Trends
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From the numerical analysis it was noticed that the temperature decreases radially and in the
direction of increasing z, in accordance with the prescribed temperatures.
The model allows then to parameterize the structure by inserting a whatever geometry,
thus it can be used for bigger components not only for these prototypes .
As it is possible to see from the results, the maximum reached temperature is of about
3500 K. With these temperatures only few materials can be used and C/C is the most suitable
one.
4

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

At the end of the densification process the density, the morphology by suing scanning
electron microscope (SEM) analysis and the compression behavior of preforms have been
studied. In order to evaluate the effect of the densification, the measurements have been made
on small cubic sample taken on internal, medium and external part of preforms after the
densification process. Density of the samples have been also measured and they are shown in
the following table.
SAMPLE NUMBER
AND DISPOSITION
A3 int
A3 med
A3 ext
A1 int
A1 med
A1 ext
S2 med
S4 i-med
S3 int
R1
R2

WEIGH (g)

VOLUME (cm3)

DENSITY (g/cm3)

37.894
31.951
14.878
54.093
39.797
42.075
35.168
32.043
33.014
37.598
49.353

28.8 ± 1.5
28.5 ± 2.7
15.3 ± 0.3
38.9 ± 3.1
36.6 ± 1.0
39.0 ± 0.5
27.3 ± 1.0
28.6 ± 0.5
28.3 ± 1.7
33.6 ± 5.4
40.6 ± 4.0

1.32 ± 0.07
1.12 ± 0.11
0.97 ± 0.02
1.39 ± 0.11
1.09 ± 0.03
1.08 ± 0.01
1.29 ± 0.05
1.12 ± 0.02
1.17 ± 0.07
1.12 ± 0.18
1.21 ± 0.12

Table 5 Example of Sample naming and Density

4.1

SEM Analysis

From the SEM analysis it is quite evident that in the inner areas occurred a significant
carbon deposition whereas very low detectable externally. In particular, the material obtained
from the preform assumes RIGEL in some points the connotations of leachate system, in
agreement with both the high degree of compactness of the initial preform with the minimum
level of porosity measured experimentally for samples A. It should be noted that precisely
those images also indicate a level of homogeneity which is expected to improve with the
further infiltration cycles. This aspect is of course closely related with the quantitatively
detected about the apparent density of the samples analyzed, resulting ≤1.4g / cm3 is desirable
that the optimization of the process parameters, combined with an increased infiltration time,
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allows to reach , at least in areas medium/internal preform, higher values of density due to the
deposition of a carbon matrix within the bundles uniformly crystalline carbon.

Figure 14 SEM analysis pictures

4.2

Mechanical characterization: Compression behavior

The tests were performed using a Schenck Trebel Tester. This testing machine is equipped
with an HBM U2B (class 0.5) 20 KN; nominal sensitivity 2mV/V. The test is performed
using the constant rate of transverse mode. This material was supposed to be used in
applications where the compression loads are mainly radial. In order to test this properties it
was chosen the standard ASTM C365, Test Method for flatwise compressive properties of
sandwich cores. The choice was due to the limited infiltration of the material and shape of
samples limited by the prototype structure. The standard, in fact, gives a continuous load to
the specimen with low velocity of the traverse of the testing machine.
The applied load direction is along the fiber direction in the first case and perpendicular to the
fiber direction in the second case. Plots in Figure 15 shows the horizontal and vertical
compressive behavior of the samples.
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Figure 15 Compression test: up along the radial direction, down perpendicular to the radial direction

The test load applied transversely to the radius of the preforms were performed on Shaula
(green lines), Antares (red lines), Rigel (blue lines), Aldebaran (grey lines) and Altair (orange
lines). For these tests, there were no problems reading of the load cells. The fracture occurred
by delamination on all samples. Some samples in all the CC wheels did not show break signs
in the radial direction mode.
Shaula presented a break for delamination on different floors while Antares and Rigel
presented, in most cases, the break of a single plane. Aldebaran, the only 4D preform
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produced, with density up to 1.5 g/cm3 presented in most cases break for delamination on
different planes or crumbling of the matrix, with two samples that did not show a break signs.
Altair had break for crumbling of the matrix in most cases. The body of Altair guaranteed
more uniform density values along the radius even if lower (up to 1.3 g/cm3) and a good
resistance to radial loads. A pair of samples in fact did not present break signs.
The test campaign showed different types of material behavior depending on the preform
considered and the positioning of the samples inside the preforms. The types of breakage of
the material were the following:
• Cracks in the midline of the sample
• Tears for progressive crumbling of the carbon matrix
• Broken planes not parallel to the load direction, due to the difficulty of obtaining a sample
with geometry suitable
• Breakage due to delamination in the case of test with the load applied perpendicular to the
radial direction.
5

CONCLUSIONS

This work consists of several phases of the study can be summarized as follows:
1. Manufacture preforms
2. Densification by CVI
3. Numerical Analysis
4. Test of mechanical characterization (compression).
Analyzing the behavior of each preform it is possible to understand that the method of
production of the preforms strongly affects the final product. This implies a need for control
and repeatability of the whole manufacturing process. There is the need to perform the
stitching of the preforms, wrapping and 3D and 4D fiber insertion in one place in order to
avoid problems to the final shape of preforms. The choice of fiber strongly affects the final
characteristics of the product, in particular a thicker fiber which provoke a 33% of fiber /
volume percentage allows an easier infiltration. In this frame the design of an automatic
packaging and stitching machine has been carried out in order to improve the fiber/vacuum
rate and create a homogeneous preform. The mechanical behavior of the samples showed a
strong need to have a proper seam of the preform but also to get an infiltration uniform and
more massive. As regards the process of CVI is necessary to intervene with a method of
infiltration which also includes a temperature gradient and with the injection of gas, methane,
from the outside of the preforms. It is also necessary to perform the cycles of infiltration for a
period greater than 200 hours.
Furthermore, between one phase and the other is useful to grind the surface of the preform
to open the pores and thus permit a better infiltration.
Furthermore, the geometry of the preform affects the densification process, in the current
test was noted a good densification in the inner layers with a diameter of about 6 cm. It is
therefore important, in order to economize the hours of infiltration and avoid waste, reduce
the thickness of the product where possible, thus customize the preform shape to the final use.
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It also highlights a need, especially in the case of a single body to infiltrate, to reverse the
disposition of the body during the infiltration process, and this means invert the preform
inside the furnace of the CVI between one cycle and another. This is necessary in order to
obtain a final product uniformly densified. Today, after tests carried out it is possible to
understand how the cycles of infiltration allow to obtain a good densification of preforms with
very good possibility to obtain the desired density that is 1.8 g / cm3 .
It will be necessary to consider the possibility of using pre-impregnated fibers to accelerate
the process starting from the first cycle of infiltration with a matrix uniformly distributed. It
would be desirable to wrap a pre-impregnated fabric and engage the dry fibers preimpregnated on the same.
6
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Abstract. The introduction of piezoelectric devices in aerospace technology has allowed in
recent years a development and improvement in the Structural Health Monitoring (SHM)
field. The use of piezoelectric materials both as sensors and actuators is also of interest for an
improvement of both scheduled and on condition maintenance operations. A piezoelectric
based SHM system can provide valuable support to the detection and identification of
damages in aircraft structures with a resulting increase in safety. However, an in-depth
numerical and experimental characterization of the piezoelectric SHM behavior is mandatory
from both the electro-mechanical and data acquisition and processing points of view.
In this work, a drop-ply debonded structures equipped with a piezoelectric SHM system for
the delamination detection is taken into account and analyzed. The physical phenomenon of
piezoelectricity and the application in the field of Structural Health Monitoring are first
introduced until the description of the sensor governing equations. Undamaged and debonded
specimens are then described along with the experimental setup configuration. Eventually, a
damage index based on the piezoelectric sensors electrical current output is defined as an
effective parameter capable of identifying the delamination occurrence.
1

INTRODUCTION

Piezoelectric media belong to the smart materials and are able to convert energy between
the mechanical and the electric form. The direct piezoelectric effect is the capability of
producing an electric field under applied mechanical strain and the converse piezoelectric
effect is the ability to induce mechanical displacement when an electric voltage is applied [1].
These properties make the piezoelectric materials suitable in the field of sensing and actuating
technology for applications in aerospace, mechanical, electrical, civil and biomedical
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engineering [2, 3]. Appealing applications of piezoelectric devices in the field of aerospace
industry are represented by the active vibration control of structures [4, 6] and the Structural
Health Monitoring [7-11]. Both applications can effectively be implemented in the framework
of the so called closed-loop smart structures, where components are able to sense, diagnose
and actuate in order to perform their functions [12].
In particular, an aeronautical SHM system should be able to detect, locate and quantify the
extent of a damage in such a way that the remaining life of a structure can be estimated.
Errors of type I, i.e. false positives, or type II, i.e. false negatives can occur in SHM systems,
thus the analysis of the optimal sensor/actuator location as well as of their electromechanical
response is mandatory.
The general methodology for detecting damage in structures is to extract meaningful
features from the measured data in order to analyze the changes in sensor output due to
damage. It is thus important to accurately characterize, both experimentally and numerically,
the influence of damages on the sensors output signals.
In this work, experimental studies are carried out with the aim of investigating the local
sensing capability of a piezoelectric based SHM system for detecting and locating the
presence of a delamination/debonding damage in a drop-ply structure.
The fundamentals of piezoelectricity as well as the damage index, characterizing the
electric response of the electrodes for the damaged configuration with respect to the
undamaged one, are briefly given in Section 2 along with the description of the specimen
analyzed. The experimental setup is then presented in Section 3 and the results are discussed
in Section 4 in terms of electromechanical responses as well as of damage index distribution.
2 FUNDAMENTALS
The polymer film of polyvinylidene fluoride exhibits a conspicuous piezoelectric and
pyroelectric effect and also has high compliance comparing with other piezoelectric crystals
or ceramic materials. It is an ideal sensing material for converting mechanical to electrical
energy with a fast dynamic response [13]. The constitutive equations for electro-elastic
materials can be written in matrix notation as
⎡ σ ⎤ ⎡C eT ⎤ ⎡ γ ⎤
⎥ . ⎢ ⎥
⎢D⎥ = ⎢
⎣ ⎦ ⎣ e −ε ⎦ ⎣ −E⎦

(1)

where σ are the mechanical stresses, C is the elasticity matrix, e is the matrix of piezoelectric
constants, ε is the matrix of dielectric constants, D and E are the electric displacement and
electric field respectively and γ is the elastic strain. The electric state can be defined by the
electric potential ϕ, with the electric field E= −∇ϕ . According to (1), if the piezoelectric
material is strained then an electric displacement D is produced.
This coupling is known as direct effect [14] which is the fundamental behavior of
piezoelectric sensor devices. Similarly, if stresses are applied to the structure an electric
displacement D will be induced.
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Here we assume that the piezoelectric sensor can be modeled as a time varying charge source
[15] Q(t) with a shunt capacitor Cp and a resistor Rp connected to a charge amplifier, see
Figure 1, in such a way the output voltage V(t) at the instant t can be written as [16]
dQ(t)
(1)
V(t) = G
dt
being G the charge amplifier constant gain that relates the voltage output to the electric
current i = dQ/dt.

Figure 1 : Piezoelectric sensor circuit.

The charge generated by the piezoelectric device is, instead, computed as the integral, on the
electrode surfaces, of the electric displacement normal component Dn
(2)
Q(t) = ∫ Dn (t) dS
SE

Looking at the piezoelectric constituve relationships, it appears that the free charge Dn is
proportional to the local strain. The crack activate a local strain and it causes changes if
compared to undamaged case. This phenomena has been found by studying the stationary
predictions of the electric charge on the piezoelectric path as reported in [17] it is thus
supposed that similar information can be deduced by the electrical current time response for
each sensor. With this aim, a damage index ID is defined as the change in sign of the
piezoelectric generated charge to catch the strain changes caused by the delamination. More
particularly a damage index for each electrode is defined as:
qi -‐ qi
(3)
ζ =
D

qU

where the subscript i labels quantities pertaining to the ith electrodes pair while the over bar is
used to indicate that the mean value of the variable is considered. More in detail, in Eq. (3), qi
is a measure of the mean charge per unit area accumulated at the electrode Ei and is defined as
follows
t +Δt t
1
(4)
qi =
ii (t) dτdt
Δt LEi

∫

0

0

∫

0

while qu, which is used to obtain a non-dimensional index, represents the mean value of the
mean surface charges qi read by the sensors when the structure is undamaged. It is defined as
1 N
(5)
qU =
∑ qi
E

NE

i=1

undamaged

being NE the number of piezoelectric patches. In Eq. (4), Δt is the electrical signal observation
time interval while t0 is the time delay between the dynamic response of the structures and the
instant at which the SHM system starts processing the signal.
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On the aforementioned basis, in the present paper a drop ply provided with an array of
piezoelectric sensors, highlighted in red in Figure 2, is analysed.

Figura 2: Top and lateral views of the configuration analyzed.

The host structure has been realized with PMMA bars having rectangular section H 10 mm x
W 20 mm and length L1=250 mm and L2=270 mm. Three configurations have been studied: i)
Specimen Undamaged without delamination referred to as "SU" (Specimen Undamaged); ii)
Specimen with delamination a=L1/3 named "SSD" (Specimen Short Delamination); iii)
Configuration with delamination at a=2/3L1 named "SLD" (Specimen Long Delamination).
The two layers are glued using epoxy resin made with SX10 resin and hardness. Four
piezoelectric sensors Pro-Wave Model FS-2513P are then bonded over the upper layer. The
characteristic sizes of the sensor are shown in Figure 3.

Figura 3 : FS-2513P feature sizes [mm].

3

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

This section discusses the experimental set-up used for the analyses. Then experimental
impact hammer modal tests and the shaker testing set-up are described. All configurations
were tested in the Experimental Dynamic Laboratory of the University of Enna “Kore” in
order to find the frequency and the correspondent modal shapes. The experimental setup for
the modal and dynamic test are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5 respectively. Each element
have been equipped with several piezoelectric accelerometers in order to acquire the
vibrations. The first tests were performed only by mean of accelerometers. Two
accelerometers were located in the middle and on free bound reference section respectively,
hereafter named as “Acc 1” and “Acc 2”.
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Figure 4 : Layout of experimental impact hammer tests;

In Table 1 are reported the positions of the piezoelectric patches with respect to the fixed
constraint edge.
Piezo N°	
  

1	
  

2	
  

3	
  

4	
  

Center position from
clamped edge [mm]	
  

25	
  

70	
  

115	
  

160	
  

Table 1: Sensors positioning.

Figure 5 :Experimental APS setup.

Impact hammer tests have been conducted by means of an instrumented miniature impulse
force hammer PCB model 086E80 with load cell tip, whereas accelerations have been
acquired by means of single axis IEPE accelerometers PCB model T333B50. Analogue
signals from sensors have been conditioned and acquired by means of National Instruments
(NI) PXIe-1078 system equipped with high resolution NI data acquisition board model NI
PXIe-4499 and NI PXIe-6358, saved for post processing purposes [18], [19]. For each input
configuration the acceleration responses of 10 impulses have been acquired in order to
compute averaged Frequency Response Functions (FRF). Time domain records had 10 s
length and 5 kHz sample frequency. The dynamic study proceed with an exciter tests. The
analises have been conducted by means of an APS 420 exciter equipped with an APS 145
power amplifier. A PCB load cell model 208C01 is fixed to the head of the frame. A
rectilinear displacement transducer with cylindrical case model Gefran PZ12 is used to
estimate the tip displacements of the lower layer host structure. An analog output square-wave
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shape was sent to the amplifier by means of the NI PXIe-6358. Time domain records had 15 s
length and 10 kHz sample frequency.
4

RESULTS

Post processing analyses consisted of detrending, band pass digital filtering with zero phase
shift, windowing and FRF computations by using MATLAB® software. Results of the
different tests are shown in Figure 6 for the undamaged, short and long delaminated
configuration, respectively.

Figure 6: FRF of the three configurations over the range 10-600 Hz; SU (red); SSD (green); SLD (blue).

Figure 6 shows the results of the experimental tests for each accelerometer in terms of FRF
amplitude and phase in the frequency domain, solid line are referred to the middle position
(Acc 1) whereas dashed line are referred to the free bound position (Acc 2). Natural
frequencies of the undamaged configuration have been found and the first one occurs at 85 Hz
while the second occurs at 516 Hz. The FRFs shown in Figure 6 represent also the
accelerometer response in the experimental tests for the other two specimens. In those cases
the peaks in the FRFs indicate that the first and second natural frequencies occur at 84 Hz and
419 Hz for the “SSD” whereas for the “SLD” occur at 68 Hz and 330 Hz. As it is evident
from Figure 6 the increase of the delamination length reduces the stiffness of the structure and
consequently the frequencies are lowered. Experimental results have been then compared with
numerical FE analyses performed by means of the commercial finite element software
COMSOL Multiphysics®. For the Finite Element analysis the PMMA supports is modeled as
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linear elastic material with a density ρ = 1190 kg/m3, Young’s modulus E = 2.95 GPa and a
Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.4, while the physical, mechanical and electrical property of the PVDF
are taken from literature [20]. More particularly, the density is set to ρ = 1780 kg/m3 while the
electro-mechanical properties are summarized in Table 2.
Parameters PVDF
Cij [GPa]
eij [C/m^2]
εij [nC2/Nm2]
C11 = 238
e31 = -0.13
ε11 = 11.0625
C22 = 23.6
e32 = -0.14
ε22 = 10.6023
C33 = 10.6
e33 = -0.28
ε33 = 10.6023
C13 = 4.4
e24 =-0.01
C23 = 2.15
e15 =-0.01
C12 = 6.43
C44 = 1.92
C55 = 2.19
C66 = 3.98
Table 2 : Electro-mechanical PVDF parameters

The comparison between experimental and FE analyses is performed in terms of natural
frequencies related to mode 1 and 2 and the results are listed in Table 3 for the 3
configurations. In accordance with the experimental results the numerical study shows that the
first natural frequency in the short delaminated configuration is very close to the undamaged
configuration, as shows in Figure 6 with respect to magnitude peak values.
Configuration	
  
UD	
  
SD	
  
LD	
  
Mode	
  I	
  Exp.	
  (Hz)	
  
85.78	
  
84.47	
  
68.49	
  
Mode	
  I	
  FEM	
  
85.44	
  
83.64	
  
67.93	
  
Percentage	
  difference	
  	
  Mode	
  I	
   -‐0.39	
  %	
   -‐0.98	
  %	
   -‐0.81	
  %	
  
Mode	
  II	
  Exp.	
  (Hz)	
  
516.97	
   419.86	
   330.96	
  
Mode	
  II	
  FEM	
  
514.38	
   423.45	
  
328	
  
Percentage	
  difference	
  	
  mode	
  II	
   0.50	
  %	
   -‐0.85	
  %	
   0.89	
  %	
  
Table 3 : Frequencies of the two first modes reported for all configurations.

Very good results are obtained since the percentage difference between numerical and
experimental results is always less then 1%. To determine the damage index of the different
configurations it has been imposed a tip displacement using an APS exciter. The signal sent in
input to the amplifier has a square wave shape with an amplitude of 300mV and a pulse width
equal to 5 s.
Figure 7 (a) shows a load cell evolution while in figure 7 (b), (c) and (d) the current values
read from NI PXIe-6358 data acquisition board are shown. In particular Figure 7 (b) points
out as up and down displacements are detected from each piezo sensors proportionally to the
strain.
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a) Load cell evolution value

b) Specimen Undamaged

c) Specimen Short Delamination
d) Specimen Long Delamination
Figure 7: Experimental results.

a) Damage Index for short delamination
b) Damage Index for long delamination
Figure 8: Damage Index; “a” corresponds to delamination length.

Different behavior is instead observed from Figure 7 (c) and (d) from which is not possible to
identify the delamination presence neither extrapolate the delamination characteristics. Thus
the damage index is computed for the two different delaminated configurations in order to
assert if it is suitable to characterize delamination cracks. The results are then reported in
Figure 8. The schematic helps visualizing that the proposed damage index ID shows a
maximum peak value onto the electrode close to the debonding front. Moreover, it seems that
an increase of the delamination mainly excite the piezoelectric response. In both cases the
results show how the system allows to detect delamination cracks. Future works will deal
with experomental results performed under different excitation as well as on composite
material in order to test the effectiveness of the damage index to identify cracks on general
structures and under general loading conditions.
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5

CONCLUSIONS

A preliminary selection of experimental results on a structure equipped with piezoelectric
film sensors are reported in this paper. Four plane piezoelectric patches has been used to study
a SHM system as delamination identification tool. Transient electromechanical responses of
three different configurations have been studied to investigate the piezoelectric response to
the strain intensification introduced by the delamination and to characterize its length. An
experimental modal frequency analysis was carried out to characterize the host structure. A
damage index based on current values has been used to compute the delamination length.
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Abstract. A theory for multilayered composite beams undergoing transverse uniformly
distributed loads is presented. The formulation starts by assuming a layer-wise kinematical
model characterized by third order approximation of the axial displacements and fourth order
approximation of the transverse displacements. By enforcing the point-wise balance
equations as well as the interface continuity conditions, the layer-wise kinematical model is
rewritten in terms of a set of generalized kinematical variables associated with the beam as a
whole. Stress resultants are then obtained in terms of the generalized variables derivatives
and of the normal stresses applied to the top and bottom surfaces of the laminate. The
stiffness properties of the beam are also explicitly obtained. The beam stress resultant
equilibrium equations allow to write the boundary value governing problem. Once the
problem is solved in terms of the generalized variables, the layer-wise kinematical and stress
fields are recovered by a simple post-processing step. The proposed theory allows to ensure
the accuracy level of the layer-wise formulations preserving the computational efficiency of
the equivalent-single-layer theories.
1

INTRODUCTION

The high strength and stiffness per unit weight as well as the path loads management
capability are some of the properties of composite laminates that make these materials

A. Alaimo, G. Davì, A. Milazzo, C. Orlando.

appealing in a great variety of applications, from aerospace to automotive among others.
Moreover, the possibility given by composite laminates to build large components allows to
reduce costs associated with manufacturing and maintenance issues. A weak point is
represented by the complex behavior of such materials at plies interfaces where an elastic
mismatch is present. A proper design of composite laminated structures thus requires a proper
modeling of their elastic behavior even at the interfaces between different plies. Three
dimensional numerical solutions[1] represent the best choice in terms of accuracy of the
solution but can results in excessive computational costs. On the other hand, 3-D analytical
solution[2]are usually obtained in closed form for particular geometric and loading
configurations. The use of plate/shell and beam structural model is the first step in reducing
the computational effort for thin and slender composite laminates. With the aim of modeling
the material variation along the thickness direction two class of approaches are used, the so
called equivalent-single-layer (ESL) and layer-wise (LW) theories [3].The ESL approaches
are characterized by kinematical model, and as a consequence by governing equations, that
only depends upon generalized variables referred to the structure as a whole [4]. The efforts
associated with the computational aspects thus are reduced, however the accuracy of the cross
section distributions of the kinematical and stress variables result low. To overcome such
issue the LW model have been investigated and proposed [4]. The displacement fields of the
LW theories [5, 6] provide a much more kinematically correct representation for moderately
thick to thick beam laminates but the computational cost grows up with the number of layers
increases. An alternative that allow to preserve the effectiveness of the ESL models taking
into account a LW description is represented by the Zig-Zag theories [7-9]. A LW
discontinuous function is a-priori selected to enrich the kinematical model in such a way that
the interface conditions, in terms of continuity of displacements and equilibrium of tractions,
are met [10]. It is to be said that a lot of works have been carried out on ESL, LW and ZigZag theories for 1-D multilayered structures. A comprehensive review is out of the scope of
the present paper and the interested reader is referred to Ref. [3] for the state of the art on the
subject.
The present paper is an extension of the approach proposed by the authors for multilayered
beams subjected to ends loads [11].A new theory is proposed in this paper for the modeling of
composite multilayered beam subjected both to ends actions and surface loads. A layer-wise
kinematical model capable of fulfilling the point-wise balance equations as well as the
traction loading conditions at the beam surfaces is deduced first. In turn, the interface
continuity conditions, in terms of displacements and stress components, are used to reduce the
model degrees of freedom. This enables to write the problem governing equations in terms of
generalized displacement variables that are representative of the whole laminated beam. The
present composite multilayered beam model thus shows the computational features of the
ESL approaches and the accuracy of the LW theories. To show the capabilities of the
approach, the solution for a cantilever beam undergoing uniformly distributed surface loads is
presented and compared with finite element results.
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2 BASICS AND KINEMATICAL MODEL
Let us consider a multilayered beam consisting of n orthotropic linear elastic layers. The
length of the beam is L and the cross section is assumed rectangular with height h and unitary
width. Generalized stress resultants are applied on the end sections, the top and bottom
surfaces of the beam undergo normal traction, 𝜎𝜎𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 and 𝜎𝜎𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 ,while no shearing traction
components are applied. To describe the beam geometry a global reference system {𝑥𝑥, 𝑧𝑧}
centered at the left end ofthe beam midline and with the x-axis coincident with the beam
midline is considered. Additionally, to describe quantities of the k-th layer, having thickness
ℎ𝑘𝑘 , a local frame {𝑥𝑥, 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 }is introduced, which is centered at the k-th layer midline, see Fig. 1.
The distance ℎ�𝑘𝑘 of the k-th ply midline from the beam midline is defined as
𝑘𝑘−1

ℎ − ℎ𝑘𝑘
ℎ�𝑘𝑘 =
− � ℎ𝑖𝑖
2

The layer-wise displacement field is assumed as

(1)

𝑖𝑖=1

𝑢𝑢<𝑘𝑘>(𝑥𝑥, 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 ) = 𝑢𝑢0<𝑘𝑘>(𝑥𝑥) + 𝜃𝜃 <𝑘𝑘>(𝑥𝑥)𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 + 𝐵𝐵 <𝑘𝑘> (𝑥𝑥)𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘2 + 𝐶𝐶 <𝑘𝑘>(𝑥𝑥)𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘3

𝑤𝑤 <𝑘𝑘>(𝑥𝑥, 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 ) = 𝑤𝑤0<𝑘𝑘>(𝑥𝑥) + 𝐴𝐴<𝑘𝑘>(𝑥𝑥)𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 + 𝐷𝐷<𝑘𝑘> (𝑥𝑥)𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘2 + 𝑅𝑅 <𝑘𝑘>(𝑥𝑥)𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘3 + 𝑆𝑆 <𝑘𝑘> (𝑥𝑥)𝑧𝑧

(2)
(3)

Where 𝑢𝑢0<𝑘𝑘> and 𝑤𝑤0<𝑘𝑘> are the axial and transverse displacement components of the ply
midline, respectively, and 𝜃𝜃 <𝑘𝑘> is the layer cross-sectional rotation. In Eqs. 2 and 3,𝐴𝐴<𝑘𝑘> ,
𝐵𝐵 <𝑘𝑘> , 𝐶𝐶 <𝑘𝑘> , 𝐷𝐷<𝑘𝑘> , 𝑅𝑅 <𝑘𝑘> and𝑆𝑆 <𝑘𝑘> are unknown functions of x to be determined. The
superscript < 𝑘𝑘 >is used to denote quantities associated with the k-th layer of the beam while
symbols not affected by this notation refer to the beam as a whole.

Figure 1: Layered beam geometrical scheme.
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The constitutive relationships allow to write the normal stress components, 𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 and 𝜎𝜎𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 ,
and the shear stress𝜏𝜏𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 of the k-th ply as
<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘> <𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘> <𝑘𝑘>
𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
=𝑄𝑄𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
𝜖𝜖𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 + 𝑄𝑄𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
𝜖𝜖𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧

(4)

<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘> <𝑘𝑘>
𝜏𝜏𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
=𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
𝛾𝛾𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥

(6)

<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘> <𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘> <𝑘𝑘>
𝜎𝜎𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
=𝑄𝑄𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
𝜖𝜖𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 + 𝑄𝑄𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
𝜖𝜖𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧

(5)

<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘>
where𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖<𝑘𝑘> are the stiffness coefficients, 𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
is the shear modulus and the strains 𝜖𝜖𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
,
<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘>
𝜖𝜖𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 and 𝛾𝛾𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
are computed from Eqs. 2 and 3 under the linear strain-displacement
assumption.
By invoking the point-wise balance equilibrium equations and taking Eqs. 2-6into account,
the following set of differential equations, holding for each single layer of the laminate, is
obtained
<𝑘𝑘>
𝑄𝑄𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥

<𝑘𝑘>
𝑄𝑄𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥

𝑑𝑑2 𝑢𝑢0<𝑘𝑘>
𝑑𝑑𝐴𝐴<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘> )
<𝑘𝑘> <𝑘𝑘>
(𝑄𝑄
+
+
𝐺𝐺
+ 2𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
𝐵𝐵
=0
𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥 2
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑 2 θ<𝑘𝑘>
𝑑𝑑𝐷𝐷 <𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘> )
<𝑘𝑘> <𝑘𝑘>
+ 2(𝑄𝑄𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 + 𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
+ 6𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
𝐶𝐶
=0
𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥 2
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
<𝑘𝑘>
𝑄𝑄𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥

<𝑘𝑘>
𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥

<𝑘𝑘>
𝑄𝑄𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥

𝑑𝑑2 C<𝑘𝑘>
𝑑𝑑S <𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘> )
+
4(𝑄𝑄
+
𝐺𝐺
=0
𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥 2
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑θ<𝑘𝑘> 𝑑𝑑2 𝑤𝑤0<𝑘𝑘>
𝑑𝑑θ<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘> <𝑘𝑘>
+
� + 𝑄𝑄𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
+ 2𝑄𝑄𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
𝐷𝐷
=0
2
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

<𝑘𝑘>
𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
�
<𝑘𝑘>
𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥

𝑑𝑑2 𝐵𝐵 <𝑘𝑘>
𝑑𝑑M <𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘> )
+
3(𝑄𝑄
+
𝐺𝐺
=0
𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥 2
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑2 𝐴𝐴<𝑘𝑘>
𝑑𝑑𝐵𝐵 <𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘> )
<𝑘𝑘> <𝑘𝑘>
+ 2(𝑄𝑄zx + 𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
+ 6𝑄𝑄𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
𝑅𝑅
=0
𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥 2
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑2 𝐷𝐷 <𝑘𝑘>
𝑑𝑑𝐶𝐶 <𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘> )
<𝑘𝑘> <𝑘𝑘>
+
3(𝑄𝑄
+
𝐺𝐺
+ 12𝑄𝑄𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
𝑆𝑆
=0
zx
𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥 2
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

𝑑𝑑2 𝑅𝑅 <𝑘𝑘> 𝑑𝑑 2 𝑆𝑆 <𝑘𝑘>
(14)
=
=0
𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥 2
𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥 2
To ensure the continuity at the laminate interfaces the compatibility of displacements as
well as the equilibrium condition at layers interfaces is enforced for k = 1, 2, ... (n − 1)they
write as
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𝑢𝑢<𝑘𝑘> �𝑥𝑥, −

𝑤𝑤 <𝑘𝑘> �𝑥𝑥, −
<𝑘𝑘>
𝜎𝜎𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
�𝑥𝑥, −

ℎ𝑘𝑘
ℎ𝑘𝑘+1
� = 𝑢𝑢<𝑘𝑘+1> �𝑥𝑥,
�
2
2

ℎ𝑘𝑘
ℎ𝑘𝑘+1
� = 𝑤𝑤 <𝑘𝑘+1> �𝑥𝑥,
�
2
2
ℎ𝑘𝑘
ℎ𝑘𝑘+1
<𝑘𝑘+1>
� = 𝜎𝜎𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
�𝑥𝑥,
�
2
2

(15)
(16)
(17)

ℎ𝑘𝑘
ℎ𝑘𝑘+1
<𝑘𝑘+1>
(18)
� = 𝜏𝜏𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
�𝑥𝑥,
�
2
2
Finally, the loading conditions on the beam top and bottom surfaces are considered and
specify as
<𝑘𝑘>
𝜏𝜏𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
�𝑥𝑥, −

<1>
𝜎𝜎𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
�𝑥𝑥,

ℎ1
� = 𝜎𝜎𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
2

<𝑛𝑛>
𝜎𝜎𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
�𝑥𝑥, −
<1>
𝜏𝜏𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
�𝑥𝑥,

ℎ𝑛𝑛
� = 𝜎𝜎𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
2

ℎ1
�=0
2

(19)
(20)
(21)

ℎ𝑛𝑛
(22)
�=0
2
Manipulations of Eqs. 15-22, by taking Eqs. 2-14into account, allow to determine the
unknown functions 𝐴𝐴<𝑘𝑘>, 𝐵𝐵 <𝑘𝑘>, 𝐶𝐶 <𝑘𝑘>, 𝐷𝐷<𝑘𝑘> , 𝑅𝑅 <𝑘𝑘> and 𝑆𝑆 <𝑘𝑘> in terms of the derivatives of
the layers’ midline kinematical quantities. The obtained unknown functions write as
<𝑛𝑛>
𝜏𝜏𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
�𝑥𝑥, −

𝐴𝐴<𝑘𝑘> =

1

𝜎𝜎 − 𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
<𝑘𝑘> 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛

𝑄𝑄𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧

<𝑘𝑘> 2 3 <𝑘𝑘>
𝑑𝑑𝑢𝑢0<𝑘𝑘> 𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
ℎ𝑘𝑘 𝑑𝑑 𝑢𝑢0
− <𝑘𝑘>
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑄𝑄𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 8 𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥 3

<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘> 3 3 <𝑘𝑘>
𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
ℎ𝑘𝑘 𝑑𝑑𝜃𝜃 <𝑘𝑘> 𝑑𝑑 2 𝑤𝑤0<𝑘𝑘>
𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
ℎ𝑘𝑘 𝑑𝑑 𝜃𝜃
+ <𝑘𝑘> �
+
� − <𝑘𝑘>
2
𝑄𝑄𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 2
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥
𝑄𝑄𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 48 𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥 3

(23)

𝑘𝑘−1

<𝑖𝑖>
<𝑖𝑖> 3 3 <𝑖𝑖>
𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
𝑑𝑑𝜃𝜃 <𝑖𝑖> 𝑑𝑑 2 𝑤𝑤0<𝑖𝑖>
𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
ℎ𝑖𝑖 𝑑𝑑 𝜃𝜃
+ � � <𝑘𝑘> ℎ𝑖𝑖 �
+
�
−
�
<𝑘𝑘> 24 𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥 3
𝑄𝑄𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥 2
𝑄𝑄𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
𝑖𝑖=1

𝐵𝐵

<𝑘𝑘>

1 <𝑘𝑘> 𝑑𝑑 2 𝑢𝑢0<𝑘𝑘>
= − 𝛽𝛽
2
𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥 2
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𝐶𝐶

<𝑘𝑘>

1 <𝑘𝑘> 𝑑𝑑 2 𝜃𝜃 <𝑘𝑘>
= − 𝛽𝛽
6
𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥 2

<𝑘𝑘>
1 <𝑘𝑘> 𝑑𝑑𝜃𝜃 <𝑘𝑘> 𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
𝑑𝑑𝜃𝜃 <𝑘𝑘> 𝑑𝑑 2 𝑤𝑤0<𝑘𝑘>
𝐷𝐷<𝑘𝑘> = − �𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
+ <𝑘𝑘> �
+
��
2
𝑑𝑑x
𝑄𝑄𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
𝑑𝑑x
𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥 2

𝑅𝑅 <𝑘𝑘> =

where

𝑆𝑆 <𝑘𝑘> =

<𝑘𝑘>
1 𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
𝑑𝑑 3 𝑢𝑢0<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘> <𝑘𝑘>
� <𝑘𝑘> + 𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
𝛽𝛽
�
6 𝑄𝑄𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥 3

<𝑘𝑘>
1 𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
𝑑𝑑 3 𝜃𝜃 <𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘> <𝑘𝑘>
� <𝑘𝑘> + 𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
𝛽𝛽
�
24 𝑄𝑄𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥 3

<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘>
𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
= 𝑄𝑄𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
−
<𝑘𝑘>
𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧

𝛽𝛽

<𝑘𝑘>

<𝑘𝑘> <𝑘𝑘>
𝑄𝑄𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
𝑄𝑄𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
<𝑘𝑘>
𝑄𝑄𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧

<𝑘𝑘>
𝑄𝑄𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
= <𝑘𝑘>
𝑄𝑄𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧

<𝑘𝑘>
𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
<𝑘𝑘>
= <𝑘𝑘> − 𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

(29)

(30)

(31)

By feeding Eqs. 23-28into Eqs. 2-3, one obtains that the layer displacement model depends
upon the material properties of the beam plies. It is worth noting that the stresses associated
with this layer kinematics fulfill the balance equilibrium equations as well as the interface
displacements compatibility and tractions equilibrium .In addition, from Eqs. 27-28 and
Eq. 14, a set of conditions on the derivatives of the ply midline kinematical quantities are
obtained. They read as
𝑑𝑑4 𝑢𝑢0<𝑘𝑘> 𝑑𝑑 4 𝜃𝜃 <𝑘𝑘>
=
=0
𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥 4
𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥 4
and, from Eqs. 32 and 26, taking Eq. 13into account, one gets

(32)

𝑑𝑑5 𝑤𝑤0<𝑘𝑘>
(33)
=0
𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥 5
By virtue of the Eqs. 32-33,the continuity condition of the transverse displacement
component at layers interfaces, namely Eq.16, allows to write
𝑑𝑑3 𝑤𝑤0<𝑘𝑘> 𝑑𝑑 3 𝑤𝑤0<𝑘𝑘+1>
(34)
=
𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥 3
𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥 3
On the other hand, by using Eqs18, 21 and by taking advantage of the properties given by
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Eqs. 32, one recognizes that

and from Eq. 34it follows

𝑑𝑑3 𝑤𝑤0<𝑘𝑘> 𝑑𝑑 2 𝜃𝜃 <𝑘𝑘>
+
=0
𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥 3
𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥 2

(35)

𝑑𝑑2 𝜃𝜃 <𝑘𝑘> 𝑑𝑑 2 𝜃𝜃 <𝑘𝑘+1>
(36)
=
𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥 2
𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥 2
Suitable manipulations of the interface continuity conditions Eqs. 15-18, bearing
Eqs. 32-36 in mind, lead to write the layer midline kinematical quantities, 𝑢𝑢0<𝑘𝑘>,𝜃𝜃 <𝑘𝑘> and
𝑤𝑤0<𝑘𝑘> with k = 1, 2, ... (n − 1), in terms of the midline kinematical variables of one specific
layer. Without lack of generality, the m−th layer of the laminate, which contains the midline
of beam at 𝑧𝑧𝑚𝑚 = 𝑧𝑧̃𝑚𝑚 is selected. Moreover, to write the governing equations in terms of
quantities that are representative of the beam as a whole, generalized variables are introduced
and the m-th ply midline variables 𝑢𝑢0<𝑚𝑚 >, 𝜃𝜃 <𝑚𝑚 > and 𝑤𝑤0<𝑚𝑚 > are written in terms of such
generalized quantities. More in detail, the axial, and transverse displacements of the beam
midline, 𝑈𝑈and 𝑊𝑊,and the beam cross section rotationΘare introduced as generalized variables
according to the following definitions
𝑈𝑈(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑢𝑢<𝑚𝑚 >(𝑥𝑥, 𝑧𝑧̃𝑚𝑚 )

(37)

𝑊𝑊(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑤𝑤 <𝑚𝑚 >(𝑥𝑥, 𝑧𝑧̃𝑚𝑚 )
Θ(𝑥𝑥) =

(38)

𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢<𝑚𝑚 >
�
𝜕𝜕𝑧𝑧𝑚𝑚 𝑧𝑧�

(39)

𝑚𝑚

Thus, by taking Eqs. 23-28into account and considering Eqs. 15-18 and Eqs. 32-39, the layerwise kinematical model of the beam is eventually rewritten as
𝑢𝑢<𝑘𝑘> (𝑥𝑥, 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 ) = 𝑈𝑈 + 𝜑𝜑1<𝑘𝑘> (𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 )Θ + 𝜑𝜑2<𝑘𝑘>(𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 )

𝑑𝑑2 𝑈𝑈
𝑑𝑑 2 Θ
<𝑘𝑘> (𝑧𝑧 )
+
𝜑𝜑
𝑘𝑘
3
𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥 2
𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥 2

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑Θ
+ 𝜑𝜑5<𝑘𝑘>(𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 )
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
3
3
𝑑𝑑Υ
𝑑𝑑 𝑈𝑈
𝑑𝑑 Θ
+𝜑𝜑6<𝑘𝑘>(𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 )
+ 𝜑𝜑7<𝑘𝑘> (𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 ) 3 + 𝜑𝜑8<𝑘𝑘>(𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 ) 3 + 𝜑𝜑9<𝑘𝑘> (𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 )𝜎𝜎𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥
𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥
𝑤𝑤 <𝑘𝑘>(𝑥𝑥, 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 ) = 𝑊𝑊 + 𝜑𝜑4<𝑘𝑘>(𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 )

(40)

(41)

whereΥ = Θ + 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
is the generalized strain deformation of the laminated beam. Manipulations
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
to obtain the functions𝜑𝜑𝑖𝑖<𝑘𝑘> with i=1…9, are not given here for the sake of brevity; they are
combinations of geometric and elastic properties of the layers and their explicit expressions
are listed in Appendix A.
From Eqs. 40-41 it stems that the number of unknowns in the present formulation is
independent on the number of layers. Thus, the present beam model has the computational
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effectiveness of the ESL models. Moreover, the kinematical relationships ensure the
compatibility of displacements at layers interfaces and the associated stress tensor is such that
the balance equations at layer level and the equilibrium of tractions at plies interfaces are
fulfilled in a point-wise fashion. As a consequence, the present approach preserves essential
features of the layer-wise models.
3

STRESS RESULTANTS AND GOVERNING EQUATIONS

To write the beam governing equations the beam constitutive model is derived first; then
the equilibrium equations in terms of beam stress resultants are invoked together with the
boundary conditions for the case of interest.. Starting from Eqs. 4-6 and taking Eqs. 40-41into
account, the stress components at layer level are written in terms of the beam generalized
variables as
dU
dΘ
dΥ
d3 U
d3 Θ
<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘>
+ 𝜓𝜓𝑥𝑥2
+ 𝜓𝜓𝑥𝑥3
+ 𝜓𝜓𝑥𝑥4
+
𝜓𝜓
+ 𝜓𝜓𝑥𝑥6
𝜎𝜎𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 (42)
𝑥𝑥5
dx
dx
dx
dx 3
dx 3
dΥ
d3 U
d3 Θ
<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘>
(43)
𝜎𝜎𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
= 𝜓𝜓𝑧𝑧1
+ 𝜓𝜓𝑧𝑧2
+
𝜓𝜓
+ 𝜎𝜎𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
𝑧𝑧3
dx
dx 3
dx 3
2
2
<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘> d U
<𝑘𝑘> d Θ
<𝑘𝑘>
(44)
𝜏𝜏𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
=𝜓𝜓𝜏𝜏1
Υ + 𝜓𝜓𝜏𝜏2
+
𝜓𝜓
𝜏𝜏3
3
3

<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘>
𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
= 𝜓𝜓𝑥𝑥1

<𝑘𝑘>
𝜓𝜓𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼
,

dx

dx

where
with 𝛼𝛼 = {𝑥𝑥, 𝑧𝑧, 𝜏𝜏} and 𝑖𝑖 = {1, … ,6}, are know functions of 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 whose expressions
are given Appendix B. The stress resultant forces N and T and moment M per unit length are
defined with respect to the beam midline as
ℎ 𝑘𝑘
2

𝑛𝑛

<𝑘𝑘>
𝑁𝑁 = � � ℎ 𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
𝑑𝑑𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘

𝑀𝑀 = �

𝑛𝑛

𝑘𝑘
𝑘𝑘=1 − 2

�

ℎ 𝑘𝑘
2

ℎ
𝑘𝑘=1 − 𝑘𝑘

𝑇𝑇 = �

𝑛𝑛

2

<𝑘𝑘>
𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
�𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 + ℎ�𝑘𝑘 �𝑑𝑑𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘
ℎ 𝑘𝑘
2

<𝑘𝑘>
� ℎ 𝜏𝜏𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
𝑑𝑑𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘

𝑘𝑘=1 − 𝑘𝑘

(45)

(46)

(47)

2

By feeding Eqs. 42-44 into Eqs. 45-47, the beam constitutive equations are obtained and
they read as
𝑁𝑁 = 𝐾𝐾𝑚𝑚

dU
dΘ
+ 𝑧𝑧𝐺𝐺 𝐾𝐾𝑚𝑚
+ 𝑧𝑧𝑞𝑞 𝑞𝑞 + zλ 𝜎𝜎𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
dx
dx

𝑀𝑀 = 𝑧𝑧𝐺𝐺 𝐾𝐾𝑚𝑚

dU
dΘ
+ 𝐾𝐾𝑓𝑓
+ 𝑧𝑧̃𝑞𝑞2 𝑞𝑞 + z� λ2 𝜎𝜎𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
dx
dx
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d2 Θ
(50)
𝑇𝑇 = 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 2
dx
where𝐾𝐾𝑚𝑚 is the beam axial stiffness, 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 and 𝐾𝐾𝑓𝑓 are bending stiffness computed with respect to
the beam elastic centroid and midline, respectively; 𝑧𝑧𝐺𝐺 is the distance of the beam elastic
centroid from the beam midline, while 𝑧𝑧𝑞𝑞 , zλ , 𝑧𝑧̃𝑞𝑞2 and z�λ2 account for the effect of distributed
loads on the axial and bending stress resultants, respectively. These quantities are defined as
𝑛𝑛

<𝑘𝑘>
𝐾𝐾𝑚𝑚 = � 𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
ℎ𝑘𝑘

𝐾𝐾𝑓𝑓 = �
𝑧𝑧𝐺𝐺 =

𝑛𝑛

𝑘𝑘=1

𝑘𝑘=1

ℎ𝑘𝑘3
<𝑘𝑘>
𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 �

12

+ ℎ�𝑘𝑘 ℎ𝑘𝑘2 �

𝑛𝑛
1
<𝑘𝑘> �
� 𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
ℎ𝑘𝑘 ℎ𝑘𝑘
𝐾𝐾𝑚𝑚
𝑘𝑘=1

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 = 𝐾𝐾𝑓𝑓 − 𝐾𝐾𝑚𝑚 𝑧𝑧𝐺𝐺2
𝑧𝑧𝑞𝑞 = −

𝑧𝑧̃𝑞𝑞2 = −

𝑘𝑘𝑛𝑛1
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸

𝑘𝑘𝑛𝑛2 + 𝑧𝑧𝐺𝐺 𝑘𝑘𝑛𝑛1
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
𝑛𝑛

<𝑘𝑘>
𝑧𝑧𝜆𝜆 = � 𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
ℎ𝑘𝑘

(51)

(52)

(53)
(54)
(55)
(56)

(57)

𝑘𝑘=1

𝑧𝑧̃𝜆𝜆2

𝑛𝑛

<𝑘𝑘>
= � ℎ�𝑘𝑘 𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
ℎ𝑘𝑘
𝑘𝑘=1

(58)

The expression of 𝑘𝑘𝑛𝑛1 , 𝑘𝑘𝑛𝑛2 and 𝛷𝛷𝑚𝑚 are given in Appendix B. It is worth noting that to write
Eqs. 48-50the following properties, relying upon the beam loading conditions, has been used
𝑑𝑑 2 𝑈𝑈
𝑑𝑑 2 𝛩𝛩
=
−𝑧𝑧
𝐺𝐺
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 2
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 2
𝛶𝛶 = 𝛷𝛷𝑚𝑚 𝛩𝛩
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𝑑𝑑3 𝛩𝛩
𝑞𝑞
𝜎𝜎𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 − 𝜎𝜎𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
(61)
=
−
=
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 3
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
It is also observed that the shear stress resultant, namely Eq. 50, can also be written in term of
the generalized shear strain as
𝑇𝑇 = 𝜒𝜒 2 𝐾𝐾𝑆𝑆 𝛶𝛶

(62)

𝜒𝜒 2 =

(63)

where 𝜒𝜒 2 is the shear correction factor defined as

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
𝛷𝛷𝑚𝑚 𝐾𝐾𝑆𝑆

From the beam constitutive relationships, namely Eqs. 48-49, the boundary value problem
for the beam solution is obtained and it reads as
𝑟𝑟 2 𝑧𝑧𝜆𝜆 − 𝑧𝑧𝑔𝑔 𝑧𝑧̃𝜆𝜆2
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑟𝑟 2 𝑁𝑁 − 𝑧𝑧𝑔𝑔 𝑀𝑀 𝑟𝑟 2 𝑧𝑧𝑞𝑞 − 𝑧𝑧𝑔𝑔 𝑧𝑧̃𝑞𝑞2
=
−
𝑞𝑞 −
𝜎𝜎𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸

(64)

𝑧𝑧̃𝜆𝜆2 − 𝑧𝑧𝑔𝑔 𝑧𝑧𝜆𝜆
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑀𝑀 − 𝑧𝑧𝑔𝑔 𝑁𝑁 𝑧𝑧̃𝑞𝑞2 − 𝑧𝑧𝑔𝑔 𝑧𝑧𝑞𝑞
(65)
=
−
𝑞𝑞 −
𝜎𝜎𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
where 𝑟𝑟 2 = 𝐾𝐾𝑓𝑓 ⁄𝐾𝐾𝑚𝑚 is the equivalent radius of gyration. The through-the-length distribution
of stresses resultants N and M have to be computed by the beam equilibrium equations
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
=0
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

(66)

𝑑𝑑 2 𝑀𝑀
(67)
+ 𝑞𝑞 = 0
𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥 2
Finally, from the Eq. 62 the differential equation governing the beam transverse displacement
is obtained.Obviously, the problem boundary conditions in terms of beam ends kinematical
constraints and applied loads have to be properly applied.
4

RESULTS

In this section, results obtained using the proposed formulation are presented and validated
versus finite element data. A cantilever beam is taken into account. The beam is clamped at
𝑥𝑥 = 𝐿𝐿 and is loaded by axial, 𝑁𝑁0 , shear, 𝑇𝑇0 , and bending moment, 𝑀𝑀0 , actions at the free end.
The top and bottom surfaces of the beam are loaded as well by constant tractions 𝜎𝜎𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 and 𝜎𝜎𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 ,
respectively. The solution of the problem governing equations reads as
𝑈𝑈(𝑥𝑥) =

𝑟𝑟 2 𝑁𝑁0 − 𝑧𝑧𝐺𝐺 𝑀𝑀0
𝑧𝑧𝐺𝐺 𝑥𝑥 2 𝐿𝐿2
(𝑥𝑥 − 𝐿𝐿) − 𝑇𝑇0 � − �
𝐸𝐸𝐼𝐼
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 2
2
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−𝜎𝜎𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛

𝑟𝑟 2 zλ − 𝑧𝑧𝐺𝐺 𝑧𝑧̃𝜆𝜆2
𝑞𝑞
𝑥𝑥 3 𝐿𝐿3
(𝑥𝑥 − 𝐿𝐿) + �𝑧𝑧𝐺𝐺 � − � − �𝑟𝑟 2 𝑧𝑧𝑞𝑞 − 𝑧𝑧𝐺𝐺 𝑧𝑧̃𝑞𝑞2 �(𝑥𝑥 − 𝐿𝐿)�
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
6
6

2
𝐿𝐿4 𝑥𝑥 4
𝑥𝑥
12𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝑥𝑥 2
𝑥𝑥
� 4 − 4 + 3 − 2 2 � 2 − 1� + 12�𝑧𝑧̃𝑞𝑞2 − 𝑧𝑧𝐺𝐺 𝑧𝑧𝑞𝑞 �L2 � − 1� �
24𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝐿𝐿
𝐿𝐿
𝜒𝜒 𝑘𝑘𝑆𝑆 𝐿𝐿 L
𝐿𝐿
𝑧𝑧̃𝜆𝜆2 − 𝑧𝑧𝐺𝐺 zλ
(69)
(𝑥𝑥 − 𝐿𝐿)2
+𝜎𝜎𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
2𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
2
𝑀𝑀0 − 𝑧𝑧𝐺𝐺 𝑁𝑁0 2 𝑥𝑥
𝐿𝐿3 𝑥𝑥 3
𝑥𝑥
6𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝑥𝑥
−
𝐿𝐿 � − 1� − 𝑇𝑇0
� 3 − 3 + 2 − 2 2 � − 1��
2𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
𝐿𝐿
6𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝐿𝐿
𝐿𝐿
𝜒𝜒 𝑘𝑘𝑆𝑆 𝐿𝐿 𝐿𝐿

𝑊𝑊 = 𝑞𝑞

𝑧𝑧̃𝑞𝑞2 − 𝑧𝑧𝐺𝐺 𝑧𝑧𝑞𝑞
𝑞𝑞 1 3
(𝑥𝑥 − 𝐿𝐿)
� (𝑥𝑥 − 𝐿𝐿3 ) + �𝑧𝑧̃𝑞𝑞2 − 𝑧𝑧𝐺𝐺 𝑧𝑧𝑞𝑞 �(𝑥𝑥 − 𝐿𝐿)� − 𝜎𝜎𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 6
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
(70)
𝑀𝑀0 − 𝑧𝑧𝐺𝐺 𝑁𝑁0
𝑇𝑇0
2
2
(𝑥𝑥 − 𝐿𝐿) +
(𝑥𝑥 − 𝐿𝐿 )
+
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
2𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
The present formulation is validated by analyzing a single-layer isotropic beam and a
cross-ply graphite-epoxy 0/90 beam and comparing the obtained results with the 2-D plane
stress solution obtained by finite element simulation carried out by COMSOL Multiphysics©.
More in detail, for the isotropic cantilever beam the loading conditions summarizes as
𝜎𝜎𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = −𝜎𝜎𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = 0.5 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃. The Young’s modulus is 𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 = 200 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 and the Poisson’s ratio is
𝜈𝜈𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 = 0.3. The length of the beam is 𝐿𝐿 = 0.1 𝑚𝑚 while its thickness is ℎ = 0.01 𝑚𝑚. Triangular
finite elements have been used to numerically compute the plane stress solution for a total of
6,900 DOFs. The beam midline deflection is given in Fig. 2 (a) while the through the
thickness distribution of the axial and transverse displacement components computed at
𝑥𝑥 = 0.5𝐿𝐿 are shown in Fig. 2 (b) and (c). Results obtained by the present beam model agrees
very well with that obtained by solving the 2−D elasticity problem by finite elements. A
negligible and constant discrepancy of 0.85% is found for the transverse displacement (see
Fig. 2 (c)).The through-the-thickness distributions of the stresses are depicted in Fig. 3; good
agreement with 2-D FEM simulations was obtained.
Θ=−
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Figure 2: Isotropic beam solution: midline transverse displacement (a) and through the thickness distribution of
(b) axial and (c) transverse displacement components at x=0.5L.
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Figure 3: Isotropic beam solution: through the thickness distribution of (a) axial, (b) shear and (c) transverse
stress components at x=0.5L.

The cross-ply beam is build with graphite-epoxy (GE) layers, the material properties of the
GE ply are listed in Table 1. The length of the beam is 𝐿𝐿 = 0.1 𝑚𝑚 and the overall thickness is
ℎ = 0.01 𝑚𝑚. The beam stacking sequence is 0/90 and each layer has thickness h/2. The same
loading conditions of the previous isotropic test case are used, namely 𝜎𝜎𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = −𝜎𝜎𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = 0.5 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃.
For the construction of the numerical model 2,464 triangular finite element have been used
consisting in about 10,306 DOFs.
E1 = 134 GPa G12 = 5.20 GPa ν12 = 0.30
E2 = 10.2 GPa G23 = 3.43 GPa ν23 = 0.49
E3 = 10.2 GPa G13 = 5.20 GPa ν13 = 0.30
Table 1: Material properties.
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Fig. 4 (a) shows the beam midline transverse deflection in comparison with FEM results
and a perfect match is obtained. The through-the-thickness distribution of the kinematical
quantities are shown in Fig 4 (b) and (c). A very good match was obtained for the axial
displacements; a slight difference is observed for the transverse component with the 0.17%.
maximum percentage discrepancy obtained at 𝑧𝑧 = −ℎ/2. As for the isotropic case, matching
results are obtained for the stress components that are shown in Fig 5
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0.0025
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Figure 4: cross-ply beam solution: midline transverse displacement (a) and through the thickness distribution of
(b) axial and (c) transverse displacement components at x=0.5L.
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Figure 5: Cross-ply beam solution: through the thickness distribution of (a) axial, (b) shear and (c) transverse
stress components at x=0.5L.
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9

CONCLUSIONS

A theory for composite multilayered beam undergoing uniformly distributed loads on the
top and bottom surfaces has been presented in this paper. A layer-wise kinematical model has
been assumed first and it has been successively manipulated in such a way that the point-wise
balance equations as well as the interface continuity conditions are fulfilled. Then, the layerwise model has been rewritten in terms of generalized variables associated to the beam as a
whole and representative of its axial and transverse displacement and cross section rotation.
This allowed retrieving the solution effectiveness of the equivalent-single-layer models
preserving the accuracy of the layer-wise ones. Results computed for selected test cases have
been compared with 2-D finite element solutions, validating the soundness of the proposed
theory.
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APPENDIX A
The functions of 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 , that allow to recover the layer-wise kinematics from the beam
generalized displacement variables through Eqs. 40-41write as
𝜑𝜑1<𝑘𝑘> (𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 ) = �ℎ�𝑘𝑘 + 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 �

𝜑𝜑3<𝑘𝑘> (𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 )

(A.1)

1
𝜑𝜑2<𝑘𝑘> (𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 ) = − 𝛽𝛽 <𝑘𝑘>𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘2
2

(A.2)

3
1 <𝑚𝑚 >
𝑧𝑧̃𝑚𝑚
𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘2
2
<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘> �
�
= 𝛽𝛽
��ℎ𝑚𝑚 − 𝑧𝑧𝐺𝐺 �𝑧𝑧̃𝑚𝑚 − � + 𝔸𝔸
+ℱ
𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 − 𝛽𝛽
ℎ𝑘𝑘 − 𝛽𝛽 <𝑘𝑘> (A.3)
2
3
2
<𝑘𝑘>
𝜑𝜑4<𝑘𝑘>(𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 ) = 𝔹𝔹<𝑘𝑘> − 𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘

𝜑𝜑5<𝑘𝑘>(𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 )

<𝑘𝑘>

=ℂ

𝜑𝜑6<𝑘𝑘>(𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 )

<𝑘𝑘>

= 𝔻𝔻

𝜑𝜑7<𝑘𝑘>(𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 ) = 𝔼𝔼<𝑘𝑘> + 𝒟𝒟 <𝑘𝑘>𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 −

−

<𝑘𝑘> �
𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
ℎ𝑘𝑘 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘

+ 𝒞𝒞

<𝑘𝑘>

−

(A.4)

𝑧𝑧 2
<𝑘𝑘> 𝑘𝑘
𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
2

<𝑘𝑘> 2
𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘
𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 − <𝑘𝑘>
2
𝐸𝐸3

<𝑘𝑘> 2
<𝑘𝑘>
𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 <𝑘𝑘>
𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘3
<𝑘𝑘> <𝑘𝑘>
𝒜𝒜
+
�
+
𝜈𝜈
𝛽𝛽
�
𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
6
𝐸𝐸3<𝑘𝑘> 2
𝐸𝐸3<𝑘𝑘>

<𝑘𝑘> <𝑘𝑘>
𝜑𝜑8<𝑘𝑘>(𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 ) = 𝔽𝔽<𝑘𝑘> + ℰ <𝑘𝑘>𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 − �𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
ℱ
+

<𝑘𝑘> <𝑘𝑘>
𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
ℬ
𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘2
�
2
𝐸𝐸3<𝑘𝑘>

<𝑘𝑘>
𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
ℎ�𝑘𝑘 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘3 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘4
<𝑘𝑘> <𝑘𝑘>
+ � <𝑘𝑘> + 𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
𝛽𝛽
��
+ �
6
24
𝐸𝐸3

𝜑𝜑9<𝑘𝑘>(𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 ) = ℍ<𝑘𝑘> +

15

<𝑘𝑘> <𝑘𝑘>
1 − 𝜈𝜈𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘
<𝑘𝑘>
𝐸𝐸𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧

(A.5)

(A.6)

(A.7)

(A.8)

(A.9)

A. Alaimo, G. Davì, A. Milazzo, C. Orlando.

with
𝒜𝒜

<𝑘𝑘>

=

<𝑘𝑘>
𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
𝑧𝑧̃𝑚𝑚

𝑘𝑘−1

𝑚𝑚 −1

𝑖𝑖=1

𝑖𝑖=1

<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑚𝑚 >
𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
ℎ𝑘𝑘 − 𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
ℎ𝑚𝑚
<𝑖𝑖>
<𝑖𝑖>
+
+ � 𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
ℎ𝑖𝑖 − � 𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
ℎ𝑖𝑖
2

<𝑚𝑚 > �
ℬ <𝑘𝑘> = ℱ <𝑘𝑘> + 𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
�ℎ𝑘𝑘 +

<𝑘𝑘> �
<𝑚𝑚 > �
𝑧𝑧̃𝑚𝑚
𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
ℎ𝑘𝑘 ℎ𝑘𝑘 − 𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
ℎ𝑚𝑚 ℎ𝑚𝑚
� 𝑧𝑧̃𝑚𝑚 +
2
2
𝑘𝑘−1

𝑚𝑚 −1

𝑖𝑖=1

𝑖𝑖=1

<𝑘𝑘> 2
<𝑚𝑚 > 2
𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
ℎ𝑘𝑘 − 𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
ℎ𝑚𝑚
<𝑖𝑖> �
<𝑖𝑖> �
+
+ � 𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
ℎ𝑖𝑖 ℎ𝑖𝑖 − � 𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
ℎ𝑖𝑖 ℎ𝑖𝑖
8

𝒞𝒞
𝒟𝒟
ℰ

<𝑘𝑘>

<𝑘𝑘>

=

𝑘𝑘−1

<𝑘𝑘>

𝑘𝑘−1

<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑖𝑖>
𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
ℎ𝑘𝑘
𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
ℎ𝑖𝑖
=
+
�
<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘>
2𝐸𝐸3
𝐸𝐸3
𝑖𝑖=1

and

(A.13)

𝑖𝑖=1

<𝑘𝑘> <𝑚𝑚 >
3
<𝑘𝑘> 3
𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
𝛽𝛽
𝑧𝑧̃𝑚𝑚
𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
ℎ𝑙𝑙
2
�
−
��ℎ𝑚𝑚 − 𝑧𝑧𝐺𝐺 �𝑧𝑧̃𝑚𝑚 − � − <𝑘𝑘>
2
3
𝐸𝐸3 48
𝑘𝑘−1

𝑖𝑖=1

ℱ

𝑘𝑘−1

<𝑖𝑖> 3
<𝑘𝑘> 2 �
<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑖𝑖>
𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
ℎ𝑖𝑖 𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
ℎ𝑘𝑘 ℎ𝑘𝑘 𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
ℎ𝑘𝑘 ℬ <𝑘𝑘>
𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
ℎ𝑖𝑖 ℬ <𝑖𝑖>
+ � <𝑘𝑘>
− <𝑘𝑘>
+
+
�
8
𝐸𝐸3 24 𝐸𝐸3
2𝐸𝐸3<𝑘𝑘>
𝐸𝐸3<𝑘𝑘>

<𝑘𝑘>

(A.11)

(A.12)

<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑖𝑖>
ℎ𝑘𝑘2 𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
ℎ𝑘𝑘 𝒜𝒜<𝑘𝑘>
𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
ℎ𝑖𝑖 𝒜𝒜<𝑖𝑖>
=−
+
+�
8 𝐸𝐸3<𝑘𝑘>
2𝐸𝐸3<𝑘𝑘>
𝐸𝐸3<𝑘𝑘>

<𝑘𝑘> <𝑘𝑘>
𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
𝔸𝔸

(A.10)

(A.14)

𝑖𝑖=1

2
𝛽𝛽 <𝑘𝑘> ℎ𝑘𝑘 �ℎ�𝑘𝑘 − 𝑧𝑧𝐺𝐺 � − 𝛽𝛽 <𝑚𝑚 >ℎ𝑚𝑚 �ℎ�𝑚𝑚 − 𝑧𝑧𝐺𝐺 �
𝛽𝛽 <𝑘𝑘>ℎ𝑘𝑘2 − 𝛽𝛽 <𝑚𝑚 >ℎ𝑚𝑚
=
+
8
2

𝑘𝑘−1

𝑚𝑚 −1

𝑖𝑖=1

𝑖𝑖=1

<𝑖𝑖>
<𝑖𝑖>
𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
<𝑖𝑖>
<𝑖𝑖>
�
+ � � <𝑘𝑘> − 𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 � ℎ𝑖𝑖 �ℎ𝑖𝑖 − 𝑧𝑧𝐺𝐺 � − � � <𝑚𝑚 > − 𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
� ℎ𝑖𝑖 �ℎ�𝑖𝑖 − 𝑧𝑧𝐺𝐺 �
𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥

𝛽𝛽 <𝑘𝑘>𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘 − 𝛽𝛽 <𝑚𝑚 >𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚 ℎ𝑘𝑘 ℱ <𝑘𝑘> − ℎ𝑚𝑚 ℱ <𝑚𝑚 >
−
4
2
<𝑘𝑘> 2 �
<𝑚𝑚 > 2 �
𝛽𝛽
ℎ𝑘𝑘 �ℎ𝑘𝑘 − 𝑧𝑧𝐺𝐺 � − 𝛽𝛽
ℎ𝑚𝑚 �ℎ𝑚𝑚 − 𝑧𝑧𝐺𝐺 �

𝔸𝔸<𝑘𝑘> =
+

8

16

(A.15)

(A.16)

A. Alaimo, G. Davì, A. Milazzo, C. Orlando.

𝑘𝑘−1

𝑚𝑚 −1

𝑖𝑖=1

𝑖𝑖=1

1
1
+ ��𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖 𝛽𝛽 <𝑖𝑖> − 2ℎ𝑖𝑖 ℱ <𝑖𝑖>� − � �𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖 𝛽𝛽 <𝑖𝑖> − 2ℎ𝑖𝑖 ℱ <𝑖𝑖> �
2
2
𝔹𝔹

<𝑘𝑘>

=

<𝑚𝑚 > �
−𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
ℎ𝑚𝑚

ℂ

<𝑘𝑘>

𝑘𝑘−1

𝑚𝑚 −1

𝑖𝑖=1

𝑖𝑖=1

<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑚𝑚 >
𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
ℎ𝑘𝑘 − 𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
ℎ𝑚𝑚
<𝑖𝑖>
<𝑖𝑖>
+
+ � 𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
ℎ𝑖𝑖 − � 𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
ℎ𝑖𝑖
2

<𝑘𝑘> �
<𝑚𝑚 > �
1 <𝑚𝑚 > 2 𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
ℎ𝑘𝑘 ℎ𝑙𝑙 − 𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
ℎ𝑚𝑚 ℎ𝑚𝑚
�
= − 𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 ℎ𝑚𝑚 +
2
2
𝑙𝑙−1

𝑚𝑚 −1

𝑖𝑖=1

𝑖𝑖=1

<𝑘𝑘> 2
<𝑚𝑚 > 2
𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
ℎ𝑘𝑘 − 𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
ℎ𝑚𝑚
<𝑖𝑖> �
<𝑖𝑖> �
+
+ � 𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
ℎ𝑖𝑖 ℎ𝑖𝑖 − � 𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
ℎ𝑖𝑖 ℎ𝑖𝑖
8
<𝑘𝑘>

𝔻𝔻

<𝑚𝑚 > �
𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
ℎ𝑚𝑚
𝒞𝒞 <𝑘𝑘>ℎ𝑙𝑙 − 𝒞𝒞 <𝑚𝑚 >ℎ𝑚𝑚
<𝑘𝑘> �
=�
+ 𝒞𝒞
� ℎ𝑚𝑚 −
2
2𝐸𝐸3<𝑚𝑚 >
𝑙𝑙−1

𝑚𝑚 −1

𝑖𝑖=1

𝑖𝑖=1

<𝑘𝑘> 2
<𝑚𝑚 > 2
𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
ℎ𝑘𝑘 𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
ℎ𝑚𝑚
+ <𝑘𝑘> − <𝑚𝑚 >
− � 𝒞𝒞 <𝑖𝑖>ℎ𝑖𝑖 + � 𝒞𝒞 <𝑖𝑖> ℎ𝑖𝑖
8
8
𝐸𝐸
𝐸𝐸3
3

<𝑚𝑚 > <𝑚𝑚 > 2
<𝑚𝑚 >
3
𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
𝒜𝒜
𝑧𝑧̃𝑚𝑚
𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
𝑧𝑧̃𝑚𝑚
<𝑚𝑚 >
<𝑚𝑚 > <𝑚𝑚 >
𝔼𝔼 = −𝒟𝒟
𝑧𝑧̃𝑚𝑚 +
− � <𝑚𝑚 > + 𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 𝛽𝛽
�
2
6
𝐸𝐸3<𝑚𝑚 >
𝐸𝐸3
<𝑘𝑘> <𝑘𝑘> 2
<𝑚𝑚 > <𝑚𝑚 > 2
<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑚𝑚 >
𝒟𝒟
ℎ𝑘𝑘 − 𝒟𝒟
ℎ𝑚𝑚 𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝒜𝒜
ℎ𝑘𝑘 𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝒜𝒜
ℎ𝑚𝑚
−
+
−
<𝑚𝑚 >
<𝑘𝑘>
2
8
8
𝐸𝐸3
𝐸𝐸3
3
<𝑚𝑚 >
<𝑚𝑚 >
3
𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
ℎ𝑘𝑘
𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
ℎ𝑚𝑚
<𝑚𝑚 > <𝑚𝑚 >
<𝑚𝑚 > <𝑚𝑚 >
− � <𝑚𝑚 > + 𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
𝛽𝛽
� + � <𝑚𝑚 > + 𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
𝛽𝛽
�
48
48
𝐸𝐸3
𝐸𝐸3
𝑘𝑘−1
𝑚𝑚
−1
<𝑖𝑖>
<𝑖𝑖>
𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
ℎ𝑖𝑖3
𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
ℎ𝑖𝑖3
<𝑖𝑖> <𝑖𝑖>
<𝑖𝑖> <𝑖𝑖>
− � � <𝑖𝑖> + 𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
𝛽𝛽 � + � � <𝑖𝑖> + 𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
𝛽𝛽 �
24
24
𝐸𝐸3
𝐸𝐸3
𝑖𝑖=1
𝑖𝑖=1
𝑘𝑘−1

− � 𝒟𝒟
𝑖𝑖=1

<𝑖𝑖>

(A.18)

(A.19)

(A.20)

𝑚𝑚 −1

ℎ𝑖𝑖 + � 𝒟𝒟 <𝑖𝑖>ℎ𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖=1

<𝑚𝑚 >
1 <𝑚𝑚 > <𝑚𝑚 > 𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
2
𝔽𝔽<𝑘𝑘> = −ℰ <𝑚𝑚 > 𝑧𝑧̃𝑚𝑚 + �𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
ℱ
+ <𝑚𝑚 > ℬ <𝑚𝑚 >� 𝑧𝑧̃𝑚𝑚
2
𝐸𝐸3
<𝑚𝑚 >
1 𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
ℰ <𝑘𝑘>ℎ𝑘𝑘 − ℰ <𝑚𝑚 > ℎ𝑚𝑚
<𝑚𝑚 > <𝑚𝑚 >
4
+ � <𝑚𝑚 > + 𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 𝛽𝛽
� 𝑧𝑧̃𝑚𝑚 −
8 𝐸𝐸3
2

<𝑘𝑘> <𝑘𝑘>
+ �𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
ℱ

(A.17)

<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑚𝑚 >
𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
ℎ𝑘𝑘2
𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑚𝑚 > <𝑚𝑚 >
+ <𝑘𝑘> ℬ
� − �𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 ℱ
+ <𝑚𝑚 > ℬ <𝑚𝑚 >�
8
𝐸𝐸3
𝐸𝐸3
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𝑙𝑙−1

<𝑘𝑘>
𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
ℎ�𝑘𝑘 ℎ𝑘𝑘3
ℎ𝑘𝑘4
<𝑘𝑘> <𝑘𝑘>
− � <𝑘𝑘> + 𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
𝛽𝛽
��
+
� − � ℰ <𝑖𝑖> ℎ𝑖𝑖
48
384
𝐸𝐸3
𝑖𝑖=1

𝑚𝑚 −1

<𝑚𝑚 >
3
4
𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
ℎ�𝑚𝑚 ℎ𝑚𝑚
ℎ𝑚𝑚
<𝑚𝑚 > <𝑚𝑚 >
��
+
� + � ℰ <𝑖𝑖> ℎ𝑖𝑖
+ � <𝑚𝑚 > + 𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 𝛽𝛽
48
384
𝐸𝐸3

𝑘𝑘−1

𝑚𝑚 −1

𝑖𝑖=1

𝑖𝑖=1

𝑖𝑖=1

<𝑖𝑖>
<𝑖𝑖>
𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
ℎ�𝑖𝑖 ℎ𝑖𝑖3
𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
ℎ�𝑖𝑖 ℎ𝑖𝑖3
<𝑖𝑖> <𝑖𝑖>
<𝑖𝑖> <𝑖𝑖>
− � � <𝑖𝑖> + 𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
𝛽𝛽 �
+ � � <𝑖𝑖> + 𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
𝛽𝛽 �
24
24
𝐸𝐸3
𝐸𝐸3

ℍ<𝑘𝑘>

𝑧𝑧̃𝑚𝑚

𝑘𝑘−1

𝑚𝑚 −1

𝑖𝑖=1

𝑖𝑖=1

ℎ𝑘𝑘
ℎ𝑚𝑚
ℎ𝑖𝑖
ℎ𝑖𝑖
= − <𝑚𝑚 > − <𝑘𝑘> + <𝑚𝑚 > − � <𝑖𝑖> + � <𝑖𝑖>
𝐸𝐸3
2𝐸𝐸3
2𝐸𝐸3
𝐸𝐸3
𝐸𝐸3

(A.22)

APPENDIX B
The functions of 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 , that allow to recover the layer-wise stress components distributions
from the beam generalized displacement variables through Eqs. 42-44write as
<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘>
𝜓𝜓𝑥𝑥1
= 𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥

<𝑘𝑘>
𝜓𝜓𝑥𝑥3

=

<𝑘𝑘>
𝜓𝜓𝑥𝑥4

(B.1)

<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘> �
𝜓𝜓𝑥𝑥2
= 𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
�ℎ𝑘𝑘 + 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 �

ℎ𝑘𝑘
<𝑘𝑘> <𝑘𝑘>
𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 �
2

− 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 � +

<𝑘𝑘>
𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧

𝑘𝑘−1

<𝑖𝑖>
� 𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
ℎ𝑖𝑖

(B.2)
(B.3)

𝑖𝑖=1

𝑧𝑧 2
ℎ2
<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘> ) 𝑘𝑘
<𝑘𝑘> 𝑘𝑘
= 𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 �(𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 − 𝛽𝛽
− 𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
�
2
8
𝑘𝑘−1

ℎ𝑘𝑘
<𝑘𝑘> <𝑘𝑘> <𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑖𝑖> <𝑖𝑖>
+𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝒜𝒜
� − 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 � + 𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
� 𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
𝒜𝒜 ℎ𝑖𝑖
2

(B.4)

𝑖𝑖=1

2
4
𝑧𝑧̃𝑚𝑚
<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘> <𝑚𝑚 >
<𝑘𝑘> <𝑘𝑘>
𝜓𝜓𝑥𝑥5 = −𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝛽𝛽
�𝑧𝑧𝐺𝐺 + 𝑧𝑧̃𝑚𝑚 �
+ 𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
𝔸𝔸
3
2
<𝑘𝑘> <𝑘𝑘> <𝑘𝑘>
ℎ2 ℎ𝑘𝑘
𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 ℬ
ℎ𝑘𝑘
<𝑘𝑘> <𝑘𝑘> 𝑘𝑘
−𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
� + ℎ�𝑘𝑘 � +
8 6
2
𝑘𝑘−1
3
ℎ𝑖𝑖 <𝑖𝑖>
<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘> <𝑘𝑘>
+𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
� � 𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
+ 𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
ℬ
ℎ𝑖𝑖 �
24

(B.5)

𝑖𝑖=1

<𝑘𝑘> <𝑘𝑘> <𝑘𝑘>
𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 ℬ
ℎ�𝑘𝑘 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘2 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘3
<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘> (𝜈𝜈 <𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘> )
+𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 �ℱ
−
� 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 + 𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
− 𝛽𝛽
�
+ �
𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
<𝑘𝑘>
2
6
𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘>
𝜓𝜓𝑥𝑥6
= 𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
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<𝑘𝑘>
𝜓𝜓𝑧𝑧1
<𝑘𝑘>
𝜓𝜓𝑧𝑧2

𝑘𝑘−1

ℎ𝑘𝑘
<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑖𝑖>
= 𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
� − 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 � + � 𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
ℎ𝑖𝑖
2
𝑖𝑖=1

(B.7)

𝑘𝑘−1

𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘2 ℎ𝑘𝑘2
ℎ𝑘𝑘
<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘> <𝑘𝑘>
<𝑖𝑖> <𝑖𝑖>
= 𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 � − � + 𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
𝒜𝒜
� − 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 � + � 𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
𝒜𝒜
ℎ𝑖𝑖
2
8
2
<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘>
𝜓𝜓𝑧𝑧3
= 𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
�−

(B.8)

𝑖𝑖=1

ℎ�𝑘𝑘 ℎ𝑘𝑘2 ℎ𝑘𝑘3 ℎ�𝑘𝑘 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘2 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘3
−
+
+ �
8
48
2
6
𝑘𝑘−1

𝑙𝑙−1

𝑖𝑖=1

𝑖𝑖=1

ℎ𝑘𝑘
ℎ𝑖𝑖3 <𝑖𝑖>
<𝑘𝑘> <𝑘𝑘>
<𝑖𝑖> <𝑖𝑖>
+𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 ℬ
� − 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 � + � 𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 + � 𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
ℬ ℎ𝑖𝑖
2
24
<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘>
𝜓𝜓𝜏𝜏1
= 𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥

<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘> <𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘> <𝑘𝑘>
𝜓𝜓𝜏𝜏2
= 𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
𝜑𝜑4 − 𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
𝛽𝛽
𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘

<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘>
𝜓𝜓𝜏𝜏3
= 𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
�𝜑𝜑5<𝑘𝑘> + ℱ <𝑘𝑘> − 𝛽𝛽 <𝑘𝑘>ℎ�𝑘𝑘 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 − 𝛽𝛽 <𝑘𝑘>

(B.9)

(B.10)
(B.11)

𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘2
�
2

(B.12)

On the other hand, the quantities that are used in Eqs. 55-56 and Eq. 60 are defined as
𝑛𝑛

<𝑘𝑘>
𝑘𝑘𝑛𝑛1 = � 𝑘𝑘𝑛𝑛1
𝑘𝑘=1

being
<𝑘𝑘>
𝑘𝑘𝑛𝑛1

and

(B.13)

=

<𝑘𝑘>
𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
ℎ𝑘𝑘
𝑘𝑘−1

<𝑘𝑘>

�𝔸𝔸

𝛽𝛽 <𝑘𝑘> 4
2
+
� ℎ� − 𝑧𝑧𝐺𝐺 � ℎ�𝑚𝑚
�
2 3 𝑚𝑚

<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘>
ℎ𝑘𝑘 𝑘𝑘𝑔𝑔<𝑘𝑘>
𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
ℎ𝑘𝑘3
<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑖𝑖>
<𝑘𝑘>
+𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 ℎ𝑘𝑘 �
+ � ℎ𝑖𝑖 𝑘𝑘𝑔𝑔 � −
�𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 + <𝑘𝑘> � �ℎ�𝑘𝑘 − 𝑧𝑧𝐺𝐺 �
2
2
12
𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥

𝑘𝑘𝑔𝑔<𝑘𝑘>

𝑘𝑘−1

𝑖𝑖=1

<𝑖𝑖>
= � 𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
ℎ𝑖𝑖 �ℎ�𝑖𝑖 − 𝑧𝑧𝐺𝐺 � +
𝑖𝑖=1

(B.14)

𝑛𝑛

<𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘> 2
𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
ℎ𝑘𝑘 �ℎ�𝑘𝑘 − 𝑧𝑧𝐺𝐺 � 𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
ℎ𝑘𝑘
+
2
8

<𝑘𝑘>
𝑘𝑘𝑛𝑛2 = ��ℎ�𝑘𝑘 − 𝑧𝑧𝐺𝐺 �𝑘𝑘𝑛𝑛1
𝑘𝑘=1
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(B.15)

(B.16)
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𝑛𝑛

<𝑘𝑘> <𝑘𝑘>
+ � �𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
ℱ
𝑘𝑘=1

Φ𝑚𝑚 =

<𝑘𝑘> 2 3
<𝑘𝑘>
ℎ𝑘𝑘3
ℎ3
𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
ℎ𝑘𝑘 ℎ𝑘𝑘
𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
<𝑘𝑘> 𝑘𝑘 <𝑘𝑘>
<𝑘𝑘>
− 𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
𝑘𝑘𝑔𝑔 +
�2𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
− <𝑘𝑘>��
12
12
480
𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥

2
�
𝛽𝛽 <1> ℎ12 + 𝜈𝜈<𝑚𝑚>
𝛽𝛽 <1> ℎ1 �ℎ�1 − 𝑧𝑧𝐺𝐺 � 𝜈𝜈<𝑚𝑚>
𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 ℎ𝑚𝑚
𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 ℎ𝑚𝑚 �ℎ𝑚𝑚 − 𝑧𝑧𝐺𝐺 �
+
+
8
2
2

−ℱ

<𝑘𝑘>

𝑚𝑚 −1

(B.17)

�
+ � 𝜈𝜈<𝑖𝑖>
𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 ℎ𝑖𝑖 �ℎ𝑖𝑖 − 𝑧𝑧𝐺𝐺 �
𝑖𝑖=1

In the previous equations use of the following material parameters have been made
<𝑘𝑘>
𝐸𝐸𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧

=

<𝑘𝑘>
𝑄𝑄𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧

<𝑘𝑘>
𝜈𝜈𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥

𝐸𝐸3<𝑘𝑘>

<𝑘𝑘> <𝑘𝑘>
𝑄𝑄𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
𝑄𝑄𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
−
<𝑘𝑘>
𝑄𝑄𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥

<𝑘𝑘> <𝑘𝑘>
𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
=
<𝑘𝑘>
𝐸𝐸𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧

<𝑘𝑘>
𝐸𝐸𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
=
<𝑘𝑘> <𝑘𝑘>
1 − 𝜈𝜈𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
𝜈𝜈𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
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Key words: smart composite, multilayered plates, magneto-electro-elastic laminates, CUF.
Summary. Families of layer-wise and equivalent single layer advanced finite elements for
the geometrically nonlinear analysis of smart multilayered plates are formulated in a unified
framework. The proposed modeling strategy reduces the multifield problems to an effective
mechanical plate by the condensation of the electromechanical state into the plate kinematics,
which is assumed as a variable order expansion along the plate thickness. Numerical results
are presented to validate the proposed modeling approach and finite elements and to investigate
their features.
1. INTRODUCTION
Multilayered smart plates with piezoelectric (PZ) and/or magneto-electro-elastic (MEE) layers have gained interest for their use in sensors, actuators, vibration control, structural health
monitoring and energy harvesting, only to cite a few of the possible engineering applications.
Multifield analysis and design methods for these kinds of structures have been developed and
for laminates with MEE layers, three-dimensonal benchmark solutions have been presented for
simple configurations (e.g.[1]), whereas two-dimensional reduced plate models are appealing
for more general applications. Generally, the developed two-dimensional plate models and the
related solutions refer to the small displacements linear case for which through-the-thickness
different order kinematics have been employed describing the electro-magnetic state in terms of
independent primary variables (electric and magnetic potentials) [2, 3, 4, 5]. Alternative modeling strategies consist in condensing the magneto-electric state into the plate kinematics, which

A. Milazzo, C. Orlando

reduces the smart plate model to that of an effective mechanical plate [6, 7]. The nonlinear behaviour of smart MEE multilayered plates undergoing moderately large displacements has been
poorly investigated, despite the importance that it may assume in many applications [8, 9]. To
the best of the author’s knowledge, the literature survey discloses that magneto-electro-elastic
plates large deflection analysis was at most carried out by first order kinematics and then there
is a lack of formulations and/or solutions for higher order kinematics. On the other hand, these
models could be useful and suitable for accurate and reliable analysis, especially in the case of
moderately thick plates. Basing on this rationale, a variable kinematics approach for moderately
large deflection analysis of smart magneto-electro-elastic multilayered plates has been proposed
by Milazzo [10], which is here presented to show its features and effectiveness to build families
of finite elements for smart multilayered plates.
2. TOTAL LAGRANGIAN FORMULATION
Let us consider an N-layered plate-like magneto-electro-elastic solid initially occupying the
volume V with boundary ∂V . Each layer of the plate is assumed homogeneous and it has orthotropic MEE behaviour with poling directions parallel to the thickness direction. The plate is
subjected to mechanical loads and to electric and magnetic actions applied on its top and bottom
surfaces; it undergoes moderately large deflections and small rotations when subjected to these
mechanical and electro-magnetic loadings. Let us assume the configuration with volume V and
boundary ∂V as the reference configuration, which is referred to the coordinate system x1 x2 x3
with the x3 -axis directed along the thickness direction. Adopting a total Lagrangian formulation, the mechanical state is described by the the Green’s strains ε and the 2nd Piola-Kirchoff
stresses σ, whose components are conveniently collected into the in-plane and out-of-plane
vectors denoted by the subscripts p and n, respectively
εT =
σT =





ε11 ε22 ε12 ε13 ε23 ε33
σ11 σ22 σ12 σ13 σ23 σ33

T

T

=
=



εp εn



σp σn

T

(1a)
T

(1b)

The electric state is accounted by the material electric field vector E and the conjugate material
electric displacements D [11], which are also partitioned into their in-plane and out-of-plane
components


T
T
= Ep En
(2a)
E T = E1 E2 E3


T
T
D T = D1 D2 D3
= Dp Dn
(2b)

Analogously, the magnetic state is described by the material magnetic field vector H and the
material magnetic induction vector B, partitioned as
HT =
BT =





H1 H2 H3

T

B1 B2 B3

T

2

=
=





Hp Hn
Bp Bn

T

T

(3a)
(3b)
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For an orthotropic MEE material having electric and magnetic poling directions parallel to
the x3 −axis and subjected to an initial membrane stress state σp0 , the constitutive equations are
written as
 

 
0
T
T
C
C
0
−e
0
−q
σ
−
σ



pp
pn
np
np
p
p


 εp 



  Cnp Cnn −epn T −enn T −qpn T −qnn T  
 εn 
 σn 










 
 


0
epn
ǫpp
0
dpp
0
Ep
Dp


(4)
=
0
ǫnn
0
dnn 
En 
Dn 


 enp enn










 0
qpn
dpp
0
µpp
0
H 
Bp 









 p

qnp qnn
0
dnn
0
µnn
Hn
Bn

where the Cij are matrices containing the elastic stiffness coefficients, the ǫij and µij matrices
collect the dielectric constants and magnetic permeabilities, respectively, the matrices eij , qij
and dij collect the piezoelectric, piezomagnetic and magnetoelectric coupling coefficients.
Taking geometric nonlinearity in the von Karman sense, the strain-displacement relationships are expressed as
D p ⊗ w) D n u
εp = D p u + (D
(5a)
ε n = D n u + D x3 u

(5b)

∂ 
∂x1
∂ 
∂x2

(6b)


T
where u = u v w
is the displacement vector, the symbol ⊗ denotes the Kronecker
product and the following operators have been introduced
 ∂

0 0
∂x1
D p =  0 ∂x∂ 2 0
(6a)
∂
∂
0
∂x2
∂x1



∂
∂x3

D x3 =  0
0


0 0

Dn = 0 0
0 0
 
0
0
1
∂
0  = 0
∂x3
0
0 ∂x∂ 3

0


0 0
∂
∂
1 0
= Di
∂x3
∂x3
0 1

(6c)

Assuming quasi-static behaviour for the electro-magnetic fields and introducing the material
electric and magnetic scalar potentials Φ and Ψ [11], one has
Ep = −∇p Φ;

En = −∇n Φ;

Hp = −∇p Ψ ;

Hn = −∇n Ψ

(7)

T
 

where the involved differential operators are defined as ∇p = ∂x∂ 1 ∂x∂ 2 and ∇n = ∂x∂ 3 .
Considering Eqs. (5) and (7) hold, in the absence of body mechanical forces and electric
charge, the problem governing equations are obtained in terms of the primary variables u, Φ
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and Ψ by the extension of the Principle of Virtual Displacements (PVD) to MEE structures for
a total lagrangian formulation [11]. It reads as
Z

δεTp σp + δεTn σn − δEpT Dp − δEnT Dn − δHpT Bp − δHnT Bn dV =
V
Z
Z
(8)

T
T
−
ρδu ü dV +
δu t − δΦ̟ d∂V
V

∂V

where overdots denote time derivatives and the symbol δ indicates variations. In Eq. (8), t
are the tractions applied to the surface ∂V , ̟ is the surface electric charge density and ρ is
the mass density, which are obviously expressed in the reference configuration of the body.
Upon integration by parts, the strong form of the equilibrium equations and the Gauss’ laws for
electrostatics and magnetostatics are deduced from Eq. (8) as
D Tp σp + D Tn (σn + σ̃pD n u) + D Tx3 σn − ρü = 0

(9a)

∇Tp Dp + ∇n Dn = 0

(9b)

∇Tp Bp + ∇n Bn = 0

(9c)

where the stress matrix σ̃p is introduced as


σ11 σ12 0
σ̃p = σ12 σ22 0
0
0 0

(10)

The natural boundary conditions associated with Eq. (9) and holding on ∂V read as
e p σp + D
e n (σn + σ̃pD n u) + D
e x σn = t̄
D
3
e T Dp + ∇
e n Dn = Q̄
∇
p
e T Bp + ∇
e n Bn = 0
∇
p

(11a)
(11b)
(11c)

e r and ∇
e r stem from the differential operators D r and ∇r by
where the boundary operators D
substituting the partial derivatives with the corresponding boundary normal direction cosines.
3. SMART LAYER MODELS
3.1 Kinematics
The displacement field is assumed at layer level as an expansion along the thickness of
so-called thickness functions Fα = Fα (x3 ) and thus one writes [12]
hκi

u (x1 , x2 , x3 ) =

M
X
α=0

4

uαhκi Fαhκi

(12)
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where the superscript hκi indicates quantities referring to the κ-th layer and the displacement
hκi
hκi
functions uα = uα (x1 , x2 ) depend on the layer in-plane coordinates, only. The thickness
hκi
functions Fα are not subjected to particular restrictions. If the displacement functions uα are
taken common to all of the plate layers the Eq. (12) returns equivalent single layer models;
on the other hand, when they are thought different for each layer the Eq. (12) provides for
layer-wise aproaches.
From Eqs (5) one obtains the following expressions for the Green’s strains
εhki
p

=

M
X

FαhkiD p uhki
α

+

α=0

M X
M
X
1
α=0 γ=0

εhki
n

=

M
X

FαhkiD n uhki
α

α=0

2


Fαhki Fγhki D p ⊗ wγhki D n uhki
α

+

M
hki
X
∂Fα
α=0

∂x3

(13a)

D i uhki
α

(13b)

3.2 Electromagnetic state
Considerations on the two-dimensional nature of plates [13] allow to assume for both thin
and moderately thick plates ∂D1 /∂x1 = ∂D2 /∂x2 = ∂B1 /∂x1 = ∂B2 /∂x2 = 0 . Accordingly,
by substituting the constitutive law into Gauss’ laws for electrostatics and magnetostatics and
taking Eqs. (7) into account, one obtains
#  ∂εp 
( hκi ) "
# ( ∂εp ) "
#−1 "
 ∂x3 
p
hκi
n
hκi
hκi
hκi
hκi
hκi
2
Φ
∂
enp enn
ǫnn dnn
∂x3
ΦA
ΦA
=
(14)
=
p hκi n hκi
hκi
hκi
hκi
hκi
∂εn
 ∂εn 
∂x23 Ψ hκi
A
A
dnn µnn
qnp qnn
Ψ
Ψ
∂x3
∂x3

In turn, using the expressions of εp and εp given by Eqs. (13) and integrating twice, the following expressions for the electric and magnetic potentials are inferred for Λ = Φ, Ψ :
M h
i
X
p hκi
n hκi
n hκi
Λ=
Gαhκi ΛA D p + Gαhκi ΛA D n + Fαhκi ΛA D i uαhκi +
α=0
M X
M
X
α=0 γ=0

hκi

hκi

hκi


1 hκi p hκi
hκi
hκi
Lαγ ΛA
D p ⊗ wγhκi D n uαhκi + x3 aΛ + bΛ
2

(15)

hκi

where aΦ , bΦ , aΨ , and bΨ are integration constants and
Z
Z
hκi
hκi
hκi
Gα = Fα dx3 ;
Lαγ = Fαhκi Fγhκi dx3
hκi

hκi

hκi

(16)

hκi

The integration constants aΦ , bΦ , aΨ , and bΨ are determined by:
i) enforcing the continuity of electric and magnetic potentials and the continuity of the normal
electric displacement and magnetic induction at each interface;
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ii) applying the electro-magnetic boundary conditions at the plate top and bottom surfaces;
these electro-magnetic conditions are given by a combination of prescribed values of electric
and magnetic potentials and/or normal electric displacement and magnetic induction.
This leads to a linear system whose solution provides the following general expression for the
integration constants [6]
hκi

zΛ =

N X
M h
i
X
p hκ,τ i
n hκ,τ i
i hκ,τ i
hτ i
z
D
+
z
D
+
z
D
p
n
i uα +
Λ α
Λ α
Λ α

τ =1 α=0
M
M X
N X
X
τ =1 α=0 γ=0


1 nl hκ,τ i
ξ hκi
i
D p ⊗ wγhτ i D n uhτ
ξ
α + Λz
Λ zαγ
2

(17)

where z stands for a or b, Λ stands for Φ or Ψ and ξ is a vector containing the prescribed
four quantities associated with the plate top and bottom surfaces electro-magnetic boundary
r hκ,τ i
conditions. It is worth noting that the generic coefficient Λ zα is a 1×3 matrix representing the
influence of the strains shares associated with the operator D r and with the α-th displacement
functions of the τ -th layer on the potential Λ of the κ-layer; analogous reading can be given for
nl hκ,τ i
the coefficients Λ zαγ that take the nonlinear strain contributions into account. By using Eq.
(17), for Λ = Φ, Ψ one compactly writes
Λhκi =

M
N X
X

X

r ehκ,τ i
i
D r uhτ
α
ΛAα
τ =1 α=0 r={p,n,i}

+

M X
M
N X
X

1 nl ehκ,τ i
ξ ehκi
i
D p ⊗ wγhτ i D n uhτ
ξ
α + ΛA
ΛAαγ
2
τ =1 α=0 γ=0

(18)

where, denoted the Kronecker delta by Jκτ , one has .
p ehκ,τ i
ΛAα

n ehκ,τ i
ΛAα

i ehκ,τ i
ΛAα

nl ehκ,τ i
ΛAαγ

p

hτ i

+ x3 Λaα

n

hτ i

+ x3 Λaα

n

hτ i

+ x3 Λaα

p

hτ i

+ x3 Λaαγ

i
= Jκτ Ghτ
α ΛA
i
= Jκτ Ghτ
α ΛA

= Jκτ Fαhτ i ΛA
i
= Jκτ Lhτ
αγ ΛA
ξ ehκi
ΛA

ξ hκi

= x3 Λa

p hκ,τ i

+ Λbα

n hκ,τ i

+ Λbα

i hκ,τ i

+ Λbα

nl hκ,τ i

p hκ,τ i

(19a)

n hκ,τ i

(19b)

i hκ,τ i

(19c)

nl hκ,τ i

(19d)

+ Λbαγ

ξ hκi

+ Λb

(19e)

For the components of the electric and magnetic fields, one has
hκi
Xj

=−

N X
M
X

X

hτ i
∂uα
r ehκ,τ i
−
Dr
ΛAα
∂xj
τ =1 α=0 r={p,n,i}

N X
M X
M
hτ i
X

∂uα
nl ehκ,τ i
ξ ehκi ∂ξ
hτ i
D p ⊗ wγ D n
− ΦA
ΦAαγ
∂xj
∂xj
τ =1 α=0 γ=0

6
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N X
M
X

Xnhκi = −

N X
M X
M
X
r bhκ,τ i
hτ i
D r uα −
ΛAα
τ =1 α=0 r={p,n,i}
τ =1 α=0 γ=0

X


1 nl bhτ,κi
ξ bhκi
hτ i
i
D n uhτ
ξ
α − ΦA
ΦAαγ D p ⊗ wγ
2

b = ∂ A/∂x
e
where X stands for E if Λ = Φ or for H if Λ = Ψ and A
3.

(20b)

3.3 Finite element approximation

To formulate smart plate finite elements, the spatial behaviour of the displacements funchκi
tions uα is approximated using two-dimensional Ne -noded isoparametric finite elements
uαhκi (x1 , x2 ) = N (ζ1 , ζ2) ∆αhκi

(21)

hκi

where the ∆α are 3Ne × 1 vectors containing the nodal values of the kinematical functions
hκi
and N is the 3 × 3Ne matrix of standard shape functions defined over the element domain Ωe
by the natural coordinate system ζ1 ζ2 . From the application of the differential operators to the
displacements functions and their derivatives it follows that
D r N (ζ1 , ζ2)] ∆αhκi = Br (ζ1 , ζ2 ) ∆αhκi
D r uαhκi = [D
(22a)


hκi
∂uα
∂
Dr
= Dr
N (ζ1 , ζ2 ) ∆αhκi = Br,j (ζ1 , ζ2 ) ∆αhκi
(22b)
∂xj
∂xj





 hκi
i
i
D p ⊗ wγhτ i D n uαhκi = D p ⊗ N3 (ζ1 , ζ2 ) ∆hτ
Bn ∆αhκi = Bnlγhτ i ζ1 , ζ2 , ∆hτ
∆α
γ
γ
(22c)
hκi
 hκi





∂uα
i
i
∆α
= D p ⊗ N3 (ζ1 , ζ2 ) ∆hτ
Bn,j ∆αhκi = Bnl,jγhτ i ζ1 , ζ2 , ∆hτ
D p ⊗ wγhτ i D n
γ
γ
∂xj
(22d)
"
#



hτ i

∂wγ
∂N3 (ζ1 , ζ2) hτ i
e hτ i ζ1 , ζ2 , ∆hτ i ∆hκi
Dp ⊗
D n uαhκi = D p ⊗
∆γ
Bn ∆αhκi = B
γ
α
nl,jτ
∂xj
∂xj
(22e)
where N3 is the third row of the shape functions matrix N. Then, the FEM approximations for
strain, stresses, electric and magnetic fields, electric displacements and magnetic induction are
then written using Eqs. (22) .
3.4 Elemental layer governing equations
The electro-magnetic state deduced in Sec. 3.2 fulfills the strong form of the Gauss’ laws
for electrostatics and magnetostatics; then, Eq. (8) reduces to its mechanical part only
Z
Z
Z

T
T
T
δεp σp + δεn σn dV = − ρδu ü dV +
δuT t d∂V
(23)
V

V

∂V

Upon substituting the finite element approximations of displacements, strains and stresses into
Eq. (23), after integration over the layer thickness and application of standard calculus of
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variations procedures, one obtains the elemental equilibrium equations for the κ-th layer of
the laminate, which for α = 1, 2, . . . , M read as
!
M
N X
X
hκ,τ i ¨ hτ i
hκ,τ i
hτ i
hκ,τ i hτ i
¯ αhκi
mαβ ∆
= fαhκi + pαhκi + p̄αhκi + p̄
(24)
β + kαβ ∆β +k0 αβ ∆β
τ =1 β=0

Eqs. (24) involve the so called kernels or fundamental nuclei defined as
Z
hκ,τ i
hκ,τ i
mαβ =
NT Jαβ N dζ1 dζ2

(25a)

hκi

Ωe

hκ,τ i

kαβ

=

Z " X
hκi

Ωe

X

hκ,τ i

r

BTr sQαβ Bs +

M
X
X

r hκ,τ i
BTr nlQαβγ
γ=0 r={p,n,i}

BTs

hκ,τ i

fαhκi =

hκi
Ωe

X

s

s hκ,τ i
nlj Rαβη

=

hκi

BTr ξ Wα +

s={p,n,i}

r hκ,τ i
sj Rαβ Bsj +

r={p,n,i}

Bnl,jηhτ i +

M
M X
X
γ=0 η=0

k0 αβ
"

BTr

M
X
X
1
nl hκ,τ i
Bnlγhτ i +
BTnlhκi rQαβγ Br +
γ
2
γ=0

j=1 η=0 s={p,n,i}

Z

X

j=1 r={p,n,i} s={p,n,i}

r={p,n,i} s={p,n,i}

M
2 X
X
X

2
X
X

Z

hκi
Ωe

M
X

M
X

pαhκi =

nl

γ

p̄αhκi
¯ αhκi
p̄

=
=

hκi
Ωe

Z

hκi
Ωe

Z

hκi

Ωe

1
B hτ i dζ1 dζ2
2 nlη
(25b)

hκ,τ i

hκi

BTnlhκi ξ Wαγ
Z

γ

BTn S0 αβ Bn dζ1 dζ2

β=0

γ=0

hκ,τ i

nl

BTnlhκi nlQαβγη

!

ξ+

2
X
X

#

(25c)
s

hκi

BTr ξj Wα

j=1 s={p,n,i}

#
∂ξ
dζ1 dζ2
∂xj
(25d)

NT P αhκi dζ1dζ2

(25e)

NT P̄αhκi dζ1dζ2

(25f)

¯ hκi dζ dζ
NT P̄
1 2
α

(25g)

where the layer effective stiffness characteristics Q and R, inertia characteristics J , initial stress
¯ are introduced. To attain
characteristics S0 and equivalent load characteristics W , P , P̄ , P̄
hκi
hκi
hκi
hκi
hκi
hκi
compact expressions of these quantities let us set Cni = Cin = Cii = Cnn , Cpi = Cip =
hκi
hκi
hκi
hκi
hκi
Cnp , eni = enn and qni = qnn and let us define
( hκi
( hκi
Fλ
if r = p, n
Gλ
if r = p, n
hκi
hκi
(26)
frλ =
and grλ =
hκi
hκi
Fλ
if r = i
∂Fλ /∂x3 if r = i
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Accordingly, for α, β, γ, η = 0, 1, . . . , M and κ, τ = 1, . . . , N and r, s = p, n, i and v =
n, i and j = 1, 2, one has
Z hκ 


r hκ,τ i
hκi T s hτ i
hκi
hκi T s hτ i
hκi hτ i
Jκτ +
A
A
+
q
C
+
e
f
f
Q
=
nr Ψ
rs
nr Φ
rα sβ
s αβ
hκ−1
(27)


hκi T s hκ,τ i
hκi
hκi T s hκ,τ i
dx3
frα enr Φaβ + qnr Ψ aβ
r hκ,τ i
nlQαβη

Z

=

hκ

hκ−1



hκi hτ i hτ i
frα
Fβ Fη
hκi
frα

nl hκ,τ i
rQαβγ

nl hκ,τ i
nlQαβγη

v hκ,τ i
sj Rαβ

v hκ,τ i
nlj Rαβη

=

=

hκ

hκ−1



Z

Z

hκ

Z

hκ



hκi T p hτ i
qnr
ΨA

+




Jκτ +

dx3



hτ i
hκi T r hτ i
hκi
hκi T r hτ i
Jκτ +
A
A
+
q
+ enp
Fαhκi frβ Fγhκi Cpr
np Ψ
Φ


hκi T r hκ,τ i
hκi hκi
hκi T r hκ,τ i
dx3
Fα Fγ
enp Φaβ + qnp Ψ aβ



=

p hκ,τ i
nlj Rαβη

p

(28)

hκi

= ξj Wα = 0

(29)

(30)

(31)



hκi T s hτ i
hκi T s hτ i
hκi hτ i
Jκτ +
A
A
+
q
gsβ epn
fvα
pnj Ψ
j Φ





s hκ,τ i
s hκ,τ i
s hκ,τ i
s hκ,τ i
hκi T
hκi
hκi T
dx3
+ qpnj x3 Ψ aβ + Ψ bβ
fvα epnj x3 Φaβ + Φbβ
hτ i



hκi T p hτ i
A
qpn
j Ψ

hκi T p hτ i hκi
A
epn
j Φ



(32)

hκi
+
Jκτ +
fvα
Lβη
hκ−1
(33)





T
T
nl
hκ,τ
i
nl
hκ,τ
i
nl
hκ,τ
i
nl
hκ,τ
i
hκi
hκi
hκi
dx3
+ qpn
x3 Ψ aβη + Ψ bβη
fvα
epn
x3 Φaβη + Φbβη
j
j

nl
hκi
ξ Wαγ

hκi
ξj Wα

+

hκi T p hτ i
enr
ΦA


hκi T nl hκ,τ i
hκi T nl hκ,τ i
enr
+ qnr
Φa βη
Ψ a βη

p hκ,τ i
sj Rαβ

r
hκi
ξ Wα

v

hκi
Crp

n


hκi T p hτ i
hκi hτ i hκi hτ i
hκi
hκi T p hτ i
=
Fα Fβ Fγ Fη
Cpp + enp ΦA + qnp Ψ A
Jκτ +
thκi

o

hκi T nl hκ,τ i
hκi T nl hκ,τ i
dx3
Fαhki Fγhki enp
+ qnp
Φaβη
Ψ aβη

hκ−1

=

Z



=

Z

hκ

hκ−1

hκi
fvα

=

=
Z

Z

hκ

hκ−1

hκ

hκ−1



hκi
hκi T ξ hκi
hκi T ξ hκi
frα
enr
a
+
q
a
dx3
nr Ψ
Φ



hκi T ξ hκi
hκi T ξ hκi
a
a
+
q
dx3
Fαhki Fγhki enp
np Ψ
Φ






ξ hκi
ξ hκi
ξ hκi
ξ hκi
hκi T
hκi T
dx3
+ qpnj x3 Ψ a + Ψ b
epnj x3 Φa + Φb
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i
S0 hκ,τ
αγ

hκ,τ i
Jαβ

=

=

Z

hκ

hκ−1

Z

hκ

hκ−1

Pαhκi

=

Jκτ Fαhκi Fγhκi σ̃p0 dx3

(37)

hτ i

(38)

hκi
Fαhκi tn
dx3

(39)

ρhκi Fαhκi Fβ Jκτ D i dx3

Z

hκ

hκ−1

P̄αhκi = Fαhκi txhκi3



(40)

hκ−1

¯ hκi = F hκi thκi 
P̄
α
α
x3

(41)

hκ

where epnj and qpnj denote the j-th row of the the matrices epn and qpn , respectively, tn and
tx3 are the tractions applied on the lateral surface and on the bottom and upper surfaces of the
layer, respectively, σ̃p0 is a matrix with the same form of Eq. (10) and components defined by
those of the initial stress vector σp0 and the notation f |hκ means the evaluation of the function
f at x3 = hκ .
For the nonlinear solution, the incremental form of Eqs. (24) is written as
!
X
hκ,τ i ¨ hτ i
hκ,τ i
hτ i
hκ,τ i
hτ i
¯ αhκi (42)
= dfαhκi + dpαhκi + dp̄αhκi + d p̄
m
d∆ + kt
d∆ +k0
d∆
αβ

β

αβ

β

αβ

β

τ,β

where d denotes increments and the tangent stiffness kernels are given by
("
Z
X
X
X
X
hκ,τ i
r hκ,τ i
r hκ,τ i
kt αβ =
BTr sQαβ Bs +
BTr sj Rαβ Bsj +
Ωhκi

r={p,n,i} s={p,n,i}

r={p,n,i} s={p,n,i}

M
X

M
X
X

X

r hκ,τ i
BTr nlQαβη Bnlηhτ i
η=0 r={p,n,i}

M
2 X
X
X

s hκ,τ i
BTs nlj Rαβη
j=1 η=0 s={p,n,i}

M X
M
X

nl

+

γ=0 r={p,n,i}

Bnl,j hτ
i +
η

hκi

Bnlγhκi T nlQτ αβγη Bnlηhτ i +

γ

M
2 X
X
X

s hκi e
BTs nlj Rτ βαη B
hτ i +
nl,j η

j=1 η=0 s={p,n,i}

M
X
γ=0

γ=0 η=0

hκ,τ i

nl

BTnlhκi rQαβγ Br +

hκ,τ i

BTn S̃αβγ Bn

)

dζ1dζ2

(43)
ehκ,τ i a matrix with the same form of Eq. (10) and components defined by those of the
being S
αβγ
vector
X nl hκ,τ i
X nl hκ,τ i 1
hκ,τ i
hτ i
hτ i
nl
hκi
Sαβγ =
Q
B
∆
+
r β
r αβγ
nlQαβγη Bnlηhτ i ∆β + ξ Wαγ ξ
(44)
2
r
η
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The increments of the nodal forces appearing on the right-hand-side of Eq. (42) are obviously
associated with those of the applied electromagnetic loading dξ and of the mechanical tractions
dtn and dtx3 .
4. MULTILAYERED SMART PLATE MODELS
The elemental equations for multilayered smart plates are established from those of the
single layers by a thickness assembly procedure [10] based on the enforcement of the interface
displacements continuity and traction equilibrium, which read as
uhκ+1i

hκ

− uhκi

hκ

=0

and

txhκ+1i
3

hκ

+ txhκi3

hκ

=0

(45)

where the notation f |hκ means the evaluation of the function f at x3 = hκ . The application of
the thickness assembly leads to the standard form of finite element equilibrium equations
¨ + K∆ + K0 ∆ = Feq + Fi
M∆

(46)

where the vector ∆ collects all the nodal unknowns, M is the mass matrix, K is the stiffness
matrix, K0 is the initial stress matrix, Feq is the vector of the electromagnetic and mechanical
equivalent nodal forces and Fi is the vector of the internal nodal forces. To Eqs. (46) one
associates the following incremental form
¨ + Kt d∆ + K0 d∆ = dFeq + dFi
Md∆

(47)

where Kt is the tangent stiffness matrix.
For the equivalent single layer approach, the Eqs (45) lead to build he multilayered plate
elemental matrices by blocks according with the following rules, described representatively for
the stiffness matrix K. For α, β = 0, 1, . . . , M, the stiffness matrix block Kαβ , filling the rows
indexed from 3αNe + 1 to 3(α + 1)Ne and the columns indexed from 3βNe + 1 to 3(β + 1)Ne ,
is obtained by summing over all of the plate layers as
X hκ,τ i
Kαβ =
kαβ
(48)
κ,τ

The same assembly scheme of Eq. (48) holds for the tangent stiffness matrix Kt , the mass
hκ,τ i
hκ,τ i
matrix M and the initial stress matrices K0 when the corresponding kernels kt αβ mαβ and
hκ,τ i

k0 αβ are employed. For α = 0, 1, . . . , M, the 3Ne × 1 block Feq α of the loading vector,
filling the rows indexed from 3αNe + 1 to 3(α + 1)Ne , is obtained as
X
¯ hN i
Feq α =
fαhκi + p̄h1i
(49)
α + p̄α
κ

According with Eqs. (45), when layerwise mechanical modelization is employed, the multilayered plate elemental stiffness matrix is built by its 3Ne × 3Ne blocks Klm , which for
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l, m = 0, 1, . . . , NM fill the rows indexed from 3lNe + 1 to 3(l + 1)Ne and the columns
indexed from 3mNe + 1 to 3(m + 1)Ne . These blocks are defined by
X hκ,τ i
Klm =
k[l−M (κ−1)][m−M (τ −1)]
(50)
κ,τ

where layer kernels with indices assuming values outside the prescribed range have to be considered null or disregarded in the summation. The same thickness assembly scheme obviously
holds for the tangent stiffness matrix Kt , the mass matrix M and the initial stress matrix K0
provided that the appropriate kernels are employed. Finally, for l = 0, 1, . . . , NM, the 3Ne ×1
block Feq l , filling the rows indexed from 3lNe + 1 to 3(l + 1)Ne is obtained as
 h1i
h1i
f 0 + p̄0
if l = 0



 hN i
i
¯ hN
f M + p̄
if l = MN
(51)
Feq l =
M

P

hκi


f
otherwise
κ

[l−M (κ−1)]

Once the equations of the multilayered plate element have been obtained, standard procedures are used to assemble the resolving system for finite element discretized structures. Some
details on the thickness assembly procedure are given in the following for both equivalent single
layer and layer-wise modeling approaches.
5. NUMERICAL RESULTS

To validate the approach and show the features of the proposed advanced finite elements for
smart plates, representative results are presented for a family of quadrilateral 9-noded isoparametric finite elements. They have been implemented by considering variable kinematics with
through-the-thickness expansion order up to the fourth. The implemented models are indicated
by the acronyms ESLm and LW m for the equivalent single layer and layer-wise approaches,
respectively, where m is the order of the expansion. The classical first order shear deformation theory (F SDT ) is also considered as a particular case of the ESL1 model, when constant
transverse displacements are enforced and reduced material properties are employed. No details
are given on the finite elements implementation, as the standard technique for isoparametric elements was implemented .
5.1 Static linear analysis
Linear solutions for simply-supported, multilayered, square magneto-electro-elastic plate
with unit side length L = 1 m and different thicknesses H are considered. The plates consist
of layers of piezoelectric barium titanate BaT iO3 and piezomagnetic cobalt ferrite CoF e2 O4 ,
shortly denoted by B and F , respectively. The material properties are those used in Ref. [10]
The stacking sequences B/F/B and F/B/F with equal thickness layers have been analyzed.
For this problem exact 3D solutions can be computed by the approach proposed in Refs [14]
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whose application is restricted to the case of rectangular simply-supported plates, whereas the
present finite element approach does not present limitations as regard geometry and boundary
conditions.
Preliminary, a convergence study was performed for plates discretized by regular n × n
meshes. Fig. 1 shows the convergence curves for representative mechanical and electromagnetic state quantities of the B/F/B plate with H/L = 0.1 and undergoing a unitary peak
bisinusoidal pressure with both the top and bottom surfaces electromagnetically grounded. The

Figure 1. Convergence curves for the B/F/B square plate with H/L = 0.1.
results show good convergence characteristics for all of the considered kinematical models.
Similar results have been obtained for the F/B/F stacking sequence and for different thickness ratios. Basing on these convergence results, the accuracy of the implemented models has
been assessed by using a 6 × 6 regular mesh. Table 1 list the comparison of the present finite
elements results with those obtained by the 3D solution for the B/F/B and F/B/F square
plates undergoing unitary peak bisinusoidal pressure and electromagnetically grounded on the
top and bottom plate surfaces. Results are presented for different thickness ratios H/L in terms
of quantities computed at the plate midplane central point. They show very good accuracy for
the displacements in all of the implemented models. As regard the potentials a better accuracy
is achieved by using layer-wise models, in particular a very good appraisal is obtained for the
electric quantities whereas a slightly lack in accuracy is observed for the magnetic potential.
To show the capabilities of the approach in actuators modeling, results for the B/F/B plate
with H/L = 0.3 undergoing a bi-sinusoidal electric voltage with peak ∆Φ = 100V are presented. The electric voltage is symmetrically applied to the plate top and bottom surfaces. Zero
electric magnetic potential is assumed over both the top and bottom plate surfaces. Representative kinematical quantities obtained by both LW and ESL models with different order of the
thickness expansion are shown in Fig. 2 where comparison with the 3D solution is also given.
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Table 1. Static response for square laminated plates with different H/L ratios.
B/F/B

F/B/F

H/L

Model

w [m]

Φ [V ]

Ψ [C/s]

w [m]

Φ [V ]

Ψ [C/s]

10−1

F SDT
ESL2
ESL3
ESL4
LW 1
LW 2
LW 3
LW 4
3D

2.28E-10
2.26E-10
2.28E-10
2.28E-10
2.20E-10
2.29E-10
2.29E-10
2.29E-10
2.29E-10

4.41E-03
4.33E-03
4.31E-03
4.33E-03
4.06E-03
4.23E-03
4.24E-03
4.25E-03
4.22E-03

-5.27E-07
-1.22E-06
-1.20E-06
-1.10E-06
-2.10E-06
-5.82E-07
-5.76E-07
-5.75E-07
-5.12E-07

1.86E-10
1.84E-10
1.86E-10
1.86E-10
1.77E-10
1.86E-10
1.86E-10
1.86E-10
1.85E-10

4.42E-04
5.99E-04
5.95E-04
5.67E-04
1.57E-04
4.09E-04
4.09E-04
4.08E-04
4.29E-03

-3.38E-06
-3.83E-06
-3.83E-06
-3.90E-06
-3.56E-06
-3.74E-06
-3.69E-06
-3.68E-06
-3.37E-06

10−2

F SDT
ESL2
ESL3
ESL4
LW 1
LW 2
LW 3
LW 4
3D

2.17E-07
2.16E-07
2.16E-07
2.16E-07
2.08E-07
2.17E-07
2.17E-07
2.17E-07
2.17E-07

4.41E-02
4.42E-02
4.42E-02
4.45E-02
4.17E-02
4.35E-02
4.35E-02
4.35E-02
4.31E-02

-5.27E-06
-1.21E-05
-1.21E-05
-1.07E-05
-2.15E-05
-5.67E-06
-5.67E-06
-5.67E-06
-5.14E-06

1.74E-07
1.74E-07
1.74E-07
1.74E-07
1.66E-07
1.74E-07
1.74E-07
1.74E-07
1.74E-07

4.42E-03
6.11E-03
6.11E-03
5.90E-03
1.62E-03
4.36E-03
4.36E-03
4.36E-03
4.33E-03

-3.38E-05
-3.74E-05
-3.74E-05
-3.79E-05
-3.46E-05
-3.64E-05
-3.64E-05
-3.64E-05
-3.32E-05

10−3

F SDT
ESL2
ESL3
ESL4
LW 1
LW 2
LW 3
LW 4
3D

2.17E-04
2.16E-04
2.16E-04
2.16E-04
2.08E-04
2.17E-04
2.17E-04
2.17E-04
2.17E-04

4.41E-01
4.42E-01
4.42E-01
4.45E-01
4.17E-01
4.35E-01
4.35E-01
4.35E-01
4.32E-01

-5.27E-05
-1.21E-04
-1.21E-04
-1.07E-04
-2.15E-04
-5.66E-05
-5.66E-05
-5.66E-05
-5.17E-05

1.74E-04
1.74E-04
1.74E-04
1.74E-04
1.66E-04
1.74E-04
1.74E-04
1.74E-04
1.74E-04

4.42E-02
6.11E-02
6.11E-02
5.90E-02
1.62E-02
4.36E-02
4.36E-02
4.36E-02
4.33E-02

-3.38E-04
-3.74E-04
-3.74E-04
-3.79E-04
-3.46E-04
-3.64E-04
-3.64E-04
-3.64E-04
-3.32E-04

It is observed that reliable results are obtained and that the LW models provides better accuracy as expected. Generally, to achieve adequate modelization with ESL theories, higher order
expansion need to be employed. In particular F SDT seems to be unable to provide accurate
results in this case.
5.2 Static non linear analysis
The nonlinear behavior of an homogeneous MEE square plate with side length Lx = 0.254m
and thickness H = 0.012m was investigated when a uniform mechanical transverse load q is
applied on its top surface and zero electric and magnetic potentials are prescribed on both the
top and bottom surfaces. The plate material is a bulk composite of piezoelectric barium titanate
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Figure 2. B/F/B simply-supported square plate with H/L = 0.1 loaded by bi-sinusoidal
voltage. Through-the-thickness distribution of u1 and u3 at x1 = x2 = L/3.
BaT iO3 and piezomagnetic cobalt ferrite CoF e2 O4 labeled as BF50% and consisting of 50%
volume fraction of each phase, whose properties are given in Ref. [10]. For this problem results for an FSDT model solved by the meshless local Petrov-Galerkin (MLPG) method have
been recently presented by Sladek et al. [15]. Figs. 3 show the load-deflection curves for
different models of the simply-supported and clamped plates. Transverse displacement of the
plate midpoint is plotted. Computations have been carried out by using a mesh of 8 × 8 regular
elements and Newton-Raphson incremental-iterative solvers. It is pointed out that the ESL1
results are in very good agreement with those of Ref. [15], whereas higher values are observed
by the present F SDT , where plane stress reduced stiffness coefficients are used. Anyway, these
F SDT results agree with those of higher order kinematics where no issue is present as regard
the stiffness coefficients. Since in Ref. [15] no explicit details are given on the use of plane
stress reduced stiffness coefficients, the present results are considered in agreement with those
found in the literature. From the results, it is observed that ESL approaches show a stiffer
behaviour with respect to LW approaches and for this reason differences in the various model
solutions become evident as the loading parameter grows.
To show the effect of large deflection on MEE multilayered plates subjected to mechanical
load, a square simply-supported plate with side length Lx = 1m and thickness H = 0.1m is
analyzed when a bisinusoidal transverse load with amplitude q is applied on the top surface. Ac-
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Figure 3. Load deflection curves for the BF50% square plate with different boundary conditions.
cording to the most investigated configurations found in the literature, the investigated plate has
equal thickness plies B/F/B lay-up. The analyses have been carried out considering electromagnetic boundary conditions corresponding to closed circuit, namely zero potentials on the
top and bottom plate surfaces. Fig. 4 shows the transverse deflection of the plate midpoint
with respect to the load amplitude for different plate models. The through-the-thickness varia0.5
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LW -1
LW -3
LW -4
Ref. [3]
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Figure 4. Load deflection curves for the simply-supported B/F/B plate mechanically loaded.
tion of both the mechanical transverse displacement and electric potential at the plate midpoint
are plotted in Fig. 5 for two different load intensities, respectively. The results are given in
terms of non-dimensional quantities whose definition is given in the plot axes, provided that
material properties appearing in the non-dimensional expressions are chosen as the maximum
values among the corresponding properties of the plate materials. All of the presented results
have been obtained by using a 8 × 8 mesh of regular elements. They are presented in comparison with the linear 3D solution, obtained by the approach proposed by Pan [14] so as to
point out the large displacement effect. The results clearly show the effect of large displacements in MEE laminated plates for which, as expected, the classical stiffening effect is found.
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(a) qL4x /C11 H 4 = 2.77

(b) qL4x /C11 H 4 = 2.77

(c) qL4x /C11 H 4 = 6.22

(d) qL4x /C11 H 4 = 6.22

Figure 5. Through-the-thickness distributions of transverse displacement and electric potential
for the simply-supported B/F/B square plate for different mechanical transverse load.
A noticeable influence on the electro-magnetic state variable distribution is observed only for
high load amplitude. Again, equivalent single layer modeling lead to a stiffer behaviour with
respect to layerwise one. This occurrence was confirmed by investigations carried out on plates
with different thickness whose results are not explicitly provided as they are similar to those
presented.
5.3 Free vibrations
Free vibration linear analysis for the plates described in Sec. 5.1has been performed to
verify the capabilities of the proposed finite elements in dynamic analysis, which represent a
fundamental problem for applications. The representative results computed for the first four
natural frequencies of simply-supported B/F/B square
p plates are listed in Table 2. The plate
circular frequencies ω are normalized as ω̄ = ωL ρB /CF /H, where CF is the maximum
value of the elastic coefficients of cobalt ferrite CoF e2 O4 and ρB is the density of the barium
titanate BaT iO3 . Different thickness ratios H/L have been analyzed under both closed and
open electromagnetic conditions corresponding to zero electric and magnetic potentials on both
the top and bottom plate surfaces (EMBC-I), and zero normal electric displacement and normal
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magnetic induction on both the top and bottom plate surfaces (EMBC-II), respectively. Results
are compared with 3D solutions computed by the approach proposed in Ref. [16]. The accuracy
of the proposed finite elements is good, as shown by the agreement between the computed
natural frequencies and those of the 3D solutions. It is observed that for free vibrations both
LW and ESL models give reliable natural frequencies; this can be attributed to the nature of
ω, which is a whole plate parameter essentially driven by the mechanical behaviour.
Table 2. Normalized circular frequencies ω̄ for the B/F/B simply-supported square plate
EMBC-I

EMBC-II

H/L

Model

ω̄1

ω̄2

ω̄3

ω̄4

ω̄1

ω̄2

ω̄3

ω̄4

10−1

F SDT
ESL2
ESL3
ESL4
LW 1
LW 2
LW 3
LW 4
3D

3.83
3.84
3.82
3.82
3.90
3.81
3.81
3.81
3.76

9.17
9.19
9.12
9.12
9.30
9.10
9.11
9.11
8.96

12.74
12.74
12.74
12.74
12.74
12.74
12.74
12.74
12.54

14.12
14.14
13.98
13.97
14.26
13.96
13.96
13.96
13.73

3.82
3.83
3.82
3.82
3.81
3.81
3.81
3.81
3.76

9.14
9.16
9.09
9.09
9.10
9.09
9.07
9.07
8.97

12.74
12.74
12.74
12.74
12.74
12.74
12.74
12.74
12.55

14.03
14.06
13.91
13.91
13.97
13.92
13.88
13.89
13.78

10−2

F SDT
ESL2
ESL3
ESL4
LW 1
LW 2
LW 3
LW 4
3D

3.95
3.96
3.96
3.96
4.04
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.93

9.89
9.91
9.91
9.91
10.10
9.89
9.89
9.89
9.85

15.82
15.86
15.85
15.85
16.15
15.82
15.82
15.82
15.57

19.93
19.97
19.97
19.96
20.35
19.92
19.92
19.92
19.41

3.95
3.96
3.96
3.96
3.94
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.93

9.89
9.91
9.91
9.89
9.87
9.89
9.89
9.89
9.84

15.82
15.86
15.85
15.85
15.79
15.82
15.82
15.82
15.57

19.93
19.97
19.97
19.96
19.89
19.92
19.92
19.92
19.42

10−3

F SDT
ESL2
ESL3
ESL4
LW 1
LW 2
LW 3
LW 4
3D

3.95
3.96
3.96
3.96
4.04
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.94

9.90
9.92
9.89
9.89
10.11
9.90
9.90
9.90
9.85

15.84
15.88
15.88
15.88
16.18
15.84
15.84
15.84
15.56

19.96
20.01
20.00
20.00
20.38
19.96
19.96
19.96
19.53

3.95
3.96
3.96
3.96
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.96
3.94

9.90
9.92
9.54
9.54
9.88
9.90
9.90
9.90
9.85

15.84
15.88
15.88
15.88
15.81
15.84
15.84
15.84
15.57

19.96
20.01
19.73
19.73
19.92
19.96
19.96
19.96
19.50

The effect of geometrical nonlinearities on the free vibration frequencies is evidenced by
analyzing the same B/F/B simply-supported plate. Non linear natural circular frequency computations have been then carried out using the subspace iterative technique. The results for the
fundamental flexural frequency are listed in Table 3 in terms of the ratio ωN L /ωL between the
nonlinear and linear frequency against the amplitude ratio w/H. Also the nonlinear free vibra-
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tion analysis confirms that the equivalent single layer models provides for higher stiffness with
respect to layerwise modeling.
Table 3. Frequency ratio ωN L /ωL against amplitude ratio w/H for the B/F/B simplysupported plate fundamental frequency mode.
w/H
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0

F SDT

ESL−2

ESL−3

ESL−4

1.04
1.16
1.32
1.51
1.71

1.05
1.20
1.40
1.63
1.88

1.06
1.20
1.40
1.64
1.89

1.06
1.20
1.40
1.64
1.89

LW −1
1.03
1.08
1.14
1.21
1.29

LW −2
1.02
1.06
1.12
1.19
1.26

LW −3
1.02
1.06
1.12
1.19
1.26

LW −4
1.02
1.06
1.12
1.19
1.26

6. CONCLUSIONS
Advanced finite elements for the linear and geometrically nonlinear analysis of multilayered
smart plates have been presented. They are based on a modeling strategy which, after the
condensation of the electromagnetic state into the plate kinematics, returns effective mechanical
plates, kinematically equivalent to the original smart laminate. Families of variable kinematics
finite elements are systematically formulated for both layerwise and equivalent single layer
plate models in the framework provided by the Carrera Unified Formulation. The proposed
finite element approach allows to deal with general geometries, loads, stacking sequences and
boundary conditions in the framework of different refined plate theories. It thus appears a sound
tool for the analysis and design of smart multilayered structures.
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Abstract. The capability to predict damage and crack evolution by using adequate numerical
techniques is becoming increasingly important, both for safety and economy reasons.
Peridynamics is a recently proposed continuum theory based on a non local approach and
formulated with integral equations. The theory is suitable for dealing with discontinuities in
solid materials. A research code has been developed to solve static and dynamic problems
adopting peridynamic-based algorithms for homogeneous and heterogeneous materials. The
paper will demonstrate the potentialities of the Peridynamics theory by studying crack
propagation phenomena mainly in 2D systems.
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INTRODUCTION

In the last thirty years several approaches have been proposed to deal with discontinuities
in structural materials, such as interface elements coupled with Cohesive Zone Models [1] and
the extended finite element method (XFEM) [2] among the most popular and successful ones.
But the XFEM approach uses auxiliary equations that are not always easy to apply, in
particular to 3D analysis, instead interface elements can be applied if the path of the
discontinuity is known a priori and moreover it is limited by the element discretization.
Recently, a nonlocal theory of continuum called Peridynamics has been proposed [3, 4]. The
main advantage of Peridynamics is that no a-priori knowledge about the crack initiation and
propagation is required since cracks are free to arise, grow and interact in every part of the
structure, only according to physical and geometrical constraints. In the peridynamic approach
discontinuities are just part of the solution and therefore peridynamics does not require any
special ‘trick’ to deal with them. A wide variety of problems can be solved with a
peridynamic approach [5, 6], the theory can be used to study crack propagation in static
problems [7], the behavior of heterogeneous materials can be described [8] and grid
refinement techniques can be applied to increase the resolution of the analysis in the regions
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of interest [9]. A research code has been developed to solve static and dynamic problems
adopting peridynamic-based algorithms (also with adaptive grid refinement capabilities) for
homogeneous and heterogeneous materials. The paper will demonstrate the potentialities of
the peridynamic based software by studying crack propagation phenomena in 2D and 3D
systems.
The paper begins with a brief introduction to the fundamentals of Peridynamics in section
2 and continues, in section 3, with the description of a problem with multiple cracks
interactions. A dynamic multiscale problem is shown in section 4. The results obtained with
the most recent version of the Peridynamics theory are presented in section 5. Section 6
describes coupling strategies with other local solution method (as finite element method or
meshless), while in section 7 an approach to simulate fatigue is presented. Conclusions are
drawn in section 8.
2 FUNDAMENTALS OF PERIDYNAMICS
In bond-based peridynamics a solid body is interpreted as a collection of material points.
Each point interacts with others within a finite distance  called horizon. The interaction
between any pair of points exists even when they are not in contact. This physical interaction
is referred to as “bond”, which can be seen as a mechanical, generally non-linear, spring.
The equations that govern the motion of the points of the structure assume the following
form:

i xi , t    f u(x j , t )  u(xi , t ), x j  xi dVj  bxi , t 
u

xi  Β

(1)

Hi

where Hi is the neighbourhood of the point xi (a material node in the body B) limited by the
horizon length , u is the displacement vector field, b is a body density force vector and f is
called pairwise force function (with unities of force per unit volume squared), that represents
the force that point xj exerts on point xi.

Figure 1: Material point xi interacts by means of peridynamic forces with all points within a spherical
neighbourhood of radius  . Every material point xj is associated to a volume dVj and exerts a force f on material
point xi.

Force f acts along the line connecting the two points, therefore it does not produce any
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moment on them. Under this assumption, and naming:

ξ  x j  xi

(2)

η  u(x j ,t)  u(xi ,t)
the initial relative position and the current relative displacement respectively, the stretch s
of the bond can be expressed by the following formula:

s

ηξ - ξ

(3)

ξ

The pairwise (PW) force function depends on the bond stretch: many laws can be used to
describe the material behavior. For an elastic brittle material the PW force is proportional to
the bond stretch itself; when the stretch reaches a given limit value (sc) the bond breaks: once
a bond fails, it cannot be recovered. The related formula is:

f  c  s   (ξ) 

ηξ
ηξ

(4)

Where c is the bond stiffness, () is a history-dependent scalar function which takes the
values 1 or 0 depending on the bond status: 1 identifies an active bond, while 0 means that the
bond is broken. It is possible, comparing the elastic energy for a homogeneous deformation
[3], relate the slope c (micromodulus) with the material elastic properties for the 2D case (see
Eq. (5))
c

9 E
π t  δ3

c

2D plane stress

c

12  E
π δ4

48  E
2D plane strain
5 π t  δ3

(5)

3D

The limit stretch sc is estimated by the evaluation of the energy required to break all the
bonds that initially connect points in the opposite sides of a fracture surface. This energy is
related with the relevant critical energy release rate GIc; the pertinent formulas (see [3] for
more details) are reported on Eq. (6).

sc 

4πGIc
9 Eδ

sc 

2D plane stress
sc 

5G Ic
6 Eδ

5πGIc
2D plane strain
12 Eδ

(6)

3D

The local damage in a material point xi can be defined as to the ratio between the numbers
of failed bonds and the number of bonds initially connected to xi.
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3 DYNAMIC PROPAGATION OF RANDOM DISTRIBUTED CRACKS
The capability of the Peridynamics theory to correctly describe dynamic crack propagation
in terms of crack speed, crack path and fragment distribution has been shown in many papers
such as [10, 11]. Then here a further application will be presented.
The proposed example shows the capability of the theory to treat dynamic crack growth,
bifurcation and interaction, without any special criterium. A random crack distribution is
studied, the initial geometry has been inspired by the problem proposed in [12]: on a square
plate 10 cracks with length in the range between 6 and 7.5 mm are randomly distributed and
oriented, see Figure 2. The isotropic material used for the plate has the following mechanical
properties: elastic module E = 0.69 GPa, density =2440 kg/m3 and critical energy release
rate GIc = 1019 J/m2. A traction load is applied to top and bottom side of the specimen.

Figure 2: Random crack distribution in a 2D plate, a traction load is applied.

The crack evolution is described in following the figures. The damage propagates starting
from the initial cracks 5 and 6 (see Figure 3), then the growth affects manly the initial cracks
1, 2, 3 and 4 (see Figure 4), bifurcation and crack coalescence can be identified. In the last
image (Figure 5) the damage evolution after 400 s is shown: also the cracks 8, 9 and 10
interact during their propagation.

Figure 3: Dynamic crack evolution: on the left damage status after 70 s on the right damage status after 100 s
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Figure 4: Dynamic crack evolution: on the left damage status after 200 s on the right damage status after 300 s

Figure 5: Dynamic crack evolution: on the left damage status after 400 s on the right amplified deformed shape.

4 MULTISCALE MODELING
One advantage of peridynamics with respect to other approaches is that a multiscale
modeling [13] can been easily implemented within a unique mathematical framework to capture
mechanisms of fracture and damage which are exhibited at different length scales. Due to the
increasing use of nanocomposite materials in a wide field of applications, the research on
them is rapidly growing. Different multiscale approaches can be adopted to study the
mechanical behavior of these complex materials, such as the hierarchical [14] and the
concurrent modeling [15]. The latter is adopted in this work in order to study the effect of a
heterogeneous nanoscale structure on dynamic crack propagation. The Concurrent Multiscale
Modeling is implemented through the grid refinement/scaling technique which has been
already used for dynamic crack propagation [9], allowing to reduce both the horizon (namely
the length scale of the material) and the grid spacing only in the regions of interest. In
particular, the refinement/scaling is used to zoom in the material in order to move from an
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equivalent homogeneous macroscale to a heterogeneous nanoscale in the region where crack
propagation takes place.

Figure 6: Model of a pre-cracked plate subject to a traction load, on the right a detail of the refined region where
the crack propagation takes place.

Figure 7: A detailed view of the different properties assigned to the bonds belonging to the nanoscale region.

As shown in Figure 6, we consider a square 2D plate initially cracked and subject to a
traction load in which the epoxy-clay nanocomposite material is made of two constituents:
matrix and nanofillers which are random distributed inside it. The plate is discretized with a
uniform grid of nodes in which the equation of motion of peridynamic theory is solved by
means of a mid-point space integration [17] and the Velocity-Verlet scheme for the temporal
integration. A prototype microelastic brittle constitutive law has been used for both the macro
and the nano scale to allow the breaking of bonds.
Figure 7 shows a detailed view about how the nanoscale region has been modelled, in
which all the different interactions between the two constituents are taken into consideration.
We want to point out how in this phase it is possible to consider the various interactions at the
nanoscale, such as the typical agglomeration and interface effects, van der Waals forces, other
intra/inter-atomic relations or impairment effects also related with environmental conditions.
The simulation results obtained varying the filling fraction are shown in Figure 8; it is
possible to see as the crack propagation is deeply affected by position of nanofillers.
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Moreover, it is interesting to observe how the model is able to capture the damage state of the
material which arises far from the crack path due to the weakening effect of the agglomeration
interaction, that is the interaction between nano-fibers which are close enough to interact with
each other. When this situation takes place, the nano-fibers show a drop in their mechanical
properties and so a reduction in their strength [16].

Figure 8: Crack propagation paths obtained for different filling fractions. The damaged zones marked with a
circle and far from the crack are due to the agglomeration weakening effect [16]. The nano-fibers disposition is
shown on the left.

5 STATE BASED FORMULATION
The example shown in the previous paragraph is obtained using the Bond Based
formulation of Peridynamics [3]. This version of the theory can be adopted to study material
with fixed Poisson ratio (0.25 for 3D and 2D plane strain cases and 0.33 for 2D plane stress).
State-based Peridynamics is a more general formulation proposed in 2007 [4] and it can
describe a wide variety of material responses in a realistic way for several kinds of material.
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The introduction of mathematical tools, called states, allows for this improvement. States are
functions of all the bonds connected with a material point. The state-based peridynamic
equation of motion is expressed as:





i xi , t    T xi , t  x j  xi  T x j , t  xi  x j dVj  bxi , t 
u

xi  Β

(7)

Hi

The difference with respect to eq. (1) is provided by the integral term. Since xi is the
location of the material node in the body B and xj is one of its family node, so that xj-xi is a
bond and 𝑇 is the force state evaluated at xi and at time t on the bond xj-xi.
In this framework, cracks arise and propagate wherever it is more energetically convenient
for them to appear and grow, provided that an energy-related failure criterion is employed.
At the moment there are many failure criteria under evaluation, here the results obtained
using an energy based failure criterion will be shown.
Consider GI the energy to create a crack surface in mode I and consider the total energy
associated to all the bonds crossing that surface, assuming that they reach during the
deformation process a maximum energy wI. During the surface formation, those energies
match, so the value of the maximum energy is computed from the following equation:

GI   wI ξ dVp  



0



z
cos1   2
 
0
0


z



wI ξ ξ sin  ddddz 

Hi

2wI ξ th 3
3

(8)

where the variables can be seen in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Variables employed in the computation of the maximum energy of a single bond:  is the horizon
length,  is the bond length, z is the distance from the crack surface and  and  are angles defining the
inclination of the bond. If the system is two dimensional, then the integral over  gives the thickness th as a
result.

From this computation, taken into consideration that the integral over  is equal to the
thickness th for two dimensional specimens, the limit energy that a bond can absorbe is equal
to:
3GI
(9)
wI ξ 
2th 3
The energy associated to each bond during the simulation is computed in an incremental
way as
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wt ξ  wt  t ξ  T xi , t   T x j , t dU t

(10)

which states that the energy wt associated to a bond  at each time step t is equal to the
summation of the bond energy at the previous sample time wt-t , where t is the time step,
and of a term that is the product of the forces applied on the bonds T xi , t   T x j , t  and its

 

incremental displacement dU t during the time step.
The ordinary state based peridynamic code for plane stress problems was used to simulate
an experimental test carried out by Nooru-Mohamed et al in [18]. A concrete plate is
subjected to shear force and opening displacement as load conditions. The specimen is a
200mm  200mm square block with a thickness equal to t=50 mm. Young’s modulus is E=30
GPa and Poisson’s ratio =0.20. The load scheme can be seen in Figure 10, while the
experimental results can be seen in Figure 11, m-convergence and -convergence studies were
carried out; m is the ratio between the horizon size and the grid spacing.

Figure 10: Load condition to which the concrete specimen is subjected: force P and opening displacement u.

Figure 11: Crack patterns in the specimen: the blue lines shows the crack patterns on the front side, while the red
ones are those of the rear side.

Only the results for the crack in the lower part, front size are shown in Figure 12 and
Figure 13. The numerical results for the -convergence simulations are shown in Figure 12,
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keeping a constant m-ratio equal to 3 (the total number of nodes is 256, 1024, 3844
respectively for = 40,20,10 mm): as the horizon  decreases, the crack pattern gets closer to
the experimental one and they practically coincide for a horizon =10mm.
As for the m-convergence, the results are shown in Figure 13, keeping a constant =20 mm
(the total number of nodes is 1024, 1764, 2704 respectively for m-ratio= 3,4,5): as the m-ratio
increases, the curvature is getting nearer to the experimental one.
A combination of the two convergences, would give even better results, with a limited
number of nodes.

Figure 12: -convergence results of the numerical simulations with m-ratio = 3

Figure 13: m-convergence results of the numerical simulations with =20 mm.

6 COUPLING WITH LOCAL SOLUTION METHODS
The computational cost of the Peridynamics based software can be reduced by adopting
refining strategies as in [9] or investigating the coupling with other numerical methods such
as FEM or meshless techniques. The Peridynamics grid will be limited to the region where
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cracks can take place whereas the coupled computational technique will be used in the
remaining part of the structure.
6.1 Coupling with Finite Element Method
An equation of motion identical in form to that solved by the finite element analysis (FEA)
can be obtained by multiplying eq. (1) by Vi [19] and replacing the integral with a summation:





ni xi    f u n (x j )  u n (xi ), x j  xi VjVi  b n xi Vi
Vi u

(11)

j

which can be written in matrix notation as
Mun  FTn  Fen

(12)

where M is the lumped mass matrix (with diagonal terms 𝜌𝑉𝑖 ), 𝐅𝑇𝑛 is the internal force
vector (with components ∑𝑝 𝒇(𝐮𝑛𝑝 − 𝐮𝑛𝑖 , 𝐱 𝑝 − 𝐱 𝑖 )𝑉𝑝 𝑉𝑖 ) and 𝐅𝑒𝑛 is the external force vector
(with components 𝐛𝑛𝑖 𝑉𝑖 ). In the eq. (11) and eq. (12) the uppercase n it refers to the nth time
step. For the purpose of implementation of peridynamics in a finite element analysis code the
peridynamic bonds are represented as truss elements. In this work, the commercial finite
element analysis code ABAQUS/Explicit is used. In the models the truss densities are set
equal to zero, while lumped masses ρVi are assigned to the nodes. The cross sectional area (A)
and elastic modulus (E) of the trusses are given as A  (VpVi )1/3 and E  c(VpVi )2/3 [19],
respectively.
Moreover, embedded nodes and elements available in the ABAQUS/Explicit code [20] are
used for coupling the peridynamic region of the model to the conventional FEA mesh. Two
example problems are solved with the present approach. In the first example results obtained
with a model involving coupling of the peridynamic trusses region to the conventional finite
elements region are compared to those in [19] obtained with a direct implementation of
peridynamic theory. The second example is three dimensional and concerns an impact on a
brittle target, which involves creation and propagation of cracks and their interaction.
Example 1: Center cracked plate
A rectangular plate, 100 mm long, 300 mm wide and 10 mm thick, with a 50 mm throughthickness crack is analysed. The crack is located at the center of the plate and is parallel to the
shorter edge. The material properties are: elastic modulus of 68.9 GPa, density of 2700 kg/m3
and fracture toughness of 24 MPa m1/2. The fracture strain for the truss is obtained from the
fracture toughness. The plate is loaded with a prescribed displacement of the upper edge,
which is increased linearly over 5 ms. The peridynamic trusses region is coupled to the
conventional finite elements domain (Figure 14) and the results are compared to those
obtained in [19] obtained with the peridynamic code EMU. In Figure 15 a color map of the
axial displacement before fracture obtained with the coupled model is given.
Figure 16 shows a color map of the displacement obtained with EMU [19]. Identical
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results between the two approaches can be observed.

Figure 14: Model of peridynamic
trusses and conventional finite
elements.

Figure 15: Displacement field
before fracture obtained with
ABAQUS.

Figure 16: Displacement field before
fracture obtained with EMU [19].

Example 2: Impact on a brittle plate
This example involves an impact of a rigid sphere with diameter of 20 mm against a brittle
square target with side length of 100 mm and thickness of 10 mm. The material of the target
is soda-lime glass with an elastic modulus of 72 GPa, density of 2440 kg/m3 and fracture
energy of 135 J/m2. The projectile mass is 32.88 g and it has an initial velocity of 70 m/s.

Figure 17: Top view of the model at 50.26 ms.

Figure 18: Damage of the target at 50.26 ms.

In Figure 17 a top view of the target and projectile at 50.26 ms is given. Figure 18 shows
the damage index of the target at 50.26 ms.
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6.2 Coupling with a meshless method
Comprehensive studies on coupling FEM and peridynamics can be found in [21, 22, 23],
such coupling is however affected by some problems: since the boundaries in peridynamics
are ‘fuzzy’ [17] (i.e. prescribed constrains or forces must be applied through a volume rather
than a surface) the coupling is not as convenient as sharing peridynamic nodes with those of
FEM meshes but requires, for example, the use of embedded nodes and elements [20]. In this
overlapping region, where some peridynamic nodes must be embedded inside host elements
to transfer the coupling forces to the nodes of elements in the FEM zone, the mechanical
properties of the host elements must be tuned to very small values to avoid excessive
stiffness.
The idea of coupling a peridynamic model with a meshless method based on classical
continuum mechanics could be a way to overcome these limitations. In this paper, as a
preliminary study, we have chosen a recently developed meshless method, the method of local
exponential basis functions (MLEBF) [24]. MLEBF falls within the category of truly
meshless methods in which there is no requirement of meshes even for the sake of integration
as the basis functions used in the method are residual-free, and they can satisfy the strong
form of the partial differential equations. The method offers some advantages over other
existing meshless approaches as it is completely free of any assembly process. The
implementation is easy and the method can achieve highly accurate results with high
convergence rate for smooth problems. In this way, we propose a switching technique to
couple Peridynamics with MLEBF which enables transition from a pure peridynamic
approach to a full local one as shown in Figure 19.

Figure 19: The coupling scheme for changing the theories in the solution domain.

Suitable coupling of a peridynamic model with MLEBF can overcome some other problems
typical of a peridynamic model. In this paper we show that one can benefit from this type of
coupling to alleviate the softening effect [3] along the boundary of peridynamic models. We
consider a 2D linear plane stress problem as shown in Figure 20 taking E=1 and ν=1/3. The
load condition are: compression stress on the upper edge of the plate, shear stress on the
bottom edge; boundary conditions: fixed displacement on the left and right edges.
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Figure 20: The problem domain for the 2D plane stress linear elastic problem.

The problem is solved with different domain discretizations as shown in Figure 21. The
first case (Peridynamic I) stands for the situation in which a peridynamic model is used for the
whole problem domain, and the second case (Peridynamic II) represents again a complete
peridynamic model in which fictitious boundary nodes [25] are considered to satisfy the
boundary conditions (see Figure 21). The third case is the coupled model in which the nodes
on the boundaries are described by MLEBF rather than by Peridynamics. The reference
solution, to which the solutions of the three cases above are compared, is a FEM solution
using 100 linear rectangular elements.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 21: Examples of different domain discretizations used for the 2D plane stress linear elastic problem
shown in Figure 20, (a) Peridynamic I, (b) Peridynamic II, the boundary fictitious nodes are represented with
diamonds, (c) the coupled model, the meshless nodes are represented using a star marker .

In this study, for Peridynamic I, Peridynamic II and the coupled model we use 10201,
1100, and 961 nodes, respectively. The results for the obtained displacement field for
horizontal (U) and vertical (V) directions are shown in Figure 22.
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Figure 22: Displacement components along Y=0 for the different strategies.

On the basis of the obtained results, it can be suggested that the coupled method
outperforms the other strategies using a smaller number of nodes providing more accurate
results.
7 FATIGUE CRACK PROPAGATION
Finally the possibility to describe fatigue phenomena within Peridynamics will be shown.
In order to introduce the fatigue damaging phenomena bond weakening will be considered.
Using a bilinear PW force function, the concept of fatigue bond weakening can be introduced
as a reduction of bond stiffness as shown in Figure 23.

Figure 23: (a) bilinear constitutive law; (b) fatigue law: stiffness weakening

When the bond stretch exceeds a threshold level (sth) the nominal bond stiffness c is
reduced using the following equation:
cweak=c(1-DN)

(13)

where cweak is the weakened bond stiffness, c is the pristine bond stiffness and DN is the
fatigue damage in the bond after N cycles. The bond weakening process is irreversible. The
total load will be composed by blocks of cycles, each block will be characterized by a fixed
load amplitude and a number of cycles Ni. Two components of damage increment are
considered: static damage, Ds, and fatigue damage Df, defined in Eq. (14). The fatigue
damage formulation is inspired by previous work reported in references [26, 27]. The sum of
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static and fatigue damage rates will be the total weakening damage rate for a bond.

ΔDs 

sth sc
sc  sth

 1

1

 

 s(N) s(N  ΔN) 

B λDμ  s μ
ΔD f  ΔN i 
e 
1 β
δ





(14)

1 β

The static damage term is related to the increase of the resulting bond stretch s, whilst the
fatigue damage term is related to the increment of the number of cycles N. The constants B,
 and  are related to the material fatigue behavior. For the numerical implementation an
incremental approach has been adopted, the solution of the Eq. (1) (in which the inertia effects
are neglected), including the bond fatigue weakening, is found using a standard NewtonRaphson technique.
In [28] it has been shown as the proposed fatigue weakening strategy is able to simulate the
Paris law. To investigate the effectiveness of the fatigue model presented above, numerical
simulations of fatigue driven crack growth have been performed. Figure 24 shows the crack
path obtained on a specimen with an initial lateral crack and an inclusion not fatigue sensitive,
a fatigue traction stress load is applied. The crack avoids the inclusion and then proceeds in a
straight direction.

Figure 24: On the left the specimen with an initial lateral crack and an inclusion not fatigue sensitive, on the right
the obtained crack path after 1.8106 cycles.

At last, Figure 25 shows the fatigue crack propagation in a specimen with an initial lateral
crack in presence of 2 inclusions not fatigue sensitive. The applied fatigue load is a traction
stress. The crack propagates into the solid without the need of any special criterium, but
simply following the most energetic favourable path, and for the proposed case the crack
follows the inclusions shape.
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Figure 25: On the left the specimen with an initial lateral cracks and 2 inclusions not fatigue sensitive, on the
right the crack path after 2.1106 cycles.

7 CONCLUSIONS
The study of damage in structures is fundamental to guarantee high reliability levels. The
peridynamic theory is a recent non local theory of continuum based on integral equations. The
theory is able to solve problems in presence of discontinuities (as cracks, voids, inclusions),
moreover a clear concept of local damage is introduced. The paper presents the application of
peridynamic based computational methods to dynamic problems with multiple crack
interactions, adopting the multiscale approach and also the new State Based Peridynamics.
The possibility to couple Peridynamics with the more conventional Finite Element Method or
with a meshless approach has been clearly shown. Finally a strategy to introduce fatigue
damage in Peridynamics has been presented. Peridynamics based methods could be of the
highest importance to describe damage processes affecting structural components in order to
evaluate their life expectancy for a safe and economically sound use.
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ABSTRACT
Theoretical modeling of laminated composite shells is a wide-ranging topic that falls out into
different engineering branches. Shell structural components can be found in civil, mechanical,
naval and aerospace engineering as roofs, hoods, hulls, wings and cockpits, respectively. The
studies over doubly-curved shells have been growing, because the use of advanced and
ground-breaking materials have hitherto been increasing. These studies have a direct and
immediate application due to the great advantages in terms of weight loss and enhanced
strength that these new materials have, when compared to classic applications. However
classic theoretical modeling cannot be considered when laminated composite structures are
analyzed. Because the high anisotropic behavior of these structures is not predicted accurately
using the well-known thin shells theories. Most of the times, higher-order equivalent single
layer and layer-wise approaches have to be introduced to accurately capture the mechanical
behavior of these components and to avoid the computational inefficiency of the 3D elasticity.
Due to their complexity laminated composite shells can be hardly studied using exact and
semi-analytical solutions, since only a few configurations can be solved. Generally speaking
the finite element method is the most wide-spread tool for the numerical computation of these
structures. Commercial finite element implementations approximate the geometry of a generic
component using flat plates that only get close to the physical shape. For this reason the
present implementation employs a differential geometry description for the numerical design
of doubly-curved structures when variable radii of curvatures are present. Since the geometric
parameters change point by point an advanced collocation method is carried out. The present
procedure results to be stable, accurate and reliable with respect to other numerical
approaches. Both the free vibration and the static problems will be discussed with a particular
emphasis on the stress and strain recovery procedure, which is a major problem for the
evaluation of through-the-thickness quantities of laminated composite shell structures.
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Abstract
The present article deals with the free vibration analysis of beam structures with arbitrary crosssectional shape and boundary conditions.The investigation is carried out by combining Carrera’s
Unified Formulation (CUF) and the Hierarchical Ritz Formulation (HRF).More specifically,
three-dimensional beam models are developed within the framework of the CUF. In the latter,
each displacement component, in the displacement field, is treated independently form the others, allowing a complete flexibility in the choice of the beam model to be used in the analysis.
Such artifice permits a considerable reduction of the computational time while keeping invariant
the accuracy in the results.The weak-form of the governing equations is derived via the Principle of the Virtual Displacements. Algebraic Ritz functions orthogonalised by using the GramSchmidt process are employed. Extensive convergence and stability analyses are carried out
and several conclusions are drawn.The effect of significant parameters such length-to-thickness
ratio (slenderness ratio), cross-sectional shape and boundary conditions, is discussed.
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Abstract. Composite materials have been increasingly used in civil aviation over the last
three decades. The use of composite materials is very attractive because of their outstanding
strength, stiffness, and light-weight properties. But, due to the high sensitivity to damage and
defects, in particular low energy impact damage (BVID, Barely Visible Impact Damage), the
full potential of composite materials is not exploited resulting in increased structural mass.
Conservative design approaches are currently applied for damaged composite structures that
limit the weight reduction potentially achievable by this kind of structures.
The object of this work is the numerical prediction of the residual strength under compressive
load of damaged CFRP stiffened panels by using progressive failure analysis (PFA)
methodology. The traditional design approach of these structures is based on the use of the
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material design value in compression degraded for BVID using results obtained at coupon
level: the whole stiffened panel is considered uniformly damaged instead of considering a
discrete damage model.
The scope is to compare the real capability of the stiffened panel designed with reduced
design allowable obtained at coupon level, as foreseen by the current traditional design, with
the capability of the same panel in presence of a low energy impact discrete damage but with
the full mechanical strength properties of the material. The numerical residual strength of
coupons in presence of a given impact damage, has been compared with those ones obtained
by experimental CAI tests (Compression After Impact). Then the numerical impact damage
induced on CAI coupon has been substituted to an equivalent portion of the skin of a stiffened
panel characterized by two T shaped stringers. The impact damage has been initially
substituted in the middle of the stringer bay; the progressive failure analysis of the panel has
been executed and its collapse load has been determined. Also further locations in the skin of
this impact damage have been considered (very close to the cap of the stringer, under the cap
of the stringer and at the edge of the cap of the stringer), in order to evaluate the residual
strength of the panel for different damage scenarios. The collapse load of the panel for the
above damage scenarios has been compared with that one obtained by the traditional design,
and also the weight reduction potentially achievable has been evaluated.
1

INTRODUCTION

The design of composite structures for aerospace applications is currently performed
according to certification constraints that, due to the lack of knowledge about the real
mechanical behaviour of composite components during their operative life, are more
restrictive and conservative than those ones established for metallic materials. The traditional
design approach applied by the civil aircraft manufacturers to satisfy the current certification
requirements [1], is based on the application of a very conservative design philosophy that
leads to oversized structures and/or less efficient design. The current application to the
material strength properties of safety factors and of knockdown factors, to take into account
their degradation due to temperature and moisture effects, B-basis statistical reduction, notch
sensitivity, low energy impact damages (BVID - Barely Visible Impact Damage), limits the
material design allowables to approximately 1/3 with respect to the pristine material values
[2]. In particular the high sensitivity of composite materials to damage and defects, especially
BVID, limits the exploitation of the full potential of this kind of materials leading to oversized
structures.
The traditional design is prevalently based on First Ply Failure criteria (FPF) and no damage
growth; in particular it is based on the use of material design allowables degraded because of
BVID evaluated at coupon level: the composite structure is considered conservatively wholly
damaged. The necessity to exploit the full potential of composite materials has stimulated in
the last decade the development of new advanced numerical methodologies, named
Progressive Failure Analysis (PFA) and based on the Finite Element Method (FEM), aimed to
predict the real capability of the composite structures in presence of discrete damages. The
PFA methodology [3-5], founded on implicit solution methods and nonlinear analysis, is
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finalized to predict in addition to the damage initiation (FPF), the damage propagation up to
the collapse load of a composite structure, in order to fully exploit the real residual strength of
impact damaged structures. This kind of analysis foresees a discrete damage model that is
introduced in the FE model of the structure and preserving the full mechanical strength
properties of the material (no BVID degradation).
This work illustrates the numerical prediction of the residual strength under compressive load
of an impact damaged composite stiffened panel by using the PFA methodology. The panel is
a flat panel with two T-shaped stringers, representative of the stringer-bay of a multi-stringer
panel; the latter is representative of the upper skin panel, located at the root of the wing box of
a typical regional aircraft. CAI (Compression After Impact) tests have been executed on
coupons with the same layup of the skin of the panel; these tests have been numerically
reproduced. The numerical impact damage induced on CAI coupon has been substituted to an
equivalent portion of the skin of the two stringer panel and in different locations. The collapse
load of the damaged panels evaluated by applying the PFA has been compared with that one
obtained by the traditional design; the latter is based on the application of the material design
value in compression obtained at CAI coupon level and therefore considering the panel
uniformly damaged. Finally also the weight reduction potentially achievable by the use of the
PFA methodology has been evaluated.
2 PANEL GEOMETRY AND MATERIAL
A carbon fiber resin epoxy system, commonly used for aeronautical applications, has been
considered in this work. It is a unidirectional prepreg tape, with a nominal cured ply thickness
of 0.186 mm. The longitudinal tensile and compressive Young’s Modulus of the cured lamina
are respectively 163 GPa and 137 GPa; the corresponding values in the transverse direction
are 8.35 GPa and 8.50 GPa.
The 2-stringer panel is a portion (stringer bay) of a multi-stringer panel, representative of the
upper skin panel, located at the root of the wing box of a typical regional aircraft, Figure 1.

Figure 1: 2-stringer panel.
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The layups of the panel satisfy all the conventional rules: symmetric and balanced (minimum
gauge of 8 plies), standard orientations (0°, ± 45°, 90°) with minimum 10% of plies in each
orientation, external plies ± 45°.
The skin is characterized by 28 ply (42.86% 0°, 42.86% ±45°, 14.28% 90°); the cap of the Tshaped stringers by 12 plies (50% 0°, 33.33% ±45°, 16.67% 90°), and consequently the web
by 24 plies.
3

CAI TESTS

According to the airworthiness certification requirements for composite aircraft structures
([1]), the BVID is the likely impact damage at the threshold reliable detection (ADL Allowable Damage Limit), by using the visual inspection procedure.
The structural requirements in the presence of BVID become:
• structure with damage up to barely visible impact damage (BVID) must withstand
ultimate load without failure;
• structure with damage greater than BVID, i.e. structure with visible damage (VID –
Visible Impact Damage), must withstand limit load without failure.
The reduced strength of a laminate in presence of BVID is a function of the impact energy
level, thickness, stacking sequence, and it is evaluated by the execution of CAI tests.
It is recognized that the definition of BVID is subjective and dependent on the inspector and
his/her experience level. For this reason attempts to more accurately define BVID have been
made by tying the BVID to a specific indentation size. Usually, 0.8-1 mm deep indentation is
considered to correspond to BVID [6, 7] and 50 joule, according to the possible threats to the
composite wing, is commonly accepted as cut-off energy level for the definition of the BVID.
CAI tests have been executed on coupons with the laminate of 28 plies; impact tests on the
coupons and the subsequent compressive residual strength tests have been executed according
respectively to the standard regulations ASTM D 7136/D 7136M – 07 [8], and ASTM D
7137/D 7137M – 07 [9]; this test method is called CAI.
The CAI method allows to measure the residual strength of a laminate through two separate
steps:
1. a flat, rectangular composite plate is subjected to an out-of-plane, concentrated impact
using a drop-weight device with a hemispherical impactor [8];
2. the composite plate, previously subjected to a damaging event, is tested under
compressive loading using a stabilization fixture [9].
A sketch of the coupon (i.e. plate) and of the impact test configuration is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: coupon dimensions (mm) and sketch of the impact test.

Four rubber tipped clamps restrain the specimen over a rigid fixture base and an
hemispherical impactor drops vertically with a certain impact energy.
As prescribed by the standard regulation [9], the compression after impact tests have been
performed by using an anti-buckling device to avoid the onset of instability in order to
guarantee a pure compression failure, Figure 3-a. The compression load has been applied
along the largest dimension of the coupon which is the 0° laminate direction, and strain gage
sensors have been applied, as recommended by the standard regulation [9], Figure 3-b, to
monitor the deformation and the reaction.

Figure 3: sketch of the CAI test (dimensions in mm).

The tests have been performed at RTD (Room Temperature Dry). The impact tests have been
performed by using the Ceast Fractovis 6789 machine and the compression tests have been
performed by using the MTS 810 servo hydraulic testing machine.
30 J and 50 J have been applied as impact energy level. For each energy level five coupons
have been tested and a high repeatability has been found. In order to evaluate the compression
strength of the pristine coupons, compression tests has been also performed on non-impacted
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coupons (Compression Before Impact - CBI tests). Table 1 shows the results of the
compression tests in terms of main total failure and indentation.

CBI
30 joule
50 joule

P [kN]
256
157
138

εcu (µε)
6870
4200
3700

% εcu vs pristine
-39%
-46%

Dent Depth (mm)
0.18
0.24

Table 1: compression test results.
On the base of the above experimental results, the BVID induced on the laminate of 28 plies
is that one associated to the cut-off energy level (50 joule); the correspondent damage area,
evaluated by ultrasonic C-SCAN is resulted of about 2280 mm2.
According to the traditional design approach, § 1, the longitudinal compressive strain 3700
µε becomes the material design value in compression of the stiffened panel of § 2.
4

PFA METHODOLOGY

The catastrophic failure of a composite structure, i.e. its ultimate load-carrying capability,
rarely occurs at the load corresponding to the first-ply failure; composite structures usually
fail due to the propagation or accumulation of local failures as the load is increased. Initial
failure of a layer within the laminate can be predicted by applying an appropriate failure
criterion; the subsequent evaluation of the failure propagation requires the use of advanced
failure propagation models. The numerical methodology finalised to predict failure initiation
and propagation in composite laminated structures is named Progressive Failure Analysis
(PFA).
The PFA is based on non-linear analysis [4]. At each load step, a non-linear analysis is
performed until a converged solution is obtained (Figure 4). Then, using this equilibrium
state, the stress distribution in each lamina is computed and stored. The stresses are
introduced into specified failure criteria, which are then checked to determine whether any
failures have occurred or not. If the adopted failure criterion indicates that lamina failure has
occurred, the elastic lamina properties are degraded according to a particular degradation
model. Since the initial nonlinear solution no longer corresponds to an equilibrium state due
to the fact that the material properties have been degraded, equilibrium of the structures needs
to be re-established utilizing the modified lamina properties for the failed lamina while
keeping the current load level. This iterative process, of obtaining nonlinear equilibrium
solutions each time a local material model is changed, is continued until no additional lamina
failures are found. The load step is then incremented until catastrophic failure of the structure
is detected (converged solution is no more obtained). PFA is therefore based on the
appropriate selection of two ingredients: the type of the failure criterion utilized to evaluate
the failure initiation and the material degradation model implemented to decrease the load
carrying capability of the damaged structure. In this work Hashin criteria [10] has been
selected as lamina failure criteria, in order to evaluate separately fibre failure and matrix
failure (tensile fiber, compressive fiber, tensile matrix and compressive matrix), and the
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instantaneous unloading degradation model (Figure 5): the stiffness material property
associated with that mode of failure (Ej) is degraded instantly to a fraction K of the initial
value (Ej_new = K Ej_old).

Figure 4: flowchart of a typical Progressive Failure Analysis.

Figure 5: post-failure degradation behaviour in composite laminate [4].
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In this work the PFA has been carried out in MSC Nastran® by using SOL 400 solution
process, [11].
5

PFA RESULTS

5.1 Residual strength of the impact damaged coupon
The FE model of the impacted 50 joule coupon (§ 3) was developed in LS-DYNA®
software for the simulation of the impact test, and it was a result of an investigation presented
in [12] aimed at tuning a FE model reproducing the impact response of the composite
laminate. Then the LS-DYNA® model, with the damage distribution induced by the impact
analysis, has been transferred to the MSC Nastran® model for the subsequent compression
after impact analysis: shell layered model, Figure 6.

Figure 6: laminate 28-ply – FE model of the impacted coupon at 50 joule.

The measured numerical damaged area correlated quite well with that one measured from
NDI evaluation, § 3; in particular, the numerical value was 2210 mm2, estimated with a
deviation of only -3% with respect to the experimental data.
Once transferred the impact damage status to the MSC Nastran® FE model, the CAI analysis
has been performed by using the PFA; the boundary conditions applied to the FE model are
defined by the standard regulation of the CAI test [9].
Figure 7 compares the numerical and the experimental results in terms of Reaction Force vs
Applied Strain; as far as the experimental curve is concerned, the average curve obtained from
five compression tests is reported. The mean failure load (138 kN, Table 1) and the stiffness
of the 50 J impacted coupon have been well reproduced by the numerical CAI; Table 2 shows
the comparison between the total failure load, TF, evaluated numerically and that one
experimental: the values are practically coincident.
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Figure 7: Reaction vs Applied Strain – CAI coupon 28 ply impacted at 50 joule.

Experimental
Numerical

P [kN]
138
139

Table 2: CAI coupon 28 ply impacted at 50 joule - numerical TF vs experimental TF.
5.2 Residual strength of the impact damaged stiffened panel
The traditional use for the design of stiffened panels of the reduced allowable for BVID
determined at coupon level (§ 3, 3700 µε), could be more conservative respect to what really
happens in terms of residual strength if the impacted CAI coupon is part of the skin of the
stiffened panel.
At this purpose a FE model of a 2-stringer panel has been built, in which the numerical 50
joule impact damage induced on 28-ply coupon (§ 5.1) has been substituted to an equivalent
portion of the skin of the panel. The impact damage has been substituted both in the middle of
the stringer bay as illustrated in Figure 8 and also in other locations, Figure 9.
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Figure 8: 50 joule impact damage introduction into 2-stringer skin panel.

Figure 9: impact damage locations.
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Figure 10 compares the Reaction Force vs the Applied Strain for the different damage
locations.

Figure 10: Reaction Force vs Applied Strain – for different damage locations.

The results of the PFA performed for all the four damage locations are very close to each
other (Table 3).
The least critical cases are obtained for the impact_pos_1 and impact_pos_2: the TF loads are
practically coincident. The lowest residual strength of the panel, most critical case, is that one
corresponding to impact_pos_3.

Total Failure
Impact_pos_1
Impact_pos_2
Impact_pos_3
Impact_pos_4

[kN]
568
562
542
558

%
-0.94
-4.55
-1.65

FAILURE
Strain
[µε]
4316
4378
4124
4198

%
1
-4
-3

Table 3: Total Failure results.
5.3 Design implications
The traditional design of the 2-stringer panel is based on the assumption that the panel is
uniformly damaged and with a material design value for compression, εcu, equal to 3700 µε (
longitudinal compressive strain based on the results of the CAI tests, § 3). According to the
results shown in Table 3, the residual strength of the 2-stringer panel with discrete damage, is
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always higher than that one obtained by the traditional design approach (3700 µε). The lowest
value of the analytical failure compressive strain is that one related to the position_3, 4075
µε1, +10% with respect to 3700 µε.
Consequently, the traditional design approach, can lead to a not efficient structure in terms of
weight and/or load carrying capability with respect to consider the material design value equal
to 4075 µε: this is the real residual strength of the stiffened panel with the discrete impact
damage inserted in the skin.
A measure of the low weight reduction achievable can be appreciated considering that the
above stiffened panel if redesigned by using as design value 4075 µε, should have a weight
lower of at least about 4% than that one sized but using the traditional allowable based on the
material design value in compression degraded for BVID by using results obtained at the
coupon level, 3700 µε.
9

CONCLUSIONS

This work has illustrated the numerical prediction of the residual strength under
compressive load of impact damaged composite stiffened panels by using the PFA
methodology. In particular a new design approach have been investigated finalised to obtain
composite stiffened panels more efficient than those ones obtained by the traditional design
for civil aircraft applications. The application of the progressive failure analysis methodology
has shown the effectiveness of this methodology to predict the real mechanical behaviour of
the stiffened panels, demonstrating to be a valid design tool to investigate a new design
philosophy by evaluating the residual strength of panels with discrete damages.
The traditional use for the design of stiffened panels of the reduced allowable for BVID
determined at coupon level, is resulted conservative respect to what really happens in terms of
residual strength if the impacted CAI coupon is part of the skin of the stiffened panel. The
impact damage induced on coupon has been substituted to an equivalent portion of the skin of
a 2-stringer stiffened panel; the residual strength of the panel is resulted higher of at least 10%
respect to the traditional design and with a potential weight reduction of at least 4%.
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Summary. The present contribution deals with the stability and vibration analysis of laminated panels subjected to initial stress. The modeling of the structure is carried out in terms of a
Generalized Unified Formulation (GUF), which permits to implement and thoroughly compare
many different structural models. The original GUF proposed by Demasi has been extended to
account for sublaminate modeling and imperfect interfaces (interlayer slips). A comprehensive
assessment of models with respect to the vibration of initially stressed laminates is carried out
in order to point out the merits and drawback of established models. The initial stress may be
of thermal or mechanical nature. This kind of analysis is tightly related to the well-known panel
flutter problem of laminated aerospace skin panels.
1. INTRODUCTION
Laminated composite panels find increasingly use in aerospace structures and deserve an
accurate modeling for an optimal sizing. Stability problems are known to play a relevant role for
the definition of sizing criteria of aerospace panel structures [1]. This paper is focussed on the
vibration problem of laminated panels subjected to initial stress, which can be actually regarded
as an alternative formulation of the static stability problem. This approach has the advantage of
being applicable in a rather straight-forward manner to dynamic stability problems, such as, for
instance, panel flutter [2].
For the modeling of this kind of problems, current commercial analysis tools offer either
a classical plate/shell approach or a full three-dimensional approach. The former one is essentially based on a plane-stress hypothesis along the laminate’s thickness and employs simple
models such as the Classical Laminated Plate Theory (CLPT) or the First-order Shear Deformation Theory (FSDT), which are not capable to represent the complex local response inside the laminate. An alternative to these classical analysis methods is represented by refined
2D plate/shell models which, upon including engineering knowledge of the specific throughthickness response of the laminate, permit to account for the plate-like geometric aspect ratios
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of these kind of structures. A large amount of scientific effort is thus being put since several
years in the formulation and evaluation of refined structural models that cope with the heterogeneous composition of composite laminates [3, 4]. This development eventually led to a
variable-kinematics modeling approach that permits to construct a large number of axiomatic
plate/shell models by means of an easy-to-implement Unified Formulation [5, 6]. This way,
models can be thoroughly assessed with regard to their capability to capture the applicationspecific response (local stress distribution, vibration modes, buckling loads...).
In this work, variable-kinematics models for laminated panels are proposed on the basis
of the Generalized Unified Formulation (GUF) proposed by Demasi [7]. The weak form of
the governing partial differential equations is formulated by resorting to the classical virtual
displacement formulation or to Reissner’s partially mixed variational statement [8], which allows to satisfy a priori the interlaminar continuity of the transverse stress field. The original
GUF is enhanced by including the possibility to group several plies into one sublaminate and to
have imperfect (slipping) interfaces between plies. The resulting 2D differential equations can
be solved by referring to Navier’s closed-form solution or through the classical Ritz method.
The last approach is suitable for assessing 2D plate/shell models with respect to panel flutter
problems.
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Abstract. The work presented in this paper is part of the EU project DESICOS (New Robust
DESign Guideline for Imperfection Sensitive COmposite Launcher Structures). It addresses the
development of a probability-based design methodology which is here applied for buckling
analysis of a sandwich composite cylindrical shell subjected to compressive load. The shell is
studied considering two configurations. The first version does not have cut-outs, whereas the
second one includes three circular cut-outs. The goal of the proposed approach is to determine
a probabilistic buckling factor that accounts for individual and combined influence of
geometric imperfections and boundary imperfections. This factor is evaluated for a reliability
equal to 99% that the shell withstands the compressive load without undergoing buckling. It
enables to define the sensitivity of the shell to the two sources of imperfections, but depends on
the requirements of reliability level and on the assumptions made with regards to the input
imperfections.
1 INTRODUCTION
The primary structural components of space launch vehicles consist of circular cylindrical
shells. During the launch, the most critical loading condition for the vehicle is the axial
compression. Shell structures subjected to axial compressive load are prone to buckling.
Unfortunately, accurate and reliable predictions of the buckling response are greatly affected
by the high imperfection sensitivity of the shells that yields the discrepancy between numerical
and experimental results [1-3]. The traditional approach for designing axially-compressed
shells is to assess the buckling load by linear eigenvalue analysis, and then reduce it using an
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empirical knockdown factor from NASA SP-8007 guideline [4]. NASA knockdown factors
account for the effects of imperfections on buckling behavior of isotropic and laminated
composite shells, and of sandwich shells whose facesheets are made of isotropic material and
the core is elastic.
Although NASA’s guideline is currently used in shell design, it presents few limitations as
stated by Hilburger [5]. In 2007 NASA founded the Shell Buckling Knockdown Factor (SBKF)
Project [6] in order to develop and validate improved knockdown factors. Started in 2012, the
EU Project DESICOS (New Robust DESign Guideline for Imperfection Sensitive COmposite
Launcher Structures) [7, 8] aimed to improve shell design criteria exploiting the combination
of a probabilistic approach with a deterministic one, the Single Perturbation Load Approach.
Over the last thirty years, there has been an increasing interest to probabilistic approach [9, 10]
because it enables to consider imperfections directly into the design. Klein [10] illustrated the
benefits of the probabilistic approach, especially with reference to cases where the structural
response is greatly influenced by scattered input parameters. Since geometric imperfections
have been recognized as a prime factor in buckling response of cylindrical shells, various
measuring equipments were developed [11]. Elishakoff and Arbocz [12] showed how to
introduce the geometric imperfections measured on shell specimens into numerical reliability
analysis. The imperfections were described by Fourier series whose coefficients were
statistically derived. The Monte Carlo Method was then successfully used to perform a
probabilistic investigation in order to assess the design load for which the shell does not buckle
with a given reliability. A reliability-based design procedure was developed by few authors [13]
[14] for buckling investigation of axially-compressed isotropic and laminated composite shells
taking geometric imperfections into account. Such a procedure adopted the First-Order SecondMoment Method to determine the reliability function of a structure through which an improved
knockdown factor can be estimated. Kriegesmann et al. [15] presented a semi-analytical
probabilistic procedure based on an enhanced version of the First-Order Second-Moment
Method. The obtained results displayed the same accuracy as the Monte Carlo method, but they
are affected by the assumed distribution of input random variables.
The Single Perturbation Load Approach [8] consists of applying a perturbation load radially to
axially-compressed shell in order to simulate a single dimple imperfection. As the perturbation
load increases, the buckling load of the shell decreases until a specific value beyond which it
remains almost constant. This value is regarded as the design buckling load. Orifici and Bisagni
[16] carried out a buckling analysis of two laminated composite shells and two sandwich
composite shells by the Single Perturbation Load Approach. Arbelo et al. [17] adopted such an
approach to study the buckling behavior of a laminated composite shell with a cylindrical cutout of varying size.
The work presented in this paper is part of the EU Project DESICOS [7]. A probability-based
design methodology is here proposed for buckling investigation of the scaled model of a shell
structure of Ariane 5 launcher, the Dual Launch System (SYLDA). Such a procedure relies on
the combination of two methods for the structural reliability analysis, the Stress-Strength
Interface Method and the Latin Hypercube Method. The object is to define the structural
reliability of axially-compressed shell with imperfections in function of a probabilistic buckling
factor in order to assess the maximum buckling load associated to a required reliability level.
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The shell here considered is a sandwich composite cylindrical shell and is investigated in two
configurations. The first configuration does not include cut-outs, whereas the second one has
three circular cut-outs. Two types of imperfections are considered into the analysis, geometric
imperfections and boundary imperfections. The probabilistic buckling factor is used to estimate
the individual and the combined influence of the two sources of imperfections on the buckling
response of the shell. In order to perform the probabilistic approach, a code is developed in
MATLAB [18]. It makes use of the commercial finite element code ABAQUS [19] for the
structural numerical analysis.
2 SANDWICH CYLINDRICAL SHELL WITH AND WITHOUT CUT-OUTS
The scaled model of the Dual Launch System (SYLDA) is here investigated considering the
two configurations illustrated in Figure 1. The geometric dimensions are also reported.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 1: Shell geometry: (a) SYLDA shell; (b) SYLDA shell with cut-outs;
(c) Unfolded SYLDA shell with cut-outs.

The diameter and the length of the two shell models are equal to 700 mm. The length is
actually taken to be 620 mm, without considering the two tabs of 40 mm that were bonded to
both ends of the shells. The second configuration has a cut-out of diameter equal to 92 mm
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located on one side and two smaller cut-outs of diameter equal to 46 mm on the other side. The
location of the cut-outs is illustrated in the bottom part of Figure 1.
The two shells are manufactured using a sandwich material which consists of two composite
facesheets and a core. The facesheets are laminates made of Hexcel IM7/8552 unidirectional
prepreg, whose material properties are taken from literature [20], with ply thickness of 0.131
mm. The ply properties are listed in Table 1.
Property
Longitudinal modulus, El [MPa]
Transverse modulus, Et [MPa]
Shear modulus, Glt [MPa]
Poisson's ratio, νlt
Density, ρ [kg/m3]

Value
150000
9080
5290
0.32
1570

Table 1: Ply properties.

The core material is EVONIK Rohacell WF2009 [21], with thickness of 1.5 mm. The core
properties are reported in Table 2.
Property
Young’s modulus, E [MPa]
Shear modulus, G [MPa]
Poisson's ratio, ν
Density, ρ [kg/m3]

Value
350
130
0.33
205

Table 2: Core properties.

The stacking sequence of both shells is [19°/-19°/90°/CORE/90°/-19°/19°] for a total
thickness equal to 2.286 mm.
3

FINITE ELEMENT MODELING AND DETERMINISTIC ANALYSIS

The commercial code ABAQUS version 6.13 is used for the finite element analysis.
Imperfections are initially not taken into account.
Two analysis types are used to predict the buckling response of nominally-perfect shell,
eigenvalue linear buckling analysis and explicit dynamic analysis. The explicit dynamic
analysis with displacement-control allows to capture the load-shortening curve, including the
post-buckling range. The failure initiation is considered during the dynamic analysis. The first
ply failure approach is adopted to check the facesheet failure using several criteria: max stress,
max strain, Tsai-Hill, Tsai-Wu, and Hashin. In accordance with Ref. [22], the failure of the core
is detected using the maximum normal stress criterion.
3.1 Finite element model
The finite element models of SYLDA and SYLDA with cut-outs are realized using S4R shell
elements. On the basis of a preliminary convergence study, the mesh size is taken equal to 10
mm x 10 mm. The elements around the larger cut-out and around the two smaller cut-outs have
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size equal to 4 mm x 4 mm and 3.6 mm x 3.6 mm, respectively. The mesh of the two shells is
shown in Figure 2 with the details around the cut-outs.
Both bottom and top edges of the shell models are clamped, but the top edge is free to
translate along the axial direction in order to simulate the compressive load. Thus, the top and
bottom edges of the considered shells are supposed to remain plane and circular.

(a) SYLDA

(b) SYLDA with cut-outs

Figure 2: Finite element models of SYLDA and SYLDA with cut-outs.

3.2 Deterministic buckling and failure analysis
Eigenvalue analysis of SYLDA yields a first buckling load of 410 kN and a corresponding
axial shortening of 1.75 mm.
Explicit dynamic analysis is performed imposing axial displacement with a ratio of 1 mm/s.
The resulting buckling load is equal to 417 kN with a corresponding shortening of 1.78 mm.
The load-shortening curve obtained by explicit analysis is shown in Figure 3 along with the
post-buckling deformed configuration at 3 mm.
The five first ply failure criteria agree that failure initiation occurs at about 3 mm, whereas core
failure does not take place until an imposed axial displacement equal to 3 mm. As an example, the
contour of the failure index of Tsai-Hill criterion at 3 mm of shortening is also reported in Figure
3. Red color detects failure initiation.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: Buckling analysis of SYLDA: (a) Load-shortening curve; (b) Deformed configuration at 3 mm of
shortening; (c) Contour of Tsai-Hill failure index.
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Eigenvalue analysis of SYLDA with cut-outs predicts a buckling load equal to 214 kN with
a corresponding axial shortening of 0.90 mm. It corresponds to a local buckling phenomenon.
The load-shortening curve of the shell is determined by explicit analysis and is shown in
Figure 4. It displays a first buckling close to the edge of cut-outs at 200 kN for a shortening
equal to 0.90 mm in good agreement with the results of the eigenvalue analysis. After the
occurrence of the first buckling, the shell withstands an additional amount of load up to 287 kN
where buckling is extended to the whole structure. At 294 kN the load drops. The deformed
configuration of SYLDA with cut-outs is reported in Figure 4 at 3 mm of axial shortening.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4: Buckling analysis of SYLDA with cut-outs: (a) Load-shortening curve; (b) Deformed configuration at
3 mm of shortening; (c) Contour of Tsai-Hill failure index.

Failure analysis predicts failure of facesheets localized to edges of the cut-outs at 1.31 mm
for a load level of 287 kN. Nevertheless, this result is likely due to the mesh. A deeper failure
investigation verifies that the shell does not display failure initiation below 3 mm of shortening.
Also the failure of the core is not reached in the shortening range here considered.
4

PROBABILISTIC DESIGN METHODOLOGY AND ANALYSIS CASES

Figure 5 shows the input/output flowchart of the probability-based design methodology here
used. Two sources of imperfections are included separately and in combination as input
probabilistic variables, geometric and boundary imperfections. Two methods of the structural
reliability analysis, the Stress-Strength Interference Method and the Latin Hypercube Method,
are combined. The methodology aims to define the reliability Re(λ) that the shell withstands the
axial compressive load without undergoing buckling in function of a probabilistic buckling
factor λ. A graph example is reported in the right part of Figure 5 where the probabilistic
buckling factor is derived for a reliability level equal to 99%. This factor allows to quantify the
imperfection sensitivity of the shell.
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Figure 5: Input/output flowchart of probability-based design methodology.

4.1 Description of input probabilistic variables
The geometric imperfections are here assumed to have an axisymmetric shape defined by
the sine function:
nπz
w
= ξ sin
lf
t

(1)

where w stands for the radial displacement, t and lf are the thickness and the length of the
shell, and z is the axial direction. The number of axial half-wave n is set equal to 12. The
imperfection amplitude ξ is treated as a random variable. It is assumed here to have the Gaussian
distribution ξ ~ N ξ̅ , sξ = N(-0.0083, 0.0316). The statistical properties, mean value and
standard deviation, are taken from experimental measurements reported in literature for
laminated composite shells considering the worst case of the superposition of the two reported
modes [14]. A negative value of the imperfection amplitude means that the radial displacement
is inward.
The boundary imperfections correspond to axial displacements which are non-uniform along
the loaded edge. They are assumed to have the spatial correlation represented by an exponential
variance-covariance function Σ:
Σ = Σ0

-

|d|
l0

(2)

where d is the circumferential distance between two nodes of the loaded edge and l0 is the
characteristic length of correlation decay set equal to πr where r is the radius of the shell. The
variance Σ0 of the displacement parameter is taken such that the resulting profile of the reaction
forces has a variation of 15% with respect to its mean value [10].
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4.2 Probability-Based Design Methodology
The buckling problem of axially-compressed cylindrical shells is formulated in terms of the
limit-state function g(X) as the difference between the normalized buckling load Λs and the
normalized loading parameter, named probabilistic buckling factor λ:
g(X) = Λs(X) - λ

(3)

The normalized buckling load is taken to be a random variable and is influenced by the
vector X of input random variables (i.e., random variables used in the representation of
geometric and boundary imperfections), whereas the probabilistic buckling factor is regarded
as a deterministic variable.
The reliability Re(λ), for which the buckling of axially-compressed cylindrical shell with
imperfections does not take place, is defined as:
Re(λ) = Prob( g(X) > 0 ) = Prob( Λs(X) > λ )

(4)

It is a function of the probabilistic buckling factor λ. After few steps, it is demonstrated that
the reliability Re(λ) can be formulated as:
Re(λ) = 1 - FΛs (λ)

(5)

where FΛs (λ) is the cumulative density function of normalized buckling load Λs(X). Such a
distribution has to be identified and depends on the assumptions made for random input
variables. Thus, the probabilistic buckling factor can be assessed by Eq. (5) after specifying the
required reliability level Re(λ).
4.3 Evaluation of Probability Function and of Probabilistic Buckling Factor
At first, the Latin Hypercube Sampling is adopted to generate an ensemble of N values of
normalized buckling load Λs(X) given the distribution of the involved random vector X. The
sample size N equal to 100 is chosen in order to keep a limited computational time. The finite
element code ABAQUS is used to numerically calculate the normalized buckling load at each
simulation. The possible occurrence of failure is neglected in the probabilistic approach because
it is verified that failure initiation takes place after buckling for both shell structures.
Next, the data collection of normalized buckling load is used to identify the probability
distribution function FΛs (λ) of Λs(X) by means of goodness-of-fit tests. These tests consist of a
procedure for verifying that the random variable Λs(X) has an assumed distribution, like
Gaussian, Weibull, Lognormal, etc. Three tests, quantile-quantile plot, Anderson-Darling test
and Kolmogorov-Smirvov test, are here used. A detailed description of these tests can be found
in Ref. [23]. Besides, the identified distribution is limited so that the probabilistic buckling
factor cannot take values larger than one.
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Finally, once the probability distribution function of Λs(X) is known, the reliability Re(λ) is
graphed as a function of the probabilistic buckling factor λ as illustrated in the right part of
Figure 5. Thus, the probabilistic buckling factor corresponding to a reliability level equal to
99% is derived.
5

PROBABILISTIC NUMERICAL RESULTS

The proposed probabilistic approach is applied to the buckling investigation of SYLDA shell
and SYLDA shell with cut-outs. Two sources of imperfections, geometric imperfections and
boundary imperfections, are incorporated separately and in combination.
Using the data collection of normalized buckling load Λs(X) generated by the Latin
Hypercube Sampling, the probability distribution functions of Λs(X) are identified into the three
analysis cases (i.e., individual influence of geometric and boundary imperfections, and
combined influence). Once this function is known, the reliability Re(λ) is calculated directly by
Eq. (5) in function of the probabilistic buckling factor λ. The probabilistic buckling factor is
then determined for a reliability level equal to 99%.
The results of SYLDA are reported in Table 3, whereas Table 4 lists the results that are
obtained for SYLDA with cut-outs.
Analysis case
Analysis with geometric imperfections
Analysis with boundary imperfections
Analysis with combined imperfections

Probabilistic buckling
factor, λ
0.73
0.89
0.67

Load corresponding
to λ, [kN]
304
371
279

Table 3: Probabilistic buckling factor λ of SYLDA shell.
Analysis case
Analysis with geometric imperfections
Analysis with boundary imperfections
Analysis with combined imperfections

Probabilistic buckling
factor, λ
0.90
0.94
0.88

Load corresponding
to λ, [kN]
265
276
259

Table 4: Probabilistic buckling factor λ of SYLDA shell with cut-outs.

The maximum load equal to 417 kN that corresponds to the buckling load of SYLDA is
adopted for normalize the data collection Λs(X) of the shell, whereas for SYLDA shell with cutouts the maximum load of 294 kN is used. Indeed, the load-carrying capability of the considered
shells is here of interest. The second column of the tables illustrates the assessed probabilistic
buckling factors. The last column reports the load value which is calculated multiplying the
load of nominally-perfect shell by the corresponding probabilistic buckling factor.
Both shells are more sensitive to geometric imperfections than to boundary imperfections.
The obtained factors λ of SYLDA with cut-outs are higher than the ones of SYLDA, but the
corresponding loads are lower. It is due to the presence of the cut-outs that reduces the
imperfections sensitivity and at the same time the load-carrying capability of the shell.
As an example, considering the analysis with combined influence of input imperfections, the
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reliability functions Re(λ) of SYLDA and SYLDA with cut-outs are graphed in Figure 6. The
area below the reliability function represents the “safe region” where buckling does not occur.
In this graphical representation it can be noted that SYLDA with cut-outs is less sensitive to the
imperfections because the safe region for this shell is much larger than the one of SYLDA.

(a) SYLDA

(b) SYLDA with cut-outs

Figure 6: Reliability of SYLDA and SYLDA with cut-outs in function of probabilistic buckling factor.

NASA knockdown factor of SYLDA shell is calculated using the NASA’s guideline [4] in
the assumption that the shell can be considered as a laminated composite shell of seven plies.
Since SYLDA has a thin core, this assumption is reasonable. The resulting knockdown factor
is equal to 0.57 and it corresponds to a load of 234 kN. Such a load value is 16% lower than the
load value assessed by the performed probabilistic analysis considering geometric and
boundary imperfections in combination. NASA knockdown factor is not assessed for SYLDA
with cut-outs, because the monographs do not provide recommendations for shells with cutouts.
6

CONCLUSIONS

This paper describes a probability-based design methodology developed for the buckling
analysis of sandwich composite cylindrical shells with and without cut-outs, considering
loading condition of axial compression. The proposed approach exploits the combination of
two methods for the structural reliability analysis, the Stress-Strength Interference Method and
the Latin Hypercube Method, in order to define the structural reliability of axially-compressed
shells with imperfections in function of a probabilistic buckling factor. This factor allows for
quantifying the imperfection sensitivity of the shells and for assessing the maximum buckling
load associated to a specific reliability level. Two sources of imperfections are here taken into
account, geometric imperfections and boundary imperfections. The probabilistic buckling
factor is here estimated for a reliability equal to 99% and a samples size equal to 100 is chosen
to reduce the computational time.
For the considered shells, the more significant effect is due to the geometric imperfections.
It is possible to observe that the presence of the three cut-outs decreases the influence of the
imperfections.
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The developed probabilistic method enables a first assessment of the sensitivity of sandwich
composite shells to different types of imperfections. The obtained probabilistic buckling factors
depend on the chosen reliability level, on the adopted sample size and on the assumptions made
regarding the input random variables.
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Abstract. The paper proposes an optimisation strategy for the design of composite laminates
made of three dimensions orthogonal weaving composites. The knowledge of the weaving
architecture affecting the mechanical properties of a composite structure is essential to
properly optimise the design of structural components subjected to specific load conditions.
Owing to the hierarchy and periodicity of textile composite materials, a multi-scale
parameterization modelling strategy combining the adoption of a Representative Volume
Element (RVE) and periodic boundary conditions is employed in order to estimate behaviours
of stiffened panels. Consequently, the optimisation results computationally expensive for
complex 3D woven composite stiffened panels, especially for the geometry modelling and the
mesh generation, the definition of the weaving architecture and the application of the
appropriate boundary conditions. In order to minimize the expensive computational cost,
response surface method techniques are utilized to generate the approximated structural
responses, i.e. stresses, displacements, buckling loads, etc., of 3D orthogonal woven composite
stiffened panels in order to increase efficiency and applicability. The approach here proposed
for the optimal design is based on a multi-scale parameterization analysis strategy and an
optimisation framework based on the Response Surface technique and genetic algorithms.
Finally, the optimal design results were verified by high fidelity finite element analysis proving
that the response surface method integrated with genetic algorithms allows for important
investigations on the influence of the fabrics constitutive parameters on the structural
behaviour.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Advanced textile structural composites made from woven and reinforced braided fabric have
found increasing use in many high performance and light-weight applications in the aerospace,
automobile, and marine industries over the last two decades. This is because they possess more
balanced properties in out-of-plane applications as well as higher stiffness, strength and
resilience. They also have lower fabrication costs and are easier to handle in production
environments than traditional tape laminates.
The composite stiffened panels are primarily used to create fuselage frame structures. The
advantages of stiffened panels from both economical and mechanical points of view are widely
recognized in aeronautical industry. The buckling load does not represent the maximum load
that the structure can carry, and indeed, on the contrary, failure may not actually occur until the
applied load is several times the buckling load [1]. Consequently, the post-buckling strength
capacity offers significant potential for further weight saving. The 3D woven stiffened panels
have superior damage tolerance because the through-thickness binder yarns are able to decrease
the growth of delamination cracks. The binder yarns are also largely responsible for some 3D
woven stiffened panels having greatly increased delamination resistance and for their mode I
inter-laminar fracture toughness [2]. This combination of factors has caused many composite
designers to prefer woven stiffened panels in load-bearing structures or for critical components,
particularly in aircraft design and manufacture.
Several authors have written on the subject of the optimisation of composite stiffened panels
and shells, aiming at creating the lowest possible weight based on geometric [3, 4] and stacking
sequence optimal design [5-8]. However, these studies have focused on optimisation design of
laminated composite stiffened panels, without considering 3D textile composite stiffened
panels. This is an unfortunate oversight as weaving parameters and paths of 3D textile
composites can significantly influence the mechanical performance of fabric composites [914], as well as positively affect the stiffness and overall strength of composite structures.
Despite the current applications and many demonstrations of the potential use of 3D woven
composites, the lack of a significant data base has also made it difficult to determine the
optimum weaving architecture required to provide the desired mechanical properties for a
specific structural design [15].
Since textile composites are distinct heterogeneous structures, numerous multi-scale
modelling strategies [16-19] were developed to predict the mechanical behaviour of the textile
composites. The solution to the optimisation problem of composite stiffened panels is generally
obtained using genetic algorithms [20-24]. Most of the researchers make use of meta or
surrogate models to approximate the response of the stiffened panels in order to reduce the
computational resources needed for the optimisation [1, 3, 22, 25-27].
The objective of this current work is to define a fast and reliable optimisation procedure for
the design of 3D orthogonal weaving stiffened panels with buckling and post-buckling
constraints. The structural analysis presented in this paper is based on a multi-scale FEA model
of woven composite stiffened panels, starting with the fibre, through to the models of yarn and
textile and finishing with the complete model of the structure. A dedicated Python script able
to automatically adjust weaving variables and to create all the requested models for the
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successive analysis and optimisation phases was used to implement the design parameterization
of woven composite stiffened panels. In order to define the total number of detailed FEM
analysis, an approximated approach was obtained using the Design of Experiment and
Response Surface techniques. Response surface method techniques were utilized to generate
the approximated structural responses of 3D woven composite to increase the computational
efficiency and the applicability of the optimization process here proposed. The response surface
method integrated with genetic algorithms was utilized to optimise the weaving parameters of
a typical textile composite material, used during the EU project MAPICC 3D.
2 MULTI-SCALE MODELS OF 3D WOVEN COMPOSITES
The mechanical properties of MAPICC 3D textile composite panels are dependent on the
multi-scale internal architecture of the material. A three-scale strategy proposed herein is used
to model the effect of the lower scale inhomogeneity on the macro-scale behaviour of woven
textile materials. The methodology of anisotropic multi-scale simulation of MAPICC 3D textile
composites is an approach, which includes micro, meso and macro scale. A three-level
hierarchy is proposed as shown in Figure 1. Micro and Meso mechanical models of MAPICC
3D textile composites are utilised to homogenise the effective elastic properties. The macro
mechanical behaviours of stiffened panels under complex deformation states are dependent on
assuming the fabric to be a continuous medium. A representative volume element (RVE) is
used on the micro- and meso-scale to describe the textile architecture of the fibre yarns and
textile fabrics. The constant parameters of fibre yarns in MAPICC 3D textile material were
discretised in the meso-mechanical RVE and computed with a micro-mechanical RVE that
determined the behaviour of the fibre bundles in unidirectional (UD) material. When the
effective elastic properties of woven fabric are available, the textile structural analysis can be
implemented based on the material data. The objective of this section is to verify the modelling
method and the two periodic boundary conditions technique of RVE, which serve as the basis
of later design optimisation.

Figure 1: Multi-scale models of 3D woven stiffened panel
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2.1 Micro-level unidirectional yarns homogenization
The ladder of MAPICC 3D textile composite multi-scale modelling starts with the micromechanical computation. A square-arrangement unit cell is used to represent the UD material
R
behaviour of Twintex○1398 and loop yarn, as shown in Figure 1. It is assumed that the fibres
are arranged in an even distribution with the measured volume fraction and same-averagefilament diameter. Therefore, each unidirectional yarn could be represented by a unit cube with
a single fibre having the same volume fraction, as shown in Figure 2. The material elastic
properties of fibre and matrix are given in Table 1, while Fibre Volume fraction and other basic
data of Twintex ○R 1398 and of loop yarns are reported in Table 2. Here stochastic fibre
arrangement for yarn irregularities are neglected. Based on the hypothesis of square packing
array, fibre and matrix are assumed to be in a perfect bonding condition. Fibre within the yarn
cross-section can be packed into a rectangular packing array. The circular shape was used to
describe the fibre cross-section of the yarn, as shown in Figure 2. The pale red part is fibre, and
the gray one is matrix.
E

A

E

A

A

Figure 2: Square arrangement of the micro-scale unit cell

(a)Model of yarn1398
(b) Model of loop
Figure 3: Fibres’ packing arrangements

Material
GF
PP
Young modulus[MPa] 72000 1350
ν
0.22 0.36
ρ[Kg/m3]
2580 900

Table 1: Material property of E-Glass and Polypropylene (PP)
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TW TR PP82 NUTURAL 1398

Loop Yarn

GF[% by weight]
82
PP[%by weight]
18
Linear density[ypp]
345.83
Linear density[kg/m] 0.001398
Fibre area[mm2]
0.4443
2
Matrix area[mm ]
0.2796
Total area[mm2]
0.7239
Fibre Volume fraction[%] 61.4

GF[%by weight]
50
PP[%by weight]
50
Linear density[ypp]
3701
Linear density[kg/m]
0.00134
Fibre area[mm2]
0.0264
2
Matrix area[mm ]
0.0733
Total area[mm2]
0.0997
Fibre Volume fraction[%] 26.4

Table 2: Properties of Twintex○R 1398 and loop yarn
E

A

A

The elastic properties of Twintex○R 1398 and Loop yarn are calculated through homogenizing
RVE of the yarns, using the material data supplied by the manufacturer. The detailed
homogenization process were coded in Python and implemented in commercial code
ABAQUS, following the approach described in [28, 29]. After the analysis, the effective
material properties of yarn are extracted as presented in Figure 4. Herein the elastic properties
of Twintex○R 1398 and of loop yarns are both reported in Table 3. It is worth noting that the
yarns’ area has been estimated using standard values for density.
E

A

A

E

A

A

(a) Twintex○ 1398 yarn
(b) Loop yarn
Figure 4: Extracting effective material properties of yarn
R
E

A

A

Twintex○R 1398 Loop yarn
Volume fraction of fibre
61.4%
26.4%
Density ρ (Kg/mm3)
1.93E-6
1.35E-6
E11(Mpa)
45170
21140
E22(Mpa)
8298
2737
G12(Mpa)
2318
886
G23(Mpa)
1549
750
ν12
0.26
0.31
ν23
0.23
0.45
A

Table 3: Elastic constant of Twintex○R 1938and loop yarns
E

A
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2.2 Meso-level woven textile fabric homogenization
The meso-scale modelling is based on the concept of homogenization and evaluates the
mechanical properties of a fabric Representative Volume Element (RVE), which is typically
used to determine the effective stiffness of textile fabrics. The internal architecture of textile
fabric is significantly complex as shown in Figure 5. Modelling and meshing of the weaving
architecture and the application of the appropriate of boundary condition and extracting the
effective elastic data are time-consuming. In the present case, TexGen [30] software, an open
source software used for modelling the geometry of textile structures and developed at
Nottingham University, is utilized to implement to model the RVE and to generate the input
file for ABAQUS simulation. The TexGen program was written to give maximum flexibility
to the textile model, thus allowing accurate modelling of a wide range of textiles. It permits
realistic fabric geometric modelling of any weave or knit or non-woven architecture
automatically as it uses a general vector path description of yarns using both a centreline and
superimposed cross-sections.

Figure 5: Model of orthogonal woven composite

The 3D FE approach towards the modelling of textile fabrics at multi-scale levels emerges
as a very powerful tool which permits the construction and representation of fabrics, types of
contact and undulation between weft and warp yarns and all issues arising from textile
mechanics modelling without any complexity [31]. To this end, the modelling strategy
presented in this paper uses ABAQUS, a commercially available finite element modelling
application. The voxel meshes of the representative volume element is achieved using TexGen
software, as shown in Figure 6. It is worthy to say that voxel meshes make the application of
periodic boundary conditions easy and feasible.
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(a) Voxel meshes for yarns
(b)Voxel meshes for matrix
Figure 6: Example voxel mesh for orthogonal woven composite

Once the effective elastic properties of weaving fabric RVE are extracted from the finite
element analysis, in the next step, the macro structural analysis could be implemented in general
way.
2.3 Macro-level buckling analysis of composite stiffened panels
In analysing the buckling behaviour of the stiffened panel under axial compression, the
numerical process can be divided into two stages; eigenvalue analysis and nonlinear analysis.
Buckling analysis will provide the eigenvalue value and buckling model of the stiffened panel,
while the nonlinear analysis will generate detailed deformation information in the post-buckling
region. In the present study a typical load-shortening curve is chosen as a characteristic of the
buckling behaviour of stiffened panel, as shown in Figure 7.
The load-displacement curve can be divided into two relevant regions. The first one is the
linear part where the load is lower than the buckling load Pcr. The corresponding displacement
is identified by ucr. The second part corresponds to the post-buckling region.
For simplicity, the load-shortening curve can be linearized piecewise using two lines, where
the slopes Kpre and Kpost characterize the pre- and post-buckling stiffness, respectively. Before
�������
performing the design optimisation, the minimum allowable design values ����
𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 , ������
𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 and 𝐾𝐾
𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
have to be defined according to the design structural requirements.

Figure 7: Typical load-shortening curve of a stiffened panel.
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2.4 Automatic parameterization of the modelling strategy
The development of an automated parameterization solid model and finite element meshing
capability that can link textile microstructures to the mechanical response of the structure is a
fundamental step towards a methodology for the analysis and optimization of textile composites
[32]. This strategy proposed herein aims at integrating different modelling stages and
simulation tools into a holistic system that can accelerate materials development and transform
the engineering design optimisation process. The multi-scale modelling strategy begins with
the measurement of the matrix and interface mechanical properties to build up a ladder of the
numerical simulation, which takes into account the mechanical properties at different length
scales. The main feature of this strategy is the ability to carry out high fidelity simulations of
the mechanical behaviour of composite structures without any manual intervention.
Python scripts allow the creation and modification of the shape and properties of the
ABAQUS model, the submission of ABAQUS analysis tasks as well as reading from output
databases [33, 34]. Therefore, Python scripts are ideal tools for creating parameterised models
and implementing ABAQUS/CAE analysis. The open source software TexGen, developed by
the University of Nottingham for modelling the geometry of textile structures [23] was used to
pre-process input files for ABAQUS/CAE. In addition, TexGen also has an application
programming interface (API) accessible through the Python language. The combination of
these two software elements is ideal for dealing with textile composite modelling and
mechanical analysis problems. The application of Python script provides a clear methodology
for linking the two codes. For these reasons the present approach integrated the available
modelling tools TexGen and commercial finite element software ABAQUS into a multi-scale
strategy capable of simulating properties and performance of different multi-scale modelling
simulations. In the present study the Python script is run from within the ABAQUS/CAE
interface, which is able to call TexGen library functions, scripted in Python, without real-time
intervention from the user. A standardised procedure can be defined to complete the whole task
from creating the geometry, the mesh generation, the definition of the weaving architecture, the
application of the appropriate boundary conditions, the extraction of the finite element analysis
results to exporting to the next scale analysis process. The Python code not only integrates
multi-scale analysis, data extraction and transmission but also automatically repeats this
analysis process according to the required optimisation needs. This point is of significant
importance for the implementation of optimisation strategies like Genetic Algorithms.
3

DEFINITION OF THE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

3.1 Geometry of a stiffened panel
The stiffened panel considered by the current optimisation procedure is a T-shape stiffened
panel made of MAPPCICC 3D woven glass fibre composite subjected to axial compression
loads. The model of the composite panel with four equally spaced T-type stiffeners is presented
in Figure 8. Geometric dimensions of the panels used in the design are based on a panel having
a width of 840 mm and length of 700 mm. Stiffeners are placed on external edges to avoid edge
buckling. The length of the web and height of the flange are both fixed at 20mm, as shown in
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Figure 8. The thickness of skin, web and flange varied according to weaving patterns. The
architectures of skin and stringers are shown in Figure 9. There are four weft layers yarns in the
skin and 12 in the stiffeners.

Figure 8: Geometrical dimensions of the woven composite stiffened panel

(a) Skin weaving pattern
(b) Stringer weaving pattern
Figure 9: Architecture of 3D weaving pattern

Loading and boundary conditions of the panels are discussed below. The upper and lower
edges of the stiffened panels are supported simply as the only load case considered is axial
compression while the longitudinal edges are free.
3.2 Design variables and cost function
The objective of the present investigation is to minimise the mass of stiffened panels
subjected to the buckling constraints. The weaving parameters are introduced as design
variables of the optimisation problem. The domain of the design space for design parameters
were set based on manufacturing requirements in a real-world engineering design, which is
given in Table 4. The design variables are as shown in Figure 10.
X1, the spacing between weft and loop yarns;
X2, the spacing between close warp and loop yarns;
X3, the thickness of all yarns;
X4, the width of weft yarn;
X5, the width of warp yarns;
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X6, and the widths of loop yarns.

Figure 10: Geometrical parameters of weaving composite

Design parameters
Spacing between weft and loop yarns (mm)
Spacing between warp and loop yarns (mm)
Yarns thickness (mm)
Weft yarn width (mm)
Warp yarn width (mm)
Loop yarn width (mm)

X1
X2
X3
X4
X5
X6

Domain
0-1
0-1
0.1-0.5
0.4-2
0.4-2
0-2

Table 4: Optimisation domain of design variables
The mass of the 3D MAPICC weaving composite stiffened panels, which is utilized as a cost
function, is a function of the design variable. The total mass can be express in the form of the
density and thickness of the representative volume elements.
Minimize:
𝑀𝑀 = 800 × 700 × 𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 × 𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 + 4 × 700 × (20 + 20) × 𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 × 𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

(1)

𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 8 × 𝑋𝑋3

(2)

𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = (𝜌𝜌𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 × 𝑉𝑉𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 + 𝜌𝜌𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 × 𝑉𝑉𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 + 𝜌𝜌𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 × 𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 )/𝑉𝑉𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅_𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

(4)

𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 24 × 𝑋𝑋3

(3)

𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = (𝜌𝜌𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 × 𝑉𝑉𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 + 𝜌𝜌𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 × 𝑉𝑉𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 + 𝜌𝜌𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 × 𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 )/𝑉𝑉𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅_𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

(5)

𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 (𝑥𝑥) > �����
𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

(6)

Where 𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 , 𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 , 𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 , 𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 depend on the weaving architecture of skin and
stringers of stiffened panel, respectively.
According to the minimum allowable design values ����
𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 , ������
𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 and �������
𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 , the performance
constraints can be defined by equation (6). The design variable constraints are based on the
domain of optimisation, as shown in Table 4.
Subject to:
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𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 (𝑥𝑥) > ������
𝐾𝐾𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 (𝑥𝑥) > �������
𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝

Design variables constrains

4

(7)

Here �����
𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 , ������
𝐾𝐾𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 �������
𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 are the allowable loads and axial stiffness selected by the designer.
APPROXIMATION MODELS

Despite rapid increases in computer processing power engineers who use structural
optimisation for design tasks still face high computational costs and time constraints. This is
due to the significant increase in the required fidelity and complexity of the analysis models. In
the current investigation, the optimisation design of woven textile composite stiffened panels
depends on multi-scale analysis models and genetic algorithms, which are both time-consuming
and requesting many iterations in order to obtain an optimal design. Improvements in analysis
methods and optimisation algorithms, particularly the approximation methods, have also played
a significant role in the optimization of composite stiffened panels [1, 3, 22, 25-27]. The
Response surface methodology (RSM), was used in this work to approximate the behaviour of
the composite stiffened panel. Response surface methodology (RSM) is a collection of
mathematical and statistical techniques for empirical model building [28].
4.1 Response surface approximations
Response surface methodology (RSM) involves the design of experiments (DOE) to achieve
adequate and reliable measurement of the response of interest. Response surface methodology
(RSM) is a collection of mathematical and statistical techniques useful for the modelling and
analysis of problems in which a solution is influenced by several variables and the objective is
to optimise this solution. Through careful design of experiments, the objective is to optimise an
output variable which is influenced by several independent input variables. An experiment is a
series of tests in which changes are made to the input variables in order to identify the reasons
for changes in the output response. It was originally developed by G.E.P. Box and K.B. Wilson
in 1951 [36]. RSM also quantifies the relationship between the controllable input parameters
and the obtained response surfaces. If all variables are assumed to be measurable, the response
surface can be expressed as follows:
𝑦𝑦 = 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥1 , 𝑥𝑥2 , 𝑥𝑥3 , ⋯ ⋯ , 𝑥𝑥𝑘𝑘 )

(8)

Where 𝑦𝑦 is the solution of the system, and 𝑥𝑥𝑘𝑘 is the design variable. The goal is to create the
response variable �𝑦𝑦. An important assumption is that the independent variables are continuous
and controllable by experiments with negligible errors. The task then is to find a suitable
approximation for the true functional relationship between independent variables and the
response surface.
Box-Behnken designs (BBD) [37] are a class of rotatable or nearly rotatable second-order
designs based on three-level incomplete factorial designs. Box-Behnken Design is almost
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uniform in its precision of estimates, but usually fewer runs are required than for the central
composites design approach. It is for this reason that BBD was used in the present study to
design the experiments. A cube that consists of the central point and the middle points of the
edges, as shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11: The cube for BBD

Once the desired ranges of values of the variable have been defined, they are coded to lie at
±1 for the factorial points, 0 for the centre points. In this study, coded factor levels for BoxBehnken designs for optimisations involve six design factors, as illustrated in Table 5.
Design parameters
Spacing between weft yarns(mm)
Spacing between warp yarns(mm)
Vertical distance (mm)
Weft yarn width (mm)
Warp yarn width (mm)
Loop yarn width (mm)

-1
0
1
X1 0 0.5 1
X2 0 0.5 1
X3 0.1 0.3 0.5
X4 0.4 1.2 2
X5 0.4 1.2 2
X6 0
1
2

Table 5: The codes of design factors
The experimental design is evaluated for the 6 dimensional spaces of the design variables
defined by the domain of interest, and each level for the six variables was evaluated in the
design. This approximation used second order polynomial functions. 54 sample points of design
were defined using SAS_JMP software for Box-Behnken designs.
The regression process involved in generating an approximation model yields unique insight
into the design parameters. At each sample point, the real responses of composite stiffened
panel are calculated using multiscale finite element analysis models as proposed in section two.
The response surface approximations were constructed by employing all the data. Assuming
that all variables (𝑘𝑘 = 6) were continuous, the approximations 𝑦𝑦� (here Pcr, Kpre, Kpost were
analysed) were performed by second order polynomial functions.
k

k

i =1

i =1

yˆ = β 0 + ∑ β i xi + ∑ β ii xi2 + ∑∑ β ij xi x j + ε
i
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j
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The second-order model contains L= (k+1)(k+2)/2 coefficients. For six variables, the total
number of coefficients is 28. However, some quadratic items will be omitted in order to improve
the prediction accuracy of the response surface according to the significance of the estimated
parameters.
4.2 Response surface of critical load
Because of the cost of non-linear buckling analysis, including the modelling phase, a
response surface was also constructed for the critical load of stiffened panels using the response
surface method. The surrogate modelling for the critical load of the stiffened panel can be
formulated by the equation (10), by adjusting the root mean square in SAS-JMP. The response
surface for the critical load can be express by the equation (10).
𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = 3814.0578510416 × 𝑥𝑥2 − 643.8131261668 × 𝑥𝑥1 − 70421.5061732295 ×
𝑥𝑥3 − 3119.264823671875 × 𝑥𝑥4 − 3377.920670546875 × 𝑥𝑥5 −
32259.890105 × 𝑥𝑥1 × 𝑥𝑥3 − 23369.00596375 × 𝑥𝑥2 × 𝑥𝑥3 +
16174.74247421875 × 𝑥𝑥3 × 𝑥𝑥4 + 20465.70673984375 × 𝑥𝑥3 × 𝑥𝑥5 +
5208.0220541668 × 𝑥𝑥12 + 258326.669408855𝑥𝑥12 + 7788.51839228308

(10)

4.3 Response surface for pre-buckling and post-buckling stiffness

In the same way, the surrogate models for pre-buckling and post-buckling stiffness were
created as shown in equation (11) and (12), respectively. The fit of coefficients was satisfactory,
as shown in the parameters estimates of Table 6.
𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
(11)
= 25587.49999999996 × 𝑥𝑥12 − 79953.75 × 𝑥𝑥1 × 𝑥𝑥3 − 35478.79166666596
× 𝑥𝑥1 − 55911.4583333325 × 𝑥𝑥32 + 4833281.25 × 𝑥𝑥3 × 𝑥𝑥5
− 5868933.5416666655 × 𝑥𝑥3 − 11606.8359375 × 𝑥𝑥52 − 1406028.4375 × 𝑥𝑥5
− 3005.0833333333 × 𝑥𝑥62 − 5688.999999999933 × 𝑥𝑥6
+ 1806081.368055554798
𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
(12)
= 18786.75 × 𝑥𝑥1 − 4422.6666666666 × 𝑥𝑥2 + 45375.84635416669375 × 𝑥𝑥3
+ 9094.89583333325 × 𝑥𝑥4 + 6303.35937499975 × 𝑥𝑥5 − 15655.625 × 𝑥𝑥1 × 𝑥𝑥5
− 7112.109375 × 𝑥𝑥4 × 𝑥𝑥5 − 52616.2760416666875 × 𝑥𝑥32
+ 5820.3450520834375 × 𝑥𝑥52 − 5541.33246527755625

Rsquare Rsquare Adj
Fit of pre-buckling stiffness 0.986
0.983
Fit of post-buckling stiffness 0.968
0.962
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Table 6: Fit of post-buckling stiffness
5 STRUCTURAL OPTIMISATION RESULTS AND MODEL VALIDATION
Once the accurate surrogate models of composite stiffened panel have been constructed by
the response surface method, genetic algorithm (GA) [38] were adopted to optimise the weaving
parameters of the composite laminate under the buckling constraints. GA is a stochastic global
search and optimisation method that mimics natural biological evolution. GA was a good choice
as it is robust and more straightforward to apply in situations where there is little or no a-priori
knowledge about the problem being solved.
Because MATLAB Genetic Algorithm toolbox implements a wide range of genetic and
evolutionary algorithms to solve large and complex real-world design problems, MATLAB GA
toolbox was used to perform parameters optimisation for textile composite designs [39]. In the
current investigation, it was exploited to solve the global optimisation problem with the least
total mass for the stiffened panels. The surrogate models created by the response surface method
were used as the fitness function and nonlinear constraints.
5.1 Optimisation case
The objective of the optimisation problem is to find the lowest possible mass of a stiffened
composite panel. The objective and constraints domain for the weaving optimisation problem
have already been given, and are shown in Table 7.
Objective Function: Minimize M
Design Variables:
0 ≤ 𝑥𝑥1 ≤ 1
0 ≤ 𝑥𝑥2 ≤ 1
0.1 ≤ 𝑥𝑥3 ≤ 0.5
0.4 ≤ 𝑥𝑥4 ≤ 2
0.4 ≤ 𝑥𝑥5 ≤ 2
0 ≤ 𝑥𝑥6 ≤ 2
Constraints:
𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 (𝑥𝑥) > 8000
𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 (𝑥𝑥) > 20000
𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 (𝑥𝑥) > 7500

Table 7: optimisation problem using response surfaces
The population is initialized with 100 individuals, randomly generated in the design domain.
Crossover is applied with a probability of 0.85. The probability of mutation is 0.01 for all the
operators. The initial penalty of constraint parameters was set as 1 and penalty factor as 10. The
stop criterion is defined by allowing a maximum number of 40 generations without
improvement.
5.2 Optimisation results
Thanks to the GA algorithm, the best fitness was obtained after the evolution of 30
generations. The best fitness value was 2.60 kg as shown in Figure 12(b), when the design
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variables 𝑥𝑥1 , 𝑥𝑥2 , 𝑥𝑥3 , 𝑥𝑥4 , 𝑥𝑥5 and 𝑥𝑥6 which are shown in Figure 12(a) were equal to 1, 0.38, 0.27,
2, 1.4 and 0 mm, respectively.
The upper limit of the domain is selected as the initial design points. At the initial design
point, the mass of the model is 4.9 kg, as listed in Table 8. Comparing the mass of the initial
design and optimum design, up to 47% of the total mass of the composite structure was saved.

(a) Best individual of optimisation

(b) Fitness function versus generations(mass: tons)
Figure 12: Optimisation results based on neural network method

𝑥𝑥1 (mm)
𝑥𝑥2 (mm)

Constraint Initial design Design by RSM
0-1
0
1
0-1
0
0.38
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𝑥𝑥3 (mm)
𝑥𝑥4 (mm)
𝑥𝑥5 (mm)
𝑥𝑥6 (mm)
Critical load(N)
Pre-buckling stiffness(N/mm)
Post-buckling stiffness(N/mm)
Mass of model(Kg)

0.1-0.5
0.4-2
0.4-2
0-2
≥8000
≥20000
≥7500

0.1
2
2
2
41369
78321
12675
4.9

0.27
2
1.4
0
8000
20000
16500
2.6

Table 8: Comparison between normal design and optimum design
5.3 Model Validation
In order to guarantee that the optimisation procedure is reliable, a validation finite element
analysis of the optimal panel configuration should be carried out to verify that the behaviour of
the stiffened panel meets the design requirements. At the optimal design point, the critical
buckling parameters obtained by Box-Behnken designs have compared with that obtained by
the multi-scale analysis, as shown in Table 9. The error rate of critical load and pre-buckling
stiffness are not more than 4%; the one of post-buckling stiffness is 19.6%. This is mainly due
to the highly non-linear behaviour of this response that strongly depends on the evolution of
load-shortening path in the deep non-linear region. A more accurate approximated models of
post-buckling stiffness should be constructed for future applications. The results of the
eigenvalue analysis and of non-linear analysis are shown in Figure 13 and Figure 14,
respectively. Four out-of-plane deformed shapes of optimised panels at different shortened
displacements are illustrated in Figure 15; Figure 15(a) and (b) occur at the linear buckling
stage, Figure 15(c) and (d) at the nonlinear buckling stage.
Critical load(N)
Pre-buckling stiffness(N/mm)
Post-buckling stiffness(N/mm)

Box-Behnken designs
8000
20000
16500

Multi-scale FE validation Error rate
8335
4%
20562
2.7%
13799
19.6%

Table 9: Comparison between Box-Behnken designs and multi-scale FE validation

Figure 13: Eigenvalue analysis result
(first buckling mode)

Figure 14: Load-shortening curve for the optimised
stiffened panel.
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(a) Shortening 0.1mm

(b) Shortening 0.2mm

(c) Shortening 2.5 mm
(d) Shortening 4mm
Figure 15: Deformed shapes of optimised stiffened panel

6

CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents a fast and reliable optimisation procedure for the design of stiffened
panels made of 3D orthogonal woven composite subjected to buckling and post-buckling
constraints. The procedure is based on the combination of multi-scale finite element analysis,
design of experiment, Response Surface approximation strategy and Genetic Algorithms
resulting in a minimum mass design.
Three-level hierarchical modelling strategy is proposed to predict the mechanical behaviour
of 3D woven composite stiffened panels, including micro level (fibres-yarns), meso level
(yarns-fabric), and macro level (fabric-panels). A representative volume element enclosing the
characteristic periodically repeated pattern in the fabric weave is isolated and modelled to
homogenize the effective mechanical stiffness of yarns and woven fabric.
To limit the total number of detailed FEM analyses an approximated problem used the
Design of Experiment and Response Surface techniques. Design of experiment was
implemented to definite the sample points for six design factors problem. Box-Behnken designs
are performed to construct the response surfaces of the critical load, as well as the pre- and postbuckling stiffness of the stiffened panels.
A modelling strategy is here proposed covering all the necessary phases, i.e. the finite
element modelling, the multi-scale analysis and the optimisation. The automatic
parameterisation modelling and analysis process is achieved by means of Python scripts
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interface TexGen and ABAQUS software, as well as ad hoc developed scripts written in the
Matlab language for the optimisation.
The optimizing procedure is implemented using Genetic algorithms based on the
approximation models obtained from the Box-Behnken designs. The developed procedure is
validated with an example of a preliminary design of a stiffened panels. The optimal weaving
parameters of the composite stiffened panel with specific buckling constraints are available.
Comparing to the original design, the mass of the optimal panel was reduced by 47%.
The optimal configuration of the stiffened panel is verified using a high fidelity finite
element analysis. The critical load and the load-displacement curve are accurately predicted by
the proposed multi-scale finite element analysis method. Finally, the paper demonstrates that
the proposed optimisation strategy is efficient and reliable for the optimisation of 3D woven
composite structures in the preliminary design stages.
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Abstract. This paper presents an advanced approximate technique for the vibration and buckling analysis of variable stiffness plates. The formulation is based on a variable-kinematic approach and is developed in the context of a variational framework together with the method of
Ritz. Any set of boundary conditions can be accounted for, while the loading conditions are
of pure axial compression. Results are validated against finite element predictions and solutions available in the literature, demonstrating the accuracy of the proposed method in terms
of eigenvalues and modal shape descriptions. A novel set of vibration and buckling results is
provided for moderately thick variable stiffness plates, including monolithic and sandwich configurations.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the past years, an increasing interest has been devoted to the study of composite structures
with curvilinear fiber paths [1–5]. As compared to straight fiber configurations, the adoption of
a continuous variation of the stiffness properties can provide significant advantages on the final
design. Previous works have demonstrated large benefits in terms of buckling response under
compression and shear for panels with and without holes. Furthermore, the increased number
of design variables extends the tailoring capabilities offered by composites to meet not only
buckling requirements, but also those on the fundamental frequency.
Despite the relatively large number of research studies dealing with tow-placed panels, analytical and semi-analytical techniques have been mainly restricted to zero- and first-order theories
[6–8]. Furthermore, large part of the works limits the analysis to simply-supported boundary
conditions, while free and clamped conditions – and combinations of them – have been rarely
assessed.
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The present work aims to fill this gap by presenting a novel semi-analytical approach for the
analysis of variable stiffness panels. The theory relies on plate variable-kinematic theory applied in conjunction with the method of Ritz. The resulting approach is here denoted as vk-Ritz
method.
Based on previous works by the authors for straight fiber panels [9–11], the semi-analytical
model has been extended to account for a continuous variation of the orientation angles in the
space. The problem is developed by adopting a displacement-based approach, where the three
components of the displacement field are expanded using Chebyshev polynomials and boundary
characteristic functions. In the context of a variational framework, the set of equations governing the discrete problem is obtained for the buckling and the free vibration analysis.
The vk-Ritz method is validated against results available in the literature, and is here adopted
to present reference solutions, using theories of various order, for the buckling and vibrating
modes of sandwich and monolithic variable stiffness panels.
2. VARIABLE STIFFNESS PANELS
The analysis method is developed for the analysis of composite plates obtained by the stacking of plies with non-straight fibers; both thin and moderately thick plates are considered. A
sketch of the panel is reported in Figure 1, where the reference system and the dimensions of
the plate are illustrated. In particular, the panel is characterized by length a and width b. It is
obtained by the stacking of a number Nl of plies, each one characterized by thickness hk , for a
total thickness equal to h.
A Cartesian coordinate system is taken such that the x-axis is directed parallel to the longitudinal edge of length a, and the y-axis is parallel to the transverse edge of length b. The four sides
of the panel are numbered in a counterclockwise direction, as reported in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Multilayered plate dimensions and reference system.
The four panel edges can be subjected to any combination of clamped, simply-supported and
free boundary conditions, while the loading case, for the buckling analysis, is restricted to the
pure axial compression, as discussed later.
Different approaches can be assumed to express the fiber angle variation: Lobatto and Lagrange
polynomials [6, 12], NURBS [13], or linear interpolation within control points [14] are few but
examples. In this study, the fiber angle is allowed to vary along the x or the y direction with
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a linear law, but it is never function of both the coordinates. Therefore, stiffness variation can
be achieved along one of the two directions. In case of fiber variation along the x axis, the
orientation angle at a generic point of the panel domain is expressed as [15]:
θ(x) =

2 (T1 − T0 )
|x| + T0
a

(1)

where T0 is the orientation angle at the center of the panel, i.e. x = 0, while T1 is the fiber
orientation at the panel edge, i.e. x = ±a/2. By integration of Eq. (1), the coordinates y of the
fiber passing through the origin are obtained as:






2 (T1 − T0 )
a
x + T0 − ln cos (T0 )
ln cos
y=
if x > 0
(2)

2 (T0 − T1 ) 
a






2 (T0 − T1 )
a
x + T0 − ln cos (T0 )
ln cos
y=
if x < 0
(3)

2 (T1 − T0 ) 
a
Similar equations are easily derived for the case of fiber orientations varying along the direction
y. To illustrate the path of a generic fiber passing through the center of the plate, a sketch is
presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Fiber passing through the origin and linearly varying orientation along x.
The fiber orientation angles are positive in the counterclockwise direction, according to the notation of Figure 2. As outlined by Akhavan and Ribeiro [16], two strategies can be implemented
to place the other fibers starting from the reference path, the parallel and the shifted method.
The former consists in placing the fibers such that each point lies at constant distance from the
reference fiber, the latter consists in translating the reference fiber along, in this case, the y axis.
In this study, it is assumed that the shifted method is adopted for the fiber placement.
Following the classical notation for variable stiffness panels [17], the layer [Φ < T0 |T1 >] denotes a fiber path with orientation angle varying from T0 , at the center of the panel, to T1 at the
panel edge, as illustrated in Figure 2. When Φ is equal to 0, the fiber varies its orientation along
the x axis, whereas Φ = 90 denotes a variation along the y direction.
Regarding the vibration analysis, no assumptions are introduced on the stacking sequence of
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the laminate. In this case, any kind of elastic coupling is accounted for, including those due to
membrane or flexural anisotropy, as well as those arising from unsymmetric stacking sequences.
For the buckling analysis, the class of laminates is restricted to the case of symmetric and balanced laminates. In any case, this assumption is not too restrictive as typical aeronautical panels
are commonly designed under the constraint of symmetric stacking and null in-plane anisotropy.
3. VARIABLE-KINEMATIC FORMULATION
The variable-kinematic model is developed by adopting a variational approach. The problem
is stated starting from the Lagrangian of the system, which reads:
L=U −T

(4)

where U is the strain energy an T is the kinetic energy. In particular, the strain energy associated
to the plate of Figure 1 is written as:
N

l
1X
U=
2 k=1

Z Z
Ω

zk+1
zk

 T

T
T
ǫkp σ kp + ǫkn σ kn + ǫkpnl σ kp0 dz dΩ

(5)

where Ω denotes the domain [−a/2 a/2] × [−b/2 b/2]. The first two contributions are due
to the internal work of in-plane and normal stress components, while the third contribution
accounts for the initial state of stress, hereinafter denoted as pre-buckling state.
In the expression of Eq. (5), the components of the deformation and stress tensors are split into
the in-plane and normal contributions, according to the definitions:
oT
oT
n
n
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
(6)
σ p = σxx σyy τxy
ǫp = ǫxx ǫyy γxy
ǫkn

=

n

k
γxz

k
γyz

ǫkzz

oT

σ kn

=

n

k
τxz

k
τyz

and the vector accounting for the initial stress state is defined as:
oT
n
k
k
k
σ0yy
τ0xy
σ kp0 = σ0xx

k
σzz

oT

(7)

(8)

The three components of Eq. (8) define the pre-buckling state of the plate and are determined
from an initial linear analysis, whose details are discussed later. The work-conjugated term to
Eq. (8) is the nonlinear part of the Green-Lagrange strain tensor, which is expressed as:
 
 

2
2
2


1
k
k
k

u,x + v,x ϕ + w,x 


2




 
 

k
2
2
2
1
k
k
(9)
ǫpnl =
ϕ + w,y
uk,y + v,y
2











k k
k k
 uk,x uk,y + v,x
w,y 
v,y ϕ + w,x
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where the scalar ϕ is null if von Kármán approximation is adopted, and is equal to one otherwise; the terms uk , v k and wk are the components of the displacement field. In the notation here
adopted, the comma followed by an index denotes differentiation with respect to that index.
The expression of the kinetic energy reads:
N

l
1X
T =
2 k=1

Z Z
Ω

zk+1

T

ρk u̇k u̇k dz dΩ

(10)

zk

where ρk is the k-th ply density, and the displacement vector uk is:
oT
n
uk = uk v k wk

(11)

The formulation is developed in the context of a displacement-based approach, so the ply constitutive equation and the strain-displacement relations are introduced to express the strain energy
U as function of the displacement components.
Referring to the vector-like organization of the stress and strain components of Eqs. (6) and (7),
the ply constitutive law, expressed in the global reference system, reads:
k

k

k

k

σ kp = C̃pp (x, y) ǫkp + C̃pn (x, y) ǫkn
σ kn = C̃np (x, y) ǫkp + C̃nn (x, y) ǫkn

(12)

where the matrices C̃ik are functions of the position due to the steering of fibers.
In a similar fashion, the strain-displacement relations are expressed as:
ǫkp = Dp uk
ǫkn = Dn uk +

∂ k
u
∂z

where the differential operators Dp and Dn are defined as:




(·),x 0 0
0 0 (·),x




Dp =  0 (·),y 0
Dn = 0 0 (·),y 
(·),y (·),x 0
0 0 0

(13)

(14)

The total potential energy is re-written by substituting Eqs. (12)-(14) into Eq. (5). The expression so obtained is:
(
Nl Z Z zk+1



T  k
1X
k
k
k
k
k
+
U=
Dp u
C̃pp Dp u + C̃pn Dn u + u,z
2 k=1 Ω zk
(15)
)


T  k

k
T
C̃np Dp uk + C̃nn Dn uk + uk,z + ǫkpnl σ kp0 dz dΩ
+ Dn uk + uk,z
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The last term of Eq. (15), which is due to the pre-buckling state, can be conveniently re-written
as:
T

T
ǫkpnl σ kp0 = Dnl uk Σkp0 Dnl uk
(16)

with:



Σkp0


(·),x 0
0


0
0 
(·),y


 0 (·),x 0 
Dnl = 

0 
 0 (·),y


0 (·),x 
 0
0
0 (·),y


"
#
ϕσ kp0
0
0
σ
τ


0xx
0xy
ϕσ kp0 0 
σ kp0 =
= 0
τ0xy σ0yy
k
0
0
σ p0

(17)

(18)

It is worth observing that, in the present study, the pre-buckling stress is described by considering only the in-plane components σ0xx , σ0yy and τ0xy . For many practical situations, including
the case of a symmetric and balanced laminate loaded in compression, the other stress components are effectively null. However, no restriction exists in extending the presented approach to
consider a more complex pre-buckling state.
After substitution of Eq. (16) into Eq. (15), the displacement-based expression of the total potential energy is obtained as:
(
Nl Z Z zk+1



T  k
1X
k
k
k
k
k
U=
Dp u
C̃pp Dp u + C̃pn Dn u + u,z +
2 k=1 Ω zk
T  k



k
k
k
k
k
k
(19)
C̃np Dp u + C̃nn Dn u + u,z +
+ Dn u + u,z

T

k
k
k
+ Dnl u
dz dΩ
Σp0 Dnl u
3.1 Displacement field approximation
By adopting the unified approach discussed in Ref. [9], the displacement field is approximated, by separation of variables, as:
uk (ξ, η, ζ) = Fτ (ζ) ukτ (ξ, η)

(20)

where the nondimensional coordinates ξ and η are introduced by the transformation of coordinates:
x
y
ξ=
η=
(21)
a
b
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The repeated index τ of Eq. (20) implies the summatory according to the Einsten’s convention.
The term Fτ denotes the thickness functions and depends on the kind of theory adopted, as well
as its order. In particular, a set of equivalent layer theories, denoted as EDn, is obtained by
assuming Fτ as a set of polynomial functions defined by:
Fτ = ζ τ

τ = 0, 1, . . . , N

with

(22)

while a set of layerwise theories, denoted as LDn, can be derived by assuming, for each ply
composing the lay-up, the following set of functions:
Ft =

1 + ζk
;
2

Fb =

1 − ζk
;
2

Fr = Pr (ζk ) − Pr−2 (ζk )

with

r = 2, . . . , N

(23)

where Pr are Legendre polynomials of order r.
According to the approach proposed by Dozio and Carrera [9], the generalized displacement
components ukτ are approximated with a Ritz-like expansion as:




Nuτ i
0
0
 ckuτ i 



k
k
Nvτ i
0  cvτ i = Nτ i ckτi
uτ (ξ, η) =  0
(24)


0
0
Nwτ i ckwτ i 

The admissible functions Nlτ i are those relative to the component l of the displacement, and are
chosen according to the boundary conditions. Assuming the separation of the variables, they
are represented as:
Nlτ i (ξ, η) = Φlτ m (ξ) Ψlτ n (η)

with

m, n = 1, . . . , P

(25)

and, in turn, the functions Φ and Ψ are obtained as:
Ψuτ n (η) = guτ (ξ) pn (η)

Φuτ m (ξ) = fuτ (ξ) pm (η)

(26)

where f and g are boundary compliant functions whose definition can be found in Ref. [9], and
the terms pl are Chebyshev polynomials given by:


pl = cos (l − 1) arccos (ξ)
(27)

The expression of the strain energy, under the approximation of the Ritz method, is obtained
after substituting Eqs. (20)-(27) into Eq. (19) as:
Nl X
N X
M


1X
T
ckτ i Kkτsij + Gkτsij cksj
U=
2 k=1 τ,s=1 i,j=1

7
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where Kkτsij and Gkτsij are the fundamental nuclei of the stiffness and geometric stiffness matrices, respectively, whose expression is obtained as:
Z 1Z 1

T  k k
k
k
k
k
Kτ sij =
N
C̃
Dp Nτ i
Eτ s C̃pp Dp Nsj + Eτks C̃pn Dn Nsj + Eδτ
s pn sj +
−1 −1


k
k
k
T
k
k
k
(29)
+ (Dn Nτ i ) Eτ s C̃np Dp Nsj + Eτ s C̃nn Dn Nsj + Eδτ s C̃nn Nsj +
 ab

k
k
k
T
k
k
k
dξ dη
+Nτ i Eδτ s C̃np Dp Nsj + Eδτ s C̃nn Dn Nsj + Eδτ δs C̃nn Nsj
4
Z 1Z 1
ab
k
(Dnl Nτ i )T Σkp0 Dnl Nsj Eτks
Gτ sij =
dξ dη
(30)
4
−1 −1
Similarly, the maximum kinetic energy associated to an harmonic motion of the plate is:
Nl X
N X
M
ω2 X
T
ckτ i Mkτsij cksj
T =
2 k=1 τ,s=1 i,j=1

where the mass matrix nucleus reads:
Z
k
Mτ sij =

1
−1

Z

1
−1

E τ s ρk N T
ti Nsj

ab
dξ dη
4

(31)

(32)

The governing equations are obtained by expanding the nuclei over the indexes τ , s, i and j, and
assembling them according to the procedure outlined in Ref. [9]. By imposing the first variation
of the functional of Eq. (4) to vanish, the governing equations are obtained as:

−ω 2 M + K + G c = 0
(33)

which is the eigenvalue problem corresponding to the vibration analysis of a plate in presence
of a pre-load. The natural vibration problem of the unloaded plate is derived from Eq. (33) by
considering null loading stiffness G, and so:

−ω 2 M + K c = 0
(34)

The buckling problem can be recovered from Eq. (33) by introducing the unknown multiplier
of the pre-buckling condition λ. The eigenvalue problem is then:
(K + λG) c = 0

(35)

From the solution of Eqs. (34) and (35), the modal and the buckling shapes are obtained as
the eigenvectors of the problem, while the eigenvalues correspond to the square of the angular
frequency and the buckling multiplier, respectively. It is worth noting that the buckling problem
is, in general, non-positive definite, and the buckling condition is that one corresponding to the
smallest positive eigenvalue.
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3.2 PRE-BUCKLING ANALYSIS
Under specific assumptions regarding the boundary conditions and the fiber steering law,
the pre-buckling condition can be obtained in a closed-form manner with no need to solve
the linear static problem numerically. A discussion regarding the linear response of variable
stiffness panels is found in Ref. [15, 17].
In this paper, it is assumed that the panel is loaded with an imposed edge displacement equal
to ∆u, uniform along the transverse edges, while the longitudinal edges are free to translate,
but forced to remain straight. The assumption of straight edges is representative of the typical
deformation pattern of the skin of stringer-stiffened panels, where the in-plane bending stiffness
of the stringers forces the skin edges to remain straight [18–20]. A picture illustrating the
loading condition and the pre-buckling deformation pattern is given in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Undeformed (gray) and deformed (black) configurations in the pre-buckling state.
Depending on whether the orientation angle varies along the x- or y-axis (Case A and Case B,
respectively), two distinct, exact, pre-buckling solutions can be determined as outlined in the
following.
Case A - Orientation angle variable along x
This pre-buckling configuration corresponds to a panel exhibiting stiffness variation along
the axis x, therefore not allowing for load redistribution along the width when a displacement
is imposed along the x-direction. Referring to the approach proposed by Gürdal and Olmedo
[15], the in-plane force resultants are obtained as:
Nx = N0
A12 (x)
A22 (x)A11 (x) − A12 (x)2 c
Ny =
N0 −
N0
A11 (x)
A11 (x)
d
Nxy = 0

9
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where N0 denotes the constant in-plane compressive force per unit length associated to the
imposed displacement ∆u. The in-plane stiffness terms Aik are defined as:
!
!
Nl
Nl
k2
k
k
X
X
C̃
C̃
C̃
k
k
C̃11
− 13
A11 =
C̃12
− 13 k 23 hk
hk
A12 =
k
C̃33
C̃33
k=1
k=1
(37)
!
!
Nl
Nl
k
k
k
k
X
X
C̃ C̃
C̃ C̃
k
k
C̃66
− 36 k 36 hk
C̃22
− 23 k 23 hk A66 =
A22 =
C̃33
C̃33
k=1
k=1
and the scalar terms c and d are given by the expressions:
Z a/2
A12 (x)
c=
dx
A11 (x)
0
Z a/2
A22 (x)A11 (x) − A12 (x)2
dx
d=
A11 (x)
0

(38)

The results of Eq. (36) illustrate that the axial force resultant is constant over the entire panel
domain, and the shear load is identically null. The in-plane boundary condition of straight
longitudinal edges determines the onset of a non null transverse force per unit length Ny , and
whose resultant is zero.
The relation between the imposed axial displacement and the force resultant N0 can be derived
as:
Z a/2
d + cA12 (x)
dx N0
(39)
∆u =
A11 (x)d
−a/2
Case B - Orientation angle variable along y
Case B deals with variable stiffness panels characterized by a steering of the fibers along
the y-direction. From the compressive buckling point of view, this is the most interesting configuration. Indeed, the possibility of tailoring the fiber angle in the transverse direction can be
exploited to achieve load redistribution at the panel edges, with consequent improvements on
the buckling load.
In this case, the closed-form solution for the pre-buckling stress resultants is:
"
#
A12 (y)2 ∆u
Nx = A11 (y) −
A22 (y)
a
(40)
Ny = 0
Nxy = 0
As opposed to Case A, not only the shear resultant Nxy is null, but also the transverse in-plane
forces are null, meaning that no reacting forces are needed to enforce the condition of straight
edges.
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In this case, the panel stiffness is not constant in the transverse direction and, accordingly, the
profile of the axial force Nx varies along the y-coordinate, as seen from the first of Eq. (40).
It is then useful to introduce the average value of the axial force pre unit length carried by the
panel as:
Z
1 b/2
Nx (y) dy
(41)
Nx,avg =
b −b/2
3.3 Ply stresses
Once the in-plane stress resultant are available from Eq. (36) or Eq. (40), the ply stresses are
determined at each integration point referring to the ply constitutive law and assuming vanishing
stress σ0zz :
!
!
k2
k
k
C̃
C̃
C̃
k
k
k
− 13
σ0xx
= C̃11
− 23 k 13 ǫ0yy
ǫ0xx + C̃12
k
C̃33
C̃33
!
!
k
k
k2
C̃
C̃
C̃
k
k
k
− 13 k 23 ǫ0xx + C̃22
σ0yy
= C̃12
− 23 ǫ0yy
(42)
C̃33
C̃33
!
!
k
k
k2 k
C̃
C̃
C̃
C̃
k
k
k
− 13 k 36 ǫ0xx + C̃26
− 23 k 36 ǫ0yy
σ0xy
= C̃16
C̃33
C̃33
where the shear deformations γ0xy are identically null due to the assumption of balanced laminate. T the longitudinal and transverse deformations, which are equal for each ply of the
laminate, are:

1
A
N
−
A
N
ǫ0xx =
22
x
12
y
A11 A22 − A212
(43)

1
ǫ0yy =
−A
N
+
A
N
12 x
11 y
A11 A22 − A212
The ply stresses, as determined from Eq. (42), are substituted into Eq. (30) and the expression
of the geometric stiffness nucleus is determined.
4. RESULTS
The results obtained with the present vk-Ritz method are presented with regard to the vibration and buckling analysis of a number of variable stiffness panels. To check the accuracy of
the predictions, the results are compared with those available in the literature and with Abaqus
finite element analyses. A set of novel results is proposed for various combinations of boundary conditions and using theories of different orders, including equivalent layer and layerwise
approaches. Due to the lack of refined solutions for variable stiffness plates, these results are
an interesting reference for future studies in this field. The panels under investigation are not
restricted to the case of monolithic constructions, but include also a set of sandwich panels with
variable stiffness face-sheets.
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Two CFRP materials and one aluminum honey-comb, representative of typical aerospace structures, are assumed in the examples discussed in the next. The elastic properties of the materials
are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1: Material properties.

Material 1 [16]
Material 2 [21]
Core

E11
(MPa)
173000
161000
260

E22 = E33
(MPa)
7200
11380
260

G12
(MPa)
3760
5170
260

G13 = G23
(MPa)
3760
5170
variable

ν12 = ν13 = ν23
0.29
0.32
0.3

ρ
(kg/m3 )
1540
1540
68

For Material 1, the orthotropy ratio E11 /E22 is equal to 24 and, for Material 2, it is 14. As discussed in the next, thick variable stiffness panels can undergo local, undesired, buckling modes
much more frequently than straight fiber configurations. For this reason, materials with higher
values of orthotropy ratio, which in fact would tend to promote local buckling modes, are not
accounted for.
4.1 Vibration analysis
Free vibrations are investigated by considering a configuration taken from Ref. [16]. The
panel is made of Material 1 and has dimensions a and b equal to 1000 mm × 1000 mm. The
laminate is obtained by the stacking of three plies at [0<0|45>, 0<-45|-60>, 0<0|45>], meaning
that the fibers are varying along the x direction. In any case, the geometry of the panel and the
fact that no pre-loadings are accounted for make the panel response indistinguishable from that
of a panel with the same lay-up, but fiber orientation variable along the y direction. The stacking
sequence is unsymmetric and unbalanced, therefore the laminate exhibits the elastic couplings
due to membrane and flexural anisotropy. The total thickness h is taken equal to 10 mm and
100 mm, so that the effect of different width to thickness ratios can be assessed.
As a preliminary investigation, the convergence of the method is assessed for the first four vibrating modes of the panel with b/h equal to 100 and simply-supported along the four edges.
The kinematic theory is ED2, and the number of functions P varies from 4 to 14.
The results are summarized in Table 2 in terms of the angular frequencies ω. The percent differences in the parenthesis are referred to the finite element predictions obtained with high-fidelity
Abaqus models based on S4R shell elements.
The results of Table 2 demonstrate the good matching between the frequencies predicted with
the Ritz method and Abaqus, provided a sufficient number of terms is used to approximate the
deflected shape. When P≥10, the differences are below 1% for all the four vibration modes.
The results obtained with the Ritz method lead to higher values in comparison to the finite element ones, the only exception being the frequency associated to Mode 3 and P=14. On the basis
of these results, a number of function corresponding to P=10 is adopted for all the subsequent
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Table 2: Preliminary convergence study. Natural frequencies (rad/s) for SSSS panel of Material 1, b/h=100 and ED2 theory.

P
4
6
8
10
12
14
Abaqus

Mode 1

Mode 2

Mode 3

Mode 4

372.04 (4.69%)
361.88 (1.83%)
359.35 (1.12%)
358.01 (0.75%)
357.29 (0.54%)
356.80 (0.41%)
355.36

665.91 (13.39%)
599.18 (2.03%)
592.18 (0.84%)
590.21 (0.50%)
589.25 (0.34%)
588.63 (0.23%)
587.25

1235.59 (28.52%)
987.80 (2.74%)
964.18 (0.29%)
962.26 (0.09%)
961.41 (0.00%)
960.98 (-0.05%)
961.42

1361.33 (26.98%)
1089.37 (1.61%)
1076.56 (0.42%)
1074.71 (0.24%)
1073.68 (0.15%)
1073.07 (0.09%)
1072.1

analyses.
To further investigate the quality of the predictions, the comparison is presented in terms of
eigenmodes. The contour plot of the first four eigenvectors is reported in Figure 4, where
Abaqus results are presented in Figures 4(a) to 4(d) and those computed using the Ritz method
are shown in Figures 4(e) to 4(h).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 4: First four vibrating modes for SSSS panel of Material 1 and b/h=100.
(a)-(d) Abaqus, (e)-(h) Ritz method.
The comparison reveals the excellent agreement in terms of shape, demonstrating the ability of
the method to correctly capture the number of half-waves as well as their skew.
The comparison between theories of various order is summarized in Table 3 for the panel dis-
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cussed in the previous example, including also the results relative to a thicker configuration with
b/h=10. The table reports also the frequencies obtained by Ribeiro et al. [22] using a thirdorder finite element formulation. Abaqus results are taken as reference to compute the percent
differences reported in the parenthesis.
Table 3: Natural frequencies (rad/s) for SSSS panel of Material 1.
Method

Mode
1

2

3

4

961.42
960.36 (-0.11%)
962.26 (0.09%)
961.47 (0.01%)
959.65 (-0.18%)

1072.1
1075.21 (0.29%)
1074.71 (0.24%)
1073.44 (0.12%)
1073.35 (0.12%)

b/h=10
4672.1
6918.7
4688.30 (0.35%) 7000.96 (1.19%)
4840.20 (3.60%) 7298.52 (5.49%)
4682.86 (0.23%) 6995.70 (1.11%)
4654.18 (-0.38%) 6983.76 (0.94%)

7334.8
7324.22 (-0.14%)
7620.30 (3.89%)
7329.26 (-0.08%)
7275.15 (-0.81%)

b/h=100
Abaqus
p-version Ref. [22]
ED2
ED4
LD2

355.36
358.49 (0.88%)
358.01 (0.75%)
357.81 (0.69%)
357.54 (0.61%)

Abaqus
p-version
ED2
ED4
LD2

2908.2
2934.69 (0.91%)
3004.69 (3.32%)
2924.39 (0.56%)
2913.51 (0.18%)

587.25
589.90 (0.45%)
590.21 (0.50%)
589.82 (0.44%)
589.44 (0.37%)

For the thin plate configuration, i.e. b/h=100, the differences between the results obtained with
ED2, ED4 and LD2 are almost null. As expected, the response of a thin plate is accurately
described using low-order EDn theories. Different considerations can be drawn for the panel
with b/h=10, where the adoption of the ED2 theory leads to errors as high as 5.5%. On the
other hand ED4 and LD2 results are in close agreement with Abaqus predictions.
Additional results are summarized in Table 4 considering, in this case, clamped boundary conditions along the four edges.
Again, close matching is observed for all the theories when b/h=100, while thicker configurations demand for ED4 or layerwise theories.
4.2 Buckling analysis
In this second part, buckling results are discussed for sandwich panel configurations. Following Coburn and Weaver [21], the face-sheets are made of Material 2, while the core is an
aluminum honey-comb whose elastic properties are reported in Table 1.
The face-sheets are obtained by the stacking of eight plies of thickness equal to 0.125 mm. The
core has thickness 8 mm, and the total panel thickness is 10 mm. To investigate the effect of
relatively low values of the parameter b/h, a number of preliminary analyses was performed.
Indeed, the failure modes of thick variable stiffness panels, as opposed to straight fiber configurations, tend to be dominated by core crushing mechanisms and highly localized modes.
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Table 4: Natural frequencies (rad/s) for CCCC panel of Material 1.
Method

Mode
1

2

Abaqus
p-version Ref. [22]
ED2
ED4
LD2

579.73
579.40 (-0.06)
580.90 (0.20)
580.16 (0.07)
580.10 (0.06)

3
b/h=100
822.46
1229.90
821.53 (-0.11) 1225.79 (-0.33)
824.23 (0.22)
1230.71 (0.07)
823.19 (0.09) 1229.01 (-0.07)
822.96 (0.06) 1228.53 (-0.11)

Abaqus
p-version Ref. [22]
ED2
ED4
LD2

3769.60
3856.60 (2.31)
3978.92 (5.55)
3829.60 (1.59)
3822.47 (1.40)

b/h=10
5626.80
7466.90
5711.95 (1.51) 7743.34 (3.70)
5916.12 (5.14) 7990.79 (7.02)
5686.61 (1.06) 7628.83 (2.17)
5662.50 (0.63) 7619.73 (2.05)

4
1496.60
1493.76 (-0.19)
1498.28 (0.11)
1494.34 (-0.15)
1493.97 (-0.18)

8308.30
8406.57 (1.18)
8763.59 (5.48)
8363.81 (0.67)
8308.45 (0.00)

This behaviour, which is exacerbated by fiber steering configurations leading to noticeable load
redistribution towards the edges, is not desirable from a design point of view. Furthermore, the
present vk-Ritz approach can hardly predict local modes efficiently, as the shape functions are
defined at global level. Therefore, a careful selection of the ply orientations is needed to ensure
that the buckling modes are of global type.
For the present sandwich configuration, the stacking sequence is taken equal to [90±<45|30>]2s .
In addition to guaranteeing a global instability mechanism, this is an attractive configuration as
it is characterized by improved buckling loads with respect to the optimal straight fiber ±45
configuration. The steering from 45 to 30 degrees when moving from the center to the panel
edge determines a beneficial pre-buckling load redistribution and leads to higher buckling loads.
As demonstrated by Coburn and Weaver [21], the core transverse shear stiffness is another parameter influencing the onset of core crushing mechanisms, as low values of the transverse
shear moduli tend to promote local modes. In this first analysis, the two moduli G13 and G23 ,
hereinafter denoted as Gcore , are taken equal to 1000 MPa and correspond to a high density
honey-comb.
Buckling loads are reported in Table 5 for a moderately thick and thin square plates characterized by b/h=20 and 50. Four different boundary conditions are considered, and Abaqus results
are reported for comparison purposes.
The results of Table 5 illustrate the inadequacy of FSDT theory in the case of b/h=20 . Taking
LD1 results as a reference, percent differences of FSDT predictions can be as high as 16%.
Similarly ED2 theory leads to a maximum difference of approximately 15%. What is worth
observing is that even ED4 theory leads to a maximum difference of 2% for the CSCF case.
Consequently, a layerwise approach is recommended to obtain refined buckling results. With
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Table 5: Buckling force per unit length Nx,avg (N/mm) for square sandwich panels with
Gcore =1000 MPa.
SSSS
FSDT
ED2
ED4
LD1
FEM

3807.59
3730.29
3533.29
3493.57
3516.74

CSCS
CSCF
b/h = 20
5303.92 2451.66
5203.82 2425.76
4677.36 2187.32
4585.61 2148.99
4638.46 2155.33

CCCC

SSSS

6502.52
6369.32
5570.16
5442.68
5470.8

662.02
646.97
640.75
639.64
639.48

CSCS
CSCF
b/h = 50
1008.71 471.75
984.72 464.88
963.72 452.46
959.69 450.25
962.19 450.95

CCCC
1296.78
1261.69
1226.24
1219.68
1218.82

this regard it is highlighted that the results of LD1 theory are slightly smaller than those obtained with Abaqus – the maximum difference is approximately 1% – presumably due to the
inadequacy of the Abaqus S4R shells to analyze such a thick plate coniguration.
Regarding the results relative to b/h=50, corresponding to a moderately thin plate, a close
matching is observed between Abaqus and LD1 theory. It is interesting to highlight that FSDT
are still overconservative, with a maximum difference of 6% with respect to LD1 results. On
the other hand, ED4 are very close to LD1 results, leading to buckling loads higher by less than
0.7%.
To summarize, the adoption of a layerwise theory is necessary to achieve accurate results for
the configurations characterized by b/h=20, while ED4 theory could be enough to guarantee
precise buckling predictions when the relative thickness of the plate is increased to b/h=50.
To assess the effects due to the stiffness of the core, an additional set of analyses is performed
by reducing the parameter Gcore for 1000 MPa to 125 MPa. The results are summarized in
Table 6. In this case, the parameter b/h is fixed to 50, as the effect of reducing the core stiffness
would determine core crushing-dominated configurations. In order to provide a complete set of
benchmark results, four different kind of boundary conditions are presented.
As observed from Table 6, the reduction of the core stiffness determines a reduction of the
buckling loads. Referring to LD1 results and CCCC boundary conditions, it can be seen that
the buckling load drops by 33% when the core stiffness is reduced from 1000 to 125 MPa. This
effect is not captured by low-order ED theories. For instance, FSDT theory predicts a drop
which is smaller than 3%. Extending this observation to a more general conclusion, it is remarked that the reduction of the core stiffness determines the need for higher-order theories to
obtain accurate buckling predictions. It is interesting to note that, despite the ratio b/h is not
particularly small, FSDT leads to unacceptable errors in all the cases here presented. Referring
to the fully clamped panel, the errors range from 6% to 36%. Even ED2 theory is not adequate, with errors ranging from 3% to 34%. The fourth-order theory ED4 guarantees percent
differences, computed with respect to LD1, below 2% only for Gcore ≥ 500 MPa. As the core
stiffness is reduced, the maximum differences are 4% and 10% for Gcore equal to 250 and 125
MPa, respectively.
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Table 6: Buckling force per unit length Nx,avg (N/mm) for square sandwich panels with b/h=50.
SSSS
FSDT
ED2
ED4
LD1

662.01
646.97
640.75
639.64

CSCS
CSCF
Gcore =1000 MPa
1008.71 471.75
984.72 464.88
963.72 452.46
959.69 450.25

FSDT
ED2
ED4
LD1

657.34
642.42
603.81
594.37

Gcore =250 MPa
992.86 462.29
969.27 455.70
850.31 396.67
823.57 384.47

CCCC

SSSS

1296.78
1261.69
1226.24
1219.68

659.33
644.35
627.12
623.80

CSCS
CSCF
Gcore = 500 MPa
999.54 466.16
975.79 459.46
919.83 429.66
909.16 424.44

CCCC

1269.26
1235.10
1046.37
1005.72

656.10
641.20
568.46
543.22

Gcore = 125 MPa
988.68 459.94 1262.12
965.20 453.41 1228.19
755.48 354.12 903.09
693.80 327.28 811.70

1280.79
1246.24
1154.80
1138.03

Therefore, it is concluded that the use of EDn theories, despite the clear advantages from a
computational point of view, is not an appropriate choice when dealing with sandwich variable
stiffness panels. For relatively stiff cores, ED4 could be used but, to a more general extent, a
layerwise theory is the most appropriate strategy.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The paper has discussed a variable kinematic approach for the vibration and buckling analysis of variable stiffness plates based on the Ritz method.
The present vk-Ritz formulation offers the major advantage of making it possible the analysis
of any combination of boundary conditions. Furthermore, high-order and layerwise theories
are embedded in the formulation thanks to the unified approach. Therefore, refined vibration
and buckling results can be obtained for panels characterized by small width-to-thickness ratios
and, in the case of sandwich configurations, by relatively low core stiffnesses. These capabilities have been exploited to derive a number of results that provide a useful benchmark for future
investigations on these structures.
The vibration analysis has been discussed with regard to monolithic configurations, illustrating
close agreement between results obtained with the present formulation and those available in the
literature. In this case, ED4 and layerwise theories guaranteed refined results for thick plates
with b/h=10. With regard to buckling analysis, the investigation was confined to sandwich
configurations, for which a small number of results is available in the literature. As opposed
to straight fiber configurations, the analysis of thick plates should be carefully carried out, as
many configurations may suffer from shear crushing instabilities. The results clearly illustrate
that FSDT and even ED2 theory lead to highly inaccurate predictions in most of the cases.
Therefore, a careful selection of the plate theory is recommended. For typical aerospace materials, ED4 theory can be adequate provided the core is moderately stiff. On the other hand,
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a layerwise theory is necessary when dealing with low density cores, characterized by small
transverse shear stiffness.
Future work will be directed towards the introduction of efficient techniques to capture local
modes that may characterize the response of sandwich panels.
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Abstarct. In this paper, the coupled and uncoupled thermoelasticity problems for a rotating
disk subjected to thermal and mechanical shock loads are analytically solved. Axisymmetric
thermal and mechanical boundary conditions are considered in general forms of arbitrary
heat transfer and traction, respectively, at the inner and outer radii of the disk. To solve the
thermoelasticity problems based on the classical and generalized coupled theories, and
dynamic and quasi static uncoupled theories, an analytical procedure based on the FourierBessel transform is employed. Closed-form formulations are presented for temperature and
displacement fields. The results of the present formulations are in good agreement with the
numerical results available in the literature. The radial distribution and time history of
temperature, displacement and stresses for the different theories of thermoelasticity in the
disk are shown to provide a basis for the comparison of the results.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Rotating disks subjected to thermal loads are widely used in many engineering
applications. In some of these applications, the disks may be exposed to sudden temperature
changes in short periods of time. These sudden changes in temperature can cause time
dependent thermal stresses in the disks. Thermal stresses due to large temperature gradients
are higher than the steady state stresses. These large stresses occur before reaching the steady
state condition. In such conditions, the disk should be designed with consideration of transient
effects.
When a structure is exposed to a thermal shock load, the theory of uncoupled thermoelasticity
does not present accurate results. In this case, the theories of coupled thermoelasticity which
simulate the mutual dependency between temperature and displacement fields are necessary.
In the recent years, theories of classical and generalized coupled thermoelasticity have
received more attention and are developed by many researchers, due to their use in advanced
structural design problems. Since the analytical solution of the coupled thermoelasticity
equations are mathematically diﬃcult to achieve, numerical methods are often used to solve
these problems, especially if the boundary conditions are complicated.
Many studies have been done on the numerical methods of solution for these problems. A few
number of these studies are focused on the numerical solution to the coupled thermoelasticity
problem in disks. Bagri and Eslami [1] studied the generalized coupled thermoelasticity of
isotropic annular disk, based on the Lord–Shulman (LS) model. They transformed the
governing equations into the Laplace domain using the Laplace transform; and employed the
Galerkin ﬁnite element method to solve the system of equations in the space domain. In this
study, the actual physical quantities in the time domain were obtained applying the numerical
inversion of the Laplace transform. Using the same method, Bakhshi et al. [2]; and Bagri and
Eslami [3] based on classic and Lord–Shulman theories, respectively, studied the coupled
thermoelasticity of FGM annular disk.
Number of papers that presented a closed form analytical solution for coupled
thermoelasticity problems is limited. Most of the published analytical studies are limited to
those of an inﬁnite body or a half-space, where the boundary conditions are simple. In the
recent years, some analytical solutions for bounded geometries with specified boundary
conditions have been presented by a few researchers. The coupled thermoelasticity problem in
a FGM beam are analytically solved by Abbasi et al. [4] using the ﬁnite Fourier
transformation method. Afshar et al. [5] investigated two dimensional coupled
thermoelasticity problem in a FGM beam subjected to lateral thermal shock. They combined
the method of ﬁnite Fourier series with the Galerkin FE method to solve the govering
equations. Jabbari et al. [6, 7] presented an analytical solution for the classic coupled
thermoelasticity problems in spherical and cylindrical coordinates. To solve the governing
equations, they used the Fourier expansion and eigenfunction methods. Following these
studies and using the same methods, Jabbari and Dehbani [8, 9] obtained an analytical
solution for the LS generalized coupled thermoporoelasticity problems in spherical and
cylindrical coordinates. Akbarzadeh et al. [10] presented the analytical solution for coupled
thermoelasticity in a FGM plate under lateral thermal shock. The analysis was based on the
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third-order shear deformation theory. They used the double ﬁnite Fourier series and the
analytical Laplace inverse method. The coupled thermoelasticity behavior in a thick hollow
cylinder based on GN model was studied by Hosseini and Abolbashari [11]. They solved the
governing equations analytically using series solution in the Laplace space domain, and
applied the numerical inverse Laplace transform method, to obtain displacement and
temperature fields in the time domain. Shahani and Momeni [12] solved analytically the
classic coupled thermoelasticity problem in a thick-walled sphere. They used the ﬁnite Hankel
transform to obtain closed form solutions for temperature and displacement fields. In their
study, it was assumed that temperatures and mechanical tractions on inner and outer surfaces
of the sphere are specified. A fully analytical solution of the classic coupled thermoelasticity
problem in a rotating disk are presented by Kouchakzadeh and Entezari [13].
The main purpose of the present study is to solve thermoelasticity problems in a rotating disk
based on the classical and generalized coupled theories, and dynamic and quasi static
uncoupled theories using a fully analytical procedure. The general forms of thermal and
mechanical boundary conditions as arbitrary time dependent heat transfer and traction,
respectively, may be prescribed at the inner and outer radii of the rotating disk. The governing
equations are solved analytically using the finite Hankel transform. Finally, the analytical
solutions are presented, in closed forms, for temperature and displacement fields. The results
of this paper are verified by those obtained using the numerical method in Ref. [1]. The radial
distributions and the time histories of temperature, displacement and stresses for the different
theories of thermoelasticity in the rotating disk are shown and compared to each other.
2 GOVERNING EQUATIONS
Consider an annular rotating disk, made of isotropic material, under axisymmetric thermal
and mechanical shock loads applied to its inner or outer radii. The equation of motion in
radial direction for the rotating disk with constant thickness can be written as [14]

rr 1
2u
  rr     r 2  
r
r
t 2
where
and
are radial and tangential stress components,
density,
is constant angular velocity of the rotating disk, and
relations between the radial displacement and the strains are
rr 

u
r

,

 

u
r

(1)
is radial coordinate, is
is the time variable. The

(2)

where
and
are the radial and tangential strain components, respectively. The stress
components for the plane stress state, according to Hooke’s law are
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rr   2   rr  
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is the temperature change and
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are obtained as
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where and are Lame constants, and
is the coefficient of linear thermal expansion.
Equations (1) to (3) may be combined to yield the equation of motion in term of the
displacement component as
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For the axisymmetric problem, the classical coupled heat conduction equation in polar
coordinates in the absence of heat source is obtained to be [14]
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where , and
are the thermal conductivity, specific heat and reference temperature,
respectively.
Equations (5) and (6) constitute the governing coupled system of equations for the classical
theory of thermoelasticity in the problem of isotropic rotating disk with constant thickness.
The classical coupled theory of thermoelasticity is based on the conventional energy equation
(Eq. (6)). The parabolic nature of the energy equation in this theory, leads to the prediction of
inﬁnite propagation speeds for the thermal disturbances. This prediction is physically
unrealistic and problems arise when we deal with special applications involving very short
transient durations and sudden mechanical and thermal shock loads. On this basis, some
modified coupled thermoelasticity models with the ﬁnite speed of wave propagation such as
Lord-Shulman (LS), Green-Lindsay (GL), and Green–Naghdi (GN) theories have been
proposed. The generalized coupled heat conduction equation based on the LS theory for the
axisymmetric problem in the absence of heat source is [1, 14]
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r r 
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2
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1
u  0
T0 t0 



 r t 2 r t 2  r t r t 


 





(7)

where is relaxation time associated with LS model. The relaxation time represents the timelag needed to establish steady state heat conduction in an element of volume when a
temperature gradient is suddenly imposed on the element [14, 15]. Equations (5) and (7) are
the governing equations of the generalized coupled thermoelasticity based on LS model in the
problem of isotropic rotating disk with constant thickness.
For the coupled equations (5) and (7), The general forms of thermal and mechanical boundary
conditions can be considered as heat transfer and traction, respectively, at the inner and outer
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radii of the disk as follows

k11

T
r

k31

u
 k32u(ri , t )  f3(t )
r r r

r ri

 k12T (ri , t )  f1(t ) ,

k21

, k41

i

T
r

r ro

 k22T (ro, t )  f2(t )

u
 k42u(ro , t )  f4 (t )
r r r

(8)

o

where and are the inner and outer radii of the disk, respectively. ( ) to ( ) are time
are constant thermal and
dependent known functions applied to the inner and outer radii.
mechanical parameters related to the conduction and convection coefficients, and mechanical
properties. In general, following initial conditions may be assumed for the coupled equations
(5) and (7)

T (r, 0)  g1(r ), T (r, 0)  g2(r )
u(r , 0)  g3 (r ), u(r , 0)  g4 (r )

(9)

Here ( ) to ( ) are known functions of the space coordinate . The superscript dot (∙)
denotes the differentiation with respect to time.
The governing equations may be introduced in nondimensional form for simplicity. The
nondimensional parameters are deﬁned as
rˆ 
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l 2

T0

where l  k / cVe and Ve  (  2) /  represent the unit length and the speed of
elastic wave propagation, respectively [1, 14]. The hat values indicate nondimensional
parameters. Using the nondimensional parameters, the governing coupled system of Eqs. (5)
and (7), and stress-displacement relations take the form
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where C  T0 2 c(  2) is called the thermoelastic coupling (or damping) parameter
[14]. For a certain isotropic material, the thermoelastic coupling parameter is a function of the
reference temperature .
From nondimensional Eqs. (11) and (12), the thermal disturbances propagate with the speed
of = 1⁄ ̂ and the speed of propagation of the elastic disturbances is unity [14, 16]. The
value of
is ﬁnite for the Lord–Shulman theory. When the relaxation time is zero, the
system of Eqs. (11) and (12) reduces to that of the classical coupled thermoelasticity which
predicts an inﬁnite speed of propagation of thermal disturbances.
The boundary and initial conditions (8) and (9) in terms of the nondimensional parameters can
be written in the form

Tˆ
kˆ11
 kˆ12Tˆ(a, t )  fˆ1(tˆ)
rˆ rˆa
Tˆ
kˆ21
 kˆ22Tˆ(b, t )  fˆ2 (tˆ)
rˆ rˆb
uˆ
 kˆ32uˆ(a, t )  fˆ3 (tˆ)
kˆ31
rˆ rˆa
uˆ
 kˆ42uˆ(b, t )  fˆ4 (tˆ)
kˆ41
rˆ rˆb

Tˆ(rˆ, 0)  gˆ1(rˆ), Tˆ(rˆ, 0)  gˆ2 (rˆ)
uˆ(rˆ, 0)  gˆ (rˆ), uˆ(rˆ, 0)  gˆ (rˆ)
3

(14)

4

Here and are the nondimensional inner and outer radii, respectively. The hat values are
nondimensional parameters that are defined as
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As is evident from Eqs. (11) and (12), The theories of coupled thermoelasticity take into
account the time rate of change of the ﬁrst invariant of strain tensor in the ﬁrst law of
thermodynamics causing the coupling between elasticity and energy equations. This situation
occurs when the rate of application of a thermo-mechanical load is rapid enough to produce
thermal stress waves [14]. To obtain the solution for temperature and displacements and
ﬁnally the stresses, these coupled equations must be solved simultaneously.
If the time rate of change of imposed thermo-mechanical loads is not large enough to excite
the thermal stress wave propagation, the effect of coupling term in the energy equation (11)
can be negligible. In this case, the energy equation of the classical coupled theory reduces to

 2

   1    Tˆ  0
 2


rˆ rˆ tˆ 
 rˆ




(16)

Equations (12) and (16) are the governing equations of the dynamic uncoupled
thermaoelasticity for the rotating disk.
In most practical engineering problems the imposed thermo-mechanical load is vary
sufficiently slowly with the time so as not to excite inertia effects. Such problems are called
quasi-static [14]. Neglecting the inertia term, the equation of motion (12) reduces to

 2
1 
1 
Tˆ

ˆ2

 uˆ 
 rˆ
 rˆ2 rˆ rˆ rˆ2 
rˆ

(17)

Therefore, the quasi-static uncoupled thermaoelasticity problem in the rotating disk can be
described by Eqs. (16) and (17). For a steady-state condition the heat conduction Eq. (16) is
further reduced to [14]
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This equation along with the imposed boundary conditions fully deﬁnes the ﬁeld of
temperature distribution in the disk for the steady state.
3 SOLUTION OF CUOPLED THERMOELASTICITY
The governing Equations (11) and (12) are a system of second order linear partial
differential equations (PDE) with nonconstant (radius dependent) coefﬁcients subjected to the
nonhomogeneous initial and boundary conditions. These equations can be solved using the
analytical method based on the finite Hankel transform, which can change the partial
differential equations into solvable ordinary differential equations. To this end, first, the
principle of superposition can be used to simplify the coupled initial-boundary value problem
(IBVP) into simpler sub-IBVPs.
Therefore, using the principle of superposition, the heat conduction Equation (11) along with
the corresponding boundary and initial conditions (14) in terms of the nondimensional
parameters (without the hat sign for convenience), can be decomposed into two following
sub-IBVPs

2T1



1 T1
 T1  t0T1  0
r r

r 2
T
k11 1
 k12T1(a, t )  f1(t ) ,
r r a
T1(r, 0)  0 , T1(r, 0)  0

k21

T1
 k22T1(b, t )  f2(t )
r r b


1 T2
u 
u 
 
  t T  C 
,r    u,r  

T
t
u


2
0
2
0

r
r 
r 2 r r
 

T2
T2
 k12T2(a, t )  0 , k21
 k22T2(b, t )  0
k11
r r a
r r b
T2(r, 0)  g1(r ) , T2(r, 0)  g2(r )
2T2

(19)



(20)

Note that in the ﬁrst sub problem, the PDE is homogeneous while the boundary and initial
conditions are nonhomogeneous and homogeneous, respectively. In the second sub problem,
the PDE is nonhomogeneous and may include the coupled terms while the boundary and
initial conditions are homogeneous and nonhomogeneous, respectively. Similarly, Eqs. (12)
and (14) may be decomposed into two following sub-IBVPs
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2u1



1 u1 u1
  u1  0
r r r 2

r 2
u
 k32u1(a, t )  f3(t ) ,
k31 1
r r a
u1(r, 0)  0 , u1(r, 0)  0
2u2

k41

u1
 k42u1(b, t )  f4(t)
r r b

1 u2 u2
 2  u2  T,r  r 2
r r r
r
u2
u
k31
 k32u2(a, t )  0 , k41 2
 k42u2(b, t )  0
r r a
rˆ r b
u2(r, 0)  g3(r ) , u2(r,0)  g4(r )
2

(21)



(22)

The final solution for the temperature and displacement fields is obtained from total of two
solutions of these sub-IBVPs as follows

T(r, t )  T1(r, t )  T2(r , t ) ,

u(r, t )  u1(r, t )  u2(r, t )

(23)

where, The solutions of homogeneous equation corresponding to heat conduction and motion
equations are shown by ( , ) and ( , ), respectively.
( , ) and ( , ) are solutions
of nonhomogeneous form of heat conduction and motion equations, respectively.
Equations (19) and (21) are called Bessel equations and can be separately solved using finite
Hankel transform. Using the definition of the finite Hankel transform, the transformed
temperature and displacement can expressed as
[T1(r , t )]  T1(t , m ) 
[u1(r , t )]  u1 (t , n ) 

b

a rT1(r , t )K 0 (r , m )dr
b
a ru1(r , t )K 1(r , n )dr

(24)

Here K 0 (r , m ) and K 1(r , n ) are the kernel functions related to Eqs. (19) and (21),
respectively, and result in the following relations [17]

 Y 0 ( m r )
K 0 (r , m )  J 0 ( m r )  k 21

r

J

0 ( m r )
Y 0 ( m r )  k 21
r


9


 k 22Y 0 ( m b ) 

r b

 k 22J 0 ( m b ) 

r b

(25)
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 Y1 ( n r )
K 1 (r , n )  J 1 ( n r )  k 41

r

 J 1 ( n r )
Y1( n r )  k 41

r


 k 42Y1 ( nb ) 

r b

 k 42J 1 ( nb ) 

r b

(26)

where (
) and (
) (or (
) and (
)) are the Bessel functions of the first and
second kind, and of order , ( = 0
1).
and
are positive roots of the following
equations, respectively [17]

 Y ( r )
0 m

 k11
r

 J ( r )

 k12Y0 (ma)  k21 0 m
 k22J 0 (mb)


r
r a
r b
 Y ( r )
 J ( r )

 k21 0 m
 k22Y0(mb)k11 0 m
 k12J 0(ma)  0

r
r



r b
r a

(27)


k J1(nr )

 k Y1(nr )




k
Y
(
a
)
k
J
(
b
)


31
32
1
n
41
42
1
n


r
r


r a
r b
 Y ( r )


J ( r )
 k41 1 n
 k42Y1(nb) k31 1 n
 k32J1(na)  0


r
r


r b
r a

(28)

Equations (27) and (28) have an infinite number of the roots, because the Bessel functions are
periodic. According to the properties of Sturm-Liouville problem, the kernel functions are
orthogonal with respect to the weight function . Taking the finite Hankel transform of Eqs.
(19) and (21), and then using the operational properties on the derivatives [17], leads to

t0T1  T1  m2 T1  A1(t)

(29)

u1  n2u1  A2 (t )

(30)

where
A1(t ) 


d
2 
 f2 (t )  2 f1(t ) 

d1


(31)

A2(t ) 


d
2 
 f4(t ) 4 f3(t )

d3


(32)

and
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J 0 (m r )
J ( r )
 k12J 0 (ma ) , d2  k21 0 m
 k22J 0 (mb)
r
r
r a
r b
J ( r )
J ( r )
d3  k31 1 n
 k 32J 1(na ) , d 4  k 41 1 n
 k 42J 1(nb)
r

r
r a
r b
d1  k11

(33)

T1 and u1 are obtained by solving the nonhomogeneous second order differential equations
(29) and (30), respectively, as follows

 1     2t   1 t  
1 t


T1(t)   A1()  e 2t0 2t0
e 2t0
 d
 0




u1(t, n ) 

1
n

(34)

t

0 A2( ) sin  n (t   )d 

(35)

where ∆= 1 − 4
. The inverse finite Hankel transforms of Eqs. (24) can be deﬁned by
the following series [17]
1[T1(t, m )]  T1(r , t ) 



 amT1(t, m )K 0(r , m )

m 1


(36)

 [u1(t, n )]  u1(r, t )   bn u1(t, n )K1(r, n )
1

n 1

where the coeﬃcients of the series can be computed as

am  1 K 0(r , m )
K 0 (r , m )

2

2

bn  1 K1(r , n )

,

2

(37)

2

and K1(r, n ) are the square of the norm of K 0 (r, m ) and K1 (r , n ) ,
respectively, on the interval [a, b ] with weight function r , and are defined as
K 0 (r , m )

2



b

a r  K 0(r , m ) 

2

dr

,

K1(r , n )

2



b

a r  K 1(r , n ) 

2

dr

(38)

Due to the orthogonality properties of the kernel functions, the solutions of Eqs. (20) and (22),
( , ) and
( , ), can be expanded in terms of functions K 0 (r , m ) and K 1 (r , n ) ,
respectively as follows


T2 (r , t ) 



  Qmn (t )K 0(r, m )



,

m 1 n 1

11

u2(r , t ) 



  Smn (t )K1(r, n )

m 1 n 1

(39)
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where
( ) and
( ) are unknown time dependent functions to be found. Substituting
Eqs. (36) and (39) into Eqs. (20) and (22) and simplifying yields

 t0Qmn  Qmn  m2Qmn  K0(r, m )

 K (r,  ) K (r,  ) 
 C t0Smn  Smn  t0bnu1  bnu1   1 n  1 n 

r
r


 Smn  n2Smn  K1(r, n )  r2 

K0(r, m )
Qmn  amT1 
r

(40)

(41)

Using the orthogonality conditions for K 0 (r, m ) and K1(r, n ) , multiplying both sides of
Eqs. (40) and (41) by rK 0 (r , k ) and rK1(r , j ) , respectively, and integrating from

to ,

yields

t0Qmn  Qmn  m2 Qmn  CU1 t0Smn  Smn  t0bnu1  bnu1 

(42)

Smn  n2Smn  U2 Qmn  amT1  U32

(43)

where
 K1(r , n ) K1(r , n ) 

 dr

r
r

b

U1  

a rK 0(r , m ) 

2

K 0 (r , m )
b
K (r ,  )
a rK1(r , n ) 0r m dr
U2  
2
K1(r , n )

(44)

b

U3 

,

a r K1(r, n )dr
2

K1(r , n )

2

Also, according to the the orthogonality conditions, by substituting Eqs. (39) into (20) and
(22), respectively, the initial conditions for Eqs. (42) and (43) can be obtained.
To solve the coupled Eqs. (42) and (43), they are decoupled by eliminating Qmn from Eq.
(42) using Eq. (43). Upon elimination, the decoupled equation is written as

t0S (4)mn  Smn   m2  t0n2  Ct0U1U 2  Smn   n2  CU 1U 2  Smn  m2 n2S mn
 CU U b  t u  u   U a t T  T   2 T   2  2U
1 2 n

0 1

1

2 m

01

1

Substituting Eqs. (29) into Eq. (45) yields
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(45)
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t0S (4)mn  Smn   m2  t0n2  Ct0U1U 2  Smn   n2  CU1U2 Smn  m2 n2Smn
 CU U b  t u  u   U a A (t )  2 2U
1 2 n

0 1

2 m 1

1

m

( ) can be obtained by solving Eq. (46) for
Qmn (t ) 

(46)

3

( ) and substituting into Eq. (43) as

1 
 Smn  n2Smn   2U 3   amT1
U2

(47)

Euation (46) is a nonhomogeneous ordinary differential equation with constant coefﬁcients
and has general and particular solutions. The complete solution of this equation may be
represented as
g
p
S mn (t )  S mn
(t )  S mn
(t )

(48)

g
p
(t ) is a general solution of Eq. (46), with the right-hand terms equal zero. Smn
(t )
where Smn
is particular solutions which is related to boundary conditions of the problem and angular
velocity of the disk. The characteristic polynomial corresponding to Eq. (46) is
t0s 4  s 3   m2  t 0 n2  CU 1U 2t 0 s 2   n2  CU 1U 2  s  m2 n2  0
(49)

Solving Eq. (49) for every value of m and n gives four pairs of complex conjugate roots
, ( = 1, . . . ,4), with a negative real part and an imaginary part. These roots cause four
( ). The period and frequency of
modes of mechanichal oscillation related to the function
the oscillation only depend on the imaginary part. The damping of this oscillation is caused by
the negative real part, which means the thermomechanical oscillation is stable.
Thus, the general solution of Eq. (46) with the right-hand terms equal zero is obtained as
4

g
S mn
(t ) 

 cie

smn ,it

(50)

i 1

where the constant coeﬃcients are determined by substituting the complete solution of Eq.
(46) into the initial conditions.
Finally, the closed form solutions for the nondimensional temperature and displacement fields
obtained from solving the governing coupled system of Eqs. (11) and (12), can be stated as
follows


T (r , t ) 

 amT1(t, m )K 0(r, m ) 

m 1


u(r , t ) 





  Qmn (t )K 0(r, m )

m 1 n 1
 

(51)

 bnu1(t, n )K1(r, n )    Smn(t )K1(r, n )

n 1

m 1 n 1

The expressions for the stress components in the disk are determined by substituting Eqs. (51)
into (13). When the relaxation time is zero ( ̂ = 0), the same mathematical procedure may be
used to solve the classical coupled thermoelastic equations.
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4

SOLUTION OF UNCUOPLED THERMOELASTICITY

In the case of dynamic uncoupled thermaoelasticity problem in the rotating disk ( = 0
and the eﬀect of inertia term is considered), the solutions to uncoupled equations (12) and
(16) can be separately obtained using the finite Hankel transform in a similar manner to that
of coupled problems.
For the case of the quasi-static thermoelasticity problem, the differential equation of heat
conduction (16) is a Bessel-type equation. This equation can be solved in a similar way to the
previous problems to yield the temperature field. The equation of motion (17) can be written
in the following form

 T
 1 

(ru) 
 r 2

r  r r
r
Integrating Eq. (52) twice and designating the two integration constants as
gives the radial displacement as

u(r, t ) 

c (t )
1 r
1
T (r , t )rdr  r 3 2  rc1(t )  2

r a
8
r

(52)
( ) and

( )

(53)

By substituting Eq. (53) into Eqs. (13), without the hat sign for convenience, the stress
components are obtained as

The unknowns
conditions.
5

 2  1 r
1  4  6  2 2

rr  
T
(
r
,
t
)
rdr

r 

8    2 
   2  r 2 a
 2  2 
 2  c2

c1   


   2 
   2  r 2

(54)

 2 
1 r


  
T(r, t )rdr  T 




2
   2  

r a



 4  2  1 2 2  2  2 
 2  c2

r   
c1  





   2  8
   2 
   2  r 2

(55)

( ) and

( ) may be determined by applying the mechanical boundary

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

To investigate the accuracy of the presented formulations, an example is chosen from Ref.
[1], where the coupled thermeolasticity of a disk is analyzed using the ﬁnite element method.
In this example, a stationary disk made of aluminum, with the Lame´ constants = 40.4 GPa,
= 27 GPa and
= 23 × 10 K ,
= 2707 kg/m ,
= 204 W/m ∙ K and
=
903 J/kg ∙ K is considered. The nondimensional inner and outer radii of the disk is given as
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= 1 and = 2, respectively. The inside boundary of the disk is assumed to be radially
ﬁxed, but exposed to a step function heat ﬂux. The outside boundary is traction free with zero
temperature change. The initial conditions for the displacement, velocity, temperature, and the
rate of temperature are assumed to be zero.
In the case of zero angular velocity, assuming that = 0.02 and ̂ = 0.64, the time variation
of the nondimensional temperature and radial displacement at mid-radius of the disk are
plotted in Figs. 1. Good agreements are observed between the results of presented analytical
method and those obtained using the Galerkin ﬁnite element method in Ref. [1].
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Figure 1: Time history of the nondimensional temperature and displacement at mid-radius of the stationary disk

Assuming that the disk is rotating with nondimensional angular velocity 0.01, the time
histories of temperature and radial displacement at mid-radius of the disk for the different
theories of thermoelasticity are shown in Fig. 2. Moreover, For these theories, the time
histories of radial stress and tangential stress are plotted in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. In this
case, the reference temperature is considered to be 293 .
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Figure 2: Time history of the nondimensional temperature and displacement at mid-radius of the rotating disk
for different theories of thermoelasticity
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As shown in Figs. 2-4, when thermal shock load is applied, the generalized coupled theory
based on LS model leads to larger maximum value of the curves for temperature,
displacement and stresses compared to other theories.
The classical coupled theory and uncpuled theories of thermoelasticity predict an inﬁnite
propagation speed for the thermal disturbances. In other words, when ̂ = 0 the hyperbolic
heat conduction equation (11) reduces to a parabolic equation with inﬁnite speed for thermal
wave propagation. Moreover, this Fig. 2 shows that in the case of dynamic uncoupled
solution, = 0, the inﬂuence of temperature ﬁeld on displacement filed is ignored and thus
the radial displacement varies harmonically along the time with constant amplitudes. For
coupled thermoelastic solutions, the displacement amplitudes are decreasing along the time
axis. The reason is that for ≠ 0, damping term appears in the heat conduction equation and,
therefore, the energy dissipation occurs in the system.
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Figure 3: Time history of the nondimensional radial stress at mid-radius of the rotating disk for different
theories of thermoelasticity
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Figure 4: Time history of the nondimensional tangential stress at mid-radius of the rotating disk for different
theories of thermoelasticity

The radial distribution of nondimensional temperature and stress components for different
theories of thermoeleasticity at different values of the time are shown in Figs. 5.
In these figures, the temperature wave front is clearly observed from the figure related to
generalized coupled solution. In this figure, times ̂ = 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75 show the
temperature wave propagation, while times ̂ = 1, 1.25 indicate the wave reflection from the
outer radius of the disk. However, the temperature gradient along the radius is smooth for the
classical coupled and uncpuled theories of thermoelasticity due to the inﬁnite speed of thermal
wave disturbances in this theories. The elastic wave fronts are clearly seen from the figures
related to coupled and dynamic uncoupled solutions, while the radial distribution of radial
stress related to quasi static uncoupled solution is smooth at different values of the time.
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Figure 5: Radial distribution of nondimensional temperature and stress components for different
theories of thermoeleasticity.
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6

CONCLUSIONS

In this study, thermoelasticity problems based on the classical and generalized coupled
theories, and dynamic and quasi static uncoupled theories for a rotating disk are solved using
a fully analytical procedure. Assuming that the disk is subjected to an arbitrary heat transfer
and traction at its inner and outer radii, closed form formulations are presented for
temperature and displacement fields. The procedure used in this work, is based on the finite
Hankel transform. To validate the formulations, the results of this paper are compared with
those obtained using the numerical method in the literature, which show good agreement.
The radial distributions and time histories of temperature, displacement and stresses for the
different theories of thermoelasticity in the disk are plotted and compared to each other.
Comparison between different theories of thermoelasticity shows that under thermal shock
loading, generalized coupled theory based on Lord–Shulman model predicts larger temprature
and stresses compared to the other theories. Therefore, for specialized applications involving
sudden temperature changes in short periods of time, the disk should be designed using some
modified coupled thermoelasticity models with the ﬁnite speed of wave propagation such as
Lord-Shulman (LS).
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Abstract
The present work deals with the analysis of multilayered composite plates by combined EquivalentSingle-Layer (ESL) and Layer-Wise (LW) varibale-kinematics models. Hierarchical theories
are formulated in the framework of the Carrera Unified Formulation (CUF), whose main advantage consists in the possibility of keeping the order of the expansion of the state variables
along the thickness of the plate as a parameter of the model. A finite plate element is developed
accordingly by using a Mixed Interpolated Tensorial Components (MITC) method in order to
contrast the membrane-shear locking phenomenon. Thanks to the refined and hierarchial characteristics of CUF, the devised finite element is able to deal with both ESL and LW descriptions
of the fundamental variables. This formulation already showed all its potentiality as a base for
finite elements in the mechanical analysis of multilayered plates [1]-[2]. In the present paper,
variable-kinematics models, obtained by combining LW and ESL approaches, are formulated
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and assessed for various laminations, boundary conditions and loadings. The results are verified by comparison with various closed-form solutions from the literature. The analyses clearly
show that this mixed modeling technique allows the analyst to tune the model accuracy depending on the problem characteristics. Thus, efficient and still accurate models able to characterize
the strain/stress fields within laminated structures can be implemented with ease.
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1. Abstract
The use of reinforced structures is mandatory in the aerospace field, because thin-walled
structures reinforced with longitudinal and transversal component make it possible to meet the
requirements of lightness and strength. The high number of reinforced structures that compose
space structures, as a launcher, increases the complexity of the analysis when the Solid (3D)
Finite Element (FE) models are used. The solid FE models require a large number of degrees
of freedoms (DOFs) and therefore the analyses are computational expensive [1]. The use of
reduced models permits to reduce the number of DOFs and the computational costs. In the
FE analyses the classical reduced elements are the two-dimensional (2D) elements (plate and
shell) and the (1D) one-dimensional elements (rod and beam). A reinforced structure can be
obtained coupling one- and two-dimensional elements, in fact normally, the shell elements are
used for the skin while the beam elements substitute the stringers. The present work uses a
refined 1D model based on the Carrera Unified Formulation [2] to analyse whole structures of
launcher. Thanks to its refined cinematic the present model can be used to represent both skin
and stringers. In the present refined one dimensional models, the unknowns are only displacements therefore a complex structure can be obtained connecting simpler one-dimensional structures, this approach is called Component-Wise (CW) [3]. Static and dynamic analysis of parts
and whole space launcher are considered, including the effects of the solid fuel mass. Isotropic
as well as composite materials have been taken into account. The outline of the launcher has
a geometry inspired to the Arian 5 with a central body, on which the cryogenic fuel and the
payload are accommodated, and two lateral boosters, on which solid fuel is stored. The results
of the analyses show the quasi-3D capabilities of the present model and the CW approach has
been proved to be a competitor of the solid FE models. In conclusion the refined 1D model
introduced in this work appears suitable for the analysis of slender reinforced thin-walled structures, it provides accurate results reducing the computational costs with respect the classical
approaches.
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Abstract This paper focuses on the computational study of nonlinear effects of unsteady
aerodynamics for non-classical aileron buzz. It aims at a comprehensive investigation of aileron
buzz phenomenon under varying flow parameters utilizing the classical approach of describing
function technique with multiple input variables. Limit cycle oscillatory behavior of an asymmetrical airfoil section has been studied initially using an expensive high-fidelity model which
uses coupled CFD/CSD time marching approach. Using this high fidelity model, a multiple
input aerodynamic describing function was developed that can effectively represent lumped
nonlinearities of aerodynamic subsystem. It has been demonstrated that limit cycles can be
closely identified through aerodynamic describing function representation. Traditional LCO
analysis of sensitivity with respect to hinge moment of inertia is performed. Further, outburst
points of limit cycle amplitude for varying Mach No. and angle of attacks are investigated.
By using developed aerodynamic describing function, it has been demonstrated that limit cycle
analysis methods may still be used while including the effects of aerodynamic nonlinearities.
Results from both methods, direct time marching and multiple input describing function, have
been broadly compared for validation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Transonic flight regime inherently involves nonlinear flow phenomena due to the simultaneous presence of locally subsonic and supersonic regions, shock waves and flow separation
which presents various challenging aeroelastic problems that need to be tackled for the design
of more efficient and safer aircrafts. Interaction of flow with a moving structure leads to spatial variation of shock waves and flow separation points, hence consequently to unsteady flow
behavior. For small perturbations about steady flow, flow variables and shock waves’ positions
vary in a linear fashion with the wing/control surface motion. But when the wing/control surface motion is large enough which leads to large variation of shock wave position or separation
of boundary layer, linear assumption won’t be correct. Consequently unsteady aerodynamic
forces exhibit nonlinear behavior.
Non-linear interaction of control surface motion with the variation in shock waves’ position
and flow separation is referred to as buzz. Aileron buzz is such one degree of freedom flutter involving self-excited oscillations of aileron about its hinge, caused by the unsteady aerodynamics
involving shock wave dynamics and shock boundary layer effects. Aileron buzz, being an exception among few single degree-of-freedom instabilities, results in explosive flutter with very
large amplitudes within a few cycles and which in some tests have led to permanent damage to
the aileron and/or wing involved in the test.[1, 2]
Aileron Buzz can be classified in a manner as has been done by Lambourne [3] for viscous
flows, as Type A, B and C, on the basis of whether the shock waves are ahead of the hinge, on
the aileron surface or at the trailing edge and the corresponding mechanisms of buzz excitation
, as has been sketched in Figure 1. With respect to Type B, Lambourne explained that boundary
layer separation was observed, but it did not appear to be the driving mechanism. A later
work by Bendiksen [4] endorsed the idea that in such condition buzz is driven by dynamics of
shock waves moving over aileron surface. This type of buzz is typically called non-classical
aileron buzz to emphasize the observance of the instability even in the case when boundary layer
separation and shock-boundary layer interaction are not modeled.
Development of accurate and efficient models to investigate nonlinear phenomena like aileron
buzz involving unsteady aerodynamics has been a focus of research for years. Experimental
techniques have a major disadvantage that should the susceptibility of such dynamic instability being identified, redesign must take place in the late development phase which tends to be
extremely expensive. Numerical simulations using high-fidelity CFD codes coupled with appropriate structural model have proven to be accurate enough to analyze/compute nonlinearities
involved in the unsteady aerodynamics of aileron buzz [4, 5]. However standard Computational
Fluid Dynamics(CFD) models that include the relevant fluid nonlinearities are simply too expensive now and for some time to come for most aeroelastic analyses. Thus there has been
much interest in reducing computational costs while retaining the essence of the nonlinear flow
phenomenon.
Several ideas have been pursued in retaining the accuracy associated with state-of-the-art
CFD models while reducing model order and computational cost. Dynamically linear approx-
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Figure 1. Buzz related Flow Regimes [3]
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Figure 2. Dynamic System
imations are considered when the shock motion or the flow separation point motion is linearly
proportional to the motion of the structure. This is sufficient to assess the linear stability of the
aeroelastic system but not to determine LCO amplitudes due to nonlinear aerodynamic effects.
[6] To analyze the nonlinear aerodynamic effects, the idea of transfer functions is exploited to
create small computational models from large CFD codes. Under this class falls the classical
Describing Function (DF) technique, which requires the quasi-linearization, of lumped nonlinearity in the aeroelastic system, using appropriate form of describing function.
In this perspective, current study is focused on a comprehensive investigation of shock wave
dynamics’ role in the nonlinear phenomenon of non-classical aileron buzz using high-fidelity
CFD code which is exploited also to develop an aerodynamic describing function which effectively predicts the LCO characteristics while retaining the accuracy associated with expensive CFD models. This research effort will be presented as follows: Section 2 will present an
overview of the high-fidelity numerical model based on CFD while section 3 will analyze the results formulated using this numerical model. Section 4 will detail the evaluation of aerodynamic
describing function and a comparative analysis of the results when CFD model is replaced by
DF representation.
2. NUMERICAL MODEL
To accurately solve this non-linear aeroelastic problem, it is necessary to use sophisticated
mathematical model and numerical methods within the very active research field of Computational Aeroelasticity (CA). The aeroelastic computational model used in the current study is
the result of the coupling between the structural dynamics of the aileron which provides the
displacements, namely the aileron deflection angle β and the aerodynamic model which gives
the aerodynamic load acting on the control surface namely the hinge moment MH . Aeroelastic
system of aileron buzz is modeled as shown in Figure 2. The dynamic model is represented by
a fixed wing section of asymmetrical airfoil. Aileron is integrated into the wing. It is hinged at
three-quarter-chord location and its rotation about hinge is modeled as rigid. Positive sense of
aileron deflection and hinge moment are oriented downwards as shown in Figure 2(a).
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2.1 Aerodynamic Model
In order to accurately study nonlinear aerodynamics effects, high-fidelity CFD solver uses
the mathematical model of the Euler Equations as it is capable of representing the shock waves’
dynamics which drive the instability in the case of non-classical aileron buzz. Furthermore, the
simulation of aileron buzz requires to compute unsteady flow field in which the computational
domain is continuously changing its shape to account for the control-surface motion. Therefore
it is necessary to resort to the Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) formulation of the Euler
equations
Z
I
d
udΩ +
[f (u) − uν].ndΓ = 0
(1)
dt Ω(t)
Γ(t)

that is completed by suitable initial and boundary conditions. Ω(t) ⊆ R2 is the moving spatial domain and Γ(t) = ∂Ω(t) ⊆ R represents the boundary having normal unit vector n(x, t)
pointed outwards. Vector u(x, t) stores the unknown conservative variables, i.e. density, momentum and total energy, while vector f(u) includes the inviscid flux functions and vector ν(t)
represents the local velocity of all the moving boundaries [7]. The finite volume discretization
in space of Eqn.1 yields a set of ordinary differential equations in time, whose solution provides
the pressure field around the wing section and thereby the time-varying aerodynamic moment
acting on the aileron. For numerical implementation, AeroFoam solver is used, whose development started back in 2008 and continues today [8]. The aerodynamic grid is a C-mesh built
around the wing section and it is smoothly refined in radial sense from the far-field boundary to
the body and around the hinge line.
2.2 Structural Model
Structural model is represented by rigid aileron integrated into the two dimensional wing
section. Aileron motion is described by single degree of freedom motion about its hinge namely
aileron deflection angle β(t), with the governing equation for dynamics of structural model
given as:
(2)
IH β̈(t) = MH (t)
where IH is the aileron moment of inertia and MH (t) is the aerodynamic moment acting on
the aileron, both evaluated with respect to the hinge line. Above equation provides the balance
between inertial and aerodynamic forces, whereas structural elastic and dissipative contributions
are not modeled in the present work. For an asymmetrical airfoil is under consideration, the
initial condition for the equation is a perturbation provided by the initial steady unbalanced
aerodynamic moment acting on the aileron while it is at zero-deflection angle.
Aeroelastic interface is based on the fact that the problem is rigid, one-degree of freedom.
Hence at each time instant, aileron deflection angle is calculated and the displacements of the
boundary cells surrounding aileron are related to the aileron deflection angle through a rotation
operator. Defined structural displacement and velocity field are then translated into variation of
the boundary conditions of the aerodynamic subsystem through aeroelastic interface operator.
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Figure 3. LCO points
For the present study, two dimensional wing section has been used for the current study
as has been done extensively for such aeroelastic problems, both in numerical simulations and
wind tunnel tests [2, 4]. Computations have been performed for an asymmetrical airfoil NACA
65-213. This choice of airfoil is based on the availability of the necessary data for buzz simulation along with some historical perspective available also for the same airfoil. Earliest indication of presence of control surface buzz phenomenon was established by flight tests of P-80
jet fighter aircraft whose airfoil shaping resembled with NACA 65-213. Required data for buzz
simulation was obtained from Ref. [9], which specifies airfoil chord (c) = 1.472 m, aileron
moment of inertia (IH ) = 0.5536 kg.m2 and Reynolds number (Re) = 1.107 .
3. Test and results
The reliability of the presented numerical model and problem setup has been extensively
established by earlier research works [8, 10] through various tests and by tackling set of realistic
static and dynamic aeroelastic problems.
For the current problem setup, responses computed at incrementing Mach numbers and
range of angles of attack show a pattern of buzz appearance after free play, once set free from
initial condition of zero-deflection angle (β = 0). Figure 3 shows the set of Mach numbers and
angles of attack that lead to limit cycle oscillations of small or large amplitudes under prescribed
initial conditions. For the reason of asymmetric shape of wing section, appearance of small and
correspondingly large limit cycle oscillations can be observed to be appearing at lower Mach
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Figure 4. LCO frequency (ω) and amplitude (δ) (logarithmic scale) variation
numbers for positive angles of attack and at delayed Mach numbers for negative angles of attack.
Further knowledge of LCO characteristics at these points especially the amplitude of oscillation
is of critical importance. Figure 4 shows the variation of these characteristics where outburst in
limit cycle amplitude can be observed along with corresponding increase in frequency. Further
insight into this intriguing nature of interaction between shock wave dynamics and aileron freeplay will aid in formulating the interplay between wing section’s asymmetric shape, relative
motion of shock waves and consequently LCO characteristics.
Figure 5 assists in understanding the spatial variation of shock waves with incrementing
Mach number. For Mach numbers just above the critical one, stationary shocks’ positions are
effected solely by the camber of the airfoil, that is upper shock is relatively ahead of lower
shock wave even after aileron has negative (upwards) deflection for mean position. As Mach
number increases, and consequently shocks get closer to the aileron, lower shock settles ahead
of upper shock being effected by the aileron’s upwards deflection. As long as aileron can settle
to mean deflection (for zero-hinge moment) with out locating shock wave/s on its surface, buzz
isn’t incited. Further increase in Mach number results in aileron interaction with moving shock
waves wherein the shock motion interacts with the aileron to extract energy from the fluid that
leads to buzz occurrence.
While the amplitude of oscillation increases with increasing Mach number, critical information is the condition when this amplitude escalates to very high values. Careful observations
show that this case occurs when either increase in Mach number or geometrical effects causes
the upper and lower shock waves, both, to partially move over aileron. From Figure 5, it is
evident that until M=0.825, unlike lower shock wave, upper shock hasn’t started moving over
aileron and LCO amplitude is of lower order. However another increment in Mach number
(i.e. M=0.83) causes upper shock also to move over aileron that leads to outburst in oscillation
amplitude. Similar observations can be traced from Figure 6 where results computed at angle
of attack negative 2 degrees emphasize the fact that explosive amplitude for buzz is absent until
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Figure 5. Spatial variation of upper shock (US) and lower shock (LS) for AOA=0 deg; Hinge
location represented by red line

Figure 6. Spatial variation of upper shock (US) and lower shock (LS) for AOA=-2 deg. Hinge
location represented by red line
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Figure 7. Spatial variation of upper shock (US) and lower shock (LS) for AOA=+2 deg. Hinge
location represented by red line
upper shock also starts interacting with aileron by partially moving over it along with lower
shock.
Results of spatial variation of shock waves at positive 2 degrees angle of attack, shown in
Figure 7, signifies the cases where large amplitude limit cycle oscillation can also be incited by
geometrical effects. Simulation have shown expansion waves being generated at lower surface,
incited from an edge appearing in the geometry at hinge location due to the aileron deflection.
At some angle of attack and Mach number combinations, these expansion waves may result in
generation of shock wave directly on the aileron surface which again escalates the oscillation
amplitude. So in the case of Mach number 0.815 in Figure 7, lower shock develops on the
aileron, moves a bit on the aileron and then vanishes in one cycle of oscillation unlike upper
shock which is moving back and forth of aileron hinge. So in this case, large LCO can be
attributed to geometrical effects and initial perturbation which deflected aileron enough to create
an edge.
The amplitude outburst can be put into perspective by studying the moment being imparted
to the aileron by pressure distribution and the time lag associated with the aerodynamics response to structural displacement. Incidentally this pressure distribution interacts with aileron
motion in such a way that energy is imparted from fluid to structure, owing to the time lag,
hence leading to higher negative aerodynamic damping (hence net negative damping).
To emphasize this point, momentary CP distributions have been compared with aileron
deflection in Figure 8, where two instants in time are chosen. When a shock wave is located on
the aileron, part of aileron is effected by supersonic region (very low pressure coefficient) hence
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Figure 8. Momentary relation between aileron motion and shock location
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Figure 9. Quasi-linearized system
imparting significant net moment to aileron. At time instant 0.11, aileron is moving upwards,
meanwhile presence of upper surface shock at aileron impart energy such that it acts as a push
for aileron to achieve greater amplitude in the direction of motion. Similar scenario can be
observed for time instant 0.15 when aileron motion is augmented by shock waves’ position.
This augmentation leads to sudden increase in amplitude and potentially fatal oscillations in
very few cycles.
Results discussed above show the nonlinear behavior with respect to the shock waves’ positional interplay. Characteristics of buzz have been found to be highly dependent on initial
perturbation of flow hence displacement of aileron from mean position. In addition to that geometrical aspects like asymmetrical shape of wing section and edge appearance on airfoil surface
have significant effects. These results show the vulnerability of transonic regime to various flow
phenomena which can be incited under flow conditions as well as geometrical circumstances.
4. AERODYNAMIC DESCRIBING FUNCTION
Describing Function (DF) technique provides the ease of approximating nonlinear system
under investigation by a quasi-linear model. In this approach, the form of Describing Function
(DF) is assumed and the coefficients are determined from the data generated by the CFD code
in time simulation. This type of quasi-linear system retains the possibility of sharing some
analysis methods typical of linear systems.[11]
For Describing function to be apt to reproduce the overall nonlinear response, the linear
part of the system should act as a low pass filter with passband low enough to rule out higher
harmonics out of the response. This low-pass filtering hypothesis is usually verified but it
is rarely possible to check it up front, and so the DF method is often considered an empiric
approach.
Approximation of aerodynamic subsystem’s nonlinearity by a describing function can be
demonstrated well through Figure 9, which shows aeroelastic system of aileron buzz where linear element (structural subsystem) is characterized by its frequency response function G(jω)
and the nonlinear element (aerodynamic subsystem) by its Describing Function N (ω, δ, γ) representation.
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Structural subsystem G(jω) takes aerodynamic moment as input and aileron deflection angle as the output. Frequency response function (FRF) for this linear element can be obtained
as:
1
β(jω)
=−
G(jω) =
(3)
MH (jω)
IH ω 2
Comparing aeroelastic system in Figure 9 with a typical feedback system, system’s output
must closely approximate nonlinearity input to have a good representation through describing
function. For oscillatory behavior of an asymmetrical airfoil, sinusoidal signal plus a bias can
be considered as an appropriate form of the nonlinearity input:
xnl (t) = γ + δsin(ωt)

(4)

which has a bias component γ and a periodic component with frequency ω and amplitude δ.
From the statistical point of view, γ, δ and ω are determined by the nature of the system and its
inputs. The output can be expressed by using a Fourier series:
ynl (t) =

∞
X
n=0

|An (ω, δ, γ)| sin[nωt + φ(ω, δ, γ)]

where An are Fourier coefficients. Such coefficients are functions of input frequency, bias and
amplitude because they describe the output of a nonlinear element. Nonlinearity output can be
further distributed into the following form:
ynl (t) = ya (t) + yr (t)
where ya (t) takes care of the contributions of a constant & fundamental frequency terms (n =
0, 1) and yr (t) denotes the contributions of higher harmonics (n > 1). The output after passing
through the linear element, takes the form as:
y(t) = G.ya (t) + G.yr (t)
Prescribed and free oscillation responses validate the hypothesis of filtering characteristics
of loop linear part, that it significantly attenuates higher harmonics. Under this important approximation, higher harmonics contribution can be neglected as:
G.ya (t)  G.yr (t)
So, nonlinearity output can be represented by considering only the first harmonic term plus
bias and following form of Dual Input Describing Function can be obtained:
ya (t) = Nγ γ + [<[Nδ ]sin(ωt) + =[Nδ ]cos(ωt)]δ

(5)

where Nγ and Nδ are approximating gains to bias and sinusoidal input components respectively
and are given as:
A0 (ω, δ, γ)
Nγ (ω, δ, γ) =
γ
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and

|A1 (ω, δ, γ)| jφ(ω,δ,γ)
e
δ
Nδ is generally defined as the complex fundamental-harmonic gain of a nonlinearity in the
presence of a driving sinusoid. These gains/coefficients will be evaluated from the system’s
response to prescribed input variables for set of values. DF gains are then related to varying
input variables using Cubic Spline interpolation.
From the presented representation of the structural and aerodynamic subsystems, quasilinearized aeroelastic system output can be formulated as:
Nδ (ω, δ, γ) =

y(t) = Gynl (t) ∼
= Gyd (t)
y(t) ∼
= G(j0)Nγ .γ + (<[G(jω)] {<[Nδ ]sin(ωt) + =[Nδ ]cos(ωt)}

+ =[G(jω)] {<[Nδ ]sin(ωt) + =[Nδ ]cos(ωt)})δ

At the limit cycle condition, y(t) = xnl (t), which leads to following set of equations:
G(j0) Nγ (ω, δ, γ).γ = γ

(6)

G(jω) {<[Nδ ] sin(ωt) + =[Nδ ] cos(ωt) } .δ = δ sin(ωt)

(7)

Nγ (ω, δ, γ) = 0

(8)

Above two equations states the conditions for bias and sinusoidal contributions, respectively,
to propagate identically around the loop for limit cycle to be established. For non-zero mean(
γ 6= 0 ) of unsymmetrical airfoil and static gain G(j0) → ∞ :
which gives the condition for bias value which must be fulfilled to sustain limit cycle. Condition
defined with respect to the sinusoidal component in Eq. 7, can be further segregated such that
Eq. 7 gives:
G(jω).<[Nδ (ω, δ, γ)] = 1
(9)
G(jω).=[Nδ (ω, δ, γ)] = 0

(10)

Above three equations, i.e. Eq. 8, 9 & 10, form the set of three real nonlinear algebraic equations that is needed to be solved in order to compute three unknown parameters characterizing
the limit cycle oscillations, which are bias, amplitude & frequency. [12]
Aerodynamic describing function has been evaluated at number of Mach numbers and angles of attack conditions. Behavior of the real component concerning Eqn. 9 and the imaginary
component concerning Eqn. 10 of complex fundamental harmonic gain (Nδ ) with respect to frequency (ω) has been shown separately in Figure 10 and 11 where convergence can be achieved
when both components equate to 1 and 0 respectively along with the satisfaction of Eqn. 8.
Variation of this complex fundamental harmonic gain with respect to amplitude (δ) in Figure
12 and 13 shows a rather comprehensive view of how these equations lead to predicting small
and large amplitudes of oscillation. Figure 12 shows the case of small amplitude oscillation
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Figure 10. Variation of real and imaginary components of complex harmonic gain (Nδ ) w.r.t
frequency(ω)

Figure 11. Variation of real and imaginary components of complex harmonic gain (Nδ ) w.r.t
frequency(ω)
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Figure 12. Variation of real and imaginary components of complex harmonic gain (Nδ ) w.r.t
amplitude(δ) at Mach number 0.82 and Angle of Attack of 0 deg

Figure 13. Variation of real and imaginary components of complex harmonic gain (Nδ ) w.r.t
amplitude(δ) at Mach number 0.82 and Angle of Attack of 2 deg
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Figure 14. Aeroelastic system response comparison at Mach No. 0.815

Figure 15. Aeroelastic system response comparison at Mach No. 0.82
where at small amplitudes both equations 9 and 10 behave and converge in a similar fashion
as with respect to frequency however at larger amplitudes, equations show rapid variation and
inability to converge consecutively. Opposite trend can be observed for large amplitude oscillations case in Fig. 13 where equations consecutively converge at larger amplitude.
Using this evaluated aerodynamics describing function, DF linearized aeroelastic system
was formulated to predict LCO parameters and their variation with reasonable accuracy compared to the ones computed through CFD-based aeroelastic computations. Figure 14 and 15
show the comparisons of the evaluated values at set of angles of attack. DF linearized aeroelastic system predicts the variation of the LCO characteristics with good accuracy and with little
discrepancies in exact values. These results show the potential of describing function technique
to develop reduced order representation of aerodynamic nonlinearity in the case limit cycle
oscillation.
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Figure 16. LCO characteristics variation with Hinge Moment of Inertia (IH )
Developed linearized aeroelastic system should also be able to predict variation in limit
cycle characteristics with respect to design variables, that in our case is hinge moment of inertia. This verification has been performed and the results have been shown in Figure 16 where
significant variation in limit cycle frequency is observed with respect to hinge moment of inertia and this variation has been predicted with good accuracy. Limit cycle amplitude has been
under-predicted however its dependence on hinge moment of inertia is observed to be rather
low relative to the frequency. These results presents describing function technique as a powerful approach for non-linear aerodynamic modeling and predicting the characteristics of limit
cycle oscillation.
5. CONCLUSIONS
This work investigates the nonlinear interaction between aileron free-play and shock wave
dynamics which is the driving mechanism for non-classical aileron buzz. Results give a detailed insight of the interplay between asymmetrical shape of wing section, spatial motion of
shock waves with respect to various flow conditions and excitation of aileron buzz. Characteristics of incited oscillations have been found to be highly dependent on initial perturbation and
geometrical aspects of the wing section (asymmetry and edge appearance). Further, classical
technique of Describing Function has been exploited to evaluate quasi-linearized representation
of aerodynamics nonlinearities involved in the case of non-classical aileron buzz. Formulated
DF linearized aeroelastic system predicts limit cycle oscillation characteristics with appreciable
accuracy.
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ABSTRACT
The need for more efficient aircraft able to meet the new challenging requirements defined
by ACARE with its strategic road map stated in the Vision 2020 forces the researchers to look
for more advanced aircraft configurations, based on more efficient aerodynamics and
structures together with more sophisticated flight control systems. Aircraft industry has to be
able to deliver new significantly greener aircraft with a substantial reduction of fuel
consumption, emissions and perceived noise levels. One of the most promising concept
regarding more environmentally friendly aircraft concerns Natural Laminar Flow (NLF) wing.
This concept requires a fully multidisciplinary approach due to the counteracting role of main
aircraft parameters such as wing sweep, wing thickness and cruise speed, so to minimize the
potential structural wing penalty. Aiming at this global target, a possible solution is based on
combining Natural Laminar Flow (NLF), that could be obtained by an aggressive
combination of manoeuvre (MLA) and gust load alleviation (GLA) technologies that holds
the potential to greatly improve both the weight and aerodynamic terms in the classical
Breguet equation. For all these reasons the interest in the development, implementation and
experimental verification of MLA and GLA technologies is becoming a key topic in the
development of the next generation transport aircraft.
The GLAMOUR project, in response to the SP1-JTI-CS-2013-01-GRA-02-022 call,
tackles this topic in two different ways. At first, having the Green Regional Aircraft as

Alessandro De Gaspari, Sergio Ricci, Stephan Adden† and Matteo Martegani

reference, starting from the active control laws proposed by AleniaAermacchi, it tries to
deeply explore their validity over the entire flight envelope, and to extend them with new
control strategies based on the use of Neural Networks, as well as based on Robust Model
Predictive Control techniques.
One of the key aspect of GLAMOUR project is the extended experimental validation
campaign that will be conducted at Wind Tunnel available at Politecnico di Milano. Indeed,
the design manufacturing and testing of a large scale aeroservoelastic model for validation of
MLA and GLA control strategies requires the adoption of special design and manufacturing
technologies due to the restrictions imposed by the scale of the model. First of all the
geometry scale factor and the dynamically scale strategy impact the design and manufacturing
technologies of the model itself due to the need to comply with accurate stiffness and mass
distribution. The set-up of the wind tunnel model requires a special attachment device
connecting the model to the wind tunnel so to guarantee a free free attachment device
allowing the model to plunge and pitch. A dedicated gust generator has to be designed and
installed able to guarantee the capability to cover the flight envelope in terms of flight speed
and gust intensity.
The paper describes the strategies and technologies adopted inside GLAMOUR project
together with the first available experimental results.

Figure 1: The POLIMI’s Wind Tunnel (left), the half model (middle) and the gust generator (right).
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Summary. The present work is devoted to the design, realization and testing of the control
surfaces actuation system that will be implemented in a wind tunnel aeroelastic model within
the GLAMOUR project. Such a scaled aircraft is equipped by three movable surfaces (two
ailerons and one elevator) employed to suppress aeroelastic vibrations due to incoming gusts.
A control approach based on standard industrial PID regulators, tuned by a novel frequency–
based optimization, is taken into consideration, thanks to its simplicity and intrinsic robustness.
Numerical results are presented with the aim of validating this methodology, considering both
standard input signals and realistic command profiles. It is found out that an integrated observer for disturbance rejection is required to satisfy one of the required constraints. Finally,
the preliminary realization of the test rig is described.
1. INTRODUCTION
In the past, the Department of Aerospace Science and Technology of Politecnico di Milano
has worked on both the design of wind tunnel models equipped with active aeroelastic control
technologies [1] and the development of advanced control strategies [2].
In this case, the requirements that affect the design of the GLAMOUR servo–control systems
descend directly from a reference aircraft, that is a full–scale aircraft, and include the related
maximum bandwidth, that must be robust in the face of possible uncertainties and disturbances,
and the deflection rate saturation of each control surface. The wind tunnel actuation system is
composed by two independent motors which drive the ailerons by reinforced rubber belts, while
the elevator is directly actuated by one motor placed outside the wind tunnel model.
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Figure 1. Wind Tunnel Model and actuation system layout.

Because of the lack of room inside the wing, the actuation system of the two ailerons is made
up by a set of two independent drive belts shown in Figure 1, which are nevertheless driven by
the same input signal. Regarding the elevator instead, because of its massive inertia properties,
a direct connection with the motor is chosen, in order to avoid possible positioning inaccuracies
due to the flexibility introduced by the drive belt.
A control approach with standard industrial PID regulators is taken into consideration, thanks
to its simplicity and intrinsic robustness. In order to guarantee good positioning accuracy and
the realization of the required deflection rate saturation, a dual loop architecture is chosen. This
solution permits to tune the motor (inner) loop as a speed controller, making it sufficiently fast
to follow abrupt speed changes, e.g. rate saturations, while the load (outer) loop is a position
loop, required to assure the desirable positioning precision. The deflection rate saturation is
introduced in between the two control loops.
The control system is tuned through a novel data–based optimization algorithm which operates
in the frequency domain, requiring that only a single shot experiment (real or numerical) has to
be performed. Such a tuning algorithm is used to assure the requested control system bandwidth,
while the robustness of the designed system is verified a posteriori using the classical gain and
phase margin indicators.
A test rig representing the actuation system installed on board of the wind tunnel model will be
designed and manufactured in order to validate the present control laws.
2. CONTROL ARCHITECTURE
Driven by previous experiences in the design of actuation systems for wind tunnel models
[1], a classical PID architecture is chosen in this work. Such a controller relates the control
action u(t) to the error between the current output y(t) and the reference signal r(t), through
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the following law:



KI
Ns
+ KD
e(s)
(1)
u(s) = KP +
s
s+N
Here the closed loop relation is written directly in the frequency domain, because of its linear
behavior. The parameters KP , KD and KI are the proportional, derivative and integral gains
respectively. To guarantee that the discrete time realization of the controller does not deteriorate
the effect of its derivative contribution, a filter with cut-off frequency 2πN is included.
A simplified model of the belt drive system used for the actuation of the ailerons is depicted in
Figure 2. Using the variables defined in such a figure, the closed loop system should be able to
follow the reference command r(t) through the aileron rotation θ2 .
Unfortunately, the classical approach with the direct application of the PID of Eq. 1 on the
Cm , θ1

Ca , θ2

k
+

I1 , r1

+
l
Figure 2. Belt drive system

I2 , r2

motor rotation θ1 would results in a poor tracking because of the combined action of the belt
flexibility, indicated as k in Figure 2, and the aerodynamic load acting on the aileron, Ca , which
is in fact a disturbance in the present design.
In order to overcome such an inadequacy, an appropriate solution have to be devised. Thanks to
its wide application in industrial high precision tracking, a dual-loop strategy based on PID controllers is implemented [3]. This architecture employs two position sensors, one on the motor
side, the other on the aileron’s, as depicted in Figure 3. It permits to tune the motor (inner) loop
as a PI speed controller, making the actuator sufficiently fast to follow abrupt speed changes,
e.g. possible rate saturations. The aileron (outer) loop is instead a PID position controller, required to assure the desired positioning precision within a reasonable bandwidth.

Figure 3. Dual loop controller.
Thanks to the feedback of θ2 , this architecture would permit an accurate tracking of the reference signal also in presence of unsteady disturbances, such as the aerodynamic torque.
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3. TUNING ALGORITHM
The procedure used to tune the parameters of the two controllers involved in the dual loop
architecture of Figure 3 takes inspiration from the works of Campi et al. [4] and Masuda et
al. [5]. Such methods are based on the generation of a fictitious reference signal, which is
generated recursively given a set of one-shot computational/experimental input-output data.
The main difference of the present procedure with respect to the cited methods, which both work
in the time domain, is the fact that the training algorithm is written directly in the frequency
domain thanks to the linearity of the control system.
According to [4], if a controller C(s; θ) results in a closed-loop system whose transfer function
is M (s), then, when the closed-loop system is fed by any reference signal r(s), its output
equals M (s)r(s) in the frequency domain. Hence, a necessary condition for the closed-loop
system to have the same transfer function as the target model is that the output of the two
systems is the same for a given reference. The basic idea of the present approach is to perform
a wise selection of the reference signal so that the determination of the controller becomes
easily achievable. Using the symbols defined in Figure 4, the implemented tuning procedure is
outlined here below:

Figure 4. Generic closed loop system.
1. The collected input-output time domain data (u(t) and y(t)), obtained through first closed
loop measurements, are transformed in the frequency domain through a Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT). Such signals will be referred as U (jω) and Y (jω)
2. A virtual reference is computed such that Y (jω) = M (jω)Rθ (jω), i.e. Rθ (jω) =
M −1 (jω)Y (jω), where the function M (s) is a target transfer function opportunely selected
3. A tracking error is defined E(jω) = Y (jω) − M (jω)Rθ (jω)
4. A filter operator L(jω) is applied to E(jω) and U (jω), i.e. Ê(jω) = L(jω)E(jω)
and Û (jω) = L(jω)U (jω). According to [4], the filter is chosen to be L(jω) = [1 −
M (jω)]M (jω). As shown in the cited work, such a choice permits to minimize the
"distance" between the closed loop system and the target within the frequency range of
interest
5. The controller parameter vector θ is computed to minimize the cost function:
Nf
2
1 X
Û (jωk ) − PID(jωk , θ)Ê(jωk )
J (θ) =
2 Nf k=1

4

(2)
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where Nf is the number of computed frequencies. Because the input-output data is available
at several frequencies, a nonlinear least-square optimizer, such as the Levenberg-Marquardt
method [6, 7], is chosen to solve the minimization problem described by Eq. 2. With this
method, the problem is solved compactly using matrix-vector multiplications.
At first the residual (jω, θ) = Û (jω) − PID(jω, θ)Ê(jω) is collocated at each computed
frequency and stacked into a vector:


Û (jω1 ) − PID(jω1 , θ)Ê(jω1 )
 Û (jω ) − PID(jω , θ)Ê(jω ) 
2
2
2


(θ) = 
(3)

..


.
Û (jωNf ) − PID(jωNf , θ)Ê(jωNf )
Then the Jacobian matrix of  with respect to θ has to be determined. Thanks to the structure of
the PID controller presented by Eq. 1, such a quantity can be easily computed:


jωN
1
jωN
∂(jω, θ)
θ2
Ê(jω) (4)
+ θ3
−→
=− 1
PID(jω, θ) = θ1 +
jω jω + N
jω
jω + N
∂θ

Again, ∂/∂θ is collocated at each computed frequency and stacked in a matrix:

 

1 jω1 N
 1 jω jω + N Ê(jω1 ) 
1
1





 



1
jω
N
2

 1
Ê(jω
)
2
J(θ) = − 

jω2 jω2 + N




..


.



jωNf N


1
1
Ê(jωNf )
jωNf jωNf + N

(5)

The update of the controller parameter vector θ is obtained through the formula:
∆θ = − JT J

−1

JT 

(6)

The procedure is iterated until a sufficient small variation of θ is obtained between two optimization steps.
In the following section this tuning algorithm will be applied to the closed loop system of Figure 3. As will be seen, the method can be directly applied to the present application through a
recursive procedure.
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4. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
The mathematical model related to the system of Figure 2 can be written following basic
physical principles:


I1 θ̈1 + αkr12 θ1 − αkr1 r2 θ2 = Cm




 I2 θ̈2 − αkr1 r2 θ1 + αkr22 θ2 = Ca
(7)
V∞
V∞2

ẍ
+
a
ẋ
+
a
x
=
b
θ
+
b
θ̇
+
b
θ̈

a
a1
a
a2
a
a0
2
a1
2
a2
2


b
b2

 C = c x + d θ + d θ̇ + d θ̈
a
a a
a0 2
a1 2
a2 2

Only the design of the inner aileron control system is considered in this work, being the most
challenging one. In fact, with the chosen layout, the elevator does not require the use of any
drive belt, which may introduce compliance in the system, while the outer aileron is subjected
to lower aerodynamic forces, i.e. disturbances, with respect to the present case.
As can be noticed from the last two equations of Eq. 7, an unsteady aerodynamic model is used
to compute the hinge moment acting on the control surface. The model is developed starting
from the work of Theodorsen [8], transforming the frequency-based model presented in such
a work into a state-space one. Therefore, the constants ca , da,i , aa,i and ba,i can be directly
computed following [8], while all the other variables are defined by Figure 2. The constant α
is introduced to take into account the fact that, in the rubber belt of Figure 2, its compressed
side might not work at all as the other one is under tension (α = 1) or it could present some
kind of residual stiffness (1 < α ≤ 2) thanks to the presence of an internal reinforcement. Several analyses have been carried out to study the influence of such a parameter, while the results
presented here are all related to α = 1 to show that the control system is able to perform its
functions properly also in such a pessimistic situation.
As explained in the previous section, the tuning procedure is applied recursively to the control
system of Figure 3. First the inner loop is considered alone, as depicted in Figure 5(a), and
tuned by the presented algorithm. After having designed the inner control system with an adequate bandwidth, the outer loop is tuned by the same algorithm, taking into consideration the
already tuned inner loop, as shown in Figure 5(b). This strategy has shown to be way more
efficient than a fully integrated one, where all the gains would have been computed in one shot.
In the following simulations, the value of of the filter pole N is set to 500, being this an adequate value in view of its discrete implementation, performed at a control frequency of 2500
Hz. Furthermore, because the response of the aeroelastic system described by Eq. 7 depends
on the wind speed, a rough gain scheduling of the controller has been required. Three speeds
have been considered: 0, 25 and 50 m/s. The tuning simulations shown here are relative to the
highest speed allowable.
After several test simulations, a chirp signal, opportunely filtered at high frequency to avoid
motor saturations in current and torque , is chosen. Because the input-output data has to be
collected in closed-loop, a first rough tuning of the inner control have to be devised. A tuning
based on pole-placement is used here, as in [9], because the motor inertia is known with a good
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(a) Tuning framework of the inner loop

(b) Tuning framework of the outer loop

Figure 5. Tuning of the dual loop control system
degree of accuracy. Using this simple method, the obtained controller bandwidth is 13 Hz. The
chirp signal sweeps from 0.1 to 200 Hz with an amplitude of 10 deg, filtered by a second order
filter with bandwidth of 30 Hz. The target closed loop transfer function is a second order system with a bandwidth of 70 Hz. Such an high value is chosen to permit the controller to follow
abrupt speed changes. The comparison between the initial and the optimized control laws is
shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Tuning of inner loop
As can be noticed from Figure 6(a) the bandwidth of the inner loop is increased from 13 to
66 Hz, showing that the presented method is quite accurate in moving the system poles to the
wanted location even when starting from a not so precisely tuned controller.
The same procedure is applied to tune the outer loop also, using as reference a chirp signal
sweeping from 0.05 to 200 Hz with an amplitude of 1 deg, filtered by a second order filter with
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bandwidth of 30 Hz, to avoid possible rate saturations. Again, the same pole placement method
is employed to initialize the loop, but because of the complexity of the system, the initial bandwidth in closed loop is 1.8 Hz, in the face of the requested 15 Hz. In this case, the target closed
loop transfer function is a second order system with a bandwidth of 15 Hz. The comparison
between the initial and the optimized control laws is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Tuning of inner loop
The obtained closed loop bandwidth is 13 Hz. Such a value will have to be verified during the
experimental campaign. The resulting gain margin is 6.22 dB at 34 Hz, while the phase margin
is 74 deg at 11 Hz. These values guarantee a good level of robustness in the face of possible
system uncertainties.
A sample of step response computed at V∞ = 45 m/s is presented in Figure 8. As can be noticed, there is a small overshoot in the response (about 3.5%). This phenomenon is found to
be typical for this particular control architecture. In fact, other solutions, i.e. a classical dual
loop controller [3], would not produce such an overshoot. Nevertheless, the chosen framework
is essential for integrating possible rate saturations as required by the project specifications.
Position and rate saturations are introduced in the model to represent technological limitations
of a real aircraft actuation system. To test the capability of the controller when such nonlinearities are excited, we consider one of the signals computed in [10]. In such a work, a gust
suppression control law was developed, and the very same control strategy will be tested in
a wind tunnel experimental campaign within the GLAMOUR project. A sample of obtained
response at V∞ = 45 m/s is shown in Figure 9, where the aileron deflection and rate are normalized with respect to their imposed saturation limits.
As can be seen from Figure 9(a) the controller presents good tracking properties, even if it is
not able to follow fast deflections changes such as the one between the two main peaks. This
is mainly due to the limited capability of reproducing rate saturations, as highlighted by Figure
9(c). As better shown in Figure 9(d), it can be noticed that the controller is not able to follow
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precisely the requested rate saturation, but it stabilizes at a lower value as soon it reaches such
a limitation. This is due to the presence of the aerodynamic disturbance. In fact the outer PID
loop is able to reject efficiently constant or slowly varying disturbances only, thanks to its integral term. The problem is, while the controller tries to maintain the deflection rate constant
during the saturation, the aerodynamic hinge moment changes because it depends also on the
control surface deflection, as well represented by Eq. 7. Because of this, the controller is not
able to perform the required task.
A possible solution to this problem would by the introduction of an additional control term able
to compensate time-varying disturbances. In this work a solution based on the use of a reduced
order observer is devised, as in [11]. Starting from the measure of the motor position θ1,meas the
observer integrates the following dynamic model:
(
I1 θ̈1 = Cm + d
(8)
d˙ = w
Where d is the disturbance perturbing the motor actuation, while w is a white noise signal.
Therefore d includes the effect of the aerodynamic disturbance and other possible effects, e.g.
dry friction, that may deteriorate the controller action. An estimation of such a disturbance and
its following integration into the control law would result into a beneficial effect, especially near
saturating conditions. The observer has the following structure:
  
   
 
 
0 1 0 θ1 
0
0
L1
θ̇1 
−1 
−1 





= 0 0 I1
+ I1
Cm + 0 w + L2  (θ1,meas − θ1 )
(9)
θ̈
θ̇
 ˙1 
 1
0
0
0
0
1
L
d
d
3

where Li , are the elements of the observer gain matrix. This system is tuned through a classical
LQG design [12], where the weight matrices used in this case are Q = diag (0, 0, 7 · 105 ) and
R = 1 · 10−6 . As can be noticed from Eq. 9, the observer not only provides an estimate of
the disturbance but also a direct calculation of the motor rate θ̇1 , which has proven to be more
accurate and robust than the estimation computed by the linear filter of Figure 3. In view of
these results, the final architecture of the controller is depicted in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Dual loop controller with integrated observer for disturbance rejection
Considering again the signal of Figure 9, the results relative to the new architecture are presented
in Figure 11. As can be noted from Figure 11(a), the tracking properties of the controller are
improved using this new architecture. Comparing also Figure 11(b) with 9(b), it is clear that the
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control effort required now is also slightly lower than in the previous case. Nevertheless, the
main difference is spotted comparing Figure 11(c) with 9(c). With the integration of an observer
that rejects time-varying disturbances, the controller is now able to follow the saturation in rate
with a sufficiently good accuracy, as demonstrated also by Figure 11(d). The robustness margins
of the present controller are even better than the previous case, with a gain margin of 7.04 dB at
35 Hz, while the phase margin is 75 deg at 11 Hz. Because of all of these improvements, this
controller architecture will be the one used in the realization of the actuation system of the wind
tunnel aircraft that will be employed for the validation of different gust suppression control laws
within the GLAMOUR project.
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Figure 11. Tracking of a control signal computed in [10] by the final control architecture
5. EXPERIMENTAL ACTIVITIES
Simulations results were used to define the design requirements in terms of bandwidth and
maximum torque acting on the motors: 0.9 Nm and 6 Nm are the values adopted for the aileron
and elevator actuators. In order to satisfy the requirements, two different motors were selected
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Figure 12. Experimental apparatus scheme and hardware of the GLAMOUR wind tunnel
model.

for the aileron and the elevator. For the aileron, the Harmonic Drive RSF-5B with a gear ratio of
50 and an additional gear ratio due to the belt drive contribution allows to produce the required
torque. In the case of the elevator, the Harmonic Drive RSF-11B with a gear ratio of 50 is
directly connected to the elevator shaft to generate the required torque.
The complete hardware for the servo–control is composed by one PC, three motors connected
to as many drives and four power supplies. Each drive needs two power lines, one for the
electronics and the other one for the motor power. The additional power supplies are connected
to the digital PCI board and to the digital channels of the drive. The PC is equipped with
four PCI boards: the digital board, the analog input board, that allows to receive the command
input from the gust alleviation control system, the analog output board and the encoder board.
Figure 12 shows the diagram of the experimental apparatus composed by the hardware and the
electronics used to command the control surfaces.
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Figure 13. Motor deflection and motor torque.
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Figure 14. Actuation system integrated into the wing.

A command input coming from the gust alleviation control was used to check the hardware and
the motor performances. The motor has shown to be able to follow the command by means of
a simple PID controller, even when including in the model a virtual disturbing torque added to
simulate the presence of the aerodynamic forces and the aileron inertia. Figure 13 shows the
motor response in terms of motor deflection and motor torque.

Figure 15. Test rig for experimental validations.
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The structural design of the actuation system was completed and integrated into the wing
through a CAD model. The design of the rib connections will be refined after the final version
of the wing spar will be provided by the wing designers. Figure 14 shows the CAD model of
the actuation system inside the wing of the wind tunnel model. The outer part of the wing was
extracted and used for the design of the test rig that will be used for the experimental validation
of the complete actuation system. Figure 15 depicts the test rig CAD model and corresponding
experimental realization.
6. CONCLUSIONS
In the present effort, the control surfaces actuation system of a wind tunnel aeroelastic aircraft model has been modeled numerically with the aim of designing the related control law.
Simple controllers such as PID laws have been chosen, but the constraints imposed to the actuators of the real reference aircraft have made the design more involved. In fact, the intrinsic
compliance of the actuation system and the requested rate saturations have forced the controller
architecture to be composed by a dual–loop PID, with the motor side commanded in speed while
the load is commanded in position. A novel frequency–based optimization has been proposed to
tune each controller loop starting from a single numerical experiment. Numerical simulations
have been used to support these claims, showing that an integrated observer for disturbance
rejection is required to satisfy robustly the constraint on the maximum rate achievable. Preliminary results coming from the testing of the chosen actuators have been shown and a first
realization of the test rig that will be used for the validation of the current results has been presented.
In the next few months, the present approach will be validated through an extensive experimental campaign and will be finally integrated in the wind tunnel aeroelastic aircraft model used to
validate several control laws aimed at suppressing aeroelastic vibrations due to incoming gusts.
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Summary. This work addresses the involuntary interaction between the pilot and the vehicle, with specific reference to helicopters along the vertical (or heave) axis. The problem is
described and formulated mathematically. Means of analysis are discussed. Focus is placed on
modeling requirements for both the vehicle and the pilot. Open problems and future work lines
are sketched.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This work addresses the involuntary interaction between the pilot and the vehicle, with
specific reference to helicopters along the vertical (or heave) axis [1]. Adverse interactions may
arise when the motion of the vehicle along the heave axis causes the injection of involuntary
commands into the collective control inceptor. Such commands are labeled as involuntary when
they occur in a range of frequencies that lies above the cutoff frequency of the commands that
a pilot can voluntarily produce, which is conventionally set at about 1 Hz [2]. The source
is usually found in cockpit motion associated with either rotor aeroelastic modes or airframe
structural dynamics modes. The relevant dynamics is placed in the range between 2 Hz and
8 Hz [2]. Overlapping may exist, as it is often difficult to separate voluntary and involuntary
commands.
The importance of prevention in rotorcraft design is magnified by the rapid development of
Fly-By-Wire (FBW) rotorcraft, which may introduce further delays between the pilot’s action
on the control inceptors and the actuation of the controlled elements. Operational conditions
usually considered safe, like taxiing, and critical conditions for which clearance criteria are
consolidated, like ground resonance, may require further attention after the introduction of automatic flight control systems in the loop.
A typical loop closure mechanism that may lead to loss of stability is that of the so-called
‘collective bounce’. During collective bounce, the vertical motion of the cockpit causes an
involuntary action of the pilot on the collective control inceptor. The latter, in turn, produces a
change in main rotor thrust, which causes vertical accelerations; the control loop is closed.
The study of this problem requires models that include all system properties that characterize the problem. These have been identified as: the main rotor aeroelasticity, the rigid-body
heave motion of the vehicle, the biodynamic feedthrough of the pilot, the dynamics of the flight
controls (swashplate actuators, digital inceptor filters, digital flight control system). The airframe structural dynamics and any slung loads may play a role as well.
This work illustrates rotorcraft-pilot couplings problems and the methods devised for their
analysis. Multibody dynamics and accurate fluid-dynamics models [3] are used to model the vehicle and the pilot in order to achieve detailed analysis and verification capabilities. Linearized
models are used for parametric analysis and design. Robust stability analysis [4] is applied to
the linearized models to determine the stability margins of the vehicle with respect to pilot biodynamic feedthrough uncertainties. Parametric biodynamic feedthrough models [5] are used to
support the design of the pilot-vehicle interface.
2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Collective bounce is an oscillation of the helicopter along its vertical axis, involving the
interaction between the main rotor’s coning mode and the control loop closure produced by the
pilot [2, 3, 6, 7, 8]. As a consequence of the vertical oscillations, the pilot may involuntarily
act on the collective control inceptor. The resulting main rotor blade pitch change, if adversely
phased with respect to the main rotor coning motion, may produce an unstable control loop
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Figure 1. Analytical model of heave (z) and coning (β0 ) motion (From [9]).
Table 1. Simplified models data.
Total mass
Number of blades
Rotor radius
Rotation speed
Lock number
Blade mass
Flap static moment
Flap inertia moment
Flap frequency ratio
Coning mode damping
Heave time constant

m (kg)
nb
R (m)
Ω (Hz)
γ
mb (kg)
Sβ (kg·m)
Iβ (kg·m2 )
νβ
ξβ
T (s)

closure, despite being the coning motion usually well damped by aerodynamic forces.
This phenomenon is still known as a cause of helicopter accidents, as demonstrated by the
recent NTSB reports1 (SEA08LA043 and ANC08LA083), about two accidents respectively
occurred in December 2007 and June 2008, caused by collective bounce on UH-1B helicopters.
The probable cause was related to failure of the pilot in controlling the collective bounce. In
one case this was accompanied by insufficient collective control friction; in the other by poor
maintenance, resulting in loose and worn control system and rotor bearings. The NTSB reports
indicate that
According to the Operator’s Manual for the UH-1B helicopter, “Collective bounce
is a pilot induced vertical oscillation that may be encountered in any flight condition by a rapid buildup of vertical bounce at approximately three cycles per second.
The severity of this oscillation is such that effective control of the aircraft may become difficult to maintain.”
This problem was analyzed in detail in [9], where a simple, two degrees of freedom model
of collective bounce was set-up (Figure. 1) and analyzed.
1

http://www.ntsb.gov/aviationquery/, last accessed October 2015.
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The linearized equations of motion that govern the problem are
γ Iβ
γ Iβ
γ Iβ
mz̈ + nb Ω 2 ż + nb Sβ β̈ + nb Ω β̇ = nb Ω2 θ
4 R
6 R
6 R
γ
I
γ
γ
β
nb Iβ β̈ + nb ΩIβ β̇ + nb Iβ νβ2 Ω2 β + nb Sβ z̈ + nb Ω ż = nb Ω2 Iβ θ;
8
6 R
8

(1a)
(1b)

the symbols are defined in Table 1. They describe the coupled vertical displacement and rotor
coning motions. Coupling occurs thanks to inertia forces, by way of the static moment Sβ of
the blades, and to aerodynamics, by way of the change in angle of attack related to the vertical
velocity of the aircraft and to the blade flapping rate.
cues
mission
task
demand

sensors

vehicle

response
pilot

FCS

rotorcraft

vibrations

Figure 2. Block diagram of pilot-vehicle interaction.
As illustrated in Figure 2, in general the blade pitch angle θ is the combined result of the voluntary pilot action (AP), namely the blade pitch change that is required to perform the task the
pilot is trying to accomplish, and of the involuntary pilot action (PP). The latter, in this specific
case, is caused by the vertical acceleration of the pilot’s seat (the arrow labeled “vibrations” in
the figure).
Time delay is a very important parameter in pilot-vehicle interaction problems. In many
modern vehicles, the motion of the control inceptor does not result in a corresponding direct
change of pitch of the rotor blades. A flight control system filters and modifies the requested
pitch change, by adding contributions from automatic systems (e.g. a Stability and Control
Augmentation System, SCAS). Furthermore, the dynamics of the swashplate actuators may
add further amplification and delay to the actual blade pitch motion.
Figure 3 shows the equivalent time delay of known (mostly experimental) FBW rotorcraft,
and its breakdown, when available. As discussed in [10] (and in [11] with respect to the ADOCS
FBW UH-60), excluding the time delay associated with the basic helicopter aeromechanics and
the dynamics of the pitch control actuators, quantifiable in 50 to 100 ms and usually included
in aeromechanics analysis, the literature reports time delays ranging from 40 ms for DLR’s
ATTHeS (a modified BO105) to more than 100 ms for the ADOCS (a modified UH-60), the
ARTI (a modified AH-64), and the NASA CH-47 test vehicles. Such delays are associated with
stick (digital) filtering and control computer of FBW control systems. See [12, 6, 9] for a more
detailed discussion of these aspects.
The main cause of the time delay in main rotor vertical response is the aerodynamic damping
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Figure 3. Typical equivalent time delays for fly-by-wire helicopters (from [10]).
of the coning mode, which is related to the Lock number,
ρacR4
,
γ=
Iβ

(2)

namely the ratio between the aerodynamic and inertia loads related to blade flapping is proportional to the damping factor of the coning mode. In Eq. (2), ρ is the air density, a is the lift
curve slope, c is the chord, R is the rotor radius, and Iβ is the flap inertia moment. In [9] it
was shown that for several helicopters, differing in rotor design (teeter, articulated, hingeless)
and class of weight (from light to heavy) the Lock number ranges from 7 to 12, resulting in a
damping factor between 35% and 70% for the main rotor coning mode.
Typical transfer functions that describe the collective inceptor motion as a function of the
vertical acceleration of the pilot’s seat (the so-called biodynamic feedthrough) can be approximated as second-order dynamical systems, with a characteristic frequency between 2 Hz and 4
Hz, with a damping factor that exceeds 25%. Figure 4 shows an equivalent structural model of
the pilot’s biomechanics,
rp
kp
+
mp mp
=
z̈,
rp + rc
kp
2
s +s
+
mp
mp
s

z̈h. abs

(3)

where z̈ is a shorthand for the vertical acceleration. Eq. (3) reproduces the model resulting from
experimental data proposed by Mayo in 1989 [13].
Thus, the amplification of the control inceptor motion resulting from the pilot’s biomechanics when subjected to vertical accelerations of the airframe caused by the coning motion of the
main rotor is somewhat limited. What appears to be critical in triggering an adverse interaction
is the time delay in the response of the main rotor that originates from the coning motion’s
damping factor.
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Figure 4. Structural model equivalent to the involuntary pilot functions identified in [13].
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Figure 5. Bode plot of LTF with pilot involuntary control model (from [9]).
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The Loop Transfer Function (LTF) of the coupled system with respect to collective control
inceptor rotation and vertical acceleration in Fig. 5(a) (adapted from [9]) shows that when the
coning mode is omitted, all helicopters behave similarly, with exactly the same phase, and
amplitudes that only differ by a minimal scale factor. Figure 5(b), on the contrary, shows
that when the coning mode is considered, rather different behaviors occur in the vicinity of
the poles associated with the involuntary pilot model. It is significant that all helicopters with
highly damped coning mode show very small amplification, but with a phase lag of nearly −180
degrees in the band of relevance for the involuntary pilot dynamics.
The modification produced by the pilot’s involuntary control dynamics is even clearer in
Fig. 6, which shows the Nyquist plot of the same functions. A neat enlargement of the curve is
produced at the bottom left portion of the plot. As one would expect, none of the helicopters
analyzed shows unstable behavior; however, different proneness levels to PAO can be appreciated. It is remarkable, for example, that helicopters with considerably large damping of the
coning mode (SA330, CH-53 and UH-60, whose main rotor is articulated) might potentially
suffer from a significant reduction of the gain margin. For example, an increase of the gearing
ratio between the motion of the collective inceptor and the blade pitch angle could drive the
coupled system unstable.
3. MODELING REQUIREMENTS
The vehicle and the pilot models considered so far are extremely crude. They serve the purpose of understanding possible critical stability problems, but can hardly produce quantitative
results. For this reason, an accurate investigation has been conducted over the years in order to
identify the model fidelity that is required to capture the phenomena and produce quantitative
predictions, in view of their use in support to the design and verification of new rotorcraft.
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3.1 Vehicle Modeling
Requirements for vehicle modeling have been determined through a long learning process.
Indeed, the process started during the participation of the authors to the GARTEUR Helicopter
Action Group 16 (HC AG-16), and continued throughout other national and European projects
(PRIN 2007 and ARISTOTEL).
The simple 2 degree of freedom model that was used to first introduce the problem provides
a very gross indication of the characteristics required for the analysis. What appeared to play
an important role is:
• the heave rigid-body motion
• the flapping dynamics of the main rotor
• the torsion dynamics of the main rotor (or, at least, the static torsion)
• the airframe dynamics, at least in terms of normal vibration modes in the range of frequencies of interest
• the main rotor swashplate actuators dynamics
The aeroelasticity of the rotor has been modeled either using a dedicated FEM solver based on
beam theory [14] or general-purpose multibody dynamics solver, MBDyn2 [15], whose structural dynamics model is also based on beam theory, although nonlinear and geometrically exact.
Figure 7 shows the blade shape at the verge of stability in hover, during collective bounce. The
motion described by complex modes goes from real (null phase) to imaginary (−90 deg phase),
negative real (−180 deg phase), and negative imaginary (−270 deg phase). The figure shows
that when lead-lag is mainly positive real, its imaginary portion is negligible (the corresponding
curve and the one related to the reference lead-lag of the blade overlap). At the same time, flap
is mostly negative real, with an appreciable negative imaginary participation, indicating that
flap is almost in phase opposition with lead-lag (−163 deg). Similarly, pitch is also negative
real, with comparable negative imaginary participation, indicating that the pitch slightly precedes flapping (−145 deg). The delay between pitch and flap is consistent with the phase delay
of a second-order harmonic oscillator with the frequency and damping of the main rotor coning
mode (ω0 = 1.10 Ω, damping factor ξ = 0.27, essentially equal to the Lock number, γ = 4.3,
divided by 16), forced at a frequency ω = 0.48 ω0 . The phase relationship between lag and pitch
indicates that the blade lags as a consequence of the increase in pitch, which also increases the
drag of the blade. The delay is again consistent with a lightly damped second-order harmonic
oscillator forced slightly below resonance.
The torsion dynamics is not strictly needed, since the torsional frequency is typically much
higher than that of the coning mode. However, the torsion of the blade may participate statically
to the response of the coning mode. Figure 8 (from [3]) shows how the torsional compliance of
2

http://www.mbdyn.org/, last accessed October 2015.
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Figure 7. Mode shape at the verge of stability in hover.
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Figure 8. Center of mass vertical acceleration after perturbation, with torsionally stiff blade at
stability limit; multibody solver with blade element aerodynamics (from [3]).
the blades changes the response of the aeroelastic system when in marginally stable conditions.
The torsion of the blade is mostly static, but it may significantly change the aerodynamic loads
by changing the local angle of attack.
The airframe dynamics may also play an important role, since any transmissibility between
the main rotor/airframe connection point and the location of the pilot’s seat may introduce
some amplification and phase delay to the accelerations that excite the pilot’s biodynamic
feedthrough. In [3], it was shown that the airframe static and dynamic compliance could amount
to a change in up to about 5% of the damping of the collective bounce mode.
The modeling of the swashplate actuators may also play an important role. Usually, the actuator dynamics is modeled using first- or second-order transfer functions, with a cut frequency
typically between 5 Hz and 10 Hz, the latter figure being representative of typical lightweight
helicopter swashplate actuators. Figure 9 (from [3]) shows the modal participation of several
players of collective bounce. The vertical motion of the airframe of the helicopter slightly precedes the lead-lag of the blade (17 deg phase) and thus is exactly in phase opposition with
collective flap, although of magnitude less than 10% of blade tip flapping. The motion of the
pilot’s seat (not shown in Fig. 9) is in phase with that of the airframe but 10% larger, thanks
to the flexibility of the airframe. The involuntary collective control rotation is nearly −90 deg
with respect to lead-lag, thus lagging −107 deg behind the motion of the pilot’s seat. Such
phase delay is a consequence of the involuntary pilot model. A slight delay of about 10 deg, not
shown in Fig. 9, exists between the pitch rotation at the tip of the blade, indicated as ‘pitch’ in
the figure, and the rotation of the blade about the pitch bearing. Such delay is associated to the
flexibility of the blade itself. The phase relationship between the collective control rotation and
the rotation about the pitch bearing, of the order of −45 deg, is related to the low-pass filtering introduced by the servo-actuators of the pitch control system. In fact, a first-order transfer
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Figure 10. Involuntary collective action characterization at University of Liverpool’s flight simulation facility (from [16]).

function was used in this case, with a time constant of 0.04 s. As a consequence of the low cutoff frequency of the actuator transfer function, the phase lag at the involuntary pilot frequency
reduces the stability margin, yielding a gearing ratio at the verge of stability of about Gc = 0.85.
3.2 Pilot Modeling
Pilot modeling can be rather complex. Two broad approaches are available: transfer functions identified from experimental data, and detailed, comprehensive biomechanical simulations.
In the experimental transfer functions case (Fig. 10), the quality of the model can be considered high, since it is intrinsically (although partially) validated by experiment. However,
those models suffer from limitations: they can be rather subjective, and affected by high (inter-
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subject and even intra-subject) variability; moreover, in principle they are only valid for the
configuration used in the experiment [13, 17, 16].

Figure 11. Multibody model of torso and left arm holding the collective control inceptor.
In the comprehensive biomechanical models case (Fig. 11, from [18]), a thorough verification and validation process is needed in order to understand whether the model able to capture
the essence of the phenomenon. Detailed biomechanical models of pilot limbs can be produced:
see for example [19, 20, 18]. The resulting nonlinear models can serve several purposes: they
can be directly used in the detailed time marching simulation of complex aeroservoelastic systems (the term ‘bioaeroservoelasticity’ has been specifically coined), as in [19, 20], or they can
be used to synthesize transfer functions for cockpit configurations before they are actually built
and tested [20, 21, 5].
As anticipated, open problems are related to the validation of the models. Another critical
issue is the capability to describe with the required accuracy aspects of the problem that can
hardly be quantified, standardized and generalized, like: equivalent seat stiffness and damping,
the effect of the posture (many pilots, for example, let the right forearm rest on the right leg, to
mitigate involuntary control action and increase input accuracy), the effect of shoulder straps,
harnesses, and safety belts in general.
A unification of the two approaches occurs when the detailed biomechanical model is used
to synthesize frequency response functions and transfer functions analogous to those that are
experimentally measured. This task is usually performed for validation purposes in the first
place. Furthermore, it makes transfer functions available for configurations and cockpit layouts
before they are available for testing and characterization. Adding an involuntary pilot action
model in the form of a transfer function is usually possible in most if not all comprehensive
rotorcraft aeromechanics analysis.
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Figure 12. Fitting of numerical BDFT and NMA with second-order transfer function (Eq. (5)).
The rotation of the control inceptor, η, can be expressed as a consequence of the moment
applied to it, md , and of the acceleration of the vehicle:
η = HBDFT (s)az + HNMA (s)md ,

(4)

through a biodynamic feedthrough (BDFT) and a neuromuscular admittance (NMA) transfer
function. The BDFT function, essentially analogous to that of Eq. (3), represents the rotation
caused by the acceleration of the base. The NMA function, instead, represents the rotation
caused by a moment md applied to the control inceptor itself.
As anticipated, both functions can be approximated as second-order dynamical systems of
the form
H(♣) (s) =

b(♣)
,
s 2 + a1 s + a2

(5)

with (♣) corresponding to BDFT and NMA. An example is shown in Fig. 12. The problem has
been discussed in [21, 5], where the resulting transfer functions are used to develop a parametric
model of the pilot-control device subsystem. Consider the equation of motion of the control
device (CD), which is characterized by an equivalent inertia J, a damping coefficient C and a
spring of stiffness K, and is loaded by a moment m,
J η̈ + C η̇ + Kη = m

(6)

with m = md + me .
The moment applied to the device by the pilot’s biodynamics as a consequence of the cockpit
acceleration feedthrough is expressed in the Laplace domain according to Eq. (4) as
−1
md = HNMA
(s) (η − HBDFT (s)az )
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Considering the fitting of Eq. (5), one obtains


s 2 + a1 s + a2
bBDFT
md =
η− 2
az
bNMA
s + a1 s + a2
a1
a2
bBDFT
1 2
s η+
sη +
η−
az
=
bNMA
bNMA
bNMA
bNMA

(8)

i.e., in the time domain
md =

1
bNMA

η̈ +

a1
bNMA

η̇ +

a2
bNMA

η−

bBDFT
az .
bNMA

The complete approximate pilot/control device dynamics, in the time domain, is thus






1
a1
a2
bBDFT
J−
η̈ + C −
η̇ + K −
η = me −
az ,
bNMA
bNMA
bNMA
bNMA

(9)

(10)

i.e.

J˜η̈ + C̃ η̇ + K̃η = me + β̃az .

(11)

In practice, the human operator and the device dynamics are approximated by equivalent inertia,
damping and stiffness contribution, and the vertical acceleration acts as a forcing term.
It is interesting, in this context, to see how the dynamic characteristics of the control device
directly affect the BDFT and NMA functions; they become
− bBDFT /bNMA
J − 1/bNMA
HBDFT (s) =
C − a1 /bNMA K − a2 /bNMA
+
s2 + s
J − 1/bNMA
J − 1/bNMA
−1
J − 1/bNMA
HNMA (s) =
C − a1 /bNMA K − a2 /bNMA
s2 + s
+
J − 1/bNMA
J − 1/bNMA

(12)

(13)

(recall that both bNMA and bBDFT are negative.)
As one might expect, an increase
p of K increases the characteristic frequency of the pilot/control device subsystem, ωp = (K − a2 /bNMA )/(J − 1/bNMA ), and reduces admittance
and feedthrough at frequencies below the characteristic frequency of the subsystem (the static
gain is b(♣) /(a2 − KbNMA )). An increase of C increases the damping of the subsystem, ξp =
(a1 − CbNMA )/(2ωp (1 − JbNMA )). An increase of J reduces the characteristic frequency and,
as a consequence, the magnitude of feedthrough and admittance at frequencies above the characteristic frequency.
A further external moment contribution, me , may be used to add the effect of friction in
the control inceptor, or of further disturbances, including motors that are used to produce force
feedback on the pilot.
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4. ROBUST STABILITY ANALYSIS
An interesting approach to the study of adverse rotorcraft-pilot couplings (RPC) was proposed in [22], and further developed in [23, 24, 4]. The approach is based on the generalized
Nyquist stability criterion (GNC): the transfer matrix G(s, p) of a system y = G(s, p)u, parameterized over the set p ∈ P of parameters, can be partitioned as
 
  
G11 G12
u
y
(14)
=
ζ
G21 G22
η
using a Linear Fractional Transform (LFT) [25], where a negative feedback loop can be established on the transfer matrix ∆ of the uncertain part, ζ = −∆η, yielding

y(s) = G11 − G12 ∆ (I + G22 ∆)−1 G21 u(s).
(15)

Under the assumption that the baseline system G, with ∆ ≡ ∆0 , is stable, and that ∆ itself
is stable for all p ∈ P, the stability of the uncertain system of Eq. (15) can be studied by
considering that of the transfer matrix
H(jω) = G22 (jω)∆(jω),

(16)

which plays the role of the loop transfer function in classical feedback control theory [26].
The stability of the transfer matrix of Eq. (16), in turn, can be studied using the GNC by
considering the distance of the eigenvalues of the loop transfer matrix H(jω) from the point
(−1 + j0) as a function of the uncertain parameters, whose limit values are found by requiring
such distance to vanish, namely det(I + H(jω)) = 0.
The perturbation of the i-th eigenvalue λi (H0 (jω)) of the reference system H0 = G22 ∆0
can be expressed as
λi (H(jω)) = λi (H0 (jω)) + ρejθ ,

(17)

where the complex number ρejθ represents an arbitrary perturbation of the i-th eigenvalue of
modulus ρ and argument θ, as shown in Figure 13.
When λi (H(jω)) = −1 the stability limit is reached for eigenvalue λi , since the loop transfer
function corresponding to that eigenvalue for any further perturbation would circle about point
(−1 + j0). As a consequence, the stability margin, as a function of the frequency ω, is
ρi (ω)ejθi (ω) = −(λi (H0 (jω)) + 1).

(18)

For each frequency ω, the argument θi (ω) represents the direction from λi (H0 (jω)) to (−1+j0)
and ρi (ω) represents the magnitude of the eigenvalue perturbation that leads to instability when
it occurs along the critical direction (Fig. 13).
The most critical eigenvalue among those of matrix H0 is the one whose distance is the
smallest among those computed for all eigenvalues.
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Figure 13. Nyquist eigenloci: distance of transfer matrix H0 eigenvalues from point (−1 + j0)
in the complex plane.
In order to exemplify the use of the method, an aeroservoelastic model of a lightweight
helicopter, loosely inspired by the BO105, is considered. Different rotor aeroelasticity models
are used, one based on 2D blade element theory [27] and the other based on a boundary element
method (BEM), [28, 29]. They share the same structural dynamics model [14], based on a beam
formulation.
Figure 14 compares the vertical force and the roll moment transmitted by the main rotor
aeroelastic models to the airframe, obtained with the 2D and the BEM aerodynamic models.
The results are similar, although slightly different, thus making the aeroelastic model uncertain.
The vehicle aeroelastic models are used to determine regions of guaranteed stability of the
coupled pilot-vehicle system using the GNC. Figure 15 shows the stability limits in terms of
amplitude and phase of the involuntary pilot action transfer function. Mayo’s function is shown
as an example. In practice, to evaluate the stability of the coupled pilot-vehicle system one must
guarantee that when the phase of the pilot’s function approaches the phase limit (the bottom
curve), the amplitude of the pilot’s function must be below the amplitude limit.
The reader is referred to [30, 22, 23, 24, 4] for further details.
5. FURTHER DEVELOPMENT
Now that it is understood how the problem can be mastered, and that adequate models are
available, further aspects need to be investigated.
• A problem that was raised by several observers is: what is the “worst” pilot, namely
the pilot model a designer should use to make sure the design is robust with respect to
variability and uncertainties? Answering this question is not easy. In fact, there is no
worst pilot, in the sense of pilot that, when coupled to a given vehicle, results in a system
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that is prone to bioaeroservoelastic instability. Depending on the characteristics of the
vehicle, and on its proneness to adverse RPCs, different pilots may trigger different types
of instabilities. In this sense, the previously discussed robust stability approach seems
quite promising. In fact, it gives the designer the capability to determine safe regions
for the pilot’s transfer function, and to parameterize them. At the same time, if one can
produce a spectrum of pilot transfer functions, either experimentally or numerically, and
characterize them in terms of biomechanical properties, of muscular activation levels,
and so on, one can determine what pilot transfer functions that appear to be more prone
to adverse RPCs.
• Helicopters carrying slung loads may be subject to several types of instabilities, the most
common being related to lateral sway, in which the load by swaying in phase opposition
with the pilot’s command may produce an adverse interaction. Collective bounce may
also come into play when the flexibility of the cable(s) is involved [31].
• Helicopters with automatic control systems and stability augmentation systems are becoming more and more popular. Although such systems should not directly impact the
collective bounce phenomenon (they are more likely to affect air-resonance-like phenomena, e.g. those associated with the pitch and roll axes), they have the potential to develop
adverse interactions in marginal operating conditions. For example, when the helicopter
is resting on the landing gear, the heave characteristic motion is modified by the stiffness
and damping provided by the gear itself. The absence of collective bounce should be verified with the AFCS and SAS/SCAS off and on, for different values of weight on wheels,
as the overall dynamic characteristics may be significantly affected. The need to consider
the presence of control systems while in contact with the ground is dictated by the fact
that often pilots want to use them when operating in degraded visual environment or in
adverse environmental conditions (e.g. while landing on the deck of a ship in rough sea).
6. CONCLUSIONS
This work illustrated the outcome of several years of research in the area of rotorcraftpilot couplings, with special reference to involuntary pilot action in relation with the collective
bounce phenomenon. Modeling requirements are formulated, both for the vehicle and the pilot,
justifying them on the basis of the outcome of previous work. An original approach for the
parametric determination of the proneness of vehicles to instability, and for its verification using
either analytical or experimental data on the pilot’s involuntary behavior, has been presented. It
is based on robust stability analysis. Directions for future research have been proposed.
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Abstract. The Certification Specifications for Large Airplanes (CS-25, Appendix F part III)
describe the compliance material test criteria and procedures for what concerns lining panel
of cargo and baggage compartments not occupied by crew or passengers. Mainly, a gun burner
burns a mixture of air and a fuel to generate a standard flame that impacts on a panel specimen
to test its flame penetration resistance. The paper describes the numerical model of the burner
developed and tested in order to satisfy the velocity, heat flux and temperature calibration
constrains. The open source Fire Dynamic Simulator (FDS®), developed by the National
Institute of Standard and Technology (NIST), was selected because it was able to simulate
simultaneously the complex phenomena involved, such as the turbulence (solved with a LES
approach), convection, radiation, conduction, diffusion, and spray with low computing time.
Several simulations were performed varying simulation parameters in accordance with the
rules: particularly the mass flow of air, the type of fuel and the way with which the air is injected
into the burner (simply axial or whirled). The model has been implemented in a
multidisciplinary tool coupled with a thermo structural solver and a CAD software.
1

INTRODUCTION

In the frame of an aircraft design, composite materials are widely used for interiors applications.
Material and specimen (representative of the installation on aircraft) used for the development
of the interiors panel have to be tested in accordance with the certification requirement.
CS 25 [1] requires that, in case of fire on board, the protection of essential systems to a
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“continued safe flight and landing” has to be guaranteed. For the lining panels (ceiling and
sidewall) installed in a Cargo Compartment, classified as Class C and E, certification rules
require that they have to meet the flame penetration test defined by Appendix F Part III.
In details, FAR/CS 25 Appendix F Part III defines that:




the specimen have to be representatives of the installation on aircraft, and where
applicable they must include all “features” installed like joints, lights, smoke
detector, air outlet etc.;
the number of specimens (three) required for each installation;
the acceptance criteria for the test results which are:
o no flame penetration within 5 minutes after application of flame source;
o the peak of temperature, measured at 10 cm from the backside surface of the
specimen, must not exceed 204°C when tested in horizontal position.

Furthermore, in order to ensure the proper thermal output of the burner, before the starting of
the test execution, a calibration phase have to be performed.
Aim of the calibration phase is to verify that the air velocity in the draft tube, the temperature
measured by a thermocouples rake installed as shown in Figure 1 and thermal flux measured
by a calorimeter located at a distance of 20 cm from the exit of the burner are in the range
required by the certification rule.
Currently, the only way to predict the failures of certification tests is the engineering test made
with the similar equipment. This approach is time consuming and expensive due to the time and
the cost necessary to involve a certified laboratory, due to the purchasing of material, due to the
cost and time for concept design and manufacturing of the specimen and due to the time and
cost for campaign of tests.
For this reason, a method of fire test results prediction, based on numerical simulation of
specimen deformation, has been developed.
The study described in this paper has been achieved in the frame of Italian research project
“Behaviour of composite materials under extreme conditions: high temperature (COCET)” in
order to build a CFD model of burner that will be used in a multidisciplinary model for simulate
the flame penetration test and provide specimen rupture time.
2 SCOPE OF THE CURRENT EFFORT
The scope of this effort is to investigate the applicability of Fire Dynamic Simulator (FDS®)
code [2] to the reactive flow inside a gun type burner used to test the flame penetration
resistance of lining panels of cargo and baggage compartments for large airplanes.
This study aims at several goals. Firstly, the calibration of the air velocity and flame temperature
is required: a comparison between the results obtained using different models with the
prescribed values has been performed. Secondly, the flame heat fluxes have been evaluated
with the possibility to import the model in to a multidisciplinary tool to replicate all the
phenomena involved in a flame penetration test.
To accomplish these goals, the available FDS® models (spray, combustion, turbulence) have
been assessed and main results of numerical tests are described in the following sections.
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3 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Arrangement of the apparatus for horizontal and vertical specimens’ fire penetration test and
for the calibration is shown in Figure 1. It consists of the burner assembly and two specimen
mounting stands made of the steel angles. The burner assembly is composed of gun-type burner
and the burner cone made from stainless steel sheet.
In the Figure 1 are also shown the seven calibration thermocouples and the shutter located in
the draft tube. It is worth to notice how the gun-type burner works. The shutter modifies the
uniform air flow-field in the draft tube, partially making it swirled. After that, air is mixed with
the fuel, which is injected by a spray nozzle. The rules state that the nozzle must have an 80degree solid spray angle, nominally rating 0.126 l/min. The selected one has an orifice’s
diameter of 0.6mm so that the average exit velocity for the selected fuel (JET-A) is 7.45 m/s.
The calibration phase states that firstly the velocity requirement has to be matched, than a
calorimeter mounted on a horizontal panel has to be placed 20cm far from burner cone’s exit
and finally it has to be replaced by the thermocouples’ rake.
Calibration thermocouples.

Burner cone

Draft tube

Shutter in the draft tube.
Figure 1: Experimental test set up

4 NUMERICAL PLATFORM
The software exploited in this paper, FDS®, is a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model
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of fire-driven fluid flow. FDS® solves numerically a form of the Navier-Stokes (NS) equations
appropriate for low-speed (M < 0.3), thermally-driven flow with an emphasis on smoke and
heat transport from fires. The code has been widely used and validated to simulate and to
predict the propagation of smoke and fire inside of buildings (e.g. [3], [4], [5]) and more rarely
in other applications (e.g. [6]). The first version of FDS® was publicly released in February
2000. Since then a lot of new features have been added in order to satisfy the community
requirements. It is worth to remember some of them, interesting for the application proposed in
this paper, and also the main characteristics of the code:
-

The NS equations are in the unsteady form and the core algorithm is second order
accurate in space and time;

-

turbulence is treated by means of a Large Eddy Simulation (LES) but it is possible to
perform a Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) if the underlying numerical mesh is fine
enough. Several turbulent viscosity models are implemented: Deardorff [7][8],
Constant[9]/Dynamic Smagorinsky[10][11], and Vreman [12]

-

by default, FDS® uses a single step, mixing-controlled chemical reaction which uses
three lumped species (a species representing a group of species). These lumped species
are: air, fuel, and products. By default the last two lumped species are explicitly
computed. Options are available to include multiple reactions and reactions that are not
necessarily mixing-controlled;

-

it is possible to model a spray; Lagrangian particles can be used to represent a wide
variety of objects that are too small to resolve on the numerical grid. FDS® considers
three major classes of Lagrangian particles: massless tracers, liquid droplets (water or
fuel), and everything else;

-

radiative heat transfer is included (for both solid elements and droplets);

-

the code allows solid phase heat transfer and also the pyrolysis;

-

FDS® approximates the governing equations on a rectilinear cartesian mesh.
Rectangular obstructions are forced to conform with the underlying mesh. BlenderFDS
[13] has been used as a CADtoFDS converter, in order to import solid geometries into
the FDS® input file;

-

to all solid surfaces are assigned thermal and velocity boundary conditions (gradient at
the boundaries can be imposed), plus information about the burning behavior of the
material (if needed);

-

finally, it is possible to run a parallel FDS® calculation using the Message Passing
Interface (MPI).
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Last but not least, a quick and easy post-processor is provided, named Smokeview®.
5 NUMERICAL MODEL
This section describes the numerical model of burner, for what concerns the computational
domain and the mesh, the boundary conditions and the physical model adopted.
5.1 Computational Domain and Mesh
The domain is a 0.5x0.5x1.6m box discretized with 64x64x128 grid points. The dimensions of
grid spacing have been selected in agreement to the procedure suggested in the user manual,
which relates the cell size for a given simulation to the characteristic fire diameter (see [2]).
Eight devices have been used to measure and report the time strand of the velocity at the end of
the draft tube and the temperatures’ distributions at the seven locations prescribed by the
legislation ([1]) (green spheres in Figure 2). For what concerns the heat flux calibration, the
thermocouples have been replaced by a solid object to simulate the panel described in section
3 and just one device to collect heat flux data has been placed on it. From now on, the abovedescribed devices will be named virtual anemometer, virtual thermocouples or virtual
calorimeter, respectively.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2:Temperature Calibration test : Computational domain (a) and mesh (b). Virtual thermocouples : green
spheres.
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5.2 Boundary conditions
Ambient conditions (15°C and 1atm) have been imposed to the open boundaries of the domain.
Several preliminary tests with larger domains, not shown in the paper for the sake of brevity,
attested an independence of the solution from the position of these boundaries.
A large effort has been spent to model the air injector, setting up a swirled inlet since its
operational conditions are not prescribed (nor indicated) by the legislation ([1]). Three
typologies were considered: no-flush, flush, swirl. The first two types had both a simple axial
injection of air: in the first one (Figure 3a) a tiny duct after the nozzle allows the development
of a proto-boundary layer with a consequent velocity profile developed at the end (no-flush
typology); the second one (Figure 3b) did not model the duct (flush typology); in the third type,
the swirl has been modeled as two rectangular slots (Figure 3c) blowing air in azimuthal
direction. The total air flow rate has been distributed between the central hole and the slots
(swirl typology).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: Inlet models: no-flush (a) and flush (b), velocity contour plots are shown; swirl (c)

The results which will be shown in the next section have been obtained setting uniform, constant
(in time) value of temperature: in particular, the injection plate has been maintained at 160°C
(set up from a previous adiabatic simulation) and both the draft tube and the burner cone at
1000°C (experimentally measured).
It was found, by means of simulations, that the temperature of the draf tube and the burner cone
affects the velocity at the end of the draft tube (about 0.8m/s when applying 160°C).
Finally, no-slip conditions have been chosen to set null velocity at the walls.
5.3 Physical Models
Turbulence has been treated by means of a LES. All the turbulent viscosity models available
have been tested. Except the constant Smagorinsky, which produces unrealistic flame, the other
foresee similar trends. Therefore, the default Dynamic Smagorinsky ([10][11]) has been
selected.
The liquid droplets of the spray are characterized by the size distribution and the type of liquid.
The first one has been specified using the default Rosin-Rammler-Lognormal distribution with
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a mean volumetric diameter of 50m. Several preliminary sensitivity studies have been
performed on the mean volumetric diameter and testing different distributions: the results has
shown no substantial differences in terms of computed temperature by the virtual
thermocouples. Because the CS-25appendixF does not indicate a specific fuel for the test but a
“#2 Grade kerosene or equivalent”, two fuels have been tested: the Tetradecane (C14H30), used
as surrogate of Kerosene in [14], and the JET-A, as suggested in [15]. Despite of the little
differences, observed in terms of flame temperature and distribution, the JET-A has been finally
chosen because better characterized. For the JET-A, by using the Chemical Equilibrium
Analysis code CEA [16], has been possible to build up the adiabatic flame temperature versus
mixture ratio plot, very useful to control the relationship between air flow rate (not constrained,
as seen before) and flame temperature. The properties of JET-A, as required by FDS®, are
reported in Table 1 with the respective references.
Jet-A (~ C12H26)
Temperature
Heat of Combustion
Density
Viscosity
Specific Heat (liquid)
Specific Heat (vapor)
Vaporization Temperature
Melting Temperature
Heat of Vaporization
Enthalpy of formation
Conductivity

Unit
°C
kJ/kg
kg/m3
Pa s
kJ /kg K
kJ /kg K
°C
°C
kJ /kg
kJ/mol
W/m K

Value
15
43031
820
3.93E-06
2
1.6
226.84
-43
250
-303.4
0.15

Ref.
[16]
[17]
[18]
[17]
[17]
[17]
[17]
[17]
[16]
[17]

Table 1: JET-A properties; the reference are reported, too.
Single-Step, Mixing-Controlled Combustion model has been adopted. This approach to
combustion considers a single fuel species that is composed primarily of C, H, O, and N that
reacts with oxygen in one mixing controlled step to form H2O, CO2, soot, and CO.
Twenty percent of the total combustion energy has been considered to be released in the form
of thermal radiation. Enabling radiation, the average temperature rises of about 13°C.
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5.4 Computational effort
Each simulation ran on 16 cores consuming about 60 CPU hours on a core of Intel Xeon E5 64
bit at a clock speed of 2.7Ghz to complete 30s of the entire fire test. About 100 test have been
carried out.
6 RESULTS
The results which will be presented in the following has been obtained using FDS® 6.0. The
experimental calibration, as seen before, establishes a precise sequence of operations that starts
with the velocity calibration, continues with the calorimetric test and ends with the thermic
measurements with the thermocouples. Despite of this, it has been found more easy to assure
firstly the velocity and the flame temperature and finally to verify the virtual calorimeter
reading.
6.1 Temperature and Velocity calibrations
In order to save computing time, the two calibrations have been performed in sequence in the
same simulation. Fuel has been injected after 5 seconds so that the calibration of velocity could
be ensured since the velocity reached a steady state value after 2 seconds. The first tests had the
aim to study the overall effect of the flush and no-flush inlet and the swirl model, with an air
flow rate of 0.0315m3/s (as suggested in [15]).Figure 4 shows the velocity, calculated at the
end of draft tube, versus the share percentage of total air flow rate injected from the central hole
(Qh). When the injection is simply axial (Qh is 100%), the flush/no-flush inlet typology would
led to values up/below the constrains, respectively. Coupling the no-flush inlet and swirl model,
varying also the Qh parameter, the velocity decreases. Taking advantage of the flush typology,
which led to higher velocity than those given by no-flush one, with a value of the parameter Qh
of about 33%, the computed value falls on the upper limit of the constrains (Figure 4).
Figure 5 shows the time-averaged temperature calculated by the virtual thermocouples and the
respective standard deviations in °C. All the temperature profiles are bell-shaped, and the
highest values have been obtained with flush inlet (both swirled or not). The flame core falls
inside the burner cone when swirled inlet is adopted, using both flush and no-flush inlet (the
effect is more intense in the second case) and temperature profiles are slightly stabilized (lower
standard deviation). The highest standard deviation calculated using the flush inlet denotes
highest instability of the flame, mitigated by the use of the swirl, in particular on the axis.
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The influence of the total airflow rate and its distribution in the swirl model with flush inlet was
further investigated. The total air flow rate was doubled from 0.0315 to 0.0702m3/s in order to
reduce the maximum flame temperature to a value more close to the prescribed. This value has
been selected taking advantage of the O/F vs. adiabatic flame temperature plot. Then, a
sensitivity analysis with respect to the Qh parameter has been performed and finally, the effect
of the total flow rate has been examined by fixing a value of Qh. The result of these analyses is
a diagram (Figure 6) which suggests that there is different “optimum” value of Qh depending
on the Qtot, which satisfies the velocity calibration criteria.
The effects of Qh percentage on the flame shape, with Qtot=0.0702m3/s, is also shown in Figure
7. Below a value Qh=20% Qtot the flame is well anchored inside the burner cone; the timeaveraged temperature’ distribution is flat (Figure 8) and the lowest standard deviations have
been observed. Increasing Qh, the flame is always outside the cone and up to Qh=22% Qtot it is
possible to observe (Figure 8) the bell-shaped distribution of the temperature, the values of
which rises with Qh until the value Qh= 33% Qtot. Over this value, the flame is always outside
the cone but its intensity decreases. It is worth to notice that the temperature standard deviation
increases with Qh and that the maximum average temperature, computed by the most external
virtual thermocouples (7.5cm far from the burner axis, x=0), does not exceed 700°C.

Figure 4: Velocity at the end of draft tube calculated varying the air inlet model.
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Figure 5: Time-averaged and standard deviation of the calculated temperatures. Comparison between different
air inlet models.

Figure 6: Velocity at the end of draft tube calculated varying the total air flow rate and its distribution in the
swirled inlet model.
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Figure 7: Temperatures’ contour plots. Qtot = 0.0702m3/s. Left to right: Qh = 14.95, 21.95, 22.90, 23.81, 33%.

Figure 8: Time-averaged and standard deviation of the calculated temperatures. Comparison between different
air flow rate distribution (swirl model). Qtot = 0.0702m3/s.
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The characteristic of the flames obtained, i.e. thay are not well spread to the sides, is evident
comparing in Figure 9a a snapshot of the video recording of the experiment (Qtot=0.0702m3/s
and Qh=22.9% Qtot) to the calculation’s result (Figure 9b)

(a)

(b)

Figure 9:snapshot of the video recording of the experimental flame (a). CFD simulation of the burner’s flame
(b).

6.2 Heat flux calibration
The flame tested is the one obtained with Qtot=0.0702m3/s and Qh=22.9% Qtot. Figure 10 shows
the heat flux measurement recorded by a virtual calorimeter, placed in correspondence of the
burner’s axis. It is worth to notice the periodic trend of the heat flux, sign of the flame
oscillations and that the flame is not well calibrated (the time-averaged value of heat flux,
75kW/m2, is out the admissible range). The procedure to extract surface values has been used
as boundary conditions for a thermo structural calculations (not shown here). A mesh of virtual
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thermocouples can be in fact set up to map the surface temperature (or heat flux) on the panel
specimen.

Figure 10: Heat fluxes measurements in correspondence of the burner’s axis .
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7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The open source code (FDS® 6.0) has been used to investigate the combustion of air and JETA to generate a standard flame. The study has shown that this is possible by modeling a) the
combustion with a single-step, mixing-controlled model; b) the spray using the RosinRammler-Lognormal droplets’ distribution; c) the turbulence by means of a LES, and d) the air
inlet as a swirled injector. Several sensitivity analysis have been conducted to test different
typologies of air injection, particularly varying the total flow rate (Qtot) and its distribution
between axial (Qh) and swirl components. The best result has been achieved with
Qtot=0.0702m3/s and Qh=22.9% Qtot that ensures a value of velocity, of time-averaged
temperatures and of heat fluxes closer to the legislation constrains. The application of the solver
to a multi-disciplinary analysis has also been demonstrated.
Despite of this, the flames obtained doesn’t seem to be well spread to the sides (bell-shaped
distribution of the time-averaged thermocouples’ temperatures) and sufficiently steady (higher
standard deviation). As consequence, the local heat flux have not already been matched.
Particularly important would be the experimental measurement of the air flow rate and of the
velocities, just downstream the baffle disk, in order to have a better comprehension of the
swirled flow. Talking of this, some preliminary tests have been already carried out tilting up
the slots velocity vector. Finally more complicated combustion model would be tested.
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Summary. The structure of a planar detonation wave is analyzed for an Eulerian mixture of
ideal gases undergoing the symmetric reaction A1 + A1
A2 + A2 . The chemical rate law is
derived from the reactive Boltzmann equation, showing a detailed chemical kinetics in terms of
a second-order reaction rate. The hydrodynamic bidimensional stability of the detonation wave
is also investigated using a normal mode approach, when time-space transverse disturbances
affect the shock wave location. Numerical results are provided illustrating the detonation wave
structure and its instability spectrum.
1. INTRODUCTION
Some results on the steady detonation wave with a reversible reaction and its linear bidimensional stability are presented. With reference to paper [1], the evolution equations of interest are
the reactive Euler equations in the hydrodynamic limit of a kinetic model for a reacting mixture
of ideal gases. The constitutive laws are the thermal and caloric equations of state for a single
temperature mixture with equal specific heat ratios, and the chemical rate law derived from the
kinetic theory for chemically reactive mixtures.
Starting from the mathematical modeling of paper [1] for what concerns the detonation
dynamics and its stability properties, some progresses are done here in this work with respect to
the study of the instability spectrum. In particular, the stability problem is solved by means of
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a numerical technique and its solution is represented through computational simulations. The
technique is essentially the one proposed in paper [2], which combines the shooting method by
Lee and Stewart (see paper [3]) with the Erpenbeck’s idea of counting the zeros of a complex
function (see paper [4]).
The main feature of this work consists in a detailed description of the chemical kinetics underlying the detonation mechanism and its stability behavior, so that the present model results
to be highly sensitive to the effects of the chemical reaction. In particular a second-order reaction rate for a reversible reaction is used leading to a deep analysis of the equilibrium properties
as well as to a detailed form of the radiation condition containing a large contribution of the
chemical process.
The content of this paper is organized as follows. After this introduction, the principal
aspects of the modeling are summarized in Section 2. The mathematical description of the
steady detonation wave is revisited in Section 3 with reference to paper [1]. The problem of the
hydrodynamic stability of the steady detonation wave is formulated in Section 4, with emphasis
on its closure condition and on the resolubility strategy. In particular, the numerical technique
adopted to solve the stability problem is presented in Subsection 4.2. At last, a numerical
application in an appropriate parametric space is treated in Section 5. The procedure presented
in the previous sections is applied in view of producing some representative results for what
concerns the steady detonation wave and its related stability problem.
2. MODEL EQUATIONS
The model equations are those for an Eulerian reacting mixture expressing the balance laws
for the mass densit ρ, flow velocity u = (u1 , u2 ) and pressure p of the mixture, and for the
progress variable of the chemical reaction defined as the mass concentration z of the products.
They are given by
∂
∂
∂ρ
+
(ρu1 ) +
(ρu2 ) = 0,
(1)
∂t ∂x1
∂x2
∂ρu1
∂
∂
+
(ρu1 u1 + p) +
(ρu1 u2 ) = 0,
(2)
∂t
∂x1
∂x2
∂ρu2
∂
∂
+
(ρu1 u2 ) +
(ρu2 u2 + p) = 0,
(3)
∂t
∂x1
∂x2
∂ρe
∂
∂
+
(ρeu1 + pu1 ) +
(ρeu2 + pu2 ) = 0,
(4)
∂t
∂x1
∂x2
∂z
∂z
∂z
+ u1
+ u2
= r,
(5)
∂t
∂x1
∂x2
where e = ε + u2 /2 is the total specific energy of the mixture, ε = ε(ρ, p, z) is the specific
internal energy of the mixture, and r = r(ρ, p, z) is the reaction rate.
The closure of the system (1-5) is assured by the thermal and caloric equations of state,
k
p
p=ρ T
and
ε=
− z∆,
(6)
m
ρ(γ − 1)
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where T is the mixture temperature and γ the specific heat ratio, and by the reaction rate law
r


  
πkT 2
f − r
f
2
2
a exp −
(1 − z) − z exp
,
(7)
r = 2n
m
kT
kT

where a is the molecular diameter, f and r are the forward and backward activation energies,
and ∆ = 1 − 2 is the binding energy difference. Such reaction rate has been obtained in the
kinetic theory framework for chemically reactive mixtures (see book [5]), using an approximate
solution of the microscopic system of Boltzmann equations (BE) describing the reactive mixture in terms of a collisional molecular dynamics. Adopting reactive differential cross sections
of hard spheres with activation energy, and assuming a chemical flow regime close to the thermodynamical equilibrium, an approximate solution of the BE has been obtained as Maxwellian
velocity distribution functions which does not assure the chemical equilibrium condition, that
is


 m 3/2
mCα 2
exp −
,
α = 1, 2,
(8)
f α = nα
2πkT
2kT
where nα is the particle number density and Cα the modulus of the peculiar velocity of each
constituent. The chemical equilibrium condition is


Q
1−z
= exp
,
(9)
z
2kT
where Q = f − r = −2m∆ is the reaction heat.
3. DETONATION WAVE STRUCTURE
The structure of the detonation wave characterized here is consistent with the classical ZND
model, proposed by Zeldovich, von Neumann and Doering, for a one-dimensional detonation
wave. The configuration of the ZND wave consists of a planar, non-reactive shock wave propagating with constant velocity in the positive x-direction, followed by a finite reaction zone
where the chemical reaction takes place, see Figure 1. The reaction zone connects the von Neumann state N just behind the shock wave, where the chemical reaction is triggered, to the final
state S, where the reaction reaches the chemical equilibrium. The ZND configuration is steady
in the shock-attached frame, so that the steady variable ξ is introduced in the form
ξ = st − x,
with ξ < 0 ahead of the shock and ξ > 0 behind the shock.

3
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The governing equations are the reactive Euler equations (1)-(5) in one-dimensional form,
∂ρ
∂
+
(ρu) = 0,
∂t ∂x
∂ρu
∂
+
(ρu2 + p) = 0,
∂t
∂x
∂ρe
∂
+
(ρeu + pu) = 0,
∂t
∂x
∂z
∂z
+u
= r,
∂t
∂x

(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)

where u represents the flow velocity of the mixture in the x-direction.

Figure 1. ZND model for an overdriven steady detonation wave. Pressure profile with initial
state I, von Neuman state N and final state S.
The characteristic velocities of the system (11-14) are the eigenvalues λi of its Jacobian matrix,
given by
λ1 = u − c < λ2 = λ3 = u < λ4 = u + c,
(15)
where

c=

s



 r
u2
p
(γ − 1) H −
+ z ∆ = γ
2
ρ

is the adiabatic speed of sound, H being the total specific enthalpy defined by
H = γe −

γ−1 2
u + (γ − 1)z ∆.
2
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Observe that, simple calculations show that the eigenvectors of the Jacobian matrix of the system (11-14) form a complete set. This assures the hyperbolicity of such system, justifying the
existence of propagating wave solutions.
The ZND structure of the steady detonation wave solution is specified when the von Neumann state N , the equilibrium final state S and the continuous reacting flow in the reaction
zone are determined for each value of the detonation velocity s. The relevant aspects of the
detonation structure are the von Neumann state N , the equilibrium final state S and the continuous reacting flow in the reaction zone. The N and S states are determined resorting to a
Rankine-Hugoniot analysis, so that the existence of a minimum acceptable value of the wave
speed s can be proved. Such minimum defines the Chapman-Jouguet velocity, sj , and the corresponding equilibrium final state is the CJ state. Since the present detonation model considers
a reversible reaction, the Hugoniot diagram must be completed with the so called equilibrium
Hugoniot curve, locus of all equilibrium final states (see, for instantce, Refs. [6] and [7]).
In paper [1], the equations of such curve have been explicitly derived, and a solution procedure has been proposed in order to determine the steady detonation wave structure for the
present model. Accordingly, the wave structure is characterized as follows.
Final states
For each value of s, the equilibrium final states in the v-p plane, with v = 1/ρ being the specific
volume of the mixture, are characterized by
p 2
γ 1 + s2
(s − γ)2 − 2(γ + 1)(γ − 1)z ∆s2
v
=
∓
(16)
v0
γ + 1 s2
(γ + 1)s2
p
1 + s2
±
=
p0
γ+1

p 2
(s − γ)2 − 2(γ + 1)(γ − 1)z ∆s2
(γ + 1)

where z is obtained by the chemical equilibrium condition



1 + s2
γ 1 + s2
2
+ s β(z)
− β(z) = −
γ+1
γ + 1 s2
with

ln



∆
,
1−z
z

p 2
(s − γ)2 − 2(γ + 1)(γ − 1)z ∆s2
β(z) =
.
(γ + 1)s2

(17)

(18)

(19)

Above the upper sign identifies a state compatible with a strong detonation wave, whereas the
lower sign identifies a state compatible with a weak detonation wave. In this paper, the analysis
is addressed to strong detonation solutions.
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CJ state
The CJ state is obtained when the wave speed s reaches the minimum value sj for which the
corresponding Rayleigh line is tangent to the equilibrium Hugoniot curve. Therefore, β(z) = 0
CJ
and sj and zeq
are determined by solving conditions
(20)

(s2 − γ)2 − 2(γ + 1)(γ − 1)z ∆s2 = 0
and



1 + s2
γ+1



γ 1 + s2
γ + 1 s2



=−

The CJ state is then characterized by
v
γ 1 + s2
=
v0
γ + 1 s2

and

ln



∆
.
1−z
z

p
1 + s2
=
.
p0
γ+1

(21)

(22)

Von-Neumann state
The von-Neumann state N is the non trivial solution of the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions of the
model referred to the upper state of the reaction zone where the chemical reaction is not yet
initiated. Such post-shock state is characterized by
pN =

2 2 γ−1
p
=
s −
,
p0
γ+1
γ+1

vN =

v
γ−1
2 γ
=
+ 2
,
v0
γ+1 s γ+1

w
wN = √
= vN s. (23)
p0 v 0

where w = s − u is the steady waveframe velocity, and by the condition
zN = z0 = 0.

(24)

Continuos reacting flow
The continuous flow within the reaction zone is determined by solving (for ξ > 0) the following
dimensionless system which is deduced by referring the governing equations (11-14) to the
steady variable (10) and by considering p, T , w and z as variables,
p (γ − 1)∆
dp
= w 2
r,
dξ
T w − γT


dT
T (γ − 1)∆
= w−
r,
dξ
w w2 − γ T
dw
(γ − 1)∆
=− 2
r,
dξ
w − γT
dz
r
= .
dξ
w

(25)
(26)
(27)
(28)
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√
In the above equations, p, T , w, ∆, ξ and r are given, respectively, in units of p0 , T0 , p0 v0 ,
√
p0 v0 , τ0 p0 v0 and τ0−1 , where
r
1
m
τ0 =
(29)
2
2n0 a
πkT0
is a reference time of order of mean free time. The dimensionless form of the reaction rate r
reads


  
∆
p
f
2
2
(1 − z) − z exp −2
,
(30)
r = √ exp −
T
T
T
with f given in units of kT0 . The initial conditions at ξ = 0 for the system of equations (25-28)
are provided by the post-shock conditions (23).
Graphic representation of the solution
The structure of the detonation solution can be represented in the Hugoniot diagram including
Rayleigh lines, partial Hugoniot curves, and also the equilibrium Hugoniot curve defined in
parametric form by the equations (16) and (17), where z is the parameter obeying the equilibrium condition (18).
As an illustrative example of the detonation wave structure, Figure 2 shows the Hugoniot
diagram constructed using the present model, for the following choice of the material properties
5
γ= ,
3

∆ = 1.0,

f = 2.0.

6
N

5

fixed composition Hugoniot curves
equilibrium Hugoniot curve

S

p/p0

4
Nj

s > sj

3
s = sj
CJ

2

z=1

z=0
1

0
0.3

0.6

v/v0

0.9

1.0

1.2

Figure 2. Hugoniot diagram for the steady detonation solution. Segment Nj CJ represents the
Chapman-Jouguet solution (s = sj ) and segment NS represents an overdrive solution (s ≥ sj ).
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For this choice, the CJ velocity sj and the corresponding equilibrium concentration zj are
sj = 2.25181,

zj = 0.64269.

The CJ Rayleigh line is drawn in Figure 2 with another line for s = 9.00724. The figure
contains the equilibrium Hugoniot curve, gathering all final states for different values of the
wave velocity s ≥ sj . Such curve contains the final states proper of the strong solution and, for
completeness, also those states in the weak branch. The Hugoniot curve for z = 0 represents all
von Neuman states in the strong branch and other post-shock states in the weak branch.
For completeness, Figure 2 also contains the reference Hugoniot curve for z = 1 obtained
as a particular hyperbola of the family of the Hugoniot curves of fixed product concentration
z. The points on this curve do not belong to the wave solution, because the reversibility of the
chemical reaction is not compatible with a state for which all reactants of the forward reaction
are transformed into products, namely z = 1.
Further aspects of the detonation wave structure will be investigated in Section 5, where
some numerical simulations are performed regarding both the steady detonation solution and
its bidimensional hydrodynamical stability.
4. HYDRODYNAMIC STABILITY
The hydrodynamic linear stability of the steady wave structure is studied in presence of
bidimensional disturbances. A small rear boundary perturbation is instantaneously assigned and
a distortion on the shock wave location, ψ(y, t), is induced by small transverse disturbances.
Assuming that the instability of the detonation solution results uniquely from the interaction
between the perturbed shock and the reaction zone, the stability problem consists in studying
the evolution of the state variables disturbances in the reaction zone.
In what follows, the stability problem is formulated assuming a normal mode representation
of the disturbances, and a numerically technique is proposed to solve the problem.
4.1 Mathematical formulation of the stability problem
The analysis is based on the bidimensional reactive Euler equations (1-5), re-written in the
form
∂v
∂ui
∂v
+ ui
−v
= 0,
∂t
∂xi
∂xi
∂uj
∂uj
∂p
+ ui
+v
= 0, j = 1, 2,
∂t
∂xi
∂xi
∂p
∂p
∂ui
+ ui
+ ρc2
= ρc2 σr,
∂t
∂xi
∂xi
∂z
∂z
+ ui
= r,
∂t
∂xi
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and then transformed to the perturbed shock-attached frame
(35)

ξ = st − x + ψ(y, t).

A restricted class of asymptotic solutions to the transformed system, which deviate by a small
amount from the known steady detonation solution, is seeked. Accordingly, a linear approach
is appropriate to analyze this problem and equations (31-34) are linearized through a normal
mode expansion around the known solution,
q(ξ, y, t) = q ∗ (ξ) + q 0 (ξ)eαt+iky ,

ψ(y, t) = ψ 0 eαt+iky ,

α ∈ C, k ∈ R, ψ 0 ∈ R,

(36)

where


 
v

  
s − u1   w 

  

  
q =  u2  = u2  ,

  
 p  p

  
z
z
v





v∗



 ∗
w 
 
 
∗
q =0
 
 p∗ 
 
z∗

 0
v
 0
w 
 
 
0
and q = u02 
 
 p0 
 
z0

(37)

represent the state vector, the known steady-state vector and the complex perturbation amplitude
vector, respectively. Moreover, Re(α) is the disturbance growth rate, Im(α) the disturbance
frequency, k the disturbance wavenumber, and ψ 0 the spatial perturbation amplitude of the shock
location.
The linearized equations for the perturbation amplitudes q 0 results then in the following homogeneous linear system constituting the stability equations of the model,
A·

dq 0
+ B · q 0 + C ψ 0 = 0,
dξ

where


w∗


0



A=
0


0

0

−v ∗

0

0

w∗

0

v∗

0

w∗

0

γp∗

0

w∗

0

0

0

0




0



0
,


0


w∗
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dv ∗ 

dξ 


 dw∗ 

 α

dξ 



∗
dp


C = ikv ∗
,

dξ 


 dp∗ 
 α


dξ 


 dz ∗ 
α
dξ


α
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dv ∗
dw∗
∗
−ikv
0
0
α−


dξ
dξ


∗
∗


dp
dw


α+
0
0
0


dξ
dξ


∗


0
0
α
ikv
0
B=
.



∗
∗
∗
 (1 − γ)∆ 
r
dp
dw (1 − γ)∆ ∗ (1 − γ)∆ ∗ 

∗
∗
rv − ∗
ikγ p α+γ
+
rp
rz 


∗
∗
∗
v
v
dξ
dξ
v
v


∗


dz
∗
∗
∗
α − rz
−rv
0
−rp
dξ


Above, α is given in units of τ0−1 , k in units of (sτ0 )−1 and ξ in units of sτ0 , where τ0 is the
reference time defined by expression (29). The linearization of the reaction rate leads to the
form
r = r∗ + rv∗ (v − v ∗ ) + rp∗ (p − p∗ ) + rz∗ (z − z ∗ ),
(39)
where rv∗ , rp∗ and rz∗ denote the partial derivatives of r.
The stability equations (38) constitute a set of ten first-order linear differential equations for
the real and imaginary parts of the complex perturbations, with spatially varying coefficients
depending on the steady solution q ∗ (ξ).
Linearization of the bidimensional Rankine-Hugoniot relations at the shock, ξ = 0, leads to the
following boundary conditions to be joined to the stability equations (38),
v0 = −

4γ
αψ 0 ,
3
s (γ + 1)

(40)

w0 = −

2 s2 + γ
αψ 0 ,
γ + 1 s2

(41)

u02 = −ik
p0 =

2 s2 − γ
αψ 0 ,
γ+1 s

4s
αψ 0 ,
γ+1

z 0 = 0.

(42)
(43)
(44)

The stability equations and their boundary conditions, besides the unknown state variables perturbations, involve the shock spatial perturbation amplitude ψ 0 , as well as the key parameter α
which determines the stability character of the steady wave. The amplitude ψ 0 will be normalized with respect to a reference amplitude as detailed in Section 5. Therefore a closure condition
is needed in order to determine the dynamics of α, and an acoustic analysis is developed at the
end of the reaction zone where the state variables reach their equilibrium values.
The closure condition is derived by decomposing the spatial amplitudes q 0 into families
of acoustic waves, and imposing that q 0 does not depend on the forward wave family which
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approaches the shock. This constraint agrees with the assumption, usually referred to as radiation condition in the acoustic nomenclature, that the instability depends only on the interaction
between the perturbed shock and the reaction zone.
Mathematically, the closure condition for α represents the dispersion relation of the normal
modes (36), and has been deduced in the form


q
2
2 ∗2
∗2
2
2 ∗2
∗ ∗
α − k w − b α + (w /c ) α + k (c −w )
α 0
(b − rz∗ )
0
v
+
i
i
w + k u02
2
2
2
2
2
∗
∗
∗
2
∗
∗
v
w
(α − b) − k w − (w /c )b
p

v ∗ [(α − b)2 −k 2 w∗ 2 −(w∗ /c∗ )2 brz∗ ] α2 + k 2 (c∗ 2 −w∗ 2 )
−i ∗ ∗
w c
(α − b)2 − k 2 w∗ 2 − (w∗ 2 /c∗ 2 )b2


(w∗ /c∗ )(b − rz∗ )[α(α − b) − k 2 w∗ 2 ] 0
−
p
(α − b)2 − k 2 w∗ 2 − (w∗ 2 /c∗ 2 )b2

p
α(α − b) − k 2 w∗ 2 − b(w∗ /c∗ ) α2 + k 2 (c∗ 2 −w∗ 2 ) 0
rz∗
+ i ∗ 2 (γ −1)∆
z = 0,
c
(α − b)2 − k 2 w∗ 2 − (w∗ 2 /c∗ 2 )b2

(45)

r∗
γ−1
∆ v∗ .
γ
p
The dispersion relation (45) shows a relevant influence of the chemical kinetics, thanks to the
presence of the partial derivatives of the reaction rate. These contributions are due to the detailed
form of the chemical reaction rate which is built in the hydrodynamic limit of the considered
kinetic model.
On the other end, one can observe that in several well known papers in the classical detonation literature see, for example, paper [8] and related bibliography, where a first-order reaction
rate of Arrhenius form is usually adopted, the radiation condition has a reduced form with respect to condition (45). Such form is recovered as a particular case of condition (45), when the
derivatives rv∗ and rp∗ vanish at the end of the reaction zone.
where b = rz∗ +

In conclusion, the stability problem is here formulated in terms of the complex perturbation
amplitudes q 0 and complex growth rate α, by means of the stability equations (38) for ξ ∈
]0, ξeq [, with boundary conditions (40)-(44) at ξ = 0, and closure condition specified by the
dispersion relation (45) at ξ = ξeq . Conversely, the disturbance wave number k remains as a
real parameter.
This problem presents a practical difficulty for the following reasons: the integration of the
differential equations (38) with boundary conditions (40)-(44) needs the knowledge of α; on
the other hand, α must be specified by the dispersion relation (45) which, in turn, involves the
unknown amplitudes q 0 specified at ξ = ξeq . Thus, the integration of the stability equations
requires the knowledge of α but, at the same time, the condition that determines α requires the
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solution of the stability equations. To overcome such difficulty, a suitable solution technique
should be used. A further difficulty is the fact that the coefficients of the stability equations
are not constant. Therefore, a numerical approach seems to be the most convenient strategy to
determine the stability solution and to investigate the influence of the model parameters on the
instability spectrum.
4.2 Solution technique
The numerical technique adopted in this paper follows the procedure proposed in Ref. [2],
for one-dimensional linear stability and different chemical rate. The technique combines the
iterative shooting method first proposed by Lee and Stewart in paper [3] with the Cauchy’s
argument principle used by Erpenbeck in paper [4], and is addressed to determine the instability
modes which correspond to a positive growth rate Re (α). Since these modes occur in conjugate
pairs, a region R in the upper-right quarter of the complex plane is considered in order to search
appropriate values of the perturbation parameter α.
The shooting technique starts with a trial value for α and the stability equations are solved
for that α. Then one tests if the solution to the stability equations and corresponding trial α
verify the dispersion relation. If this is the case, then α and q 0 constitute a solution to the
stability problem. Since, in general, this is not the case, one has to consider a new trial value
for α and iterate the procedure until the dispersion relation is verified. A guide for the search
of appropriate trial values for α is provided by the residual function H(α), defined by the
expression on the left hand side of Eq. (45), whose zeros are the solutions to the dispersion
relation.
The numerical technique consists then of the following steps.
(i) Consider a tentative region R in the upper-right complex plane, and select a great number
of points aj , j = 1, 2, . . . , n, in its contour. For each aj , j = 1, 2, . . . , n, fix another point bj
such that Re (bj ) = Re (aj ) + 10−6 and Im (bj ) = Im (aj ).
(ii) Integrate numerically the stability equations (38) with their boundary conditions (40)(44), assuming all points aj and bj as trial values for the perturbation parameter α, and thus
obtain a tentative solution q 0 for each aj and each bj .
(iii) Evaluate the residual function H for each trial point and corresponding tentative solution. Afterwards, verify if H(aj ) = 0 or H(bj ) = 0 for some j = 1, 2, . . . , n. If this is the case,
then a solution to the stability problem is found. If not, proceed to the next step.
(iv) Use the argument principle to determine the number Z of zeros of H inside the region
R. Since H has no poles in R, such number is given by
Z `
H 0 (ζ(t))
1
k ζ 0 (t) k dt,
(46)
Z=
2πi k H (ζ(t))
where ζ : [k, `] → C is a path smooth by parts, describing the contour of R in the positive
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direction. The derivative H 0 (ζ(t)) is estimated by the ratio
H(bj ) − H(aj )
b j − aj

j = 1, 2, . . . , n.

If Z = 0, the stability problem does not admit any solution in the region R, and the procedure
must be iterated starting from a different region.
If Z > 0, the stability problem admits at least one solution in the region R, and a contour
plot of |H| can be drawn in order to approximate the location of the instability solutions. After
that, a refinement of R is needed around each zero and the procedure must be iterated, starting
from the corresponding refinement, until the solution satisfies the required precision.
5. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Some representative results for the structure of the steady detonation solution and its instability spectrum are presented in two subsections with reference to the data specified below. For
the numerical application, the selected input data are the dimensionless pre-shock state of the
reactive flow,
v
u
p
= 1,
= 1,
= 0,
and
z = 0,
(47)
√
p0
v0
p0 v0
and the material properties
5
γ= ,
 = 2,
and
∆ = 1.0,
(48)
3
which are held fixed. The Chapman-Jouguet velocity sj , the corresponding equilibrium concentration zj and the state variables at the CJ state are
sj = 2.25181,

zj = 0.64269,

vj /v0 = 0.748259 and pj /p0 = 2.27649.

(49)

5.1 Structure of the steady detonation solution
The detonation wave structure for the considered reacting gas mixture is represented in
Fig. 2 in terms of the Hugoniot diagram and in Fig. 3 in terms of state variables profiles. These
profiles show the behavior in the reaction zone of the pressure, temperature, waveframe velocity
and progress variable, in dependence
of the distance ξ from the shock front. Different values of
p
the overdrive degree f = s/sj are considered, namely f = 1 (dashed lines) and f = 2 (solid
lines). All profiles show that the equilibrium values for p, T , w and z are reached for the same
value of ξ, as expected. More precisely, the equilibrium values are obtained for ξ = 14.90 when
f = 1 and for ξ = 3.05 when f = 2. The fact that the width of the reaction zone becomes
smaller for increasing values of the overdrive degree is also recognized in the Hugoniot diagram
of Fig. 2 through the decreasing length of the solution segment for greater values of s.
Also observe that the pressure profiles in the upper-left pictures of in Fig. 3 exhibits a rarefaction in the reaction zone, reproducing the typical ZND behavior shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 3. Structure of the steady detonation wave. Profiles of pressure, temperature, wave frame
velocity, progress variable, for f = 1 (dashed lines) and f = 2 (solid lines).
5.2 Instability spectrum
The instability spectrum of the steady detonation solution is investigated solving the stability
problem formulated in the previous Section. The analysis is performed for the steady solution
obtained when f = 2 and the instability spectrum is investigated in the region R = [0, 0.5]×[0, 1]
of the upper-right quadrant of the complex plane, assuming that the wave number k varies in
the interval [0.2, 1.9]. The analysis shows that, for the considered overdrive degree, only one
instability mode exists in the region R, for all values of k. This is due to the fact that for
increasing values of the overdrive degree f , one expects that the steady detonation wave solution
tends to stabilize. For f approaching the unity, the number of unstable modes can become quite
large. The considered overdrive can be viewed as a representative sample of the instability
analysis in order to test the numerical solution technique.
In particular, when k = 0.2, the instability mode is α = 0.119 + 0.011i. The contour plot of
the residual function |H (α)| represented in Figure 4 in a subregion of R shows the domain of
attraction of such instability mode. Moreover, the subregion considered in the contour plot of
Figure 4 is the refinement of the region R employed to implement the routine that approximates
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the location of the instability mode.
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Figure 4. Contour plot of the residual function |H (α)| in a subregion of R, showing the
location of the instability mode obtained for k = 0.2.
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In Figure 5 another aspect of the instability spectrum is given. The diagrams show the
disturbance growth rate Re (α) and disturbance frequency Im (α) versus the disturbance wave
number k in the interval [0.2, 1.9]. The pictures reveal that for increasing values of k, the instability mode becomes less unstable, in the sense that its growth rate decreases and its frequency
tends to zero.
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Figure 5. Disturbance growth rate Re (α) (left) and disturbance frequency Im (α) (right) versus
the wave number k, for the instability mode obtained in the region R.
The results illustrated in Figures 4 and 5, from the computational point of view as described
in Section 4 require a great effort, because one has to integrate the stability equations with their
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boundary conditions a lot of times until the dispersion relation is satisfied. In addition, one has
to implement a root finding routine in an appropriate refinement of R for each value of k in
order to approximate the location of the corresponding instability mode.
A further complexity to be taken into account is that the stability problem is very sensitive to
small changes in the parameter space, so that in order to study the influence of the wave number
k in the instability spectrum, the procedure must be iterated for variations of k of magnitude
10−2 .
6. CONCLUSIONS
In this work some efforts are done to inspect the complex problem of the instability spectrum
of the steady detonation wave for an Eulerian binary gas mixture with a reversible chemical reaction and bidimensional transverse perturbations. The modeling arises from a detailed kinetic
description of the chemical mechanism, and the treatment is to be considered in the hydrodynamical limit and in flow conditions close to equilibrium. At this scope, the main arguments
discussed by some of the authors in two quite recent papers (see Refs. [1] and [2]) are revisited
and widened in view of providing a sample approach to the actual calculation of the instability
spectrum, applying the methodology presented in Section 4. In particular, a renewed use of the
equilibrium properties investigated in paper [1] is here employed to characterize the steady solution for an overdriven one dimensional detonation wave, and the application of the numerical
technique developed in Ref. [2] is extended to explore the instability spectrum through a two
dimensional linear stability analysis.
The results of Section 5 seem to provide an accurate and consistent picture of the detonation wave and its instability, specifically due to the kinetic features of the chemical device.
Nevertheless, it is convenient to underline that the results obtained through a linear stability
analysis cannot be directly compared with physical experiments where the non linear effects
play a dominant role. Thus, on the basis of this first attempt to the analysis of the instability
spectrum, future issues will enlarge and improve the modeling here proposed.
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Summary The paper focuses on a computational method for the investigation of Fluidic
Thrust Vectoring (FTV). Thrust vectoring in symmetric nozzles is obtained by secondary flow
injections that cause local flow separations, asymmetric pressure distributions and, therefore,
the vectoring of the primary jet thrust. The methodology proposed here can be applied for
studying numerically most of the strategies for fluidic thrust vectoring, as shock-vector control,
sonic-plane skewing and the counterflow method. The computational technique is based on
a well-assessed mathematical model. The flow governing equations are solved according to
a finite volume discretization technique of the compressible RANS equations coupled with the
Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model. Second order accuracy in space and time is achieved using
an Essentially Non Oscillatory scheme. For validation purposes, the proposed numerical tool
is used for the simulation of thrust vectoring based on the dual-throat nozzle concept. Nozzle
performances and thrust vector angles are computed for a wide range of nozzle pressure ratios
and secondary flow injection rates. The numerical results obtained are compared with the
experimental data available in the open literature.
Nomenclature
Cd

discharge coefficient of primary nozzle,

FA
FN
hut
hdt
l

nozzle axial force
nozzle normal force
height of nozzle upstream throat
height of nozzle downstream throat
length of primary nozzle cavity

wp + ws
wi,p

M. Ferlauto and R. Marsilio

injection

Figure 1: Sketch of the flow mechanism that generates thrust vectoring in the dual-throat supersonic nozzle.
NPR
p
pa
pt
wi,p
wp
ws
δp

nozzle pressure ratio, pt /pa
local static pressure
ambient static pressure
primary nozzle total pressure
ideal weight flow rate of primary nozzle
weight flow rate of primary nozzle
weight flow rate of secondary jet
resultant pitch thrust vector angle, tan−1 (FN /FA )

η

resultant pitch thrust vectoring efficiency,

δp
100 ∗ ws /(ws + wp )

1. INTRODUCTION
Thrust Vectoring represents for the aircraft system an additional control variable that offers
many benefits in terms of manoeuvrability and control effectiveness [1–3]. Thrust vectoring
capabilities make the satisfaction of take-off and landing requirements easier. Moreover, it can
be a valuable control effector at low dynamic pressures, where traditional aerodynamic controls
are less effective [4–7]. Advantages are also expected for supersonic aircrafts, where the use
of thrust vectoring nozzles with a canard airframe configuration is supposed to allow for lower
sonic-boom signatures than possible with conventional configurations [6]. Additionally, thrust
vectoring could increase conventional controls for some control power to trim the aircraft and
thus reduce cruise trim drag [8].
Unlike mechanical thrust-vectoring that use actuated hardware to vector the jet thrust, Fluid
Thrust Vectoring (FTV) nozzles use a secondary jet to manipulate the primary air stream. With
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Figure 2: Geometric design variables for the nozzle model tested in Ref. [6] . This nozzle can
deflect the primary jet flow backwards only. For actual use, in order to deflect the exit flow
upwards, an additional ejection slot is required in the upper wall.
respect to mechanical thrust vectoring the FTV approach does not increase significantly the
aircraft weight and it can be also applied to systems that were not designed with such feature.
Some of the mechanisms for thrust vector control include shock-vector control, sonic-plane
skewing and counter-flow methods [9, 10]. The shock-vector control method (i.e. the secondary
flow injection downstream the nozzle throat) offers substantial vector control but often reduces
thrust ratio [5]. Sonic-plane skewing methods (injection at nozzle throat) produce higher thrust
ratios but lower resultant thrust vector angles than the shock-vector control method [11]. The
counter-flow method (suction in a secondary duct between a primary exhaust nozzle and an aft
collar) generates larger vector angles with little secondary flow requirements, but issues need
to be addressed such as the installation of a suction supply source, the hysteresis effects, the
integration of the system with the airframe [10].
Among different deflection strategies of the nozzle flow, we focused on the Dual-Throat
Nozzle (DTN) concept investigated in Ref. [6]. As shown in Figure 1, the nozzle concept is a
2-D convergent-divergent-convergent nozzle with two geometric minimum areas, i.e. the “dualthroat” configuration. A cavity is formed by the nozzle contour between the two geometric
minimum areas. The injection slot is located at the upstream minimum area and the asymmetric injection of secondary flow creates a new pattern in the main stream. As depicted in
Figure 1, secondary blowing forces the flow to separate in the cavity located on the injection
side. The sonic plane becomes skewed, thus vectoring the primary flow. A recirculation bubble
forms in the separated-flow cavity and the corresponding wall pressure is pumped down by the
primary flow. Conversely, the cavity on the opposite side of the injection slot is filled by the
high-pressure fluid. This phenomenon highly enhances the asymmetry of the wall pressure distributions along the upper and lower walls of the nozzle. Therefore, an higher thrust vectoring
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effect is obtained by the presence of the cavity regions with respect to the throat skewing alone
concept. In the DTN related studies [6,7] many geometries and flow injection settings have been
experimentally and numerically tested within this design, and some optimal configurations have
been identified,which are able to reach up to 15 degrees of vectoring with very low losses in
nozzle efficiency.
Whatever the nozzle configuration and the flow control strategy are used to obtain the thrust
vectoring, the dynamic behaviour of the system must be investigated. For this purpose, in
present paper a numerical framework for the unsteady simulation of the vectoring nozzle is developed. By using as a reference the work of NASA research group [4, 6], we aim to investigate
numerically the dynamic response of thrust vectoring system based on the dual-throat nozzle
concept. The fully unsteady RANS equations are integrated using a parallel finite volume approach with second order accuracy in both time and space. The code has been developed with
particular attention to the unsteady simulation of flow control problems [13] where separated
flow, unsteadiness, turbulence modelling and compressibility effects may affect the final solution. The numerical results obtained are compared with the experimental and numerical data
available in literature.
2. COMPUTATIONAL MODEL
The main flowfield is simulated using a finite volume discretization of the compressible
Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes equations (RANS). The one-equation model of Spalart-Allmaras
(S-A) [14] is used for the turbulence modelling.
The set of governing equations are written in the compact integral form
Z
Z
Z
Z
∂
~
~
~
~
W dV + FI · n̂dS + FV · n̂dS = HdV
(1)
∂t
v

S

S

V

~ is the hyper-vector of
where V represents an arbitrary volume enclosed in a surface S. W
conservative variables, F~I and F~V are tensors containing the inviscid and the viscous fluxes,
respectively.
~ = {ρ, ρ~q, E, ν̃t }T
W
n
oT
F~I = ρ~q, pI¯ + ρ~q ⊗ ~q, (E + p)~q, ν̃t ~q
(2)
√

T
γM∞
ν + ν̃t
F~V =
0, −τ̄¯, −κ∇T − τ̄¯ · ~q, −
∇ν̃t
Re∞
σ

~q = {u, v, w}T is the velocity vector, E the total energy per unit volume, M∞ and Re∞ are
the free-stream Mach number and the Reynolds number, γ is the ratio of the specific heats and
~ is due to the turbulence model:
finally I¯ is the unit matrix. The non-homogeneous term H
(
 2 )T
c
~ = 0, 0, 0, cb1S̃ ν̃t + b2 (∇ν̃t )2 − cw1fw ν̃t
H
(3)
σ
d
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Figure 3: View of the computational domain. The gray zones represent two additional grid
blocks required when the interaction with the external flow must be computed. Since the experimental results refer to on-ground tests (M = 0) these regions can be replaced by calm-air and
constant-pressure boundary conditions.
~ contains turbulence model constants and parameters. The
Turbulent eddy viscosity ν̃t apart, H
reader is referred to Ref. [14,15] for a full explanation of the model and constants. System (1) is
reduced to non-dimensional form with
√ respect to the following reference values: L for length,
ρ∞ for density, T∞ for temperature, RT∞ for velocity, RT∞ for energy per unit mass and µ∞
for viscosity. The viscous stresses are written as


∂qi
2
∂qj
+
− (∇ · ~q) δij
(4)
τij = (µ + µt )
∂xi ∂xj
3
where the laminar viscosity µ is computed via Sutherland’s law. The turbulent viscosity µt =
ρνt is computed through the Spalart-Allmaras one-equation model [14].
The numerical solution of system (1) is based on a Godunov method using Flux-Difference
Splitting (FDS) techniques and an Essentially Non-Oscillatory (ENO) scheme second order
accurate in both time and space. The integration in time is carried out according to a 4th order
Runge Kutta scheme. The Boundary Condition (BC) enforcement follows the guidelines of the
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Figure 4: Nozzle flow at the deflected condition with 3% flow injection and NPR = 4. Internal
and external nozzle flowfield in terms of Mach number isolines.
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Figure 5: Nozzle flow at the deflected condition with 3% flow injection and NPR = 4. (a)
Comparison of the computed and experimental [6] wall pressure distributions on the nozzle
walls; (b) grid refinement study .
characteristic based approach. The numerical details, as well as the code validation, can be
found in Ref. [12]. The numerical method has been efficiently parallelized by using OpenMP
directives.
2.1 Nozzle geometry
For validating the numerical tool we selected the optimal nozzle configuration designed
and tested at Nasa [4–6]. As shown in Figure 2, the nozzle model is 2-D dual-throat nozzle,
i.e. characterized by the presence of two geometric minimum areas. The nozzle wide is 4.0 in.
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Figure 6: Nozzle performances as a function of the secondary weight-flow ratio at NPR = 4.
Comparison between the experimental data [6] and present numerical results (symbols).
The upstream and downstream nominal throat heights are hut = hdt = 1.5 in. The test model
has also a nominal upstream and downstream throat areas of 4.6 sq in. The length of the cavity,
formed between the two minimum areas, is l = 3.0 in. In Ref. [6] different divergent, θ1 , and
convergent, θ2 cavity ramp angles and different injection geometries were tested. We selected
the nozzle having θ1 = −10o and θ2 = 20o . The secondary flow is injected at the upstream
minimum area. The slot injector is placed in the lower part of the nozzle wall, close to the
throat. It has a total open area of 0.0864 square inches. Finally, the secondary flow injection
angle, φ was 150 degrees for all configuration used.
The numerical simulations have been carried out on a 2-D orthogonal structured grid obtained by conformal mapping techniques. Boundary conditions at the computational domain
border have been imposed by well assessed techniques according to the FDS approach [12].
The injection flow is simulated by using a modified inlet flow boundary condition. The
total temperature and pressure are imposed in order to guarantee the right amount of the ejected
mass flow at the slot orifice, while the flow direction must match that imposed by the blowing
actuator [13]. These BCs are applied to the cell interfaces belonging to the jet slot.
3. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section the numerical results obtained with the proposed modelling approach are presented and the comparison with the numerical and experimental data available in the literature
is discussed. Although the simulation of other nozzle configurations and fluidic thrust vectoring
approaches can be simulated with present numerical tool, our work focuses on the validation on
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Figure 7: Comparison of experimental and computed deflection angle δp and discharge coefficient Cd versus nozzle pressure ratio (3% secondary flow injection).
the dual-nozzle concept. The geometric nozzle configuration used to validate the simulations is
that shown in Figure 2. The nozzle flowflield and performances are simulated while it is operating at different pressure ratio NPR and secondary flow blowing intensities. Grid refinement
analyses have been carried out in order to test accuracy and grid convergence.
In Figure 3 an example of the computational domain used in this paper is presented. Since
the experimental results [6] refer to on-ground tests (M = 0) the interaction of the nozzle jet
flow and the external flow can be modelled by far field boundary conditions and the computational domain reduced to a single block structured grid. For the accurate simulation of in-flight
conditions, two additional grid blocks are required to compute the external flow (e.g. the zones
which are shown in gray in Figure 3).
As first step, the nozzle performances and flowfield are computed at the reference working
conditions, that is NPR = 4 and 3% flow injection (ws /(wp + ws ) = 0.03). The computed
steady flowfield is presented in Figure 4 in terms of Mach contours. Figure 4 shows a flow
pattern where are clearly visible the lambda foot on the upper divergent cavity wall with the
strong shock leading to subsonic flow; the flow separation in the upper cavity apex; the massive
flow separation along the lower cavity walls; the plume flow expansion to supersonic flow.
A comparison of the computed pressure distribution at the nozzle walls with the measured
data and numerical results of Ref. [6] is presented in Figure 5a. As visible the numerical and
the experimental pressure data are remarkably in good agreement.
A grid-refinement study has been also performed to evaluate grid convergence and solution
consistency. Solutions were tested on three different grid sizes (205 × 61, 205 × 121 and 410 ×
121 points) showing very small changes in internal nozzle performance parameters and thrust
vector angles, with a good agreement in terms of wall pressure distribution, (see Figure 5b). The
medium mesh (205 × 121 points) was deemed more than sufficient for estimating performance
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Figure 8: (a) Sketch of the nozzle actuation setup and (b) desired mass-flow rate during the
transient of nozzle vectoring. Flow rates must be always considered in their absolute value.
Negative values mean that the lower ejector is active, positive values means that the upper
ejector is on.
trends and adequate for predicting performance magnitudes.
The analysis of the nozzle performances follows by varying the strength of the secondary
flow injection. In Figure 6 the comparison between the numerical computed, on the 205 × 121
grid, with the experimental data, in terms of the nozzle internal performances as a function
of the secondary weight-flow, ws /(wp + ws ). In very good agreement with experimental data
presented in [6], the computational results verify that increasing the secondary weight flow
ratio (ws ) significantly increases the resultant pitch thrust angle δp . All the numerical computed
nozzle performances in terms of δp , Cd and η compare very well with the experimental data
reported in Ref. [6].
Another series of computations have been performed in order to investigate the numerical
prevision of the nozzle performances at different pressure ratios. Simulations of the present
DTN configuration operating at NPR values ranging from 2 to 10 have been performed. The
secondary flow injection has been maintained at the 3% level. The comparison of the predicted
results with the experimental data, from Ref. [5], for discharge coefficient and thrust vector
angle are shown in Figure 7. Again, the computational results did accurately fit the experimental
data.
The numerical results proposed above, have shown that the approach correctly captures the
steady state performances of the DTN thrust vectoring system. The proposed method is time
accurate, and it can be used therefore to simulate the system dynamics. For actual use, that
is, in order to deflect the exit flow both upwards and downwards, at least two ejection slot are
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Figure 9: Snapshots of the Mach field evolution during primary jet vectoring according to
control law of Figure 8b. Starting from the symmetric configuration (a), the jet is deflected
backwards (b) and then upwards (c), towards the final condition (d) .
required: one on the upper nozzle wall and one on the lower. The nozzle system is then modified
as depicted in Figure 8a.
As an example, the simulation of the active control of the nozzle thrust vectoring is proposed. The control law of the target injection in time is shown in Figure 8b . Briefly, starting
from the unmanipulated, symmetric flow on the nozzle (see Fig.9a), the lower actuator is activated with step input at the 3% injection level. When the transient vanished, the deflected
condition is reached and, at the adimensional time level t = 40, the lower jet-slot is switched
off, while the upper actuator is activated, again at the 3% injection flow rate. Figure 9 shows
some snapshots of the transient flow pattern during the system dynamic response to the control
input function represented in Figure 8b .
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4. CONCLUSIONS
A computational tool for the investigation of fluidic thrust vectoring strategies has been presented. FTV uses fluidic injection to manipulate the flow separation inside the fixed nozzle and
to cause an asymmetric wall pressure distributions and, therefore, thrust vectoring. The numerical method has been validate for the complex case of the manipulated flow on the supersonic
dual-throat nozzle tested at NASA Langley Research Center [6]. This nozzle concept enhances
the TV efficiency of sonic-plane skewing by generating a cavity flow system downstream of the
nozzle throat that maximizes the pressure differentials between upper and lower wall. The numerical tests were quite severe since the computational tool was dealing with flowfields having
a very complex and nonlinear dynamics generated by the strong interactions between moving
shocks, boundary layers and separated flow regions. An extensive analysis has been carriedout, in order to validate the code and to verify the correctness of the numerical prevision of the
nozzle thrust-vectoring performances. The numerical results obtained have shown a very good
agreement with the experimental data published in the open literature for a wide range of the
nozzle pressure ratio and secondary flow injection rates. The numerical method here presented
is also suitable for the extensive analysis of the nozzle control. As an example, the simulation of
the unsteady fluid dynamics of the DTN thrust vectoring in closed-loop control has been briefly
illustrated.
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Summary. A modification of the Myers model for the prediction of ice accretion over aircraft
is implemented in the PoliMIce suite (Politecnico di Milano Ice accretion software), an open
framework for the simulation of ice accretion over aircraft developed at Politecnico di Milano.
The new model is based on the exact solution of the Stefan problem for two-phase flows. Numerical simulations are carried out using the CFD open-source software OpenFOAM for the
computation of the aerodynamic solution and for the reconstruction of water droplet trajectories. Ice accretion over exemplary two-dimensional geometries, namely the NACA 0012 and
GLC-305 airfoils, is studied.
Nomenclature
z
t
T
ϑ
B
Bg
h
A
β
α
V
P
K
hc
ρ

Vertical coordinate originating from the surface of the wing, m
Time, s
Temperature in the ice layer, K
Temperature in water layer, K
Ice layer thickness, m
Rime-ice thickness limit, m
Water film thickness, m
Area of the elementary superficial domain, m2
Collection efficiency
Thermal diffusivity, m2 /s
Velocity, m/s
Pressure, Pa
Thermal conductivity, W/mK
Convective coefficient, W/m2 K
Density, kg/m3
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Heat flux, W/m2
Latent heat, subscript specifies the phase-change process, J/Kg
Similarity variable, m/s1/2
Temperature expressed in terms of the similarity variable, K
Prandtl number
Viscous boundary layer thickness, m
Thermal boundary layer thickness, m

Q̇
L
ξ
Θ
Pr
δν
δT
Subscript
i
w
d
∞
0
up
down

1

Ice
Water
Droplet-related quantity
Free-stream value
Value at stagnation point
Heat and mass fluxes at the upper boundary of the phase changing interface
Heat and mass fluxes at the lower boundary of the phase changing interface
INTRODUCTION

One of the most critical flight conditions an aircraft can encounter are those favourable to
the accretion of ice over its surface. Indeed, in a low-temperature environment, the aircraft
is likely to experience a moderate to severe ice build-up on aerodynamically critical surface
regions [1], thus posing a key safety issue because of the detrimental effect of ice structures on
the performance of several components of the aircraft. The simplest example is represented by
ice accumulating over an aerodynamic surface: since the presence of ice modifies the shape of
the airfoil sections, a substantial maximum lift penalty may be expected, entailing stall angle
reduction and increasing parasite drag [2].
A deeper knowledge of the ice accretion dynamics and the ability of correctly estimating
performance degradation are mandatory during the design process and in the validation of effective ice protection systems.
The ability of performing accurate ice accretion simulations may possibly guarantee safe
all-weather operations and, at the same time, increase the efficiency of on-board ice protection systems. Depending on the environmental conditions, different ice accretion mechanisms
can be activated: these physical processes usually result in a different ice nature, which can
be commonly identified as either rime ice or glaze ice. The former typically occurs at very
low temperature: indeed, when super-cooled droplets hit the surface of the plane, their unstable
equilibrium is perturbed and water instantaneously freezes. This causes small air bubbles to remain trapped within the ice and the resulting ice is characterized by an opaque aspect. If instead
the temperature is closer to the melting point, droplets first impact the surface and flow over the
surface before freezing: this allows air bubbles to separate from water and hence the resulting
ice has an homogeneous structure characterized by a typical transparent look, producing what
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is usually called glaze ice. This type of ice is always covered by a very thin layer of liquid water
that gives it a lucid aspect [3].
Nowadays, Computational Fluid Dynamic tools are essential during the design process of
technologically advanced aircraft. Indeed, by means of virtual analysis, it is possible to massively reduce costs related to aeronautic experimentation and wind tunnel testing. The growing
interest towards ice accretion phenomena, not only limited to the aeronautic world, thus calls
for a reliable and more accurate physical description of such a dangerous problem and for tools
capable of predicting the ice accretion dynamics.
In this work, an analysis of the state-of-the-art ice accretion models is presented and, after
pointing out the critical aspects of the mathematical description, modifications are proposed
with the aim of improving prediction capabilities. The paper is organized as follows: in the first
part, the ice accretion problem is described under a physical perspective and the classical procedure used when tackling these kind of problems is shown. In Sec. 3, state-of-the-art models
are briefly recalled and an analysis of the most crucial aspects that require particular attention
during the mathematical representation is provided. After this step, in Sec. 4, the features of a
new mathematical model based on the unsteady solution of the Stefan problem are analyzed.
Section 4.4 briefly presents PoliMIce, the ice accretion framework developed at Politecnico
di Milano and provides a general description of the solution procedure implemented. Finally,
some exemplifying test cases are shown in Sec. 5, where a comparison of the results provided
by the novel ice accretion model is performed against results produced by the other old models.
2

FUNDAMENTALS OF ICE ACCRETION

In this section, the fundamental concepts of ice accretion modelling are presented and discussed. In particular, the mathematical formulation based on the general Stefan problem is
introduced, together with the typical approach adopted when tackling this kind of particular
problem. An overview of the problem related quantities and a description of the most important
governing parameters is provided.
2.1

The Stefan problem

The Stefan problem is a set of four Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) describing the
evolution of a single-component two-phase system during a phase change. Its complete solution
gives the temperature distribution within the solid and the liquid layers and the position of the
interface at each time. This kind of problem belongs to the family of the so-called movingboundary problems because the position of the solid-liquid interface is unknown and depends
on the time and on the solution itself. Considering the reference system in Fig. 1(a), the one-
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(a) Reference system for a mono-dimensional twophases Stefan problem.

dimensional Stefan problem reads


Ṫ = αi T 00




ϑ̇ = αw ϑ00

Qup

Qdown

(b) Representation of the Q̇↑up and Q̇↓down .


ṁfr + ṁw = ṁin − ṁout





Q̇fr = Q̇↓down + Q̇↑up

(1)

where the subscripted indices i, w and f r stand respectively for the solid (ice), the liquid (water)
phase and freezing mass and α represents the thermal diffusivity of the medium.
The one-dimensional problem is defined along direction z which is taken as the direction
normal to the wall surface. In this work, two different reference systems z1 and z2 are used,
one for the solid phase (originating from the wall surface) and the other for the liquid phase
(originating from the ice surface). Dotted quantities in Sys. (1) specify time derivatives while
superscripts indicate space derivatives with respect to the z coordinate.
The first and the second equations of Sys. (1) describe the heat diffusion within the solid
and the liquid phase respectively. The third equation is the continuity equation and enforces the
mass conservation law. The source term in this equation may represent, for instance, the mass
lost by evaporation or the mass gained from an external source. The fourth equation is the socalled Stefan condition: it is an energy balance establishing a relation between all the heat fluxes
involved in the phase change at the solid-liquid interface. The Stefan condition guarantees that
the latent heat due to the phase change is equal to the net flux of heat from and towards the
upper (Q̇↑up ) and the lower (Q̇↓down ) layers. In Fig. 1(b) a visual representation of Q̇↑up and Q̇↓down
is given in order to help the comprehension of the next sections.
In aeronautical applications the equations in Sys. (1) depend on various terms and parameters defined by the particular environmental condition encountered by the aircraft. Besides
temperature, pressure and airspeed, it is worth to list some of the most distinguishing parameters involved in ice accretion problems: the Liquid Water Content, the collection efficiency, the
droplet size and the surface roughness.
The Liquid Water Content (LWC) represents the measure of the mass of water contained in
a specified reference volume of dry air and it is expressed in [gm−3 ]. Typical values of the LWC
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are between 0.2 and 1.5 gm−3 , depending on the cloud type.
The Mean Volume Diameter (MVD) is a statistical value representing the mean diameter of
droplets carried by the cloud (usually measured in µm). Typical values of MVD are between 15
and 40 µm. A special family of droplets characterized by higher values goes under the name of
Supercooled Large Droplets (SLD) and they are typical of freezing rain. The presence of SLD
within the airflow represents a very critical condition because the resulting ice is widely spread
over the surfaces and the accretion process is very fast even if the outside air temperature is
slightly below 0 ◦ C.
The collection efficiency is one of the most important parameters in ice accretion because it
heavily affects the accretion rate. The collection efficiency represents the distribution of water
collected by the surface. It is defined as the ratio between the area of two sections belonging to
the same droplet flux tube: the first section is taken far upstream, while the second at impact on
the body surface [4].
Icing process is controlled by heat exchanges between the impinging water, the previously
accreted ice, the aircraft surface and the atmosphere. The air temperature governs the heat
exchange processes between the water layer and the external air flow: a low environmental
temperature is usually associated to a fast ice accretion process.
Icing models that are presented in the next two sections introduce a number of assumptions
leading to a simplified formulation of the complete problem. By means of these hypotheses, the
original Stefan problem is transformed in a simpler and more treatable set of equations. Sometimes these assumptions may result in an oversimplification of the equations, which eventually
causes the models to fail the ice shape prediction when the air temperature is close to the water
melting point or the ice accretion rate is high. In the following section, these particular aspects
are analysed and corrections to the existing models are proposed.
3

ICE ACCRETION MODELS

Current icing prediction codes for aeronautical applications are mainly based on the icing
models developed by Messinger in 1953 [5] and by Myers in 2001 [6]. Messinger’s model was
the first aeronautical icing model and it is based on an equation enforcing the equilibrium of the
heat fluxes at the surface.
Myers presented an extension to the Messinger model based on a simplified formulation of
the Stefan problem. The model formulated by Myers introduces a more accurate description of
the transition from rime to glaze regimes and, differently from the Messinger model, in which
the substrate is assumed to be adiabatic, Myers added a description of the heat diffusion problem
through the ice and the water layers to account for the heat transfer at the aircraft surface [6].
During the last years, these two icing models were modified and improved with the introduction of a more detailed description of the liquid film behaviour [7], [8], more accurate
methods for the computation of the convective heat transfer [9] and a more suitable treatment
of the run-back ice [9], [10].
In the following, the icing model proposed by Myers [3] is described in Sec. 3.1 while in
Sec. 4 a new model based on the unsteady approach is discussed.
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The reader is referred to the Nomenclature section for the description of the diverse parameters and physical quantities entering the equations and to Ref. [3] for their complete mathematical expressions.
3.1

Myers Model

The simplified solution of the one-dimensional Stefan problem Sys. (1) proposed by Myers
moves from various hypotheses, among which we would like to recall the ones pertinent to the
present study, namely:
- The substrate (i.e. the wall) is at constant temperature, which is usually assumed to be
equal to the air free-stream temperature.
- The phase change occurs at a specified fixed temperature: the ice melting temperature.
- The time scale governing the heat diffusion problem is much smaller than the ice accretion
time scale. Therefore, steady assumption is made in solving (2).
- The water layer (if present) has an infinitesimal thickness and therefore its internal temperature can be considered approximately constant in time and space.
By introducing the above hypotheses, the Stefan problem simplifies to


Ṫ = αi T 00



00


ϑ̇ = αw ϑ
ρi Ḃ + ρw ḣ = β LWC V∞




∂ϑ
∂T


− Kw
Lf ρi Ḃ = Ki
∂z1 B
∂z2 0

(2)

In Myers formulation, rime and glaze ice regimes are described by two different accretion
laws and a criterion based on the so-called rime limit thickness (Bg ) is defined in order to discern
whether rime or glaze ice occurs.
3.1 .1 Rime ice problem
When conditions are favourable to rime-ice accretion, the governing equations (2) can be
further simplified. Since water freezes almost instantaneously, the presence of the liquid phase
can be neglected and the terms regarding water are omitted or null: the accretion rate can be
directly retrieved from the mass conservation law (Eq. 2.c) by setting the water height and its
derivatives to zero.
∂B
β LWC V∞
Ḃ =
=
(3)
∂t
ρi
The accretion rate Ḃ is constant in time and the ice thickness B (t) is a linear function of
time.
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3.1 .2 Glaze ice problem
Glaze-ice accretion occurs when the amount of collected water does not entirely freeze, so
a liquid film is found to flow along the surface over the underlying ice. In these conditions, two
different reference coordinates may be defined: z1 and z2 , the former for the solid phase and the
latter for the liquid one. Focusing on the ice layer boundaries, two Dirichlet conditions apply:
(
T (0, t) = Twall
(4)
T (B, t) = Tfr
The second equation in (4) is justified by the hypothesis that the phase transition occurs at a
constant temperature equal to the water freezing point Tfr .
As observed by Myers [6], since in practical aeronautical applications the typical height of
the liquid film is of the order of 1/10 mm, the time scale separation assumption is fulfilled. The
heat equation in the ice layer therefore results in the following quasi-steady form:
T 00 ≈ 0

(5)

Integrating Eq. (5), complemented with the boundary conditions in Eq. (4), brings to the linear
temperature profile in the ice layer:
Tfr − Twall
z1
(6)
B
The glaze accretion rate follows from the Stefan condition, here recalled for convenience:
T = Twall +

ρLF Ḃ = −Kw

∂ϑ
∂z

+ Ki
B(t)+

∂T
∂z

(7)
B(t)−

Considering ϑ(z2 ) linear in z2 , it is possible to obtain the T 0 and the ϑ0 which substituted into
the Stefan condition Eq. (7) lead to the expression of the glaze-ice accretion rate:
!
Q̇↑up
1
Tfr − Twall
Ḃ =
+ Ki
(8)
ρi Lf
A
B
3.1 .3 Rime-ice limit thickness
In [6], Myers introduced the idea of an ice limit thickness, in order to define the transition
between the rime-ice and the glaze-ice regime. The rime-ice limit thickness Bg is defined as the
thickness at which glaze ice first appears.
The limit thickness is computed by substituting the ice growth rate Ḃ obtained from the
mass conservation law (Eq. 2.c) into the Stefan condition (Eq. 7), considering a null water
height h = ḣ = 0. The limit thickness then reads:
Bg =

AKi (Tfr − Twall )

ALf β LWC V∞ − Q̇↑up

.

According to Myers model, glaze ice appears only if B > Bg > 0.
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4

AN UNSTEADY ICE ACCRETION MODEL

The quasi-steady approximation introduced in Sec. 3.1 allows the heat diffusion equation
in the ice layer to be reduced from a partial differential equation to an ordinary differential
equation.
However, in many aeronautical applications, such as long-exposure icing conditions or very
fast wet accretions (for example when SLD are involved), Myers quasi-steady assumption may
not hold. In the present section, a new ice accretion model is presented.
The novel model introduces an unsteady treatment of the heat diffusion problem through the
ice layer and considers the local value of the airflow temperature to compute the heat fluxes at
the water-air interface.
In the present description, the treatment of the water layer follows Myers formulation: the
internal temperature is supposed to be linear in z2 . Therefore, the heat fluxes over the water can
be directly applied also at the water-ice interface. For this reason, the Stefan problem reduces
to:


Ṫ = αi T 00



∂T
∂ϑ
+ Ki
ρi Lf Ḃ = −Kw
(10)
∂z2 0
∂z1 B




ρi Ḃ + ρw ḣ = β LWC V∞
4.1

Unsteady solution

The unsteady heat diffusion problem in the simplified Stefan problem (10) is solved exactly
using a similarity approach. In order to apply this method to the Fourier equation in the ice
layer, the temperature at the wall and at the ice-water interface must be specified [11]. Similarly
to the Myers model in Sec. 3.1, the two Dirichlet boundary conditions for the temperature read:
T (0, t) = Twall

and

T (B(t), t) = Tfr

(11)

If the similarity variable is defined as in Eq. (12), it is possible to reduce the Stefan problem
Eq. (10) from a PDE system to an ODE system Eq. (14).
z1
(12)
ξ(z1 , t) = √
t
The temperature distribution within the ice layer, expressed in terms of the similarity variable
ξ, is therefore referred to as:
T (z1 , t) → Θ(ξ(z1 , t))

Using the chain rule over the definition of ξ Eq. (12), it is possible to obtain the value of the
Ṫ and T 00 derivatives which, substituted in the first equation in Sys. (10), lead to the ODE:
2αi Θ00 + ξΘ0 = 0.
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The solution of this ODE is known in literature (see e.g. Ref. [12] and [13]) to be:




Z ξ
s2
ξ
exp −
Θ(ξ) = A
ds + D = A erf √
+D
4αi
2 αi
0

(14)

where A and D are obtained applying the boundary conditions in Eq. (11):
T (0, t) = Twall

−→

T (B(t), t) = Tfr

−→

D = Twall
Tfr − Twall
A=
erf(λ)

(15a)
(15b)

where

B(t)
λ= √
(16)
2 αi t
Substituting A and D from Eq. (15) and the definition of ξ in Eq. 12 into Eq. 14 yields the exact
temperature profile the ice layer:


z1
erf √
2 αi t
(17)
T (z1 , t) = Twall + (Tfr − Twall )
erf(λ)
Taking the spatial derivative of (17) and substituting into the Stefan condition Eq. (7) gives
the following expression for the ice thickness function:


(Tfreezing − Twall ) exp (−λ2 )
1
↑∗
√
B(t) =
Ki
+ Q̇up t
(18)
ρiglaze Lf
erf(λ)
παi t
where the term Q̇↑∗
up slightly differs from the original definition given by Myers, as further explained in Sec. 4.3.
4.2

Temperature profile comparison

In order to asses the difference between the exact and the linear temperature profile in glaze
conditions, a set of values for t and B are imposed in Eq. (17) and Eq. (6).
The temperature profiles shown in Fig. 1 are obtained considering a fixed value of B̄ = 2 cm,
which is attained for four different values of accretion time, as summarized in Tab. 1. Case (a)
is the SLD case 080395 taken from the NASA report in reference [14].
With reference to Fig. 1 it is possible to point out the qualitative difference between the unsteady and the linear solution. As expected, the unsteady temperature profile tends to collapse
to the linear one for low values of the accretion rate while the two profiles diverge as the accretion rate increases. Therefore, the unsteady correction to the Myers model is more significant
when a fast ice growth occurs.
The value of the temperature derivative in the close proximity of the phase changing interface (z1 = B) plays an important role in the ice accretion process (second term of the right
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Table 1: Values of the accretion rates used in Fig. 1.
Case

100
200
300
400

0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02

2 · 10−4
1 · 10−4
0.6 · 10−4
0.5 · 10−4

273.5

273.5

273

273

272.5

272.5

272

272

T (z) [K]

T (z) [K]

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Time [s] Ice thickness [m] Mean accretion rate [m/s]

271.5
271

271

270.5
270

271.5

270.5

exact profile
Myers profile

0

0.005

0.01

0.015

270

0.02

exact profile
Myers profile

0

0.005

z [m]

0.015

0.02

(d) B = 0.02 m ; t = 200

273.5

273.5

273

273

272.5

272.5

272

272

T (z) [K]

T (z) [K]

(c) B = 0.02 m ; t = 100 s

271.5
271

271.5
271

270.5
270

0.01

z [m]

270.5

exact profile
Myers profile

0

0.005

0.01

0.015

0.02

z [m]

270

exact profile
Myers profile

0

0.005

0.01

0.015

0.02

z [m]

(e) B = 0.02 m ; t = 300 s

(f) B = 0.02 m ; t = 400 s

Figure 1: Comparisons between the linear and the unsteady temperature profiles. The air temperature is 270 K, the ice thickness is 2 cm and the accretion time varies from 100 to 400
seconds.
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0.5
" interface
%

0.4

"Twall
%

0.3

Table 2: Derivatives at the wall and at the
ice-water interface: deviation of the unsteady
profile from the steady solution.
∆% z1 = 0
−28.04%
−13.95%
−9.27%
−6.94%

deviation

Case
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

0.2

∆% z1 = B
+44.05%
+24.67%
+17.08%
+13.05%

0.1
0
-0.1
-0.2
-0.3
100

150

200

250

300
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Figure 2: Time evolution of the deviation of
temperature derivatives evaluated at the wall
(red) and at the ice-water interface (blue).

hand side of Eq. (7)). Moreover, the value of temperature derivative at the wall is relevant to the
evaluation of the heat conducted through the substrate.
Tab. 2 and Fig. 2 report the percentage difference between the derivatives evaluated at the
wall and at the interface using the two profiles. This difference is calculated as
∆% =

TL0 (z̄) − TU0 (z̄)
TL0 (z̄)

(19)

where subscripts L and U stand for Linear and Unsteady temperature profile, respectively.
Positive values mean that the linear function is steeper than the one resulting from the exact
unsteady solution. This difference is usually positive at the interface and negative at the wall.
Therefore, a linear temperature profile leads to an under-estimation of the derivative at the
wall and to an over-estimation at the interface. The latter error is expected to be relevant in
determining the heat flux at the wall, which is the design parameter for anti-icing systems.
The deviation between the two different temperature profiles may become significant in atmospheric conditions producing a very fast ice growth. On the other hand, the exact solution
does not fulfil the isothermal wall assumption, which requires a non-finite value of the temperature derivative evaluated at the wall. This inconsistency is due to the fact that the constant
temperature constraint is applied at the wall-ice interface only and not all the way through the
wall. A proper unsteady description of the time evolving heat diffusion problem is mandatory to
simulate the effects of an anti-icing system and to design innovative and more efficient on-board
ice protection devices.
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4.3

Local temperature correction

In the new unsteady model, derived in Sec. 4, the heat exchanged by convection is evaluated
considering the local value of the temperature over the surface instead of the free-stream static
temperature. Indeed, the temperature near the surface varies from point to point because air is a
compressible fluid subject to temperature variations related to changes in pressure and density.
In subsonic conditions, if viscosity effects are confined in very small regions of the computational domain, such as boundary layers or wakes, the flow may be considered isentropic. When
isentropic flow relations do apply, the local value of temperature can be related to the local value
of pressure and to stagnation quantities by means of the following well known expression
Tlocal = T0



Plocal
P0

 γ−1
γ

(20)

where γ is the specific heat ratio and T0 and P0 are the stagnation quantities evaluated with the
upstream conditions. In the subsonic regime, the ratio between the thickness of the viscous and
thermal boundary layers is close to unity. Therefore, it is possible to define the local temperature
as the air temperature evaluated immediately outside the viscous boundary layer.
The evaluation of convective heat fluxes strongly depends on the value of the air temperature: if temperature is close to the water freezing point, a change of a few degrees may possibly
result in completely different final ice shapes.
The thermal fluxes affected by the local temperature correction are the convective and the
evaporative (or sublimation) heat fluxes:
• Q̇c = hc (T − T∞ ) A
• Q̇e,s = χe,s e0 (T − T∞ ) A

−→
−→

Q̇c = hc (T − Tlocal ) A
Q̇e,s = χe,s e0 (T − Tlocal ) A

where h is the convective heat transfer coefficient, A is the area of the surface exchanging heat
and e0 is the vapour pressure constant [PaK−1 ]. These new definitions enter the heat balance
equation enforced by the Stefan condition.
Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) report the difference between the local and the uniform free-stream
temperature fields: ∆T = Tlocal − T∞ . Fig. 3(a) refers to a clean airfoil and Fig. 3(b) to an iced
one: regions of high velocities are associated to lower temperatures and vice versa. Moreover,
at the stagnation point, temperature reaches its maximum value within the temperature field.
The temperature range spans ≈ 4 degrees in the clean configuration and ≈ 6 degrees for the
iced airfoil.
The ice shape in Fig. 3 shows the accretion of two typical “horns” where the local temperature is less than the asymptotic one. On the other hand, in the close proximity of the stagnation
point, the ice layer is thinner due to the effects of a higher temperature.
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(a) ∆T field at 0 s

(b) ∆T field at 360 s

Figure 3: Difference between the local and the uniform free-stream temperature fields at 0 s and
360 s. Test parameters: V∞ = 67 m/s, T∞ = 267.6 K, α = 4 deg, P∞ = 95000 Pa, c = 0.53 m
4.4

Accretion laws

The accretion laws for rime and glaze regimes and the resulting expression for the ice thickness limit are summarized in the following:


ṁd + ṁw
∂B
in − ṁs
=
Rime:
(21a)
∂t
Aρi


1
∂B
(Tfr − Twall ) exp (−λ2 )
∗↑
√
=
Glaze:
Ki
+ Q̇up
(21b)
∂t
ρiglaze Lf
erf(λ)
παi t
AKi (Tfr − Twall )

i
(21c)
Rime limit:
Bg = h 
∗↑
+
Q̇
2 Lf β LWC V∞ A − Q̇s L−1
up
s

For the rime accretion law and for the limit thickness expression, the formulation presented in
Ref. [15] is adopted. In the novel model, the Q̇∗↑
up is computed by means of the local air temperature value, as described in Sec. 4.3, and it substitutes the term Q̇↑up in the original equations
from both Ref. [15] and Ref. [3].
The procedure for solving ice accretion problems follows a well-established pattern, see
for example Ref. [16] and [17]. With reference to Fig. 4, a CFD analysis is first carried out
on the clean geometry in order to determine the aerodynamic field and to compute droplets
impingement points. This latter task is needed for computing the collection efficiency β over
the surface and it can be accomplished by means of various techniques. In this work, droplet
trajectories are reconstructed using a Lagrangian approach implemented in the OpenFOAM
suite [18]. After all the parameters governing the ice accretion phenomenon are determined,
the PoliMIce ice accretion engine computes the ice thickness, if any, over each cell. A mesh
morphing algorithm warps the computational grid to the new body shape, thus closing the loop
and allowing for a multi-step ice accretion computation. The aerodynamic field and the value
of all the governing parameters are updated after each iteration as the computation proceeds in
time. Additional details on the PoliMIce suite can be found in Ref. [15].
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MESH MORPHING

Figure 4: Block diagram illustrating the flowchart of the PoliMIce icing suite.
5

RESULTS

Exemplary test cases regarding both rime and glaze ice accretion over two-dimensional
airfoils are now discussed.
Test conditions were chosen with the aim of verifying and assessing the novel icing model.
In particular, the atmospheric temperature for the first test case in Sec. 5.1 is slightly less than
the ice melting point, thus being representative of conditions where ice grows mostly as glaze
type. In the test case showed in Sec. 5.2, rime-ice accretion prevails over the airfoil. Further
details about the following test cases, as well as information regarding the experimental set up,
can be found in Ref. [19] and Ref. [14]. Results are compared against predictions from other
ice accretion solvers and experimental data.
In the following, the caption PoliMIce denominates the complete new model including the
unsteady temperature profile, the local temperature correction and the modified rime accretion
law Eq. (21).
5.1

Glaze-ice test case

The main goal of this test is to show the effects of the influence of the unsteady treatment of
the heat diffusion problem within the ice layer. This modification, indeed, applies only to glazeice accretion. The reference case is number 31 in Ref. [19] and it provides conditions, reported
in Tab. 3, favourable to glaze-ice accretion since the beginning of the simulation. Furthermore,
the use of the modified expression for the rime limit thickness Eq. (21) hastens the rime-glaze
transition. Results obtained using Myers and PoliMIce models and the experimental shape
taken from Ref. [19] are compared in Fig. 5. The total exposure time is 480 s and the flow-field
update interval is 10 s.
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Table 3: Simulation data for the glaze-ice test case
Airfoil
α
NACA0012 4

V∞ T ∞
58.1 269.1

P∞ LWC MVD
95600
1.3
20

c
time
0.53 480

0.02

Myers
PoliMIce
Experimental

0

-0.02

-0.04
-0.02

-0.01

0

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04

0.05

0.06

0.07

0.08

Figure 5: NACA0012: comparison of PoliMIce predictions with numerical results from Myers
model and experimental ice shape from Ref. [19] for the glaze ice case in Tab. 3.
With reference to Fig. 5, the experimental result is characterized by a large ice structure on
the upper portion of the leading edge and ice formation on the lower portion that extends for
≈ 0.08 m (airfoil chord is 0.53 m). Myers model predicts a quite regular and smooth shape and
the system of highly complex ice structures is poorly represented. PoliMIce model is able to
match the experimental result more closely, in that it predicts the occurrence of the ice structure
protruding from the leading edge. However, the size of the upper horn is poorly captured. The
ice thickness at the stagnation point is sightly closer to the experimental results, with respect to
Myers model, but still over-estimated.
With particular reference to the ice thickness in the close proximity of the stagnation point,
the more accurate description of the heat diffusion problem through the ice layer and the inclusion of a variable temperature profile contribute to better estimate the final ice thickness.
Moreover, the ability of representing irregular structures accurately is found to be strictly
related to the inclusion of the ṁw
in term in the rime ice accretion law and the use of the local
value of air temperature. As commented in Sec. 4.3, the temperature at the stagnation point
is higher than the free-stream one. As a consequence, a larger amount of liquid water flows
aft the impingement point and freezes later in regions where the local air speed is faster and
temperature is lower.
Fig. 6 shows a comparison of the PoliMIce numerical result against predictions from LEWICE
and ONERA icing sofwtare. All these software overestimate the location of the ice-free region
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in the upper portion of the airfoil, which is instead underestimated by the PoliMIce software.
The LEWICE and the ONERA software also deliver a better estimate of the ice thickness at the
stagnation point.

0.02

PoliMIce
0
LEWICE

-0.02

-0.04
-0.02

-0.01

0

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04

0.05

0.06

0.07

0.08

0.07

0.08

(a) LEWICE

0.02
PoliMIce
0

ONERA

-0.02

-0.04
-0.02

-0.01

0

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04

0.05

0.06

(b) ONERA

Figure 6: NACA0012: comparison of PoliMIce predictions with numerical results for the
LEWICE and the ONERA software in the glaze ice case in Tab. 3. In all plots, the thick black
line is the experimental ice shape reported in Ref. [19].
5.2

Rime-ice test case

The test case presented here reproduces the ice accretion an aircraft may experience while
flying at very low temperature for a long time.
The test case conditions, taken from Ref. [14], are summarized in Tab. 4. The aim of this
simulation is to investigate how the novel model behaves when ice accretion occurs mostly in
the rime regime. Fig. 7 shows the comparison between PoliMice model, Myers model and
experimental results taken from the aforementioned report. The experimental result evidences
the accretion of two horns protruding towards the direction of motion, which are separated by
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Table 4: Simulation data for the rime-ice test case
Airfoil
GLC 305

α
1.5

V∞
T∞
128.6 262.9

P∞
LWC
125484 0.43

MVD
20

c
time
0.91 360

0.02
0.01
Myers
PoliMIce
Experimental

0
-0.01
-0.02
-0.02

-0.01

0

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04

0.05

0.06

Figure 7: GLC 305: comparison of PoliMIce predictions with numerical results from Myers
model and experimental ice shape from Ref. [14] for the rime ice case in Tab. 4.
a region of low ice thickness in the proximity of the stagnation point. Due to its rime nature,
the ice structure is not distributed along the wing but it is located in the close proximity of
the stagnation point. The small angle of attack produces a slight asymmetry: the upper horn is
slightly longer than the other. The main differences between Myers and PoliMIce models are the
ability of PoliMIce model to capture the horns formation and to better represent the thickness
at the stagnation point. Myers model predicts a smooth shape and the ice thickness at the
stagnation point, where the experimental result predicts a minimum, is highly over-estimated.
PoliMIce instead is more accurate even if the upper horn accretion direction is slightly different
from the experimental one. However, ice thickness at the stagnation point is still over-estimated
though the better captured with respect to Myers model. This improvements are produced by
the combination of the effects of the local temperature and the introduction of the ṁw
in . Like
in the glaze test case, the temperature at the stagnation point is higher than the surrounding
regions, so the ice grows less and more water appears. Water flowing aft enters regions where
temperature is locally lower and thus freezes.
6

CONCLUSIONS

In the present paper, a novel ice accretion model based on the exact solution of the Stefan
problem [3] was presented. In order to extend Myers model to high ice accretion rate regimes,
the exact solution to the unsteady heat diffusion problem in the ice layer was derived by means
of a similarity approach. A different description of the heat exchange process, based on the local
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value of the airflow temperature, was also introduced. Following Ref. [15], a term accounting
for mass exchange from a glaze to a rime control volume was included in the rime accretion
law.
The new model is implemented in the PoliMIce ice accretion suite currently under development at Politecnico di Milano. Numerical results for ice accretion in both rime and glaze
regimes fairly compare to experimental results. The proposed modifications were found to improve the original Myers model in terms of predicted ice shape and final ice thickness.
Though further investigation is required in order to quantify the influence of the unsteady
phenomena on the final ice shape, the novel model proved to be already capable of predicting
highly complex, irregular ice structures.
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Abstract. The ESPOSA project “Efficient Systems and PrOpulsion for Small Aircraft” funded
by the European Commission within the 7th Framework Programm and coordinated by PBS
from the Chezk Repubblic and with the participation of 40 European industries, research center
and universities has the objective to develop and integrate novel design and manufacture
technologies for a range of small gas turbine engines up to 1000 kW, to provide aircraft
manufacturers with better choice of modern propulsion units. Several aircraft and engine have
been selected as test beds for the study. One of this was the EM-1 ORKA aircraft that will be
equipped with the 180kW TP 100 turboprop engines from Czech company PBS Velká Bíteš . An
aeronautical engine is a complex machine composed of different components operating at
different temperatures that in conjunction with the nacelle creates a crowded region with the
coupled heat transfer mechanisms to be covered by the nacelle cooling/ventilation system,
therefore one of the critical issues is the engine/nacelle coupled thermal study. High fidelity,
fully coupled, “aero-thermal” models must be addressed in the design process of such a kind
of engine. In this paper a procedure has been set-up and tested to evaluate nacelle temperature
and check that nacelle skin temperature remains under critical values.
Key words: heat conduction, nacelle thermal analysis, heat radiation, conjugate heat transfer
analysis, computational fluid dynamics.

1. Symbols
GTE
ESPOSA
𝑣⃗
ρ
μ
α

Gas Turbine Engine
Efficient Systems and Propulsion for Small Aircraft
velocity vector [m/s]
density[kg/m3]
viscosity[Pa∙ s]
thermal diffusivity[m2/s]

A. Carozza, G. Serino, G. Mingione and G. Pezzella.

κ
⃗⃗S
⃗g⃗
τ̿

conductivity [W/mK]
source term vector [Pa]
gravity acceleration vector [m/s2]
stress tensor [Pa]

2. Introduction
From the beginnings of aircraft propulsion, the thermal insulation of power components was a
problem of extreme importance for the aircraft safety.
The goal of the ESPOSA project is to develop new key components for small gas turbine
engines up to 1000 kW and to develop new lean manufacture technologies. The project will
also deal with engine related systems that will contribute to the overall propulsion unit
efficiency, safety and pilot workload reduction.
The ESPOSA project plans to deliver better engine affordability and 10-14% reduction of direct
operating costs through the development of advanced concepts for key engine components,
development of lean manufacture technologies and modern engine systems improving engine
overall efficiency and maintainability. The project will also deliver new or adjusted simulation
and design tools and methodologies for engine integration into aircraft. The enhanced
simulation capability straightens the aircraft design and saves developmental costs. ESPOSA
also pioneers the smallest power range category for the turbine technology. All these can help
small airplanes and helicopters to better establish themselves as a part of air transport system
including also aero-taxi operation.
The ESPOSA project will provide better affordability of small gas turbine engines for smaller
aircraft manufacturers and last but not least contribute to better protection of the environment
by reducing CO2/NOx emissions and to efficient use of fossil fuels.
Different aircrafts have been considered for the installation of such engines. One of them is the
EM-11C ORKA airplane. the thermal integration of engine and its accessories with airframe
and on-board systems has been identified as one of main project target. Nacelles are built of
composite materials and this requires that temperatures do not exceed some limits. In order to
assure this requirement is satisfied a thermal analysis on ventilation and cooling of engine
compartment and the analysis of nacelle thermal loads have to be performed.
Critical areas to be considered for thermal analysis are combustor and turbine cooling [1]. One
of the main cooling mechanisms is the internal nacelle convection [2], therefore the constant
presence of an air flow rate in cruise can guarantee the refrigeration of the most heated parts of
the airplanes but this is not true when the system is in idle condition. So a thermal analysis
inside the engine is required in a preliminary phase of an aircraft design. Nevertheless
convection is not the only mechanism to be taken into account while performing the internal
nacelle analysis. The parts playing a relevant role in this case can be at a really high temperature
and are often very close to each other. This generates an interaction involving unfortunately
also irradiative mechanisms of heat exchange that cannot be neglected. All of the three
mechanisms of heat exchange are to be considered contemporarily to study the thermal behavior
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of the engine: conduction, convection, radiation. Therefore, use of 3D CFD aerodynamics and
thermal analysis is mandatory. This highly coupled design concept demanded the use of more
complex analysis techniques and coupling of irradiative and convective tools to accurately
determine the engine cooling as well as a good estimation of engine nacelle convective
coefficients [3], [4]. For the numerical modeling of the radiation a variety of models is available
Rosseland, P1, S2S numerical models are some of the most used approaches to face the
radiation problem and in general the conjugate heat transfer simulations [9]. In this case the
discrete ordinates one is chosen to solve the irradiative behavior of the engine components.
Indeed it offers a good estimation of the heat transfer per radiation and lowers the CPU usage
at the same time. In the literature on this topic there is a lot of researches performed considering
this modeling like the studies [7-20]. In the study [14] the authors have examined the discrete
ordinates method (DOM) for coupled radiative and conductive heat transfer in rectangular
enclosures in which either a non scattering or scattering medium is included. The results are
compared with the other benchmark approximate solutions. The efficiency and accuracy of the
DOM are thus validated and they have demonstrated a reasonably short computational time was
required to yield quite accurate solutions. In [16], for example, the time-dependent equation of
irradiative transfer is solved for an axisymmetric cylindrical medium using both the discreteordinates method and the finite-volume method. Steady and transient flux profiles are
determined for absorbing and scattering media. Results for each solution method are compared
and shown for various grid numbers, scattering albedos, and optical thicknesses. A comparison
of computational time and memory usage between the methods is presented. It is found that the
finite-volume method uses more memory and has a longer convergence time than the discreteordinates method for all cases, due to the difference in angular treatment. In [20], instead, the
discrete ordinates method (DOM) and the finite volume method (FVM) are coupled. They
provide a good compromise between accuracy and computational requirements, and they are
relatively easy to integrate in CFD codes. This paper surveys recent advances on these
numerical methods. Developments on the grid typology and treatment (e.g., new formulations
for axisymmetric geometries, body-fitted structured and unstructured meshes, embedded
boundaries, multi-block grids, local grid refinement), the spatial discretization scheme, and the
angular discretization scheme are described. Progress related to the solution accuracy, solution
algorithm, alternative formulations, such as the modified DOM and FVM, even-parity
formulation, discrete-ordinates interpolation method and method of lines and parallelization
strategies is addressed. The application to non-gray media, variable refractive index media, and
transient problems is also reviewed.
Proper boundary conditions as wall (operating) temperature fixed at engine surface and
convective heat exchange between the nacelle and the external flow at free stream temperature
are considered [5]. The propeller effect on the temperature distribution has further been deepen
in order to investigate the contribution it can have on the surface engine cooling.
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3. Numerical Methods and Governing Equations
The problem to be solved involve flow-field analysis, conduction analysis (in the nacelle skin)
and radiation. Numerical analysis of the flow field has been carried out with Fluent in steady
state turbulent flow conditions [14]. The pressure based formulation for the ground flow
condition and the implicit density based formulation for the cruise condition have been
considered to solve the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations. The first one is
the classical projection method solver while the second one is a coupled scheme in which the
fluid dynamic equations are solved at the same time. An implicit formulation with a GreenGauss Cell Based method for the gradient reconstruction is considered and the Second Order
Upwind scheme for the spatial discretization is chosen for Flow, Turbulent Kinetic Energy and
Specific Dissipation rate. FLUENT settings consider air as ideal-gas with a constant-averaged
specific heat. Flow thermal conductivity and viscosity are set by polynomial formulation in T.
To account for turbulence, the k – ω SST model is considered with Low-Re correction enabled.
The turbulent intensity (%) and turbulent viscosity ratio are set to 2 and 0.003 for both inlet and
outlet (backflow) conditions. The flow filed is solved by using the classical Navier-Stokes
equations of fluid flow in three dimensions for finding pressure and velocity at domain points,
working on finite-volume methods, that use the conservation equation in integral form as the
starting point.
In order to model heat transfer, the energy equation is solved in the form shown below:
𝜕(𝜌𝐸)
𝜕𝑡

+ ∇ ∙ (𝑣(𝜌𝐸 + 𝑝)) = ∇ ∙ (𝑘𝑒𝑓𝑓 ∇𝑇 + (𝜏 ∙ 𝑣)) + 𝑆ℎ

(1)

Eq. (1) is used to solve temperature field in the fluid region. The conduction is solved by using
the classical conduction equation obtained simplified equation (1):
𝑞̇

1 𝜕𝑇

∇2 𝑇 + 𝑘 = 𝛼 𝜕𝑡

(2)
𝜕𝑇

where 𝑞̇ = 0 because there is no internal heat generation in the nacelle wall. Also 𝜕𝑡 = 0 owing
to steady state assumption.
Finally, numerical flow field analysis accounts also for radiative heat transfer. For instance, the
radiative transfer equation (RTE) for an absorbing, emitting and scattering medium at position
𝑟⃗⃗⃗in the direction 𝑠⃗ is:
𝑑𝐼(𝑟⃗,𝑠⃗)
𝑑𝑠

+ ( 𝑎 + 𝜎𝑠 )𝐼(𝑟⃗, 𝑠⃗) = 𝑎𝑛2

𝜎𝑇 4
𝜋

𝜎

4𝜋

+ 4𝜋𝑠 ∫0 𝐼(𝑟⃗, 𝑠⃗ ′ )𝜙(𝑠⃗, 𝑠⃗ ′ )𝑑𝛺 ′

(3)

where: 𝑟⃗ is the position vector, 𝑠⃗ is the direction vector, 𝑠⃗ ′ is the scattering direction vector, s
is the path length, a is the absorption coefficient, n is the refractive index, 𝜎𝑠 is the scattering
𝑊
coefficient, σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.672 ∙ 10−8 𝑚2 𝐾4), I is the radiation intensity,
which depends on position 𝑟⃗ and direction 𝑠⃗ ′ , T is the local temperature, φ is the phase function
and Ω' is the solid angle. The term ( 𝑎 + 𝜎𝑠 )s is the optical thickness or opacity of the medium.
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The Discrete Ordinates (DO) radiative model was chosen to solve for radiation intensity I
everywhere at nacelle surface. In particular, the air flow is considered as a transparent media
by setting an optical thickness (𝐿𝑎) equal to 0 [3]. The DO radiation model solves the RTE for
a finite numbers of discrete solid angles, each associated with a vector direction 𝑠⃑ fixed in the
global Cartesian system (x,y,z). Therefore the DO model transforms Eq. (3) into a transport
equation for radiation intensity in the spatial coordinates (x,y,z). The DO model solves for as
many transport equations as there are directions 𝑠⃑.

3. Geometrical model
The engine/nacelle geometry is shown in Fig. 1. Ventilation air enters the cavity via NACA
inlets and exit into the nacelle cavity. The ventilation air exits the cavity through gaps between
the nacelle wall that are the spinner and the engine exhaust pipes. As shown, together with
engine there are auxiliary systems such as oil cooler, converter and several pipes [5-6]. Such a
complex configuration, however, within the present work has been simplified by removing all
items that do not contribute to heat transfer, due to their size or temperature, such as conduits,
wires, screws and bolts. In particular, all geometry simplifications on baseline configuration
shown in Fig. 2 (b) (c) were performed using Rhinoceros 5.0 CAD. CFD computation have
been carried out on a hybrid unstructured grid due to the geometry complexity, by using the
FLUENT software.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1 Overview of aircraft configuration and engine components: a) aircraft side view; b) simplified treatment
of internal engine components; c) realistic view of the engine TP100.
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Figure 3 External and internal fluid domain mesh details: far field; engine external; mesh section in the middle
line of the nacelle.

The computational fluid domain, for the nacelle external flow, consists of a cylindrical volume
of large dimensions containing nacelle at its center as shown in Fig. 3. As one can see, the
domain was built large enough far from nacelle. Indeed, to get the undisturbed flow conditions,
a border located about 10 body length upstream and downstream the body has been considered.
So the computational domain dimensions reads: x = 47 m and r = 22.5 m.
Fig. 3 provides the mesh density on both nacelle wall and engine surface used to perform the
CFD analysis. Indeed, the computational fluid domain, for the internal flow, is represented by
the volume inside the nacelle, characterized by the presence of engine and other auxiliary
system, as oil cooler system and converter. The grid has been optimized for the cruise condition,
thus, an unstructured mesh with about 1894908 tetra elements was generated, with a boundary
layer only on nacelle surface. In order to achieve an 𝑦 + =1, a first prism layer height has been
set to ds = 5.8 𝜇𝑚. Two conditions have been studied: cruise and ground conditions. The flow
around the nacelle has been solved at free stream velocity of 87.445 m/s, that represents the
cruise speed of airplane at 2750 m. The temperature of entering air was imposed at 268 K, while
at the domain outlet a fixed pressure condition of 72377 Pa was given. A pressure of 72377 Pa
near engine pipes of 72000 Pa near spinner was considered. In ground the free stream
conditions are given by a velocity of 0.001 m/s and a pressure of 101325 Pa.
Engine component are simulated by assuming constant temperature at their surface.
Temperature distribution on engine surface is shown in Fig. 4. Finally, at nacelle surface wall
boundary condition was given, setting the wall thickness at 0.014 m. Indeed, ANSYS
FLUENT treats walls as thermal resistance to heat transfer if a thickness is specified, then the
appropriate thermal resistance across the wall thickness is imposed, even if thermal conduction
is considered in the normal direction only.
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Figure 4 Temperature distribution on engine surface.

The solver was selected as Density-Based, neglecting gravity, due to prevalence of forced
convection. In addition, considering steady state flow conditions, Time-Steady solver was
considered. Standard SST 𝜅 − 𝜔 and Discrete-Ordinates models were considered to account
for turbulence and radiative heat exchange respectively. In the numerical simulations engine
emissivity was fixed at 𝜀 = 0.6, assuming steel emissivity; while nacelle internal side
emissivity was fixed at 𝜀 = 0.83, assuming the same emissivity of epoxy resin EPIDIAN E53
reinforced with glass fiber. The emissivity values were fixed by assuming the gray body model.
It is important to notice that the nacelle thickness has been artificially set in the solver. For the
current analysis a wall thickness of 0.0014 m has been used. It has been shown that the wall
thickness has a strong influence on the final results by influencing the surface temperature
distribution. Therefore, it is important to use the correct value in order to have reliable results.

4. Results and Discussion
The ORKA thermal analysis has been performed at both cruise and ground condition and
simulations have been performed with and without propeller to evaluate the impact of propeller
flow on nacelle external temperature. In summary the following cases have been addressed:
 Cruise flight regime condition
 Idle flight regime condition
 Propeller effect with the external domain both in idle and in cruise flight condition
External flow field analyses have been performed considering for the cruise an ambient pressure
of about 72000 Pa and a Mach number of 0.28 while in idle a velocity next to 0 and a pressure
of 101325 Pa have been considered. These data have been considered as input in the CFD
internal flow analysis.
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4.1 Cruise conditions
In this case first external CFD analysis has been performed to evaluate the air intake mass-flow
rate and then the internal coupled fluid-dynamics and thermal analysis has been performed.
External simulation has been carried out considering cruise conditions of the aircraft at 2750 m
of altitude. The maximum temperature that the nacelle wall reaches for this case is just around
273 K above the hottest surface section of the engine. The results indicate that no temperature
issues are to be expected under the given assumptions, see Fig. 5.

Figure 5 Temperature distribution on the nacelle skin in cruise flow condition

4.2 Idle thermal conditions
A mass flow rate equal to 0.001 kg/s at the far field. This should correspond to the minimum
contribution of air coming from the external ambient in idle. The pressure has been set to
101325 Pa and the temperature has been set to 300 K. In Fig. 6 a curve representing the
temperatures trend on the nacelle wall in the half plane has been reported. As we see from those
results, the maximum temperature is about 315 K. This indicates that the radiation internal
effects are predominant when compared to the forced convection ones by the external
contributions. Indeed, even if the flow rate is lower the temperatures are around 310 K and they
remain under an acceptable level of safety equal to 393 K.
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Figure 6 Temperature distribution on the nacelle skin in idle flow condition

4.4 Propeller effect
Most of the study have been performed without taking into account the presence of the
propeller, therefore some additional analysis have been performed to evaluate the impact of
propeller slip-stream that can be very important specially in ground condition where it can be
the only source of external flow.
One of the main efforts in this CFD simulation has been concentrated in the modelling of
propeller. The actuator disk model has been used. In this regard, the lack of experimental data
about the law pressure jump-normal velocity, has forced to find a new implementation strategy.
So, in ground and in cruise condition a profile of the pressure jump variation along the radius
direction was considered.

Figure 7 Propeller AVIA type: AV-723-1-D-C-F/CFRD183-415 with spinner type: 091-4006
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This differentiation is due to the much more accentuated propeller relative effect in ground with
its variation of pressure across the propeller radius than in cruise condition where the external
current is much more relevant.

Pressure jump [Pa]

300
250
200
150
100
50
0
0,2

0,4

0,6
0,8
Propeller's radius [m]
Figure 8 Pressure propeller profile

1

In the following figures curves representing the temperature distributions along the nacelle
middle plane are reported.

Figure 9 Skin tempreatures on nacelle surfaces

Some considerations can be done on the propeller effect about the nacelle ventilation and
observing the Fig. 9. Considering both the external and the internal domains, it can be noticed
that the propeller effect on the skin temperatures can reduce the wall temperatures of 35 K, on
ground. In cruise, instead, this reduction is negligible. The presence of the thrust effect due to
the propeller can also be seen by watching the Fig. 10, where the contours are very significant
especially about the ground idle condition.
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In Fig. 10, it can be noticed that the maximum peak in the temperature superficial distribution
is achieved in proximity of the engine and in idle flow condition when the effect propeller can
have on the internal flow is absent. With the presence of the propeller this high value is
noticeably reduced. When the cruise flow regime is taken into account, instead, this behavior
is less evident. In this case the air flow rate due to the engine speed has a preponderant effect
on the skin temperatures with respect to the propeller effect, so this last one has an negligible
effect. Finally high temperatures can be seen in Fig. 10 (c)-(d), due to the exhaust smokes
coming from the engine through the exhaust ducts. It can be noticed also how the propeller has
a benefic effect on the nacelle skin in proximity of the exhaust ducts of the ORKA nacelle, as
shown in Fig. 10 (d).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 10 Wall Temperatures Contours: a) cruise without propeller effect; b) cruise with propeller effect; c)
ground idle without propeller effect; d) ground idle with propeller effect
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5. Conclusions
CFD simulations have been carried out to investigate the ORKA aircraft nacelle thermal
behaviour and the flow field inside and outside the nacelle. The results showed that despite the
high complexity of the structure, the performed modelling provides results in terms of
temperature and pressures quite realistic. Three-dimensional flow field computations in steady
state conditions are carried out in order to obtain temperature field on the surface of the nacelle
and irradiative heat transfer influence. Numerical results confirm the possibility to use CFD
analyses to optimize efficiency of nacelle cooling system, acting on the design of the nacelle
and component materials, by means of multidisciplinary design optimization.
The presence of the ventilation airflow is important to reduce the nacelle wall temperature. In
the absence of ventilation wall temperatures will rise. However, in cruise the maximum
temperature in the nacelle wall is not very sensitive to a relatively large change in ventilation
flow. In ground, instead, the propeller effect is predominant because the free stream flow
contribution is negligible and the presence of the propeller pressure jump only assures the
convection in the engine case.
From the results, indeed, it can be concluded that no temperature issues are to be expected
around the hottest part of the engine, since all segments on the nacelle have temperatures below
the maximum allowed temperature of 393 K under the given assumptions for the structural
integrity of the nacelle. This is even more true if the propeller effect is taken into consideration.
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Summary. This paper is aimed at providing the outcomes of an activity carried out inside an
Italian National Program named VITAS (Vettore Innovativo per il Trasporto AeroSostenibile)
[1]. The goal of the project was to design a transonic wing with an extended natural laminar
region for a business jet (8-12 seats). Both experimental and numerical activities were carried
out in order to define and verify the performances of this laminar wing. The paper will deal with
the numerical activities, experimental/numerical comparison will be shown and results will be
discussed.
1. INTRODUCTION
Transition of a boundary layer from laminar to turbulent has been found to impact the characteristics of the flow field, but its underlying physics has yet to be well understood. The lack
of boundary layer transition simulation is a major source of error for many applications, and, in
spite of the large amount of experimental data, no empirical method has been formulated that
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can reliably predict transition for all geometries and conditions. In the last decades some transition prediction models for RANS (Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes) codes were proposed,
anyway they are based on correlations. Two of these models are the γ − Reθ and the laminar
kinetic energy model [2]. A well known analytic approach for transition prediction is the coupling of LST (Linear Stability Theory) with en method [3, 4]. Stability theory, coupled with en
method, has shown the capabilities of predicting transition from laminar to turbulent flow condition in several aerodynamic applications. A major issue to face when applying LST is the need
of an adequate resolution of the boundary layer region. Such resolution is often not affordable
for Navier-Stokes simulations as a large number of points normal to the wall is demanded. In order to achieve the required quality near the wall, the CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamic) grid
size needs to be large enough, making the simulations extremely time consuming and not easily
affordable. Once the solution is obtained, moreover, the boundary layer has to be extracted and
this task is not straightforward. In fact, using the classical definition of the boundary layer edge,
intended as the height where the boundary layer velocity reaches the 99% of the no-viscous velocity, it is mandatory to know such velocity and this is not trivial in a RANS computation. LES
(Large Eddy Simulation) or DNS (Direct Numerical Simulation) would improve the resolution
of the boundary layer region, but they require higher computational resources and time that are
not compatible with industrial applications.
In the proposed work, a two-steps approach has been applied to perform stability analyses.
Firstly, Euler computations are carried out to evaluate the mean flow. Subsequently, a 2.5D
boundary-layer code allows to compute the boundary layer data necessary to perform the linear
stability analysis and, finally, transition location is predicted by a method based on the solution
of the linear stability equations coupled to the en method. Such procedure solves the two main
drawbacks previously introduced relative to the extraction of the boundary layer profiles from
a RANS solution. In fact, Euler simulations require grids coarser than the ones for RANS
and are faster to converge; while a boundary layer code is capable of computing the boundary
layer profiles with a sufficient resolution for LST simulations. To assess this procedure, the
selected reference geometry is a natural laminar wing developed by CIRA (Centro Italiano
Ricerche Aerospaziali) and Piaggio Aerospace [5]. The wing was purposely designed so that
it is characterized by an extended natural laminar region in two transonic speed conditions,
namely M = 0.75 and M = 0.78.
The commercial code CFD++ [6] was used to carry out the Euler simulations, while the
3C3D laminar/turbulent boundary layer code [7] provided boundary layer data. Stability computations have been performed using the compressible code NOLLI (NOn Local Linear Instability code) developed in house by CIRA and based on the application of the multiple scale
technique [8, 9].
2. MODEL SETUP
The reference geometry, developed during the VITAS program by CIRA and Piaggio Aerospace is a business jet equipped with a wing showing an extended natural laminar flow region.
Such result was achieved through an optimization carried out for two design points at “low”
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and “high” cruise speed conditions minimizing the drag coefficient [5]. An experimental test
campaign, carried out at DNW-HST, followed the numerical activities in order to prove the performances. The model, named UW 5006 NLF, is shown in Figure 1, while Figure 2 reports the
model set up, with the location of the pressure probes and of the wake rake.

Figure 1. VITAS UW 5006 NLF wind tunnel model

Figure 2. VITAS wind tunnel model test setup with wake rake mounted in the tunnel (top view)
The model is made up of a fuselage fairing fixed to the side wall turntable and the wing.
The fairing has been designed in order to control the boundary layer developing on the wind
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tunnel side wall and avoid the so-called attachment line contamination. This device assures that
no disturbance is introduced in the boundary layer developing on the wing, guaranteeing the
laminar region. The half wing is equipped with 129 pressure taps and 5 kulites sensors used
to perform pressure measurements. The sensors were mounted along two sections, at 30% and
70% of the wing span. The two sections, as shown in Figure 2, correspond to the chord normal
to the wing leading edge.
The dimensions of the model (scale 1:6) are reported here below:
• Mean aerodynamic chord: 0.3755 m
• Half span: 1.3990 m
• Reference surface: 0.9722 m2
• Leading edge sweep angle: 20.00◦
• Trailing edge sweep angle: 6.79◦
• Aspect ratio: 8.0486
• Dihedral angle (at 1/4 chord): 1.8995◦
Experimental tests were carried out at DNW-HST (German-Dutch Wind Tunnels – Transonic Wind Tunnel). The results of these tests are a complete carpet of both pressure distribution
along the two test sections at 30% and 70% of the wing span and infrared images. Among the
available experimental results, four different test cases, guaranteeing both the best IR camera
results and pressure coefficient distribution, have been selected for the numerical activities. The
flow conditions for each of the selected test cases are reported in the table 1 in terms of Mach
number (M), lift coefficient (CL ) and Reynolds number (Re).
Table 1. Test case flow conditions
Test case 1 (TC1)
Test case 2 (TC2)
Test case 3 (TC3)
Test case 4 (TC4)

M
CL
Re
0.75 0.5 8.0 106
0.78 0.45 8.0 106
0.75 0.45 8.0 106
0.75 0.5 4.0 106

The selection was driven by the reliability of the available data, as specified before, but also
in order to analyze the effects of Mach, Reynolds number and lift coefficient separately. The
first test case corresponds to the low speed cruise condition, while the second one represents the
high speed cruise condition. These two test cases are of major interest, as they were the design
points for the optimization procedure, so represent the benchmark for the whole activity. The
third test case has been selected to investigate the effects of Mach number on transition location
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with reference to the high speed cruise condition (TC2), but also the effect of lift coefficient,
i.e. the angle of attack, with reference to low speed cruise condition (TC1). The last test case
allows to assess the effect of Reynolds number, compared to TC1.
3. CFD ANALYSES
Once the test matrix was assessed, the numerical activities were carried out. In order to
perform CFD analyses for the selected test case conditions, commercial softwares available at
Piaggio Aerospace have been used. In particular, the mesh has been generated by using ANSYS
ICEM CFD [10], while CFD analyses have been carried out through the software CFD++ [6].
Each test case has been analysed by means of both Euler and RANS computations. In the
case of RANS simulations, a fully turbulent flow field was set choosing as turbulence model
the κ − ω SST – Shear Stress Transportation – model [11]). The analyses were performed at
fixed CL for all test cases and, furthermore, for TC1 a RANS simulation was performed at fixed
angle of attach (AoA), equal to the experimental one (AoA=2.29◦ ).
The mesh used to perform CFD evaluations is a multiblock structured hexahedral mesh
made up of 92 mapped blocks. The farfield has a half-barrel shape, with the inlet and outlet
surfaces located at a distance of about 14 fuselage lengths from the model. Two O-grids have
been generated in order to better control the cell clustering near to the wing-body and in the
wake region. A close-up of the Euler mesh near the wing body is depicted in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Euler mesh around the model including a scan plane in the chord-wise direction
The same mesh briefly described before has been modified in order to be suitable for RANS
computations. The main characteristic of both the meshes used for Euler and RANS evaluations
are reported in table 2.
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Table 2. Euler and RANS mesh main data
Euler

RANS

Blocks
92
Number of hecahedral elements
1838912
2761792
Number of nodes
1895121
2826421
Number of quads
111808
128608
Number of nodes in spanwise direction
57
78
Number of nodes in chordwise direction
73
Number of nodes to discretize both LE and TE regions
29
Inlet and outlet surfaces distance from model
14 fuselage lengths
Distance of 1th layer of cells from wing
0.85 mm 0.0018 mm
Wing’s cell growth rate
1.25
th
Distance of 1 layer of cells from fuselage
1.03 mm 0.001 mm
Fuselage’s cell growth rate
1.03
Test case 1
Figure 4 shows the comparison between the Euler and the experimental pressure coefficient
distribution at 30% and 70% of the half-span.
It is evident that Euler results provide a lower expansion with respect to the experimental
data, due to the difference between the experimental and numerical AoA at which the target lift
coefficient is reached (2.29◦ against −0.166◦ respectively). Moreover, drag coefficient numerically evaluated (CD = 0.0127) is lower than the experimental one (CD = 0.0240), as expected,
as the numerical evaluation is an Euler simulation.
It is also possible to note that Euler evaluation shows a second expansion located at about the
70% of the chord length. To further investigate this behaviour, additional tests were performed
solving RANS equations, one at fixed lift coefficient and the other at fixed angle of attack as
available from experimental data. The experimental/numerical comparison of RANS and Euler
evaluations is shown in Figure 5.
As visible, the second rear expansion foreseen by Euler simulation is not present the the
RANS solution. This difference is due to the viscous effects neglected by Euler equations.
RANS results show a very good matching between numerical and experimental data in the
lower side of the airfoil at fixed AoA. On the other hand, the expansion in the upper side of the
airfoil numerically estimated is higher than the experimental one.
The simulation performed at fixed CL shows the best agreement in terms of drag coefficient
(CDexp = 0.0240 vs. CDnum = 0.0242), even though pressure distribution is not completely
superimposed. In table 3 the comparison in terms of global coefficients is reported.
After RANS evaluations, additional analyses were carried out by using MSES [12] which
solves the Euler equations in 2D coupling a boundary layer code for transition prediction
through eN method. In particular, two different numerical campaign were carried out: in the
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Figure 4. Pressure coefficient distribution - Experimental/numerical comparison at 30% and
70% in low speed cruise condition
Table 3. Comparison of TC1 results
LOW SPEED CRUISE
CL
CD
AoA
Experimental
0.50 0.0240 2.29◦
CFD (Euler)
0.50 0.0127 −0.16◦
CFD (RANS Fixed CL )
0.50 0.0242 0.90◦
CFD (RANS Fixed AoA) 0.66 0.0339 2.29◦
first the target lift coefficient of the section was imposed equal to the value of the local lift coefficient (0.63) numerically evaluated, while in the second it was set equal to the lift coefficient
of the model (0.50). In both cases, the Mach number has been evaluated to take into account
sweep angle, so it has been set equal to 0.7. Evaluations were carried out only for the section at
30% of the wing and the results are reported in Figure 6.
Pressure coefficient distribution obtained by MSES code follows the same trend as the Euler
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Figure 5. Pressure coefficient distribution - Experimental/numerical comparison, RANS at fixed
CL and fixed AoA

Figure 6. Pressure coefficient distribution - Experimental/numerical comparison at 30% in low
speed cruise condition. Euler CFD++ and MSES results
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computations performed with CFD++, presenting the second rear expansion peak, even if it is
lower. This behaviour was expected because in the first case MSES shows a huger expansion
with respect to CFD++ in the forward airfoil region (between 20% and 50% of the chord extension). On the other hand, in the second case the target lift coefficient (0.5) is lower than the
local one (0.66).
Test case 2
For this case and the TC3, RANS simulations have been performed only at fixed CL . Figure
7 shows the comparison of Euler, RANS and experimental pressure coefficient distribution
along the section at 30% and 70% of the wing.

Figure 7. Pressure coefficient distribution - Experimental/numerical comparison at 30% and
70% in high speed cruise condition
The same conclusions discussed for low speed cruise condition test case apply. In fact, in
the Euler simulation a second expansion in the rear upper side of the inner airfoil is present.
Moreover, the experimental expansion in the leading edge area is higher than the one numerically computed. Also in this case, RANS evaluation does not show the rear expansion in the
upper side of the airfoil. Numerical and experimental global coefficients are reported in table 4
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Table 4. Comparison of TC2 results
HIGH SPEED CRUISE
CL
CD
AoA
Experimental 0.45 0.0213 1.35◦
CFD (Euler) 0.45 0.0119 −0.89◦
CFD (RANS) 0.45 0.0229 0.30◦
The comparison between Euler evaluations obtained by using CFD++ and MSES is reported
in Figure 8

Figure 8. Pressure coefficient distribution - Experimental/numerical comparison at 30% in high
speed cruise condition. Euler CFD++ and MSES results
In this case, numerical results are quite different, having different positions of the second
expansion. Furthermore, a shock wave is numerically found, even if the experiment does not
provide evidence of it. In particular, the CFD++ solution shows the rearmost shock wave location, while the foremost is obtained with MSES at Cl = 0.45. Furthermore, MSES predicts a
second expansion downstream the shock wave, while CFD++ shows it in correspondence of the
shock wave location.
Test case 3
For TC3 Euler evaluation forecasts a second expansion in the rear area of the upper inner airfoil. Moreover, the numerical expansion in the leading edge area is lower than the experimental
measured, as shown in Figure 9.
Table 5 reports the numerical and experimental lift and drag coefficient and the corresponding AoAs for the present test case.
Figure 10 shows the comparison among CFD++, MSES and experimental results.
Both numerical evaluations show an expansion peak in the rear part of the upper side of the
airfoil (between 72% and 78% of wing chord), but MSES predicts a lower value than CFD++.
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Figure 9. Pressure coefficient distribution - Experimental/numerical comparison at 30% and
70% for TC3
Table 5. Comparison of TC3 results
TEST CASE 3
CL
CD
AoA
Experimental 0.45 0.0221 1.72◦
CFD (Euler) 0.45 0.0105 −0.59◦
CFD (RANS) 0.45 0.0218 0.42◦
Test case 4
The comparison among Euler, RANS and the experimental pressure coefficient distribution
for TC4 is shown in Figure 11.
The global aerodynamic coefficients and the angle of attack numerically estimated are reported in table 6.
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Figure 10. Pressure coefficient distribution - Experimental/numerical comparison at 30% in
high speed cruise condition. Euler CFD++ and MSES results

Figure 11. Comparison between the experimental and Euler chord-wise pressure coefficient
distribution at (a) 30% and (b) 70% of the half span for TC4
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Table 6. Comparison of TC4 results
TEST CASE 3
CL
CD
AoA
Experimental 0.50 0.0250 2.21◦
CFD (Euler) 0.50 0.0126 −0.21◦
CFD (RANS) 0.50 0.0257 1.08◦
4. LINEAR STABILITY ANALYSIS
In the present section the results of 2.5D analyses are reported. Results refer only to the
upper side of the wing. In order to compute stability, the boundary layer profiles along the
airfoil are required. Such analysis is performed through the code 3C3D [7] which solves the
compressible boundary layer equations for swept and tapered wings. The code simulates also
a transitional region and a turbulent one if required. Anyway, as we are interested in stability
analyses, only the laminar tool was used, so the code stops as soon as a negative velocity profile
is computed and, from this point onward, the flowfield is supposed to separate. CIRA afterwords
computed the growth of the instabilities, and subsequently the N factor, using the in-house code
NOLLI [9]. The fixed-beta strategy was used, i.e. for a fixed frequency the disturbances were
computed at different spanwise wavelengths. The envelope of these disturbances provides the
amplification for the computed frequency. Computing the envelope for different frequencies
leads to an envelope of envelope which yields to the maximum amplification in terms of N
factor. For all test cases stability analysis was performed for the frequencies in the range f =
[0 : 10000] Hz and spanwise wavelength β = [0 : 10000] 1/m every 10% along the wing span.
Anyway for sake of brevity only the results at 20%, 40%, 60% and 80% will be shown.
From Figure 12 to 15 it is possible to see the growth of the instabilities, in terms of N factor,
along the wing sections. None of the envelopes reaches the critical threshold Ncrit = 9 usually
set for aerodynamic applications. The stability code computes the disturbances until boundary
layer profiles are available, so boundary layer, for such critical value, remains laminar until the
separation point.
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Figure 15. Envelop of most amplified frequencies - TC4
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5. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
As stated above, the UW-5006-NLF wing was equipped with 129 pressure taps and 5 kulites
sensors. Natural flow transition visualization has been performed using IR imaging technique.
The metal wing has been covered with a 2.5 mm thick resin (DEVCON) layer to enhance the
quality of the IR images. The model upper surface layer results divided in three separate panels
of insulated material [13]. During the entire test campaign the model has been continuously
observed by three video cameras mounted outside the test section. One video camera was
permanently installed in front of the main window of the port side wall of the test section, one in
the upper wall and one in the lower wall. For transition visualizations, two sets of Thermovision
A40 M Infrared cameras have been used and installed on the upper wall, at selected positions
to allow a full view of the exposed upper wing surface. Figure 16 reports an example of the
temperature distribution visualization showing the laminar and turbulent flow regions (in deep
blue the laminar flow region, in red/orange the turbulent one).

Figure 16. Infrared image
6. EXPERIMENTAL/NUMERICAL COMPARISON
A complete stability analysis for all the sections in the four selected test cases is still in
progress, anyway some of them were completed. A comparison in terms of transition location
between experimental data and numerical results, were available, was performed. In this case,
the critical N factor was computed using the formula proposed by Mack [14] N = −8.43 −
2.4 ln(T u), where the logarithm is natural. Such formula provides more precise transition points
but it is required to know the turbulent intensity level T u of the wind tunnel, information not
available for this tests. Nevertheless, since the wind tunnel is a laminar one we can hypothesize
that this value is less than 0.5%. So, in order to show the potentiality of the N method, the
critical value Ncrit achieved by using Mack’s formula is approximately Ncrit = 4. The transition
location is shown on the wing, compared to experimental infrared results, in Figure 17.
Further analyses are in progress and the activity will continue with the application of ray
tracing technique in full 3D flowfield.
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Figure 17. Transition line (Ncrit = 4) vs Infrared thermocamera - TC2
7. CONCLUSIONS
The present work reports the activities performed on a transonic wing for a business jet (812 seats), designed in the framework of an Italian National Program VITAS (Vettore Innovativo
per il Trasporto AeroSostenibile), and characterized by an extended laminar region.
A big effort has been made in order to analyse transition from laminar to turbulent flow on
the designed wing. In particular, a new two-step approach for stability analyses is here used.
In the first step, Euler computations are carried out to evaluate the mean flow. Euler numerical
analyses were carried out by using the commercial flow solver CFD++ to compute the flowfield.
Additional simulations were carried out solving RANS equations and using MSES code to
compare the pressure coefficients numerically evaluated with the experimental ones. No one of
the numerical results was in complete agreement with the experimental data, but it is worth to
highlight that it was not specified if wind tunnel corrections were applied. In the second step
a 2.5D boundary-layer code is used to compute boundary layer data necessary to perform the
linear stability analysis. Finally, transition is predicted thanks to the use of a method based on
the solution of the linear stability equations coupled to the en method. The stability curves are
below the threshold set for critical N factor in free stream conditions, Ncrit = 9. Anyway, the
test was performed in a wind tunnel, so a lower value has to be selected. Such value can be
computed using the formula proposed by Mack, but the turbulence intensity level of the wind
tunnel has to be known, information not available in most cases. Definitely, Ncrit = 4 was set
leading to more accurate comparison.
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Summary. The unsteady aerodynamics of the wing during the flap deflection is investigated by
employing Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes approach on moving and deforming hybrid grids.
The understanding of such instationary flows is important for the design of an aircraft and its
control system. When an accurate prediction of these dynamics phenomena is needed, higherorder methods as CFD could be applied, in order to reduce development cost and avoid late
design fixes.
1. INTRODUCTION
High-lift flight conditions are continuously studied using different methods, from the numerical ones to wind tunnels experiments and flight tests and the prediction of these viscous
fluid flow by using CFD is very challenging. Even in two-dimensions, state–of–the–art CFD
codes fail to consistently predict, with sufficient accuracy, trends with flap deflections changes
[1]. The main difficulties in simulating high-lift flows come from the severe complexity of both
the geometry and the flow field physics. In particular, the wing has multiple elements with very
small gaps between them, leading to an interaction of various viscous flow phenomena with
remarkable separated zones, producing strong time-dependent phenomena [2] [3]. These are
important because they represent the physical origin of the dynamics loads acting on the moving surfaces. The knowledge of such forces is an important requirement for the project of the
actuators apparatus and fluid-structure interaction analysis.
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The main aim of this work is the determination of the time history of the unsteady forces
acting during the deployment phase of the flap. In order to characterize the trend in time of
the aerodynamic loads, one possibility consists in performing different calculations for different positions of the flap, which correspond to different boundary conditions for the flow field
(for example see [4], [5]). However, these steady-state solutions, obtained for different flap
deflections, do not allow you to predict the origin and, so, the formation of some unsteady aerodynamic phenomena. The introduction of Chimera overset grid approaches (see [6]) in CFD
became an asset in order to simulate unsteady, full field simulations with or without viscous effects. Since this technique is based on overlapped grids, it requires algorithms for interpolating
field data between the various grids and for determining how to cut the holes in the component
grids which are overlapped, resulting in several difficulties in applying the method.
Here, we propose an alternative approach to the above mentioned ones in which a sole
CFD simulation with moving boundaries is conducted. In this framework, the bodies-fitted
numerical grid must be continuously modified during the calculation. This dynamic approach
allows the numerical solution to more closely follow the unsteady flow evolution and, thus,
to better represent the time history of the stresses acting on the bodies surfaces. Although
it provides more detailed information, the computational cost of this approach is often high
because it requires fine grids and small time steps in order to ensure a certain accuracy and the
stability of the discretized equations. For this reason, this technique is developing in the last
fifteen years and not before. Moreover, given the difficulties in simulating these flows especially
at high-lift conditions, the accuracy of the results represents an important requirement.
The reason of this work is to develope a refined analysis concerning an high-lift problem, by
testing an innovative CFD methodology whose results could be used to check and verify data
obtained from experimental approaches. In section 2.we detail the characteristics of the flow
solver, with particular attention to the dynamic mesh technique. This section, also, provides
a description of the turbulence models considered here. The application of the dynamic mesh
technique to a 2-D and a 3-D cases is presented, respectively, in sections 3.and 4..
2. FLOW SOLVER
The Reynolds–Averaged Navier-Stokes equations are solved with a finite volume method
(FV), so they are expressed as a system of conservation laws that relate rate of mass change,
momentum, and energy in a control volume of area A to the spatial fluxes of these quantities
through the volume. The flow field is computed using the commercial CFD code ANSYS Fluent
R15.0.
The novel element of this work is the application of the dynamic meshing methodology
to obtain accurate time-dependent results because the computational mesh varies in time consistently with the changing positions of the different moving bodies. In order to avoid the
deterioration of the mesh quality and/or the degeneration of existing FV cells, due to the geometry modification, two different methods are used, which are referred to as “smoothing” and
“remeshing”. The former technique consists in moving the interior nodes of the mesh without
changing their number and their connectivity. The latter technique allows for the local update
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Material:
Turbulence model

Table 1: CFD modelling
Dynamic simulations (DS) Static simulations (SS)
Standard Atmosphere
Standard Atmosphere
SA
k − ω SST

Table 2: Solver control settings
Dynamic simulations (DS)
Pressure-Velocity Coupling
SIMPLE
Timescale control
Autoscale
Residual target
10−5

Static simulations (SS)
COUPLED
0.0001
10−6

of the mesh by either adding or deleting cells, where the boundary displacement would be otherwise too large with respect to the local mesh size. After some preliminary tests demonstrating
the feasibility of such an approach, the remeshing and the spring–based smoothing techniques
are simultaneously used in the present work.
2.1 TURBULENCE MODELS
Two different turbulence models have been used in the simulation: the one-equation Spalart–
Allmaras (SA) and the two equations Menter Shear Stress Model (SST). On the one hand, the
SA model has been widely and successfully used in predicting the flow field of airfoils. On the
other hand, the SST model gives accurate predictions of the amount of flow separation under
adverse pressure gradients, combining the advantages of the k −  and Wilcox models. In the
study of high–lift devices, the choice of the right turbulence model plays a fundamental role
and influences the quality of the CFD results.
Table 1 summerizes the physical modelling settings of the analysis while the solver control
settings are shown in Table 2. Since the freestream Mach Number is equal to 0.26, the flow
can be easily considered as incompressible so the compressibility of the fluid is not taken into
account. We have considered the SA turbulence model for the dynamic cases in order to do not
increase the computational effort and the SST model for the static cases.
3. 2-D CASE
This section is devoted to the study of the effect of flap deflection on the aerodynamics of
the airfoil with a dynamic approach. A preliminary analysis on the influence of mesh density
is made in order to fix the reliability of the results. After that, we provide an application of
the dynamic mesh technique for the characterization of the unsteady aerodynamics during the
moving of the flap.
The geometry considered here is the section of a real wing made in correspondence of the
inboard flap (see Fig. 1). The maximum flap deflection, δmax , is set to 25 deg: this represents
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Figure 1: Real model of wing - Inboard flap

Figure 2: Wing-section at maximum deflection
a typical value of take-off or landing phases of flight. The gap width between main section and
flap is 1.3%c where c is the chord of the basic airfoil (see Fig. 2). The overlap of the main wing
section and the flap is 5.3%c.
The Reynolds number is equal to 6.6x106 and it is calculated by considering, respectively,
as reference length and velocity the chord of the airfoil and the free stream velocity.
3.1 INFLUENCE OF MESH DENSITY
To examine the grid dependency, two hybrid meshes, called COARSE and FINE, are generated for the configuration represented in Fig. 2, i.e. at the maximum deflection of the flap. The
results derived from these two meshes will be compared with that obtained by using the final
mesh (DSM) generated at the end of the dynamic simulation. FINE mesh has about 1.5 × 105
mesh points. COARSE has 1/2 mesh points of FINE, and it is generated by halving the number
of points on the airfoil surface. For both cases, the fluid domain has a typical C-shape with
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(a) FINE mesh

(b) Close–up view (FINE mesh)

Figure 3: Hybrid FINE mesh
outer boundaries located 30 chord length away from the body surface and the minimum spacing
in normal direction to the wing surface is 1 × 10−6 . The FINE mesh and its leading edge are
clear, respectively, in figures 3a and 3b.
Figures 4a, 4b and 5 show the effect of the mesh density on the Cl − α and Cl − Cd curves.
There is a good agreement between the results obtained with COARSE, FINE and DSM, in fact
the differences between these three meshes are about 3−10 drag counts (1 drag count = 1×10−4 )
when the angle of attack is smaller than 8 deg. However, as we expect, the major discrepancies
appear around the maximum lift coefficient. All the results are also compared with the same
results obtained with an Unsteady-RANS simulation on the FINE mesh, demonstrating the
capability of a RANS simulation to reproduce realistic lift coefficients at high angles of attack.
3.2 DYNAMIC SIMULATIONS
This section is devoted to the description of the dynamic simulations in which the complete
flap deflection is realized. The full opening of the flap is done in 5 seconds; however, the
simulation is continued for another second, in order to verify if there is an evolution in the
aerodynamic field after stopping the flap.
The time histories of lift and drag coefficients are plotted, respectively, in figures 6a and
6b: it is observable that the lift coefficient remains constant after 5 seconds, while the drag
coefficient (at 6 seconds) is characterized by a small reduction with respect to the corresponding
value at 5 seconds. This fact is probably due to a variation of aerodynamic flow field after the
flap deflection. In figure 6a, it is possible to note an increase of the lift curve slope around
t = 3s: this is probably an effect of the opening of the gap between the main component and
the flap, through which the air from the lower side of the main component will energize the
upper part of the flap.
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Figure 4: Variation of lift coefficients (Cl ) versus α (a) and Cd (b) by mesh density on hybrid
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Figure 5: Variation of lift coefficients (Cl ) versus angle of attack (α) by mesh density on hybrid
meshes on main and flap
Figure 7 shows the plot of the pressure coefficient on the main component (7(a)) and on
the flap (7(b)). In particular, in the second one, it emerges that, after t = 3s, the velocity peak
on the upper surface of the flap decreases, meaning the opening of the gap and, so, confirming
what we said about the Cl − time graph. At the end of the motion (t = 5s), the flow is attached
to the flap.
Figure 8 shows some velocity contours, obtained for different time instants, during the motion of the flap. From these figures, it is evident how the expansion and the compression zones
on the main component are amplified during the flap deflection. Figure 9 represents the particular of the recirculation zone in which the streamlines are drawn.
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(a) Lift Coefficient

(b) Drag Coefficient

Figure 6: Re = 6.2 × 106 , M = 0.26, α = 0 deg

Figure 7: Pressure coefficient on the main component (a) and on the flap (b) (Re = 6.2 × 106 ,
M = 0.26, α = 0 deg)
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Figure 8: Transient analysis - Velocity Contour - (Re = 6.2 × 106 , M = 0.26, α = 0 deg)

Figure 9: Streamlines - t = 5s (Re = 6.2 × 106 , M = 0.26, α = 0 deg)
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4. 3-D CASE - DYNAMIC SIMULATIONS
This section is devoted to the characterization of the aerodynamic performances of a real
model of wing during the movement of the inboard flap. The geometry is represented in Figure 1
and it is the corresponding three-dimensional configuration of the two-element airfoil described
in the previous section. The main characteristics of the fluid domain are 100c, 60c and 45c
respectively in the x-, y- and z- directions. Unlike the two-dimensional model, an unstructured
mesh around the bodies has been created with 1.4 × 106 triangles (see Figure 10) and the
presence of the boundary layer has been taken into account with a proper use of Wall Functions.

Figure 10: Final mesh
Three simulations at three different angles of attack have been performed: figures 11, 12 and
13 represent the time-histories of the aerodynamic coefficients of all the wing for α = 0, 5, 10
deg. The same curves are plotted together in figure 14 and it is clear that, at α = 10 deg, the
lift coefficient is out of the linear range. The lift and drag coefficients values for the clean and
flapped configurations are, then, reported in Table 3.
α = 0 deg
α = 5 deg
α = 10 deg

Clean Configuration Flapped Configuration
CL = 0.42
CL = 0.80
CD = 265 counts
CD = 776 counts
CL = 0.88
CL = 1.26
CD = 431 counts
CD = 1190 counts
CL = 1.29
CL = 1.64
CD = 790 counts
CD = 1680 counts
Table 3: Results Summary
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(a) Lift Coefficient

(b) Drag Coefficient

Figure 11: Re = 18.5 × 106 , M = 0.26, α = 0 deg

(a) Lift Coefficient

(b) Drag Coefficient

Figure 12: Re = 18.5 × 106 , M = 0.26, α = 5 deg

(a) Lift Coefficient

(b) Drag Coefficient

Figure 13: Re = 18.5 × 10 , M = 0.26, α = 10 deg
6

5. Conclusions
In this work the determination of the time history of the unsteady forces acting during the
deployment phase of the flap is proposed by using an alternative approach based on a Dynamic
Mesh Technique. We performed two types of simulations: a first 2D case and a real model
of wing (3D configuration). The dynamic mesh approach allows a better comprehension of
the unsteady flow evolution acting during the flap deflection and, thus, the knoledge of the
time history of the stresses acting on the bodies surfaces. Moreover, with this approach, it
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Figure 14: Re = 18.5 × 106 , M = 0.26, α = 10 deg

Figure 15: Re = 18.5 × 106 , M = 0.26, α = 10 deg
is possible to perform a single transient analysis using this tool, instead of multiple steady
analyses, resulting in a huge time saving.
For a better reliability of the 3D results, it would be necessary to generate higher quality
meshes and test the grid-independence. Possible future developments could be the study of
the effect of the propeller ahead of the nacelle and the application of appropriate boundary
conditions in order to take into account the effects of the engine.
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Summary. The interactions between shock waves and boundary layer are commonplace in
hypersonic aerodynamics. They represent a very challenging design issue for hypersonic vehicle. A typical example of shock wave boundary layer interaction is the flowfield past aerodynamic surfaces during control. As a consequence, such flow interaction phenomena influence
both vehicle aerodynamics and aerothermodynamics. In this framework, the present research
effort describes the numerical activity performed to simulate the flowfield past a deflected flap
in hypersonic flowfield conditions for a winged re-entry vehicle.
1. INTRODUCTION
In the last years Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) has played an important role in hypersonics, not only for research activities, but also to address several practical design issues [1].
The present paper focused attention on an important CFD issue for the design of aerospace vehicles, namely shock wave-boundary layer interaction (SWBLI) [2–4]. This particular flowfield
feature, with the related recirculation zone, overheating and pressure overshoot, occurs whenever an aerodynamic control surface is deflected at very high speed conditions. It is also typical
in the vicinity of fuselage-wing junctures, corner flows and in inlets and many other critical
locations of the vehicle surface [2–7].
In this research effort we report and discuss the results of the computational analysis of the
flowfield past a wing in flap-on configuration in hypersonic flow conditions. The study of such
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configuration presents some peculiar aspects. When a flap is deflected at hypersonic speed,
overshoots of heat flux and pressure take place just after a recirculation bubble, located at the
hinge line region, thus worsening the flap effectiveness as well [5]. Stabilization, trim, and
control devices effectiveness, prerequisites for flyability and controllability of aerospace flight
vehicles [6], can be then compromised. This is especially true considering that aerothermoelasticity of the airframe and, in particular, of stabilization, trim and control surfaces with large
mechanical and thermal loads can be a special problem.
In addition, shock interactions can cause boundary layer separation with concomitant high
heat transfer at reattachment which has a significant impact on the design of vehicle thermal
protection systems [7]. Therefore, accurate prediction of shock interactions is essential for
optimal design of hypersonic vehicles.
1.1 Shock interaction phenomena
Practical examples of Shock interference situations in the flowfield past space vehicles are
given in figure below. In the case a) of figure 1 the fuselage bow shock meets a fin bow shock;
the second example b) is relative to interference between the bow shocks of the launcher and
booster [7]. A similar situation is encountered when the vehicle bow shock meets the shock
forming ahead of the canopy. Such shock interactions result in more or less complex shock
patterns including shear-layers or jets which can impinge on the vehicle causing high local
heating rates, well in excess of those occurring at a nose stagnation point.

Figure 1. Example of shock interference heating
On the other hand, SWBLI occurs at impingement of a bow shock on the vehicle leading
edges (wing and tail). Other typical occurrences are when a bow shock interacts with the shock
ahead a deflected flap, or along axial corners in wing-body and fin-wing junctions, as shown in
figure 2 [7].
SWBLI also occurs in air-intakes of air-breathing propulsive systems. Such interactions
can induce separation of the boundary-layer which causes loss in control effectiveness or flow
degradation in an engine inlet. Also the subsequent reattachment of the separated shear-layer
gives rise to heat transfer rates that can far exceed the one of an attached boundary-layer.
An example of SWBLI interactions that take place at the boosters fairing of an expendable
launcher is reported in Figure 3 [8,9]. In this figure the pressure contours field on the surface and
the symmetry plane of an exendable launch vehicle is reported for M∞ = 2.5 and α = 5 deg.
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Figure 2. Example of shock impingement

Figure 3. Example of SWBLI for launcher
Flow separation bubble at launcher boat-tail and effect of fuselage-booster shock-shock interaction are provided in Figure 4. In this region pressure overshoot (and then overheating) must
be carefully assessed for a reliable launcher design. Aerodynamic performances of launcher are
influenced as well [2, 8, 9].
An example of shock impingement on wing leading edge of a re-entry vehicle can be found
in Figure 5 [2]. Here the pressure contours (left side) on the vehicle aeroshape and the Mach
number field in the wing plane (i.e. the trace of bow shock on the wing plane) are provided for
M∞ = 6 (left side) and M∞ = 7 at α = 5 deg. As shown, the interaction between wing shock
and vehicle bow shock results in an overshoot of pressure (and then heat flux) localized at the
wing leading edge. In particular, the point of wing leading edge where this interaction impinges
depends on the freestream conditions and vehicle attitude.
Above examples point out that the assessment of SWBLI phenomenon demands for accurate
flowfield investigations between numerical and experimental test campaigns, as discussed in the
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Figure 4. Example of SWBLI at the boosters of a launch vehicle for M∞ = 2.5 and α = 5 deg

Figure 5. Example of shock impingement at wing leading edge at M∞ = 6 (left) and M∞ = 7
at α = 5 deg
next chapter.
2. FLOWFIELD PAST A DOUBLE WEDGE
In this framework, the theoretical model was assessed and validated by performing a numerical simulation of a well-known test bench, namely the double wedge, and comparing numerical results with experimental data [5]. Successively, the CFD tool was used to compute
the flowfield past a gliding high speed vehicle and results concerning the SWBLI phenomena
are discussed. Some examples of simulations performed by the authors in previous projects are
also shown [10, 11].
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With this in mind a numerical rebuilding of the experiment test campaign carried out with a
double wedge test bed is exploited. Indeed, the flowfield that takes place past a double wedge
is of practical interest. This configuration is a benchmark as it presents unique flow patterns
typical of two-dimensional inlets and deflected control surfaces for re-entry vehicles.
The investigation of this test bench, by means of CFD, allows assessing the flow separation
phenomenon that can significantly affect the flap efficiency of a hypersonic vehicle.
2.1 Test case desciption
The experiment of Swantek and Austin was selected for the assessment of computational
methods for hypersonic shock wave boundary layer interactions [5].
The model geometry comprises a double wedge (θ1 = 30 deg and θ2 = 55 deg). The length
of the first face is L1 = 50.8 mm and the second is L2 = 25.4 mm. The width of the model is
101.6 mm (see Figure 6), that is representative of a deflected wing flap.

Figure 6. Test bed configuration with quotes
Experimental data are available for this test-bed both for low and high hypersonic flow
conditions. Along with the center of the model 19 coaxial thermocouple gauges at 16 different streamwise locations are mounted [5]. Therefore, several experimental data exist for
numerical-to-experimental comparisons. Shock wave-boundary layer interactions and resulting
heat transfer in hypervelocity double wedge non-equilibrium flow are addressed.
Tests were performed in air at the high enthalpy flow (HEF) environment whose free-stream
conditions are summarized in table 1.
2.2 Numerical analyses
The numerical rebuilding was carried out by means of steady state two-dimensional Reynoldsaveraged Navier-Stokes (RANS) simulations performed with the commercial CFD tool, namely
Fluent. Usually two-dimensional interactions are treated because they are, in general, the most
severe ones.
A five species thermochemistry model (N2 , N, O2 , O, NO) is used for air in thermochemical non-equilibrium . Turbulence has been taken into account with the k − ω SST model.
More detailed description about numerical activities can be found in [9–11]. Computational
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Table 1. Free-stream conditions of experiment
Parameter
Stagnation enthalpy (MJ/Kg)
Mach number
Static temperature (K)
Static pressure (kP a)
Velocity (m/s)
Density (Kg/m3 )
Unit Reynolds number (106 /m)
Test time (microseconds)

M7_8
8.0
7.14
710
0.780
3812
0.0038
0.435
242

activities to numerically rebuild the experiments foresaw several test cases. Table 2 shows a
summary of the five CFD computations performed.
Table 2. CFD test matrix
Experiment Mach
HEF
7.14
HEF
7.14
HEF
7.14
HEF
7.14
HEF
7.14
1
2

Flow condition
LAM
Xtr = 58%L1
Xtr = 58%L1
Xtr = 82%L1
Xtr = 100%L1

Wall BC
NCW1
NCW
FCW2
FCW
FCW

Non Catalytic Wall
Fully Catalytic Wall

One Mach number (M∞ = 7.14) and different flow conditions with and without catalytic
effect at wall were considered. Indeed, in order to take into account for the effects of the
transition of the boundary layer from laminar to turbulent flow, four numerical computations
were performed by imposing the transition location (Xtr ). The first CFD computation has been
performed in fully laminar flow conditions due to the rather low unit Reynolds number. Once
the boundary layer was extracted, a trade-off on the transition location was performed.
Successively, the transition location has been fixed at Xtr = 58% L1 since it corresponds
to the separation point in laminar condition; while the Xtr = 100% L1 was set as it matches
the hinge line point. The other transition point was located to observe the effect on both heat
transfer peak location and intensity. Furthermore, the wall catalytic effect was also considered.
Structure multiblock grids of 433x707 points (i.e., about 0.30 M cells) were considered to
solve for complex flow structure of SWBLI. Both computational grids (for air and nitrogen)
have been tailored for the experimental test cases setup. A great deal of care was taken in
multiblock grid development. In fact, the distribution of grid points has been dictated by the
level of resolution desired in various areas of the computational domain such as shock-shock
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interaction, triple points, shear layer and recirculation region, according to the computational
scopes.
An example of the computational grid is provided in Figure 7 [10, 11].

Figure 7. Example of computational grid
2.3 Experimental-numerical comparison
In Figure 8 the qualitative comparison between experimental (Schlieren image) and steady
state numerical data (i.e. Mach isolines) for the transitional simulation (Xtr = 58% L1 ) with
non-catalytic wall (NCW) boundary condition is provided. As it can be observed, the contour
field compare rather well with the Schlieren. Indeed, the numerical flowfield presents the same
structure as pointed out by the experimental test case, as the triple point, due to a strong shock
that originates ahead the recirculation bubble, the reattachment shock and the shear layer.
Numerical results in terms of pressure and heat flux distribution are presented in Figure 9 in
the case of fully laminar flow and transitional flow conditions with NCW. Experimental results
available for the heat flux are also provided. As shown, the computed heat transfer is within
the experimental uncertainty upstream of the computed separation point at x = 27 mm; while
good agreement with experiment is observed over the second wall of the double wedge [10,11].
Anyway, the numerical peak heat transfer location compares rather well with the experimental one, but underpredicts its value. In particular, figure 9 points out also the effect of the
transition location. As expected, differences arise in the region downstream the transition point
(or separation point for fully laminar simulation). The first difference concerns the recirculation
zone, whose length depends on the transition location. The widest bubble is obtained for fully
laminar condition; while the smallest one refers to the simulation with Xtr = 58% L1 . The
computed separation point is downstream due to the higher energy of the turbulent boundary
layer. Anyway, the Xtr = 100% L1 determines a rather wider recirculation region, as transi-
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Figure 8. Schlieren image in air (left). Mach iso-lines for transitional flow (Xtr = 58% L1 )
(right)

Figure 9. Heat flux and pressure comparisons between numerical and experimental data
tion is located inside the bubble. This means that the effect of turbulent boundary layer is less
significant. The different bubbles’ length affects both heat flux and pressure peaks and location
as well. For both transition points the computed heat flux peak underpredicts the experimental
value by about 43%. Moreover, the wider the bubble the more downstream results the peak
location. In particular, at Xtr = 58% L1 the peak location is just before the position highlighted by experimental data; while numerical result for Xtr = 82% L1 is quite close to the
experimental one.
Regarding pressure distribution for each case, Figure 9 also shows that, on the second ramp
due to separation, a prominent overshoot with the peak pressure located in the vicinity (just
downstream) of the reattachment point is predicted, see also Figure 10. This is typical for the
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Edney type IV interaction [6]. Then, the pressure suddenly drops behind the peak towards
the asymptotic pressure due to the strong expansion at the end of ramp. So, the inviscid wall
pressure distribution on the second ramp, namely flap plateau pressure (e.g. the one provided
by Newtonian aerodynamics) is not established in this experimental set-up.

Figure 10. Mach isolines for transitional flow (Xtr 58% L1 ) with streamlines
In the literature the summarizing statement, that flow separation reduces flap effectiveness
was found sometimes [6]. Figure 9, however, points out that, compared to the ideal case where
the flap plateau pressure is expected, the pressure distributions do not cover the whole flap surface. Indeed, due to separation, two interesting evidences concerning the flow on the pressure
side of the flap can be inferred. The first is that if separation is present, the pressure is increased
upstream of the hinge line which indirectly enhances the vehicle pitching moment Mpitch [6].
The second is that a monotonic rise of the pressure towards the flap plateau pressure may reduce
the hinge moment Mhinge [6]. Of course, in the last case, the length of the control surface compared to that of the separated flow region must be taken into account. In fact, if an overshoot
over the plateau pressure happens, it may be partly compensated by the reduced pressure, compared to the ideal inviscid pressure, just downstream of the hinge line. Anyway, the balance is
delicate; it would be apt to say that viscous effects in any case reduce flap effectiveness, but that
separation does not do so in a dramatic way, unless massive separation is present, of course [6].
Finally, it is worth noting that high temperature real gas effects may influence the inviscid
flow geometry (shock angle), the interaction and separation patterns, and the wall pressure
around the hinge line, and the asymptotic plateau pressure on the flap as well.
3. FLOWFIELD PAST A FLAPPED WINGED VEHICLE
Numerical assessment of flap effectiveness for a winged re-entry vehicle has been investigated considering the winged vehicle aeroshape shown in Figure 11 [12].
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Figure 11. Winged glider aeroshape
It is an innovative (unpowered) gliding high-speed vehicle with several breakthrough technologies on-board, namely Experimental Flight Test Vehicle (EFTV). It is a waverider shaped
vehicle designed to allow in-flight experimentation at hypersonic speed in the frame of the
HEXAFLY-INT project, funded by European Commission by means of 7th Framework Programme [12–14]. The scope of the approach is to create the basis to gradually increase the
readiness level of a consistent number of technologies suitable for high-speed flying systems.
The aeroshape is 3.29 m long with 1.24 m wing span. The wing flaps are highlighted in figure
11.
CFD simulations (both in laminar and turbulent boundary layer assumptions) have been
performed with the Fluent CFD code. Radiatively cooled wall (ǫ = 0.4) boundary condition
and unstructured hybrid grids, as the one shown in Figure 12, are considered in the flowfield
computations.
The CFD matrix for the aerodynamic database includes 6 configurations for different aileron
deflection angles δ and 80 different flow conditions defined by Mach number and angle of attack
α. A sideslip angle β = 2 deg was also considered. Table 3 sums up the CFD matrix condition
in detail [13].
Table 3. Matrix of flow conditions and flap defections for the EFTV aerodynamic database
δ[deg]
M
-20 to +5 with ∆δ = 5 2 to 9 with ∆M = 1

α[deg]
β[deg]
-6 to +12 with ∆α = 2 0 and 2

Preliminary results are depicted in Figure 13, where the Mach number field on symmetry
plane and the pressure distribution on glider surface are provided.
The aileron deflection determines the same flow field features of the double wedge. In fact,
the evolution of pressure and heat flux distributions on the wing figures out the pressure and heat
flux overshoot and also a re-circulation bubble. Anyway, as the deflection is not so large as for
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Figure 12. Typical CFD mesh domain (EFTV half configuration and symmetry plane)

Figure 13. Mach number field on symmetry plane and pressure distribution on glider surface
the double wedge, the bubble is not extended as the one of the benchmark. EFTV pressure and
skin friction distributions with δe = −15.72 deg elevon deflection are summarized in Figure 14,
where the recirculation region can be inferred by the surface stream lines here provided. The
comparison between laminar and turbulent boundary layer solutions is provided.
As one can see, no significant flow separation at hinge-line (i.e. flow remains attached
on wing leeside) is detected. As a results, no loss in flap efficiency is expected for this flap-
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Figure 14. Pressure and skin friction distributions with δe = −15.72 deg elevon deflection
aeroshape arrangement. It is worth noting, however, that CFD results provided in Figure 14
refer to separation bubble pattern predicted considering a cantilever flap configuration (i.e. no
flap cavity is considered in the numerical simulations). Indeed, between the vehicle wing and
the movable flap there will be a gap of a certain width. Its role is to insure the movability
of the flap. So, when flow through the hinge-line gap, called bleed-flow, is accounted for in
CFD flowfield analysis, flap effectiveness may completely change. For instance, the bleedflow can reduce flap effectiveness because it takes flow momentum away or it can improve flap
effectiveness if it removes low momentum boundary layer flow, thus reducing separation around
the hinge line [6, 15]. In the latter case, it may make necessary a hinge gap width larger than
needed for flap movability [6]. But, also inviscid flow may enter the gap, and the thermal loads
problem is enhanced in this case. The reason is that this flow carries the original total enthalpy,
while the boundary layer flow has lost total enthalpy due to surface radiation cooling. Further,
this may lead to a source of large thermal loads on the structure surrounding the gap, because
surface radiation cooling is not possible there [6].
In Figures 15 and 16 the profiles of pressure and heat flux, for both laminar and turbulent
boundary layer, are plotted along with the wing section at y = 0.47 m, close to the bubble
location. As one can see, the pressure and heat flux overshoots are recognizable and present the
same trend as the ones found in the double wedge analysis. It must be pointed out that the peak
values are less pronounced due to the combination of positive angle of attack (12◦ ) and negative
flap deflection (−15.72◦ ) which results in a hinge angle of unitary order.
Afterward, an analysis on longitudinal static stability was addressed once the flowfield for
all the cases foreseen in the test matrix were available. The evolution of the pitching moment
coefficient versus angle of attack for different Mach numbers (i.e. 2, 4, 6, and 8) and aileron
deflections (i.e. 0, -5, -10, -15, and -20 deg) is summarized in Figure 17 [13]. For instance,
Figure 17 points out that at M∞ = 2 the EFTV aeroshape can be trimmed with proper aileron
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Figure 15. Pressure distribution on wing section at y = 0.47 m

Figure 16. Heat flux distribution on wing section at y = 0.47 m
deflections from about −4 to 10 deg angle of attack. It is worth noting that pitching moment for
5 deg elevon deflection is not considered as no trim conditions are found for this flap setting.
At M∞ = 4 Figure 17 shows that the trim range of AoA is about −3 to 11 deg; while
at M∞ = 6 and 8 these ranges are −1 − 12 deg and 2 − 12 deg, respectively. Moreover,
no significant effects of sideslip, for both clean and trimmed configurations are foreseen, as
summarized in Figure 18 [13].
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Figure 17. Pitching moment coefficient vs AOA at different aileron settings at M∞ = 2, 4, 6, 8

Figure 18. Cm vs AOA at different Mach numbers and with and without sideslip angle effects
4. CONCLUSIONS
The present research effort describes the numerical activity performed to simulate the flowfield past a deflected flap in hypersonic flowfield conditions for a winged re-entry vehicle. The
interactions between shock waves and boundary layer are commonplace in hypersonic aerodynamics and they represent a very challenging design issue for hypersonic vehicle. The typical
example of shock wave boundary layer interaction is that occurring in the flowfield past aerody-
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namic surfaces during control. As a consequence, such flow interaction phenomena influence
both vehicle aerodynamics and aerothermodynamics. In this framework, the experiment of
Swantek and Austin was selected for the assessment of computational methods for hypersonic
shock wave boundary layer interactions. The results point out that experimental and numerical
data compare rather well each other.
Once the computational method was assessed, flap effectiveness for a waverider shaped
configuration was investigated and results were provided in the present research effort.
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Abstract.
Hypersonic vehicles have been recently considered as the future of Civil High-Speed
transportation. The performance of classically designed high-speed vehicles drop nearly
linearly with flight Mach number. Over the last years, however, radical new vehicle concepts
were proposed and conceived having a strong potential to alter this trend (LAPCAT-II and
HEXAFLY EU-FP7 Projects).
This innovative approach is based upon a well elaborated integration of a highly efficient
propulsion unit with a high-lifting vehicle concept. This latter aspect is afforded in the
framework of the EU-FP7 HEXAFLY-INTernational Program which foresees the design, the
manufacturing and a final flight test of a hypersonic glider. This has to be seen as the only and
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ultimate proof to demonstrate the technical feasibility of these new promising high-speed
concepts versus their potential in range and cruise.
1

INTRODUCTION

The overall aim of the HEXAFLY-INT project is to design, manufacture and flight-test a
high speed gliding vehicle, based on the configuration developed under the previous
HEXAFLY project Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata.Errore. L'origine
riferimento non è stata trovata.. Under HEXAFLY-INT the scramjet propulsion system will
not be developed further by the EC-partners, and as a consequence the flight experiment is
focused on a self-controlled glider configuration Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata
trovata..
The prime objectives of this free-flight experiment are:
• a conceptual design demonstrating a high aerodynamic efficiency at cruise with a high
volumetric efficiency;
• a positive aerodynamic balance at a controlled cruise Mach numbers around 7;
• a good gliding performance from Mach 7 to 2;
• an optimal use of advanced high-temperature materials and/or structures.
The Experimental Flight Test Vehicle (EFTV) will be launched by a sounding rocket in a
suborbital trajectory having an apogee at around 90 km. After the release from launcher, the
EFTV performs the early descent flight docked to an Experimental Support Module (ESM).
This latter has the aim to control vehicle attitude by means of a cold gas system (CGS) in the
outer atmosphere, and by its flare as an aerodynamic mean below about 60km up to 40km. At
these altitudes the dynamic pressure does not allow to control the vehicle solely by aerodynamic
surfaces. As soon as the EFTV features complete aerodynamic control authority it undocks
from ESM and pulls up to perform a hypersonic cruise at about Mach 7. This phase is followed
by an experimental window during which the free-flying vehicle (i.e., EFTV) allows
demonstrating a high aerodynamic efficiency, a positive aerodynamic balance at controlled
cruise Mach numbers and an optimal use of advanced high-temperature materials and
structures. So, the appraisal of aerodynamic performance of the EFTV vehicle is mandatory in
order to assess the experimental window phase of the descent trajectory, being this phase the
core of the mission as we have said above.
In this paper the preliminary aerothermodynamic analysis of hypersonic glider’s performances
will be done and demonstrated by means of dedicated numerical simulations aimed at the
evaluation of global aerodynamic coefficients as well as local wall friction and heat fluxes,
being these results the necessary input for the flight mechanics and structural analyses. The
uncertainties due to grid refinement and the modelling of turbulence will be faced by means of
an accurate sensitivity analyses of main parameters. Preliminary results concerning the nose of
the vehicle are shown in the following figure.
2 FLIGHT SCENARIO AND VEHICLE CONFIGURATION
The HEXAFLY-INT mission is conceived to achieve a hypersonic leveled flight at an
altitude of about 28-30 km, while being injected from a semi-ballistic trajectory depicted
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qualitatively in Figure 1, and described below.

Figure 1 Flight scenario with sequence events

After a boost bringing the scientific payload (EFTV+ESM) to an apogee, it follows a ballistic
phase in the outer atmosphere stabilized by an attitude control system in combination with an
aerodynamic flare (ESM). The vehicle (EFTV) is detached from the ESM when ESM-EFTV
separation conditions are reached. After the separation a pull-out manoeuver brings EFTV to a
hypersonic leveled flight at a target altitude of 28-30km [6].
The EFTV + ESM mission shall be constituted by the following phases:
• Pre-launch phase
• Launch phase - Ignition of engine rocket
• Thrust Vector Actuation
• Burn-out of engine rocket
• Ejection of nosecone
• Attitude correction of motor and payload performed by MSM (Motor Service Module)
• Ejection of combined HEXAFLY –INT payload, i.e. experimental vehicle (EFTV) and
stabilizing flare (ESM)
• Attitude control with cold gas jets (CGS) in ESM and attitude data from IMU on board
of EFTV
• Ejection of stabilizing flare
• Experimental phases I + II (re-entry, pull-out manoeuvre, glide phase from hypersonic
to supersonic regime)
• Splash-down.
The vehicle, in the first phase of descent, just after the release from launcher, is composed
by the glider, namely EFTV, docked with the ESM, as shown in Figure 2. This configuration
allows the CGS thrusters on the ESM to maintain the design attitude during the initial descent
into the atmosphere where aerodynamic control is ineffective. Indeed, it is foreseen that the
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EFTV will separate from the ESM when the dynamic pressure is sufficiently high that the EFTV
Flight Control System (FCS) has the necessary control authority and that it can rely purely on
aerodynamic control surfaces alone to steer its attitude.

Figure 2 The EFTV+ESM vehicle in docked (top) and undocked configuration (bottom).

Finally, at the separation point along with the descent trajectory, EFTV undocks by ESM to
perform the experimental flight.
3

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

The main aim of the numerical analysis reported in this paper is to find the right methodology
to develop a suitable and reliable aero-database to be used as input for flight mechanics and
structural analyses. Previous activities gave preliminary results obtained on unstructured CFD
grids by using commercial codes. In order to be more confident and to reduce the uncertainties
of CFD calculations additional simulations have been foreseen on structured grids and in-house
CFD codes. At the moment two main activities started and are providing first results of this
second phase: the nose-only calculations and the full vehicle (EFTV) ones.
The flight conditions (far field, body surface and attitude) reported in Table 1 are considered
for the present calculations of both nose and full vehicle.
H
Mach
p
T
AoA
Delta_f

30
7.25
1208
226
0, 12
-10, -5, 0, +5

Km
Pa
K
Deg
Deg

Table 1: Flight conditions.
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3.1 Nose
The nose-only computations have been carried out mainly in order to have an assessment of
the codes used (Fluent and the CIRA code), and the influence of the numerical schemes and
shock refinement on the quality of final solution. Being the shock fitting not easy to apply to
the full vehicle, a comparison of solutions can give us an uncertainty especially for what
concerns the nose heat-flux evaluation. Figure 3 reports a qualitative picture of a nose standalone simulation. The grid used in composed of about 0.4 million of cells and has first grid cell
at wall of about 1 micron (10-6 m) all over the surface.
The far-field conditions are representative of a particular point of the hypersonic gliding
trajectory (point A: time about 300s, max. AoA, a/g, see Figure 4).

Figure 3: HEXAFLY-INT vehicle. Nose-only heat flux contours.

From the tables below (Table 2 and Table 3) we can see a comparison between the
commercial code Fluent and the CIRA family code CAST (Rel. 14.5) for several test cases:
first and second order, basic and shock-fitted grid, cold wall (Twall=300 K) and radiative
equilibrium wall (ε=0.8). Looking at HF results, we can deduce that the commercial code is
less sensitive to the fitting of the grid and that in general the agreement between the codes is
not so good and need more investigation. In particular, we can see that for what we should
consider the best case (2nd order scheme and shock-fitted grid) we have a percentage difference
of 14% and 20% between the two codes, respectively for the fixed temperature and radiative
equilibrium cases.
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HEXAFLY-INT MISSION
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Figure 4: HEXAFLY-INT Trajectory. AoA and aileron deflection.

HF
[W/m2]
Press
[Pa]

Cast fit1° Cast fit2°

FL1°

FL2°

FL fit1°

FL fit2°

Cast1°

Cast2°

4585000

4795000

4267000

4492000

5634000

5617000

4692310

4823000

86656

85636

82323

85473

82569

88302

83657

83757

Table 2: Comparison between Fluent code (FL) and CIRA code CAST first and second
order and non-fitted and fitted grid. Twall = 300 K.

HF
[W/m2]
Temp
[K]
Press
[Pa]

FL1°

FL2°

FL fit1°

FL fit2°

Cast1°

Cast2°

Cast fit1° Cast fit2°

852370

789922

778305

809662

1134410

967766

975162

904865

2082

2048

2035

2055

2225

2133

2150

2107

88003

82990

84850

86466

85690

83125

83454

82978

Table 3: Comparison between Fluent code (FL) and CIRA code CAST first and second
order and non-fitted and fitted grid. Radiative Equilibrium at wall.
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Being the radiative equilibrium hypothesis the basic boundary condition at wall that will be
used for the EFTV aerodatabase simulations, a sensitivity analysis has been done for the
emissivity coefficient whose value affects a lot the equilibrium temperature. The Zoby formula
[10] has been used for the engineering evaluation:
= 3.88 ∗ 10

HF
[W/m2]
Temp
[K]

∗

FL fit2°
eps=0.8

FL fit2°
eps=0.4

809662

554331

904865

2055

2224

2107

∗

−ℎ

Cast fit2° Cast fit2°
eps=0.8
eps=0.4

(1)

Zoby
eps=0.8

Zoby
eps=0.4

600560

762000

466000

2279

2025

2128

Table 4: Comparison between CFD (Fluent and CAST) and Engineering formulas.
The differences between CFD and the engineering formula are due to the hypothesis of
perfect gas with constant specific heat cp used in the numerical data. For the engineering
formula the far-field condition have been used for the computation of H0 while for the wall
enthalpy hw has been computed with a local Cp that is higher than that of the far-field
conditions. More accurate CFD simulations should consider a real gas state equation for the
air with variable properties.
3.2 Full vehicle
The full vehicle computations aimed mainly at global aerodynamic coefficients evaluation
at moment in longitudinal cases. The used grid is composed of about 3.5 million of cells (for
half of the EFTV) and has a grid cell size of 10 micron (10-5 m). This grid size, sufficient for
global parameters, seems to be not well appropriate for a good evaluation of local quantities,
especially the heat flux. Table 5 reports a comparison between nose and full vehicle
configuration. The “vehicle conf” heat flux values, extracted on the vehicle nosetip in the
symmetry plane (y=0), are lower (about 13% for both thermal assumptions), and so not
conservatives.
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Figure 5: Pressure contour: AoA=12, Mach=7.25.

HF
[W/m2]
Temp
[K]
Press
[Pa]

Rad Eq
nose
vehicle
852370
742316

Fixed Temp
nose
Vehicle
4585000 3973000

2082

2011

(300)

(300)

88003

85912

86656

84739

Table 5: Comparison between “nose conf” and “vehicle conf” for aero-thermodynamic
values on the nose. Both Radiative Equilibrium and Fixed Temperature at wall.
In the following figures (from Figure 6 to Figure 9), the main aerodynamic characteristics are
reported. They have been computed with both the commercial code Fluent and the CIRA code
(CAST). Showing a good comparison.
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Figure 6: Lift Coefficient for clean configuration.
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Figure 7: Drag Coefficient for clean configuration.
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Figure 8: Pitching Moment Coefficient for clean configuration.
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Figure 9: Aerodynamic Efficiency for clean configuration.

After the code-code comparison, a study of the behavior of the global coefficients versus the
flap deflection has been also reported (see Figure 10 to Figure 13).
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Figure 10: Sensitivity analysis of lift coefficient vs AoA for several delta-flap.
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Figure 11: Sensitivity analysis of drag coefficient vs AoA for several delta-flap.
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Figure 12: Sensitivity analysis of pitching moment coefficient vs AoA for several delta-flap.
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Figure 13: Sensitivity analysis of pitching moment coefficient vs delta-flap.

4

CONCLUSIONS

The present research effort dealt with an assessment analysis of computational fluid dynamic
activity to be performed during the second phase of the EU-FP7 HEXAFLY-INT project. It
focused on EFTV glider vehicle in the segment of trajectory dedicated to the in-flight
experiment.
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The nose computations showed the differences between several numerical techniques and
codes and gave reliable computation of the nose heat fluxes being with this configuration
possible an easily handling of the shock fitting, very important for this scope.
The full vehicle computations, performed with the assessed CFD methodology of the
previous point, aimed above all at the characterization of the global aerodynamic coefficients
versus the angle of attack and aileron deflection. A good code-code comparison resulted from
the computation that makes us quite confident for what concerns the aerodynamic database
generation.
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Summary.
A numerical procedure to improve the performances of a Reynolds–Averaged
Navier–Stokes code by including an accurate prediction of the location of the transition onset
is presented. A transition prediction module is coupled with the Ansys Fluent flow solver. The
transition prediction is obtained with a CIRA–ONERA data–base method based on the analytical representation of the growth rate for the disturbances as a function of some relevant
boundary layer parameters. A preliminary 2D test case will be considered and, then, a real
model of wing.
1. INTRODUCTION
The prediction of transition represents a demanding design issue in the framework of laminar–turbulent ows. This aspect is very important because transition influences friction drag,
leading edge separation and boundary layer thickness, the latter impacting upon other key features such as shock– wave position and associated wave drag in transonic flows. Furthermore,
thermal uxes in turbulent region are at least twice higher, up to one order of magnitude, than in
laminar condition affecting the thermal protection system (TPS) layout and hence the weight of
the vehicle. Otherwise the stall mechanisms could be captured only if the role of the transition is
completely clarified: the achievement of a good agreement with experiment for high-lift flows
is impossible without correct information about the transition. Likewise, the extrapolation of
wind tunnel results to flight scale by using CFD depends upon an accurate resolution of the
transition phenomenon.
For all these reasons, transition prediction is a key feature in aerodynamic analysis in order
to assess properly the global performances of a vehicle in every flow regime. The achievement
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of a reliable transition modeling capability in Navier–Stokes will therefore make a signicant
contribution to the efficiency of the industrial aerodynamic design process, as well as increasing
condence in the eventual design.
In the Authors experience, existing Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) approaches,
[1], suffer of inadequateness in the capability of turbulence models to predict the transition
with the accuracy required for aeronautical applications in cruise and, especially, in high-lift
conditions. In general, realistic laminar-turbulent simulations can be performed only if the
transition location has been fixed.
The main aim of this work is the development of a numerical automatic procedure to improve the performances of a RANS code by including an accurate prediction of the location
of the transition onset in a black box manner. Based on 2–D previous developments[[2], [3]],
the present application is focused on the model of a real wing but the final objective is the
simulation the laminar-turbulent flow field around 3-D bodies, like swept and tapered wings.
The transition location is predicted by coupling numerical methods based on the solution of
the boundary layer equations in conical formulation, following [4], transition engineering criteria well assessed for boundary layer flows and the solution of RANS equations. Three different
transition mechanisms have been taken into account to estimate the location of the transition
onset. The first mechanism is the attachment line contamination, occurring when turbulence
convected along the fuselage propagates along a swept leading edge, while the other two are
known as Tollmienn-Schlicthing (TS) and Crossflow (CF). The most conservative estimation
of the transition onset given by these three mechanisms is then selected to be imposed in the
RANS simulation. In the present method the Granville, [5], the C1 , [6], and the Poll, [7], criteria
to individuate, respectively, the TS, CF and contamination transition have been used.
In section 2. we detail the different transition mechanics acting on a wing. In section 3.
a small introduction to the linear stability analysis is presented, while section 4.is devoted to
the description of the engineering criteria used for predicting transition. The description of the
numerical procedure together with some numerical results obtained on a real model of wing are
presented, respectively, in sections 5.and 6.. The conclusions are addressed in section 7..
2. TRANSITION MECHANICS ON A WING
This section is devoted to the description of the mechanics governing transition phenomena
on swept wings. The first two mechanisms are characterized by a common origin, regarding the
amplification of external disturbances in the boundary layer, while the third one is linked to the
contamination due to the fuselage (see figure 1 for details).
According to Morkovin [8] [9], external disturbances, such as free stream turbulence, engine noise, acoustic waves, enter the boundary layer and generate unstable waves in a region
known as the “receptivity region”, close to the leading edge. Even if the frequency of these
disturbances is the same of the boundary layer instabilities, they are characterized by longer
wavelengths. So, resonance between boundary layer instabilities and exciting waves is possible only because of the receptivity mechanism that adapts the disturbances wavelengths to
the resonant ones. This fact is obtained through the effect of the boundary layer growing in
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Figure 1: Transition phenomena on a swept wing.
the neighborhood of the leading edge or because of the fast adaptation of the boundary layer
due to the wall roughness, wall waviness, blowing/suction and so on. The second and third
mechanisms that trigger transition are the Tollmien-Schlichting (TS) and crossflow (CF) waves
amplifications. In a first phase, through the receptivity, forced disturbances (free-stream turbulence, free-stream noise, vibrations, small roughness elements) enter the laminar boundary
layer and excite its eigenmodes. In a second phase, these eigenmodes take the form of periodic
waves, whose energy is convected in the downstream direction. Some of them are amplified
and are responsible for transition. Their evolution is fairly well described by the linear stability
theory [10] [11], as well as from some specific criteria. When the wave amplitude becomes
finite, nonlinear interactions occur and lead rapidly to turbulence. Hence, on a swept wing,
distinction is made between two types of linearly growing waves: the TS waves and the CF
waves. TS waves are the result of the instability of the streamwise mean velocity profile, i.e.
the component of the mean velocity profile in the external streamline direction. These waves
are unstable in regions of zero or positive pressure gradients. CF waves are the result of an instability of the mean crossflow velocity profile (the crossflow is the velocity component normal
to the streamwise direction). These waves are unstable in regions of negative pressure gradient,
typically near the leading edge where the flow is strongly accelerated.
The attachment line contamination occurs when turbulence convected along the fuselage
propagates along the swept leading edge and then contaminates the wing surface. This kind
of instability is strongly affected by the leading edge wing radius, as observed by Pfenninger
during the laminar flow control flight tests with the X-21 aircraft [12]. He formulated a criterion,
later perfected by Poll [7], to predict attachment line contamination for a given sweep and
curvature of the leading edge
p and based on the attachment line Reynolds number R̄ < 245,
where R̄ is defined as We / ν Ũe , We is the spanwise velocity component along the attachment
line, Ũe is the chordwise pressure gradient and ν is the kinematic viscosity.
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3. LINEAR STABILITY THEORY
The most common transition prediction method is the eN method [13], based on the relative amplification of the discrete frequency disturbance which first reaches a preset “transition
level” of eN . It involves the stability analysis of a laminar boundary layer by solving the linear equations of the non stationary disturbances superposed to the basic motion. Assuming a
quasi-parallel flow, the compressible linearized Navier-Stokes equations admit a normal mode
solution in the form of a harmonic wave
φ(x̄, ȳ, z̄, t) = A(ȳ)ei(αx̄+β z̄−ωt)

(1)

where x̄ and z̄ are respectively normal and parallel to the leading edge directions and ȳ is the
wall–normal direction, φ is a velocity, pressure or density fluctuation and A(ȳ) is the amplitude
function. If we introduce expression 1 in the linearized Navier-Stokes equations, a system of
ordinary differential equations is obtainable: these equations and the related boundary conditions are homogenous and represent an eigenvalue problem that admits a non-trivial solution
only when the dispersion relation ω = ω(α, β) is satisfied [10]. This problem is, usually, solved
by considering two different approaches: a spatial (where α and β are assumed to be complex
and ω real) or a temporal method (in which α and β are assumed to be real and ω complex).
From the solution of the linear system of equations, it is possible to determine the growth rate
of the disturbances. The N factor represents the amplitude ratio for each frequency obtained by
integrating the spatial amplification rate as follows
A Z x
=
−σ(x)dx,
(2)
N = log
A0
x0
where σ is the imaginary part of the disturbance growth rate.

4. ENGINEERING CRITERIA FOR TRANSITION
4.1 Tollmien-Schlichting
A large investigation of the Falkner-Skan laminar self-similarity solutions by using the eN
method coupled to the linear stability theory was performed by Arnal to improve the Granville
criterion to predict the onset of transition of Tollmien-Schlichting waves. This criterion accounts for stability properties and flow history. The stability is characterized by the difference
between the values of the Reynolds number based on the momentum thickness at the transition
and at the neutral stability points, namely RθT − Rθcr , while the flow history is characterized
by an averaged Pohlhausen parameter
Z XT 2
θ dUe
1
Λ̄2 =
dx,
(3)
XT − Xcr Xcr ν dx
where XT is the location of the transition onset. It can be individuated when Rθ becomes
equal to the value of RθT provided by
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RθT − Rθins = −206e(25.7Λ̄2 )(ln16.8Tu −2.77Λ̄2 )

(4)

where Tu is the turbulence intensity of the external flow. Rθins and xins are determined
when the Reynolds number Rθ , in laminar flow, becomes equal to the Rθcr , that is function of
the shape factor H
Rθcr =

h e5.27+17.2(1/H−0.29)0.5 i
H

,

H < 2.5

(5)

h e3.5+(2.897/H)+(22230/H 10 ) i

, H > 2.5.
(6)
H
The free stream turbulence is assumed appearing either by streamwise instability or by
crossflow instability, so the criteria are applied separately for each of these mechanisms, and it
is assumed that the boundary layer will cease to be laminar as soon as one of them is satisfied.
In a three-dimensional flow the "natural" transition can occur from the same type of instability
as in two-dimensional flow, so it can be predicted by applying simple two-dimensional criteria
along the external streamline.
Rθcr =

4.2 Crossflow
The transition induced by crossflow instabilities develops in regions characterized by stable
streamwise waves (i.e. favorable pressure gradient regions). On swept wings, crossflow transition can occur very close to the leading edge even if streamwise velocity profiles are stable.
To predict the onset transition, the so-called C1 [14] instability criteria could be considered,
that consists in an experimental correlation between two boundary layer integral parameters
at the transition location, the crossflow Reynolds number and the streamwise shape factor H
defined by the following relation
(Rδ2 )T =

h
i
0.106
300
arctan
,
π
(H − 2.3)2 .052

where Rδ2 is the crossflow Reynolds number
Z
1 δ
Rδ2 =
wdy.
ν 0

2.3 < H < 2.7

(7)

(8)

4.3 Leading Edge Contamination

The leading-edge contamination is an important phenomenon that needs to considered in the
design stage of a swept laminar wing. It depends on the turbulent boundary layer that develops
on the fuselage and propagates along the attachment line of a swept leading edge in the spanwise
direction. A criterion to establish the physical state of the flow on the swept wing is based on
the parameter R̄∗ defined as
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r
W µ
,
(9)
R̄ =
µ
k
where W is the velocity component parallel to the leading edge, µ is the local kinematic
viscosity, k represents the velocity gradient normal to the leading edge. When R̄∗ < 245, the
leading edge can be considered laminar, otherwise it is turbulent.
∗

5. BOUNDARY LAYER TRANSITION CRITERIA INTO A RANS SOLVER
The basic idea of this work is the evaluation of the transition on a swept wing by considering the coupling between a Reynolds–Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) solution and transition
criteria well assessed for boundary layer flows by an interface module. It extracts a pressure
distribution from a not necessarily converged RANS solution and gives it in input to a boundary layer solver [16]. The velocity and temperature profiles are passed to a stability module
[[17],[18]] which identifies a transition line on the pressure and suction side of the body. This
coupling procedure between the boundary layer stability analysis and the flow solution is iterated until a convergence, based on some norm of the transition position, is achieved.
The procedure considered here is iterative and it starts from the first RANS solution in which
the flow field is considered fully turbulent. The following steps are
• at fixed iterations the RANS calculation is temporary stopped, the partially converged
wing surface pressure distributions are extracted and used as input to the boundary layer
solver;
• once velocity and temperature boundary layer profiles are computed, they are used to
identify the transition onset for the upper and lower wing surface;
• then the predicted transition onset locations are transferred into geometrical and topological information, that need to be provided back to the RANS code;
• RANS calculation starts again and a new pressure distribution is obtained.
This coupling procedure among RANS and boundary layer solvers and transition criteria is
iterated until some convergence requirements - starting from the invariance of the location of the
transition, and enclosing convergence criteria on residuals and force coefficients - are satisfied.
The resulting flow field has the properties of a RANS solutions outside the boundary layer
with a proper and robust treatment of the transition. It is obvious that this method is advantageous in the case of free transition, or when the transition is assigned downstream with respect
to a reasonable location, i.e past the body.
5.1 Present Application
RANS equations are solved with a finite volume method (FV), so they are expressed as a
system of conservation laws that relate rate of mass change, momentum, and energy in a control
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volume of area A to the spatial fluxes of these quantities through the volume. The flow field is
computed using the commercial CFD code ANSYS Fluent R15.0.
Present applications have to be performed on structured grids, this requirements is imposed
by the boundary layer solver concerning the mesh over the surface, that should be structured.
A second order upwind scheme is adopted for the spatial discretization and the pressurevelocity coupling is ensured by means of the SIMPLEC algorithm and by using a pressurestaggering approach. The so called segregated implicit solution procedure is used, where each
single flow equation is solved sequentially. Turbulence models used in the numerical simulations are the Spalart-Allmaras (S-A) model and k − ω SST. Details on the flow solver characteristics can be found in [15].
The (laminar) boundary layer method is well suited for straight and swept tapered wings,
[16], in which the boundary layer equations are rewritten in a conical reference frame and
solved along the intersection of a sphere with the upper and lower wing surfaces, Figure 2. The
transition criteria are those defined above.

Figure 2: Conical reference frame for the boundary layer solver.
Interface modules able to manage in a automatic way the I/O of both FLUENT and the
boundary layer solver have been developed. The pressure distribution can be extracted directly
from the actual RANS solution for boundary layer and laminar instability calculation. In order
to properly reset the laminar region for the RANS solver, a software based on the so called User
Defined Function (UDF) of FLUENT has been written. The procedure (plotted in Fig 3) has
been automatized, and can run in batch mode.
6. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section we will provide some results about the transition detection procedure on the
1-component, swept and tapered ONERA M6 wing. The grid used is a 4 blocks, C-grid wrapped
along LE, with 316932 points, found on the Web in the NPARC Alliance Validation Archive
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Figure 3: Flowchart of the procedure to include the onset transition in RANS.
(see figure 4). The Mach and the Reynolds numbers are equal respectively to M = 0.262 and
Re = 3.5 × 106 .

Figure 4: ONERA M6 wing: grid details.
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Figure 5: ONERA M6 wing - transition locations at 45% wingspan section: −− symbols
refer to experimental data; − × − symbols refer to theoretical data founded in literature, • spots
refer to this paper.
Since this is a 3D case, it was necessary to choose the sections to be extracted from the
RANS computations, that are η = 0.01, 0.15, 0.30, 0.45, 0.60, 0.70, 0.80, 0.90, 0, 99. Each 1000
iterations, the procedure delivers a pressure distribution to the transition prediction module
which estimates the onset of transition for the upper and lower surfaces. The obtained values
are then translated into geometrical and topological information to be provided back to the
RANS code. Hence, the simulation starts again. The transition prediction procedure stops when
the invariance on the transition location is found in the iterative process, i.e. when transition
location change falls within 1% chord. After that, the CFD run is continued until classical CFD
convergence criteria on variable residuals and global force coefficients are satisfied.
The location of the transition points has been compared with some available experimental
and numerical data at the station at 45% of the span.
Figures 6 shows the upper and lower pressure coefficients computed in the present application. It is possible to observe that the minimum values are in correspondence of the leading
edges of the wing. In Figure 7 the comparison between the pressure distributions computed in
fully turbulent conditions and that obtained with this procedure for detecting transition has been
reported: the difference is not negligible except on the leading edge in which the expansion is
emphasized in the fully turbulent case. Drag and lift coefficients reported in table 1 for these two
flow conditions clearly point out the importance of accurately predict transition from laminar
to turbulent flow. By neglecting transition the lift coefficient is slightly underestimated (about
1%) while the drag coefficient is increased twofold: the aerodynamic performances are strongly
affected by transition phenomena and, as a consequence, they become extremely important to
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(a) Upper surface

(b) Lower surface

Figure 6: ONERA M6 wing - Pressure coefficient distribution (α = 5 deg).

Figure 7: ONERA M6 wing - Pressure coefficient at 45% wingspan section (α = 5 deg).
introduce accurately a model for transition in RANS approaches.
7. Conclusions
The main objective of this work has been the development of a tool to predict the transition
location in a RANS solver, that is an issue still open. An algorithm to prescribe the transition in a
topology-independent way has been developed and validated for 3D ows. The present algorithm
has been developed for 3D flows, and the validation is in progress: the M6 ONERA swept wing
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Table 1: Lift and drag coefficients
Fully Turbulent Transition
CL
0.31
0.32
CD
0.017
0.035
has been selected as test case in order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the procedure in the
prediction of transition caused by leading edge contamination and crossflow waves.
8. CONCLUSIONS
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Abstract. This paper aims to illustrate the activities planned and initiated in the frame of
TETHIS initiative. TETHIS is a technical working group established under the coordination
and with the support of CEIPIEMONTE through its association “Torino Piemonte Aerospace”
(TPA), and led by Aviospace, Italian subsidiary of Airbus Defence and Space. The technical
Working Group includes also different SMEs, all partners of TPA.
The key driver for the establishment of Tethis is to develop new capabilities and know-how for
a national level competence center on Launch Vehicles Avionic Technologies. Actually, in the
national framework, some partial and non-homogeneous GNC activities have already been
performed, however no co-ordinated activities have been so far initiated, expecially in view of
creating a diffused knowledge grow in the country.
For this kind of initiative, Aviospace thus proposed the following strategic and technical
objectives


To build up competences in the management and control of space vehicles navigation
and s/s health monitoring, which, in general, can be a function in support of a reliable
navigation.



To maximize synergies with R&D activities on contiguous typologies of space projects,
such as:
o Automated spacecrafts for on-orbit servicing;
o Active debris removal systems.
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To develop enabling technologies for the GNC and the PHM of the launch vehicles, and
to provide building blocks for next generation avionics.
To exploit synergies and technology spin-in/spin-out with other industrial segments,
embodied by the involved SMEs.
To grow Aviospace and Piemonte as a new competence area in Italy for GNC, and in
Europe for technologies of Integrated Control and Health Monitoring.

For these purposes Aviospace has identified a first core of R&D topics, including:
 GNC methodologies and algorithms
 Technologies for wireless sensors network for health monitoring
On top of these, the goal of Tethis has been extended:
 by enlarging the scope of the proposed core topics, and engaging SME partners,
matching their priorities and business strategies. This allowed to achieve an organic,
system-level, avionic competence and to complement the original R&D kernel with
industrial objectives;
 by supporting the participation of SME’s as opportunity to develop and validate their
technologies, and to pave the way for new markets.
1. INTRODUCTION
In the development of any space mission, the launch system is definitely one of the major
cost driver, and one of the key elements to reduce its development and operations costs,
enhancing its exploitation possibilities, is the avionic and GNC subsystem.
Aviospace, Italian subsidiary of Airbus Defence and Space, recognized this topic as
strategic, also considering that in the national background, some partial and nonhomogeneous GNC activities have already been performed, however no co-ordinated
activities have been so far initiated, expecially in view of creating a diffused knowledge
grow in the country.
It is worth to mention that Aviospace has been operating in contiguous and
complementary technology domains, and in the frame of space missions, which share
commonalities with space launch vehicles, such as Active Debris Removal and On-Orbit
Servicing missions.
It is therefore strategic to fill the gap of competence with respect to other Countries, in
order to be competitive for bidding, for example, on:
• VEGA Consolidation and Evolution Program (VECEP);
• GNC-related ESA Invitations To Tender, also beyond launchers;
• Horizon 2020 Call for proposals;
• Nereus regional european programs;
And to stimulate a technological fall-out on other markets (automotive, automation,
transports, etc.).
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In this framework, Aviospace in 2013 started with the collaboration of Torino Piemonte
Aerospace a dedicated technical working group, with the main objective to initiate a
dedicated R&D initiative to develop new capabilities and know-how for a national level
competence center on Launch Vehicles Avionic Technologies.

Figure 1: Aviospace and TPA, originators of TETHIS initiative

2. OBJECTIVES OF THE TECHNICAL WORKING GROUP
The core of the technical working group is to develop – by the programmatic standpoint –
new R&D initiatives whose strategic objectives can be summarized as follows:
 To build up competences in the navigation and control of space vehicles and of
prognostics and health monitoring of critical subsystems, which is a key capability
to enable the reduction of cost by means of an enhanced autonomy of the launch
system,
 The exploitation of synergies with past and current R&D activities on contiguous
typologies of space-projects and space missions such as Active Debris Removal
missions, on which Aviospace is currently involved
 The setup of a consortium and a kernel of R&D topics to develop enabling
technologies for the GNC and the PHM of the launch vehicles, in order to gain a
competitive position for the development of building blocks for next generation
avionics.
 to support the growth of Aviospace and Pimeonte as a new competence area in Italy
for GNC, and in Europe for technologies of Integrated Control and Health
Monitoring.
 to support the growth of piedmontese SMEs and their technological products,
introducing them to potentially new markets and increasing their international
competitiveness.
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Figure 2: TETHIS strategic objectives

Specifically, the implementation of the R&D initiative conceived by the Technical Working
group will focus on the following technical objectives, summarized by the following figure:
• To mature competences on system design (Ob 1)
• To mature competences in the frame of GNC for launch vehicles, potentially suitable
for adaptation to other space systems or infrastructures (Ob 2)
• To mature competences in the frame of avionics, as a starting point for development of
a system health monitoring capability (Ob 3)
• To achieve a functional validation (TRL 4) of integrated technologies (Ob 4)
• To establish plans and roadmaps to achieve flight-readiness (TRL > 6), especially for
SME COTS equipment (Ob 5)
• To increase the level of internazionalization of the involved SME’s (Ob 6)

Figure 3: TETHIS technical objectives
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3. THE TETHIS CONSORTIUM
Tethis project has been developed around a kernel consituted by the major research
organizations in the Region

Figure 4: TETHIS – partnerships with piedmontese Research Organizations.

A synergic, well harmonized pool of Italian SME’s provides the industrial substrate to
the project, complemeting the research kernel

Figure 5: TETHIS – partnerships with piedmontese SMEs
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4. TETHIS SCENARIO AND TECHNOLOGIES
The intrinsic complexity of Space Systems requires the synergic integration of different
subsystems. One of the key cost drivers is avionics, which includes all electrical and electronic
systems and components of a space vehicle, such as telemetry and telecommunications
(TT&C), on-board data handling (OBDH), on-board computing (OBC), sensors,
instrumentations and power electronics inclusive of wires and cables (harness). Specifically for
space transportation systems the capabilities of Guidance, Navigation and Control (GNC) are
so relevant that they can be considered a self-standing subsystem, even though clearly they are
a part of the overall avionic architecture.
Sensors constitutes a notable fraction of the overall cost of the avionic subsystem, as well as
signal processing and electronics for routing and distribution. Novel avionic technologies, not
yet widespread over space industry, are based on the implementation of sensors networks and
arrays, which requires an overall simplification (sensors shall be independent, so not relying on
e.g. power supplied by other subsystems) and allows a relevant improvement of achievable
information (availability of a higher number of sensors). This can be achieved through the
implementation of “sensing clouds” in which different types of sensors can be combined in
order to achieve more robustness (sensor fusion).

Figure 6: conceptual layout of a wireless sensors network

Today in European framework the development of next-generation, medium-class European
expendable launch vehicle (Ariane 6), has the objective to achieve a less-costly, despite
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enhanced mission flexibility, with respect to its predecessor Ariane 5. Several preparatory
programs have been performed also for the development of novel avionic technologies.

Figure 7: European launch vehicles family: small-class VEGA (left), medium-class Soyuz (middle), large-class
Ariane 5 (right)

In this R&D branch, three different topics can be highlighted
 Guidance, Navigation and Control (GNC)
 Integrated Control and Health Monitoring (ICHM)
 Power Control and Distribution (PCD)
The control of dynamics and kinematics of space vehicles during flight is the main task of GNC
subsystem, for what concerns both attitude and orbit/trajectory. In modern astronautic, all of
these functions are executed automatically by flight HW/SW which integrates three functions:
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Navigation/Determination estimates the current state of the vehicle (position, velocity,
attitude, attitude rates) via measures of selected physical parameters and subsequent
processing of data (integration and filtering)
The purpose of Guidance is to identify the correct pointing of the vehicles in order to
achieve a given state starting from the current one. Execution of guidance algorithms
defines the actions required to take the vehicle towards the desired state.

ICHM is a system-level capability. It includes the autonomy of the systems to verify the
operational status of the hardware and monitors the critical components in order to support the
phases of assembly, launch and flight operations. In last 10 years the monitoring of systems’
health status has become a standard practice in aerospace industry and associated technologies
have become sufficiently mature. Its flight implementation so far has been limited to
experimental vehicles and demonstrators. ICHM enables the detection of anomalies in the
performance and their prevention or mitigation, acting as a diagnostic tool to identify and
correct failed components or likely-to-fail components.

Figure 8: Functional block diagrams of a Health Monitoring System.

An ICHM consists in a sensor network, with different types of sensors, distributed across
different subsystems. Sensors are monitored by a CPU with artificial intelligence capability,
thus with capability to evaluate the health status of the monitored subsystem/component.
Different physical signals are measured, processed to estimate, evaluate and control the system
and its main subsystem during ground or flight operations.
Prognostics is the prediction of future states of the system; diagnostics is the identification and
thus recovery of failures occured during different operational phases; prognostics allows thus
the identification of failures not yet occurred but with high probability of occurrence. This
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allows deciding whether proceed or not with scheduled system operations or take sudden
decision to for recovery/remediation/mitigation of failures (e.g. activate redundancies where
available).
Architecture hardware and software enabling this are based on systems for prognostics and
health monitoring, which are based on a system level layout which in principle can be applied
on a wide variety of different electrical or mechanical systems (with potential fall-out also for
non-space applications).

Figure 9: Relationship between PHMS and the whole system in terms of prevention and preventive maintenance

Space systems, independently by their own specific application, are currently limited by
availability of electrical power and affected by mass of several meters of cables and harness for
power distribution and signal transmission. This issue becomes even more severe if ICHM
capability is introduced, thus increasing the number of devices to be fed with power and signal
routing across the system. This can be efficiently solved by the adoption of wireless
technologies and energy harvesting, respectively for management of sensor network and its
power supply.
Wireless communications and energy harvesting (e.g. by means of self-powered piezoelectrical transducers) would enable reducing the complexity (reduction of harness) derived by
high number of sensors to be distributed across the system, often in vehicle bays difficult to be
accessed and with harsh environments, such as close to engines or cryogenic tanks.
Future launch vehicles will evolve towards the integration of
 Real time diagnostics of engines and propulsion subsystem
 Fault-tolerant avionics, thanks to solutions of redundancies and automated techniques
of Failure Detection, Isolation and Recovery (FDIR)
 Automated inspection technique, by means of criteria and algorythms based on
experimental databases and predictions.
 Automation of data gathering and processing, partial automation of decisional logics
after determination of system health status.
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Power Control & Distribution includes all the equipment for storage (eventually also
generation), regulation and distribution of electrical energy. PCD provides power to all
electrical and electronic components, thus is highly synergic and integrated with GNC and
ICHM, as it provides power to other subsystems, and it has to be controlled and managed
as well.
One of the first activities of the technical working group was the screening and selection of
enabling technologies for the development of GNC and PHM architectures.
Subsystem
GNC

ICHM
PCD
ICHM
PCD

GNC

ICHM
ICHM

Technology
Rational
Vision
based This is a capability that can enhance flexibility of the
navigation
whole launch system, paving the way also for onorbit servicing missions
– Vibrational
Energy harvesting is an enabling capability for the
energy harvesting implementation of a wireless sensor network, as
- Thermal energy power distribution across the system may jeopardize
the actual feasibility of distributing a high number of
harvesting
sensors. According to the application, different
harvesting technologies can be suited.
IMU/GPS
IMUs and GPS are the main technology adopted for
hybridization
navigation and position estimates for a launch
vehicle. They are adopted together as IMU suffer
from intrinsic drift, which usually can be fixed
combining IMU measures with GPS. One of the
activities foreseen in Tethis is the development of a
hybrid platform to accomplish both functions.
Optic-fibers based This technology can enable the implementation of
sensors
dislocated sensors with higher data rates.
PHM (inc. data The development of PHM algorithms is a mandatory
fusion) –
development to be accomplished in order to achieve
an ICHM capability.
Table 1: TETHIS technologies

For each of the above listed technologies, the development philosophy that is proposed
within Tethis foresees a first step of functional validation via Hardware-In the Loop
simulations, as applicable, testing/demonstration campaign in laboratory environment
(TRL4) and the subsequent definition of plans and methodologies for space qualification of
commercial off-the shelf components (COTS).
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5. CONCLUSION
•
•
•
•
•
•

A necessity of further development of competence on national level has been identified
for launch vehicles avionics and GNC;
An opportunity to develop such a competence has been created thanks to Torino
Piemonte Aerospace;
A technical working group has been established to collect the proper expertise from
SMEs and Research Organizations, and create a mutual growth among all partners;
The project organization is now completed and the activities have started;
The technical goals of the project are confirmed in the development and functional
validation of the selected technologies, and in the definition of roadmaps for flight
equipment;
The strategic goals are confirmed in establishing solid competences on national level
and paving the way for SME towards space and other international markets;
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Abstract. The work described in this paper has been conducted in the framework of the
HYPROB Program that is carried out by the Italian Aerospace Research Centre (CIRA), under
contract by the Italian Ministry of Research. The Program has the main objective to enable and
improve National System and Technology capabilities on liquid rocket engines (LRE) for future
space propulsion systems and applications, with specific regard to LOX/LCH4 technology. The
first implementation of the Program, named HYPROB BREAD, is aimed at designing,
manufacturing and testing a LRE demonstrator, of three tons thrust, based on a regenerative
cooling system using liquid methane as coolant. In order to achieve such goal some
breadboards have been designed in order to investigate major critical phenomena.
Among these breadboards, the SSBB-HS, a single injector “heat sink” thrust chamber, has
been designed with the aim of investigating combustion and wall heat release. This choice is
due, in particular, to the lack of data for what concerns heat fluxes for the couple of propellant
LOX/GCH4. This paper deals with design, manufacturing, components integration and testing
issues. Two firing tests campaigns have been performed in the FAST2 ASI/AVIO facility in
Colleferro in different conditions. The tests have the main goal to produce experimental results
on chamber behaviour in order to improve design and simulation capabilities in particular for
what concerns heat fluxes to the wall. A preliminary assessment of the experiment results by
means of models has been made in order to rebuild the different tests outcomes.
1

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the possibility of using the oxygen/methane propellants combination is under
active investigation because of the low operational costs, if compared with well-known
cryogenic propellants combination like liquid oxygen/hydrogen, and because of methane
interesting characteristics, like good overall performance from a system point of view, high
specific impulse and simple extractability from natural gases. The design and optimization of
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liquid rocket engines using methane still requires detailed studies in order to understand the
dominating physical phenomena of propellant injection, combustion and heat transfer;
moreover, very few experimental data and analytical database can be found in literature [1].
In this context, the HYPROB Program, carried out by the Italian Aerospace Research Centre,
has the main objective to enable and improve National System and Technology capabilities on
liquid rocket engines with specific regards on methane. The Program is structured in three main
development lines, specifically named System, Technology and Experimental. The first one
aims at the design and the development of technology LRE demonstrators, including
intermediate breadboards; the technology line concerns R&D in the areas of CFD combustion
modelling, thermo-mechanical modelling and materials, and advanced optical diagnostics; the
experimental line is to acquire testing capabilities for both basic physics and system-oriented
(demonstrators) experimentation. The first implementation of the Program (the system line),
named HYPROB BREAD, is aimed at designing, manufacturing and testing a LRE
demonstrator (DEMO), of three tons thrust, based on a regenerative cooling system using liquid
methane as coolant[2].
In the framework of the HYPROB-BREAD Program, whose logic is depicted by Figure 1,
single injector combustion chambers (Sub-Scale Bread Board SSBB) have been designed and
manufactured in order to investigate single injector behaviour, heat transfer to the wall and
combustion stability. Specifically, both a calorimetric (SSBB-CC) and a heat-sink (SSBB-HS)
version have been conceived; they consist in a single coaxial injector (LOX/GCH4) mounted
on an injector head that can be used with the two interchangeable combustion chambers.
The present paper briefly presents different aspects of the design and it is mainly focused on
testing preparation, experimental activities execution (in AVIO/ASI Fast2 facility) and
experimental data preliminary rebuilding of the SSBB-HS.

Figure 1: Logical steps of LOX/CH4 Demonstrator development
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2 DESCRIPTION OF THE SSBB HEAT SINK TEST ARTICLE
As one can see in Figure 2, the SSBB-HS consists of three main parts: the injection head, the
combustion chamber module, made of copper alloy, and the throat/nozzle module, made of
molybdenum alloy, in order to withstand the high throat heat fluxes. The combustion chamber
is equipped with 12 total embedded thermocouples in 4 different axial stations (visible in Figure
2) and 2 embedded thermocouples in the nozzle throat region, to allow for heat load evaluation.
For each station, three thermocouples have been installed at different heights from the chamber
wall (an exemplificative image is depicted in Figure 3). Moreover, theee pressure transducers
have been installed for monitoring chamber pressure.

Figure 2: SSBB-HS with visible thermocouples holes

Figure 3: Sketch of the thermocouples’ allocation

As anticipated in the previous section, liquid oxygen and gaseous methane are injected in the
combustion chamber by means of a shear coaxial injector with post tip recess, identical to the
one that will be installed on the DEMO injection plate.
The objectives of the SSBB-HS are mainly the investigation of the injector behavior, the
estimation of the heat flux on the combustion chamber for model validation and a verification
of the stability of the combustion.
The validation of analytical models by the using of sub-scale testing allows to reduce risks
associated with these models in the engine design. Establishing the reliability of design and
simulation tools at subscale level, where high fidelity measurements can be performed, is a
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critical step in gaining acceptance for the use of these tools and realizing the benefits of reduced
design cycle times and costs.
3

DESCRIPTION OF THE IGNITER

A customized igniter has been developed and tested for the SSBB combustion chambers [3].
This is a spark torch ignition system that uses two propellants (GOX and GCH4), to be mixed
in the igniter combustion chamber and ignited by a commercial spark plug. The igniter is made
up of two main parts, visible in Figure 4, the igniter head (1) and the torch outlet (2) with flanged
interfaces sealed by metal O-rings. The fuel and oxidizer are injected via orifices. The inlet
paths of both oxygen and methane are equipped with PT sensors; additionally a pressure sensor
is installed in the main chamber in order to monitor chamber pressure [4].

Figure 4: Image of the Igniter

Figure 5 shows an exemplificative numerical solution obtained by CFD simulations. Details
can be found in [4].

Figure 5: Numerical contour by CFD simulation on the HYPROB-BREAD Igniter
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The nominal performances of the igniter are reported in Table 1.
Performance Value
Total Power (kW)
Nominal firing time (s)
Demonstrated shelf life cycles
Chamber pressure (barg)

64
1.5
≥ 20
14

Table 1: Nominal performances of the igniter

4

DESIGN AND SIMULATIONS

4.1 System Analyses
System analyses were made by means of EcosimPro using the ESPSS library [6] in order to
have a preliminary evaluation of the dynamics of the chamber during the transient phases and
a verification of chamber performance. The model consists mainly of a combustion chamber
and a nozzle, interfaced with different parts of walls 1 to 4 for the copper alloy chamber and 5
to 6 for the molybdenum based alloy part (see schematics in Figure 6).

Figure 6: EcosimPro schematics of the SSBB-HS

In Figure 7 and Figure 8 the results predicted, respectively, for chamber pressure and
temperatures of some thermocouples are reported versus firing time. A preliminary mode is
firstly simulated, where values of the propellants mass-flow rates are lower than the nominal
ones, as you can understand looking at the chamber pressure prediction in Figure 7. As visible
in Figure 8, the derivative of the temperature in time is proportional to the heat fluxes incident
on the chamber (that become higher when chamber pressure increases due to the switching to
the nominal operative condition).
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Figure 7: Chamber pressure at different chamber stations vs. Time, EcosimPro prediction

Figure 8: Temperature for some thermocouples in the chamber vs. time, EcosimPro prediction

4.2

CFD Analyses

A wide numerical test campaign has been carried out on the SSBB-HS especially by means of
ANSYS Fluent commercial code. Several studies to evaluate the mesh solution dependence and
the sensitivity to the implemented physical models and numerical strategy allowed to be more
confident with the CFD results. In the preliminary phase, predictions were used to support the
design mostly based on engineering tools. The main aim of CFD analyses was to verify the
equilibrium chamber pressure and the wall heat release, both on the injection plate and on the
chamber/nozzle region, in order to supply input for the thermo-structural analyses. For example,
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Figure 9 shows a numerical result, in terms of oxygen mass-fraction and temperature contours,
for a pseudo-transient 3D simulation: a fluctuation of the RANS field can be highlighted due to
the stiffness of the real gas modeling implementation under those conditions (chamber pressure
value around the oxygen critical point).

Figure 9: CFD numerical result for the SSBB-HS, OX mass-fraction and temperature contours reported

4.3 FEM Analyses
For the verification of the combustion chamber, a thermo-structural analysis has been carried
out in order to evaluate if the maximum loads are compatible with the structure and by applying
a load cycle to evaluate the chamber life cycle. A result, obtained by using ANSYS
Mechanical® code in terms of equivalent plastic strain, is depicted in Figure 10; no criticalities
were highlighted from the analyses. Moreover, from these analyses the maximum allowable
firing time have been derived at nominal pressure condition. Other analyses have been carried
out in order to understand maximum firing time varying chamber pressure, in this way a low
pressure condition have been set for a longer duration low pressure test.

Figure 10: Equivalent plastic strain after 2 cycles
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4.4 Combustion Stability Analyses
Regarding the system stability study, the ROCCID© code has been used for all the extremes of
the operative envelope [7]. No criticalities have been foreseen. In any case the SSBB-HS has
been designed in order to withstand more than 3 times the nominal pressure level, and a second
unit will be equipped with a high frequency pressure. Figure 11 and Figure 12 show the results
of the prediction by ROCCID for what concern, respectively, the high and low frequency
transfer functions at nominal operating condition.

Figure 11: 1L High frequency transfer functions at nominal operating condition

Figure 12: Low frequency transfer function at nominal condition
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5

EXPERIMENTAL TEST CAMPAIGN

Two experimental test campaigns have been performed in AVIO FAST2 facility. In the first
test campaign, after the igniter testing and the ignition testing sequence, 4 tests have been
accomplished:
 3 at high pressure (nominal Pc about 50 bar) for steady state duration of about 3s;
 1 at high pressure (nominal Pc about 50 bar) for a steady state duration of 5 s.
In this test campaign 12 thermocouples on the cylindrical part of the chamber have been
installed.
In the second test campaign the following tests have been performed (in this test campaign two
thermocouples have been added in the throat region):
 3 at high pressure (nominal Pc about 50 bar) for steady state duration of about 3s (first
test campaign repeatability);
 1 at low pressure (nominal Pc about 28 bar) for a steady state duration of 9 s;
 2 at low pressure (nominal Pc about 28 bar) for a steady state duration of 11 s.
Test duration has been increased at the end of each test campaign in order to acquire more data
in order to rebuild the experimental tests.
It has to be remarked that both methane pressure and oxygen temperature were not perfectly in
line with the design values. This caused the injector to work not in nominal condition, but in
any case the injector demonstrated wider than expected operative flexibility.
Figure 13 shows the SSBB-HS test article installed on the FAST2 facility test bench, and Figure
14 shows a picture of it during one of the firing tests.

Figure 13: SSBB-HS installed on the test bench in FAST2
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Figure 14: SSBB-HS test article during one of the firing tests

In Figure 15 and Figure 16 data, respectively pressures and temperatures, acquired for high
pressure firing test #7 are highlighted. A preliminary mode is foreseen by using about 10% of
the nominal mass-flow rates for a couple of seconds. In full mode operation, chamber pressure
is nearly 45 bar. Temperatures acquired by the thermocouples increase versus time, showing an
increase in the slope switching to the full mode condition (at about 6.5 seconds). Higher values
are obviously reached in the throat region.

Figure 15: Pressure (barg) vs. Time (s) for high pressure firing test #7
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Figure 16: Thermocouples Temperature (°C) vs. Time (s) for high pressure firing test #7

In Figure 17 and Figure 18 data, pressures and temperatures, acquired for low pressure firing
test #10 are highlighted, respectively. The same considerations can be done as for the high
pressure firing test #7. The preliminary mode can be realized by looking at both the figures. In
this case, the firing test time is much higher (about 10 seconds of full mode against about 3 of
the high pressure test #7).

Figure 17: Pressure (barg) vs. Time (s) for low pressure firing test #10
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Figure 18: Thermocouples Temperature (°C) vs. Time (s) for low pressure firing test #10

The test article showed a stable behaviour in all the testing conditions and all the firing tests
were successful.
As visible in all the figures, some thermocouples have not been acquired and some of them
moved away from the nominal position during firing tests; thus, data from 5 total thermocouples
cannot be considered, in particular for TC2, TC4, TC6, TC7 and TC9.
Moreover, the data acquisition of the propellants mass flow rates could not be used due to major
delay problems related with the facility, causing difficulties and uncertainties in the rebuilding
of the test campaign.
6

PRELIMINARY NUMERICAL REBUILDING

6.1 Assessment of experimental data
Due to the uncertainties of propellants mass-flow rates, the first issue was the investigation
of a numerical procedure able to reproduce propellants mass-flow rates once given pressure
drops (acquired during firing tests) and injector’s characteristics (acquired during cold flow
tests). This procedure has been developed by the using of EcosimPro and its logic can be found
in [8].
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6.2 CFD preliminary rebuilding
Numerical re-building of the experimental tests has been carried out in order to validate CFD
methodologies. Unsteady simulations have been requested to reproduce as better as possible
the firing test sequence. The coupling between combustion chamber and solid part has been
simulated to estimate temperature values in the thermocouples’ position. ANSYS Fluent Code
(ver. 15.0) has been used. The computational domain is depicted in Figure 19 with the imposed
boundary conditions. It is made of both the fluid part (in red), where the combustion occurs,
and the two solid parts of different materials, CuCrZr and TZM (green and blue respectively).

Figure 19: Computational domain and imposed boundary conditions

Thermal coupling has been considered between the solid/fluid interface and the solid/solid
upper connection, while the adiabatic condition has been imposed for the solid/solid lower part
connection and the external solid domain. The injection plate has been considered isothermal,
with imposed temperature of 300 K. Mass-flow inlet condition has been used to inject oxygen
and methane in the fluid domain, according with the values extrapolated by means of
EcosimPro, as described in § 6.1, pressure outlet at the exit. Mass-flow rates used in the
preliminary mode have been set to 10% of the full mode values. Imposed values for BC have
been defined according to the firing test to be numerically rebuilt. An example of the imposed
BC is reported in Table 2 considering the low pressure firing test #10.
Oxygen Inlet
Methane Inlet
Outlet

Pressure [Pa] Temperature [K]
30e5
133
30e5
297
1e5
300

Mass-flow rate [kg/s]
0.215
0.075

Table 2: BC imposed for rebuilding of firing test #10

The structured computational mesh has been generated by means of ANSYS ICEMCFD and
opportunely tuned to guarantee the validity of the wall function model (Standard Wall Function)
and the accuracy of near wall flow field simulation.
The ideal gas equation of state has been implemented in order to make the computation simpler
and quicker; the use of the real gas model in conditions below the critical point requires a lot of
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effort because a specific computational strategy is required to avoid divergence. Turbulence has
been modelled by means of standard k-ε, with the standard wall functions for the near wall
treatment. The Eddy-Dissipation-Model has been selected for taking into account turbulence –
chemistry interaction, together with a mono-step kinetic reaction scheme which uses four
species and an artifice on the formation enthalpy of the methane to decrease the adiabatic flame
temperature (1) or nine species (2), allowing without artifice for a more realistic flame
temperature.
𝐶𝐻4 + 2𝑂2 ↔ 𝐶𝑂2 + 2𝐻2𝑂
298𝐶𝐻4 + 426𝑂2 ↔ 365𝐻2𝑂 + 235𝐶𝑂 + 160𝐻2 + 76𝑂𝐻 + 66𝐻 + 63𝐶𝑂2 + 18𝑂 + 16𝑂2

(1)
(2)

A pressure-based scheme has been adopted using the SIMPLE algorithm. Time step size has
been set to 1e-6 s in order to reach the solution convergence for the reacting flow in the fluid
domain (some 10 milliseconds) and then it has been increased to 1e-5 s to allow for a faster
solution evolution in the solid domain. A qualitative temperature contour plot in the
computational domains, both solid and fluid, is depicted in Figure 20. The numerical solution
is referred to a simulated time of 1.5 seconds in preliminary mode and 3 seconds of full mode,
for a total time of 4.5 seconds. Values in the fluid domain reach 3200 K where the flame is
completely developed; in the first part of the chamber, as displayed in the secondary frame of
Figure 20, temperature values are around 2500 K where the reaction occurs.

Figure 20: Qualitative temperature contour plot, firing test #10 rebuilding, t = 4.5 sec
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For the firing test #10, pressure values predicted by numerical simulation in the chamber and
in the feeding lines are in good agreement with the acquired experimental data (see Table 3 for
comparison).
Oxygen Line
Methane Line
Combustion Chamber

P Exp. [bar]
35
42
29

P Num. [bar]
34.3
42.9
26.7

Table 3: Comparison between experimental and numerical pressure values, firing test #10

Figure 21: Comparison between numerical (top) and experimental (bottom) results
for firing test #10 for some TCs
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For what concern temperatures, a comparison between numerical prediction (top) and
experimental data (bottom) can be seen in Figure 21 for firing test #10, where trends for some
thermocouples (excluding those that were not acquired) is reported up to 5.3 seconds. The
preliminary comparison shows discrepancies in the first part of the chamber (see Figure 22 on
the top, where the comparison is highlighted for TC1, refer to Figure 3 for TC positioning),
while a good agreement was found for thermocouples placed at the end of the chamber and in
the nozzle (see Figure 22, image on the bottom, where the comparison is reported for TC14).

Figure 22: Comparison of temperature (°C) CFD Numerical vs. Experimental,
result for TC1 on the left and TC14 on the right, firing test #10
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It is important to underline that the numerical transient is different from the experimental one.
In particular, the numerical mass-flow rate was imposed by a step-wise function, thus differing
from what happens in the test. This phenomenon should be better reproduced since it could be
responsible for some differences between the results. Another aspect, that could be responsible
for the differences observed in the first part of the chamber, is the gas modeling. In particular,
the implementation of a real gas equation could affect the recirculating region with effect on
the wall heat flux distribution, changing the numerical results. Finally, the imposition of a
constant value of the temperature as boundary condition for the injection plate could also
represent another parameter that contribute to the discrepancy of the results.
These and other considerations make the preliminary analyses still not exhaustive and further
analyses are needed before making conclusive considerations.
7

CONCLUSIONS

In this work all the activities related to the design, manufacturing and testing of the SSBB-HS
single injector thrust chamber have been described. Test campaigns have been carried out
successfully allowing for the collection of data for an interesting range of pressure for what
concerns the LOX/GCH4 propellants. The post-processing of data is still on-going, due to some
problems in the acquisition by the test facility. Rebuilding is on the preliminary phase and there
is the need of a strong work in order to complete this important and concluding phase of the
work.
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Abstarct. Achieving airbreathing hypersonic flight is an ongoing challenge with the potential
to cut air travel time and provide cheaper access to space. Waveriders are potential
candidates for achieving hypersonic cruise or acceleration flight within the atmosphere.
Current research tends to focus on key issues like flight mechanics, thermal loading, aeroelasticity and aerothermodynamics at hypersonic speeds. Design problems in each of these
areas must be solved if a hypersonic waverider design is to be viable.
In this frame the HEXAFLY-INT project aims at the test in free-flight conditions of an
innovative gliding vehicle with several breakthrough technologies on-board to be launched
along a suborbital trajectory. Its preliminary conceptual design has been carried out by
means of a number of numerical tools suitable to design vehicles flying in hypersonic
conditions. The main results of the design analysis carried out during the preliminary phase
of the study, such as vehicle aerodynamics and aerothermodynamics, re-entry trajectories,
structures and mechanisms, and on the overall system, as well, are presented in this work.
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1 INTRODUCTION
CIRA, the Italian Aerospace Research Centre, in the framework of Civil High-Speed Air
Transport Research supported by the 7Th Framework program, under ESA coordination,, is
conducting a dedicated research project to develop the HEXAFLY-INT (High-Speed
Experimental Fly Vehicles- INTernational) vehicle that aims at the free flight testing of an
innovative high-speed streamed glider with several breakthrough technologies on board. This
approach will create the basis to gradually increase the relevant TRL.
In order to mature the Hexafly-INT project, a scientific mission profile has been worked
within a precursor, Level 0 project, called HEXAFLY followed by a proof-of-concept based
upon a preliminary design of a high-speed scramjet propelled flight test vehicle, the selection
and integration of the ground-tested technologies developed within LAPCAT I & II,
ATLLAS I & II and other national programs, and the identification of the most promising
flight platform(s). About the last point, a waverider configuration has been selected to allow
for a hypersonic cruise or acceleration flight within the atmosphere.
Over the last years, innovative concepts of civil high-speed transportation vehicles were
proposed. These vehicles have a strong potential to increase the cruise range efficiency at high
Mach numbers, thanks to efficient propulsion units combined with high-lifting vehicle
concepts. Performing a test flight at hypersonic speed will be the only and ultimate proof to
line demonstrates the technical feasibility of these new promising concepts versus their range
efficiency.
The present paper describes, after a general overview of the mission and vehicle requirements,
at system and technologies levels, the main results of the design analysis carried out during
the preliminary phase of the study, such as vehicle aerodynamics and aerothermodynamics,
flight mechanics, structures and mechanisms, and on the overall system as well.

2 Mission Objectives and Requirements
The HEXAFLY-INT project aims at the free flight testing of an innovative high-speed vehicle
with several breakthrough technologies on board, the prime objectives of this free-flying highspeed cruise vehicle shall aim at:
•
•
•
•
•
•

a conceptual design demonstrating a high aerodynamic efficiency at cruise with a high
volumetric efficiency;
a positive aerodynamic balance at a controlled cruise Mach numbers from 7 to 8;
a good gliding performance from Mach 7 to 2;
a manoeuvring and control capabilities through the different flight regimes, guaranteed
by a properly designed aeroshape and guidance and control system;
an interface with a “service module for descent-not controlled phase”;
a optimal use of advanced high-temperature materials and/or structures.

The system architecture is such that HEXAFLY-INT project provides two main
demonstrations:
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•
•

Mission level, aimed at validating the overall mission design and related operations
aspects.
System and sub-system level, aimed at validating vehicle design and sub-systems
integration aspects.

Hexafly Mission and System Requirements are reported and labelled in a proper document,
whose purpose is to clearly define the mission objectives and requirements of the high-speed
flight experiment setting the framework for the flight vehicle definition and the related flying
platform.
According to the ECSS Space Standard, all the mission and system requirements were
associated with some attributes, one of the most important attribute is the “requirement
traceability” that links each single requirement to its higher level requirements inside the
requirement set. This enables the derivation of a requirement tree, which demonstrates the
coherent flow‐down of the requirements.
In the HEXAFLY-INT project, starting from the Project Requirements, Mission
Requirements are listed, from which a preliminary “System” is identified and System
Requirements specified for the vehicle are hence derived and collected in the relevant System
Specification (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Requirement tree

All the above requirements, in turn, generate sets of lower level requirements concerning the
various subsystems of the system architecture that are reported in the relevant subsystems
specifications. The above mentioned subsystem requirements generate the sets of equipment
requirements collected in the relevant equipment specifications that represent the lowest level
of requirements. The following figure reports the structure of the requirements levels
envisaged from the HEXAFLY-INTERNATIONAL Project (Figure 2)
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Figure 2:Requirement tree

3 Mission Scenario
The HEXAFLY-INT design, manufacturing, assembly and verification will be the main driver
and challenge in this project, in combination with a mission tuned sounding rocket (FIGURE 3).

Figure 3: HEXAFLY Launch Vehicle based on VS-43
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In order to achieve the objectives described above, the HEXAFLY-INT mission is conceived
to achieve a level flight at an altitude of about 32 km, while being injected from a semiballistic trajectory depicted in Figure 4, and described below.

Figure 4: Mission Profile

The Hypersonic vehicle will be launched in a suborbital trajectory, with the apogee at around
90 km altitude, by the VS43 Brazilian launcher; the choice of a guided rocket eliminated the
concerns with respect to the a-symmetry of the payload and offered the potential of
hammerhead fairing.
After the release from launcher, the vehicle will be composed of two main parts, the
Experimental Flight Test Vehicle (EFTV) and the Experiment Support Module (ESM). The
former is the hypersonic glider that will perform the flight test; while the latter one (i.e., ESM)
has the aim to control vehicle (i.e., EFTV+ESM) attitude by means of a cold gas system
(CGS) when dynamic pressure does not allow controlling the EFTV by aerodynamic surfaces.
The main preliminary flight sequence profile and events are shown and listed in Figure 4 and
table 1 respectively.
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#
1-2
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Table 1.
1: Flight
Flight sequence
Table
sequenceEvents
events
Flight Event
Propelled ascent
Motor burnout
Nose-cone ejection
L/V alignment
ESM/EFTV release
Attitude control by RCS in the ESM
Ejection of ESM
Pull-out maneuver
Controlled flight
Impact

Figure 5: Flight sequence pofile

Only after the pull out maneuver the Experimental vehicle (i.e. EFTV) will execute an
autonomous flight from hypersonic to subsonic regimes up to the splashdown, and the
experimental flight will allow the demonstration of some objectives as high aerodynamic
efficiency, a positive aerodynamic balance at controlled cruise Mach numbers, an optimal use
of advanced high-temperature materials and structures.

4

Design Analysis Results

Prior the initiation of HEXAFLY-INT contract, CIRA was involved in some system and
technological studies in the frame of the HEXAFLY program. During these studies, a tradeoff analysis was conducted to determine the design aeroshape and configuration arrangement,
as well as major sub-system concepts following some mission ground rules based on selected
mission scenario [1]. Key design requirements for aeroshape and system definition were:
landing speed, CoG envelope, down and cross range, aeroheating, stability and control, and
flying qualities.In the present chapter, a first, preliminary, design of the HEXAFLY-INT
Experimental Flight Test vehicle (EFTV), Cold structure and Hot structure, is provided.
4.1 Vehicle Configuration and Structure
The overall aim of the HEXAFLY-INT project is to design, manufacture and test in flight a
high speed gliding vehicle, based on the configuration developed in previously European
community (EC) co-funded projects ATLLAS I & II, LAPCAT I & II, and HEXAFLY.[8]
Under HEXAFLY-INT the scramjet propulsion system will not be developed further by the
EC-partners, and as a consequence the flight experiment is focused on a self-controlled glider
configuration.
The EFTV vehicle configuration is reported in Figure 6, where the train (i.e. EFTV docked
to ESM) and ESM configurations are provided as well.
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Figure 6: EFTV docked to ESM, EFTV and ESM aeroshapes.
The vehicle design makes maximum use of databases, expertise, technologies and
materials elaborated in previously European community co-funded projects ATLLAS I & II,
LAPCAT I & II, and HEXAFLY.[8]
As stated before, the evolution of the EFTV glider configuration has started by the
HEXAFLY propelled vehicle, namely the V47 aeroshape. The intake and the nozzle of the
scramjet propulsion flow path were closed. A simple flat panel closed the nozzle as a classical
base, while a cap, namely Cap_V7, was conceived to close the scramjet inlet of the V47
aeroshape. This cap was constructed in such a way that the upper surface downstream of the
leading edge was connected tangentially to the original inlet. Upstream of this panel and the
original leading edge, a conical nose was attached. The upper panel of the cone had in the
symmetry plane an angle of 7 deg while the lower inclination was 16 deg.
Figure 7, shows different views of the HEXAFLY-INT EFTV with the Cap_V7 (in green). In
this way, the aeroshape Cap_V7 was obtained and delivered by DLR. Such a Cap_V7
configuration guaranteed an aeroshape which featured, in clean configuration, a natural trim
point if the moment reference centre was considered at 57% of Lref.
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Figure 7: EFTV Cap_V7 aeroshape by DLR.

Starting from this aeroshape further changes have been operated, on the basis of suggestions
coming from preliminary CFD analyses. The leading edge of the cap was modified, moving
from a 3-D to a 2-D leading edge, in order to semplify leading edge manufacturing and to
obtain a lower aero-heating with respect to the Cap_V7.
However, pressure and heat flux surface distributions on the Cap_V7 forebody leeside feature
non-smooth fields, and this fact has suggested improving locally the vehicle’s aeroshape.
Above results encouraged CIRA to verify margin improvements on the Cap_V7 forebody
leeside. To this end the CIRA-FC4 forebody has been proposed and investigated. Aeroshape
modification moving from CIRA-C4 aeroshape to CIRA-FC4 aeroshape is shown in Figure 8

Figure 8: Comparison between CIRA-C4 and CIRA-FC4 aeroshapes.

Surface improvements operated on the CIRA-FC4 aeroshape can be appreciated on the
comparison of pressure distribution reported in Figure 9, evaluated for M∞=8 and AoA=0 deg
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freestream conditions. This surface change does not affect vehicle aerodynamic performance,
the L/D and pitching moment coefficients.

Figure 9. Pressure distribution comparison between CIRA-C4 and CIRA-FC4.

However, also in the FC4 configuration there were bulges and indents which made the
manufacturing and assembly more difficult and costly. So, in order to simply the vehicle
manufacturing and to allow structural feasibility (the aeroshape features a very slender
configuration) of the vehicle in the light of external loading conditions and internal subsystem
layout, i.e. avionics, aerodynamic surface actuators and etc., vehicle aeroshape was further
modified into the current configuration, namely CIRA-FC4RF

Figure 10: CIRA-FC4RF Configuration

At this stage, the Hexafly-INTernational vehicle is long 4 m and has a max wing span of 1.24
m. The EFTV configuration under consideration is depicted in Figure 11.
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The Experimental Vehicle is characterized by relatively simple architecture, which embodies
all the features of an operational system. The concept consists of a truncated waverider wing
with vertical stabilizers and a fuselage on top of the wing.

Figure 11. Hexafly-International layout

The internal layout has been designed to allocate the cargo bay and relevant equipment in the
limited volume, and with a limited maximum weight allowable by the launcher. The system
relies, at the maximum extent, on flight proven or on-ground qualified sub-systems and
equipment developed within international projects. Further, the use of COTS H/W coming
from space and aeronautics heritage is strongly recommended.
The EFTV configuration is made of two main structure, Cold structures and Hot structure,
herein briefly descripted. The cold structure of EFTV is composed mainly by the whole
experimental vehicle except the following item: Ailerons, Leading edge and Nose cap. For the
experimental flight vehicle, several substructures can be identified, as shown below (Figure
12):
•
•
•

fuselage structure
rudders
wings

Figure 12. EFTV main components

The hot structures of EFTV are composed mainly by the following subsystems: Ailerons,
Leading edge and Nose cap that is composed by three parts one fully solid body, the other are
two shell upper shell and lower shell longitudinally joint.
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Figure 13: Nose Cap exploded view

A particular attention, during the design phase, was made to the mass property and
performance. The weight for the whole mission has been estimated below 450 kg with a
margin and within the launcher limit and any mass growth shall be avoided because it induces
increase in nominal speed with increasing demand for control system
The center of gravity is located at 75% of fuselage length, and the equipment’s allocation
inside the vehicle is very critical considering the very limited internal volume implying
detailed thermal control analysis and integration issues that will be covered in the next phase
of the study.
In order to highlight the different contribute related to EFTV system, in the following table,
the system is divided in three different areas:
• Structure
• Telemetry
• Flight Control

Sub System

Mass [kg]

EFTV Structure

318

EFTV Telemetry

11

EFTV Flight Control

32

EFTV Weight

362
Figure 14: EFTV mass breakdown

4.2 Aerodynamics characteristics
The aerodynamic data of EFTV presented in this paper are results of inviscid CFD
computations performed by DLR and Navier-Stokes simulations (both laminar and turbulent)
carried out by CIRA. This overview refers to EFTV aeroshape called FC4, i.e. the one used
by DLR to build-up the full AEDB, according to the Table 2
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δ [°]
-20 to +5 with ∆δ =5

M [-]
2 to 9 with ∆M=1

α [°]
-6 to +12 with ∆α=2

β [°]
0 and 2

Table 2. Matrix of flow conditions and flap defections for the EFTV aerodynamic database.

In the following a few selected plots of aerodynamic data are shown. For instance, Figure 15
provides an overview of the lift and drag coefficients as a function of Mach number with and
without sideslip angle and aileron deflections effects. As shown, 2 deg sideslip angle does not
change vehicle lift force, but negative aileron deflections (-5 and -10 in figure) significantly
reduce the lift coefficient. For what concerns drag, Figure 15 points out that neither sideslip
angle of 2 deg nor flap deflections of -5 and -10 deg determine considerable variation in drag.
However, it is worth to note that these results refer to inviscid flowfield evaluations, i.e. the
detrimental effect on aerodynamic performance of eventual local flow separations are not still
accounted for.

Figure 15. CL and CD vs. Mach number with and without sideslip angle and aileron deflection effects.

The same evaluation but for lift-to-drag ratio and pitching moment coefficient is summarized
in Figure 16.

Figure 16. L/D and Cm vs. Mach number with and without sideslip angle and aileron deflection effects.

As one can see, the lift-to-drag ratio evolves accordingly to above suggestions for lift and
drag, as shown in Figure 16. On the other hand, the pitching moment coefficient suggests that
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again 2 deg of sideslip flow does not markedly change Cm, but aileron deflections move
upward the pitching moment characteristic, as expected. Note that in the Mach number range
from 7 to 8, and AoA=0 deg, some conditions of natural trim (delta=0 deg) or trim obtained
with a small positive aileron deflection (lower than 1 deg) are predicted.
As far as static stability in longitudinal and lateral-directional flight conditions is concerned,
Figure 17 indicate that the glider is statically stable in longitudinal flight conditions.
On the other hand, the derivatives with respect to sideslip angle of side force, rolling moment
and yawing moment coefficients at different Mach numbers and angles of attacks are
summarized from Figure 17 to Figure 19. As one can see, also in lateral directional flight
conditions the vehicle features static stability. In particular, Figure 17 points out that speed
disturbance stability (i.e. CY<0) is predicted at all Mach numbers and AoAs here investigated.

Figure 17. CY versus AoS at different AoA at M∞=3 and 8.

The sideslip derivative of the rolling moment coefficient Cl is provided in Figure 18 at five
angles of attack, namely -6, -2, 0, 6, and 12 deg. As one can see, dihedral effect stability is
predicted at all Mach numbers for AoA ≥ 0 deg.

Figure 18. Cl versus AoS at different AoA at M∞=3 and 8.

Finally, the sideslip derivative of the yawing moment coefficient Cn is provided in Figure
19, at five angles of attack, namely -6, -2, 0, 6, and 12 deg. As shown, the weathercock lateral
stability is predicted at all Mach numbers and AoAs.
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Figure 19. Cn versus AoS at different AoA at M∞=3 and 8.

4.3 Aeroheating and Materials
Once the trajectories are provided, the aero heating environment that the vehicle concept has
to withstand along its lifting re-entry flight has to be determined. During the flight, in fact, the
vehicle suddenly heats due to the dissipation in the boundary layer of its high internal energy
(potential and kinetic) by friction with the atmosphere. Vehicle surface heating strongly
depends on the re-entry vehicle aero shape and attitude. Moreover, a material trade-off has
been performed leading to take into account different material for the EFTV structure,
namely: titanium alloy, copper, C/C-SiC and zirconia for surface coatings. Titanium alloys
exhibit a unique combination of mechanical and physical properties and corrosion resistance
which have made them desirable for critical, demanding aerospace applications, also in high
temperatures conditions. Copper is employed as a heat sink to accommodate the thermal
energy in some critical components (e.g. nose, leading edges). C/C-SiC developed at DLR
and tested in different high temperatures applications (e.g. HIFiRE and SHEFEX) is
considered for ailerons and for almost the totality of the wing leading edge. A zirconia coating
layer has been also considered to protect titanium and copper components, increasing the
surface emissivity and confining the larger temperatures on the layer itself.
Finally, the following assumptions, summarized in Table 3, have been carried out on the
vehicle components shown in Figure 20:
•
•
•
•
•
•

copper for the vehicle nose;
copper for the fore part of the wing leading edges;
C/C-SiC for the remaining part of the wing leading edge;
copper for the leading edge of the tails;
C/C-SiC for the ailerons;
titanium alloy for the remaining part of the structure.

In addition, a layer of 1 mm thick zirconia has been foreseen for all the components in
titanium alloy and copper. Using a conservative approach, a constant surface emissivity of 0.4
has been set for the external coated surfaces.
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Figure 20: Main structural components of the analysed EFTV

Nose
Copper

Fuselage

Wing

Wing LE
V-Tail
C/C-SiC /
Ti-Alloy /
Ti-Alloy
Ti-Alloy
Copper
Copper
Table 3: Preliminarily material assignment for the main structural components

Aileron
C/C-SiC

The vehicle thermal behaviour has been preliminary assessed by means of the Finite Element
Method (FEM) implemented in the software Ansys. A transient analysis along the computed
entry path is performed to evaluate the time dependent temperature of the structure.
As results, the temporal variation of the maximum temperature on the different analysed
materials and vehicle components has been plotted along the flight path. Figure 21 reports in
particular the maximum temperature variation along the flight profile on the main vehicle
components.
From Figure 21 it can be seen that zirconia coatings and C/C-SiC components (having
maximum service temperatures in the order of 2400°C and 1600°C, respectively) would
widely survive the aerothermal environment in these conditions. On the other hand, it can be
noted that the maximum temperatures on the titanium and copper structures slightly exceed
their upper working temperature limits (600 and 800°C, respectively), but only in limited
spots of the vehicle, coloured in red for the titanium structure in Figure 21. This means that
such temperature overshoot can be in principle redistributed inside the vehicle structure
through a future thermal structural optimization.

Figure 21: Maximum temperature along the flight profile on the main vehicle components
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Figure 22: Temperature distribution on the titanium structure at the peak heating condition for titanium components

Finally, from a thermal structural point of view, it can be concluded that:
• a thermal model has been realized for the entire structure on the basis of aerothermal loads
estimated along the flight path;
• zirconia coating guarantees a relatively large surface emissivity and a suitable thermal
protection for the underlying materials;
• copper seems to be adequate for the nose and the first part of the wing leading edge,
considering its ability to work as a heat sink;
• copper and titanium structures can withstand the aerothermal environment except for
limited spots, requiring a proper thermal structural optimization;
• thermal structural design is still ongoing and a numerical analysis campaign will be
performed on updated structural configuration.
4.4 On Board Systems
The Hexafly-International vehicle employs an avionic system comprised of an inertial
measurement unit (IMU), GPS, control actuators, and a flight control computer. Other
subsystems include batteries for electrical power, servo control boards, power switching
boards, sensors to measure pressure and temperature on the outside and inside of the vehicle,
and a telemetry system to transmit all desired pressure, temperature, IMU, and flight
computer data to ground receiving stations.
4.5 Trajectory
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The reference mission scenario currently foreseen for the EFTV+ESM, and EFTV design
is summarized from Figure 23 to Figure 25. The HEXAFLY-INT mission is conceived to
achieve a hypersonic leveled flight at an altitude of about 30 km, while being injected from a
semi-ballistic trajectory depicted in Figure 23, and described in Table 1.
After a boost provided by an expendable launch vehicle equipped by a solid rocket motor
(S43), bringing the scientific payload (EFTV+ESM) to about 90 km apogee, it follows a
ballistic phase in the high atmosphere stabilized by an attitude control system, through CGS,
in combination with an aerodynamic flare (ESM).
The vehicle (EFTV) is detached from the ESM when ESM-EFTV separation conditions are
reached (see next section for further details) . After the separation, a pull-out manoeuver
brings EFTV to a hypersonic leveled flight at a target altitude of about 30 km. The EFTV
trajectory after ESM-EFTV separation is referred as trajectory B viscous.

Figure 23: Overall altitude time history.

The Mach number time history is shown in Figure 24; while the overall time histories of
AoA and aileron trim deflections are provided in Figure 25.

Figure 24: Overall Mach number time history.
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Figure 25: Overall time histories of AoA and aileron trim deflection.

Note that the trajectories have been generated by DLR-Moraba for what concerns the
launch vehicle, assuming a total payload weight of 800 kg (EFTV, ESM, launch vehicle
service module, fairing) for the S43 booster, and by Gas Dynamics Ltd. (GDL, partner of
HEXAFLY-INT project) for both the EFTV+ESM train (i.e. from 60 km to the separation
altitude), and for the EFTV after the separation from ESM down to 20 km of altitude.

4.6 Flight Mechanics

The typical flight mechanic considerations, trimmability and static stability, are the focus
of the analysis relevant to the capability of EFTV to perform the mission. The flight
mechanics characteristics will be determined over the entire flight envelope (M,α) covered by
the aerodynamic data base (including thereby also non feasible flight conditions) and along a
set of preliminary trajectories representative of effectively feasible flight conditions. The
considered trajectories will be obtained by an optimization process to guarantee the desired
experimental conditions within the aero-thermodynamic and structural constraints.
A specific flight condition has to be fixed from which the responsibility to control the
EFTV is transferred from the Control Gas System of ESM to the Flight Control System of
EFTV. This condition is closely related to the dynamic pressure assumed during flight, but
clearly it also depends on the aerodynamic characteristics of the EFTV.
During the HEXAFLY-INT experiment, before the separation of EFTV from ESM, the
attitude control is in charge of Control Gas System (CGS) of ESM. After the separation, this
task shall be accomplished by the Flight Control system on EFTV; for this reason, the
separation between ESM and EFTV must occur at a flight condition such that the control
system has enough authority to control the vehicle attitude. Therefore a specific flight
condition has to be fixed from which the responsibility to control the EFTV is transferred
from the CGS of ESM to the Flight Control System of EFTV.
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The identification of a possible separation point is of paramount importance as this point shall
be carefully selected in order to ensure that control authority can be reliably transferred from
ESM to EFTV. This condition clearly depends on the dynamic pressure but also on the
aerodynamic characteristics of the EFTV. The analysis has been based on the preliminary
EFTV configuration data, i.e. longitudinal aerodatabase and the preliminary ESM-EFTV
trajectory. As a result, the analysis will be repeated as far as both vehicle configuration and
reference trajectory will be refined. Furthermore the analysis does not take into account
parametric uncertainties.
In order to preliminary identify the possible separation point, a number of criteria have
been defined starting from specialized literature and past projects in which the same problem
has been faced (see refs. [11]-[13]). The defined criteria are based on the computation of some
parameters depending on both the vehicle aerodynamic characteristics and the reference
trajectory.
The analysis results show that the defined criteria can be satisfied provided that the
separation between ESM and EFTV occurs at a dynamic pressure not lower than about 3000
Pa. According to the preliminary ESM-EFTV trajectory, this flight condition occurs at an
altitude of about 50 km, a Mach number of about 7 and an angle of attack of 7 degrees..
Obviously a more conservative condition for the ESM-EFTV separation should be considered
as the carried out analysis does not account for the uncertainties affecting the parameter
involved in the evaluation of control authority.
Moreover, a further analysis has been carried out with the aim of finding the AoA range in
which the criteria defined in this document can be satisfied. This may represent a useful
indication for the selection of EFTV reference trajectory.
As it can be seen from the figure below, when dynamic pressure is lower than about 2020
Pascal it is not possible to find an admissible AoA range as maximum AoA is lower than
minimum AoA. When dynamic pressure becomes higher, the criteria are satisfied provided
that AoA is constrained to lie within an interval which becomes higher and higher as the
dynamic pressure (and consequently the control authority) increases.
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5. Concluding Remarks
The present paper has dealt with the design analysis of the experimental flight test vehicle
under development in the seventh framework programme, namely HEXAFLY-INT.
A Waverider body shape unmanned re-entry vehicle has been studied as technological
prototype in order to demonstrate the application of state of the art technologies of the
different sub-systems.
The logical steps of the early phase of HEAXFLY-INT project are introduced. The choice and
evolution of the aero shape has been described by means of analytical approach based on
theoretical, semi-empirical and numerical basis. Once aerodynamics, flight mechanics and
aerothermodynamics verify the capability of the aero shape to perform the mission, the
system configuration development starts and, after some loops to fulfill the mission and
system requirements, the baseline system configuration has been selected. In detail, a mission
scenario, the different flight segments and events to which the payload is exposed to have
been described and justified. This has allowed for the definition of the aero-thermomechanical loads required to conceptually design all elements on board of the vehicle. This
flying test bed is a self-controlled glider configuration that shall face a levelled hypersonic
flight at about Mach 8, just after the separation from the experimental support module at
about 50 km altitude, up to the vehicle loss. During this flight several experiments shall be
carried out. The appraisal of the vehicle aerodynamic performance is needed for Flight
Mechanics and Guidance, Navigation and Control analysis.
It has to be highlighted that, at the time being, the HEXAFLY-INT project is closing the
Preliminary Design Review and is fully focused on the detailed design of the systems and
subsystems, for the launch vehicle, the EFTV and the ESM, while the related technology
assessments are on-going. The Critical Design Review is foreseen in 2016.
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Abstract. We report on the fabrication process of a flexible piezopolymeric transducer, based
on lead-free, zinc oxide (ZnO) piezoelectric thin films, deposited by the RF magnetron
sputtering technique. The overall transducer architecture consisted of a pair of flexible
polyimide foils (total patch: 10 mm x 10 mm), one of these used as substrate for the
deposition of a ZnO thin film, and coupled to a pair of gold (Au) metal layers, acting as top
and bottom electrodes, respectively. Materials were selected according to their compatibility
with space environment, since the transducers were conceived for the real-time health
monitoring of fuel cylinders made in carbon fibers reinforced polymers. The presence of a
fine-grained nanostructured surface, together with a c-axis crystal orientation of the ZnO thin
films were pointed out by means of FESEM and XRD characterizations, respectively. The
resulting piezoelectric thin films were then integrated into a flexible architecture. A 100 nmthick bottom electrode was first deposited on polyimide foils by the sputtering technique, and
patterned by optical lithography and wet-chemical etching processes (final electrode
dimensions: 5 mm x 5 mm). ZnO was thus deposited onto the patterned electrodes by the RF
magnetron sputtering technique. Lastly, a 100 nm-thick top electrode was deposited on the
underlying ZnO/Au layer. The final step of the fabrication process consisted in the patterning
of both ZnO (final active area: 8 mm x 8 mm) and top electrode (final dimensions: 4 mm x 4
mm) by means of wet-chemical etching and optical lithography, respectively. All the
sputtering deposition processes involved for this work were performed at room temperature,
in view of preserving the total flexibility of the polyimide substrates. The assembly of the
final transducer was completed by gluing the upper and lower foils with an epoxy resin
suitable for spatial applications, able of guaranteeing low outgassing levels, as also adequate
thermal and electrical insulation of the flexible piezopolymeric architecture. Despite the
thermal process performed for the curing of the resin (165 °C for 12 h) it is shown that both
the flexibility and mechanical integrity of the transducer were preserved.
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Abstract. The present work is aimed at studying the application of a contactless voice-coil
actuation technology, currently developed for some new-generation earth telescopes, to an hypothetical secondary mirror of a space telescope subjected to nanometric precision requirements. The technology involves a large number of electromagnetic actuators which are not in
contact with the optical mirror. Each actuator is made by a fixed coil wound on a cold finger
and a moving magnet, glued to the rear surface of the thin adaptive mirror. A stiff backplate
provides the position reference. The gap between the mirror and the backplate is measured
through co-located capacitive sensors. Since future space telescopes will operate at cryogenics
temperatures, where the material damping is extremely small, the design of high-performance
and stable active shape controllers without detrimental spillover effects is challenging. Due to
the impossibility to exploit aerodynamic damping arising from the squeezed air film between
the mirror and the backplate, as done on earth-based mirrors, there is the need of finding an alternative to damp out vibrations. For this purpose, the current-driven technology implemented
in earth-based applications is replaced by a voltage-driven solution, which provides damping
augmentation by means of eddy currents. This is crucial in achieving a sufficiently stable dynamic response. The related limitation in the control bandwidth is fully compatible with the
promptness requirements of the control system for the application under study.
1. INTRODUCTION
Future large-aperture telescopes, having an increased collecting power and a wider angular
resolution, will introduce new observation capabilities aimed at significantly increasing our
understanding of the universe [1]. Earth-based observatories enable the construction of huge
optical structures, without strict constraints on weight, size or power [2]. However, they strongly
suffer from the disturbing effects coming from the turbulent nature of the atmosphere. Space
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telescopes are immune from those disturbances, but they have strong limitations in terms of
mass and dimensions [3]. Therefore, advanced technological solutions are required to reach
large-aperture space optical devices.
In space telescopes, increasing the size of the optics, while keeping compactness and low
mass, leads to lightweight flexible structures that have to maintain their nominal shape, within
strict prescribed tolerances, in order to guarantee the desired image quality which meets the
scientific goals of the mission [1, 4, 5]. As far as the radiation bandwidth of scientific interest
moves towards short wavelengths, the surface tolerances get more and more stringent, reaching
nanometric levels. The space environment as well as the manufacturing process act against this
target by introducing significant distortion in the the reflective shell. Furthermore, internal vibrations generated by some spacecraft components, thermo-elastic effects arising from changes
in the radiation environment, quasi-static and low-frequency deformations induced by attitude
maneuvers or by the passage from a 1g to a micro-gravity condition are all disturbing factors
that have to be compensated to achieve the desired target in terms of image quality [4, 5]. The
limited size of the launcher fairings brought to the development of deployable and segmented
mirrors. This is the case of the James Webb Telescope, planned to be launched in 2018, which
is composed of 18 beryllium segments [6]. Unfortunately, the segmented or deployable solution
adds other error sources to the correct positioning and shaping of the optical surfaces [3].
The above scenario strongly limits the effectiveness of a full passive design and demands
for a mixed passive-active approach to shrink the system and obtain at the same time the desired
optics stability. A good choice of materials is useful to reduce the mass and limit the thermal
deformations, while actuators behind the optical surface keep its shape under control [4]. Actively deformed optics has been largely studied in the context of Earth-based telescopes with
the aim of both correcting static and low-frequency deformations caused by extended reflective
surfaces subjected to gravity force and wind action, and rapidly compensating errors in the light
wavefront propagating through a turbulent atmosphere. Even if many features of ground-based
adaptive optics could be directly exploited in space observatories, it is not straightforward to
adapt them to the extreme space operational conditions and the related stringent requirements
in terms of reliability, maintainability, radiation tolerance, mass and power consumption. It is
worth mentioning that active control can be considered as an effective solution not only for
achieving higher demanding performances, but also for relaxing the passive design requirements in terms of polishing of the surface, rigidity and thickness of the mirror or for reducing
the outage period of missions caused by Sun baffle intrusions or eclipses altering the thermal
conditions within the instrument.
The present work is aimed at studying the application of a contactless voice-coil actuation
technology, currently developed for some of the most important new generation earth telescopes
of the world, to an hypothetical secondary mirror of a space telescope subjected to nanometric
precision requirements. Voice-coil deformable mirrors are based on the use of a thin optical
shell “floating” on a magnetic field created by a dense array of linear voice-coil actuators. This
is made possible by gluing permanent magnets on the rear face of the thin shell. The actuators
are attached on a metallic plate, passing through a thick and very stable glass plate (i.e., the
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reference body) and are facing the magnets attached to the thin shell. To control the shell
position, there is a local contactless capacitive sensor coupled with each actuator and measuring
the local distance between the rear face of the thin shell and the front face of the reference
body. An important feature of this actuation technology is that, in case of failure of a single
actuator, the surrounding ones take over the control of the shell without introducing any printthrough effect in the pupil. Other advantages of this voice-coil actuation include mechanical decoupling and relaxed tolerances between correcting mirror and reference structure, large stroke,
and hysteresis-free behavior. Weak points have been pointed out in the overall complexity,
power consumption, manufacturing risks, very long lead time and cost [7]. However, constant
research and development have shown the possibility to largely tackle these problems bringing
to energetically efficient solutions and to a robust design [8]. Indeed, in the last decades, voicecoil actuation has been adopted in several adaptive optics systems for present and future earthbased telescopes (MMT, LBT, VLT, GMT, E-ELT). Results achieved with voice-coil actuation
make this technology a promising perspective also for space applications.
Since future space telescopes will operate at cryogenics temperatures, where the material
damping is extremely small, the design of high-performance and stable active shape controllers
without detrimental spillover effects is challenging. Due to the impossibility to exploit aerodynamic damping arising from the squeezed air film between the mirror and the backplate, as done
on earth-based mirrors, there is the need of finding an alternative to damp out vibrations. For
this purpose, the current-driven technology implemented in earth-based applications is replaced
in this work by a voltage-driven solution, which provides damping augmentation by means of
eddy currents. This is crucial in achieving a sufficiently stable dynamic response. The related
limitation in the control bandwidth is fully compatible with the promptness requirements of
the control system for the application under study. The European Space Agency (ESA) announcement for Active Optics development is taken as a reference to infer design constraints
and objectives of the present application [9]. According to ESA, the active optics control system should be capable of correcting typical wavefront errors and reducing the residual error to
less than 10 nm rms over the light front. The system should be capable of applying the correction sequence once a month, but should also be able to generate a continuous correction, with
a frequency of 10 Hz, during observation time for L2 missions. The above requirements are
obtained in this study by adopting a hybrid control architecture constituted by a partially centralized feedforward controller, supported with a decentralized optimal output feedback control
law. Implementable solutions are discussed and their ability to meet scientific goals is proved
under relevant space environment, overcoming issues related to low damping, and showing
satisfactory positioning performances even under modeling uncertainties and off-design operational conditions.
2. MODELING ASPECTS
The mirror considered in this work is the so-called P45, a prototype designed by Microgate
and ADS in 2003 during the development phase of the LBT672 adaptive secondaries for the
LBT telescope. The P45 is a reduced-size secondary mirror used to test new technologies, yet
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Material : Zerodur Din :
5, 67 cm
Actuators : 45
tnominal : 1, 61 mm
Rcurvature : 2 m
Mmirror : 174, 57 g
Dout :
24 cm
Mmagnet : 2, 725 g
Table 1: P45 physical properties

it is well representative of the dynamics of a real deformable optic. The mirror is part of an
extensive research on voice-coil actuation applied to deformable secondary mirrors for Earthbased telescopes [10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. The possibility of transferring this technology to space
telescopes requires to further extend the past research to properly face with specific issues of
the space environment.
The mirror is a thin Zerodur shell [15] with a hole in its center. The shell is actuated by 45
contactless voice-coil motors distributed over three concentric rings. The prototype is supported
by a membrane connecting it to the backplate at the inner edge. The outer edge is instead free.
General properties and characteristics of P45 are summarized in table 1.
The structural dynamics of the P45 mirror is represented through a high-fidelity finite element approximation. A reduced-order model based on a subset of undamped modes is then
obtained for simulation and design purposes. In particular, the first 100 natural frequencies and
mode shapes at the actuation points are extracted from the finite element model, covering a
bandwidth up to 8540 Hz, which is considered to be wide enough to check possible spillover
effects of the control system. The entire set of 100 modes is used to simulate both the open- and
closed-loop system response, whereas a small portion of the reduced modal set is considered
for control design. The mirror is assumed to be excited by a vector of disturbances condensed
at the actuation points.
One of the most critical issue related to the correct simulation of the P45 dynamics is the
modeling of damping at cryogenic temperatures. Since the mirror is assumed to be lightly
damped, a diagonal modal damping matrix is introduced. The value of the damping coefficient
of each mode can be estimated with the Zener damping theory, even though it is known that
the Zener theory produces good estimates of damping levels only at room temperature and the
estimation is more and more inaccurate as the temperature decreases [16, 17, 18]. Very little
information is available about cryogenic effects on damping in materials. What is known is
that the material damping could be much lower at few Kelvin than at room temperature [19].
To enhance the knowledge in this field, the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) built a Cryogenic
Material Damping Testbed (CMDT), with the aim of finding materials exhibiting a relevant
damping level at low temperatures, rather than characterizing directly the damping values. Indeed, the damping level of a structure is not only associated with the material but is also related
to the shape of the components, their assembly and joints [16, 17, 18]. The results of CMDT
showed for some materials that the damping value is very small at cryogenic temperatures and
can be considered to be negligible from a practical point of view. Since the structural damping
of the P45 mirror is for sure much lower than the electric damping introduced by the voltage-
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L
R

2 mH
40 Ω

ωcut 20000 rad/s Km
F
± 0.1 N
Kt
Table 2: Actuator data

√
0.4 N/ W
2.53 N/A

driven voice-coil actuators, as shown later, a small value of the damping coefficient equal to
1.5835 × 10−8 is taken from Zerodur datasheet [15] and used in the structural model as a rough
estimate of negligible material damping.
The structural model briefly described above is coupled with the dynamics of the voice-coil
actuators, which is expressed by the following scalar equations
L

di
+ Ri + Ke u̇ = V
dt

(1)

F = Kt i

(2)

where L is the terminal inductance, R the terminal resistance, Ke the back emf constant, Kt the
force constant, i is the current flowing, u̇ is the velocity of the magnet glued on the rear face of
the mirror, V the control voltage and F the force exerted on the magnet. The data corresponding
to the nominal values at the mid stroke of the actuator are reported in Table 2. When the
actuator is current-driven, the electrical dynamics of the actuator is by-passed. As a result, the
amplitude of the forcing current directly controls the intensity of the actuator force, due to the
proportionality relation expressed in Eq. (2). Here, a voltage-driven solution is proposed. In
this way, the electric circuit acts as a low pass filter by limiting the control bandwidth, and the
back emf introduces a sort of feedback voltage, which represents an additional damping term
on the mirror structure. After a residualization procedure, it can be shown [20] that an accurate
approximation of the equivalent back emf force action can be expressed as follows
femf ≈ −

Kt2
u̇ = −η 2 u̇
R

where η is the actuator efficiency. This term is included in the structural equations and, after assuming a diagonally dominant modal damping due to eddy currents, the corresponding damping
ratio coefficient is given by
η2
ξemf =
(3)
4πmi fi
where
Mmirror
+ Mmagnet
mi =
45
Equation (3) shows that the electrically induced damping decreases linearly with frequency.
Conservatively taking the lower value of η, it is found a damping level due to eddy currents of
about ξ = 0.147 at a frequency of 10Hz, which linearly decrease to ξ = 1, 47 × 10−3 at 1kHz.
These estimates clearly show the relevant increase, especially in the low-frequency range, of the
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damping level which can be obtained by using voltage-driven voice coils. It is also clear that
the decreasing behavior of ξemf with frequency will require to carefully check the absence of
spillover effects in the high-frequency modes, since they take less advantage from the damping
induced by eddy currents.
The sensors available on the P45 mirror are capacitive sensors involving a capacitive element in the form of a circular corona placed around the actuation point. Each sensor is modeled
as a point device co-located with the voice-coil magnet, having an internal dynamics to take into
account the actual distributed nature of the position measurement from the annular capacitive
sensor [10]. The sensor dynamics is approximated as a first-order low-pass filter with cut-off
frequency as a design parameter, and a random noise is added to represent the noisy measurement. Once the measure of the position is available, it is also possible to compute its derivative,
so that a PD controller can be implemented to both increase the structural stiffness and introduce a damping effect. The derivative action is modeled through a pseudo differentiator with
the differentiator pole taken as another design variable.
Finally, the structural dynamics coupled with the actuator and sensor dynamics and signal
conditioning are expressed in a classical state space form, which is used to simulate the time
response of the mirror and design the closed-loop shape control.
3. FEEDFORWARD CONTROL
As outlined in the Introduction, precise correction of typical optical aberrations of the P45
mirror is here obtained by adopting a control scheme constituted by a partially centralized hybrid feedforward term, supported by a suboptimal decentralized static output feedback law.
The feedforward strategy comes from previous studies on Earth-based telescopes and is fully
described in [11, 12, 13, 14]. It can be considered as an evolution of a classical feedforward
scheme with dynamics compensation. The result is a hybrid control scheme, which looks like
a feedforward controller, but implicitly contains a feedback integral term. Indeed, position
measures are taken and integrated to statically correct and tune the direct action.
In this section, the preliminary application of the feedforward controller only (i.e., not
combined with a complementary feedback action) is briefly presented. The following analysis allows to isolate and test the beneficial damping effect introduced by the voltage-driven
voice-coils. Actually, the electrical dynamics guarantees the required structural stability, while
the feedback term hidden in the adopted feedforward scheme limits the steady state positioning error on the final part of the command steps. A comparison with the solution based on
current-driven actuators, which implies a direct control on the electric current, is provided in
Figure 1(a). The mirror is forced to follow a prescribed history of reference commands, which
are provided at a frequency of 10Hz. The exact stiffness matrix of the mirror has been used in
the feedforward control law [11, 14], without any noise in the measurements and actuators. Accordingly, the only sources of dynamical excitation are the commands themselves. The results
in Fig. 1(a) show a significant difference between the two configurations. The solution based
on current-driven actuators exhibits highly oscillatory response. This comes to little surprise as
the system can only rely on a negiglible intrinsic structural damping and on limiting the input
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Figure 1: Feedforward control: voltage-driven vs current-driven actuators.
frequency content by using smooth signals. On the contrary, the adoption of voltage-driven
actuators offers a simple and effective solution to the lack of passive damping. It can be also
observed how this second approach produces a more stable response. The absence of oscillations and sawtoothed response profiles, which instead are largely present in the current-driven
case, demonstrates a significant increase in the damping level of the system, both at low and
high frequencies. Moreover, the position error with respect to the reference appears to grow in
time for current-driven actuators, whereas it remains bounded in the voltage-driven case.
Another comparison between the two different voice-coil driving solutions is provided in
Figure 1(b). The analysis shows the minimum level of structural damping which is required to
obtain, in the current-driven case, the same performance of the voltage-driven case. The rms
error over all the actuators points has been taken as the comparison quantity. Simulations are
run at different ξ values. The results clearly show that the two configurations exhibit similar
performances when the mirror presents a damping level in the order of tenths. Even with an
advanced passive design, such condition is hardly achievable in practice, though it would be
possible to obtain good results with passive elements supported by a feedback control.
4. STATIC OUTPUT OPTIMAL FEEDBACK CONTROL
The closed-loop controller adopted in this work in combination with the feedforward controller previously described is a static output optimal feedback control, also known as suboptimal control. The reason for this choice is twofold. First, contrary to a full state optimal control,
which requires the knowledge of the whole state vector of the system, the suboptimal scheme
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is based on feeding-back directly an output quantity that can be easily measured with proper
sensors. Therefore, the need of a state reconstruction is completely eliminated. Furthermore,
the suboptimal controller offers a greater flexibility than the optimal state-feedback solution
since the controller structure could be imposed, i.e., the control scheme can range from a fully
centralized architecture where each control voltage is related to all elements of the measurement
vector to a fully decentralized controller with a diagonal gain matrix.
4.1 Continuous-time stochastic suboptimal control
According to a output-feedback control law v(t) = −Gy(t), where v is the vector of control
voltages, y is the output vector, and G is the gain matrix, the closed-loop dynamics of the P45
mirror can be written in the following state-space form:
 

 d
(4)
ẋ = (A − Bv GC) x + Bd Bn − Bv GDn
n

where, as previously mentioned, A is the dynamic matrix including the structural dynamics,
the electric dynamics of the voltage-driven voice-coils, the dynamics of the capacitive sensors
and the dynamics of the derivative action, Bv , Bd and Bn are the input matrices related to the
control v, disturbance d and measurement noise n, respectively, C is the output matrix relating
the output vector and the state, and Dn is the feedthrough noise matrix.
The system is assumed to be subjected to random disturbances having prescribed statistical
properties. In particular, the random disturbances are here assumed as ergodic white noise
processes with zero mean values. The quadratic cost function to be minimized by the controller
is expressed as

1 
(5)
J = E zT Wzz z + vT Wvv v
2
where E is the expected value operator, z is the performance to be minimized, and Wzz and
Wvv are symmetric weighting matrices. It can be shown [20] that the optimal value of the gain
matrix corresponds to the minimum of the following cost function

1 
2
2
2
+ Λ Ac σxx
J = Tr W(G)σxx
+ σxx
ATc + W2 (G)
2

(6)

2
where Ac = A − Bv GC, σxx
denotes the state variance matrix, Λ is the symmetric matrix of
Lagrange multipliers, and

W(G) = CTz Wzz Cz + CT GT Wvv G C

T
W2 (G) = Bd Wdd BTd + Bn − Bv GDn Wnn Bn − Bv GDn

(7)

in which Cz is the matrix relating the state vector and the selected performance, and Wdd and
Wnn are the intensity of the disturbance force and measure noise, respectively. It is noted that
the intensity of the noise can be considered as a tunable weighting quantity to be used as a
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design variable for the optimization of the controller. The minimum of J is obtained when
∂J
∂J
∂J
= 0, ∂G
= 0, and ∂σ
= 0. The resulting system of equations is nonlinear and fully
2
∂Λ
xx
coupled and many numerical methods are available in the literature to find the solution in terms
of the optimal gain matrix G.
Instead of searching for the minimum of the cost function expressed in Eq. (6), an alternative
approach relying on a gradient-based direct numerical optimization procedure is adopted in this
work. The cost function to be minimized is directly written as
J=


1 
2
Tr W(G)σxx
2

(8)

and the gradient of J can be arranged as follows



1
∂G
∂J
= Tr M1
∂gij
2
∂gij
where
M1 = 2

h

T
2
Wvv GCσxx
CT

−

2
Cσxx
ΛBv

− Dn Wnn Bn − Bv GDn

(9)

T

ΛBv

i

(10)

In so doing, it is also possible to find the suboptimal solution of the problem while imposing a prescribed structure to the gain matrix. Indeed, such a manipulation of the G matrix is
allowed only when the control problem is solved by a direct numerical optimization procedure.
For example, by imposing some elements of the gain matrix equal to zero, the designer can
force a partial centralization of the control architecture or directly a fully decentralized scheme
leading to a diagonal G matrix. The MATLAB Optimization Toolbox was practically adopted
in this work to find the optimal value of J in Eq. (8). In particular, two optimization algorithms
were specifically used: a Quasi-Newton Method exploiting the BFGS formula for the Hessian
approximation update and the so-called Trust Region Method based on the preconditioned conjugate gradient.
4.2 Discrete-time stochastic suboptimal control
The suboptimal control law can be also designed using a discrete-time formulation, which
involves piecewise constant inputs and outputs, as it occurs in practical digital implementations.
When high sampling frequencies are adopted, the digital implementation of a feedback controller designed according to a continuous-time formulation behaves very similarly to an analog
realization. In this case, the digitalization of the input and output variables can be viewed as
a noise source. However, as the frequency at which the control action is sampled decreases,
the difference between continuous-time and discrete-time control designs becomes large, the
continuous-time optimal gains could be far from the optimal gains of the discrete case, and a
closed-loop instability can even occur.
For a discrete-time design, the first step is to rewrite the dynamics of the system in terms
of finite-difference equations [21, 22]. The control law takes the form vk = −G yk where k
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denotes the variable at the time instant k∆t and ∆t is the sampling period. The cost function is
reformulated as follows [21, 23]
" N
#)
(
X

1
1
lim
E
zTk Wzz zk + vTk Wvv vk
(11)
J=
2 N →∞ N
k=0

which can be also expressed as


1 
2
Tr W(G) σxx
2
where the state variance matrix satisfies the following equation [21, 24]
J=

2
2
Adc σ xx
(Adc )T − σ xx
+ W 3 (G ) = 0

and


T
W3 (G) = Bdd Wdd (Bdd )T + Bdn − Bd GDdn Wnn Bdn − Bd GDdn

(12)

(13)
(14)

In the above expressions, the matrices with the superscript d are the discrete-time transformed
matrices of the continuous-time case. The gradient of J as expressed by Eq. (12) is given by


1
∂G
∂J
= Tr M1
(15)
∂gij
2
∂gij
where



2
M1 = 2 C σ xx
CT GT Wvv − (Adc )T ΛB − Dn Wnn (Bn − BGDn )T ΛB

(16)

and the matrix Λ satisfies the discrete Lyapunov equation

(Adc )T ΛAdc − Λ + W(G) = 0

(17)

The same optimization procedure described in the previous section was applied on the cost
function J in Eq. (12).
5. CONTROL SYNTHESIS AND IMPLEMENTATION
The structural response of the P45 mirror is simulated under space representative conditions
including 100 modes to observe any possible excitation of the highest modal components. External and internal disturbances are added to test the rejection capability of the control system.
The force disturbance vector d involves a quasi-static component representing relevant environmental disturbances. Thermal loads are assumed as the most relevant source of quasi-static
errors. Plausible temperatures profiles are used to deduce equivalent force loads to be counteracted by the mirror shape control system when compensating the thermo-elastic structural
response of the shell. Data have been retrieved from JWST thermal simulations [25] and the
maximum temperature variations have been used to modulate linear and harmonically varying
temperature profiles.
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According to previous experience with similar hardware [10], the measure noise n is assumed as Gaussian noise with standard deviation σn = 3 ×10−9 m. Both AD and DA converters
are assumed to have 16 bits. The AD reading process must cover a range of 1mm, which is the
maximum distance between the mirror and the backplate. This corresponds to a resolution of
about 15nm with a 16 bit AD converter, which clearly represents a severe limitation if the position error of the mirror must lie within 10nm with respect to the reference. The DA operation
covers a range of ±2.5V, which is the maximum voltage applied to the voice-coils. In addition,
voltage noise is added to the actuator’s circuit, according to the characteristics of the adopted
hardware. In particular, being the voltage noise intensity at most equal to the quantum amplitude, this disturbance is introduced in the full digital implementation case (see later) simply by
neglecting one bit, while in the other cases by setting the 3σv value equal to the bit amplitude.
The maximum sampling frequency simulated is set to 2kHz, which is a reasonable value
according to the limited capabilities of space on-board hardware and to the related need for low
power consumption.
5.1 Design settings
The design of the feedback gain matrix was based on a performance vector including both
the displacement and velocity at each sensor location, so that the position error could be minimized and some active damping action is also provided. The weighting matrices in Eqs. (5)
and (11) related to performance and control effort were defined with embedded tunable parameters to have a direct control of the relative weight of the different elements. Since it is hard
to anticipate the importance of an actuation point with respect to any other point or to introduce specific limitations for some actuators, only three weights are used, one for each group
of velocities, positions and control voltages. The result is a performance and control weighting
matrix defined, respectively, as


 
ρu I 0
Wvv = ρv I
(18)
Wzz =
0 ρu̇ I
After a detailed preliminary analysis, the values of the three free parameters were set to
ρu = 2.5 × 109

ρu̇ = 1.0

ρv = 1.0

Another crucial design setting is the value of the weighted intensity of the white noise process representing the measurement noise n and the disturbance d. They were tuned separately,
according to their different nature. Referring to Eq. (7), noise intensities have been defined as
Wdd = wd I
Wnn = wn I
with
wd = 1.0

wn = 2.0 × 10−14
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In general, the above five parameters (ρu , ρu̇ , ρv , wd , wn ) can be used to finely tune the design and, as a result, to obtain the desired closed-loop response. Their final value is the outcome
of an iterative process which is aimed at achieving a satisfactory tradeoff among closed-loop
performance and practical feasibility.
Beyond these settings, which directly influence the cost function and so the gain matrix,
other specifications have to be set in order to obtain relevant results from the design process.
A first setting is related to the number of structural modes considered in the control design
model of the mirror. In the present work, a total number of 17 modes is considered. This
choice guarantees a reduced size of the state-space matrices along with a model which is well
representative of the dynamics of the system in the frequency range of interest. Indeed, the
17th structural mode of the mirror has an undamped natural frequency of about 1100Hz. The
bandwidth of the filters on the sensor measurement is another design parameter. The cut-off
frequency is set to 400Hz, also to prevent aliasing effects at 1kHz control frequency.
Finally, a fully decentralized feedback PD control architecture was selected for the realization simplicity of such solution, as already discussed in the previous sections.
Numerical Issues The voltage-driven voice-coil actuated deformable mirror presents natural
damping factors with relatively low magnitude. This fact raises severe numerical issues in the
optimization algorithms, in particular it largely affects the convergence rate. Strictly speaking,
this issue is related to the choice of the initial guess matrix G, which must be a stabilizing gain
matrix. The stability region of the space spanned by the elements of G considerably shrinks
when damping significantly decreases. Consequently, in case of very small damping factors, it is
extremely hard to find a stabilizing initial guess for the control gains and force the optimization
method to move within the closed-loop stability region. Thus, it has been necessary to carry out
a continuation procedure, starting from a virtually highly damped system and decreasing step by
step the structural damping each time until reaching its estimated small value. Since in highly
damped systems the structural poles lie sufficiently far from the imaginary axis, the method
easily prevents the iterative solution from moving towards unstable regions. At each new run,
the set of gains resulting from the previous run associated with an higher level of damping
is taken as the initial guess for a system with decreased damping. In so doing, a satisfactory
convergence of the optimization method to an initial stable guess is obtained.
5.2 Three different control implementations
In this section, three different practical implementations of the combined feedback/feedforward
controller of the P45 mirror are studied. The first approach involves a control system almost
entirely implemented using analog components. Since it is practically impossible to completely
avoid a digital interface with the rest of the corrective control chain, the other two solutions partially or fully discard the analog components and assign their tasks to the on-board computer,
in search for a tradeoff between system complexity and performances.
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Table 3: Gains of the continuous-time optimal design.

5.2.1 Almost fully analog implementation
Based on the weighting matrices selected as discussed before, the design of the PD static
output optimal feedback controller using a continuous-time stochastic procedure resulted in the
relatively high control gains reported in table 3. The interface with the mirror shape generator, which processes the data coming from the wave front sensor, necessarily implies a digital
part of the control hardware, that has to be used also to compute the oxymoronic term of the
feedforward controller. This DA conversion prevents the complete analog implementation of
the control, but its worsening effect is limited to the static part of the commands which are affected by voltage quantization. As the digital part of the system is not used for the feedforward
shaping, an analog way of implementing the smoothing task was devised. An analog filter was
introduced to produce a shaping effect similar to the analytic function and then an electrical
circuit was adopted to obtain the PD feedback action. This solution allows the system to work
directly at the lowest command frequency. Indeed, the electronics has just to provide the 10Hz
command voltage steps, that, once passed through the filter, are properly smoothed before entering the actuator. The result is a significant power saving in the electronic part, that can avoid
higher working frequencies. However, the increased number of analog components needed to
realize the circuits has to be properly evaluated. Obviously, the outputs of the analogue shaping
do not have the same dynamical characteristics of the ideal analytic version, but for sure their
frequency content is band-limited. To simulate the presence of the additional analog shaping
filter, its dynamics has been added to the existing state space representation through a secondorder low-pass filter.
A sample closed-loop response is reported in Fig. 2(a), where both the real and measured
position at an arbitrary actuator location are shown. It can be observed that the performance is
rather acceptable. Some fast climbs are present due to the analog filter, which induces quickly
damped oscillations. This results in some error during the transient period of the commands,
but a steady state mean error (see Fig. 2(b)) well below the 10nm limit is obtained. It should
be remarked that the mass and damping feedforward terms are absent in this implementation.
They are discarded due to the excessive complexity involved in the analog realization of a
circuit capable also of extracting the shaping derivatives and scaling them to the correct value.
The amount of power consuming components involved would indeed produce an unbearable
request of energy. Since the mirror could be considered as a stiffness dominated system, the
lacking of the mass and damping terms in the feedforward controller only marginally affects
the results.
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Figure 2: Almost fully analog implementation of the control system.
5.2.2 Analog implementation of the feedback part
The second approach which can be adopted for the practical implementation of the combined feedback/feedforward control under investigation relies on realizing only the feedback
action through an analog electric circuit. The smoothing action of the reference commands is
implemented digitally, so that the operational amplifiers required by the shaping filters can be
avoided. It is clear that this configuration reduces the number of analog components, but it
forces the calculator to send signals at a higher frequency.
Since the feedback control part is completely analog as before, the feedback controller can
still be effectively designed following the continuous-time formulation, i.e., the control gains
reported in table 3 are used. On the other side, the quantization effects introduce a limited
resolution in the reference commands, which marginally affect the accurate positioning of the
mirror and the transient smoothness of the command signals.
The results in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) in terms of mirror positioning show a similar performance compared to the almost full analog configuration. The maximum and rms values of the
position error over the mirror surface exhibits oscillatory transients with marginal peaks crossing the tolerance boundaries. Nevertheless, the steady state error fully satisfies the closed-loop
requirements, reaching maximum values of about 6nm.
A specific comment about the control frequency should be given. Indeed, within the present
hybrid analog/digital architecture, the only terms subjected to a digital implementation and thus
affected by the values of the control frequency are the feedforward voltage and the reference
position voltage. Modifying the frequency would affect only the smoothness of those signals,
without having any effect on the effectiveness of the feedback action. It is thus possible to
tune the control frequency with the aim of finding a tradeoff between power consumption and
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Figure 3: Analog implementation of the feedback controller.
KP 1672, 1
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Table 4: Gains of the discrete-time optimal design with delay.

smoothness quality of the input signals. The minimum frequency reachable without deeply
affecting the performance is 400Hz. The rough piecewise voltage commands excite the low
damped high frequency structural modes. The steady state response still falls within the required
boundaries, even if there are evident oscillations that substantially raise its average value.
5.2.3 Discrete-time design and fully digital implementation
The final approach is based on a fully digital implementation of the combined feedbackfeedforward control at a sampling frequency of 2kHz. Due to the relatively low sampling
frequency assumed in this approach, the continuous-time controller was unable to give satisfactory results. Hence, the discrete-time formulation of the direct output optimal control has
been exploited to have a design which properly accounts for the digital implementation of the
control system. The same settings reported in section 5.1 have been used. A time delay of one
complete sampling period was selected. This represents an overestimated upper-bound margin
of the actual time required to perform the computations associated with the control action. The
resulting gains are reported in table 4. A significant reduction of both values is worth noting
with respect to the continuous-time design. This limitation results from the need of avoiding
closed-loop instability.
With the feedback gain matrix resulting from the above discrete-time design, the closedloop response of the system was simulated. Figure 4(a) shows that the closed-loop dynamics is
largely affected by discrete-level inputs and the adoption of control gains of limited magnitude.
The time history of the position presents a more stable behavior than the open loop version.
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Figure 4: Full digital implementation of the control system at 2kHz.
However, even if it remains close to the reference, the actual position has difficulty in converging
to the correct value. As shown in Fig. 4(b), the error exceeds the 10nm threshold and the steadystate performance does not meet the prescribed requirements. This is due both to the selected
low value of the control frequency and to quantization effects related to the finite resolution of
AD and DA converters, which in this case deeply affect also the feedback action.
The present control architecture exhibits indeed a peculiar situation. The feedforward control term requires to generate a quasi-static part whose order of magnitude is in the unit voltage
range, whereas the feedback action results in a contribution which is several orders of magnitude
lower, mainly due to the small control gains allowed by the prevention of structural instability.
This fact, along with the limited number of bits of the DA converter, implies that the resolution of the feedback voltage is very low. In particular, the amplitude of the feedback voltage is
smaller than the quantization level. As a result, the feedback control action becomes a bangbang control and the beneficial effect provided by the feedback contribution is completely lost.
This solution clearly is not acceptable without tolerating a steady state error which does not
satisfy the closed-loop requirements. A potential alternative could be the adoption of AD and
DA converters having more bits, in order to increase the resolution of the quantized output and
input signals. For this purpose, an analysis has been carried by simulating input/output devices
having 17 bits while keeping fixed all the other parameters of the system. It was found that
the response still suffers from a slow convergence to the reference position, but one bit more
is enough in achieving the required accuracy in the steady-state error. It must be stressed that
AD and DA converters with a large number of bits would be more energy-consuming and this
third solution, despite completely discarding the analog circuits of the previous cases, forces
the on-board computer to work at a higher frequency and to perform more tasks due to the need
of computing also the feedback voltage.
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5.3 Off-Design Key Parameters Analysis
In this work, the robustness of the proposed solutions has been also tested with respect to
prescribed variations of some system parameters. The goal of this analysis is to check the effect
of unavoidable uncertainties in the realization and implementation of the system and to get a
measure of the closed-loop performance under off-design operational conditions.
The first parameter which is considered to be uncertain is the voice-coil efficiency η. This
quantity is an overall property of the actuator and represents a crucial characteristic to quantify the capability of the controlled system to damp out vibrations. Its value changes with the
amplitude of the gap between the mirror and the backplate. The nominal value for the motor
efficiency is set to η = 0.4. To span the whole set of possible working conditions, even when
small changes occur in the actuators design, overestimated limit values have been considered.
In particular, the upper and lower bounds have been set to η = 0.5 and η = 0.35, respectively. It
is found that the upper limit value presents no great difference compared to the nominal value.
Problems arise instead with a lower damping level. Indeed, control gains are the results of a
design procedure based on an assumed damping assurance. The application of such gains to a
system having a lower value of damping induces vibrations that are barely absorbed. This is
due to the large and broad excitation of the mirror dynamics resulting from the adoption of a
rather aggressive feedback control. When η assumes low values, the exciting dynamics is not
sufficiently damped by the voltage-driven voice-coils. In such a case, the solution could be to
increase the weight related to the control effort in the definition of the cost function. A larger
weighting of the control effort leads to a reduction of the control gains. If properly tuned, this
reduction can be limited so that the closed-loop performance is still satisfactory.
Another source of uncertainty is related to the value of the structural damping of the P45
mirror. Even though an exact measure of damping is difficult, we have shown that the modal
damping ratios will have practically null values in the operating conditions of the telescope and
thus should not significantly participate to the mirror stabilization. Limit cases did not show
substantial changes with respect to the nominal case. Indeed, the positioning performance and
damping are guaranteed only by eddy currents associated to the voice-coil.
Finally, a robustness analysis was carried out by introducing errors in the structural modal
parameters of the mirror. A random deviation was added to the natural frequencies. The intensity of such error has been regulated to obtain discrepancies between the design and simulation
model in the order of 2% for the lower frequencies and up to 4% for the higher ones. Such
amount of inaccuracy in the knowledge of natural frequencies appears to be reasonable according to a classical modal testing procedure. Random errors have been also added to the
eigenvector components. To quantify the effect of those errors and their plausibility, the Modal
Assurance Criterion (MAC) was adopted. The standard deviation of the error has been tuned
until diagonal elements in the MAC matrix achieved values in the order of 0, 90. The matrix
has been computed using the exact given modes and the corrupted ones. All the implementable
solutions turned out to have a robust behavior, maintaining good performances along with the
modified modal model.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented a preliminary evaluation of the possibility of transferring a voicecoil actuation technology developed for Earth-based Active Optics to large and flexible space
optics. This kind of actuation indeed exhibited good performance operating inside the atmosphere and this research proved its suitability also to an hypothetical secondary mirror for a
space telescope. However, the negligible structural damping at cryogenics temperatures and
the impossibility to exploit aerodynamic damping arising from the squeezed air film between
the optical mirror and the backshell, as it is done on Earth telescopes, forced to replace the
current-driven actuators with voltage-driven voice-coils. An extensive simulation study showed
the significant advantage of the proposed solution in adding passive damping to the system by
the eddy currents. The limited bandwidth of the proposed configuration is fully compatible with
the bandwidth requirements of the control system for space applications.
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Abstract, An equatorial observatory is under development in the framework of the ASISAPIENZA Agreement for scientific cooperation at the Broglio Space Center in Malindi
(Kenya). The need to improve observation capabilities in monitoring and cataloguing space
debris is constantly growing, due to the continuous increase of operative satellites in the GEO
and LEO regions. European States and Italy are trying to improve their space debris
environment monitoring and forecast capability, establishing an operational Space
Surveillance and Tracking network. The performance of a space debris observation system is
strictly related to the number and dislocation of the observatories on the Earth surface. For
this reason, having an equatorial observation site can potentially provide unique information
concerning low inclination and low altitude objects, which are visible only by equatorial sites.
In addition, an equatorial observatory can enlarge the overall orbit arc observed when
observations are combined with mid-latitude observatories.
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The Italian Space Agency (ASI) and the Department of Astronautics, Electrical and Energetics
Engineering (DIAEE) of University of Rome “La Sapienza”, have the opportunity to access an
equatorial site with all the necessary logistic as well as scientific infrastructures and decided
to establish an equatorial observatory settled at the Broglio Space Center in Kenya (EQUO –
EQUatorial Observatory). The paper describes the tools developed to optimize the design of
the system, based on a software capable to simulate the images taken by different configurations
of CCD and Telescopes. As far as the different types of telescopes are concerned, properties
such as focal length and diameter are considered in this paper. Regarding the CCDs, they are
widely used in astronomic observation and their technical specifications, such as dimensions,
chip-size and quantum efficiency, are also considered in this paper. Besides the manufacturing
of the observatory, an analysis has been performed on the complementarity of this system with
an observatory located in Italy. As far as space debris detection and tracking are concerned,
the enhancements with respect to the use of a single telescope located at mid latitude regard
surveying volume, object identification and orbital determination accuracy are discussed for
different orbital regimes.
1

INTRODUCTION

SPAce DEbris observatory (SPADE) has been the first step of the Italian Space Agency
(ASI) towards the establishment of an Italian space debris monitoring program [1–4]. Break-up
events in Low Earth Orbit (LEO) (i.e. IRIDIUM 33 - COSMOS 2251) and the increasing
number of operative Italian spacecraft (Cosmo-SkyMed constellation [5], SICRAL-2),
encourage European states [6, 7] and also Italy to further improve their capability in space
debris environment surveying [9]. The best accuracy in terms of orbit determination and space
debris environment survey can be achieved by merging optical and radar measurements [8], but
the lack of dedicated radar transmitters available for routine space debris survey makes this
kind of solution impossible. Thus, in order to increase space debris observation potential, the
opportunity to establish a network of observatories outside Europe has been investigated [9].
An equatorial observatory for space debris could greatly improve Italian and European
capability to provide support to operative spacecraft both in LEO and GEO (geostationary Earth
orbit) impact risk management and in orbital maneuver measurement [9]. A specific optical
campaign was performed to demonstrate that it would be possible to monitor space objects in
any orbital regime and inclination.
The Malindi Italian Observatory is complementary to observatories located in Europe and it is
well suited to realize an integrated system to improve the orbit determination capability of HEO
(high Earth orbit) objects by performing simultaneous or sequential observations from two
different sites. It enhances trajectory observability [11], in virtue of the different achievable
geometrical configurations. Moreover, an equatorial observatory would make it possible to
track LEO or re-entering high inclination objects over longer orbit arcs.
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The same object could be tracked consecutively by observatories located in Africa and in
Europe, thus increasing the accuracy of achieved orbital parameters.
This may be useful in evaluating the impact probability related to close approaches [12–15] and
in evaluating the impact points of re-entering objects. Both observatories would allow an
increase in the European space surveillance potential to achieve data from sites under different
meteorological conditions, obtaining less sparse measurements from longer orbit arcs and
facilitating orbit determination and tracklets correlation [16].
2

OBSERVATORY DESCRIPTION

EQUO project is part of the ASI-Sapienza Agreement, and its main purpose is to develop
and start operations of an Equatorial Observatory at the Broglio Space Center in Malindi,
Kenya, intended for observation of space debris.
EQUO observatory will consist of two observation sites: EQUO-OG located at the BSC base
camp, and EQUO-OS, located on the San Marco off-shore platform.
The paper deals with the design of the optical observation system, including telescope, mount,
sensors, etc.) and the support equipment (remote control system, dome, internet connection,
electric connection, etc.). Furthermore, it includes the updates about the optical observation
system, the development of the software to control the mount and CCD sensor and its test
campaign performed at University of Rome “La Sapienza”, by the Sapienza Space Systems and
Space Surveillance Laboratory (S5Lab) research group. Additionally, the progress about the
support equipment (mock-up of the dome, weather station etc.) is presented.
The design of the observatory regards the system level analysis and the definition of different
components to be assembled. The main components of the observatory are:
-

Telescope
Mount
CCD
Software
Dome

The main features of each component are presented in this document. The general expected
performances for the components and the whole system is analyzed. Moreover, a description
of the observing test campaign in GEO and LEO performed by S5Lab research team is
presented in order to evaluate the system capability to observed target at different orbital
regimes.
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2.1 Telescope
The telescope has been chosen capable to be carried on by the mount and with a field of
view capable to support large size CCD.
The main characteristic of the telescope is its short focal length; thus a Newtonian configuration
seems to be the right solution to couple large diameter to short focal length at reasonable costs.
Under these specifics it has been selected a Newtonian 200 mm Diameter f/4 telescope as the
one shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Vixen Newtonian 200 mm telescope f/4.

Its main features are [17]:
- Optical Coatings: Multi-coated
- Optical Tube Diameter/Length: Tube diameter 232mm (9.1 in) / Length 700mm (27.5 in)
- Resolution: Rayleigh Resolving power: 0.63"
- Optical Tube Weight: 5.3 kg.
2.2 Mount
The mount has been selected with the following features:
- controlled by dedicated software,
- capable to track objects with differential rate on two axes at HEO orbits
- suitable for LEO follow up observations
- suitable to be used at low latitude
To satisfy these requirements it has been chosen to use a commercial fork Alt-Az mount.
The Alt-Az mount permits to easily track fast moving objects. Unfortunately, this mount
presents a field rotation that makes it not suitable for long time exposure. These long time
exposures are not required in the majority of the survey strategies. Nevertheless, this mount
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could be suitable also in equatorial configuration by using an equatorial. An image of the chosen
mount is given in Figure 2.

Figure 2 – Nexstar GPS mount during an observing campaign

The main features of the mount are [18]:
- Computerized hand control with backlit,
- Dual line liquid crystal display (LCD)
- Permanent Periodic Error Correction
- Permanently saves and plays back corrections to reduce periodic error to a minimum.
- Designated Auto-guider port
- RS232 compatible PC port
- Auxiliary ports for add-on NexStar accessories
- Dual aluminum fork arms with carrying handles and hand control receptacle.
- Adjustable height tripod
- Tripod weight: 26 lbs.
2.3 CCD
The decision on the CCDs to acquire was driven from an analysis of the state of the art
commercial CCD.
The mission requirements lead S5Lab research group to identify two different CCD sensors
specialized for specific purpose each.
- The KAF50100 [19] was chosen for astrometry purpose due to its large Field of View
(FOV),
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- KAF09000 [20] was chosen for photometry purpose due to larger quantum efficiency and
larger pixels despite of a smaller FOV.
2.4 Computer
The environment in which the computer that controls the mount and the CCD sensor has to
operate will be characterized by the presence of what can corrupt electrical circuits and
mechanical parts. Moreover, it has to resist to heavy rain due to the possibility of unexpected
thunderstorms that are typical of rainy season in Malindi. These can be faster than the shutdown
procedure of the telescope and the automatic closing system of the dome. The computer has to
hold up to very extreme operative condition due to the high temperature during summer (under
the dome the temperature can exceed 40°C).
For these reasons S5Lab research team decided to choose as controller computer a rugged pc,
specifically designed to operate in harsh usage environments and conditions, such as strong
vibrations, extreme temperatures and wet or dusty conditions.
By analyzing the available rugged pc on the market and their suitable applications, S5lab
researchers have chosen the Getac X500 fully rugged pc.
2.5 Software
The EQUO control software is a new custom version designed by S5Lab called “Observatory
Control” that is suitable to command all the operations needed to perform automatic observation
campaigns.
The software allows controlling the mount of the CCD by a command set stored in an Input
File. The block diagram of the interactions between software and hardware is shown in Figure
3.
.

Figure 3 – Software and hardware interface block diagram
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Observatory Control is characterized by a simple graphic user interface (GUI) (Figure 4) that
allows the user to set the principal options in order to perform and observation. In fact, it is
possible to control the both the mount and CCD sensor. In order to perform automatic
observation an input file is needed. This file can be created by S5Lab codes and contains a set
of commands that the software identifies as a specific input in order to perform automatic
observations.
The main parameters of the input file are:
- Object ID: info about the object’s name and catalogue number that will be observed. The
SSN number is stored as the picture file name.
- WaitUntil: Time of day and the date.
- SlewToRaDec: Right ascension and declination values.
- Take Image: Exposure time in seconds
The initial idea of the development of the Observatory Control deals with a software that could
be used with a large set of commercial mounts. In order to develop this software, it is necessary
to use a connecting platform between devices and software. This led the S5Lab researchers to
choose the ASCOM Platform. To increase the number of CCD compatible, Observatory
Control software includes MaxImDL platform that allows using the main CCD functionality
even without knowing the device commands.

Figure 4 – Observatory Control GUI

2.6 Dome
The main identified requirements for the dome are:
- The dome will enclose the observatory equipment including telescope, CCD, control PC,
and power regulation systems. Installed on a building roof, the control PC and power
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regulation systems need not to be installed within the dome, since they can be located
inside the building.
- The dome will protect the observatory equipment from environment and weather
potential damaging effects, including: rain, excessive humidity and condensation, wind,
direct sunlight exposure, dust.
- The dome will allow clear visibility to the telescope at any target tracking rate
- The dome will be motorized and must open and close without the intervention of an
operator in nominal operations.
- In case of any failure in the dome motorization or during maintenance, the dome should
allow opening and closure by an operator.
- The dome opening and closing procedures shall last no more than two minutes
- No water from rain or condensation shall enter or form inside the dome.
- During operations the dome will not be potential risk of injury to any personnel or people.
Access to the dome will be appropriately restricted.
The S5Lab research team has designed and realized a complete dome mock-up in order to
evaluate the effectiveness and the performance of the dome (Figure 5).

Figure 5 – The dome CAD design

3

OBSERVATORY EXPECTED PERFORMANCES

The final version of the EQUO observatory using the proposed hardware has been analyzed
by considering space objects simulated as Lambertian sphere, even if this assumption is
incorrect due to the existing large variety of shapes, materials and colors of the satellites is
worldwide accepted and regularly used in literature to compare performances of different
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surveillance systems. Under this simplificative hypothesis, an idea of the expected signal to
noise ratio (SNR) expected for bodies in LEO and GEO are sketched in Figure 6 and Figure 7.
The sidereal tracking has been considered switched on, thus the analysis has to be considered
for a general survey.
blue Kaf50100, red Kaf09000
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Figure 6 – Expected signal to noise ratio for observed bodies in LEO [4]

Figure 7 – Expected signal to noise ratio for observed bodies in GEO [4]

For the LEO simulation, a phase angle of 50 degrees has been considered while for the GEO
simulation a phase angle of 10 degrees has been used.
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It is possible to estimate that the dimensions of observable bodies are always ranging between
2 and 8 meters for the KAF50100 and on the order of 1 meter for the KAF 09000. This
difference is mainly due to different quantum efficiency and pixel size.
There are not sensible differences in objects size between LEO and GEO because the different
distance is compensated from the different pixel dwell time.

4

OBSERVING TEST CAMPAIGN

A complete observing test campaign has been performed in order to evaluate the observing
systems. Different observing strategies have been tested at different orbital regimes from the
Sapienza Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering building. Multiple
observations of GEO operative satellites with updated and precise TLEs data set were carried
out in order to validate tracking ability of the whole system. Moreover non-operative GEO
satellites were observed to validate the system also with uncontrolled orbiting objects (Figure
8).

Figure 8 – AMC-5 SSN25516 (2015-06-19 22:41:47 UTC with 10 sec exposure time)

LEO objects were observed to validate the ability to track at high rates. The observation of
Koronas-Foton (SSN 33504) is presented in Figure 9.
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Figure 9 – Koronas-Foton SSN 33504 (2015-06-19 22:57:00 UTC with 2 sec exposure time)

Furthermore, a fully automatic observing campaign has been performed in order to validate the
operability of the system without the assistance of an operator during the observing night. A
GEO observing campaign has been scheduled and performed the night between 21st and 22nd
September 2015. The observing target has been chosen from the list of the collocated satellites,
in particular the Eutelsat cluster (Hot Bird 13B, 13C, 13D) was observed. The decision has been
made by taking into account the following aspects:
- These satellites are still operative and are used for telecommunications
- The TLE are daily updated and the orbit determination is very accurate and precise
- The cluster of three satellites is peculiar and very distinguishable in each taken frame
Figure 10 shows a single six-second exposition image. The automatic code acquired a sixsecond exposure frame every minute.

Figure 10 – Eutelsat Hot Bird 13B, 13C, 13D (2015-09-22 18:32:38 UTC with 6 sec exposure time)
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More than 600 images were taken during the night and have been analyzed in order to recognize
the targets.
5
CONCLUSION
The activities carried out by S5Lab for the development of the EQUO observatory have been
described. These include design and hardware selection of the EQUO-OG mount, telescope,
optical sensor and dome and the location for the EQUO-OG within the BSC and EQUO-OS on
the San Marco platform. Moreover, the development of the controlling software, the observing
test campaign to validate the observing capabilities and the realization of the mock-up of the
dome has been presented.
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Summary. Thermal management is the most significant topic for thermo-mechanical satellite
design. If the lift-off phase represents the major contribution to the mechanical solicitation
field about the spacecraft structure, the thermal management topic is the all life time long
enforcement.
The thermal management topic must investigated at different description levels:
at satellite level where the on-orbit attitude and the satellite operational mode influence
the heat exchange from and toward the deep space;
at equipment level where the spacecraft shelfs thermal management determines the thermal response of the equipment mounted onto;
at EEE parts level where the temperature, and in particular the junction temperature, is
the thermal analyses driven parameter.
The temperature influences directly the performances of the satellite since the EEE parts electrical characteristics strongly depend on the temperature. On account of this the thermal aging
shall be taken under consideration when the assemblies and sub-assemblies is performed.
The temperature has a double effect on electronic devices, the first one is about the electrical characteristics and performances degradation[1] and the second one is about the mounting
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sub-techniques (glueing, soldering, etc...) fatigue life used to mount each EEE (Electrical, Electronic and Electromechanical) component on relevant PCBs or MMICs.
The paper focuses on this second topic by concentrating the attention about the fatigue cycles
calculation strategy. The thermal fatigue analysis [7, 8] is based on three main steps:
1. conversion of the effective fatigue cycles into equivalent cycles that takes the mounting
sub-technique into account (a dedicated fatigue mechanism is available for glued joints,
soldered joints, etc...);
2. conversion of the equivalent cycles into accelerated cycle basing on the accelerated qualification campaign parameters;
3. comparison among equivalent accelerated cycles corresponding to all mission phases
and the effective number of accelerated cycle achieved during the EEE parts qualification
test campaign.
When a thermal fatigue analysis is done all the life phases are considered (screening, tuning,
testing, on-orbit life, operational mode) in order to have a complete description of the equipment aging. Fatigue cycle are computed basing on rough assumptions that normally lead to
positive margins of safety. Other cases need to be analyzed with more precise describing models paying particular attention to the on-orbit cycles description because the operating life
of the entire fatigue aging. A particular investigation will be dedirepresents the
cated to the description of the thermal condition during the orbital period commonly described
with a trapezoidal function that represents a drastic overestimation of the thermal condition.
Semi-analytical shape function will be proposed in order to improve the description of the real
thermal fatigue parameters.
The proposed improvements could represent a step toward for more challanging solutions about
the equipment thermal design and thermal management. In fact by doing a more representive
description of the effective fatigue life it is possible to reduce safety factors and to enhance the
reliability of the components obtaining also a more performing design.
1. GENERAL OVERVIEW
In the space segment the thermal and mechanical design concept is strongly dependent on the
product tree level we are interested in. The methodology, the tools and the reference standards
too (i.e. ECSS, MIL, etc...) are different if referred to the whole S/C (Spacecraft), to the equipment and/or to the EEE parts.
Designers constantly work to ensure full compliance to standard and to customer specification
in order to deliver a robust hardware ensuring full functionality and safety during the operating
life and within the identified environmental conditions.
If we consider the most similar industrial field to space segment we will encounter the aeronautical one. Normally space and aeronautics are joint in the most used ”aero/space” word. By
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looking at the thermal and mechanical solicitations they are at the opposite ends. If aeronautics is characterized by the continuous interaction among fluidodynamics forces with respect
to the structural ones and the thermal influence gives a significant contribution only above the
sonic wall, in the space segment we faces the opposite issue. The mechanical enforcements
are negligible in terms of time duration (more or less two or three minutes) if compared with
typical mission duration (up to 16 years for communications satellites), with a ratio of about
1:3’000’000.
The mechanical field is characterized by inertial loads (quasi-static forces), random excitation
and shock pulses. In particular these enforcements have a significant magnitude during the
acceptance test campaign, the launcher lift-of phase and a negligible magnitude during the onground operations (handling, transportation, etc...). On the other hand we must consider the
thermal environment that characterizes the production phases, the screening test, the tuning of
the equipment, the acceptance test and the permanent on-orbit phase. In addition to this the
S/C (Spacecraft) and the equipment on-board could have different operative modes so that the
functioning settings determine an additional thermal load to be considered.
The thermal environment directly acts on the payload performances principally under the electrical point of view. The dissipated power coming from the equipment, from dissipating EEE
parts and the incoming heat flux from the external environment solicit the whole S/C inducing
an aging at both structural and electronic level. In particular there is an aging of the active
junction that is about each EEE part and it is studied and guaranteed by the manufacturer and
another one about the electronics mounting technique (soldering, glueing, etc...). The aging is
the result of the thermal fatigue. The study of the thermal fatigue is mandatory to guarantee the
compliance to product specification in BOL (Begin of Life) and EOL (End of Life) condition.
A correct and proper estimation of the Thermal Fatigue will provide to increase the hardware
reliability and ensure the maintaining of the degradation in allowable ranges for each mounted
component. The estimation process is subjected to several hypotheses that could affect the comwith a significant overestimation and/or uderestimation of
putation with errors up to the
the true stress condition.
(f.i. the ISS - InternaLet us consider a 10 year long mission with an orbital height of
tional Space Station) and let us suppose to commit a
error about the orbital revolutions. In
orbits into account corresponding to a range
this case the computation will take
months. If an overestimation occurs there are no particular issues since the worst-case
of
approach had been used. On the contrary if an underestimation was done a significant reduction
of the margin of safety occurs. In the case of a very challenging mission also the overestimation
represents an engineering problem because it implies an oversizing of the entire system with
an overall increment of the generalized costs and a possible not-feasibility of the mission. The
correct estimation of the orbital parameters and a “proper” selection of the safety factor allow
to manage challanging missions with adequate margins of safety.
a brief description of the thermal fatigue analysis will be given in order to have
In Paragraph
a general idea of the computational steps with references to the theoretical and methodology
a description of semi-analytical orbital parameters will be discussed
topics. In Paragraph
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and then a practical application will be presented in Paragraph
.
the paper in Paragraph

. The conclusions will close

2. THERMAL FATIGUE PROCEDURE
The EEE parts thermal fatigue is a very deeply discussed topic and a lot of dedicated paper
could be found in literature [2]-[6]. In this paper we considered a standard procedure to perform the thermal fatigue analyses and we used well known formulation coming from the most
important references in the researching field.
In this paragraph the followed procedure to manage the thermal fatigue issue is reported and it
is discussed step by step in order to focus the key-points of the hereafter reported investigation.
Before investigating this very wide topic it is necessary to fix three key-concepts:
The thermal fatigue analysis for design pourposes considers the worst case in order to
fully bounds each environmental condition.
The thermal fatigue analysis for verification purposes has the main target to proper describe the operative condition to verify the design safety.
The thermal fatigue analyses for qualification purposes has the main target to proper describe the operative condition with a “properly defined” margin of safety. The proper
estimation allows to have a margin of safety but at the same time to save costs and time
for the qualification campaign completion.
Thermal fatigue analyses can be done for different types of EEE parts and in particular by
varying the part and/or the technologies the describing laws vary at the same time. In the
following the two main important EEE parts categories, lead-less and leaded components, see
Fig.1, have been considered in order to give a wide spectrum of investigation.
The estimation of thermal cycles depends on a fundamental parameter: the specific time. If
low orbits are considered the most important parameter will be the cycling frequency and the
thermal fatigue will depend mainly on the number of considered cycles. On the contrary if high
and very-high orbits are considered the driven parameter is the Dwell time (the Dwell time is the
exposition period to extreme condition f.i. maximum or minimum temperatures). For example
from the Earth soil sees
per year with a Dwell
the International Space Station @
, whereas a communication satellite @
sees only
cycles
time of about
. In order to take this difference into account two thermal
with a Dwell time of about
fatigue laws are introduced: i) Thermal Fatigue Law #1 to describe the Dwell time effects; ii)
Thermal Fatigue Law #2 to consider the cycling frequency ones.
If the describing laws are different the work flow is the same and the steps to be implemented
have the same architecture. The first one is the complete description of the thermal life of the
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(a) Leadless Component

(b) Leaded Component

Figure 1: Considered EEE Parts
assembly to be analyzed. In this first step all the manufacturing phases, the reworks (if any), the
tests and the operative life will be described in terms of temperature range, cycles, dwell time
and thermal slope. Please note that the thermal slope is the temperature variation speed over
whereas a “standard” cycle
time. A thermal shock has a very high thermal slope
) The second step is to compute the effective thermal cycles
has a thermal slope of
seen by each component under consideration. The third step is to convert the total amount of
the so obtained thermal cycles in equivalent thermal accelerated thermal ones. This conversion
is done by distinguishing among the EEE categories and by applying different aging dynamics
laws (Coffin-Manson, Engelmaier, Norris-Landzberg, etc...) in order to catch the differences
among each technology. The next step is the comparison between the equivalent accelerated
cycles with those performed during the qualification campaign. If a proper defined margin of
safety is ensured the mission profile is inside the technological domain, if not the qualification
campaign must be extended since the margine of safety will be ensured.
In the following paragraphs two different models for the temperature profile over time are introduced in here the description of the orbital parameters is the key-word.
2.1 Average Interal Method
The “Average Integral Method” (AIM) is the first of the two methodologies to be introduced.
The innovation concept of this approach is about the weight to be given to temperature extremes
during the orbit. The “Basic” approach considers, as an overestimating worst case, that the
Dwell time is a quarter of the entire orbit period. This assumption is sometimes too strong and
produces a total too large qualification cycles amount with relevant too long times and too high
costs. In this case by applying the AIM it is possible to reduce the number of qualification cycles
by simply improving the description of the temperature profile over the orbit. Fig. 2(b) reports
the application of the methodology to a generic case.
The black solid line represents the temperature sweep during the orbit and the red one is the
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(a) Temperature profile over orbit

(b) AIM temperature profile

Figure 2: Average Integral Method application
enveloping curve that represents the worst case adopted in the calculation in accordance with
the “Basic” methodology.. It is worth noting that the red line over-estimates the temperature
condition and in a verification case of study it produces and increment of equivalent accelerated
cycles. By applying the AIM, corresponding to the green solid line, this effect is attenuated
with a considerable gain in terms of describing efficiency. The AIM consists in the research of
the temperature average integral calculated in a fixed and assigned interval. The mathematical
expression reads as follows:
(1)
where in the reported case, see Fig. 2(b),
,
and where the temperature is
a function of the longitude , see the Fig. 2(a). The not corrected temperature extremes were
(corresponding to
) and after the AIM correction
equal to
with a corresponding
which
these extremes became
about
less than the initial one. Fig. 3 reports a trend analysis where different orbital eccentricities and different values of latitudes have been considered to evaluate the percentage
reduction of with respect to its initial value.
By considering the so obtained results it is possible to appreciate that by increasing the integration interval, or in other words by considering a longer period to be corrected, and a increased
effect is obtained on temperature ranges. In addition to this, by increasing the orbit eccentricity
a lower effect benefit is obtained.
2.2 Piecewise Orbit Method
If the AIM operates on the orbital eccentricity and on the integration interval to introduce
a weighting parameter, the “Piecewise Orbit Method” (POM) operates on the temperature pro-
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Figure 3: Average Integral Method application: ornital paramenters tren analysis
file. In particular the POM approach introduces a segmentation of the temperature conditions.
During its operative life the S/C and all the equipment face not only the extremal temperature
condition but also the intermediate ones. Each temperature condition is seen, just for a part of
the orbit; then by splitting the entire operating life in a series of subparts, where each one is
related to the effective temperature range, a more precise description is obtained. It is obvious
that by considering only one piece the “Basic” condition is obtained, on the contrary by considering an infinite number of steps the ‘True” orbital condition is obtained. It is worth nothing
that thanks to the geometrical symmetry of the elliptic and the circular orbits only a half period
can be computed. Fig. 4 reports the piece-wised orbit where the sinusoidal behavior can be
identified.

Figure 4: Piecewise Orbit application
The relevant thermal fatigue will take each step and relevant period into account achieving
a high detail level description by saving cost and time during the qualification campaign. The
POM approach exploits the “Effects’ Superimposition” such the “Cumulative Damage Theory”
applied in the mechanical fatigue based on the “Miner’s Rule”[9].
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3. CASE OF STUDY
In the previuos paragraph the standard approach for Thermal Fatigue Analysis has been
introduced and the implemented workflow has been discussed and specified with relevant differences for the different EEE parts considered. In addition to the procedure the introduction of
advanced models to represent the effective stress coming from the operating on-orbit life was
investigated. In this paragraph a piratical example is proposed to quantify the difference among
the different approaches and to present the advantages of the enhanced description of the orbital
parameters.
The example hereafter proposed is about a generic electronic equipment installed onto an inner
thermally controlled spacecraft shelf. The satellite operating life is of five years on an elliptic
orbit having the following characteristics, see Table 1.
Table 1: Oribital Parameters
Quantity
Value
Major semi-axis
800
Minor semi-axis
784
Eccentricity
0.2
Life
5
Orbit EOL
26058

Unit
km
km
years

3.1 Equipment description and Thermal Analysis
To show the advantage of the above proposed methods a typical case of study is introduced.
In particular a very simple equipment is considered constituted by an external chassis, an active
print circuit board and an external cover, see Figure 5. The EEE parts mounted on the PCB top
surface are active components with a power dissipation greater than zero.
The whole equipment is mounted on the S/C shelf with the interposition of a thermal filler
to spread the thermal flux at the interface. The shelf is thermally controlled and it ensures to
during the orbital phase. In
the equipment a controlled temperature variation of
order to be fully compliant with design specification the worst case analysis approach will be
. Since the performed numerical thermal
followed with the boundary condition fixed at
analysis is fully linear, the obtained results are scaled to match all possible different boundary
the thermal results relevant to the case of a
conditions. In particular by subtracting
are obtained.
boundary condition equal to
By considering the above thermal constraints a dedicated thermal analysis has been performed
via FEM (Finite Element Method) analysis. In Figures 6 and 7 the built model and the relevant
results are reported. The associated Tab. 2 reports the maximum reached temperature for each
components and the associated EEE information useful for the thermal fatigue analysis.
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(a) Trigonomentric View

(b) Printed Circuit Board

Figure 5: Case of Study
The obtained results, and in particular the maximum temperature variation, is used to calculate the temperature ranges to be considered for the thermal aging analysis that will be discussed
in the following paragraph.
3.2 Mission Profile
The previous subparagraph allows to identify the thermal behavior of the representative
equipment and all the derived informations constitute the reference data for the next step. In
the previous paragraph it is been observed that the thermal fatigue is strongly related to the S/C
history. In order to underline the importance of this innovative approach the identification of a
potential and typical mission profile in terms of number of cycles and temperature ranges for
each phase of the equipment life is necessary. In particular there are two main macro-periods:
1. Manufacturing: where all the manufacturing phases are taken into account till the equipment is delivered to the S/C integration technician.
2. Integration & Life: where the integration at satellite level, the test and the operating life
cycles are taken under consideration.
The hereafter proposed Tab. 3 identifies five phases about the first macro-period, referring to
ID MP, and four steps about the Integration & Life period, identifiable with the ILP ID.
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(a) FEM Model

(b) FEM Thermal Analysis

Figure 6: Numerical Simulations
The first phase (MP#1) allows to screen the EEE parts to avoid the early failure and to increase the electronics availability; from the second to the fifth step all the tests are reported.
In particular the preliminary and the acceptance test that all the circuits, the module and the
equipments face during the integration phase. The second period foresee the presence of the
spacecraft on-ground test such as the thermo-vacuum test (ILP#1), the equipment switch-on at
coldest condition (ILP#2), the IOT (In-Orbit Testing) where the whole satellite and the equipment itself are tested before being set for the standard operative mode (ILP#3) and the finally
the operating life where the satellite orbits around the Earth (ILP#4).
The hereafter numerical simulations and relevant results take the two methodologies, AIM and
POM, into account. The presented results have the purpose to underline not-only the efficiency
of each approach but also the flexibility of these techniques like a sort of sensibility analysis.
By analyzing the reported results the reader will distinguish the best technique to use and in
which case of study.
4. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
In this paragraph the results relevant to the two approaches disscussed in the above paragraphs are introduced and investigated. Three different sets of data are reported. The first one
is about a comparison among the “Basic Method” (no correction has been applied), the AIM
and the POM when a set of parameters is imposed. In particular for the AIM the latitude angles
and
have been set and for POM the number of piecewise steps is fixed to
. With this condition the results reported in Tab. 4 is obtained. Please note that for Leaded
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(a) EEE Parts placement and Labelling

(b) Thermal Analysis Results

Figure 7: Numerical Simulations Results
components the Norris-Landzberg formulation has been used[10]1 and please note also that the
reported percentage variation is referred to the “Basic Method” reference. Henceforth the notation FL-#1 and FL-#2 is referred to the Fatigue Law about the Dwell Time and the Frequency
respectively.
By considering this first result data set it is possible to observe how the POM have a very
high efficiency in terms of equivalent cycles reduction. Since this methodology is based on
the temperature profile over time it is insensitive to the orbit eccentricity. In this case these results are considered as a reference for the sensitivity analysis presented in the following section.
4.1 Average Integral Method results
The second results data set is about the AIM application when the eccentricity of the orbit is
considered such as a variable parameter. It is important to underline some important aspects of
this kind of methodology necessary to comprehend the simulation outcomes. We must outline
that the effect of the AIM is to reduce the temperature difference between the maximum and
the minimum value. By decreasing the temperature variation a benefit in terms of accelerated
cycles occur. Of course the variation of the temperature is not the only one parameter to be
consider but also its maximum reached value must be taken into account. The straight forward
1
By applying the Norris-Landzberg formulation there is no influnce of Dwell time and/or Frequency. This
methodology consider only the effective cycles seen by the equipment during the operating life
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Table 2: Thermal Analysis Results
ID
EC#1
EC#2
EC#3
EC#4
EC#5
EC#6
EC#7
EC#8
EC#9
EC#10
EC#11
EC#12
EC#13

Package
SMD-05
SMD-05
SMD-05
Inductor
FP-10
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Inductor
FP-16

Note

Typology
Leadless
Leadless
Leadless

82.8
83.3
81.5
79.4
79.8
74.8
74.5
73.9
73.6
74.2
74.3
78.4
75.8

Leaded
Leadless
Leadless
Leadless
Leadless
Leadless
Leadless
Leaded

22.8
23.3
21.5
19.4
19.8
14.8
14.5
13.9
13.6
14.2
14.3
18.4
15.8

consideration is that by considering the same delta temperature but with different maximum
values, different results are derived. The other key-point is that the reduction when the orbital
eccentricity is considered allows to obtain a more realistic descriptive tool in the thermal fatigue
estimation process.
Since these considerations are valid Tab. 5 reports the results data set.
The table considers the eccentricity such as the driven parameter and it reports the temperature extremes for each different case of simulation with relevant percentage variation with
respect the delta temperature considered in the “Basic Method” (it corresponds to the S/C shelf
). The first consideration is that to appreciate the effects of
thermal fluctuation equal to
this kind of temperature correction a large amount of cycles is requested. In fact no difference
is appreciable for Leadless EEE parts. By increasing the number of equivalent accelerated cycles, moving from the Lead-less to Leaded parts, the difference becomes more evident. The
importance of this correction is limited by the orbit geometric properties and by the angular
interval
(here the angular interval is defined as follows
) within which the
averaging effect is considered.
4.2 Piecewise Orbit Method results
In this section we will perform is a sensibility analysis about the piece-wised orbit. It is
worth noting that by varying the number of orbital describing steps the number of equivalent
accelerated cycles vary proportionally. In this paragraph different simulations by considering
, , ,
,
,
and
steps will be analyzed. Tab. 6 reports the end results
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Table 3: Thermal Cycles Breackdown
ID
MP#1
MP#2
MP#3
MP#4
MP#5
ILP#1
ILP#2
ILP#3
ILP#4

Phase
Cycles
Screening
10
PCB Test
3
Module test
9
Acceptance ON
11
Acceptance OFF
2
S/C Test
25
Cold Start
10
IOT
300
Permanent
26058

-55.0
-30.0
-30.0
-15.0
-30.0
15.8
-30.0
54.0
63.3

125.0
83.3
83.3
60.0
65.0
83.3
83.3
83.3
83.3

Table 4: Thermal fatigue results: Equivalent cycles

Method FL-#1
Basic
21.3
AIM
21.3
POM
11.6

Leadless EEE
[%] FL-#2
27.4
0
27.4
-45.5
15.8

Leaded EEE
[%] FL-#1 FL-#2
[%]
454.8
0
450
-1.1
-42.4
409.7
-9.9

Table 5: “Average Integral Method”: eccentricity sensibility analysis

e
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7

81.36
81.38
81.44
81.30
81.45
81.41
81.43
81.31

64.75
64.77
64.81
64.89
65.00
64.74
64.94
64.79

16.95
16.93
16.86
17.91
17.74
16.64
17.51
17.41

Leadless EEE
Leaded EEE
FL-#1 FL-#2 FL-#1 FL-#2
21.3
27.4
435
21.3
27.4
440
21.3
27.4
450
21.3
27.4
430
21.3
27.4
455
21.3
27.4
445
21.3
27.4
450
21.3
27.4
430

where
represents the percentage variation with respect to the “Basic Method” value and
represents those relevant to an initial simulation where only steps were considered.
Every recursive calculation is time consuming so we have to make a trade off between a
good numerical result (which requires high computational time) and a reduced computational
costs (low computational time). In the present study it is possible to observe that the effective
steps, is too low to
improvement on the numerical solution obtained, when considering
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Table 6: “Piecewise Orbit Method”: pieces sensitivity analysis
Leadless EEE
Step
10
20
50
100
200
500
1000

FL-#1
11.60
10.41
9.79
9.57
9.47
9.39
9.36

[%]
-45.5
-51.1
-54.0
-55.1
-55.5
-55.9
-56.1

[%]
0.0
-10.3
-15.6
-17.5
-18.4
-19.1
-19.3

FL-#2
15.80
14.47
13.74
13.47
13.35
13.26
13.23

Leaded EEE
[%]
-42.4
-47.3
-49.9
-50.9
-51.3
-51.7
-51.8

[%]
0.0
-8.4
-13.0
-14.7
-15.5
-16.1
-16.3

FL-#1
FL-#2
409.7
369.1
347.3
339.5
335.7
333.2
332.1

[%]
-9.9
-18.8
-23.6
-25.4
-26.2
-26.7
-27.0

[%]
0.0
-9.9
-15.2
-17.1
-18.1
-18.7
-18.9

justify the relevant increase on the computational time and hence on the computational cost.
steps run. The same kind of
For the case under study the “optimal” compromise is the
consideration could be done by looking at Fig. 8.

Figure 8:
The above reported results show how the POM is powerful approach in terms of improved
description of the on-orbit temperature profile. This approach could be a useful tool to identify
the real and necessary amount of qualification accelerated thermal cycles. In this case with a
for Leadless components and about the
for Leaded EEE parts the
reduction up to
corresponding margin of safety is proportionally increased ensuring full functionality, safety
and by saving times and costs of qualification campaigns.
5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper the orbital parameter description was taken under consideration in order to
identify the best way to perform thermal fatigue analyses. The implementation of this kind of
enhanced describing tool can help the designer during the design phase and during the verifi-
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cation test. In particular the paper deals with two different approaches to consider the orbital
characteristics in terms of eccentricity and flight altitude to describe the thermal profile seen by
the electronic equipment during their operating life.
At the end of the simulation two main consideration can be done. The “Average Integral
Method” is suitable to describe mission that considers orbits with eccentricity. The consideration of this parameter allows to improve the thermal model and hence to reduce the temperature
range seen by the equipment during the operating life.
The other approach, the “Piecewise Orbit Method”, is useful to describe the temperature profile during the in-orbit operational life of the satellite by well representing and weighting the
effective contribution of each orbital phase. By considering this methodology it is possible to
properly estimate the effective thermal aging of EEE components.
By implementing both these presented approaches a more precise fatigue estimation can
be obtained by saving costs and time during the qualification process.The application of these
approaches can be powered by a wise use of safety factors. The Basic Method, the most conservative one, can be, for instance, coupled with a medium-low safety factor (safety factor equal
). The same approach can be followed by implementing the AIM approach. A
to
) is suggested when the POM apmedium-high safety factor (safety factor equal to
proach is used. In this way a more flexible and high descriptive analysis is obtained identifying
also the necessary countermeasures, if any.
In the future other parameters could be considered such as the thermal properties decay from
“Begin of Life” to “End of Life” by increasing the level of details considered in the thermal
fatigue analysis. Other parameters are under investigations and the relevant results will be presented by the authors in future works.
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ABSTRACT
High velocity vehicles have always had a main criticality: the thermal protection from the
harsh environment which generates from the aero dynamical conditions. Resistance of
materials is hard tested by fast chemical reactions so that sublimation and ablation easily can
take place. This problem affects hypersonic vehicles and re-entry vehicles and prevented the
civil applications for this kind of flights. Thus there is the need to invest and develop new reusable structures which can withstand with the necessity to be lightweight, as cheap as it is
possible and safe.
In this study a radiative thermal protection system has been studied. The project is devoted to
developing an innovative structural component for space vehicle performing a re-entry flight
from space through the Earth’s atmosphere.
Key words: Thermal protection system, Carbon/Carbon composites, Foam, C/SiC composites
Smart structures, Modeling, Experimental mechanics.
1. INTRODUCTION
The project ASA (Advanced Structural Assembly) B2 is devoted to developing an innovative
structural component for space vehicle performing a re-entry flight from space through the
Earth's atmosphere. The atmospheric reentry has been a challenge since the beginning of
space studies. The Thermal Protection System (TPS) is a core element for space vehicle to
withstand the harsh environment condition encountered during their entry through the Earth
atmosphere. The TPS main function is to protect the structure from high temperatures effect
and from oxidation phenomena due to plasma. Possible solutions to withstand the high
thermal flux can be the active or passive cooling. The latter design option, more compliant to
the lightweight requirement for space structures, has been studied in this project whose main
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objective was to develop a passive thermal protection system capable to cause a temperature
drop of about 1000°C in few centimeters. The idea of a multilayer TPS is not new and a wide
literature is available on the topic. The innovation in this system is to combine the capability
to withstand thermal loads and structural loads typical of a re-entry mission profile. This
double function justify and make acceptable the component overall density of about 4 g/cm3.
Another advantage is the low number of layers which improve the safety of this system.
The design of such a structure need to be supported by an iterative numerical simulations and
testing activities; this strategy, based on the synergy between tests and simulations, allows to
optimize the structure together with the materials selection . The testing activities are defined
to characterize the thermal protection system behavior in the working environment. Moreover
the functional test could provide elements to understand how machining (such as milling or
water jet ), coating , assembly and integration phases can affect the material properties and
their behavior in the final system.
The key features of the TPS design, namely the weight , the structural properties, the capacity
to be mount and dismount from the external side of the vehicle, allow the structure to be
easily adapted on a wide range of vehicles.
In this work the structure manufacturing process optimization is presented. Starting from a
high level concept of the Thermal Protection System to be designed, materials has been
studied and tested: in particular the morphology analysis has been performed by Scanning
Electron Microscope to understand the impact of manufacturing treatments on the materials
properties; afterwards the assembled structure has been submitted to mechanical tests and
thermal tests (torch tests and dilatometric evaluations) to determine the thermal expansion in
plane and along thickness .
The numerical analysis presented shows the thermo-mechanical behavior of the structure
when subjected to the re-entry environment and they are validated by correlation to the
experimental activities.
2. MISSION REQUIREMENTS
The aim of the research is to design and manufacture a Thermal Protection System for a
Hypersonic Vehicle which performs an atmospheric reentry along a guided sub orbital
trajectory. The requirements are analogous to the Intermediate eXperimental Vehicle (IXV)
ones. As indicated in its name, the IXV is designed to be the “intermediate” element of a
European roadmap for in-flight verification of technology performance necessary to prepare
future operational vehicles. The level of impinging heat fluxes is given by Figure 1, recovered
at control points spanning the vehicle’s aft windward area, supposed to be protected by ASA
TPS technology under the hypothesis, actually quite conservative, as demonstrated for C/SiC
laminates, of full catalytic material.
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Figure 1 Heat Flux in the TP area.

3. HYBRID PANEL STRUCTURE
The thermal protection system works with the radiative cooling mechanism and it is a
sandwich composed by different layers as sketched in the figure below.
Coated upper skin
Adhesive layer
Core material
Adhesive layer
Lower skin
Figure 2 Sandwich configuration





An upper skin which protects the structure from the oxidation due to the plasma. The
average emissivity of the coated upper skin is of 0.85 (by VKI measurements) and this
allow to emit a great amount of energy and thus dissipate heat (more than 0.55MW/m2
at 1800K).
A core material, as heat shield, it assures the drop off the temperature in a few
millimetres. The core material has an insulating function which allows lower the
temperature of about 600°C (from thermal analysis results).

Figure 3 Temperatures along the thickness of the panel.
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A lower skin which gives the structural functionalities to the panel. In fact, from
a mechanical point of view the lower skin and the interfaces stiffen the structure
and sustain the mechanical loads.
 The panel is protected from oxidation erosion by a coating which is chemically
compatible with the substrate. This assures a good adhesion on the upper skin and a
long resistance. The thickness of the coating has been selected and optimized in order
to be compliant to the requirements.
 The assembly of the panel components is made by the use of an adhesive which has to
resist to oxidation, high temperatures and mechanical stresses.
 Gaskets allow to insulate the thermal protection structure from other neighbouring
tiles and from the cold structure.
 Interfaces which aim is to stiffen the overall structure.
The structure allows an access from the external side of the vehicle thorough the use of a
captive device which can be mounted and dismounted externally. The captive device, made
of the same material of the upper skin for thermal compatibility, has to withstand to the same
thermo-mechanical load of the upper skin.
The TPS is fasten to the cold structure of the vehicle thorough a system called "cleat" which
works as a system of screws. The cleat is fastened on a plate which is mounted directly on the
vehicle. This part of the vehicle, under the plate, is called "cold structure" as in this part of the
vehicle the temperature has to not be greater than 200°C.
4. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
A mathematical model has been created to simulate the re-entry conditions which the panel
undergoes and investigate the thermal and mechanical behavior.
As the heat flux is time dependent a transient thermal analysis is performed. The transient
analysis allows to put into the model the time and space varying profile of the loads and
achieve the complete thermal response of the entire structure during the reentry mission. The
mechanical analysis is performed at selected times and this allows to perform a static
structural analysis for each time.
The numerical study allows to determine the peak temperature which is about 1300°C on the
upper skin at 434s . The maximum temperature is kept by the upper skin for about 60 s, till
494 s, when the temperature on the upper skin starts to decrease.

Figure 4 Maximum temperature on upper skin.
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As the time increase the temperature on the upper skin becomes more uniform with
temperatures of about 1200°C , the cooling rate of the upper skin is of about 40°C/min during
the cooling phase of the structure.
Looking at the picture here reported it is possible to see that although the upper skin is at
1296°C, the lower skin has a temperature of about 420°C. Moreover the subgasket has a
temperature of 30°C which will increase to 480°C at the end of the mission.
The cleats basis passes from 30 to 220 °C at the end of the mission.

Figure 5 Temperature along the thickness of the panel.

On the lower skin the maximum temperature is of about 920 °C and it is reached at 1065 s.
The heating rate is about 50 °C/min till the maximum temperature whereas the cooling rate is
of about 25°C/min.
Analyzing the side under the upper skin it is possible to see that the interfaces reaches their
maximum temperature of 1150 °C . The higher mass and thermal capacity of interface
components with respect to lower the upper skin the affect the heating rate and the cooling
rate which are is about +30°C/min and -38°C/min respectively.
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Figure 4.6 Interface maximum temperature distribution.

The foam works as thermal sink and its temperature is of about 1240°C close to the upper
skin and is of about 500°C close to the internal skin.
From the stress analysis it is possible to see the great stability of the structure which shows a
total deformation of 0.4 mm. The deformation reaches 0.9 mm at the end of the mission.
Thanks also to the locking system behavior the deformations are quite low and provokes a
convex profile. This behavior is due to the gradients among the materials thermal expansion
which is not compensated by the effect due to flux pressure .
5. SANDWICH TESTS
The numerical analysis validated all the components geometries and before the qualification
model manufacturing some tests on the sandwich configuration have been performed.
Different kinds of tests have been performed in order to develop the structure. In particular all
the materials have been characterized in order to have input data for simulations.
But the most important tests are the sandwich configuration ones.
Here these tests are briefly presented.
5.1. DILATOMETER TESTS
In order to determine the real behaviour at high temperature of the whole panel, a small panel
has been created and tested with the dilatometer.

Figure 7 In plane (left) and out of plane (right) samples positioned into the sample holder.
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Figure 8 Thermal expansion of the assembled panel.

This first test has been performed reaching the maximum temperature of 1350°C following
the standard ASTM E228. As it is possible to see from the diagram, the expansion of the
panel smoothly increase with temperature. After the test the sample kept the color, weight ,
dimensions and shape.
The assembly configuration has a stable thermal behavior, the out of plane configuration has a
semi-linear expansion whereas the in plane behavior has a contraction before 1000°c and an
maximum expansion of 20µm.
5.2. BENDING TESTS
Flexure tests on flat sandwich construction has been conducted to determine the sandwich
flexural stiffness and the core shear strength and shear modulus.
The test has been executed following the standard ASTM C393 on a Shenck Trebel tester. As
the break of the sample should be verified between 3 and 6 mm the velocity of the traverse
has been set at 0.5mm/min.
The test has been carried out in single point load configuration.

Figure 9 Test configuration.

The sample geometry maintains the thickness of the real sandwich which is 30 mm, whereas
the in plane dimensions are scaled following the standard directions. Thus the sandwich in
plane dimensions are calculated as follow:
𝑊 = 2 𝑡 = 60 𝑚𝑚
𝑆𝐿 = 1.5 ∙ 𝑊 = 40 𝑚𝑚
𝐿 = 𝑆𝐿 + 1.5 𝑡 = 85 𝑚𝑚
where:
W=width of the panel
SL= Span length
L= length of the panel
The sample has been assembled with the same procedure of the final model, such as
qualification and flight model in order to obtain reliable data from the test.
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Figure 10 Assembly sequence of the specimen.

Figure 11 Specimen before the test.

The sample before the test and the test result are shown in the pictures below.

Figure 12 Specimen before the test

The break of the sample shows a penetration of the punter on the upper surface of the
specimen and the break occurred on the foam in a very localized zone. In particular part of the
foam came out from the specimen and a little hole (about 5mm of diameter) is on the core of
the sample.
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Figure 13 Sample after the test. The pointer penetrated the upper skin.

Figure 14 Particular of the break of the core material on the sandwich.

The test allows to calculate the shear of the core material.
Core shear stress is calculated as follow:
𝑃
𝜏 = (𝑑+𝑐)𝑏 = 5.11 MPa
where:
t = core shear stress, MPa;
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P = load, N ;
d = sandwich thickness, mm ;
c = core thickness, mm ; and
b = sandwich width, mm .
This value fits the material data sheet.
Sandwich Beam Deflection
𝑃𝐿3

𝑃𝐿

Δ = 48𝐷 + 4𝑈 =0.0066+0.2=0.2066 mm
D=3 428 Nm2
U=837 kN
where:
D = total beam midspan deflection, mm (in.);
G = core shear modulus, MPa (psi);
E = facing modulus, MPa (psi); and
D = panel bending stiffness, N-mm2
U= panel shear rigidity
The sandwich shows an excellent resistance to bending load, the break does not occur along
all the panel thickness but it is limited to a very small region of about 5mm in diameter.
The shear strength of the foam confirm the material data sheet and the numerical analysis
results.
5.3. TORCH TESTS
The test uses a torch facility, especially designed taking into account the geometry of the
sample. The torch flame is calibrated in order to reproduce the target temperature on the
panel. The gas mixture used methyl acetylene (propyne) and propadiene gas which assure the
possibility to reach 2500°C. The temperature monitoring of the flux is guaranteed by three
thermocouples: the first one adjacent to the flame, the second in contact with the sample and
the third one on the back of the sample. Different are the aims and test samples configurations
which have been performed:



Investigations of sneak flows in the case of absence of gaskets
Cap behaviour at 1500°C
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Figure 15: Torch test on Development Model.

6. CONCLUSIONS
An innovative concept of Thermal Protection System has been conceived and designed, to
combine the ability to withstand to structural and thermal load.
After a trade-off phase devoted to materials and sandwich layout definition, a simplified
model has been manufactured and tested to investigate the materials interactions and the
system behaviour under environmental conditions. The results confirmed the concept
soundness and allowed a design optimization, in view of further functional tests.
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Abstract. Euclid is an astronomy and astrophysics space mission of the European Space
Agency. The mission aims to understand why the expansion of the Universe is accelerating
and what is the nature of the source responsible for this acceleration which physicists refer to
as dark energy.
This paper provides both an overview of the spacecraft mechanical architecture and a
synthesis of the process applied to establish adequate mechanical loads for design and
testing. Basic methodologies and procedures, logics and criteria which have been used with
the target to meet a compliant, “optimised” design are illustrated. The strategy implemented
to limit the risk for overdesign and over-testing without jeopardizing the design margins is
also addressed.
1

INTRODUCTION

The launch phase of a space mission generally generates the highest mechanical loads for
the spacecraft structures. Predicting appropriate loads is one of the most challenging aspects
of spacecraft design. In particular calculating accurate dynamic responses is important not
only to assess the structure ability to survive but also to provide design and test environments
and requirements for units and subsystems.
This paper provides both an overview of the spacecraft mechanical architecture and a
synthesis of the process applied to establish adequate mechanical loads for design and testing.
Basic methodologies and procedures, logics and criteria which have been used with the target
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to meet a compliant, “optimized” design are illustrated. The strategy implemented to limit the
risk for overdesign and over-testing without jeopardizing the design margins is also depicted.
On-orbit loads (e.g. thermo-elastic loads) are not addressed.
This paper reports the status of the mechanical architecture and loads analysis at the
Preliminary Design Review (PDR) of the spacecraft, July 2015.
2 THE EUCLID MISSION
Euclid [1] is an astronomy and astrophysics space mission of the European Space Agency
(ESA). The objective is to elucidate the geometry and the nature of dark energy and dark
matter, essential but mysterious components of current “standard model of cosmology”. The
mission aims to understand why the expansion of the Universe is accelerating and what is the
nature of the source responsible for this acceleration which physicists refer to as dark energy.
Euclid will explore how the Universe evolved over the past 10 billion years to address
questions related to fundamental physics and cosmology on the nature and properties of dark
energy, dark matter and gravity, as well as on the physics of the early universe and the initial
conditions which seeded the formation of cosmic structure.
To accomplish the Euclid mission, ESA has selected Thales Alenia Space Italy (TASI) as
Prime Contractor for the implementation phase (i.e. design, development, manufacturing,
integration and testing) of the spacecraft and its Service Module, Airbus Defence and Space
(ADS) France for the Payload Module and the “Euclid Consortium” as the single team having
the scientific responsibility of the mission including the scientific instruments.
Euclid will be equipped with a 1.2m Korsch telescope designed for a large field of view,
feeding two instruments, VIS, a high quality visible imager, and NISP, a near infrared
spectro-photometer.
The satellite will be launched by a Soyuz ST-B launcher from ESA’s spaceport in Kourou
and then travel to the L2 Sun-Earth Lagrangian point for a 6 years mission. The launch is
planned for 2020.
3

THE SPACECRAFT MECHANICAL ARCHITECTURE

The Euclid spacecraft mechanical architecture (Figure 1) comprises the Payload Module
(PLM) and the Service Module (SVM) connected by an interface structure designed to
maximize thermal and mechanical decoupling. This interface consists of a quasi-isostatic
mounting composed by three equally spaced bipods.
The SVM platform supports the sunshield/solar array (SSH) subsystem. The sunshield is
mounted on the SVM platform by means of two rods interfacing with the top of platform
itself and two brackets fixing the bottom of the sunshield structure.
3.1 Service Module: configuration and mechanical design
The Service Module (Figures 1 and 2) comprises the spacecraft subsystems supporting the
payload operation, hosts the payload warm electronics, and provides structural interfaces to
the PLM, the sunshield, and the launch vehicle. It is composed by:
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•
•

a platform, that is an irregular hexagonal-base prism built around a central cone that
provides the interfaces with the launcher and with the PLM and encloses the
propellant tanks;
the sunshield, shielding the PLM from solar radiation and hosting the photovoltaic
assembly (PVA) supplying electrical power to the spacecraft.

The SVM mechanical architecture is inherited from the Herschel satellite design, with a
primary structure formed by the central thrust cone and eight shear panels. This structure
brings the PLM loads directly to the launcher interface via an aluminium ring coupled with a
PAS 1666 MVS standard adapter [2].

Figure 1: Euclid mechanical architecture.
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The central thrust structure is connected to six lateral panels by means of the eight shear
panels, whose location has been selected in order to cope with configuration constraints and
structural needs. Upper and lower floors (improperly called “platforms”), connected to the
shear panels as well, close the volume between the lateral panels and the central cone (Figure
1). The internal part of the cone accommodates the four cold gas tanks of the Micropropulsion System and the hydrazine tank of the Reaction Control System (Figure 2).
The central thrust cone is closed at its bottom extremity by the “tanks platform”, a lower
central closure structure, supporting the propellant tanks and the propulsion hardware. The
hydrazine tank is equatorial mounted on this platform via a dedicated flange, while the cold
gas tanks, polar mounted, are fixed on one side on the same platform, and on the other side
are mechanically linked to the cone via a set of dedicated carbon fibre reinforced plastic
(CFRP) struts (Figure 2) .
The lateral panels of the platform (Figures 1 and 2) accommodate the subsystems
equipment, grouped by function, and host the instruments warm electronics, which
functionally belong to the PLM. The lateral panels of the platform also accommodate the
radiators and the insulators for the thermal control of the internal equipment. Each lateral
panel is dismountable to allow easy integration and test activities.
On the upper part of the central cone the traditional upper ring is replaced by a discrete
brackets concept. Such brackets provide support to the PLM interfaces and to the gas tanks
struts and transfer the loads from the components to the thrust structure. Both the PLM and
SSH interfaces are placed in correspondence of shear panels/upper platform intersection to
introduce the loads on very robust locations and to optimise the load path. Specifically the
upper platform provides the interface to the PLM through 6 discrete brackets and the interface
to the sunshield.

Figure 2: SVM equipment accommodation - Internal view.
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The material selection has been driven by the tight structural stability requirements
therefore high stability materials have been selected. This has led to a large use of M55J fibre
with cyanate-ester EX1515 resin. The SVM structures are mainly made of sandwich panels
with aluminium honeycomb and CFRP skins, except for the lateral panels and the tanks
support structure that are sandwich panels with aluminium skins. The struts connecting the
tanks are in CFRP with aluminium end-fittings and the cone lower ring is in Al 7075.
The SSH structural design (Figure 1) is based on the following main elements:
• the support structure (composed by poles, main struts, stiffeners, main brackets and
wings);
• the substrate panels.
The support structure consists of a frame made out of CFRP wound profiles connected
together by different types of joints. Its main function is to support the substrate panels and
transfer the loads to the SVM. The main poles consist of wound CFRP profile with
rectangular section. The struts are two identical wound CFRP profiles with circular section
and Titanium end fittings. The two end fittings are connected to the poles and to the SVM
platform through dedicated brackets. The SSH support structure structural tasks are completed
by stiffeners distributed in a truss-like structure configuration. The wings (also called SSH
lateral panels), two lightweight low loaded structures, attached to the external sides of the
main poles, contribute to the thermal and optical shielding of the PLM by providing support
for optical baffles and multi-layer insulation (MLI).
The substrate panels provide support for the PVA installation. They consist of three
sandwich panels, with identical dimensions, with aluminium core and CFRP skins connected
to the support structure by inserts whose design and locations are such to allow panels
interchangeability.
3.2 Payload Module: configuration and mechanical design
The Euclid PLM consists of a 1.2 m three-mirror Korsch type telescope (Figure 1) and of
two instruments, VIS and NISP, developed by the Euclid Consortium and delivered by ESA
to the industrial Prime Contractor as “customer furnished items”.
The PLM provides mechanical and thermal interfaces, i.e. radiating areas and heating lines,
to the instruments. It should be noted that whereas NISP is a stand-alone instrument with
interface bipods, VIS is delivered in several separate parts (e.g. focal plane assembly, FPA,
connected to proximity electronics, readout shutter unit, RSU, calibration unit), with
dedicated mechanical and thermal interfaces with the PLM.
The PLM mechanical and thermal architectures aim at allowing independent development
of the telescope and of the NISP and VIS instruments. It is organised around the silicon
carbide (SiC) baseplate which supports on one side the telescope primary (M1) and secondary
(M2) mirrors, and on other side the remaining optical elements and the two scientific
instruments. This architecture implements as well a thermal architecture with two cavities
both passively controlled at neighbouring temperatures, separated by the baseplate:
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•
•

the telescope cavity which includes the M1 and M2 mirrors as well as the M2
refocusing mechanism and the associated support structure. This cavity is thermally
insulated by the external baffle;
the instrument cavity (Figure 3) including three telescope folding mirrors, the
tertiary mirror, the dichroic, the fine guidance sensor (FGS) and the wave front
sensor (WFS), the two instruments VIS and NISP, the shutter and the calibration
source for the VIS channel. The lateral sides are equipped with the instrument
radiators and a radiation shielding. The cavity is fully closed by MLI on the
unoccupied lateral sides (i.e. located on spacecraft sunshield side) and also at the
level of the SVM upper floor.

Both the telescope cavity and the instrument cavity are passively cooled below 135K,
thanks to the high insulation from the SVM upper floor and sunshield and three large PLM
radiators removing the instrument dissipated power. The PLM thermal concept manages three
temperature levels with three radiators:
•
•
•

VIS electronics radiator maintaining the proximity electronics interface between
270K and 280K;
NISP detector radiator maintaining 95K interface temperature via thermal straps;
baseplate and external baffle radiators maintaining VIS focal plane detectors and
NISP opto-mechanical assembly and proximity electronics between 127K to 150K
via conductive links and thermal straps.

The PLM insulation from the SVM is realized by low conductance struts and high
efficiency MLI on both the SVM upper floor and the PLM bottom. High efficiency MLI on
the SSH backside provides maximum radiative thermal isolation of the PLM from the
sunshield and solar array.
The primary structure of the PLM is composed by the large baseplate and by the set of
bipods, providing the mechanical and thermal interfaces with the SVM upper floor.
The baseplate is large (2750 mm x 2850 mm) and thick (150 mm) because of the strength
requirements and accommodation constraints. It is made of 4 silicon carbide parts assembled
by brazing. It features a light-weighted panel with the skin mainly on the telescope cavity
side, and with large stiffeners on the opposite side. It is fitted with holes and bonded metallic
pads to provide the necessary interfaces with all the elements to be integrated on it.
The pseudo isostatic interface to the spacecraft upper floor is ensured by the set of 3
identical bipods, each of them being composed of 2 struts. The stiffness of the struts is a
compromise between the necessary stiffness to withstand the launch environment and the
necessary mechanical and thermal decoupling for the in-orbit performances. The 3 bipods are
equally spaced at 120° one from each other, interfacing the upper floor on a 2.25 m diameter
circle. In order to achieve the required mechanical and thermal performances, each strut will
be made of a glass fibre reinforced plastic (GFRP) tube equipped with titanium end-fitting on
each side. The angle between each strut is of 60°. On the baseplate side, the two struts of each
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bipod interface with a single metallic bracket, itself bolted to the baseplate. On the SVM side,
the six struts directly interface with the SVM thrust cone via titanium brackets.
The Euclid primary mirror M1 has an external mechanical diameter of 1.25m (the optical
aperture is 1.2m) and is isostatically fixed to the base-plate. It is a monolithic silicon carbide
part coated with a SiC chemical vapour deposition (CVD) layer.
The M2 supporting structure is a truss structure fixed on the baseplate at the M1 periphery.
The truss structure is a silicon carbide structure composed of the “spider” (a barrel with 3
struts), supported by 6 monolithic bars. The M2, the M2 mechanism (M2M) assembly and the
M2 baffle are mounted on top of the structure and the bars are interfacing with the baseplate
though specific brackets.
The telescope external baffle has two main functions:
•
•

to reduce the straylight from bright sources outside the field of view, by limiting
the sky area seen by the primary mirror;
to provide large radiating areas for the PLM thermal control and an improved
protection of the PLM from the sunshield. Flexible thermal straps provide a
conductive path between the radiative areas on this baffle and the PLM baseplate.

The external baffle is mounted with six feet or bipods on the top of the baseplate. These
interfaces aim at filtering the thermo-elastic distortions between the external baffle and the
baseplate. The current design consists of a cylindrical baffle made of riveted aluminium
sheets with dedicated reinforcements at structural location.

Figure 3: Euclid PLM Overview – Instruments cavity. Source ADS France.
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3.3 Launch configuration and mechanical interfaces
The launcher selected for the Euclid satellite is Soyuz ST-B. The launcher user’s manual
[2] provides requirements and details regarding the description of interfaces between the
spacecraft and the launch vehicle.
The spacecraft is mated to the launcher through a dedicated adapter structure that provides
mechanical interface, electrical harnesses routing and systems to assure the spacecraft
separation. The PAS 1666 MVS standard adapter with separation interface diameter of 1666
mm has been selected. The spacecraft is secured to the adapter interface frame by a clamping
device. The clamp-band consists of a band with one connecting point. The tension applied to
the band provides pressure on the clamp which attaches the satellite to the launcher. Release
is obtained by means of a Clamp Band Opening Device (CBOD), pyrotechnically initiated.
The CBOD is specially designed to generate low shock levels. A set of catchers secures a safe
behaviour and parks the clamp band on the adapter.
The payload fairing protects the spacecraft from external environment during the flight as
well as on the ground, providing at the same time specific access to the spacecraft during
ground operations. The Figure 4 shows the baseline launcher interface configuration.

Figure 4: Configuration of the launch vehicle upper part for Soyuz ST-B / Euclid project.

4

MECHANICAL ENVIRONMENTS INDUCED BY THE LAUNCHER

The Launcher Authority specifies in [2] the environmental conditions and requirements
which have to be considered for the design and the verification process of the spacecraft.
In particular the launcher mechanical environments having the largest relevance on the
spacecraft mechanical loads and consequently influencing the design, dimensioning and test
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verification process of Euclid are hereafter briefly recalled:
•
•
•

•

Quasi-static loads (QSL), specified in terms of limit load factors at the centre of
gravity (CoG) of the spacecraft (Figure 5).
Sinusoidal and transient excitations specified in terms of sine-equivalent vibrations
at spacecraft-to-adapter interface (Figure 6) in longitudinal and lateral directions.
Acoustic pressure fluctuations under the fairing (mainly due to lift-off and
transonic phase) specified in terms of acoustic noise spectrum (Table 1). It should
be noted that the acoustic levels specified for Euclid have been updated with
respect to the ones reported in [2].
Shock loads, due to the clamp band separation system, specified in terms of shock
response spectra (SRS) at spacecraft base (Table 2). These levels are applied
simultaneously in axial and radial directions.

It should be noted that the launcher user’s manual [2] also specifies a random vibration
environment at the base of the spacecraft in terms of accelerations power spectral density
(PSD) acting simultaneously along each of the three reference axes. Random vibrations at the
spacecraft base are generated by propulsion system operation and by the adjacent structures
vibro-acoustic response.
According to [2] both environments, i.e. the random vibration at the spacecraft base and
the acoustic noise under the fairing, have to be considered for the definition of vibro-acoustic
loads. In particular, the verification of the spacecraft compliance with the random vibration
environment at the base in the 20-100 Hz frequency range has to be specifically performed
while spacecraft qualification with respect to the random vibration environment above 100 Hz
may be obtained through the acoustic vibration test.
Relevant mechanical analyses of the spacecraft showed that the application of the
specified random vibration environment at the base of spacecraft induces high responses and
loads throughout the spacecraft. In practice that environment is potentially driving the design
of some spacecraft parts and units. In particular it has been demonstrated [3] that from 30 Hz
to 100 Hz the random input is generally more severe than the sine input in most of the
relevant spacecraft locations, especially in the service module. Likewise, in the same
frequency range, the dynamic responses due to random vibration environment at spacecraft
base are generally higher than those induced by the acoustic loads [3].
With the aim of avoiding any overdesign, the approach was to perform a spacecraft basedrive random vibration analysis mainly finalized to the definition of a “notched PSD
spectrum” such that it does not drive the mechanical loads. The two key aspects were:
•
•

to make sure that none of the Euclid spacecraft equipment exceeds the design loads
defined by considering the sine and the acoustic environments
the relaxation of the environmental requirement at the base of the spacecraft was
acceptable to the Launcher Authority.

More details are reported in [3].
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Figure 5: Spacecraft limit load factors [2].

Figure 6: Sine-equivalent vibrations at spacecraft-to-adapter interface, flight level [2].

31.5
128

Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)
63
125
250
500
1000
Acoustic Levels (dB)
131.5
132.5
139.5
133.5
126.5

2000

OASPL
(dB)

120.5

141.9

Table 1: Acoustic noise spectrum under the fairing, flight level.
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Table 2: Soyuz SRS for off-the-shelf clamp band separation systems, flight level [2].

5

DYNAMIC ANALYSES AND LOADS DEFINITION

The definition of the loads and mechanical environments is one of the most challenging
activities of the spacecraft design. For Euclid the rather traditional approach of “flowingdown” the loads and environments from the ones specified by the launcher user’s manual to
“lower level of assembly”, e.g. payload module, instruments and units, has been applied.
The initial key aspects of the approach are the preparation of adequate mathematical
models of the spacecraft, the execution of dynamic analyses at “spacecraft system” level
applying as input the mechanical environments induced by the launcher and the recovery of
the relevant responses.
The definition of equipment and units load factors have been defined by enveloping the
quasi-static loads derived from the sine vibration analysis and from the vibro-acoustic
analysis. No combination of the two load sources has been performed since the mentioned
environments cover different launch events, with different timing [4].
The status of the loads analysis which is here after reported is at the Preliminary Design
Review of the spacecraft, July 2015. It should be noted that the overall “loads analysis cycles”
[4] are normally repeated at different phases of the project with mathematical models in line
with the maturity of the project.
5.1 Euclid finite element model
The Euclid finite element model (FEM) for the structural analysis (Figure 7) has been
developed by using the NASTRAN finite element code. It has been prepared by merging the
PLM FEM and the SVM FEM developed respectively by ADS and by TASI on the basis of
the design solutions established by ADS-CASA Espacio, which is responsible for the
structure of the SVM platform.
The spacecraft has been mainly modelled with “SHELL”, “BAR” and “BEAM” elements.
The equipment masses have been simulated by means of “CONM2” lumped masses.
Nonstructural masses have been included in some properties cards. In order to properly
simulate the dynamic behaviour and coupling effects, the mass distribution includes the
relevant maturity margins but does not include the system mass margins. The total mass for
dynamic analyses was 1832 kg.
The structural interfaces have been idealized with “RBE2” and “RBE3” rigid elements or
by using “CELAS2” or “CBUSH” spring elements. The material cards used have been:
“MAT1” (isotropic), “MAT2” (anisotropic) and “MAT8” (orthotropic) in conjunction with
“PCOMP” properties to simulate composite material adopted in some main items.
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Figure 7: Euclid spacecraft FEM - General view (left) and surfaces loaded by acoustic diffuse
field (right).
5.2 Frequency response analysis
The main objective of the base-drive frequency response analysis of the spacecraft is
usually to predict the dynamic response to the launcher sine environment. The recovered data
are used to support the definition of sine vibration specifications at lower levels of assembly
as well as to support the definition of the load factors, by calculating the equivalent
accelerations at CoG (also called quasi-static loads, QSL [4]).
For this analysis the NASTRAN SOL 111, i.e. the modal frequency response solution
sequence, has been used. Three separate load cases have been considered, each one
corresponding to a reference direction, according to the specified mechanical environment.
The range of excitation has been limited to 100 Hz, however the dynamic response of the
structure up to 200 Hz was taken into account.
The preliminary modal analysis has shown two fundamental lateral modes at 17.7 Hz and
18.3 Hz in X and Y direction respectively. The first significant axial mode is at 44.15 Hz.
The nominal sine input (Figure 6) has been notched in line with “primary notching” criteria
[4]. In practice a limitation of the interface forces and moments at spacecraft interface has
been considered consistently with the limit load factors specified by the launcher user’s
manual, i.e. 5g in longitudinal direction and 1.8g in lateral direction (Figure 5). On the basis
of the results obtained, the reduction of the input is needed in the lateral directions but it is not
needed in the longitudinal direction.
In order to take into account the effect of the very low damping associated with SiC
material, a dedicated procedure has been set up to assign specific damping values to the parts
made of SiC. In this way the analysis has been performed with damping values equivalent to
an amplification factors Q=50 for all SiC parts and Q=25 elsewhere, which corresponds to the
damping normally attributed to the metallic and composite material parts.
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For the components modelled as dedicated flexible FEMs, both accelerations and forces
have been recovered at the interfaces with the support structure. The former ones have been
used to define the sine qualification specifications and the latter ones to derive the equivalent
accelerations at CoG. For equipment and units, modelled as lumped masses rigidly connected
to the support structure, the accelerations have been recovered for the nodes of the lumped
masses. In this case the same output has been used to define both sine specifications spectra
and CoG accelerations, since it is assumed that the unit behaves rigidly in the whole analysed
frequency range.
5.3 Vibro-acoustic analysis
The main objective of the vibro-acoustic analysis of the spacecraft is usually to predict the
dynamic response to the launcher acoustic noise environment. The recovered data are used to
support the definition of random vibration specifications at lower levels of assembly as well
as to support the definition of the load factors, by calculating the equivalent accelerations at
CoG.
A finite elements vibro-acoustic analysis has been performed by using the software code
ACTRAN, in the frequency range up to 355 Hz (upper bound of 250 Hz centered octave
band). The selection of the frequency cut-off was mainly driven by the limitation of the
computational resources, since this kind of analysis is very demanding.
The analysis has been performed by applying the specified acoustic sound pressure diffuse
field (Table 1) to all spacecraft exposed surfaces (Figure 7).
The modal damping model chosen for the vibro-acoustic analysis was a frequency
dependent modal damping, i.e. 𝑄 = �𝑓, where 𝑄 is the amplification factor and 𝑓 the
frequency. For lower frequencies octave bands the amplification factor has been kept equal to
10 to avoid excessive damping. The choice of a frequency dependent damping is justified by
past experiences, i.e. based on dynamic responses of similar structures.
In order to take into account the effect of the very low damping associated with SiC
material, i.e. to account for the expected larger dynamic response, a specific additional safety
factor has been applied to the output relevant to SiC parts. The values of the mentioned factor
have been computed according to a dedicated procedure and have been applied to equipment
and units on a case by case basis.
5.4 Shock analysis
The main objective of the spacecraft shock analysis is to predict the dynamic response to
the applicable shock environments. The recovered data are used to support the definition of
shock specifications at lower levels of assembly.
The shock specification applicable to the Euclid spacecraft is reported in Table 2 in terms
of SRS (with 𝑄 = 10) and refers to the flight event of spacecraft separation. The shock source
is the clamp-band separation system. These levels are applied simultaneously in axial and
radial directions.
In order to predict and estimate the shock response at various spacecraft locations, two
relevant methods reported in [5] have been applied.
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TASI usually computes the shock attenuation from the source to the desired location using
the “point source” attenuation method, as it allows to consider the effect of mechanical
discontinuities (i.e. junctions). However, in the frame of the Euclid project, also the specific
methodology to evaluate the attenuation of the shock wave generated by a clamp-band has
been applied [5]. It should be noted that the clamp-band methodology does not consider the
presence of junctions to compute the shock environment at the desired location, but only the
distance between shock source and target as unique parameter.
The Euclid shock analysis has shown that the clamp-band attenuation approach is generally
less conservative than the point source one. At spacecraft PDR the shock specifications were
generally established as the envelope of the results of the two approaches, however to avoid
excessive conservatism, the results of the clamp-band attenuation approach were applied for
some units.
5.5 Launcher-spacecraft coupled loads analysis
The main objective of the launcher-spacecraft coupled loads analysis (CLA) is usually to
predict the dynamic response caused by the launch transients. Normally the goal is to produce
a bounding set of loads for design or verification. In practice the CLA results support the
definition of the “flight limit loads” for the spacecraft and may be considered as an “indicator
of compliance” between the overall environment specified by the launcher at the interface
with the spacecraft and the strength of the spacecraft structure [4].
A preliminary Soyuz ST-B / Euclid spacecraft coupled loads analysis has been performed
within the activities for the preparation of the spacecraft PDR. The analysis simulated a
mission in a single launch configuration, implementing the Euclid spacecraft integrated on a
PAS 1666 MVS adapter and mated on the Fregat upper stage.
The coupled loads analysis has been performed by the Launcher Authority, by merging the
spacecraft mathematical model (in Craig-Bampton format) provided by TAS-I to the launcher
mathematical models.
The CLA results provided information and data about loading and mechanical environment
generated on the spacecraft during 9 flight load cases.
An assessment has been performed on the CLA results in terms of sine equivalent vibration
level at spacecraft/adapter interface, quasi static loads at spacecraft center of gravity and
relative fluxes. QSLs and accelerations internal to the spacecraft have been also compared
with the relevant design or qualification loads for the main items (PLM, VIS and NISP) and
units. The following conclusions have been reached:
•

•

the results of the CLA show that all the sine equivalent vibration levels, spacecraft
QSLs and relevant flux values calculated at the Euclid interface, are in compliance
with the Soyuz user’s manual environmental specifications and dimensioning load
cases. In conclusion, at spacecraft level, the Soyuz user’s manual is thus confirmed
as fully applicable to the Euclid project.
Comparing the “internal” QSLs and accelerations, and applying the relevant safety
factors, the CLA results are generally enveloped by the design/qualification loads,
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with very few exceptions. This provides evidence that conservative loads have been
specified for the spacecraft in the low frequency range.
The Figure 8 reports the equivalent sine vibrations levels at the spacecraft/adapter interface
for the longitudinal axis: a substantial margin is shown.

Figure 8: Flight sine vibrations levels at the spacecraft/adapter interface (longitudinal axis).
Source: Arianespace.

6

LOADS AND FACTORS OF SAFETY

The Euclid project applies the standard documents by the European Cooperation for
Space Standardization (ECSS) and, in particular, the logic for factors of safety reported in [6],
as in Figure 9. The key aspects are here after briefly recalled.
The design limit loads 𝐷𝐿𝐿 are calculated by multiplying the (flight) limit loads 𝐿𝐿 by the
Coefficient A, i.e. the design factor, as in the following relationship:
𝐷𝐿𝐿 = 𝐾𝑄 × 𝐾𝑃 × 𝐾𝑀 × 𝐿𝐿

(1)

Where 𝐾𝑄 is the qualification factor, imposed by the Launcher Authority, for Soyuz
𝐾𝑄 = 1.3; 𝐾𝑃 is the “project factor” and 𝐾𝑀 the “model factor”.
The model factor is applied to account for uncertainties in mathematical models when
predicting dynamic response, loads and evaluating load paths. While going through the design
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refinement loops, the model factor can be progressively reduced to 1.0 after demonstration of
satisfactory correlation between mathematical models and test measurements.
The “project factor” is applied to account for the maturity of the program (e.g. stability of
the mass budget, well identified design) and the confidence in the specifications given to the
project. This factor integrates a programmatic margin e.g. for growth potential for further
developments. The value of 𝐾𝑃 is generally defined at system level and can be reduced
during the development.
The test loads are calculated by multiplying the limit loads 𝐿𝐿 by the relevant test factors,
i.e. the qualification factor 𝐾𝑄 for qualification loads or the acceptance factor 𝐾𝐴 for
acceptance loads.
It should be noted that the design factor includes the qualification factor for the definition
of the design loads. This is consistent with the verification plan of the Euclid spacecraft, in
fact the flight hardware will be tested at qualification load levels.
The project and model factors ensure that the sizing of the structure is performed for higher
loads than the qualification loads by covering the relevant uncertainties: the two factors then
act as a risk mitigation in the mechanical development process. On the other hand if the 𝐾𝑃
and 𝐾𝑀 values selected are too conservative, they can produce an inefficient structural design
with unnecessary mass penalty or even an unfeasible design. For this reason great attention
has been paid in defining the 𝐾𝑃 and 𝐾𝑀 values, also considering a zoning approach, in line
with the maturity of the mathematical models and the maturity of the project.
Satellites
Test Logic

Common Design Logic

Limit Loads - LL

Increasing Load Level

x KQ

QL

x KA

x Coef. A

AL
Design Limit Loads
DLL

x Coef. B

x Coef. C

DYL
DUL

Figure 9: Logic for factors of safety application [6].
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7

STRATEGY TO AVOID OVERDESIGN AND OVERTESTING

The mechanical design drivers of the Euclid PLM and scientific instruments are related to
the mass, the stiffness (i.e. the natural frequencies of the fundamental modes) and the
dimensional stability. For this reason the main parts of the PLM and instruments are made of
silicon carbide. This ceramic material was selected for its excellent stiffness to mass ratio and
for its very low coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE). It can be used for structural
components as well as for mirrors since it can be polished and coated.
Furthermore the PLM and instruments include kinematic mounts which ensure a
decoupling of the thermoelastic and mounting distortions. They constitute relatively simple
interfaces to the baseplate with well identified load transfer paths. For example in Figure 10
the opto-mechanical and detector assembly (NI-OMADA) of the NISP instrument is shown.
Despite a relatively high strength, the SiC is brittle and over stressing should thus be
avoided with much more care than with metallic materials, for which local overstress often
results into local yielding but not into a complete failure. Another point of attention is the
alignment stability: the interfaces to SiC are bolted, relying on friction to transfer the loads.
Since the instruments have stringent alignment stability requirements, overloading of the
bolted assemblies should be avoided. Moreover the SiC has a very low intrinsic damping.
Amplification at resonances greater than 100 were recorded during relevant vibration tests [7].
As a consequence, the mechanical load specifications should be as low as possible due to
the fragile components the PLM and instruments include. This is important at any level of
mechanical specifications, considering the “flow-down approach” used to define loads and
environments at lower level of assembly.
A “notching strategy” [4] is then crucial to properly define the design loads to avoid
overdesigning the structure and, at later stages, to protect the hardware from overtesting. Of
course the design loads have to include sufficient margins with respect to all possible source
of uncertainties and the test loads have to be sufficiently high to demonstrate the mechanical
qualification.
In order to meet the above mentioned objectives, especially for the PLM and instruments,
the following key aspects are in place during the implementation phase of the spacecraft:
•
•

careful selection of the “project factors” and “model factors” [6], which should
guarantee sufficient design margins without excessive conservatism
“pre-agreed” force limited vibration approaches for notching (which consists of
limiting the reaction force at the interface between the test article and the shaker
[4]) also during the phase of design loads and mechanical environments definition.

In general, the force limited vibration approach has a number of advantages [4]. In
particular, with respect to the random vibration environments of the instruments, the “semiempirical method” is used [8].
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Figure 10: The NISP opto-mechanical and detector assembly (NI-OMADA).
8

CONCLUSIONS

Euclid is an astronomy and astrophysics space mission of the European Space Agency
having the objective to elucidate the geometry and the nature of dark energy and dark matter.
This paper provided both an overview of the spacecraft mechanical architecture and a
synthesis of the process applied to establish adequate mechanical loads for design and testing.
The Euclid spacecraft is composed by two modules: the Payload Module, which includes
the telescope and the baseplate supporting the VIS and NISP instruments and the Service
Module, which includes the sunshield.
The SVM mechanical architecture is inherited from the Herschel satellite design, with a
primary structure formed by the central thrust cone and eight shear panels. This structure
brings the PLM loads directly to the launcher interface.
The PLM mechanical and thermal architectures aim at allowing independent development
of the telescope and of the NISP and VIS instruments. It is organised around the silicon
carbide baseplate which supports on one side the telescope primary and secondary mirrors,
and on the other side the remaining optical elements and the two scientific instruments.
The second part of the paper presented a synthesis of the process applied to establish
adequate mechanical loads for design and testing. For Euclid the rather traditional approach of
“flowing-down” the loads and environments from the ones specified by the launcher user’s
manual to “lower level of assembly”, e.g. payload module, instruments and units, has been
applied. The fundamental aspects of the approach are the preparation of adequate
mathematical models of the spacecraft, the execution of dynamic analyses at “spacecraft
system” level applying as input the mechanical environments induced by the launcher and the
recovery of the relevant responses. Frequency response analysis, vibro-acoustic analysis and
shock analysis have been the main analyses performed at system level.
The Euclid project applies and makes reference to the ECSS documentation, in particular
for what concerns the logic for factors of safety. Two key factors, the so called “project” and
“model” factors ensure that the sizing of the structure is performed for higher loads than the
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qualification loads by covering the relevant uncertainties. The two factors act as a risk
mitigation in the mechanical development process. However great attention has to be paid in
defining the values of the factors since, if a too conservative approach is applied, they can
produce an inefficient structural design with unnecessary mass penalty or even an unfeasible
design.
Furthermore, in order to properly define the design loads to avoid overdesigning the
structure and, at later stages, to protect the hardware from overtesting, a “notching strategy”
has been established and agreed by ESA and industrial partners with the aim to produce a
compliant, “optimised” design. This strategy is particularly important considering that the
scientific instruments, as well as the PLM, are mainly made of silicon carbide, material with
relatively high strength, but with high brittleness.
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Abstract
The present article copes with the analysis of free vibration of FGM plates with temperaturedependent materials in thermal environment. The functionally graded material (FGM) can be
produced by continuously varying the constituents of multi-phase materials in a predetermined
profile. The most distinct features of an FGM are the non-uniform microstructures with continuously graded macroproperties. An FGM can be defined by the variation in the volume
fractions. In the proposed study three different volume fractions are considered: (i) power-law
function, (ii) exponential function and (iii) sigmoid function. The analysis is carried out by
using advanced higher-order equivalent single layer plate theories developed within the framework of Carrera’s Unified Formulation (CUF). The considered thermal loadings are induced
by non-linear temperature distributions through-the-thickness plate direction. The governing
equations are derived in their week-form by using the Principle of the Virtual Displacement
(PVD) and are solved by employing the advanced Hierarchical Trigonometric Ritz Formulation (HTRF).The effect of the thermally induced loadings, length-to-thickness ratio, material
temperature-dependence, volume fraction, volume fraction index and boundary conditions on
the natural frequencies is investigated.
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Summary. This document presents the static analysis of reinforced tapered structures using
1D models. These models are based on one dimensional formulation derived through the unified
formulation(CUF). This formulation provides 3D-like results thanks to the use of polynomial expansions to describe the displacement field over the cross-section. Depending on the types of
expansion used, different classes of CUF are obtained. In this work the Lagrange expansions
were used. The use of LE models allows each structural component to be considered separately;
this approach is called component wise (CW). Different kind of aeronautical structures, gradually more complex, were studied. The stress and displacement fields due to simple load cases
were obtained. The results have been compared with those obtained using commercial tools,
3D and 2D models have been used as comparisons. These last use solid and shell elements. The
results show the capability of the present refined 1D models to achieve results usually obtained
by use of solid models and therefore, with higher computational cost.
1. INTRODUCTION
The typical aeronautical structures are composed by reinforced thin shell, in order to minimize the weight without reducing the performances. These structures are composed by skin
(several panels joined), longitudinal stiffening spar and the transversal stiffener called ribs. The
analysis of these thin-walled structures can be obtained by the use of classical methods discussed in [1][2]. The classical approaches assume constant shear stress inside panels. In order
to overcome the limitations related to constant shear stress, the use of matrix methods was introduced by Argyris and Kensley [3]. These methods are automatic and are at the basis of the
development of finite element methods (FEMs).
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With the introduction of computational tools that implement the finite elements methods,
the analysis of aircraft structures can be made using three elements typically: the solid (threedimensional), the plate (two-dimensional) and the beam elements (one dimensional). One of the
most popular software based on this approach is NASTRAN. Usually, solid elements are used
for aerospace structures that lead to a huge computational cost. This is a complication when
a multi-field problem is performed, as an aeroelastic or thermal analysis, or when a particular
material are used, such as composite.
In order to overcome this issue, a equivalent lower-fidelity model is used. The most simplified model is called stick-model and concerns the use of one-dimensional model along the
wing’s elastic axis. This type of model implies the evaluation of the structural stiffness of the
wing respect to its principal axes. Another approach is the 2D model. This last is useful to
describe the several types of thin-walled structures which can be found in the aeronautical field.
In conclusion, the structural analyses require a huge computational cost or a model with poor
accuracy.
In this scenario, the development of High fidelity reduced models with very good accuracy
is crucial, above all because the aeronautic structures are even more complex, both in the design
field and in the material field.
In this work a refined 1D model based on Carrera Unified Formulation is applied. CUF
has been developed for shell and plate theories by [4]. In the last years, the CUF has been
extended to beam theories [5]. In general two classes of 1-D models were proposed: one based
on the Taylor expansion (TE) and the other one based on the Lagrange Expansion (LE). Lately
other expansions have been implemented as shown in [8][9] where, for example, trigonometric
expansions were introduced. The LE models, used in this document, have only displacements
as unknowns and this feature allows to impose the congruence between different structures
without incurring in coupling issues. In this way each generic component of a reinforced shell
structure has its 1D formulation.
This document can be subdivided into three parts. In the first a brief introduction at Unified
Formulation is presented. Then the structures studied are shown and the results are reported.
Finally, the main conclusions are highlighted.
2. 1-D Carrera Unified Formulation
In this section are provided some notions about the CUF. Initially, a brief introduction to the
theory of structures is presented, followed by the description of the CUF and LE beam. Then
the solution with the finite element is illustrated.
2.1 Preliminaries
For each general point the displacement vector can be identified:
uT = (ux , uy , uz )

2

(1)
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where ux , uy and uz are the components along the three directions. The strains and stresses
vectors are defined as:
T = (xx , yy , zz , xy , xz , yz ),

(2)

σ T = (σxx , σyy , σzz , τxy , τxz , τyz ).

(3)

The strain vector can be obtained using the differential operator b:
 = bu.

(4)

The extended form of b can be found in [6]. The Hooke’s law introduces the relation between
the stress field and the strain one:
σ = C,
(5)
where C is the stiffness coefficients matrix
material, the matrix C can be expressed as:

C11 C12
C21 C11

C21 C21
C=
 0
0

 0
0
0
0
The coefficients are defined

of the material. In order to describe an isotropic

C12 0
0
0
C12 0
0
0 

C11 0
0
0 

0 C44 0
0 

0
0 C44 0 
0
0
0 C44

C11 = 2G + λ C12 = C21 = λ C44 = G
G=

νE
E
λ=
2(1 + ν)
(1 + ν)(1 − 2ν)

(6)

(7)
(8)

where E is Young’s modulus, G is the shear modulus and ν is Poisson’s ratio. λ and G are
also called as Lamè coefficients.
2.2 Unified Formulation
The model used in this document introducing an approximation of the displacement field of
the beam. A generic three-dimensional displacement field expressed as
u = u(x, y, z).

(9)

can be re-written as
u = Fτ (x, z)uτ (y),

3

τ = 1, 2 . . . M,

(10)
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where uτ is the displacement vector and the Fτ represents the expansion used to approximate
the behaviour of the beam cross-section. M is the number of terms of the expansion. The type
of Lagrange polynomials used in this work for built 1D high-order model is nine-point elements
(L9). There are other types of polynomials like four-point elements (L4). These polynomials
are expressed by an isoparametric formulation in order to deal with any shape geometries as
shown in fig.1. The interpolation functions can be found in [7].
Once that the function are defined, for example, the displacement field of L9 element along
x is given by
ux = F1 ux1 + F2 ux2 + F3 ux3 . . . + F9 ux9

(11)

where ux1 . . . ux9 represent the component along x of the displacement field of each node of
the L9 elements. In order to have a better refined model, the cross section can be discretized by
more L-elements joined together as show in fig.1.

(a) L4 and L9 elements in natural reference system.

(b) Two assembled L9 in
generic reference system.

Figure 1. L9.
2.3 Finite Element solution
In this part the FE solution based on Lagrange Expansion are going to be presented. The
displacement vector is given by
u(x, y, z) = Fτ (x, z)Ni (y)qτ i

(12)

where Ni are the shape functions and qτ i the nodal displacements vector. The B3 elements
(elements with three nodes) are adopted in this work and the index i indicates the node of the
beam element. The governing equations can be obtained using the PVD (Principle of Virtual
Displacements) that, in the static case, is expressed as the equivalence between the work of the
external loads (δLext ) and the strain energy (δLint ). The term δ denotes the virtual variation.
δLint = δLext
The internal work can be written as:

4

(13)
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δLint =

Z

δT σdV

(14)

V

Introducing the Hooke’s law and the geometrical relations, the internal work can be expressed in function of the Ni , the expansion used for the cross section and the properties of the
material. The process to get the 15 can be found in [6].
Z
δLint = δqsj
Nj (y)Fs (x, z)bT CbFτ (x, z)Ni (y)dV qτ i
(15)
V

The stiffness matrix Kijτ s is obtained and it is expressed in term of fundamental nucleus
(3 × 3 array).
In order to deepen the CUF, the TE and LE theory and its FE application, the recent book
by Carrera et al. is suggested [6].
3. Numerical Results
In this section different aeronautical structures are examined. Initially the results of a simple
reinforced panel are presented. First a rectangular panel is studied; then a tapered one is taken
into account. In the second part a tapered wing box with rectangular cross section will be shown.
The results are compared with those from a commercial FEM software. The software used is
MSc/NASTRAN. Two model are used. The solid model was realized with 8-node element
(HEX8) instead, the model called shell+beam model combines the two nodes beam elements
(BAR2) for the stiffener and the plate elements (QUAD4) for the panels. The several structures
presented in this section is made of a generic aluminium alloy with these properties: Young’s
module E = 71.7 GP a, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.33, density ρ = 2810 kg/m3 .
3.1 Rectangular Shape
The first structure is a simple rectangular panel with two stiffeners along the biggest edge.
One extremity is clamped and on the other one the load is applied. The geometrical data of
the structure are the following: axial length L = 1 m, panel height h = 0.2 m, panel thickness
t = 0.002 m, stiffener cross-section a × b = 0.02 × 0.02. Figure 2 shows the several dimensions
introduced. The force applied has a magnitude of F = −50000 N .
The structure can be seen as the sum of three components: the stiffeners and the panel. The
stiffeners are modeled in “typical method“; it means that the beam elements are along the length
of the stiffener and the Lagrange Expansion is used to described the cross section. Instead, for
the panel the thickness direction is taken as beam axis. The shape of the panel is discretized
with the polynomial expansions. This method is going to be useful in order to model a tapered
panel, as will be showed in the next section. In fig.2 these formulations are reported; the y axis
identifies the direction of the beam elements. For the stiffeners are used 5 B3 elements (beam
elements with three nodes). For the panel only one. During the analysis, a poor influence of
the beam element number has been evaluated on the panel behaviour. For this reason only the
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results with one beam element are presented. In order to have a better accuracy, the number
of beam element along the stiffener can be increased (with an increase of the number of L9
elements for the panel cross-section) or can be introduced B4 beam elements.

(a) Reinforced Panel

(b) 1D formulation

Figure 2. Case analyzed.
In fig.3 the L9 distributions used for the cross-section are shown. In this case the two
stiffeners have the same L9 distribution. This choice was adopted to simplify the assembling
with the panel. In order to have also a convergence analysis, the panel was described with three
different discretizations show in fig.3
The results are reported In the table 1.
Table 1. Average τxz ×108 on the rectangular panel at y = L/2 and x = t/2.
BS
DOF
τxz [P a] -1.250

10 L9
3531
-1.114

20 L9
3927
-1.117

30 L9
Solid
4323 207993
-1.117 -1.153

In fig.4 the values of shear stress along the panel height are showed.
It should be noted that the CUF approach provides results in agreement to those obtained
with a solid model characterized by a significantly larger number of DOF. Moreover, the not
constant shear stress distribution along the panel is confirmed.
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Figure 3. Cross-section L9 distributions for the rectangular structure.
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Figure 4. τxz vs z-axis at L/2 of the rectangular panel.
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3.2 Tapered Shape
A tapered reinforced panel is now considered. Once again the beam axis is taken along
the length to describe the stiffeners and along the thickness for the panel. The number of B3
elements used is the same of the previous model. For the panel formulation, considering the
previous assessment results, only a discretization with 20 L9 is used, for a total of 99 points.
The stiffener cross-section is the same of the previous one. Figure 6 presents the meshes used
for the cross-sections. Using this approach, as the figure shows, the tapered panel is modeled
with accuracy without introducing heavy approximations ( for example the tapered edge approximated by steps). The length of the stiffener is always L = 1 m, the bigger height of the
panel is h1 = 0.2 m, the other one is obtained by rotating the stiffener. Introducing a taper angle
of α = 2.5 deg, the value found is h2 = 0.1128 m . The panel thickness and the stiffener crosssection are the same of the precious case.The sizes are reported in fig.5 The force magnitude on
the free extremity is equal to F = −50000 N . The material used is the same aluminum alloy of
the previous section.

(a) Reinforced Panel

(b) 1D formulation

Figure 5. Tapered formulation.
In the table 2 the displacement of two points are reported. The values are multiplied ×10−2 .
These two points match with the axis of the stiffeners at L = 1 [m]. By reference to the fig.6
the points considered are located in local reference system at (0,L,0). wa is related to upper
stiffener where the load is applied. Instead wb is related to lower stiffener.
In fig.7 the values of τxz along the height are shown instead the table n.1 shows the average
values. The average value is evaluated in the middle plane of the panel.All the values are
multiplied ×108 .
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Figure 6. Cross-section L9 distributions for the tapered structure.
Table 2. w on the panel at y = L/2 and x = t/2.
Displacement 20L9
wa [m]
-3.045
wb [m]
-2.979

Solid
-3.049
-2.973

Shell+Beam
-3.887
-3.802

0.1

z

0.05

20 L9
Shell+Beam
Solid
BS

0

-0.05

-0.1
-1.22

-1.2

-1.18

-1.16

-1.14

-1.12
σxz x108

-1.1

-1.08

Figure 7. τxz vs z-axis at L/2.
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Table 3. Average τxz on the panel at y = L/2 and x = t/2.
BS
DOF
τxz [P a] -1.151

20 L9
3927
-1.091

10

Solid
26019
-1.123

Shell+Beam
4280
-1.174
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3.3 Tapered Wing Box
Now a tapered wing box is presented. The box is composed by eight elements, four stiffeners
and four panels, numbered as shown in fig.8. At y = L the structure is clamped and at y = 0
there is a load on stiffener n.2. The lenght is r1 is 0.6 m and r2 = 0.5218 m. The last data is
due to the rotation of the stiffener around Z by an angle of α = 2.5 deg. The other geometrical
data are those already introduced previously.
Table 4 shows the displacements of the four stiffeners at the tip. The points are located in
the centre of the cross-section of the stiffener. The fig.10 shows the values of the shear stresses
in the panel. The results of the BS are not reported because this model is not able to get accurate
results in this type di structures as well as the classical models. The main assumption of these
methods is that the cross section (so also the ribs) are rigid within their planes. In fig.11 the
deformed shape of the wing box is showed. Dashed lines are the edges of the undeformed shape
instead the continuous lines represent the deformation.

(a) Wing Box

(b) 1D formulation

Figure 8. Tapered formulation.
Table 4. Displacement w[m] of the center tip point of the stiffener .
DOF Point 1 Point 2 Point 3 Point 4
20L9
7296 -0.0185 -0.0191 0.00312 0.00312
Solid
58560 -0.0187 -0.0195 0.00319 0.00319
Beam+Shell 37700 -0.0229 -0.0238 0.00367 0.00367
These results show how the LE models used in this analysis provide results more similar to
solid model compared to a model that merges both the 1D elements and 2D elements.
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Figure 9. Cross-section L9 distributions for the wing box.
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Figure 10. Trend of τxz and τxy vs panel height.
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Figure 11. Deformed shape of wing box.
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3.4 Tapered Wing Box with rib
In this case a rib on the tip is introduced. The load case is the same. The geometry of the
rib is showed in fig.13 which presets the L9 distributions too. The thickness is equal to the
thicknesses of the panels. Figure12 presents the geometry and the formulations used in this
section. As for the panel, the rib has the beam axis along the thickness. Table 5 shows the
displacements of the same points of the previous wing box. The table 6 show the average value
of the shear stresses in the middle plane of the panel. Instead fig.14 shows the values of these
stresses.
In the fig.15 the function of the rib can be appreciated.

(a) Wing Box

(b) 1D formulation

Figure 12. Tapered formulation.

Figure 13. Cross-section L9 distributions for the rib.
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Figure 14. Trend of τxz and τxy vs panel height.
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Table 5. Displacement w[m] of the center tip point of the stiffener .
DOF Point 1
20L9
9603 -0.0100
Solid
60831 -0.0101
Beam+Shell 43580 -0.0125

Point 2 Point 3 Point 4
-0.0104 -0.0054 -0.0054
-0.0106 -0.0055 -0.0055
-0.01310 -0.0067 -0.0067

Table 6. Average τij on the panel at y = L/2 and x = t/2.
τxz [Pa] τxy [Pa] τxz [Pa] τxy [Pa]
Panel 1 Panel 2 Panel 3 Panel 4
BF
-8.635
2.878
-2.878
-2.878
20L9
9603
-8.856
2.890
-1.989
-2.888
Solid
60831 -8.862
2.881
-2.041
-2.877
Beam+Shell 43580 -9.654
3.279
-2.129
3.279
DOF

Figure 15. Deformed shape of wing box.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
In this document different configurations of reinforced structures are take into account. For
each structure a static analysis under a simple load case is performed through the use of a finite
elements approach based on CUF. The cases show as LE formulation is useful for describe a
multi-components structure and allows to know the behaviour of each component separately.
Moreover, this work shows the capability of these formulations to model tapered shape without
incurring in low accuracy results. From this work some main feature can be summarized in the
following list:
• through the use of these High Fidelity Reduced models, any geometry can be represented
without introducing approximations;
• results very close to those 3D can be achieved thanks the capability to have a deformable
cross-section;
• this method can deal tapered structures. Moreover, complex structures can be described;
• the results obtained is better than those from the typical methods used in these analyses
as the 1D model and 2D model.
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Abstract.
The paper presents the results of the Aviospace R&D on Power Autonomous Wireless Sensor
Networks, implementing space transportation and exploration vehicles telemetry.
In general, space systems are limited by the availability of electrical power and weighted by
kilometres of wires and cables for power distribution and data transmission, Aviospace has
prototyped an innovative electronic node capable to condition and control sensors, collect and
pre-process sensor data, and transmit them to the on-board computer. The prototypes
developed have been designed for space transportation applications, but, considering also
possible spin-offs on earth applications, the product applies also wherever there is the need of
telemetry transmission and remote control of systems, and where accessibility or placement of
wires are an issue.
The innovation proposed by the developed prototypes is the coupling of low-power
consuming electronics with energy harvesting devices (i.e. vibrational energy harvesting and
electromagnetic power transfer) in order to completely free the electronic nodes from wires.
The capability to harvest the required electrical energy by structural vibrations makes the
device suitable for any transportation vehicle or industrial machinery (i.e. railways,
aeronautics, automotive manufacturers, etc.) or wherever structural vibrations are present;
moreover the presence of an electromagnetic power transfer device allows to supply energy to
the sensor nodes during “quite” phases, like maintenance or integration.
The project paves the way to simplifications of space systems, especially in terms of wiring,
allowing the use of spread energetic-autonomous electronic components as sensors and/or
micro-actuators. A reduced use of wires implies a reduction of costs of assembly and
integration operations (man-hours) and less inertial mass to be lifted off in favour of a greater
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payload on orbit. The test campaigns on the network prototype have demonstrated high
communication robustness and the capability to modulate the power consumption in function
of the monitoring needs; the latter, coupled with the significant energy harvesting
performance, demonstrated the potentiality of the developed device to be used in many
scenarios as a Power Autonomous Wireless Sensor Network for telemetry.
1 INTRODUCTION
Space systems are limited by the availability of electrical power and weighted by kilometres
of wires and cables for power distribution and data transmission. The Wireless transmission
coupled with the capability to convert by-product energy wasted in the environment (e.g.
unwanted structural vibrations) into electrical energy (sufficient to power on-site lowconsuming electronic or mechatronic devices like microprocessors, sensors, transmitters,
receivers, etc.) will increase the efficiency of future space transportation and exploration
vehicles, as far as it will simplify their assembly, integration, and maintenance procedures,
reducing assembly and integration (man-hours) costs. Such a technology would in fact
simplify the use of great amount of sensors, often in areas difficult to access or next to
prohibitive environment, with less inertial mass to be lifted off in favour of a greater payload
on orbit. The introduction of completely wireless telemetry device, using Vibration Energy
Harvesting (VEH) and WSN technologies, in the new generation European launchers could
represent an original contribution in the field of the next-future avionics architecture.
To achieve this objective, Aviospace has invested in three complementary researches:
 Vibration Energy Harvesting using piezoelectric materials (co-funded by Piedmont
Region)
 Multi-platform communication network (co-funded by Piedmont Region)
 Wireless telemetry devices (co-founded by Airbus Defence and Space)
The main challenge for the energy harvesting is to be able to provide enough energy to
complete the telemetry task. For that, Aviospace has adopted a versatile solution where a
battery is connected to the VEH and to the telemetry electronic, in order to temporarily
decoupling the energy harvesting and energy utilization times. Thus to optimize the
performance it is possible to operate on three aspects, almost independently:
1. Increasing the harvested energy
2. Increasing the energy storage efficiency
3. Decreasing the electronic power consumption
For what concern the energy harvested by VEH, the amount of recoverable energy is function
of the material characteristics, the induced deformations and the size of the device. The
recovered energy shall be sufficient to supply the telemetry and radio communication
electronics, but at the same time the mass and size of the harvester shall be reduced as much
as possible to be competitive respect to the traditional wired solutions. To reduce the
electronic power consumption an efficient communication strategy has been implemented, but
further power saving can be reached by the use of hybrid electronic or FPGA/ASIC
utilization.
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The prototypes of wireless telemetry developed by Aviospace are targeted for space
transportation applications, anyway the same technology can be applicable wherever there are
mechanical vibrations, as in any terrestrial transportation vehicle or industrial machinery,
therefore potential customers can be found in the railways, aeronautics, automotive, etc.
manufacturers.
2 SPACE APPLICATIVE SCENARIO
The prototype developed in Aviospace has been focused on a space launcher scenario, with
the aim to contribute to the ESA Next Generation Launchers (NGL) program.
The representation of a launcher could be simplified identifying two functional parts: payload
and propulsion. The payload is the “existing” reason of the launcher, it is composed by all the
elements that shall be released in orbit; the payload, as stated in the name, is the economically
valuable part of a launch. The propulsion is the mean to release the payload in orbit and is
mainly composed by engines and propellants, plus pyrotechnic separation items, to detach the
different stages composing the launcher during the ascent phase. The great amount of
propellants and the presence of pyrotechnics make the control of the propulsion element a
safety critical issue, affecting the integrity of the payloads (that can be also human crews), but
also the safety of the launch operations.
To reduce the launcher risks a great amount of sensor to monitor the launcher health is
required, but the mass and volume of the sensors itself, the related harness and electronics
finally affect the capability of transporting payloads on orbit, reducing simultaneously the
economic return of the launch service.
For a given mission, reducing or eliminating the sensor harness, thus reducing the launcher
health monitoring system mass, leads to an increase of the payload mass or, maintaining the
payload mass, it will be possible to increase the number of health monitoring sensors thus the
launcher reliability.
As launcher reference, an ARIANE 5-like scenario has been considered; hereafter the
reference value in terms of launcher vibrations, expressed as Power Spectral Density (PSD),
where g stands for standard gravity acceleration (g=9.81 m/s2), are reported.
The launcher vibrations sustained during the atmospheric ascent phase are reported in Table
1, considering the maximum value of random vibrations for the structures and the attached
equipment.
[Hz]

PSD [g2/Hz]

0,0727
20
0,273
60
0,273
1000
0,0727
2000
Table 1: Maximum longitudinal PSD

For VEH purposes, high acceleration levels are desirable while it is the contrary for the
structural stress point of view. To safeguard structural integrity, typical statistical envelopes
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(e.g. Table 1 values) used for mechanical tests are conservative, since, to be safe, their loads
are slightly higher than the real ones. On the other hand, these envelops are too optimistic on
the energy conversion standpoint, because they propose an environment more energetic than
the real one. For this reason it has been chosen to halve the value in Table 1 as reported in
Figure 1.

Figure 1: Halved random vibration for VEH tests; duration of 120 seconds.

3 WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK (WSN)
“A wireless sensor network consists of spatially distributed autonomous sensors to
monitor physical or environmental conditions, such as temperature, sound, pressure,
etc. and to cooperatively pass their data through the network to a main location. The
more modern networks are bi-directional, also enabling control of sensor activity.
The WSN is built of "nodes", from a few to several hundreds or even thousands, where
each node is connected to one (or sometimes several) sensors” [1].
It is possible to subdivide the WSN in sub-networks, each one composed by sensors
connected to the conditioning electronic circuit, an energy harvester and a radio system to
communicate with a gateway that is in turn connected to the system network through the onboard computer.
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Figure 2: WSN network and sub-network

The WSN prototype developed by Aviospace is composed by four identical telemetry nodes,
each one connected with an external set of sensor, wirelessly connected to a gateway (i.e.
integrated in the form of an USB dongle) which in turn is directly connected to a notebook
standing for the on-board computer.
3.1 Vibration Energy Harvesting
Usually the mechanical vibration energy harvesters are based on three different transduction
mechanisms: electromagnetic, electrostatic, and piezoelectric. Energy harvesters based on
piezoelectric materials reveal themselves particularly promising in all the applications where
compact dimensions and low power needs are required [2]. Piezoelectric energy harvesters are
commonly composed by a cantilever in the clamped-free configuration, stressed by external
vibrations [3], a piezoelectric plate, rigidly fixed on the cantilever surface, converts the
mechanical deformation into electric charges. Several different configurations have been
studied: cantilevers with two piezoelectric plates [4], [5], cantilever in clamped-clamped
configuration with an axial pre-load [6], cantilevers with dynamic magnifier [7], and devices
with nonlinear elements[8], [9].
Different piezoelectric cantilevered solutions have been analysed in order to select the
configuration with the maximum energy conversion efficiency.
Usually the vibration environment is characterized by broadband random mechanical
vibrations [11], [12], therefore, to collect the larger amount of mechanical vibrations, more
than one mode must be equally excitable in the energy harvester in order to have a wide
frequency response function.
For this reason an innovative design based on a multi-resonant piezoelectric cantilever [10]
has been conceived.
The prototype developed extends the concept of dynamic magnifier inserting, between the
cantilever clamped end and the excited base, a mass-spring-damper system made by a further
cantilever with additional piezoelectric plates [10], extending in this way the solicited
frequency band and, as a consequence, increasing the output voltage produced by the energy
harvester. This peculiar configuration is characterized by the presence of two contiguous
resonance peaks; the presence of two resonant peaks enlarges the cantilever responsive area,
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thus the produced electric energy. In Figure 3 a simulation of two similar system but one of
which present two contiguous resonance peaks.

Figure 3: In solid line the analytical Transfer Function of the Multi-resonant cantilever with
confronted with the Transfer Function of a similar cantilever but with one resonant peak only.

3.2 Sensor management
Aviospace decided not to invest in sensor research, for this reason it has been decided to limit
the sensor choice only to two physical phenomena and to make use just of commercial
products.
In particular, only temperature and acceleration sensors have been considered, both are of
great interest for space mechanical structures, but the former is related to a “slow” and the
letter to a “fast” physical phenomenon, covering in this way a wide application scenario.
“Slow” phenomenon (e.g. temperature variations) is intended as a phenomenon requiring a
limited amount of measures (slow sampling rate) to be monitored with an appreciable
precision, vice versa a “fast” phenomenon require a greater amount of measures (fast
sampling rate). Usually a “slow” phenomenon generates low bit rate, while a “fast” one is
related to a higher bit rate.
Although the sensor performance is not considered a key factor for the project, the research
focused in any case on the optimization of the electronic to manage commercial sensor (up to
four sensors to any WSN node, depending on the sensor bit rate), providing innovative design
and implementation for power feeding, data collection and data storage, and the wireless
transmission toward the On Board Computer (OBC).
The sensor node electronics is then composed by four boards (see Table 2) in order to
implement node configuration flexibility.
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Power Board (Main Board)

PB

Wireless communication
Board
Sensor Conditioning Board

TRB

Energy harvesting Board
Battery

VEH
ES






SCB

Power distribution
VEH conditioning
Battery management
Housekeeping management

 Digital I/O
 Analogic I/O (A/D converters)
 Data buffer/storage

Table 2: Electronics subdivision and allocation into physical boards

3.3 Wireless communication
The possibility to connect the sensor node with the OBC via wireless communication is
another key aspect of the Aviospace research; the wireless technology could have a disruptive
impact on future space systems, allowing the remote sensing without the necessity of harness
routing, with all the positive correlated implications.
Two different strategies have been considered: the first based only on a Low-Rate Wireless
Personal Area Networks (LR-WPAN) platform and the second based on a multi-platform
including:
1. Wi-Fi (2.4GHz) based on the IEEE 802.11 family of standards
2. LR-WPAN based on IEEE 802.15.4 standard using 6LoWPAN
3. Impulse Radio-Ultra Wide Band (IR-UWB) based on IEEE 802.15.4a standard
The LR-WPAN-only solution allows reducing the power consumption and to adopt a more
reliable communication strategy derived from the Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)
methods, instead the multi-platform allows to adapt the communication to the environmental
conditions, to the detriment of higher power consumes related to the different communication
technologies and to real-time computations of the communication management algorithms.
LR-WPAN-only solution
Mobility and heterogeneity are the main characteristics of a LR-WPAN including the ability
to resist harsh environmental conditions while maintaining a low power consumption and ease
of use. To increase the system efficiency, a trade-off between high data rates and low power
consumption has been done; moreover, to reduce further the power consumption, the
operating modes of the nodes and gateway have been optimised. In fact, the transient of the
radio electronics causes a significant amount of power dissipation as well as latency overhead.
In the LR-WPAN technology selection process, some performance limitations regarding
packet transmission frequency and nodes synchronization accuracy, due to technological
constraints of the platforms, has been also considered.
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Different solutions have been evaluated taking into account specific application requirements,
in particular the need for getting updated sensor information no later than 150 ms for sensor
used in critical measurements.
The final result has been the selection of a platforms implementing IEEE 802.15.4, covering
at most the first two protocol layers (PHY and MAC) organised in star topology with the
Gateway playing the role of the Master and the sensor nodes behaving as Slaves.
Multi-platform solution
Versatility and efficiency are the main advantage of a complementary multi-platform
technologies communication system, capable to respond to application and environmental
requirements, while limiting the impact in terms of energy consumption and electromagnetic
emissions, exploiting the pros and avoiding the cons of the different technologies (Table 3)
Wi-Fi:
In Wi-Fi “infrastructure mode” network devices (clients) communicate to each other via an
Access Point (AP) that serves as a bridge to a wired network infrastructure. Compared to the
alternative, i.e. ad-hoc wireless networks in which devices communicate directly to each
other, infrastructure mode offers the advantage of scalability and centralized security
management. The only disadvantage of infrastructure wireless networks is the additional cost
of the AP hardware, which is however small when compared to the many advantages offered
by this mode.
LR-WPAN:
The main characteristics of a LR-WPAN include mobility and heterogeneity of the nodes,
scalability to a larger scale of deployment, ability to resist harsh environmental conditions
while maintaining a low power consumption and ease of use.
It is based on the IEEE 802.15.4 standard (for PHY and MAC layers) with the use of the
6LoWPAN (IPv6 over Low power Wireless Personal Area Networks) protocol.
UWB
The UWB technology, based on the IEEE 802.15.4a standard, differs substantially from
conventional narrowband radio frequency (RF) and spread spectrum technologies (SS) since
UWB uses an extremely wide band of RF spectrum to transmit data. Therefore, UWB is able
to transmit more data in a given period of time than traditional technologies.
UWB radios can use frequencies from 3.1 GHz to 10.6 GHz for a total usable band of more
than 7 GHz wide. However, it is important to notice that UWB devices can make use of an
extremely wide frequency band provided they are not emitting enough energy to be noticed
by narrower band devices nearby, such as 802.11a/b/g radios. This sharing of spectrum allows
devices to obtain very high data throughput only within close proximity.
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LR-WPAN 802.15.4

UWB

2.4 GHz WiFi

Data rate

Low, 250 kbps @2.4GHz
And 20 kbps @868MHz

Medium, 1Mbit/s up to 27
Mbps for 802.15.4a

Transmission
distance
Location
accuracy
Power
consumption
Multipath
performance
Interference
resilience

Short, < 30 meters

Short, < 30 meters

High, 11 Mbps for
802.11b and 100+
Mbps for 802.11n
Long, up to 100
meters

Very Low, tens of meters

High, < 50 cm

Low, several meters

Low, 1 mW

Low, 30 mW

High, 500 mW – 1 W

Poor

Good

Poor

Low

Medium

Very Low

High with high complexity
receivers, low with simplest
receivers
Low

Low – medium complexity
while having low cost

Low - medium - high are
possible

High

Interference
to other
systems
Complexity
and cost

High

Table 3: radio platforms comparison

When the network is powered on, the process of Network Discovery starts: the Gateway
creates a table with the pre-established working channels for LR-WPAN and Wi-Fi interfaces
in each of the multi-radio networks. After the channel pre-allocation has been established, the
Gateway communicates the corresponding operating radio channels starting broadcasting
Advertisement Messages to the network using all available interfaces (Wi-Fi, LR-WPAN and
UWB). The discovery process is carried out in both a passive and an active way. Every node
in the network listens to/scan all channels of all radio interfaces until an Advertisement
Message is received (passive discovery), at the same time Association Requests messages are
also sent from the nodes to the Gateway requesting to join the network (active discovery).
The continuous network discovery process, allows establishing the best transmission
technology at any time, increasing the transmission performance.
4 PROTOTYPES TESTING CONFIGURATION
Two different WSN prototypes have been developed and tested: the first one dedicated
exclusively to the multiplatform communication test and the second equipped with telemetry
electronic and sensor but with the LR-WPAN-only solution for wireless communication. The
reason to split the multiplatform communication from the telemetry wireless system is to
reduce the possible system failures, simplifying tests campaign and tests correlation.
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4.1 Multiplatform WSN prototype configuration
Below, in Figure 4, the architecture of a multiplatform prototype (MRN) is presented.
Basically, a MRN is formed by a set of virtual sensors/actuator connected to a “smart device”,
which has more than one radio interface (i.e. IEEE 802.15.4a, IEEE 802.15.4 and Wi-Fi)
available for the transmission and reception of the sensory data collected. MRNs are called
smart devices because they are able to process the data collected from the sensors and select
the best radio technology to communicate it to the network, based on its characteristics.

Figure 4 Multi-radio Node Representation

A multiplatform prototype is in charge of carrying out numerous processes such as data
recollection and packing, data processing, interface selection, and radio communications
among others. During the test campaign have been utilized 4 MRN, one of which directly
connected to a notebook via Ethernet with the function of gateway.
4.2 Wireless telemetry prototype configuration
Below, in Figure 5, the architecture of a Wireless telemetry prototype is presented; it is
possible to see the different parts of the telemetry nodes: inside the metallic case is mounted
the energy harvesting devices connected to the energy harvesting and power board that in turn
is connected to the communication board. External to the node it is possible to identify the
sensors (in this configuration there are two sensors on the same board) and the multimeter
connecting cables (red and black cables) used to test the nodes.
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Figure 5: Wireless telemetry prototype with external sensor

For the test have been used four different telemetry nodes and a gateway (integrated inside an
USB dongle) connected to a notebook (to simulate the on-board computing).
The energy harvesting tests have been performed separately due to the necessity to install the
energy harvester on a vibration shaker.
5 TEST RESULTS
5.1 Multiplatform WSN prototype test results
The tests have been focused on platform transmission capability, in particular to calculate the
bit error rate and the packet loss, and to measure the separation relative velocity among nodes,
that is a useful function in case nodes are spread in separating parts of the spacecraft.
It has been decided not to perform the full test campaign for BER and Packet loss estimation,
in order to simplifying the test execution; anyway to ensure the test validity conservative
assumptions have been adopted. Two nodes were placed at 4 meters distance, and a packet
exchange of predefined data was established. An analysis of the received data shows that no
data was lost during the transmission. A statistical approach has then been used to verify the
compliancy with the requirement. The test results are shown in Table 4
Parameter
BER
Packet lost

Value
Lower than 26.4 10-6
Lower than 1.25 10-3

Confidence
99.7%
99.7%

Remarks
0 Bit Error on 220000 samples
0 Packet lost on 4600 sample

Table 4: BER and Packet Loss estimation

Another feature tested is the capability of WSN multiplatform to estimate the distance
between nodes. This feature can help in defining WSN topology after installation, or to
evaluate the relative speed of two separating nodes, e.g. if two nodes are installed in two
different launcher stages, it will be possible to monitor the stage separation. The test was
focused on speed accuracy evaluation to measure the relative separation velocity between two
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nodes. The measured speed has been confronted with the value calculated via a video-camera.
The test results are shown in Table 5.

Figure 6: Ranging Test Setup
Speed in mm/s

From Video

I
I Reverse
II
II Reverse
III
III Reverse
IV
IV Reverse

356.9
348.4
565.6
554.9
908.3
936.3
1031.5
1070.7

From Ranging (samples
average during motion)
357
368
529
556
803
845
885
961

Table 5: Node separation monitoring

As seen, it is possible to measure speed with an accuracy of about 6% with speed lower than
500 mm/s, and 15% with higher speed.
5.2 Wireless telemetry prototype test results
The wireless telemetry prototype has been characterized in terms of communication and
power consumption. Tests on the wireless telemetry were focused on communication
performances in terms of BER and Packet Loss, and in terms of power consumption.
Tests were conducted considering the acquisition of multiple sensors: more than 250K
packets were collected, considering different configuration and network topology. Sensors
data have been simulated allowing isolating bit error and packet loss.
Parameter
BER
Packet lost

Value
Lower than 5.7 10-7
Lower than 2.510-5

Confidence
99.7%
99.7%

Remarks
0 Bit Error on 12M samples
0 Packet lost on 250K sample

Table 6: BER and Packet Loss measurement

The power consumption is strongly dependant on the type of sensor connected to the
telemetry node. In fact, low speed sensors (e.g. Humidity, temperature) require few data to be
transmitted, thus a standby strategy has been developed to reduce the power consumption
during inactive periods. On the other hand, high speed sensors (e.g. accelerometers) require a
continuous transmission, so the previous strategy cannot be implemented.
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Figure 7: Wireless prototype Power test setup

In Figure 7 is represented the configuration scheme of the power consumption test:
During the test, the voltage has been set to 4 V. The current consumption during transmission
was about 30 mA. During the standby phase, the current was about 1 mA.
The tested system, equipped with three sensors (two temperatures and one humidity sensors),
had a duty cycle of 12%. The mean power consumption therefore was 18.3 mW, as it can be
seen in the low data rate power profile screenshot, shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Wireless prototype low data rate power profile
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5.3 Energy Harvesting Test
Two different test campaigns have been performed on two piezoelectric harvester prototypes.
In Figure 9 the prototypes are shown, on the right a device designed to withstand 20g
acceleration with resonant frequencies around 200 Hz (i.e. optimized for a space launcher
scenario), on the left a device designed to withstand 3g acceleration with resonant frequency
around 100 Hz (i.e. optimized for a railway coach scenario). The piezoelectric plates mounted
on both devices are identical except for the Kapton package of the piezoelectric plates on the
devices on the right. The Kapton encapsulated piezoelectric plate resulted more performing
with respect to the “naked” piezoelectric plates, even if requiring larger contact surface. The
difference in performance is probably caused by the non-perfect isolation of the naked
piezoelectric with respect to the metallic device surface, even if the bonding have been done
using non-conductive glue. For this reason only the results on test campaign for 20g Energy
Harvester are hereafter reported.

Figure 9: VEH prototypes: on the right the prototype resonating around 200Hz with Piezoelectric
plates encapsulated in Kapton; on the left prototype resonating around 100Hz with Piezoelectric plates
directly bonded to the metallic substrate via non-conductive glue.

The energy harvester has been characterized in terms of mechanics and electrical
performances; the test has been performed at TÜV facilities, where a shaker was available.
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Figure 10 shows the resonance characterization test. As expected, two peak frequencies have
been found, one at 179.6 Hz and one a 190 Hz.

Figure 10: resonance characterization test

The electrical characterization then has been performed using an electrical power conversion
board as shown in Table 7:
Power generated
[mW @190Hz]
1g
3g
20 g

Lateral piezoelectric device (2x)
[mW]
1.6
8.8
18.8

Central piezoelectric device
[mW]
5.2
19.3
9.3

Total power
[mW]
8.4
36.9
46.9

Table 7: Energy Harvesters electrical characterization

6 FURTHER STEPS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
The test campaign success paves the way to the utilization of WSN into any application
requiring wireless telemetry. Next steps will be the performing of dedicated field test
campaigns in the different scenarios, testing the devices into real application both in Space
launchers and in other transportation vehicles, like airplanes, helicopters, trains, and
automotive applications. A dedicated activity is going to start soon in order to increase the
energy efficiency of the piezoelectric plate coupling with the mechanical device, making use
of Kapton as interposed layer. In parallel a research will start to utilise the Aviospace
developed technology for inkjet printing circuitry to "print" piezoelectric ink-jetted devices
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directly on the mechanical substrate, reducing in such way the electrical connections
complexity and increasing the mechanical coupling between mechanical resonator and
piezoelectric elements, leading to more energy harvesting capability. Finally a dedicated study
will be initiated in order to improve the electronic subsystems in terms of mass, volume and
electrical power consumption
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Summary. Planetary rovers are an important asset in both human and robotic exploration of
the solar system. Their dynamic modeling and simulation is fundamental both in the rover design stage and during operation. A general purpose code for the dynamic modeling of planetary
rovers was developed in the past at the Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
of Politecnico di Torino. For some tasks the model must run in real time and thus simplified
(synthesis) models are required, in particular if they are used for training the rover’s operators
and for constituting an observer in the control loop. The model developed in the past proved to
be accurate enough for the task but to be quite slow, in particular when the terrain on which
the rover operates is very rough. When the rover operates at very low speed, the inertia effects
linked with some of the degrees of freedom, mostly those involved in suspension motion, are so
low that they can be neglected. The mathematical model that results can thus be assumed to
be constituted by a set of differential algebraic equations (DAEs). This promises to simplify the
convergence problems and thus to allow larger time increments, so cutting computation times.
The aim of the present work is investigating on the possibilities of models based on DAEs and
comparing the results so obtained with those coming from a complete differential equations
model, that it is possible to understand how much successful this strategy is in reducing the
computation time. Real time modeling also on small microprocessors used in the controller
may thus be performed, without compromising simulation accuracy. Some examples showing
the limitations of this approach conclude the paper.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Rovers represent the first step of robotic exploration of environments beyond Earth orbit
and the only possibility through which mankind can reach and conduct exploration on Mars
before direct human presence. Moreover, the Lunar Rover Vehicle was the only vehicle used
by astronauts on the Moon and rovers will be certainly used also for human Mars exploration.
Especially NASA rover missions on Mars: Sojourner - Mars Pathfinder in 1997, Spirit and
Opportunity - Mars Exploration Rovers in 2004 and Curiosity - Mars Science Laboratory in
2012, have shown the real feasibility and correct working of rovers for the exploration of the
red planet. Rovers will continue to be an essential asset to future planetary exploration missions
[12]. The main problem of robotic planetary exploration is the need of autonomy, which increases with increasing distance from Earth. While on the Moon teleoperation is possible even
for fast rovers, the lack of autonomy of planetary rovers limits the velocity such as their mission
duration.
Increasing interest is surrounding this kind of exploration robots both in terms of technologies, e.g. NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory Axel rover [1], and in terms of rover space missions,
such as ESA Exomars 2018, JAXA’s Smart Lander for Investigating Moon and future China
rover missions.
At the present stage of technology it seems that, except for the case of bodies with a very
low gravity like small asteroids and comets, wheeled vehicles still offer many advantages, in
particular for what reliability, energy consumption and ease of control are concerned, that overshadow the advantages of alternative concepts, see [2], [3], [4]. Moreover, software for real time
dynamic simulation of wheeled rovers is very precious for what regards both operator training
and dynamic simulation analysis for a detailed design phase.
A fundamental aspect of planetary rover exploration concerns overall rover dynamics. To
improve mobility, advances need to be made in autonomous navigation, power generation and
locomotion [12]. In general, for locomotion performance improvement of different designs for
suspensions and tyres are necessary and the interaction of the vehicle components have to be
considered [9]. For terrestrial applications Apostolopoulos defines the performance by trafficability, manouevrability and terrainability [10]. The demand to perform dynamic simulations
is reported in [11], because the operating speed of planetary rovers is increasing with better
motion planning. Computer simulations should be integrated into the conceptual design phase
and assist in the vehicle’s suspension design to achieve always the best possible mobility [9].
At the Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering of Politecnico di Torino a
work about rover simulation dynamics was published in 2012 [5]. It deals with the dynamic
modeling of wheeled planetary rovers operating on rough terrain. The dedicated model includes
the effect of nonlinearities and models the suspensions in a realistic way.
The present work starts from this previous paper and makes some further steps in rover
dynamic simulation. As stated in [5] the state equation of the whole rover can be obtained
through the Lagrange equations written in term of pseudo-coordinates [6], [7], [8]. One of the
main advantages of this approach is that each term in the state equation can be clearly identified
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and it is possibe to derive simplified equations by simply neglecting some of these terms. This
has to be done starting from physical considerations that some of these terms are negligible
in the application of interest. Some implementation of the present model will be shown in
the following sections. Accurate prediction and optimization of rover locomotion performance
requires an understanding of the rover dynamics [12]. The aim of this paper is investigating on
the possibilities of reduced models and comparing the results so obtained with those coming
from a complete differential equations model [5]. It is thus possible to understand how much
successful this strategy is in reducing the computation time and allowing real time modeling
also on the small microprocessors used in the controller, without compromising simulation
accuracy.
In Section 2 we present a description of the dynamic model. In Section 3 we present the
adopted terrain simulation model. In Section 4 problems affecting the previous model are presented. In Section 5 adopted simplified rover dynamic model are reported. In Section 6 the
results of each adopted model are presented. Finally, Section 7 provides the conclusions of the
paper.
2. IMPLEMENTED DYNAMIC MODEL
Starting from the work already developed at Politecnico di Torino [5], firstly we describe
the dynamic model they used and then we illustrate why and how we simplify it.
The mathematical model of the rover is based on the assumption that all its parts, except for
the tires, are rigid bodies and the latter are modeled as massless elastic and damped systems.
The suspensions may be either elastic and damped devices or articulated systems. Matlab environment was used to run analysis and simulations, because it allows a simple rover dynamic
modeling and it has some routines concerning differential and integration functions which can
be exploited.
2.1 Generalized coordinates
Following the above assumptions, the rover body is a rigid body and has 6 degrees of freedom. As common in vehicle dynamics, the 6 generalized coordinates are subdivided into two
sets: the 3 coordinates of the center of mass of the sprung mass in an inertial reference frame
OXYZ and a set of 3 Tait-Brian angles. The reference frame OXYZ is defined so that X and
Y axes lie in an horizontal plane, while Z-axis is vertical and its origin O is arbitrary. This is
an approximation, since a reference frame fixed to the surface of a celestial body is not strictly
speaking inertial and neglects both the curvature of the surface of a spherical body and the
nonspherical shape of small bodies. The choice of the center of mass as a reference point is
also not a good one in case of linearized, analytically solved models, but in the present case is
quite reasonable since a nonlinear model must be established and dealt with numerically. The
set of Tait-Brian angles is the usual of the yaw-pitch-roll type, but a slightly different order is
expedient. The yaw angle ψ is taken first, then the roll angle φ, and last the pitch angle θ. This
choice allows some simplifications in the case when the wheels rotate about an axis parallel to
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the vehicle y-axis, like when the suspensions have no or slight camber recovery and the wheels
do not steer, as it occurs when slip steering is used. A frame Gxyz is defined, fixed to the rover
body. It is not needed to be a principal frame of inertia but, if it is such, no inertia products
are introduced into the equations of motion. The rotation matrices allowing to express vectors
in the inertial frame from their expressions in the body fixed frame Gxyz can be defined in the
following way. R1 allows a rotation of the axes of GXYZ about the Z-axis by a yaw angle ψ; R2
allows a rotation of the axes of G about the x-axis by a roll angle φ and R3 allows the rotations
of the axes of Gxyz about the y-axis by a pitch angle θ. The generalized coordinates of the
system are
x = [X Y Z φ θ ψ θ1 ... θm ]T .

(1)

The number of generalized coordinates depends on the number of wheels and on the type of
suspensions used.
2.2 Generalized velocities
The dynamic model is based on the pseudo-coordinates approach. The generalized velocities are thus assumed to be the components of the velocity of the center of mass and the
components of the angular velocity of the body of the vehicle in the body-fixed frame plus the
time derivatives of the coordinates of the suspensions
w = [vx vy vz Ωx Ωy Ωz ψ vθ1 ... vθm ]T .

(2)

2.3 Suspension models
The exact formulation of function defining the position of the suspension (uj ) depends on
the kind of suspension used for each wheel. In the case of independent suspensions, the position
of the center of mass of the jth body is only a function of the corresponding coordinate; on the
contrary, if articulated suspensions are used, it may depend on several other parameters. In
some simple cases uj may have a simple analytical expression, but this is not a general rule,
since they may either have an intricated expression or may be defined only numerically. In these
cases the best approach is using polynomials to approximate functions uj , in such a way that
the same expression can be used for any kind of suspensions provided that the coefficients of
the polynomial are suitably computed. An expression that, although not being general, can be
used in most cases for vector uj is
uj =

m
X

Zij [1 θi θi2 ... θik−1 ]T ,

(3)

i=1

where matrix Zij is a matrix of constants that depend only on the kinematics of the jth
suspension. It has 3 rows and a number k of columns equal to the number of terms used for the
polynomial approximation. In case of independent suspensions only the term with i = j exists
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for each suspension, while even in those cases where more than one term is present, usually
they are few.
2.4 Wheel-terrain interaction models
The ground profile is stated as a function ZG (X, Y ) in the form of a look-up table where
the values of ZG are listed at equi-spaced (or prescribed) intervals. Specific profiles, like a
bump or a ditch, profiles measured from given test grounds or randomly generated profiles, can
be included in a library of test terrains. The simplest way of approximating the wheel-ground
interaction is to define the meridional profile of the wheel by computing the X, Y, Z coordinates
of a number of points, possibly with equi-spaced values of angles in a given range (e.g., from
−90◦ to +90◦ from the vertical direction). The profile is thus written in the form of a function
ZW (XW , YW ). The values of ZG are then interpolated in points with coordinates XW and YW
and function (ZW − ZG )(XW , YW ) is computed. The coordinates of points A and B are thus
computed as the points where ZW − ZG = 0, and the geometry of the contact zone is obtained.
If ZW − ZG > 0 in the whole meridional profile, the wheel is not in contact with the ground
and the interaction forces are set to zero. This procedure is easily implemented and yields good
results, but leads to long computational times. A second approach is that of computing the
position of the center of the contact area H at time t + ∆t from that at time t, using approximate
geometrical relationships. The position of point H at time t = 0 must be known, but this is easy,
if the rover is assumed to start from a patch of flat terrain, and at any rate the computational time
for the initial condition is not critical since it can be performed not in real time. This approach
is commonly used in vehicle dynamics simulation.
In this paper the second approach is adopted because it needs shorter computational times
than the first approach.
2.5 Implemented model results
The model was implemented in a Matlab code in four different versions, that can be called
by the user. The first possibility is that of using the full nonlinear model, that guaranties the
highest precision but requires the longest computational time. The other three implementations
are simplified, by neglecting the dependence on time of the mass matrix, by fully linearizing
the equations of motion (except for the ground-wheel interaction) and by neglecting all inertia
and damping forces and reducing the motion to a sequence of static equilibrium positions.
Moreover, in [5] they used the ode15s integration algorithm, a variable order method for stiff
equations. It was chosen after a number of tests with different rover models. Where algebraic
nonlinear equations have to be solved, they coded the Newton-Raphson method. In this work
we use a Runge-Kutta method in Matlab environment. It allows to obtain algebraic values it
computes at each time step before integrating the equations, while ode15s does not. It permits
to load vectors with algebraic and array data obtained during the integration process.
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3. TERRAIN SIMULATION
3.1 Terrain description
In [5] the ground profile was randomly generated and the ground profile was stated as a
function ZG in the form of a look-up table where the values of ZG are listed at equi-spaced (or
prescribed) intervals. In this work a Moon NASA terrain from NASA 3D resources archive [13]
was used, see Fig.1. Thanks to section “Resources” on the NASA site, a model of mesh of real
moon terrain was obtained as .stl file and in this way it was possible to its set of data point for
the creation of the mesh which accurately reproduces a part of the lunar soil. However, some
preliminary operation with the mesh was needed: first of all the original mesh was too large
with respect to the operating environment of the rover, so a cut out was performed by importing
the mesh into Blender, a 3D graphics software. Furthermore a smooth operation in Blender was
performed in order to soften the mesh and avoid excessive edges. In this way the flattest part of
the mesh was cut in order to perform analysis in real but not too hard for the rover’s operations.
Differently from the other property file, seen for other type of road, here there are two important
additional data blocks:
• Nodes, that represent the vertex of the mesh. In this block should be inserted the total
number of the vertex (nodes) of the mesh and then, for each vertex, should be indicated
an identificated number and its coordinates x, y, z.
• Elements, that are the triangular elements enclosed within three nodes. In this block
should be also inserted the total number of the elements in the mesh and, for each elements, which are the nodes that compose it.

Figure 1: Moon side NASA simulated terrain.
To obtain these informations, it started from the exportation of the blender file as .obj file
extension; in this way it is possible to open the file with a simple text editor and to read the
list of the vertex coordinate and the order of the nodes inside each elements. However, to
use this informations, it is necessary to edit them with a spreadsheet (Excel in this case) in
order to sort the list from the smallest to the largest one. The resulting lists were then copied
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into a .rdf file. The final mesh has a total of 1521 nodes and 2888 elements. This terrain
represents a xyz distibution of data. The plane is described by x-y coordinates (longitudinal
and depth coordinates), while the z coordinate represents the terrain height profile. We adopt
them to create a terrain for our simulations. In this case we do not randomly generate it, but we
adopt the already validated NASA 3D data. As maximum longitudinal traction coefficient we
consider 0.4. Obviously, when we perform simulations with less than 4 degrees of freedom we
will consider just a stripe of this terrain.
3.1.1 Terrain analysis
We run some analysis to characterize the lunar NASA terrain in accordance with ISO 8606,
Mechanical vibration - Road surface profiles - Reporting of measured data, 01/09/1995 [14].
Although this is applied to motor vehicle dynamics on Earth ground, we decide to use this
method to feature ground on the Moon. The road profile can be represented by a power spectral
density (PSD) function. The power spectral densities of roads show a characteristic drop in
magnitude with the wave number. To determine the PSD, it is necessary to measure the surface
profile with respect to a reference plane [15]. Random road profiles can be approximated by a
PSD in the form of:
(4)
S = c ωn,
where c describes the road profile quality (from A to H, from the best to the worst) and n is the
waviness, for most of the road surface, n = −2. Each of our y profile (i.e. holding y costant
and varying x and as consequence z) has been studied. In Fig.2 we show a PSD obtained from
the average of the thirty-nine y stripe PSDs as function of the spatial frequency ω. In this
case the sampling frequency was 1/0.2040m, where 0.2040m corresponds to the tile dimension
the terrain was divided into and where the z variable changes its value. The PSD goes up to
1/(2 × 0.2040m) that is the Nyquist frequency. From that frequency on the second half of the
PSD is just a reflection of the first one. To compare the lunar soil we add theoretical terrain
profiles from A to H with n = −2, see[16].
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Figure 2: PSD as function of space frequencies. We compare y stripe mean PSD (red line) to
the theoretical PSDs (black lines).

Figure 3: Histogram of the values of n found using NASA lunar terrain.
Comparing these results with [14], we find that:
• We obtain a distribution of n with mean value of n = −3.2, that is different from the
usual value of −2.0 adopted for roads on Earth.
• We find that path followed on the Moon can be classified as a very poor road profile (≤
E profile). Moreover, we observe that at very low frequencies (large terrain distances) the
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terrain presents a very poor profile, while at higher frequencies (short terrain distances)
the mean terrain profile improves. This reflect the mathematical model terrain descriptition, i.e. under the minimum terrain distance we cannot see any irregularities.
4. PROBLEMS WITH THE EXISTING MODEL
Working on the already mentioned rover model [5] developed at Politecnico di Torino, we
become aware about some problems that affect this code. These could be summarized as:
• Long simulation time. If we consider simulations with a time t ≥ 100s the previous
model does not converge anymore and it cannot give correct results.
• Convergence. Difficulty in obtaining convergence in very long simulations.
• Low rover velocities. If we consider velocities v ≤ 0.03m/s, realistic rover velocities, to
complete simulations for a real time t < 100s needs too long (tS > 1800s) computational
times . This leads to a useless model, whose one of its main interesting points was its low
time-consuming feature.
• Rough terrain. Difficulties in obtaining correct results were experienced if the roughness
of the terrain is high.
5. SIMPLIFIED MODELS
Starting from the model developed in Section 2, with the intention to further simplify it
and to avoid the already mentioned problems, we show a degree-of-freedom step approach we
follow. When the rover operates at very low speed, the inertia effects linked with some of the
degrees of freedom, mostly those involved in suspension motion, are so low that they can be
neglected, or at least taken into account in a simplified way. Using the dynamic model described
in Section 2 and taking into consideration these assumptions we neglect the x generalizedcoordinate variations of the position of the center of j-wheel in the Gxyz reference frame uj .
In these models we assume as rover parameters the values in Tab.1.
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Object
Value
Mass (M)
100
Mass per wheel (m)
25
Spring stiffness (k)
100000
Damping (c)
200
Wheel radius (R)
0.15
Rover speed (v)
0.03
Distance (h)
0.1
Simulated time (tS )
120
Moon gravity (h)
1.622
Rolling coefficient (f)
0.1
Table 1: Rover parameters.

Unit
Kg
Kg
N/m
Ns/m
m
m/s
m
s
m/s2
-

In order to model the rolling resistance moment a rolling coefficient of 0.1 was adopted. We
want to describe the rover motion in the whole x-z plane. We are going to take into consideration
two kinds of models:
1. Vertical motion model. In this model we consider rovers with one degree of freedom (z
general coordinate) and rovers with two degrees of freedom (z and θ general coordinates).
2. Vertical and longitudinal motion model. In this model we consider rovers with two degrees of freedom (x and z general coordinates) and rovers with three degrees of freedom
(x, z and θ general coordinates).
5.1 Vertical motion model (Model 1)
In the vertical motion model we consider a rover with a single wheel modeled as a massdamper-spring system. This model corresponds to the usual quarter-car model often used in
motor vehicle dynamics, in which the suspension is locked and the wheel is elastic. This model
can represent a rover in which there is no suspension (or at least an articulated non-elastic
suspension) and a compliant wheel. The longitudinal motion is imposed, the velocity v is
assumed to be constant. In this way the system has one single degree of freedom. In this case,
the only considered degree of freedom is the z coordinate that identifies the vertical mass motion
and its time derivative. In Fig.4 we show this kind of system.
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Figure 4: Left figure: One mass-damper-spring system wheel. Right figure: Two combined
mass-damper-spring system wheels.
5.2 Vertical motion model (Model 2)
Besides, we consider a rover with a two-wheel model in which the wheels are mass-damperspring systems. Again no suspensions are considered. In this case, the considered degrees of
freedom are the θ and z coordinates that identify the pitch and vertical rover motion and their
time derivatives. Also in this case the longitudinal motion is imposed, the velocity v is assumed
to be constant. In whis way the system has two degrees of freedom. In Fig.4 we show also this
kind of system.
5.3 Vertical and & longitudinal motion model (Model 3)
A model of the same type of Model 1, but in which the longitudinal motion is not imposed,
but is governed by the driving torque of the electric motor. A PID controller strikes to keep the
longitudinal motion constant at a given value v. The system has two degrees of freedom (general
coordinates x and z). In the vertical and longitudinal motion model we consider a rover with
a one-wheel mass-damper-spring system. In this case, the considered degrees of freedom are
the x and z coordinates that identifies the longitudinal and vertical mass motion and their time
derivative.
5.4 Vertical and & longitudinal motion model (Model 4)
A model of the same type of Model 2, but in which the longitudinal motion is not imposed,
but is governed by the driving torque of the electric motor. A PID controller strikes to keep
the longitudinal motion constant at a given value v. The system has three degrees of freedom
(general coordinates x, z and θ). Since pitch rotation θ is considered, the reaction torque on
the motors on the rover body are taken into account. Besides, we consider a rover with a two-
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wheel mass-damper-spring system. In this case, the considered degrees of freedom are the x, θ
and z coordinates that identify the longitudinal, pitch and vertical rover motions and their time
derivatives.
5.5 Handling model
These models take into consideration the y degree of freedom and yaw and roll rotations.
We do not consider this scenario in this paper and we will dedicate to it a future work.
5.6 Suspension models
The suspensions may be either articulated devices, like rocker bogies or rocker arms suspensions, or suspensions of the automotive type like swing arms or double wishbone suspensions.
Their kinematics is approximated by developing the trajectory of the unsprung mass with respect to the sprung one in polynomial form and a library containing several types of suspensions
was built. There is however no difficulty, apart for time-consuming, in introducing suspensions
of different types; in the same way it is possible to model articulated arms that may be present.
Active suspensions can as well be introduced. We will dedicate a future work introducing these
degrees of freedom.
6. RESULTS
6.1 Model 1
The results of Model 1 with one degree of freedom are reported in Fig.5.

Figure 5: Top figure: z-x rover coordinates (solid line), z-x terrain profile (dashed line). Bottom
figure: z coordinate variation in time caused by the terrain profile variation.
6.2 Model 2
The results of Model 2 with two degrees of freedom are reported in Fig.6.
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Figure 6: Top left figure: z-x rover coordinates (solid line), z-x terrain profile (dashed line). Top
right figure: rover z coordinate variation in time. Bottom left figure: z-x rover wheel center
coordinates (solid line - wheel 1, dotted line - wheel 2), z-x terrain profile (dashed line). Bottom
right figure: θ coordinate of rover motion.
6.3 Model 3
The results of Model 3 with two degrees of freedom are reported in Fig.7.

Figure 7: Top left figure: z-x rover coordinates (solid line), z-x terrain profile (dashed line). Top
right figure: x coordinate during rover motion. Bottom left figure: rover x coordinate variation
in time. Bottom right figure: motor engine torque during rover motion.
6.4 Model 4
The results of Model 4 with three degrees of freedom are reported in the below figures. In
this case, to make the simulation more realistic, we add a lander descending flat ramp of ∼ 2m
length. It could be considered as the path that the rover has to follow to detach itself from the
lander and to start its exploration. In Fig.8 we show the rover center of mass motion (black
line), the front and rear wheel motions (red and blue lines) on the terrain (dotted line).
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Figure 8: rover center of mass motion (black line), the front and rear wheel motions (red and
blue lines) on the terrain (dotted line).
In Fig.9 we plot the variation of the θ coordinate and the x velocity component with respect
to time. The PID keeps the velocity constant to 0.03m, except for at the points in which a sharp
variation in terrain configuration brings variation in the rover dynamics.

Figure 9: Top figure: θ coordinate variation during rover simulation. Bottom figure: x velocity
variation during rover simulation.
In Fig.10 we show the plot of the variation of the wheel interaction forces to the lunar soil.
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We show both radial and longitudinal forces. As expected, we note that we have a maximum
force values when we are descendig from the flat ramp and interacting with the soil.

Figure 10: Top figure: radial forces experienced by the front wheel (red line) and the rear wheel
(black line). Bottom figure: longitudinal forces experienced by the front wheel (red line) and
the rear wheel (black line).
7. CONCLUSIONS
A number of simple dynamic models for wheeled planetary rovers in the x-z plane were
developed. The aim was to study some problems encountered during the use of a model based
on the simplified pseudo-coordinate approach developed at Politecnico di Torino [5], in which
the rover is modeled by a number of rigid bodies articulated to each other, that can be connected
by springs and dampers. The wheels are assumed to be elastic bodies to which some damping
can be associated. We analyze all the possible configurations:
• Vertical motion models: analyzing rover simulations with one and two degrees of freedom.
• Vertical and longitudinal motion models: analyzing rover simulations with two and three
degrees of freedom.
We implement all these simulations using a PID control engine torque describing the results
and their physical interpretations. The simplified models were tested on a NASA lunar terrain
with fairly large irregularities. We describe and run a Fourier analysis of the NASA lunar terrain
we adopt in this work. Adopting the ISO terrain profile classification, we find that Moon soil
corresponds to a very poor road profile. We add a lander descending ramp for the rover. The
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simplified models were integrated using different algorithms included in Matlab. The simplified
models did not show the problems encountered in the more general model, showing a fast
integration and no convergence problems.
As further steps of this work, we want to study, analyze and include handling models relative
also to the y coordinate, suspension models and the interaction wheel-ground forces, including
all other degrees of freedom as yaw angle and roll angle.
Our main goal in the future is creating a 3D model with 6 and more degrees of freedom
that could work in all possible environments and allowing very short time calculations on small
microprocessors without compromising their efficiencies.
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Abstract. An increasing interest in sample collection for space missions to celestial bodies in
microgravity conditions is fostered from recent missions involving sampling from asteroids
and comets surface (Hayabusa and Rosetta missions). In this framework, the development of
a numerical model capable of predicting the performances of sampling procedures becomes
of particular importance to speed up and reduce the costs of the design development for new
sampling tool configurations. Exploiting the granular mechanics approach at the basis of the
Discrete Elements Methods, numerical models replicating the interaction behavior between
sampling tool and specimen have been developed in this work to support the realization of a
breadboard architecture for a “touch-and-go” sampling mechanism.
1 INTRODUCTION
In the last three years ESA founded studies has been carried on for the design of a
sampling mechanism for "touch and go" sampling on a low-gravity body (for example see
[1]). As support to such activities, the development of a numerical model able to accurately
simulate sampling procedures, such as soil/tool interaction force profile or the collection
capacity, was undertaken. Indeed, by replacing intensive experimental campaigns, the
numerical model speeds up the design process for new sampling tool configurations and
reduces the associated costs.
The approach of granular mechanics at the basis of the Discrete Element Method (DEM)
was chosen over alternative techniques (i.e. analytical equations [2, 3] or finite elements
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method [4]) to simulate soil/tool interactions, since could overcome the typical FEM
limitations in modeling the dynamics of fracture and allows the inclusion of complex tool’s
shape that would complicate excessively the analytical method analysis. The simulation
model was developed exploiting the software YADE [5], which allows the inclusion of both
soil and tool geometry with imposed kinematics. The soil is not treated as a continuum, but
rather as a manifold of discrete elements having fixed geometry and properties [6], thus
replicating at best the dynamics of the actual granular soil used in the test campaign.
The goal of this work is to present the dynamic simulation models that aided the
development and realization of a promising sampling device.
The first phase of the activity involved a calibration process. From the comparison of
actual experimental tests performed by Selex ES with a given sampling tool geometry the
model parameters have been determined by matching force/torque profiles.
After the calibration phase, several sampling procedures were simulated to perform a
trade-off analysis, taking into account different sampling tool mechanisms and configurations
(i.e. instant pusher, stinger, fast grab bucket). From the obtained results, the fast grab bucket
configuration was selected as the best suited to the purpose.
The selected architecture was thus preliminary designed and a breadboard hardware was
produced. The performances of the sampling mechanism were then assessed through an
extensive test campaign involving different kind of soils and operational parameters. Based
on the test results, the DEM model was hence updated to match the refined tool geometry and
to impose the actual tool kinematics. A new comparison between the numerical and
experimental results confirmed that the DEM numerical model is able to describe the tool
behavior with sufficient accuracy, matching the average force and torque profiles. After its
validation, the model was exploited to assess the tool’s performances for samplings executed
in zero-g condition, to verify the tool’s behavior in a working environment close to the actual
one present on low-gravity bodies.
2 DEM AND YADE SOFTWARE SPECIFICATIONS
The Discrete Element Method (DEM) is particularly suitable for modeling soils and
interaction between soil and rigid or flexible bodies [7, 8], overcoming the main drawback of
the FEM approach, which consists in modeling the soil as a continuous medium. Therefore,
the non-linear behavior of soil and soil-tool interaction can be managed exploiting this
method. On the other hand DEM is computationally demanding, as it involves the simulation
of thousands of particles, and requires significant efforts in determining the model’s
numerical parameters for a particular soil. In fact the DEM model needs to be carefully set up
in order to faithfully represent the microscopic or macroscopic soil properties. A wide choice
of DEM tools is available in the literature both as licensed or open source tools, such as Itasca
PFC-3D, DEMSolutions EDEM, DEMeter++, CFDEM-LIGGTHS, Chrono::Engine and
YADE.
YADE was chosen among the others for this work. Is an open source framework relying on
discrete element methods developed at the Grenoble University; allows the implementation of
custom packages and dynamic engines with computational parts written in C++ code with
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Python interfaces. YADE simulations are represented by bodies, their interactions and
resultant generalized forces. As for typical DEM simulations, at each computational step a
sequence of operations is run:
• Reset forces on bodies from previous step;
• Approximate collision detection and update interactions between bodies;
• Solve interactions and apply forces on bodies;
• Integrate motion equations and change accordingly bodies’ position.
3 SOIL SPECIMEN MODEL CALIBRATION
As previously stated, to verify the reliability of the numerical tool to correctly model the
soil behavior, a preliminary validation test was proposed considering known results from
experimental tests in 1g environment [9]. Such tests involved a cylindrical hollow tube
pushed into a bucket full of gravels.
Figure 1 and Table 1 present respectively the experimental sample considered in the
validation process together with its composition in terms of particle size/mass distribution.

Figure 1: Experimental sample #3.

Particle Dimensions [mm]	
  
4-6	
  
8-‐11	
  
20-30	
  

Quantity	
  
7.2 kg	
  
2.4	
  kg	
  
20 pcs	
  

Table 1: Sample #3 particle distribution.

The tool is a cylindrical hollow tube having 40 mm inner diameter and 5 mm thickness that
is constrained to translate vertically with constant speed of 5 mm/s into the gravel bucket.
3.1 Numerical simulation implementation
One of the key features in soil modeling is the particle size distribution (PSD): taking into
account the experimental gravel composition and assuming a particle density of 2.5 g/cm3,
3
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three subsets of particle sizes are defined:
• Type 1: 5 mm diameter, 0.16 g mass (PSD 95.77%);
• Type 2: 10 mm diameter, 1.25 g mass (PSD 4.18%);
• Type 3: 25 mm diameter, 20.5 g mass (PSD 0.05%).
Since the particles composing the experimental gravel are not spherical at all, the model
includes clumps of two spherical particles, shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Clumped particles.

To replicate the gravel distribution inside the bucket, the generated elements are funneled
into the cylindrical bucket under the effect of gravity, as shown in Figure 3. The described
process aims to randomly mix the elements in the cylindrical domain.

Figure 3: Sample generation sequence.

After the gravity deposition, the top of the sample is cut to obtain a flat surface. At the end
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of the process, the numerical sample used for the model calibration has the characteristic
reported in Table 2.
Particles type

Type 1 Type 2 Type 3

Number

21842

1391

16

Numerical PSD [%]

93.94

5.98

0.06

Table 2: Numerical sample PSD.

The numerical simulation for model calibration replicated the experimental test. A
cylindrical push tube with one degree of freedom has been included in the numerical model,
with the same geometry as the experimental one. Figure 4 shows the tool’s configuration in
the simulation.

Figure 4: Soil sample simulation.

The angle of friction (AoF) was used in this work as a tuning parameter. First of all, a
sensitivity analysis of the axial force during sampling with respect to AoF variations was
performed. These simulations focused on the effects that the AoF has on the force acting on
the tool, aiming to tune this soil parameter in order to achieve results comparable with the
experimental ones.
A more accurate analysis on the AoF was then conducted to corroborate the results. The
analysis was based on the fact that the effect of the AoF is revealed by the angle of repose
[10]. According to known properties of granular material such as large sands and gravels, this
angle is approximately in the range of 25-35 deg. Consequently, several deposition
simulations were conducted by changing the AoF value until an angle of repose of 30 deg was
reached. Figure 5 shows that an AoF of 10 deg guarantees an apparent angle of repose of
5
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approximately 30 degrees.

Figure 5: Sample’s angle of repose for AoF = 10 deg.

4 TOOLS COMPARISON AND TRADE-OFF
The generated specimen numerical model was then exploited to assess the performances of
different sampling tools geometries. This analysis was aimed to support the selection of the
most promising sampling concept and sampling mechanism configurations to be further
investigated through the development of dedicated breadboard models.
In order to replicate the low-gravity conditions, the simulations were performed in a zero-g
environment. Within this framework, it is worth observing that, by instantly removing the
gravity effect, the sample undergoes a non-equilibrium condition and expands due to the
elements own elasticity. To prevent this effect, the specimen numerical mode was put trough
a step-by-step relaxation of the gravity action: consecutive 1 s simulations were conducted by
reducing the gravity acceleration linearly from 9.81 m/s2 to 0 m/s2.
4.1 Instant Pusher
The first sampling tool considered in the investigation was the instant pusher used in pure
translation mode: the associated cylindrical hollow tube is let penetrate into the numerical
specimen without rotation, i.e. with pure translational motion.
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Figure 6: Instant pusher.

In Figure 6, the instant pusher concept is shown on the left, while its numerical model is
illustrated on the right. The tool is modeled as a 60 mm long hollow cylinder, with a 40 mm
inner diameter and a 50 mm outer diameter. The sampling action consists of a translation into
the soil with a preset translation velocity profile. The imposed velocity profile makes the tool
completely penetrate into the soil along its longitudinal axis and retract within 3 s without
exceeding the maximum velocity of 50 mm/s. Figure 7 illustrates the resulting exerted force
profile during the sampling procedure.

Pusher Fz
500

400

Fz [N]

300

200

100

0

−100

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

t [s]
Figure 7: Instant pusher axial force.

To evaluate the instant pusher effectiveness, the tool is supposed to close its front aperture
when it reaches its maximum excursion into the soil specimen.
4.2 Rotating Stinger
The second sampling tool investigated is the rotating stinger shown in Figure 8. It’s a
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cylindrical hollow tube with a conical tip with an opening. To ease the material mining, a
small fin has been added along one edge of the opening.

Figure 8: Rotating stinger.

The rotating stinger has two degrees of freedom: translation along and rotation around its
longitudinal axis. The angular motion has a velocity of 2 rps. Similarly to the instant pusher,
the tool aperture is supposed to close when the maximum depth into the soil is reached.
Figure 9 shows the force along z-axis. It is worth noticing the beneficial effect of the tool
shape and rotation, which ease soil penetration by reducing the force profile with respect to
the instant pusher.

Stinger Fz
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Figure 9: Rotating stinger axial force.
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4.2 Fast Grab Bucket
The third sampling tool is the fast grab bucket shown in Figure 10. It consists of a rigid
semi-sphere and two quarter-spheres jaws that can close to achieve a volumetric containment
action. A maximum value for the applied torque was used to constraint the jaws motion: as
soon as the tool undergoes a hinge torque higher than the threshold, the jaws closing action is
interrupted.

Figure 10: Fast grab bucket.

The axial force profile during the simulation is reported in Figure 11.
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Figure 11: Fast grab bucket axial force.

4.3 Trade-off analysis
The tools performances in zero-g are reported in Table 3 in terms of the captured mass.
Tool

Captured mass [g]

Instant pusher
Rotating stinger (fin)
Fast grab bucket

37.31
36.16
58.74

Table 3: Tools’ captured mass comparison in zero-g.

The instant pusher is effective in collecting material, as long as its front aperture is closed
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before lifting up the tool. On the other hand, the main drawback is the relatively high force
profile during sampling. Different sampling strategies can be implemented to maximize the
tool effectiveness: for example a lateral motion or an axial rotation could improve the instant
pusher performances although significant lateral forces would emerge.
The rotating stinger outperforms the instant pusher in terms of axial force: its shape and
rotation ease the tool penetration in the specimen, reducing the force profile. On the other
hand, the introduction of the fin turns out to be crucial to guarantee an adequate mass of the
captured sample.
The fast grab bucket showed the best performances in terms of both captured mass and
force profile. The main drawback is the jaws obstruction by particles during the closing
action. Increasing the applied torque or optimizing the shape of the jaws can mitigate this
problem.
5 NUMERICAL MODEL UPDATE
Thanks to the previous analysis, the fast grab bucket was selected as the preferred
sampling mechanism. Consequently, a breadboard model has been built for experimental tests
by Selex ES for a more accurate assessment of the performances and to refine the design.
Following the experimental test campaign, the numerical model employed to simulate the
sampling procedure was updated. More specifically, the model of the sampling mechanism
was adapted to reproduce the actual experimental setup geometry. The results of new
numerical simulations were then compared with the results of the experimental campaign.
The new tool’s geometry includes a cylindrical case, which houses two identical quarter
spherical spoons, as reported in Figure 12.

Figure 12: New tool’s geometry.
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The geometrical characteristics are listed in Table 4.

Spoon
Case

Internal
diameter [cm]
3
3.1

External
diameter [cm]
3.1
3.4

Height
[cm]
5

Table 4: Tool new geometrical characteristics.

The experimental tests were carried out on gravel specimens. More precisely, three tests
have been taken as reference, which were experimentally performed with the specifications
and results reported in Table 5.
Test
1
2
3

Vertical
Speed
[mm/s]
130
130
130

Horizontal
Speed
[mm/s]
0
0
0

Rotation
Speed
[rpm]
60
60
60

Tool-soil Relative
inclination (α, β)
[deg]
(0, 0)
(0, 0)
(0, 0)

Filling
percentage
29%
31%
34%

Sample
collected
[g]
48
51
57

Table 5: Experimental sampling tests’ features.

The commanded speeds refer to the test equipment rather than to the tool itself, presented
in Figure 13.

Figure 13: Experimental test equipment (schematics-left, hardware implementation at Selex-right).

A compliance device, denominated passive interface in the aforementioned figure, has
been introduced between the test equipment and the tool, with a stiffness KFZ = 539 N/m on
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the vertical axis and a preload of 4 N. Therefore, as soon as the soil reaction overcomes the
preload during the sampling, the tool motion inside the specimen stops and the subsequent
movement starts to compress the compliance device’s spring.
This resulting kinematical behavior of the tool has been reproduced in the updated
numerical model. To this aim, at each simulation step, the vertical component of the force
acting on the tool is compared with the threshold given by the preload and the additional
spring compression. If the force exceeds the threshold, the translation inside the material is
arrested in that step. The effect of spring compression is considered also during the upward
translation: the tool is not allowed to move while the spring itself is compressed more than its
preload (see Figure 14). It is worth highlighting that the checks implemented are meant to
reproduce the kinematical behavior of the tool. The dynamics of the spring have not been
introduced in the simulation.
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Figure 14: Commanded and actual tool’s displacement during the simulation.

Pertaining to the spoons, the trigger used during the experimental setup is taken into
consideration. In the experimental campaign the axial force exerted by the tool is taken as a
parameter, which is compared with an assigned threshold: during the simulation, if the axial
force exceeds the threshold for a given number of steps Ncount, the spoons start to close. The
settings used in the simulation are reported in Table 6.
Axial force threshold [N]
10

Ncount
5

Table 6: Paramenters setting for spoons closure.

5.1 Numerical results
Figure 15 shows a series of snapshots of the simulation.
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Figure 15: Numerical simulation’s snapshots.

It should be observed that the presence of gravels between the spoons’ rim prevented their
complete closure during the numerical simulation. Figures 16 and 17 compare the numerical
and experimental axial force profiles during sampling. It can be observed that, although the
peak value in the numerical simulation is slightly larger, the average force acting on the tool is
comparable. Similarly to the previous figures, Figures 18 and 19 compare the torque profiles
along the z-axis. As can be noted, both the peak and the mean values have comparable trends.
At the end of the simulation, the tool was able to collect the amount of material reported in
Table 7. The sample collected with respect to the experimental test campaign passes from an
average value of 52 g to 33 g, resulting in a reduction of about the 36%. Such difference can
be attributed to the limited accuracy of both the tool and specimen numerical models (e.g.,
particles shape and size). The results are considered to match the experimental ones within an
acceptable tolerance.
Numerical test results

Percentage of filling
20%

Sample collected
33 g

Table 7: Numerical test results and comparison with experimental test campaign.
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Figure 16: Numerical Fz profile.
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Figure 17: Experimental Fz profile.
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Figure 18: Numerical Tz profile.
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Figure 19: Experimental Tz profile.
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5.2 Numerical results: simulation in zero-g environment
The numerical model described in the previous paragraph gave accurate predictions for
experimental tests conducted in laboratory, both in terms of force profile and captured
specimen’s mass. Therefore a further simulation zero-g was performed, to verify the tool’s
behavior in what would be its actual working environment.
Figure 20 shows a series of snapshots from the resulting simulation in zero-g environment.

Figure 20: Numerical simulation’s snapshots in zero-g.

The simulation shows that the tool was able to collect the amount of specimen reported in
Table 8.
Percentage of filling
29.2%

Sample collected [g]
48.5

Table 8: Numerical test results in zero-g.

The reaction axial force and torque acting on the tool during the simulation are reported
respectively in Figure 21 and 22.
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Figure 21: Numerical Fz profile interactions in zero-g.
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Figure 22: Numerical Tz profile interactions in zero-g.

It is evident the improvement in terms of performances with respect to the previous
simulations.
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The zero-g environment allows a reduction of the reaction force and torque acting on the
tool, consequently the tool is able to reach deeper positions inside the specimen with respect
to the previous simulations.
Figure 23 shows the tool’s displacement profile during the sampling at zero-g.
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Figure 23: Commanded and actual tool displacement during the simulation in zero-g.

In this situation the tool is able to reach a position exceeding the 60 mm of depth inside the
specimen; in comparison, recalling Figure 14, the maximum position reached in 1g is about
10 mm shorter. The increase in penetration depth is absolutely beneficial from the sample
collection point of view.
6 CONCLUSIONS
Discrete element methods have been used to simulate the behavior and study the
performances of sampling mechanisms for low-gravity bodies. This approach provides a
powerful mean to effectively simulate sampling procedures in different operational scenarios.
In particular, by replacing extensive test campaigns with numerical simulations, DEM
approach is particularly suited to support the preliminary design phase of the sampling
mechanism.
The information on the exerted forces and sample collection capability provided by DEM
has been used in this work to support the selection of a sampling mechanism for low-gravity
bodies. The fast grab bucket architecture was selected among different alternatives and a
breadboard hardware was realized by Selex ES for further and detailed investigation through
an experimental test campaign. Following the experimental test campaign, a new numerical
model was created, matching the characteristics of the experimental one, and an ad-hoc
sampling simulation was carried out to validate the numerical model and prove its capability
of describing accurately the experimental test results.
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Following this final validation, the numerical model can be used to predict the tool’s
behavior in different environmental conditions, such as the microgravity condition typical of
low gravity bodies, which are difficult and costly to replicate in experimental test campaigns.
The small price to pay is the preliminary calibration and validation campaign, aimed to
tune the involved numerical parameters to obtain accurate results.
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Abstract. Related to the theme of space exploration and access to space a study on a robotic system
to installed on a LEO orbiting vehicle for payload capture is presented. This research is carried out
by Thales Alenia Space in Turin, Italy, Politecnico di Torino and AMET. In this work we present the
challenging system configuration of the robotic manipulator system in terms of adopted volumes and
masses. Indeed, the assumed housing cargo bay requirements capacity in terms of volume (<100l)
and in terms of mass (<50kg) combined with the required overall arm dimensions (4m length)in base
of defined mission scenario and the mass of the p/l (5-30Kg) oblige to develop an innovative robotic
manipulator. It results constituted by a 7 DOF arm to ensure an high degree of manipulability and
an dedicate end-effector designed to grasp the payload interface. The gripper concept developed
consists in a multi-finger hand able to lock both translational and rotational payload degrees of
freedom. In parallel has been performed a configuration study on the payload handle interface.
Finally, has been defined the concept of System Control Architecture, organized in three main
blocks. A Simulator Block in which the dynamic behavior of the entire system (Target and ChaserManipulator) is modelled, a Manipulator Block in which is modelled the kinematics of manipulator
including parameters of mass, inertia, etc. and a Manipulator Control Block, to implement the
control of manipulator, according to the operational phase.
1. INTRODUCTION
In the frame of the space exploration requires technological progress to enable new scientific
ventures for this reason
We work on the theme of space exploration and access to space having the objective of increasing
the operability space in this area by expanding the industry capacity in the creation of a Space Tug,
able to dock and transport the satellite platforms from an orbit to another replacing their primary
propulsion system with considerable savings in weight and a strong optimization of the ratio between
payload and platform itself. However, a general orbiting vehicle could be in charge of bringing back
to the ground a p/l from the platform attached to the Space Tug. To achieve this goal is essential to
develop a specific robotic system that allows the approach and the grasping of the selected p/l and
his placement in the cargo bay of the vehicle. The p/l that concerns this “service” could be
experiments related to the material science, advanced propulsion or radiation’s protection.
This work is. devoted to the description of this Robotic system architecture that is able to correctly
perform and successfully obtain the expected result.
Many studies have been carried out on capture of orbiting object topic, part of satellite “servicing”
operations, becoming increasingly important the need to extend the operational life of the satellites
and reduce the presence of space debris and two experiments were successfully performed on-orbit
by JAXA in `90s (EST-VII) and DARPA in 2007 (Orbital Express). In this regard cannot be
forgotten the manipulators operating in the ISS, in particular the Remote Manipulator System of the
Japanese Experiment Module (JEMRMS) which is composed by mother-daughter type manipulators:
a 10m long mother arm (Main Arm) and a 2m long daughter arm (Small Fine Arm). The Main Arm
(MA) provides the capability of transferring, retrieving, and berthing user (mission) payload or JEM
element in the vicinity of the servicing bay, called the Exposed Facility. The Small Fine Arm (SFA),
which is attached to the MA, performs dexterous tasks, such as assembly of antenna and change-out
test samples [7]. Considering as starting point for concept of our Robotic Arm the SFA baseline
configuration taking into account the involving of different mass, force sizes and lengths, we
produced a baseline configuration relative to our system. In order to get this goal some assumptions
and trade-off, described in the successive sections, have been considered to identify the best
arrangement of the system.
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2. ROBOTIC SYSTEM CONSTRAINTS AND MISSION PROFILE
2.1
Mission Scenario
In the mission scenario, in which the Robotic system has been designed, a Standard Satellite
Platform carrying a Payload of interest (i.e. scientific or military) is docked to a Space Tug, capable
of bringing it in low orbit and then releasing in a destination one. In order to complete the outcomes
processing of the Payload, it has foreseen to bring it back to ground at the end of its operating cycle
exploiting re-entry vehicle having a small cargo bay housing the robotic system. It must operate in
synergy with the Space Tug to allow the capture of the p/l or parts of it from the standard platform.
In the figure below is presented a schematic view of scenario.

Re-entry vehicle
Figure 1: Mission Scenario Elements

2.2
System Requirements and Constraints
The assumed Requirements and Constraints imposed considering a realistic VEGA payload are hard
boundary in terms of dimensions and weight:
 Cargo Bay Main dimensions about 550x240x1250 mm;
 Maximum storable mass: 50 kg;
 Maximum available volume: 100 l.
It is clear that Robotic system design is very challenging, moreover considering that in the bay
should be stowed the robotic arm long at least 4 meters (in order to ensure a certain degree of
security during its operations, having a margin distance to exploit in emergency case or in any case
that required a moving away of robotic arm from target) equipped with appropriate grasping tool and
cameras, a battery for its elements power supply, a computer with its dedicate control system, all I/Fs
with the bay and payload, once performed the capture.
In addition the robotic manipulator shall be able to withstand all the mechanical, thermal and
electromagnetic environments which occur during the launch, orbital and re-entry phase.
2.3
System Configuration Trade-Off
As shown in figure 1 the elements to be taken into account in mission scenario are the Target,
composed by Space Tug and Standard Platform carrying the Payload, and Chaser, composed by the
orbiting vehicle and the VEGA upper stage, AVUM. Space Tug and AVUM are the unique elements
equipped with an attitude control that should perform the cooperatively Rendezvous.
Considering that robot system shall ensure a contact that results Robust, allowing the firmly hooking
of payload, and at the same time Soft such as to guarantee a certain degree of compliant, it has been
carried out an analysis on the entire system configuration taking into account three different
scenarios:
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Implementation on Chaser of a RV&D system to dock with the platform and an armgrasping mechanism to grasp p/l;
Implementation on Chaser of a RV&D system based on two-arm architecture. The first will
work as a docking mechanism, while the second will be used to conduct the grasping
maneuver;
No mechanism to make stable the grasping operations are considered. The two vehicles will
maintain themselves placed side by side without a physical docking. An arm-grasping
mechanism will be realized in order to carry out the p/l.

Performing qualitative valuations of pros and cons of different solutions mentioned, the suitable
system configuration results the last one, despite it is the more complex in terms of SW, considering
as more relevant the aspect of mass and volume minimization respect to the system complexity being
more strictly the related requirements imposed by cargo bay.
3. SYSTEM CONTROL ARCHITECTURE
The Robotic Manipulator operations begin in the final phase of Rendezvous between target and
chaser, when the relative motion between them is limited by Attitude control of Space Tug and
AVUM. It has been supposed that in this phase target and chaser are in Launch Orbit, circular LEO
with 5° inclination and 350 km altitude at about 4 m distance.
Below is described the Capturing strategy to follow:
1. Manipulator Deployment
From 4 m to 0.5 m the Manipulator is deployed in a safe position, carefully selected such to
not obscure the camera field of view on elbow and to maintain it to a safe distance with
respect to the target (20 cm-side marker on the p/l). Direct kinematics algorithms to reach the
selected final position are adopted. We consider half orbit in order to accomplish this phase.
We consider possible in-camera directed/reflected Sun rays and consequently sensor
saturation. If this happens, tracking algorithm software stops the deployment until the camera
sensor is not saturated anymore, then it continues. Obviously, this is a time overestimation,
but especially at this design level we prefer to be conservative. We consider also half orbit to
operate the arm closure.
2. Marker on Target Search
The Elbow Camera searches the marker placed on Target and through the marker tracking
algorithms it computes the Target pose with respect to Chaser.
3. Approach to Target
The manipulator is command to move toward target (inverse kinematics algorithms) and stop
at 0.5m of distance from it.
4. Marker on Payload Search
The wrist Camera searches the marker placed on target object (Payload) and through the
marker tracking algorithms is computed its pose with respect to Chaser. From 0.5 m to 0.05
m control system will switch to the gripper-palm camera following the marker on the handle.
This phase is camera performance dependent.
5. Approach to Payload
The manipulator is commanded to move toward Payload (inverse kinematics algorithms) and
to stop at certain distance from it (such to have the grasping tool in proximity to handle
installed on p/l). It stops at 0.05m of distance from it.
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6. Payload Grasping
The manipulator is commanded to capture the handle driven by a force control able to
manage the occurred contact forces. Necessary information from sensor about successful or
not grasping have to be provided as a recovery procedure to follow in case of not successful
capture occurs. Errors control on position will assume values less than 5 mm, using wrist
actuators (roll, pitch, yaw) to correct the hand position and attitude.
Particular attention should be put in Payload release mechanisms. They should be such to
enable the release once recorded the exceeding of a force threshold level. We consider one
orbit in order to accomplish the grasping phase. We consider possible in-camera
directed/reflected Sun rays and consequently sensor saturation. If this happens, tracking
algorithm software stops the grasping until the camera sensor is not saturated anymore, then
it continues. Obviously, this is a time overestimation, but especially at this design level we
prefer to be conservative.
7. Stowing in Cargo Bay
Once performed the successful capture, the manipulator is commanded to return in a safe
position avoiding any obstacles (inverse kinematics control) and reposition itself with p/l in
the cargo bay (direct kinematics control).
The logic control architecture foreseen to perform the operations described above is presented in the
following.

Figure 9: Main blocks of control architecture. In red added or deleted blocks in simulation environment.

It has been divided in three main blocks. A Simulator Block, in which is modeled the Target and
Chaser motion (considering the respective On-Board RvD control System actions) and the coupling
dynamics Manipulator-Chaser. It exchanges sensors information (manipulator joints rotations, base
frame position and orientation) with the Manipulator Block, in which is modeled the manipulator
kinematics, including parameters of mass, inertia, stiffness, etc. At last, a Manipulator Control
Block is foreseen, in which are implemented the manipulator control law, including control gripper
as subroutine. In addition a mission management has to be developed, able to select the suitable
control in base of operational phases. This block encloses even the vision algorithms, capable to give
information about the target pose (in simulation environment such information is extrapolated by
simple transformation frames) to be compared with manipulator end-effector pose. The error
between the two poses drives the control chosen for manipulator, that elaborates and communicates
5
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to Simulator Block the joints control torques to impose in order to reach the Target. Regarding the
Contact Forces generated during the payload capture, in simulation environment they are modeled
directly in Simulator Block, computing chaser system displacements and having manipulator
structural information (stiffness matrix) from Manipulator Block.
4. ROBOTIC ARM PRELIMINARY DESIGN
4.1
Design Assumptions
In order to proceed with the preliminary design of the robotic arm some assumptions have been
made, in particular:
 The Payload that has to be moved inside the cargo bay has a mass 𝑚𝑝𝑙 = 30kg;
 The limbs assumed to be cylindrical tubes with an external diameter 𝐷 = 5cm and 2mm
thick;
 The worst‐case acceleration function of the payload 𝛼𝑚𝑎𝑥 on which we based the actuator
sizing process;
It has been calculated considering the main available data from Japanese Small Fine Arm (SFA [11])
of the JEMRMS completely extended with the maximum tip force applied to the payload orthogonal
with respect to the arm(starting still and reaching the maximum velocity).
𝐹𝑡𝑖𝑝 ∙ 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝛼𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
= ≅ 0.0445 𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑠2
2
𝐼𝑝𝑙 + 𝑚𝑝𝑙 ∙ (𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥 )
From this value of acceleration have been calculated the inertial resistance torque 𝑇𝐷, required to
each actuators considering:
 The actuators are activated one by one (while the others are still);
 The i-th actuator has to be able to rotate the subsequent chain of actuators + links + payload
of 30 kg with the angular acceleration previously calculated;
 This subsequent chain is seen as whole rigid body. Its mass is the sum of all actuators, links,
end effector and payload that follow the i-th actuator/joint. The chain has also a geometric
configuration that maximize its inertia matrix I_sub(i) with respect to rotation axis of the i-th
actuator.
𝑇𝐷 (𝑖) = 𝐼𝑠𝑢𝑏 (𝑖) × 𝛼𝑚𝑎𝑥
4.2

Design Description
4.2.1 Degrees Of Freedom (DOFs)
The robotic arm has 7 DOFs/joints, in order to have more dexterity in his operations: 3 DOFs in the
shoulder , 1 DOF in the elbow and 3 DOFs in the wrist, linked by two 2m-limbs. The manipulator
has to be stowed inside a cargo bay (Fig. 2) whose length is about 1.25m; this constraint forced us to
fold each limb in half (for a total of 4 cylindrical tube) with the aid of two dedicated actuators,
adding 2 DOFs during the deployment of the arm itself (once deployed the two limbs remains
completely extended).
4.2.2 Links
In total we have eight links (six for the arm and two for the wrist):
 Arm :
o Two links for the shoulder; their length is strictly dependent from the shoulder
actuators physical dimensions and would be ideal to maintain it as close to zero as
possible;
o Each of the remaining four links will be composed of a cylindrical tube + support
structure for the actuator for a total length around 1m;
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Wrist : as for the shoulder, the two links length is strictly dependent from the three wrist
actuators physical dimensions.

Figure 2: Folded arm inside the cargo bay

4.2.3 Material
Limbs material choice is fairly straightforward: what is needed is a material with a high resistanceto-weight (RtoW) ratio. Weight saving is a must in order to limit the size and cost of the motor. From
this standpoint, steel could be a good choice in terms of performances, but its high density does not
make it a suitable material for this application.
The best solution, in terms of resistance-to-weight ratio, would be a composite material, such as
carbon. However, this is not the ideal choice for a preliminary design. Moreover, these materials
need to be custom made, with an obvious steep increase in the price. Aluminum is definitely the
most favorable solution: it presents a good RtoW ratio, it is very easy to machine and there are a lot
of section choices which are relatively cheap due to the simple extrusion used in their production.
4.3
Actuator Choice
Actuators for space application shall satisfy requirements covering a wide variety of applications.
Most spacecraft have appendages, like solar arrays or antennas or payloads, to be deployed and in
some cases these appendages need to be continuously rotated or repointed during the mission.
Furthermore, a vast majority of spacecraft embark instruments as payloads, where actuation is
needed either for pointing purposes, like scanning mechanisms, or refocusing of mirrors, or optical
path adjustment (optical wheels, shutters, choppers, etc.) or many others mechanical activities up to
soil drilling in case of exploration missions. Due to this reason, requirement specification can also
vary quite substantially, with the commonality of launch vibration environment, which is applicable
for all applications.
In this context, very broad usage of DC electric motors and actuators has to be considered, thanks to
their heritage, performances and reliability.
4.3.1 Space actuators: electric motors (existing actuator concepts) [13, 18]
Mechanisms are single point failures, which play a major role in assessing the global risk of
premature degradation or even loss of the mission: the European standards (ECSS [14]) recommend
appropriate mechanical design margins and internal redundancy over the equipment mass and
volume.
In a summary, mechanisms actuators shall be designed to be robust against hostile environment,
whilst providing the requested performances. Space environment is in most cases a challenge for
actuators: wide range of temperatures, vacuum, outgassing, radiations, long life mission with, of
course, no maintenance possibility, just to mention the most significant concerns. Due to the above
7
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mentioned reasons, most common selection goes toward electric motors, in particular Brush Direct
Current (BDC) Motors, Brushless Direct Current (BLDC) Motors, and Stepper Motors.stepper
motors thanks to their inherent capability of exhibiting unpowered holding torque and their
simplicity in terms of electronics command and drivability in open loop.
Alternatively, brushless motor are also quite commonly used, despite more demanding electronics
effort for commutation, especially where high speed are needed as per robotic applications. They are
in standard use for reaction wheels actuation. Brushed motor are also a possible solution if
pressurized environment could be guarantee, e.g. for Mars exploration or within sealed housing, in
order to mitigate risk of brush arching and accelerated wear out. Regarding gears, beside harmonic
drives, planetary and spur gears are also frequently used as well as worm gears, with some
constraints coming from choice of lubricants in case of extreme temperatures.
4.3.2 Motor comparison [19, 20, 21]
The following factors are considered in electric motor design: application, environment, thermal,
efficiency, weight, volume, life, complexity, torque, speed, torque ripple, power source, envelope,
duty cycle, and controllability.
Brushless direct current motors (BLDC) have been proven to be best all-around type of motors for
aerospace applications because of their long life, high torque, high efficiency, and low heat
dissipation.
,.
4.3.3 BLDC motors
The BLDC motors use permanent magnets on the rotor. Sensing devices include hall-effect
transducers, absolute encoders, optical encoders, and resolvers. The electronic controller can be
separate or packaged with the motor.
BLDC motors are preferred over BDC motors for most space environments. If BDC motors are used,
the qualification of brush motors for the space environment is both expensive and time consuming.
4.3.4 Stepper motors
Stepper motors are a special case of BLDC Motors. Construction is identical except that they contain
no position sensors. It basically operates open loop and takes discrete steps as the current supplied to
its stator coils is controlled in response to pulses supplied to its drive electronics from the system
controller. It is ideally compatible with the digital nature of modern control systems.
At zero velocity the stepper motor, if operated within its dissipation limit, can develop a continuous
holding torque independent of load dynamics up to its maximum rating.
Advantages: simplicity and compatibility with digital control schemes.
Disadvantages: high continuous power dissipation, high ripple torque, rapid fall off of torque at
speeds above 2000 rpm (due to inductive effects), under damped resonance each time a step
command is given. This resonance is typically in the range of 100 to 300 Hz. It is similar to the
response of an under damped spring–mass system. Operates in open loop.
4.3.5 Gearhead comparison
Although available in many configurations and technologies, gearheads using the following are those
most frequently found in high performance, closed loop servo systems [22]:
• Spur gearing
• Planetary gearing
• Hybrid gearing
• Worm gearing
8
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• Harmonic gearing
However for space application Harmonic and planetary gearing are the most predominant.
4.3.6 Chosen actuator concept
The motor choice has fallen on BLDC since the underlined disadvantages of stepper motors, while,
concerning the gears, both proved to be valuable choice but for this particular robotic system (that
has to have a very contained mass) planetary gears seems to be a preferable choice (some results are
discussed in Matlab© subsection). Summarizing the chosen concept is an actuator composed by a
BLDC motor (with electronic drive + encoder + brake) and a planetary gear.
The following images represent the chosen actuator concept assembled (Fig. 5) and exploded view
(Fig. 6)

Figure 5: Actuator concept assembled
BLDC Motor
(with integrated
electronic drive and
encoder)

Planetary Gearhead

Flange
Holding Brake

Figure 6: Actuator concept exploded view
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4.4

Matlab Results [23, 24, 25]
4.4.1 Harmonic vs Planetary gears Trade-off
Although Harmonic Drive provides high transmission ratios (typically between 50:1 to 160:1) and
have a very contained volume, Planetary gears proved to have less impact in the overall robotic arm
mass and also a better Torque to Weight (TtoW) ratio.
4.4.2 Existing actuators vs Chosen concept
Being able to choose the components of the actuators may affect the overall cost (in terms of both
time and money) compared to space rated actuators that are already available on the market;
however, the chosen concept allows to improve some parameters:
 The TtoW ratio of the chosen concept is higher compared to the existing actuators, while
the volume is generally lower;
 The total mass of the robotic arm (actuators + limbs + end effector) is lower considering the
custom actuators.
The required torque 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 for each actuator is calculated following the ECSS-E-ST-33-01C [26]
standards for actuators.
The actuator output torque 𝜏𝑜𝑢𝑡 is obtained as 𝜏𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝜏𝑖𝑛 ∙ 𝜂 ∙ 𝜉𝑔𝑒𝑎𝑟 where 𝜏𝑖𝑛 is motor input torque, 𝜂
gear ratio and 𝜉𝑔𝑒𝑎𝑟 efficiency.
5. ROBOTIC GRIPPER TRADE-OFFS AND ARCHITECTURE
In order to execute a first choice of gripper configurations we need to deepen the existing prehension
methods and their advantages and disadvantages both for the gripper side and for the grasped object
point of view. Before doing it, we looked for in the literature about general architectures and
actuation grippers [1, 2, 4, 6].
5.1
Prehension method scenarios
Following [1] there are four possible configurations:
 Impactive: the retention force provided by these tools is based on the physical effects of
Newtonian mechanics, mainly associated with mass points and forces, and requiring more or
less extensive mechanisms.
 Ingressive: gripping methods which permeate a materials surface to some given depth.
 Astrictive: providing a continuous holding force without the application of compressive
stress.
 Contigutive: prehension techniques which rely on direct contact – contiguity between gripper
and object surfaces.
As trade-off criteria we adopt:
 Supplied power to grasp and hold the p/l;
 TRL, total readiness level;
 No rigid impact damping systems in the gripper;
 Error tolerance how gripper helps to recover positioning (±3cm) and attitude (±6°) errors;
 Occupied volume by the integrated system interface and end-effector (design driven);
 Force developed by the gripper to grasp and hold the p/l;
 Impeded p/l degree of freedom by the gripper.
After a trade-off study we take into consideration using an impactive gripper constituted by a multifinger hand - handle scenario.
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5.2
Gripper-handle requirements
After having determined the prehension method, we focus on a preliminary multi-finger hand and
handle configuration study.
5.3
Functional Requirements
Following the System Requirements expressed in Section 2, we derive the Functional Requirements
about this scenario. Together with the trade-off criteria they become necessary for a first design
evaluation.
 Due to the mission profile the system operates in an environment with temperature range [150°C, 150°C].
 Volume (<16l) and mass (<3kg) occupied by the gripper-handle system.
 Minimizing system degrees of freedom and consequently system control complexity.
 Determining a grasping activity that could accommodate possible errors in positions (±3cm)
and attitude (±6°). This limits are imposed by the ADCS of a realistic orbiting vehicleplatform and by the grasping strategy.
 Minimizing applied force per finger.
 Guarantee blocking of p/l degrees of freedom. Three different modes have been identified:
Grasping. Holding and Releasing. We need to operate only a prehension activity. Neither
anthropomorphism nor high-level dexterity are required.
The desired capabilities must be translated into technical requirements that result in a trade-off
between system complexity, capabilities, reliability, volume, weight and possibly also cost.
5.4
Handle requirements
Before starting determine gripper requirements, we need to indicate and preliminary describing what
the gripper is going to grasp. As handle requirements we consider:
 Blocked degrees of freedom (translational and rotational);
 Possibility to have a wedge-in handle profile;
 Maximum grasping in all possible handle positions;
 Possibility to host a 3cm-side marker put on the palm of the gripper;
 Perimeter/area as figure of merit of the profile configurations;
 Minimum volume occupied.
As possible profile configurations, we select circle, triangle and rectangular profiles. Taking into
account all above requirements we select a triangular configuration profile. This allows to block all
degrees of freedom, to have a wedge-in profile, to maximize grasping in all possible handle
positions, having a 6cm side it allows to host in the middle of the palm a 3cm-side marker.
Moreover, this profile maximize the figure of merit perimeter/area, having a larger perimeter to
allow grasping a smaller area to reduce the volume. In Fig. 1 we show a preliminary handle design
using Autodesk Inventor Professional 2015 ©.
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Figure 7: Preliminary handle design using Autodesk Inventor Professional 2015 ©.

More technical handle details are not subject of this paper and they will be object of a future work.
5.5
Marker
The handle marker we design has to be: 3cm side square, non symmetric pattern (even if it is square),
low reflectivity material (no metallic) to avoid in-camera reflections, black and white pattern to
increase contrast [10].
More technical marker details are not subject of this paper and they will be object of a future work.
5.6
Gripper configuration parameters
We define the gripper configuration parameters to design the gripper [2]:
 Actuation architectures and actuation placement;
 Number of dependent/independent fingers;
 Number of actuators;
 Number of phalanxes per finger;
 Thumb presence.
In the following we show the trade-off results in order to have a preliminary design of the gripper.
About the trade-off concerning the possible number of fingers (three, four or five) control system
complexity, gripping force per finger, handle retention stability (holding stability surface handle
dependent) and cost are the criteria we take into account to select a configuration with three number
of fingers.
For the trade-off criteria to select the number of actuators we use control system complexity, mass,
power, cost, independent finger behavior (finger capacity to obtain independent contact with respect
to other fingers) and design feasibility (to design finger-actuation scheme). As result, we adopt a
one-actuator gripper. In this case we consider using an underactuation gripper architecture [2, 3, 4,
5]. There is the possibility to obtain the desired performances using one actuator-underactuation
hand.
For the trade-off criteria to select the number of phalanxes we use control system complexity,
gripper-object profile matching (capacity to match different handle shapes), reliability (maximum
holding and blocking capacity) and cost. As result, we adopt a two-phalanx finger gripper.
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For the trade-off criteria to decide the presence of the thumb we use control system complexity, high
performance dexterous capability (capacity to operate complex procedures), mechanical system
complexity and cost. As result, we do not need high dexterous capability and high system complexity
introduced by thumb presence.
Actuator size (possibility to include larger actuators to have high torque), joint kinematic decoupling
(kinematic decoupling between joints to lower the system mechanics and control system
complexity), control system complexity and cost are the selected criteria for the actuator placement
trade-off. We adopt a remote actuation placement, i.e. the single actuator is in the palm and there is
an underactuation system in order to move the fingers and their phalanxes.
As last study an actuation architectures trade-off is executed. As criteria we adopt mechanical system
complexity, needed actuation backdrivability (actuation needed to control the actuator in opposite
motion directions), control system complexity, number of actuators/ number of joints ratio and cost.
We adopt a double acting actuator.
More technical gripper details are not subject of this paper and they will be object of a future work.
5.6.1 Gripper Phalanx Actuation
The distal phalanx closes before the nearest one, allowing to grasp the handle side and limiting the
handle length and volume. This concept will allow the distal phalanx to move independently from
the nearest one. Future underactuated hand synergy studies to figure out how joint coupling is
realized to increase grasping performances [8, 9]. In order to do this we use a rigid tendon
architectures to move the distal phalanx and a torsional spring to delay the movement of the nearest
one. In usual actuation architectures [1, 2, 3, 5], underactuated systems have been realized where the
first phalanx closure led to the closure of the distal one using the loading of a torsional spring. This
concept is innovative with respect to the usual ones, because the kinematics works in the opposite
way. Plots in Fig. 8 show that the movement of the nearest phalanx (phalanx 1 – red line) moves less
than the distal one (phalanx 2 – blue line) (top figure), while the angular velocity is lower with
respect to phalanx 2 (bottom figure). These plots have been realized using the multibody software
MSC Adams©.

Figure 8: Phalanx kinematics plots using MSC Adams©. Top figure: phalanx displacement vs time for
nearest phalanx (red line) and distal phalanx (blue line ). Bottom figure: phalanx angular velocity vs time
for nearest phalanx (red line) and distal phalanx (blue line ).

5.6.2 Gripper Configuration Results
After this configuration study we infer that the robotic hand system will be characterized by:
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3-contact-independent-finger underactuated (3 positional degrees of freedom per finger,
1actuator) hand:
o Finger and phalanxes adjustment to compensate for misalignment;
o The distal phalanx closes before the nearest one, allowing to grasp the handle side and
limiting the handle length and volume.
2-phalanx fingers;
No thumb;
Remote (palm located) actuator, with possibilities to implement also redundancies;
Double acting actuator.

5.6.3 Camera and tracking algorithm software characterization
The camera sensor we design has to be: no rolling shutter camera, constant focal length, in-camera
shade condition: 4 white-light led lights are present symmetrically around the camera to illuminate
the marker in shadow conditions, in-camera Sun rays condition: tracking algorithm software has to
stop grasping action if saturation is present due to direct or reflected Sun rays.
More technical handle details are not subject of this paper and they will be object of a future work.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this work the on orbit robotic manipulator system is described in terms of concepts of operation,
elements and system control block. This vehicle would be provided with a robotic manipulator
system (arm and gripper) able to catch payloads present on orbiting platforms and bringing them
inside its cargo bay. This research is carried out by Thales Alenia Space in Turin, Italy, Politecnico
di Torino and AMET.
In this work we present the configuration study of the robotic manipulator system. This manipulator
is constituted by a (7 DOF) arm and an end-effector. The housing cargo bay requirements capacity in
terms of volume (<100l) and in terms of mass (<50kg) combined with the required overall arm
dimensions (4m length) and the mass of the p/l (5-30Kg) oblige to develop an innovative robotic
manipulator. A first configuration design and the adopted choices are discussed. This work is a
milestone concerning the design of this robotic system to achieve its mission goal.
More technical details are not subject of this paper and they will be object of a future work.
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Abstract. The International Space Station was mainly thought as an orbiting research laboratory and, as such,
it comprises several resources to test and validate new technologies to be used in future space missions. This
paper presents the design and development of Thermal Exchange, a microgravity experiment that aims at on-
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orbit validation of low-toxicity heat pipe performance for thermal control of future spacecraft, both manned and
unmanned. Tendency for future space systems points towards simplicity, limited maintenance needs and high
reliability. In particular, vehicle thermal control should be based on passive systems, requiring low maintenance
and very limited remote control. Accordingly, heat-pipes are good candidates for future spacecraft thermal
control, due to their low complexity and maintenance requirement, as well as their high reliability. In this
scenario, Thermal Exchange aims at the development of a payload for the demonstration, in microgravity
conditions, of heat pipes and low toxicity working fluids, which would make it compatible with human
applications (habitable modules) as well. Thermal Exchange is a sub-rack payload that will be operated inside
the Microgravity Science Glovebox (MSG) on-board the International Space Station (ISS). Thermal Exchange
consists of a main housing that accommodates the experiment and the avionics containers: the experiment
container includes four axially grooved heat pipes filled with low-toxicity working fluids and mixtures, whereas
the avionics container encloses three electronic boards to perform power management and distribution, health
management and on-board data handling autonomously once on-board the ISS. Thermal Exchange will be
launched with the Space-X 9 launch vehicle inside a half CTB (Cargo Transfer Bag). Thermal Exchange will be
uninstalled and stowed at the end of the on-orbit operations and will re-enter with the Space-X 10 vehicle. This
paper first provides a general overview of Thermal Exchange and the project schedule, including the operations
to be carried out on the ISS. Then, it deals with the design and development of the ground and flight models.
Main results are presented and discussed. Eventually main conclusions are drawn.

I. INTRODUCTION
The International Space Station was mainly thought as an orbiting research laboratory, thus it includes
several facilities for the testing and validation of new technologies to be used in future space missions. Due
to its potential and to its “easy” access, it is considered as the best opportunity for the on-orbit validation of
new technologies, that need to reach adequate TRL level (TRL 8), prior actual being implemented in real
missions [1, 2, 3, 4].
Future space vehicles shall be provided with systems requiring low maintenance and characterized by very
high reliability and low costs. An example is represented by the thermal cooling system, for both
manned/unmanned spacecraft, which can be based on passive solutions, requiring low maintenance and
limited remote control: heat pipes represent good examples for this kind of application.
Thermal Exchange will be operated on-board the International Space Station (ISS); the launch is scheduled
for the beginning of 2016, with SpaceX-9 launch vehicle. Thermal Exchange is a project designed by
Argotec, prime contractor, with the collaboration of Politecnico di Torino, subcontractor, and
supported/financed by the Italian Space Agency (ASI) [5].
The main core of the experiment is four axially grooved heat pipes. The heat pipes are metal tubes filled
with working fluids that experience a phase change in the operative range of the system they are inserted
into. Through the phase change the heat is absorbed from the hot end of the tube (evaporator, Figure I) and
the pressure gradient causes the gas to move to the cold end (condenser, Figure I) where the fluid
condensates and, because of capillarity, returns to the hot end along the grooves. Once the fluid is subjected
again to the heat source, the process is restarted, without any external regulation or control.

Figure I - Heat Pipe with hot and cold interfaces
On-board the USOS portion of the International Space Station, heat pipes are used on the external part of
the Station. They are open-ended Aluminium tubes filled with ammonia. The kind of fluid selected makes
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it impossible to use those systems internally, since ammonia leakage would create a catastrophic hazard for
the crew. Thus, the internal thermal loop is composed of active components that are more complex and
require maintenance. When maintenance is not possible, the damaged component needs to be replaced.
Considering the example of a pump, the entire pump assembly need to be replaced since it is an Orbital
Replaceable Unit (ORU). Thus the damage of a coin-sized component requires changing a suitcase-sized
device. It requires an 80 kg mass to be returned from the Station, repaired, and then uploaded on a
subsequent launcher; plus a huge amount of crew time and ground support for training and operations. In
order to save resources, technology is tending toward passive devices.
Argotec has designed and developed the experiment of the 2 year research project on low toxicity working
fluids and groove geometry.
Concerning the working fluids, among low-toxicity fluids, three parameters drove the selection: the
operative temperature range, a figure of merit (physical properties dependent), and the compatibility of the
fluids with aluminium, the material that has been selected for the tubes. (See Figure II)

Figure II - Fluids selection
A numerical model has been developed and joined to an optimization code in order to size the heat pipe
predicting its performance in microgravity conditions.
The low toxicity of the fluids opens a significant discussion of one of the driving points of the Space
Station program: safety. A space payload that will fly on-board the Space Station needs to answer not only
to technical, but also to safety requirements. In particular the NASA Payload Safety Review Panel (PSRP)
is in charge of performing reviews of the payload, analysing its safety with respect to the astronauts and to
the Space Station systems. Thus the heat pipes have been designed to meet the intent of Design For
Minimum Risk (DFMR) minimizing the possibility of a fluid leakage. This involves not only heat pipe
sizing, but also the process to test the maximum pressure the tube can withstand.
In order to test the heat pipes a hot source and a cold sink are needed. The Microgravity Science Glovebox
(MSG) working volume has been selected as the on-board laboratory since there is a cold plate that can act
as a cold sink. The MSG power is converted into heat power to supply it to the pipe. The payload was then
designed to interface the heat pipes to the working volume.
Thermal Exchange is divided into five subsystems (see Figure III): the experiment subsystem, the structural
subsystem, the electrical power subsystem, the health monitoring subsystem, and the on-board computer
subsystem. The latter three subsystems constitute the avionics.
The experiment subsystem is composed of the heat pipes and two blocks that interface the heat pipe to the
electronics (hot block), and to the MSG cold plate via the Thermal Exchange bottom plate (cold block).
The Electrical Power subsystem is mainly in charge of deriving the power needed for the experiment from
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the 28VDC power provided by the MSG. The On-Board Computer manages the experiment according to a
sequence that has been studied in order to evaluate the heat pipe performance. It also collects the output of
the temperature sensors that are distributed on the heat pipe walls. The experiment data are saved on an SD
card and downlinked to the ground via a Station Support Computer (SSC). The sensors output will be
studied to analyse heat pipe performance using graphs.

Figure III - Thermal Exchange subsystems
In order to have a comparison between the heat pipes performance in a microgravity environment and on
the ground a Baseline Data Collection (BDC) is performed during the test campaign.
Two models of the payload have been assembled: the Ground Model (GM) and the Proto-Flight Model
(PFM). They are identical in design, and they differ for the kind of tests they are subjected to. The GM is
important for the finalization of the assembly and test procedures and it is fundamental for comparing the
results while the payload is on-board the Station. The PFM undergoes the certified test campaign agreed
with NASA and it is the model that will fly.
Since the GM needs to be identical to the PFM, the design need to be frozen once its production begins. In
order to test some of the payload functionalities and design choices, a prototype (the DM, Development
Model) has been built for some of the subsystems. Politecnico di Torino designed and built the DM
avionics, whereas Argotec designed and built the GM and PFM avionics. The DM testing phase highlighted
some criticalities that were taken into consideration in the GM avionics design.
The current paper is articulated as follow:
 Section II is dedicated to the space system design methodology adopted;
 Section III shows the Thermal Exchange models, focusing on the difference between the
development model and the ground model;
 Section IV summarizes the key elements of the paper and shows the further developments of the
project.
II.

METHODOLOGY

The development of Thermal Exchange follows the NASA and/or ESA rules for the design of a complex
system, which requires the accomplishment of several steps. The first step is the definition of the mission
statement, which summarizes in a clear and concise statement, the mission purpose, which for Thermal
Exchange can be expressed as follows: “To perform experiments on axially grooved heat pipes with low
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toxicity working fluids on-board the ISS in microgravity conditions, which can be used for the thermal
control of future manned and unmanned spacecraft”. After having defined the mission statement, the
mission objectives have been deduced and can be listed here:
 improve knowledge of passive thermal control devices;
 test different low-toxicity working fluids and validation of numerical microgravity HP model;
 test axially grooved HPs in a microgravity environment on-board ISS.
Simultaneously, a stakeholders’ analysis has been performed to analyze the needs of the principal actors of
the mission: prime contractor, subcontractor, sponsors, operators and end-users. The stakeholders involved
in TE mission are:
 Argotec, as prime contractor payload developer and end-user;
 Politecnico di Torino (PoliTo), as subcontractor and end-user;
 Italian Space Agency (ASI), as sponsor;
 the astronauts as payload operators on ISS;
 NASA, as operator (ground segment and astronauts).
 According to the needs of each stakeholder, secondary objectives can be derived:
 to improve grooved heat pipes TRL (Argotec, PoliTo, ASI);
 to improve low toxicity working fluids TRL (Argotec, PoliTo, ASI);
 to exploit ISS facility (Argotec, PoliTo, ASI, NASA);
 to receive data (Argotec, PoliTo, ASI, NASA);
 to exploit existing Ground facilities (Argotec, PoliTo, ASI, NASA);
 to operate the payload on the ISS (Astronauts, NASA).
Once the broad objectives of the mission have been established, requirements have been derived through
the accomplishment of two fundamental analyses: Functional Analysis and Concept of Operations [6]. The
Functional Analysis includes several tools, which allow the definition of the systems needed to accomplish
the mission, the so-called building blocks, and how they are interrelated to build up the functional
architecture of the future mission. Moreover, this analysis defines functional, configuration and interface
requirements. The Concept of Operations (ConOps) describes how the system will be operated during its
entire life cycle, in order to achieve the mission objectives. Moreover, the ConOps defines environmental,
operational and logistic support requirements. The overall process is recursive, meaning that it shall be
repeated starting from the highest level (system of systems, SoS) and going through successive lower levels
(system, subsystem, etc.).
II.I Functional Analysis
The Functional Analysis starts with the derivation of the functional tree, which expresses the main
functions to be performed. Once the functions are listed, a matrix is built to map the functions through the
“products” that are needed to carry out those functions. The process is recursive, i.e. it shall be repeated at
successive levels, resulting in more and more detailed functional trees that are successively mapped on
different level product trees. Specifically, depending on the level of the analysis, “product” may mean
system-of-systems, system, subsystem, part or component. Through the functional trees and particularly
through the identification of the basic functions, the functional requirements of the products are derived,
and through the product trees the building blocks composing the future products are determined, thus
laying the major groundwork for the definition of the functional architecture.
Hereafter, the main results obtained for TE project are discussed, with particular attention to the functions
that TE system has to perform.
Starting from the mission statement, the highest-level functional tree has been directly derived. The derived
functions describe all the functionalities that systems involved in the mission shall provide. In particular,
the first functions level refers to “system of systems” (yellow box in Figure IV).
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Figure IV - High-level functional tree
Then, from the SoS-level functions, answering the “how” question, the lower level functions have been
derived (orange box in Figure IV), which have a direct correspondence to the systems involved in the
mission. As a matter of fact, they have been used to build the functions/systems matrix (Figure V). This
matrix is aimed at mapping the functions to be performed through the mission’s elements identified through
this analysis.

Figure V - Functions/Systems matrix
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Besides TE itself, the main systems needed to accomplish the mission are: the launcher for the launch of
the payload, the transfer vehicle for the transfer to ISS, a cargo transfer bag needed to accommodate TE
during the travel to ISS, and the on-board stowage, the Microgravity Science Glovebox (MSG) to host and
support TE for the tests execution, the ISS, mainly for the data transfer to ground, the ground segment for
MSG activation and de-activation and for the management of the experiments data, the re-entry vehicle for
TE disposal and the ISS operators for TE installation, activation, and data transfer to one of the available
ISS SSC (Station Support Computer).
The functional tree and the functions/systems matrix just described represent the starting point for the
assessment of the top-level functional requirements.
The functional analysis proceeds by expanding each systems-level function in lower-level functions, which
have a direct correspondence with subsystems. Specifically, only the functions related to TE have been
further detailed, as they represent the starting point for TE architecture definition and design. Again, to
derive the subsystem-level functions, the “how” question has been answered for each TE system-level
function.

Figure VI - Functions/Subsystems matrix
The matrix in Figure VI gives evidence of the subsystems needed to accomplish the required functions.
Specifically, they are:
 Structural Subsystem (SS),
 Experiment Subsystem (ES),
 Electrical Power Subsystem (EPS),
 On-board Computer Subsystem (OBC),
 Health Management Subsystem (HMS).
For each subsystem an analogous process has been followed in order to further detail the functions and
identify parts and components, and finally all the components needed for TE have been identified. Once the
components have been assessed, to complete the functional architecture definition, the relationships among
them have to be analyzed. Even in this case, the analysis has gone through several levels, starting from the
subsystems up to the components. The results of this analysis are relevant to the interface requirements
derivation.
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Figure VII - Components level functional/logical block diagram (POWER)

Figure VIII - Components level functional/logical block diagram (DATA)
Figure VII and Figure VIII show the logical/functional block diagrams at components level. Different
colors are used to identify the type of connection among the various components: black lines refer to data
links, blue lines refer to power connections, brown lines refer to mechanical connections and cyan lines are
used for service/human links. Furthermore, the arrows describe the “direction” of the connection.
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II.II Concept of Operations
The concept of operations describes how the system will be operated during the life-cycle phases in order
to meet stakeholders’ expectations. The analysis of the operational scenario usually consists of two main
parts: the first refers to the analysis of the mission’s phases, while the second one is related to the typical
modes of operation.
Mission phases
The whole ARTE mission is characterized by several phases, starting with pre-flight operations up to postflight activities. Table I lists the main mission phases correlated to their starting and ending event.
Phase
Starting event
Ending event
Pre-launch
TE delivery to NASA CMC
Lift-off
Launch
Lift-off
Transfer vehicle separation
Transfer to ISS
Transfer vehicle separation
Docking with ISS
Removal from the Dragon and
Experiment Stowage
Docking with ISS
Stowage on-board the ISS
Removal from temporary stowage
Experiment set-up
TE installation and activation
location and TE Removal from bag
Experiment execution
TE installation and activation
TE uninstallation from MSG
Data transfer
SD card removal from TE
Data delivered to Earth
Post-flight
Data delivered to Earth
Data post-processed
Experiment Stowage
TE uninstallation from MSG
TE temporary stowage on ISS
TE removed from temporary stowage
Destructive re-entry (unless return is
Disposal
location and transfer to
on a Dragon Vehicle)
disposal/return vehicle
Table I - TE mission phases
A pictorial view of the mission profile is shown in Figure IX, where the main phases of the mission are
highlighted. “Operations at ISS” generically refers to the mission phases to be executed on-board the ISS,
including experiment stowage, set-up, execution, and data transfer.

Figure IX - TE mission profile
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The definition of the mission phases is important to derive requirements, mainly regarding logistics and
temporal aspects, as well as environmental requirements. Each phase is generally characterized by having
the system operating in a different environment. Moreover, even the duration of each phase can
significantly influence the system design, as it may be necessary to remain for an extended period exposed
to certain conditions.
II.III Model Philosophy
After the high level analysis has been accomplished, the design proceeds with the definition of subsystems,
parts and components, in terms of configuration and sizing, as far as the system’s hardware (HW) is
concerned. On the other hand, again on the basis of Functional Analysis and Modes of Operations, the
system’s software (SW) can be implemented.
The Model Philosophy that has been considered to develop TE can be defined as a hybrid model, a
compromise between prototype and protoflight approaches. The philosophy used for this project tends to
ease the system verification for those aspects and technologies widely implemented in space projects, i.e.
the use of COTS (Commercial Off The Shelf) components. The philosophy used is characterized by three
different models: the Development Model (DM), the Ground Model (GM) and the Proto-Flight Model
(PFM), shown in Figure X, considering also the decomposition into levels (system, S/S, components).
Briefly, the DM is built to test the functionality of the system and to verify the compliance with
requirements described before using a low cost prototype of the TE itself. The GM is flight representative
in form, fit, and functions. It also undergoes a pre-qualification test campaign. The PFM is the final product
that will be launched and subjected to a complete Proto-Flight Verification campaign.
The DM is the first model usually realized and is intended to help the first phases of the project, allowing
the test of critical technologies and configurations; it is subjected to a functional development Test Prior to
Qualification during the Development Stage. After that, the output of this stage will be useful to confirm
the design or to propose alternate configurations for the next models design. Together with virtual model
simulation outputs, the GM is designed. This model is then subjected to a pre-Qualification Verification
campaign in which the design status of the solution will be confirmed through an accurately defined set of
tests (and other verification methods). After the confirmation of the GM by pre-Qualification Verification
campaign outputs, the PFM will be manufactured and subjected to the certified Proto-Flight test campaign.
This last stage is characterized by the verifications that demonstrate the end product, the PFM, is compliant
with standards and specifications.

Figure X - HMP decomposed into level and stages
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The philosophy selected allows a preliminary design driven by limited cost and time, even though highly
reliable technical solutions have been adopted. Two main aspects guarantee low costs.
The first one is represented by intensive use of simulations and virtual models, instead of physical tests.
The Virtual Structural Model (VSM) and the Virtual Thermal Model (VTM) are used to investigate the
related behaviour of the TE Structural Subsystem and the thermal interface of TE with the MSG cold plate.
Furthermore, the VTM has been developed to study the evolution of thermal flux inside the system itself.
These two models have followed the design evolution (see Figure XI).
The second aspect is related to the balance between the use of military, space-qualified, or COTS
component. In fact, military and space qualified components provide higher reliability for critical functions
than COTS components even if they are more expensive.

Figure XI - Models evolution trough stages
On the other hand, the low-risk mission, together with the use of COTS components for less critical
functions avoids several critical and expensive tests.
III.

TE MODELS

Thermal Exchange, the technological payload to be flown on-board the ISS, consists of five subsystems:
Experiment Subsystem (ES), Structural Subsystem (SS), Health Monitoring Subsystem (HMS), On-Board
Controller Subsystem (OBC), and Electrical Power Subsystem (EPS).
The Experiment subsystem contains the test subject. It consists of the following components, as shown in
Figure XII:
 4 heat pipes;
 4 heaters;
 4 hot blocks acting as thermal interfaces between the heat pipes and the heaters;
 4 cold blocks acting as thermal interfaces between the heat pipes and the Thermal Exchange
Container;
 the hot block insulator in charge of insulating the hot blocks from the Thermal Exchange Container;
 the heat pipe insulating material;
 a set of temperature sensors.
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Figure XII - Experiment subsystem insight
For each of the heap pipes the hot source is a cartridge heater. One of the two heat pipe ends is
mechanically and thermally connected to the hot block that transfers the thermal power from the cartridge
heater to the heat pipe evaporator. Two thermal switches are placed on the top of the hot block to guarantee
a proper level of safety preventing the heat pipe over pressure due to overheating. The heat pipes are cooled
on the other end by means of the Aluminium cold blocks, which transfer the thermal power from the heat
pipe condenser to the MSG cold plate through the Thermal Exchange plate.
The temperatures along the heat pipe, on the hot and cold blocks are measured by means of Resistance
Temperature Detector (RTD) connected to the acquisition board. As shown in Figure XIII, thermal sensors
are required for each heat pipe to measure the temperature values along the heat pipe, as well as on the cold
and hot block and on the Thermal Exchange Container. The distribution of the thermal sensors ensures
redundancy in each of the critical heat pipe sections (evaporator, adiabatic, and condenser sections).

Figure XIII. Thermal sensors distribution along the heat pipe body
The Avionic System of Thermal Exchange consists of the Health Monitoring (HMS), the On-Board
Controller (OBC), and the Electrical Power Subsystem (EPS), which are respectively in charge of
monitoring the health of the avionic components, controlling and commanding the experiment during its
execution and regulating and distributing electrical power, supplied by the ISS. The TE structure provides
the avionics with electrical grounding as well as with a thermal path to transfer heat. Figure XIV shows the
functional block diagram that represent functional connections between components of the Avionic and
Experiment Subsystems, highlighting the type and the direction of each connection between components.
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Figure XIV. Thermal Exchange block diagram
The HMS is in charge of monitoring the health status of the payload. The HMS Arbitrator collects and
analyses the heart beats coming from micro-Processors and micro-Controllers in order to prevent incorrect
payload operations. Based on the health status provided by the two Processor-Controller subsystem, the
arbitrator decides which one will command the execution. In case both of the two Processor-Controller
subsystem fail, the arbitrator disables all the Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) commands to the power
driver and also shuts down the DCDC converters. The HMS also prevents the exceedance of the touch
temperature limit (45°C) on the external surface. It also measures the voltage, current and temperature in
order to detect potential failure and react.
The OBC is the “brain” of the experiment, it controls and commands the investigation. The OBC is also in
charge of handling, controlling and managing all experiment data generated by the temperature sensors
placed along each heat pipes. It is based on a distributed architecture and it includes eight acquisition
benches for data gathering. The signals are conditioned then multiplexed and converted by Analog-toDigital Converters (ADC) and each is sent to a micro-Controller. Micro-Controllers format these data
together with mission data and then pass them to micro-Processor. Micro-Controller 1 acquires the
measurements related to HP1 and HP2, while micro-Controller 2 acquires measurements related to HP3
and HP4. Each analogical measurement is converted to a digitized word composed of 4 bytes and is
transferred to both micro-Processors with a 10 Hz frequency.
In order to control the power delivered to the heaters there is a signal segment generated by microProcessor 1 (or, in case of failure, by micro-Processor 2), which is the input to the heat pipes power driver.
For redundancy, the two processors are interchangeable; thus, in case one processor fails, either of them
shall be capable of accomplishing all functions of the other one. Two SD cards are included to save
housekeeping, mission telemetry and configuration data.
The EPS is in charge of distributing power to the experiment load. It provides the heaters with the required
electric power, regulating it via PWM drivers. The nominal input voltage at the power connector is 28VDC
with a maximum current of 7A. Inside the payload, a Step-Up circuit increases the voltage level to 61VDC.
The main elements of the circuit are two DC/DC converters, providing 16 VDC at 3.3 A at the output.
Through a serial connection of the two DC/DC converter outputs 61VDC is obtained and is the desired
output.
The maximum voltage value is modulated through a PWM driver. The percentage voltage value of each
PWM line, one for each HP, depends on the power required per load.
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III.I Development Model
DM Avionics hardware
Considering all the aspects described above, the DM Printed Circuit Board (PCB) has been built according
to the electrical schematics design. For a simple and logic arrangement of the Avionic subsystem
components, the Development Model presents five PCBs: a. one Power board, b. two CPU boards, c. two
Converter boards, as reported in Figure XV.

Figure XV - DM CPU (left) and Converter (right) printed boards

Figure XVI - DM PCBs interfaces configuration

Figure XVII - DM PCB configuration
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From a design point of view, the PCBs are arranged in a castle construction (see Figure XVII), with the
Power board on the bottom, the two Converters boards in the middle and the two CPU boards on the top.
Furthermore, only for the DM, two addictive boards, called Headers, have been realized in order to
simplify the testing operations and to allow the connection and disconnection of the avionics and the
experiment.
DM Software
From the SW point of view, five Modes of Operation have been identified for TE, as listed and described
hereafter:
 Dormant: all subsystems are switched off (that occurs prior/post-installation and in case of certain
faults);
 Start-up: checks are performed to verify the correct functioning of the subsystems;
 Nominal: all subsystems are active and tests on heat pipes are carried out;
 Safe: checks are performed to restore the experiment functioning while the OBC continues to
handle telemetry data gathered by the HMS;
 Sleep: all subsystems are switched off except for the OBC that only checks the system status.
The state diagram (Figure XVIII) helps understanding the possible paths that can be followed during the
experiment execution.

Figure XVIII - Thermal Exchange state diagram
In order to further detail the operations to be carried out in each operative mode during the mission
execution, the flow diagrams reported in Figure XIX, Figure XX and Figure XXI represent a starting point
for the design of the software and for the verification activities for functional verification.
The flow diagram illustrated in Figure XIX describes the sequence of operations to be performed in the
start-up operative mode. Specifically, it summarizes the checks that shall be executed before starting the
experiment, thus moving to nominal mode. Moreover, the diagram also shows that in case the checks show
malfunctioning, the system will switch to dormant or degraded nominal mode. The checks are aimed at
verifying that the heat pipes telemetry values are compatible with the reference thresholds (Tmin; Tmax).
In the high right-hand side of the diagram at the top there are two coloured boxes which refer to the main
operations to be accomplished while in nominal mode, that are the implementation of the required test
sequence and the check of the health status parameters. In the diagram of Figure XIX they are shown as
performed in parallel, as they will be associated with two separate processors; if one processor fails, the
other one will be in charge of both actions. It means that two processors work simultaneously performing
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independently the assigned functions: if one processor is out of order the second processor is able to
execute both its own functions and the functions of the other processor. This solution increases the
reliability, which is important to the Figures of Merit for the choice of the OBC architecture.
The nominal mode of operations is further detailed in Figure XX and Figure XXI. The implementation of
the test sequence is depicted as an iterative set of operations, as shown in Figure XX. The process starts
with the upload of the test sequence profile, which then determines the commands to be applied to the
defined heater. The temperature measurements are then gathered, processed, formatted and finally saved on
memory, keeping track of the experiment configuration. The loop will be repeated until the required
sequence is completed. In Figure XX, an external box (outside the green frame) is also reported (top righthand side of the figure), which refers to a parallel loop (in line with the main loop) in charge of reading the
temperature measurements, which are the input data for further gathering and processing. It is worth
noticing that the two loops run at different frequencies, as the reading loop needs higher frequency (e.g.
100Hz) than the main loop (e.g. 10Hz).

Figure XIX - TE flowchart - Start-Up mode
Figure XXI reports the flow diagram describing the operations to be executed for the health status
parameters check. In case the acquired health status data are not in the expected ranges, several checks are
performed in order to identify the cause of the error. Accordingly, the system may switch to safe or sleep
mode, continue to work in nominal degraded mode, or switch back to start-up mode and try to recover.
While in safe mode, the experiment subsystem is switched off together with the Step Up circuit and the
remaining subsystems (EPS, OBC, and HMS are active as shown in Figure XXI) keep acquiring health
status data for a certain time trying to bring the system back to correct working conditions. The failure case
led by the leakage of one or more Heat Pipes has been considered in this analysis. Even for this operation
block there is an external loop, running in parallel and at higher frequency, for the measuring of the health
status parameters (top left-hand side of the figure).
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Figure XX - TE flowchart - implement required sequence

Figure XXI - TE flowchart - Check Health status parameters
DM Verification and Tests
This phase deals with all those tests on the DM that are carried out prior to qualification and is intended to
confirm the functionality that will be implemented in the GM and subsequently verified during the next
stages. This phase includes an extensive usage of test, review-of-design, and demonstration methods for all
levels, such as system, subsystems, parts and components, according to SSP/ECSS standard. In particular,
analysis is used to simulate structural and thermal interfaces and to investigate related aspects.
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The development verification goes through levels, from components to system: functional tests and reviewof-design is performed for components and subsystems, while the whole Thermal Exchange system is
subject to analysis (i.e. thermal, structural, power and mass budget), a functional test of the integrated
system and review-of-design of the entire system. During the DM verification campaign the test procedure
have been finalized.
From a component point-of-view, verification for the lowest levels take into account functional tests and
review-of-design. Critical components, such as RTD temperature sensors, µControllers, µProcessors, SD
cards, PWM circuits and DC/DC converters, were subjected to several tests to confirm their functionalities
and basic performance.
For the subsystem level, TE verification was performed considering a functional, not physical, breakdown.
The EPS development tests aimed at verifying the power regulation and distribution functionality.
For the HMS, the functional test consisted of the verification of the arbitrator and thermal switches
functionalities. At first the Thermal Exchange software was run using the development board; then using
the TE OBC. The SW was loaded in the µController with a simulated mission profile. Communications
between µProcessor and the µController were evaluated and data sent by µProcessor were then packaged
by the µController and displayed on a monitor.
Structural and thermal analysis were executed for the investigation of the whole system behaviour.
Structural analysis aimed at evaluating the main natural frequencies of TE and to verify that the hardware
can withstand the launch loads. The thermal analysis was focused on the evaluation of the behaviour of the
heat pipes and the whole system both in nominal and off-nominal conditions. As a consequence of these
tests, some changes in the arrangement of components on the PCBs and board-to-board connector positions
have been modified to ensure the most reliable configuration, without neglecting the miniaturization and
cost constraints. An output of the thermal analysis was related to the position of some critical components,
such as the DC/DC converters. Some other changes involved the PCB thermal tracks and component
disposition changes in order to maximize the cooling of the electronics.
III.II Ground Model
The considerations related to the Development Model were analysed and the Ground Model was designed
in order to correct all the non-conformities and improve the performances. The Ground Model is flight
representative in form, fit, and function. It is required in order to execute a pre-qualification test campaign,
considering functional and environmental verification used for the qualification. The GM is also used for
the validation of the assembly, integration, verification and operational procedures.
GM Hardware
The GM structure (see Figure XXII) is compliant with the NASA SSP requirements in terms of materials,
weight, dimensions, and safety. The main structure, the Thermal Exchange container, is an uncovered and
rectangular Aluminium box with 8 protrusions used to mechanically interface the payload to a simulated
MSG cold plate. The box is closed with an Aluminium cover. A “C” shaped structure, the Electronics C,
has slots that contain the electronic boards. It shows also slots for the housing of the power connector, the
SD cards and the debug connector. The container has been designed to divide the payload in two volumes:
one includes the experiment hardware and sensors and one which hosts the electronics boards and the
electrical connectors. The volumes are divided by a physical aluminium barrier, designed to accommodate
the electrical connections within the experiment volume.
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Figure XXII - Thermal Exchange Structure subsystem
Access to the SD Card slots is ensured by flipping a metallic lid, called “SD Lid”, Velcro attached on the
right side of the container. The debug connector is not accessible by the crew as it will be covered by a
metallic cap glued to the primary structure. Due to the high operative temperature of some electrical
components (DC-DC converters, Coils, and MOSFET), the Thermal Exchange container has been shaped
in order to assure thermal contact with the components that need to be cooled down by the MSG cold plate.
Both the Electronics Panel and the Thermal Exchange container have apertures that have been made
according to the Maximum Effective Vent Ratio (MEVR) computation, since the structure is a vented
container.
The peculiar geometry of the plate is a compromise between low mass and robustness. The capability of the
structure to withstand the loads has been proven by structural analyses. It is worth noting that the structure
has been designed in order not to cause injury to the crew, thus, for example, all the edges are rounded.
For the GM Avionics, some modifications were done in order to improve the performances and adapt the
design to withstand the launch environment and then microgravity conditions. The GM has three PCBs, as
in Figure XXIII: the Power board, the Arbitrator board, and the CPU board. The EPS functions are
performed by two boards: Power and Arbitrator boards. The OBC and the HMS subsystems are placed on
the CPU board and on the Arbitrator board.
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Figure XXIII – The three PCB assembled, during the integration
MIL grade connectors and a space grade harness were selected for the connection between the Avionics
and Experiment containers. The EPS input protection circuit was improved to adhere to the ISS and MSG
electrical specifications, to lower the EM emission, and to protect against circuit over temperature. The
CPU board includes two slots of 32 acquisition lines for the experiment data gathering, improved
conditioning and filtering stages, multiplexers, and ADCs. They acquire 40 temperatures, voltage and
current for each heat pipes, internal voltage and resistor reference for trouble-shooting. Moreover the
experiment input voltage and current, DCDC temperatures and status signal from the Power and Arbitrator
boards are collected directly by the μProcessors. Furthermore, the CPU board includes 2 SD slots, 2
μControllers, and 2 μProcessors. The 2 μProcessors provide redundant command to the experiment. Both
slots signals are processed by the Arbitrator which selects the ones to be processed. Some functions were
added to the Arbitrator with respect to the DM:
 the capability of resetting a non-responding CPU
 managing the “In progress” experiment LED according to the health of the μProcessors and
experiment status
 managing with higher accuracy the signals flowing from the μProcessors to the power drivers,
interrupting them when needed in a safe way
 managing the DCDCs status.
The electrical boards are interconnected with inter-board power/data connectors, which allow data and
power exchange between the boards, as it is for the DM.
A simulated MSG cold plate has been designed and built by Argotec in order to validate the thermal
analysis with tests. The water temperature at the simulated MSG cold plate input is 20°C. This is the same
temperature the MSG cold plate provides the experiment during flight operations. The three PCBs have
been built with the same dimensions to increase the robustness of their interface with the structure, and to
be compliant with the Avionics volume constraints, considering the same castle-like arrangement of the
PCBs themselves.
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Figure XXIV – Power and Arbitrator boards integrated in the TE structure
GM Software
For the GM Software, mainly the SW aims at the same functionality even if some additional functions have
been added in order to implement off-nominal behaviour and initial safety checks.
GM Verification and Tests
The GM has been subjected to a test campaign. Functional tests include Full-Functional Tests and
Reduced-Functional Tests: reduced tests allows the Payload Developer (PD) to verify the integrity of the
model after qualification tests. Mechanical and electro-magnetic compatibility tests are planned as reported
in Figure XXV. Electro-Magnetic Compatibility/Electro-Magnetic Interference (EMC/EMI) are executed
without undergoing a certified process therefore it is a pre-Qualification stage.
The first test is performed on the heat pipes only: before filling with working fluid, the tubes are subjected
to a proof pressure test with N2. Once the heat pipe is closed, the proof pressure and leak tests are
performed. HP functional tests are used to verify heat pipe integrity. The hardware is then assembled and
subjected to functional tests of the whole system. The thermal test outputs are compared with the thermal
test analysis obtained from the thermal model.
Thermal test, electrical tests, and fit checks with the simulated MSG cold plate allow preliminary
verification of the payload interface requirements. Final verification of the interface requirements will
occur at Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Al.
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Figure XXV GM Test campaign
The functional test results are analysed in order to create the baseline data collection for the evaluation of
HP performance. The baseline is the reference for the PFM performance of ground tests and in-flight
session.
IV.

CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS

Thermal Exchange is a payload that aims at testing heat pipes performance in microgravity conditions. The
philosophy adopted for the hardware design led to the realization of three models: the development model,
the ground model, and the proto flight model. Numerical models have been used in order to verify the
design before building the hardware. The development model was built in order to validate the numerical
assessments; some subsystems were prototyped to be tested. The avionics design was deeply affected by
the DM testing.
At the moment, the Proto Flight Model is ready to be assembled and tested. The test campaign is going to
be the one described for the ground, and all the processes will be certified. The PFM will undergo an
additional set of test at Marshall Space Flight Center aimed at verifying the payload compatibility with the
MSG facility for mechanical, electrical, and crew interface. During the test campaign crew procedure
review for the installation/uninstallation of the payload will occur.
The payload is scheduled to be launched via SpaceX-9 in 2016.
V.
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Abstract. The SEEDS (SpacE Exploration Development Systems) initiative was conceived
and promoted by Politecnico di Torino and Thales Alenia Space Italy in 2005. It aimed at
establishing a Post-Graduate International Master Program in Space Exploration and
Development Systems, to offer an opportunity to young engineers to get prepared for the
future of Europe in space and specifically in human space exploration. The first phase of
SEEDS started in 2005 and ended in 2010. Supaero Toulouse in France and Universität
Bremen (together with ZARM) in Germany participated to the first phase of SEEDS with
Politecnico di Torino. The second phase of SEEDS started in 2013 and is currently in
process. Supaero Toulouse in France and Leicester University in UK participate to the
second phase of SEEDS together with Politecnico di Torino. Turin, Toulouse and Leicester
have a long common tradition of space activities at both the industrial and academic level
and within the SEEDS initiative they represent the three poles of European cooperation in
space programs.
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The Master course comprises two different steps in sequence: an initial Learning Phase and a
Project Work Phase. Both the Learning and the Project Work Phase pursue a
multidisciplinary approach, where all specialized disciplines are blended together and
integrated to make the students able to acquire the system view and then to accomplish the
conceptual design, through the systems engineering approach, of a selected case-study.
The distinguishing feature of SEEDS is without any doubt the Project Work activity,
performed by all students together under the supervision of academic and industrial tutors,
coordinated by the Education Project Manager. Main objective of the Project Work is to train
the students on the basic principles of the System Engineering design, through their
application to a well-defined project related to a specific human space exploration mission.
The Project Work includes the Preparatory Work, during which the students, starting from
the definition of the mission statement, focus on the identification of the complete architecture
and overall scenario of the space exploration mission, and the conceptual design activities,
performed in the three European sites to develop a limited number of building blocks
identified during the Preparatory Work. The first year of activity started in November 2005,
with a Plenary Opening which took place at the ESA-ERASMUS Centre, Noordwijk, with the
full support of the Human Space-Flight Microgravity and Exploration Directorate of ESA. Six
academic years of activities have passed since then and six project works have been
successfully completed, dealing with various space exploration themes.
The paper focuses on the description of the Master Program and on the main results achieved
in terms of project work activities and development of the future space workforce. The
positive experience of seven years of SEEDS is brought to evidence and the lessons learned
are discussed.
1

INTRODUCTION

SEEDS (SpacE Exploration and Development Systems) initiative was conceived and
promoted by Politecnico di Torino and Thales Alenia Space Italy in 2005. It aimed at
establishing a Post-Graduate International Master Program in Space Exploration and
Development Systems, to offer an opportunity to young engineers to get prepared for the
future of Europe in space. SEEDS project was originally shared with Supaero Toulouse in
France and University in Bremen (together with ZARM) in Germany [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6].
Once the first phase of SEEDS was over, the second phase started in 2013 and is currently in
process. Supaero Toulouse in France and University of Leicester in UK participate to the
second phase of SEEDS together with Politecnico di Torino. Turin, Toulouse and Leicester
have a long common tradition of space activities at both the industrial and academic level and
within the SEEDS initiative they represent the three poles of European cooperation in space
programs.
SEEDS master course starts in November and lasts about 11 months. Students may be
recruited from all sites, i.e. Turin, Toulouse and Leicester. They spend few months separately
at the beginning attending courses in their original site and eventually they join as an
integrated team to accomplish the Project Work, which lasts about six months (two months
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per each location). Students apply to SEEDS through a Master of Science Program in France
and UK, whereas they apply to a Post-Graduate Master in Italy at Politecnico di Torino.
Consequently, enrolment conditions are slightly different in the three sites. The maximum
number of available places is 15 in Turin and entry requirements are Master of Science
(MSc), or 4-year Bachelor of Science (BSc or equivalent) in Aerospace, Mechanical,
Thermal, Nuclear, Electrical, Electronic and Telecommunications Engineering, in Information
and Communications Technologies or in Physical Sciences. SEEDS Master is funded and
supported by aerospace companies, space agencies and students' tuition fees. A remarkable inkind support, in terms of teaching hours, tutoring and funding comes from one of the major
European Space Companies, Thales Alenia Space in Italy, France and UK. SEEDS Master is
supported and promoted by the European Space Agency, ESA, which every year hosts at
ESTEC in the Netherlands the final event of the Master.
In order to meet the demand for skilled personnel in space related subjects, the number of
post-graduate education programs on space topics is continuously growing, particularly in
Europe [7]. Existing programs differ widely in scope and characteristics, coverage and focus,
quality and organization, as well as entry qualifications and required time effort. Unlike all
other post-graduate programs, SEEDS course focuses on human space exploration and puts
major emphasis on a large project work to be sequentially performed through three successive
internships in three different European locations under the supervision of companies and
universities personnel.
The paper aims at presenting the second phase of SEEDS Master course. It focuses first on
SEEDS structure, methods and students’ team organization (section two), then on the results
obtained in terms of project work activities and on the achievements in terms of development
of future space workforce (section three and four respectively). Eventually lessons learned are
discussed and main conclusions are drawn.
2 SEEDS MASTER COURSE: STRUCTURE, METHODS AND STUDENTS TEAM
ORGANIZATION
SEEDS master course lasts about 11 months during which full-time students attend lecture
modules separately in Turin, Toulouse and Leicester, and then work at their Project Work first
in Turin, then in Toulouse, and eventually again in Leicester. The written and spoken
language during the entire program is English.
Figure 1 illustrates the main structure of SEEDS Master course in terms of phases,
activities, time frame and locations.
The master course comprises two different steps in sequence: an initial Learning Phase and
a Project Work Phase. The Learning Phase lasts about five months, during which students
attend courses and perform exercises with the aim of understanding space basic concepts and
learning fundamentals of space systems engineering design and specific space disciplines.
The Project Work Phase lasts about six months, during which students accomplish the
Conceptual Design (Pre-Phase A/Phase A) of a human space exploration mission. Both the
Learning and the Project Work Phase pursue a multidisciplinary approach, where all
specialized disciplines are blended together and integrated to make students able to acquire
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the system view and then to accomplish the conceptual design of a selected case-study,
applying Systems Engineering tools, methods and processes. At the beginning the basic
design techniques and criteria pertaining to various engineering disciplines are introduced;
later on the acquired knowledge is focused on the development of an integrated system level
design concept, where the attention is mainly oriented to ensure adequacy and coherence of
proposed solutions. Students are therefore supported along a technical education path where
individual capabilities are progressively incremented through acquisition of new information
and methods and then enhanced and tested through intensive team working sessions. System
level sensitivity towards design objectives is developed and engineering best practices are
eventually applied to a selected case-study.
The Master Curriculum comprises
each year two steps in sequence:
An initial “Learning Phase”,
lasting about five months, during
which students attend lectures
and perform exercises.

A “Project Work Phase”, lasting
about six months, during which a
specific case-study is developed
by the students.

Project Work
Conceptual Design of a Human
Space Exploration Mission

Preparatory
Phase
Location: Turin
Time frame: 2 weeks
Whys

Turin
Phase
Time frame: 2 months

Wheres

Top Ten Imperatives

Mission Statement

Phase A design of a selected
subset of the system of systems
building blocks
Selection criterions are usually
the following:
· the building blocks represent
innovative concepts
· the building blocks are highly
characterizing elements

Toulouse Phase
Time frame: 2 months

Mission Objectives

Top level Mission
Requirements

Leicester
Phase
Time frame: 2 months

Top level Functional
Top level
Top level
Analysis
Concept of
Functional
Operations
Analysis

Figure 1. SEEDS master course: structure

The distinguishing feature of SEEDS is without any doubt the Project Work, performed by
all students together under the supervision of academic and industrial tutors. Main objective
of the Project Work is to train students on basic principles of System Engineering design,
through their application on a well-defined project, which every year is oriented towards a
different case-study related to a specific space exploration mission.
The Project Work includes the Preparatory Work and the Conceptual Design activities,
whose main features are reported hereafter:
1. Preparatory Work. During the Preparatory Work the students focus on the
investigation of whys and wheres of space exploration, on the definition of mission statement,
mission objectives, and top level system requirements through the accomplishment of top
level Functional Analysis and top level Concept of Operations (top level refers to System of
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Systems level). Major functions at system of systems level are thus allocated onto various
categories of composing building blocks and the final result of the work is the identification
of the complete architecture of the system of systems (i.e. the collection of single systems that
pool their resources and capabilities together to create a more complex system, which offers
more functionality and performance than simply the sum of the constituent systems).
2. Conceptual Design activities, carried out by the students in the three European sites
(Turin, Toulouse and Leicester), in order to further develop the design of a selected subset of
aforementioned building blocks. Selection criteria are usually the followings:
 building blocks shall represent innovative concepts, both in terms of functions
performed and technological challenges;
 building blocks shall be highly characterizing elements, which constitute an added
value for the whole system of systems.
Figure 2 sums up the methodology that has been applied to accomplish conceptual
design activities or Pre-Phase A/Phase A design activities. Every space system is
developed through a process with phases and reviews. In Pre-Phase A the system
engineering approach is used to develop initial concepts, as well as a preliminary/draft
set of key high-level requirements; to realize these concepts through modeling,
mockups, simulation, or other means; and to verify and validate that these concepts and
products meet the key high-level requirements. During Phase A, the iterative and
recursive use of the system engineering approach is continued, this time taking the
concepts and draft key requirements that were developed and validated during PrePhase A and fleshing them out to become the set of baseline system requirements and
Concept of Operations (ConOps). During this phase, key areas of high risk might be
simulated or prototyped to ensure that the concepts and requirements being developed
are good ones and to identify verification and validation tools and techniques that will
be needed in later phases [8]. As shown in Figure 2, starting from system requirements,
which stem from mission statement and mission objectives, the conceptual design
methodology evolves through system architecture definition and mission definition. In
particular, after the list of systems requirements has been completed, the Functional
Analysis begins. Results of this analysis are first the functional tree and then the
physical (or product) tree: the former identifies the basic functions, which the system
has to be able to perform to match requirements, while the latter maps system functions
onto products able to carry out those functions. In other words, these products are the
subsystems and equipment which generate the system. Once the Functional Analysis
has been accomplished and the elements of the product tree have been identified, it is
possible to think of how all these elements are connected to form the system. It is thus
possible to draw the functional/physical block diagram of each subsystem and
eventually of the whole system. In order to complete the system definition, the system
budgets (mass, electric and thermal power budgets, etc.) have to be carried out, but,
before being able to do so, system modes of operation have to be established. However
it has to be remembered that this task can be fulfilled only after subsystems and their
relative equipment have been identified. The definition of the system modes of
operation is a crucial activity that, together with the Concept of Operations, helps
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accomplish the definition of the Mission. Typical analyses contained in ConOps
include evaluations of mission phases, operation timelines, operational scenarios, endto-end communications strategy, command and data architecture, operational facilities,
integrated logistic support and critical events [8] [9].
Once both the mission and the system have been preliminary defined, before
proceeding any further with the system design synthesis, it is important to verify
whether or not all system requirements have been satisfied. Being the design activity
typically a process of successive refinements, various iterations may be necessary
before being able to perform the system design synthesis, thus freezing the system
configuration.

Figure 2. SEEDS master course: conceptual design methodology
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Typically each conceptual design activity lasts about six weeks. Figure 3 sums up an
example of schedule of tasks and students team organization during six weeks of conceptual
design activity, which can be subdivided into three different phases:
System
requirements

Functional
analysis

First week

Second week

All students together (15 students) work at
systems requirements and functional
analysis of module 1 and module 2 in
series

Subsystems requirements and architecture, system modes of
operations, subsystems sizing, system budgets

Third week
Systems group
(2 students):
module 1.
Tasks:
- subsystems
requirements
- system modes
of operation
- system
budgets
- system layout
- interface
management
- descend,
landing and
ascent
- guidance,
navigation and
control (GNC)

Fourth week
Coordination group (1 student):
module 1 and module 2.
Task:
 consistency of system and
subsystems solutions
Mechanics/protection group (4
students): module 1 and 2.
Tasks:
 Structures
 Micrometeoroid, Debris and
Radiation Protection System
 Robotics and Mechanisms
 Airlock
Environmental control group (3
students): module 1 and 2.
Tasks:
 Environmental Control and
Life Support System
 Thermal Control System
Avionics group (3 students):
module 1 and 2.
Tasks:
 Electric Power System
 On-board Data Handling
System
 Communications System

Fifth week
Systems group
(2 students):
module 2.
Tasks:
- subsystems
requirements

Synthesis
reporting

Sixth week
All students
together (15
students) work at
module 1 and
module 2 synthesis
reporting

- system modes
of operation
- system
budgets
- system layout
- interface
management
- descend,
landing and
ascent
- guidance,
navigation and
control (GNC)

Figure 3. SEEDS master course: methods, tasks and students team organization

1. First Phase (that lasts two weeks): all students work together at the definition of
system requirements and at the accomplishment of system functional analysis. The total
number of students may generally range between 10 and 15. In Figure 3 the total number of
students that constitute the team has been assumed equal to 15. During each conceptual design
activity in the three different European sites either one or two building blocks can be designed
by the students, depending on the proposed system of systems (case-study of the Project
Work) and on the systems’ complexity. The example shown in Figure 3 considers the design
of two building blocks (named respectively module 1 and module 2) during the conceptual
design activity. Throughout the first phase all students work at the two building blocks in
series, in order to enhance consistency of results.
2. Second Phase (that lasts three weeks): the students are split into smaller groups to deal
separately but in a highly integrated way with the definition of subsystems requirements and
subsystems architecture at main equipment level and with the identification of system modes
of operation, subsystems sizing and system budgets for the two building blocks in parallel, in
order to shorten design times. In particular, as illustrated in Figure 3, two systems groups, of
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two students each, have been envisaged to deal respectively with module 1 and module 2 at
system level, as well as one coordination group, consisting of one single student, to verify the
consistency of system and subsystems solutions. Apart from the systems and the coordination
groups, there are other three groups that have been envisaged to focus on specialized
disciplines: the mechanics/protection group, consisting of four students, the environmental
control group, consisting of three students and the avionics group, consisting of three
students.
3. Third Phase (that lasts one week): all students work together to finalize final reporting.
3

PROJECT WORK ACTIVITIES

As far as the Project Work activities are concerned, the new phase of SEEDS envisages the
first five academic years dedicated to missions and expeditions to Mars, as part of a rational
and thorough long-term vision of Mars exploration. This vision is intended to trace, in a
preliminary way, the steps that would be needed to get one day to the conquest by humans of
the Planet Mars. The proposed overall strategy for the conquest by humans of Mars in five
steps is at the basis of the Project Work activities of the first five years of second phase of the
SEEDS Master and is structured as follows:
1. Step one: Exploration of Mars from its Proximity.
2. Step two: Exploration of the Mars Surface
3. Step three: Exploitation of Mars Resources ISRU
4. Step four: Development of Mars Permanent Outpost
5. Step five: Development of Mars Independent Base.

Figure 4. An artist’s impression of the MATV

Figure 5. An artist’s impression of the CIV

The sixth edition of the Project Work of the SEEDS Master (SEEDS VI Project Work) has
covered the first step of the overall strategy, and is centered on “A Journey from the Earth to
Planet Mars”, which has been named ORPHEUS, Orbital Reconnaissance and PHobos
Exploration by hUmanS. Orpheus mission statement is reported hereafter: “To perform
human exploration of Mars from its proximity; to execute a manned landing on Phobos,
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including a sample return; to develop and validate techniques to lay the framework for future
manned exploration and exploitation of Mars” [10].

Figure 6. Overview of the mission concept

A mission to Mars leads to major mass budgets due to the high V requirements;
furthermore the level of safety implies additional mass for redundancy. Hence, the mission
concept of Orpheus was designed to reduce the initial spacecraft masses by sharing the
payload between two. The smallest of both is unmanned and its payload mass has been
maximized in order to send payloads not linked with human activity or human safety to Mars:
its name is the Mars Automatic Transfer Vehicle (MATV, see Figure 4). Its payload consists
of the following elements: the scientific landing packages to be deployed on the surface of
Mars; the Phobos Lander (PhL); the Laboratory (LAB). The latter two systems are used by
the crew once in Mars proximity, in order to land on Phobos and to analyse regolith samples.
The manned spacecraft has all the subsystems necessary for sustaining humans for the entire
mission duration, the required habitable volume and all the necessary spacecraft’s propellant.
The manned spacecraft is called the Crew Interplanetary Vehicle (CIV, see Figure 5). The
advantage of using an unmanned transport spacecraft is the use of a high-efficient, low-thrust
propulsion system; in particular solar-electric propulsion. On the CIV however, due to human
presence, strong transfer time constraints are imposed. Hence, the CIV will have short
trajectories with a less efficient propulsion system. The docking manoeuvre in Mars orbit will
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be necessary for the exchange of modules between the two spacecraft. In case of failure of
docking, the scientific mission fails, as the crew cannot access the PhL; this is an acceptable
risk due to fault tolerance. However, the risk of loss of the crew in this case is not acceptable.
This risk imposes the requirement to equip the CIV with all the necessary propellant for the
entire manned mission, rather than the MATV carrying fuel for the CIV’s return trip. This
decision is less effective from the mass point of view, as the CIV propellant is carried by the
CIV itself, which has a propulsion system with lower efficiency.
Orpheus mission is a short stay mission. Figure 6 schematically shows Orpheus design
reference mission, whereas Table 1 reports its main data.

Table 1. Main data of Orpheus design reference mission

4

FUTURE SPACE WORKFORCE

The results of six editions of SEEDS Master course may be expressed both in terms of
number and nationality of enrolled students and in terms of current employment status of the
students themselves. Since the first SEEDS edition in 2005 each year the number of students’
applications in Turin location ranged from about 30 to 50 for a maximum number of 15
places. A smaller number of participants were also selected at ISAE (Institut Supérieur de
l'Aéronautique et de l'Espace)-Supaero in Toulouse (French, Spanish, Italian and German
students) to join the team recruited in Italy during the Project Work phase. Since the sixth
edition a considerable number of students from the University of Leicester has also joined the
team to accomplish the Project Work. It is worth underlying that unlike in Turin where, only
MSc or 4-year BSc (or equivalent) in Engineering Disciplines or in Physical Sciences
students are eligible to admission, both in Toulouse and Leicester students attending the MSc
can choose SEEDS Master as internship during the last semester of their academic career. In
Turin the recruitment follows a selection mainly based on the applicant's curriculum vitae.
Relevant working experience is considered, albeit not strictly required. Generally about 20%
of applicants are female. At least 50% of the applicants are usually not admitted. If 20% of the
applicants are female, this share reduces to 10% on average among the enrolled students.
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Even though the percentage of female applicants and then of female enrolled students is
considerably poor, no special measures have been taken so far to improve the balance of
gender ratio. Up to the fifth edition the policy of SEEDS Master course was in fact more
focused on the increase of the proportion of foreign (in particular from ESA countries)
students, as the percentage of applicants at Politecnico di Torino coming from outside Italy
never exceeded 15%. However, since the sixth edition, thanks to the considerable number of
students recruited in Leicester, at least half of the students during the Project Wok activity
have been foreign students. Applicants’ average age ranges between 24 and 28 with few
exceptions. Taking into account the first sixth editions of the SEEDS Master course, sixty-six
students have attended SEEDS. As far as students’ nationality is concerned, as already
mentioned, the vast majority of students was Italian with contributions from other European
countries, specifically UK, France, Germany, Spain and Rumania, and also from non
European countries, like Argentina, Uganda and Venezuela (see Figure 7).

Figure 7. Six years SEEDS students’ nationality

Three main reasons may be the cause of this students’ composition:
1. the recruitment in the original three locations, i.e. Turin, Toulouse and Bremen for the
first five editions of the SEEDS Master, was originally supposed to gather students of
different nationality and to make them work all together as an integrated design team during
the Project Work. This ideal situation rarely occurred in the past as a part from few students
coming from Toulouse, no students ever came from Bremen, although the local team always
provided SEEDS students with the opportunity for the Project Work Phase in Bremen. Since
the sixth edition, students have been recruited both from Toulouse and from Leicester, thus
improving the percentage of not Italian students;
3. different strategies of post-graduate studies in various European countries. In some
European countries it may be in fact more likely that MSc or 4-year BSc graduate students
look for jobs rather than for another post-graduate master course. This situation happened
particularly in Germany and seriously affected the results of students’ recruitment in Bremen,
where the limited number of applications and the required high tuition fees prevented the
University of Bremen from succeeding in including SEEDS master course in the frame of its
institutional offer of MSc programs.
Eventually, as far as the current employment status of former SEEDS students is concerned
(see Figure 8), it is worth highlighting that almost 70% of the students have been employed in
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aerospace industries just few months after the end of SEEDS. This stunning result testifies the
success of SEEDS initiative. The remaining 30% of the SEEDS students have been partly
employed in other fields, in space agencies or have applied at universities for PhD or
researcher positions. This last option actually represents a very small percentage but it is
worth mentioning it because it is a very interesting case of perfect mixture between industry
and aerospace, according to SEEDS approach, as, for instance one PhD fellowship has been
sponsored by an aerospace industry.

Figure 8. Current employment situation overview of five years SEEDS students

4

CONCLUSIONS

The first year of activity of SEEDS master course started in November 2005, with a
Plenary Opening, which took place at the ESA-ERASMUS Centre, Noordwijk, with the full
support of ESA. Six years of activities have passed since then and six Project Works have
been successfully completed, dealing with various space exploration themes. The positive
experience of six years of SEEDS, in terms of Project Work activities and development of
future space workforce, has been brought to evidence. Eventually a few important lessons
have been learned during these six years, as reported hereafter:
 the Project Work, where the students play the role of systems engineer or system
specialist, is a fundamental step of the program, as it helps student develop their skills
through the accomplishment of specific design activities;
 the enhancement of students’ team working capabilities through dedicated lessons and
practical applications during the Project Work is very precious to prepare students for
the future real aerospace industrial world;
 blending together industrial experience on real case-studies and academic approach of
university is an essential feature of the program, as it allows students acquire both the
knowledge coming from real design cases and the tools and methodologies to face
them;
 multidisciplinary teams of students are highly recommended to improve the quality of
systems engineering works, even though communications between team members may
be difficult at least at the beginning because of the different educational background of
students, which, for instance, may be more theoretical in some cases or more practical
in others. Lectures during the Learning Phase, dealing with technical topics as well as
with personal skills development and team building, turn out to be particularly useful
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from this point of view, as they help students share common language and common
understanding of space systems;
internationality of both tutors and students has to be strongly enhanced to foster the
exchange of knowledge, educational methods and design solutions.
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Abstract. The next frontier of human space exploration is the exploration of the Martian
surface, and the SEEDS (SpacE Exploration and Development Systems) course project for 2015
considers an initial human landing on the Martian surface. A feasibility study is carried out for
Mission MILESTONE, which is a short duration mission with the aim of establishing a long
permanence outpost for subsequent exploration. This paper presents the findings of the SEEDS
students, both the overall system architecture and the results of detailed investigations into
certain aspects of the mission.
The project is a collaboration between a multidisciplinary group of students from the
Politecnico di Torino and the University of Leicester which covers the descent to, survival upon
and ascent from the Martian surface starting in a low Martian orbit. The project takes place
over three stages: in Turin working in collaboration with ALTEC and Thales Alenia Space, in
Toulouse with assistance from ISAE, and in Leicester within the University of Leicester Space
Research Centre.
The Mission MILESTONE (Mars Initial Landing ExpeditionS Towards a New Era) feasibility
study focuses on the mission stages from Low Mars Orbit onwards only, and does not carry out
a detailed investigation into the Earth-Mars transit. An 180 day transit is assumed each way,
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with the intention of residing on the surface for 60 days. As the mission is intended as a precursor to exploration missions, it is focused on the establishment of a habitable environment to
ensure the supply of sufficient resources required to sustain human life.
As the first human expedition on the Martian surface, one of the primary objectives of Mission
MILESTONE is the assembly of a complete base, a first step toward a longer presence of
mankind on Mars. The outpost is formed of a number of main components: a habitable module,
a laboratory, a greenhouse, an ISRU system and a power plant. A pressurised rover is also
intended to allow for exploration in future missions, and both a communications satellite and
an Earth return vehicle are placed in Martian orbit. The outpost is sized for future 500 day
scientific and exploration missions that will consist of a crew of up to twelve people. While the
outpost is intended to be largely self-sufficient in order to reduce the pressure on the launch
system, there will be some reliance on Earth resources, with each crew bringing certain
consumables. During this first manned mission to the Martian surface there will also be
technology demonstrations, increasing technology readiness levels for the benefit of future
missions.
This paper first of all sets out the mission architecture and objectives. It then details the results
of the major investigations carried out into key components of the mission and outpost. Finally,
the main conclusions of the feasibility study are drawn
1

INTRODUCTION

SEEDS VII is an international, multidisciplinary group comprised of students from both the
Politecnico di Torino and the University of Leicester. The SEEDS VII project covers the second
step of “Conquest by Humans of Mars in Five Steps”. The mission proposed to accomplish this
task is MILESTONE: Mars Initial Landing ExpeditionS TOward a New Era.
The fundamental aim of the mission is "The initial descent, permanence and departure of
humans on/from Planet Mars". Mission MILESTONE will be an early stage mission, which
will create an outpost on Mars for further human exploration by subsequent missions. This was
determined to be the most cost-effective method, as a substantial outpost would be required to
sustain human life on Mars. Subsequently a multi-mission outpost was designed to allow
sufficient time for in-situ science and exploration by humans, to support the establishment of a
future permanent base.
Mission MILESTONE’s insignia can be seen in Figure 1, and depicts the Monolith from Arthur
C. Clarke’s novel “2001: A Space Odyssey” approaching the Martian surface. The use of the
Monolith pays tribute not only to the media that inspires space exploration but also the work of
previous Mars missions. Beneath the insignia is the motto of the mission: “The first human
expedition to the Martian surface”.
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Figure 1: Mission MILESTONE Insignia

2

MISSION SUMMARY

The mission statement for Mission MILESTONE is "To descend humans to the Martian
surface; to ensure their survival through the establishment of a long permanence outpost; to
conduct in-situ scientific operations and exploration; and to allow for their ascent from the
Martian surface". This statement encapsulates the key mission objectives, whilst the objective
of "conducting in-situ scientific operations" will be expanded into a number of scientific
objectives in Section 3.
Mission MILESTONE will take place after Mission Orpheus (1), which was designed by
SEEDS VI. The mission will build on the scientific and engineering knowledge obtained during
Mission Orpheus, including the use of the Crew Interplanetary Vehicle (CIV) as a crew transfer
vehicle. As Mission MILESTONE is expanding on Mission Orpheus, the interplanetary transfer
will not be considered, and the mission is considered to begin and end in Low Mars Orbit
(LMO).
Mission MILESTONE will take the form of a split mission, with the cargo modules being
launched in two windows in 2039 and 2041, and the crew being launched in 2042. The cargo
modules will be collected at the outpost location autonomously prior to the crew launch by
rovers. In order to ensure mission feasibility, the cargo launches will be constrained to using
either a Super Heavy Class launcher (e.g. an SLS-2B (2)) or a Heavy Class launcher (e.g. a
Falcon Heavy (3)). There will be a total of 15 launches, with 8 Heavy and 7 Super Heavy
launches.
The crew of MILESTONE will undertake a 60 day stay in the Martian environment, which
includes the transits to and from Low Mars Orbit. The main objectives of the crew phase of
Mission MILESTONE are to assemble the outpost and to conduct scientific activities and
exploration, including demonstrating in-situ resource utilisation and food production.
A substantial outpost has been designed because a key objective of Mission MILESTONE is to
provide a habitable environment sized for a long-duration future mission. The overall
configuration can be seen in Figure 2, and the modules shown are: two habitable modules,
which provide the main living quarters; two greenhouses for food production; a laboratory for
conducting in-situ science; two EVA modules to allow access to the Martian surface; and a
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node to connect these modules. In addition, the Mars Descent Vehicle (MDV) will allow the
crew to reach the Martian surface, and the Mars Ascent Vehicle (MAV) will transport them
back to the Crew Interplanetary Vehicle (CIV) in Low Mars Orbit. The power plants will power
the outpost using nuclear and solar power, and the In-Situ Resource Utilisation plant will help
reduce the dependence on Earth for future missions. Finally, the rovers will provide mobility
to both the modules and the crew. In addition, there will be three communication satellites in
Areostationary orbit, with one stationed above the Outpost.

Figure 2: Overall Outpost Architecture

Mission MILESTONE will land in Amazonis Planitia, in a region centred on 15N, 155W and
at an elevation of -3.5 km MOLA (4). The region is thought to be a Noachian impact basin,
with Hesperian lava flow and most recently an Amazonian surface (5), with around 6% water
content (6). The region is of geological interest, and also has a volcanic history which may have
caused fossils or extant life to be pushed nearer the surface (5).
The mission will deploy four static landers in addition to the modules being discussed, which
will be discussed in Section 3. These will be located at Isidis Planitia (12N, 87E), Chryse
Planitia (27N, 40W), Elysium Planitia (3N, 155E) and Candor Chasma (7S, 71W). Each of
these landing sites were selected in line with the scientific objectives for Mission MILESTONE,
and are locations that could be appropriate as future human landing sites.
3

SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES AND OPERATIONS

The crucial justification for a human mission to the Martian surface is the expected increased
scientific return. Having humans on Mars will provide a unique opportunity to understand the
biological effects of the Martian environment on humans, which is essential for future manned
missions and even possible colonisation. Another advantage, is to the ability of humans that are
performing in-situ sample gathering can discern interesting or unusual features among a large
variety of samples, which is difficult to achieve remotely. In addition, a greater variety of
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scientific experiments can be performed with ever more complexity, and higher risk instruments
being able to be taken due to the ability of humans to perform in-situ repairs.
3.1 Scientific Objectives
The science objectives for Mission MILESTONE are as follows:
1. To study the physiological and psychological impact of a Mars surface mission
2. To perform in-situ investigations into the Martian environment to support future
exploration
3. To collect data to support the identification of landing sites for future human missions
4. To study the origins and evolution of Mars
To achieve these scientific objectives, a scientific architecture comprising of a laboratory
module, four static landers, scientific payloads for the rover, human deployable assets and entry
probes for each modules.
3.2 Laboratory Module
In accordance with the outpost layout, the laboratory module will be the same dimensions as
the other modules and consists of a rigid and inflatable sections, as discussed in Section 5. The
rigid section of the module has two bulkheads which form the decontamination room; dividing
non-hazardous experiments from samples and experiments that have been exposed to the
Martian environment. The laboratory module has a dedicated sample delivery and return hatch,
in order to decrease the risk of forward and backward contamination.
3.3 Static Landers
Prior to the descent of the crew onto the Martian surface, the Crew Interplanetary Vehicle will
deploy four identical static landers to the locations mentioned previously.
The landed mass of each of the static landers is 162.7 kg with a science payload of 34.2 kg and
a maximum power consumption of 142.8 W. The scientific payload consists of the following
(with the reference instrument cited): 5 metre depth mole (7); gamma ray neutron spectrometer
(8); mole head gamma ray spectrometer (9) (10); sub-surface seismometer (11); environmental
monitoring suite (12); laser induced breakdown spectrometer (13); rock abrasion tool (14);
alpha particle x-ray spectrometer (15); Raman laser spectrometer (16); magnetometer (17);
robotic arm (18); panoramic camera (19) and a radiation assessment detector (20). One of the
unique features of the static landers is the mole, capable of reaching depths of 5 metres, with a
mole head gamma ray spectrometer based on an instrument proposed in Ambrosi et al., 2009
(9).
3.4 Rover Scientific Payload
In order to meet the scientific objectives of Mission MILESTONE and reduce the mass and
power required, three different scientific payloads have been specified for the rover; a
permanent payload, a planetary science payload and an environmental measurements payload.
The permanent payload for the rover contains instruments that will provide scientific data for
the duration of the rover lifetime, and includes a number of sensors primarily for aimed at
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radiation and magnetic monitoring. The permanent payload has a mass of 4 kg and requires a
power of 13.5 W.
The planetary science payload contains many instruments included on the static landers, as
mentioned previously. However, instead of having a mole, the rover planetary science payload
will have a core drill capable of drilling to depths of approximately 5m. Although having such
a large core drill is a risk, humans can carry out repairs, and it was required due to the reduced
operation time compared to the mole (21). The total mass of the payload is 120kg and has a
power of 1.3kW.
The environmental measurements payload on the rover will consist of pressure, temperature
and humidity sensors, together with a sonic anemometer for measuring wind speed. The
payload has a total mass of 1.6 kg and a power requirement of 5.5 W.
3.5 Human Deployable Assets
Human deployable assets (HDA) will be deployed by the crew of Mission MILESTONE and
will be located in the area around the outpost location. The human deployable assets consist of
mini-greenhouses, and radiation and environmental monitoring.
The mini-greenhouses can be used to monitor the growth of plants whilst exposed to various
aspects of the Martian environment; for example using Martian soil. The mini-greenhouse has
a total mass of 58kg.
The atmosphere and radiation monitoring HDAs will consist of atmospheric sensors based on
the LIDAR instrument used on the Phoenix lander (22), and a variety of radiation monitoring
instruments.
3.6 Entry Probes
The entry, descent and landing system (discussed in Section 9) is largely dependent on the
Martian atmospheric density, and therefore it is necessary to monitor this accurately. To achieve
this, entry probes will be used. The probe will use the same trajectory as the cargo modules and
will be equipped with an accelerometer to calculate the acceleration over the descent. It will
send the recorded data to the communications satellite via Ka-band.
3.7 Scientific Timeline
Due to the large number of experiments expected to be performed during Mission
MILESTONE, and to estimate the science return of the mission, a science timeline was
produced. The scientific activities stage of the mission will last approximately 40 days. With a
possible four to six EVAs with a rover and two crewmembers, the total number of samples that
can be fully analysed is 81. After these samples have been fully analysed, the most scientifically
interesting will be selected for sample return to Earth.
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4

POWER

Each module will have an Automated Electrical Power System (AEPS) to maintain the modules
temperature and communication links between the cargo period and the crew arrival. The AEPS
supplies power using hybrid thermal-electric solar panels (23) located on each module.
During the manned period of the outpost power to the habitable modules, greenhouse modules,
laboratory, node, EVA modules and ISRU plant will be provided by a centralised power source.
The Mars Ascent Vehicle and Mars Descent Vehicle will provide their own power as a
contingency measure with the MDV operating as contingency shelter and the MAV as an escape
vehicle should the main outpost fail. The rovers will have their own power source for nominal
use but may be recharged from the centralised power source should the need arise.
The central power system consists of 19 sets of 300m2 self-deploying solar arrays utilising
regenerative fuel cells, an 85kWe Brayton conversion fission reactor and a distribution system.
The solar cells have been sized so that independently they can provide power at any point over
the Martian year for single habitable module’s life support and a connected EVA module
(11kWe). The cells are static, southward facing and have a tilt angle of 35o.
The nuclear reactor is a modular heat pipe reactor design (24). Both heat transfer and heat
rejection are performed with heat pipes. The heat pipes are a sealed system with low
maintenance, modularity and inherent redundancy. To reduce the harmful radiation dosage that
the crew may receive as a result of the reactors fission products the reactor will be positioned
100m from the outpost and employ a shadow shield. The shadow shield is a layered tungsten,
to shield from gamma rays, and lithium hydride to shield from neutron leakage (25). In the area
covered by the shield, radiation can be reduced to near Martian background levels.
The combination of solar and nuclear presents a diverse and robust system. A totally solar
solution would be too massive for an SLS-2B and a single nuclear reactor requires days for the
fission products to stop emitting after being turned off, leaving the choice of being exposed to
high radiation or foregoing power for days. The proposed configuration will cover the outpost
in nominal conditions and supply a meaningful power production from each system
independently whilst conforming to the launcher constraints.
5

MODULE DESIGN

The primary structure of the modules for Mission MILESTONE incorporates both rigid and
inflatable sections to utilise a greater volume with a limited launch mass. The inflatable section
of the primary structure can be packed up in the longitudinal direction to 60% of its inflated
size. Whilst the module is in the launcher fairing, the inflatable part is totally packed and all the
subsystems for the module are mounted in the rigid part. Once the modules are landed on the
Martian surface and fully inflated, the subsystems are redistributed along the entire length of
the module. In the inflatable part, the secondary structures (floor and ceiling) are mounted by
the crew in order to utilise the entire living volume. An identical structure is used for all the
modules in Mission MILESTONE, excluding the Node.
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The overall length of the modules, whilst the inflatable section is packed, is restricted by the
fairing size of the SLS-2B (2). As a result the modules have a packed length of 13m and a radius
of 4.5m. The module length when fully inflated is 15.7m. The total living volume when the
module is fully inflated and the secondary structure has been assembled is 147 m³. The
dimensions of the module are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: The dimensions of the modules

The primary structure for the rigid section of the modules comprises of the shell, rings and
longerons; whilst the inflatable section comprises of the inflatable shell, rings, and extendable
longerons. The rigid shell of the module is made from aluminium with a Kapton layer for
insulation, the rings and longerons are made from aluminium-6061. The inflatable shell is made
from layers of BetaCloth, Kapton, Kevlar, Polyamide and Nomex. The module also has end
caps that are used to close the module volume and provide the ability for standard connection
interfaces. The detailed structure of the module is shown in Figure 4. The total mass of the
primary structure is approximately 11.5 tons and the total mass of the secondary structure is
approximately 1.2 tons.

Figure 4: Primary structure elements of the modules
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6

RADIATION PROTECTION

A radiation protection system for the primary habitable module used in Mission MILESTONE
has been established. The majority of the radiation exposure will be during the cruise phase
from Earth to Mars, with no atmosphere providing protection from galactic cosmic rays (GCRs)
and solar particles (SPs). The atmosphere of Mars is thin compared to that of Earth and provides
only the equivalent shielding to 16cm of water (26).
A forward Monte Carlo simulation of the radiation environment on the Martian surface was
modelled using SPENVIS MEREM models on the Geant4 platform (27) (28) (29). The sensitive
elements of the simulation were modelled as ‘humans’ made of water located in a geometric
model of the habitable module as it was designed at the time. The radiation protection employed
was using a layer of water within the shell of the module and this thickness was varied during
to simulate the effect that this water layer had. The relative effect of this water layer was
analysed to accommodate for changes in the module design and is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: The effect of the water shielding layer to reduce radiation dose

The water thickness of 10.41 cm, was determined as being supplied from any excess water used
buffers for the habitable modules and the greenhouses. As can be seen in Figure 5 this thickness
of water used for radiation protection would reduce the relative dose to 69.31% of the dose
without any protection besides the module structural components. The ~30% reduction in the
dose received by crew members on Mission MILESTONE is considered acceptable. However
the dose received during the surface stay phase of a Mars mission is minimal compared to the
transit phase, thus research should be focused on reducing the radiation dose received during
transit (30).
7

HABITABLE MODULE

The habitable module will be the living quarters for the crew of Mission MILESTONE. There
will be two habitable modules at the outpost, each capable of housing six crew members for 60
days. Two have been considered for redundancy, but in a nominal mode of operation, each
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module will house three crew members. The landed mass of each habitable module is
approximately 29.5 tonnes.
The primary habitable module for Mission MILESTONE will also contain the outpost control
centre, which is responsible for controlling the operations of the outpost and will be the
centralised communications terminal.
7.1 Environmental Support and Life Support Systems (ECLSS)
The ECLSS employed in the habitable module is the baseline design for the other life support
systems used throughout all the modules of the outpost, and is thus only discussed here.
The air revitalisation subsystem is responsible for keeping an appropriate amount of oxygen in
the modules atmosphere, and removing CO2. This subsystem consists of an oxygen generation
assembly which uses electrolysis, the carbon capture assembly which uses pressure swing
adsorption technology and the carbon reduction assembly which consists of a Sabatier reactor.
The atmosphere management, thermal humidity control and atmosphere control and supply
subsystem will keep the atmosphere inside the modules at a pressure of 90.5 kPa; reducing the
ratio between the outpost atmosphere and the EVA suits to less than 1.2, eliminating the need
for pre-breathing for EVAs (31). In order to aid the fire detection and suppression subsystem,
the oxygen can be removed from the atmosphere and the pressure halved during periods of
unmanned operations at the outpost.
The fire detection and suppression (FDS) subsystem is essential because flammability range
and spread are estimated to have a peak at approximately the Martian gravity environment (32).
The FDS will use portable water-foam fire extinguishers during manned phases of operation,
and the generation of an inert atmosphere during unmanned phases. However, the greenhouse
cannot be kept inert for long periods and as a result will use an automated system to isolate
itself and provide an inert atmosphere if needed.
The water recovery system that the habitable module will use is based on the current
International Space Station (ISS) water recovery system, which can recover up to 87% of the
water content from waste streams (33).This will need to be supplemented with approximately
1.5 tonnes of water bought from Earth, to provide the 30 kg/day per crew member (34). Other
systems can recover more water content from waste streams but require a larger intake of
resources, such as oxygen, and have been deemed unfeasible for a Mars mission.
The waste management subsystem for the habitable modules will use a heat melt compactor
(35), which will produce compressed tiles of waste that can either be incinerated or can be used
for additional radiation shielding for the habitable modules. Each habitable module will have
its own trash compactor, with greenhouse having its own waste management system, discussed
in Section 8.
7.2 Crew Utilities
The crew utilities are the support structures and equipment that the crew will interact with inside
the habitable module. The utilities have been divided into subsystems to cover the different
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functions needed by the crew: food and galley, waste collection services, hygiene, clothing,
personal, housekeeping, operational supplies, sleep accommodation and crew health care.
The total mass of the utilities is 5.34 tons with 1.80 tons being consumed by 60 day mission
and 3.55 tons remaining for future usage.
8

GREENHOUSE MODULE

The greenhouse modules have been introduced with the aim of providing a method of food
production for future long duration missions. They will only be tested during Mission
MILESTONE, but will provide 1.64 kg of fresh food per crew member per day in subsequent
missions. This will be of large psychological benefit for the crew, both from eating food they
recognise from Earth and having access to growing plants while on Mars.
The greenhouse modules share the same primary and secondary structure with the Habitable
Module, but additionally have a tertiary structure which consists of a series of four racks,
extended along the length of the rigid part and separated with two corridors. The driving factor
for the size is the cultivable surface: the configuration assumes the average height available for
each plant is 58cm. This height will guarantee a better visibility and accessibility to each plant,
but also a slightly higher distance from the LED during growth.
The greenhouse will use a gravity-assisted nutrient film technique (NFT) hydroponic growth
system. In NFT, plant roots are kept in contact with a few centimetres of water and nutrients
which is continually cycled around the system. It is possible to grow most crops with NFT,
including potatoes which usually require a solid growth substrate to grow successfully (36).
The benefit of this system is that the steady stream of water and nutrients past the plant roots
allows them to absorb as much water as they require, before the water returns to a tank where
more nutrients are added as a salt solution.
From Earth-based studies (37), 1l/min of water flux is required in NFT systems. A water
recovery system based on that used in the Habitable Modules will be used, in combination with
water recovery from the waste management systems. The greenhouse requires a total of 31.2
kg/day of water to be introduced from external sources (i.e. ISRU), with a further 14.5 kg/day
being recovered.
A waste management system was devised which maximises the resources recovered from the
modules and minimises the unusable waste produced. The waste from both the greenhouses and
the other modules is sterilised, dried and condensed before being incinerated. It is therefore
possible to extract CO2, H2O from the process, and use excess O2 produced in the greenhouse
to minimise the inputs required.
A dexterous multifunction robot is envisaged in each module to partially automate all the
operation needed to be performed in the greenhouse, from the planting of the seeds and moving
the plants from germinator trays to growing trays, to helping in checking the growth and the
maturation of the fruits.
The crew diet was decided from a number of considerations, one of which was the required
dietary inputs stated by NASA (38). A number of diets were compared, and the diet chosen
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requires the smallest area of greenhouse by introducing a number of high calorie and fat foods
which would be brought from Earth. The total diet provides 2.2kg of food per astronaut per day,
with 560g of this being provided from Earth. The food from Earth includes high calorie foods
and dried wheat, rice and beans, as these were deemed too resource-consuming to grown in the
greenhouse. The total requirement of food for transport from Earth is 1875 kg, which provides
76% of the calorie content per crew member per day.
In order to ensure sufficient food provisions for a 500 day mission, three contingency
considerations were made. These were to double the food being transported from Earth, to
divide the cultivated area over two modules, and to transport the lyophilised equivalent of two
months’ worth of crops to provide an additional month of food in each greenhouse module.
This configuration minimises the volume and mass and provides 30 days of food to allow for
failure repair in the worst case scenario of complete failure of production in both greenhouse
modules.
9

ENTRY, DESCENT AND LANDING

For Mission MILESTONE, a unique entry, descent and landing (EDL) system has been
established, due to the large mass of the modules landed on the surface. The unique feature of
the EDL system is the use of a 23m diameter, Hypersonic Inflatable Aerodynamic Decelerator
(HIAD), and the modules having wheels and shock absorbers.
First of all it is assumed that a module with a thermal protection system (TPS) is in a stable,
200km altitude Mars orbit. After a Hohmann transfer has been performed, to take the module’s
orbit to an altitude of 100 km the HIAD is inflated. The HIAD will cause an aerobraking
manoeuvre in the Martian atmosphere, down to an altitude of -2 km MOLA. After this, the TPS
and the HIAD will be ejected; and the main thruster will be activated, causing a constant flight
path angle descent to an altitude of -2.8 km MOLA. At this level, the main thruster is ejected
and the secondary thrusters are activated, causing a vertical descent down to 15m above the
landing site, where the module will hover. At this stage, the secondary thrusters are then
activated to achieve a horizontal speed allowing the module to avoid the 15m diameter hole
caused by the retro rockets and landing on the deployed wheeled landing devices.
The altitudes of each stage of the entry, descent and landing were optimised using computer
simulations, with the diameter of the HIAD also optimised. The results of these simulations,
and the establishment of the EDL system described, were then constraints on other aspects of
the mission, such as the altitude of the landing site. The maximum altitude of the landing site
due to the constraints of the EDL system, is -3 km MOLA. In addition, the simulations provided
the estimate for the 10 km x 3 km landing ellipse of each module. For the mass of each module,
the mass of the EDL system can be calculated easily, as it was found that the mass of the module
and mass of the EDL system had a linear relationship. For example, for the habitable module
which has a mass of 29.5 tonnes, the EDL system has a mass the EDL system has a mass of
approximately 10 tonnes. Each module will under-go this EDL procedure.
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10 ASCENT
A Martian Ascent Vehicle will be used to return the crew from the Martian surface to the
orbiting Crew Interplanetary Vehicle. It is sized to return all 6 crew members and a supply of
Martian samples. The vehicle has life support for 3 days and uses a dedicated EVA module for
crew entry and exit. The EVA module will remain on the surface.
The Mars Ascent Vehicle will use 5 liquid methane/liquid oxygen burning engines comparable
in design to the hydrogen burning RL-10 engines. The engines will exert 350kN of thrust to
launch the MAV which is then throttled to 150kN to pitch the vehicle over so that it has no
radial velocity from the surface of Mars. At this point a series of Hohmann transfers are initiated
to bring the MAV to rendezvous with the CIV. The MAV will be shipped as part of the cargo
mission, fully fuelled with the propellant stored in cryocooler tanks.
The MAV will have two available launch windows a sol if the CIV performs station keeping
and the MAV first launches to a 200km parking orbit. The vehicle will autonomously dock with
the CIV and the ascent vehicle will be discarded in a graveyard orbit.
The MAV total wet mass is 26 tonnes with 19 tonnes of propellant, calculated from the
manoeuvres required, a capsule of 4.6tonnes, sized from a NASA parametric model (39) and
the remainder being the rocket engines and associated structures.
11 ROVER
In order to provide mobility for both the modules and the crew themselves, two transport rovers
are included. These will be capable of both autonomous travel for collection of the cargo
modules, and piloted operation so that the crew can travel at higher speeds.
However, as Mission MILESTONE is also providing infrastructure for future missions, the
Mars Descent Vehicle (MDV) can be combined with the rover to be used as a long-duration,
pressurised exploration vehicle. It contains all the necessary life support systems for multipleday exploration, as the crew will live in the vehicle immediately after reaching the Martian
surface.
The rovers have been designed to autonomously collect the cargo modules ahead of the
departure of the crew. The power source required has been sized considering the two launch
windows for the cargo mission. All the modules have to be in position and working before the
crew departure, so this leaves around 640 days for the first window, and only 90 days for the
second one. The worst case scenario involves one rover collecting eight modules in 90 days
(after the second window), and therefore covering around 280 km, which requires a collection
velocity of 0.13 kmh-1 if the rover operates continuously. The power is supplied by 3.7 kW of
regenerative fuel cell (RFC) charge power, which are charged from four 1.9m radius solar
arrays in a flower configuration. The total mass of solar arrays is 93.5 kg.
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Mode of Operation

Power
Source

Autonomous Collection

RFC + Solar 24
hours, 0.13 kmh-1 3.12 km
Arrays
continuously

(with module attached)

Working
Period

Average
Speed

Daily
Range

3.42 kW
RFC + Solar 24
hours, 0.68 kmh-1 16 km
Arrays
continuously

Autonomous Exploration
(without module attached)

3.42 kW
Autonomous Collection of MDV RFC
41.3 kW
Autonomous Exploration

RFC

Maximum Range (only Rover)

16.2 kW

Manned Exploration

RFC

Maximum Speed

92 kW

7
hours, 3.6 kmh-1
recharge needed

25 km

24
hours, 3.2 kmh-1
recharge needed

77 km

4.2
hours, 17.5 kmh-1 74 km
recharge needed

(Rover + 2 Astronauts in suit)
Table 1: Modes of operation for the rovers

Once the crew have landed on Mars, the rover will collect the MDV and transport the crew to
the outpost location. An allowance of six hours was used to size this transfer, which results in
a speed of 3.6 kmh-1. This was the limiting case on the power requirements, due to the large
mass being transported, and led to a total mass of 7.8 tons for each rover (including all
subsystems). Each of the modes of operation, including this and the initial autonomous
collection, can be seen in Table 1.
12 COMMUNICATIONS
Two architectures for the communication system have been determined, one for the cargo
mission (Figure 6) and another for the crew mission (Figure 7). The architecture is based on an
adaptation of Earth cellular networks for the Martian surface, using 4G LTE links between onsurface elements, and using orbital elements to relay communication back to Earth. Both
surface and orbital elements of the Earth Ground Station are used, in the form of modified
Tracking and Data Relay Satellites (TDRS) for optical communications and the Deep Space
Network (DSN) for Ka-band communications. The architecture for the cargo mission can be
seen in Figure 6, and demonstrates the nominal situation (shown as solid lines) and a number
of contingency links (shown as dotted lines). The contingency links have been introduced
ensure 100% availability of the link except during solar conjunction, and operate at a lower data
rate. Only three modules and one transport rover are shown for simplicity; there would actually
be 12 modules and two transport rovers.
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In the cargo mission, each module is equipped with an omnidirectional 4G LTE band antenna.
The transport rovers are equipped with both an omnidirectional antenna and a parabolic antenna
(for communication with the communication satellite).

Figure 6: Cargo mission architecture

The crew mission architecture can be seen in Figure 7, with four levels of contingency shown
as well as the nominal situation. As previously, each contingency link will operate at a lower
data rates, with the exception of the link between the CIV and the Earth Ground Station which
will transmit data at the same rate as from the Communication Satellite to the CIV (6.63 Mbps).
The three Communication Satellites are also envisaged to transmit data between themselves at
this rate.

Figure 7: Crew mission architecture
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During the crew mission, contingencies two and four are envisaged to prevent single point
failures in the network and cause the crew to be unable to communicate with Earth. The only
modules which use parabolic antennae are the exploration vehicle (0.5 m 4G LTE), the Outpost
Control Centre (2 m Ka-band) and the CIV (0.35 m optical). All other modules have
omnidirectional 4G LTE antennae, and the CIV also has an omnidirectional Ka-band antenna.
The Transport Rover and Exploration Vehicle have been included as separate elements as there
are different data requirements in the crew and cargo phases, and to cover the option of using
the MDV for exploration (see Section 11). However, the antennae in use are the same.
The Communication Satellites provide a key part of the communication network. They will
have four antennae: a 0.35 m diameter optical antenna; a 2 m diameter parabolic Ka-band one;
a 2 m diameter parabolic Ka-band antenna; and a 3 m diameter parabolic 4G LTE antenna. As
the frequency of 4G LTE is only approximately 800 MHz, from an Areostationary orbit the
antenna has a footprint of over 10000 km (calculated based on (40)), which will be more than
sufficient to cover the range of exploration without reorientation being required. The
Communication Satellites will be solar powered, with regenerative fuel cells being used to
provide additional power.
13 IN-SITU RESOURCE UTILISATION
Mission MILESTONE will bring all resources necessary for the survivability of the crew for
the 60 days on the Martian surface. However, due to the intention to create a long permanence
outpost, it is intended to provide in-situ resource utilisation (ISRU) for a number of key
resources. When the crew of Mission MILESTONE leaves Mars, the ISRU system will collect
all the resources that are necessary for the next mission, before the next crew depart from Earth.
The physical processes used in the ISRU system are shown in Figure 8. The Martian soil and
atmosphere are processed in order to produce the resources required, using the Sabatier
reaction, electrolysis and CO2 acquisition.
The ISRU system has been sized based on the reference system discussed in Rapp, 2008 (41) .
The requirements for the ISRU system have been summarised in Table 2. The requirements for
the preparation of the Outpost between Mission MILESTONE and the subsequent long duration
mission and the daily resupply needs for the long duration mission have been discussed. The
maximum values required per hour were used to size the total system, which are those for the
outpost preparation and lead to a total mass of 7.5 tons. The system requires 60 kW of power
during operation, with the largest contribution coming from the water extractor and processor.
It is assumed that the system operates 24 hours a day, and that there will be 540 days between
the end of Mission MILESTONE and the start of the next mission.
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Figure 8: ISRU schematic of processes for the production of liquid oxygen and methane

Activity
Total
Requirement

Outpost
Preparation Requirement
per hour
Daily
Resupply

Requirement
per hour

H2 O
[kg]

CH4
[kg]

CO2
[kg]

O2 [kg]

N2 [kg]

42766

5361

-

14950

93

3.3

0.4

-

1.15

0.007

3.23

0

0.2

-

0.007

Table 2: ISRU resource requirements

14 TECHNOLOGY OUTPUT AND ROADMAP
For Mission MILESTONE, a number of technologies that are required for the mission, but
which are not yet fully developed have been identified. The maturity of a technology is stated
by the technology readiness level, and for Mission MILESTONE, the technology readiness
level for systems and sub-systems needs to be at least TRL 8 by 2035. As a result a number of
technologies that need to be matured before the launch for Mission MILESTONE have been
categorised into mission enhancing, mission enabling and mission critical technologies. The
current timeline for maturing technologies was identified using the ESA Exploration Roadmaps
2015 and the 2015 NASA Technology Roadmaps (42) (23). Example technologies are given
here; a complete list is available on request from the authors.
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Mission enhancing technologies are classed as such if it would enhance the efficiency of the
mission but do not determine the feasibility of Mission MILESTONE. An example of an
enhancing technology is shown in Table 3. The column “Maturation Time” refers to the
Minimum Time to Mature Technology, and is defined based on the roadmaps.
Technology

Description/ Capability
Performance Goal

Current Final
TRL
TRL

Water
recycling
system

Recycling of grey water and
urine, with the possibility of
also combining the water from
the waste management. High
efficiency and low
maintenance desired.

3

5

Maturation
Reference
Time
Agency
(Years)

5

ESA

Table 3: An example of an enhancing technology for Mission MILESTONE

Mission enabling technologies are classed as such if a future 500 day missions would not be
feasible without. Examples of enabling technologies are shown in Table 4.
Technology

Description/ Capability
Performance Goal

Current
TRL

Final
TRL

Maturation
Time
(Years)

Reference
Agency

Advanced
shielding
structures
(radiation,
meteoroids,
dust)

Pressurized structure designs
with integrated micrometeoroid orbital debris,
radiation, and permeability
protection, electrical
harnessing, thermal control,
and sensor subsystems.

3

8

7

ESA

Table 4: An example of enabling technology for Mission MILESTONE

The mission critical technologies were also identified, and can be seen in Figure 9.
Technologies are classed as mission critical if the 60 day surface stay of Mission MILESTONE
would not be feasible without them.
As can be seen in Figure 9, there are several technologies that could not be identified in the ESA
Exploration Roadmaps 2015 but could be found in the 2015 NASA Technology Roadmap.
However, particular attention should be paid to the need for an ascent capsule as shown in
Figure 9. The complete unit of an ascent capsule capable of conforming to the Mars Ascent
Vehicle requirements was not found in either the ESA Exploration Roadmaps 2015 or the 2015
NASA Technology Roadmap (42) (23).
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Figure 9 – Mission critical technologies TRL roadmap
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15 CONCLUSIONS
Mission MILESTONE will be a short duration mission to the surface of Mars, landing a crew
of six humans on the Martian surface in order to establish a long-term outpost for future
exploration. The mission will take the form of a split mission, with the cargo being launched in
2039 and 2041. The cargo mission will deliver 14 modules to the Martian surface and three
communication satellites to Areostationary Orbit.
The crew mission will follow in 2042, once the modules have been successfully assembled at
Amazonis Planitia, allowing a 60-day period of human surface operations and exploration.
The outpost established is intended to allow future long-duration exploration, with an aim to
reducing the dependence on Earth for resources. The presence of a greenhouse and an ISRU
plant will provide food, water and oxygen which are crucial to human survival.
The scientific operations taking place in Mission MILESTONE are led by four key science
objectives: studying the physiological and psychological impact of a Mars surface mission;
performing in-situ investigations into the Martian environment to support future exploration;
collecting data to support the identification of resources for future human missions; and
studying the origins and evolution of Mars. The science objectives defined the scientific
architecture of the mission, in particular introducing a number of static landers to allow for
scientific operations over a larger portion of the Martian surface, and a number of probes to
better analyse the atmosphere in order to verify the entry, descent and landing process.
In order for Mission MILESTONE to be feasible, a number of technologies identified must be
matured, with a particular focus on the mission critical technologies. However, given the proper
time and resources, Mission MILESTONE could be a robust and important step in human space
exploration.
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Abstract.
The SpaceTRIPS project concerns an advanced thermal to electric conversion for radioisotopic power systems (RPS). Indeed RPSs are a key for space exploration as the solar
power is very low in deep space, notably in Jupiter orbit and beyond. These systems will be
also useful for Mars exploration, where solar power is subject to nights and dust storms.
Europe aims to get its independence for such missions, and ESA has initiated development
of RPS. If thermoelectricity fits well with small RPS (e.g.20We), for 100We range, high
efficiency conversion is desirable. Indeed this leads to save between 2/3 up to 3/4 of the
radioisotope mass. This is of real importance in term of cost and safety. Stirling converters
under development in USA have low reliability due to pistons (sensitive to launch vibrations
and shocks, subject to wear).
Thermo acoustic (TA), coupled with magneto hydrodynamic (MHD) generator is
innovating technology free of moving parts. The objective of SpaceTRIPS is to raise the TRL
of this technology from 2 to 3-4 and show that this option is viable for European RPSs. The
approach is based on 3 axes:
•

Theoretical modeling, developed and validated,

•

Experimentation of a thermo acoustic engine coupled with a MHD generator,

• Design of the space RPS, equipped with this conversion system, to check if the
technology is suitable for space mission.
The targets are:
•

to validate the process efficiency (close to 20% or above),

•

to justify the compatibility of the technology with space missions.

In Europe, there is a strong expertise in thermo acoustic and magnetohydrodynamics. But
these technologies have never been coupled. The consortium, coordinated by the start-up
company HEKYOM, associates three research organizations: CNRS in France, IPUL in
Latvia and HZDR in Germany. The space and nuclear industries are represented by Thales
Alenia Space Italy and AREVA. Thales Alenia Space Italy represents also the end-user in
term of space systems.
During the project, a prototype of power converter has been sized, designed, manufactured
and will conclude its test campaign by the end of 2015. For the first time in the world, such a
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combined TA-MHD converter is created and exposed to extensive laboratory testing.
A space-oriented version of the power generator has also been conceived and studied, to
evaluate the applicability of the concept to exploration missions.
SpaceTRIPS is now nearing its conclusion, with remarkable achievements in terms of
thermo-acoustics and magneto-hydrodynamics simulations, thermo-mechanical design,
prototype manufacturing and assembly, integration and testing aspects.
This paper presents the unique scientific and technical challenges that have been solved,
the main design points and the status of experiments.
1 INTRODUCTION
Power generation based on nuclear decay has already been exploited both in Earth-based
and in Space-oriented applications. This is because radioisotope power modules offer high
reliability, predictable behavior, long life, and independence from external environment.
Several technologies have been devised to transform the thermal energy given off by the
nuclear modules into electrical energy to be used by a wide range of utilities. Up to now, for
space applications, the winning choice has been thermoelectric conversion.
However, the efficiency of thermoelectric conversion is quite low (~7%), and as a
consequence of both a shortage in the availability of nuclear fuel and of the willingness to
reduce the amount of radioisotopes on board space systems, new and more efficient
conversion methos are being studied. A target figure is an efficiency of about 20%.
In particular, there is interest in obtaining a solution able to reach such high figures of
merit and at the same time to:
• perform a static conversion, i.e. operate avoiding mechanical moving parts (this is in
order to ensure good reliability in long missions with no possibility of human
intervention);
• be scalable in terms of useful electrical power produced, ranging from a few hundreds
watts to the order of a megawatt.
A possible solution to this problem is to couple a thermoacoustic (TA) engine with a
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) engine, to obtain a two-stage quasi-static power transformer:
• the TA part, whose working fluid is a gas, transforms thermal energy into mechanical
energy;
• the MHD part, whose working fluid is a liquid metal, transforms the mechanical
energy into electrical energy.
The machine is said to be quasi-static because it contains a moving medium (the liquid
metal in the MHD engine), but in principle it needs no moving mechanical part subject to
friction, wear or failure.
This paper describes the principles behind such a machine and the design, prototyping and
testing activities conducted in the EC FP7 SpaceTRIPS project.
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1 THERMO ACOUSTIC (TA) ENGINE
The thermo-acoustic effect is a thermodynamic process allowing transforming heat into
mechanical energy. The engine based on this principle is extremely simple, even if the
mathematical model and the underlying physics are rather complex.

Figure 1: Schematic representation of a standing wave thermo acoustic TA engine.

The main element of the engine is a kind of heat exchanger with an extremely high heat
exchange surface named “stack” or “regenerator”. This exchanger placed between two heat
exchangers connected to heat sources can be set in either a closed tube or a loop. When a
temperature difference greater than a critical value is imposed between heat exchangers on the
two ends of the stack, a pressure wave is spontaneously generated which propagates in the
tube at the speed of sound. For a closed tube, the resulting resonant wave is named “standing
wave” with reference to its pressure and velocity nodes. For a loop, with no possible
reflection, the resulting resonant wave is known as “travelling wave”. The amplitude of this
pressure wave depends on many factors such as: geometry of the engine and physical
properties of the fluid and the stack, temperature gradient along the stack and mean pressure
of the thermodynamic fluid. It is admitted that, in good conditions, the amplitude of the
pressure oscillation can reach up to 10% of the imposed mean pressure and then being
strongly non linear. Note that such a self-oscillating resonant device may present some
difficulties for getting wave onset if the load is too high. The best fluids generally invoked in
the literature are monoatomic, but helium gas is often preferred due to its very high heat
transfer coefficient value. Based on this principle two types of engine can be considered:
1. A standing wave engine using a closed and often linear tube, as can be seen in
Figure 1. In this case the acoustic field is such that the acoustic impedance varies
very much along the tube, being infinite at its end and vanishing at a pressure
node. In that case, the stack has to be carefully set at a right impedance value. Note
that the mechanical power is proportional to the scalar product of the oscillating
pressure (complex) by the oscillating velocity (complex). The energy transfer to a
load (in SpaceTRIPS, MHD fluid) is correctly achieved when the load impedance
is in agreement with the local acoustic impedance. Given that MHD systems
presents an impedance with a huge imaginary part, much greater than its real part,
it is a challenge to match the acoustic wave to the oscillating liquid metal. Another
important characteristic is given by the length of the tube, which is at least λ/4.
2. The travelling wave concept (Figure 2) uses a close loop of length λ in which the
thermo-acoustic wave propagates continuously. In this case, the most important
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consideration is to ensure continuous propagating condition for the wave travelling
and thus to match carefully the load impedance to the characteristic impedance of
the acoustic line. In SpaceTRIPS, due to the complex value of MHD load
impedance, it would be necessary to add a matching tube for its connection.
Another interesting point is the possibility to put in the same acoustic field two
thermoacoustic generators, or even more, allowing increasing the exchange area for providing
heat. This can be seen in Figure 2, in a case where four TA converters have been set in series.
In the SpaceTRIPS case, the assumption is to have only one hot source, an thus the
architecture is limited to two TA engines.

Figure 2: Schematic representation of a travelling wave thermo acoustic engine with four TA converters in
series.

For the SpaceTRIPS TA engine, four main configurations were examined with the
objective to find the best solution in term of efficiency and mass. The four possible options
are recalled hereinafter (Figure 3). They have been suggested by HEKYOM, the Consortium
Partner expert in thermoacoustics and in charge of TA design.
These four options have been analyzed and their results compared. Configurations 1 and 2
were considered quite good for stationary behavior, but with some interrogations concerning
their onset performance. Configuration 4, familiar to HEKYOM, with a very good efficiency
was not retained because of its increasing mass with 2 MHD engines.
In the end, the Partners have adopted the global concept corresponding to the configuration
n. 3 (Figure 4). For that, as HEKYOM had a lower experimental experience, it was decided to
require complementary advice from ASTER Company, their partner for thermoacoustic
engine manufacturing. It was thus decided to use two TA engines working in “push-pull”
configuration, which means opposite phase and allows doubling the acoustic pressure
amplitude seen by the MHD converter.
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Figure 3: Main possible options.

Figure 4: Adopted configuration.
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2

MAGNETO HYDRODYNAMIC (MHD) GENERATOR

The problem to convert the mechanical energy supplied in the form of a vibration into
electrical energy can be solved with an MHD generator. The process uses the induction
mechanism as depicted in Figure 5.
It is known that, when a pulsating magnetic field is applied through a closed coil, the
magnetic flux variation induces an electric current in the electrical circuit of the coil, which is
in turn able to supply a load (e.g. an electrical resistance).
In the SpaceTRIPS system, the pulsating gas in the TA engine causes an oscillating motion
of the liquid metal (conductor) in the MHD module.
To produce the pulsating magnetic field, the MHD process uses the interaction of an
imposed DC magnetic field with the aforementioned pulsating liquid metal flow generated by
the thermo-acoustic effect. The global geometry is represented in Figure 5. A toroidal
permanent magnet produces a radial DC magnetic field that interacts with the pulsating
electro-conducting media generating an induced toroidal AC electrical current circulating in
the electro-conducting media. This AC current generates itself an induced AC magnetic field
that produces a magnetic flux variation in the coil that is placed externally to the permanent
magnet. So the system produces electrical current that is able to supply a load represented
here by a resistance.

Figure 5: Schematic representation of the MHD generator.
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The following Figure 6 and Table 1 give an overview of the design of the
magnetohydrodynamic element.

a) Longitudinal cross section with main
dimensions

b) Longitudinal cross section adopted for 3D
numerical simulation

Figure 6: MHD cross section.

Test results

Estimated (model 1)

Estimated (model 2)

Load power

180 W

200 W

203 W

Sodium losses

70 W

73 W

43 W

TA6V losses

(13.4 W)

(13.4 W)

13.4 W

Magnet losses

<< 1 W

<< 1 W

1.8 W

Coil losses

12.3 W

13.7 W

11.8 W

Friction losses

(47.5 W)

(47.5 W)

47.5 W

Total power

323.2 W

347.6 W

320.5 W

Efficiency

55.7 %

57.5%

63.3%

Table 1: Main results about the MHD generator.
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3

TA-MHD COUPLING AND SIZING
The main parameters used as input conditions are reported below.

Temperatu
re of the
hot source
1100 K

Temperatu
Melting
re of the
point of the
sodium
cold source
400 K

373 K

Carnot
efficiency

Global
expected
efficiency

Level of
electrical
power

Heat
source
power

0.64

~ 0,25

200 W

~ 1000 W

Table 2: Main elements of input conditions for sizing.
The coupling has been based on iterations in the design of the two separate modules (TA
vs MHD) which had to converge to a well matched impedance value and to an optimal
combined efficiency (which is of course different from the optimal efficiency of the two
isolated parts).
The detailed design performed by CNRS led to a configuration described hereinafter.
The thermo-acoustic engine is operating with Argon gas at a 45Hz frequency. The
subsystems are identified in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Global view of the TA engine.

Pressure and temperature values are given in Table 3.
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Heat exchangers
40±0.6bars
Three way connections
40±1bars
MHD Adapters
40±7bars
Hot heat exchangers
1100 K
Temperature
Cold heat exchangers
400 K
Loop pipes
~400 K
Table 3: Temperature and pressure values considered for the thermo-acoustic engine.

Pressure values

The core of the TA engine are the heat exchangers (hot and cold, HHX and CHX) with the
regenerator. The main problem is to deal with a very high temperature (1100K) for the Hot
Heat Exchanger (HHX), a high temperature gradient of 700K in 35mm length, and the
significant pressure. To withstand the high temperature, the HHX is made of an Inconel alloy.

Figure 8: Detail view of the hot heat exchanger (HHX).

A zirconia flange is mounted onto the Inconel shield. Its function is to strongly decrease
the heat transfer (low thermal conductivity coefficient) between the HHX and CHX. In
addition, these part needs to have a good mechanical resistance at high temperature. There is
very sparse information available about mechanical characteristics of zirconia at high
temperature (E, Rm). It is, therefore, very difficult to predict its behavior in the use
conditions. The material grade was defined following suppliers experience. A back-up
solution is to shift to Inconel parts, in which case mechanical and thermal aspects (heat losses)
have to be recalculated.
On the other hand, the operating temperature of the cold heat exchanger is 400K
integrating a cooling fluid network with approximately 1700 capillaries.

Figure 9: Detail view of the hot heat exchanger (HHX).
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The main features of the MHD module are given in the table hereinafter. A detailed view is
given in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Cross section view of the MHD Module.

MHD Module characteristics

Sodium characteristics

External diameter

200 mm

Distance between input / output tubes
Total mass without sodium
Number of windings
Output power

258 mm
31,5 kg
400
200W

Operating pressure

[33 ;47] bars

Temperature
Mass of sodium

120°C
0,484 kg

Level sensors

x4

Thermocouples
Pressure sensors
Magnetic flow-meter
Heating element
Table 4: Main characteristics of the MHD module.

Instrumentation and devices
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One can recall that, according to magnetic induction laws, the sodium oscillations (induced
by gas vibration) create a pulsating magnetic field. This oscillating magnetic field is received
by a coil with delivers an alternative electric current.
As a consequence, the main critical points are listed below. They are connected to the
liquid-gas interface and the combination of pressure and temperature effects.
• Shape of the sodium channel: keep a constant cross section while optimizing the
magnetic flow transmission through the ferromagnetic parts resulting in a complex
shape of the sodium channel.
• Interface argon / sodium: investigations of 2 designs depending on the interface
behavior. Purpose is to limit the instabilities of the sodium free surface.
• Specific materials for the ferromagnetic yoke: high magnetic permeability, isotropic
and machinability.
• Material for the sodium enclosure: limit eddy-current losses; leading to a thin titanium
shell, thickness 0.2mm.
• Magnet assembly with the ferromagnetic yoke and the coil. Dedicated tooling and
procedures to be developed and manufactured.
• Technology problems: 2 connection ducts and 2 internal flanges are very complex
parts, not possible to machine with conventional means. Two solutions are feasible.
The first one is a combination of CNC machining and electron discharge machining;
the second one is 3D printing.
As a final note, it shall be remarked that, in the design of the system for ground testing, the
heat needed to start the TA-MHD conversion is provided by electrical cartridge heaters
chosen in place of the radioisotope modules for obvious cost and safety reasons.
4

PROTOTYPING AND EXPERIMENTING

Year 2015 has been dedicated to the manufacturing and testing of a ground-based
prototype. Elements for both the TA and the MHD engines (plus all the rigging, support
equipment and instrumentation needed to test them) have been built by the workshop of the
Institute of Physics of the University of Latvia. In some cases, small adjustements have been
performed on the as-designed configuration, in order to speed-up or ease the procurement and
manufacturing phase.
For the most critical parts, such as the rings composing the MHD core, preliminary
machining tests on dummy pieces have been performed to fine-tune the working sequence.
Some other components with very fine details, whose technological challenges have
already been mentioned in the previous section, i.e. titanium flanges closing the MHD core,
have been created via 3D printing.
Once all the elements have been manufactured, the experimentation phase has been
initiated with a staggered approach.
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The test activity started by verifying the TA module on itself. A static test (with no
acoustic wave) of heating supply has been made and the result has been positive, with a global
thermal conductance of 0,5W/°C between the hot source coupled to the hot heat exchanger
and the external environment. The same test also highligthed the very big heat capacity (MCp
–J/°C) of the heating sample composed by HHX and its Inconel housing, and this in turn
suggested for looking at acoustic power and CHX power measurements (to improve the
accuracy in estimating the input power load).
On the other hand, testing of the MHD on its own, with oscillations induced by a support
equipment based on an air compressor, has also shown encouraging results. In addition this
test set-up has allowed testing a floating separation between gas and liquid metal, up to a
frequency of 50 Hz.
Subsequent tests on the TA parts, have shown mechanical damages in the zirconia housing
of one regenerator, likely due to the combination of three causes:
• a mounting error introducing differential forces;
• a little lenght difference between the two long acoustic tubes introducing forces at
the bent part;
• a hidden defect in the manufacturing material or process.
The solutiuon has encompassed
• local reduction of the bolt diameter suppressing the male thread of bolt on a short
distance corresponding to the zirconia flange thickness;
• addition of a bellow on each long acoustic tube for dilatation compensation;
• replacement of the damaged zirconia piece with a stainless steel equivalent piece.
In the results collected after corrective measures have been put in place, there were two
predictable deviations from nominal cases:
• one regenerator being made of zirconia and the other of stainless steel, when heat
was supplied, the stainless steel housing reached of course a lower temperature than
the zirconia one;
• because the MHD generator was not present, the oscillation frequency was sligthly
different and the impedance seen by the thermoacoustic engine was modified (to
adjust this, insert rods were placed inside the transformer tubes, and this solution
proved sufficient to get oscillations started).
In the subsequent test, with Argon pressure up to 30 bars and heat supply such to reach
400°C wall temperature, gas oscillations occurred at an amplitude of 15kPa at a frequency of
52,4 Hz. This showed that the modified acoustic configurations are good and allow the system
to work properly.
At the time of writing, further experiments are to be performed up to 800°C and 40 bars,
with final coupling of the two engines.
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5

SPACE APPLICATIONS

In the space version of the SpaceTRIPS generator, the power is provided by a radio
isotopic source, heating permanently. The hot source is supposed to be one or several
modules, according to works performed under ESA’s contract.
The power to be produced by the hot source depends on the useful power needed at the TA
inlet, the thermal losses through the TA engine and the thermal losses of the hot source.
Several thermal studies were performed depending on the number of hot source modules,
to check the actual reached temperature at TA inlet.
On the basis of 10 RHS modules (725Wth per TA engine) for the space system, this study,
based on Comsol Multiphysics model, shows, that:
• the temperature at TA input is around 1119K for a total TA power input of 577Wth;
• the thermal losses through each TA engine are around 110Wth (around 15%);
• the hot source thermal losses are about 148Wth (around 20%).
On the basis of the thermal study above and taking the mock-up design as reference, the
first step of the space system design was built taking into account the following assumptions:
• The MHD converter and the regenerator are kept identical to the mock-up ones.
• Regarding the tubes of the TA loop, lengths, section and radius of curvature are kept.
Positions are tuned to optimise the space system size.
• The cold heat exchanger is specific to the space system, however the size of the CHX
mock-up was kept.
• The active part of the hot heat exchanger is kept but an adaptor was added to fit with
the hot source. The chosen material for the HHX is beryllium.
• The hot source was specifically designed for the space system.
On these bases the design is as follow:
Volume
Mass
Thermal power
Electrical power
Efficiency
TA + MHD efficiency
Specific power

0.26 m3
164 kg
1450 Wth
200 We
14 %
17 %
1.2 We/kg
773 We/m3

Masses detail
Hot Source
TA Loop
MHD
Enclosure
Total

85kg
31 kg
30 kg
18 kg
164 kg

Figure 11: Detail of the draft design of the space system.
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The SRPS (Space Radioisotopic Power System) has been conceived as a self-contained
component, enclosed in a protective thermo-mechanical box. The outer shell is painted white,
and the selected values for alpha = 0.3 and eps = 0.8 are those of a generic white paint EOL.
The basic concept for the cold sink is to build the TA cold heat exchangers into a solid slab
of highly thermally conductive material, and to convey the rejected heat to outer radiative
surfaces which correspond to the external envelope of the generator box.
To verify by analysis the performance of the cold sink design, the hot case orbit around
Mars has been selected as sizing case. An ESARAD/ESATAN model has been used to assess
the environmental conditions.
A Comsol Multiphysics model has been used to perform the local generator thermal
analysis. Boundary conditions are: heat source on the radio-isotopic module, heat sink on the
thermo-acoustic generator, surface-to-ambient radiation on the external case surfaces
(ultimate sink temperature = 3 K, deep space), surface-to-surface radiation on the internal
surfaces
The fluid in the acoustic circuit (Argon) is considered stagnant, piping material is 310
stainless steel, box material is beryllium, HHX and stack envelope is made of Yttria-stabilized
Zirconia, the CHX spreader is built out of APG beryllium-encapsulated, and the radio isotopic
heat source was insulated using a low conductivity material (λ=0.04 W/(mK), ρ=230 kg/m3).
The main outcomes of the thermal analysis are: a hot source–HHX interface temperature of
1015 K, CHX interface average temperature of 401 K, minimum box temperature of 272 K,
and maximum box temperature of 363 K. See Figure 12 for a graphical overview.

a) Overall simulation result

b) Hot source / HHX detail
Figure 12: Comsol results.

c) CHX wall spreader detail

The results of the hot case analysis show that a solution purely based on solid thermal
conduction is sufficient to keep the cold heat exchanger at the required 400K level. However,
to be effective, such a solution has an inner core (CHXs and their spreader) which is
necessarily highly coupled with the external radiator.
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5.1 Phase separation
An additional problem for the space application is the interface between the two working
fluids.
The system can work with gravity (liquid staying at the bottom of the system), but in zerog environment it would be necessary to ensure that the liquid stays inside the MHD generator.

Gas-liquid interface with mobile membrane
TAS-I was in charge of investigating the use of a physical (solid) separation between the
fluids to counteract phase mixing.
A first investigation of materials and layouts showed that the most promising solution was
the usage of a metallic sliding piston. An in-depth study of materials has been performed and
a preliminary mechanical design of the sliding piston interface has been devised.
For what concerns the selection of the materials, the result is that a satisfactory
performance for a sliding piston can very likely be achieved with a metallic substrate material
having non-ferromagnetic properties such as in a few refractory alloys (highly alloyed Ni-,
Co-, Mo-, Ti-, Nb-, Zr-, Cr), better if they exhibit a superficial passivating oxide film
(thermochemical shield) and are coupled with a superficial coating made of diamond CVD to
ensure low friction and self-lubricating properties during long time sliding operation. An
example of substrate materials can be: Titanium alloys, TiAl, and non-ferromagnetic CoCrMo
or CoNiCrMo alloys.
The geometrical and mechanical design of the sliding piston configuration has been carried
out through conservative analyses assuming the properties of commercially pure Ti.
The chosen piston configuration (see Figure 13) is characterized by an outer surface which
is not perfectly cylindrical, but consists of four projections which will work as preferential
contact points to minimize active contact surface during sliding motion. This design will also
limit the gas leakage through the contact interface towards the liquid sodium region and viceversa, thanks to the gaps created between piston and pipe wall (gaps near the boundary of the
piston can be partially filled by the fluids and will contrast their migration towards the
opposite side). In the gas regions, there are also mechanical provisions called diffusers: they
have a suitable profile to guide the gas and force it to stay within the gas region, especially
when the piston is at its maximum amplitude (or maximum pressure) rather than flowing
freely through the contact interface. A control spring shall be added between each piston and
its diffuser, otherwise diffusers will have to withstand repeated impact as they will operate as
a stroke limits for the pistons.
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Figure 13: Shape of the piston.

Considering the size of the piping, the overall mass of such a piston is ~60 grams.
The drawback of this option is the fatigue of the material, leading to potential ageing and
failure. However, the drawback cannot be avoided, as it is inherent in a solution with a
physical interposer. Furthermore, there is a residual friction in the system and the oscillating
motion has a performance index of ~73%, introducing new losses lowering the overall
efficiency figure of the generator.
Stability of an oscillating gas-liquid interface
Besides the above proposal of a mobile membrane, investigations on the stability of an
oscillating liquid metal surface have been performed. The design parameters require
significant amplitudes (about 25 mm) at a frequency of 45 Hz. It has to be expected that the
liquid metal surface cannot sustain such oscillations and will disrupt due to the large inertial
forces.
The research work conducted at HZDR focuses on the problem of the instabilities
occurring at the free surface of the oscillating liquid metal column. Liquid metal model
experiments were conducted to study this problem. The experimental set-up is shown in
Figure 14. The experimental activities are accompanied by theoretical considerations which
provide estimations of the critical frequencies and displacement lengths as a function of the
material parameters and the size of the metal column. Previous experiments carried out in
pipe diameters of 20 and 10 mm, respectively, showed convincingly that the design
parameters for the oscillation of the metal column (45 Hz, 25 mm) cannot be realized in such
large geometries, because the metal column becomes totally disrupted at frequencies above 8
Hz. A large number of experiments have been performed in order to study the influence of
various aspects on the onset of the instability. In particular, different driving forces were
considered (electromagnetic, pressure, pulling forces, pushing forces, etc.). The interface
disruption turned out to be largely independent on the particular driving force in the model
experiments.
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A stabilization of the metal column might be achieved by a reduction of the pipe cross
section. For the design parameters the theoretical estimates predict a stable motion of a
sodium column in thin tubes having a diameter not larger than 1 mm. A special honeycomb
consisting of 23 individual tubes (∅ 1 mm) was constructed to verify this prediction in
experiment (see Figure 15). A first series of experiments showed that the metal columns
inside the honeycomb keep a stable surface within a frequency range up to about 15 Hz. A
further increase of the frequency could not be realized using the current setup, because the
acceleration of a rather high mass of the GaInSn alloy requires excessive driving forces which
put the mechanical stability of the experimental setup at risk. Therefore, another set-up was
manufactured at a distinct smaller scale containing less liquid metal to be accelerated. This
set-up will allow the laboratory to soon continue the experiments and to extend the frequency
range to be investigated.

(a)

( b)

Figure 14: Photographs showing the experimental configuration: (a) set-up of the U bend containing the GaInSn
alloy including copper electrodes; (b) U bend installed at the DC magnetic system.

(a)

(b)

Figure 15: Design of the honeycomb: (a) schematic view showing the arrangement of the individual 23 tubes; (b)
photograph of the honeycomb section used in the experiments.
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Note, however, that the potential stabilization of the liquid metal interface by means of
such a honeycomb of rather thin pipes will increase frictional losses. Thus, the interface
stabilization, if possible at all for the design parameters, will be for the price of increased
energetic losses. The influence of it for the overall energetic relations should be investigated.

6

CONCLUSIONS

The present paper has shown the successful design, sizing, manufacturing and testing of
the first coupled thermoacoustic – magnetohydrodynamic power generator worldwide.
A preliminary study of a modified system adapted to space applications has also been
performed.
At the time of writing, the test campaign is still ongoing, but promising results have been
obtained from the separate testing of TA and MHD modules.
Further investigation and experimentation for space applications would need to focus on
the control of gas-liquid interface and on the upscaling of power levels for usage in long space
missions onboard systems based on electrical propulsion at high power level.
The SpaceTRIPS research activity presented in this paper has been possible thanks to the
European Commission Framework Programme 7, the European Union's Research and
Innovation funding programme for 2007-2013.
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Summary: Space is certainly an uncommon environment among the IT System operative
scenarios. Limited processing capacity, radiofrequency transmission, satellite component unreplacement are examples of space environmental constraints which lead to specific
requirements to be implemented during satellite system design, development and operational
phases. This uncommon environment also impacts the system security architecture. Scope of
this paper is to analyze the peculiar security aspects of a satellite IT system comparing them
to those of a common IT system. Typical security assumptions, policies and threats are
reinterpreted in order to pragmatically weight the security needs of a satellite system: the
importance of the three main security pillars - integrity, availability, confidentiality – is
revised in order to keep an adequate level of security assurance.
1. INTRODUCTION
The Security aspects for Space systems are becoming significant drivers and essential features
because the information are classified either at National and International level and assets are
considered strategic in terms of technology and know-how; the secure operation of system has
to ensure the Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability of physical and data assets of the
system itself.
Satellite System Security is a discipline which takes into account many aspects of the
common IT security applied to the ground system, but at the same time has to be implemented
considering different constraints derived from the specific Satellite System environment.
Specifically, constraints related to the inability to perform any kind of HW maintenance
operation, the strict restriction regarding processing and mass capacity of the component
installed on board the satellite as well as extreme climatic condition, lead to implementation
of dedicated security architecture and mechanisms tailored specifically for the satellite
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environment. At this regards, the implemented security functions require to be robust and
reliable enough in order to prevent failure or degradation of the security level provided.
Moreover security functions have to be defined and implemented in order to guarantee the
required robustness and reliability of the system during the entire satellite mission lifetime
against whatever progress in attacks techniques and technology improvements are
implemented in the ground.
In the following, an analysis of the peculiar security aspects of a satellite IT system is
described and compared with the one related to a common ground IT System scenario.
Although most of the consideration related to the applied security functions are independent
from the mission scenario and from the provided service, this paper focus the attention on a
LEO satellite system dedicated to the provision of earth observation services.
2. SATELLITE SECURITY ARCHITECTURE
Before presenting the security architecture of a LEO satellite, the definition of Security
Function in the context of a space mission shall be given. A security function is a
functionality of all hardware, software and firmware of a satellite system that must be relied
upon for the correct enforcement of the identified Security Functional Requirements (SFRs).
The SFRs are a translation of the security objectives for the system. They are usually at a
more detailed level of abstraction, but they have to be a complete translation (the security
objectives must be completely addressed).
In a LEO Satellite mission the most critical components implementing the identified security
requirements in order to ensure the confidentiality, the integrity and the availability of the data
flow exchanged between the ground and the spacecraft is represented by the Cryptographic
System.
LEO satellite system providing earth observation services is a system composed of the
following main components:
•
•

On-board components:
o Satellite constellation: one or more satellites acquiring radar or optical earth
images;
Ground Components:
o Satellite Control Centre: in charge of command and control of the satellite
constellation;
o Mission Control Centre: in charge of mission and service management
requested by the end-users;
o Acquisition stations: in charge of receiving the images (acquired by the
satellite) during each satellite visibility period.

Security functions are implemented in all the main system components mentioned above in
order to guarantee Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability of system assets and mission
products managing classified information which need to be protected from accidental
disclosure, errors or external attacks.
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For a LEO mission the threat model that could be considered, assumes that a Distributed
Attacker, accessing Telecommand link (24h/day) and Telemetries Payload link (for about 400
min/day) listens to all radio frequency (RF) signals used for communications between the
Ground Station and the Satellite in order to accumulate and store data of previous
communication sessions. The collected data would be used by the attacker to exploit the latest
attacks techniques available in the literature:
•
•

knowing the data formats, protocols, algorithms and security mechanisms utilized in
all communications;
using distributed computing to increase the computational, storage, and
communication capabilities.

Moreover threats can also derive from accidental disclosure of classified information or from
components failures. In particular accidental disclosure can be generated by signal coupling
on a physical link not designated to the transmission of that signal. This can be extremely
dangerous in case the physical link is a RF link of a satellite antenna with large earth coverage
area. In the same way components failures are also extremely dangerous due to the inability to
replace components at satellite system level.
As a consequence of the identified threats, the related main countermeasures to be considered
in the presented LEO mission scenario are:
•
•
•
•
•

Encryption and authentication of satellite Telecommand
Encryption of Payload Telemetries (RAW earth images);
SW security functionalities (e.g. Watchdog) implementation;
Electromagnetic isolation of classified signals transferred within the system;
Physical Redundancy implementation

Figure 1 shows the satellite system security architecture highlighting the components
providing and implementing the identified security functions:
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Figure 1. Satellite System Security Architecture
3. SECURITY BASELINE
In order to ensure an adequate level of IT security assurance in a satellite mission, different
security standards can be adopted, but they are still mainly targeted toward ordinary
computing system and do not take into account the specific performance constraints of the
space environment.
In many cases government agencies and private entities, involved in a space missions, must
be compliant to policies and laws requiring them to implement security controls from
standard frameworks designed for generic IT computing System.
3.1. Security Standard
There are several widely used security controls frameworks used by government agencies and
private entities in order to frame and solve the security problem in the context of a space
mission. Frameworks frequently used in this context [1] are reported below:
•

NIST SP800-53 [2]: NASA that is statutorily bound to the Federal Information
Security Management Act (FISMA), applies the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) SP800-53 security controls framework to all projects and missions
(spacecraft included). NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 provides the security control
baselines as the starting point for the security control selection process. NIST SP80053 give us an example of security controls tailoring performed to meet specific IT
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•

environment constraints. That is why, in example, the latest revision of NIST Special
Publication 800-53 has been used to derive security controls for ICS (Industrial
Control Systems, e.g., programmable-logic controllers), the NIST 800-82. However,
with respect to the space systems, no considerations about specific environmental
constraints and performance requirements of a spacecraft have been reported within
the NIST standard.
ISO27001 [3]: identifies a security controls framework encompassing management,
operational and technical capabilities. The framework addresses the most common
aspects of protecting the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of information and
information systems. With respect to the space systems, as for the NIST standard,
considerations about the specific requirements of a spacecraft and its environment are
absent. Note that NIST SP800-53 contains mapping tables providing the organization
with a general indication of security control coverage with respect to ISO27001.

Other security control frameworks (such as the Control Objectives for Information and related
Technology – COBIT, published by the Information Systems Audit and Control Association ISACA) can be used, but those listed before are widely used and are sufficient to the purpose
of this paper.
NIST SP800-53 and ISO27001 standards are used mainly to certify the security processes that
are in place in an organization but can be used also in the security requirement definition
phase. Controls are effectively analogous to system-level requirements, but not directly
equivalent; controls specify an organizational objective (what behavior should occur). The
actual decomposition of a control objective into mechanisms or methods by which the
objective is reached may be allocated among various components of the system.
In this context a reference security standard for technological aspects is needed. At this aim
several National Security Authorities have embraced the Common Criteria (CC) standard
(ISO/IEC 15408) the international security standard used for the evaluation and certification
of IT security requirements of IT products and systems.
•

Common Criteria: the ISO/IEC 15408 standard provides assurance that the process
of specification, implementation and evaluation of the product/system security has
been conducted in a rigorous, standard and repeatable manner at a level that is
commensurate with the target environment for use. However, probably because of a
pronounced orientation towards the security aspects of IT products and, at the same
time, because of the presence of two extended and in-depth detailed requirements
catalogues (potentially leading a good shaping of whatever security need), CC does
not outlined specific IT security concerns about space systems even though also the
CC have been undergone to a tailoring process as performed for NIST 800-53.
Different technologies and operational environments have been addressed by the CC
through the use of Protection Profiles and (if any) specific supporting documents (in
example, the guidelines for the smart cards products family).
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The translation of the security needs in security controls or security requirements for a space
system is not so immediately feasible in particular when the given security concerns are
related to spacecraft issues. Fortunately the Security Working Group of the Consultative
Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) is moved in this direction in order to fill the gap
between the consolidated security standards and the specific environmental constraints and
performance requirements of a spacecraft. In this context CCSDS Security Working Group
has tailored the ISO27001, producing the:
•

Security Guide For Mission Planners [4]: the CCSDS 350.7-G-1 is an informational
reference (not a standard) that space mission designers could use in the early stages of
operations concept and mission architecture development, planning, and budgeting.
The Mission Planners’Guide approaches the overall context of a space mission by
treating each of its supporting assets as belonging to one of three main types of
operating environment: space systems, ground operations systems, and
development/test/checkout systems. All ISO 27001 security control objectives are
accounted for and allocated to at least one of the three environments. New control
objectives specifically developed for the Mission Planners’Guide identify both
security concerns unique to spacecraft and mission operations, and also security
concerns for which these systems need to compensate for an inability to satisfy certain
other ISO 27001 objectives due to the constraints intrinsic to space missions. Security
Guide For Mission Planners is an informational reports and is part of the CCSDS
security-related documentation that includes other security documents (specific
security standards or recommended practices) mostly specialized in the definition of
security protocols, encryption key management aspects and security algorithms for
space system.

A relational schema of the identified standards has been reported in the following:
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Figure 2. Security References Relationship
3.2. Approaches
One possible approach (Figure 2, see the red dotted set and arrows) to derive1 effective
security requirements representing the peculiarities of the spacecraft, could be to consider the
“new” security controls objectives, within the Security Guide for Mission Planners, that are
specific for the space systems (i.e. are absent from ISO 27001). Technical aspects of this
objectives could be used as a guide to identify the security needs (in terms of Confidentiality,
Integrity and Availability security Attributes) and therefore to address a first level of security
requirements (that would build the space systems security) belonging to the Security
Functional Requirements (SFRs) [5] and Security Assurance Requirements (SARs) [6] from
the CC catalogues. In some cases, remaining within the CCSDS security-related
documentation scope (mainly for cryptographic aspects) security control objectives can be
translated into security recommendations.
Note that the referenced security control frameworks allocate most existing control objectives
to ground systems. These systems (the ground part of a space mission) share most capabilities
with generic IT systems, and so it is to be expected that ground systems will provide ordinary
IT controls for most functions. Moreover, the Mission Planners’Guide also adds several
objectives which, if not met, would impair the integrity and/or availability of a spacecraft, but
which must be implemented in ground systems due to their nature. Security Functions
implementation at the ground systems is indeed crucial for the satellite protection.
1

Note that it is important to keep the two concepts separate: while requirements mandate system capabilities, a
security control mandates the use of the of those implemented capabilities.
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One possible approach for the ground system, (Figure 2, green dotted set and arrow) to
derive effective security requirements would be to start directly from the NIST 800-53 (if the
US-framework compliance is required). Since many of the technical security controls
belonging to the NIST 800-53 are implemented in hardware, software and firmware
components of information systems, organizations can obtain significant benefit from the
acquisition and employment of information technology products evaluated against the
requirements of ISO/IEC 15408. The table within the NIST framework, providing a
generalized mapping from the functional and assurance requirements in ISO/IEC 15408 to the
security controls in Special Publication 800-53, will help the allocation of each security
control to the related IT product. The use of such products can provide evidence that certain
security controls are implemented correctly, operating as intended, and producing the desired
effect in satisfying stated security requirements. In this case the security requirements
definition process is considerably simplified by the correspondence between the security
control frameworks and the CC requirements catalogues.
4. SECURITY OBJECTIVES
Satellite system has to verify the same pillars as for a common IT System. Nevertheless the
way the pillars are verified during System design, development and maintenance phases can
be greatly different. Specifically for a satellite system the following security objectives are
identified for Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability.
Confidentiality has the greatest impact on the CCSDS architecture and services, as compared
with the authentication and data integrity services, because specific protocol information
(headers and trailers) may be hidden through encryption and may therefore be unavailable for
use for other network or cross-support services.
In contrast, authentication and data integrity services only require inclusion of a small number
of additional fields at an appropriate point in the data structure.
As the risk to an information system’s confidentiality, integrity and/or availability increases,
the need for additional controls to protect the system may also increase accordingly.
The objective of the Security Engineering is to design, develop and maintain the system in
order to guarantee that these three pillars are satisfied with regards to the service for which the
system has been developed.
The objective of Confidentiality in satellite system is to protect the sensible data from
disclosure by unauthorized personnel who intentionally or unintentionally may acquire the
signal transferred between satellite and ground segment. Sensible data are the information
contained within the data field of each telecommand, telemetry or payload telemetry. These
data include: description of operations to be performed by the satellite (telecommand data
field), satellite components status (telemetries data filed) and user data generated by the
satellite (payload telemetry data field). Moreover data field of specific telecommand includes
the encryption keys used to protect the sensible data from disclosure; these keys are changed
and updated by means of Over the Air Rekeying (OTAR) mechanism.
Given that the information are transmitted at RF, the acquisition may be performed by
reception of the signal all over the coverage area where the Signal to Noise Ratio is
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sufficiently high to be correctly received. Specifically for low radio frequency and high orbit
satellite the coverage area may be spread on a large portion of the earth (e.g. for geostationary
satellite in UHF, the coverage area can be the entire visible hemisphere).
Furthermore the disclosure of sensible data can accidentally occur by electromagnetic
coupling of signals on unexpected RF signal paths. Specifically, satellite units or cables
electromagnetic emissions may lead to coupling of sensible signal (transmitted within the
units or cables) on downlink transmission path, causing the accidental RF transmission of the
sensible signal all over the coverage area.
In this scenario, protection systems (such as data encryption and TEMPEST countermeasure)
must be put in place in order to assure that the sensible information are correctly received
only by the authorized personnel.
The objective of Integrity in satellite system is related to the protection of correctness of the
data transmitted between satellite and ground segment and protection of onboard SW. Data
modification may occur due to intentional or unintentional bit errors produced on the physical
communication link by means of RF interference signal. Integrity protection is performed
both for data useful to satellite system management (i.e. satellite telecommand and
housekeeping telemetries) and user data (i.e. Payload Telemetries - RAW earth images) that
are checked for integrity in order to guarantee that they have not been modified during
transmission.
Specifically, correctness of satellite system management data is of key importance for the
maintenance of satellite nominal operation: errors on satellite telecommand data may produce
failed or incorrect operations performed by the satellite, while, on the other hand, errors in
satellite telemetries data may produce a failed or erroneous interpretation of the satellite status
by the operators. Correctness of user data is of key importance for the quality of service given
by the satellites.
Unexpected SW modification can happen in case of satellite reception of intentional or
unintentional erroneous telecommand (used to update the onboard SW) which may lead to
onboard unexpected operations or failures.
In this scenario, protection system (such as integrity check value, stream cipher encryption )
are used in order to assure that data are not modified during transmission between the sender
and the recipient. Protection of onboard SW integrity is performed by HW implementation of
SW code on specific onboard programmable components (FPGA)
The objective of Availability in satellite system is to guarantee that the service provided by
the system is supplied to the users whenever requested. The out-of-service time percentage
shall not exceed the threshold requested by the users. Out-of-service may occur in case of
malfunctioning or damages to satellite system components or in case of external attacks which
may degrade the system performance compromising the provision of the service. Peculiar
characteristic of a satellite system is the inability to replace or even modify satellite segment
components. At this regard system dimensioning has to take into account appropriate
component redundancy to cope with failures in order to guarantee availability of service
during all the satellite operational lifetime. Moreover system performance degradation can be
experienced on the RF communication link (between satellite and ground segment) by means
of interference signals or attempts to overload the system with replay attacks.
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In this scenario important information for the maintenance of service availability comes from
the state diagram of components and overall satellite which gives the knowledge of satellite
status and allows the switch from a defined state to another (e.g. from fault to nominal status).
Transitions may be performed procedurally, by means of telecommand or by means of
watchdogs which automatically implements actions at satellite segments once a specific state
occurs. On the other hand interference signals is coped by means of anti-jamming
countermeasures able to minimize the interference signals guaranteeing the service
availability.
5. SPACE SYSTEM SECURITY
5.1. System identification and general assumptions
The Space system referenced in this paper and used to identify specific security requirements
is that highlighted in the Figure 1. Because of some security controls, if not enforced, would
impair the integrity and/or availability of a spacecraft, even though they are implemented in
ground systems, also the ground crypto-components, which are subject of these controls, must
be considered in the definition of security requirements specific for the spacecraft.
The identified space system is to be considered in operational status.
Security roles having the overall authority and responsibility for the security of the system
could be assumed as those related to a generic crypto system and commonly expected by
national normative for military or dual-use mission: EDP Officer, COMSEC Officer and
Crypto Custodian. It is reasonable to extend the adoption of similar security roles involved in
to private organizations. It is important to note that the access control functions are
implemented at the ground systems. The spacecraft only process authenticated telecommands
without distinguishing any specific role.
Supposing a Military or Dual-User LEO mission, the data types processed by the system and
the related sensitivity2 with respect to confidentiality, integrity, and availability could be
considered, as example, the following:
User data:
• Spacecraft telecommands: low confidentiality3, high integrity, high availability;
• Spacecraft telemetries:
o Housekeeping telemetries: low confidentiality, high integrity, high availability;
o Payload telemetries: high confidentiality, low integrity, high availability.
Security Function data:
• Cryptographic keys: high confidentiality, high integrity, high availability.
• Crypto system telecommands4: high confidentiality, high integrity, high availability.
2

data sensitivity will be highly specific to the customer or mission needs.
except those related to telecommands specific for crypto systems functionalities. In that case the level of
confidentiality shall be high (see the security Function data).
4
Telecommands used to manage the crypto system components.
3
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The specific environmental constraints and performance requirements of the spacecraft are
different from those typical of terrestrial computers systems. The following aspects should be
considered as representative of a space system:
• communication channel delays, between the Spacecraft and the Mission Control
Center, during a data exchange session that, for a LEO mission, must be performed
within a short-time window (visibility period),
• stringent reliability requirements with no maintenance possible once in flight,
• environmental physical effects due to the electromagnetic environmental radiation
spread, in example, through the solar energy, that can interferes with the operation
and effectiveness of electronic systems and communication data links.
5.2. Spacecraft security controls and requirements
Security Guide For Mission Planners encompasses a set of controls that have been tailored to
the most common needs of space systems, ground operations systems, and development
facilities for spacecraft or ground systems. Each of these controls, numbered and grouped
according to their related ISO 27001 subject areas (A.5, A.6, A.7, …), either references
existing ISO 27001 controls, or lists objectives specific to space missions that are absent from
ISO 27001. The latter are those this paper will be focused on. Controls not specifically related
to an operative LEO mission (e.g. A.5.1.MP3 related to the safety risks to bystanders at
expected launch and landing areas) are not taken into account in this paper. Also security
controls, implemented for the ground component, will be considered in the case they enforce
the spacecraft security. Moreover, a specific section is dedicated to the cryptographic aspects
that underline several peculiarities of spacecraft security.
For each identified security control, the subject of this control will be identified in terms of
Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability. Each security control will then be mapped on the
CC security requirements. Security Functional Requirements will be addressed at level of
functional family and, when possible, also the implied assurance evidences (Security
Assurance Requirements) will be discussed.
Table 2. Security Controls and Requirements
Security Control
CIA Security Attribute
Objective
A.5 Security policy > A.5.1 Information security policy
A.5.1.MP2: Security
Availability of the:
controls should give
• spacecraft components,
highest priority to the safe
• crypto-system telecommands,
operation of the
• cryptographic keys,
spacecraft, and the safety
• housekeeping telemetries.
of the occupants in the
case of manned
spacecraft.
A.5.1.MP4: Security
Even though this is a management
controls for space systems control type, it leads to look to technical
should be designed so as
solution to ensure the availability of the
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Security requirements
Spacecraft
Ground System
Fault tolerance
(FRU_FLT)
Security audit
event storage
(FAU_STG)
Availability of
exported TSF data
(FPT_ITA)
Management of
functions in TSF
(FMT_MOF)

Fault tolerance
(FRU_FLT)
Security audit
event storage
(FAU_STG)
Availability of
exported TSF data
(FPT_ITA)
Management of
functions in TSF
(FMT_MOF)
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not to inhibit mission
accomplishment. A
mission that places a
higher priority on
avoiding a security breach
than on accomplishing the
mission objectives should
clearly
state so in the mission
security policy.

spacecraft components and their
operations.
If the higher priority on avoiding a
security breach than on accomplishing
the mission objectives is not expressly
declared, the spacecraft commanding
system (as example) could provide
specific telecommands to be carefully
used in emergency conditions (a satellite
failure) to disable/bypass the whole onboard security system.

Management of
security attributes
(FMT_MSA)
Revocation of
security attributes
(FMT_REV)
Security attribute
expiration
(FMT_SAE)
Management of
TSF data
(FMT_MTD)

A.5.1.MP5:
See point b) at the Cryptographic Requirements section.
Consideration should be
given to employing
security controls for space
systems that are suitable
for operations and
maintenance throughout
the duration of the
mission lifecycle, to the
extent known. (For
example, selection of
cryptographic methods
should take into account
the increasing
computational resources
which are available to
potential attackers and
which may render current
methods obsolete in time.)
A.10 Communications and operations management > A.10.8 Exchange of information
A.10.8.MP4:
This is a general control that potentially Configuration
Consideration should be
has an impact on all the security
Management
given to employing
attributes (CIA).
Scope
security controls that
Security controls could be put in place
(ALC_CMS)
facilitate the use of cross- to address, within the mission’s security Operational user
support within the
policy, the evaluation evidences, such
guidance
mission’s security policy. as:
(AGD_OPE)
For example, the
• the Configuration List to correctly
communications
identify the components of the
architecture may need to
secure system.
anticipate the possible
• the security Operational User
occasional use of other
Guidance to use the security
organizations’ RF ground
system in its evaluated
stations.
configuration.
At any time, and not only when a
security warning event occurs, these
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Management of
security attributes
(FMT_MSA)
Revocation of
security attributes
(FMT_REV)
Security attribute
expiration
(FMT_SAE)
Management of
TSF data
(FMT_MTD)
Security
management roles
(FMT_SMR)

Configuration
Management
Scope
(ALC_CMS)
Operational user
guidance
(AGD_OPE)
Preparative
Procedures
(AGD_PRE)
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documents shall be used to manage the
spacecraft security. Note that the
identified security evaluation evidences
will cover an important role being the
only one way to perform the
maintenance of the secure system once
the spacecraft is in flight.
A.10 Communications and operations management > A.10.10 Monitoring
A.10.10.MP3: All
Integrity and Availability of the stored Security audit data
telecommand activity
events related to the security system
generation
should be logged.
telecommands activities.
(FAU_GEN)
The state and the activities logs of the
without the user
spacecraft crypto-units are generated
identity
and downloaded in real-time5 to the
association
ground station where the telemetries are
collected and made available to possible
audit selection, analysis and review
processes (it depends by the accuracy of
the audit security function is being
implemented at the ground station).

A.10.10.MP5: Space
Integrity of the downloaded
Time stamps
systems and ground
telemetries.
(FPT_STM)
systems should provide
Downloaded telemetries shall report a
time synchronization
“synchronized” (more in general
capabilities in order to
“reliable") timestamp.
provide accurate
situational awareness for
coordinating operations.
Spacecraft telemetry
should provide indication
of spacecraft internal
time. Ground systems
should calibrate the time
reported in spacecraft
telemetry.
A.11 Access Control > A.11.6 Application and information access control
Availability and Integrity of the onFunctional
A.11.6.MP2: Space
specification
systems should provide a
board crypto system processed data.
dedicated (isolated)
The on-board crypto system dedicated
(ADV_FSP)
telecommands shall be considered
TOE Design
computing environment
for critical vehicle control critical: keys, used to protect the
(ADV_TDS)
functions, separate from
communication between board and
Security
that used for other inground, are menaged by telecommands
Architecture
specifically addressed to the on-board
(ADV_ARC)
flight computing
functions.
crypto system. The on-board crypto
5

Security audit data
generation
(FAU_GEN)
Security audit
analysis
(FAU_SAA)
Security audit
review
(FAU_SAR)
Security audit
event selection
(FAU_SEL)
Security audit
event storage
(FAU_STG)
Time stamps
(FPT_STM)

Functional
specification
(ADV_FSP)
TOE design
(ADV_TDS)
Security
Architecture
(ADV_ARC)

The spacecraft decryption unit decrypts and authenticates all the incoming telecommads during the uploading
of the Mission Time Line (before they are routed to the Satellite Management Unit).
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system authenticates and decrypts all the
incoming telecommands. Those
telecommands recognized as for the
management of the crypto unit status
and operations are directly processed by
the on-board crypto unit itself. The other
telecommands are routed to the Satellite
Management Unit. The on-board crypto
system boundary, its functioning and its
security architecture properties (selfprotection, domain separation, and nonbypassability) need to be clearly
identified.
A.12 Information systems acquisition, development and maintenance > A.12.2 Correct processing in
applications
A.12.2.MP2: Space
Integrity transmitted telecommands.
Replay detection
Replay detection
systems should detect the
Protection against replay attacks is a
(FPT_RPL) for the (FPT_RPL) for the
loss, resequencing, or
mandatory requirement for space
security functions
security functions
data.
data.
attempted replay of
mission telecommand when
received telecommands.
implementing authentication or
Inter-TSF user data Inter-TSF user
integrity transfer
data integrity
authenticated encryption function.
protection
transfer protection
In general, even though CC make
difference between the protection of the (FDP_UIT) for the (FDP_UIT) for the
Security Functions data and the User
user data.
user data.
Protocol
Data, the corresponding implemented
specifications from Protocol
spacecraft security mechanism is
unique.
“Space Data Link
specification from
Security Protocol”. “Space Data Link
See the Replay
Security Protocol”.
Protection
See the Replay
mechanism for the Protection
Authentication
mechanism for the
Function.
Authentication
Function
A.12.2.MP3: Space
Integrity and Availability of of the
See A.12.2.MP2
A.12.2.MP2
systems should provide
transmitted data.
the capability to authorize Sequence number and sequence number
execution of individual
window are security mechanism used to
telecommands according
implement the anti-replay function for
the telecommands data flow as defined
to a
defined time window.
by the CCSDS security standards.
A.12.2.MP4: Ground
Integrity and Availability of the
See A.12.2.MP2.
See A.12.2.MP2.
systems should detect the
transmitted data.
loss or data corruption of
See A.12.2.MP2.
received telemetry.
Even though the anti-replay is not
perceived as critical for telemetry in
civilian space missions, for a Military or
Dual Use mission, the anti-replay
protection of the spacecraft telemetries
could be considered mandatory.
A.12 Information systems acquisition, development and maintenance > A.12.3 Cryptographic controls
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A.12.3.MP2: Space
systems and ground
systems should provide
cryptographic
authentication in order to
protect telecommands.
Keyed authentication
should be used so that the
receiving end
can verify the identity of
the source and the data
integrity of the
telecommand

Integrity (and the authenticity) of the
transmitted data.
The CCSDS Security Protocol provides
for the use of authentication algorithms
to ensure the integrity of transmitted
telecommands and the authenticity of
the telecommands data source.

A.12.3.MP3: Space
systems and ground
systems should provide
for encryption in order to
ensure the confidentiality
(where
required by policy) of
telecommands, telemetry,
audio, and video data.

Confidentiality of the transmitted data.
The CCSDS Security Protocol provides
for the use of encryption algorithms to
ensure the confidentiality of the
transmitted telecommands.

A.12.3.MP4: Space
systems and ground

This is a general control that potentially
has an impact on all the CIA security
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Data
authentication
(FDP_DAU)
Internal TOE TSF
data transfer
(FDP_ITT)
Internal TOE TSF
data transfer
(FPT_ITT)
Cryptographic key
management
(FCS_CKM)
Cryptographic
operation
(FCS_COP)
See protocol
specifications [7] (
Authentication
Function).

Data
authentication
(FDP_DAU)
Internal TOE TSF
data transfer
(FDP_ITT)
Internal TOE TSF
data transfer
(FPT_ITT)
Cryptographic key
management
(FCS_CKM)
Cryptographic
operation
(FCS_COP)
Note: no user
authentication
mechanisms
(correnspoding to
the FIA_UAU
family
requirements) are
considered. The
spacecraft only
authenticate the
telecommand
source, no
user/roles are
defined on-board.
See protocol
specifications [7] (
Authentication
Function).
Internal TOE TSF
data transfer
(FDP_ITT)
Internal TOE TSF
data transfer
(FPT_ITT)
Cryptographic key
management
(FCS_CKM)
Cryptographic
operation
(FCS_COP)
See protocol
specifications [7]
(Encryption
function)

Internal TOE TSF
data transfer
(FDP_ITT)
Internal TOE TSF
data transfer
(FPT_ITT)
Cryptographic key
management
(FCS_CKM)
Cryptographic
operation
(FCS_COP)
See protocol
specifications [7]
(Encryption
function)

N.A.

N.A.
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systems should use
cryptographic
components
(including software,
where appropriate) that
have been validated for
correctness
by an external third party
according to recognized
criteria (e.g., Common
Criteria or FIPS 140).

attributes.
According to this control the CC
evaluations and certification process
could be performed on a specific
cryptographic component belonging to
the satellite security system (on-board
and ground components). It is important
to note that details of cryptographic
implementation within each
cryptographic component are outside
the scope of the CC. Instead, national
standards, like FIPS 140-2 give the
specifications for cryptographic
modules, and various standards specify
the cryptographic algorithms in use.
Due to the high degree of coupling
between the on-board and ground
cryptographic mechanisms, the
cryptographic components architecture
would suggests a CC certification of the
overall cryptographic system. The
certification evidences could be
eventually enhanced by a FIPS
validation of the crypto core module
within each system component
implementing the defined cryptographic
algorithm.
See A.12.2 and
See A.12.2 and
A.12.3.MP5: Space
Confidentiality, Integrity and
systems and ground
Availability of the transmitted data.
A.12.3 MP2..MP4
A.12.3 MP2..MP4
systems should protect
Data field of crypto system
cryptographic keys used
telecommands includes the encryption
for telecommands and
keys used to protect the sensible data
telemetry against key
from disclosure and modification. These
recovery by unauthorized
keys are changed and updated by means
parties.
of Over the Air Rekeying (OTAR)
mechanism. Therefore, the scope of the
security controls defined for A.12.2 and
A.12.3 MP2..MP4 and ensuring the CIA
attributes can be extended to the
cryptographic keys.
A.12 Information systems acquisition, development and maintenance > A.12.5 Security in development and
support processes
A.12.5.MP3: Spacecraft
Integrity of the crypto system HW and
TSF self-test
TSF selftest
(FPT_TST)
(FPT_TST)
ground test configurations SW components.
should validate the correct Crypto system on-board and ground
operation of security
components shall run a suite of self-test
controls for spacecraft
at the start-up, periodically and at an
communications
authorized request.
(especially for
See point c) at the Cryptographic
Requirements section.
telecommands and
telemetry).
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A.14 Business continuity management > A.14.1 Information security aspects of business continuity
management
A.14.1.MP2: Space
Availability of the crypto system
Fault tolerance
Fault tolerance
systems and ground
components.
(FRU_FLT)
(FRU_FLT)
systems should define
The on-board cryptographic system
FRU_FLT security
availability requirements,
shall have a redounded architecture
family
allowing the automatic activation of
requirements
and provide redundancy
in systems and/or
redounded components.
allows the
components as necessary
identification of a
to meet the defined
list of capabilities
availability levels.
that are needed to
be ensured when a
given failure
occurs. This list
could be
considered as a
specific
availability level
for a given failure.
A.14.1.MP3: Space
Availability of the crypto system
Fail secure
Fail secure
systems and ground
components.
(FPT_FLS)
(FPT_FLS)
The on-board cryptographic system
systems should ensure
that security controls are
shall preserve its secure state by means
re-established following a of automatic mechanisms such as the
recovery from a failure or watchdog mechanism ensuring
an interruption of
automatic resets at the expiration of a
communications.
given inactivity timer.
N.A.
Information flow
A.14.1.MP4: Space
Availability of the crypto system
control policy
systems operating in a
components.
Even though the Space Mission Planner
(FDP_IFC)
‘safe mode’, or in a
suggest the implementation of this
degraded capacity where
security controls may be
control at the space system, it could be
better to implement this control at the
nonfunctioning, should
permit only a limited set
ground side avoiding the possibility to
of telecommands until the have a whatever limitation in the
system is returned to
validation of the incoming
nominal operations.
telecommands.
A.15 Compliance > A.15.1 Compliance with legal requirements
A.15.1.MP2: Missions
Confidentiality of the crypto material.
Cryptographic key Cryptographic key
having international scope The key management infrastructure
management
management
should provide for
shall provide a secure key generation
(FCS_CKM) for
(FCS_CKM) for
operation of
and distribution mechanism. As
distribution
generation and
cryptographic controls in
example, considering a symmetric key
aspects
distribution
aspects
accordance
infrastructure, a hierarchy of symmetric
with export/import
keys, encompassing Master Keys, Key
restrictions and national
Encryption Keys and Traffic Protection
laws. The mission
Keys must be established
security policy should
define which are the
applicable laws,
regulations, and policies
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for the mission.

5.3. Cryptographic Requirements
Satellite system characteristics imposes specific requirements related to the cryptographic
functionalities. At this regards the following considerations have to be considered during the
cryptographic system design:
a) The use of a stream cipher over a block cipher allows an easily hardware
implementation with relatively few components and faster algorithm execution.
Moreover bit errors in the cipher-text do not propagate since bits are encrypted
individually, therefore only the corresponding plaintext bits are discarded. This quality
makes stream ciphers highly attractive for satellite applications, where bit-errors are
common;
b) The no maintenance possibility once the spacecraft is in flight leads to the requirement
for the cryptographic functionality to be operative for the overall system lifetime with
limited possibility to change configuration parameters (i.e. cryptographic keys
uploading). This constraint is strengthen by the use of FPGA module programmed
with the cryptographic algorithm implementation that does not allow the change of the
cryptographic algorithm in use. Specifically the cryptographic solution planned to be
embarked in a space missions requires to be resistant to cryptanalysis attacks for a
considerable time period (at least 10 years). For this reason, during the design phase,
also the Moore’s law that can have a profound impact on the total time spent to break
a cryptographic system, needs to be considered. Even though the crypto-periods could
be considered in the order of magnitude of months or few years6 (2 years for a LEO
Mission using AES CMAC 128 bits as authentication algorithm), space missions
provide thousands of on board cryptographic keys. This great number of keys leads to
plan short cryptoperiods and few rekeying operations. Both this two aspects enhance
the security respectively limiting the amount of data protected with a given key and
the key transmission operation that must be considered critical when the key
management activities are performed.
c) The updatable on-board keys may get corrupted onboard the spacecraft, for instance, due
to radiation spread through the solar energy. Therefore EDAC-protected memory, is
preferred in order to achieve fault-tolerance objectives. Cryptographic system self-test
shall include memory keys test that shall be performed reading the content of all the
locations and verifying the presence of a Single Event Upset (SEU) or a Multiple
Event Upset (MEU) signalled by EDAC mechanism. Even though the power
consumption is an important constraints in the spacecraft specifications, cyclic checks
are preferred in order to promptly detect and correct a SEU error. If a MEU occurs the

6

Cryptoperiod identified by the NIST within the 800-57 rev.3 publication for a generic environment and by the
ESA quantitative studies tailoring the crypto-period to the specific space mission constraints.
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error is detected but not corrected and the correspondent cryptographic key cannot be
used anymore.
d) Given that cryptographic keys are limited resources in satellite system, they have to be
used in the most efficient manner accordingly the defined cryptoperiods. At this
regard, cryptographic Key Management Systems for space mission with a simple
network topology, rely on a Symmetric Key Infrastructures (SKIs). Moreover a
limited number of static keys, so called Master keys, are pre-loaded with
PROM/EEPROM before the spacecraft is launched. Those Master keys can be used as
Key Encryption Keys (KEKs) to support the secure transfer from ground to space of
Session keys (also called Traffic keys), which are used to protect (by the means of an
authentication or an authenticated encryption function) the data transmitted on the
space links. It is important to note that the environment constraints of a satellite
system have also privileged the adoption of private-key cryptography rather than
public-key cryptography. Although this scheme facilitates key establishment, it has
several drawbacks. The first one refers to the public-key infrastructure (PKI) which
requires a Certification Authority (CA) to issue certificates to the public keys. Second, the
complexity of the computational operations required with this scheme involves much
more resources than symmetric-key primitives. Definitively, the efficiency in the
implementation of the public-key mechanisms on-board spacecraft needs still to be
verified.
e) Length of MAC field within telemetry and telecommand have to be defined basing on
tradeoff between protection (thus the confidentiality and integrity of the transmitted
information) and overhead (longer MAC leads to protection increase but, at the same
time, to overhead increase). In telemetry applications, the additional overhead incurred
by including a MAC in a frame is acceptable given the generally long length of the
frames (a few thousand octets). On the other hand, in telecommand applications where
the message to be protected, a TC transfer frame, has variable length ranging from 64
bits up to 1024 octets, the pressure to reduce overhead to the strictly minimal to
guarantee security may win the date.
f) The combination of the two security functionalities (encryption and authentication) is
required to be designed appropriately. Specifically the sequentially of the two
operation has to be considered. Cryptographic researches, implemented within
CCSDS standard considers more secure the application of authentication function after
the encryption. Moreover in considering the combination of authentication and
encryption, a potential design should provide similar crypto-periods for both
authentication and encryption function. It could even be explored the possibility to
share the length of the cryptographic material between authentication and encryption
such that the key management system is considerably simplified.
6. CONCLUSION
In this paper description of specific security aspects for a satellite system have been presented
and analyzed taking into account the peculiarities of the on-board environment with respect to
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the ones of common ground systems. It has been especially addressed the role of the crypto
system which assures the fulfillment of integrity and confidentiality requirements in the
communication between on-board and ground components. At the same time outcomes of the
paper shows as availability requirements is of greater importance in the satellite system due to
the un-replacement constraints of the onboard components.
The analysis of available standards, widely used to deal with ground system security aspects
(CC), in conjunction with specific satellite system standard and related informational
reference (CCSDS), has led to a mapping between security controls (specific of a satellite
system) and security requirements (at level of CC functional families). Moreover each control
has been analyzed in terms of its specific attributes (CIA) characteristics. A future work will
be the identification of specific CC security requirements at level of components within the
identified functional families.
Another future work will concern the emerging small-satellite technology focusing on the
security aspects related to the small-satellite constellation. In this context, it is reasonable to
assume the availability objectives would be achieved by spacecraft redundancy rather than the
on-board component redundancy. Moreover, considering each small satellite as a node of a
space network architecture, the implementation of mutual authentication mechanisms between
adjacent nodes would be of great interest (the classic KMS architectures would be totally redesigned considerably implemented at the space segment).
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Abstract. We propose a simple and relatively inexpensive method for the determination of the center
of gravity of small spacecraft. Due to its simplicity, the method is foreseen as a viable solution to be
adopted for the class of micro and nano-satellites, for which lowering the development cost is a major
driver element. This method, which can be ascribed to the class of the suspension methods, is based on
dual-axis inclinometers readings. By performing two consecutive suspensions from two different points,
the CoG is determined, ideally, as the intersection between two lines which are uniquely defined by the
respective rotations, provided that a physical constrain over the rotation axis is satisfied. The proposed
algorithm is also suitable for addressing error propagation and sensitivity analyses: expected 1-σ
errors are in the order of 1 mm or lower.

1

INTRODUCTION

The growing interest for the development of light, small, highly capable spacecraft (S/C) platforms for
a wide range of missions demands for a boost in performances with respect to the standards
established by the multitude of low-cost micro/nanosats, often developed as part of university
educational programs, which have been dominating this segment in the last two decades. In this
respect, it is well known that accurate attitude and orbit control systems rely on the precise knowledge
of the spacecraft centre of gravity (CoG). However, for such S/C class, whose development is highly
cost-driven, the methods commonly employed for large spacecraft [1], where high accuracy is
obtained employing rather complex and expensive equipment, may not be applicable. Thus, cost
effective and easy-to-implement alternatives shall be pursued.
In this paper we present the mathematical framework for a CoG determination method belonging to
the class of the so-called suspension methods. Such methods rely on a basic principle: by suspending a
body from a point, if the body CoG does not lie on the suspension line, the body will undergo a
rotation towards an equilibrium condition which realizes such alignment. In the foreseen method the
measured quantities are the output of two inclinometers placed upon on a flat surface of the satellite.
Based on classic rigid body attitude representations, the angular measurements are combined in order
to compute the vector stemming from the point of suspension (SP) which runs towards the CoG. The
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peculiarity of the proposed solution lies in that the rigid body angular displacement is given by
combining information expressed in two different attitude parametrizations, both widely used in the
technical literature, which are the Direction Cosine Matrix (DCM) and the Euler axis-angle (see e.g.
[2]). The suspension procedure is then repeated on a different satellite face, thus determining a second
unit vector. In principle, in an idealized, error-free measurement environment, the CoG would be
uniquely defined as the point of intersection between the two unit vectors. However, due to
measurement errors, this will not be the case as the lines will not be co-planar in general. Therefore the
proposed method postulates that the CoG lies at the middle point of the minimum distance segment
between the two lines.
The paper is organised as follows: first, the context and a brief description of the method is outlined,
followed by the detailed description of the analytical procedure for the CoG computation. Then, an
error propagation analysis is presented, which allows evaluating the estimation error as a function of
the accuracy in the inclinometers readings and knowledge of the suspension points position. The
analysis, based on the covariance propagation principle, is then validated by means of Monte Carlo
simulations. Further, as a by-product of the covariance analysis, a criterion is presented for choosing a
convenient configuration of the suspension points such to limit the magnitude of the CoG estimation
error with respect to the given measurement errors. Finally, conclusions are drawn and a possible
follow-up activity is outlined.

2 THE DOUBLE SUSPENSION METHOD IN BRIEF
Suppose that two couples of angular readings are made available from two consecutive spacecraft
suspensions. We call the angles (𝛼1 , 𝛽1 ), and (𝛼2 , 𝛽2 ) respectively. The configuration is schematically
depicted in Figure 1, for a box-shaped satellite.
Then:
a) Recognize that cos 𝛼 and cos 𝛽 can be related to two elements of the DCM relating the body
fixed frame and the laboratory fixed frame.
b) A minimum set of three independent parameters is required to uniquely describe a certain
rigid body rotation. Two of them are represented by the direction cosines. The third element is
a rotation constrain applicable to the Euler rotation axis which should lie orthogonal to the
local vertical.
c) Combine the Euler rotation axis and DCM related information to gather an equivalent set of 3
elementary rotations of the 3-1-3 kind.
d) Once the two rotations are uniquely determined, compute the vectors SP1-CoG and SP2-CoG.
e) Compute the segment of closest approach for the two lines; identify the CoG as its midpoint.
The mathematical details to perform the above steps are given in the Section 3.

2
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𝛽
𝑧
𝛼
𝑦
𝑥
Figure 1: Basic setup for S/C CoG measurement based on the suspension method and dual inclinometers
(represented as black boxes in the right hand side picture).

3 OUTLINE OF THE ALGORITHM
According to the configuration shown in Figure 1, we assume that the cosine of the inclinometer
output (𝛼𝑖 , 𝛽𝑖 ), 𝑖 = 1,2 represent, respectively, elements (1,1) and (2,2) of the direction cosine matrix
(DCMi) expressing the orientation of the body fixed frame with respect to the laboratory fixed frame.
This is equivalent to assume that the inclinometer axes (𝑥̂𝑎 , 𝑦̂𝑎 ) are aligned to the body axes (𝑥̂𝑏 , 𝑦̂𝑏 ).
This is not a restrictive assumption since, in case of more irregularly shaped bodies for which such
alignment cannot be conveniently achieved, we shall replace (𝛼, 𝛽) with (𝛼 − 𝛼0 , 𝛽 − 𝛽0 ), where
(𝛼0 , 𝛽0 ) are defined as cos𝛼0 = 𝑥̂𝑏 ∙ 𝑥̂𝑎 and cos𝛽0 = 𝑦̂𝑏 ∙ 𝑦̂𝑎 .
It is well known from rigid body kinematics, that a minimum set of three independent parameters is
required to uniquely describe a certain rotation. Two of them are the direction cosines cos 𝛼 and cos 𝛽.
The third element is given by a rotation constrain deriving from a heuristic consideration: if the
suspension rope has a certain torsional rigidity, we can expect that the Euler rotation axis, 𝒆̂ =
(𝑒1 , 𝑒2 , 𝑒3 ), will lie on the plane of the inclinometers. Mathematically, this translates into: 𝑒3 = 0.
We now need to combine the two pieces of information in terms of DCM elements and Euler axis
constrain in order to uniquely determine the physical rotation. To this end, a third parametrization is
used, i.e. a set of 3 elementary rotations of the 3-1-3 kind. We call the corresponding rotation matrix
𝑹𝟑𝟏𝟑 (𝝋, 𝝑, 𝝍), which reads:
cos 𝜓 cos 𝜑 − sin 𝜓 cos 𝜗 sin 𝜑
𝑅313 (𝜑, 𝜗, 𝜓) = [−sin 𝜓 cos 𝜑 − cos 𝜓 cos 𝜗 sin 𝜑
sin 𝜗 sin 𝜑

cos 𝜓 sin 𝜑 + sin 𝜓 cos 𝜗 cos 𝜑
− sin 𝜓 sin 𝜑 + cos 𝜓 cos 𝜗 cos 𝜑
−sin 𝜗 cos 𝜑

sin 𝜓 sin 𝜗
cos 𝜓 sin 𝜗 ]
cos 𝜗

( 1)

Adopting this parametrization is convenient for our purposes since it directly relates to the Euler
axis/angle parametrization (𝒆̂, Φ) through the following equations (see [2]):
cos

Φ
𝜗
𝜑+𝜓
= cos cos
2
2
2

3

( 2)
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𝒆̂ =

sin 𝜗 (cos 𝜑 + cos 𝜓)
1
[ sin 𝜗 (sin 𝜑 − sin 𝜓) ]
2 sin Φ
(1 + cos 𝜗) sin(𝜑 + 𝜓)

By prescribing 𝑒3 = 0, from the last of Eq. (2) follows sin(𝜑 + 𝜓) = 0, i.e.:
𝜑+𝜓=0

( 3)

From the first of Eq. (2), directly follows that 𝜗 = Φ, which means that the Euler angle is coincident to
the 2nd rotation angle of the 3-1-3 elementary set.
To compute the value of Φ, we start from the known elements of the rotation matrix, i.e. 𝑅313 (1,1) =
cos 𝛼 and 𝑅313 (2,2) = cos 𝛽. By summing up 𝑅313 (1,1) + 𝑅313 (2,2) and exploiting some
trigonometric identities, it follows that:
𝑅313 (1,1) + 𝑅313 (2,2) = 1 + cos Φ

( 4)

cos Φ = (cos 𝛼 + cos 𝛽) − 1

( 5)

Thus:
The first element of the Euler axis, can be written, in virtue of 𝜗 = Φ, as:
1
𝜑+𝜓
𝜑−𝜓
𝜑−𝜓
) cos (
) = cos (
)
𝑒1 = (cos 𝜑 + cos 𝜓) = cos (
2
2
2
2

( 6)

Since 𝜑 + 𝜓 = 0.
From Eq. (6) and noting that:
𝑅313 (1,1) − 𝑅313 (2,2) = (1 − cos 𝜗) cos(𝜓 − 𝜑) = (1 − cos 𝜗) cos(2𝜓)

( 7)

One finds:
cos(2𝜓) =

(cos 𝛼 − cos 𝛽)
(cos 𝛼 − cos 𝛽)
=
(1 − cos Φ)
2 − (cos 𝛼 + cos 𝛽)

( 8)

It follows:
1 + cos(2𝜓)
1 − cos 𝛽
cos(𝜓) = ±√
= ±√
(cos
2
2−
𝛼 + cos 𝛽)

( 9)
1 − cos(2𝜓)
1 − cos 𝛼
sin(𝜓) = ±√
= ±√
2
2 − (cos 𝛼 + cos 𝛽)

Eqs. (8) and (9) degenerates for 𝛼 = 𝛽 = 0: this means that the CoG is already aligned with the point
of suspension, which therefore needs to be moved.
Furthermore, Eq. (9) leaves the signs undetermined; they can be retrieved from inspection of Eq. (1)
by noting that it is equivalent to determine the signs of 𝑅313 (1,3) ≔ 𝑥̂𝑏 ∙ 𝑧̂𝑖 and 𝑅313 (2,3) ≔ 𝑦̂𝑏 ∙ 𝑧̂𝑖
(the sign of 𝜗 = Φ can be freely chosen, as a change of sign of Φ changes also the signs of all three
components of 𝐞̂, thus representing the same physical rotation) whose signs in turn depend on the
signs of 𝛼 and 𝛽.
Then, the first two components of 𝒆̂ simplify to:
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1
1 − cos 𝛽
𝑒1 = − (cos 𝜑 + cos 𝜓) = cos 𝜓 = ±√
2
2 − (cos 𝛼 + cos 𝛽)

(10)
1
1 − cos 𝛼
𝑒2 = (sin 𝜑 − sin 𝜓) = −sin 𝜓 = ∓√
(cos
2
2−
𝛼 + cos 𝛽)

The Euler axis is now determined. The DCM matrix mapping vectors from the laboratory frame to the
spacecraft body frame can be eventually computed from standard attitude parametrization formulas [2]
through:
T

DCM = cos Φ 𝐼 + (1 − cos Φ)𝒆̂1 𝒆̂1 − sin Φ [𝒆1 × ]

(11)

̂ , linking the
Once the rotation matrix is known, the body fixed components of the unit vector, 𝒖
suspension point and the CoM can be computed through:
̂ B = DCM𝒖
̂L
𝒖

(12)

̂ L represents the coordinate of the local vertical in the laboratory frame (i.e. [0,0,1]T in the
Where 𝒖
example depicted in Figure 1).
Upon substitution of Eqs. (5) and (10) into Eqs. (11) and (12) one may formally express the DCM and
̂ B in terms of the actual measured quantities, i.e. 𝛼 and 𝛽. This operation results however
unit vector 𝒖
into rather lengthy expressions which are skipped for brevity here: from now on, the algorithm will be
presented only in terms of the various intermediate quantities whose dependency over 𝛼 and 𝛽 is left
implicit.
Note that the procedure just outlined is applicable to both suspensions, with only a minor modification
in that the second suspension occurs on a different point, i.e. after the S/C has been rotated: for
example, if the suspension points are taken on two opposite faces, there will be a 180° rotation,
represented through a matrix called 𝑅𝐵←𝐵′ . We thus need to combine the rotation from SP1 to SP2 with
the actual rotation #2. In other words, we may think that the DCM for rotation #2 relates the laboratory
frame to the “intermediate” frame B’ therefore we may denote it as DCM’. Consequently, we shall
specialize Eq. (12) above for the first (subscript 1) and second (subscript 2) suspension, as follows:
̂1B = DCM1𝒖
̂1L
𝒖
̂ 2B = 𝑅𝐵←𝐵 ′ 𝒖
̂ 2𝐵 ′ = 𝑅𝐵←𝐵 ′ DCM′𝒖
̂ 2L ≜ DCM2 𝒖
̂ 2L
𝒖

(13)

̂ iB are:
The parametric equations of the two lines passing through SPi and directed as 𝒖
̂1B 𝑡
𝐿1 (𝑡) = SP1B + 𝒖
̂ 2B 𝑠
𝐿2 (𝑠) = SP2B + 𝒖

(14)

where 𝑡, 𝑠 ∈ ℝ are the free parameters. Their intersection occurs when 𝐿1 (𝑡) = 𝐿2 (𝑠), or [3]:
SP1B + 𝒖
̂1B 𝑡 = SP2B + 𝒖
̂2B 𝑠

(15)

̂ 2B yields:
Subtracting SP1 from both sides and crossing with 𝒖
(𝒖
̂ 1B × 𝒖
̂ 2B )𝑡 = (SP2B − SP1B ) × 𝒖
̂2B

(16)

̂1B × 𝒖
̂ 2B ) and dividing by ‖𝒖
̂1B ×
We can now solve for the parameter t by dot-multiplying with (𝒖
2
̂ 2B ‖ to get:
𝒖
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𝑡∗ =

(𝒖
̂1B × 𝒖
̂ 2B ) ∙ (SP2 − SP1 ) × 𝒖
̂ 2B
‖𝒖
̂ 1B × 𝒖
̂ 2B ‖2

(17)

And, operating symmetrically for s yields:
𝑠∗ =

(𝒖
̂1B × 𝒖
̂ 2B ) ∙ (SP2 − SP1 ) × 𝒖
̂1B
2
‖𝒖
̂ 1B × 𝒖
̂ 2B ‖

(18)

A useful property of the above solution for the point of intersection is that, if the two lines are skew, as
it would certainly happen with actual noisy measurements, s* and t* represent the parameters of the
points of closest approach, i.e. the extremal points of the minimum distance segment. This suggests
the following definition for the CoG estimation from the double suspension technique, as the midpoint
of the segment of closest approach between the two suspension lines:
1

̂1B 𝑡 ∗ + SP2B + 𝒖
̂ 2B 𝑠 ∗ )
CoGB = 2 (SP1B + 𝒖

(19)

The above definition embeds two advantages: first, as we approach an idealized, error-free
experiment, the outcome of Eq. (19) tends to the intersection point between the two lines, i.e. the
“real” CoG. Second, the length of the segment of closest approach provides an intuitive, though
approximate, way to evaluate the uncertainty of the method, as one can interpret this length as the
diameter of an “uncertainty sphere” surrounding the estimated CoG point, which arises due to the
inherent experimental errors.
As said, the full expression for Eq. (19) is rather complex and of no easy interpretation: a more
readable outcome is obtained for the special case of planar rotation, such that one among 𝛼𝑖 , 𝛽𝑖 is null.
The resulting expressions for the CoG components are given in the Appendix.

4 ERROR BUDGET
The algorithm outlined in the previous section is suitable to carry out an error budget, i.e. the
assessment of the accuracy which shall be expected under actual experimental conditions. To this end,
a covariance analysis has been performed, whose main steps consists of:
a) Identification of the experimental sources of error;
b) Computation of the sensitivity of the analytical solution with respect to the error sources;
c) Computation of the overall accuracy in the assumption of independent error sources.
As for point a), it is quite straightforward to identify two sources of error in the CoG determination
algorithm, which are:
1. The angular readings from the inclinometers.
2. The position of the suspension points.
While point 1 is readily related to the sensor accuracy, therefore quite easily known once the sensor
has been identified, point 2 can be regarded as the combination of several factors mainly related to the
accuracy of the implementation of the planar rotation joint. This latter aspect is, however, beyond the
scopes of the present note.
For the sake of simplicity we assume that the sources of error are all unbiased and uncorrelated, such
that the overall accuracy can be computed as the quadratic sum of the individual error sources pj. Each
error contribution is assumed to be equal to the sensitivity coefficient multiplied by the respective rms
magnitude ∆𝑝𝑗 ; in summary:
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𝜺𝐶𝑜𝐺 = [𝜀𝑥𝐶𝑜𝐺
2

𝜕𝑥
= [√∑ ( 𝐶𝑜𝐺 ∆𝑝𝑗 )
𝜕𝑝𝑗
𝑗

𝜀𝑦𝐶𝑜𝐺

𝜀𝑧𝐶𝑜𝐺 ]𝑇
2

𝜕𝑦
√∑ ( 𝐶𝑜𝐺 ∆𝑝𝑗 )
𝜕𝑝𝑗
𝑗

2

𝑇

𝜕𝑧
√∑ ( 𝐶𝑜𝐺 ∆𝑝𝑗 ) ]
𝜕𝑝𝑗
𝑗

(20)

Where 𝑝𝑗 = 𝑥𝑆𝑃1 , 𝑦𝑆𝑃1 , 𝑧𝑆𝑃1 , 𝑥𝑆𝑃2 , 𝑦𝑆𝑃2 , 𝑧𝑆𝑃2 , 𝛼1 , 𝛽1 , 𝛼2 , 𝛽2 .
The partial derivatives of the CoG position components with respect to the different parameters have
been computed through a symbolic manipulator software: similarly to the expressions of the CoG
components, the full result is skipped here for brevity.
Note that, in general, the sensitivity coefficients are a function of the mutual configuration of the
suspension points. This fact will be soon exploited, as to make a convenient choice of their location.
In order to provide a numerical example to determine the expected accuracy of the proposed method,
we simulate the application of the algorithm to a box-shaped satellite of dimensions 30x30x40 cm. We
assume that the accuracy (1-sigma) of the selected inclinometers is rated at 0.1°, and that the accuracy
in the knowledge of the suspension points location is 1 mm. We further assume that the nominal CoG
position lies at coordinates CoGB = [20, 20, -10]T mm.
To validate the error covariance analysis a series of Monte Carlo simulations have also been set up:
the nominal values for the angular rotations 𝛼𝑖 , 𝛽𝑖 (corresponding to the prescribed CoG location) are
computed and later corrupted with simulated experimental errors in the form of additive, normally
distributed, pseudo-random noise with standard deviation equal to the measurement accuracy assumed
above (the coordinates of SPi are treated in a similar way). The corrupted angles and suspension points
coordinates are then fed to the algorithm and the resulting CoG location compared to the exact value.
Results are reported in Table 1 for both the covariance analysis and a set of 104 Monte Carlo
simulations.
As expected, the two approaches deliver comparable results. However, one may notice that the
accuracy in the estimation of the z-axis component of the CoG is sensibly lower than the remaining
two axes so that one may seek for the origin of such a dissimilar performance. Indeed, a deeper insight
into the expressions for the sensitivity coefficients may answer this question. From inspection of Eq.
(21) in Appendix one may see that, as the CoG approaches the geometric center of the S/C, i.e. in the
limit of 𝛼𝑖 , 𝛽𝑖 → 0, zCoG → ∞ while, xCoG and yCoG remain finite. The same happens for the
corresponding sensitivity coefficients w.r.t. 𝛼𝑖 , 𝛽𝑖 .
It is important to underline that this is a direct consequence of the assumed mutual configuration for
the suspension points: geometrically, we are basically attempting to intersect two lines which are
almost parallel, see Figure 2 left panel, yielding the evaluation of the CoG through an ill conditioned
operation (the denominators in Eqs. (17) and (18) go to 0).
Covariance Monte Carlo
propagation simulations
𝜀𝑥𝐶𝑜𝐺 [mm]

0.75

0.76

𝜀𝑦𝐶𝑜𝐺 [mm]

0.75

0.75

𝜀𝑧𝐶𝑜𝐺 [mm]

5.34

5.37

Table 1: Estimation error for a nominal CoG position [20, 20, -10] mm and opposite suspension points.
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Having identified the origin of the undesired behaviour, it is now quite straightforward to overcome it
by prescribing a different configuration for the suspension points, e.g. lying over at centroids of two
orthogonal sides (rather than opposite ones). This way, from inspection of Eq. (22) one can easily see
that the all three CoG components remain finite for 𝛼𝑖 , 𝛽𝑖 → 0. The effectiveness of such an approach
finds confirmation through MC simulations, whose results show now comparable accuracies over the
xCoG, yCoG and zCoG coordinates (see Table 2).
Should the expected location of the CoG significantly depart from the S/C centroid, the above
argument may be generalized, at least qualitatively, by stating that the location of the suspension
points should be chosen as to guarantee that the estimated CoG is found as far as possible from the
line SP1-SP2.

Figure 2: Visual representation of the intersection of lines method for CoG determination for two different
configurations of the suspension points, opposite (left panel) and orthogonal (right panel).

Covariance Monte Carlo
propagation Simulations
𝜀𝑥𝐶𝑜𝐺 [mm]

0.89

0.74

𝜀𝑦𝐶𝑜𝐺 [mm]

1.06

1.04

𝜀𝑧𝐶𝑜𝐺 [mm]

1.03

1.02

Table 2: Estimation error for a nominal CoG position [20, 20, -10] mm and orthogonal suspension points.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND OUTCOME
In this note, we presented the theory for a simple and relatively inexpensive method to determine the
center of gravity of small spacecraft, which belongs to the class of the suspension techniques.
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Based on rigid body kinematics, a solution to the problem of CoG determination has been provided
which, starting from angular measurements gathered through inclinometers, finds the position of the
CoG as the midpoint of the segment of closest approach between two lines passing through the
suspension points.
The expected accuracy of the method has been assessed by means of an error covariance analysis and
further validated through Monte Carlo simulations, yielding expected 1- errors in the order of 1 mm
or less, under reasonable assumptions on the accuracy of the inclinometer measurements and the
quality of the planar rotation joint used at the suspension points.
By exploiting the covariance analysis, a criterion for the choice of the suspension points was also
presented to avoid the occurrence of unfavourable geometric configurations which otherwise would
amplify the estimation error.
The proposed method has the merit of relative simplicity and its accuracy meets the typical needs of
microsatellite missions. Nevertheless, the theory may be improved, for example by searching for a
more rigorous definition for the CoG location and identification of its formal error ellipsoid, once the
two suspension lines have been computed (i.e. following a different argument than the midpoint rule
presented herein).
The natural follow-up will be the experimental implementation of the method envisaged herein.

APPENDIX: EXPLICIT SOLUTION FOR THE PLANAR ROTATION CASE
As mentioned in Section 4, the computation of the CoG through Eq. (19) is amenable to a relatively
compact solution in the assumption of planar rotation, i.e. assuming that CoG lies whether onto xb - zb
plane or onto yb - zb plane.
Let us assume that 𝛼𝑖 = 0; by carrying on the calculations of Eqs. (13), (17), (18) and (19) the
coordinates of the CoG turn into the following, for the cases of a) suspension points located at the
center of two opposite S/C faces and b) suspension points located at the center of two orthogonal S/C
faces.
a) SP1 = [0 0 200] T mm; SP2 = [0 0 -200]T mm
𝑥𝑆𝑃1 +𝑥𝑆𝑃2

CoGB ≈ −
[−

(21)

2
𝑦𝑆𝑃1 cos(𝛽1 ) sin(𝛽2 )+(𝑧𝑆𝑃2 −𝑧𝑆𝑃1 ) sin(𝛽1 ) sin(𝛽2 )−𝑦𝑆𝑃2 cos(𝛽2 ) sin(𝛽1 )

=

sin(𝛽1 −𝛽2 )
(𝑦𝑆𝑃1 −𝑦𝑆𝑃1 ) cos(𝛽1 ) cos(𝛽2 )+𝑧𝑆𝑃2 cos(𝛽1 ) sin(𝛽2 )−𝑧𝑆𝑃𝑞 sin(𝛽1 ) cos(𝛽2 )

]

sin(𝛽1 −𝛽2 )

0

0.4 sin(𝛽1 ) sin(𝛽2 )

=
[

sin(𝛽1 −𝛽2 )
0.2 cos(𝛽1 ) sin(𝛽2 )+0.2 sin(𝛽1 ) cos(𝛽2 )
sin(𝛽1 −𝛽2 )

b) SP1 = [0 0 200] T mm; SP2 = [0 -150 0]T mm
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𝑥𝑆𝑃1 +𝑥𝑆𝑃2

(22)

2
𝑦𝑆𝑃1 cos(𝛽1 ) cos(𝛽2 )+(𝑧𝑆𝑃2 −𝑧𝑆𝑃1 ) sin(𝛽1 ) cos(𝛽2 )+𝑦𝑆𝑃2 sin(𝛽1 )sin(𝛽2 )

CoGB ≈

=

cos(𝛽1 −𝛽2 )

[

𝑧𝑆𝑃2 cos(𝛽1 ) cos(𝛽2 )+(𝑦𝑆𝑃2 −𝑦𝑆𝑃1 ) cos(𝛽1 ) sin(𝛽2 )+𝑧𝑆𝑃1 sin(𝛽1 ) sin(𝛽2 )
cos(𝛽1 −𝛽2 )

0

]

0.2 sin(𝛽 ) cos(𝛽 )+0.15 sin(𝛽 ) sin(𝛽 )

1
2
1
2
−
cos(𝛽1 −𝛽2 )
]
=[
0.15 cos(𝛽1 ) sin(𝛽2 )+0.2 sin(𝛽1 ) sin(𝛽2 )
−
cos(𝛽 −𝛽 )
1

2

It is easy to verify that, for case 1), zCoG exhibits a singularity as 𝛽𝑖 approaches 0; this was also
anticipated at the end of Section 4, noting that the denominators of Eqs. (17) and (18) tend to vanish in
this geometric configuration, which should then be avoided.
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Summary. The last two decades have seen progressively growing immigration phenomena
across the Mediterranean Sea. Due to their location, southernmost Italian islands and shores
are natural destinations. To date, the humanitarian emergency is faced with a surveillance system that relies on ground-based information, air/sea patrols, and fishery/commercial vessels
reports. This approach has technical limitations that constrain the maximum acquisition range
and reduce their effectiveness under night/adverse weather conditions. Furthermore, patrols
have to respect the boundaries imposed by national water, thus limiting their area of operation.
Consequently the monitoring of a limited sea area (the Strait of Sicily) involves a considerable amount of men and means. Satellite surveillance has the potential to cover large areas
avoiding some (and in some cases all) of the limitations that affect conventional techniques.
However, unlike land sensors, satellites can hardly work in real time as their acquisitions have
to be planned in advance and typically the data can only be retrieved with a delay. Politecnico di Milano is currently funding the project “Space Shepherd” whose aim is to assess the
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feasibility of a system capable to merge and process the information coming from a number
of already-existing satellites. The idea is to use already existing satellites to remotely monitor
of the southern Mediterranean Sea, to detect and track of migrant vessels, and to support the
search-and-rescue operations. The ultimate aim is to report to the authorities the situational
awareness in the Southern Mediterranean Sea. A pivotal point in the accomplishment of the
aforementioned objectives is the capacity to schedule the satellite observations in order to maximize the covered area while minimizing the effort. Additional constraints are dictated by the
delays both in commands upload and images download and process. Overall sea coverage is
integrated with reconnaissance of definite locations, like known departure harbors or identified vessels under tracking. The paper describes the methodology developed to schedule the
observation of the Mediterranean Sea, using both SAR and optic satellites. Results for a set
of test scenarios enveloping possible situations in which the system will operate, in terms of
environmental conditions, vessel size, available satellites, are reported, along with a sensitivity
analysis of the performances.
1. INTRODUCTION
Earth Observation Satellites have been used for decades for multiple scientific applications,
ranging from environmental monitoring, to meteorology or map making [1]. Over the last years
their performances (most notably the resolution per pixel and the delivery time) have been progressively improved, enabling many commercial and scientific satellite to effectively operate as
reconnaissance satellite. Their applications, leaving aside dual-purpose military operators, include disaster monitoring, human right enforcement, border safety, and environment protection.
Monitoring immigrant flows across the Mediterranean Sea is another potential application for
satellite surveillance.
Satellites are not constrained by national boundaries and, can operate even in adverse weather
conditions. This comes at a price: satellite are not operated in real time, thus their observations
have to be scheduled in advance. Furthermore the costs associated to their construction, launch,
and operation makes them high-value assets, limiting the number of deployed units. In order to
successfully exploit satellites to effectively observe a phenomenon, their use must be carefully
planned [2].
When the event of interest is not localized over a specific spot, but is spread across a whole
geographical region, the timing and spacing of the observation become important. The Mediterranean Sea is about 2.5 million km2 ; even bounding the region of interest (for immigrants monitoring) to its Eastern Basin, the surface to be observed is still approximately 2200x750 km (1.65
million km2 ). A satellite during a passage can cover only a minimum percent of this region:
here the importance of scheduling the observations.
Two classes of sensors have been applied to both land and sea reconnaissance: synthetic
aperture radars (SAR) and optic sensors. The former can operate (almost) regardless of the
weather and light conditions whereas the latter, although subjected to environmental constrains
(daylight, cloud-free sky), allow for higher resolutions. Several scientific and dual use SARbased satellites are currently operational; each has specific performances and operative modes
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that could broadly be grouped into 3 main categories: spot (highest resolution, minimum covered area), stripe (average resolution, average covered area, typically a rectangle oriented alongside the satellite projected velocity, up to 50-100 km in width and hundreds of km in length) and
scan (lowest resolution, wider covered area). Remote sensing companies mainly rely on optic
satellite to acquire high-quality, map-accurate, high-resolution imagery of the Earth surface;
these sensors (essentially telescopes with digital cameras) can operate at much higher resolution than SAR sensors (up to .3 pixel/m) over smaller areas (<5x5 km). An a priori analysis of
the currently operational Earth Monitoring satellites has been conducted to evaluate the number
of (possibly) available assets, along with their performances and limitations (both technical and
political). Different sets of satellites, summarized in Table 1, have been introduced into a simulation framework (that also includes known and unknown vessels with realistic size and speed)
and their capacity to locate, identify and track the vessels has been evaluated and compared.
Sensors (type and performances) and satellites orbit are the main inputs used to assemble the

Italy
Italy & France
EU

SAR
Optic
COSMO-SkyMed 1 to 4
COSMO-SkyMed 1 to 4 Pleiades 1-A & 1-B, Spot 5 to 7
COSMO-SkyMed 1 to 4; Pleiades 1-A & 1-B, Spot 5 to 7;
Sentinel-1A; TerraSAR-X
Deimos 1 & 2
Table 1. Used satellites groups.

observation scheduling problem but, as in the real world, the performances of a satellite system are not just affected by its orbit and design; its ground segment determines how frequently
commands can be sent and data downloaded, thus command center and communication links
have been simulated and considered too [3]. Finally weather and lighting conditions have been
included. From the analysis of the duties of the sea surveillance units, two main classes of operative modes have been identified: monitoring and tracking/Search&Rescue. The former activity
is here defined as the observation of a predefined area in order to locate unregistered vessels; the
latter requires the system to follow a specific set of targets, evaluating their future position and
planning the satellite acquisitions accordingly. Due to the (partially) different nature of the two
tasks, the scheduling procedure has been tailored to each case, and satellite sensors has been
exploited in specific modes to improve the system performances.
2. Monitoring
Maritime surveillance using satellites must face several main obstacles in order to candidate itself as an efficient monitoring technique. Spacecraft are not free to move as their orbits
are predefined, thus the regions that they cover are known in advance and cannot be changed
(without considerable efforts). Furthermore, current sensors technology allows medium and
high resolution imagery only from LEO satellites, typically placed on Sun-synchronous orbits,
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resulting in 1-2 passages per day over or in the proximity of a given target. Moreover, the area
that they are able to acquire during a passage is a fraction of the nominal sensors range. Finally
collected data have to be downloaded and processed; ground station visibility is the key aspect
in determining how often the data can be received. A few, or poorly placed, stations could result
in delays up to 24 hours.
The combined effect of physical and technological constraints limits the effectiveness of a
satellite as maritime surveillance platform unless it is integrated into a larger network that has
both multiple satellites and ground stations around the globe. Still, increasing the number of the
satellites is not enough unless their operations are coordinated in order to ensure a distributed
coverage, thus avoiding multiple passages over the same area while leaving blind spots.
SAR-based satellites have the capacity to cover large stripes of sea on both sides of their
flight direction within a minimum and maximum elevation, thus they have been preferred for
this task [4]. The width of the swaths depends, among the other parameters, on the desired
resolution that is a function of the minimum length of the vessel of interest: the smaller the
ship, the smaller the width of the observed stripe. Ship size has been considered an input, and
has been determined by a statistical study of the available information on the vessels used by
immigrants’ smugglers.
The Mediterranean Sea surface has been discretized into a map M with specific cost values
v f (φ, λ) assigned to each tile or group of tiles according to a priority concept, thus making
a distinction between more interesting (due the available information on the immigration phenomena) and non-primary zones. The dimensions of the tiles are bounded to the width of the
sensor stripes. Thanks to the knowledge of the reference orbits it is possible to determine the extension of the area observed during a passage along with start and end times, o; the N satellites
passages within the geographical and temporal domain of interest define the set of observations
O. Each satellite is able to acquire a single swath per passage (in other words it can observe
only a subset of the full elevation range) s and, in order to avoid complex commands and maneuvers, the minimum and maximum elevation of the sensor beam during the acquisition have
been considered constant, see Figure 1. The subset of M within the sensor range during observation s is m and is composed of n tiles; ti,j is the denotation for the j-th tile of stripe i. Each
passage
Pncan be associated to a fitness value, given by the sum of the value of the covered tiles
fi = j=1 v(φ(ti,j ), λ(ti,j )). The fitness value has not been normalized over n to favor long,
continuous passages. Finally the fitness of the satellite observations S can be evaluated as the
sum of the value of the passages fi=1:N with the fitness associated to multiple-observed tiles
counted only once.
F =

ni
N X
X
i=1 j=1

v(φ(ti,j ), λ(ti,j ))δi,j where



δi,j = 1 if ti,j 6∈ mk ∀k = {1, · · · , N, k < i}
δi,j = 0 otherwise

(1)
The search for the set of satellite observations S that maximize the total fitness is a combinatorial optimization problem (a problem in which the set of feasible solutions is discrete or can be
reduced to discrete, and in which the goal is to find the best solution); grid search is feasible but
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COSMO-SkyMed 1
COSMO-SkyMed 2
COSMO-SkyMed 3
COSMO-SkyMed 4

T+16.7h
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T+5.22h
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Figure 1. Monitoring, Mediterranean Areas and Swaths division. Dashed lines mark the internal
division of the full sensor range into candidate swaths.
as the length of the reference timeframe increases, this approach is unpractical [5]. In principle,
any sort of search algorithm or meta-heuristic can be used to solve the problem; among the possible solvers, genetic search algorithms (GA) have been adopted thanks to their straightforward
implementation and adaptability; the drawback is that they are neither guaranteed to find an
optimal solution, nor are they guaranteed to run in polynomial time [6]. In order to reduce the
set of feasible solutions to analyze, the possible swaths have been constrained to occupy fixed
positions (instead of allocating them by allowing continuous variation of the elevation angles);
the maximum width and the nominal sensor range determine the total number of possible stripes
(z) within each observation o. This is coherent with typical SAR operation modes, where beams
are used to vary between specified ranges. The optimization variable
PN x is a boolean vector that
determines whether or not a stripe is used; its size Z is Z = i=1 zi . Z depends both on the
number of observations (function of the length of the timeframe and the simulated satellites)
and how tight are the swaths. For a single day simulation involving the 4 COSMO-SkyMeds
searching for 30 m vessels, Z is around 40. The number of possible solution can be evaluated
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through [7]:

Z!
(2)
N !(Z − N )!
For Z = 40 and N = 10 this leads to 848 millions of possible solutions. Linear inequality
constraints of the form Ax ≤ b have been used to impose that for every o only one of the
possible z(s) is used. Matrix A and vector b for a simple problem where n1 = 3, n2 = 2 and n3
= 2 are equal to


 
1 1 1 0 0 0 0
1
0 0 0 1 1 0 0
1


 


 
A = 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 b = 1
(3)
 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
 .. 
. . . . . . .
.
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0
C(Z, N ) =

The first N lines of A constrain the subsets of x to have at best only 1 non-null element. This
kind of structure has been adopted in order to allow the introduction of already-scheduled observations (lines where only one element in the matrix is non-null), see Sec. 2.2 ; A is Z × Z,
sparse and upper triangular. The cost function to be minimized is the ratio between the total
value of the mapped area and the evaluated fitness,
P
v
(4)
M inF un = M
F +1
where the +1 is to avoid to divide by 0 when a null solution is proposed.
2.1 Sea Monitoring - Test Case
A test problem has been created to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approach. The
planning algorithm has been applied to the 4 COSMO-SkyMed satellites for a 1-day monitoring
scenario involving 30 meters long unknown vessels. Considering both ascending and descending orbits, there are 10 passages that could be exploited; every passage stretches over nearly 600
km, whereas single swaths are less than 100 km wide. Figure 2 shows the convergence of the
solution fitness. Tests have been conducted to estimate the accuracy and the consistency of the
solver, by repeating the same scenario 100 times using different seeds to start the GA, see Table
2. In general the solver does not converge to the best known solution; this is due to the GA parameters (population, number of generations and convergence tolerance) that, at this stage, have
been chosen to enhance simulation speed over accuracy. Another aspect that influences the convergence is the spatial resolution used to create M. More specifically low resolution maps could
lead to inaccurate evaluations of the area to be covered, increasing the number of tiles marked
as "overlapping" form swaths attributed to different satellites; that would result in inconsistencies in the total fitness evaluation. Achieved coverage experiences significant variation among
the proposed solutions; this is attributed to the GA fitness function that aims at maximize the
weighted coverage, not just the total surface. A sample solution for the test problem has been
reported in Figure 3. The swaths cover the 47.6% of the target area; there are overlappings
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4
3.8
3.6

Penalty value

3.4
3.2
3

Coverage [%]
Min
41.75
Mean
46.23
Max
49.43
Std Dev
1.55

2.8
2.6
2.4
2.2
2

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

Fitness [-]
1.9534
2.054
2.2376
0.061

Generation

Figure 2. Typical GA convergence.

Table 2. Coverage and fitness range

between ascending (SE-NW oriented) and descending observations (NE-SW). The simulated
scenario included 8 unknown vessels, 6 docked and 2 at sea at the beginning of the simulation.
Many commercial vessels have been observed, as well as 2 unidentified vessels. Some vessels,
as C61, appear repeated times in the figure; satellites passages are not simultaneous, resulting in
possible multiple observation of the same vessel along its route. In order to maximize the swath,
resulting SAR resolution (at best 3-4 pixels per vessel) is too coarse to investigate harbors.
2.2 Scheduled Observations - Sentinel
Sentinel-1A is an ESA radar imaging satellite launched in 2014 as part of the Copernicus
program. The acquisition of its C-band SAR (covered areas, resolution and operative mode)
are planned and made available with several months notice. These already-scheduled observations have been introduced in the planner using the inequality equations; in the matrix form,
the Sentinel-related lines have only 1 non-null element, implying that the optimizer could either
take or ignore them. Due to Sentinel-1A large swath (that leads to high fitness values), the former solution is usually preferred, although its resolution could be too low to locate a candidate
ship with a reasonable degree of confidence. Figure 4 reports the sea coverage exploiting the
Sentinel observations (COSMO-SkyMed 1&2 have been removed for clarity).
3. Monitoring of Harbors
Ports and immigrants staging areas can be considered fixed, well defined targets where the
higher resolution of optic sensors would be of great aid in the identification of the ships and their
analysis. Pinpoint SAR modes could be used for the task, however due to the limited number
of active radar satellites, those resources have been assumed as dedicated to sea monitoring.
Optic satellites suffer from additional operative constrains; unlike SAR, they cannot operate
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Figure 3. Monitoring, planned swaths and observed vessels
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Figure 4. Coverage including Sentinel-1A scheduled observations
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Figure 5. Targets visibility

Figure 6. Optic satellites sensor range compared with candidate costal targets

without a source of light or clear sky. Planning the acquisitions of the optic satellites has been
addressed evaluating the possible passages over the target including simulated weather forecast
and visual conditions. Similarly to the SAR nominal-sensor-range/swath distinction, optical
satellites can acquire a limited portion of their nominal envelope [8], Figure 6. The nominally
covered area usually contains more than one target, however in order to observe more than one
spot per passage additional maneuvers would be necessary. This has been avoided imposing a
one-target-per passage constraint which has been enforced using once again matrix inequalities
in the form Ax P
≤ b. The x vector establishes if a specific satellite-target couple is exploited, thus
satellite
pi where pi is the number of targets observed during the i-th passage
its size is n = ni=1
of the satellite set. The A (n × n) matrix represents the correlation satellite-possible targets; the
i-th line determines how many targets (and which) could be reached during the i-th observation.
Due to its construction is mostly composed of null elements. Ports have been associated to a
numerical value p according to a priority list, evaluated according to an hypothetical (due to
lack of bibliography) probability distribution of the smuggler vessels (normalized); the higher
the value, the higher the chance to observe an unregistered vessel. The total fitness of the
proposed solution is equal to the sum of the value of the observed targets; multiple observations
are discarded and only the first one is accounted for, Eq. 5.
Fports =

N
X
i=1

v(targeti )δi where



δi = 1 if targeti 6= targetj ∀j = {1, · · · , i − 1}
δi = 0 otherwise

(5)

The function to be minimized using GA is the inverse of the total fitness normalized over the
number of observations.
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Table 3. Satellites-Targets couplings

Figure 7. Scheduled ports observations

4. Harbors Monitoring - Test Case
Planner capacities have been tested using a scenario involving 13 locations along the Libyan
coast and a set of 7 imaging satellites; satellite-targets coupling and time of the observation
have been documented in Table 3 (targets have been order along the coastline from left to
right). Figure 6 illustrates the boundaries of the areas observed by the satellites with respect
to the ground targets. All of the satellites are able to acquire images, however the simulation
highlighted that the Deimos 2’s passage couldn’t be exploited as its downlink time will be later
than the scenario endtime, thus making it unable to deliver the information. The value of the
targets has been summarized in Table 4. Simulation results are illustrated in Figure 7; the 5
Target Id
Value

1
.54

2
.08

3
.11

4
.01

5
.33

6
7
.04 .17

8
.18

9
.33

10
.12

11
.23

12
.01

13
.55

Table 4. Targets fitness value
highest fitness ports, Zuwarah (1), Misrata (5), Ras (9), Bayda (11) and Tobruk (13) have been
observed. At the time of the observations, 3 ships were docked in Tobruk and 1 in Bayda;
the delimited areas in the figure represent the extension of the observed regions. Only 5 of
the 6 possible satellites have been exploited, Deimos 1 observation has been neglected. This
is the result of the normalization of the fitness function over the number of observation. The
exploitation of Deimos 1 would add a low value target (the only high-ranking port within its
domain has been observed by another satellite) at the cost of 1 observation, leading to a worse
ratio between total fitness and number of observations.
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5. Tracking
Vessel tracking can be considered a dynamic version of the ports monitoring problem; optic
satellites are used and each target has a fixed fitness value; the elements of a set T of targets are
moving from known initial positions with a given (estimated) route and speed. The planner has
to organize the observations in order to acquire the sea region where the vessels are expected
to be according to the available data. The mean point of the probability distribution has been
considered as the location to be observed. The main problem is the evaluation of the future
position of the vessels, both due to limited and unpredictable accuracy of the initial conditions
(the ship could have been observed with a binocular from commercial vessel, thus resulting in
value indications or followed by a land radar, leading to an accurate estimation of its status) and
to the human factor (low reliability of the vessels, arguable nautical experience of the smugglers). The latter aspects can hardly be modeled and considered whereas, in order to take into
account at least the inaccuracies in the measurements, a simple 2D mathematical model of the
ship motion has been used within the time-discrete, Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) algorithm
[9, 10]. From an operative prospective, the planner is the same used for the ports, the only
difference is the estimation of the satellite-target relationships. Ship position is evaluated using the previous information and the EKF at the time of the satellite passage, thus determining
the conditions of the possible observation (lighting, meteorological, perspective). An example
of satellites-targets couplings for a test case has been provided in Table 5; Figure 9 reports
the different estimated positions for the same vessels due to different observation times; differences are mostly minimal as imaging satellites have similar orbit to exploit the best lighting
conditions (see also Figure 5, all the passages are concentrated in a 2 hours window), resulting
in passages at around the same time. This, combined with the vessels low speed, results in
similar propagated positions. Apart from the initial setup, the problem formulation used for
the vessels tracking is identical to the harbor monitoring one. Tracking have been subjected
to post-processings that have not been used during the monitoring phase; due to partially unpredictable motion of the vessels, updated data are used to improve and redefine the route of
the targets. Thanks to the updates evaluation of the ships position and route, their closest approaches with commercial vessels have been calculated. A simple geometric approach has been
used; cargo and fishery vessels must have an AIS (automated Identification System) device that
reports every few seconds their identification, position course and speed, thus their routes can
be considered as known variables.
5.1 Tracking-Test Case
A test case has been created using a the same group of 7 satellite adopted for the harbor monitoring example; the targets are 19 vessels. Initial positions and routes have been reported in
Figure 8. Ships whose name starts with double question marks (??) were at sea at the beginning
of the simulation, whereas names with structure "?-x-y" have been used to indicate the y-th vessel docked in port "x". Docked vessels departure time and route have been assumed as known;
anchored ships have just been used as test, to evaluate the planner capacity to include targets that
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have a time-conditioned behavior; in a real situation the a priori knowledge of a smuggler’s ship
departure time is unlikely. The targets have the same fitness value. The simulation timeframe
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Figure 8. Tracked vessels initial position
is the same used for the ports monitoring; also in this case the Deimos 2 observation cannot be
exploited due to its downlink time. Both Pleiades 1B and SPOT 6 have 2 useful passages close
to the outer boundaries of the region of interest, Figure 9. The circles represent the estimated
position of the vessels at the observation time (docked ships have been considered legitimate
targets only after their departure). A resume of the vessels inside each satellite sensor range has
been documented in Table 5. Planning results have been illustrated in Figure 10. The dashed
lines represent the route from the initial position till the satellite observation. The continuous
lines highlight the progressively growing extension of the propagated position uncertainty after
the observation with a 2 hours interval. All of the 8 available observations have been used. Convergence (as for the port’s monitoring case) is faster than the sea monitoring problem due to the
smaller size of the problem and better "discretization" of the possible outcomes. Fitness is not
derived by maps overlapping with possible rounding problems instead observations of specific
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Satellite
Pleiades 1A

Target Id
Time
10 to 16, 18, 19
T+10.3h
12, 18
T+9.55h
Pleiades-1B
1 to 4, 13, 15, 16, 19 T+11.13h
Deimos 1
13, 19
T+9.9h
SPOT 5
13, 19
T+9.2h
18
T+9.1h
SPOT 6
1 to 4
T+10.7h
SPOT 7
10, 11 to 15
T+9.8h
Table 5. Satellites-Vessels couplings
targets is a strictly boolean condition, thus leading to non-ambiguous results. The combination
of known vessels route (commercial ships, black continuous lines) and estimated path (tracked
targets) has been shown in Figure 12. The black circles and triangles indicate the positions
of the known and unknown vessels at time of the minimum distance. Vessels route and speed
have been considered constant in order to estimate the minimum crossing distance; due to environmental conditions and human factors, this is a reasonable approximation only for limited
timeframes (a few hours). Possible crossings have been reported when the minimum distance
is within 16 km, that is approximately the limit distance to spot an object that is 2 meters above
the sea level (as a tug) from a 10 meters elevated deck.
6. Simulation Framework
Test cases have been simulated using a dedicated framework, whose structure is summarized
in Figure 13; it can be broadly divided into two main classes of elements: the Space Shepherd
software and a collection of modules whose aim is to reproduce the environment where Space
Shepherd will operate. This includes known and unknown vessels, weather and sea conditions,
authorities, satellites and the image provider companies. The main task of the simulation is to
test the project by realistically reproducing its foreseen operative conditions whether they are
man-driven or not. Simulations have been carried out by considering a set of existing satellites
(both optic and SAR), a moving fleet of vessels, and the relevant environmental phenomena.
The Space Shepherd software mimics the same features provided by the simulator but with a
lesser degree of accuracy and with possible discrepancies and errors due to being designed with
different aims: simulation modules reproduce the phenomena whereas their Space Shepherd
counterparts only estimates them. As an example, within the simulation framework position and
motion of the vessels are known, but Space Shepherd has to estimate them using the available
data/observations. Thanks to satellites orbit propagation (thus their position function of time) is
possible to evaluate both their capacity to communicate with the Ground Stations and to acquire
images of specific areas. Consequently, coverage, revisit (two observations of the same vessel),
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Figure 9. Satellites sensor range compared
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Figure 12. Closest approach estimations.
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Figure 13. Simulation Framework
cycle times (time to perform a command uplink, image acquisition and data downlink) and
response times (average time to complete a cycle starting from a random time of the day) can
be determined. Space Shepherd has been designed to work into different operative modes, each
one with its own dedicated scheduling algorithms and tailored objectives.
7. Conclusions
A study has been conducted to assess the feasibility of using existing space assets to monitor
the migration flow in the Southern Mediterranean Sea. In order to quantify the performances of
such an integrated system, a simulator has been developed. This is made of a core module that
tries to extract informations on vessels position, velocity, and heading through elaboration of
optical and SAR images. The results show the merit of our intuition, the system being efficient
in terms of coverage gaps and cycle response times. The implemented planning algorithms,
although created to address a simplified scheduling problem, have shown that the planning itself is not a mayor obstacle in the creation of a satellite monitoring system. The system could,
if implemented with adequate resources, allow the observation of regions that are beyond the
range of fixed radar installations without the need for air or sea patrols, with limited costs due
to exploitation of existant assets. However this also represents its main limitation: the combination of differently build and operated satellites has performances (assuming equal number of
satellites) that are inferior to a dedicated constellation (that would need several years of devel-
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opment and billions to finance it). International cooperation is a fundamental prerequisite in
order to implement an efficient, satellite-based, sea surveillance systemto support immigrants
rescue operations.
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Abstract. Even though originally designed for testing frame-dragging as predicted by
general relativity, LARES satellite data are widely exploited also for Earth science. Being a
passive satellite, its contribution is expected to continue for several decades. Geodesy,
geodynamics and the International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF) use an ensemble of
techniques including Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR), Very Long Baseline Interferometry
(VLBI) and microwave tracking of Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS), to generate
scientific products useful in Earth System monitoring. Initially, passive geodetic satellites
pioneered, among other things, the determination of plate tectonic motion and the accurate
observation of the long wavelength gravitational field of Earth. The recent additions to this
group of passive SLR targets will result in further improvement of the reference frame, which
in turn will have an impact in many other areas, from global environmental monitoring to
more accurate GNSS positioning. In fact phenomena such as sea level change, global ice
melting and angular momentum exchange between the atmosphere and solid Earth provide
useful information for global climate change. The paper will present recent results in the field
of Earth science obtained with the contribution of LARES satellite data.

1

INTRODUCTION

The mission LARES, funded by the Italian Space Agency (ASI), has the goal to measure,
with unprecedented accuracy, frame-dragging near Earth [1]. It is a prediction of general
relativity manifested on the orbital plane of a satellite that is dragged of a tiny amount by the
rotation of a nearby massive body: Earth. The satellite was launched in 2012 [2] and since
then operations have run smoothly [3]. Orbital predictions, used to track the satellite from the
ground stations, are provided on a daily basis [4] to the International Laser Ranging Service
(ILRS) [5]. The satellite design has been optimized to reduce the effects of non-gravitational
perturbations on the satellite orbit. This design is not only essential for fundamental physics
experiments but also for geodesy, geodynamics and many other applications requiring a stable
target in orbit. The target accuracy for the measurement of frame-dragging requires a few
more years of data, to eliminate, through averaging, the effects of some periodic perturbations
of tidal origin. By contrast, in the field of Earth science the benefit of adding the new laser
ranged satellite is already evident as will be shown in the paper. The satellite position is
determined by measuring its distance from the ground stations by means of Satellite Laser
Ranging (SLR): laser pulses transmitted through a telescope towards the satellite are reflected
back to the station by the Cube Corner Retroreflectors (CCRs) mounted on the satellite
surface. By measuring accurately the timing and correcting for atmospheric delay effects it is
possible to reach subcentimeter accuracies, a few millimeters for the best sites. The CCRs
have the property of reflecting back towards the emitting station regardless of the satellite
orientation. This important property simplifies the design of satellites such as LARES because
no attitude control is required. LARES is in fact a totally passive satellite whose purpose is to
follow as closely as possible a geodesic of spacetime i.e., an orbit determined only by the
gravitational field.
2 LARES MISSION DESCRIPTION
LARES mission and satellite design have been optimized to test general relativity [6].
More specifically with LARES it will be possible to improve previous measurements of
frame-dragging [7,8] by one order of magnitude as shown by an error analysis [9] and several
Monte Carlo simulations [10]. Although frame-dragging is a tiny phenomenon in the solar
system [11] it is measurable around Earth with high accuracy thanks to the very accurate SLR
technique. Frame-dragging is produced by a current of mass-energy. In the case of the Earth,
its rotation drags spacetime and the inertial reference frames with it. The nodal line of an
orbiting object will be dragged in the same direction of the Earth rotation. In this case more
properly the effect is called Lense-Thirring effect from the name of the two physicists that
first derived it from Einstein’s equations of general relativity [12]. Unfortunately classical
effects will produce a much bigger shift of the nodal line, thus one of the tasks of the data
analysis is to estimate very accurately all the perturbations producing effects on the nodal line
and extract them from the measured data. An important contribution to the measurement is
provided by the GRACE mission that allowed reducing the uncertainties on the node line
motion due to classical gravitational harmonics to less than 1% for the higher harmonics
(starting from J6, i.e. degree 6 and above). Indeed in order to accurately measure the Lense-
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Thirring effect a constellation of satellites is required [13] since the solution proposed in [14],
with only one satellite in polar orbit, that in theory would have eliminated the effects of all the
even zonal harmonics, introduces other unacceptable uncertainties. The combination of data
from the two LAGEOS and the LARES satellites allow eliminating the effects of the first two
even zonal harmonics (J2 and J4) that are presently the biggest source of error in the
measurement. Besides their contribution to general relativity the three satellites can be used
for other studies in fundamental physics and in particular to test String Theories of ChernSimons type [15].
To reduce the effects of the non gravitational perturbations for the satellite, a minimized
value of the surface-to-mass ratio was decided for LARES [16], starting from a design similar
to that of LAGEOS with the main body constituted by two aluminum alloy shells and a heavy
metal core [17], passing through a concept design aimed at minimizing thermal thrust [18] to
the final challenging design in which a single spherical piece made of only tungsten alloy was
used [19].
3 LARES IN EARTH SCIENCE
The main objective of LARES satellite is to test general relativity, but due to the level of
accuracy required and to the presence of gravitational perturbations with period of several
months, the measurement at the final level of accuracy is not ready yet [20]. Conversely in the
field of Earth science we have already obtained improvements in the Earth Orientation
Parameters (EOP), station positions and low degree gravitational harmonics [21,22]. Another
application of SLR that benefits and supports Earth observation is the calibration of radar
altimeters on board of Earth observation satellite missions. The state of the art today in such
Precise Orbit Determination (POD) applications is at the 1 cm radial error and the stability is
approaching 1 mm/y [23]. In [24] are mentioned several absolute calibration campaigns for
the radar altimeters on board satellites, such as the historical Topex/Poseidon, Jason-1 and
ENVISAT missions, as well as the currently in orbit Jason-2. The station described is the
French Transportable Laser Ranging Station that has been located in several areas of the
Mediterranean Sea such as Ajaccio (Corsica), Lampedusa (Italy), and Crete [25, 26]. Due to
the proximity of the Mediterranean calibration sites (e.g. Ajaccio, FR and Gavdos, GR) to
several fixed SLR stations such as the French site at Grasse, the Italian, Matera station and the
Spanish site at San Fernando, the data collected at these sites are also crucial for the
generation of ultra-precise regional orbits over the calibration sites. The calibration of satellite
radar altimeters through SLR requires the presence of a retroreflector array on board these
satellites. For instance, Jason-2 (still in operation today), has 9-CCR array arranged in a
hemispheric mount as shown in Fig. 1. In contrast to LARES, Jason-2 has attitude control so
that the array is mounted and maintained in the nadir pointing direction. The eight reflectors
on the side of the mounting allow SLR tracking of the satellite also from stations that observe
the satellite while at low elevation. In this way it is possible to compare the distance acquired
using SLR with the one provided by the radar. The principles of calibration are easy but the
operations involved are much more complex. For an accurate calibration it is first required an
accurate position of the SLR stations. That can be achieved using a combination of data from
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the reconstructed orbits of the best geodetic satellites (the ones less affected by unmodeled
perturbations). LAGEOS 1 and 2 were the best up until the launch of LARES that has
demonstrated since the beginning residual accelerations about 2.5 times smaller. However the
high altitude of those satellites may introduce some problems. In [24] in fact because of the
two LAGEOS altitude of 6000 km and the small diameter of the telescope of the station
(15cm), only few laser pulses returns were detected. For that reason, it was decided to add
data from the STELLA and STARLETTE satellites orbiting at an altitude of about 800-1100
km. In this way 10 times more laser returns were acquired thus compensating for those
satellites’ drawback: they are more sensitive to the change of gravity field models, to their
uncertainties and they are affected by stronger non-gravitational perturbations (atmospheric
drag, Earth infrared, albedo and particle drag). The SLR data, unlike GNSS, are not
continuous because of several circumstances: low target elevation, high safe operation,
weather conditions, station maintenance, higher priority of other SLR targets etc.; that is why,
beyond using the experimental ranging data, it is required a dynamical model to be able to
determine the orbit with a radial accuracy at the level of a centimeter or less. The LAGEOS
data, and with a lower weight, the ETALON SLR data are used to determine similarly precise
orbits that are used exclusively to determine the International Terrestrial Reference Frame.

Figure 1: Jason-2 laser retroreflector array (image credits: NASA. From
https://directory.eoportal.org/web/eoportal/satellite-missions/j/jason-2#N1mmL13d4Herb)

3.1 Improved estimates of station positions with LARES data
The determination of a station position is obviously very important for calibration of
satellite radar altimetry, in fact by knowing the station distance from the Earth center and the
distance of the satellite from the station it is then possible to determine the distance of the
satellite from the Earth center of mass, thus allowing measuring the absolute sea level with
the required accuracy. Station positions and velocities are presently determined based on a
combination of space geodetic techniques: SLR, Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI),
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GNSS and DORIS [27]. The ITRF is thus realized by means of these station positions and
velocities.
In Fig. 2 are reported the improvements on the station coordinates of the ILRS obtained
with the introduction of LARES data in addition to the data from the two LAGEOS and
ETALON satellites (as is the case for the generation of the ITF). In green, blue and red are
shown the percentage of accuracy improvement in the X, Y and Z components of the
Cartesian coordinates of the ILRS tracking stations. The differences in the estimated
coordinates based only on the data of LAGEOS and ETALON versus the ones obtained with
the addition of LARES. The mean values and standard deviations of the improvement in the
three coordinates range from 7% to 70%, on average though typically around 20%.These are
updated results with respect to those published in [21,22] and reflect statistics over forty
stations.
3.2 Improved estimates of EOP and geocenter with LARES
The ITRF has by construction its origin at the Earth’s center of mass. Other reference
frames such as WGS 84 based mainly on GPS data are being aligned to the ITRF. Currently
the ITRF origin is defined solely by the SLR contribution in the combination process,
obtained using primarily the data from the two LAGEOS satellites and to a lesser extent those
from the two ETALONs. The improvement thus obtained from the addition of the LARES
data and reported in the previous section will also have a positive impact on definition of the
origin and the EOP associated with each ITRF model. In Fig. 3 is reported the contribution of
LARES to the improved accuracy in polar motion determination.
3.3 Study of global environmental changes with geodetic satellites
As mentioned earlier, the accuracy of radar altimetry is affected by calibration that is
provided with several techniques among which SLR stand for its superior stability in the mid
and long term. This stability is important for monitoring global environmental changes that
occur over decades. We have shown that LARES data will allow an improvement both in
station position and in ITRF determination that in turn will reflect in an improved accuracy in
radar altimetry POD and calibration. El Niño is an anomalous phenomenon in the equatorial
center/east Pacific Ocean, first observed by Topex/Poseidon in 90s. The measurement was
possible with the radar altimeter due to the thermal expansion of the water that increased sea
level up to about 20 cm. Today Jason-2 is similarly observing the phenomenon whenever it
recurs, e.g. this year (2015), with increased accuracy thanks to the more accurate orbit and
improved altimeter calibrations. The effect of El Niño manifested on short-term deviations of
the geocenter and irregular EOP variations can be monitored also directly with SLR data.
One way to look for environmental effects on global scale is to analyze the polar motion.
The motion is represented in an Earth fixed reference frame. The Earth's rotational axis
displacement occurs typically at about 0.1 m/day describing circles with diameters ranging
from few meters to about 15 m (550 milliarcsec) (1 mas corresponds approximately to 3 cm).
This is due to the Chandler wobble characterized by a period of about 435 days (plus an
annual wobble which happens in conjunction with the annual tide and other seasonal effects).
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Figure 2: Station coordinate improvements obtained with the inclusion of LARES
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Figure 3: Improvement in polar motion determination with LARES. Dates are from March 2012 until
October 2015.

In Fig. 4 is reported the polar motion from 1962 to 2013. In the X-Y plane are reported
data from 1900 to 2013. They represent the “polhode” at very low time resolution (one point
every 6 years, obtained by averaging the polar motion series). The beating of the two
frequencies produces a period of about 6 years (which can be seen by the different colors in
the Fig. 4). The polar motion is counterclockwise.
Besides this periodical, or almost periodical, motion it has also been observed since year
1900 a secular drift which amounts to about 0.1 m/y in a direction which is between
Greenland and the Great Lakes or along the meridian at about 75° west longitude. The secular
drift is a response to postglacial rebound. Polar motion drift rates are between 2.9 and 4.5
mas/y (see Tab.1 in [28]) with the slowest being in the period 1992-2008 (1.8 ± 0.4 mas/y, in
the direction 58±9°W). In [29] it is approximately confirmed the direction of the drift from
year 1900 until year 2005 (70° W), (in [28] it is more close to 80° W), concerning its rate in
[29] in average it is considered to be of 2 mas/y from 1982 to 2005. But most important, in
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2005 the authors shows a diagram where the drift suddenly turns about 90 degrees eastwards.
Furthermore the drift shows an acceleration bringing the speed to 9 mas/y i.e. 4.5 higher. So
approximately the drift in the period 1900-2005, assuming an intermediate value of 4 mas/y
from the different authors, amount to about 12.6 m while in the period 2005-2011 is of about
1.6m (Fig. 5). The use of GRACE data indicates that the cause of this change in direction is
related to the mass loss in the Greenland ice cap.

Figure 4. Polar motion from 1962 to 2013. The line in the X-Y plane is the “polhode”, the trajectory of the
mean pole, from 1900 to 2013.

Besides the Chandler wobble, in [30] is quoted another wobble with a mean period of
41.000 years which induces a change of inclination in the range 22.2 – 24.3 degrees: that
would produce an average shift of about 1.5 cm/day, i.e., about 5.8 m/y, very small if
compared to the Chandler wobble but bigger than the polar drift which is of the order of only
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few cm/y. However the change of inclination cannot be explained with the torque free rigid
body Euler equation but with the planetary perturbations that affects the obliquity of the
ecliptic. This sum up with the much bigger equinox precession (period of 25700 y) and the
nutation induced by lunisolar perturbations (period of 18.6 y). Research is in progress to
explain why Chandler wobble is not damped out by the Earth internal friction [31].
In [29] about 90% of this abrupt change in speed and direction was correlated to
“accelerated melting of polar ice sheet and mountain glaciers and related sea level rise” thus
showing the potential of polar motion for monitoring global environmental effects. The polar
motion, in the last decades has reached accuracies of the order of 0.03 mas due to the
combined use of independent techniques among which is SLR.
Another parameter that can be correlated to global ice-melting is the change of the
oblateness of the Earth, mathematically defined as the even zonal harmonic of the Earth
gravitational field J2. Besides providing a measure of the mass redistribution on the planet, it
also provides an interpretation to the observed variation of the Length of the Day (LOD).
Both those last quantities are improved with the recent measurements acquired with LARES.

Figure 5: Polar motion drift. The long and short arrows correspond to 12.6m and 1.6 m respectively. The
numbers refer to the year.

5 CONCLUSIONS
The addition of LARES to the existing constellation of passive geodetic satellites has been
shown to produce a significant improvement in station position and consequently in radar
altimetry calibration and in the realization of a more accurate ITRF. This results in improved
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knowledge of polar motion, LOD and J2 and their derivatives which in turn will provide
important information regarding global environmental monitoring. Finally GNSS will also
benefit from the improved solution of the reference frames obtained with LARES data.
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Abstract. The paper deals with the conceptual design of a space tug to be used in support to
Earth satellites transfer manoeuvres. Usually Earth satellites are released in a non-definitive
low orbit, depending on the adopted launcher, and they need to be equipped with an adequate
propulsion system able to perform the transfer to their final mission orbit.
In order to reduce the mass at launch of the satellite system, an element pre-deployed on
orbit, i.e. the space tug, can be exploited to perform the transfer manoeuvres; this allows
simplifying the propulsion requirements for the satellite, with a consequent decrease of mass
and volume, in favour of larger payloads. The space tug here presented is conceived to be
used for the transfer of a few satellites from low to high orbits, and vice versa, if needed. To
support these manoeuvres, dedicated refuelling operations are envisaged.
The paper starts from the mission statement and mission objectives and proceeds with the
derivation of the requirements through the application of functional analysis and concept of
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operations. This approach is applied both at System of Systems and at System level and leads
to the identification of the architecture and operations at both levels. Then the paper focuses
on the detailed definition of the space tug, from the subsystems’ assessment up to the budgets’
development, through an iterative and recursive design process. The overall mission scenario
has been derived from a set of trade-off analyses that have been performed to choose the
mission architecture and operations that better satisfy stakeholder expectations.
Eventually, in the last part of the work, main conclusions are drawn on the selected mission
scenario and space tug and further utilizations of this innovative system in the frame of future
space exploration are discussed. Specifically, an enhanced version of the space tug that has
been described in the paper could be used to support on orbit assembly of large spacecraft for
distant and long exploration missions.
The Space Tug development is an activity carried on in the frame of the SAPERE project
(Space Advanced Project Excellence in Research and Enterprise), supported by Italian
Ministry of Research and University (MIUR), and specifically in its STRONG sub-project
(Systems Technology and Research National Global Operations), and related to the theme of
space exploration and access to space.
1

INTRODUCTION

A space tug is a particular kind of spacecraft used to transfer payloads from Low Earth
Orbit (LEO) to higher operational orbits, increasing the payload mass. In recent years, many
space agencies are showing a larger interest in space tug systems concept. This interest is
reflected in most of the international roadmaps and it is due to the various applications in
which this system can be exploited for. Indeed, besides the aspects related to orbital payload
transfer, an important issue to be faced is related to the fact that space environment is
becoming more and more crowded. In this regard, it is important to develop capabilities for
on-orbit maintenance of satellites and refuelling operations, as well as retrieving or removing
space debris. In addition, such a system can be exploited for on orbit assembly of large
spacecraft, which indeed represent a crucial point for space exploration in the future. In this
framework, the development of a new element like a Space Tug is desirable [1].
The space tug discussed in this paper has the main purpose to support satellites deployment
on orbit. Usually Earth satellites are released in a non-definitive low orbit, depending on the
adopted launcher. This solution involves the use of a propulsion system able to perform the
transfer of the payload to their final operational orbit. The use of a reusable tug system with
an adequate propulsion system to be docked to the payload would be not only a way to
increase the payload mass, avoiding a dedicated propulsion system, but also an attractive
solution to improve the market position of the Italian VEGA launcher. Indeed, reducing the
mass in the satellite dedicated to the payload transfer, a larger amount of the mass available
on a launcher, even a small launcher as VEGA, can be exploited for the payload.
Furthermore, orbital transfer is not the only objective that can be pursued using the space
tug. For example, the opportunity of retrieving on Earth significant payload samples/parts by
means of an operative reusable vehicle, such as for example an evolution of IXV
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(Intermediate eXperimental Vehicle), PRIDE, is considered. For this purpose, a suitable
rendezvous in an intermediate orbit between the space tug and the vehicle during one of its
operative mission phases is to be envisioned, in order to allow the transfer of the payloads to
be re-entered on Earth.
The Space Tug design, described in this paper is an activity carried on in the frame of the
SAPERE project and specifically in its STRONG sub-project, related to the theme of space
exploration and access to space. This project has the objectives both to improve the national
space operability in terms of access to space and to increase the Italian industrial capability to
realize a Space Tug.
The paper starts with the description of the methodology applied in the space tug and in the
STRONG system design (section 2), before applying it to the case study (section 3). In
particular, section 3 focuses on the space tug conceptual design, starting with the
identification of the mission objectives and the major requirements. Then it describes the tug
configuration, in terms of subsystems composing it, the mission scenario and mass budget.
2 DESIGN METHODOLOGY
As already stated, the main aim of the work is the definition of an unmanned system
architecture allowing STRONG system to be able to perform payload transfer and retrieval
with a space tug. The design process starts from main requirements definition, taking into
account all main activities that such a system has to perform to be compliant with
stakeholders’ needs, regulations and other imposed constraints as, for example, the
environment. Then the design proceeds with the Functional Analysis, with the purpose to
define activities and all the products able to perform them, according to a System Design
Methodology [2][3][4].
The Functional Analysis has been used to define both system architecture and main
requirements that drive the system design itself [5]. As far as requirements are concerned, the
basic tools of the Functional Analysis are used to derive specific categories of requirements,
as shown in Figure 1. Top-level requirements, i.e. mission requirements, directly stem out
from the mission statement and mission objectives, which address the crucial issue of this
paper study. Moreover, all the actors involved in this project (defined as Stakeholder [6])
impose additional requirements and constraints. However, in order to comply with the
activities proposed, the functional analysis should be inserted within a framework of other
activities aimed to the definition of some top-level requirements and constraints due to the
peculiarities of this application.
Requirements represent the basis of the whole system design and for this reason, they have
to be derived with a rational and logical process, in order not to forget any drivers of the
design that could eventually lead to an unsuccessful design. In this specific application,
requirements have been subdivided into many categories as shown in Figure 1, [3][6][7].
Before writing down requirements, the first activity to perform is the definition of the main
objectives of the project. As suggested in [6] they can be derived analysing the Mission
Statement. Primary Mission Objectives are directly derived from the mission statement.
Mission Statement and Primary Mission Objectives represent mission foundation and, for this
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reason, they cannot be modified during the definition process.
Simultaneously, another important aspect to be accounted is the analysis of needs and
expectations of the main stakeholders. This analysis mainly consists of two steps: identifying
all the actors and determining their expectations. Consequently, secondary objectives can be
derived. The stakeholders can be categorized as sponsors (i.e. those associations or private
who establish mission statement and fix bounds on schedule and funds availability), operators
(i.e. those people in charge of controlling and maintaining the main systems analysed), endusers (i.e. those people that receive and use products and capabilities) and customers (i.e.
users who pay fees to utilize a specific space mission’s product) [7].
Once the main objectives of the project have been derived, the requirement derivation
process can start. The typical Functional Analysis tools can be usefully employed in this
process. In particular, Functional Tree, Functions/Products Matrix, Product Tree, Block
Diagrams and Functional Flow Block Diagram are used in this use case. The overall process
is iterative and recursive, meaning that it shall be repeated starting from the highest level to
lower levels, i.e. segment level, system level, sub-system level, device level. The reference
level for this preliminary study will be the system level.
The Functional Tree is one of the main tools of the Functional Analysis and it allows
defining the basic functions that the system shall be able to perform. In order to split the
higher level functions into lower level ones, designers ask themselves “how” that higher-level
function can be performed. Complementary, as a proof, it is possible to detect the higher-level
function asking “why” that lower level functions have to be accomplished by the system.
Once the main functions have been derived, it is necessary to map those functions onto the
elements able to perform them, thus building up the Functions/Products Matrix. Checked cells
of the matrix are used to identify connections between functions and products. The Product
Tree can be drawn up starting from the products of the Functions/Products Matrix. Both the
Functions/Products matrix and the Product Tree help define the system architecture.
Another System Engineering tool that can be exploited is the Functional/Physical Block
Diagram. This diagram depicts a graphical representation of the connections among all items
at each level. This tool shows not only which equipment is connected with each other but also
the direction and the type of these links (e.g. data exchange, mechanical connection …).
Functional Flow Block Diagrams (FFDBs) are a particular kind of tool that use the
functions already founded in order to give further information about them [3]. Particularly,
FFBDs use the system functions illustrating the time and the logical sequence of functional
events. Even if this tool is able to show what has to happen in the system, it always refers to
the functions and not to physical solutions. A way to show the physical solutions that can be
applied to solve the Mission Statement is the Concept of Operations (ConOps). It can be said
that the FFBDs are a preliminary study for the definition of the ConOps and a connection
between the Functional analysis and the ConOps definition.
In the definition of the ConOps, it should be consider all aspects of operations including
integration, test, and launch through disposal. In this definition phase, it has to be fixed one or
more operational scenarios, describing the dynamic view of the operations and including how
the system is supposed to function. Typical ConOps information are [3]: Mission Phases,
Modes of Operation, Mission Timeline, Design Reference Mission (DRM) and/or Operational
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Scenarios, End-to-end communication strategy and/or Command and data architecture,
Operational facilities (e.g., mission control, science data center), Integrated logistic support
(resupply, maintenance, and assembly) and Critical events.
At the end of the ConOps definition, one or more adaptable architectures can be
considered, but only one is the optimal solution of the design. Trade-off analyses have to be
conducted in order to demonstrate which one of the possible architectures is the optimal one,
considering the mission statement, the stakeholders’ needs and the requirements.
As already explained this process is iterative and has to be performed until the desired
level of detail. At each iteration it is possible to define different type of requirements that have
different influences over the entire design. A scheme of the requirement definition process is
provided in Figure 1.
3

SPACE TUG CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

3.1 Mission and Stakeholders’ Analysis
The first phase of a design process, according to the proposed methodology, is the
definition of the main objectives and constraints that will drive the design. Two main analyses
can be performed to achieve this goal: mission analysis and stakeholders’ analysis.
The stakeholders’ analysis starts with the stakeholders’ identification. The main
stakeholders in STRONG project are the following ones:
1) Sponsors: the main sponsor is the MIUR;
2) Operators: engineers from ELV (Vega), Ground Segment operators and engineers
(Altec), engineers from TAS-I, CIRA and Selex ES (systems design);
3) End-users: engineers from the operators companies, researcher from university (PoliTo,
PoliMi, UniPa, La Sapienza), scientists (specific experiments);
4) Customers: those people that will pay for the services offered by the final System (e.g.
space agencies, Universities or private users).
Having defined the main stakeholders involved, their needs can be derived. Therefore,
from the stakeholders’ analysis some Secondary Mission Objectives can be listed:
 To explore new mission concepts for future space exploration (MIUR);
 To validate critical technologies enabling this operative scenario (MIUR, universities);
 To enhance the cooperation between industries and universities (MIUR);
 To enhance reusability (TAS-I);
 To interface with international space facilities (TAS-I);
 To enhance modularity in interface segments (TAS-I);
 To increase the Vega usage (ELV);
 To have standardized interfaces (ELV);
 To receive data and transmit commands from/to ground (Altec);
 To exploit existing Ground facilities (Altec).
Some consideration can be provided considering the project stakeholders and their needs.
Among the many objective that can drive the design of a Space Tug, the system presented in
this paper has the particular purpose to improve the national space operability in terms of
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access to space. This purpose is obtained providing a transportation system capable to transfer
satellites platforms from LEOs (Low Earth Orbits), where the launcher release them, to higher
operational orbits and back, if needed. The use of such a system can simplify the propulsion
system loaded on the satellite platforms thus limiting their overall mass and volume, in favour
of larger payloads. In addition, being that particular Space Tug in STRONG project, the main
idea is to rely as much as possible on Italian space assets: according to this, VEGA is
considered as baseline launcher. This consideration will drive the system design, imposing
constraints over volumes, mass and dimensions.
Commonly, a space tug is characterized by high level of reusability, since it is designed to
perform many orbital transfers and servicing operations along its operational life. For this
reason, periodical refuelling operations are foreseen and a refuelling system adaptable to the
mission scenario and on the many stakeholders’ requirements has to be considered.
Concerning the system reusability, the space tug is conceived to perform multiple satellites
delivery missions in orbit. Considering the current international space roadmaps trends and
the average fuel consumption and costs of many kind of propulsion systems available on the
market or in development, this particular space tug will implement electrical propulsion. An
advantage of the electrical propulsion is the fact that it uses less propellant and it provides a
better reliability and simplicity than chemical systems. Oppositely, it offers only low thrust
propulsion and, consequently, longer transfers times, but this is not an issue considering the
particular application of this work (i.e. an unmanned spacecraft).
In order to define the main requirements, another activity to be performed is the definition
of the main objectives of the project. According to the typical conceptual design process in
Systems Engineering, for the analysed case study and the imposed hypothesis and constraints,
the following Mission Statement can be derived:
To improve the national space operability in terms of access to space by providing a
transportation system capable to transfer satellites platforms from Low Earth Orbits to
operational orbits and back, relying on Italian space assets.
From this statement, a Primary Mission Objective (i.e. to perform satellites taxi between
LEO and the operational orbit) and a Constraint can be derived (i.e.to use Italian space
assets). The idea of relying on Italian space assets, has driven the performed analyses and
choices, considering the space tug definition (i.e. increasing as much as possible the payload
mass deployed on orbit). In addition, considering stakeholders’ analysis, VEGA launcher is
considered as baseline.
Finally, the need of being adaptable with international existing projects (from stakeholders’
analysis), will impose the possibility of a more extended use of the International Space
Station and this possibility will be further explored (see section 3.4).
3.2 Requirements
Once the main objectives of the project have been derived, the requirement derivation
process should start. Firstly, the main difference between the objective and the constraint is in
the kind of requirements that they create: while the objective will create a mission
requirements, the constraint is more connected with programmatic requirements.
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Other requirements can be derived from the functional analysis. The typical functional
analysis tools can be usefully employed in this process (Figure 1). While the top-level
function has to be derived directly from the Mission Statement (i.e. to perform
satellites/payloads transfer between LEO and the operational orbit), an iterative process will
lead to functions of higher levels of detail, defining the activities that the devices involved
have to perform. Indeed, every high level function has to be analysed and expanded at higher
levels of detail, reaching iteratively the desired level. At the end of this process, the main
functions are clearly defined, being able to define the main actors of STRONG system and
their interfaces.
Finally, another group of requirements can be derived from the definition of the Concept of
Operations (ConOps), as clearly shown in Figure 1. In this phase of the design process,
because of the main requirements and iterating the methodology at each level of detail, one or
more final system architectures have been determined and trade-off studies to determine
which is the optimal solution has to be performed.
For simplicity, all the functional analysis and the iterations performed are here only
described in theory. The main results of the Functional Analysis and the ConOps are provided
in the following sections. Particularly, in section 3.3 are shown the main systems derived
from the Functional Analysis showing the Functions/Products Matrix at system level.
Besides, in sections 3.4 are shown the main mission scenario obtained in the analysis of the
ConOps. In Figure 1, some examples of requirements are reported.

Figure 1: Requirements definition process and examples.
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3.3 STRONG System of Systems Configuration
The Functional Analysis is a fundamental tool of the design process to explore new
concepts and define their architectures. Indeed, through the Functional Analysis, the main
functions are clearly defined, being able to define the main actors of STRONG system and
their interfaces. This analysis has been performed to refine the functional requirements, to
map its functions to physical components, to guarantee that all and only the required
components are listed and to understand the required relationships among the new product’s
components [4]. According to the Functional Analysis, once the basic functions had been
identified, the components to perform those functions have been selected by means of the socalled Functions/Products Matrix (Figure 2). The Functions/Products Matrix has therefore
been used to map functions to physical components or systems.
The elements of the overall scenario of STRONG project to be explored include then:
 The VEGA launcher used to carry the maximum payload in LEO;
 Every launch facilities connected with the use of VEGA launcher have to be considered;
 A payload (P/L) platform, considered standard and modular and able not only to be
carried in the fairing of VEGA, but also able to maximizes the payload, minimizing the
primary propulsion;
 The Space Tug, central system in this study and used to transport the P/L platform
between a LEO and its operational orbit, with an electric propulsion system;
 A system for on-orbit refuelling including e.g. a tank to be possibly placed at the ISS as
space port or an orbital tank for periodic refuelling for the Space Tug;
 The pre-operational vehicle PRIDE (Programme for Reusable In-orbit Demonstrator for
Europe), used to return on Earth samples of P/L and considered as a support for the
STRONG system;
 A Mission Control Center (MCC), used to receive telemetry data, uplinks commands
and exchanges voice and video contents from/to the main systems involved and ground
infrastructure network;
 A Mission Support Center (MSC), used to conduct coordination and operations
activities using the information collected by the MCC.
The VEGA launcher is there used to bring the highest possible payload mass in orbit
supported by a Space Tug, minimizing the propulsion on the satellite. This kind of system
will also give the opportunity to return on Earth significant payload samples by means of the
PRIDE pre-operative reusable vehicle. In this particular case, the two systems, the Space Tug
and PRIDE vehicle, would rendezvous in a defined orbit, probably the Space Tug waiting
orbit, in order to retrieve the payload sample on Earth after having moved it on the PRIDE
vehicle. At the end of both cases, a refuelling method is then needed to extend the Space Tug
reusability.
Two main methods are then considered for refuelling. Firstly, the Space Tug may utilize
the ISS as spaceport for refuelling after few services or for on-orbit maintenance operations
on the Space Tug itself (option 1). This option is coherent with the objectives. Another option
for the refuelling system is to use an Orbital Tank at which the Space Tug has to dock for
refuelling after every mission (option 2). In both cases a refuelling is supposed after each
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mission performed by the Space Tug. These two configurations will be studied and analysed
in the following sections. In support of the choice between the two configurations, some
considerations have to be done to provide data on the preliminary figures for the mission
elements that are more affected: the on-orbit refuelling system and the Space Tug.

MSC
MCC
VEGA
Facilities
Space Tug
P/L platform
PRIDE vehicle
Refuelling sys.

Space
Segm.

Ground
Segm.
Launch
Segm.

PRODUCTS

To reach the LEO

To perform
satellites transfer
from Low Earth
Orbit to
operational orbit

FUNCTIONS

To retrieve
satellites from
operational orbit
to Low Earth
Orbits

To re-enter on
Earth payloads
loaded on board
satellites once
completed their
operative cycle

To perform
refuelling on orbit

To support mission
execution

To support launch
To perform launch
To transfer requested objects on LEO
To release objects on LEO
To communicate with ground
To perform RvD on LEO
To withstand RvD on LEO
To transfer the object on the operational orbit
To perform un-docking once on the operational orbit
To withstand un-docking on the operational orbit
To perform payload operation once on the operational orbit
To return on LEO from the operational orbit
To wait on LEO for the next object
To ensure communication on orbit
To maintain communication with ground
To move from LEO to the operational orbit
To perform RvD on the operational orbit
To withstand RvD on the operational orbit
To transfer the object on LEO
To un-dock the object once on LEO
To withstand un-docking on LEO
To wait on LEO for the next object
To re-enter in atmosphere
To maintain communication
To move from LEO to operational orbit
To perform RvD on the operational orbit
To withstand RvD on the operational orbit
To transfer the object on LEO
To move on LEO
To perform RvD on LEO
To withstand RvD on LEO
To prepare the payload for the return phase
To help the preparation of the payload for the return phase
To return the payload on Earth
To perform un-docking on LEO
To withstand un-docking on LEO
To re-enter in atmosphere
To wait on LEO for the next object
To maintain communication during the transfer
To ensure communication during the re-entry
To perform RvD on LEO
To withstand RvD on LEO
To manage the power transmission
To manage the power collection
To perform un-docking
To withstand un-docking
To maintain LEO orbit
To ensure communication
To maintain the communication with ground
To provide systems control
To support mission operations
To process telemetry data

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Figure 2: Functions/Products Matrix obtained at system level.
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The Space Tug is the core element in the proposed scenario. Its main function will be to
transfer the P/L Platform into the required operational orbit: the Space Tug has to perform
actively the rendezvous and docking with both the P/L platform and the refuelling system.
The Space Tug will be also able to bring back from the operational orbit a payload, transfer it
into a LEO and perform rendezvous with PRIDE to allow the payload retrieval (or the
retrieval of some sensitive part of it) by a robotic arm (located in PRIDE vehicle). One of the
main constraints in the Space Tug configuration is to be compatible in mass and volume with
the VEGA capabilities (i.e. maximum diameter 2.6 m and maximum length 7.8 m). This
constraint will have a significant influence on the choice and the design of the Space Tug subsystems. To fulfil all the required functions, the Space Tug will be equipped with a number of
subsystems, including Propulsion System (including propellant tanks and the refuelling
system), Electrical Power Sub-system (EPS, including solar arrays and batteries), Thermal
Control Sub-system (TCS), Attitude and Orbit Control Sub-system (AOCS), Communications
Sub-system, Structures Sub-system, Harness Sub-system.
In the first refuelling configuration, the Space Tug has to reach the ISS, locating a
pressurized propellant tank on the Space Station. Possible location able to provide the
requested mechanical and functional interfaces (power and data for the monitoring) has to be
defined in more advanced phases of design. During all the operations in proximity of the ISS,
the ISS itself will ensure the Space Tug monitoring and control in synergy with the on-ground
control stations.
In the second refuelling configuration, an Orbital Tank can be exploited. In this scenario,
the Orbital Tank is supposed to stay autonomously in orbit for the time required by the Space
Tug to perform a defined number of missions. The Orbital Tank is supposed to maintain the
orbit and the attitude and to send information on its status. A Soyuz flight is supposed in order
to maximize the fuel stored.
3.4 Concept of Operations
At the end of the Functional Analysis all the activities that the STRONG system has to
perform, all the systems and sub-systems involved and their features are finally known. At
this stage of the design, the system operations have to be defined.
As mentioned in the previous section, the overall reference mission scenario mainly
includes the following phases, excluding logistic and preparatory phases: Space Tug
deployment, Satellite platform deployment, Space Tug refuelling. Two configurations have
been defined for the refuelling: to exploit the ISS (option 1) and to use an Orbital Tank
(option 2).
In both refuelling configurations, the first missions set starts with the launch of the space
tug, which then remains in its waiting orbit till the launch of the first satellite platform. Once
the tug has docked with the satellite platform, the transfer towards the final operational orbit
begins. After releasing the satellite, the tug moves to the refuelling orbit to perform the first
refuelling. After refuelling operations have been completed, the second missions set can start.
In the first option, the Space Tug moves back in the parking orbit, where the satellite
platform has to be launched by VEGA. This particular orbit is coincident with the Space Tug
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waiting orbit, in order to minimize the fuel consumption, being the change of inclination for
refuelling expensive. Once the tug has docked with the satellite platform, the transfer towards
the final operational orbit begins.
In this particular refuelling option, the ISS is envisaged to be exploited for the refuelling
operations. In order to maximize the payload launched in the parking orbit, the reference
launch orbit has a very low inclination (in this case 5.2° and at an altitude of 700 km), where
then the space tug shall dock with the satellite platform. According to this, it would be
convenient to have a refuelling station in an inclination orbit lower than the ISS one, which is
actually a high inclination orbit (51.6°) and therefore requires a significant inclination change.
However, the ISS is an already available infrastructure and it is worth to exploit it, even
considering that developing, launching and maintaining a new facility would be complex and
expensive.
The number of satellites deployments before a refuelling has been evaluated considering
the constraints related to the employment of VEGA, which is the reference launcher. Europe's
new VEGA launcher is designed to launch small payloads (300 to 2500 kg satellites) to polar
and LEO [8]. Referring to its performances and considering a safety margins in order to be
conservative, for the reference launch orbit 1800 kg payloads capability has been assumed
having 700 km altitude and 5.2° inclination.
In the second option, the refuelling is carried out at a waiting orbit that the Space Tug is
easily able to reach after every mission (i.e. at an inclination of 5.2° and an altitude of 500
km), minimizing drag effects. In this case, no change of inclination is needed for the
refuelling and a lower parking orbit can be assumed for the payload launched by VEGA,
maximizing their mass (i.e. at an inclination of 5.2 and an altitude of 350 km). In this
particular refuelling option, being the Space Tug at launch able to carry a small amount of
propellant (i.e. not particular efforts are needed for refuelling operations), a first mission for a
very small P/L can be considered before the first refuelling (and Orbital Tank launch). Also in
the option 1, additional propellant can be launched with the Space Tug, but considering the
complexity of the scenario, this propellant will be used in other to perform a first P/L platform
transfer and has to be considered filled with the maximum amount of propellant. An
integration of the propellant used in the first mission will be evaluated for both the
configurations at the end of this section, considering VEGA capabilities and the space tug
launch mass. Also in option 2, VEGA performances have been considered to find the
maximum payload capability in the scenario fixing the reference orbits. In this case, for the
reference launch orbit 2100 kg, payloads capability has been assumed having 350 km altitude
and 5,2° inclination.
An additional objective for the space tug can be to support the retrieval of payloads to be
re-entered on Earth. The sequence of operations for this mission profile is shown in Figure 3.
In this scenario there is an additional element, which is the re-entry vehicle, in charge of bring
back payloads on Earth (PRIDE vehicle).
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Figure 3: Design Reference Mission (DRM) for the payload retrieval scenario.

To evaluate the mission scenario a Matlab® script has been built and computations for
different cases have been carried out. Indeed, it is necessary to compare the various options to
select the best concept of operations [9]. The Matlab® script allowed estimating the total
propellant needed to accomplish the satellites delivery missions and the transfer for refuelling
to ISS or to the waiting orbit in the case of the Orbital Tank. In particular, it determines the
characteristics of low thrust orbital transfer between two circular orbits. According to [11], in
a low-thrust orbit transfer the total velocity change is given by:
𝑉0 sin 𝛽0
(1)
tan(𝜋⁄2 ∆𝑖 + 𝛽0 )
Where V0 is the initial orbit velocity, β0 is the initial thrust vector yaw angle and Δi is the
total desired inclination change. Once obtained the total required velocity change, the initial
mass in the parking orbit has been computed relying on the typical Tsiolkovsky rocket
equation:
𝑚
(2)
∆𝑉 = 𝑣𝑒 ln 0⁄𝑚𝑓
∆𝑉 = 𝑉0 cos 𝛽0 −

Where ve is the effective exhaust velocity (i.e. ve=Isp∙g0, where Isp is the specific impulse
and g0 is standard gravity), m0 is the initial total mass, including propellant, and mf is the final
total mass.
Moreover, the transfer time has been evaluated as:
𝑡𝑓 = ∆𝑉⁄𝑓

(3)

Where f indicates the low-thrust acceleration, which for this computation is assumed
constant during the orbit transfer. The acceleration magnitude has been obtained as the ratio
between thrust (constant thrust is considered) and the average between final and initial mass.
This procedure can be applied in both the refuelling options. Indeed, it has to be considered
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that at the end of each mission the final mass at the waiting orbit has to be the dry mass of the
Space Tug, needing it a refuelling. Proceeding backwards from the final situation all the
needed parameters can be evaluated.
As results of the analysis, for the option 2, the STRONG system for the entire operational
scenario periodically repeats a single mission, from the payload retrieval to the refuelling. The
total amount of repetitions has been set to 4 [10]. On the contrary, for option 1, after a first
payload transfer and a first refuelling at the ISS, two missions are allowed before a refuelling
of the Space Tug is required.
According to the scenario just described and using the developed Matlab® tool, the various
phases have been analysed and the masses of propellant needed to accomplish the various
transfers have been calculated for both the refuelling options. Moreover, an estimate of the
transfer time has been performed, considering constant thrust acceleration.
The computations have been carried out considering the following assumption:
 parking orbit:
option 1) 700 km, 5.2°;
option 2) 350 km, 5.2°;
 waiting orbit:
option 1) 700 km, 5.2° (same as the parking orbit);
option 2) 500 km, 5.2°;
 final operational orbit (considered at GEO, i.e. the worst condition): 36000 km, 0°;
 refuelling orbit:
option 1) 360 km, 51.6° (ISS orbit);
option 2) 500 km, 5.2° (same as the waiting orbit);
 constant thrust equal to 480 mN and a Isp of 2500 s;
 satellite platform mass:
option 1) 1800 kg;
option 2) 2100 kg, a first small payload of 150 kg has been considered [10];
The obtained results are summarized in Table 1 for option 1 and in Table 2 for option 2.
The budgets shown have been computed considering a preliminary Space Tug dry mass equal
to 600 kg in both the refuelling options. A more detailed evaluation of the Space Tug dry
mass will be provided in the next section.

Phase
First missions
set
Second
missions set

LEO-GEO 1
GEO-ISS 1
ISS-LEO 2
LEO-GEO 2
GEO-LEO 2
LEO-GEO 3
GEO-ISS 3

Initial mass Final mass
[kg]
[kg]
3155 (3570) 2627 (2970)
827 (1170)
600 (850)
3345
2315
4115
3427
1627
1355
3155
2627
827
600

Propellant
Transfer
mass [kg] Time [days]
528 (600)
313 (354)
227 (320)
135 (192)
1030
616
688
408
272
161
527
313
227
135

Table 1: Mission phases’ budgets in option 1 (in brackets the case with additional propellant at launch).
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Initial
Final mass Propellant
mass [kg]
[kg]
mass [kg]

Phase
First
missions
set
Second
missions
set

parking LEO - waiting LEO
waiting LEO - parking LEO
parking LEO - GEO
GEO - waiting LEO
waiting LEO - parking LEO
parking LEO - GEO
GEO - waiting LEO
waiting LEO - parking LEO
parking LEO - GEO
GEO - waiting LEO
waiting LEO - parking LEO
parking LEO - GEO
GEO - waiting LEO
waiting LEO - parking LEO
parking LEO - GEO
GEO - waiting LEO

914
911
1058
724
1322
3418
724
1322
3418
724
1322
3418
724
1322
3418
724

911
908
874
600
1318
2824
600
1318
2824
600
1318
2824
600
1318
2824
600

3
3
184
124
5
594
124
5
594
124
5
594
124
5
594
124

Transfer
time
[days]
2
2
109
73
3
352
73
3
352
73
3
352
73
3
352
73

Table 2: Mission phases’ budgets in option 2.

In option 1, the total propellant mass needed to accomplish the first missions set (one
satellite delivery to GEO and one transfer to ISS for refuelling) is about 755 kg. In addition,
the total propellant mass needed for the second missions set (Space Tug transfer to LEO, two
delivery missions in GEO and a transfer to ISS for refuelling) is about 2740 kg. The tug
launch mass in the first configuration is about 1350 kg (see the next section). This value is
below the maximum capability of the VEGA launcher (i.e. 1800 kg in 700 km, 5.2° LEO) and
therefore additional propellant can be loaded and then exploited in the following missions, as
previously explained. In particular, the total additional amount that can be included is around
250 kg still being compatible with the launcher capability. In this case, the budget for the first
missions set is shown in Table 1.
On the other hand, in option 2 the total propellant mass needed to accomplish a single
missions set is about 723 kg, excluding the first small payload transfer, while the total
propellant mass needed before an Orbital Tank change (i.e. 4 mission set) is about 2892 kg.
Finally, for the first small payload transfer a propellant mass of 314 kg is required.
Considering that in this particular option a complete refuelling is required after every mission
performed and doubling the Space Tug tank capability for safety reasons, a total amount of
propellant of 1450 kg has been considered. The launch mass of the tug in the first
configuration, is about 914 kg. This value is below the maximum capability of the VEGA
launcher (i.e. 2100 kg in 350 km, 5,2° LEO) and therefore additional propellant can be loaded
and then exploited in the following missions or for a huger first small payload transfer. In
particular, considering this difference between the launcher capabilities and the scenario
required propellant mass, a first complete mission scenario can be achieved.
It is worth underlining that these concepts of operations (option 1 and option 2) represent a
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conservative case. Indeed, it can be necessary to deliver the satellites in orbits lower and less
requiring than GEO. In this case, more than two delivery missions could be accomplished
before refuelling is needed.
3.5 Main Systems Mass Breakdown
In the previous section, we have defined the systems and the sub-systems involved, taking
about their features and about the Concept of Operations. In this phase, a preliminary mass
budget has been performed to obtain a mass breakdown for the Space Tug, in both the
refuelling configurations under study. The mass budget has been obtained taking as reference
the Dawn mission spacecraft mass breakdown [12], since this is a real mission implementing
electric propulsion system. Being the propulsion and the power sub-systems critical
technologies, the Space Tug dry mass has been computed starting from the sizing of these
sub-systems, which are the most impacting subsystems for this type of vehicle [9][10].
The propulsion sub-system can be considered as composed of two main parts: the thrusters
(including the thruster and the power-conditioning unit) and the propellant (including the
tanks and propellant management unit). For our analysis, its specific mass only includes the
mass of the thruster and power processor (the masses of the propellant subsystem, gimbals,
and other mission specifics are not included).
For the present computation, the Hall Effect Thrusters are assumed as reference and the
following values are used: a specific impulse (Isp) of 2500 s, a power ratio (R) of 50 mN/kW
and a specific mass (SM) of 5 kg/kW. With these values, the power (P) needed to obtain the
required thrust (T) has been computed (P=T/R) and then the mass (M) has been derived
(M=SM·P). Particularly, considering a thrust of 480 mN, the needed power amounts to about
9.6 kW and the thruster mass is about 50 kg for both the refuelling options. The propellant
tanks mass is computed as the 4% of the total propellant mass to be loaded (about 2740 kg in
option 1 and 1450 kg in option 2). According to this, the overall mass of the propulsion subsystem amounts to almost 160 kg (option 1) and 110 kg (option 2).
For what concerns the Electrical Power sub-system (EPS), it includes deployable solar
panels for power generation and batteries for energy storage, in both the refuelling
configurations. The EPS has been sized such that propulsion is constantly guaranteed both in
daylight and eclipse condition. To perform the sizing of the solar arrays, the parking orbit has
been taken as reference orbit, as it represents the worst case, having the longest eclipse time.
The solar arrays area has to be computed according to [6]:
𝐴𝑆𝐴 =

𝑃𝑆𝐴
⁄𝑃
𝐸𝑂𝐿

(4)

In (4) the PSA is the power that solar arrays must provide during daylight to power the
spacecraft for the entire orbit:
𝑃𝑆𝐴 =

((𝑃𝑒 𝑇𝑒 ) ⁄ 𝑥𝑒 + (𝑃𝑑 𝑇𝑑 ) ⁄ 𝑥𝑑 )
𝑇𝑑

(5)

Where Pe and Pd are the power requirements during eclipse and daylight respectively, Te
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and Td are the length of these periods, xe and xd the efficiencies of the paths from the solar
arrays through the batteries to the individual loads and the path directly from the arrays to the
loads, respectively. The total power required to be provided by the solar arrays amounts to
about 18.6 kW (option 1) or 19.2 kW (option 2), including power for batteries recharge, as
well as other subsystems required power.
Another parameter to be computed is the PEOL that is the array power per unit area at the
end of life. It can be computed multiplying by a degradation factor the power per unit area at
the beginning of life.
𝑃𝐸𝑂𝐿 = 𝑃𝐵𝑂𝐿 𝐿𝑑
(1
𝐿𝑑 = − 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛⁄𝑦𝑟)𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑒
𝑃𝐵𝑂𝐿 = 𝜑𝑆𝑢𝑛 𝜂𝐼𝑑 cos 𝜃

(6)
(7)
(8)

Where φSun is the Sun flux, η is the conversion efficiency, Id is the inherent degradation,
which accounts for the design and assembly losses and θ is the Sun incidence angle.
Considering high efficiency solar cells (i.e. triple junctions cells with 30% efficiency and 84
mg/m2 of specific mass), the required area is about 54 m2 (option 1) or 62 m2 (option 2).
Therefore, assuming that the blanket mass is 55% of the total array mass [7], the
corresponding solar arrays mass is about 83 kg (option 1) or 95 kg (option 2).
In addition to the solar array, Li-ion secondary batteries will provide energy especially
during eclipse. In addition, the batteries have to be sized. For the batteries sizing, the
following equation has been used to compute the total batteries capacity:
𝐶𝑟 =

𝑃𝑒 𝑇𝑒
⁄(𝐷𝑂𝐷)𝑥 + 𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑓‐ 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒
𝑒

(9)

The obtained required batteries total capacity is 10 kWh (option 1) or 9 kWh (option 2).
Therefore, considering a specific energy of 175 Wh/kg, the total battery mass is about 57 kg
(option 1) or 50 kg (option 2). Finally, the power control and distribution unit mass has been
obtained as the 20% of the overall EPS mass: the total EPS mass is about 175 kg (option 1) or
182 kg (option 2).
Starting from the mass values obtained for the propulsion and power subsystems, the total
dry mass has been computed referring to Dawn mission. The propulsion and the electrical
power sub-systems constitute about the 50% of the total dry mass in Dawn spacecraft.
Considering the complexity of the mission scenarios here proposed, a larger percentage has
been considered since the power requirement and the quantity of propellant needed for the
missions are higher. Particularly, 60% of the total dry mass has been considered. With this
particular percentage, the Space Tug dry mass is about 550 kg (option 1) or 480 kg (option 2).
The obtained mass breakdown is reported in Table 3, reporting also the mass fractions used
for the preliminary assessment of the other sub-systems masses and derived from the Dawn
ones. In addition, a system margin of 10% has been included to account for the uncertainties
typical of this design phase. Accordingly, the resulting dry mass is 600 kg (option 1) or 530
kg (option 2).
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Sub-system
Propulsion (w/o tanks)
EPS
TCS
AOCS
DMS
Communications
Structures
Harness
TOTAL (w/o margin)
System margin
TOTAL (w margin)

Mass
Fraction [%]
28
32
7
5
3
3
15
7
-

Mass [kg]
Option 1
Option 2
157
106
175
182
36
34
28
24
16
15
16
15
83
72
39
34
550
480
10%
10%
~600
~530

Table 3: Space Tug mass breakdown.

Considering the tanks sizing, using the data obtained through the mission scenarios
provided in the previous section and the Space Tug sizing, some information can be provided.
In the first option, considering that a refuelling is needed after every mission, a minimum
amount of 755 kg of propellant has to be stored, until a maximum of 2740 kg considering
safety margins, regulations and a mission set of 2 repetitions before a refuelling of the tank
has to be performed. In the second refuelling option, for the same reasons already told a
minimum amount of 723 kg of propellant has to be stored, till a maximum of 2892 kg
considering a mission set of 4 repetitions before a refuelling of the tank has to be performed.
Considering the mission sets as described previously, a change in the refuelling tanks has to
be performed after about 4.5 years and 5 years respectively. In the two considered options, the
Space Tug has transferred 3600 kg and 8400 kg respectively of payload.
4

CONCLUSIONS

The interest in the development of a reusable space tug derives from several applications
such a system would have, as for instance satellite servicing, debris removal or large
spacecraft assembly. The space tug presented in this paper is conceived to support the transfer
of satellites from LEO, where the launchers release them, to their final operational orbits. The
main reason of the interest in this kind of mission scenario is in the fact that it would allow a
user to reduce the need for a satellites propulsion system, in favour of larger payloads.
In order to improve the cost-effectiveness of his kind of system, the space tug has to
perform many missions during its operational lifetime, requiring periodic refuelling
operations. Two reference scenarios have been identified, i.e. exploiting the ISS (option 1) or
an orbital fuel tank (option 2). In addition, a preliminary sizing of the space tug has been
performed according to these reference scenarios and to the constraints deriving from the
Space Tug conceptual design methodology. In particular, the total amount of propellant
needed to accomplish the reference set of missions has been derived, supposing the use of
VEGA launcher.
During the preliminary sizing performed on the STRONG system and the Space Tug,
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many differences have been underlined in the two identified refuelling architectures. Indeed,
while the use of a dedicated orbital fuel tank leads to simplifications in the Space Tug design,
not requiring high propellant storage at launch, the Space Tug design in case of the use if the
ISS for refuelling has to foresee very high propellant storage capabilities. This information is
connected with the differences in the mass budgets evaluation: the option 1 needs a higher
mass, also considering the complexity of the mission scenario that implies a considerable
change of orbit inclination. Another important difference in the two architectures is in the
ratio between the payload transferred and the propellant required. Indeed, the option 2 seems
more competitive, considering that is able to guarantee a higher amount of payload transferred
in its final operational orbit with a single orbital fuel tank and with a lower amount of
propellant required to perform these missions.
Certainty, the costs has to be studied. The development of an orbital fuel tank is the design
and the creation of a very new system and an additional element permanently in orbit,
increasing the STRONG system complexity and its costs. In addition, the orbital tank requires
a propellant storage capability that is not compatible to VEGA dimensions, and a larger
launcher has to be foreseeing (e.g. the Soyuz). On the contrary, the development and the
storage of propellant at the ISS implies not only high costs, but also safety conditions to be
considered and implemented, increasing the complexity of this particular architecture.
The costs and a more detailed analysis of the architectures here defined can be a future
development of this work. Future works will also focus on the space tug detailed design, with
specific sizing of the subsystems not yet analysed.
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Abstract. LARES satellite has been designed for improving the measurement of frame-dragging, a
phenomenon predicted by Einstein’s theory of General Relativity (GR). The satellite body has been
designed with the unique characteristic to be the densest known object orbiting in in the solar
system to minimize all the perturbing forces acting on it. Thanks to this design, apart from the main
purpose of using the satellite for the measurement of frame-dragging, the satellite is also used for
improving the realization of the terrestrial reference system and other geodetic measurements. In
this paper the evolution of the orbital parameters, starting from the launch date, will be analyzed.

1. INTRODUCTION
The LARES satellite was launched on February 2012 [1] with the qualification flight of ESA’s new
European launcher VEGA. The mission is funded by the Italian space agency (ASI). The main
objective of the mission [2] is to test general relativity and specifically the so-called “relativistic
frame-dragging effect” [3-6]. LARES satellite data will also be used in fundamental physics for
setting limits on a particular class of String theories [7] and in the field of environmental monitoring
[8]. The mission was initially conceived in a supplementary orbit with respect to that of LAGEOS
satellite (6000 km altitude and 70 degrees inclination) [9,10] and was basically a variant of the
LAGEOS 3 proposal. The high altitude of the satellite implied an expensive launch cost and
therefore alternative solutions were proposed such as the one reported in [11] which limited the
altitude to 2000 km. Other solutions were proposed during the years. The one reported in [12] for
instance was devised for reducing the thermal thrust perturbation. But the final mission differ from
those preliminary ideas [13], particularly the effects of thermal thrust were reduced based on new
approaches [14]. The knowledge of the classical effects on the orbit of LARES is not sufficiently
accurate to perform the measurement, thus the need to use a constellation of satellites that allow the
reduction of the uncertainty due to these classical effects on the satellite orbit [15]. The other
satellites in the constellation are LAGEOS and LAGEOS 2 from which we have collected and

analyzed data since 1976 and 1992 respectively [16]. An attempt to further improve the accuracy of
the measurement has been performed in [17] where the Galileo satellites were added. Those
satellites are highly perturbed and are subjected to maneuvers that make the improvement on frame
dragging measurement very difficult and subjected to many increased uncertainties. Furthermore
the thermo-optical properties, the epochs and nature of the maneuvers, and the accurate geometry
are not readily accessible to scientists.
2. THE LARES MISSION
In general relativity spacetime is deformed not only by energy-mass but also by the current of
energy-mass. Main objective of the LARES mission is to measure this last aspect. Earth rotation
will drag spacetime so that the orbital plane of the LARES satellite will rotate by a small amount
(about 4.5 meters per year). The size of this effect is many orders of magnitude smaller than the
classical gravitational effects on the satellite nodal longitude and can be accurately measured using
Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR) data from the two LAGEOS satellites in combination with LARES.
This will improve the accuracy from 10% [18] to about 1% as shown by a number of studies and
Monte Carlo simulations [19]. To achieve that accuracy it was important not only to use a
constellation of three laser ranged satellites [20] and the latest accurate Earth gravitational fields but
also to design a satellite very technologically advanced [21]. To reduce all other non-gravitational
effects on the satellite, LARES has been designed as a massive one-piece sphere of tungsten alloy
with a radius of 182 mm and a weight of 386.8 kg [22]. The 92 Cube Corner Reflectors (CCRs) are
on the satellite surface and guarantee that laser pulses are reflected back towards the same emitting
station. The International Laser Ranging Service (ILRS) coordinates the network of about 50 laser
ground stations and archive and distribute the ranging data and the resulting products [23]. The high
level performance of the CCRs is of paramount importance [24] and for this reason it was necessary
to test them under operating conditions [25-27] in a specifically designed thermo-vacuum chamber
[28]. Another aspect concerns the separation system that was designed avoiding any protruding
parts on the surface of the satellite [29]. This requirement called for several tests to guarantee the
correct operation of the separation system [30,31]. The LARES flight unit mounted on the VEGA
separation system is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: The LARES Satellite mounted on the separation system

3. DATA ANALYSIS
LARES, being a passive satellite does not perform any functions in space; the mission requires only
ground operations [32]. In particular the International Space Time Analysis Research Center
(ISTARC), located at Sapienza University in Rome, is in charge of providing on a daily basis the
orbital predictions required for tracking the LARES satellite. Predictions involve a complex
procedure that uses actual satellite positions at earlier time and a forward-model propagation with
the specialized orbital program GEODYN developed at NASA Goddard [33]. The individual
ranging measurements are stored at the tracking sites in the so-called full rate (FR) data set, while

the most commonly used Normal Points (NP) data are locally produced on the basis of single
common recipe that condenses the FR data without loss of accuracy. The NP data are those used by
scientists to perform their studies and generate geophysical and geodetic products. Similarly, what
is reported in this paper is a result of analysis using the NP data set of the LARES satellite.
4. RESULTS
The results presented here are obtained by analyzing the laser ranging data provided by the ILRS
network. Fig. 2 shows the evolution of the semi-major axis of LARES. Top figure reports the
evolution over a few days so that the periodic effects could be clearly visible. On the bottom is
reported, a longer time span of nearly three years to emphasize the secular change of the orbit. The
data reported in the bottom figure have been filtered to remove the periodic perturbations and focus
on the orbital decay rate that can be evaluated to be about 1 m/yr.

Figure 2: LARES Semi-major axis behavior

The regular behavior of the curve reported at top of figure 2 is confirmed by the Power Spectral
Density (PSD) of the relevant data that provides a single peak at 0.04 days that corresponds to 57
minutes, i.e. half revolution period of LARES satellite. The amplitude of the periodic oscillation is
about 15 km. Short period perturbations are rather larger and driven by a number of factors,
including the geopotential harmonics and non-conservative forces acting on the satellite. The
secular change is mostly due to drag-like non-conservative forces at work.
More frequencies appear instead on the behavior of the eccentricity that is reported in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Behaviour of the eccentricity

The long term trend of the eccentricity shows a secular decrease of about 10-4. This is coupled to the
secular decrease in the semimajor axis and in line with theory that predicts a circularization of the
orbit due to the along track component of the non-conservative forces acting on the satellite, such as
atmospheric drag and radiation pressure.

Concerning the inclination the results are reported in Figure 5

Figure 5. Behaviour of the inclination

The long-term behavior of the inclination shows a trend of about -6.14x10-6 degree/year. The relevant
PSD is shown in Figure 6.

A strong peak is at 0.04 days, a twice per revolution signal, while much smaller peaks appear at 213
days (the nodal period for LARES) and 71 days (the 3rd subhamonic of the nodal period). Not
visible in the graph, there is also a peak at 0.5 days, due to semi-daily perturbations, mostly from
the geopotential.

5 CONCLUSIONS
Orbital evolution analysis of LARES satellite was initiated after the launch on February 2012 and it
is currently on-going. The analysis performed with GEODYN has shown secular reduction on the
semi-major axis and eccentricity, also the inclination shows a constant decrease. However while for
the other two orbital parameters there are physical reasons to consider them secular, for the
inclination this reasoning is missing and three years of data are not sufficient to extrapolate. The
results are therefore compatible with theoretical considerations.
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Summary. The paper deals with the problem of the magnetic attitude control for microsatellite in LEO, with three torquerods along with the principal axes of inertia. The resulting attitude
dynamics is nonlinear and the actuation torque is always perpendicular to the local Earth magnetic field. The linearization of the attitude dynamics with respect to a nominal attitude, yields
a linear periodic system that is useful to develop a linear control algorithm in order to keep
the attitude stable. Several methods have been developed using the theory of the linear periodic equations to obtain stable attitude control algorithms. This work presents a novel strategy
based on a method of the Direct Adaptive Control theory. Using the dipole model of the Earth
magnetic field, the paper shows that the linearized dynamics is represented by coefficients that
are analytically computed. As a result, the attitude equations have coefficients that are bounded
by maximum and minimum values. Consequently, we are under the conditions to apply a control
algorithm, which performs an adaptive law to track the slow variations of the dynamic parameters. A useful control technique exploits the Model Reference Adaptive Control. The method
consists in using a LTI system as a reference system and constructing a control law in order to
nullify the output error of a system with unknown-bounded dynamic parameters. The approach
shown in the paper uses the average on the attitude linearized equations in an orbital period as
the model reference system. Using a Lyapunov approach, it is demonstrated that the resulting
adaptive control is stable and is able to keep the attitude within some degrees. Numerical testes
are shown to support the theoretical results of the work.
1. INTRODUCTION
The problem of the active attitude magnetic control has been largely studied in the past.
In particular for microsatellites, it is interesting to investigate the control performance when
the attitude actuators are only torquerods. The reason is that the attitude control systems is
cheaper and more reliable then other actuators as the reaction wheels. On the other hand, the
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active magnetic control alone provides a lower accuracy w.r.t. the wheels. In fact, the control
torque acting on the spacecraft is the result of the cross product between the on-board dipole and
the Earth magnetic field. Therefore, even if the control design is developed for the linearized
equation of the attitude dynamics w.r.t. to a nominal attitude, the result is a linear system with
periodic parameters. Moreover, the direction of the control torque is a function of the magnetic
field. This work investigates a model reference adaptive tecnique that exploits the average of the
attitude linearized equations in an orbital period as the model reference. The mission scenario
is a nadir-pointing microsatellite in a Sun-synchronous orbit.
2. MISSION SCENARIO
The possibility to adopt a MRAC to control a spacecraft by means of magnetic control attitude
system has been tested on a mission characterized by a sun-synchronous and circular orbit. The
orbital parameters are listed in Table (1). The spacecraft chosen is a small spacecraft for Earth
observation purpose whose payload needs to a stable Nadir pointing.
Table 1. Orbital Parameter and Moments of Inertia
Height
Semi major axis
Eccentricity
Inclination
Argument of Perigee
Orbital Period
Ixx
Iyy
Izz

600 Km
6978 Km
0
97.8 ◦
−
5800 s
2.33 Kg m2
2.36 Kg m2
3.16 Kg m2

In the nominal attitude the X axis of the satellite needs to be directed toward the center of the
Earth. The yaw axis of the spacecraft coincides with the X axis, the pitch axis with the Y axis
and the roll axis coincides with the Z axis. The mass properties of the spacecraft are listed in
table (1). The Magnetic attitude control system (MACS) of the satellite consists of position and
angular velocity sensors, a triaxial magnetometer and three magnetorquers installed along the
directions of the principal moments of inertia.
3. REFERENCE FRAMES
Let’s consider the Earth-centered inertial (ECI) coordinate frames (XECI , YECI , ZECI ). The
following reference frame can be introduced:
1. The Nodal Reference Frame (NRF), (XN , YN , ZN ), related to the ECI by:

T

T
XN YN ZN
= RZECI (Ω) XECI YECI ZECI
2

(1)
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2. The Orbital Reference Frame (ORF), (XO , YO , ZO ), related to the NRF by:

2

T
X O YO Z O
= RZN (ν) RXN (i) XN YN ZN

(2)

3. The Local Reference Frame (LRF), (XL , YL , ZL ), related to the ORF by:

T

T
XL YL Z L
= RZO (ϕ) XO YO ZO

(3)

4. The Stabilized Reference Frame (SRF), (XS , YS , ZS ), related to the LRF by:

T

T
XS YS ZS
= RYL (π) XL YL ZL

(4)

where ϕ is the true anomaly.

in order to have the yaw axis toward the center of the earth.

5. The Body Reference Frame (BRF), (XB , YB , ZB ), with the axis directed along the principale axes of inertia of the satellite. It is related to the SRF by:

T

T
XB YB ZB
= TA (θ1 , θ2 , θ3 ) XS YS ZS
(5)

4. MODEL REFERENCE ADAPTIVE CONTROL - MRAC

The aim of this work is to simulate the control by means of the MRAC of a small satellite. The
MRAC relies on the very simple idea to create a closed loop controller with parameters that can
be updated to change the response of the system. The output of the system is compared to a
desired response from a reference model. The control parameters are updated according to this
error. The goal is for the parameters to converge to ideal values that cause the plant response to
match the response of the reference model [1] .
In the specific case study, the reference model is chosen to be a LTI system describing the
satellite linearized attitude dynamics averaged over an orbital period. This approach allows the
reference model to be controlled through a PID controller whose time invariant gains are computed by means of the linear-quadratic regulator.
In order to obtain the averaged of the control matrix of the reference model, a simple dipole
model has been selected in order to compute the geomagnetic field. The dipole has been considered aligned in the direction of the geographic Nord-Sud. The aim of these assumptions is to
have a very simple reference model and is based on the fact that the MRAC generally does not
need a very accurate reference model [2].
On the contrary, the model to be controlled with the MRAC consists in the non-linear attitude
dynamics of a satellite subject to the gravity-gradient torque. The geomagnetic field is computed by the IGRF11 model.
The non linear model is controlled by the MRAC through the tracking error defined as:
ey (t) = ym (t) − y (t)

3

(6)
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where ym and y are respectively the outputs of the reference model and of the non linear model.
The adaptive control is computed taking into account the tracking errors associated with the
euler angles and the components of the angular velocity in the BRF:
u = Ke (t) ey (t) + Kx (t) xm (t) + Ku (t) um (t) = K (t) r (t)

(7)

The gains Ke , Kx and Ku are computed as follows:
K̇e (t) = ey (t) eTy (t) Γe − γ Ke (t)

K̇x (t) =

K̇u (t) =

ey (t) xTm (t) Γx
ey (t) uTm (t) Γu

(8)
(9)
(10)

where Γe , Γx and Γu are constant weight matrices and γ is a constant needed to avoid the gains
to increase too much.
In order to proof the stability of the system we consider an ideal control as follows:
u∗ (t) = K̃x xm (t) + K̃u um (t)
able to set the non linear system to follow the planned trajectory.
The candidate Lyapunov function is:
 


T 
T
−1
V (t) = ex P ex + tr W K (t) − K̃ Γ
K (t) − K̃

where ex is the error between the state of the non-linear system and the ideal trajectory:




ėx = A − B K̃e C ex (t) − B K (t) − K̃ r (t)

(11)

(12)

(13)

If there exist three positive definite symmetric matrices P Q and W and a positive gain K̃e such
that the following equation are satisfied:

 
T
P A − B K̃e C + A − B K̃e C P = −Q
P B = CT W T

(14)
(15)

one can obtain the negative derivative of the Lyapunov function with respect of time [3]:
 
 
T 
T
V̇ (t) = ex (t) P A − B K̃e C + A − B K̃e C P ex (t) = −eTx (t) Qex (t)
(16)
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5. DYNAMICS EQUATIONS
The attitude dynamics of the satellite can be derived by:
~Γ˙ + (ω~r + ω~t ) × ~Γ = M
~

(17)

where ~Γ is the angular momentum of the satellite, ω
~ r is the relative angular velocity of the
satellite with respect to the SRF, ω
~ t is transport angular velocity of the SRF with respect to ECI
~ is the resultant of the applied torques.
and M
Considering the effect of J2 on a circular orbit, the ω~t is the sum of the orbital angular velocity
(SRF )
(SRF )
ω
~0
and the precession rate of the orbit ω
~p
projected in the BRF [4]:
i
h
(BRF )
(SRF )
(SRF )
(18)
ω
~t
= TA (θ1 , θ2 , θ3 ) ω
~0
+ω
~p
Orbital angular velocity in the SFR is:

(SRF )

ω
~0

= ω0



0 0 −1

T

(19)

The precession rate of the orbit can be approximate in ECI with:


0

0
ω
~ p(ECI) = 

RE 2
3
− 2 J2 ω0 cos (i) a

(20)

To obtain ωt in SRF the following sequence of rotation shall be applied:
(21)

ω
~ p(SRF ) = RYL (π) RZN (ϕ + ν) RXN (i) RZECI (Ω) ω
~ p(ECI)
obtaining:
ω
~ p(SRF )
The ωt is then:


− sin (i) sin (ϕ + ν)
= ωp  sin (i) cos (ϕ + ν) 
− cos (i)

(SRF )

ω
~t
where:
cω1

3
= J2 sin (i) cos (i)
2



(22)




cω1 sin (ϕ + ν)
= ω0  −cω1 cos (ϕ + ν) 
cω 2


RE
a

2

cω 2

"

3
=
J2 cos2 (i)
2

(23)



RE
a

2

#

−1

(24)

The gravity gradient and the control torque are the only torques considered in this analysis.
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6. REFERENCE MODEL
The reference model needed to plan the trajectories to be followed by the non-linear system is a
LTI dynamic model whose dynamic and control matrices are obtained linearizing the equation
of motion of a rigid body under the hypothesis of little Euler angles. Furthermore, in order
to control the reference model by means of a PID controller, the gravity gradient and control
matrix have been averaged over an orbital period. Finally the reference model has the following
shape:
ẋm = (A + AGG ) xm + G u

(25)

where A is the dynamic matrix, AGG is the contribution of the gravity gradient and G is the
control matrix.
6.1 LINEARIZED AND AVERAGED EULER EQUATIONS OF MOTION
The components of the angular velocity of the spacecraft in the BRF are:



  


θ̇1
cω1 sin (ω0 t)
1
θ3 −θ2
p
1 θ3 0
 q  =  −θ3 1 0   θ̇2  + ω0  −θ3 1
θ1   −cω1 cos (ω0 t) 
θ2 −θ1 1
r
θ2 0 1
cω 2
θ̇3

(26)

The angular acceleration in the BRF can be obtained differentiating with respect of time the
angular velocity:


  


θ̈1
0
0
ω0 cω1 sin (ω0 t)
ṗ
θ1
 q̇  =  θ̈2  + ω0 
0
0
−ω0 cω1 cos (ω0 t)   θ2 
ṙ
−ω0 cω1 sin (ω0 t) ω0 cω1 cos (ω0 t)
0
θ3
θ̈3



θ̇1
0
−cω2
−cω1 cos (ω0 t)
cω 2
0
−cω1 sin (ω0 t)   θ̇2 
+ ω0 
cω1 cos (ω0 t) cω1 sin (ω0 t)
0
θ̇3


ω0 cω1 cos (ω0 t)

+ ω0 ω0 cω1 sin (ω0 t) 
(27)
0
Substituting the relations found in the Euler rigid body equations of motion and neglecting
second order terms as c2ω1 , cω1 θi and cω1 θ̇i and approximating cω2 = −1 for a Sun-synchronous
orbit, we have:






Iz − Iy
Mx
Iz − Iy
Iz − Iy
2
2
θ̇2 + ω0
θ1 =
− ω0 1 +
cω1 cos(ω0 t) (28)
θ̈1 + ω0 1 −
Ix
Ix
Ix
Ix






Ix − Iz
Ix − Iz
My
Ix − Iz
2
2
θ̈2 − ω0 1 +
θ̇1 − ω0
θ2 =
− ω0 1 −
cω1 sin(ω0 t) (29)
Iy
Iy
Iy
Iy
Mz
(30)
θ̈3 =
Iz

6
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6.2 AVERAGED GRAVITY GRADIENT TORQUE
The gravity gradient torque in the BRF is:


(Iz − Iy ) (r̂(BRF ) · ĵ)(r̂(BRF ) · k̂)î
~ GG = 3µ⊕  (Ix − Iz ) (r̂(BRF ) · î)(r̂(BRF ) · k̂)ĵ 
M
r3
(Iy − Ix ) (r̂(BRF ) · î)(r̂(BRF ) · ĵ)k̂

(31)

The scalar products in brackets represent the projection of the unit vector of the orbital radius in
the BRF. In order to obtain its components in BRF we proceed considering the rotations from
LRF to SRF and from SRF to BRF [5].
(32)

r(BRF ) = T̃A RYL (π) r(LRF )
where T̃A is the rotation matrix from SRF to BRF for small euler angles. We obtain:


−1
r(BRF ) =  θ3 
−θ2

Neglecting second order terms, the components of the gravity gradient torque become:


0
~ GG = 3µ⊕  (Ix − Iz ) θ2 
M
r3
(Ix − Iy ) θ3
and the averaged contribution of the gravity gradient is:

0
0
0
 0
0
0

 0
0
0

AGG =  0
0
0

 0 3µ⊕ (Ix −Iz )
0

r3
Iy
0

3µ⊕ (Ix −Iy )
r3
Iz

0

6.3 AVERAGED CONTROL MATRIX

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0 0 0

(33)

(34)











(35)

The control torque arise from the intection between the on board magnetic dipole and the geomagnetic field:
~ (BRF )
T~ = m
~ ×B

(36)

~ is geomagnetic field in BRF.
where m
~ is the on board magnetic dipole and B
~ (BRF ) can be obtained from the geomagnetic field in the SRF taking into account
The term B
the rotation matrix TA linearized for small euler angles:
h
i
~ (BRF ) = T̃A B
~ (SRF ) = I3×3 − θ̃ B
~ (SRF ) = B
~ (SRF ) − θ̃B
~ (SRF )
B
(37)
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where θ̃ is the matrix expression of the cross product. As the on-board dipole is a function of
~ SRF and the required torque can
the angles between BRF and SRF, we can neglect the term θ̃B
be simplified to the following expression:
~ (SRF ) × m
T~ = −B
~

(38)

Once the geomagnetic field is known, we need to find the dipole momentum able to generate
the required torque:
~ (SRF ) × T~ = B
~ (SRF ) × m
~ (SRF )
B
~ ×B
By developing the cross product, the previous relationship becomes:


2
(SRF )
(SRF )
(SRF )
(SRF )
~
~
~
~
~
B
×T = B
m
~ −B
m
~ ·B

(39)

(40)

~ (SRF ) = 0. Since the control
In order to find the minimum dipole, it is necessary to impose m
~ ·B
torque is always orthogonal to the on board dipole plane, the best choice to do for the dipole is
the following [?]:
m
~ =

1
~ (SRF )
B

~ (SRF ) × T~crtl

2B

Calling T~crtl = u, the torque generated by the control becomes:


~ (SRF ) × 
T~ = −B


1

~ (SRF )
B

B̃s B̃s
~ (SRF ) × ~u
u
=−
2~
~ (SRF )
B

2B

(41)

(42)

where B̃s is the matrix expression of the cross product.We can consider the dipole approximation for the geomagnetic field:


~ (SRF ) = W 3r̂s r̂T − I 3×3 m̂s = W B
~0
B
s
3
3
r
r s

(43)

In order to express the geomagnetic field in the SRF, the geomagnetic field is rotated from the
LRF to the SRF. The earth magnetic dipole is then rotated from the ECI reference system where
it is known to the LRF.


~ 0 = 3r̂s r̂T − I 3×3 m̂s
B
(44)
s
s


2
0
0

0  RZO (ω0 t)RXN (i) m̂ECI
= RYL (π) 0 −1
(45)
0
0 −1

8
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Approximating the earth magnetic dipole with a dipole parallel to the ZECI axis, we obtain:


0
−ci
−si cos(ω0 t)
W
ci
0
2si sin(ω0 t) 
B̃s = 3 
(46)
r
si cos(ω0 t) −2si sin(ω0 t)
0

where ci = cos(i) and si = sin(i). The time dependent product B̃s B̃s is then:


−s2i cos(ω0 t)2 − c2i 2s2i cos(ω0 t)sin(ω0 t)
−2ci si sin(ω0 t)
2
W

−ci si cos(ω0 t)
B̃s B̃s = 6  2s2i cos(ω0 t) sin(ω0 t) −4s2i sin(ω0 t)2 − c2i
r
2
2
2
2
−2ci si sin(ω0 t)
−ci si cos(ω0 t)
−si cos(ω0 t) − 4si sin(ω0 t)
(47)
averaging the previous matrix over an orbital period we obtain:
 2
si
−1
0
0

W2  2
B̃s B̃s = 6 
0
−1 − s2i
0
r 
5 2
0
0
− si
4

and the control matrix becomes:

G = −J −1
where J is the matrix of the moments of inertia.

9

B̃s B̃s
~ (SRF )
B

2







(48)

(49)
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7. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
We start showing the free non-linear dynamics of the satellite, Figg.(1)(2). The dynamics of the
euler angles and of the component of the angular velocity appear to be mutually coupled for
initial attitude angles of the order of 10◦ .
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Figure 1. Euler Angles - Free Non Linear Dynamics
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Figure 2. Angular Velocity in BRF - Free Non Linear Dynamics
The first numerical simulations is about the ability of the adaptive control to align the body
reference frame (BRF) with the stabilized reference frame (SRF). The initial conditions of the
reference model and of the non-linear system have been set to the same values:




(50)
θ1 θ2 θ3 θ̇1 θ̇2 θ̇3 t=0 = 10 10 10 0 0 0
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31 ! [ / ]

The same maneuver has been simulated at two different epochs, a month apart from each other,
in order to test the adaptive control for different values of the geomagnetic field, Figg.(3)(4)(5).
The first epoch (left side in figures) refers to the 21st March 2010, while second epoch (right
side in the figures) refers to the 21st April 2010.
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Figure 3. Simulation 1: Euler Angles and errors between Reference Model and Non-Linear
Model controlled with MRAC. On the left result for 21st March 2010, on the right for 21st April
2010.
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Figure 4. Simulation 1: Components of the angular velocity and errors between Reference
Model and Non-Linear Model controlled with MRAC. On the left result for 21st March 2010,
on the right for 21st April 2010.
The gains of the adaptive control have been set to null values for t = 0. The weight matrices
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chosen for the first simulation are:
γ = 10−9
Γe = diag




10 10 103 10−8 10−8 10−8



10−4 10−4 10−4 10−9 10−9 10−9 10−14 10−14 10−14


Γu = diag 10−4 10−4 10−4 10−8 10−8 10−8
Γx = diag



(51)

The MRAC accomplishes the task of aligning the BRF with the SRF in a time span comparable
with three orbits. The controlled non-linear system, in both the epochs taken into account,
follows the reference model with maximum errors in angular position comparable with half
the initial attitude angles. The controlled system, thanks to the null contribute of the gravity
gradient torque in the nominal attitude, is asymptotically stable with null errors associated with
the Euler angles and angular velocity.
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Figure 5. Simulation 1: Magnetic dipole computed with the MRAC. On the left result for 21st
March 2010, on the right for 21st April 2010.
In the second simulation, Figg.(6)(7)(8), the reference model has been forced to oscillate around
its pitch axis. This behaviour has been obtained adding to the reference model a sinusoidal
torque along the Z axis with period equal to two orbital period. The initial conditions of the
reference model and of the non-linear system have been set to the same values:




(52)
θ1 θ2 θ3 θ̇1 θ̇2 θ̇3 t=0 = 0 0 0 0 0 0
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The gains of the adaptive control have been set to null values for t = 0. The weight matrices
chosen for the second simulation are:
γ = 10−7
Γe = diag





102 102 104 10−7 10−7 10−6



10−5 10−5 10−5 10−10 10−10 10−10 10−15 10−15 10−15


Γu = diag 10−5 10−5 10−5 10−9 10−9 10−9
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Figure 6. Simulation 2: Euler Angles and errors between Reference Model
and Non-Linear Model controlled with MRAC.
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Figure 7. Simulation 2: Components of the angular velocity and errors between Reference
Model and Non-Linear Model controlled with MRAC.
The controlled non-linear system follows the reference model along the pitch axis with less than
1◦ of error. The yaw and roll axes oscillate stably around the reference model trajectories with
maximum error associated with the angular position of the order of 2◦ . This behaviour has to
be attributed to the particular nature of the reference model. The reference model is characterized by the fact that the dynamics around the roll and yaw axes are mutually coupled while
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uncoupled with the dynamics around the pitch axis. The non-linear system has the dynamics
around the yaw, roll, pitch axes mutually coupled. The two dynamics can be compared for little
Euler angles. With the approach of the MRAC, the non-linear system is forced to follow the
reference model but, when the commanded Euler angles increase the non linear system can not
follow exactly the reference model because it does not reproduce the real coupling between the
dynamics around the three axes.
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Figure 8. Simulation 2: Magnetic dipole computed with the MRAC.
In the third simulation, Figg.(9)(10)(11), the reference model has been forced to acquire an
attitude rotated of 5◦ with respect of ZSRF . The initial conditions of the reference model and of
the non-linear system have been set to the same values:




(54)
θ1 θ2 θ3 θ̇1 θ̇2 θ̇3 t=0 = 0 0 0 0 0 0

The gains of the adaptive control have been set to null values for t = 0. The weight matrices
chosen for the third simulation have the following values:
γ = 10−7
Γe = diag





102 102 104 10−6 10−6 10−5



10−4 10−4 10−4 10−9 10−9 10−9 10−14 10−14 10−14
 −4

10−4 10−4 10−8 10−8 10−8
Γu = diag 10
Γx = diag
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Figure 9. Simulation 3: Euler Angles and errors between Reference Model and Non-Linear
Model controlled with MRAC.
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Figure 10. Simulation 3: Components of the angular velocity and errors between Reference
Model and Non-Linear Model controlled with MRAC.
In the last simulation the Z of the non-linear system aligns with Z axis of the reference model in
a time span comparable with 2 orbits. Due to the value of the commanded pitch angle and due
to the same reason exposed for the second simulation, the yaw and roll axes oscillate around the
desired trajectory. The maximum amplitude of the oscillation is 0.5◦ for the yaw axis and 0.3◦
for the roll axis. The decreased error with respect of the second simulation is mainly due to the
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minor value of the commanded angle around the ZSRF .
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Figure 11. Simulation 3: Magnetic dipole computed with the MRAC.
8. CONCLUSIONS
In this work the MRAC has been applied to the stabilization of a small satellite by means of a
magnetic attitude control system. The reference model has been built linearizing and averaging
the dynamics and the control matrices, thus obtaining a LTI system. For the control matrix of
the reference model the geomagnetic field has been computed according to the magnetic dipole
approximation. The non-linear system representing the true dynamics of the spacecraft has
been forced to follow the reference model by means of the MRAC. The control accomplishes
perfectly its duty when the non-linear system needs to be aligned with the stabilized reference
frame representing the nominal attitude. The control, due to the nature of the reference model,
is not able to orient exactly the satellite according to an attitude different from the nominal.
The MRAC shows an high dependence of its stability from the weight matrices needed for the
computation of the adaptive gains.
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Abstract. A conceptual design of a new regional plane has been performed, investigating the
application of the three lifting surfaces configuration and laminar fuselage on a larger
aircraft. On-board systems have subsequently been sized and their installation validated in a
CAD model. Finally, a flight simulation has been executed comparing the new design against
a traditional regional aircraft, demonstrating its potential benefit on fuel consumption.
1

INTRODUCTION

The attention of the civil aerospace industry in recent years has been focused on improving
fuel efficiency, with the double goal of lowering airline operating costs and reducing pollution
emissions.
In line with this aim of consumption reduction, the aerospace industry has looked for several
solutions. There are extensive projects of research regarding innovative fuels, more efficient
engines, better aerodynamics (e.g. new lifting surface configuration) and system architecture
innovation (with the goal of reducing the power demand). These solutions were individually
implemented on certain aircraft; Airbus A380 (efficient engines), Boeing B787 (innovative
system architecture called “more electric”) and Piaggio P180 (three lifting surface
configuration [1] [2]) are examples of that. By contrast, less attention has been devoted to the
integration of these various solutions on the same aircraft, especially in the regional aircraft
segment.
The present paper evaluates the possibility of integration of both aerodynamic and system
innovative architecture through the study of the conceptual design for a new High Efficiency
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Regional Aircraft (HERA). This work has arisen from a project of the university course
“Integrated Aerospace System Design” held at Politecnico di Torino. The aim of the project
was a preliminary sizing and installation of onboard systems within the conceptual design of a
regional turboprop with an innovative architecture.
The first section of this paper reports the methodology adopted for the design, describing the
workflow that was followed and highlighting its main steps. The second part illustrates the
project requirements and the configuration adopted, concentrating on the description of the
onboard systems (sizing and installation). In the second part close attention is also paid to the
flight tests performed with a flight simulator. The last part discusses the results that have been
obtained. The potential development of the present work and the feature that need to be
improved are underlined within the text.
2

METHODOLOGY

In this section the work flow is described in all its steps, whose results will be more deeply
examined in the following parts of this paper.
After the requirements definition, several aircraft architectures have been compared: a series
of hand sketches were done for a better assessment of each solution, with its own PROs and
CONs. Once the overall architecture was defined, a more detailed hand sketch has been done;
the laminar fuselage has been adapted to the payload (i.e. the passengers) and the definitive
fuselage layout and internal configuration has been decided.
In the second phase of the project, a preliminary on-board system sizing is achieved by using
the computer aided system design software “ASTRID” [3]. Following the ASTRID
procedure, the sizing procedure started with the definition of a typical mission profile for the
aircraft, considering every phase of the flight including also eventual diversions. A calculation
of the performances followed giving in output important data for the overall sizing of the
aircraft (i.e. wing surface, required engines etc). Then, each on-board system has been sized;
its power consumption has been estimated by using a set of equations, different for each type
of system, integrated in the software. Finally an overall power budget and a weight and
balance estimation for the whole aircraft is done: if ever a requisite had been compromised, a
new solution would have been developed. Simultaneously a comprehensive 3D CAD model
of the aircraft was created for a better evaluation of systems installation.
In the third phase of the project, the new designed aircraft has been modelled to be tested with
a flight simulator. A typical mission has been flown with the HERA and with another regional
aircraft of the same category by following the same in-route procedures. The results of the
two simulations have finally been compared, validating the potential advantages of the HERA
project.
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3

THE HERA PROJECT

3.1

Design requirements

The HERA is a civil turboprop regional aircraft with a medium-short range.
Main requirements:





3.2

Number of passenger: 90
Extra payload: 2000 kg
Maximum range at MTOW: 1500 km
STOL
High fuel efficiency
Aircraft configuration

The aircraft configuration and the systems have been conceived in order to satisfy these
requirements. At this purpose a typical conceptual design approach has been followed taking
into account both qualitative and quantitative evaluations [4].
The most challenging requirement from the configuration point of view concerns the need of
high aerodynamic efficiency, in order to achieve a better fuel consumption. It has been
satisfied choosing a non-common architecture for the aircraft, based on the Piaggio P-180
one. The configuration features a laminar flow fuselage and three lifting surfaces (high wing,
canard and stabilizer), elements that allow to decrease the overall aircraft drag and increase
the efficiency [1] [2].
The real effectiveness of this choice on such a large scale aircraft compared to the P180 has
yet to be demonstrated, although, on grounds of the aerodynamic similarity principle, there
are good reasons to believe in it. An in-depth research on this topic exceeds the purposes of
this study, but could be a worthy starting point for future research.
3.2.1

Fuselage

To maintain a laminar boundary layer on fuselage skin as long as possible, its cross section
diameter has to increase along the longitudinal axis in order to accelerate the flow and delay
the boundary layer transition. Having circular diameter-increasing cross sections poses some
constraints that prevent to adopt a traditional internal configuration with a unique planking
level and a single aisle with a constant number of abreasts. Moreover, the nose part of the
fuselage would be too small to host the cockpit and the center part would be too large and
with an excessive void volume. So, the fuselage and the integration with the wings have been
designed around the payload using a feedback approach to better use the internal volume:


In order to shorten the fuselage, a variable number of abreasts has been chosen, with 4
abreasts in the front and aft part of the fuselage and 6 abreasts in the center part.
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Passenger cabin roof is on the same level and features overhead luggage
compartments on each side. The volume above the cabin roof hosts various system
bays (e.g. electrical transformer-rectifier units, avionic equipment etc.);
The cockpit has been located on a lowered deck in respect of the passenger cabin; the
entrance is on the same level of the cockpit and the passenger cabin is reached through
a low slope ramp;
The main landing gear is retracted in a dedicated bay inside the fuselage instead of
using external fairings, like on the ATR-42/72, which would spoil the aerodynamics of
the fuselage shape. Moreover a retraction inside the engine fairing under the wing, like
on the Dash Q-400, has been discarded in order to have a short landing gear strut and
consequently a weight saving. (The retraction of the landing gear will be analyzed in
detail in the last part of the paragraph.)

Figure 1: Internal configuration.
3.2.2

High wing layout and engines installation

The HERA features a high wing layout, chosen on the basis of multiple considerations:


A high wing well fits with the choice of turboprop engines (pushing for the HERA), as
it grants STOL performances to the aircraft: propellers can have a high diameter
without the risk to strike the ground during take-off rotation. Moreover, having a
larger diameter of the propellers with a low wing layout means having longer (and so
heavier) landing gear struts, reason for which that configuration has been rejected;
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The high wing layout allows to introduce a non-containerizable cargo bay under the
main deck between the nose wheel well and the main wheel well. In this way the
internal volume is better used.
Wing-fuselage junction is located above the passenger cabin roof, taking advantage of
the large overhead space introduced by the laminar fuselage.

The pushing turboprop engines layout has been retained from P-180 although with a different
purpose: in Piaggio’s aircraft the pushing propellers allow mainly to have low noise level in
cabin, while in the HERA project the main goal is to avoid a swirled and turbulent flow on the
wing in the area next to the engines. In fact, with traditional tractor propellers a significant
portion of the wing is invested by the highly turbulent flow downstream of the propeller and
generates high drag; therefore, in order to avoid this phenomenon and reduce wing drag,
pushing propellers have been selected.
As already said, the HERA is conceived to use available technologies and components in
order to reduce the Time To Market (TTM). After the preliminary calculation of the
performances with ASTRID, the selected engine is the Pratt & Whitney PW-150A, currently
mounted on the DASH Q-400 and maximum rated for 5000 shp.
The main problem arose with the installation of the propulsion system: in fact the PW-150A
features an air intake in the front part and the engine flow path is oriented according to the
direction of flight; however using the engine in pushing configuration implies having the air
intake in the aft section of the engine with the flow path oriented opposed to the direction of
flight. Therefore there are two main solutions to install the engine:
1. Mount the engine with the flow path oriented according to the flight direction, with the
air intake pointed towards the aircraft nose and the exhaust pointed to the aircraft tail.
This would request a modification of the engine itself: the gearbox should be mounted
in the aft part of the engine to mount a pushing propeller, but it would involve a
complete rework of the exhaust section. Clearly these operations would cause time and
costs to arise, so the solution has been discarded.
2. Mount the engine with its axis opposed to the flight direction, with the exhaust pointed
towards the aircraft nose and the air intake pointed towards the aircraft tail. In this
case only an accurate design of the air intake duct, exhaust ducts and engine fairing
would be necessary without modifying the engine itself. The airflow must be deflected
by 180° to enter the engine.
The second solution has been approved and examined in six different options, each one
evaluated, using a scale from 1 (poor solution) to 5 (good solution), in terms of:




Air intake effectiveness.
Structural complexity.
Spoiling effect on wing aerodynamics.
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An overall score for each solution is computed simply by adding each single score; the
highest overall score represents the best solution.
Due to the lack of technical details and drawings about the PW-150A, an approximate 3D
CAD model has been built and its installation evaluated graphically.

1

2

3

4

5

6
Figure 2: Possible engine installation solutions.
Option
1
2
3
4
5
6

Air intake
effectiveness
1
2
5
5
1
3

Structural
complexity
4
4
4
4
3
1

Spoiling
effect
4
2
5
5
1
4

Overall score
9
7
14
14
5
9

Table 1: Trade-off for engine installation solutions.
1. Engine mounted below the wing with air intake in the upper part of the engine. PRO:
it does not spoil the airflow on the upper surface of the wing (the one that provide 2/3
of the wing lift). CON: an air intake located on wing upper surface may result in wing
wake also at low angle of attack and it could lead to an inflight shut down.
2. Engine mounted below the wing with air intake duct that stretches up to the leading
edge. PRO: the air intake would not result in wing wake. CON: air intake fairing
would spoil the laminar airflow on the wing in those sections; a long air intake duct
would cause dynamic pressure losses.
3. Engine mounted below the wing with air intake in the lower part of the engine. PRO:
the airflow on the wing is not spoiled. CON: none (in first approximation).
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4. Engine mounted below the wing in an upside down manner. PRO: the airflow on the
wing is not spoiled. CON: reduced clearance between propeller and ground during
take-off rotation; risk of ground strike; rework of the engine lubrication system
required.
5. Engine mounted above the wing in an upside down manner with air intake in the lower
part. PRO: none respect to other options. CON: engine fairing would excessively spoil
the airflow on wing upper surface; air intake may result in wing wake at negative
angles of attack; rework of the engine lubrication system required.
6. Engine mounted below the wing with air intake duct inside the wing. PRO: it does not
spoil the airflow on the wing. CON: the air intake duct breaks the structural continuity
of wing spars; a long air intake duct would cause dynamic pressure losses.
Even if the trade-off considers equal options n.3 and n.4, the n.3 has been considered the best
due to the risk of ground strike presented by the n.4.
3.2.3

Landing gear

HERA landing gear retains the ATR architecture: a nose steering landing gear with a single 2wheels bogie and a main landing gear composed of two 2-wheels bogies. Because of the high
attention paid to the aerodynamics of the aircraft, there are no external fairings attached to the
fuselage: both nose and main landing gear retract in internal bays. Both gears use air-oil type
shock struts to absorb impact on landing, vibrations and shock from movement of the airplane
on the ground.
Nose landing gear has been designed to have the following important features:



Extraction favored by the air flow and by the weight of the landing gear itself: in case
of emergency the extraction can be performed without using the electro-hydraulic
system.
The hydraulic actuation is performed with a compact actuator which features different
piston areas; the system has been conceived to make the actuator moving in the
favorable direction during gear retraction. The retraction indeed is the most powerdemanding phase for the actuator because it has to generate a torque to contrast both
those generated by the aerodynamic drag and the weight of the landing gear.

Referring to Figure 3 it is possible to observe the nose gear with its main components: the
shock strut (1 and 4, respectively inner and outer shock strut) has its trunnion on the main
frame; the extraction-retraction mechanism is composed of a two drag struts linkage (5 and 6)
commanded by a hydraulic actuator (7) and doors opening is performed with a linkage
connected to the shock strut. Inner and outer shock struts are connect by a torsion link (2),
element, that hinged to the steering collar (3), allows the nose gear to steer.
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Figure 3: Nose landing gear overview.
While the retraction of the nose landing gear features a traditional architecture, the retraction
of the main landing gear is much more constrained by fuselage shape and its internal
structure.
The longitudinal position of the main landing gear must be located rearward of the maximum
excursion of the aircraft center of gravity; because of this, the retracted gear must have a small
lateral encumbrance to fit inside the fuselage without using external fairings.
The problem indeed is that the fuselage diameter narrows near the c.g. longitudinal position;
so a non-common retraction solution has to be designed:




Main landing gear shock struts are hinged to the main airframe at the same
longitudinal position, but while the left gear is hinged on the rear part of the frame, the
right gear trunnion is located on the front part of the frame.
This fact allows to retract the landing gear staggered in respect of each other; the right
shock strut turns in a plane tilted rearward by 23° while the right one turns in a plane
tilted forward by 18°.
In this way, when the main landing gear is retracted, left and right gear are
longitudinally aligned, assuring the less possible lateral encumber.

Figure 4: Main landing gear retraction angles.
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Figure 5: Main landing gear overview.
A particular linkage system performs the retraction of the main gear (Figure 5): a hydraulic
actuator (6) hinged to the structure pushes (towards the favorable direction during the
retraction i.e. the most power demanding phase) on the link (4 and 5), whose rotations make
the main shock strut (1 and 2) turn towards the landing gear bay. When the landing gear is
completely extended, the linkage 4-5 rotates slightly beyond the extended position, locking
the gear down.
As it is possible to observe, the main landing gear layout does not feature a traditional shock
strut composed by an inner and an outer part (like the nose landing gear) but it features a
hinge between the two parts of the strut (1 and 2) and an external shock absorber like the ones
of the F-18 fighter.
Furthermore each main gear wheel is fitted with disc-type hydraulic brakes modulated by an
antiskid system.
3.3

Onboard systems

Starting from the general idea of an advanced aircraft in its category, it made sense trying to
use system philosophies as innovative as the configuration itself; however it has to be noted
that the project has been intended to have short Time-To-Market, therefore requiring already
tested technologies.
In the last years, either in the military and civilian aviation, one of the biggest trends followed
is moving toward a more (or all) electric configuration. This system philosophy implies
reducing or eliminating many subsystems, especially the hydraulic and pneumatic ones, and
lets their functions been done by the electrical system [5]. In this way it is possible to increase
fuel efficiency and safety, to reduce system complexity and decrease operating costs.
Major applied examples of this design are Boeing 787 (pneumatic system replaced by
electric), Airbus A350 (electric actuation) and Lockheed Martin F35 fighter (hydraulic and
pneumatic eliminated – all electric aircraft).
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In our case it has been decided to implement an all-electric architecture, eliminating the
hydraulic and pneumatic systems altogether.
This is done for two principal reasons:



The pneumatic system with its compressor bleed is a major source of power losses,
especially in a turboprop engine because of its limited airflow.
The hydraulic system adds a great amount of weight because of its lines running inside
the aircraft and is a substantial complication in operation and maintenance.

The electric system is therefore the only power distribution system across the vehicle,
powering all other subsystem, including flight controls. This is a substantial innovation for a
civil aircraft, especially for a regional, since even the B787 retains the hydraulic system for
primary flight controls and other functions.
3.3.1

Flight Control System

In accordance with the general idea of an all-electric aircraft, the flight control system has
been designed to be electrically actuated, in regard to primary and secondary flight controls
either.
As a general rule, Electro-Hydro-Static Actuators (EHSA or simply EHA) have been used in
primary controls, while traditional electro-mechanical actuators (EMA) have been used in the
secondary ones. All electric actuators (EHA and EMA) are powered by 270 V DC.
While secondary controls have been electrically powered for much time, electrical actuation
of primary controls is a substantial innovation in the aerospace field; in fact, it is currently
only fully employed on the Lockheed F-35 and used in conjunction with traditional actuations
on the Airbus A380 and A350.
As stated above, since exact design of control surfaces in respect of flight dynamics is beyond
the aim of this project, control surfaces extension and excursion have been chosen based on
similar aircrafts.
Primary Flight Controls (elevator, rudder and ailerons)
Two or three EHAs for each surface (right and left) are employed, configured in hot
redundancy; in normal operation both devices work at moving the elevator, while, if one fails,
the remaining one is able to move the surface on its own.
Secondary Flight Controls (spoiler, wing flaps/slats and canard flaps)
Spoiler
Spoilers deserves a special mention because, while are considered secondary
flight controls, they are intended to be positively used as primary flight controls.
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Asymmetrical deployment is used to increase lateral controllability, while symmetric
extension allows decreasing lift and increasing drag, either in flight or during landing.
For this reasons they are actuated by EHAs as ailerons, elevator and rudder.
There are six spoilers spanwise the wings, three for each side, each one powered by one EHA;
there is no redundancy for each spoiler since the loss of one of them has not been assessed
critical for flight safety.
Leading edge high lift devices (slats)
A slotted type slat is used; three surfaces are
installed for each side (inboard, mid-wing and outboard). Slats are powered by two rotary
electric motors, located in the fuselage; motors are geared to work in “torque-sum”, allowing,
in case of failure, one motor to power the whole system at a reduced speed. Motion is
transmitted to aerodynamic surfaces via a shaft running inside the wing leading edge and is
transformed from rotational to linear by a rack and pinion system
Trailing edge high lift devices (flaps)
A slotted type is used; two surfaces are installed
for each side (inboard and outboard of the engine). Flaps are powered in a similar fashion to
slats, but the rack and pinion system is substituted by a ball-screw one.
Canard flap
An additional movable plain surface is installed on the canard trailing
edge. While the canard is fixed and not used as a control device, the needs comes from the
aircraft longitudinal equilibrium when flaps and slats are used; due to the particular three
lifting surfaces HERA’s configuration, wing high lift devices deployment would determine a
pitch moment that would require an excessive elevator deflection to be equilibrated; the
canard flap, deployed automatically when flaps and slats are commanded, reduces the pitch
moment required to the elevator. The solution has been derived from the Piaggio P180.
Canard flaps are powered in a similar fashion to wing flaps; no redundancy is provided since
canard flap failure can be overcome by reduced wing flap deployment and increased elevator
use.

Ailerons
Flaps
Slats
Rudder
Spoilers
Elevators
Canard flaps

Surfaces Actuators
2
2/surface
4
2
6
2
1
3
6
1/surface
2
2/surface
2
1/surface

Type
EHA
EMA
EMA
EHA
EHA
EHA
EMA

Total

P tot
3874 W
1275,50 W
102 W
6314,40 W
4335 W
4612 W
116,8 W

Weight (single act.)
14,16 kg
55,01 kg
5,48 kg
38,78 kg
15,68 kg
16,59 kg
2,32 kg

Tot weight
56,64 kg
120,6 kg
10,96 kg
116,34 kg
94,16 kg
66,36 kg
5 kg

20,6 kW

Total

459 kg

Table 2: Control surfaces, actuator number, type, weight and power required.
Power requirement for each actuator has been computed using ASTRID software. Maximum
hinge moment has been estimated from surface extension and deflection. It is worth noting
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that flight controls have different maximum allowable deflection in relation with airspeed; for
example, elevators can be fully deflected only up to the design maneuvering speed and
spoilers have an in-flight detent. For each surfaces the maximum hinge moment has been
selected. Actuation time has been imposed based on figures derived from similar aircraft.
From actuation time and maximum hinge moment, the maximum power requirement has been
calculated for each surface and a suitable actuator selected.
3.3.2

Fuel system

The fuel system has been based upon a traditional architecture for a short-medium haul
aircraft. Four integrated wing fuel tanks (two inboard tanks and two mid wing tank) host 3600
liters of JET A-1, the fuel necessary for the mission and the reserves . Although a wide
volume is present inside the center wing box, fuel tanks have been located more outboard in
order to mitigate the structural bending moment due to the lifting force on the wings. For the
same reason, the outboard wing tanks are thought to be kept full as long as possible, using at
first the fuel in the inboard tanks.
Electrical boost pumps (115 V AC) feed the Fuel Control Unit (FCU) of each engine: each
fuel tank contains two boost pump in cold redundancy (one active and one in stand-by); in
case of failure only one of the eight boost pumps must be able to feed both the engines. There
is also a DC alimented boost pump to perform the APU start-up.
In order to save weight there are no dedicated transfer pumps; fuel can be moved through
tanks using a fuel bleed along the feeding line, with boost pumps being driven faster when the
transfer is performed. A set of controlled and non-return valves allow to perform the best fuel
transfer possible in order to avoid excessive pressure drops in the feeding line.
The system features a refuel station near the left wing leading edge with a fuel receptacle
manifold: a pressure refueling can be performed in 7 minutes with a fuel pressure of 1,6 bar.
In pumps selection, it has been considered that a boost pump has to give the fuel only with
enough pressure to overcome the pressure drops along the line; pipe line pressure drops have
been estimated using ASTRID and considering the location of each pump in respect of the
FCUs of both engines (FCU inlet fuel pressure: pmin = 1,2 bar, pmax = 2,5 bar).
The power budget for this system has been evaluated considering the fuel request in each
phase of the mission in function of the throttle percentage and relative engine SFC; maximum
required power by electrical pumps is about 1800 W during the take-off phase.
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Figure 6: Fuel system scheme.
3.3.3

Anti-Ice System

The anti-ice/de-ice system has been designed to be an electric one, according to the idea of an
all-electric aircraft. The protected surfaces are the leading edges of each lift surface, of air
intakes, antennas and sensors. The surfaces are protected using Joule heating run by 230 volt
AC VF, the voltage natively generated by the alternators. On each surface there are two types
of electro-thermal protection:



An extended area protected by cyclical current applications with de-icing effect.
A limited area protected by continuous current application with anti-ice effect.

Their surfaces define the power required by the system and therefore an optimization has been
done in order to reduce required power.
The power needed has been calculated considering the power density for each type of surface
with the aid of ASTRID and a power budget has been obtained.
Small users such as antennas and sensors have been protected by the continuous type only; to
estimate the power required it has been considered the total surface for each type of small
users and this value has been multiplied by the number of redundancy of them.
The cruise altitude of HERA has been chosen to be 7000 m, for this reason the system has
been considered active during all phases of flight plan. The required power for this system has
been calculated to be 117.2 kW.
3.3.4

Environmental Control System

The Environmental Control System (ECS) design has been based upon an estimation of
thermal load inside the aircraft with the aid given by ASTRID. The used model refers to:
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Thermal gradient between external and internal of the vehicle, considering the wet
surface (dimension and material) and the altitude.
Heat generated by sun radiation, through glass surfaces.
Heat generated by crew and passengers’ metabolism.
Heat generated by on board systems.

Concerning the pneumatic system, a bleedless architecture has been chosen, because bleeding
air from propulsion system brings to a power reduction and therefore a decrease in efficiency.
In order to estimate dedicated compressors and motors power, a range of temperatures in
which passengers comfort is guaranteed has been considered and then power has been
estimated for each possible altitude referring to flight profile. The most critical value defined
the needed power.
The architecture of the system consists of two compressors with a motor for each one, two air
intakes (one for each compressor) and two air cycle 3-wheels CAUs, sub-freezing type; the
chosen configuration features a 50% recirculation, reducing fuel consumption. The power is
given by the two compressors that work using 50% of their power (each compressor with its
motor has been designed to generate the whole power needed); in this way the system will
continue pressurizing the cabin even if one of the motors/compressors and one of the CAUs
fail simultaneously. Compressors are powered by 270 V DC and are rated to deliver 44,42 kW
in normal conditions, increasing to 88,84 if one fails.
The critical condition used in designing the ECS is the subsonic cruise during a cold night
with only 2 pilots on board; in this case the power required by compressors is about 88 kW,
which is driven by two motors delivering 55.52 kW of electric power each, accounting for
mechanical losses. In case of failure, a single motor is able to deliver the required 111 kW of
total power.
3.3.5

Avionic System

In the avionic system design, a functional analysis method has been employed [6]. The
functional analysis is a top-down approach, which starts from a few high-level avionic
functions (namely Flight Control, Navigation and Communication) and proceeds dividing
them in low-level sub functions until basic avionic needs are reached. This method enables to
assess which avionic equipment is effectively needed and helps in designing the whole
system.
The most modern trend in airliners is the Modular Integrated Avionic, which goes beyond the
traditional concept of one box for each device. Although this concept is extremely promising,
few airplanes already use it and the whole avionic system would have to be designed from
sketch, surely increasing costs and development time. With reduced TTM as a goal, a
traditional architecture has been chosen, though it could be substituted with the modern one.
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Regarding the cockpit configuration, almost all modern airliners are equipped with the socalled “glass cockpit”, since it provides a more rational, integrated, flexible and
comprehensive human-machine interface, reducing crew workload and increasing piloting
safety. Therefore also the HERA features an electronic cockpit architecture, designed in a
similar way to that present on the B787.
Avionic devices have been selected from the available ones already in commerce: this would
speed up the production process, although it has to be noted that some of the selected avionic
should be modified or integrated in order to work.
The entire avionic system is based on data-bus architecture. Although there are two databuses connecting avionic devices with each other, the system has been designed to work with
just one in case of failure.
Most of the avionic devices are physically placed in two avionic bays, one under the cockpit
and the other near the center of gravity, above the passenger cabin. The separated places are
required because some devices (like the Inertial Navigation System) must be installed near the
center of gravity; this solution provides also an enhanced safety margin, because redundant
avionic systems are not in the same place, protecting them from catastrophic events (as fires).
Both places are designed to be easily accessible, facilitating maintenance.
3.3.6

Electric system

The electric system has been designed to be powered by 5 starter-generators (two for each
engine and one for the Auxiliary Power Unit). Although aircraft systems needs four different
voltages, current is generated at 230 V AC VF only and is subsequently transformed; in this
way it has been possible to achieve an overall weight reduction. The system scheme is
represented in the figure below.

Figure 7: HERA electrical system scheme.
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The design point for the electric system load is the subsonic cruise, when the power
consumption is highest; the estimation of required power during this phase is showed in Table
3 while the power subdivision in reported in Table 4.
System
Avionic
Flight Control
Landing-gear
Anti-ice
Environmental Control
Fuel
Total

Power [kW]
10,70
14,80
0
117,20
111,25
0,61
254,57

0.24%

4.20%

5.82%
0.00%

Avionic
Flight Control
Landing-gear

43.70%
46.04%

Anti-ice
Environmental
Control
Fuel

Table 3: System power consumption.
2.20%

Voltage
230 V AC VF
115 V AC (400 Hz)
270 V DC
28 V DC

Power [kW]
117,40
5,78
125,85
5,60

Table 4: Power subdivision.

230 V AC VF
46.11%
115 V AC (400
Hz)

270 V DC
49.42%
2.27%

28 V DC

The high power share of the 270 VDC electric line has been chosen due to the low weight,
high efficiency and reliability of ATRU (Auto-Transformer Rectifier Unit), also used on the
Boeing 787 Dreamliner.
Generators can supply up to 130 kVA each and they are heavily redundant; in fact two
generators can power the whole aircraft. This allows for three random failures with all engines
running and one failure with one engine out without any loss in functionality. A 28 VDC
battery pack is installed in order to power the vital users in emergency condition, in ground
handling and for APU starting. The chosen battery type is lithium-polymer with a specific
energy of 200 Wh/kg and an available discharge time of 45 minutes. In order to obtain a mass
estimation of generators, transformers, converters and batteries a relation between power and
weight, considering the voltage, has been used [3]. The overall generators weight estimation
is about 383 kg, while for converters and transformers the result is about 44 kg.
With a such designed systems configuration, the secondary power required by the aircraft is
less than 5% of the maximum primary power given by the engines (254,63 kW on 7457 kW
that is 3,41%); this is a result that follows the recent trend of reducing the impact of secondary
power on the engines [7].
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3.4

CAD model and overall data

During the design process, a comprehensive CAD model has been created.
The model features the aerodynamic surfaces, external fuselage, principal structural elements,
interiors, engines and propellers.
CAD has helped in choosing and assessing on-board systems physical location, selecting
cabin and cockpit configuration and finally evaluating weights inertial characteristics.

Figure 8: HERA CAD model.
Weight and dimensions
28,01 m
27,89 m
62,36 m2
90 (100 kg each with hand luggage)
2000 kg
10091 kg
24020 kg

Length
Wing span
Wing area
Passengers
Cargo
Operating Empty Weight
Maximum Take Off Weight

Performances
5000 shp (2x)
1500 Km (810 Nm)
650 Km/h (351 KTAS – 250 KIAS)
9750 m (32000 ft)
1112 m (3648 ft)
914 m (2998 ft)

Engines max power
Range (MTOW)
Maximum speed (23000 ft)
Ceiling (MTOW)
Take-off distance (MTOW)
Landing distance (MLW)

Table 5: HERA general technical specifications
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3.5

Flight Simulation

As a final validation for the whole work, a flight simulation has been performed.
The simulation has been run on a flight simulator based on the blade element theory, which
allows to compute aerodynamic forces acting on the aircraft. In this way it is possible to test a
new aircraft without real flight tests, wind tunnel tests or complete CFD, although with
limited accuracy.
A simulated model of the HERA has been created based on the developed CAD, complete of
its internal systems.
Several simulated flight tests have been done and eventually a comparative test with an ATR
72 has been performed.
The model created is based on the ATR 72-500 and its performances have been tuned to
match the real ATR ones, derived from available data.
The flight test consisted of a typical regional route from Turin “S. Pertini” Airport (LIMF) to
Munich “F. J. Strauss” Airport (EDDM), using a real word route flown by a known regional
airline (complete of instrumental procedures). The target was flying the route with the lowest
possible fuel consumption, regardless of time required. The total distance, comprehensive of
procedures, was 711 km.
The route was flown by HERA and ATR either, respecting the same ATC constraints during
departure and arrival. However each aircraft was allowed to climb, cruise and descent at their
optimum configuration for fuel saving, reported in the table below.

Airspeed [KIAS]
Airspeed [KTAS]
Power
Altitude [ft]

Climb
ATR
HERA
135
150
Max Clb
Max Clb
-

Cruise
ATR
HERA
175
170
237 – M 0.39 242 – M 0.40
20000
23000

Descent
ATR
HERA
175
170
Flt Idle
Flt Idle
-

Table 6: HERA and ATR fuel saving flight profiles.
Both aircraft started from gate with their tanks full and payload had been added until MTOW
was reached. After landing and taxing to the arrival gates, the remaining fuel quantity was
annotated. Since each aircraft has its own different tank capacity and in a typical flight only
the needed fuel is loaded, their payload was increased by the unneeded flight quantity. The
needed fuel has been computed taking in account the actual fuel burnt in the tests multiplied
by a factor of 1.40, which a is a rough estimate of the fuel required for diversion, holding and
reserves for this specific route.
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MTOW
OEW
Fuel Initial
Fuel Final
Fuel Used / Needed
Payload (w/ tanks full)
Payload (w/ fuel needed)
Flight time

HERA
24099 kg
10091 kg
2307 kg
1100 kg
1207 kg / 1690 kg
11701 kg
12318 kg
1h 57’

ATR 72-500
22500 kg
13847 kg
5000 kg
4004 kg
996 kg / 1394 kg
3653 kg
7259 kg
1h 57’

Table 7: Flight simulation testing results.
In order to perform an efficient comparison, results have been normalized in respect of
valuable variables (JET A-1 specific weight assumed 0.8 kg/l) and the following Figures of
Merit have been considered.
Name

Unit

HERA

Payload-Range Spec. Fuel Cons.
Passenger-Range Spec. Fuel Cons.
Payload-Range-OEW Spec. Fuel Cons.

Kg/ton*100 km
l/pass*100 km
Kg/ton*100 km*ton

13.78
2.36
1.366

ATR
72-500
19.30
2.50
1.394

Var
- 28%
- 5,6%
-2 %

Table 8: Performance comparison.
⁄
From the Payload-Range and Passenger-Range consumptions (
) it
is possible to assess that the HERA consumes less fuel for a given route in respect of its
payload or passengers.
⁄
The Payload-Range-OEW (
)) is a very important result for
this research; since the HERA OEW is less than the ATR one, it would have been possible
that fuel savings derived from the minor structural weight instead from the innovative
architecture. Dividing the Payload-Range consumption by the OEW of each aircraft, the
HERA performs better than the ATR; in other words, this indicates that it would not be
possible to obtain the same result simply by trying to reduce OEW of the ATR. In fact, this
could be a proof of the better performance of the three lifting surfaces and laminar fuselage
architecture. In regard to this, the variation seems quite small, but it has to be said that the
simulator model of the HERA has been created in a very conservative way. In particular, it
was not possible to find the BSFC map (Brake Specific Fuel Consumption) of the PW150 and
a conservative estimation has been needed; in addition, the software used was not able to
effectively calculate the fuselage lift which, tough small, is significant for the HERA fuselage
shape. It appears safe to assume that the real results could be better than the simulation ones.
As a final remark, however, it must be noted that this type of simulation has limited accuracy
and, as said earlier, much data has required an approximate estimation; therefore these results
have to be taken just as an indicative starting point for further in-depth studies.
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4

CONCLUSION

A new regional aircraft has been designed in a conceptual form, integrated with on-board
systems and simulator tested.
The first part of the work highlighted that it is feasible to apply the three lifting surfaces and
laminar fuselage concepts, currently employed only on a small business plane, to a regional
aircraft. In fact, it has been demonstrated that internal spaces and structures can be
successfully adapted to this unconventional architecture; moreover, an advanced gear
retraction system has been conceptualized, avoiding drag-increasing external fairings.
The system design phase has helped defining the power and weight requirements of the
aircraft and, tough not specific to this plane, has showed an effective integration in the new
configuration.
The simulation part of the work, although with its limited validity, has showed encouraging
results, underlining that there is a fuel-saving potential in this configuration.
The aircraft design is far from complete and even the simulation results are of limited
reliability; however it can be interpreted as a small piece of evidence that the Piaggio P180
configuration could be effectively used in larger airplanes.
The whole work could be an excellent starting point for future research and more detailed
design.
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Summary. The aim of this paper is to evaluate the theoretical efficiency of optimal propellers
by means of a variational approach; non planar propellers are included in the analysis. A
solution to the optimum rotor problem, in the context of propeller vortex theory, was given by
Goldstein in 1929; in this paper, a variational formulation of the optimum rotor problem is
proposed. The formulation consists into finding a class of functions (the circulation along the
blade axis) for which the thrust and drag moment functionals are well defined; in this class, the
functional is proved to be strictly convex and, thus, the global minimum exists and is unique.
Some configurations are analysed using the Ritz method: classical straight blade, parabolic
blade, elliptical blade; single and multiple blade propellers are compared.
1. AIRSCREW THEORY
The aim of an airscrew propeller is to convert the power provided by the engine (shaft brake
power Pb ) into the available power Pa ; if M and Ω indicate the moment and the angular velocity,
respectively, we have
Pb := M Ω,
and
Pa := T V∞ ,
where T and V∞ are the thrust and the asymptotic velocity, respectively. The efficiency of a
propeller is defined as follows:
E :=

T V∞
Pa
=
Pb
MΩ

(1)
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z
blade rotation

V∞

y

i
x

blade line

Ωr
Figure 1. Reference system

In this paper airscrews in axial flow (see axes in Figure 1) are analysed. The rotation vector
is opposite to i. The fluid motion around the airscrew is a viscous, compressible and nonstationary flow. However, it is possible to use simplified theories, with different levels of approximation as: actuator disk model, blade element theory, vortex theory. All these simplified
theories are based on the hypotheses of stationary motion, non-viscous fluid, incompressible
fluid and asymptotic velocity field, V∞ , parallel to the airscrew axis. The actuator disk model
provides just global information without considering the blades. The blade element theory gives
the aerodynamic action on each section of the blade, according to the Kutta-Joukowski law.
However, these results can be obtained only if the velocity field is known; this is the composition of the asymptotic velocity V∞ i, the induced velocity uind and the rotational component
rΩeθ , where eθ is the tangent unit vector for any rotation angle, θ.
1.1 Vortex Theory
Rotor vortex theory (Prandtl and Betz 1919, Pistolesi 1921 and Joukowski 1929) was the
first and the simplest theory to include the induced velocity, using the same concepts of the
lifting line theory; the difference is that the wing rotates. Figure 2 represents velocities and
forces in a plane perpendicular to the blade axis. The components of forces are:
dL = ρΓW0 dr
dD = ρΓwn dr
where Γ is the circulation around the blade section, W0 is the local component of V∞ and Ωr,
wn is the component of induced velocity perpendicular to W0 and the blade axis. The thrust is
given by the component of dL along the rotor axis if the effect of the drag is negligible.
dT = ρΓW0 cos ϕ0 dr
The lost power, Pl , is the work of the drag per unit time, i.e.:
dPl = ρΓwn W0 dr.
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dL
W0
ϕ0
v
dD
u0

V∞

rΩ

0

ϕ0
wn

Figure 2. Velocities and forces in blade section
The problem of optimum can be formulated as follows:
to find the distribution of circulation Γ along the blade that minimize the lost power Pl for a
given thrust T .
The Lagrangian, L, of the problem is:
 Z R

Z R
L(Γ) = N
ρΓwn W0 dr + λ N
ρΓW0 cos ϕ0 dr − Ttarget
(2)
0

0

where N is the number of the blades. Now, we assume that the variation of L(Γ), due to a
perturbation of Γ, is independent from the perturbation of the induced velocity. There is no
reason for this assumption, apart from a simplification in the analysis but, because the solution
exists and is unique (as shown later on this paper), it is also the solution of the original problem.
Hence, the Euler equation becomes
N ρΓwn W0 + λN ρΓW0 cos ϕ0 = 0,

(3)

wn = −λ cos ϕ0

(4)

dΓ
=γ
dη

(5)

and we have
where λ is a constant depending on Ttarget . Now, if we assume the wake helicoids as rigid walls
moving in the axial direction with velocity w̄0 := −λ, we obtain exactly the same expression
of wn 1 (Figure 3). If we consider the distribution of circulation, Γ, along the blade and the
intensity, γ, of a single vortex filament in the wake, we obtain, by means of Stokes theorem, the
following relationship:

1

Note that, from Figure 2,
with angular velocity − VλΩ
.
∞

cos ϕ0
sin ϕ0

=

Ωr
V∞ ,

hence the same expression of wn is obtained also if the helicoids rotate
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helicoid wall

rotor axis
ϕ0

helicoid axial velocity

w̄0

ϕ0
wn

w̄0 r VΩ∞
helicoid rotational velocity

Figure 3. Velocity of the rigid helicoids near the rotor

w0

Figure 4. Geometry of the potential problem
where η is a curvilinear coordinate along the blade. From the Stokes theorem the intensity γ
of a free filament is constant along the wake; it means that the distribution of circulation in any
station of the wake is the same of that on the blade. Thus, we can study the flow in the far wake
instead of the one near the rotor because, due to the symmetry, the solution is easier. Therefore
the potential problem becomes:
to find the flow around an infinite helicoid moving in the axial direction with velocity2 :
w0 := 2w̄0 .

1.1.1 Tip losses
In 1919 L. Prandtl proposed an approximated solution of this problem, with the aim of
describing the tip effects. He replaced the spirals of the helicoids with a series of planes perpendicular to the rotor axis, and moving with axial velocity w0 ; the planes are positioned at the
same distance, h, between the spirals. This is a two-dimensional problem with a closed form
solution3 ; the optimal circulation according Prandtl is the following:



µ2
2
µ2
N ΓΩ
−π
(R−r)
h
=
Fh (r) =
arccos exp
,
(6)
2πw0 V∞
1 + µ2
1 + µ2 π
2

The induced velocity in the far wake is the double of the one near the rotor; this result is usually know as the
Froude theorem.
3
For an accurate description of this analysis see the appendix of [1] or [17] pp. 24-27.
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Figure 5. Prandtl model for tip analysis
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Figure 6. Goldstein (solid line) and Prandtl (dashed line) optimal circulation distribution for a
two bladed propeller
is the non-dimensional coordinate along the blade. Note that equation 6 shows
where µ := VrΩ
∞
the relationship between tip losses and number of blades; by increasing the number of blades,
h decreases and the tip loss factor Fh increases its derivative at the tip; in particular, in the case
of an infinite number of blades, Fh has an infinitely negative derivative at tip and thus the local
Γ is not zero.
1.1.2 Exact solution
In 1929, S. Goldstein gave an exact solution of the complete problem with a computation
based on an expansion of Bessel functions. Figure 6 shows the exact optimal non-dimensional
N ΓΩ
, and Prandtl solutions in the case of a two bladed propeller, versus µ. The
circulations, 2πV
∞ w0
different curves in Figure 6 are relative to different values of the non-dimensional tip speed,
µ0 := VRΩ
= 2, 3, . . . 10. Note that the differences between the two distributions are very small
∞
near the tip. Usually, in technical applications, Prandtl expression is used, because it is given
in closed form (the Goldstein is provided with numerical tables, see [4]) and the error is small,
especially near the tip.
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2. VARIATIONAL FORMULATION
As already seen, the Kutta-Joukowski theorem gives an expression of the action performed
by the fluid on the blade section; we have:
dF(r) = ρUtot (r) × drΓ(r),
where r is the position vector according to Figure 7, and Utot is the flow velocity vector defined
as follows:
Utot = V∞ i + Ωreθ + uind ,
(7)
where Ω is airscrew angular velocity, r is the distance from rotor axis4 and êθ is the local
z

eθ
V∞

r
y

x

Ωr
Figure 7. System of reference

rotational direction unit vector. As already pointed out, we refer to right propeller, where êθ is
shown by Figure 7.
2.1 Induced velocity
Following the vortex theory, airscrew and wake are replaced by bounded and free vortex
filament, respectively. Blade line is described by a curvilinear coordinate defined into the range
[0; 1]. Induced velocity uind is obtained by Biot-Savart law, where the contribution of a single
free filament originated from a point ξ on the blade line, in the hypothesis of neglecting the
induction of bounded filament, is

 Z
r − rv
1
v
dr ×
.
(8)
duind (r, ξ) = −dΓ(ξ)dξ
4π γv
kr − rv k3

The apex v indicates the inducing vortex filament. The vortex filament γv is completely defined
by the point ξ; a single point on this filament, defined by vector rv , needs two scalars to be
identified, namely: rv = rv (t, ξ), where t ∈ [0; ∞] is a curvilinear coordinate defined on the
filament; thus, we have:
rv : [0; ∞) × [0; 1] → R3
4

Note that r corresponds to position vector module only for plain blades belonging to plane y − z. In this case
we have r × eθ = i r.
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Figure 8. Vector definition
 v
 x = V∞ t
v
y v = mv cos(Ωt + θv ) ,
r =
 v
z = mv sin(Ωt + θv )

(9)

where mv (ξ) and θv (ξ) are module and phase of r(ξ). The components of vector r(ξ) are:

y(ξ) = mv (ξ) cos θv (ξ)
.
(10)
z(ξ) = mv (ξ) sin θv (ξ)
From equation (5), equation (8) becomes:

 Z
r(η) − rv (t, ξ)
1
v
dr (t) ×
,
duind (η, ξ) = −dΓ(ξ)
4π γv
kr(η) − rv (t, ξ)k3

where η indicates the points, on the blade axis, where induced velocity is calculated. Then, all
the contributions of free filaments are summed up along the blade span:
 Z

Z
Z
r(η) − rv (t, ξ)
dΓ(ξ) 1
v
uind (η) =
duind (η, ξ) = −
dr (t) ×
dξ,
dξ
4π γv
kr(η) − rv (t, ξ)k3
γb
γb

where γb represents the blade line. This is the velocity induced by a single helicoid, and we
have so many helicoids as the blades. If we use the apex i ∈ [0; N − 1] to identify a blade γbi and
the wake helicoid γvi originated from it, we can define the velocity induced by a single blade
with its wake.
 Z

Z
r(η) − rv (t, ξ)
dΓ(ξ) 1
v
i
uind (η) = −
dr (t) ×
dξ
dξ
4π γvi
kr(η) − rv (t, ξ)k3
γbi
Note that Γ is the same for all the blades; therefore the resultant induced velocity is the sum of
N blades contributions.
N
−1
X
uind (η) =
uiind (η)
i=0

7
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The apex 0 represents the reference blade, the one where the induced velocity is calculated
being all the blades in the same conditions; besides u0ind is singular where inducing and induced
points coincide. We integrate another time along the reference blade and, then, we multiply by
the number of blades, to obtain the resultant force and momentum exerted on the rotor by the
flow.
Z
F=N
ρΓ(r) (Utot (r) × dr)
γb0
Z
M=N
ρΓ(r)r × (Utot (r) × dr)
γb0

2.1.1 Dimensionless formulation

It is convenient to express variables and results in non-dimensional form.

ΩR
r


µ0 =
r̃ =


R
V∞



u
e= Γ
Γ
ũ =

V∞
RV∞




V
t

 t̃ = ∞
R
dF
dF̃ = 1 2 = 2 (i + µ0 r̃eθ + ũind ) × dr̃Γ̃,
ρV∞ A
2

(11)

where R is the external rotor radius, A = πR2 is the swept area and µ0 has been introduced
before. From now on we will omit˜for brevity sake. Thrust coefficient CT and momentum
coefficient CM are defined as follows:
Z
CT := −N
dF(r) · i = CT1 + CT2 ,
(12)
γb0

where:


Z


CT := −2N
Γ(r) (i + µ0 reθ ) × dr · i


 1
γb0
N
−1 Z
X



Γ(r)uiind × dr · i.

 CT2 := −2N
CM := N

where:

Z

i=0

γb0

γb0

r × dF(r) · i = CM1 + CM2 ,


Z


CM1 := 2N
Γ(r)r × [(i + µ0 reθ ) × dr] · i



γb0
N
−1 Z
X





Γ(r)r × uiind × dr · i.

 CM2 := 2N
i=0

(13)

γb0
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Equations (12) and (14) show that thrust and momentum, for an assigned blade line γb , depend
only on circulation distribution Γ(η). In stationary condition, CT (the thrust of the airscrew)
must equal the drug due to the aerodynamic action on the rest of the body. Therefore, this is the
requested thrust CT target and we can formulate the problem of the optimum propeller as follows:
to find the circulation function, Γ, belonging to a function set, χ, so that the resistant momentum, CM , is minimum, with the constraint of fixed thrust (CT = CT target ),
that is:
min CM (Γ)

(16)

CT (Γ) − CT target = 0

(17)

subjected to
Γ ∈ χ with χ = {f : [0; 1] → R : f (0) = f (1) = 0}

(18)

2.2 Functional Space of Γ
The functions class, X, where the solution is sought is a subset of χ given in equation 18.
Moreover, the circulation function, belonging to X, guarantees existence and continuity of the
functionals CT and CM . This assumption allows us to define the integrals of CT and CM on
T × T × [0; ∞], where for (t, ξ, η) = (0, η, η), we have the value of the limit of the integrand;
in this way the extended functionals are continuous. After having restricted X in order to
guarantee the existence and continuity of the functionals, we must assure the existence of the
constrained maximum, that is the solution of the problem (16), (17) and (18). This can be
achieved in several ways. To this end we restrict X in order to make CM convex. Then we seek
for an extremal function for CM which also respects the constraint on CT . Extremal means that
it makes null the first variation of the functional. If we find this function then it is the minimum
function and is unique.
As it will be proved, the functions class having all these features, is the following

X = Γ ∈ AC[−1; 1], Γ0 ∈ L1+ε (0; 1) con ε > 0, Γ(0) = Γ(1) = 0, CM2 (Γ) > 0


R
where Lp is the Lebesgue space Lp (Y ) = f : T → R : f is measurable and Y |f |p dy < ∞
for p ≥ 1, and AC means absolute continuity.
2.2.1 Existence of functionals

Here we prove the existence of the thrust functional (the procedure is exactly the same for
the momentum functional); thrust is represented as the sum of the two terms, CT1 and CT2 in 13,
where, CT2 containing induced velocity, is singular. Moreover, CT2 is obtained as a summation
over the blades and only the first term of this sum is singular, i.e. the auto-induced term indicated
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by the apex 0 . Therefore, just the following integral is analysed.
!
Z
Z
Z
v
v
(t)
dr
(t,
ξ)
1
dΓ
r(η)
−
r
0
0
dtdξ × τ (η)dη · i,
CT02 (Γ) =
Γ(η)
×
v
0
2π γb0
dξ
dt
kr(η) − r0 (t, ξ)k3
γb
γv0

(19)

dr
is the tangent vector of the blade line. The singular term of the integral is called
where τ = dη
kernel, and it is indicated by the symbol g(t, ξ, η).

g0 (t, ξ, η) :=

drv0 (t)
r(η) − rv0 (t, ξ)
×
dt
kr(η) − rv0 (t, ξ)k3

The singularity5 exists in (t, ξ) = (0, η), because, from equation (9) and (10), we have:
lim

rv (t, ξ) = r(η).

(t,ξ)→(0,η)

By shifting the terms of the vector-scalar product in equation (19) we obtain6
Z 1Z 1Z ∞
1
dΓ
0
CT2 (Γ) =
Γ(η) . . .
2π 0 0 0
dξ
 v

dr (t)
r(η) − rv (t, ξ)
...
×
dtdξ · (τ (η) × i) dtdξdη. (20)
dt
kr(η) − rv (t, ξ)k3

In the case of a straight blade7 , τ (η) = j, then τ (η) × i = −k; it means that we are interested
only in the z component of the singular term:
v

gz (t, ξ, η) :=

v

(y(η) − y v (t, ξ)) dx
− (x(η) − xv (t, ξ)) dydt
dt

(x(η) − xv (t, ξ))2 + (y(η) − y v (t, ξ))2 + (z(η) − z v (t, ξ))2

3/2

.

The expression is too complex for an analysis of the singularity and, then, we isolate the singular
part. This result is achieved by Taylor expansion around the singularity. Here we show the
expansion only for xv
xv (t, ξ) = x(η) + tx,vt +(ξ − η)x,vξ +O(t2 + (ξ − η)2 );

it is the same for the other components. As done in [8] we shift to a polar coordinate system
centred in the singularity, i.e.:

(
 r ∈ [0; R(θ)]
t = r cos θ
h π πi .
(21)
with
θ ∈ − ;
ξ = η + r sin θ
2 2
5

The presence of an indefinite integral is not a problem. Note that for t → ∞ we have xv → ∞, while y v and
z are limited. This means for t → ∞ we have gx (t, ξ, η) → 0 as (x1v )3 , while gy (t, ξ, η) and gz (t, ξ, η) → 0 as
1
(xv )2 .
6
From now on, we refer just to this singular term, so the index 0 is dropped for simplicity.
7
Here we consider just the case of the straight blade in order to show easily some passages; however, the same
method can be adopted for a general blade
v
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Thus:
(22)

xv (r, θ) = x(η) + rx,vt cos θ + rx,vξ sin θ + O(r2 ).

Using the Taylor expansion for the terms with apex v we obtain the following expression for the
z component of kernel

 
1 −y,vξ x,vt +x,vξ y,vt sin θ
1
g̃z (r, θ, η) = 2
,
(23)
+O
3/2
r
r
[D(θ)]
where the denominator term is
D(θ) = x,vt cos θ + x,vξ sin θ

2

+ y,vt cos θ + y,vξ sin θ

2

+ z,vt cos θ + z,vξ sin θ

2

.

(24)

We are interested only in the singular part and then, from now on, we study just the following
term of the kernel

v
v
v
v
+x,
−y,
x,
y,
sin θ
1
t
t
ξ
ξ
g̃zS (r, θ, η) = 2
.
(25)
r
[D(θ)]3/2
For a straight blade, it is possible to calculate
singularity:
 v
 x,t = 1
y,v = 0
 vt
z,t = Ωη

easily the value of the partial derivative in the
 v
 x,ξ = 0
y,v = 1 .
 vξ
z,ξ = 0

(26)

Using these value and coming back to Cartesian coordinate we obtain:
gzS (t, ξ, η) = 

−(ξ − η)

(ξ − η)2 + (1 + η 2 µ20 ) t2

3/2 .

Therefore, the singular part of the integral CT02 is the following.
Z 1
Z 1
Z
1
dΓ ∞
(ξ − η)
S
Γ(η)
CT2 (Γ) = −

3/2 dtdξdη
2π 0
0 dξ 0
(ξ − η)2 + (1 + η 2 Ω2 ) t2

(27)

(28)

This expression does not respect the definition of integral according to Riemann; thus, we adopt
the Cauchy principal value.
Let be Γ : [0; 1] → R so that Γ e Γ0 L1+ε (0, 1) con ε > 0, Γ(0) = Γ(1) = 0. Then CTS2 (Γ),
is convergent as a Cauchy improper integral. We define two particular subsets of the integration
set in (η, ξ).

S1 (h) := (ξ, η) ∈ R2 : 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1 − h, ξ + h ≤ η ≤ 1

S2 (h) := (ξ, η) ∈ R2 : h ≤ ξ ≤ 1, 0 ≤ η ≤ ξ − h
con h ∈ [0; 1]
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h

η

h
S2

S1
ξ
Figure 9. Integration regular sets
The following regular integrals are defined on these sets.
ZZ
Z ∞
1
(ξ − η)
0
GSi (h) := −
Γ (ξ)Γ(η)

3/2 dtdξdη
2
2π
Si (h)
0
(ξ − η) + (1 + η 2 µ20 ) t2
for

i = 1, 2

The standard integration rules can be adopted for these integrals because they are regular. In
particular the following integration rule, after the substitution t2 = a2 tan2 x, becomes
∞

Z ∞
1
dt
t
√
= 2,
=
3/2
2
2
2
a
a a +t 0
(a2 + t2 )
0
and, in the present case:
Z

0

∞

(ξ − η)


(ξ − η)2 + (1 + η 2 µ20 ) t2

we obtain
GSi (h)

1
:= −
2π

3/2 dt =

ZZ

ξ−η

(1 + η 2 µ20 )

0

∞

h

dt
(ξ−η)2
1+η 2 µ20

+

t2

i3/2 =

1
1 + η 2 µ20
=
=
,
2 3/2 (ξ − η)2
2
(ξ − η) (1 + η 2 µ20 )
(1 + η µ0 )

Γ0 (ξ)
Si (h)

3/2

Z

ξ−η

Γ(η)
1
dξdη
2
2
(1 + η µ0 ) ξ − η

i = 1, 2.

This integral is very similar to the one consider in [6] (in particular we refer to proposition 17.1)
and thus we follow the procedure showed in this work. We prove the convergence of CTS2 (Γ) in

I = Γ : [0; 1] → R : Γ, Γ0 ∈ L1+ε (0; 1) con ε > 0, Γ(0) = Γ(1) = 0

by means of integration by part rule, Hölder inequality and by exploiting the boundary condition
on Γ.
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2.2.2 Convexity
In order to study the convexity of thrust functional it is useful to define the quotient ratio
Ry (t). Let K be a vectorial space and f : K → R a generic function. It is strictly convex in K
iff ∀x, yK the following function of t,
t → Ry (t) =

f (x + ty) − f (x)
t

with t ∈ R+ /{0},

(29)

is strictly increasing. By means of the quotient ratio it is easy to prove the following proposition.
Consider the set of functions

I = Γ : [0; 1] → R : Γ, Γ0 ∈ L1+ε (0; 1) con ε > 0, Γ(0) = Γ(1) = 0 .
The functional CM (f ) : I → R exists and is continuous in I; then we have:
- the functional is not strictly convex in I;
- the functional is strictly convex in I ∗ := {f ∈ I : CM2 (f ) > 0}.
2.3 Optimal condition
In previous sections we define a functions class where the solution is sought.

X = Γ ∈ AC[−1; 1], Γ0 ∈ L1+ε (0; 1) con ε > 0, Γ(0) = Γ(1) = 0, CM2 (Γ) > 0

Given Γ ∈ X, the functionals CT and CM exist and moreover CM is convex. Therefore, if an
extremal curve, for CT , exists in X then this is the curve of minimum and it is unique. Furthermore we require this extremal curve respects the constraint of CT . This is an isoperimetrical
problem because the constraint is expressed by integral. In order to solve this variational problem we use the method of Lagrangian multipliers. This method is particularly advantageous for
isoperimetrical problem because the multipliers, which in general are function of the integration
variable, in this case are constant8 . Hence the Lagrangian associated to this problem.
L(Γ, λ) = CM (Γ) + λ (CT (Γ) − CT target )

(30)

Due to the complexity of the kernel we do not reach the Euler equation and we use a Ritz
method as exposed in section 4..
3. OPTIMAL PROPELLER
In this section we show the comparison with Goldstein solution for straight blade and the
results for some non-rectilinear configuration.
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Figure 10. Obtained (solid line) and Goldstein (dashed line) circulation distribution for a twobladed rotor.
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Figure 11. Present (solid line) and Goldstein (dashed line) circulation distribution for different
number of blades and µ0 = 2.
3.1 Straight blade
Figure 10 shows a comparison between the Goldstein’s and the present circulation distributions for different value of tip speed ratio µ0 . Figure 11 shows that the same conclusions are
valid in the case of different number of blades. It is noteworthy that the errors in the present
analysis are much smaller than in the Prandtl solution.
8

See [7] pp. 139-147.
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3.1.1 Performances
The problem of optimal propeller formulated in the present non-dimensional form depends
only on three parameters: tip speed ratio µ0 , number of blades N and assigned thrust coefficient
CT target . Now, we examine the propeller efficiency, defined as
E=

CT
,
C M µ0

for different values of these parameters. Figure 12(a) shows that the efficiency increases with
µ0 and the number of blades, N , while Figure 12(b) shows that a reduction of target thrust
coefficient, CT target , is associated to an higher efficiency. We can observe the same behaviour
1

1

E

N =3
N =6
N = 12

0.95

0.9

E

0.9
0.85

0.8

0.8
0.75

0.7

0.7

N =3
N =6
N = 12
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

0.65

10

0

0.5

1

1.5

CTtarget

µ0

(a) Efficiency for CT target = 0.5

(b) Efficiency for µ0 = 8

Figure 12. Conditions of maximum efficiency
also for non-rectilinear configurations of blades.
3.2 Non-rectilinear blade
Non-rectilinear blades are compared with straight ones at the same µ0 , N , CT target and with
the same swept area.
We define the relative efficiency ε, as the ratio between moment coefficients of the straight blade
and the actual curved blade:
CM straight
;
(31)
ε=
CM
ε > 1 means that the power needed to obtain a given thrust in the case of a straight blade is
higher than the actual curved one, or, in other words, that the curved blade is better than the
equivalent straight one.
Figure 13, 14 and 15 shows some circulation distributions for curved blades. We see that
almost all of the non-rectilinear configurations have a lower efficiency than the straight one.
Note that µ and p are respectively the aspect ratio and the curvature of the considered configuration9 , of course straight blade has µ = 0 and p = 1. In general we observed that the higher
9

We follow exactly the parametric representation exposed in [9].
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ε = 0.98

µ = 0.3

p=2

Figure 13. Circulation distribution of generalized semi-parabolic blade for N = 3, µ0 = 2 and
CT target = 0.5
ε = 1.08

µ = 0.8

p=1

Figure 14. Circulation distribution of parabolic blade for N = 5, µ0 = 2 and CT target = 0.5
ε = 0.84

µ = 0.5

p=1

Figure 15. Circulation distribution of elliptic blade for N = 2, µ0 = 2 and CT target = 0.1
µ and p are, the lower ε is. Once more this effect can be explain observing the circulation first
derivative. A clear example is provided by the shifted blade configurations. In this case the start
of the lifting portion of the blade is at a distance s from the axis rotor.
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ε = 0.994

ε = 0.957

s = 0.1

s = 0.3

(a)

(b)
ε = 0.725

s = 0.6

(c)

Figure 16. Circulation distribution for shifted straight blades with N = 2, µ0 = 2 and
CT target = 0.2
4. NUMERICAL METHOD
In this section we report the numerical procedure adopted to solve the variational problem
16, 17 and 18. We use the Ritz method and a numerical method proposed by G. Monegato in
[10] for two-dimensional singular integrals.
4.1 Ritz method
The distribution of circulation, Γ(η), is sought as a linear combination of base functions.
Γ≈

N
X

ai fi (η)

i=1

We have the exact equality in the limit N → ∞. The base functions fi (η) must be continuous,
with a continuous derivative in [0, 1] and they must respect the boundary condition: fi (0) =
fi (1) = 0. We choose the following polynomials.

fi (η) = 1 − (2η − 1)2 (2η − 1)i−1

fi0 (η) = i − 1 − (i + 1)(2η − 1)2 (2η − 1)i−2
If we replace Γ with the linear combination in the Lagrangian

L(Γ) = CM (Γ) + λ (CT (Γ) − CT target )
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Figure 17. Base functions (a) and their derivative (b) for i ∈ [1, 7]
we obtain the following algebraic system:


L(a, λ) = aT m + aT Ma + λ aT t + aT Ta − c ,

where a is the vector of the coefficients of the linear combination, c = CT target and the other
matrices are composed 
by the
integrals of the base functions. Therefore, if the first variation of
a
L respect to the vector
is null, we have:
λ
(
m + 2Ma + λ (t + 2Ta) = 0
.
(32)
aT t + aT Ta = c
Note that in the first equation λ multiply a, thus the equation is not linear and we use the iterative
Newton method.
4.2 Evaluation of the singular integral
As already observed, CM (Γ) and CT (Γ) contains singular integrals. In both cases the singular term can be reduced to the following form:


Z 1Z ∞
r(η) − rv (t, ξ)
dΓ(ξ) drv (t)
Ik (Γ; η) =
×
dtdξ
dξ
dt
kr(η) − rv (t, ξ)k3 k
0
0
for k = 1, 2, 3
The quadrature rule, that we want to use, cannot manage unbounded integrals, so we have to
split Ik in a singular part, IkS , and in a regular unbounded part, IkR .
Ik (Γ; η) = IkS (Γ; η) + IkR (Γ; η) =


Z 1 Z t∗
dΓ(ξ) drv (t)
r(η) − rv (t, ξ)
=
×
dtdξ+
dξ
dt
kr(η) − rv (t, ξ)k3 k
0
0


Z 1Z ∞
dΓ(ξ) drv (t)
r(η) − rv (t, ξ)
+
dtdξ
×
dξ
dt
kr(η) − rv (t, ξ)k3 k
0
t∗
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We can evaluate IkR as two consecutive one-dimensional integrals. The only difficulty is the
unbounded domain of the inner integral. It can be estimated with the classical Gauss-Legendre
quadrature rule, after the following substitution.
2t∗
1−q
2t∗
dt =
dq
(1 − q)2
t=

Instead, for the integral IkS , we need an ad hoc quadrature rule. The one proposed by Monegato in [10] can be applied only if the singularity is a second order pole. We demonstrate that
IkS respects this condition. With the substitution

∗
 t = t r cos θ
2

ξ = η + r sin θ
t∗
dtdξ = rdrdθ
2
we obtain
IkS (Γ; η)

t∗
=
2

Z

π
2

− π2

Z

R(θ)

0

Γ (r, θ)

0



hk (θ)
+O
r2

 
1
rdrdθ
r

where hk (θ) is a regular function of θ.
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Summary. This paper deals with the evaluation of the flight dynamics response of aircraft
with a PrandtlPlane configuration by means of simple models to be used during the preliminary
design. The study is completed by a method for an initial sizing of the elevators and the ailerons
(positioned on both the front and the rear wing) in order to achieve adequate handling qualities.
The flight dynamics model considers the rigid aircraft, the steady aerodynamics, and separating
the longitudinal and the lateral-directional motions. The force derivatives are extrapolated
through a VLM solver whose the reliability of the results has been proven. The methods have
been applied on the IDINTOS aircraft with the conclusion that we obtain a proper longitudinal
dynamic response with a reduced Margin of Stability because of the very high values of the
aerodynamic damping Mq and the pitch stiffness Mα .
1. INTRODUCTION
The evaluation of the flight dynamics characteristics is not usually faced during the preliminary stage of aircraft design and, at the same time, also the control surfaces are sized in
accordance to semi-empiric or statistic data. When a non conventional wing configuration is
analyzed, the reliability of such these design strategies is no longer valid and a time-saving
but reliable procedurse to estimate the flying qualities become essential in the early stages of
the aircraft design. Similar procedures, can also be used to evaluate the effects of the control
surfaces on the motion of the aircraft.
In the present study, the PrandtlPlane wing configuration is considered. The PrandtlPlane
architecture is based on the Best Wing System theory described by Prandtl [1] according to
whom, the minimum induced drag occurs for a particular wing geometry, keeping both the total
lift and the wingspan constant. It consists of two horizontal wings connected each other by
two vertical bulkheads at the wing tips and a proper lift distribution is determined to achieve
the minimum induced drag condition. Due to the Munk’s stagger theorem, the two horizontal
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wings can be swept and moved along the asymptotic flow, without affecting the efficiency of the
system so that they can be arranged in order to meet the flight mechanics requirements (namely,
trim and longitudinal stability). As shown in Figure 1, the upper wing is moved to the aft of the
fuselage and the front wing has a positive swept.

Figure 1. PrandtlPlane wing configuration
Moreover, the non-uniqueness of the solution provided by Prandtl, has been demonstrated in
recent works [2] and the minimum condition can be obtained by an infinite number of solutions
that differ from the reference optimal circulation only by adding an arbitrary constant; as a
practical consequence of this property, the total lift can be distributed over the two horizontal
wings in an arbitrary manner in order to satisfy also different design constraints (e.g. trim and
stability of flight at low speed condition).
If compared with the respective wing-tail configuration (same lift and wingspan), the benefit
of the PrandtlPlane configuration results in a total drag reduction of about 10-15% in cruise
condition, depending on the non dimensional vertical gap h/b.
Apart from the aerodynamic advantage, other potential benefits can be noticed: concerning
the flight mechanics aspects, the longitudinal motion appears intrinsically stable thanks to the
presence of the rear wing; moreover, the elevators can be located on both the wings in such
a way that, moving in opposite of phase, they produce a pure pitching moment without any
changes in the total lift. Similarly, two couples of aileron can be located on the tips of both the
wings, increasing the produced rolling moment per unit of length. In this context, a proper sizing
procedure is requested to evaluate their effectiveness in accordance with the requirements.
At the same time, this wing geometry can result in a different flight dynamics in both the
longitudinal and the lateral-directional motion so that the flying qualities have to be determined
at the early preliminary design stages.
2. Dynamic Model
The flight dynamics analysis involves several aspects: aerodynamic forces have to be evaluated together with inertial properties, propulsion characteristics and control forces. All the
aspects are difficult to be determined in the preliminary stages so that proper assumptions are
required.
The proposed model is needed to determine the flight dynamics natural modes of the aircraft
in order to evaluate if proper damping and frequencies occur.
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It is based on the resolution of the linearized equilibrium equations where the aircraft is
reduced to a rigid body flying in a steady straight trajectory. The approach here reported is the
same described in reference [3]. Because of the symmetry of both the aerodynamic forces and
the inertia properties, the longitudinal motion can be separated form the lateral-directional one
so that two independent models are adopted.
2.1 Longitudinal dynamic
The longitudinal motion of the aircraft can be described by means of four state variables
related to the perturbations of the equilibrium condition: two velocities u, w, the pitch angle θ
and the pitch angular speed q. Considering an initial condition of straight flight (the trajectory
angle θ0 is null), the equations system (1) describes the equilibrium of the aircraft in a stability
coordinates system:

u̇ = Xu u + Xw w + gθ + ∆t



ẇ = Zu u + Zw w + Zq +U0 q + Zδe δe
1−Zẇ
1−Zẇ
1−Zẇ
1−Zẇ
θ̇
=
q




h



q̇ = M Mẇ Zu u + M Mẇ Zw w + M +
w 1−Zẇ
q
u 1−Zẇ

Mẇ (Zq +U0 )
1−Zẇ

i

h
q + Mδe +

MẇZδ

e

1−Zẇ

i

(1)
δe

The uppercase coefficients represent the dimensional aerodynamic derivatives respect to the
quantities in the subscript. Their value is calculated from the aerodynamic non-dimensional
coefficients as reported in the next paragraphs. The control is introduced in terms of elevators
deflection δe and thrust level ∆T . The state variables array Xlong = [u v θ q]T and the
control array ulong = [∆T δe ]T are introduced and, thus, the equations (1) can be expressed in
the following matrix form:
h i
h i
Ẋlong = A Xlong + B ulong
(2)

where the coefficients, are grouped in the state matrix A and the control matrix B, respectively. Since the aim of the present model is the determination of the natural modes, the control
effects can be neglected and the model is reduced to a qwell known eigenvalue problem:
Xu − λ

Xw
−g
−λ
0
A − λI =
0
0

 
 1−λ h
Mẇ Zu
Mẇ Zw
Mu 1−Zẇ
Mw 1−Zẇ
0
Mq +
Zu
1−Zẇ

Zw
1−Zẇ

0
Zq +U0
1−Zẇ

0

i
Mẇ (Zq +U0 )
−λ
1−Zẇ

=0

(3)

The solutions of the characteristic equation (3) consists of two couples of complex conjugate roots that are related to conventional phugoid and short-period modes respectively on the
basis of their natural frequencies. Since the two modes involves different variables and their
frequencies are far each other, they can be analyzed separately so that two explicit models are
reported.
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2.1.1 Short period mode
The short period mode is distinguished from variations in both vertical speed w and angular
speed q whereas the variation in u can be neglected. Thus, the system (3) can be reduced to a
second order problem and it is simplified as follows:
Zu
 1−Zẇ − λ h
ẇ Zw
Mw M
Mq +
1−Zẇ

Zq +U0
1−Zẇ
i
Mẇ (Zq +U0 )
−λ
1−Zẇ

=0

(4)

Both the natural frequency ωsp and the damping ζsp can be explicitly extrapolated from (4),
considering that Zẇ << 1. On the contrary, the effects related to the derivative Zq that are
usually neglected for conventional wing-tail configuration, are taken into account in this case.
rh
i
Mq Zw − Mw Zq + Mα
i
1 h
Mq + Zw + Mẇ Zq + Mα̇
=−
2ωsp

ωsp =
ζsp

2.1.2 Long period mode

(5)

During the Phugoid motion, the variations of vertical speed w are negligible if compared
with variation in longitudinal speed u and the pitch angle θ. In this case, the pitch equilibrium is
verified and the third equation in (1) is no longer considered so that the correspondent eigenvalue
problem can be reduced as follows:
Xu − λ −g
=0
Zu
0
Zq +U0

(6)

Similarly to the short period case, both the natural frequency and damping can be explicitly
determined for the phugoid motion remarking that the force damping Zq is taken into account
due to the non conventional wing configuration.
s
Zu
ωph = −g
Zq + U0
s
(7)
Xu
Zq + U0
ζph = −
−g
2
gZu
2.2 Lateral-directional dynamics
Referring to the stability coordinate system and assuming an initial condition of straight
flight (the bank angle Φ0 = 0), the aircraft motion can be described by the following system:
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Yδr δr

v̇ = Yv0 v + Yp0p + (Y0r + U00)r + gφ +

0
ṗ = Lv v + Lp p + Lr r + Lδa δa + Lδr δr
0
0
ṙ = Nv0 v + Np0 p + Nr0 r + Nδa
δa + Nδr
δr



φ̇ = p

(8)

In this case the variable states array Xld is composed by the lateral speed v = U0 β, the rotational speed along the x-axis and z-xis (p and r respectively) and the bank angle φ. The control
variables are represented by the deflections of the ailerons and the rudder. It can be remarked
that the primed forces derivatives appearing in eq.(8), are introduced in order to uncouple the
rotational equilibrium along the x-axis and z-axis (second and third equation of the same system
(8)) because of the presence of the inertial term Ixz . The primed derivatives can be expressed in
terms of usual forces derivatives by using the following formula:
 0




1
L <>i
1
Ixz /Ix
L<>i
=
(9)
N 0 <>i
N<>i
1
∆ Ixz /Iz
The natural modes are determined by solving the characteristics equation of the homogeneous system as reported in eq.(10):
Yv − λ
Yp
(Yr + U0 ) g
0
0
Lv
Lp − λ
L0r
0
=0
Ald − λI =
0
0
0
0
Nr − λ
Np
Nv
0
1
0
−λ

(10)

The characteristics equation (10) consists of two real roots and a couple of conjugate complex roots; the real roots (Tr and Ts ) are associated to roll and spiral mode respectively while
the two complex roots are related to the dutch roll mode with frequency ωdr and damping ζdr
The natural modes are computed directly by solving the eigenvalue problem of eq. (10) even
though explicit relations can be assumed under the hypothesis of neglecting some of the force
derivatives. These last assumptions, valid for conventional wing configuration, cannot be verified in general, for the PrandtlPlane. Thus, the approximated solutions reported in (11) will be
compared with the roots of eq.(10).
Tr ∼
= L0p
g L0v Nr0 − Nv0 L0r
Ts ∼
=
U0 L0v Np0 − Nv0 L0p
p
ωdr ∼
= Yv N 0 + U0 N 0 v
r

ζdr

Yv + N 0 r
∼
=−
2ωsp
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3. Flying and Handling qualities
The dynamic characteristics, together with the stability and maneuverability aspects, contribute to define the so called flying qualities of the aircraft. Thus, the flying qualities are related
to the response of the aircraft during each mission segment, being dominated by the physical
flight parameters (e.g. margin of stability, dynamics frequencies and damping).
The effectiveness of these responses cannot be evaluated easily since they are strictly related
to the way of piloting and to the human perception. For this reason, the concept of the handling
qualities is introduced, referring to the ease and precision which a pilot can accomplish a particular mission with.

Figure 2. Cooper-Harper scale
The Cooper-Harper [4] scale is a common criterion used by pilots and engineers to evaluate
the handling qualities by assigning a value from 1 (best) to 10 (worst) to the response of the
aircraft in a particular mission task; the rating scale reported in Figure 2 remains difficult to be
interpreted since it involves the pilot-in-the-loop and other effects due to the control systems
(e.g. differences between fly-by wire or mechanical controls).
In the present study, the handling qualities are compared to the flying qualities by using the
MIL-F-8785C procedure [5], that provides an equivalent classification to the Harper-Cooper
scale on the basis of the dynamic and static characteristic of the aircraft: the correspondent
rating is reported in the same Figure 2. Three different level of compliance, from 1 (the best)
to 3 (just satisfactory) are specified for four different classes of aircraft (denoted with Roman
number I to IV) and for three Flight Phases (named A, B and C). Both the aircraft and the
mission classifications are defined in the following Table.
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Table 1. Classification of aircraft classes and flight phases
MIL-F-8785C
Aircraft classes and Flight phase categories
I
Small, light airplanes
II
Medium weight, low-to-medium maneuverability airplanes
III
Large, heavy, low-to-medium maneuverability airplanes
IV
High-maneuverability airplanes
A
Flight Phases that require rapid maneuvering
B
non terminal Flight Phases (Climb, Cruise, Loiter)
C
Terminal Flight Phases
The procedure is usually applied to military aircraft and thus, in case of civil application,
both the specifications relative to the aircraft class IV and the flight phases A are no longer
valid. In particular, some constraints for both the longitudinal and the lateral-directional natural
modes can be extrapolated from [5] as reported in the following sub-paragraphs.
3.1 Requirements on the longitudinal flying qualities
The reference [5] provides limits on the natural modes of the aircraft as far as on the control
forces perceived form the pilot during maneuvers. In this study, only the requirements directly
related to the dynamic modes are considered. Limits on both the phugoid and short period
damping are provided, independently from the class of the considered aircraft as reported in Table 2. The limits on the phugoid damping are also valid for any flight category while differences
are reported in the case of the short period motion.
Table 2. Limits on the longitudinal damping
Level
1
2
3

Phugoid

Short Period

Cat. B
ζph > 0.004
2.0 > ζsp > 0.3
ζph > 0
2.0 > ζsp > 0.2
T > 55 sec.
ζsp > 0.15

Cat. C
1.3 > ζsp > 0.35
2 > ζsp > 0.25
ζsp > 0.15

The short period natural frequency, can be limited by introducing the Control Anticipation
Parameter defined as the ratio between the initial angular speed at the beginning of a certain
maneuver, and the normal acceleration when steady state condition are reached.
2
2
ωsp
ωsp
q
CAP ≡
≈ U0 1 ≈
∆n
n/α
g T

(12)

Θ2

where the term 1/TΘ2 represents the zero of the high frequency pitch attitude. In the present
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Figure 3. Limits on the CAP for flight phases B
work it has been determined by solving the system 1 respect to the variable θ/δe , by applying
the Cramer method and obtaining the following expression:
1
Zδe Mw
Zδe
= −Zw (1 −
)/(1 +
Mẇ )
(13)
Tθ2
Mδe Zw
Mδe
Some limits are imposed to the maximum and minimum values of CAP, as reported in Figure
3, so that correspondent limitations on the natural frequency can be determined by means of the
equation 12.
3.2 Requirements on the lateral directional flying qualities
Direct limits are imposed to the dutch roll frequency and damping: these limits depend on
both the flight phase category and the aircraft class. Similarly, the maximum roll mode time
constant is given depending on both the two parameters.
The limits are (qualitatively) reported in Figure 4 in the framework of the imaginary plane
of the poles, while the values can be directly taken from [5].
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Figure 4. Limits of the lateral directional poles
On the other hand, a divergent spiral motion with negative value of the damping is admitted:
in this case the minimum time ∆T 2 to double the amplitude is imposed, depending only on the
flight phase category. It is remarked that it can be related to the spiral pole by using the relation:
ln(2)
1
=
Ts
∆T 2

(14)

3.3 Additional requirements on the control surfaces
No direct specifications on the dimensions and effectiveness of the mobile surfaces are indicated in [5].Thus,the elevators are sized in such a way that a prescribed maximum vertical load
factor is reached. By using the short period model, the maximum load factor can be determined
depending on a given deflection of the elevator:


Mδe Zα
1 + Zδ Mα
U0
Zδe
e
·
· δe
(15)
nzmax = 1 +
Zα M q
g (U0 + Zq) 1 − (U +Zq)M
α
0

The maximum deflection of the elevator is evaluated on the basis on the trim condition.
The rolling angular speed at steady condition can be evaluated for a given aileron deflection
as follows:
P∞ = Tr L0δa δa

In the present study, it is supposed that both the maximum load factor and the rolling angular speed are imposed, so that a correspondent deflection of both the mobile surfaces can be
determined.
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4. Sizing procedure
An automated procedure is set up in order to determine both the flying qualities and the effects of the mobile surfaces (elevators and ailerons) for a given wing geometry. Initial data are
directly extrapolated from an in-house developed parametric geometric generator [6] (an example of the generated geometry is reported in Figure 5) together with the definition of reference
flight parameters.

Figure 5. Geometric generation with ASD software
Two different procedures are available for the longitudinal and the lateral-directional analysis respectively; as shown in figure 6, an iterative procedure has been set up in both the cases to
size the mobile surfaces: their lengths are progressively increased until adequate levels of vertical load factor and rolling angular speeds are achieved. At the same time, the procedure gives
information on the levels of the flying qualities; if they are not satisfactory, the wing geometry
needs to be redesigned properly.

Figure 6. calculation procedures, blocks diagram
A preliminary aerodynamic analysis is needed to determine the aerodynamic coefficients
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and consequently the force derivatives used in the models described in the paragraph 2. In this
case, a software based on a Vortex Lattice Method [7] is used; in previous works (e.g.[8]), the
code has been calibrated for the analysis of PrandtlPlane wing configurations and an example
of the used VLM grid is reported in Figure 7.

Figure 7. VLM model of a PrandtlPlane
The fuselage is modeled as a part of the front wing with a proper dihedral angle in such a
way that the lateral size is replicated. The code allows to include mobile surfaces by indicating
the grid cells of the wings that are interested by the deflection. In the case of the PrandtlPlane
wing configuration, elevators and ailerons are located on both the front and the aft wings.
The aerodynamic coefficients determined by the VLM analysis have been validated by
proper comparison with Wind Tunnel tests conducted for a particular wing geometry ([9]) relevant to the IDINTOS project ([10]): both the elevators and the ailerons are modeled in the
wind tunnel test model so that also the derivatives respect with their deflections can be extrapolated. The comparisons between VLM results and wind tunnel measurements are reported in
the graphs of Figure 8; it is noticed that, although the VLM code provides also the derivatives
with respect the angular velocities, they are not evaluated in the Wind Tunnel tests.
Some differences can be appreciated in terms of absolute values of the aerodynamic coefficients, mainly due to the difficult computation of the friction drag. On the other hand, the results
of the VLM analysis are satisfactory in terms of derivatives if a linear aerodynamic field is valid
(small Angle of Attack, and small deflections): in this case, the largest differences are within
the 10 % in the case of the derivatives with respect the aileron deflection. Thus, the results coming form the VLM analysis are assumed to be valid for the presents study also including those
concerning the angular velocities. Since the aerodynamics coefficient are calculated, the force
derivatives are determined by considering the flight condition in terms of speed U0 and altitude
following the relations reported in [3]. Inertial data, have to be also included and, assuming that
the inertia matrix is known, it is rotated by the AoA determined in trim condition, in order to
report its components in the stability coordinate system.
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Figure 8. aerodynamics coefficients comparison
5. Application to the Idintos project
As test case, the IDINTOS aircraft has been considered because of the reliability of the
aerodynamic data from the VLM analysis. The external shape is reported in figure 9 where the
position of the elevator (red) and the aileron (green) can be noticed on both the rear and front
wings.

Figure 9. IDINTOS aircraft
The flying qualities are thus analyzed for two flight conditions: the first one deals with a
low speed condition U0 = 20m/s and h = 0 and the second one is related to cruise condition
U0 = 50m/s, h = 1000m. Results are reported in Table 3, assuming a stability margin M S =
16% and a reference mass W = 525kg:
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Table 3. Results for the IDINTOS
Longitudinal V = 20 V = 40
Force derivatives
Zw
−1.612 −3.3972
Zq
−1.857 −4.4752
Zδe
−0.5638 −1.5249
Mw
−0.134 −0.2490
Mq
−3.600 −6.8649
M δe
4.826
18.5692
Mα
−2.672 −9.9611
Flying qualities
ωph
0.69
0.28
ζph
0.1615
0.034
ωsp
2.87
4.9
ζsp
1.134
1.01
nzmax
2.4
7.1
CAP
2.1
2.01

Lat-Dir

V = 20
V = 40
Force derivatives
Yv
−0.161 −0.2236
0
Lβ
−3.88
−5.5183
N 0β
0.464
1.7784
0
Lp
−1.661
−3.823
N 0p
−0.047 −0.4277
L0 r
1.241
0.4695
0
Nr
−0.4852 −0.20194
L0 δa
2.453
4.1429
0
N δa
−0.031 −0.3280
Flying qualities
ωdr
0.82
1.22
ζdr
0.143
0.155
τr [sec]
0.47
0.26
∆T 2 [sec]
28
> 100
p∞ [deg/sec]
11.4
16.2

If compared with an equivalent general aviation aircraft with classic wing tail configuration
[11], the force derivatives present slight differences: in particular it is remarked that the aerodynamic damping Cmq results about three time higher than in the wing tail configuration as far
as the pitch stiffness Cmα . These values have mainly consequences on the short period mode,
that is over-damped (zetasp > 1) resulting in an aperiodic motion; nevertheless, this response
is within the limit imposed for the level 1 of the specifications. The two couples of elevators,
acting in opposite of phase, produce a pure pitch moment being Zδe negligible if compared
with those ones of traditional configurations; this response have potential benefits on the safety
of flight, specially at low altitudes, because the total produced lift doesn’t vary during pull-up
maneuvers. At the same time, the pitch moment results adequate also if values in low speed
condition results very close to the lower limit. This problem can be solved by varying the MS
of the aircraft; as an example, we consider the longitudinal poles reported in Figure 10 when
the MS varies in a range [+50% -10%].
Decreasing the MS, both the short period and the phugoid poles move towards the real axis;
consequently, one of the phugoid pole tends to the positive part of the plane becoming critic for
a value of the M S = 0. On the other hand, the two modes coalesce so that the assumption to
divide the analyses becomes no longer valid. In this context, the short period damping becomes
critic for a value of the M S = 2% as shown in Figure 11 together with the variations of the
maximum load factor.
As expected, the maximum load factor nzmax increases as the MS decreases and the longi-
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Figure 10. roots locus of the longitudinal poles
tudinal maneuverability of the aircraft is then enhanced. At the critic condition determined by
the value of the short period pole ζsp = 1.3, the maximum value of the load factor is nz = 3.1.

Figure 11. nz and ζsp vs MS
Most of the other flying qualities are within the level 1 defined on specifications [5], except
the phugoid damping (level 2) during the cruise condition. The force derivatives in the lateraldirectional plane are notably different if compared with those of conventional wing-tail reference because of the contribution of the lateral bulkheads: nevertheless the lateral-directional
flying qualities result not critic.
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The rolling angular speed, obtained with an initial aileron length lailer = 0.375[m], is not
adequate in the low speed condition so that the iterative procedure reported in figure 6 is used
to size them. The sizing procedure regards only the ailerons of the rear wing due to low speed
limitations on the flap system. In Figure 12 the steady rolling speed is shown at varying the
length of the rear ailerons.

Figure 12. p∞ vs lailer
The level 3 (equal to a rolling speed p = 23[deg/s]) can be obtained for an aileron length
lailer = 0.67[m]; in this case the problem is solved by doubling their initial length so that a final
rolling speed p = 28[deg/sec] is achieved.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, an automated procedure for the preliminary evaluation of the flying qualities
is presented. The procedure has a general validity and it is applied to classic wing tail configuration as a validation test cases with positive results (here not reported). The procedure
extrapolates the force derivatives by means of a VLM aerodynamic code, whose results has
been validated for the case of PrandtlPlane configurations through the comparison with Wind
Tunnel tests.
The geometry of the IDINTOS aircraft is taken into account to analyze the flying qualities
of the PrandtlPlane configuration. Results show that the dynamic response meets the handling
qualities prescribed in [5] for both the longitudinal and the lateral-directional plane.
As general results, the PrandtlPlane configuration allows to control the pitch without any
variations of vertical lift, as shown in the computation of the force derivatives with respect the
deflection of the elevators. This result improves the safety for those flight conditions occurring
at low altitudes. At the same time, this configuration presents very high values of both the
pitch damping and the pitch stiffness so that the longitudinal maneuverability can represent a
critical aspect. Nevertheless the Margin of Stability of the aircraft can be reduced without any
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degradation of the flying qualities and static stability of flight.
The effectiveness of the two couples of aileron is partially reduced by the increased inertia
of the aircraft. Thus the initial ailerons are not big enough to guarantee an adequate rolling
speed in steady condition. As a results of the sizing procedure, the length of the rear wing
ailerons has been doubled in order to fulfill the requirements.
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Abstract. Space debris mitigation and remediation are urgent and growing issues to be faced
for the future of space operations and exploitation durability. The Active Debris Removal
(ADR) topic focuses on trading-off, designing and building up mechanisms to be mounted onboard an active chaser satellite that can rendezvous, capture and dispose of uncooperative
tumbling target spacecraft. The greatest advantages of tethered-net solutions with respect to
rigid capture mechanisms are traceable in the higher interfaceability towards unknown
targets’ physical and dynamics characteristics, isotropic loads and safer capturing distances.
This paper presents the state of the art of the tethered-net mechanism design, characterizing
the dynamics of such a complex multibody system during the most sizing phases such as the
ejection, capture and disposal by focusing on the fallouts of different contact models on the
stack behaviour and controllability. A dedicated numerical tool has been developed at
Politecnico di Milano, Department of Aerospace Science and Technologies, to simulate the
entire composite dynamics, in order to support the overall system design and to synthetize
more reliable and adapted GNC laws. The analysis results, presented in this paper, show the
great role played by the contact modelling, fundamental to describe the coupled dynamics
evolution: it is demonstrated how friction between the net and a tumbling target allows
reducing its angular motion, stabilizing the system and allowing safer towing operations.
Finally, an overview is given on the microgravity test campaign that has been performed to
validate the multibody dynamics models: first, the characterization of net materials on
ground; then the parabolic flight campaign where nets are deployed against a target mock-up
and their trajectory are reconstructed a posteriori using stereo vision image acquisitions.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The steadily increase of the space debris population around Earth is threatening the future of
space utilization for both commercial and scientific purposes: therefore both a disposal policy
to properly manage new space vehicles end-of-life, and Active Debris Removal (ADR) are
necessary to guarantee safe operational life time for space systems in Earth orbit. In
particular, the ADR falls in the remediation area, focused on trading-off, designing and
implementing dedicated missions to remove inactive satellites and dangerous existing debris
from space; the most relevant challenge for those class of missions is represented by the
debris capture solution implementation, to be brought by an active platform, nearby the target,
chasing, capturing and removing it reliably, whatever the shape and the dynamics of the target
is. Recent studies run by NASA and ESA revealed that the environment can be stabilized if
objects in the order of 5 to 10 per year are removed from space [1] [2]; more, the priority
debris list follows the more massive in highly inclined orbits the more urgent rule being, in
such a case, ADR more effective in collisions occurrence and dangerous cascade effects
reduction. As far as the capture and removal strategy is looked at, it is straightforward that the
more the general purpose it is the more cost effective would be, but on the other side, the less
effective it may turn to be. In fact, a general-purpose removal system should effectively
intervene on objects different in configuration, materials and possibly in dimensions.
Moreover, target to be captured do not cooperate and have a complex, free, not completely a
priori known dynamics.
Nowadays the European community, working on large space debris active removal
methodologies, accomplished feasibility and phase A studies focused on setting the system
requirements and addressing the most promising techniques to be further investigated up to
the final implementation [3]. Among them, the use of throw-nets and tow-tethers has been
advocated as one of the preferred solutions: a flexible capture net is cast from an active
satellite by impulsively accelerating a number of flying weights, hereinafter named bullets,
attached to the net mouth; then the relative trajectory of the bullets deploys the capture net
gradually during the flying process; finally the net wraps the debris element, closes around it
and thanks to the active chaser, tethered connected with the net, drag it to the disposal
location in space. The concept of tethered-net satellite capture is represented in Figure 1.
The greatest advantages of tethered-net systems with respect to rigid capture mechanisms are
traceable in the higher interfaceability towards unknown targets’ physical and dynamics
characteristics, isotropic loads and safer (i.e. larger) capturing distances. They also allows not
considering the centre of gravity alignment with thrust axis as a constraint, as it is for any
rigid link solution. On the other hand, these techniques are characterized by the difficulty in
robustly detect the capture and closure occurrence after the impact and by settling a flexible
tethered connection between the chaser and the target. The latter opens new challenges for
guidance navigation and control (GNC) design: the chaser GNC system is required to be
precise enough to gain stabilized specific relative orbits and to robustly perform de/re-orbiting
operations, while controlling a complex system and damping vibrations of flexible elements
and connections.
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Figure 1: Tethered-net capture concept.

The problem has been deeply analysed to simulate at the best the net deployment, contact and
closure dynamics on the target. A dedicated numerical tool has been developed at Politecnico
di Milano - Department of Aerospace Science and Technologies (PoliMi-DAER), to simulate
the entire stack dynamics, in order to support the overall system design, to synthetize more
reliable and adapted GNC laws and to ensure the mission reliability for such a delicate task.
The software has been verified and validated through benchmarking with analytical and on
ground experimental results to be further confirmed by the parabolic flight test campaign
performed in June 2015, whose data are currently being analysed.
This paper firstly provides a description of the mathematical models the tool is based on: the
multibody constrained dynamics have been represented through a discretized viscoelastic
model for the flexible components, and taking into account the six degrees of freedom endsatellites. The system dynamics is investigated in non-uniform Earth gravity field, under
aerodynamic drag, solar pressure and control forces, whenever applicable. A hierarchical
collision detection algorithm and a refined contact law that also accounts for friction between
the net and the target are also implemented in the model and discussed in the paper, focusing
in particular on the fallouts of contact modelling on the stack behaviour and controllability.
Tumbling target capture and towing scenarios simulations are discussed: in a model not
accounting for friction between different elements, the evolution of target angular velocity
shows the so-called tail wagging effect, i.e. the periodic oscillation of the debris which
appears as a stable limit cycle obtained after a short transient during towing. On the other
hand, the complete refined net model allows to appreciate the higher fidelity to the physics of
the phenomenon: the introduction of friction, causing energy dissipation thanks to the relative
motion of the target debris inside the net, allows demonstrating that the energy dissipation
through contact and slippage is responsible for reducing the tumbling target angular
momentum, passively damping its angular motion. This effect is extremely important from a
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control point of view, helping the stabilization of the stack: it is demonstrated how the passive
angular motion damping allows the chaser to keep the control authority during the most
delicate phases of the mission.
The closure of the net around the target can occur through free entanglement or through a
controlled embedded closing device designed and installed directly on the net frontal opening
edge, where winches are placed to retrieve closing strings when commanded, as shown in
following simulation examples. A closing device would assure a firmer grasping than the
closure relying on wrapping and entanglement, avoiding slippage and limiting the risk of
failure during the thrusting phase.
The tether and net material and shaping are the key feature of such a system: they must be
appropriately light, strong and elastic. In particular, their elasticity strongly influences the
overall dynamics behaviour: the trade-off of different candidate materials and ropes is
presented. To fully characterize the fibre ropes’ mechanical properties, including damping,
tensile tests and dynamical-mechanical tests have been conducted at PoliMi-DAER
laboratories and results are presented in the last section of the paper, where an overview is
also given on the abovementioned microgravity experimental campaign that has been
performed to validate both the flexible dynamics and contact dynamics models: planar square
nets were launched at different initial velocities and launching angles using a pneumaticbased dedicated mechanism; high-speed stereo cameras recorded the experiment allowing 3D
reconstruction of the net motion to be compared with simulation output.
2 MULTIBODY DYNAMICS SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT
In this section, the multibody dynamics simulation environment is presented. The tool has
been developed in house at PoliMi-DAER, to reliably model the dynamics of tethered-net
ADR systems and effectively serve as a tool to support system design and to allow control
laws implementation, testing and validation.
To guarantee good performances in terms of computational time, lumped parameters methods
have been chosen. These models also allow:
 to describe net large deformations and to only include positive tension on the tethers, due
to the inability of net’s material to withstand compression;


to tune the accuracy by modifying the number of discretizing elements;



to parametrically treat different materials and exploit ad-hoc viscoelastic laws;



to treat general net topologies and configurations, both folded and deployed;



to obtain a system of explicit ordinary differential equations (ODE).

The chaser and the target are modelled as six degrees of freedom bodies, as well as the
bullets, through Newton’s and Euler’s laws for translational and rotational dynamics. All
reactions on bodies due to tethered-net system are taken into account. The system dynamics
are subject to the full range of forces and torques expected in Earth orbit. Dealing with these
systems, it is important to precisely model the environmental effects: in particular the gravity
and its gradient are important when dealing with long tethers. The atmospheric density also
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plays an important role both for its increasing magnitude during de-orbit and for its gradient
along long tethers or large nets. The spatial motion of the system is studied in non-uniform
Earth gravity field, under the action of chaser de-orbiting thrusters (when applicable),
aerodynamic drag and solar pressure, which are taken into account as external perturbations
on all the elements composing the system, both flexible and rigid.
The simulator has been implemented in Matlab/Simulink, and the obtained large system of
ODE is solved by exploiting the software’s built-in integration capabilities, with Runge-Kutta
methods, after auto-coding it in C++ to improve time performances.
2.1 Flexible dynamics model
The simplest and yet most efficient way to describe a flexible body, that does not withstand
compression, is to model it as series of point masses connected by springs-dashpots: the
constitutive law of the material can be modelled through the combination of spring-dampers
resulting in different tension laws. In Figure 2, the discretization of a planar net is depicted
along with a representation of the tether physical model, each net’s thread being modelled as a
tether.

Figure 2: Tethered-net model and discretization.

The linear Kelvin-Voigt model has been chosen here because of the direct relationship of its
coefficient with material mechanical properties. Tension on rope elements can be expressed as
in Equation (1):

 



 

  k R  l  dij Vij  Rˆij Rˆij
Ti, j   ij ij nom
0


if Rij  lnom
if Rij  lnom

(1)

where kij and dij are the elastic and viscous parameters of element ij (i.e. between node i and
j), lnom is the nominal un-stretched length of the tether element, Rij and Vij are, respectively,
the relative position and velocity between two consecutive masses (the hat indicating the
normalized vector). The stiffness is directly related to material and rope properties, being the
axial stiffness defined as in Equation (2):

kij 

EA
lnom
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where E is the Young’s modulus and A the tether cross section. The damping is directly
related to the tether mass and natural frequency through its damping ratio ξ as in Equation (3):

dij  2 mij kij

(3)

Damping ratio and Young’s Modulus have been determined experimentally at PoliMi-DAER
premises for different synthetic fibre ropes that are suitable candidate for these particular
ADR systems and meet the requirements on strength and stiffness. Results are briefly
presented in the following.
A clarification is worth about the computation of aerodynamics forces on the tether. To ease
their computation every half of the tether part connecting two point masses has been assumed
as rigid, therefore moving at the same speed of the node competing to it [4], as explained in
Figure 3.

Figure 3: Tether model for aerodynamics forces computation.

With such hypothesis the force acting on a node can be computed as in Equation (4):

Fai 

 n
n 
cd  i  i1 
4
 ri,i1 ri1,i 

vi d

(4)

where ρ is the atmosphere density, function of the altitude, vi the velocity of mass i, d the
tether diameter, cd the drag coefficient and ri,i-1 the distance between element i and i-1. The
vector ni is computed as in Equation (5):

ni  Vi  ri  ri

2.2 Closing mechanism modelling using variable length threads
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A closing mechanism may be mandatory to ensure a successful capture and a safe de-orbit
pulling. To ensure the closure of the net a thread ring is introduced at the net mouth and it is
wound by winches inside the bullets: these winches are supposed to be a couple of counterrotating reels to avoid torque effects on the bullets. This event-driven control applied to
winches has demonstrated, through simulations, to be more reliable than a time-driven
control: however a delay between impact detection and closing command, dependent on the
target-net geometrical features, is introduced to guarantee the net correct closure. During the
closure, the closing links’ winding is simulated reducing the nominal length of these links,
generating the stress responsible for the closure on the nodes where they are attached. The
closing thread are modelled as any other threads except for their variable length: the length
can be externally controlled at any time to simulate winding and unwinding. A change in
element length leads to a change in stiffness, damping and mass: properties changes of all
nodes/elements belonging to the same threads are equally distributed. Each rolled/unrolled
thread mass is added/removed on the which (supposed to be contained inside the bullets)
responsible for that thread. Slippage of threads on the knots due to interlacing has not been
considered so far. A linear control law has been implemented for the closing threads,
controlling their length in an event-driven way (the closing law is activated whenever the
impact between tether and net is detected). In Figure 4, the variable closing threads modelling
is depicted, as well as a preliminary design for the bullets’ winches, responsible for threads
rewinding.

Figure 4: Closing threads modelling and bullets’ winches design.

2.3 Collision detection and contact dynamics model
Multiple contact events are expected to occur during capture and wrapping phases, both
among different parts of the net and between the net and the target. As a result, the
representation of the effect of contacts between the bodies is a key to the fidelity of the
simulation to reality.
A hierarchical bounding-boxes collision detection algorithm, has been set-up [5]. It consists
of an n-phases algorithm refining the zone of contact, in order to select the specific
subsystems of discretization nodes to be cross-checked for collision. The control boxes
considered are minimum spherical bounding boxes (MSBB) [6]. The selected MSBB method
allows a fast and precise treatment of the impact of the net with borders and edges.
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Furthermore, it well adapts to the discretization of the net/threads in point masses, allowing a
simple management of collision detection and contact algorithms.
Many approaches are available to model contact dynamics [7]. Here a regularized contact
models has been adopted: the regularization consists in the reformulation of the problem,
changing the nature of the impact from a discontinuous process into a continuous one. The
contact forces are described as a function of the contact deformation by smothering the
discontinuity of the impact and friction forces in the constraints. This approach is also referred
as “penalty method”, since the model returns a measure of the constraint violation, the larger
the violation, the higher the penalty. In contrast to the contact models based on the rigid body
assumption, compliant models describe the rate-dependent normal and tangential compliance
relations over time. These models can be easily integrated within the simulation environment
based on ODE solvers and the formulation provides the required degree of freedom necessary
to regulate and adjust the contact parameters according to the experimental results.
Furthermore, a point contact model theory is valid as long as the contact region is small,
compared to the dimensions of the colliding bodies, and this holds for the aforementioned net
modelling. The contact model takes the form of a lumped-parameter spring, as represented in
Figure 5.

Figure 5: Model representation scheme for normal contact force.

Therefore, the local deformation can be parameterized as a function of the penetration depth
between the non-deformed bodies. This produces a single algebraic expression relating the
inter-penetration to the normal contact force. For direct central frictionless impacts, Hunt and
Crossley has proven to be a valid contact model [8], which integrate the Hertz theory (spring
model) with a damper in order to take into account the energy dissipation in the impact
normal direction. The compliant normal-force expression, proposed by Hunt and Crossley for
direct central and frictionless impact, is a non-linear spring-damper model, as in Equation (6):

Fn  kc xn  xn x
where:
 kc is the equivalent stiffness, Equation (7) and λ is the hysteresis damping factor;


n is an empirically coefficient related to the impacting geometries;



x and x are respectively the penetration depth and velocity.
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This damped model is consistent with the expectation that the total contact force should
vanish whenever the penetration depth goes to zero. This means that no impulsive behaviour
of the contact force dynamics appears at impact. As visible in Figure 6 on the left, in the case
of a linear spring-damper model (such as Kelvin-Voigt, as in Equation (1)), the contact force
is non-null at contact occurrence even with null penetration, negative at the end of the impact
phase. This behaviour contradicts two characteristics that are expected from a consistent
model:
 contact force equal to zero at zero-penetration;


contact force always positive, to avoid sticking effect.

Figure 6: Linear vs. hysteretic damping in normal contact force model.

Assuming that the energy dissipated (area inside the loop) during the compressive phase
(blue) and the one dissipated during the expansion phase (red) are equal, Hunt and Crossley
approximate the hysteresis damping factor as in Equation (7):

3
2

   kc

(7)

where α is an experimental parameter that usually varies in the range [0.08-0.32] s/m and
relates the coefficient of restitution e to the impact initial normal velocity as in Equation (8):

e 1 vn i

(8)

Finally, in order to define the contact stiffness coefficients, a few reasonable assumptions
were made: first, all contacts are supposed to be elastic; second, the nodes of the net are
approximated to spheres consistently with the collision detection algorithm discretization;
finally, the debris is expected to be much bigger than each node of the net, therefore the
contact between net and debris can be thought as the result of multiple contacts among a
sphere and a plane. As a consequence, apart from some special cases (e.g. a node impacting a
corner of the debris), impact happens between two continuous and non-conforming surfaces,
which make first contact at a point and for which the resulting stresses are highly
concentrated. Within these assumptions, Hertzian contact theory is valid and it is possible to
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use the well-known results [9] summarized below in Equation (9) and Equation (10), where r
is the sphere radius. According to Hertzian theory, n appearing in Equation (6) is equal to 1.5.

kc 

4
r
3 h1  h2

(9)

1 i 2
hi 
 Ei

(10)

Contact model implementation has been verified by simulating simpler test cases. Results
have proven to be coherent with theory and the physics of the phenomenon, i.e. the contact
force is always positive and non-impulsive and the total energy (including the dissipated part)
is conserved.
2.4 Friction model
A regularized version of the Coulomb’s law of dry friction has been adopted: the proposed
semi-empirical model is based on the so-called “Dwell Time Dependency” theory of friction,
which theorizes a time depending behaviour of stiction forces below a velocity threshold. It is
called static friction or stiction, the one occurring below a force threshold proportional to the
acting normal contact force Fn, according to the Coulomb’s static friction coefficient µs as in
Equation (11):

Ft  s Fn

(11)

Experimental observations have shown that the full magnitude of the stiction force does not
come into effect as soon as the relative velocity becomes zero [10]. Instead, the maximum
static friction force gradually increases over time and eventually reaches its upper limit. The
important advancement in this theory is the conversion of the force-based transition from
static to dynamic, into a velocity threshold definition [11]. Calling vt the tangential velocity
modulus and vs the velocity threshold, the friction force modulus Ft is defined in Equation
(12):

 d Fn

vt  vt 
Ft  
 d Fn v  2  v 
s 
s 


if vt  vs
if vt  vs

(12)

Here, µd is the Coulomb’s dynamic friction coefficient. It is a regularized version of the
Coulomb’s law of dry friction: if the slip velocity falls below the threshold vs, the friction
force is faded out quadratically, as represented in Figure 7.
As a first guess, transition velocity vs (to be correctly tuned by experimental tests) was set
equal to the Stribeck velocity that is the velocity at which the stick-slip effect occurs (in the
Stribeck curve). It has been proven experimentally that a velocity threshold in the range
between 10-4 and 10-6 m/s is a good compromise between the accuracy and computational
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effectiveness [12]. By definition, the acting direction of the friction force is always tangent to
the surface and opposite of the relative velocity between the two sliding bodies.

Figure 7: Regularized version of Coulomb’s friction law.

3

SIMULATION RESULTS

3.1 Tumbling target capturing and towing: in-orbit demonstration scaled scenario
In order to analyse the contact model and to clearly identify the fall-outs on system dynamics,
the following simulations have run with a simplified cubical target without appendages or
antennas. The following simulations refer to a scenario of an In-Orbit Demonstration (IOD)
mission, envisaged to increase the technology readiness level (TRL) of net capturing systems.
For this reason the system has been dynamically scaled down with respect to a large satellite
capture. In Table 1 the simulation parameters are reported.
Net configuration

Planar

Net size [m]

2x2

Net mesh [m]

0.2

Bullets #

4

Bullet mass [kg]

0.07

Bullet ejection velocity [m/s]

2

Divergence angle [deg]

30

Net mass [kg]

0.14

Threads material

Technora

Threads diameter [mm]

Perimeter and medians

11

Other threads
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2

0.5

Threads Young’s Modulus [GPa]

25

Threads damping factor [-]

0.3

Equivalent contact stiffness [N/m]

500

Hysteresis damping factor [-]

0.5

Friction factor [-]

0.1

Target size [m]

0.5x0.5x0.5

Target mass [kg]

83

Target angular velocity [deg/s]

[1 -5 1]

Capture distance [m]

2.5

Thrust [N]

15

Burning time [s]

400

Orbit

SS0 500 km
Table 1: IOD simulation parameters.

In Figure 8, the operations’ sequence is represented in the chaser Local Vertical Local
Horizontal Frame (LVLH).

Figure 8: Operations sequence represented in chaser LVLH frame.
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In Figure 9, the internal tensions on tether and net elements are represented, being these loads
essentials for tethered-net’s design and sizing. Besides the initial bouncing of the target
towards the chaser, involving stresses overshooting and oscillations, the final forces stabilize
and the exact thrusting action can be clearly visible in the tether transmitted force. The initial
overshoot is due to the tether tensioning after the capture.

Figure 9: Internal tensions on net (a) and tether (b) during capture and disposal phases.

By analysing contact forces and torques transmitted to the target by the net, represented in
Figure 10, it is possible to note that, coherently with the physics of the pulling, the transmitted
action is mainly along V-bar (Fx) and equals the pulling force magnitude, while the other
components are damped during towing.

Figure 10: Contact forces (a) and torques (b) acting on the target.

Finally, it is possible to appreciate the contact model indirect effects, involving energy
dissipation through slippage and friction: in Figure 11 the target body angular momentum and
angular velocities are reported. In simplified models, only taking into account a fixed nonslipping contact point between the tether and the target, the evolution of target angular
velocity shows the so-called tail wagging effect, i.e. the periodic oscillation of the debris
which appears as a stable limit cycle obtained after a short transient during towing, whose
values are much bigger than the initial one [13]. After shutting down thrusters the target
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motion continues freely: this behaviour would be dangerous to carry out the operations both
during pulling and during post-burn phases, risking entanglement with the tether, its breakage
and possibly leading to chaser control authority loss. By contrast, in a complete model
accounting for target slippage inside the net and friction effects, as in this case, the initial
angular velocities and the further speeding-up contribution due to the initial shock torques are
clearly dissipated, proving the theorized effectiveness of the passive damping effect of tethernet capturing and demonstrating the importance of contact dynamics laws for the evolution of
the overall dynamics.

Figure 11: Target angular momentum (a) and angular velocities in body frame (b).

3.2 Tumbling target capturing: full scale scenario
A full scale capture scenario is represented in Figure 12: the target is a low-detailed
representation of the Envisat spacecraft in 800km altitude sun-synchronous orbit (SSO),
tumbling at 5 degrees per second around its maximum inertia axis. The net is a 55x55 meters
planar net with 1 m square mesh, deployed by four bullets shot at 5 m/s; the total system mass
(net, tether and bullets) is 8.3 kg. The synchronization of the net deployment with the target
angular motion strongly affects the closing behaviour.
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Figure 12: Full scale capture sequence in LVLH frame.

4

PARABOLIC FLIGHT TEST CAMPAIGN OVERVIEW

4.1 Net material characterization
Technora fibres were chosen as baseline for the net model validation experiment, after
trading-off candidate materials based on the following criteria:


Technora properties (space qualified, high tensile strength, high impact strength, fatigue
resistance, dimensional stability, heat resistance, chemical resistance), not necessarily
related to the experiment but to the operative conditions;



experiment requirements (colour coding, manufacturing and assembly, representativeness
and dynamic scaling).

The representativeness was guaranteed by scaling the net both geometrically and dynamically.
Net diameters and mesh size have been selected according to this latest point and to
experiment requirement. The whole experiment represented a scale 1:40 of the reference inorbit scenario.
To fully characterize the Technora ropes’ mechanical properties, including damping, tensile
tests and dynamical-mechanical tests were conducted at Politecnico di Milano laboratories.
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These tests allowed to reduce the number of uncertain parameters in the flexible dynamics
model validation process. Tensile tests run both on braids and knotted braids, as visible in
Figure 13; dynamical tests run both on dynamical mechanical analyser (DMA) and rotational
rehometer, visible in 14.

Figure 13: Tensile tests on Technora single braids and knotted braids.

Figure 14: Dynamical tests on DMA analyzer and rotational rehometer.

Material tests have allowed to estimate ropes axial bending and torsional stiffness and
damping, as well as breaking strength and strain (including knots’ strength reduction). Results
are summarized in Table 2.
Young’s modulus [GPa]

25.367

Breaking stress [GPa]

1.626

Breaking strain [%]

6.43

Knot breaking stress [ GPa ]

0.536

Axial stiffness per unit length [N]

9.84·103

Torsional stiffness per unit length [Nm2]

2.94·10-6

Bending stiffness per unit length [Nm2]

1.34·10-6
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Axial damping ratio [-]

0.106

Torsional damping ratio [-]

0.079

Bending damping ratio [-]

0.014

Table 3: Material characterization tests’ results.
4.2 Experimental set-up and parabolic flight campaign
As mentioned above, a microgravity experimental campaign was performed to validate the net
dynamics simulator in terms of both flexible dynamics and contact dynamics models. The
experiment was successfully conducted on June 9th 2015 in the Novespace 116th parabolic
flight campaign (62nd ESA Parabolic Flight campaign) on-board an Airbus A310 ZERO-G
aircraft. The parabolic flight experiment also allowed raising the technology readiness level
(TRL) of space throw-net techniques to TRL 5 (i.e. representative prototype tested in a
relevant environment).
The parabolic flight experiment was designed to maximize the chances of wrapping success,
by tuning net shooting velocity/angle and target position, face to the expected in-flight
acceleration profiles, also including Coriolis and centrifugal accelerations as well as air drag.
The nets were deployed using a pneumatic-based system to shoot bullets simultaneously and
control their speed through pressure regulation and their ejection angle through barrels
inclination. A calibrated IMU was synchronized with the system during microgravity tests to
record acceleration profiles, another key feature for the posteriori model validation.
A deployment and wrapping sequence is reported here below in Figure 15, as an example of
successful capture of a scaled Envisat detailed mock-up.
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Figure 15: In flight capture sequence of Envisat mock-up.

4.3 Net trajectory reconstruction using stereo-vision
Four high-speed motion cameras recorded the experiment at 60 fps in 4K resolution, in order
to allow the 3D reconstruction of the deployment and wrapping phases. Such high resolution
was due to the requirement on the ratio between net knots size on pixel size, which had to be
above 5/6, to guarantee knots extraction robustness. The acquisition set-up was designed, as
visible in Figure 16, in order to reduce the occlusions due to the target mock-up and to both
maximize the stereo field-of-view, to increase the visibility window, and the baselines
between cameras, to increase reconstruction accuracy. The focal length was set to 14 to reach
the needed field of view; the gain was set to 6, after saturation analysis; the iris aperture and
focus were finally tuned to allow the correct depth of field. The shutter speed has been tuned
to 1/1000s to limit blur as much as possible due to net motion, while keeping a sufficient
amount of light.

Figure 1: Acquisition set-up design – front views.
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The 3D trajectory reconstructions procedure is based on the image processing for colour
segmentation (to this end, net knots have been colour-coded with fluorescent pigments),
stereo matching of segmented knots and iterative closest point (ICP) for time tracking of
knots [14]: the knots topology is reconstructed when the net is completely deployed, and a
univocal identifier is attributed to every knot, before the tracking step. Good colour
segmentation results have been obtained using segmentation in the Hue-Saturation-Value
(HSV) colour space: of the visible knots 96% have been correctly identified. The target mockup position and orientation in space is also reconstructed, through a checkerboard applied on
it. In Figure 16, a preliminary single frame net topology and bullets reconstruction is
presented, in the left camera frame: results accuracy is expected to increase with the filtering
action of the tracking step and with finer calibrations. Parabolic flight data are currently under
analysis and the following model validation is expected within the end of the year 2015.

Figure 16: Net topology 3D reconstruction.

5

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a complete and physically-based mathematical model of a tethered-net device
for active space debris removal is presented. The main goal of this simulator is to support the
design of such flexible ADR system: it revealed to be a useful tool to describe the overall
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dynamic behaviour and the unforeseen dynamics arising from the interaction between two
isolated bodies, becoming a single multibody system to deorbit. In particular, most of the
attention was put on the interface between the net and the free-tumbling object during the
disposal pull. The net has been provided with a closing mechanism: an interlaced thread on
the net perimeter (e.g. its mouth) is wounded by reels inside the bullets to close the net mouth
around the target. The closing mechanism is activated at impact occurrence with a delay
depending on the net velocity and target features and it guarantees a safe and firm grasping
during towing.
Results have shown the great role played by the contact modelling, proving energy dissipation
and therefore reducing both the axial bouncing dynamics of the target during the pull and the
target angular momentum content. These translate into a major benefit for the net-device
concept, providing a passive damping aid. This effect is extremely important from a control
point of view, helping the stabilization of the stack: it is demonstrated how the passive
angular motion damping allows the chaser to keep the control authority during the most
delicate phases of the mission.
Recently, a microgravity experimental campaign has been executed to validate both the
flexible dynamics and the contact dynamics models implemented in the presented simulator.
The test campaign has been briefly presented in the paper: more than 76% of successful
deployments and wrapping were obtained during the flight campaign. A stereo vision
acquisition system was set up to reconstruct the net motion through colour segmentation,
stereo-matching and time-tracking of net knots using iterative-closest-point algorithms. Data
are currently being analysed and the full validation and update are expected within the next
few months.
By providing a passive stabilization of the stack during disposal, reducing the tail-wagging
effect and allowing multi-burn disposal strategies, tethered-net devices appear to be
promising, presenting the most benefits with respect to other proposed ADR strategies, as
demonstrated by an advanced simulation environment.
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Summary. The paper presents the feasibility study results for a mission devoted to refuel
satellites in geostationary Earth orbit (GEO), with a fuel-tug robotic system, capable of autonomously maneuvering both in proximity of the targets and in the phasing trajectories. The
fuel transfer system and interface is designed considering a xenon-based propulsion system of
the target.
1. INTRODUCTION
Since the first satellite-based commercial services, the spacecraft’s lifetime, strictly related
to the available fuel at launch, has been one of the main constraints that limits operational capabilities and flexibility. It led to the usage of big satellites, with high fuel capacity, with a 10-15
years operative time, although hardware could be able to work up to 20-30 years. In this frame,
the possibility of on-orbit refueling has opened an alternative approach to more efficient satellites (with smaller tanks, lower weights and more payloads), and the relative services, reducing
also the costs for space segments maintenance. While rendez-vous and proximity operations
have been studied and refined in low Earth orbit environment, even exploiting external force
sources [1], the application at higher altitude orbits, in particular geosynchronous orbits, is still
an open point.
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The use of robotic systems for OOS has been the subject of many studies [2, 3, 4], which
prove the potential of this kind of service; Flores-Abad et al. [5] provide a wide literature review
of recent developments of robotic technologies for OOS.
The purpose of this paper is to present a mission scenario and to provide preliminary results
for a space platform devoted to on-orbit refueling (OOR). The approach is based of a fully
automated tug. The vehicle is capable of acquiring data about the orbital position of a fleet
of satellites (the clients), then to calculate a route to intercept the nearest target and perform a
rendez-vous. When in proximity, the tug is able to acquire imaging data of the client, in order to
carefully approach it and dock it. A robotic arm, with proper interface, approaches the refueling
access of the client and performs the fuel transfer. The tug is then able to undock and move to
the next client, following the same procedure.
The presented feasibility study focuses on the most critical phases of the mission. Xenon
is assumed as operative fuel, consistently to the actual trend in electric propulsion system, and
numerical results are referred to the usage of this fluid. Assumptions and operational requirements are first presented in Section 2; attention is then devoted to the fuel storage system and
transfer strategies (Section 3) and to the robotic subsystem (Section 4). Section 5 deals with
the trajectories exploited for the orbital transfers among the client satellites in geostationary
orbit, exploiting low-thrust propulsion; in Section 6 the target-chaser coupled configuration is
analyzed, highlighting the possibility of structural coupling with the orbital motion.
2. MISSION ASSUMPTIONS AND REQUIREMENTS
2.1 Mission scenario
The selected environment for the study is the geostationary orbit, which represents a great
challenge for a fully automated vehicle due to the crowding of the area, the harsh environmental
conditions and the high precision requirements (in terms of attitude and orbital motion) of the
clients. Figure 1 depicts the density of satellites in geostationary orbits; the clear peaks are over
Europe and America, while the gap correspond to the Pacific area.
This orbit is mainly used for telecommunication satellites, which are assumed as the principal type of target for a servicing mission. Numerical results are presented referring to GEO, but
the investigation can be easily extended to any other orbit.
2.2 Servicer requirements and features
The tug is assumed to be an all electric vehicle, using Hall effect thrusters, with large solar
panels to provide the power needed and robotic arms to perform the refueling. While the propulsion selection is based on real prototypes under study (the thrusters are expected to be in the
market around 2020), and solar panels and docking interface are already available, the robotic
arm has been developed, starting from some guidelines from already built robotic systems.
The selected payload fluid to be serviced to the targets is xenon; this choice is consistent with
the general trend for future satellites, which will mainly use xenon-based electric propulsion
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Figure 1. Number of active GEO satellites, 15° steps
thanks to its high performances [6, 7]. Xenon is used also for on-board propulsion (Hall effect
thrusters), for the mentioned performance qualities.
A preliminary feasibility study [8] suggests a vehicle with an overall wet mass of 2663 kg
(dry mass of 2301 kg), able to autonomously refuel up to 5 geostationary satellites with 50 kg
of xenon each, with a maximum electric power request of 15.59 kW .
These results are based on a statistical analysis of existing and near-future electric satellites,
but the presented system can be tailored according to different requirements.
2.3 Target requirements
In order to develop the feasibility study, some high level requirements have been set as
a baseline. Telecommunication satellites have been selected as main clients, due to the high
demand of this kind of services, which can be translated into a high presence of such satellites
in orbit.
The client is assumed to be non cooperative or slightly cooperative. Furthermore, dedicated
refueling platform have been considered on both servicer and customer, while the backward
compatibility for the already flying spacecrafts has not been totally discarded, although requiring some changes in the proposed architecture.
3. FUEL STORAGE AND TRANSFER
In the typical electric propulsion system, the xenon fuel is stored at temperature above the
critical one (around 289.7 K), guaranteeing the gaseous state, and at pressure up to 15 MPa.
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The fuel transfer can be done exploiting the pressure difference between customer and servicer tanks. The easier solution is a simple free expansion where the mass flows from the full
vessel to the serviced one until the pressure reaches the equilibrium. The limitation of this strategy is the impossibility to transfer all the load of the servicer. In order to overcome this problem,
it is possible to use a pressurant gas (helium) to avoid the decrease of pressure in the servicer
tank, or an active machine able to keep a given pressure difference between the reservoirs. The
former solution seems the most attractive, since it allows the transfer of the whole mass of fuel,
it requires less power and it is more reliable.
3.1 Model and assumptions
The model adopted to study the phenomenon considers two tanks, one initially full and
the other empty, that exchange mass by means of a pipe. The tanks can give or receive heat
power from the environment whereas the hose is adiabatic. The system evolution, in terms of
thermodynamic variables, can be described mathematically using mass and energy conservation
laws, together with appropriate state equations [9]. The xenon behavior is modeled using a
NIST formulation [10].
Since a single phase fluid is taken into account, the system is fully defined when two thermodynamic quantities are known, according to Gibbs’ phase rule. The mass flow rate is kept
constant, being possible in this way to have a better control on the amount of the fuel transferred
and on the thermodynamic variables of the reservoirs.
Considering that the pressure of the servicer and the volume of the customer don’t change,
thanks to the pressurant and to self-pressurized nature of xenon, pressure and internal energy
are a good choice as independent variables for the tug; density and internal energy are used for
client. The set of equations for the two tanks is

U̇A = ṁA hA + Q̇A



h = h (P , u )
A
A
A
A

TA = TA (PA , uA )



ρA = ρA (PA , uA )

dmB

= ṁB

dt




U̇B = ṁB hA + Q̇B
hB = hB (ρB , uB )



TB = TB (ρB , uB )



P = P (ρ , u )
B
B B
B

(1)

(2)

where A and B indicate respectively the servicer and the receiving system and U , m, ṁ , h and
Q̇ are respectively the internal energy, mass of the fluid, mass flow rate, specific enthalpy and
the heat power. Since the mass exchange is only between the two vessels, ṁB = −ṁA = ṁ.
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3.2 Results
By the analysis of the adiabatic case it can be noticed a dependance of the target thermodynamic variables evolution on the starting conditions of the chaser. Figure 2 shows the
temperature behavior in tank B modifying the initial temperature in tank A; initial values of the
other thermodynamic variables are unchanged.
Hence selecting appropriate initial conditions, this phenomenon can be exploited to reduce
the control action on the system to keep the fuel in the correct pressure and temperature range.
In the case of multiple successive refueling operations it can be useful to maintain the same
initial condition in each operation; to accomplish this task it is necessary to provide sufficient
heat power in order to keep the temperature constant. The energy conservation law can be used
to estimate the necessary amount of heat.

Figure 2. Evolution of receiving vehicle temperature varying the servicer initial condition
The choice of the mass flow rate is related to the thermal control capability; indeed, the
higher is the flow rate, the higher the request of an action in order to mitigate the thermodynamic
variables excursion. For xenon a reasonable value of ṁ is in the order of few g/s, with an heat
power request of about 5.6 W per g/s of mass flow rate.
Another interesting result regards the pressurant mass: if the expansion, on the servicer, is
forced to be isothermal, providing an adequate heat, it is possible to save around 37% of it. On
the other hand this solution requires more heat power in order to heat up the pressurant.
3.3 System architecture
The suggested configuration considers more than one tank, in order to guarantee a certain
level of redundancy, as shown in Figure 3; different lines are connected to switches and then
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to the final interface valve. The servicer can be connected to the feeding line by means of a
coupler at the end of a flexible hose, described in Section 4.

Figure 3. Xenon transfer and storage system
Another main element is the Xenon Flow Controller (XFC), that is composed of a flow
restrictor valve controlled by a chip connected to a mass flow sensing device. Thanks to this
system, the mass flow rate can be regulated. As for the coupler, it is an already existing component in the electric propulsion systems, but it works with different mass flow rates [11, 12]; an
adaptation is necessary for the present application. Both the coupler and the XFC can be located
on the end-effectors of the manipulator. In order to control the temperature and the pressure,
some sensors should be provided in the system; moreover some heaters and a robust thermal
control are necessary to give heat power and keep the correct xenon condition, according to the
selected mass flow rate.
Element

Mass (kg)

Xenon
Pressurant (He)
Xe tank
He tank

141.00
3.02
12.25
17.40

Total (x2)
347.34
Table 1. Fuel storage system mass budget
The detailed mass budget of the proposed system is summarized in Table 1. Since these are
preliminary results, based on the aforementioned assumptions, a margin of 10% is applied; this
kind of system is still at technology concept level, with a TRL (Technology Readiness Level) of
2. For these reasons, in the preliminary sizing a fully redundant architecture is used, doubling
all the components.
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4. ROBOTIC SYSTEM
The robotic system accomplishes to the tasks of creating a structural connection and providing a fluidic link. These two duties can be decoupled considering a docking system responsible
for the rigid mating and a manipulator in charge of supporting the fluid equipment. This configuration guarantees a higher robustness to the system and operational flexibility. In this Section
the preliminary analysis of the robotic arm is developed.
4.1 Robotic arm
The manipulator has to be able to bring the flexible hose, with the coupler, to the fill valve of
the customer and assure the engagement. The design of this component has to take into account
the need of a certain dexterity and the capability of providing at least 350 N at the end-effector
to mate the fluidic interface, as previously stated.
An advisable solution consists of designing an end-effector able to guarantee this force,
whereas the joints have the task of commanding only the movements of the arm. In this way it
is possible to realize a longer manipulator accomplishing to operational flexibility requirement.
On the other hand it can be thought to use the electric motors in order to supply the necessary
action. However this solution would lead to a more massive and power demanding system,
since high torque should be requested and high stresses should be borne.
In a preliminary analysis the system can be modeled considering the limbs as beam and the
joints and end-effector as lumped masses. The forces acting on the arm are the inertial ones
and the sizing process can be done imposing a maximum tip displacement during the motion,
according to the accuracy required. Moreover a strength check at root, where stresses are higher
should be done. A possible design is reported in Figure 4. The arm is in aluminum and has a
total mass of nearly 30 kg, presenting 3 limbs connected with 3 joints. Each articulation has 2
rotative degrees of freedom.

Figure 4. Manipulator size
Figure 5 shows the location of the flexible hose along the manipulator: it is fixed on the
limbs and free to move around the joints, allowing their rotations.
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Figure 5. Flexible hose
4.2 Coupler and end-effector
The coupler element has the task of creating the fluidic connection between the hose and the
tank to be refilled. It is made of stainless steel aluminum, since it has to resist to high pressure,
around 10 M P a; a preliminary analysis shows that it can have an outer diameter of 14 mm and
an inner diameter of 6.3 mm. The coupler can be a push/pull quick disconnect requiring an
estimated a force above 350 N to engage it with the compatible valve.
It is a component inspired to already existing ones for ground filling system of high pressure
gases; for this mission it is necessary to develop this element in order to be used in orbit with
xenon.

Figure 6. End-effector architecture
The end-effector has to guarantee the correct engagement of the coupler with the compatible
valve. It involves mechanical, fluidic and electrical components. In order to provide the needed
force, a particular device is designed, depicted in Figure 6.
The coupler is allowed to move along some rails, thanks to the action of a linear actuator.
During this translation some mechanisms are activated and allow the closure of three fingers
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around the compatible valve. Once the end-effector is rigidly mated to the customer, the electric motor continues to push providing the force required for the engagement. The choice of
using only one active element assures an higher level of reliability to the system. The actuator is equipped with a safety spring, capable to bring it back to the initial position in case of
malfunctioning.
Other important elements are the flow controller, previously described, and the vent valve.
This last element is necessary to empty the end-effector once the refuel of a tank is completed;
since the hose should have a very small diameter and, in this segment, be very short, only few
grams of fuel are wasted. This operation is advisable in order not to impinge the customer
during the disconnection. When the vent valve is open, the flow restrictor valve, of the XFC, is
closed and the client valve should be a one-way one avoiding leak of fluid from it.
4.3 Operations
The motion of the robotic arm can be governed by a CPU. Initially the manipulator can
follow a preset path in order to arrive in the proximity of the valve. Once it is near the target
the arm is equipped with a camera and a image elaboration system capable of recognize the
valve. The CPU plans a new path to guarantee the final engagement. The camera mounts also a
photodiode in order to illuminate the field of view.
A set of sensors has to be mounted on the end-effector in order to supervise the operation and
have the confirmation of the correct functioning. The fingers and the coupler can be equipped
with load cells since they exchange forces with the target. Some sensors able to provide signals
when the fingers are closed and valves engaged are also necessary.
The possible operation phases are listed below:
1. Preset path to approach the target valve
2. Start the camera and the image elaboration system
3. Plan autonomously the new path
4. Arrive at the valve and confirm of the correct position
5. Connect the valve by means of the end-effector
6. Confirm the correct engagement
7. Start the fuel flow
8. Once the fuel is transferred, close the valve
9. Vent the end-effector
10. Disengage the valve
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Table 2 summarizes mass and power demand of the robotic system. Due to the key role of
the robotic arm, a double redundancy is suggested, in order to have a full backup system in case
of failure. Simultaneous operation of both arms is not considered.
Element
Robotic arm
End-effector

Mass (kg) Power (W)
27.6
9.5

113
40

Total (x2)
74.2
153
Table 2. Robotic system mass and power budget
The robotic arm is similar to other existing and flight-proven designs, but shall undergo test
and validations before flight; the TRL is consequently between 6 and 7. The end-effector, on
the contrary, shall be developed de novo, even if ground-based components can be used as a
guideline (TRL 2).
5. TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS
The trajectories followed by the vehicle to rendez-vous the target spacecrafts have been
selected following the guidelines of an easy implementation and a fast on-board computing.
The transfer procedures can be subdivided in three parts:
• Orbital phasing
• Elliptical hovering
• Final approach and docking
A similar approach has been studied in [13], in a slightly different form, and also for other
purposes such as spacecraft disposal.
5.1 Orbital phasing
While the vehicle is at great distance from the target, differences in orbital velocities are
exploited to approach the client and enter in its neighborhood region. A thrusted-keplerianthrusted motion is selected for the phasing maneuver, exploiting continuous low-thrust for the
powered phases. Analitical simplyfied solution exist (as proved in [14]), and they can be used
as a starting point to produce more accurate numerical solutions for the transfers determination.
The proposed solution makes use of transversal thrust, coherently to the computation and
operation simplicity baseline, since it requires a simple nadir-pointing attitude instead of complex guidance laws. The selection of coasting time and the duration of the powered phases are
related to a trade-off between fast transfers and low fuel consumption [15].
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5.2 Elliptical hovering
A maneuver is performed once the vehicle reaches the vicinity of the target, injecting it
into a stable hovering ellipse around the client (Figure 7). The hovering trajectory is closed
and inclined with respect to the orbital plane of the target, and relative navigation is exploited;
during this path the servicer is able to gather data about the client’s attitude with proper devices
and sensors.
In order to study the relative dynamics a rotating frame is used, and equations of motion are
linearized, obtaining the classical Clohessy-Wiltshire equations. The free dynamics of a body,
in the rotating frame, is described by the second order linear system of equations (3)
ẍ + [Co ]ẋ + [Ko ]x = a
where




0 −2n 0
0
0
[Co ] = 2n
0
0
0

(3)



0
0
0
[Ko ] = 0 −3n2 0 
0
0
n2

and a is the external acceleration vector. Figure 8 depicts the set of coordinates: y is outgoing
radial, z is parallel to and directed as the orbit’s angular momentum, and x completes the righthanded triad, following [16].

Figure 7. Far and close approach trajectory
The hovering ellipse allows to be in a safe condition, with no drifting in case of failures,
and gives time for the evaluation of the go/no go conditions. The out of plane motion has
been preferred with respect to the planar one due to the crowding of the orbit; in fact, from a
statistical viewpoint, an out of plane motion reduces the risk of near objects collision, provided
a minimum vertical distance from the target is reached.
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5.3 Final approach and docking
If the go conditions are satisfied, the final approach is performed. From the hovering ellipse,
the spacecraft performs a powered maneuver, accelerating toward the target for the first half of
the path, then slowing down, to avoid high fuel discharge on the client in the last meters. Before
the last translation, prior to the mating operations, a given position is held, allowing a last
checkpoint for the final go.
The powered trajectories for the close approach have been modeled through a polynomial
shape, to keep the strategy simple, by imposing the boundary conditions of the vehicle and
finding the polynomial coefficients. Constraining position and velocity at the beginning and at
the end of the trajectory a third order polynomial is sufficient (4 coefficients to be found). The
use of higher order polynomials allows to add boundary conditions, e.g. on the control action
or at intermediate time steps.
6. COUPLED DYNAMICS
The dynamics of the coupled target-chaser assembly is assessed, with particular attention to
the natural frequencies of the system. The two bodies are assumed to be linked by an elastic
connection, which models the behavior of a robotic arm, or, more generally, a servicing interface. A coupling of the orbital motion with the small vibrations of the system could then
arise.
6.1 Equations of motion
The equations of motion are written in the rotating Clohessy-Wiltshire frame, with constant
angular rate n, corresponding to the mean motion of the reference orbit of the target. The
hypothesis of constant angular rate is strictly valid only for circular orbits, but can be used also
for slightly eccentric orbits, referred to their mean motion.
X1 and X2 are the coordinates of the bodies 1 and 2, assumed as point masses for this
analysis; body 2 (the servicer) is assumed to give fuel to body 1 (the client), with a constant
mass flow rate ṁ.
m1 = m10 + ṁt
m2 = m20 − ṁt

The connection is modeled as a linear spring with stiffness k, as shown in Figure 8.
This system can be put in state-space form of equation (4), considering as input the external
forces acting on the body
ξ̇ = [A]ξ + [B]u
(4)
where ξ is the state vector
ξ = [x y z ẋ ẏ ż]T
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Figure 8. Clohessy-Wiltshire rotating frame
u is the external force vector, and [B] is mass-dependant


0 0 0
0 0 0


0 0 0


[B] =  1

0
0
m 1

0
0
m
0 0 m1

As underlined by [17], the mass variation plays a role in momentum change only if mass is
expelled with nonzero relative velocity, while the direct differentiation of the momentum could
lead to misleading results. The mass loss and accretion are considered as isotropic phenomena,
neglecting the actual behavior of the fluid during the transfer.
This initial approximation, for the problem at hand, is justified by the fact that any force
exchanged due the mass expulsion/reception (friction, impingement, momentum loss) is an
internal force with respect to the overall system, and thus shall not affect the eigenproblem,
dominated by mass and stiffness. Note anyway that the fluid behavior could affect the equivalent
stiffness of the interface, and thus can be taken into account in the value of k.
6.2 Natural frequencies of the assembly
The coupled system can be described by equation (5), considering target (ξ1 ) and chaser
(ξ2 ) states grouped in the variable η = [ξ1 ξ2 ]T



 
[A] [0]
[B1 ] [0]
u1
η̇ =
η+
(5)
[0] [A]
[0] [B2 ] u2
In order to study the natural frequencies of the coupled system the elastic connection is
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modeled as a force acting on the direction of relative displacement, through equation (6)
fel = k(x2 − x1 )
The static displacement of the equivalent spring is
doesn’t affect the eigenvalues of the linear system.
The stiffness is expanded through a matrix [K]

k 0 0
[K] = 0 k 0
0 0 k

(6)

neglected for the current analysis, since it


0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

allowing to write the system in state-space form, since the external forces are


u1 = −u2 = − [K] [K] η

(7)

Using now equation (7) in system (5) a time-varying linear system is obtained, since the
matrices [B1 ] and [B2 ] depend on the masses, functions of time


[A] − [B1 ][K]
[B1 ][K]
η̇ =
η = [Ā]η
(8)
[B2 ][K]
[A] − [B2 ][K]

From the 12 eigenvalues of [Ā] one can obtain the 6 natural frequencies of the system; one is
null ("rigid" translation along x), two coincide with the angular velocity of the orbit (oscillations
along z and y), whereas the other three describe the coupling between orbital motion and elastic
vibrations.
These three frequencies can be analytically computed as
s
n2
+ α(t)
(9)
ω1 (t) = ω0
ω02
v
s
u
u n2
n
n2
ω2 (t) = ω0 t 2 + α(t) +
+ 16α(t)
(10)
2ω0
2ω0 ω02
v
s
u
u n2
n
n2
t
ω3 (t) = ω0
+ α(t) −
+ 16α(t)
(11)
2ω02
2ω0 ω02

where

s
1
k(m10 + m20 )


α(t) = 
ω0 =
(12)
ṁt
ṁt
m10 m20
1+
1−
m10
m20
ω0 is the initial fundamental frequency of the coupled system, cleansed of the terms due to
orbital motion. This definition will be clarified in the next Paragraph.
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Figure 9. Monodimensional system
6.3 Fundamental frequency approximation
Considering the system of Figure 9, constituted by two point masses connected by a linear
spring, equation of motion are

  
  

m1 0
x¨1
k −k x1
−kd0
+
=
(13)
0 m2 x¨2
−k k
x2
kd0
Solving the eigenproblem1 , apart from the rigid motion null eigenvalue, the fundamental
frequency of the system is
s
k(m1 + m2 )
(14)
ωf =
m1 m2
The mass transfer is again assumed to be isotropic, with no relative velocity; note that, if the
mass ejection/reception is to be modeled with a given transfer velocity ue , the right hand term
of equation (13) becomes


−kd0 + ṁue
··· =
kd0 − ṁue
yielding again no contribution to the eigenvalues of the problem.
Considering variable masses, the fundamental frequency is rewritten as
s
p
k(m10 + m20 )
= ω0 α(t)
ωf (t) =
(m10 + ṁt)(m20 − ṁt)

(15)

clarifying the meaning of the terms ω0 and α.
If the initial mass of the body that loses mass is greater than the other, this fundamental
frequency will have a minimum, at the time instant when the two masses are equal.
This monodimensional approximation is quite significant also for the motion in orbit, since
the natural frequencies are dominated by the interface stiffness. In fact, if n << ω0 , one
notes that the three frequencies (9), (10) and (11) can be approximated as the monodimensional
system frequency of equation (15); being this the usual practical case, since orbital frequencies
1

This case confirms the note of the previous Paragraph, since it is clear that the static displacement d0 does not
affect the solution of the eigenvalue problem
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are several orders of magnitudes smaller than ω0 (unless the interface has an unusually great
flexibility), it is possible to conclude that no particular couplings arise between the connection
and the orbital motion.
In any case, through equations (9), (10) and (11), upper and lower limits for the coupled system’s frequencies can be determined for all the fuel transfer phase, in order to size the interface
and transfer system (mainly the mass flow rate) to satisfy constraints on natural frequencies not
to be excited, e.g. structural modes.
Figure 10 shows the frequencies as a function of time, normalized with respect to the initial
fundamental frequency ω0 . The time axis is normalized with respect to T , defined as the time
necessary for the complete depletion of the servicer’s mass.

Figure 10. Natural frequencies of the coupled assembly
7. CONCLUSIONS
The presented study assesses the feasibility, and provides a preliminary design, of an automated refueling vehicle able to satisfy the given high level requirements.
The mission seems to be very promising to reduce space operations costs, opening the possibility to increase payload reducing launched propellant mass. Furthermore, the system is
completely automatic, with no need of trained personnel for the docking operations; this capability shall be tested and verified, with deeper analysis of the described system.
Future works and efforts can be directed to the validation of the proposed models, further
development of guidance algorithms and ground or in-orbit demonstrations (IOD) of the robotic
arm and docking interface.
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Summary. This work presents some updates on the design of the European Asteroid Impact
Mission. In particular, the landing trajectory of MASCOT-2 is investigated and analyzed into
detail during close-proximity operations at the binary asteroid 65803 Didymos. Design opportunities are investigated using a three-body approach to model the dynamical system in the
close proximity of the asteroid couple. Landing requirements, applicable to the mission scenario under study, are presented and a suitable strategy is selected, by conveniently exploiting
three-body dynamics. Uncertainties in release and touch down conditions are modeled and
successful landing probability is assessed.
1. INTRODUCTION
The Asteroid Impact & Deflection Assessment (AIDA) [1] is a joint mission between ESA
and NASA, devoted to assess the possibility of deflecting the heliocentric path of a Near Earth
Asteroid (NEA) binary system by means of a kinetic impact. The targeted asteroid is 65803
Didymos binary system [2]. The AIDA mission architecture includes two spacecraft, designed
independently by ESA and NASA. The European contribution is called Asteroid Impact Mission (AIM) [3]: its goals include the study of the binary asteroid as well as technological demonstrations. AIM will be the first spacecraft to study in depth, within close-proximity, a binary
asteroid and to land a small probe (MASCOT-2) on the smaller asteroid of the couple (called
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Didymoon in the followings). The American contribution is called DART (Double Asteroid
Redirection Test) [4]: it is the kinetic impactor and will target the surface of Didymoon. The
work presented here is part of the phase A study of AIM, performed by the authors under ESA
contract, in consortium with OHB System AG, and Spin.Works.
As mentioned, the primary objectives of AIM include the release of a lander, named MASCOT2, on the surface of Didymoon, to study the composition of the asteroid before and, possibly, after DART’s impact. The lander will be designed with a clear heritage from MASCOT (Hayabusa
mission [5]) and will be a completely passive probe, with no capability of performing orbital
maneuvers. For this reason, the landing trajectory is designed as a purely ballistic descent. Recently, ESA’s Rosetta mission [6] highlighted the challenges of landing a probe on the surface of
an extremely irregular body such as comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko [7], whose properties
were not fully known during the mission design phase. With analogy to the Rosetta mission,
AIM will deploy a small and passive probe which will reach the surface of a largely unknown
object after a purely ballistic descent. Compared to the comet, Didymos system gravity field is
expected to be weaker, being the asteroids estimated to be nearly two orders of magnitude less
massive than comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko. Also, two gravitational sources (Didymos
binary asteroid) are present for the AIM scenario.
The paper presents a variety of solutions suitable for the case of study, using a three-body
formulation for the dynamics modeling. The work represents a complementary addition to
previously published work on MASCOT-2 landing strategy [8, 9] and represents an update for
the ongoing AIM mission design process. More in detail, solutions are studied within the frame
of the Restricted Three-Body Problem modeling [10, 11, 12]. The aim is to take advantage of
the presence of two gravitational attractors: the increased complexity because of the two gravity
sources is here read as a potential opportunity to be exploited through the three-body problem
modeling, to effectively design trajectories. Three-body solutions are computed for Didymos
binary system and suitable trajectories to land MASCOT-2 on the surface of the secondary are
selected. More in detail, the motion close to the Lagrangian points is exploited.
After this introductory chapter, the paper briefly recalls the main dynamical properties of
the Circular Restricted Three-Body Problem (CR3BP). A variety of solutions, suitable for the
case of study are presented, including families of orbits about libration points and manifolds
associated to them. Examples of landing solutions are eventually presented and discussed.
2. THE CIRCULAR RESTRICTED THREE-BODY PROBLEM
Being Didymos a binary system, the dynamics of the spacecraft are modeled using the
CR3BP formulation. The classical formulation of the CR3BP [13] is briefly recalled here.
The focus is no the motion of a particle (third body) which moves under the gravitational
attraction of two main massive bodies (primaries). The motion of the third body is influenced by
the attraction of the primaries but it does not influence their motion (restricted). The primaries
follow a two-body solution about their common center of mass. In the CR3BP the primaries are
constrained to move on circular orbits. It is common to express the equations of motion of the
third body in a reference frame which is centered in the center of mass of the two primaries and
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rotates together with them. This frame is used throughout the paper and it is handy to display
trajectories, since the two primaries are fixed on the x axis.
The equations of motion can be conveniently written in a nondimensional form, using the
potential function associated to the problem
1−µ
µ
1
+
U = (x2 + y 2 ) +
2
r1
r2
where x, y, z are the coordinates of the third body in the rotating frame and
p
r1 = (x + µ)2 + y 2 + z 2
p
r2 = (x − (1 − µ))2 + y 2 + z 2

(1)

(2a)
(2b)

The parameter µ represents the mass ratio between the two primaries m1 and m2
µ=

m2
m1 + m2

The nondimensional equations of motion read as


ẍ − 2ẏ = Ux
ÿ + 2ẋ = Uy


z̈ = Uz

(3)

(4)

where U(·) indicates the partial derivative of the potential with respect to the variable (·).
3. THREE-BODY SOLUTIONS
This chapter presents periodic orbits and invariant manifold families computed in the Didymos three-body system. The binary asteroid is visible in Figure 1, together with its five libration
points, as seen from the co-rotating frame. Concerning periodic motion, families of Halo orbits
about first and second collinear points are shown in Figure 1 and 2. Since the goal is to investigate solutions to land on Didymoon, only L1 and L2 related trajectories are considered here,
due to their vicinity to Didymoon asteroid. Nonetheless, trajectories in the proximity of L3, L4
and L5 can be used as well during close-proximity operations to fulfill specific requirements on
payloads and asteroid visibility (bounded motion in the neighborhood of L4 and L5) or even as
disposal strategy for AIM spacecraft on the surface of Didymain (primary asteroid of Didymos)
through L3 related trajectories.
Figure 3 shows examples of stable manifolds associated to a Halo orbit about L2. Both x-y
and three-dimensional view are shown.
Some of the orbits in the L1 and L2 family intersect the surface of Didymoon. These can
be selected as suitable solutions. In addition, stable manifolds associated to these orbits can be
exploited. The manifolds are here computed and propagated backwards starting from the point
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Families of Halo orbits about (a) L1 and (b) L2, as seen from Didymos system corotating frame.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Family of L2 Halo orbits, enlargement of Figure 1(b).
the orbit intersects the surface of Didymoon. Some of these three-body solutions are shown in
Figure 4. More in detail, Stable manifolds associated to Halo and Lyapunov orbits about L2 are
shown respectively in Figure 4(a) and 4(b).
From the trajectory design and mission analysis point of view, these trajectories can be
exploited for the last part of the landing maneuver, namely the ballistic descent of MASCOT-2
after release.
Figure 5 shows an isolated example of a solutions extracted from the manifolds family
associated to a Lyapunov orbit about L2. The trajectory is shown both in the inertial and in
the rotating frame. In this example, the ballistic descent starts very far from the surface of
Didymoon, with release at about 5 km from Didymos barycenter.
As mentioned in the introductory chapter, the landing of MASCOT-2 on Didymoon is an
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Stable manifolds associated to a L2 Halo orbit.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Stable manifolds associated to a (a) Halo and a (b) Lyapunov orbit about L2, as seen
from Didymos system co-rotating frame.
extremely challenging topic, being it a completely passive probe, with no possibility of active
control to be applied during the descent. In addition, unlike the Philae lander, it has no mechanisms to be operated to anchor to Didymoon’s surface once landed. For these reasons, the only
way to land MASCOT-2 is through a pure ballistic descent, with touch down velocity as low as
possible, in order to decrease the probability of escaping after bouncing on Didymoon’s surface.
Concerning the latter aspect, results obtained so far, with current modeling level of Didymos
gravity and Didymoon’s surface properties, have shown that bouncing on the surface of Didymoon will likely occur after the first touch down, due to its extremely low gravitational attraction. In this regard, a low gravity field implies a very low escape velocity from Didymoon. This
condition imposes an extremely challenging requirement on the touch down velocity, which
shall be low enough to guarantee no escape from the surface after bouncing.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Example of ballistic descent on a stable manifold associated to a Lyapunov orbit about
L2: (a) inertial and (b) rotating frame.
If only Didymoon acts on the probe as gravitational attractor, the escape velocity could be
computed according to its classical two-body definition: the escape velocity of a body is the
velocity needed at the surface to escape from the gravitational attraction of the body, which can
be translated into reaching its Sphere Of Influence (SOI) [14] with zero velocity, in an infinite
time. If the effects of Didymoon’s rotation are taken into account, the minimum escape velocity
(from the equator) turns to be slightly lower than 8 cm/s. Theoretically, the escape velocity
represent a lower limit in the touch down velocity as well. It is indeed true that if a probe is
left at the SOI with nearly zero velocity it will land on the surface with velocity higher or equal
to its escape velocity (8 cm/s). In this case, the only way to decrease the touch down velocity
with a pure ballistic descent is to release the probe from within the SOI, in order to let the
probe withstand to the gravitational acceleration for a smaller time span. For the case of study,
Didymoon’s SOI with respect to the main attractor (Didymain), is approximately 180 m, which
corresponds to nearly 100 m altitude from Didymoon’s surface.
However, the two-body approximation can lead to very inaccurate results for the case of
study, due to the presence of Didymain. As discussed, a more accurate model of the dynamics
includes the gravitational effect of both asteroids: a three-body approach is here adopted to
estimate the escape velocity from Didymoon. A relevant analysis can be performed through the
study of the integral of motion of the CR3BP (Jacobi constant) [13]. The Jacobi constant is
representative of the level of energy associated to the third body. It is known that, the lowestenergy escape gateway from a secondary in a three-body system is the L1 point. Figure 6
shows an example of low energy trajectory escaped from Didymoon through the L1 neck of
the Zero Velocity Curves (ZVC). More in detail, the limiting velocity (e.g. the lowest escape
velocity) corresponds to the energy at which the L1 neck opens. The trajectory with the lowest
escape velocity is found by computing the stable manifold associated to the L1 point and by
propagating the dynamics backwards until Didymoon’s surface is reached. As for the case of
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Didymos, this trajectory corresponds to an escape velocity vL1 of about 5.2 cm/s. In analogy to
what discussed for the two-body case, this value represents the minimum touch down velocity
when the probe is released from L1 point. As the energy increases, other opportunities to escape
from the surface opens from the L2 point side. The same considerations made for L1 apply: in
this case, in order to escape from L2 neck the minimum escape velocity vL2 is about 5.5 cm/s.

Figure 6. Low energy escape from Didymoon through the L1 neck of ZVC.
From the AIM spacecraft point of view, the release of MASCOT-2 shall occur far enough
from both asteroids, for safety reasons. For this reason, the possibility to release the lander
from L1 point is discarded, while releasing it through the L2 neck appear as a valid solution,
since AIM spacecraft will stay outside the binary system. The results of the analysis here
presented show that to release MASCOT-2 from a safe distance from Didymoon (>100 m) the
AIM spacecraft shall release it through the L2 neck with a touch down velocity higher than 5.5
cm/s.
To summarize, no escape is possible for velocities below the L1 point limit vL1 , while some
escape trajectories exist through the L1 neck for vL1 < v < vL2 and through the L2 neck for
v > vL2 .
4. LANDING EXAMPLE
An example of a complete landing maneuver is discussed here. Firstly, a possible solution in
terms of release condition is presented and the trajectory of AIM spacecraft up to MASCOT-2
release is shown. After release, the ballistic descent is discussed and suitable solutions, which
allow to fulfill mission requirements are presented. The last part of this chapter discusses the
dynamics of the probe after the first touch down, showing its behavior on the surface of the
asteroid.
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4.1 MASCOT-2 release
This paragraph discusses a possible strategy for the overall maneuver to be performed by
AIM spacecraft to release MASCOT-2 on the surface of Didymoon. In this example, AIM
spacecraft is initially 10 km distant from the barycenter of Didymos system. The maneuver
starts when AIM puts itself on a nearly hyperbolic transfer up to the release point. The solution
is here propagated in the three-body system but, due to the very low gravity of the bodies and to
the small time of flight, the trajectory resembles a nearly two-body hyperbolic arc. At this point,
AIM releases the lander, and then it comes back to its initial position. This exemplary strategy
is shown to be very simple, safe and cheap, since the overall cost in terms of ∆v is estimated
to be of about few m/s, due to the low acceleration field in the proximity of the asteroid couple.
The overall duration of the AIM maneuver is set between 6 to 12 hours.

Figure 7. AIM landing maneuver.
The complete landing maneuver to be performed by AIM and MASCOT-2 is shown in
Figure 7, as seen from an inertial observer.
4.2 Ballistic descent
The last part of the landing maneuver, namely the ballistic descent of MASCOT-2, is visible
in Figure 7, as seen from the inertial frame.
General results show that more precise landing is achieved when release point is closer to
the surface and when final touch down velocity is higher. In particular, the ballistic descent is
strongly influenced by uncertainties on release velocity, which plays a major role and cannot be
higher than a few cm/s. On the other hand, uncertainties on release position can be tolerated up
to some tens of meters.
Figure 8 shows an example of landing trajectories with dispersion on release conditions.
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Figure 8. Landing trajectories with dispersion on release conditions.
The same trajectories are shown in Figure 9(a) and the dispersion of the landing points on
Didymoon’s surface is shown in Figure 9(b) in a longitude-latitude map.

(a)

(b)

Figure 9. Example of Dispersion on release conditions: (a) landing trajectories (b) landing
points on Didymoon’s surface.
4.3 Dynamics after touch down
It must be highlighted that the dispersion of points in Figure 9(b) refers to the first touch
down point. As mentioned, the lander will likely bounce on the surface of Didymoon before
coming to a rest. In order to assess the effectiveness of the maneuver and the probability that the
lander stays on the surface after rebounding, the dynamics after touch down have been studied.
To investigate the behavior of the probe after touch down, it is very important to model the
properties of the surface of Didymoon. In particular, a fundamental parameter to define the
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dynamics after touch down is the restitution coefficient. This parameter is a measure of the
dissipation that occur at touch down, being it the ratio between the absolute value of velocity
after and before the impact:
vafterTD
η=
(5)
vbeforeTD
Since it physically represent a loss of energy, the restitution coefficient is always lower or equal
to 1 by definition (η ≤ 1). The actual parameter is very difficult to be known for the real asteroid
and it is usually estimated according to the expected surface properties. However, other missions such as JAXA’s Hyabusa [15], ESA’s Rosetta [7, ?] and NASA’s NEAR-Shoemaker [16]
have shown that it is very hard to correctly estimate the restitution coefficient and that a high
level of uncertainty exist. For this reason, a worst case scenario is considered here with η = 0.9.
Also, it is nearly impossible to estimate a priori the inclination of the soil at touch down.
For this reason, uncertainties in the direction of the velocity vector after touch down has been
considered.
Several Monte Carlo simulations have been run to estimate the escape probability after first
touch down. Figure 10 shows an example of single bouncing simulation: all dispersed landing
points are considered and for each of them, different directions of touch down velocity are
considered as initial conditions to integrate the dynamics after the first touch down.

Figure 10. Trajectories after first touch down (single bounce).
Figure 10 gives the idea that the uncertainty on the location where the lander will come to
a rest is very high and almost impossible to resolve a priori. Also, multiple rebounds on the
surface are expected. Figure 11 represents multiple bouncing trajectories with no uncertainty
on soil inclination. It is clear that when combining all uncertainties of the problem, any point
on Didymoon’s surface becomes a good candidate to be the final location of the lander.
A huge Monte Carlo simulation, which considers all bouncings and all different uncertainties from release up to the place the lander comes to a rest, has been performed on few millions
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(a)

(b)

Figure 11. Multiple bouncing on Didymoon’s surface with no uncertainty in soil inclination.
of cases. The results show that, even if there is no way of having precise landing, the probability
of escaping is actually very low (0.4%), leading to a probability of 99.6% of successful landing.
5. CONCLUSION
The paper presents some highlight on the mission analysis of the European AIM mission,
with focus on close-proximity operations devoted to land the small probe MASCOT-2 on the
surface of Didymoon asteroid. Solutions for the design of mission analysis in the three-body
problem defined by the binary couple are presented studied and an exemplary landing scenario
is shown. Compared to classical Keplerian solutions, three-body dynamics are shown to be
effective to lower the risk of rebounding on the surface of the secondary, and to increase the
safety of the overall release maneuver to be performed by AIM.
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ABSTRACT
Spacecraft flying in formation in the proximity of libration points associated to a threebody system represents one of the most promising applications for space mission design. The
flexibility of having more than one spacecraft allows the designer to answer a great variety of
mission requirements and the three-body dynamics give the opportunity to lower transfer and
station keeping costs. For example observation, telecommunication and exploration missions
can greatly benefit from this peculiar coupling. The design of classical formations of spacecraft
is usually characterized by a highly challenging trajectory and station keeping problem solving,
to satisfy tight requirements on relative dynamics between each member of the formation. The
exploitation of low acceleration regions such as the proximity of equilibrium points associated
to a three-body system opens a new range of design opportunities, as three-body dynamics can
be conveniently used to reduce such trajectory and station keeping needs.
Control strategies to maintain formations of spacecraft under three-body dynamics are being
widely studied in the last decades, but very few studies of free relative motion between the
spacecraft under this chaotic and unstable dynamics exist. The present work aims to pursue
previous studies on natural triangular formations of spacecraft under the Circular Restricted
Three-Body Problem (CR3BP) [1] and under the more accurate model provided by the Elliptic
Restricted Three-Body Problem (ER3BP) [2]. A triangularly-shaped formation of spacecraft
is assumed as a representative geometry to be studied. Initial configurations, which provide

Fabio Ferrari, Michèle Lavagna.

good performance in terms of formation keeping, have been investigated and key parameters,
which mainly control the formation dynamics within the three-body system, have been identified. The evolution of spacecraft formation in the proximity of libration point orbits is studied.
The analysis has been performed under several degrees of freedom to define the geometry, the
orientation and the location of the triangle in the synodic rotating frame: one parameter defines
the size of the triangle and five parameters describe unequivocally its location and orientation
in the rotating frame. The initial condition set includes all degrees of freedom considered in the
analysis. Formation keeping performance is quantified by defining two performance indexes,
to monitor shape and size changes of the triangular formation and to compare them against the
desired dynamical behavior of the formation. The aforementioned works presents the effect
of different initial conditions sets on natural formation keeping performance. This work aims
to find optimal solutions in terms of initial condition sets which guarantee the maximization
of performance factors. The optimization is performed using a global optimization algorithm
from the domain of soft computing, to exploit its great capability of investigating a large range
of potential solutions in parallel, starting from not informed initial guess to maximize performance factors, whose mathematical expression is provided analytically. This would provide
enhanced tools to the mission designer, suitable to design the mission analysis of triangularly
shaped formations in the proximity of libration points orbits, providing cost effective solutions
in terms of formation keeping needs.
Preliminary results highlight the importance of the initial orientation of the formation, as well
as of the chosen orbit the formation is evolving about, on the evolution of the relative dynamics.
On the other hand, initial size of the formation seems to have very little influence on formation
keeping performance.
References
[1] F Ferrari and M Lavagna. Formation flying and relative dynamics under the circular restricted three-body problem formulation. Spaceflight Mechanics 2014, Roby S. Wilson et
al. (Eds.), pages 185–204, 2014.
[2] F Ferrari and M Lavagna. Triangular formation flying under the elliptic restricted threebody formulation. 65th International Astronautical Congress, 2014.
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Abstract - In this paper a phase A feasibility study of an interplanetary mission to Saturn moon Titan is presented. The
high level scientific goals of the mission are performing a bi-static SAR mapping of the Titan surface by means of a
formation of two satellites and making in-situ science on the surface and subsurface of Titan lakes by a probe. The
overall mission is divided in three parts: the interplanetary travel from Earth to Saturn and inside the Saturnian system,
the mapping phase around Titan and the in-situ science phase in the lakes. The paper focuses its attention on the most
innovative aspects that characterize the final design of the mission, these are the optimization of the interplanetary travel
to Titan and the formation flying phase around the planet. Considering the constraint on the maximum mass available at
launch, the goal of minimizing the propellant consumption, by exploiting as much as possible the environment, has been
achieved in both the two phases.

1

Introduction

The paper is divided into two parts. The first one describes the selection and optimization of the overall transfer to Titan.
The heliocentric phase has been designed according to a low thrust transfer and a custom optimization program has been
developed in order to minimize the overall cost. The Saturnian phase, performed on a chemical-based (NNTO-Hydrazine)
propulsive s/s, instead combines a resonant tour strategy with a final ballistic capture around Titan exploiting the SaturnTitan three body system.
The second part describes the innovative design of the formation of two satellites for Titan bi-static mapping. The use
of a formation permits to perform single-pass SAR Interferometry, enabling the generation of a high accurate Digital
Elevation Model (DEM) of the planet surface. A guidance and control strategy for both the relative and absolute motion
of the formation has been designed exploiting the natural perturbations in order to realize the baselines demanded for
SAR interferometry while reducing the control cost. The final concept consists in a formation that, under the combined
influence of all the natural perturbing effects present around Titan, experiences a free perturbed relative motion in crosstrack direction that guarantees a great variety of baselines at all the latitudes. It addresses the specific requirement of
having a high resolution mapping not only on the lower latitudes but also on the Titan’s polar regions in which the
hydrocarbon lakes are present.
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MISSION ANALYSIS

Mission analysis

2.1

Heliocentric phase

The selection of an optimal interplanetary transfer should be the trade-off in the minimization of three actors: v∞,E , which
is directly connected with the launchable mass, ∆vinterpl , which is a “relative” via Tsiolkovsky equation of the propellant
(or expellant) mass, and v∞,S , which is strongly connected with the cost needed to close the orbit around Saturn.
Our preliminary analysis highlighted the strong issues related to a chemical-based interplanetary transfer via impulsive
maneuvers: in particular, the unfeasibility of Jupiter GA makes the minimization of the three actors quite hard. The
selection of a low-thrust interplanetary transfer becomes natural when some of the advantages of electric propulsion (e.g.
much higher gravimetric specific impulse) are considered. Unfortunately, the optimization of a low-thrust transfer is much
harder due to the higher number of degrees of freedom and the lack of a commonly accepted tool for its implementation.
So, an easy tool to simulate the low-thrust interplanetary transfer was developed. The program developed reproduces
a low-thrust trajectory as a series of distributed impulses, imposing for each leg the initial and final velocity vectors on
the transfer arc and the time of flight. As a second step, a feasible sequence of gravity assist was chosen. Actually, the
program has many degrees of freedom and this makes the selection of an optimal sequence not easy. The decision was to
use as initial guess for the transfer strategy a chemical sequence capable of minimizing the cost of the gravity assists and
maintaining the relative velocities with respect to the Earth and Saturn quite low.
This sequence was used as initial guess, then the low thrust trajectory was derived considering:
1. Maximum deviation imposed by each free gravity assist
2. Convergence on the time of flight
The interplanetary sequence obtained is shown in Fig.1and Table1

Figure 1: Baseline interplanetary transfer

The sequence includes a first gravity assist on Venus, two gravity assists on the Earth and a five-years leg to Saturn, which
is reached less than 8 years after the departure. SEP is exploited as propulsive unit.
2
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2.1

Heliocentric phase

Two elements can be underlined:
1. the relative velocity with respect to the Earth is quite low, and this allows to insert more mass into orbit or have
higher margins on the mass. This was actually the weak point of all the impulsive chemical solutions found in the
preliminary analysis.
2. the relative velocity with respect to Saturn is still quite high. This could be paid later for the closure around Saturn.
Date
Earth departure

TOF

21 July 2026

-

GA

25/11/2026

d h m

GA

3/8/2027

d h m

nd Earth GA

6/7/2029

y d h m

Saturn arrival

17 March 2034

y d h m

st Venus
st Earth

v∞ (km/s)
2.7863

5.8611

Table 1: Interplanetary transfer

Table 1 shows the timeline for the interplanetary transfer, whereas Fig.2 shows the trend in time of the thrust. The available
thrust is provided by the propulsion subsystem and depends essentially on the distance from the Sun. Starting from this
input, at each step the maximum available impulse was computed according to the actual mass, and in this way the overall
trajectory was computed. As Fig. 2 shows, the peaks in thrust are concentrated in the portions of the transfer closer to
the Sun, whereas, as the spacecraft approaches Saturn, the available thrust tends to zero and the actual trajectory is just a
ballistic transfer.
Fig.3 shows the expellant mass profile in time, computed according to the propulsive architecture available on board.
Again, the most expensive parts of the transfer are the legs closer to the Sun, where the maximum authority of the electric
propulsion subsystem is exploited.

Figure 3: Expellant mass profile

Figure 2: Thrust profile

The overall mass ratio is 0.925. As Fig.1 shows, a typical powered-ballistic-powered profile was obtained, although the
final powered part is very narrow for almost all the legs. Finally, it is evident that after two years along the last leg, the
electric propulsion subsystem is no longer involved in the correction of the trajectory: so, the detachment of the SEP
modulus could occur from this phase on.
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Saturnian system

The interplanetary transfer imposes the relative velocity at the entry of Saturn’s sphere of influence and this gives the
initial conditions for the second phase: the design of an optimal transfer strategy to Titan.The tour inside Saturn’s sphere
of influence was designed according to the requirements of the mission: analyze Phoebe’s dust (whose distribution is
shown in Fig.4) and reach a close scientific orbit around Titan.

Figure 4: Phoebe’s dust distribution (Saturn in the origin)according to particle radii in micrometers: 5 (cyan), 10 (blue), 20 (red) and 40 (green) [1]

Two phases can be identified inside Saturn’s SOI: a first one, in which a progressive reduction of the orbital energy is
obtained, and a second one which includes the final approach to Titan.
The first phase is probably the most critical one, as the spacecraft must be inserted into a suitable close orbit around
Saturn from the incoming interplanetary trajectory with the minimum consumption of propellant. Different strategies
can be followed, but the most convenient ones involve the exploitation of one or more Saturnian moons. A preliminary
analysis showed the necessity to combine the high perturbation potential of Titan with the one of a smaller moon in order
to have more degrees of freedom in the final approach and have the possibility to spend more time inside Phoebe’s dust.
This second actor was identified in Rhea, and a resonant tour involving this moon was selected as baseline strategy. The
resonant tour was combined with a technique developed in order to exploit at maximum the perturbation capability of a
resonant tour: a “desaturation” of the resonant ratio. This technique is needed in order to obtain lower values for the
resonant ratio. The procedure is the following:
1. Fix a value for the minimum resonant ratio equal to ρmin = ρi− −  − − for simplicity
2. Solve the following non linear function in v∞ , considering the fact that also the maximum deviation is a function
of the relative velocity itself.
−/
µ


µmoon
aM 
aM ( − ρi− ) − vM − x

f (x) = −ρmin,i + ( −
(vM + x + xvM cos(asin(
)
+
acos(
))))−/
µ
µmoon + r pmin x
xvM

3. Once the outgoing and incoming relative velocities are known, the cost and pericentre radius of the powered gravity
assist can be computed.
The described procedure works well at the first steps, but at a certain point, whatever powered ∆v is given, the minimum
resonant ratio can’t be lowered in any way. For our strategy, this value was equal to 3.At this point, the resonant tour ends.
The second phase, instead, was modeled exploiting the 3B Dynamics of Saturn-Titan system.
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2.2.1

2.2 Saturnian system

Results

Resonant Tour The results obtained for the resonant tour are shown in Fig.5

Figure 5: Closure and resonant tour

The first leg from the entry of Saturn’s sphere of influence to Titan and the leg from Titan to Rhea are represented in black,
as well as the powered parts of the resonant tour. The first-unpowered part of the resonant tour is represented in blue. In
addition, all the portions of the trajectory inside Phoebe’s dust are represented in gold.
The time spent inside Phoebe’s dust was computed considering the evolution in time of the central hollow region.
Resonant flybys on Rhea are exploited in order to slowly reduce the energetic content of the transfer orbit and to bring the
apocentre near Titan’s orbit. Some basic characteristics of the tour can be underlined:
• The selection of Rhea as main actor of the resonant tour: the low perturbation potential of this moon was exploited
in order to obtain a slow reduction of the resonant ratio and spend a lot of time in the dust. The strategy follows the
conventional procedure of exploiting an inner moon in order to approach the target moon near the apocentre.
• Titan selection as main actor at the very beginning in order to exploit its high perturbation potential on the incoming
trajectory and limit the closure cost around Saturn. Moreover, it allows to obtain a significant variation in inclination
and the spacecraft trajectory results almost coplanar with Titan’s orbit.
• Use of the “desaturation” technique at the last phases of the resonant legs in order to decrease the resonant ratio
from 5 up to 3.
Approach to Titan The final conditions of phase 1 represent the initial condition for the second phase: the approach to
Titan. As explained before, this phase has been designed exploiting the three body dynamics of Saturn-Titan system, and
5
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the external stable manifolds associated to L2 represent the first way to get closer to Titan. Fig.6 shows the last resonant
orbit evolution in time in Saturn-Titan rotating reference frame (three orbits are represented): the red point represents the
state of the spacecraft after Rhea last GA. As Fig.6 shows, during the first orbit the intersection with the external stable
manifolds are not good in terms of cost needed for the transition, but if the spacecraft remains on the same orbit, the
intersections change. This phase has been called “holding phase”. After two orbits and a half, the small inclination of
the resonant orbit with respect to Titan’s orbital plane allows a low-cost transition to an external manifold (green point in
Fig.6). In this way, the spacecraft passes from the last resonant orbit to an external stable manifold with a cost of .
km/s. The external stable manifold is exploited to insert the spacecraft into an Halo orbit around L2 of Saturn-Titan
system. Here, a small perturbation is given to insert the spacecraft into an unstable manifold which is exploited to reach
an highly inclined orbit around Titan.

Figure 7: Arrival at Titan

Figure 6: External Manifolds

Fig.7 shows the stable and unstable manifold exploited to reach L2 and approach Titan. The orbit has been selected in
order to minimize the overall ∆v.This orbit is circular, it has the correct inclination needed for the mapping phase but the
semi-major axis is higher, so an Hohmann or a bi-elliplical transfer is needed in order to get to the final scientific orbit.
Table 2 shows the characteristics of the Halo orbit and the cost needed for the transition from the unstable manifold to the
intermediate parking orbit.
Az [km]

Jacobi constant

Ω(target orbit RAN [rad])

4vtot [m/s]

26436

3.0108

-1.094

0.645

Table 2: Halo orbit parameters

The overall list of maneuvers is presented in Table 3. As we can see, the most critical maneuver is the powered gravity
assist around Titan, and the selection of the engines for Saturn tour will be based on this value. The last cost is the sum
of the costs to pass from the unstable manifold to the intermediate close orbit around Titan and from this one to the final
scientific obit.
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2.3

SOI DSM
1st Titan
1st Rhea

Ga
Ga

2nd Rhea Ga

Attitude disturbances during heliocentric travel

Date

TOF

∆v (km/s)

17 March 2034

-

0.102

3 October 2034

d

0.814

18 April 2035

d h m

-

9 July 2035

TRhea

-

14th Rhea

Ga

23 March 2037

TRhea

-

15th Rhea

Ga

15 April 2037

TRhea

0.032

16th Rhea Ga

3 May 2037

TRhea

0.038

17th Rhea

16 May 2037

TRhea

-

CR3BP entrance

15 June 2037

d

0.2466

Titan Halo arrival

1 July 2037

d h

-

Titan 1719km

7 July 2037

d h

0.819

Ga

Table 3: Saturn’s tour maneuvers list (baseline strategy)

Table 4 shows a comparison between the aforementioned strategy and a more conventional one in which, between Rhea
last GA and Titan arrival, an intermediate GA on Titan is included: as Table 4 shows, 300 m/s could be saved with the
selected strategy, whereas the overall time of flight increase is not relevant if compared to the duration of Saturn tour.
Strategy

TOF

CONVENTIONAL

y m d

CR3BP

y m d

4vtot [m/s]
2.35
2.05

Table 4: Comparison

2.3

Attitude disturbances during heliocentric travel

The attitude control is performed by means of reaction wheels and thrusters which are necessary for the their desaturation.
Therefore the secular disturbances will be the one that will have an impact on the fuel cost of the mission. The main
disturbance during the interplanetary travel is the solar radiation whose magnitude is significant because the axis of the
SEP (solar electric propulsion) panels is far from the center of inertia of the S/C. The nearer to the Sun the more relevant
the disturbances will be and during the mission the solar pressure will be at the maximum at Venus flybys. At the first try,
just fulfilling the constraints imposed by the thrusters and the solar arrays pointing but without any kind of optimization,
the resultant propellant mass for the attitude keeping ( see eq. [1] ) was ~370 kg.

m f uel =

H
L · Isp

(1)

where H is the total angular momentum, Isp is the specific impulse of hydrazine and L is the lever arm of the Reaction
Control System (RCS).
The first solution to minimize the propellant consumption was to put the spacecraft in an attitude that minimizes the disturbances during the inertial cruise. During the inertial cruise there is no pointing requirement for the thrusters, therefore
this degree of freedom can be exploited. This corresponds to pointing the SEP thrusters axis in the opposite direction with
respect to the Sun because this minimizes the leaver arm of the resultant of the solar pressure on the panel (the results can
7
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be seen in fig [8] where x and z are respectively the thrusters and the panels axes). The second one is to use the gimbaling
system of the thrusters during the SEP powered cruise to help in counteracting the disturbance in the two axis apart from
the one aligned with the thrusters. In order to compute it, instant by instant the maximum available torque MSEP obtained
using equation [2].
wasconsideredMSEP (t) = TSEP (t)dCM sin(αMAX )

(2)

where TSEP is the thrust required by the MAN, dCM is the distance between the thrusters and the center of mass and αMAX
is the maximum gimbaling angle of the thrusters. At the end an overall consumption of less then 10 kg of hydrazine is
obtained and the overall angular momentum that has to be compensated by the RCS went from ~160000 Nms to less than
4000 Nms.

Figure 8: Solar radiation torque during the interplanetary transfer before and after the optimization
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3

Titan mapping phase

3.1

Environment analysis and Master orbit selection

3.1.1

Atmosphere

The environment around Titan has an impact on both the motion of the two spacecrafts and the transmission of the SAR
signal to the ground. The analysis of the environment is therefore an essential driver in the selection of both the reference
observation orbit and the characteristics of the transmitted SAR signal.
Starting from Titan atmosphere, from Figures 9, 10 we can compare the mass density for Titan and the Earth.

Figure 10: JB2008 mean air density with altitude for low, moderate and
Figure 9: Comparison of density, pressure and temperature profiles behigh long- and short-term solar and geomagnetic activity [3]
tween different missions (Cassini-Huygens,HASI,CIRS,INMS,Yelle)
[2]

In the first graph the density of Titan atmosphere is shown: clearly, it appears very high, for example at 1400 km from the
surface it has the same order of magnitude of the Earth atmosphere density at around 400-500 km. This aspect imposes
an inevitable constraint on the minimum altitude of the observation orbit.
Moreover, Titan atmosphere has an influence also on the SAR signal attenuation. In Figure 11 we can see the attenuation
level as a function of the altitude at different wavelengths.

Figure 11: Vertical absorption loss as a function of the transmitter altitude. The four curves are Huygens S-band (λ = .cm), Cassini X-band (.cm)
and shorter wavelengths (λ = cm, mm) [4]

A suitable value of frequency of transmission is therefore the one already chosen for the Cassini SAR: Ku-band ( f =
.GHz, λ = .cm).
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Perturbation around Titan

The natural most relevant perturbations that affect the orbital motion of the Master and the Slave spacecraft around Titan
are: Titan oblateness (just the J component is considered), Saturn’s third body perturbation and the atmospheric drag.
The three orbital parameters significantly affected by the perturbations are the semi-major axis that, starting form a satellite
altitude of 2000 km, declines progressively of ∆h
∆t = −.m/day, the orbital inclination that oscillates with an amplitude
of half degree and with a period equal to the Titan rotation period, and the RAAN that decreases of 4Ω
4t = −.°/day.
The behavior of the semi-major axis is mainly due to the atmospheric drag, on the contrary those of inclination an RAAN
are caused mainly by Saturn third body effect.
This variation of the orbital parameters influences the SAR imaging, in particular, the drop of the satellite height causes
= −.m/day, whereas, the maximum oscillation of the orbital inclination
a variation of the SAR swath of 4Swath
∆t
(4i = +.°) causes a maximum shift of the illuminated ground strip at the at the northern/southern latitudes of .km
( this shift nulls at the equator in correspondence of the orbit node line).
These effects can be compensated with margin by considering a factor of overlapping (ε) of the illuminated ground strips
at the equator of %.
3.1.3

Observation orbit

Taking into account the former analysis, the features of the selected nominal observation orbit and the main sizing parameters that define the mapping, as antenna diameter dimension, swath width, incidence angle of the SAR rays on ground
and time required for a full Titan coverage (one pole excluded), are reported in Table 5 .
Hsat [km]
1719.7

iorb [°]
72.67

Tsat [h]
5.18

Swath [km]
23.27

∆Sw[km]
4.7

ε[%]
20

Da [m]
3

θI [°]
40

f [GHz]
13.8

Tobs [days]
95.7

Table 5: Selected observation orbit.

The orbit is considered almost circular (e = − ) and the initial RAAN and pericenter anomaly are imposed by the arrival
trajectory to Titan.
In addition the parameters that define the performances of the SAR imaging have been computed (Table 6), the transmission bandwidth considered is MHz .
• Range resolution: ρr = c/B.
• Ground resolution (on a flat surface): ρg = ρr /sin(θI ).
• Azimuth resolution: ρAz = Da / with the constraint ρAz ≥

vsat Swath
c

.

I)
• Critical cross-track baseline (for which two images of bi-static InSar become decorrelated): B⊥,crit = λr tan(θ
, the
ρr
nominal maximum cross track baseline is evaluated as first trial as B⊥,max = . × B⊥,crit as suggested in [5].

• Phase/height sensitivity factor: kz =
λr sin(θI )
B⊥,max

=

∆ϕ
∆h

=

πB⊥,max
λr sin(θI )

, and height ambiguity at the nominal maximal baseline hamb =

π
kz .

ρr [m]
1

ρg [m]
1.556

ρAz [m]
1.5

B⊥,crit [km]
34.06

B⊥,max [km]
3.41 (10%)
1.7 (5%)

kz [rad/m]
0.82
0.41

Table 6: Performance parameters of the mapping.
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7.66
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3.2

Formation flying

3.2.1

Formation flying requirements

The orbit previously identified will be occupied by the Master spacecraft. In order to identify the orbit of the Slave
spacecraft it is first of all necessary to identify the requirements imposed on the formation flying mission by both SAR
interferometry and safe necessities. These requirements are [6]:
• during interferometric imaging the two spacecraft shall be separated by an effective cross-track baseline of 5004000m.
• The along-track separation during data takes shall be less than 2000 m. Ideally, the along-track separation should
vanish.
• Proximity operations of Master and Slave shall be conducted such as to minimize the risk of a collision.
3.2.2

e-/i- vector separation method

All the requirements can jointly be met by the concept of eccentricity/inclination vector separation [7], [8], [6]. This
method permits to proper separate the two spacecrafts in radial and cross-track directions, avoiding the collision hazard,
and is particularly suitable when the real along-track position is uncertain.
The e/i- vectors are defined as:
4e =



4i =

eS cos(ws ) − eM cos(wM )
eS sin(wS ) − eM sin(wM )


iS − iM
(ΩS − ΩM )sin(iM )




cosϕ
= δe
sinϕ




cosθ
= δi
sinθ

where with the subscript M and S are indicated the orbital parameters of Master and Slave respectively. Suitably orienting
the relative position of these two vectors it is possible to obtain an helicoidal motion of the Slave respect to the Master,
this motion is characterized by projections on the along-track/radial plane and on the cross-track/radial plane as shown in
Figure 12. In order to have a safe free motion of the Slave respect to the Master robust to along-track position uncertainties,
when the cross-track baseline nulls the radial separation should be maximum and vice-versa, as shown in Figure 13. This
safe relative motion can be obtained by means of (anti-)parallel orientation of the e/i-vectors, in this case the minimum
spatial separation between Master and Slave is min(aδe, aδi).

Figure 12: Along-track/radial and cross-track/radial ideal relative trajectories. [6]
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Figure 13: Along-track/radial and cross-track/radial ideal relative trajectories. [6]

3.2.3

Nominal Slave orbit identification by free perturbed motion analysis

In order to define the orbital parameters of the Slave orbit the following reasonings have to be taken into account:
• The interferometric SAR requirements impose a constraint on the maximum admissible along and cross track
baselines, in accordance to these constraints the following values for the nominal maximum baselines have been
selected:
aδi (B⊥,max )
aδe (Bk,max )

3400 m
500 m

Figure 14: Nominal Master-Slave separations (in radial and cross-track direction as a function of time).

• In order to avoid a linear drift in along track direction equal to −π∆a, the nominal Slave and Master semi-major
axis are imposed to be equal (aS = aM ).
• In order to not have a constant offset in along track direction equal to aM (uS − uM ) + aM (ΩM − ΩS )cos(iM ), it is
imposed to have nominal 4u = −∆Ωcos(iM ), so the Slave argument of latitude is uS = uM − (ΩM − ΩS )cos(iM ).
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3.2 Formation flying

Four more parameters need to be defined: eS , wS , iS and ΩS . They can be selected by making a choice on the two phase
angles of the e/i- vectors (θ, ϕ).
The common choice on Earth is to take θ = −° [6], the main pro of this configuration is that it permits to avoid a secular
motion of the inclination vector due to J2 effect thanks to the fact that the nominal absolute inclinations of Master and
Slave are imposed to be equal (iS = iM ). The main drawback is that by means of imposing θ = −° we are imposing
the formation experiencing maximum cross-track baselines at us = θ + π = ±π therefore on the node line on the equator,
on the contrary, we would like to have the formation experiencing maximum cross track separation also on the northern
latitudes, where Titan lakes are present and where we desire to have a high accuracy of the Digital Elevation Model.
Therefore, for us the better choice of θ would be ° or °.
In order to make a well pondered decision on the phase angles it is before necessary to analyse the differential perturbations
that affect the Master-Slave formation. The Master and Slave equations of motion have been numerically integrated in the
presence of all relevant perturbations. The effect on the relative orbital parameters has then been derived by differencing
the time histories of the single Master and Slave parameters. The results are reported in Table 7.

J
rd body
drag

as − aM [m]
±−
±
+.

eS − eM [-]
∼
− × −
∼

iS − iM [°]
∼
+.
0

ΩS − ΩM [°]
+.
+.
0

uS − uM [°]
−.
+.
−.

Table 7: Components of the differential perturbations on 100 days.

It can be noticed that the J2 perturbation affects less the differential motion than the other two, the Saturn third body
perturbation is instead relevant as well as the net effect of drag on the semi-major axis and on the argument of latitude.
The differential drag perturbation is caused by the fact that a difference in the Master and the Slave ballistic coefficients
of % has been considered.
Starting from these considerations, what has been done is to analyse how the e/i vectors behave over 100 days of integration of the relative motion, varying the initial θ, ϕ. The following Figures report the results in terms of maximum
percentage variation of the modulus of the two vectors (Figure 15) and maximum experienced rotation of the vectors
(Figure 16).

Figure 15: Maximum percentage variation of the modulus of the e-vector (left) and i-vector(right), varying the initial θ, ϕ.
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Figure 16: Maximum experienced rotation of the e-vector (left) and i-vector(right),varying the initial θ, ϕ.

The solution that seems more promising is θ = ◦ and ϕ = °, since it permits to have very small variation of the
modulus of the two vectors, and rotations that tend to compensate themselves, as it can be seen in the Figure 17.

Figure 17: e-vector (left) and i-vector (right), for θ = ◦ and ϕ = ° as initial conditions.

The e-vector rotates in 100 days from 160° up to 210°, the i-vector from 350° to more or less 10°. Also if they are no
more exactly anti-parallel a separation of at least 160° is guaranteed. Furthermore, the fact that the i-vector rotates from
-10° degrees to bigger angles implies that the point at which the cross-track baseline nulls moves from a latitude of −°
to higher latitudes, this permits to have, firstly, larger baselines at the poles, later on, larger baselines at lower latitudes.
This free motion of the i-vector will be used as a driver for the definition of the mapping strategy.
3.2.4

Formation control

It seems that by imposing initial conditions on the phase angles such θ = ◦ and ϕ = ° we obtain a free relative
motion that permits to have safe separation with no fuel consumption. Unfortunately the analysis on the e/i- vectors
doesn’t take into account the variation of the semi-major axis and of the argument of the latitude. As a matter of fact,
cause to perturbations, the initial conditions imposed on the semi-major axis and on the argument of latitude of the Slave
don’t hold anymore as the time goes on, and this completely compromise the formation in along track direction. Moreover,
has the time goes on, the i-vector not only rotates but also tends to increase in modulus, and this affects the cross-track
separation. These two effects are shown in Figures 18, 19, the first plot represents the behavior of the along-track baseline
on 30 days of free perturbed motion, the second plot the behavior of the i-vectors on 600 days.
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Figure 18: Along-track baseline variation on 30 days of free perturbed motion

Figure 19: i-vector variation on 600 days of free perturbed motion.

Both the effects have to be corrected, in particular, if the the along track motion is corrected every 20 days, the formation
will be maintained with margin within the limits of Bk required. Furthermore, an out of plane control action as to be added,
in order to maintain the modulus of the i-vector constant.
The idea is therefore to perform every 20 days a bi-impulsive maneuver that permits to correct contemporary the alongtrack and cross-track behaviour of the formation, not altering the desired free rotation of the i-vector, but controlling B⊥
and Bk in the limits required. The formation keeping maneuvers are performed by the Slave spacecraft every 20 days and
they modify the Slave orbital parameters reinforcing the following conditions:
1. aS (t f ) = aM (t f )
2. uS (t f ) = uM (t f ) − (ΩM (t f ) − ΩS (t f ))cos(iM (t f ))
3. δe(t f ) = δenom
4. ϕ(t f ) = ϕ(t )
5. δi(t f ) = δinom
6. θ(t f ) = θ(t )
where t f is the time at which the maneuver ends, t is the time at which the maneuver starts, and δenom and δinom are
the nominal values of the modulus of the e/i- vectors. The first four conditions define the control of the formation in
along-track and radial separation. In particular, the first condition nulls the along-track drift due to the difference between
the semi-major axis of the Slave and of the Master, the second condition nulls the constant offset in along track direction
due to the variation of the argument of latitude of the Slave from the nominal condition, the third and fourth conditions
guarantee that the e-vector continues its counter-clockwise rotation under the effect of the perturbations but nulls the
effect on its modulus in order to reinforce nominal along-track and radial Master-Slave separation. Finally, the last
two conditions define the control of the formation in cross-track direction, they guarantee that the i-vector continues its
counter-clockwise rotation under the effect of the perturbations but nulls the effect on its modulus.
The motion of Master and Slave has been numerically integrated over 600 days in the presence of all relevant perturbations.
The relative motion has then been derived from a difference of the absolute trajectories. Every 20 days the control action
defined has been inserted. The results of this control action on the different baselines are reported in Figures20, 21, 22.
Figures 23 24 represents the behaviour of the e- and i- vectors over 600 days of controlled motion.
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Figure 20: Controlled along-track motion.

Figure 21: Controlled cross-track motion.

Figure 22: Controlled radial motion.

Figure 24: Controlled motion of the i-vector.

Figure 23: Controlled motion of the e-vector.
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It can be appreciated how both the along-track and cross-track separation are maintained within the limits required. Moreover, both the e-vector and the i-vector rotate counter-clockwise, as desired, without relevant alteration of the modulus.
As previously said, safe relative motion is maintained if the two vectors maintain their orientation almost anti-parallel,
this can be verified by analysing the behaviour of the difference between the phase angles of the two vectors over the
considered time, in Figure 25 can be appreciated that the difference is always higher than 167°. Moreover, to verify that
the controlled motion guarantees always safe separation of the Master from the Slave, the absolute distance between the
to spacecrafts (resultant of combination of along-track, cross-track and radial separation components) has to be evaluated,
Figure 26 shows that as expected the minimum spatial separation between Master and Slave is aδe = m, this minimum
value occurs when both along-track and cross-track baselines null but radial separation is maximal.

Figure 25: Phase angles difference between e- and i- vectors.

Figure 26: Absolute Slave-Master distance.

Acquisition and station keeping of the formation In addition to the formation keeping maneuvers also other two types
of maneuvers have to be performed:
1. Acquisition maneuver: after the detachment of the Slave spacecraft from the Master spacecraft, the Slave has to
perform a maneuver necessary to acquire the right initial relative position respect to the Master.
a∆e
a∆i
θ
ϕ
∆a
∆u = −(ΩM − ΩS )cos(iM )

250 m
3400 m
350°
160°
0
. × − °

Table 8: Initial relative parameters of the formation.

2. Station keeping maneuvers: maneuvers in order to rise the altitude of both the Master and the Slave spacecraft, that
decreases mainly for drag perturbation. These maneuvers must be performed simultaneously by both the Master
and the Slave and must be identical in order to not compromise the relative motion. They are performed periodically
every 100 days. The drop of altitude 4h = −, km, that both the Master and the Slave experience in the interval of
time between two station keeping maneuvers, is translated into a decrease of the swath width of the SAR illuminated
strips on ground and is compensated by means of designing a suitable overlapping of the illuminated ground strips
at the equator of 20%, as previously mentioned.
As for the formation keeping maneuver, also the acquisition and station-keeping maneuvers are performed by applying a
bi-impulsive strategy.
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4V budget

The Slave spacecraft performs all the three types of maneuvers, therefore, three contributions in the total ∆V budget
are present, for the formation keeping maneuvers the maximum value of the series has been taken as reference for the
computation of the total ∆V request on 600 days. On the contrary, the Master spacecraft performs only the station keeping
maneuvers.
Master

Slave

∆VI+II [m/s]

n° man./days

Acquisition

-

-

1.3

1

Formation
keeping

-

-

[0.4,1.4]

1/20

Station keeping

0.21

1/100

0.21

1/100

∆Vtot
(600 days)

∆VI+II [m/s]

1.3 m/s

n° man./days

45 m/s

Table 9: ∆V - budget

3.3

Titan mapping strategy

As previously mentioned, the mapping strategy is based on the free perturbed motion in cross-track direction of the
formation that cause a progressive shift of the point at which the baseline nulls from the equatorial to the polar latitudes.
Knowing that the instantaneous value of the phase angle of the i-vector (θ) equals the latitude at which the cross-track
baseline nulls, we can appreciate from Figure 27, which represents the behavior of θ as a function of time, how this free
motion is respected.

Figure 27: i-vector phase angle as a function of time

It is important to keep in mind that the cross-track baseline guaranteed by the formation has a periodic behavior along
the orbit, there will be therefore two intervals of time in each orbit (of about 15 min) in which it becomes shorter than
the minimum useful baseline for InSAR (500 m) [6]. The latitude at which the cross-track baseline nulls moves toward
higher latitudes cause to the free perturbed motion of the formation during the period of mapping, whereas the the latitude
at which the the baseline is maximal (and therefore the accuracy of the DEM is maximal) moves toward the equator.
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Basing on these considerations the global mapping of Titan surface has been divided into two different phases of mapping.
During the first phase the north and south poles are mapped with high accuracy, on the contrary, during the second phase
high resolution mapping of the equatorial region is guaranteed. The two phases of mapping last 200 and 400 days
respectively and, as a matter of fact, during the first phase the maximal baseline will be comprises in between ° and °
of latitude, during the second phase in between ° and °of latitude.
Moreover, two different mapping modes are present: mode A and mode B. In mode A the look angle of the SAR instrument
is θL = +°and the North pole is covered. In mode B it is θL = −° and the South pole is mapped. To pass from one
mode to the other a simple slew maneuver has to be performed by both the Master and the Slave.
3.3.1

Phase 1

Features:
• Time span: from day 0 to day 200.
• No InSAR (B⊥ < 500m) at equatorial regions.
• InSAR max resolution (larger B⊥ ) at northern-southern latitudes, maximal baseline comprises in between ° and
° of latitude.
In Figures 28, 29 the SAR illuminated ground track is showed over a time span of 5 days, the holes in the equatorial region
correspond to the portions of the orbit in which the cross-track baseline is lower than 500m and therefore not useful for
InSAR applications.

Figure 28: Mode A - High accuracy North pole mapping.

3.3.2

Figure 29: Mode B - High accuracy South pole mapping.

Phase 2

Features:
• Time span: from day 200 to day 600.
• No InSAR (B⊥ < 500m) at high latitudes.
• InSAR max resolution (larger B⊥ ) at low latitudes, maximal baseline comprises in between ° and ◦ of latitude.
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In Figure 30 the SAR illuminated ground track is showed over a time span of 5 days, the holes at high latitudes correspond
to the portions of the orbit in which the cross-track baseline is lower than 500m and therefore not useful for InSAR
applications.

Figure 30: High accuracy mapping of the lower latitudes (both Mode A and B)

3.3.3

Mapping strategy overview

In order to have redundant data at all the latitudes, each mode has to be repeated twice in each phase. In particular,
during the first phase, a cycle of 50 days of mapping is sufficient for a full coverage of the latitudes in between 60° and
90°, therefore, each mode will repeated twice, 50 days each time. During the second phase, for a full coverage of the
equatorial circumference almost 100 days are necessary, therefore, two cycles of 100 days for each mode are considered.
In the second phase, is not actually relevant the coverage of one pole or the other, but for variety of data at all latitudes
both modes are considered in any case. Moreover, 400 days of equatorial mapping are justified by the fact that the bigger
baselines will arrive at low latitude during the final period of the mapping.
Table 10 resumes the mapping strategy.
Phase
1

2

Subphase

Mode A

Mode B

0-50 days





50-100 days





100-150 days





150-200 days





200-400 days





400-600 days





Table 10: Mapping scheduling.

3.4

Operations around Titan

As outlined in the section related to the formation control, in order to perform the mapping strategy, both formation
keeping and station keeping maneuvers have to be performed on regular basis. In order to manage this control action two
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different approaches can be identified: a ground in the loop control type and a fully autonomous control type. The first
relays on the monitoring of the formation by a Earth ground station that has the role to update a predefined sequence of
maneuvers taking into account the telemetry received from Titan by the two spacecrafts. The second demands the faculty
of updating the control sequence to the on board computer that processes the data detected by the sensors and makes an
autonomous decision on the basis of a control algorithm.
Considering the fact that the frequency of maneuvers necessary to maintain the formation in correct separation and guarantee the desired mapping strategy is quite low (one each 20 days), a ground in the loop type of control can be implemented
without risking that in the time span between two available communication windows the formation has exceeded the
nominal separation boundaries.
As a consequence, considering the unknowns related to a fully autonomous system in terms of reliability, a ground in the
loop strategy is envisaged. A key aspect for a successful implementation of this strategy is the transmission to Earth of
an high accurate measurement of the relative state of the Slave respect to the Master. This requirement could be satisfied
by the implementation of a Lidar system on the Master. Open points still remain on the actual accuracy of this instrument
for formation flying application, further researches need to be developed.
Finally, the operations around Titan not only involve the need of maneuvering, but also the need of downloading to Earth
the SAR data. In particular, due to their huge amount, one orbit every six has to be reserved to data download. It implies
that, over 600 days of mapping, the % of time will be occupied by data transmission. Nevertheless, the redundant
passages at all the latitudes provided by the designed mapping strategy guarantee that all the ground strips left uncovered
due to telecommunication needs are filled in a later passage on the same area.
Figure 31 shows the percentages of time reserved respectively to mapping, maneuvering and data transmission over the
600 days of formation flying around Titan.

Figure 31: Operations time budget over 600 days of formation flying around Titan.

3.5

Attitude determination and control system

To analyze the attitude determination and control subsystem the first step is to determine the required attitude of the two
spacecrafts. Therefore, starting from the position of the spacecrafts and the illuminated ground track designed by the SAR
mission planning, the required pointing direction of the HGA of the master and of the slave can be obtained. The fact that
the angle of incidence of the SAR beam of the master is constant and the orbits are near-circular causes the attitude in the
local vertical-local horizontal (LVLH) reference frame to be almost constant too. This generates a relevant secular effect
of the atmospheric drag and the gravity gradient disturbances. In order to minimize the propellant consumption the degree
of freedom about the HGA axis can be exploited. Figure [32] shows the angular momentum that has to be accumulated in
the reaction wheels to drag and gravity gradient disturbances as a function of the rotation about the antenna axis.
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Figure 32: Total angular momentum at the end of an orbit as a function of the rotation about the antenna’s axis for master (left) and slave (right)

The optimum corresponds to a rotation of o about the antenna axis for the master and .o for the slave. This
information is then given to the configuration team that will position the SAR feed accordingly.
The propellant consumption ranges from 70 kg to 2 kg for the 5 years mission of the master and from 35 kg to 3 kg for
the 2 years mission of the slave. Figure [33] shows the torque acting on the master due the disturbances during an orbital
period. The oscillation of the gravity gradient is caused by the small eccentricity of the orbit.

Figure 33: Atmospheric drag and gravity gradient torques on an orbital period (optimized attitude)

4

Conclusion

This paper outlined the most innovative elements of a phase A feasibility study of a mission to Titan for bi-static SAR
mapping of the planet. The optimal low thrust transfer strategy designed for the interplanetary travel from Earth to the
Saturnian sphere of influence and the subsequent combination of a resonant tour around Rhea and a ballistic capture
around Titan exploiting the Saturn-Titan three body system allowed to minimize the amount of propellant (Xenon or
the interplanetary and NTO-Hydrazine for Saturn tour) needed to reach Titan. Once around Titan, the formation flying
concept designed exploits the natural perturbations in order to develop a mapping strategy that guarantees high resolution
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data of all the latitudes of the planet. An accurate mapping of the polar regions where the hydrocarbon lakes are present
is therefore guaranteed and the scientific requirements of the mission are met. The methodology developed in order to
look for the initial condition in terms of e/i- vector phase angles that enables the desired free perturbed motion can be
generalised, on the contrary the specific results obtained (e.g. the counter-clockwise rotation of the e/i- vector under the
effect of the perturbations) obviously cannot, this is due to the peculiarities of Titan environment, in particular, the very
dense atmosphere until high altitudes and the relevant third body effect due to the presence of the close huge attractor
Saturn.
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Summary. This paper presents the project and setup activities of a new test facility for autonomous optical navigation systems for planetary landing maneuvers, at the Aerospace Science and Technology Department of Politecnico di Milano (PoliMi-DAER), with the objective to
rise the low TRL of such a technology. The facility setup includes a 2.4 meters wide scaled 3D
model of the lunar surface, with the role to simulate the terrain geometry; a 7DoF Mitsubishi
PA-10 robot arm, designed to carry the navigation sensors suite and simulating the lander dynamics; a lighting system and a dimming system, in order to exclude external light and provide a
fully controllable illumination environment. The sensor assembly is mounted on the end effector
of the robot, that can be moved over simulated lunar terrain, with realistic lighting conditions,
in order to simulate lunar landing maneuvers in a scaled environment. The facility is suitable to
provide a relevant environment, with slight modifications, also for the case of Mars, Asteroids
and other moons of the Solar System. The design and trade-off activities for the new facility
are here presented; the facility setup, and the test plan scheduled for functional verification and
first testing are explained in detail.
1. INTRODUCTION
A higher level of both absolute and relative precision is going to be required by the next
generation of space landing systems, together with a high degree of autonomy and Hazard Detection and Avoidance (HDA) capabilities. Vision-Based Navigation is a promising technology
to answer the challenge. Due to scarceness of affordable and complete datasets from real missions, most of the vision-based navigation algorithms developed so far rely on synthetic images.
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The effectiveness of this approach can be confirmed only by validation through experimental
data, while the overall system performance can be assessed only by connecting the single parts
in loop simulations, being the performance of each subsystem affected the others in the chain.
Therefore, to further enhance the visual navigation system technology readiness level, to set up
a facility to run experiments represents the natural step forward. The facility here presented is
a Hardware-in-the-Loop environment, intended to qualify both HW and SW breadboards up to
TRL 4, with possible future enhancements to qualify flight models to TRL 5. The first facility
exploitation is going to deal with HDA algorithms verification and validation, currently under
development at PoliMi-DAER, for Lunar landing maneuvers.
2. DESIGN VARIANTS AND TRADE-OFFS
A first study has been performed considering the advantages and disadvantages of a indoor
facility with respect to an outdoor one. In the last one, a flying device with the sensor assembly
goes over a real relevant environment that simulates the lunar surface, whereas for an indoor
facility a terrain simulator – typically smaller than the outdoor version – and the sensor assembly
is moved reproducing in scale the landing maneuver. Pros and cons of the two solutions are
presented in table 1. A second study compares the way to maneuver the sensors assembly
Table 1: Feature comparison between an indoor and an outdoor facility.
Outdoor
Simplicity: no lightning system, no terrain
model (+)
Scale more similar to a real maneuver (+)
Weather and time dependent (-)
Requires a large outdoor location
representative of the lunar terrain (-)
Additional safety requirements for free
flying devices in outdoor environment (-)
Requires wireless equipment for sensors
data (-)
Total: -2

Indoor
Complexity: terrain model and lightning
system (-)
Larger scale factor(-)
Weather and time independent (+)
No trip expenses (+)
Total control on the experimental activity (+)

Total: +1

to simulate the lander trajectory. Two solutions have been considered: a drone and a robotic
arm. The first carries the navigation and HD sensors on a large scale environment, but cannot
easily reproduce the lander dynamics. On the contrary, the robot allows to simulate with great
precision the spacecraft dynamics through its end effector movements, but its range is much
more limited with respect to the drone. The comparison between the two solution is summarized
in Table 2.
As a consequence of the trade-off, the preferred architecture is an indoor facility, with lander
dynamics simulated by a robotic arm.
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Table 2: Feature comparison between a drone-based and a robotic arm based facility. (*):
excluding extremely high cost all-conditions robots.
Drone
Indoor and outdoor operations (+)
Cheap (+)
Gimbaled camera to simulate attitude
control (-)
Low precision lander dynamics reproduction
(-)
Requires wireless transmitter and receiver (-)
High operational spatial range (+)
Total: 0

Robotic arm
Indoor only* operation (-)
Expensive (-)
Full attitude control (+)
High precision lander dynamics
reproduction (+)
Wired connections (+)
Low operational spatial range (-)
Total: 1

3. COMPONENTS
To be as cost effective as possible, the selection of the components has been dictated by
resources already available at PoliMi premises, whenever this choice would not undermine the
quality of the result. The facility is therefore composed by:
• Lunar terrain mock-up. 3D diorama manufactured in house at PoliMi through a Computer
Aided Manufacturing (CAM) milling process.
• Robotic arm. A 7 DoF Mitsubishi PA-10 with dedicated controller to reproduce the lander
dynamics real-time in the facility environment.
• Lightning system. Fundamental to recreate as close as possible real lunar surface light
conditions.
• Sensors assembly. Mounted onto the end effector of the robotic arm it comprehends:
– Camera: 8 bit grayscale frames with 1024×1024 px resolution. Field of view between 50◦ and 70◦ .
– 6 DoF Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU).
– Range sensor to simulate landing LASER altimeter.
• Control PC. Compute trajectory to be execute by the robotic arm. It simulates lander
dynamics in closed-loop simulations.
• Test PC. Algorithms under test run on this platform. In closed-loop simulations is connected to the Control PC.
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3.1 Planetary mock-up
First parameter to take into account to properly craft the lunar surface mock-up is the necessary terrain resolution. Taking into account the beginning for the hazard detection and avoidance maneuver at about 2000 m in altitude [1] and an envelope of the PA10 robotic arm of 1 m,
it is possible to assume the maximum scale factor equal to 2000:1. Accuracy at touchdown is
expected in the order of 10 m mainly due to navigation errors. With the assumed scale factor
of 2000:1, minimum accuracy at touchdown in the simulated environment is equal to 5 mm.
Since the terrain resolution should be at least one order of magnitude higher than the landing
accuracy, it results a required lunar surface mock-up resolution of 0.5 mm at minimum.
At PoliMi laboratories a numerical controlled milling machine is available with the specifications listed in Table 3. Some preliminary tests have been performed the best fitting material for
Table 3: Milling machine characteristics
Working area
Cutting tool

600×1200 mm
Ball nose cutter
diameter: 5 mm
Position accuracy
<0.01 mm
Maximum milling depth
70 mm
the diorama. No particular mechanical requirements are requested to the diorama, except to not
deform under its own weight. Instead, the choice is determined by optical requirements: the
material must be able to be representative enough of the lunar surface optical characteristics as
seen by a grayscale camera. In particular:
• The surface roughness should be lower than the required DEM resolution. If not, material
imperfections would interfere with the simulation, jeopardizing fidelity and accuracy of
the results due to the introduction of light diffusion and reflections. A first test performed
on Styrofoam, whose granularity is in the order of 1 mm, showed these effects (Fig. 1);
• The density should be as low as possible in order to speed up the milling process and
require a lighter and simpler support structure,
• Costs and availability from local suppliers should be optimized.
Following these considerations, it has been selected as material for the lunar surface mockup the RenShape R BM 5460 urethane foam characterized by the specifications in Table 4. In
Figure 2a and 2b are displayed two different tests on the BM 5460, performed respectively with
a ball cutter diameter for the milling machine of 5 mm and 12 mm and photographed in b/w.
Once a suitable material is selected, it has been proceeded with the selection of the DEM to
be adopted in the lunar surface mock-up. Some constraints drove the choice:
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Figure 1: Milling test with Styrofoam. It is possible to spot the high granularity of the material.

Table 4: RenShape R BM 5460 specifications.
Density
700 kg/m3
Thermal expansion coeff.
5e-5 K-1
Deflection temperature
75-80 K
Flexural strength
25-30 MPa
Compressive strength
25-30 MPa
Compressive modulus
1250-1350 MPa
Hardness
60-65 Shore D
Sheet dimensions
1500×500×100 mm
• operational envelope of the robotic arm;
• camera Field of View;
• milling machine working area;
• size available of RenShape sheets.
The size of the terrain model surface has been decided to be 2000×2400 mm, given by the assembly of 8 RenShape sheets measuring 1200×500 mm each. Of the 100 mm of total thickness,
70 are used for the milling machine to create the lunar terrain shape, while 30 are available to
connect the mock-up with the support structure beneath.
The DEM region selected reflects the following criteria:
• relevant terrain features present on the lunar surface should be included;
• real elevation data present
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• artificial artifacts due to erroneous data interpolation should be avoided and eventually
removed.
NASA Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) data1 have been exploited to obtain reliable lunar
surface information. For the mock-up surface DEM, a 14400×12000 px portion of the far side
of the Moon in the GLD100 WAC Global DTM dataset have been selected. At first, a downsample to remove the DEM artifacts is performed and the resolution of the DEM is reduced to
2401×2001. Then details are added to increase resolution to 9601×8001 px by adding craters,
boulders and fractal noise [2] following the statistical distribution of features in the lunar environment [3]. Such DEM resolution allows the mock-up to be at 0.25 mm/px. In addition, depth
of the DEM has been rescaled to make use of the whole vertical space available.
Discrepancies between the numerical DEM and the milling machine made mock-up can be introduced with the assembly process of the 8 urethane sheets. Moreover, the cutting tool of the
milling machine limits accuracy of small carved surfaces, even though the nominal precision in
positioning is lower than 0.01 mm. Indeed, once crafted the diorama, it is calibrated to quantify
the milling and assembling processes inaccuracies, correcting the end effector – carrying the
sensors assembly – location in the computation of ground truth trajectories. The Digital Elevation Model of the physical surface of the mock-up is computed during the calibration, and
it must achieve the same resolution goal of 0.5 mm in the three dimensions of the numerical
DEM. The calibrated DEM is then used as base onto which reconstruct ground truth trajectories
in the test phase. This can be performed with a LASER 3D scanning or with dense matching
from images. The instrumentation and the know-how needed for both the techniques are already available at PoliMi. The natural color of the RenShape sheets is a light brown, but early
tests reveal that no further corrections of the surface color should be required, being the images
acquired in 8 bit grayscale bright enough (see Figure 2). Anyway, the lack of diffuse light on
planets without atmosphere, even if this effect can be reproduced increasing the contrast between light and shadow through the lightning system intensity, could require the application of
paint on the diorama. Further tests on attainable image contrast are required to assess such a
necessity.
Currently, 3 diorama samples have been crafted to evaluate the effects of different parameters
of the milling process on the Renshape R material with the following properties (Figure 2):
• Fig. (a), ball cutter diameter: 12 mm; successive tool displacements distance: 0.5 mm;
• Fig. (b), ball cutter diameter: 5 mm; successive tool displacements distance: 0.5 mm;
• Fig. (c), ball cutter diameter: 5 mm; successive tool displacements distance: 0.2 mm.

It is possible to notice the drastic diorama resolution increasing working with a smaller cutting
tool. Positioning of the ball cutter on successive displacements is not as noticeable passing from
0.5 mm to 0.2 mm for what concerns the lunar mock-up accuracy. On the other hand, a dramatic
time increasing occurs.
1

Courtesy of NASA and Arizona State University. URL: http://wms.lroc.asu.edu/lroc/rdr_product_select, last
visit on: October 3, 2015.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: Milling tests on the RenShape R BM 5460 with various parameters.
3.2 Robotic arm
A Mitsubishi PA10-7C robotic arm is available at DAST. It features 7 DoF (see Fig. 3) and it
is capable to handle a 10 kg payload in a operative spatial range of 1.03 meters from its shoulder
joint . Its weight amounts to 40 kg, making it easy to carry.
Its kinematic performances are:
• Operative speed.
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Figure 3: Mitsubishi PA10-7C degrees of freedom. (Credits: PA10 reference manual)

– About S1 axis (shoulder): 28.5 ◦ /s.
– About S3 axis (elbow): 57.0 ◦ /s.
– About W2 axis (wrist): 180 ◦ /s.
• Position repeatability: ±0.1 mm
Front mounting
In this configuration diorama and robotic arm mounting base are parallel as shown in Figure 4. Through such configuration the arm spatial operative envelope is totally exploited and
therefore the maximum surface of the diorama is reachable for. On the other hand, a reduced
positioning capability of the sensor assembly on the end effector occurs due to the limited usage
of the W2 (wrist) axis.
It is possible to exploit this configuration fixing the diorama to the ground, without the needs of
a complex structure, or mount it perpendicular to the terrain with a supporting system. The arm
is positioned consequently.
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Figure 4: PA10 robotic arm mounted frontal to the lunar diorama.

Lateral mounting

Figure 5: PA10 robotic mounted perpendicular to the lunar diorama.
Diorama and robotic arm mounting base are perpendicular one to the other as shown in
Figure 5. In this case the maximum robotic arm end effector motional capability is exploited,
due to the fact that the W2 axis regulates directly the camera inclination about the roll axis.
With respect to the front mounted arm configuration, in this case it is not possible to exploit all
the spatial operational envelope of the robotic arm end effector, resulting in a smaller simulation
space at the same scale factor. Anyway, landing trajectories develops in a preferred direction
and therefore an asymmetrical working area is not so penalizing.
Due to the fact that the use of the seventh DoF of the robotic arm allows to simulate more
complex trajectories, the lateral mounted configuration is preferred.
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3.3 Lightning system
It is devoted to guarantee the realistic light environment during the simulation operations.
For non atmospheric celestial bodies like the Moon, diffuse lights should be avoided. At this
scope, the lightning system is composed by:
• Light source. A 5600 K LED array with a narrow beam angle and characterized by an high
Color Rendering Index (CRI). Already available in PoliMi premises, it can be adjusted
according to the Sun elevation desired for the simulation.
• Dimming system. A non-reflective black structure dedicated to prevent external Sunlight
and internal reflections to interfere with the simulation.
Theoretically, a good lightning system should provide sharp undistorted shadows on the mockup.
3.4 Inertial Measurement Unit
The introduction of an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) in the sensor suite at the robotic
arm end effector could be not representative of a real landing sequence: in fact, while maneuver accelerations are scaled, noise and disturbances (e.g. due to robotic arm vibrations) are
not. Scaling real measurements could introduce unrealistic signal to noise ratios in the processing of navigation algorithms. A trade-off between real and simulated inertial measurements is
ongoing.
4. TEST CAMPAIGN
Preliminary design tests are currently ongoing and are dedicated to finalize and trim some
open points in the design:
• Conformity of the illumination system already available to the illumination performance
requirements;
• Optimal distance of the lightning source from the diorama;
• Conformity of the diorama raw milled surface to verify needs of painting.
Shadows coverage correspondence and the ratio of the mean intensity between illuminated and
shadowed areas of the experimental testbed versus synthetic images are the parameters to evaluate the performance.
DEM calibration will be performed during the facility setup through 3D laser scanning or dense
matching, technologies available at PoliMi. A DEM of the milled surface will be generated
from measurements of the elevation of the diorama points, in order to compensate discrepancies between the theoretical and the real surface during ground truth trajectory reconstruction.
DEM resolution and elevation accuracy are the parameters to assess the performance of the
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DEM calibration.
Once completed the setup, a facility functional test will be held to verify its proper working
capability compliant to the requirements.
At this point, all navigation and guidance subsystems are put through a "build-up" test phase:
1. single subsystem are checked for their standalone performance, in order to verify, validate
and eventually optimize their capabilities;
2. subsystems are progressively joined to test and quantify coupling effects, eventually solving critical bottlenecks in the partial subsystems chain. In this phase, also the uncertainties
combination is evaluated;
3. closed loop simulations will be tested to verify and validate the overall facility in a flightlike condition, where the system itself update and compute the lander trajectory runtime.
Performances parameters for closed loop simulations tests are the dispersion at touchdown, the rate of successful landings, the computational time requested.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The design, setup and test plan of a new facility dedicated to the validation and the verification of optical navigation systems is presented. This testbed is currently being built at Politecnico di Milano premises, and answers the necessity to increase the Technology Readiness Level
of algorithms and breadboard models of optical autonomous navigation systems developed in
our academia. The experimental facility is composed by a 7 DoF Mitsubishi PA10-7C robotic
arm, able to reproduce the lander dynamics carrying the sensor suite; a 2.4 m wide 3D lunar diorama made of polyurethane foam that simulates the Moon terrain geometry; a lightning system
and a dimming system, that reproduce the realistic illumination of the Moon surface. Preliminary design tests are currently ongoing to trim and optimize the lightning system, the robotic
arm, and the diorama performance. The experimental facility is expected to be operative in late
Autumn 2015.
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Summary. The following paper presents an hazard detection and target landing site selection
system based on Artificial Neural Networks. A single camera acquires a frame in the visible
spectrum and the system generates the corresponding hazard map. A landing site selection algorithm provides the best target in terms of safety, guidance constraints and scientific interests.
The peculiar ANNs generalization capability allows the system to operate in conditions non
explicitly considered in design phase. The network architecture design, training, validation and
output are critically presented. Performance of the hazard detector are assessed in terms of terrain hazardousness recognition accuracy and selected landing sites safety. Results for different
environments and scenarios are included to discuss the effectiveness of the system.
1. INTRODUCTION
The renewed interest in space exploration has brought a great number of missions involving Entry, Descent and Landing phase to be developed. Landing maneuvers in space missions
must be always considered as single points of failure. In these cases, safety is the main driver
in mission analysis and design process. Historically, high uncertainties in attainable position
and speed at touchdown had always imposed severe requirements on the landing site choice. In
spite of that, scientifically relevant places are often associated with hazardous terrain features
or confined in small areas. In other cases there is no possibility to completely characterize an
interesting area with the required accuracy. Landing safety and flexibility could be dramatically increased by spacecraft autonomy, which is rapidly becoming a key feature for the next
generation of space systems. An autonomous landing system should be able to scan the area
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around the landing site, to verify if the nominal target can be reached with the required level
of safety and, if not, to seek for an alternative safe one. Then, a new landing path toward the
updated target should be computed, followed by the execution of the divert maneuver. Four
main criteria concur to determine if a landing site can be classified as safe: visibility by sensors,
surface roughness, slopes, and available area. Areas that cannot be analyzed by the sensors
should be classified a priori as unsafe. Also lander geometry and navigation uncertainties are
taken into account to compute the minimum size, the maximum slope and terrain roughness of
the target landing site to provide a safe touchdown. The short duration of the landing phase, together with telecommunications delays with ground stations on Earth, requires a high onboard
autonomy in the GNC, coupled with efficient computational mechanisms. In such a scenario,
the capability to distinguish hazardous from safe landing areas and consequently correct the
landing trajectory becomes crucial. Uncertainties in the knowledge of the morphological structures to be encountered during the landing phase made algorithms development more difficult,
being the environment not perfectly known in advance. In this paper, the last developments
of a hazard detection and avoidance system for planetary landing, currently under study at the
Department of Aerospace Science & Technology (DAER) of Politecnico di Milano, are presented. From a single frame input, acquired by a VIS onboard camera, the system outputs the
hazard map, being sufficiently light to run on board a spacecraft during the landing phase of a
planetary exploration mission; unsafe terrain items are detected and arranged on the map, on
which the selection of the best place to land is based, in terms of safety, guidance constraints,
and scientific interest. In the context of the hazard detection, ANNs are very attractive, due to
their well-known generalization properties. Whenever trained with proper data, ANNs succeed
in autonomously determine “fading” rules which describe a phenomenon. Due to that, also
conditions not explicitly considered on ground during the training and calibration phase can be
efficiently handled by the system, while operational. At the same time, ANNs working principle
relies on a long series of elementary mathematical operations (sums and multiplications), giving them a high computational efficiency, compatible with real-time systems. Shadows, terrain
slope and surface roughness are the main drivers for the determination of the safety of a landing
site. A set of statistical indexes is extracted from the raw frame, progressively at different scales
to characterize features of different size and depth. Then, the ANN interprets these parameters
to produce a unique hazard index for each pixel of the original image. The network architecture
design, the calibration and training phase accomplishment and the verification and simulation
results are critically presented. Realistic synthetic images, exploited for both training and testing, are obtained from real lunar Digital Elevation Maps (DEMs), from which is possible also
to compute affordable ground-truth solutions needed for rigorous and objective training and results comparison. Once the hazard map is available, safe landing sites are identified and ranked,
taking into account as merits the hazard index, the surrounding safe areas width, and proximity
to nominal target. Computed hazard maps are compared to the ground-truth solution, and performances are assessed in terms of false positives/negatives ratios, safety of the final selected
target and dispersion at touchdown. Results for different scenarios for a Lunar landing case are
shown and discussed, in order to highlight the effectiveness of the proposed system. Moreover,
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the hazard detection system has been also tested on the very different environment provided by
the comet 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko.
The paper is structured as following: first, the system architecture is described; two different
structures of ANNs are considered. Then, the generation of ground truth models for system
training and validation is explained, and obtained results and performances are assessed. Finally, conclusions and suggestions on future developments are expounded.
2. NOMINAL HDA MANEUVER
The Hazard Detection and Avoidance (HDA) maneuver takes place between 2500 and 1500
m in altitude, during the so-called "Approach" phase, during which the nominal landing site
comes in sensors range. Such a phase depends on the landing strategy and on the target object
characteristics. For this work, the following sequence – sketched in Fig. 1 – is assumed:

Figure 1: Nominal Hazard Detection and Avoidance maneuver.
1. HDA maneuver starts at the beginning of the approach phase at the so called "HDA High
Gate" point. After performing pitch-up maneuver, the lander is supposed to have an
almost vertical attitude with a vertical velocity and an horizontal velocity respectively in
the order of 15-30 m/s and 5-15 m/s.
2. Large Scale Hazard Avoidance Maneuver is executed:
• HDA system scans the current landing area in input from the camera and build the
relative hazard map. An algorithm selects the most suitable landing site, that is not
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depending only on the pure hazardousness threshold, but it must take into account
many other parameters, such as fuel consumption needed to reach for it and distance
from an eventual mission nominal landing site.
• Landing trajectory is computed taking into account vehicle dynamic envelope, attitude, current trajectory, fuel on board. Thus, the consequent diversion maneuver is
commanded. The target point for the trajectory is defined HDA Low Gate and it is
located between 500 and 250 m on the vertical with respect to the landing site. Velocities drop to 5-10 m/s (vertical) and below 5 m/s (horizontal). Attitude is vertical.
3. Small Scale Hazard Avoidance Maneuver is executed:
• the HDA system scans again the landing area, computing the relative hazard map.
If necessary, target landing site is updated.
• Up to date trajectory is computed and the new diversion maneuver is commanded.
Target point, called Terminal Gate, is now located just few meters above the selected
landing site.
4. At the Terminal Gate the Approach phase ends and the Terminal Descent phase starts. In
this phase, the lander follows a vertical trajectory at constant speed until touch down.
3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Overview of the hazard detection system working flow is shown in Fig. 2. For each point
of the hazard map generated, the system assigns an hazard index. It can assumes any real
value between 0 (completely safe) and 1 (extremely hazardous). To provide an hazard map, the
system follow 4 stages:
1. Preprocessing: image is acquired from the camera and a perspective correction is applied
if needed;
2. Indices extraction: image information is extracted through multi-scale image segmentation;
3. ANN simulation: indices are processed by an Artificial Neural Network and arranged in
an hazard map;
4. Target Landing Site is computed through the hazard map.
Details for each stage follow.
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Figure 2: Hazard Detector working flow. After preprocessing of the camera frame, an Artifical
Neural Network estimates hazard index from elementary image information at different scales.
Ranking of landing site candidates takes into account different parameters of merit.
3.1 Input and preprocessing
Grayscale (8 bit, single channel) images have been considered as system input. An image
size of 1024 × 1024 pixels (compatible with most of the present camera devices for use in
space) has been adopted.
Due to the kind of the considered Approach maneuver, it is assumed that HDA systems operate
in a near vertical attitude. Small deviations from nadir pointing is corrected by the application
of a perspective transformation just before the hazard map computation. This type of transformation assumes that attitude information are known by the system, and that the scene can be
considered as flat. The presence of orographic reliefs introduces an approximation acceptable
only for a limited range of view angle. Anyway, further and more complex corrections can be
applied if additional information are available, e.g. by a vision-based navigation system. Plus,
in order to perform hazard detection and avoidance tasks, the landing site area is required to
remain in the lander cameras field of view for a certain amount of time during the approach
phase, and maneuverability requirements on the landing trajectory are imposed to maximize
the lander divert capabilities. These requirements exclude tightest trajectories [1], like the ones
exploited during the Apollo missions [2], limiting in this way the maximum view angle during
hazard detection phase.
3.2 Image information extraction and ANN input assembly
Significant indices are extracted from the image in order to supply the following neural
network with the most appropriate information to achieve high performances maintaining an
elevated computational efficiency. This phase consists in the extraction of low level information
from the image, with the aim to reduce the space of the data in which neural network can detect
morphological features of the real world. To accomplish this task with a single camera using
a single channel (black and white image), it has been exploited either zeroth, first and second
differential orders of the gray scale image pixels intensity.
Zeroth order indices allow to have a reference value from which the network can understand the
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general brightness of the area analyzed in the acquired image. One the other hand, higher orders
are dedicated to detect the various features present on planetary surface detecting variations
–and how fast the variation occurs – of pixels intensity. Moreover, it has been adopted a multiscale approach for the various indices: exploiting multiple scales of the image through the
downsample of the original one, makes possible for the network to understand depth and relative
distances of the objects and the features present in the image under analysis [3].
There are many possible kinds and methods to extract and evaluate information from an image.
A total of 20 indexes, mixed in 12 configurations, have been tested: in this work, only the most
effective configuration is presented. Specifically, the current version of the hazard detection
system consists of two sets of indices:
• Window-based indices. Three different mobile windows are exploited to compute mean
µ and standard deviation σ of the pixel intensities of partial image regions. Sizes of those
windows have been chosen balancing computational performances and results accuracy
in terms of landing sites found by the neural network. Three windows sS , sM , sL of size
respectively of 4×4, 8×8, 16×16 px have been selected.
The two statistical indices used are defined as:
PN
Ii
(1)
µ = i=1
N
s
PN
2
i=1 (Ii − µ)
σ=
(2)
N −1
where I corresponds to the intensity of the i-th pixel, N is the number of pixels inside the
considered image window. Mean helps the network to reconstruct the general intensity
of the window considered, and it is particularly useful to distinguish shadows -or deep
space- from the rest of the planetary surface. Standard deviation is exploited to yield a
first assessment on the variations, with respect to the mean value, of the window intensity,
providing the net a general trend of the features present in the current window.
• Global indices. Image gradient (Grad) and Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) are computed
across the whole original acquired image through custom kernels convolution. Then,
both resulting matrices are downsampled to 256×256, 128×128 and 64×64, in order to
be able to assemble all the indexes in a single matrix that represents the input for the
neural network. Grad is approximated through an expanded 5×5 Prewitt filter for both
horizontal and vertical directions [4]. Then, the square root of the sum of the square
of every element of directional gradients yields the total image gradient. Laplacian of
Gaussian is a second order operator widely used as edge detector [5]. It combines a
Gaussian smoothing with the Laplacian operator and its general formulation in continuous
space is:


x2 + y 2 − x2 +y2 2
1
e 2σ ,
(3)
LoG(x, y) = − 4 1 −
πσ
2σ 2
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where x, y represents image coordinates, while standard deviation σ determines the characteristic length at which the filter tends to reject noise. Here it has been implemented
through a discrete linear 5×5 kernel.
In addiction to these indexes, also Sun inclination angle is assembled in the input matrix. This is
necessary to make the neural net able to correctly distinguish between sharp and blunt shadows.
Summarizing, the value of each hazard map pixel is computed from a vector of 13 component: µ, σ, Grad and LoG for each of the 3 considered scales, plus the Sun inclination angle.
Each component is normalized before it is passed to the next stage. Eventually, assembling of
the whole input is concluded expanding indexes relative to bigger image windows and higher
downsample levels because of their intrinsic smaller size.
3.3 ANN simulation and hazard map computation
As the input is assembled, it is processed by an ANN. A previous iteration of the hazard
detector relied on a Multilayer Feed-Forward Neural Network [6, 7], whereas in the following
paper an alternative architecture, based on a cascade Neural Network, will be considered. In
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Figure 3: Multilayer Feed-Forward Neural Network.
Fig. 3 a Multilayer Feed-Forward ANN is depicted. It consists in an input layer, one or more
hidden layers, and an output layer. The input is processed by each layer sequentially; each
layer is fully connected with the subsequent one. The network architecture (number of hidden
layers an neurons for each layer) is a priori determined; the training process consists in an optimization (by error backpropagation) of the weights of each neuron. The main criticality of
feedforward multilayer networks is the choice of a suitable architecture: too complex schemes
make the system prone to overfitting phenomena and slow down the optimization process. In
this work, in order to determine the minimal effective size of the net, progressively more complex architectures have been tested: the final scheme consists in a single hidden layer made up
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by 15 neurons. Addition of further neurons produces no significant performance improvement
in the hazard detection, while increasing tremendously the training time of the network.
In cascade networks (Fig. 4), each layer is made up by a single neuron: the input for each
Input
..
.
Bias

1

Hidden Neuron 1

Hidden Neuron 2

Output Neuron

Output

Figure 4: Cascade Neural Network. Squares represent a weight.
layer is the original input of the network, plus the output of each previous hidden layer. In
this structure, hidden neurons are part of the optimization: at the beginning of the training the
net has only input and output layers, and hidden units are progressively added, leading to a
near-optimal architecture[8].
The two architectures shares some characteristics. Sigmoid tangent is used as hidden layer
activation function, making the networks able to handle nonlinearities. Since the desired output
is limited in the range [0, 1], the logarithmic sigmoid is adopted as output function. At the end
of the computation, a very light blur filter is applied on the hazard map to relate nearby pixels.
3.4 Target landing site computation
Once the hazard map is available, the hazard detection system calls the landing site selection
routine. The suitable sites for the lander are ranked according three parameters:
1. Minimum hazard index;
2. Maximum landing area;
3. Minimum distance from the Nominal Landing Site (NLS), in order to maximize the probability to find another landing site in case of necessary re-targeting.
The general scheme of the algorithm proceeds assigning three indices per landing site candidate,
one per each of the just said parameters. Afterward, the three indices are merged to form the
overall candidate’s skill, and all the landing sites are sorted through the relative total hazard
index in a global ranking.
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The image reference frame is considered. This frame is centered in the pixel at the upperleft image corner, aligned with the image borders. Distances in image reference frame can be
expressed in pixel units (the position of each pixel corresponds to the number of its column and
row, numerated from 0) or in real units (meters). The transformation between them is a simple
scaling conversion:
[x y]T = dres ss [i j]T
(4)
where (x, y) represent the coordinates of a point expressed in meters, (i, j) the same point in
pixels; dres and ss respectively the original image resolution in meters per pixel and the size in
pixels of a side of the small mobile window used to extract the image indices. The knowledge
of a sufficiently enough resolution is required to estimate landing sites properly, since their size
must be compared with the actual dimension of the footprint of the lander, and thus the two
values must be in real world units mandatory. Also camera FoV and attitude are considered as
data available to the hazard detection system.
The algorithm develops through the following passages:
• The maximum safety threshold is applied to the hazard map, yielding a boolean map
where True represents safe pixels, and False otherwise. This operation allows to easily and efficiently mark as unsafe all the False cataloged pixels. In the current hazard
detection suite such a threshold is set to θmax = 0.3 for the ground truth hazard map:
theoretically, it can be considered a θ = 0.33 out of 1 value for a safe landing site, but due
to the blurring filter present to relate nearby pixels, the unsafe areas are lightly lowered in
hazard index due to the convolution operation with nearby safer pixels. True pixels, that
are points such as θij ≤ θmax , are classified as Candidate Landing Sites (CLS);
• For each True pixel, the size score rCLSij is calculated as the distance from the nearest
unsafe (False) pixel. The higher the distance, the better the score;
• Considering the size of the lander and the navigation errors, a landing site must be chosen
accordingly. Modeling the landing spot as a circle, its radius dimension is constrained as:
df ootprint
+ egnc
(5)
2
where rmin represents the minimum radius for the landing site, df ootprint indicates the
footprint diameter of the lander and egnc accounts for the imprecision of the Guidance
and Navigation System at the desired confidence level. Every CLS that does not respect
this constraint is excluded from the landing site candidates;
rCLSij ≥ rmin =

• The Diversion score dCLSij is computed for the remaining CLSs. It represents the distance
from the NLS:
q
dCLSij = (xCLSij − xN LS )2 + (yCLSij − yN LS )2
(6)
in which xN LS and yN LS represents the metric coordinates of the NLS, such as xCLSij ,
yCLSij for the CLS in image frame position i, j.
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• The Safety score zCLSij is calculated as the average between all the hazard indices contained inside the circle centered in CLSij with radius rCLSij .
• Size score rCLS , diversion score dCLS and safety score zCLS are normalized to 1 through
the respective maximum value found in the current hazard map, and therefore they acquire
the same magnitude one each other.
• The Global score lCLSij can now be computed:
lCLSij




r̃CLSij
= wT 1 − d˜CLSij 
1 − z̃CLSij

(7)

where w represents the vector of the weights that provides the flexibility to choose which
of the three scores should be more considered during the landing site choice. It is clearly
composed by three scalar values, each per score. The tilde (~) graphical sign represents a
normalized variable.
Once that the ranking of the various landing site candidates is available, the first element in
such a vector represents the selected Target Landing Site (TLS), characterized by the highest
score.
4. NEURAL NETWORK TRAINING PROCESS
ANNs performance depends widely on the completeness and coherence of the dataset used
to train the network. In the specific case of HDA systems, the type of training set must be
also tailored on the celestial body target of the mission. In this paper, a lunar landing case is
considered. True lunar images present several criticalities: image metadata (model, position,
and attitude of the camera when the picture is taken) are scarcely available, as well as detailed
model of the terrain depicted, required to obtain the correspondent ground truth solution. On the
contrary artificial images make possible an objective and precise ground truth reconstruction,
being all the setting and the 3D model used for image generation completely known. Despite
that, an high level of photorealism is required to preserve the coherence with the actual lunar
environment.
In this work, a dataset of 98 images has been generated and exploited for training and testing
purposes. Images are taken from random altitude between 2000 m (an altitude inside the interval
in which HDA system is required to operate [9]), and they are divided into 3 subsets: training,
validation and test. The training set (67 images) is exploited to directly optimize the networks
weights with a backpropagation algorithm; network overfitting is avoided when the RMS error,
evaluated on the validation set (23 images), reaches a minimum (early stopping method). The
test set, made up of 8 images, is exploited to assess the system performances.
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4.1 Training set generation
High resolution lunar DEMs obtained from Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera (LROC)
data1 , with a variable resolution between 2 and 5 m/point, have been used as starting point
for the creation of artificial images. First, DEMs resolution is improved up to 0.3 m/point, by
adding fractal noise, small craters and boulders [10]. Craters deposition respects the statistical
distribution observed on the real lunar surface, as well as the real craters formation process
[11], while craters morphology follows empirical morphometric relations obtained from lunar
imagery [12]. Eventually, the camera frame is rendered in POV-Ray 2 with the desired settings for camera, position, and attitude with realistic illumination conditions. A pinhole camera
model, with a 60◦ angle of view has been adopted. Table 1 summarizes the assumed camera
parameters.
Table 1: Camera model parameters for artificial images renderings.
Model
Pinhole
Resolution 1024 × 1024 px
Angle
60◦
Color
8 bit grayscale
4.2 Ground truth computation
Terrain features are extracted directly from the DEM data. For each elevation point, through
a circular window with diameter equal to the lander footprint, the mean plane is computed with
a least squares approximation of the points in the window. Such a plane is expressed by the
equation:
Z = aX + bY + c,
(8)
where X and Y are the coordinates of the points in the window, and Z is the altitude. Then, the
slope is computed as the plane inclination S as:
√

S = tan−1 a2 + b2 ,
(9)

while terrain Roughness R is estimated as the difference between the maximum and the minimum deviation of the window points from the mean plane:


R = max Zi − (aXi + bYi + c) − min Zi − (aXi + bYi + c) ,
(10)
where the subscript i denotes the i-th DEM point inside the window. Slope and Roughness are
then converted in camera image coordinates by a perspective transformation, computed through
1

Courtesy of NASA and Arizona State University. URL: http://wms.lroc.asu.edu/lroc/rdr_product_select, last
visit on: October 3, 2015.
2
Persistence of Vision Raytracer (Version 3.7). URL: http://www.povray.org/download/
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rendering software. Afterwards, they are exploited to obtain the correspondent ground-truth
hazard map.
Each DEM point is considered safe if respects the following conditions:
• S ≤ Smax ,
• R ≤ Rmax ,
• the point is not in shadow.

(a) Original image.

(b) Ground truth hazard map.

(c)

Figure 5: Ground truth solution computation. Artificial image, Lowell crater floor DEM. Colormap is shown in (c).
Shadow map is easily obtained by the application of a threshold on the camera image histogram. At each pixel of the camera image is assigned the hazard index 0 (perfectly safe) if
respects all the conditions mentioned above. Pixels in shadow are considered as out of the sensor range, and are then considered as completely unsafe (hazard index 3). Hazard index 1 is
assigned to those pixels that fail only one of the tests on slope and roughness, while the value
2 is assigned to those ones that fail both the tests. Then, a normalization reduces the hazard
index domain to [0, 1]. To match the output image resolution of the hazard detection system, the
ground truth hazard map map is downsampled to 256 × 256 px from the original 1024 × 1024 px
frame by means of a Gaussian pyramid. The downsampling process increases the hazard map
smoothness, making easier the ANNs training process (ANNs are less effective in reproducing
discontinuous functions). Figure 5a reports an example of artificial image, obtained from a real
DEM of the Manilius crater floor, while the correspondent ground truth hazard map is depicted
in Figure 5b. Based on this hazard map, is possible to compute the true safety and ranking of
landing sites with the algorithm presented in the previous section, with zmax = 0.3.
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5. PERFORMANCES ASSESSMENT
The system performance is assessed comparing the ground truth solution of a test set, which
consists of four landscapes with two different sun inclination angles (15◦ and 80◦ ) for a total of
8 images. A footprint dfoot = 3 m and a navigation error egnc = 15 m (3σ) have been considered.
The training ended for the two network with a very similar value of Mean Square Error (MSE)
over the test set, equal respectively to 0.01940 (multilayer) and 0.02039 (cascade).

(a) Multilayer ANN

(b) Cascade ANN

Figure 6: Hazard map computed by the multilayer ANN based system compared to the same
map generated by the cascade ANN based system.
ANNs are not expected to exactly reproduce the original ground truth hazard map; instead
an approximation of them is expected. In Figure 6 an example of hazard map computed by
the two architectures, relative to the same input image of Figure 5, is shown. It is possible
to see how in both the cases all the large scale hazardous features are correctly detected; the
network response tends to be conservative, with a mean hazard index higher than the ground
truth solution. It can be seen how the cascade architecture tends to give sharper results, while
multilayer tends to smooth the hazard index. For these reasons, the safety threshold zmax used
in the actual system is not required to be equal to the value used in ground truth computation:
on the contrary, its value should be tailored to the specific architecture. Once compared with
the ground truth, a landing site can be classified as:
• True Positive (TP): a site correctly classified as safe;
• False Positive (FP): an unsafe site, erroneously considered safe;
• False Negative (FN): a safe site, seen as unsafe;
• True Negative (TN): a correctly recognized unsafe site.
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It this then possible to define the Safety Ratio rS as the ratio between the number of TP landing
sites and the total number of sites classified as safe:
rS =

TP
,
TP + FP

(11)

while the Correctness Ratio rC is the ratio between the number of the correctly found sites and
the total number of true safe landing sites in the image:
rC =

TP
.
TP + FN

(12)

The probability to select an unsafe target is minimized by maximizing rS , while the maximization of rC increase the available landing area. The system performances can be expressed in a
unique index J defined as:
1/5
J = rS5 rC ,
(13)
where the exponents 5 and 1/5 are introduced to give more relative importance to landing safety,
which is the main driver in the performance assessment.
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(b) Completeness Ratio.

Figure 7: Architectures comparison, zmax threshold tuning. Safety and Completeness ratios
define the overall system performance. Solid lines are mean values, dashed lines are lower and
upper boundaries.
Values of zmax from 0.04 to 0.30 have been tested on the hazard maps computed by the architectures under exams on the test set images: obtained rS and rC are shown in Figure 7. A null
ratio value mean that no landing site has been found for the specific threshold value. Looking at
the compound performance index J in Figure 8, it is easy to identify the best threshold values
of 0.23 and 0.17 respectively for the multilayer and the cascade networks.
Once the threshold is selected, it is possible to compare the performances of the two architectures. In sites ranking, a weight vector wT = [0.6 0.3 0.1] is adopted. The heavier weight
(0.6) has been assigned to the size score rCLS : a larger available area increase the robustness
of the system with respect to navigation uncertainties. The intermediate weight corresponds to
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Figure 8: zmax threshold tuning. Overall performance index (higher is better). Solid lines are
mean values, dashed lines are lower and upper boundaries.
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Figure 9: Target ranking and selection. Multilayer ANN (zmax = 0.23).
the diversion score dCLS , in order to maximize the probability that a feasible trajectory is found
by the guidance system, minimizing the requested diversion; the lightest weight is linked to the
mean hazard index, being all the candidate targets already under the threshold zmax , and then
considered as safe. Following the obtained results are summarized:
• Always a True Positive is selected as first Target Landing site;
• The mean ranking of the first FP is 695 (cascade) and 460 (multilayer), allowing the
system to always find a backup landing site if required by the guidance system (worst
case on single image: 39 and 38, respectively).
Globally, the cascade architecture obtain a higher score principally due to a higher safety ratio
(0.9649 with respect to 0.9430 obtained by multilayer architecture). Figures 9 and 10 show the
landing site ranking, and the final selected target, for the original image of Figure 5, computed
by the two architectures under test. It is possible to see how the sharper hazard map obtained
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Figure 10: Target ranking and selection. Cascade ANN (zmax = 0.17).
by cascade networks allows to find a larger number of landing sites also with the application of
a smaller threshold value.
5.1 Real images
The very same neural network and algorithm has been also tested on real lunar images and
photos taken by Rosetta mission of the 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko comet. Being unknown
the Sun inclination angle, it has been briefly hypothesized looking at the photos, and this information lack is particularly critical for the performances of the HD system. Moreover, in these
images there is no ground truth to quantitatively test the hazard maps with. Thus, results are to
be intended just as an example of the generalization capabilities of the neural network and must
be not intended as a valuable result of the proposed architecture. Anyway, the choice of the
photos was dictated by the presence of relevant morphological features, that could have challenged the system. Also in this analysis, output hazard maps for both feedforward and cascade
based systems are proposed.
Moon In Fig. 11a, taken by LROC Narrow Angle Camera, depicting part of the Larmor Q
crater floor, it is possible to spot some fractures on the surface in the lower left hand side half,
while the rest of the image is characterized by diffuse roughness due to craters. In its relative
hazard maps (Figures 11b and 11c), the neural networks seem to have qualitatively understood
the terrain features, assigning a distributed high hazard value to the rough region at top right
hand side and about maximum value precisely where fractures are located. The higher sharpness
of cascade networks with respect to the smoother maps computed by multilayer architecture is
clearly visible. mettere hmaps a colori
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(a) Original frame.

(b) Haz. map, multilayer ANN.

(c) Haz. map, cascade ANN.

Figure 11: Lunar real surface image application, Larmor Q crater floor, NAC frame
M151726155R, courtesy of NASA/GSFC/ASU.
67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko The great interest of both the scientific community and companies in small celestial bodies pushed to test the same hazard system used for lunar images on
67P/C-G. Not many suitable images are available for the purpose, and even less are equipped
with data the neural network should need to be as much efficient as it can. A test on the Imhotep
region is presented in Fig. 12a. This area is composed by many clearly distinct features: a planar plateau with sharp boulders and rifts, developing from the center to the top of the picture,
surrounded by an irregular area full of craters and high sloped sides. In the relative computed
hazard maps (Figures 12b and 12c), the system seems to have qualitatively understood hazard
trends of the various areas: bright colors (safe) for the planar area apart from the irregularities,
gray and black (unsafe) for the most of the rest. The very low albedo of this particular image is
sometimes interpreted as shadow by the cascade system, which give more conservative results.

(a) Original frame.

(b) Haz. map, multilayer ANN.

(c) Haz. map, cascade ANN.

Figure 12: Comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko, Imhotep region (Photo: ESA).
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5.2 Profiling
To properly estimate the computational weight of the proposed HDA system, a profiling
analysis has been carried out. Gperftools, a tool released by Google under BSD license, has
been selected as main profiler method. Results have been cross-checked in two independent
ways: each subroutine execution has been measured with the high resolution clock of the standard C++ chrono library, while with the GNU/time command has been exploited to verify the
overall computation. All tests have been performed on a AMD A10-7700K APU, running 64
bit Ubuntu 14.04 GNU/Linux operative system. In each profiling test, the hazard detector runs
in a cycle for 1000 times, while the sampling frequency has been set to 250 Hz (the highest
possible value) to maximize the precision in runtime estimation. In order to avoid modern processors’ automatic multi-core computation, the system has been forced to run in single-thread
configuration. Gperftools registered 108 148 hits at 250 Hz, for a total time of 432.59 s, while
the correspondent CPU time resulted 432.67 s. Taking into account the possible overhead that
can affect measurements differently with the two methods, the values are comparable. Figure 13
shows the breakdown of the computation time over the different algorithm stages: the principal
bottleneck is identified in indexes extraction, that requires more than the 49% or the total runtime. This result agrees with the expected: image processing algorithms, that constitute most of
the task, are computationally expensive.
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Figure 13: Computational time breakdown. Bottleneck identified in the indexes extraction
stage. Theoretical maximum time required by target search is shown in dashed line.
The sensitivity of the hazard map computation time from the actual network architecture
is weak. ANNs are computationally efficient and the number of operations to be performed in
this stage has the same order of magnitude in both feedforward multilayer and cascade neural
network.
The computation time demanded by preprocessing, indexes extraction, and hazard map
computation is practically constant, operating these subroutines on the whole image indiffer-
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ently. It is not the same for target ranking and selection, since the number of sites classified
as safe is determined by both the input image and the adopted threshold zmax . To estimate the
theoretical maximum required time, a profiling test with zmax = 1 has been performed. In this
condition, all the image is considered as a potential target and performances decrease drastically
(this case is represented with a dashed line in Figure 13). Anyway this can be considered an
unrealistic case, and it is used only to identify a computational weight upper boundary: as can
be seen in the graph, the actual mean time measured during profiling test is much lower, and
target selection resulted the fastest of the four algorithm’s stages. All the algorithm bottlenecks
are located in high parallel tasks: recent developments of dedicated space qualified hardware,
based on high performance parallel units (such as Field Programmable Gate Arrays) [13, 14]
allow to expect further improvements in real applications up to real-time performances.
6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a completely revised design of a previously implemented HDA algorithm,
based on Artificial Neural Networks, is proposed. A deep analysis to detect which information
can be extracted from the original image and exploited as network input has been carried out.
The exploitation of more informative indexes from the original image dramatically improves
both classification capabilities and computational performances, allowing a drastic simplification in the neural network architecture with respect to previous configurations. A fully objective
training and validation method has been developed, in order to avoid any dependency of the system performance from the operator’s choices during the training phase and to have an affordable
estimation of the system capabilities. Two possible ANNs types have been tested; also if a safe
landing site was selected in the 100% of the test cases, the cascade networks ability to autonomously get a suboptimal structure makes them more effective in false positives rejection
than standard multilayer neural networks.
A primary role in detection accuracy is played by the information extraction stage: a proper
selection of the input makes the neural networks training process faster and the neural network
itself to behave more effectively. In this field, several improvements are still possible, and some
of them are under study: discrete wavelet transform is a promising technique, allowing an easy
distinction between high an low frequency content of the image sequentially at multiple scales;
the application of deep learning techniques (such as convolutional neural networks or self organized maps) could make the system completely independent from operator’s choices, thanks to
unsupervised learning process.
Eventually, in order to definitely increase the TRL of this technology, algorithm hardware porting and hardware-in-the-loop testing are required. A landing simulation facility for vision based
navigation systems is currently under development at Polimi DAER premises.
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Summary. Over the past few decades, spacecraft autonomy has become a very important
aspect in space mission design. In this paper, autonomous spacecraft proximity operations are
discussed with particular attention to the estimation of pose, motion and inertia properties of an
uncooperative object. The precise pose and motion estimation of an unknown object, such as a
Resident Space Object (RSO) or an asteroid has many potential applications. However, dealing
with an uncooperative object is a challenging problem because of the lack of available information about the motion and the structure of the target. The solution methodology developed
to solve this problem has many potential applications in other fields (vision-based unmanned
aerial vehicle navigation, iceberg-relative navigation, biomedical applications, etc.). Current
literature addresses the problem of relative state estimation with respect to an uncooperative
object assuming partial knowledge of geometry or feature points of the target. In other cases,
it is assumed multiple spacecraft or sensors with high power consumption are utilized to compensate for the lack of information. None of these proposed algorithms have been physically
implemented in a real application, one main reason being their high computational cost. This
paper develops a method to estimate the relative position, velocity, angular velocity and attitude of an uncooperative object using only stereo-vision measurements. It is assumed that two
cameras are mounted on a spacecraft and track a set of feature points on the target object. An
algorithm is developed, exploiting a dynamical model that describes the relative motion between
two satellites. This model leads to more accurate results than the classical 6 degree-of-freedom
(DOF) models, in applications that involve close proximity operations. From the stereoscopic
images, information about the distance between the tracked points and the camera plane are
recovered. It is also possible to obtain information about the image velocity approximating the
optical flow. This information constitutes the observation model that is used as an input into a
Kalman filter for nonlinear systems. The classical Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) and an Iterated Extended Kalman Filter (IEKF) are compared in the estimation procedure. However, the
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dynamical model requires knowledge of the target object inertia matrix which is unknown. For
this reason, a method to recover this information must be developed. Parametrizing the inertia
matrix, it is possible to augment the state vector with the obtained parameters. Furthermore, a
pseudo-measurement equation is added to the observation model. The filter then recovers the
information about the unknown parameters, which can be used to construct the inertia matrix
of the target object. The relative simplicity and low computational cost of this algorithm allow
for an online implementation for real applications. The developed algorithm is validated by
numerical simulations on a variety of initial conditions and uncertainty levels. The goal of the
simulations is to verify the accuracy of the proposed estimation algorithm. The obtained results
are presented and critically discussed in the paper and show satisfactory convergence of estimation errors for all the considered quantities. An analysis of the computational cost will be
addressed to confirm the possibility of an onboard application. The setup of the experimental
bench to run the algorithm further validation is currently on going at the Aerospace Science
and Technology Dept, Politecnico di Milano and will be presented in the paper. The current
architecture is foreseen to be further enhanced by fusing visual sensor data with GNSS and INS
data on board the orbiting vehicle.
1. INTRODUCTION
The interest of the main space agencies, in these years, is focused on the gradual automation of the space missions because of its large number of practical applications. For example, in
2005, NASA sponsored the DART (Demonstration for Autonomous Rendezvous Technology)
[1] project to develop and demonstrate automated navigation and rendezvous for a spacecraft.
DARPA, in 2007, launched the Orbital Express mission [2] aimed at developing an approach for
autonomous satellites servicing in orbit. Moreover, relative navigation between non-cooperative
satellites can become a powerful tool in missions involving objects that cannot provide effective
cooperative information, such as faulty or disabled satellite, space debris, hostile spacecraft and
asteroids. In particular, the precise pose and motion estimation of an uncooperative object has
possible applications in the space debris removal field. Space debris includes all man-made
defunct objects, in Earth orbit or re-entering the atmosphere. The pose and the inertia matrix estimation is the first step to implement a system to recover and remove elements harmful
to operational and active satellites. Additionally, the obtained algorithm can be installed on
autonomous spacecraft for close-proximity operations to asteroids or for rendezvous manoeuvres. In this regard, for the near future, ESA is developing a mission for space debris removal,
e.DeOrbit [3] that plans to capture derelict satellites adrift in orbit. No matter what technology
will be used, the estimation of the relative state will be a main technical challenge. This step
will be necessary for assessing the condition of a drifting object, left in an uncertain state, and
to approach it. Furthermore, the mission AIDA [4], planned for the 2022, will be the first mission to demonstrate asteroid impact hazard mitigation by using a kinetic impactor to deflect an
asteroid. To do this, an Asteroid rendezvous spacecraft is needed and it has to precisely and
autonomously estimate the relative state of the asteroid, before and after the impact. Moreover,
implementing autonomous robotic systems able to perform autonomous inspection, docking,
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on-orbit servicing and refueling, would represent a big step in the space operations field. All
these operations are nowadays performed by manned systems and the main agencies are trying
to automatize these processes. For this reason, this paper wants to present algorithms enabling
the knowledge of the relative state, in particular, it focuses on the problem of how to estimate
the relative state and the inertia matrix of an unknown, uncooperative space object using only
stereoscopic measurements. One of the main contribution in literature, addressing relative state
estimation of an uncooperative target is from Lichter [5], [6]. He solves the problem of estimating the relative pose, motion and structure using a 3D vision sensor. This creates and processes
point clouds to reconstruct the geometric shape of the object. From this information, he is able
to extract a rough measurement of the centroid and rotation matrix. Then, two Kalman Filters
(translation and rotation) are used to estimate the state and inertia properties. However, using
3D sensor involves more power consumption, computational cost and data to manage. In 2013,
Segal and Gurfil presented a solution of the state estimation of a non-cooperative spacecraft
using an Iterated Extended Kalman Filter (IEKF) [7], [8]. Their approach was the baseline for
this research. They develop and utilize a translational-rotational coupled model to describe the
relative dynamics. Then, an IEKF is used to estimate the state. The basic assumption is to have
only stereoscopic measurements. However, they do not estimate the inertia matrix, but they run
N Kalman filters in parallel and, at the end, they choose the best value for the inertia tensor
according to a Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) estimation. Thus, N filters must work simultaneously for an interval of time t to estimate the state. Then, all the estimated states are compared
and the selected inertia matrix is the one that provides better results in terms of state error. This
method clearly cannot be implemented on a real spacecraft because of the large computational
cost needed in problems without previous knowledge of geometry information. In our work, a
Kalman Filter has been selected as estimator for its good computational performance. In fact,
[9] clearly expresses how the smoothing algorithm is more accurate but also less computationally efficient than the classical filters. Moreover, filtering techniques work better under high
uncertainties problems. The assumption of an uncooperative target has been carried out to have
the possibility to apply the obtained results to a wide number of applications. Uncooperative
objects have no target identifiers (such as optical feature points) and proximity sensors. This
makes the estimation more difficult and less accurate, but more applicable to a vast range of
in-space objects. With this assumption, it is possible to expand the applicability of this work to
asteroids and completely unknown objects.
In addition, since the information about the inertia properties of a body influences the contact
and impact dynamics, it is a crucial aspect to perform docking with the inspected object. However, the estimation of the inertia matrix, in torque-free motion conditions, is a very difficult task
and one of the open points that this work tries to solve. Using a pseudo-measurement equation
in the observation model with an appropriate parametrization, the ratios of the components of
the inertia matrix can be recovered.
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2. DYNAMICAL MODEL
Correct modeling of relative translational and rotational motion is essential for autonomous
missions. In literature, a large number of studies about point-mass models for relative spacecraft
translational motion can be found. Usually, these models are not sufficiently accurate when the
faced problem deals with multiple cooperative spacecraft.
2.1 Reference Frames and Coordinate Systems
The location of a point in a three dimensional space must be specified with respect to a
reference system. Two objects are considered: a leader L and a target T. In this paper, the
leader is the inspecting spacecraft and the target is the unknown, uncooperative object.
The standard Earth-centered, inertial, Cartesian right-hand reference frame is used. It is
defined by the center of the Earth, the Celestial North Pole and the point identifying the Vernal
Equinox. The corresponding coordinate system is indicated with the letter I and has its origin
at the Earth’s center. The fundamental plane is the equator, and the positive X axis points in the
vernal equinox direction. The Z axis points in the direction of the North Pole.
L is the local-vertical, local-horizontal Euler-Hill (LVLH) coordinate system. It is fixed to
the leader spacecraft’s center of mass, the X unit vector directed radially outward along the
direction from the center of the Earth to the spacecraft, Z normal to the leader orbital plane, and
Y according to the right-hand rule.
Finally T , a Cartesian right-hand body-fixed coordinate system centered on the target spacecraft’s center of mass. It is also assumed that this frame is coincident with the principal axis of
inertia.
In this work, the frame L is assumed to be coincident with the Cartesian right-hand bodyfixed coordinate system attached to the leader spacecraft’s center of mass.
The used notation is now presented. The vector ρ0 is the vector connecting the leader center
of mass with the target center of mass, expressed in the leader frame. Analogously, ρi can
be defined as the position vector, in the leader frame, between the leader center of mass and
the feature point Pi . In this paper, no previous knowledge of any feature point is assumed.
Consequently, ρ̇0 and ρ̇i are the translational velocities of the target center of mass and of a
generic feature point, expressed in L. The relative angular velocity is expressed as ω. This
vector is the difference of the angular velocities of the leader and target respectively, expressed
in the leader frame:
ω = ωT |L − ωL |L
(1)
The relative attitude is described using the rotation quaternion q = [q0 , q1 , q2 , q3 ]T where
the first component is the scalar part and the other three are the vector one.
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2.2 Process Model
The classical formulation for the dynamical model in a Kalman Filter dealing with nonlinear equations is:
ẋ = f (x) + w(t)
(2)
where x is the state vector, f (x) is a non-linear function describing the process and w is a
random zero-mean white noise. In our case, the state vector is defined as:
x = [ρT0 , ρ̇T0 , ω T , qT , Pi T ]T

(3)

This is a 13 + 3N elements vector where N is the number of feature points. The relative dynamics is modelled considering the translational and the rotational motions decoupled. The relative
translational dynamics is described by a set of non-linear ordinary differential equations. In
particular:
µ
µ(rL + x)
(4)
ẍ − 2ϑ̇L ẏ − ϑ̈L y − ϑ̇2L x =
3 +
rL 2
[(rL + x)2 + y 2 + z 2 ] 2
µy
ÿ + 2ϑ̇L ẋ + ϑ̈L x − ϑ̇2L y = −
(5)
3
[(rL + x)2 + y 2 + z 2 ] 2
µz
z̈ = −
(6)
3
[(rL + x)2 + y 2 + z 2 ] 2
with rL being the norm of the position vector of the leader, µ is the Earth’s gravitational constant
and ρL = [x, y, z]T . ϑ̇L and ϑ̈L are the orbital angular velocity and acceleration of the leader
and are equal to
r
µ
(1 + eL cos ϑL )2
(7)
ϑ̇L =
aL 3 (1 − eL 2 )3
−2ṙL ϑ̇L
(8)
rL
Analogously, a model that describes the rotational motion of the target relative to the leader
is illustrated. To parametrize the relative attitude, it has been decided to use a rotation matrix
D which performs the transformation from the body fixed frame T , relative to the target, to the
body fixed frame L, relative to the leader. The components of this matrix are combinations of
relative quaternions q0 , q1 , q2 , q3 . The rotational dynamics is described exploiting the Euler
equation. Combining the Euler equations for both leader and target, the relative rotational
dynamics can be expressed as [10]:
ϑ̈L =

dω
IL
dt

L
L

= IL DI−1
T [NT − ωT |T × IT ωT |T ] − IL ωL |L ×
ωL |L − [NL − ωL |L × IL ωL |L ]
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where IL and IT are the inertia matrices of the leader and target, ωL and ωT the corresponding
angular velocities, D is the rotation matrix and NL and NT are the external torque that are
assumed to be zero in this case. The relative attitude kinematics, using the quaternion kinematic
equations of motion, is given by:
1
(10)
q̇ = Qω
2
with


−q1 −q2 −q3
 q0 −q3 q2 

Q(q) = 
 q3
q0 −q1 
−q2 q1
q0

The motion of the feature points can be defined as:
i

i

ṖT |L = ṖT |T + ω × PiT |L = ω × PiT |L

(11)

This is expressed in leader frame. However, the dynamics of the feature points is simpler if
expressed in the target frame. In fact, due to the rigid body assumption, a feature point cannot
change its relative position with respect to the target center of mass. This leads to:
i

ṖT |T = 0

(12)

Considering that the center of mass dynamics is described by eqs. (4) to (6), the position of a
single feature point can be described as follows:
ρi = ρ0 + PiT |L

(13)

3. OBSERVATION MODEL
The purpose of this section is to describe the observation model that allows to obtain information from the collected stereoscopic images. Suppose to have two cameras in a stereo
configuration mounted on the leader spacecraft L. The center of projection of the right camera
is assumed to coincide with the center of mass of the leader. This is also the origin of the Cartesian right-hand camera coordinate system [X, Y, Z]. The left camera is separated by a baseline b
from the right camera. Using a pinhole camera model and exploiting the perspective projection
model, a point in a 3D frame is described in the 2D image plane. With this method all the selected and tracked feature points are expressed in the 2D camera plane. For the line-of-sight ρi
between a generic feature point and the leader center of mass, assuming to have a focal length
equal to 1, the following expressions are derived:
For the right camera
zi
xi
vR (i) =
(14)
uR (i) =
yi
yi
and for the left camera
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uL (i) =

xi − b
yi

vL (i) =

zi
yi

(15)

where ρi = [xi , yi , zi ] is expressed in the camera frame. Equations (14) and (15) represent
the 2D projections of a generic 3D point expressed by [xi ,yi ,zi ]. We can also define wR =
[uR vR ] and wL = [uL vL ]. Further information can be recovered from the acquired images,
exploiting the optical flow. A formulation of the relation between the 3D motion and the optical
flow is derived in [11]. This relationship is expressed by the following equations:

 
1
ρ̇0
ẇR i =
A(wR i ) B(wR i )
(16)
ω
yi
and
ẇL i
with

and



 
1
ρ̇0
=
A(wL i ) B(wL i )
ω
yi


1 0 w1
A=
0 1 w2





−w1 w2 1 + w1 2 −w2
B=
−1 − w2 2 w1 w2
w1

(17)

(18)


(19)

where w1 and w2 are the first and the second component of the vector wR or wL . It is important
to underline that, in reality, cameras collect images at a given sampling frequency. Using two
subsequent frames, the optical flow can be estimated and the image velocity computed. However, in the presented observation model, it is assumed that the information about the image
velocity is recovered at each time step. Dealing with real images a proper algorithm, computing the optical flow, has to be used. Another problem is to determine the different location of
the same point in the left and right image plane respectively. The resulting difference is called
disparity and it is defined as:
di = uL − uR
(20)
The disparity allows to reconstruct information about the depth. The human brain does something similar, interpreting the difference in retinal position [12]. In stereo vision applications,
this can be performed exploiting the so called triangulation. A set of feature points is chosen and they are assumed to be always in the view of the cameras. Therefore, according to
our assumptions, the initial set of points is always traceable. At each time step, the discrete
measurement vector provided by the cameras is:
Zi = [wRi , wLi , ẇRi , ẇLi , di ]

(21)

Therefore, the observation equation is:
Zi = h(x) + v(t)
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with v random zero-mean white noise and h(x), the observation model, given by:


xi
yi

zi




yi


xi −b


yi


zi


y
i


zi
xi −b
h(x) = 

− yi
yi

 

 1
 A(wR i ) B(wR i ) ρ̇0 
 yi


 ω  
 1
ρ̇0 
A(w
)
B(w
)
L
i
L
i
yi
ω

(23)

4. INERTIA RATIO ESTIMATION
For the presented model, an a priori knowledge of the target inertia matrix is necessary. This
is not a realistic assumption since we are dealing with a completely unknown and uncooperative
space object. To overcome this contradiction, an estimation of the basic inertia properties is
necessary. A torque free motion is assumed. In this condition, the inertia matrix is not fully
observable. In fact, only two of three degrees of freedom are observable [13]. Thus, two
parameters are sufficient to represent the inertia matrix. With a parametrized inertia matrix,
the motion can be propagated in the correct way. In fact, in torque free motion, eq. (9) can be
properly propagated using the components of the inertia matrix scaled with any scale factor.
However, no geometrical or mass properties can be recovered.
A proper parametrization of the inertia matrix is necessary. Tweddle, in his work [13],
proposed a smart inertia parametrization. In particular:
 
 
Iy
Ix
k2 = ln
(24)
k1 = ln
Iy
Iz
We decided to exploit Tweedle’s idea, but including this parametrization in a filtering procedure
that is more computationally efficient with respect to a smoothing algorithm. This formulation
relies on the minimum number of parameters, equal to the number of degrees of freedom. k1
and k2 do not have any additional constraints. The inertia ratios have to be greater than zero and
they can be each value up to infinity. This is a consistent parametrization because the natural
logarithm has the same validity domain. Using this parametrization, the target inertia matrix
can be normalized as:
 Ix
Iy

IT =  0
0

0
1
0

  k

0
e1 0 0
0 =  0 1 0 
Iz
0 0 e−k2
Iy
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At this point, these two parameters must be estimated by the filter. Therefore, a new augmented
state can be defined as:
x = [ρT , ρ̇T , ω T , qT , Pi T , k1 , k2 ]T

(26)

Also the dynamical model is different. In fact, the parametrized inertia matrix will substitute
the previous value of the target inertia matrix in the rotational dynamics expression. Additionally, two equations for k1 and k2 are considered.
∂k1
=0
∂t

(27)

∂k2
=0
(28)
∂t
Equation (27) and (28) are valid under the assumption of rigid body motion and without considering any mass variation. In order to improve the convergence of the filter a pseudo measurement constraint can be added. This is inserted in the observation considering a null output.
In this way, no additional measurements are formally considered. With this equality constraint,
the value of the inertia matrix can be forced to converge to the correct value. In particular:
0 = ω̇T + IT −1 (ωT × IT ωT )

(29)

This is the new pseudo measurement. It is the classical Euler equation for the rotational dynamics of the target. As already said, this equation does not add any physical measurement and has
to be inserted to the already present observation equations eq. (23). In particular:


xi
yi

zi




yi


xi −b


yi


zi


y
i


x
−b
z
i
i


− yi
yi
h(x) = 
 

 1
 A(wR i ) B(wR i ) ρ̇0 
 yi


 ω  

 1
 A(wL i ) B(wL i ) ρ̇0 
 yi
ω 
−1
ω̇T + IT (ωT × IT ωT )

(30)

A fundamental aspect to take into account is that in the pseudo measurement equation, the
target angular acceleration is present. Information about this quantity has to be recovered from
the actual measurement. However, with knowledge of ωL , ω̇L and ω, there is not an analytical
expression independent on IT to compute ω̇T . This implies that the angular acceleration of the
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target has to be measured. With the knowledge of the optical flow, the value of ω at each time
step can be recovered. Then, a numerical differentiation can be performed to find the relative
angular acceleration. Dealing with derivative of a quantity affected by errors is common in
many scientific fields. For this reason, several methods to compute numerical derivative of
noisy data exist. The most used method are the Least Square Polynomial Approximation [14],
the Tikhonov Regularization [15] or even using a Tracking Differentiator [16]. This tool allows
to filter a noisy signal and to compute its derivative. It outperforms numerical differentiation
methods in many online applications. In our work, since no real measurements are available,
the value of ω̇ is obtained by adding noise to the quantity available from the real dynamical
model.
5. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
In this section, an evaluation of the performance and robustness of the filter is presented.
Monte-Carlo simulations are performed for different values of the initial error covariance and
initial relative position. Each simulation is performed considering a satellite and an object in
low Earth orbit. In particular, the leader orbit is known. It is assumed that the orbit of the leader
has eccentricity eL = 0.05, semi-major axis aL = 7170 km, inclination iL = 15 deg, argument
of the perigee ω = 340 deg and right ascension of ascending node Ω = 0 deg. According to our
parametrization, the leader inertia is


0.83 0
0
0  kg m2
IL =  0 1
(31)
0 0 1.083

In addition, two parallel cameras, in a stereo configuration and pointing in the same direction
are mounted on the leader spacecraft. The baseline between the cameras is assumed equal to
1 m. Moreover, only five feature points are supposed to be measured. This is an extreme case,
in fact, more than five points are usually visible and detectable. However, this condition may
occur when the object is not properly illuminated or if it is too bright. Additionally, considering
only a small number of points, the robustness and convergence of the filter are tested also with
poor available measurements. The detected features are assumed to be spread over the body
of the target with a distance from the centre of mass in the order of 1.5 m. This can be varied
according to the dimension of the target object. After defining the initial condition for the leader
orbit, the state has to be initialized. The initial state vector is:
x0 = [ρ0 , ρ̇0 , ω, q0 , PT i , k1 , k2 ]

(32)

This vector will be defined for each simulation. At this point, the filter parameters have to
be selected. In particular, the covariance matrices Q, R, P have to be chosen. R represents
the measurement noise and it can be determined whenever the sensor accuracy is given. In
the following simulations, the measurements noise of the and of the process is modelled as a
zero-mean Gaussian with standard deviation of 10−5 . Q, the process covariance matrix, has
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to be selected to ensure the convergence of the filter. Finally, the initial value of P, the error
covariance matrix, represents the uncertainties in the initial estimation of the state. For each
time step, the quaternion is normalized. According to the IEKF formulation, after the initial
condition initialization, the predicted value of the state has to be computed using the dynamical
model. The function ode45 is used in MATLAB to integrate the set of dynamical equations
for each time step. Then, a centred difference method is used to compute the Jacobian of the
process model. With this value, the transition matrix is computed and the new error covariance
is predicted. At this point, a while cycle is used to implement the iterative procedure of the
Iterated Extended Kalman Filter. A tolerance equal to 0.01 and a maximum number of iterations
equal to 10 is used. For the observation model, the equations are solved and linearised with the
same approximate method. Finally, the filter innovation, innovation covariance and gain are
iteratively computed and state and covariance are updated. In our simulations, a time step of
1 second is used and the total time of the simulation is 100 seconds. The computed errors are
defined as:
q
eρ = (ρx − ρx )2 + (ρy − ρy )2 + (ρz − ρz )2
(33)

with eρ being the error of the estimation of the centre of mass. In this notation, ρ denotes the
estimated value of ρ. In the same way the relative translational velocity error can be defined:
q
eρ̇ = (ρ̇x − ρ̇x )2 + (ρ̇y − ρ̇y )2 + (ρ̇z − ρ̇z )2
(34)
And the relative angular velocity error:
q
eω = (ωx − ω x )2 + (ωy − ω y )2 + (ωz − ω z )2
For k1 and k2 the error is simply:
p
ek1 = (k1 − k 1 )2

ek2 =

p
(k2 − k 2 )2

(35)

(36)

The attitude error is defined in a different way. Recalling the definition of the inverse of a
quaternion:
q∗
q−1 =
(37)
||q||2
where q∗ is the conjugate of q, the error quaternion is equal to:
qe = q ⊗ q−1

(38)

The symbol ⊗ is defined as the product of two quaternions. Finally, the attitude estimation error
can be defined as:
eθ = 2 cos−1 (qe0 )

(39)

where in out notation, qe0 is the scalar part of the error quaternion. In the following examples,
the performance of the filter is analysed.
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5.1 Case A - with pseudo-measurement constraint
In the first case scenario, the filter is tested with the following initial conditions:
• ρ0 = [10, 60, 10] m
• ρ̇0 = [0.01, −0.0225, −0.01] m/s
• ω0 = [−0.1, −0.1, 0.034] deg/s
• q0 = [0, 0, 0, 1]
The components of the covariance matrix are chosen to represent a realistic situation. In
particular, P is composed by:
• σρ 2 = [1, 1, 1] m2 ;
• σρ̇ 2 = [1, 1, 1] m2 /s2 ;
• σω 2 = [1, 1, 1] deg 2 /s2 ;
• σq 2 = [1, 1, 1, 1] · 10−5 ;
• σP 2 = [1, 1, 1] m2 ;
• σI 2 = [1, 1].
These values approximate the uncertainties in a real application. For this case, 100 simulations are considered. The mean relative errors after 10 seconds are evaluated according to
eqs. (33) to (35) and (39). In this work, both EKF and IEKF are used. However, only the results
corresponding to the IEKF are here reported. In fact, it results to perform better and to be more
robust with respect to the simple Extended Kalman Filter. The presented results show robust
convergence in all the analysed simulations. Very good results are obtained for the relative angular and translational velocity in fig. 1(b) and fig. 1(c). This is probably connected to the fact
that the optical flow equation is exploited. The relative attitude is always difficult to estimate
in a proper way and with good convergence. fig. 1(d) shows poor convergence of the relative
angle error. The error tends to remain close to the initial value. The two inertia ratios have good
convergence thanks to the imposed equality constraint, as reported in fig. 1(e) and fig. 1(f). In
table 1, the results are summarized.
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Figure 1: Relative Errors - Case A
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Table 1: State Errors - Case A
Percentiles ρ [m] ρ̇ [m/s] ω [deg/s] θ [deg] k1 [−] k2 [−]
50
70
90
100

0.51
0.64
0.73
0.90

0.0062
0.0067
0.0073
0.011

0.0035
0.0036
0.0039
0.0043

0.49
0.61
0.77
0.87

0.067
0.13
0.24
0.53

0.037
0.051
0.23
0.23

5.2 Case B - without pseudo-measurement constraint
In this case, the equality constraint is removed. Therefore the filter performance is evaluated
with no precise knowledge about the inertia properties. The Case A initial conditions are applied
:
• ρ0 = [10, 60, 10] m
• ρ̇0 = [0.01, −0.0225, −0.01] m/s
• ω0 = [−0.1, −0.1, 0.034] deg/s
• q0 = [0, 0, 0, 1]
For the covariance matrix, a smaller value is assumed for the inertia ratios:
• σρ 2 = [1, 1, 1] m2
• σρ̇ 2 = [1, 1, 1] m2 /s2
• σω 2 = [1, 1, 1] deg 2 /s2
• σq 2 = [1, 1, 1, 1] · 10−5
• σP 2 = [1, 1, 1] m2
• σI 2 = [1, 1]/2.
The filter keeps being robust under these new conditions too, and almost always converges.
The position and translational velocity error trends do not change. Actually the rotational dynamics does not affect the translation. The angular velocity and attitude errors trends are comparable to the Case A outputs. The small values for the angular velocity are the reason why for
these similarities. From the presented results, the inertia ratios errors seem to converge to zero.
However, this is only due to the fact that the initial covariance is small. In fact, looking at the
trend of the error in fig. 2(a) and fig. 2(b), it is clear how the error tends to be constant. This
means that the estimated inertia ratio remains constant and does not converge.
In table 2, the error results are summarized.
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(a) k1 Inertia Ratio Error - Case B
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Figure 2: Inertia Ratio Error - Case B
Table 2: State Errors - Case B
Percentiles ρ [m] ρ̇ [m/s] ω [deg/s] θ [deg] k1 [−] k2 [−]
50
70
90
100

0.51
0.6
0.77
0.96

0.0081
0.009
0.011
0.013

0.0058
0.0059
0.0063
0.0069

0.59
0.74
0.88
1.2

0.33
0.6
1.4
3.2

0.35
0.55
1.6
2.6

5.3 Case C - without constraint, high angular velocity
So far, only small values for the relative angular velocity have been considered. In this
simulation, the performance of the filter without equality constraint is evaluated in a case with
larger initial relative angular velocity. In particular:
• ρ0 = [10, 60, 10] m
• ρ̇0 = [0.01, −0.0225, −0.01] m/s
• ω0 = [−1, −1, 0.934] deg/s
• q0 = [0, 0, 0, 1]
The value of ω0 is obtained increasing the value of ωT . The covariance matrix is, as before:
• σρ 2 = [1, 1, 1] m2
• σρ̇ 2 = [1, 1, 1] m2 /s2
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• σω 2 = [1, 1, 1] deg 2 /s2
• σq 2 = [1, 1, 1, 1] · 10−5
• σP 2 = [1, 1, 1] m2
• σI 2 = [1, 1]/2
Table 3: State Errors - Case C
Percentiles ρ [m] ρ̇ [m/s] ω [deg/s] θ [deg] k1 [−] k2 [−]
50
70
90
100

0.53
0.64
0.76
0.94

0.01
0.013
0.017
0.02

0.012
0.013
0.014
0.016

1.8
2
2.2
2.5

0.035
0.043
0.069
0.15

0.021
0.024
0.032
0.043

Table 3 shows how the estimation of the relative position and translational velocities is
slightly affected by the change in the angular velocity. The relative angular velocity and primarily the relative attitude are badly affected by this change. In fact, in this case, the error in the
estimation of the inertia matrix strongly affects the dynamical model propagation. Therefore,
the incorrect inertia ratios lead to a decay in the estimation performance for angular velocity
and attitude. However, using a larger value for the target angular velocity implies better results
in the inertia ratios estimation also without the equality constraint imposed with the pseudo
measurement. Figure 3(a) and fig. 3(b) show the converging trend of the inertia ratios:
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This is justified by the fact that, with a larger angular velocity, the filtering process better
performs in the estimation of the inertia components. Hence, the dynamical model and the
measurement equations of the angular velocity, force the inertia ratios to converge to a ’consistent’ and exact value. This estimation can be obtained, in torque free motion conditions, only
parametrizing the inertia matrix in a proper way.
6. FUTURE WORK
The next step of this work is the experimental implementation of the presented algorithm.
This has to be optimized and implemented with C/C++ to improve its computational performance. The algorithm will be experimentally validated at Politecnico di Milano using a proper
experimental bench. A low friction table and two simulators will reproduce the relative planar
motion in space. This experiment will verify the applicability of this algorithm for online implementations. Moreover, the current architecture will be further enhanced by using a sensor
suite. The main idea is to use a stereovision system, aided with GNSS sensors, for Earth orbit
applications. This system can enhance the accuracy of stereovision sensors, especially for the
estimation of the relative position. Exploiting GNSS augmentation [17] can make available a
larger and more accurate set of data. In particular, it can provide precise information about
the position of the leader spacecraft. This procedure has to be performed in an on-board loop,
therefore making a fast and precise algorithm is necessary. Another aspect that can be improved
is the filtering process. EKF and IEKF perform linearisation that can affect the convergence and
the performance of the filter. For this reason, an Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) can be used.
It uses an unscented transform to select sigma points around the desired mean. These points are
then propagated without any linearisation and the covariance and the mean can be computed.
Using this kind of filter could lead to better performance.
7. CONCLUSIONS
This work proposes a new algorithm for estimating the pose, motion and inertia properties
of an unknown, uncooperative space object. The presented results show how the algorithm,
exploiting the equality constraint, allows for a precise estimation of the complete relative state
and the inertia components. Moreover, a quick convergence and a satisfactory accuracy are
guaranteed. Several simulations are presented to demonstrate the robustness of the algorithm
with different covariance matrix values and initial conditions. It has been also shown how the
inertia components, in the filtering process, can converge without the equality constraint but
only with a sufficiently high value for the target angular velocity. In most of the cases, the
presented algorithm shows better results with respect to similar works. A novel approach to
estimate the inertia components with very limited computational burden is proposed. Finally,
the possible on-board application of this algorithm is expected to be demonstrated with an
experimental validation.
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Summary. In the frame of the manned missions, Mars is the next most ambitious goal. The
astronauts protection from the long exposure to the interplanetary radiation environment is one
of the technological challenges the engineers have to solve before humans can reach the red
planet. A possible answer to cope with this issue is to design a fast transfer back and forth, in
the order of less than six months for each leg.
The here proposed study is based on building up fuel depots in advantageous location in space
in order to make feasible such a challenging mission and also to open up and enhance the
exploration of the Solar System and beyond.
The depots are sized to serve at least 15 manned missions to Mars, starting from 2030, and built
up in less than 26 months to last, at least 10 years.
1. INTRODUCTION
The feasibility study presented in this work has been developed in the framework of a three
months project for the Space Mission Analysis and Design course at Politecnico di Milano. Denominated Aided refueling DEpot NeTwork (ARDENT), this project has been performed with a
concurrent design strategy by a team of 13 MSc students in Space Engineering.
This challenging study aims to assess the feasibility of a long term propellant depot to support
fast and recurrent manned mission to Mars, to enhance the human spaceflight frontiers and develop on-orbit large structures.
The numerous multidisciplinary trade-offs have been performed with a multi-criteria decision
making approach, including cost, mass timeliness and reliability. The comprehensive analysis
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run to fix the baseline mission phases, timeline and operations, strongly affected by the selection
of the depots location in space and the limiting launchable mass constraint is discussed in detail.
Two depots, located in Earth-Moon Langrangian point 1 (EML1) and in Areostationary
Orbit (ASO) respectively, are proposed, compliant with the orbital mechanics constraints, the
manned mission reliability and robustness requisites, the re-usability and multi-purpose infrastructure requirements, the operation complexity containment.
The propulsion units are assembled in EML1, exploiting a multi-launches strategy imposed by
the launchers maximum mass/envelope limitations and the mission risk reduction. Moreover,
the trussed structure is standard and modular, easily exploitable for other different scopes suitable with Moon-Earth missions and beyond.
The designed service architecture offers high flexibility: interplanetary modules length is tailored according to the interplanetary ∆V demand, to always minimize the overall mass to transfer.
2. CONSTRAINTS SELECTION
When speaking about human space flights outside the terrestrial magnetic field, the exposure
to solar and cosmic radiations is always a crucial problem in order to guarantee crew health.
Such issue can be mitigated through either heavy mechanical or artificial shielding ([1]) or reducing the time spent under exposure.
This work assesses the feasibility of a solution which aims to exploit the second option: designing a fast round trip to Mars within maximum 250 days of crew permanence in space.
As a consequence, this choice leads to face further challenges to design the mission: extremely
expensive interplanetary manoeuvres, to escape the Earth gravitational field and to be captured
in the Martian one (and vice versa), must be performed requiring the introduction of propulsion
units with very high specific impulse.
On the other hand, this solution surely reduces the health risks for space radiation exposure and
all the psychological and physiological problem concerning a long deep space travel.
Another big issue when such long mission is studied is the design of the crew transfer vehicle. Nevertheless, this design aspect is totally considered outside the scope of this work, in
terms of both masses and volumes definition and also for what concerns the design of the thermal and the electrical power systems.
Consequently, the ISS European module Columbus has been taken as a reference for the engineering budgets of the manned habitable vehicle. In particular, a payload mass of 10 tons has
been considered as minimum capacity for the return trip.
On the contrary, all the others vehicles and subsystems needed to make feasible the full mission
have been developed and studied with the highest level of detail compatible with the TRL of
the specific element.
In order to guarantee the practical feasibility of the mission, another important constraint
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must be introduced: the maximum yearly rate of launches foreseen for the selected operative
time window between 2030 and 2056. Indeed, because of the large dimensions of the structures
at launch and the big amount of propellant that has to be put into orbit, heavy and super-heavy
launchers have to be selected respecting the worldwide production capacity:
• super-heavy launcher Space Launch System (SLS) with a rate of 2 launches per year;
• heavy launcher Falcon Heavy (FH) with a rate of 13 launches per year;
• a set of “small” launchers: Ariane5, Delta IV, Proton with a rate (in total) of 20 launches
per year.
Finally, other two strongly recommended requests to the mission design have been included:
1. the capability to serve recursive fast human Mars missions;
2. a versatile design, not limited to Mars, but aimed to support robotic program to explore
Solar System and beyond.

Figure 1: Porkchop plot for the Mars round-trip.
Analysing the Porkchop plot in fig.1, it is clear that a window for a return trip to Mars opens
up about each 26 months. Therefore, the first request is expressed as a nice to have requirement
on the frequency of human Mars missions that the configuration has to be able to serve. To satisfy this request, it is necessary to develop a configuration which is really flexible and capable
to adapt to the strongly varying cost in terms of ∆V among the different windows.
Furthermore, to satisfy also the second request, this characteristic of flexibility and capability to
adapt to fully dissimilar missions must be even more enhanced not only in terms of propellant
mass that can be put into orbit but also in terms of modularity and recurrent elements exploitable
for several diverse scopes.
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3. ARCHITECTURE AND MISSION PHASES
The extremely demanding requirements of the mission can be fulfilled by:
• exploiting an on-orbit-staging approach;
• performing at least two refuelling in Earth-system and in Mars-system;
• assembling on-orbit both the spacecraft in charge of bringing the crew on Mars and the
spacecraft in charge of transferring in advance the fuel to Mars.
The strongholds of the strategy proposed consist in assembling all the mission’s vehicles
at EML1 and bringing in advance the fuel in orbit around Mars for the return of the manned
mission.
In particular, the propulsion units are assembled in EML1 together with some support structures
using a robotic arm and subsequently refuelled with modular tanks of different sizes. All components ( structural elements, propulsive units and fuel-tanks) are relocated in EML1 exploiting
a multi-launches strategy imposed by the launchers maximum mass or envelope limitations.
An unmanned bus is used to locate in Areostationary orbit (ASO) the hydrogen which will be
used for the primary propulsion of the manned vehicle for the back home travel. This unmanned
bus is assembled at EML1 and then propelled at Mars using a continuous thrust, low consumption propulsion system and exploiting a transfer time with overall duration of around 3 years.
Meanwhile the manned s/c is also assembled and refuelled in EML1. Only once the unmanned
bus reaches Mars the human crew is transferred into the manned s/c and the manned mission
can leave.
The First Earth-Moon Lagrangian point (EML1) has been selected as favoured location for
the assembly for many different reasons:
1. complete utilization of the launchers capability;
2. small perturbations and low-cost station keeping;
3. higher starting energy (approximately at escape from Earth), including the possibility of
exploiting the Oberth effect ([2]) to escape the Earth’s sphere of influence (SOI)
4. the possibility of saving the same amount of energy coming back to EML1, using again
the Oberth effect.
The main vehicles of the mission are hereunder enlisted with a proper nomenclature and
briefly described showing the most relevant components of their technical equipment:
• Mars Depots: ARES
It has the task to carry liquid hydrogen tanks in ASO, in order to provide the manned
s/c with the fuel needed to perform the impulsive manoeuvres of Mars escape and Earth
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capture. It is propelled by Magneto Plasma Dynamic (MPD) thrusters and implements
a thermal shield for the tanks. A nuclear reactor, equipped with a radiator, deliver the
required power to the MPD engine. A CAD representation of the ARES vehicle is given
in fig.2.

Figure 2: Representation of the ARES vehicle. On the left a 3D visualization is given, on the
right the dimensions are reported in a 2D schematic view
• Manned spacecraft: DIOMEDE
Its main structure is an assembly of truss-structures, as many as needed to support the
required number of tanks of fuel. The propulsion unit is the ANERVA (a nuclear thermal
propulsive system [7]). Its mission is to carry the human crew (hosted in the habitable
module located at the tip in image 3) during the round-trip to Mars. It implements a
thermal shield to protect the tanks of liquid hydrogen. A CAD representation of the
DIOMEDE vehicle is given in fig.3.
• Service module: ICARUS
All the standardized components ( truss elements, propellant tanks and propulsive units)
are meant to be brought at EML1 directly by the launchers; However an AOCS unit,
named ICARUS, is necessary in order to successfully complete the rendezvous and docking to the main structures of ARES or DIOMEDE.
Two different sizes of ICARUS have been designed depending on the mass of the single component needed to be controlled in proximity of EML1. ICARUS service module
becomes also crucial for the refuelling operations at Mars. A CAD representation of the
ICARUS service module is given in fig.4.
• CORE and Robotic Arm
A robotic arm, mounted on a proper spacecraft called CORE, is used to perform the
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Figure 3: Representation of the DIOMEDE vehicle. On the left a 3D visualization is given, on
the right the dimensions are reported in a 2D schematic view

Figure 4: Representation of the ICARUS service module (in the two sizes). On the left a 3D
visualization is given, on the right the dimensions are reported in a 2D schematic view
assembly of the main structures of DIOMEDE (the manned spacecraft) and ARES (the
unmanned bus). Once the main body of DIOMEDE and ARES is assembled by jointing
axially all the truss elements and the propulsive modules, propellant tanks will be docked
radially to the main body in a second time. The CORE has available four docking ports,
whose usually two are used to accumulate unused Truss elements. A CAD representation
of the CORE vehicle is given in fig.5.
The steady state phases of the mission are illustrated in fig.7, while the timeline reported
refers to the first supported mission. The departure date of the manned mission concerning such
first launch window is the 12th of February 2031.
1. ARES tanks launch and docking (05/2027-12/2027): The propellant tanks to refuel ARES
are sent to EML1 and they dock guided by the ICARUS service module to the structure.
The ICARUS service modules remain attached to the tanks in order to be used during the
refuelling operations at Mars.
Once ARES is completely assembled, it starts its transfer to Mars.
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Figure 5: Representation of the CORE vehicle. On the left a 3D visualization is given, on the
right the dimensions are reported in a 2D schematic view

Figure 6: Mission phases at steady state

2. DIOMEDE tanks launch and final assembly (06/2029-12/2030): The propellant tanks
to refuel DIOMEDE are sent to EML1, and they dock guided by the ICARUS service
module to the structure.
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With the docking of the last tank the assembly of DIOMEDE is complete, and the vehicle
waits for the arrival of the Crew Transfer Vehicle.
3. ARES parking in ASO (01/2031): ARES reaches ASO around Mars, where it waits for
DIOMEDE.
4. Crew reaches DIOMEDE (01/2031): The crew is sent to EML1 with a dedicated launch
and transferred aboard the DIOMEDE Habitable Module. DIOMEDE performs the escaping manoeuvre leaving Earth’s SOI and inserts onto Earth-Mars transfer orbit. It
reaches the ASO about 4 months later.
5. Human mission on Mars and DIOMEDE refuelling (05/2031): The human crew executes
the planned mission on Mars.
In the meantime, the tanks on the ARES spacecraft undock and are transferred on DIOMEDE
using the ICARUS service modules.
Once refuelling operations are concluded and the crew is again on-board, DIOMEDE is
then injected onto Mars-Earth heliocentric transfer orbit. In the meanwhile ARES starts
its own return transfer.
6. DIOMEDE parking in EML1 (10/2031): When reaching the proximity of Earth, another
braking manoeuvre is performed, allowing DIOMEDE to decrease its energy and to park
again on the operational halo orbit. The human crew is transferred back to Earth with a
dedicated module.
DIOMEDE waits in orbit to be refuelled in sight of the next mission.
7. ARES parking in EML1 (05/2034): ARES is parked on an halo orbit around EML1, ready
to be refuelled for next mission.
It is important to remark the fact that such configuration is aimed to start cyclic round trip to
Mars. Therefore, once ARES and DIOMEDE return empty in EML1, they are again refuelled
with propellant tanks and are ready to serve the next mission.
The different time of flight, required to ARES ( 6years) and DIOMEDE (250days) to perform
the Mars round trip, makes necessary to assemble 4 ARES vehicles in order to serve all the
missions. Whereas, a single DIOMEDE spacecraft is needed and performs a mission each 26
months.
The recursive nature of the servicing requires to develop a configuration capable of adapting the
vehicles size accordingly to the ∆V for the Mars round trip relative to the considered launch
window, which is extremely variable in the evaluated epoch 2030-2056.
The modular approach used in the main structure assemblies allows, thanks to the robotic arm
mounted on the CORE vehicle, to makes ARES and DIOMEDE of the optimized size in order
to support the mission they are currently aimed to serve.
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3.1 Assembly operations
The CORE is aimed to perform the assembly of the main structure of DIOMEDE and ARES.
It is capable of assembling a global structure long up to 120m composed by several modular
truss-structures units (each one of the standardized length of either 12m or 9m long) by using a
robotic arm of an overall length of 30m with 5 degrees of freedom.
In order to better understand the set of manoeuvres performed by the robotic arm, a snapshot
of the sequence is presented in fig7 for the example case of removing one Truss element from
DIOMEDE and storing it on the CORE.

Figure 7: Assembly operation example. Reconfiguration of DIOMEDE vehicle: reduction of
one Truss element its length
Thanks to this procedure the size of DIOMEDE spacecraft can be increased/decreased having the possibility of hosting more/less propellants tanks (up to 4 extra propellant tanks for each
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structural element added) in order to service a more demanding launch window or gain structural useless mass in a less demanding window.
A similar sequence of manoeuvres can be defined for whichever other operation of re-configuration
of both ARES and DIOMEDE. A minimum number of four docking ports is necessary to perform all the required operations and to accumulate the Truss elements in excess.
3.2 Refuelling operations at Mars
The On-Orbit staging principle requires to detach the tank structure and release them in open
space when they are empty to gain in propulsive mass. As a consequence, the refuelling operation cannot be obtained just pumping up fuel from ARES to DIOMEDE but the entire tanks
are transferred using the ICARUS service module. Such manoeuvre is not really demanding
and requires in advance that ARES and DIOMEDE are docked together through the habitable
module. The tank transfer can be monitored and/or properly piloted by the crew. The refuelling
strategy and phases are sketched in fig.8.
4. MISSION ANALYSIS OVERVIEW
The objective of this section is to introduce briefly the reader on the trajectory design of the
different vehicles in space.
4.1 DIOMEDE trip
DIOMEDE is the vehicle that has to carry the human crew in their round trip to Mars and
to respect the constraint of the maximum trip duration of 250 days. Since such small transfer
time, the only possibility is to perform large impulsive manoeuvres.
After being assembled in the operational EML1 Halo orbit and after the crew has been transferred aboard the vehicle, DIOMEDE performs a series of manoeuvres to escape the Earth’s
sphere of influence (SOI), called Oberth manoeuvre ([2] and [3]), as depicted on the left of
fig.9, an heliocentric ballistic trajectory to rendezvous with Mars (in green on the right of fig.9)
and another Oberth manoeuvre to insert into the operational orbit around Mars, the Areostationary Orbit (ASO), where the autonomous vehicle ARES is waiting to perform the refuelling
operations.
The back travel is performed similarly: an Oberth manoeuvre to escape the Mars’ SOI, an heliocentric ballistic trajectory to rendezvous with the Earth (in light blue on the right of fig.9)
and finally another Oberth manoeuvre to reach again EML1’s orbit.
The introduction of the Oberth manoeuvre allows a gain of 2.4 km{s if it is performed around
the Earth and of 0.8 km{s if it is performed around Mars with respect a single impulse from a
low orbit; the heliocentric ballistic arcs allows to reach the destination in short time fulfilling
the requirement on the trip duration.
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Rendez-vous between manned spacecraft and depot
around Mars

Tank with
service module

Manned
spacecraft

Mars depot

Fuel modules undock from the Mars depot

Fuel modules move to the manned spacecraft

The refueling procedure is completed

The two spacecraft undock and move away

Refueled manned
spacecraft

Figure 8: DIOMEDE refuelling at Mars: strategy of the tank switch and operations
4.2 ARES trip
ARES is the robotic autonomous vehicle that has to carry the propellant on Mars in order to
refuel DIOMEDE for the back trip to Earth.
The main driver in the selection of the ARES interplanetary trajectory must be the reduction of
the cost for the transfer.
Indeed, since ARES has no stringent constraints on the duration of the travel (other than the
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Figure 9: DIOMEDE trip: Oberth manoeuvre and heliocentric transfer
limit dictated by liquid hydrogen storage) but it has an extremely large payload mass, its travel
must be really cheap in order to be feasible and advantageous. As a consequence, ARES is
equipped with an high specific impulse engine (the MPD engine) and it is transferred to Mars
following a low-energy trajectory (among the libration points of three different systems, EarthMoon, Sun-Earth and Sun-Mars). ARES exploits the free three-body dynamics to escape Earth
and to be captured on Mars, and a continuous thrust arc to join the terrestrial manifold to the
Martian manifold.
More specifically, following the work by Kakoi et al. in ref.[4], the ARES relocation takes
place through the following steps:
1. transfer from the operational Halo around EML1 to the intermediate Halo orbit around
EML2 through an unstable EML1 manifold and a stable EML2 manifold, as illustrated in
fig.10 (left plot);
2. waiting on the intermediate EML2 Halo to get the initial conditions to leave the EarthMoon system;
3. transfer from the intermediate Halo around EML2 to another intermediate Halo orbit
around ESL2 through an unstable EML2 manifold and a stable ESL2 manifold, as illustrated in fig.10 (right plot);
4. direct passage from the ESL2 stable manifold to the ESL2 unstable manifold to leave the
Earth-Sun system, still in fig.10 (right plot);
5. continuous-thrust arc in the heliocentric system to join the unstable ESL2 manifold to the
stable SML1 manifold;
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6. transfer to another intermediate Halo around SML1 through a stable SML1 manifold to
be captured by the Sun-Mars system, as illustrated in fig.11 (left plot);
7. direct passage from the SML1 stable manifold to the SML1 unstable manifold to approach
Mars, still in fig.11 (left plot);
8. spiralling phase in order to close the trajectory around Mars and to insert into the operational Areostationary orbit (ASO), as shown in fig.11 (right plot).
The full trajectory from EML1 operational Halo up to the final Mars approach is reported
in fig.12 (left plot). The same approach, simply inverted, has been used to design the trajectory
for the way back trip. The full way back trajectory is shown in fig.12 (right plot).
All the numerical and technical details and results can be found in ref.[3].
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Figure 10: On the left, visualization of the EML1 unstable manifolds (red), of the EML2 stable
manifolds (green) and of the transfer trajectory (black), in the Earth-Moon rotating frame of
reference.
On the right, visualization of the EML1 unstable manifold (red), of the EML2 stable (green)
and unstable (red) manifolds, of the ESL2 stable (green) and unstable (red) manifolds, of the
transfer trajectory (black), in the Sun-Earth rotating frame of reference.
4.3 Reaching the operational EML1 Halo
The CORE vehicle represents the anchoring point for the assembly of the whole DIOMEDE
and ARES structures on the operational EML1 Halo. As a consequence, all the trusses elements
have to reach the first Earth-Moon Lagrangian point and rendezvous with the CORE. Similarly,
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On the right, spiralling trajectory around Mars to insert into the operational ASO.
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back travel on the right graph
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when DIOMEDE or an ARES vehicle is parked on the operational Halo waiting for the refuelling, all the needed tanks have to leave Earth, reach the operational Halo and rendezvous with
the waiting vehicle. The ICARUS service module is in charge to propel, guide and control the
specific element (trusses elements, tanks, engines, etc.) from the launcher detachment to the
docking with the waiting vehicle.
Therefore, it is necessary to develop a robust strategy to reach the operational Halo orbit
from Earth.
This strategy can be divided in three phases:
1. transfer trajectory to reach EML1, developed following the work by Bernelli et al. in
ref.[5];
2. the phasing trajectory to align the chaser and the target on a common axis to optimize the
initial conditions for the successive phase;
3. the rendezvous trajectory to transfer the chaser from the phasing Halo orbit to the operative Halo orbit getting the rendezvous with the waiting vehicle (CORE, DIOMEDE or
ARES).
Even though the work is still under development and optimization, a preliminary design of
all the different phases is hereafter briefly reported.
Starting from a parking LEO orbit, the launcher last stage is used to deliver two successive
burns. The first is given to transfer the vehicle to an highly eccentric orbit, large enough to
reach the EML1 stable manifolds. Close to the apogee, the second burn inserts the vehicle on
the EML1 stable manifold and the launcher last stage is detached.
From this point on, ICARUS governs the vehicle and it is necessary to wait that the free three
body dynamics leads the vehicle to the selected phasing Halo orbit. When the Halo orbit is
reached, a small perturbation given by the ICARUS propulsive system inserts the vehicle onto
the periodic orbit. The full trajectory is plotted in fig.13.
The phasing between the chaser (ICARUS plus the tank or truss element) and the target
(CORE or DIOMEDE or ARES waiting on the operational Halo orbit) is obtained just selecting
a phasing orbit which has different dimensions with respect to the operational orbit. As a consequence, the different orbital period naturally phases the two vehicles after a certain number
of revolutions.
In particular the phasing orbit is chosen smaller than the operational orbit in order to decrease
the LEO-EML1 transfer cost which is proportional to the dimensions of the arriving Halo orbit.
Fig.14 clarifies the situation, where the phasing orbit has been plotted in red color and the operational orbit in green color. The phasing point corresponds to the instant when the two vehicles,
chaser and target are aligned on the vertical axis. A systematic procedure has been developed
in [3] to compute it, which makes use of the so-called CR3BP Local Vertical - Local Horizontal
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Figure 13: Optimal trajectory for the transfer from LEO to EML1 Halo along a stable manifold.
(LVLH) reference system and the relative along track angle of the chaser with respect to the
target.

Figure 14: Phasing (red) and operational (green) Halo orbits around EML1.
The design of the rendezvous trajectory, here briefly summarized, has been fully developed
in the framework of the ARDENT project in Politecnico di Milano, whose reference [3] is the
final technical report. An interested reader is suggested to refer to [3] for the detailed description
of the procedure and the rigorous mathematical formulation.
The rendezvous trajectory can be divided, as usual, in three parts: the initial approach, the final
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approach and the final translation.
The initial approach and the final approach have been designed as a series of 7 consecutive
impulsive manoeuvres, 5 for the initial approach and 2 for the final approach. The manoeuvres
are used to join different arc trajectories with the goal of transferring the chaser from the phasing
orbit to the operational orbit. Each of these trajectories is computed using an optimization
scheme and lasts a quarter of period of the operational orbit. The initial and the final approaches
are plotted in the Earth-Moon synodic in fig.15
Once the final approach is concluded, the final translation can start in order to reduce to zero
the last 500 meters that separate target and chaser. The trajectory has been designed using a
linearised model of the CR3BP dynamics around the Lagrangian point, introduced in ref.[6].
The linear dynamics is used to integrate the chaser motion and to set up a Linear Quadratic
Regulator (LQR) which establishes the control law in terms of acceleration that ICARUS must
deliver to reduce progressively the distance from the target. On the other hand, the motion of
the target is integrated still considering the full non linear CR3BP dynamics. In slightly more
than one period, the chaser slowly approach the target up to a relative distance of few meters
and practically negligible relative velocity. The LVLH components of the chaser position all
along the final translation are plotted in fig.16.
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Figure 15: Visualization of the rendezvous manoeuvres between the phasing and the operational
Halo orbit.
5. TECHNOLOGICAL BOTTLENECKS AND CRITICALITIES
The high complexity of the mission and its ambition require the introduction of innovative
technologies and the solution of technical problems. Nevertheless these level of technological
development can be reached in few decades provided that long term investments are made
nowadays.
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Figure 16: Visualization in the CR3BP LVLH frame of the chaser state vector during the final
translation towards the target. The XY plane is shown on the left graph, the XZ plane on the
right one.
5.1 Mission Analysis
The design of the mission is carried out with the constant conflicting purposes of exploiting
the maximum number of time windows, but with the minimum architecture variability. The
trade off analysis led to discard the two worst time windows: those two windows would have
required an infeasible amount of propellant which eventually have brought to double the size of
DIOMEDE thus creating a too large gap in terms of configurations between the best and worst
case.
5.2 Propulsion
The extremely high ∆V required for the human transfer leads to the choice of a nuclear
propulsive system capable of providing an higher specific impulse with respect to the traditional chemical propulsion. Clearly, the presence of radioactive material induces the problem
of shielding the crew thus increasing the mass by 3 tons. A similar problem arises for ARES,
where the MPD propulsive system requires an enormous amount of power: 10 MW. In deep
space this level of power can be provided only by a nuclear reactor with the correlated problems
of dissipating thermal energy (a crucial problem when ARES is carrying the tanks due to the
high level of radiative exchanges).
5.3 Thermal
The thermal problem is crucial all over the mission. The choice of using cryogenic propellants to perform both the human and robotic transfers dictate remarkable thermal issues for
many phases of the missions. The solution proposed to maintain the liquid hydrogen at cryogenic temperatures is to subcool it on ground: using the Thermodynamic Cryogenic Sub-cooler
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([8]) the hydrogen is kept at 15 K on ground and exploiting the high heat capacity of the hydrogen a long period has to pass before the boil off starts at 20.4K. In order to increase this lapse
all the tanks are covered by MLI. Nevertheless this is not enough to guarantee zero boil off: a
huge shield is employed in order to reduce the sun irradiation on the tanks. Another bottlenecks
is the radiator needed to dissipate the thermal power generated by the nuclear reactor: an area
of 1000m2 is required which means 3 basketball field.
5.4 Attitude
The attitude problem is another crucial problem correlated to the large structures involved.
The ADCS subsystem is not massive, representing a relatively small part of the vehicles. This
is due to the high-performance actuators chosen but also to the fact that the bodies considered
in this analysis have to operate in slightly disturbed environments. In addition the high length
of the structure allows exploit a large lever arm for the thrusters. One of the key point is the
unmanned docking manoeuvres which requires high level of automation and precision.
5.5 Structural
The distinctive trait of this mission is the usage of large structure: this is mainly dictated by
the need of carrying a large amount of propellant. According to an optimal staging approach
tanks of hundreds of tons might be required for the worst case conditions. Of course this necessity must be mitigated by the maximum launch capacity in EML1 of the future launchers: in
this case the maximum is fixed by the SLS (about 40 tons). The low density of hydrogen gives
rise to the need of huge tanks: 8m of diameter for an height of 11m. These tanks has to bear all
the launch loads and respect the frequency constraint of the launcher. To overcome this issue,
an extremely high modulus carbon/epoxy material has been employed.
Another issue is due to the need of distributing the load at launch without inducing concentrated
stresses which may cause a failure: for this reason a large skirt has been developed.
Same problems of frequency requirements arises for the beam. In order to reduce the number of
launches, the beam modules have to be launched by twos with a total length that exceeds 20m.
The robotic arm presents problems due to the high length, almost twice that of the ISS robotic
arm: in order to satisfy the frequency requirements, tense carbon fibre cables are employed
during launch event. At last the mission has to deal with the deployment of large structures:
• radiator: on each side of the octagon there are three petals that fold thanks to hinges on
their sides;
• shield: during the aperture, the arms are firstly extended through a telescopic solution and
then the MLI layer slides in a guide along the arms. The first mechanism has one d.o.f.
for to the hinge opening the arm and other two d.o.f. for the telescopic extension of arm
itself. The second one has one d.o.f. for the mechanism pulling the blanket.
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6. CONFIGURATION’S KEY STRENGTHS
6.1 On-Orbit Staging
According to the high ∆V required for the human mission, a single stage would imply
a huge amount of propellant. The technique of On-Orbit Staging (introduced in ref.[9]) is an
extension of the already used staging approach for launchers. The aim is to have a single propulsion system and detach the propellant tanks one by one in such a way to achieve a considerable
reduction of propellant mass in order to perform the mission. Instead of using an optimal staging approach which means n different tanks, a more flexible strategy can be developed by fixing
the dimensions of the used tanks, thus obtaining the number of stages necessary to overcome
the required ∆V as an output (details in [3]). In this way:
• the manufacture process is standardized;
• the tank is customized according to the selected launcher;
• the tanks are detached two by two in order to avoid non-symmetric fluctuations of the
center of mass of the vehicle.
6.2 Modular approach
The recursive approach of this mission seems to suggest a fixed approach that keeps happening on each Mars’ transfer. Instead the high variability of the ∆V required for the travel requires different amount of propellant and thus number of tanks. Therefore a modular approach
becomes necessary in order to adapt the mission vehicles’ size on the different mission costs.
Taking into account the previously illustrated launch windows, it is possible to put in evidence
the difference in the payload mass for DIOMEDE vehicle in two different launch windows, as
reported in tab.1.
Table 1: Variable size of DIOMEDE depending on the launch window
Departure
date

best case
worst case

15{04{2033
19{05{2039

Big Medium
tanks
tanks

Small
tanks

Structural
elements

Vehicle
length

Payload mass
(+ Crew module)

2

0

2

1

81m

23tons

4

10

8

6

33m

44 tons

The solution proposed is to develop a configuration capable of re-configuration the support
structure at the minimum length necessary to host the required number of tanks. This has been
achieved using to the robotic arm and CORE support vehicle.
1. Permanent structure in EML1 The CORE is the only permanent structure located
in EML1 and will be used also during the structural assembly phases of ARES and
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Figure 17: Scheme of the variable size of DIOMEDE depending on the launch windows
DIOMEDE: such phase can last up to 2 years, since all the structural elements are carried
in EML1 diluted in time cause of the limited launch rate.
It is important to remark the fact that all structural elements are not autonomous components if decoupled from the dedicated ICARUS service module; therefore station keeping
and attitude control at EML1 of such components during assembly phase can be performed by the CORE vehicle avoiding the over-sizing of ICARUS service module.
2. Robustness on launchers’ availability
The CORE and the robotic arm solution provides also additional robustness to launcher’s
availability. For example considering the 2031 launch window DIOMEDE can be assembled in two different combinations, as reported in tab.2
Table 2: Two different possible configurations for DIOMEDE on the 1st launch window
Departure
date
12{03{2031 A)
B)

Big Medium
tanks
tanks
(SLS)
(FH)

Small
Structural
tanks
(support)
(Delta IV..) elements

Payload mass
(Columbus
included)

4

2

0

2

27 tons

2

10

0

3

30tons

Clearly, the first configuration is preferable since minimizes the payload mass, but if one
SLS launch fails during the DIOMEDE refuelling phase, by adding one structural element
the servicing can be in any case performed by using different launchers.
6.3 Human Safety
The design of mission architecture has been carried out with the constraint that no human
being can be lost in space. To avoid any hazard risk to human crew, mission operations are
kept at a minimum level for DIOMEDE by choosing a quite standard impulsive manoeuvres
approach, instead more complex operations have been designed for ARES. The mission timeline
is planned in such a way that the human crew launch from Earth is done only when ARES depot
is already located in ASO. In this way, the disastrous scenario in which ARES has a critical
failure and it is not able to locate the tanks on Mars while the human crew is travelling in deep
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space is avoided. A verification of acceptable risk level for the mission configuration has been
done through the risk diagram analysis, accordingly to ECSS normative.
6.4 Composite Materials
Fist of all an interesting outcome about the use of composite materials can be learned. A
composite tank generally provides a reduction in mass of about 30-40% with respect to the
corresponding metallic counterpart. The same is valid also for the Trusses. However a much
higher saving arises in this mission: the intensive use of the staging approach during the human
transfer makes the structural ratio of the tanks a key point. The structural coefficient of the
tanks is strongly involved in the Tsiolkovsky equation through the exponential law. This means
that even a small perturbation in terms of dry mass of the tanks causes a large difference in
the amount of propellant needed for the transfer. This surplus of propellant has consequently a
great impact on all the other subsystems:
• higher number of needed tanks;
• longer truss needed in order to host them;
• larger ARES spacecraft for the servicing;
• large nuclear reactor in order to generate the thrust required to satisfy the travel time;
• larger radiator.
These are just some of the direct consequences of the reduction of the structural coefficient
of the tanks. If the whole mission had been sized using metallic tanks (titanium) and metallic
trusses (Al-Li), the total mass of the components to put in orbit during the thirty years of missions would have been more than 7000 tons: in other words the use of composites allows a mass
saving of more than 200%.
6.5 Exploration of The Solar System
The mission is thought to service a recursive manned mission to Mars, but it is developed
in such a way to allow different goals and purposes. The modular approach is suitable for
exploring the solar system and beyond through robotic missions: once the need of fast missions
is removed, the same amount of propellant can be used to reach much higher distances. In
addition the concept of the CORE, with some modifications, can be employed as a human base
station in the proximity of the Moon.
7. CONCLUSIONS
ARDENT mission is an innovative and complex approach to make feasible a fast manned
mission exploration on Mars. Up to now, mission studies of this kind involve lower masses,
chemical propulsion, long time transfer in deep space and much lower costs. ARDENT mission
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instead aims high: it is capable to relocate fuel depot on Mars, to follow exotic paths and to
create huge infrastructure thus enabling not only the colonization of Mars, but also the exploration of the solar system and beyond fulfilling one of the oldest dreams of humankind: desire
for knowledge.
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SUMMARY
Air launch systems are currently studied as a new launch system for small satellites,
because of several advantages such as launch flexibility and efficiency. One of the
configurations is the use of cargo airplanes that release at a given altitude a rocket which is
extracted from the cargo bay with the aid of parachutes. The present work studies the air drop
dynamics of a rocket released from a C130J cargo aircraft, describing the equations of
motions and presenting simulation results.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Air launch systems are currently studied as alternative to ground based launch systems.
There are many advantages in using an aircraft as first stage of a space rocket [1,2,3], such as:
i) reduced constraints due to the atmospheric environment; ii) launch flexibility since the
aircraft can release the launcher in a convenient area to allow safe reentry of the exhausted
stages and to achieve orbits at any inclination; iii) efficiency since ground operations are
reduced ; iv) reduced cost of small spacecraft launch, using a carrier aircraft as first stage. In
summary, air launched systems represent an important step in the concept of fast access to
space. One of the possible air launch configurations is based on a cargo aircraft carrying the
rocket at a suitable altitude and releasing it by the aid of parachutes. The parachutes have two
tasks: 1) extraction of the rocket from the cargo bay of the aircraft, 2) attitude stabilization
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during the descent phase. Parachute's dynamics is rather complex involving aeroelastic
behaviour, added mass contributions, snatch forces stress, aerodynamic characterization of the
canopy considering porosity, inflation process, refeed configuration, etc.
The purpose of the present paper is to describe a comprehensive numerical model of the
extraction and descent phase dynamics of a rocket released by a C130J cargo aircraft, taking
into account the main effects listed above and specialized to the G11 parachute, currently used
on C130J. The model has been implemented on Matlab in order to estimate the characteristic
times and the behavior of the kinetic variables, necessary inputs of the following thrust phase.
A premature start of the engines could put in danger the cargo aircraft by collision or contact
with the exhausted gas. On the other hand if the ignition is too much postponed the
advantages of an air launch would be reduced by loosing of altitude and increasing of descent
speed. Furthermore, the angular velocity of the vector should be minimized to reduce the
structural stress.
Different papers proposed mathematical models to describe the flight dynamics of a
generic airdrop [4,5,6,7,8]. This paper is particularly inspired by the work [6], whose physical
model is taken in consideration and tailored to the problem considered. In particular the model
of [6] is modified to include the rocket model as rigid body (and not as point mass), the
parachute inflation model is two dimensional and descent trajectory is three dimensional.
This paper is organized as follows: in the second section it presents the mathematical
model, which describes the motion during the several phases of an air drop. In particular two
types of parachute inflation are explained: reefed and unreefed. For the description of the full
inflated parachute dynamics (Free descent phase) the paper presents two different
configurations: single parachute and three parachutes (generally called ‘cluster
configuration’).
In the third section the input and results of the simulations are described, with tables,
graphs and comments on the different configurations. Final comments are given in the paper’s
conclusion.
2.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

The phases characterizing an airdrop with parachute extraction are shown in figure 1, and
they could be summarized in:
Phase: 1: Separation, the extraction of the payload from the cargo airplane with a small
extraction parachute.
Phase: 2: Deployment of the suspension lines, that will tie the main parachute to the
payload. This deployment is aided by the extraction parachute.
Phase: 3: Canopy unfolded deployment and separation of the extraction parachute and
parachute bag.
Phase: 4: Inflation of the main parachute.
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Phase: 5: Free descent.
Phase 1: In the first phase the dynamics is very simple, one dimensional, because the
rocket is strapped on a table (type V platform for the C130J aircraft) [11] which is sliding
along a rail connected to the cargo bay. Thus the only equation for , the inertial velocity in
the bay direction is:
( 1)

where

is the air density obtained by:
( 2)

In the equations h is the altitude of the payload,
is the density at sea level, and H=RT/g,
with R the gas constant, T the temperature at sea level and g the gravity constant (for the
interesting altitude in this paper 1/H=0.1414 km-1).

Figure 1: Airdrop phases

The total mass in formula (1) regroups the mass of the rocket (
), of the type V
platform (
), of the suspension lines (
, of the main parachute (
) and of the
parachute bag (
):
( 3)

and
are the surface and drag coefficient of an extractor parachute and
is the
cargo’s pitch angle at the rocket release. It is possible also to add a friction force, between the
platform and the rails but it was considered negligible in this work. This phase is concluded
when the platform is totally extracted.
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According to [6] the phases 2, 3 and 4 are studied with a bidimensional model to simplify a
rather complex phenomenon. In the paper [6] the payload was described as a point mass. In
this work the rocket has been modeled as rigid body to consider also its attitude.
Phase 2: During the lines deployment two different bodies are considered. The former
represents the rocket, the latter the lines and the parachute bag that, held by the extractor
parachute, are distancing themselves from the rocket. The two bodies have different velocities
and when their distance is equal to the lines length this phase ends. The attitude of the second
body is supposed to be determined by the first one and the two bodies mass are considered
“averaged”:
( 4)
( 5)

The motion equations for this phase are:

( 6)

{
,

are the drag parameters of the parachute bag [8], is the flight path angle,
are the drag and lift of the rocket, which depend on the rocket angle of attack :

( 7)

In the attitude equation is the distance between mass and pressure center of the rocket,
is the rocket longitudinal inertia moment. The completion of lines elongation is computed by
integration of the kinematic equations paired to the dynamic equations (6). At this time the
two bodies have different velocities
so it occurs a snatch force which is an internal
force and it is evaluated as a structural stress for the lines. It is important to evaluate this force
to ensure the safety of the lines soon after the snatch.
The snatch force is here estimated by the energy conservation method of [6]:
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√
[

]

( 8)

[

[
[
Where

,

,

and

]

( 9)

]

( 10)

]

are so defined:
( 11)
( 12)
( 13)

( 14)

Phase 3: The model to estimate the motion during the third phase is the same. In this case
the second body is composed only by the parachute bag. The main parachute exits from the
bottom of parachute bag and stretches out itself still closed. For the first equation of system
(6) it is also considered a little contribution to the drag coming from the canopy unfolded,
estimated as
[8], where
are the main parachute drag parameter and
surface. The phase 3 ends when the parachute canopy is completely deployed (but not inflated
yet).
Phase 4: The inflation phase follows the example of [9], but it is applied to a rigid body
with attitude dynamics. There are two types of inflation: reefed and unreefed. In the second
case the canopy is completely free to inflate itself. In the first case part of the canopy is hold
by risers which are released after a preprogrammed period. First the simpler unreefed case
will be explained.
The canopy geometry during the inflation is a function of time and it is determined by: i) a
linear growth of the projected area; ii) a linear function of the incoming flux versus a
dimensionless time expressed by:
( 15)

Where

is the inflation time. The geometrical constrains are exposed in figure 2.
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Figure 2: Inflation assumptions

If
is the diameter of the flat circular canopy,
will be also the length of the canopy
during the inflation (see figure 2), having
as projected diameter. At full inflation
(see for instance figure 5), while during inflation
assumption i)) by:

is expressed (according to the

√

( 16)

Examining the continuity equation describing the imbalance of mass flow into and out of
the parachute canopy (because of the porosity) the differential equation for the canopy
volume, , is obtained. The into mass flow is proportional to the (flat) opening surface (
times the inflow velocity (d is shown in figure 2 and derived in formula (25)). The outgoing
mass flow is proportional to the (spherical) canopy surface (
Then:

) times the outflow velocity.

[

]

( 17)

Where the inflow and the outflow velocities are:
( 18)

where c is the effective porosity defined as [10] in the figure 3:
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Figure 3: Effective porosity

The projected diameter is useful to define the apparent and included masses and all the
geometrical relations. The equation (17) is integrated during the calculation, considering a
guessed value
. At the end of the inflation, if the volume estimated is different by the real
one
is modified, with the simple criterion that more time of inflation means bigger
volume. After few iterations the model identifies the inflation time .
The dynamic model for phase 4 has to be more accurate due to the importance of the phase
and the dimensions of the main parachute. Normally when a big parachute is used and
modeled in the dynamic equations, the following mass terms are considered: an “included
mass” that is the mass of air inside the parachute, an “apparent mass” inserted in the equations
to consider the interaction between fluid medium and canopy and the “apparent inertia”
generated by the apparent mass [6]. All these quantities are used in the dynamic equations.
The included mass is also used in the mass center estimation. Moreover the force necessary to
accelerate the included and apparent mass is considered by equation:
⃗
Where

[

⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗]

( 19)

is the velocity vector at the parachute mass center.

Typically the aerodynamic force of the parachute are expressed in a body axis reference,
and this reference frame will be used for the 4th and 5th phases (figure 4) . All the system is
considered as unique rigid body. This implies that the dynamic equation of motion are:
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗̇
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗̇

⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗

∑ ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗

⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗

∑ ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗

⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗

( 20)

The definition of ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ in this couple of equations is:
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗

⃗

⃗⃗

⃗
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⃗

⃗

⃗⃗

⃗

It is possible now to obtain the dynamic and kinematic equations for all the variables
(considering the symmetric axis aligned to z in according to [6], as shown in figure 4):
̇

̇
̇
̇

(

)

( 22)
̇
̇
̇

{

Where the definition of the quantities expressed in the formula are:




Rigid mass,
Total mass
and are the tangential and normal aerodynamic forces.
torque. They are defined as:

is the aerodynamic

( 23)



is a function of
Included mass:
[

where

and it grows with time.

√(

)

√

]

( 24)

are risers and suspension lines length and d defined as:
( 25)



Apparent mass:
( 26)

where


is obtained with (16) at T=1.
are equal respectively to
and
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,
, ,
are respectively the distance of parachute aerodynamic center, rocket
pressure center, rocket c.m., parachute c.m. -from the system mass center. This is
defined considering all the masses and distances exposed in figure 4, including also
, which varies with time.
The inertia component long y is obtained considering also the apparent inertia, whose
definition is:
(

)
( 27)

∑

⃗

During the inflation is also possible to estimate the opening force, which is a structural
constrain for the mission, whose definition is:
(

)

( 28)

In the reefed case the parachute deploying follows several steps. Inflation phases are
alternated with coasting phases where projected diameter is constant. Provision for the
coasting periods is made by prescribing a reefing cutter delay. The equations which describes
the inflation phase remain the (22). However the initial assumptions change. Two reefing ratio
are given as problem data, with such definition:
( 29)

with
corresponding to the reefing lines at the beginning and end of the inflation
period. By formula 29 is possible to calculate (see figure 2) the ratio
and
between
and :

( 30)

The adimensional time need by the inflation period is defined in [6]:
( 31)
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Figure 4: Reference systems and Mass position in the body axis system

The intermediate volume
{

is given by the formula:

(

)

√(

(

)

( 32)
√(

)

)

[

√

√

]}

The calculation follows the same procedure of the unrefeed inflation: if after a
the
integration of (17) did not reach , the
of hypothesis must be changed. It is important to
consider for each phase of reefed inflation an initial different equals to
( 33)
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For the coasting period Dp is constant, and in the equations (22)
each inflation period the opening force is evaluated.

are null. For

Phase 5: The fifth phases, called Free Descent, is based on the same assumptions of the
coasting phases but the parachute is fully inflated and it is studied in a three dimensional
reference frame (to add, if necessary, the contribute of external wind). The kinematic of the
problem is described by the three space variables and three attitude angles, yaw, pitch and roll
(ψ,ϴ,φ). To describe the kinematic of the attitude angles it is necessary to use the
transformation matrix between the vector [ ̇ ̇ ̇ ] and the absolute angular velocity of the
body ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ written in the body frame. For a set of angle 3,2,1 from the inertial to the body
frame, the matrix has this form:
̇
[ ̇]
̇

[

]
( 34)

[

]

The aerodynamic force acting on the parachute is now expressed by 3 forces, one
tangential and two normal to the symmetric axis. The tangential force depends on the total
angle of attack of the parachute c.o.m.
. The former of the two normal forces,
,
depends on the angle of attack (defined on the xz plane), the latter,
, on the angle of
deviance defined on the xy plane, . The aerodynamic torque generated are two (the roll
torque is set to 0),
depending on ,
on .
For the Free Descent phase, also a cluster configuration has been studied, that means
simply the use of more than one parachute, and three parachutes are here considered. The
three parachutes are regarded fixed as a rigid body, converging on the rocket symmetric axis
until they are in contact. The next figures (5,6) will explain the geometrical configuration of
the three parachutes.
Looking at figure 5, the radius of the parachutes and the suspension lines length determine
the angle , which is used to estimate the angle c (of figure 5,6) by spherical geometry. This
angle determines the angular position of the axis of each parachutes with respect to the rocket
symmetric axis (in figure 6 denoted as z axis). The disposition of the parachutes around the
axis z is exposed in figure 5: each parachute is placed at 120° one by the other. Their
positions during the flight is determined by this fixed angle plus the roll angle of the complete
rocket–parachutes system. With these assumptions it is possible to calculate the position of
the parachutes’ characteristic points (such as c.o.m. and aerodynamic center), considering that
the length of the characteristic distances (exposed in figure 4) remains unaltered. Equation
(21) is used to value the velocity at c.o.m. for each parachute and from these it is possible to
obtain the value of angle of attack, total angle of attack and angle of deviance, on which the
aerodynamic forces depend. and
has the direction showed in figure 6. To obtain the
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characteristic vectors, it is simply necessary to rotate around z of (plus 120° or 240°, it
depends on the parachute) and around y1 (obtained by the rotation) of – . The rotation matrix
used are expressed below:
[

]
( 35)

[

]

Figure 5: Parachute contact and geometrical characteristics

Figure 6: Position of one of the parachutes in the xz plane
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3.

NUMERICAL SIMULATION

The main parachute is specified as G11, a type of parachute used for airdrop by C130J
cargo airplane. The G11 dimension, masses risers and lines can be found in [6]. The G11
aerodynamic characteristics are also reported in [6]. In particular the
graph (figures
7,8,9) has been interpolated in the Matlab code to obtain functions of the angle of attack.
Worthy to be mentioned that the tangential force of the parachute is almost constant with the
angle of attack variation and one order of magnitude higher of the normal force. The normal
force and the torque moment have typically, except for parachutes called “stable”, a stable
equilibrium point different by 0°, that in this case is almost at 20°. This means that in a steady
state the angle of the attack of the system is 20°, and, considering the steady attitude vertical
to the ground, it means that the system has a considerable gliding motion, due only to the
parachute aerodynamic characteristics and not to wind or other external effects.
An air launch mission has been simulated with two different space rockets: the first one
with mass equals to 14000 kg and length of 8.56, the second with mass 16000 kg and length
10.6 m. The c.o.m. and the other dimensional characteristics have been taken from [11], the
aerodynamic parameters have been obtained with CFD simulation of [12]. The rockets are
supposed released at 7000 m with a velocity of 164 m/s in horizontal flight, with negligible
external wind.

Figure 7: Solid flat circular (G11) and T-10 Cm
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Figure 8: Solid flat circular (G11) and T-10 Ct and Cn

The characteristic times (counted from the initial time of the extraction) and state variables
are computed by the above system of differential equations and the results are shown in the
following tables:

14 tons Rocket with single parachute
Events

Time(s)

Speed
(m/s)

(°)

(°)

(°/s)

h(m)

Extraction

2.943

154.0

0

90

0

7000

Susp. Lines
Development

3.468

153.8

-1.912

90.04

0.208

6999

14
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Canopy
unfolded
Development

3.627

153.1

-2.477

90.19

1.855

6998

Unreefed
inflation

4.085

104.75

-6.868

95.01

19.47

6994

2 s of Free
descent (Unreefed)

6.085

48.79

-46.75

70.94

-24.81

6939

First Vertical
Attitude (Unreefed)

9.129

31.91

-68.97

0

-4.895

6839

19.63

32.06

-69.22

0.052

0.001

6522

Reefed inflation
(4 phase with 2 s of
delay)

9.919

77.29

-43.9

62.69

-8.342

6761

2 s of Free
descent (Reefed)

11.92

45.01

-74.89

41.52

-15.57

6669

First Vertical
Attitude (Reefed)

14.34

35.6

-90.9

0

-22.86

6569

31.19

-69.25

0.020

0.001

6026

Stabilization
(Unreefed)

Stabilization
(Reefed)

31.82

Table 1: Characteristic times and variables of 14 tons Rocket with single parachute

14 tons Rocket with cluster
Time(
s)

Speed(m/
s)

(°)

(°)

(°/s)

h(m)

2 s of Free
descent (Unreefed)

6.085

30.27

-71.68

50.01

-41.25

6944

First Vertical
Attitude (Unreefed)

7.715

20.47

-93.46

0

-16.76

6904

50

18.23

-82.45

-1.589

0.023

6122

Events

Stabilization
(Unreefed)

Table 2: Characteristic times and variables of 14 tons Rocket with cluster (only Free descent)

16 tons Rocket with single parachute
Events

Time
(s)

Speed(m/s)

Extraction

3.128

154.6

15

(°)

(°)

(°/s)

h(m)

0

90

0

7000
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Susp. Lines
Development

3.651

154.5

-1.897

90.02

0.105

6999

Canopy unfolded
Development

3.805

153.3

-2.457

90.09

0.924

6998

Unreefed inflation

4.254

110.2

-6.273

94.1

19.41

6994

2 s of Free descent
(Unreefed)

6.254

53.24

-42.7

75.23

-22.51

6942

9.855

34.29

-68.01

0

-2.601

6818

Stabilization
(Unreefed)

25.29

34.03

-69.21

0.057

-0.001

6323

Reefed inflation (4
phase with 2 s of
delay)

10.08

83.95

-41.97

67.04

-8.193

6763

2 s of Free descent
(Reefed)

12.08

50.00

-84.77

29.71

-12.81

6734

First Vertical
Attitude (Reefed)

23.77

34.17

-110.8

0

-0.084

6310

Stabilization
(Reefed)

38.43

33.07

-110.1

-0.052

0.001

5852

First Vertical
Attitude (Unreefed)

Table 3: Characteristic times and variables of 16 tons Rocket with single parachute

16 tons Rocket with Cluster
Events

Time(
s)

Speed(m/
s)

(°)

(°)

(°/s)

h(m)

2 s of Free descent
(Unreefed)

6.254

24.05

-58.83

40.63

-25.04

6833

8.979

19.17

-82.37

0

-7.445

6902

50

19.52

-82.71

-1.577

0.019

6091

First Vertical
Attitude (Unreefed)
Stabilization
(Unreefed)

Table 4: Characteristic times and variables of 14 tons Rocket with cluster (only Free descent)

The maximum snatch force and opening force are expressed in this second table
Force

Rocket 14 tons

Rocket 16 tons

Snatch Force

2965 N

2965 N
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Max Opening Force
(unreefed)

2.06 *106 N

2.13*106 N

Max Opening Force
(reefed)

8.95*105 N

1.03*106 N

Table 5: Characteristic forces acting on the system

The behavior of some state variables during the transient phase is showed in the following
figures 9,10 for the unreefed case of the 14 tons space rocket:

Figure 9: u and w inertial velocities in the unreefed transient phase

Figure 10:pitch and flight path angle in the unreefed transient phase

The output of the transient phase is then the input of the free descent phase, that is
described in a three dimensional system. The figures 11,12,13 show the state variables
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behavior for an unreefed case, with NO wind. Vin, r, p are not exposed because they are
constant and equal to 0 at this condition. Figure 13 is taken from the cluster simulation to
show the significant differences with respect to the single parachute configuration.

Figure 11 w inertial and flight path angle in the free descent phase

Figure 12: pitch and system angle of attack in the free descent phase
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Figure 13: w inertial and system angle of attack in the free descent phase (cluster configuration)

Let us comment briefly the results. The extraction phase of such heavy payload is very
long as compared with the duration of 2nd, 3rd phases and the inflation periods. The transient
phase is very short in the unreefed case and the maximum opening force is almost the double
of the, much longer, reefed inflation. The estimated magnitude of such force advices to an
accurate structural design.
During the free descent with single parachute the system reaches the equilibrium position
in about 10 seconds and it is stable for almost 10-20 seconds. In absence of wind the motion
is essentially 2D. The system is vertical and the angle of attack module is 20°, equal to the
equilibrium α visible in figure 12. A gliding motion characterizes the system that has a flight
path angle of -70° at 31 or 39 m/s (depends on the launcher mass) (figure 11). The atmosphere
density increasing during the descent reduces the vertical velocity during the stable flight. The
use of reefed configuration increases the time necessary to the system to reach the equilibrium
and stabilization in particular with heavier launcher (for which the vertical attitude is reached
after 23 s, while the lighter launcher with unreefed inflation needs only 9 s). It must be said
however that the maximum angular velocity q is lower and in general the reefed case is more
“gentle” with the system structures. Worthy to be mentioned a curious but exact result
appearing only in the table 3. The stabilized flight path angle is not -70° but -110°. This
comes from the casual achievement of the equilibrium angle of attack, that could be 20° such
as -20° and it depends only by the particular dynamics of the case. In a 3D point of view a
parachute system has an entire cone of possible equilibrium angle of attack (or flight path
angle), in this case of 20° amplitude.
The use of a cluster configuration is interesting. The system reaches the equilibrium
position very fast (7.7s in the best case) but then, it oscillates around the equilibrium position
in all the simulations. The descent velocity is obviously much smaller and the flight path
angle is -82° with a gliding motion considerably reduced. The position is not completely
vertical (-1.82°) and the equilibrium angle of attack is 8°. The three parachutes have all the
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same characteristic but their disposition and the equilibrium of the force generated has
changed the equilibrium state.
4.

CONCLUSION

The mathematic model of the launcher’s release gives much information about its
dynamics, necessary to a complete project of a mission. In particular tables 1,2,3,4 provide the
input of the following boost phase. The numerical programs, created in house, are able to
simulate different rocket deployments from C130J with different initial conditions.
The unreefed and cluster configurations seem to be the best options for a fast and optimal
air launch mission. The reefed inflation is a good option to take in consideration if the
structural constrains are considerable.
However it must be remarked that further studies are necessary for the transient phase of
the cluster configuration, whose dynamics is much more complex owing to the interactions
between the parachutes.
A small scaled experimental study has been accomplished in [12] to observe the general
characteristics of an air launch system, and to estimate the equilibrium position reached by
much smaller parachutes. The lesson learned is that there is a variation of about 20 % between
the models and the experimental results. Therefore it is necessary a careful, more investing,
experimental campaign to compare numeric and real case results.
5.
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Abstract. The Caurus “Nibbio” is a new generation morphing tilt rotor concept designed to
comply with the 31st AHS Graduate Category International Student Design Competition
Request For Proposal tight requirements. These were inspired by the DARPA X-VTOL
solicitation and called to concurrently push the operational envelope of VTOL vehicles with
respect to maximum speed, hover efficiency, cruise efficiency and load capacity. As a result, a
highly innovative vehicle using two different propulsive devices for hover and horizontal
flight has been designed, with each nacelle carrying a foldable rotor in front and a pusher
propeller in the back. The folding of the rotor is performed in the transition between vertical
take-off and cruise, stowing the blades within the nacelles in order to achieve an optimal
aerodynamic configuration for cruise. The predicted performance of this design clearly
overcome the limitations of existing VTOL vehicles.

1 INTRODUCTION
This paper summarizes the design of the Caurus “Nibbio” (Italian for the “kite” bird of
prey) project, which achieved the 2nd place and the “Best New Entrant” prize in the 31st
Annual American Helicopter Society (AHS) International Student Design Competition,

L. Sala, G. Alitta, D. Berbenni, C. Capocchiano, A. Fugazza,
S. Rojas, S. Sangalli, A. Scaringello, P. Waffo, L. Trainelli

Graduate Category, in August 2014. The AHS Graduate Category Request For Proposal
(RFP) [1] was heavily inspired by the DARPA X-VTOL solicitation [2], which called for an
innovative hybrid aircraft design capable to concurrently push the operational envelope of
vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) vehicles in four areas:
1.

Speed: Achieve a top sustained flight speed of 300-400 kts.

2.

Hover efficiency: Raise hover efficiency to at least 75%.

3.

Cruise efficiency: Achieve a cruise lift-to-drag ratio of at least 10.

4.

Useful load capacity: Useful load fraction no less than 40% gross weight, with a
payload fraction no less than 12.5 gross weight.

The proposal should have been representative of a manned or unmanned flight
demonstrator aircraft with a maximum take-off weight (MTOW) between 10,000 lbf (4536
kgf) and 12,000 lbf (5443 kgf), conceivably scalable to be applicable on vehicles having a
MTOW ranging between 4,000 lbf (1814 kgf) and 24,000 lbf (10886 kgf).
These severe and mutually contrasting requirements called for the development of
radically new designs, in an effort to match the best characteristics of helicopters in take-off,
landing and hover, and of airplanes, in cruising flight. The “Nibbio”, the response of the
Caurus team formed at the Politecnico di Milano, was presented in [3]. In the following, the
main elements of the “Nibbio” design are recapitulated, together with additional information
and results. Section 2 presents the outcomes of the conceptual design phase, including
requirement definition, configuration selection and preliminary sizing. The following sections
illustrate the preliminary design process, comprised of aerodynamic design (Section 3),
airframe design (4), rotor design (5), flight control system design (6), and power transmission
system design (7). Finally, in Section 8, a performance analysis is presented, to illustrate the
promising characteristics of the “Nibbio” compound tilt rotor.
2 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
An in-depth analysis of the RFP and a thorough market study led to the definition of the
design requirements for the Caurus “Nibbio”. The RFP standardized flight profile consisted of
three vertical flight phases (take-off, mid mission hover, landing) connected by two highspeed cruise legs, to which the performance goals above mentioned apply. Envisaged target
applications for the new vehicle were identified as corporate business and air-taxi, off-shore
transportation, Search and Rescue (SAR), Emergency Medical Service (EMS), and law
enforcement. As a consequence, additional design requirements were defined, including
pressurization, cabin door suitable for rescue operations, comfortable interiors, and quick
payload load\unload procedure.
In order to select the ideal vehicle configuration, an analysis of the numerous historical and
current VTOL architectures and technologies was carried out, using the Analytical
Hierarchical Process (AHP) method [4] to perform the final choice. Candidate configurations
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Figure 1: AHP score diagram for the various configurations considered.

included the conventional helicopter, the tilt-rotor, the quad-rotor, the tilt-duct, the fan-inwing, the tail-sitter, the compound helicopter, and the coaxial helicopter. The design drivers
employed in the analysis were forward speed, hover efficiency, lift-to-drag ratio, payload,
range, cost and fuel efficiency. Eventually, the tilt-rotor configuration emerged as the best
possible option, as seen in the score diagram presented in Figure 1.
However, a conventional tilt-rotor would not be able to fully satisfy the demanding RFP
performance requirements, its main disadvantage being the impossibility to optimize its proprotor simultaneously for hover and cruise conditions. In fact, a fundamental limitation to tilt
rotor performance is the usage of the same device as a propeller during high-speed horizontal
flight and as a rotor for take-off, landing, and hover phases. For this reason, innovative design
options were considered. Two candidate solutions were identified as the morphing blade
technology, in the case of keeping a single rotor device, and the use of two separate optimized
devices. The first case, where the blade shape is allowed to change in order to best fit each
flight phase [5], was judged still relatively far from practical implementation, given the need
to use sophisticated smart materials. Therefore, the design process focused on the second
solution in which a large rotor and a propeller are employed to empower low speed and high
speed flight, respectively.
The rotor is intended to be stopped during the transition from low to high speed flight, with
the blades folded and stowed within the nacelle to minimize their impact on vehicle drag.
Examples of similar solutions have been studied in the past [6,7,8]. The resulting compound
tilt rotor configuration, in contrast to more “helicopter-like” solutions, is characterized by a
substantial lifting surface arrangement, which drove to a classical fixed-wing aircraft
approach for the initial sizing [9], suitably adapted for the specific case at hand. Empty weight
and MTOW estimations were carried out by the historical-statistical regression method,
taking into account existing tilt-rotors and turboprop aircraft, and the mission weight fraction
method based on the mission requirements. Power required was estimated in both helicopter
configuration and airplane configuration in order to find out the maximum necessary value.
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Figure 2: Sizing matrix plot for the Caurus “Nibbio” considering stall speed, take-off distance, landing
distance and minimum rate-of-climb performance requirements.

Subsequently, power-to-weight ratio and wing loading were evaluated considering stall speed,
take-off distance, landing distance and minimum rate-of-climb as sizing performance
conditions through the sizing matrix plot method, as seen in Figure 2.
The resulting design characteristics are summarized in Table 1.
Parameter
Imperial units Metric units
MTOW
11126 lbf
5047 kgf
Wing surface
242.9 ft2
22.6 m2
2
Wing loading
45.8 lb/ft
2193 N/m2
Installed power
1596 hp
1190 kW
Power loading
6.97 lb/hp
41.6 N/kW
Cruise lift coefficient
1.2
Take-off lift coefficient
1.6
Landing lift coefficient
2.2
Maximum airspeed
320 kts
593 km/h

Table 1: Caurus “Nibbio” design characteristics.
3 AERODYNAMIC DESIGN
Aerodynamic design included wing and empennage airfoil selection, and the design of
wing, fuselage and empennages. An iterative process including optimization steps was carried
out given the global impact of aerodynamics on the overall aircraft configuration, structural
weight, flying qualities and performance.
Wing airfoil selection was performed by taking into account several conflicting
requirements early on in the design process. In particular, cruise drag, maximum lift-to-drag
ratio and maximum thickness were considered in order to insure very high cruising speed,
high cruise efficiency and adequate wing structural weight. This led to the selection of the
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laminar NACA 747A315 airfoil, which represents a very good compromise with respect to
the drivers cited above, while offering a very low moment coefficient about its aerodynamic
center, which is advantageous in the design of the empennages to trim.
In defining the wing configuration, the root thickness was increased to 18% to effectively
withstand wing loads as well as ease the hosting of the transmission system and fuel tanks,
while the tip thickness was reduced to 12% in order to minimize induced drag. The inboard
wing section is not tapered, to grant space for fuel and transmission system, whereas the
outboard section has a high aspect ratio, thus improving overall aerodynamic performance.
In order to complete the preliminary design of the wing geometry, historical data were
evaluated along with configuration-specific considerations. A typical tilt rotor high-wing
configuration was adopted, but instead of wing-tip positioning, the nacelles have been placed
at mid span, defining an inboard section and an outboard section of the wing. The former is
relatively wide and un-tapered, with a 5° negative sweep angle, while the latter is slender and
highly tapered, with a 15° positive sweep angle. The inboard-outboard combination allows to
achieve a favorable value of the overall aspect ratio, while avoiding excessive burden on the
structural weight, while the sweep combination was devised since it allows shifting the
nacelle tilt axis forward, while moving the wing aerodynamic center aft, in comparison to an
unswept wing. The reason for this lies in the need of the rotor thrust axis to pass through the
design center of gravity (CG) of the aircraft. At the same time, this point should also be
sufficiently forward of the aircraft aerodynamic center, to achieve positive longitudinal
stability.
As the outboard section of the wing is not suitable for mounting moving surfaces,
flaperons were placed only the inner section. These allow roll control in airplane mode when
operated anti-symmetrically. When symmetrically deflected 80° downwards, they allow to

Figure 3: Lifting surface and control surface arrangement.
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Figure 5: Fuselage longitudinal shape based on minimal curvature cubic splines.

reduce the rotor-wing interference in hover conditions. The wing planform final shape is
shown in Figure 3.
The aerodynamic design was completed with the horizontal and vertical empennages and
the fuselage outer shape. The key performance items that drove the choice of the empennage
airfoil were low cruise drag, maximum lift-to-drag ratio and stall angle of attack. The
symmetrical NASA/Langley 64-012 was chosen, as it excels in the lift coefficients range of
interest. Also, it presents a laminar bucket that includes the estimated cruise design point. The
T-tail arrangement designed is also shown in Figure 3.
The fuselage shape design was driven by the wish to minimize cruise drag, while offering a
suitable internal configuration for the foreseen operational application. The internal layout
was designed in order to grant adequate passenger comfort, and is the result of an accurate
analysis of fuselage shapes and internal arrangements of possible competitors. In addition,
adequate pilot view angles have been considered in the windshield design. The resulting
shape, shown in Figure 4, was obtained with an uninterrupted cubic spline, which minimizes
the local curvature, thus increasing the extent of natural laminar flow.

Figure 4: Pressure coefficient distribution over the lifting surfaces in design cruise condition.
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In order to assess the achievement of the desired aerodynamic characteristics, aircraft lift,
drag and moment characteristics were validated with the aid of a variety of numerical tools
such as Vortex Lattice-based Tornado and XFLR5 and Large Eddy Simulation-based XFlow.
An example of these studies is given in Figure 5. These results led to more optimistic
estimations than those obtained by the approximated methods found in [9], which
nevertheless were conservatively assumed for subsequent calculations.
4 AIRFRAME DESIGN
Prior to the structural model, a weight estimation was carried out, first by adopting several
approximate methods found in the literature, such as in [9], and subsequently by a Finite
Element model. The final maximum payload was determined as 830 kg, compliant with the
RFP requirements and allowing to carry a maximum of 9 passengers with 12 kg luggage each.
However, according to the preliminary studies, the most interesting configuration would be
one with 6 passengers, amounting to a payload of 630 kg. Numerous weight configurations
have been analyzed and a complete CG envelope has been obtained.
Structural sizing was based on the weight distributions corresponding to the various load
configurations and the aerodynamic model, including control surface deflections. A simple
beam model of the aircraft was considered for preliminary sizing. The structural model was
validated with both static and modal analyses and then employed to trim the aircraft for cruise
conditions and 38 additional maneuvers, following the CS-23 Subpart C regulations [10].
Each flight condition was trimmed at different airspeed and load factor values for each mass
configuration, and internal forces were computed. The considered range for the load factor
was between -1 and +2.5, which is higher than the range imposed from the RFP. In addition,
safety margins have been kept high in order to be conservative in the subsequent structural
sizing. The safety margins for thin-walled beams were calculated from internal force values.
The number and type of stiffeners, the thickness of the panels and the distance between ribs

Figure 6: Airframe preliminary configuration.
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and frames were established for each part of the wing and the fuselage, ending in the
configuration shown in Figure 6.
This allowed to correct the weight distribution prediction. Although the material used for
this preliminary analysis was a classic aeronautical aluminum alloy (Al7075), the possibility
to introduce composite materials for a number of elements of the structure was considered.
Scaling factors were adopted to compute the approximate weight of such elements [11],
possibly pushing to a full composite wing and empennage construction, which would yield a
benefit in structural weight of about 20%.
5 ROTOR DESIGN
The foldable rotor lies at the core of the Caurus “Nibbio” innovation. Its design process
involved the determination of the blade airfoil, geometry and structural characteristics,
followed by the design of the hub and of the folding mechanism. Rotor preliminary design
was mainly driven by the required figure of merit and by the necessity to stow the blades
along the nacelles in high speed flight. In addition, the following requirements were set:
1.

Hover ceiling above 5,000 ft (1,520 m) out of ground effect (OGE).

2.

A rate of climb of 1,400÷1,800 ft/min (7÷9 m/s).

3.

A power required to climb at the hover ceiling lower than 1.5 times the necessary
power in cruise.

4.

An upper bound for the rotor radius to a maximum of 1.75 times the wing chord or
0.4 times the wing half span, whichever is lower.

Requirement 1 stems from the mission profile specifications, while requirement 2 is
inspired by the current market offer for this vehicle category. Requirement 3 was assumed as
a constraint to guarantee that the vehicle takes full advantage of the available engine power in
both helicopter and airplane configurations, Finally, requirement 4 was set to ensure that the
nacelle length is balanced with the rest of wing and that adequate clearance between the rotors
and the fuselage is provided.
For blade airfoil selection, high aerodynamic efficiency for moderate to high lift
coefficient, low moment about the aerodynamic center, and high maximum lift coefficient
were considered as main drivers. In this way, high values of the figure of merit and limited
control loads were sought. The chosen airfoil was the Bell/Wortmann FX 69-H-098.
For rotor radius sizing, an original procedure was established: polar curves in hover were
computed using the combined blade element/momentum theory with blade tip factor and rotor
cutout corrections and a suitable design point was established in terms of the thrust and power
coefficients CT and CP, corrected by solidity σ. Corrections related to the aerodynamic
interference between rotor and wing, and engine/transmission power losses were also
included. The computations generated sizing graphs as that shown in Figure 7, referred to
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Figure 7: Rotor sizing plot in hover.

hover. Similar graphs were obtained for climb conditions at sea level and at altitude.
In these graphs, hover lift-to-drag curves at sea level were drawn as functions of the rotor
solidity σ, blade twist and taper ratio. For a set of rotor radius values, the possible operating
points (interceptions with the CT \σ for a fixed tip speed and aircraft mass) were identified and
joined together (cyan lines). In the same way, the curves corresponding to a figure of merit of
0.75 for each twist and taper combination were outlined (magenta lines), enabling the
identification of the suitable solution design area. All the cyan lines lying above the magenta
lines are considered feasible for the design point. Following this procedure, a parametric study
was performed for different tip speeds and aircraft masses, according to the anticipated mass
envelope. The design point was found for a 0.12 solidity, a 3 m radius, a 830 HP power
required and a 990 HP power to climb at sea level, and a 1090 HP power to climb at 5,000 ft.
A four-bladed rotor was chosen because the moderate chord required for the established
solidity revealed compatible with the folding and stowage constraints. This choice satisfies all
requirements, and shows that the required collective pitch to climb at sea level and to trim at
5,000 ft altitude is well below the typical attainable maximum of 25°, leaving the possibility
of residual collective and cyclic control authority [12]. The final rotor characteristics are
summarized in Table 2.
A gimballed hingeless rotor was considered, striving on one hand to contain the hub
complexity – given that it should also accommodate the blade folding device, described later
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Characteristic
Imperial units Metric units
Number of blades
4
Radius
9.84 ft
3.0 m
Chord
14.96 in
0.38 m
Taper ratio
0.7
Twist
-16°
Rotation speed
650 rpm
Blade airfoil
Bell/Wortmann FX-69-H-098
Rate of climb
1700 ft/min
8.6 m/s
Figure of merit
0.76

Table 2: Caurus “Nibbio” main rotor characteristics.
– and on the other hand to avoid excessive load transfer to the mast, especially in the
conversion manoeuver, as well as whirl flutter aeroelastic instabilities. In this design, a single
elastomeric flex-beam, adequately sized in terms of modal frequencies, permits the desired
local flexibility for flap and lead-lag, while axial loads are carried by a fork element. A
traditional swashplate actuation mechanism was adopted to provide blade pitch in a range
between -10° and 25°. The design of this system was considered particularly critical because
its movement is highly coupled with the folding mechanism.
Indeed, the location for the four pitch links was the most exacting constraint in the design
of the actuation mechanism, seeking an optimal trade-off between the need to have them close
to the folding hinge, to avoid mechanical lock-in and other problems during the folding

Figure 8: Pitch actuation system: non rotating swashplate (1), rotating swashplate (2), hydraulic servo-actuator
(3), blade folding arm (4), pitch link (5), pitch horn (6), anti-torsion bar (7), nacelle fixing flange (8).
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Figure 9: Blade folding mechanism.

sequence, and at the same time next to the equivalent flap-lag hinge axis, to reduce the δ3
angle, and therefore the pitch-flap coupling. Through iterations, a negative δ3 angle of about
30° was established, reducing the flap stiffness relative to the basic flex-beam strength. Figure
8 sketches the main elements of the complete pitch actuation system.
The structure of the rotor hub was specifically developed to perform blade folding in flight.
This is achieved employing a folding hinge and the virtual flap hinge. When the folding
system is activated, a dedicated electric motor generates a torque that is amplified and
transmitted by the elliptical gearbox to a folding wheel or “spider”, which forwards the
motion onto the folding arms using ball joint links. The folding sequence progresses by first
slowing down the rotor and then stopping it when the blades are aligned with the nacelle slots,
according to the reading of an absolute encoder. Then, the blades are folded and
simultaneously feathered to zero pitch, stowed within the nacelle, and finally locked by the
electric motor which now acts as a brake. Figure 9 depicts the folding mechanism, while
figure 10 portraits some snapshots of the folding sequence.
6 FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN
The flight control system (FCS) includes three different modes, one for each flight
condition: Helicopter mode for take-off, landing, hover and low speed flight, Airplane mode
for high speed flight, and Transition mode, for the conversion maneuver from Helicopter to
Airplane modes and vice-versa.
In Helicopter mode, the pilot steers the aircraft by the standard helicopter controls: a
collective pitch lever, a cyclic pitch stick, and yaw pedals. Pitch and yaw commands are
actuated through a combination of longitudinal cyclic control and nacelle tilt. For pitch, both
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Figure 10: Blade folding sequence: (A) rotor stopped in the folding position; (B) initial phase; (C) folding
close to completion, with blade feathering to final pitch position; (D) blades stowed and locked.

the tilting and the cyclic are symmetrically imposed, while for yaw they are anti-symmetric
between the two rotors. Furthermore, symmetric usage of the collective lever drives vertical
motion, while differential use allows roll and lateral displacement. In Helicopter mode, the
flaperons are completely deflected 80° downward in order to reduce the wing interference
with the rotors. While the speed increases the blockage effect becomes less important because
the wake moves backward, and the wing lift and drag start to rise up. For this reason, once the
aircraft begins to move forward the FCS deflects the flaperons upward to reduce the drag,
gradually placing them in the appropriate position for the following transition maneuver.
The FCS is switched to Transition mode at the transition speed of 60 kts (110 km/h). In
this mode, which has a defined time length, the nacelle rotational movement is decoupled
from the other flight controls and governed directly by the FCS to be tilted in in the forward
flight position. At the beginning of the transition phase, the flight speed is low and hence
aircraft pitch control is obtained mainly using cyclic pitch. As the nacelles tilt, the airspeed
increases and the elevators become more effective. Therefore, the FCS gradually reduces
cyclic and increases elevator command. Of course, the aircraft must also be capable to
effectively balance yaw and roll perturbations while in the transition phase. Consequently, in
the same way as before, as flight speed increases and ailerons and rudder become more
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Figure 11: Conversion maneuver: (A) vertical take-off and climb in Helicopter mode; (B) forward flight in
Helicopter mode; (C) tilting of the nacelles in Transition mode; (D) activation of the rear propellers and
stopping of the rotors in Airplane mode; (E) Blade folding in Airplane mode; (F) High speed flight in
Airplane mode.

effective in controlling the aircraft, the FCS performs a harmoniously increase of their
authority together with a decrease of cyclic and differential collective pitch control. It is
important to remark that, while the nacelles tilt, the rotor thrust is also rotated and therefore
lift decreases. However, the outboard wings rotate simultaneously producing additional lift
that helps to balance the previous effect and at the same time reduces drag.
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Figure 12: Nacelle gearbox subsystem: (1) electric motor; (2) open-box differential; (3) brakes; (4) pitch
control oil pump; (5) pump oil tank.

At the completion of the conversion maneuver, reached at an airspeed of 80 kts (150
km/h), the FCS is switched to Airplane mode. Initially, the thrust is produced by the rotors,
since the rear propellers have not been activated yet. In this condition the controls available to
the pilot are the three traditional airplane control surfaces: ailerons, elevators, and rudder, plus
collective pitch as a means to control airspeed. However, soon rear propellers are started and
rotors are slowed down and then stopped. While the aircraft translates forward pushed by the
propellers only, the rotor blades are folded and stowed within the nacelles. The final control
setup in Airplane mode is obtained by switching the power control from collective pitch to the
throttle.
The full control logics pertaining to the three modes described has been coded within a
detailed multi-body model of the “Nibbio” using FlightLab. The model was used to perform
the entire standardized mission profiles, successfully checking all relevant performance
indicators. The complete transition from Helicopter mode to Airplane mode is shown in
Figure 11.
7 POWER TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
The mechanical power transmission system has been designed considering the following
geometrical and functional constraints:
1.

The two engines are placed in the middle-upper side of the fuselage, ahead of the
main wing.

2.

Both the rotor and the propeller are placed in the nacelles, located at 11 ft (3.3 m)
from the engines.
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3.

A transmission shaft that transfers the motion to the nacelles is needed. This shaft
should be located along the elastic axis of the wing in order to avoid unbalancing
effects.

4.

A further interconnection shaft must be placed to allow controlled flight in case of
failure of one engine.

The transmission system features two gearboxes, one in the nacelle and another in the
fuselage, as a single gearbox would not be accommodated within the limited volumes
available. The fuselage gearbox allows the transmission shaft to rotate at lower speed before
entering the nacelle, alleviating shaft fatigue issues. An overall reduction ratio of 92:1 is
achieved from the engine angular speed of 30,000 rpm to half the rotor angular speed of 325
rpm.
The fuselage gearbox is located in the root section of the wing behind the engine. A clutch,
normally engaged during flight, ensures the ability to disconnect the engine in case of failure,
blockage, or during the start-up phase. After passing through three stages of reduction, the
shaft exits from the gearbox with an angular velocity of 1,143 rpm. At the other side of the
same output shaft, another clutch, normally engaged in Helicopter mode, provides the
interconnection with the rotor. When flying in Airplane mode, this coupling device ensures
the possibility to disjoint the interconnection in case of mechanical failures causing a full
blockage of the half wing main shaft. In this way, the thrust of at least one propeller can be
granted and thus ensure a minimal propulsion to perform an emergency landing.

Figure 13: Propulsive arrangement of front rotor, rear propeller and nacelle transmission system.
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The second gearbox, shown in Figure 12, is placed in the wing nacelle, providing the
connection between the inner wing, the rotor/propeller shaft, and the outer wing. This device
ensures the rotation of the nacelles and also provides other functional features, such as the
power distribution between the rotor and the propeller through a differential gear and a pair of
disk brakes. The presence of an open-box differential and the possibility to brake alternatively
one of the output axes allow each shaft to duplicate the output velocity achieving, the design
velocity on both axes, which amounts to 650 rpm for the rotors and 2,600 rpm for the
propellers. An internal hydraulic system provides a traditional propeller pitch control by
pushing oil inside the central hole in the shaft. Lastly, right out the gearbox two disk brakes,
one per side, allow the FCS to control the start and stop (alternatively) of the two shafts,
during the transition process. Figure 13 depicts the arrangement of the front rotor, nacelle
transmission system and rear propeller.
8 AIRPLANE MODE PERFORMANCE
Expected performance have been computed for the cruise configuration, with nacelles in
airplane mode, main rotors folded and engines operating at Airplane mode maximum
continuous power, which is lower than the power available to the rotors in Helicopter mode.
As the engine power output is much higher than required in airplane mode, the most relevant
performance are basically unaffected by density altitude (such as “hot & high” conditions).
For this reason, the engines are considered flat-rated at 1,550 SHP (1,139 kW).
A complete analysis has been performed for the Airplane mode, considering cruise, climb
and turning performances. The flight envelope completed with constant fuel consumption
contours is showed in Figure 14. The maximum specific range of the aircraft achieves 0.56
NM per pound of fuel, about 16% lower than that of turboprops of the same class, while being

Figure 14: Cruise flight envelope, with constant fuel consumption per nautical air mile contour lines
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Figure 15: Payload-range diagram.

nearly 15% higher than that of typical business jets.
The payload-range diagram based on the Bréguet equations at the design CG and
considering an unusable fuel quantity of 220 lbs is shown in Figure 15. As seen, the aircraft
maximum range varies from 1,760 NM for the typical mission with 1,390 lb (630.5 kg) of
payload, to the maximum ferry range of 2,600 NM. These values are comparable with those
of other similar turboprops, while being at least twice the typical maximum range of
conventional helicopters with a similar role. In addition, the computed range performance are
significantly better than current tilt rotors, thanks to the higher cruise lift-to-drag ratio.
9 CONCLUSIONS
The Caurus “Nibbio” new generation compound tilt rotor concept has been preliminarily
designed, yielding the general specification listed in Table 3.
Parameter
Imperial units Metric units
Engine power
2 x 1,800 hp 2 x 1,342 kW
Passengers
6 to 9 pax + 2/3 crew
Wingspan
52.4 ft
16.0 m
Length
37.7 ft
11.5 m
Height
9.8 ft
3.0 m
Rotor Diameter
21.32 ft
6.5 m
Max Gross Weight
11,000 lbf
5,000 kgf
Range
1,820 NM
3,370 km
Service ceiling
45,387 ft
13,834 m
Maximum airspeed
400 kts
740 km/h

Table 3: Caurus “Nibbio” main geometry and performance specification.
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Its one-of-a-kind configuration of a tilt-rotor with a partially tilting wing, endowed with
slender nacelles supporting each a tractor foldable rotor for take-off, landing, and hover
operations, and a pusher propeller for cruise is shown in Figure 16. This innovative aircraft
provides very promising characteristics, which may justify further analysis and optimization
in view of a possible realization. In fact, thanks to its unique folding blade technology,
mission performance in Airplane mode is shown to radically improve on current VTOL
vehicles, including tilt rotors Bell Boeing V-22 and AgustaWestland AW609 and compound
Airbus Helicopters X3, while maintaining the ability to operate in Helicopter mode for hover
and vertical take-off and landing.

Figure 16: The “Nibbio” in high speed flight in Airplane mode (above) and during a terminal procedure in
Helicopter mode (below).
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